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She evades all close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy
into your gums every
It's immensely and
her charm ... She ignored "PINK TOOTH B
vitally important—
time you brush your
that first impression... when boy meets
teeth, and the reason is soon evident.
"pink!' It may be a symptom of a serious
gum trouble. But it is far more likely to
girl— when man meets woman.
For those lazy gums waken. CirculaAnd the first smile she gives him
be a simple warning of gums that need
tion increases. Gums feel stronger. You'll
should be a quick flash of sheer beautymore exercise, more stimulation— gums
notice a firmer feeling, a healthier look.
white teeth in a healthy mouth.
that will quickly respond to the healthful
RUSH"
They're less "touchy" and more resistant.
stimulation of Ipana and massage.
But if she's been careless, heedless— her
Ipana is especially designed to benefit
smile may be just an unpleasant glimpse
Modern dental teaching emphasizes
the gums as well as the teeth. So when 7 lS
of dingy teeth, of tender gums . . . and
you use Ipana in addition to massage,
this fact— today's soft foods are largely
responsible for tender, ailing gums. They
that "moment of magic"— that "instant
you antare
dentist's
need far more work and exercise than
in theusing
homethecare
of teethablest
and assistgums.
of glamour" is lost forever.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
they get to keep them firm and healthy.
You are giving the really serious gum
For the sake of your own good looks
And that is why Ipana Tooth Paste and
troubles far fewer chances. And you are
adding, every day, to your own beauty
and good health— go directly to your
massage is so widely recommended— so
dentist whenever you see that tinge of
widely practiced. Rub a little extra Ipana
and your own power of attraction.
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AMERICA'S
GORGEOUS
GIRL FRIEND

"No Man Who Kisses You Once
Will Ever Be Content . . ."

M-G-M

TOPS

ITS

BIGGEST

Six Headline Stars in the New

mk
Joan's romantic companions (in addition to Bob
Taylor) are M-G-M's latest
discovery, James Stewart...
handsome Melvyn Douglas
(both below) ...and— on the
screen together for the first
time since their marriage
— Franchot Tone (above).

Spectacular Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Drama
Robert Taylor meets Joan Crawford— in the sizzling story
of an outrageous flirt who couldn't make her heart behave.
She defied conventions and slanderous tongues to live her
romantic life to the hilt! Three men are tangled in the
web of her enchantment in Samuel Hopkins Adams' story,
and what a whale of a picture M-G-M has made of it!

Directed

CLARENCE
Produced

by

JOSEPH
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You re

Talking
A page devoted to
our readers' likes
and dislikes— the
more frankly expressed the better
$15 Letter
Break the Bank — I wish to register a kick,
a very decisive one. My kick is aimed at
the so-called bank or rainbow nights. Here
in a neighborhood of four or five thousand
souls we have four bank nights and one
Screeno each week. With the frenzy created
by large pots, school and community activities are virtually ruined. Every organization shuffles dates to miss bank nights.
In case of conflict the school or community
activity suffers. If this thing must continue
as a subsidy to movie art it might be justified, but I doubt if it contributes to the
lasting good health of the movie business.
What do the producers think?
Now that I have registered my kick I
have two amens to letters in the July Movte
Classic. I agree with Phyllis Ayer of San
Francisco that the cast should be repeated
at the end of the picture. Many a time I
have gone away from a show anxious to
know the name of some actor who had appealed to me. Recently I have noticed that
some pictures do this.
I agree with Marlin W. Elliot of Atlanta
that historical pictures should be authentic.
We recognize the screen as a potent educational agency. It should stick to facts
when treating historical characters. Neither
should irrelevant things be played up. I was
nauseated with the mushy love affairs in a
Lincoln picture a few years back. I don't
believe Lincoln was given a square deal. —
C. L. Baldwin, Supt. Public Schools, Bearcreek, Montana.

$10 Letter
Doff

the

Paint— Thank

heaven

for

the

MOVIE CLASSIC urges its readers to take the floor and present on
of picthis page their candid opinionsMOVIE
tures and stars. Each month
CLASSIC offers these cash prizes
for the best letters: (1) $15; (2) $10;
(3) $5; all others published, $1 each.
The editors will be the sole judges
and reserve the right to publish all
or part of any letter received. Write
your letter now— to MOVIE
CLASSIC'S Letter Editor, 7046
Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.

June Lang, formerly June Vlaselc,
is being hailed as a star by Twentieth Century-Fox. Her first major
role is in Road To Glory. What
do you
think of her chances?
new type movie wherein the leading female
stars are represented as wholesome, clean
appearing girls. Even the former sirens
have gone "natural.". Perhaps now we won't
see so many youthful imitations of Garbo
slinking along the streets, terribly overdressed, their fresh young skins heavily
laden with cheap cosmetics. If the moviemoguls only realized how widely girls of
teen age copy mannerisms, they would see
to it that there was more of this "back to
natural charm" movement. For who likes
to see a normally sweet-faced youngster
painted and dressed in what she fondly
hopes is the image of the Garbo or Crawford of four or five years ago? Give them
more chances to imitate the Parker or
Gaynor type of beauty ! We want our young
daughters to stay young and sweet. — Mrs.
Peter Steinjbcrger, Augusta, Mich.

$5 Letter
A "Double"
Complaint
— Please add my
voice to the plaint against the "Double
Feature" nuisance.
There used to be a day when you could
go home from work, enjoy your dinner,
and then come down town in time for a
short stage presentation, or a comedy as a
relaxing prelude to the feature picture of
the evening.
Now, with the double features to run,
schedules are so cock-eyed, that in order
to see only the picture you're interested in,
you must either forego a quiet dinner, and
rush down on the dot of 7 o'clock. Or, you
must sit up and wait until 9 :30, by which
time you are so engrossed in your book, the
radio, or a rubber of bridge, that you
wouldn't
go role.
out to see Cleopatra herself
in the title
Usually, you catch the tail-end of some
second-rate "feature," or you miss the very
first shots of the picture you came to see.

And I don't know which puts you in a worse
humor. — Mollie Shamos, 1172 Chapel
Street, Neiv Haven, Conn.

$1 Letters

No Tears, Please— Who originated the
idea that the public craves sob pictures has
been an uppermost thought in my mind for
some time?
I can't recall having seen but one picture— The King Steps Out— that didn't
have a sad note in its make up and this
goes for the past few months. I see on
the average of two first runs every week.
I, one of the millions, supposedly go to
the movies to be entertained. Instead, I take
along an extra hanky and prepare myself
for some miserable moments along with a
mascara streaked make-up. And, in the
bargain, I pay for all this discomfort. What
a laugh? I think in the future, if there
aren't more pictures without the sob stuff,
I'll do my sobbing at home. It's more
economical. — Marie Catherine Hagel, Reading, Ohio.
Do You Agree?— Maybe I AM crazy; I
know I'm crazy over the pictures as the
saying goes, but I don't like COLOR films
for EVERYDAY picture fare. Occasionally, yes, swell ; but as a general thing I hope
it doesn't work out. It hurts my eyes, detracts from the attention of the plot and
the acting. I'm led astray by a green patch
in the distance, a cloud formation, oh, a
myriad of confusing objects. On the stage
where the scope is small and we simply
have the cast to watch it is different . . .
but did you ever really see or know anyone
who would want to attend outdoor theatrical
performances at midday three times a week ?
I doubt it.
Of course, I'm probably a "crank" and a
reactionary. I dreaded the advent of talkies,
too, and now I love 'em . . . although
(small voice) Chaplin's Modern Times
proved that genius could overcome sound,
now didn't
cisco, Calif.it ?— (Mrs.) C. Rose, San FranChildren's Hour — A child actor has
finally got me ! In fact, two children, and
wonder of wonders, both in the same picture !After resisting the combined efforts
of Jackie Coogan, Jackie Cooper and more
recently, Shirley Temple, I have at last
fallen for a couple of juveniles.
I am referring to those two marvelous
little kids in the movie adaption of The
Children's Hour, renamed We Three. Marvelous isthe only word that will adequately
describe them. They could not have been
any more natural in the picture if it had
been an actual part of their lives.
When you can say with truthfulness that
a couple of small girls made the experienced efforts of Merle Oberon and Miriam
Hopkins look like the antics of a couple
of amateurs, then you have some idea of
how much those kids impressed me. I look
forward with positive eagerness for their
next appearance in a picture. — William E.
Dixon, Washington, D.C.
Tired of Gal Shows — It seems to me we
have had enough variations of Forty-Second Street. Beautiful girls going around
in circles or making squares and geometrical
designs certainly get tiresome after a time.
If you have seen and heard one musical
comedy, if that is what it is called, you
need not go to another. It will be the same
thing all over again.
I have a little personal dislike too. I
think the little mustaches, like those of
Clark Gable and Jack Oakie, spoil the looks
of most men. They look like lipstick telltales.— Mary Rnth Baron, 2413 Fairmont
Ave., La Crescenta, Calif.

Your favorite soldier of fortune,
the dashing "Bengal Lancer",
laughing, fighting his way
through another glorious
romantic adventure.

Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carroll
THE GENERAL DIED AT DAWN
with William Frawley, Akim Tamiroff, and Porter Hall. A
Paramount Picture. Directed by Lewis Milestone. Screen
play by America's foremost
Movie Classic for September,
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playwright, Clifford Odets.

A League of Nations Dinner
When members of The Garden of Allah company gathered for dinner — dishes from
5 foreign countries were served

Dor

Dw

an

oth

Basil Rathbone, Charles Boyer, Director Richard Boleslawski, Marlene Dietrich and Joseph Schildkraut enjoy dinner on the desert

few exceptions, the stars
WITH
look forward to location trips —
yet these excursions typify
everything- but the comforts of home !
It's an unsolved mystery how the pampered darlings of the world can cheerfully banish thoughts of the cold, sparkling water glistening in their tiled pools,
or of the soft cushions flung" carelessly
about their shady, flower-filled patios —
while they vainly try to find a comfortable spot on the desert wastes of Arizona
—which was the problem of The Garden
of Allali cast. Imagine the glamorous
Dietrich and fascinating Charles Boyer,

laughing in unison with Joseph Schildkraut and Basil Rathbone, through the
hardships created by a daily temperature of 125 degrees !
Perhaps it is the subconscious reac"getting
away for
fromlocation
it all" work
that
causestion ofthis
enthusiasm
— no telephones — no studio conferences
— and no social obligations. However,
just one temperamental person with a
"comfort complex" will put a damper
on
what the players try to make into a
holiday.
Then again, the innate sporting blood
and the desire to be known as a "good

y

trouper" comes to their rescue and the
members of a picture company will still
smile and retain their sense of humor
even though they are eating sand, doctoring smarting eyes, and must wait
until seven or eight in the evening
for the one "square meal" of the day.
Up until that time fruit juices and light
salads are the only popular nourishment.
Miles from civilization, a tiny tent
cit3>- sprang into being for the housing of
most of The Garden of Allah company,
while the principal members of the cast
had accommodations in Yuma. Before
driving back to town at night, they enjoyed a location dinner in the cool of
the evening, finding pleasure in the
beauties of a barren region that proved
almost unbearable at midday and yet
had an indescribable fascination at
night.
Sitting around the table one evening,
a discussion of favorite dishes came up
■ — -and it was suggested that each evening
the chef honor a member of the dinner
group by serving his or her preferred
recipe. This resulted in much concentration upon the part of the parties involved— to be sure their country would
not suffer by comparison — and dinners
from five foreign nations!
The idea undoubtedly proved an ordeal
to the chef but how nice for us. Now
we may serve authentic recipes from
Germany, France, Austria, Poland, and
England.
Naturally Marlene Dietrich sponsored
Germany, and even if you are unadultAmerican, you'll love these tasty
German erated
Pancakes.
GERMAN

PANCAKES

2v

y
FRENCH

ICE CREAM

2 cups milk
3 egg yolks
y2 cup sugar
3 egg whites
j/2 pint whipped cream
1 tsp. vanilla flavoringHeat the milk in top of double
boiler and beat the egg yolks

Cook Book
until light. Add the sugar to
yolks and beat until thoroughly
blended, then add hot milk.
Stir mixture until well mixed
and return to double boiler.
Cook until mixture coats spoon.
Remove from heat and cool.
Fold in stiffly beaten egg
whites, then add whipped cream
and flavoring. Freeze and serve
with chocolate sauce.

cups flour
2y2cups
sour milk
tsp. clabbered
salt
tsp.well
soda beaten
23lj4eggs
this, melted
butter
Sift flour and salt together. Beat eggs
until very light, add soda to milk and
beat well until soda is thoroughly dissolved. Add flour to beaten eggs alternately with milk, avoiding beating as
much as possible. Have griddle hot, pour
in batter and bake until upper side
bubbles, turn and bake on other side.
Serve with butter and plenty of syrup.
We suggest Vermont Maid Syrup with
these delicious and different pancakes.
Basil Rathbone upheld England which
is his native [Continued on page 62]
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Behind-the-scene news and gossip about

ets see wnat

Filmland's pictures and stars — an up-tothe-minute report of the latest happenings

tne doctor says
about laxatives

R from Grace Moore, writLETTE
ten just after the close of her fab'ulously successful concert season
in London, tells briefly but joyously of a
triumphant tour. In Stockholm, where
she sang before Their Majesties, she was
decorated by the King of Sweden. In
Norway, the Queen gave her a beautiful brooch as a token of her admiration.
Everywhere, in short, music lovers
greeted her with adulation.
Which all leads to the observation
that even though the screen may not yet
be the equal of the operatic or concert
stage as a medium of musical expression, itis certainly the greatest publicity
medium on earth. Before her screen
success, La Moore was known only in
the upper stratum of the music world.
Today she is known everywhere.
A

AS sympathetic as your doctor is with his
- patients, he is strictly a scientist in his attitude towards health. He has, for instance,
certain definite standards which he demands
of a laxative before giving it his approval.
These requirements are listed below. Read
them carefully for your own good.
THE

DOCTOR'S

It should
It should
It should
Its merit
It should
It should
It should
It should
EX-LAX

TEST

OF A GOOD

LAXATIVE

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proven by the test cf time.
not form a habit.
not over-act.
not cause stomach pains.
not nauseate or upset digestion.
MEETS

THIS TEST

AT

EVERY

POINT

Next time you need a laxative remember this:
Ex-Lax fulfills the doctor's requirements at
every point. Doctors everywhere use Ex-Lax in
their own families. Mothers have given it to
their children with perfect trust for over SO
years. Since Ex-Lax was first introduced, it
has steadily risen in public confidence. Today
more people use Ex-Lax than any other laxative in the world.
JCTOR'S POINTS

YOURSELEa

Sten's Back
Anna Sten, who left Hollywood flat
after a reputed quarrel with Samuel
Goldwyn, her "importer," has returned
in triumph after scoring a sensational
hit in the British-made film, A Woman
Alone. She will star in a picture entitled Enchantment to be produced here
for English release by her husband, Dr.
Frenke. After its completion she will
again go to London to play opposite
Leslie Howard in Bonnie Prince
Charlie.
She Earned lilt's all very well to talk about the sensational success of Jeanette MacDonald
in San Francisco for she gives a performance in that fine picture that will
down _in : i..^,^^
| .- i. : story,

Eric Ergenbright
mention of another fact :
in "show
as Jeanette,
a chorus starting
girl, worked
for business"
six long,
discouraging years before she could persuade a producer to let her act and sing.
For six years she fought for singing
roles and was shunted aside into dancing parts.
Her courage during those formative
years deserves just as much praise as
the great talent which is its result.
Im-musing!
Over the Party Line comes an amusing story — -which like ninety percent of
the amusing stories told in Hollywood
is pinned on that long-suffering genius,
Sam Goldwyn.
It seems that Sam, overhearing a
noisy quarrel between several of his
contract writers, proposed himself as
arbiter.
"It's this way, Mr. Goldwyn," they
explained. "We're discussing a scene
for the picture, and we're arguing about
whether a certain piece of business can
be "Tell
done me
. . what
. ." it is," said Sam. And
they did.
"I can answer that in exactly two
words," he declared stoutly. "IM-POS[Continued on page 58]
.SIBLE!"

time Olympic champ
/oriel's greatest athlete,
times with Buck Jones

(ah^/oui/ai^

beauty bath

protects daintinessleaves skin sweet

LOVELY screen star— a famous and beautiful
woman — Carole Lombard tells you a simple
beauty secret you'll find easy and delightful to follow.
You'll be amazed at the way a luxurious Lux Toilet
Soap bath peps you up. The ACTIVE lather of this fine
soap sinks deep into the pores, carries away stale perspiration, every trace of dust and dirt, leaves skin really
clean — smooth — delicately fragrant.
CAROLE
Famous

LOMBARD

Paramount

Star

"A swell way to protect daintiness!" popular girls
say. Why don't you use this fine complexion soap for
your daily beauty bath, too? It's the soap 9 out of 10
screen stars use to keep skin flawless.
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The Show
Window
by

Frank reviews of the
latest screen offerings
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Bride. . Queen . . Martyr
ALL IN NINE DAYS
to You'll cry and love
it!
''Because little Lady Jane
is my favorite character,
and her love story my favorite love story ... I was
a tough audience ... I
ended up in tears on my
knees ... I sincerely believe that it is one of the
great pictures . . ."
— Adela Rogers St. Johns
"LIBERTY"

Cedric
HARDWIGKE
Nova PILBEAM

NINE
DAYS

|A Queen
JOHN
MILLS
DESMOND
TESTER
SYBIL
THORNDIKE
Directed by Robert Stevenson
COMING
TO
YOUR
FAVORITE THEATRE

12

©C

SAN FRANCISCO— Credit Leo, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lion, with another
smash hit !
With the Barbary Coast and the San
Francisco earthquake and fire as a background, with W. S. Van Dyke as director,
with a cast headed by Clark Gable, Jeanette MacDonald, Spencer Tracy and Jack
Holt, much was expected of this picture.
And it exceeds every expectation !
The story concerns the owner of a
water-front honky-tonk, a millionaire scion
of society, and their rivalry for the love of
a singer who climbs from the Barbary
Coast to grand opera. Jeanette, the singer,
is magnificent. Her numbers run the gamut
of old melodies, popular numbers and grand
opera and should please every taste. This
picture definitely establishes her as the
screen's Number One Lady-of-song. Gable,
perfectly cast as the honky-tonk owner,
gives a grand performance, and so do Jack
Holt and Spencer Tracy — but the honors
for San Francisco must be awarded to
Jeanette
MacDonald.
It's her picture and
her
triumph
!
The earthquake sequence, running nearly
two full reels is breath-takingly realistic
and provides one of the most dramatic and
spectacular
climaxes
ever screened.
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Don't miss this picture ! Metro-GoldzeynMayer.
MY MAN GODFREY— And here, like a
fresh sea breeze to make summer a bit
more pleasant, is one of the most delirious
comedies that has come out of Hollywood
in many a day.
"My Man Godfrey" is the suave Bill
Powell (who never gave a better performance). Discovered in a hobo camp by the
"mad Bullocks" (the screwiest family that
ever stepped in front of a camera), he is
pressed into service as the butler and undertakes the gargantuan job of bringing
order out of chaos. And in the process the
fun becomes fast and furious.
Carole Lombard, cast as the love-lorn
Bullock gal, who goes on the make for the
butler, rises to a new high. She is rapidly
establishing herself as the one most outstanding comedienne of the screen. Gail
Patrick, Alice Brady, Eugene Pallette, and
Mischa Auer have important roles and
make the most of them in craftsman-like
fashion. Miss Patrick, in particular, deserves praise for her performance
in the

Movie Classic for September,

1936
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picture's one sinister role. She plays it
with sly innuendo that is exceptionally effective.
My Man Godfrey is easily the outstandUniversal.
ing comedy hit of the month.

EXCELLENT
M'LISS— Based on one of Bret Harte's
most famous stories of California in its
gold rush days, this homespun offering,
produced by RKO as a Class B offering,
emerges as a surprising hit, a picture that
will be more highly acclaimed by the averthan most far more pretenagetiousaudience
films.
The story hinges on the romance between
a school teacher and a shy mountain girl
who comes to him to learn the fundamentals of readin', writin' and 'rithmatic. Delicately handled, every sequence possesses
a subtle romantic quality that will charm.
Anne Shirley, fast becoming a most capable young actress, gives by far her best
performance in the title role. And John
Beal, as the school teacher, gives a really
outstanding performance. Other important
roles are exceptionally well played by Guy
Kibbee, Douglas Dumbrille, Esther Howard and Moroni Olsen. RKO-Radio Pictures.
NINE DAYS A QUEEN— Produced in
England by Gaumont-British, this historical
drama is easily one of the best foreign film
offerings of the year. It tells the tragic
story of Lady Jane Grey, the young girl
who was for nine days the puppet queen of
England and who, through no crime of her
own, was brought to the block.
Sir Cyril Hardwicke and Nova Pilbeam,
heading an unusually capable cast, contribute magnificent performances. GaumontBritish.

PUBLIC ENEMY'S WIFE— And here's
something new in the way of G-Man thrillers, a fast-moving, action-crammed melodrama with a novel slant. The story hinges
on the trials and tribulations of a criminal's
wife, her unjust imprisonment and her
eventual marriage to the G-Man who is
detailed to capture her criminal ex-husband.
Margaret Lindsey, usually too cold to
be convincing in a romantic role, sheds
her frigidity in this picture and gives an
excellent performance which will do much
to help her standing with audiences. Pat
O'Brien, as the G-Man, is excellent. Cesar
Romero, Robert Armstrong and Dick
Foran head a strong supporting cast.
Without being in the least profound,
Public Enemy's
can safely be Warner
recommended as fineWife
entertainment.
Brothers.
EARTHWORM
TRACTORS— Joe E.
Brown at his rollicking best, this time as
Alexander Botts, the egotistical, moronic
tractor salesman of William Hazlett Upson's side-splitting Saturday Evening Post
stories. Instead of following the plot of
any one of Upson's yarns, the producers
have wisely filmed a composite which lets
Joe E. Brown's comic talents run wild.
Undoubtedly this is his best comedy to
date. June Travis and Guy Kibbee are
excellent in the supporting cast. Warner
Brothers.

THE LOVELIER WAY
TO AVOID OFFENDING
Keep fragrantly dainty . . . bathe with
this exquisite perfumed soap!
Fastidious women everywhere now bathe
with Cashmere Bouquet . . . because they
know that it keeps them doubly safe from
fear of offending!
Of course it keeps you sweet and clean,
with its rich deep-cleansing lather. And
in that rich lather is a lovely perfume . . .
so rare and costly that it actually lingers
long after your bath, keeping you fragrantly dainty!
Only a soap like Cashmere Bouquet . . .
scented with the costliest perfume . . . can
bring you this lovelier protection!
You

BATHE

cannot expect to find it in ordinary
scented soaps!
Use this pure, creamy-white soap for
your complexion, too! Its lather is so
gentle and caressing. Yet it removes every
bit of dirt and cosmetics; makes your skin
alluringly clear and smooth.
Cashmere Bouquet now costs only 10(*.
The same long-lasting soap which has
always been 2 5^. The same size cake,
scented with the same delicate blend of
17 exquisite perfumes. Sold at all drug,
department and ten-cent stores.

WITH

GOOD
WOMEN
ARE TROUBLE— A fastmoving, consistently thrilling gangsterversus-reporter
story which
offers little

THE SOAP THAT
KEEPS YOU
FRAGRANTLY
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Tl^GlAZO
puts old-type
nail polishes
in the discard

The Show Window
new in the way of plot but a great deal in
the way of entertainment, thanks to the
excellent direction of Errol Taggert and
the deft performances of Stuart Erwin,
Paul Kelly, Florence Rice, Margaret Irving and Raymond Hatton. The plot, unfortunately, is loaded with moss-grown
situations. There is the rivalry between
the bright young sob-sister and the veteran
ace reporter, the vow of the crusading editor to clean up the liquor graft, the clash
between newspaperdom and gangland and
the inevitable marriage. Paul Kelly, in
particular, must be credited with an extremely fine bit of work as the hard-boiled
city editor.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

sfot-

y

SPENDTHRIFT— Henry Fonda, Pat
Paterson (Mrs. Charles Boyer) and Mary
Brian head the cast of this unpretentious
but very merry comedy-drama, which tells
— and tells interestingly and well — the
story of a young sportsman who inherits
a fine racing stable, a cantankerous old
uncle, a burden of debt, a breezy outlook
on life and no cash. Given those ingredients, the laugh-provoking situations crowd
fast on one another's heels.
Fonda is excellent in the leading role
and reveals a flair for light comedy that
has never before been apparent in his
work. Pat Paterson, returning to the
screen for the first time since her marriage,
gives a grand performance as the horseloving Irish lass and Mary Brian, seen
here for the first time in a "meanie" role,
scores
monnt. brilliantly. Walter Wanger-Para-

You've never seen a polish
so lovely, so perfect to use
GLORIOUS news for lovely hands! A
new Glazo, so amazingly enhanced in
beauty, so perfected in every manicuring
virtue, that you must change your whole
idea of what a fine nail polish should be.
This new Glazo formula dries to a satiny
surface that doesn't chip or peel, that wears
for several extra days. Here is a polish that
disdains streaking, that flows on with perfect ease and evenness. And so completely
has evaporation been eliminated that the
polish is usable to the last brushful.
For the newest, smartest note in fingertip
charm, ask for Glazo Suntan, Russet and
Poppy Red. They're exclusive "misty-red"
colors, and the latest additions to Glazo's
wide range of authentic, fashion-approved
shades. Glazo manicure preparations are
now only 20 cents each.

^5iUPV

GLAZO
20 CENTS
(25 cents in Canada)
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HIGH TENSION— This one's different
..... and funny .... and well played.
Without expecting a smash hit, put it
well up on your list of preferred entertainment for this month
The plot concerns the adventures of a
deep sea diver whose thrilling deeds are
glorified by his gal-friend, a pulp fiction
writer. There's a good chuckle in almost
every scene and a real, old-fashioned abdominal howl in several. Brian Donlevy
(he first gained fame as the heavy in Barbary Coast) plays the diver — and plays it
so well that he looks like a sure bet for
stardom. Glenda Farrell, as the writer, is
a joy.
Twentieth Century-Fox.

THE RETURN

dU9A off*

Ppy, 0„Q Fields

OF SOPHIE LANG—

Gertrude
Michael, who's climbing to the
heights with a terrific rush these days,
scores again in this crime story.
Cast as

^d, y

an ex-jewel
thief who has mended
her H^if*
, ^'^dse
•
O'Fj^
wavs, she matches wits with a notorious ' It's +1 .Y '" Puhi- r'e" An-i
criminal (Sir Guy Standing)
in an effort
^
Thr'Hful
7* &*e± ,
to recover a fabulously valuable diamond
/ v- ^^fc^^ "^ dlff
^ s
which has been stolen from her present
£|
Sfeilfr-m
erenf
emplover. Her performance is nicely shaded
and thoroughly
enjoyable.
Ray Milland,
always a capable actor, has much too little
to do.
Sir Guy Standing, as usual, is a
standout.
Paramount.
THE BORDER PATROLMAN— This.
George O'Brien's last starring picture for
Fox after fourteen years of unbroken work
for that organization, is undoubtedly his
best. It is also one of the best westerns
of the year — a thoroughly modern, up-tothe-minute drama of the new West which
will stand on its own merits and please Henrw
everv tvpe of audience.
The storv hinges £r
,/
of fire control and the activities of smugglers operating across the California-Mexico line. O'Brien, discarding many of his
old mannerisms, gives the best performance
of his career. Polly Ann Young is excellent
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the °p-y

*nd

e»dth
P'cture

m

»rift

as the love interest.
Fox.

Twentieth

Century-

WE WENT TO COLLEGE— With a cast
headed by Hugh Herbert, Una Merkel,
Charles Butterworth and Walter Catlett,
four comedy aces, this picture should have
been a laugh-fest. Owing to poor dialogue
and faulty handling by its writers, it is
forced to be content with occasional chuckles. Its featured players work hard and
make the most of their oportunities, but
they are sadly handicapped. Metro-Goldzvyn-Maycr.
THE CRIME OF DR. FORBES— Based
on the "mercy killing" theme, this gripping
drama will hold every audience's interest
from its opening scene to its final fadeout. It is rather grim, intense emotional
fare but it is a challenging presentation
of a question that has stirred heated argument for centuries. Gloria Stuart has
never given a finer performance than she
does in this picture as the wife of the
doctor who takes his own life. Robert
Kent is outstanding, and Henry Armetta
contributes a clever bit of comedy to offset
the dramatic tension. Twentieth CenturyFox.
THREE CHEERS FOR LOVE— This
singing and dancing opus, frankly intended
as a Class B production, more than lives
up to expectations and must be ranked as
very satisfactory entertainment. The plot
concerns the adventures of a theatrical
troupe which takes over a girls' seminary,
and William Frawley, Elizabeth Patterson,
Roscoe Karns and John Halliday are responsible for some very enjoyable laughscenes.
Eleanor Whitney (Paramount's best
dancing prospect), Louis Da Pron and
Olympe Bradna liven the proceedings with
some very clever hoofing. Robert Cummings shows real promise in the male lead.
Paramount.
PAROLE — A daring presentation of a
question which a less courageous producer
would have avoided. Parole makes the
mistake of compromising" the issue too
carefully, thereby weakening the effectiveness of its dramatic plot, but it is, nevertheless, an extremely interesting picture.
Henry Hunter and Anna Preston, who
make their debut as Universal featured
players in this picture, both show real
promise. Hunter, in particular, is an exceptionally capable actor. Universal.
HEARTS DIVIDED— Marion Davies and
Dick Powell in a very romantic, musicgarnished picturization of the historic love
and marriage between Jerome Bonaparte,
brother of Napoleon, and Elizabeth Patterson of New York. Though by no means
a great picture, it is entertaining, has several excellent musical numbers, and should
please the average audience.
Dick Powell and Marion Davies are both
effective in their romantic roles. Warner
Brothers-First National.
THE BRIDE WALKS OUT— Barbara
Stanwyck, Gene Raymond and Robert
Young in a very amusing comedy-drama
which relates the matrimonial difficulties of
a young couple whose romance nearly
crashes on the false pride of the husband.
Gene Raymond, playing a young engineer
who refuses to let his wife work, is excellent. Barbara Stanwyck, as the bride who
refuses to stay at home when the finances
reach the danger point, gives a fine performance, but the acting honors go to
Robert Young, who plays the irresponsible
millionaire. RKO-Radio Pictures.

IS IT DRY AND SCALY?
Here's a Face Cream that Lubricates as It Cleanses
Maybe you are a victim of dry skin? About 7 out
of 10 women today are.
Dry skin is due to several things. One is the outdoor life we lead compared to our mothers' time. A7e
spend more time in the open. Exposure to weather
— to sun and wind — tend to take the natural oils
out of the skin and make it dry and withered.
Our reducing diets, too, are a cause of dry skin.
To keep slender, we leave fats out of our diets. This
cuts down the oil supply of the skin and tends to
make it dry.

A Dry Skin is an Old Skin
A dry skin is an old skin. It looks withered and
wrinkled. It looks faded. A dry skin also fails to
take make-up well. It makes powder show up
plainly. It makes rouge look harsh and artificial.
If your skin is at all inclined to be dry it would
be well for you to look into your cleansing methods. You must avoid anything that tends to dry
the skin or irritate it. You must be sure to use gentle, soothing measures.

First, a Penetrating Cream

cates the skin. It resupplies it with a fine oil that
overcomes dryness and keeps the skin velvety soft
and smooth. This lubrication and freshening of the
skin keeps it young-looking. It wards off lines and
wrinkles.
It gives it smoothness— permits it to take
make-up better.
In every way you will improve the condition of
your skin with the use of Lady Esther Face Cream.
More than eight million women can testify to that.

See With Your Own Eyes
Feel With Your Own Fingers!
Suppose you try Lady Esther Face Cream and see
with your own eyes — and feel with your own fingers—what iwill
t
do for your skin.
I am perfectly willing that you make the test at
my expense. Just send your name and address and
by return mail you'll receive a 7-days' supply of
Lady Esther Face Cream postpaid and free.
Use this cream as the directions tell you. Notice
the dirt it gets out of your skin you never thought
was there. Mark how the pores reduce themselves
when relieved of their clogging burden.
Note, too, how delicately it lubricates your skin
and how freshly soft and smooth it keeps it. A trial
will prove convincing.
Mail the coupon today for your 7-days' supply of
cream. With the cream I shall also send you all five
shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.

Lady Esther Face Cream is an excellent corrective
of dry skin. For, as this cream cleanses the skin, it
also lubricates it.
The first thing Lady Esther Face Cream
does is to cleanse your skin thoroughly. It is
a penetrating face cream. It actually pene(You can. paste this on a penny postcard.)
(25) | T R L t I
trates the pores, but gently and soothingly.
Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
Entering the pores, without rubbing, it
goes to work on the imbedded waxy matter
Please send me by return mail your seven-days' supply of
Lady Esther Four Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades
there. It loosens the hardened grime — dissolves it— and makes it easily removable.
of your Face Powder.
When you have cleansed your skin with
Lady Esther Face Cream, you see it— you
can feel it! Your skin instantly appears
clearer and whiter. It feels clean— tingles
with new life and freshness.
But, Lady Esther Face Cream also lubriCity
State
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(1J you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. )
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Why Ginger Rogers
Has Beautiful Hair
by

Ali

son

a Dull Moment might be
NEVER
the theme song of Louise Sloan
who for the past three years has
cared for the red-gold tresses of America's favorite dancing daughter, Ginger
Rogers.
If you think that isn't a full-time job
you should have been with me on the set
of Sluing Time and seen Louise at work
with combs and pins and flying fingers,
corralling the famous Rogers curls into
a sleek coiffure.
It seemed to me that Ginger, whirling
in mad rhythm in the arms of Fred
Astaire, could shake down coiffures
about as fast as Louise could put them
in order. But Louise loves every minute
of it and gives unlimited
time and

Ald

en

thought
to caring new
for Miss
Rogers'
and to creating
coiffures
for hair
her
pictures.
We sat, Louise and I, in Ginger's
exquisite peach satin dressing room during the shooting of a scene and talked
"women stuff" — shampoos, hair oils,
rinses. There was that intangible gayety
captured in the furnishings of this little
house on wheels that one senses when
Ginger Rogers flashes on the screen —
charm and perfect taste stepped up to
the tempo of the times.
"Miss Rogers has from four to ten
coiffures for each picture," Louise told
me. "Her coiffures are usually designed
by Mel Berns, head of the R.K.O. makeup department, but frequently I design
a new coiffure for a certain gown. We
study the costume to be worn and also
the script, for a coiffure must suit both
the gown and the personality. Miss
Rogers looks forward to these changes
of coiffure and when a new gown arrives from the wardrobe department

style perfectly clean hair," Louise continued, "Miss Rogers' hair is washed every
morning. She arrives on the set about
seven o'clock and I immediately start to
work getting her hair shampooed, dressed,
dried
and combed
out." mental calculations
I made
distressing
of a fabulous salary being ticked off in
minutes spent under a dryer. "Doesn't
that hold up the company a long time?"
I asked.
Louise chuckled. "We do everything we
can to speed the operation, but it does
take over an hour — and they just have to
I laughed, too. What a creed for beauty
in a few words ! Better to let your boy
friends wilt with fatigue than to skip any
points of perfect grooming before putting
in an appearance.
"Frequent washing demands that only
thewait."
safest and most dependable cleansing
materials be used. To begin with, I use a
bland shampoo on Miss Rogers' hair,"
Louise explained, "then a lemon rinse to
bring out the highlights.
"As Miss Rogers' hair is naturally curly
it is not necessary to use a wave set, but I
do use curlers on the ends — large, fat ones
so that the curls will be loose and fluffy.
The curlers are so designed that the warm
air from the dryer can get to the inside
of the curl as well as the outside.
"If Miss Rogers has an early scene and
we feel we must cut the hairdressing time
to a minimum, then a dry shampoo is used.
This is similar to a dry cleaning fluid in
action but is harmless and especially prepared for the
I asked
then,hair."
"When Miss Rogers is not
working, does she give her hair this same
"No, not exactly. Her hair is shampooed
only twice a week when she is not making
a picturfe but she does brush it daily and
frequently puts a good oil on her scalp
before retiring and allows it to remain
oncare?"
all night. When so much time is
spent under the dryer, this extra precaution keeps her hair lustrous and the scalp
Our chat was interrupted by a longdrawn call from the set — "Louuuuuu-ise
healthy."
..." I assumed that Ginger had been flying
through the air with the greatest of ease
but had lost a few hairpins enroute. Louise,
keeper of the curls, to the rescue !

she will say excitedly, 'What'U we do
with this one, Louise?'
"A sports costume of course calls for
a simple, loose coiffure. With a sophisticated gown, I pile Miss Rogers' hair
high on her head and frequently use
braids to achieve an effect of height.
However, once an unusual coiffure has
been used, it cannot be used again — it
must be discarded with the dress. An
example of this was the coiled coronet
worn by Miss Rogers in Top Hat.
"Unless an exotic effect is sought,
Miss Rogers' hair is brought softly
around her face whenever she wears a

Ginger Rogers studies the
script as Louise Sloan creates
a new coiffure for Swing lime
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That, by the way, is a good rule for
every girl to follow. It is only the exceptional girl of a distinct type who can
wear
hat."her hair skinned back beneath a
hat.
"As it is much easier to arrange and

Those fast stepping favorites, Rogers and Astaire, rehearse aSwing Time routine

Alison Alden
Recommends
SINCE
we're
subject
of
beautiful
hair onthisthe
month,
let me
tell you about a new shampoo discovery that requires just one minute
for lathering and another for rinsing and leaves the hair lustrous and
easy to handle. The trade name is
Drene and it is put out by that reliable firm

bu can't get away
with it !

of Proctor and
Gamble.
Drene
forms
a
creamy
lather in
kind
of water and any
as it
is
non-alkaline, it can be
used as frequently as
you wish.
With so many chic
new coiffures in evidence this season (it does seem that hair stylists
everywhere have been lying awake
nights thinking up ravishing hairdresses for fall wear) every girl
must have her dressing table supplied with the most modern equipment. You can depend on it that
those off-the-forehead, off-the-ears
coiffures are going to require a
good bit of brushing of unruly locks
to achieve that upswept, Grecian
sculpture effect. You will need, too,
a supply of strong bob pins and a
dependable wave lotion to keep your
high-rolled curls intact during an
evening of dancing.
Then there is the important matter of hair curlers. Women simply
must face the day with the challenge of a charming coiffure, even
though it is homemade. Hollywood
Rapid Dry Curlers, favored by the
stars, are easy to adjust and the
perforated shaft permits speedy
drying. If you put your hair up at
night, as most girls do who spend
their days in an office or at school,
you will be glad to know these
curlers can be comfortably worn
while sleeping.
More and more, manufacturers
are devis-

eAanMA and.

ing timesaving adj uncts to
toilet.
milady's

With
k
S+M=
plenty of
B|
y^5|
cleansing
creams,
tissues
and skin fresheners at hand, even
the care
of the
skin can be speeded
up immeasurably.
Cleansing cream
is always an item of importance on
every girl's list of toiletries. You
[Continued on page 57]

"She looks bright and acts
bright — why on earth
doesn't she get wise to herself? I'm certainly not going
to stand for this. It's either
Mum for her or a new secretary for me."

'She isn't the girl I
thought she was. She
could be so swell, too, if
it weren' t for this. Wonder
why somebody doesn't tell
her, or give her some Mum
or something. Well, I can't
be bothered."

EMPLOYERS and men in love are
alike in this — they refuse to
bother with a girl who is careless
about underarm perspiration odor.
The up-to-date girl knows the quick,
easy answer to this problem. The daily
Mum habit!
It takes only half a minute to use
Mum. Then you're safe all day long.
Use Mum any time, even after you're
dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.

MUM

And it's so soothing to the skin you
can use it right after shaving the
underarms.
Mum doesn't prevent the natural
perspiration, you know. But it does prevent every trace of perspiration odor.
Remember — nothing so quickly
kills a man's interest in a girl as ugly
perspiration odor. Don't risk it — -use
Mum regularly, every day! BristolMyers, Inc.. 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
USE MUM

ON SANITARY

NAPKINS,
and you'll
never
haveTOO,
another
moment's worry about this
source of unpleasantness.

takes the odor out of perspiration
Movie Classic for September, 1936
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Hollywood Highlights
Our inquisitive sieuth goes a-snooping for inside
facts and foibles about the famous ones of Filmdom

by The Boulevardier
movie,
have don't
to have
thesesalaries
thinkthese
so you
OH, stars
don't you?! Well, look — I just
received the announcement of The Vendome's opening of its new Hickory
Grill, where the stars will eat steaks,
chops, and chickens "broiled over a
hickory fire by master broilers." And
for you who think it's tough to pay a
dime for a hamburger-with, consider
that the "Vendome Special Hamburger"
is listed on the menu for $1.00, flat! — a
half chicken's $1.35; a T-bone steak
sets 'em back $1.65. Et cetera.
Me?— I'll have a hot dog. (And I'll
bet they'd try to serve me Kay Francis'
pedigreed dachshund, without mustard.)
Vacationers
Isn't life gonna be just too, too swell
for Peggy Anne Landon ? (She's GOPcandidate Alf's daughter, you know)
I just found out that Clark Gable, no
less, has leased a ranch in Colorado, for
summer-vacationing purposes — and the
ranch is just an over-the-fence hop from
the ranch where Alf and his family are
going to spend the pre-election months.
Note to Carole : Better look out ; this
Peggy Anne's no slouch for looks !
Them's Tough Words
A Hollywood chatterer retails Georgie
Raft's crack at one of his imitators : "He
uses such a cheap grade of oil on his
hair that he has to have the carbon re-

moved from his toupe once a month !"
Tsk, Tsk and Alack !
Just before he went into hospital
seclusion
Elaine
Barrie) at (even
Santa from
Barbara,
John "Ariel"
Barrymore got the shock of his thespian life —
He strolled up to the box-office of a
movie theater one preview night. "Let
me have," he demanded, "the tickets
reserved for me — I'm, ahem, John
Barrymore,
you know."
The girl looked;
found no tickets reserved, and told him so. "Were there
tickets supposed to be left for you, Mr.
Barrymore?" she inquired. Barrymore
winced. "Well — er, no ; not that I know
of," he confessed, " — but I always used
to Then
get them
free,eighty
this way
he dug
cents!" out of his
pockets, paid for two seats, and strolled
in, remarking: "My, my; how times
Soonchanged
afterward,
he went to the hoshave
!"
pital. There were no passes left for
him there, either.
Edwina Wins Her Fight
After six years of horrible, bedridden
suffering, Edwina Booth can walk
again. Remember Edwina? — she was
the White Goddess of the jinx-picture,
Trader Horn. In Africa, filming that,
she contracted that queer tropical disease
that sapped her life, left her a lighttortured wreck who stayed in bed in a

• a Revolutionary Advancement
in MATTRESS COMFORT, BEAUTY,
CONSTRUCTION
and LONGEVITY
The secret of youthful beauty and vitality is
restful sleep. SLUMBERNEST, the revolutionary
new mattress, gently relaxes the entire body
. . . "cradles" it so buoyantly and comfortably
that you drift soothingly and pleasantly into
the deepest, most refreshing slumber. Unofficial returns from scientific tests now being
conducted prove that sleepers move and twist
36% less on a SLUMBERNEST. Years ahead of
conventional mattress design. Beautifully styled
by Count Alexis de Sakhnoffsky. Costs no more
than an ordinary mattress. Gives you lifetime
sleep comfort. If your dealer does not as yet
have SLUMBERNEST, use the coupon for full
information.
AMERICAN AUTO FELT CORPORATION
GRAND
RAPIDS,
MICHIGAN
Send me postpaid, free copy of booklet, "Why Slumbernest Means Better
Rest";
also name of my nearest
SI u m bern est dealer.
Name
_
Address
(St. or RFD)
City

State
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Joel McCrea, who's been sneaking up on people with a Leica candid
camera of late, snatches a picture of Alison Skipworth while Joan
Bennett approves the theft.

They're working in Two
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in a Crowd

MARGARET HEHN, of
Chicago, a lovely winner
of the first "Search for

Talent"

NEW FACES
NEW TALENT FOR THE SCREEN
unie/i

HOLD-BOB'S

SEARCH

^ TALENT.

Here's your chance to win a movie contract. A winner selected every month who will be given a FREE screen test
and $50.00 in cash. At least one of the winners will actually
make her screen debut in a Walter Wanger Production at
United Artists Studios in Hollywood ! !
Adrienne Ames

has cause to be

joyous for she and Bruce Cabot
patched up their quarrel just
one month before their divorce would have become final

darkened room. She went to England,
hoping for relief in London's famed
Institute for Tropical Diseases, but no
go. She has turned, at last to psychiatry,
mind analysis. And from that, she has
learned to walk again, and hopes for an
ultimate cure.

THIS is your opportunity to win fame and fortune. The second
"Search for Talent", sponsored by HOLD-BOB bob pins, Walter
Wanger Productions, Motion Picture and Screen Play Magazines,
is giving every girl her big chance! Imagine the thrill of your going to Hollywood to actually take part in a motion picture... to
be in the "inner circle" of Hollywood . . . this thrill and many more
await the final winners!!
You may

enter the "Search for Talent' as many times as you
like until the closing date, December 31, 1936.
Complete rules for entering are printed right

It's a Laugh
It took Adrian, MGM's master-mind
of fashions, to evolve the perfect explanation, excuse, alibi or whaddayawannacallit, for the hats the gals are
wearing.
"They do it because they have a sense
of humor," reports Adrian.
Me — I'm laffing my head off !
No — a Thousand Times No
Eleanor Powell is certainly entitled to
whatever vehemence she wants to display, when denying unfounded reports
of her betrothal to somebody or other.
But when the newspapers gossiped that
she and Nelson Eddy were that way,
her denials became positively violent
. . . ! She reached the nadir of no-ing
the Eddy-romance reports when she
said, scorn fully :
"If I ever do marry before I retire
from the 'stage and screen, I'll marry a
lioofer !"
And Nelson can't hoof.
Or can he ?

FRANCES NALLE— Dallas
winner, chats with Joel
McCrea on the set in
Hollywood.

on the back of all HOLD-BOB cards. You'll be
ahead, any way you look at it— for hold-bobs
not only bring you an entry blank but a card
full of the finest bob pins ever made— the bob
pins that are used by almost all Hollywood
stars. Look them over carefully. Notice their
many exclusive features: small, round, invisible
heads; smooth, round, non- scratching points;
flexible, tapered legs— one side crimped; and
colors to match all shades of hair. Let HOLD- BOBS
keep your hairdress smooth, smart and lovely.
THE HUMP

HAIRPIN MANUFACTURING'COMPANY
Sol H. Goldberg, President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-96, Chicago, III.
Si.oight S'vle HOID

Is This Irony?
At the zenith of all the fuss about

SOB
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Hollywood Highlights
Freddie Bartholomew's court troubles
over his guardianship and his aunt and
his momma and poppa and grandma and
grandpappy, even, did that Hollywood
theater have to have on its double-bill
marquee :
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY
and
TOO MANY PARENTS
Giggles-of-the-Month —
Carole Lombard has music played
between takes, to get her in the mood.
Giggle came when, just before the last
love-scene in her picture, My Man Godfrey, opposite ex-hubby Bill Powell, she
played the record: "Lover Come Back
To Me." He didn't.
— Mae West was asked just what in
hel — I mean, Hollywood — she was going to do with fifty live monkeys she's
importing from Ecuador. Gigglecracked Mae : "There's a shortage of
supervisors, isn't there ?" There still is.
— interviewed by English-speaking
Japanese news reporters in Tokio (they
said they understood English, I mean.)
Anna May Wong parried romancequeries by telling them: "I'm wedded to
my married
art." Next
papersArt reported
her
to aday,
man thenamed
!
— study in extremes is Francis Lederer's stand-in. His name is Mohammed Achmed Aga Sobhy EfTandi Bacri
Joulandi Sabuni (which for film work
he's shorted to Victor Sabuni.) But —
he's so short that he has to wear fourinch felt stiltees to measure up to Lederer's height, when stand-inning.
— yelled Gertrude Michael out of her
window, when awakened at 6 a.m. the
other morning by men clearing off a
vacant lot next her home
in Toluca

Lake : "Why the so-and-so don't you
fellows go away and let a lady sleep ?"
Replied the head clearer-offer: "Well,
why the hell don't you get up and let
a feller work?" She did.
— commenting on the prodigious eating abilities of little Janie Withers,
20th-Fox's best brat, Irvin Cobb told
me : "I'm a good eater myself, but I'd
like to be Jane Withers— and if I can't
be Jane, I'd like to be Jane's tapeworm,
she eats so well !"
— Conrad Nagel, speaking to graduating class of the Pasadena Theater
School : "Hollywood is a meat grinder —
and 99 percent of those who go in, come
out hamburger I" Says Conrad !
a Nose
—
Once upon By
a time,
a barroom
phrenologist told me that big noses indicated
a man's fitness for leadership. H'm —
and now here is Jimmy Durante, knocking London into a furore with his act,
standing them up in the theaters, and
getting offers aplenty. And at the same
time there is Arthur Veary Treacher,
making a hit in Hollywood — and his
nose is second only to Durante's.
"Schnozzles Across the Seas !" And
now if we can only find a British maewest
Careful Lady, Careful —
Eleanor Powell, enthusiastic about
the orchestra conducting of Herbert
Stothart, directing the orchestra making
the Romeo and Juliet music at MGM,
burst out with : "Oh, I only wish that
I could do with my feet what that man
can do with a baton ... !"
My, oh my, oh my !— imagine Eleanor
conducting an orchestra that way ...!!!
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Richard Arlen, who's braving the English fogs to star in The Great Barrier for Gaumont-British, takes his
small

son,

"Ricky"

to

see

the

zoo

Inconsistent —
Richard Dix owns an apartment house
in Hollywood. A newly-arrived-inCalifornia eastern couple, with two children, wanted to rent an apartment in it.
But they were told no — that children
were not permitted in the building.
"Imagine!" they chorused — "and the
owner
is thenotfather
of twins."
Children
wanted?
Good Taste —
A Hollywood school conducted one of
those surveys about something-or-other.
Questioned about what they wanted to
be when they grew up was a class of
seven-year-olds. Replied the majority
of boys: "G-Men." Replied the majority
of girls : "Ginger Rogers."
Hi-Spot of the Month—
CLARK GABLE: knocked out expugilist in scene from Cain and Mabel,
got so excited he took out California
boxing permit. He's been offered
$10,000 to box four rounds with Max
Baer.
— MARLENE DIETRICH: swished
into Merle Oberon's welcome party to
Doug and Mrs. Fairbanks, while eyes

Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow
eloped to Ensenada, Mexico. They are
glimpsed here in the patio of Hornblow's Bel-Air mansion after their return
20

Cliff Henderson, managing director
of the National Air Races discusses
things aeronautical with Ruth Chatterton and Bob Blair, her flying instructor

popped
in astonishment.
—MERLE
OBERON : Because
had just— sued
Selznick International Pictures for
$125,000, for putting Marlene into
Merle's role in Garden of Allah.
KAY FRANCIS : got the California
Superior Court's permission to change
her name to Kay Francis, legally, from
her real name of Katharine Mielziner.
JIMMY DUNN : got from his mother
a gift consisting of a tablecloth em-

broidered with the autographs of the
famous stars who have visited his home.
—FRED MacMURRAY: after listening
to tips that the studio wouldn't think marriage would help his romantic screen career,
uttered : Nertz !, flew to Nevada and married sweetheart Lillian LaMonte. They're
honeymooning in Hawaii.
—GENE RAYMOND: drove to the
Johnny Mack Brown's tin wedding anniversary party in an old flivver with Jeannette MacDonald, and gave the flivver (but
not Jeannette) to Brown as an anniversary
gift.
—NELSON EDDY: startled the styleconscious by wearing, at a night club, a
grey dinner-jacket outfit — with black lapels
and pants-stripes.
—BRUCE CABOT: moved back into
Adrienne Ames' house less than a month
before her divorce would have become final.

He Made Us Laugh —
Will it make you feel a bit guilty, somehow (as it did me) to learn this? —
Norman Chaney, the former "Chubby"
who was the fat boy of the Our Gang
troupe of pictures, has just died in Baltimore's famed Johns Hopkins hospital.
Cause of death was a glandular ailment,
which caused excessive weight. It was this
"excessive weight" that we thought was so
funny in the Our Gang comedies. BUT —
in 1932, it ceased to be funny ; it became
serious. Four years of treatment finally
failed — and "Chubby" is dead of that which
we thought funny . . . !

Must Be Fog —
What's the matter with our American
film stars? Can't they take it? — can't they
take what London dishes out ? I mean, for
instance, Connie Bennett, who had to be
hospitalized in London for what they said
was a nervous breakdown. And now Alice
White, who certainly didn't break down at
top speed in Hollywood, collapses in London and spends two months in a nursing
home — with another nervous breakdown !
Hollywood seems to be just a rest home,
compared with that London !
Romance

in Paris —

Comes from Paris the gossip that
Maurice Chevalier and Mistinguette, the
famous French actress whose legs have
been publicized as the world's loveliest, are
betrothed — despite the fact that Mistinguette
::dmits she's forty-seven years old.
And to think, that after his years in
Hollywood, of all places, Chevalier falls
for a pair of 47-year-old gams!

No Laughing Matter —
A few years ago, M.G.M. released Meet
the Baron, with Jimmy Durante. One of
the prize gags was when Durante burlesqued Tarzan. Soon afterward, MGM
released Tarsan and His Mate. But remembering Jimmy's hilarious burlesque,
audiences laughed at what was supposed
to be serious in the real Tarzan epic, and
the picture flopped at the boxoffke.
NOW — MGM is about to release Romeo
and Juliet, starring Norma Shearer and
Leslie Howard and involving a tremendous
] reduction cost. The other night, the studio
also previewed another picture — We Went
to College. In it, was a burlesque Romeo
and Juliet show. The preview audience
howled, hailed it as the funniest sequence
in years. BUT — warned by Tarzan's fate,
MGM has killed out this great sequence,
fearing it would hurt the Shearer-Howard
production.
Instead, We Went to College will kid
Othello.
[Continued on page 56]
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lake breeze.
For hot weather comfort learn to ask
for Pabst TAPaCan. At lunch, Pabst puts
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cool, delicious, wholesome Pabst makes
good food taste even better.
Ninety-two years of "knowing how"
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A spectacular new
star takes the witness stand and tells all

Inquiring
By The

Reporter
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can coin.
as I
like a gild who can be
a pal, who can share a feliozv's interests and zvho is not
affected and stagey.
Appearance
doesn't matter so much although, like
every other man, I suppose I'm naturally
attracted
by clean-cut,
good-looking

)r

Q. No.
Have
A.

c

"ONG before the date
fixed as the time
limit for questions
to be asked Bob Taylor,
your Inquiring Reporter's desk was buried under a white
avalanche. From every city in the
United States and from almost every
country in Europe, queries poured in.
Truly, it is amazing that any actor who
has been in the Hollywood spotlight for
so brief a time could command such
world-wide interest.
Because of their very number, many
of the questions were, of necessity, duplications. Literally hundreds of inquisitors asked how they could obtain Bob's
autograph, how they could obtain a picture of him, where they could write to
him, how they could be sure that their
letters would reach him and other hundreds insisted upon knowing what type
of girl he preferred.
The answers to those questions will
be found in the following questionnaire
and so without further ado let's summon
Bob Taylor to take his place on our
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witness stand. Your questions will be found in blackface type. His answers, in italics.
Q. Do you answer your fan mail
personally?
A. ATo. It would be impossible for
me to do so for I have not the time to
write so many letters. I try to read
most of my fan-mail and occasionally, when I find a letter which parsonally. ticularly interests me, I answer it perQ. When and where were you
born?
A. I zvas born in Fillcy, Nebraska,
on August 5, 1911.
Q. Do you like blondes?
A. Certainly — and redheads and
brunettes and brownettcs. I have
alzvays been more interested in a
girl's personality than the shade of her
hair.
Q. Do you have a brother named
Donald?
A. No. I am an only son.
Q. Which picture have you enjoyed working in the most?
A. In, "Society Doctor.'' Not because
I consider that the best picture I have
appeared in but because it was the
first in which I played an important
role. Consequently it gave me a
"thrill."
Q. What
fer?

type of girl do you pre-

A. Call her the " All- American" girl
for that is about as good a description

you

ever

been

married?

girls.
Q. Do you enjoy being a movie
star?
A. Yes. I like everything about my
Q. What is your favorite food?
A. Fried chicken in the good old farm
style, with lots of gravy.
Q. What is your favorite color?
A. Brown.
job.
Q. Whom do you consider your
best friend?
A. I am fortunate in having several
close personal friends. Among them,
Don Milo, who has been a pal since zvc
were in college together.
Q. To whom do you owe your success?
A. Principally to Louis B. Mayer.
Not many people in the studio had confidence in me when I signed my first
contract but Mr. Mayer for some reason or other insisted that I be given
every opportunity to make good. I am
deeply grateful to him and am glad of
the opportunity to express my gratitude.
Q. Do you ever make personal appear nces r
A. I haven't to date.
Q. What is your reaction towards
fans and fan mail?
A. I appreciate their interest and
their letters.
Q. Where is your home town?
A. I liz>cd most of my life in Beatrice,
Nebraska, and consider that my home
town.
Q. What are your reactions when

you see yourself on the screen?
A. When I sazv myself in my first picture it was with a sensation closely akin to
embarrassment. Now that I have become
more used to seeing' myself on the screen I
experience a certain detachment that is
quite difficult to describe. It is as though
my screen self were an entirely different
person — a person whom I can criticise and
appraise without any thought of myself
intruding.
Q. What are your favorite sports?
A. Tennis and horseback riding.
Q. Do you like to dance?
A. Yes. Very much.
Q. Have you ever had a nickname. If
so what is it?
A. Until I left Beatrice, Nebraska, everyone called me Buddy.
Q. Which radio program do you consider your favorite?
A. Jack Benny's.
' A.
Q. No.
Have you any brothers or sisters?
Q. Do you ever intend to become a
doctor?
A. At one time I was very serious in my
intention to become a doctor. If anything
happens to end my stay on the screen I
think it is quite likely that I would again
want to study medicine.
Q. What is your full name?
A.- Spangler Arlington Brugh.Q. In what film do you consider you
did your best work?
A. I'm not trying to side-step the issue
but I do not honestly consider that I have
yet done anything which can be considered
"best work." However I think I came
nearer to a satisfactory performance in
several sequences of "Magnificent Obsession" than in any other picture I have made.
Q. Is there any special play you would
like to do?
A. No. I have been kept so busy that I
have not had time to think of plays I zvould
like to do.
Q. What is your hobby?
A. Music.
Q. How can a person 3000 miles away
get your autograph?
A. By writing to me in care of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios — Culver
City, California.
Q. How can I obtain a photograph of
you?
A. By writing to the address above and
including mailing cost plus 25c for the
photo.
Q. What is the title of your latest picture?
A. The next picture to be released in
which I appear is "The Gorgeous Hussy."
I am now zvorking in a new production entitled "His Brother's Wife."
Q. Do you approve of women smoking
and drinking?
A. I orcertainly
smoke
drink to don't
excess.like to see women

"Reduced My Hips 9 1 nches" says Miss Healy
• "I am so enthusiastic about the wonderful results from my Perfolastic Girdle.
It seems almost impossible that my hips
have been reduced 9 inches without the
slightest diet." — Miss Jean Healy, 299
Park Avenue, New York.

,
IltfCHESi*
i
Thousands of attractive women owe

Sst y 10to Perfolastic!
lovely, slender
INwCi IIHEcofigures
it
ou

BECAUSE we receive enthusiastic
o letters
from women all over the ncountry in
every mail . . . because we find that most
Perfolastic wearers reduce more than 3
inches in ten days . . . we know we are
justified in making YOU this amazing
offer. We are upheld by the experience
of not one but thousands of women. The
statements reproduced here are but a few
representative examples chosen at random
from their astonishing letters.
You need not diet or deny yourself the
good things of life. You need take no
dangerous drugs or tiring exercises. The
excess fat is removed solely by the massagelike action of the Perfolastic material. You
appear inches smaller the minute you step
into your Perfolastic, and then quickly,
comfortably . . . without effort on your
part . . . you actually reduce at hips, waist
and diaphragm . . . where
fat first accumulates.
"REDUCED

FROM

SIZE 42 TO

"I wore size 42 and now I
g."
rythin
wear an 18! I eatMrs.eveEssie
Faust,
Minneapolis,
Minn,
E 18"
SIZ
"REDUCED 654 INCHES"
"Lost 20 pounds, reduced hips
6 'A inches and waist 5 inches."
Mrs. I, C. Thomson, Denver, Colo.
"SMALLER AT ONCE"
''I immediately
became
3
inches smaller in the hips
Miss Ouida Browne,
when first fitted."
Brian liff Manor, N. Y.

"LOST

60 POUNDS"

"I reduced my waist 9 inches,
my hips 8 inches and have lost
Mrs. W. P. Derr, Omaha, ti.eb.
60 pounds
!"
"A GIRDLE
I LIKE"
"I never owned a girdle I liked
so much.
reduced
26 lbs."
Miss IEsther
Marshall,
Vallejo, Calif.
"6 INCHES FROM HIPS"
"I lost
6 inches from my hips,
4 inches from my waist and
20 lbs." Mrs. J.J.Thomas,
New Castle, Pa.

"HIPS 12 INCHES SMALLER"
"I just can't praise your girdle enough. My hips
Miss Zella Richardson, Scottdale, Pa.
are 12 inches smaller."
"LOST
"Since wearing
my
poundSj.1 wore a size
36."
Miss

49 POUNDS"
Perfolastic
I have lost 49
40 dress and now wear size
Mildred DuBois, Newark, N. J.

"REDUCED FROM 43 TO 34H INCHES!"
"My Perfolastic
hips measured
inches. operation
I was advised
wear
after 43
a serious
and nowto
my hips are only 34 Miss
'A inches!
"
Billie Brian,
La Orange,

Kv.

Surely you would like to test the

PERFOLASTIC

GIRDLE and BRASSIERE

... (or 10 days without cost!
You cannot afford to miss this chance to ptove to
yourself the quick reducing qualities of Perfolastic !
Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the
results, we want you to test it for 10 days at our
expense. Note how delightful
The excerpts from
the soft, silky lining feels next
unsolicited letters
to the body
. . . hear
the adare grenuherewith
i n e and
are
miring comments
of friends.
Let us send you a sample of
quoted
withof full
permission
the
material and FREE illustrated
writers.
booklet, giving description of
garments, details of our 10day trial offer and many amazNotary Public
ing letters from Perfolastic
wearers. Mail coupon today !

Q. What do you think of red fingernails?
A. I heartily dislike them.
.Q. What is your favorite dining place?
A. I am quite partial to the Brozcn
Derby.
Q. What do you think of Janet Gaynor?
A. I think she is a charming, unusually
intelligent girt and a very capable actress.
Q. Do you think the girl you marry
will be an actress?
A. That is impossible to say for I zvould
not marry because she happened to be an
actress and neither zvould I decline to marry
her if she were not. I hope to marry for
love, not for a profession.
Q. Are you planning on co-starring
with Joan Crawford?
[Continued on page 52]
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Dept. 79, 41 E. 42nd St., New York City
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and particulars of your
10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !
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The Man
Who Refound

His Childhood
T

Yet When Blood
and Glands Got NATURAL
IODINE
All
Skin Troubles
Ended— Gave
Me a Clear,
FreshCoComsy
lexionand
Re

Cheeks!
pl<
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"W' you
Herethousands
is good news
for
of girls
and women — and men, too
— who suffer the shame and
embarrassment of ugly, pimply,
blotchy skin — and who constantly
suffer the annoyance of skin
"breaking out," disfiguring eruptions
and often boils. Usually, the whole trouble
is internal, caused by poor blood, faulty digestion and elimination. Now, however, with
Seedoi Kelpamalt, the world's richest source
of vitally needed minerals and iodine, a way
has been found to quickly correct the underlying cause of these vicious skin troubles.
By stimulating the glands which provide the
digestive juices needed for proper digestion,
elimination improves, blood becomes rich, red
and nourishing — and the cause of sallow,
pimply, blotchy skin is quickly removed.
"I had been rundown for two years," writes
L. T., and
"andboils.
was constantly
troubled
with
pimples
After two weeks
of Kelpamalt, I noticed an amazing improvement and
am glad to say that I am now proud of my
flawless complexion. I feel fine, too."
Try Seedoi Kelpamalt for one week. Note
how much stronger you feel, how well vou
eat, how your digestion improves. If it does
not definitely eliminate skin disorders due to
internal causes within ten days, the trial is
free. Your own doctor will approve this way.
100 Jumbo size Seedoi Kelpamalt Tabletsfour to five times the size of ordinary tablets
— cost but a few cents a day to use Get
Seedoi Kelpamalt today. Seedoi Kelpamalt is
sold at all good drug stores. If your dealer
has not yet received his supply, send $1.00
for special introductory size bottle of 65 tablets to the address below.

Ke!pamait^v,vr
Manufacturer's Note: — Inferior products, sold
as kelp and malt preparations— in imitation of
the genuine Seedoi Kelpamalt are being
offered as substitutes. The Kelpamalt Company will reward for information covering any
case where an imitation product has been represented as the original Seedoi Kelpamalt.
Don't
be fooled.
Seedoi
Kelpamalt
Tablets. Demand
They aregenuine
easily assimilated, do not upset stomach nor injure teeth.
Results guaranteed or money back.
SPECIAL
FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating Instructive 50page book on new quick way to purify
and enrich the blood, end skin blemishes
and pimples, improve digestion, banish
constipation and strengthen nerves. Mineral contents of Food and their effects on
the human body. New facts about
NATURAL IODINE. Standard weight and
measurement charts. Daily menus for
weight building. Absolutely free. No
obligation. Kelpamalt Co., Dept. 933,
27-33 West 20th St., New York City.

HIS," said Mimi, making the
man-puppet bobble, "is Martin.
And t h i s" — the lady-puppet
ducked in a genteel curtsy — "is Mary.
Sometimes they're the old couple that
lived in a cottage by the sea and the
Bewitched Fish gives them three wishes,
and sometimes they're the Babes in the
Wood. You have to pretend the wood,"
she added conscientiously, "because
there's only one backdrop and that's an
Mimi has long, straight red hair and
she
looks like Alice still in Wonderland.
Inside."
If an artist wanted to paint a portrait
of all the little girls in the world with
wide, honest eyes and straight legs and
big, square white teeth, he would make
a picture of Mimi. She is the next-door
child you played with when you, too,
were twelve, swinging hands as
you sang shrilly "We've Come
to "When
See Miss IJen-nie
Jones."
hear people
^
talking about child prob- /
it !" /]
getwith
lems I don't
Kelly,
says Paul

the quick Irish moisture in his eyes as he
watches Mimi absorbed in making

^f.

■
At seven, already a screen
star, Paul Kelly was the
mainstay of a large family. A career deprived
of a normal childhood

to '\;
Martin
se rch.
%
the sun-po
Mary on propo
"That's a hard, mean
word to use in connection

him

with a kid. The only 'problem' Isee is to keep from showing how crazy you are about them.
We had to stay at home the other night
when Mimi put on her first play at the
High School. We were so proud of her
we were afraid — her mother and I— that
we'd die of it if we went !"
Life in the Kelly house centers around
a small red-head. They live in a nice
home on a nice street so that Mimi will
have the nicest little girl friends ("The
telephone rings and the front doorbell
goes all the time for her," says Paul
proudly). There is a big back garden
for Mimi and Paul to practice polo shots
in, and a pool in which a little girl may
learn to swim. Friday and Saturday
evenings are Mimi-nights and the three
Kellys go to the movies.
"I'm thirty-seven years old," says Paul
suddenly, "but when I'm with Mimi I'm
a boy again. That's what she's done for
Movie Classic for September,

1936

Paul Kelly, then known
as "The
an early movie. Helene Costello is

The story of Paul Kelly,
twenty-nine years a star,
is one of the most interesting inHollywood

by

Dor

o me
me — giventh

y

Don

nel

l

back the feeling of being
a freckled-faced, bow-legged kid. Why,
do you know, when I'm playing with her,
working the puppets or teaching her to
swing a polo mallet, I find myself trying
to whistle through my teeth the way
'Ghick' Kelly tried all his childhood and
never could learn the trick of it ! You
see, I never had as much youth as some
— I had to get my fun in strange places
and at odd times. And now Mimi is
teaching me how to play all over again."
Why they persist in putting this man
into hard-boiled parts is one of the
mysteries of Hollywood. Paul Kelly is
as Irish as the Blarney Stone or a
shillelagh, or the Good People who come
out of Craig Na Mon when the moon is
full — and because the Irish never quite
grow up he must make his way through
a man's world with a child's heart in him,
knowing a child's quick joy in beauty, a
child's sudden, inexplicable pain.
"She handles those dolls like a
trouper," Paul goes on. "She can make
them dance and quarrel and kiss, but
she won't be bothered with the tedious
business of making them walk — they sail
off the stage at the end ! When she can
make set
themof walk
I'm buying
the
next
marionnettes
withhermore
strings, more movements. She gave a
little play with Martin and Mary for
some of our friends the other evening,
and pulled her punches and waited for
her laughs like an old-timer. It's going
to be hard to keep that one out of the
theatre till she's finished school. . . ."
These two words keep recurring in
Paul Kelly's talk. He never "finished
school" himself. [Continued on page 54]

THERE'S A STORE IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
that will help you get your money's worth of light
Few people know the risk they run when they buy lamp bulbs
of unknown make. Lamp making is a job that requires the utmost
precision. The slightest flaw or imperfection may result in a
serious loss in efficiency — which will mean wasted electricity, less

CrxJaf

light for your money, or early blackening or burn-outs. There's a
reliable dealer in your neighborhood who sells Edison Mazda
lamps because he knows that these lamps
give you the best lighting value. Buy your
lamps from him — and look for this mark
of quality on the end of every bulb . . . ^).
General Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland.
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15-25-40-60
WATT

SIZES
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EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL $H ELECTRIC
r"
Vitagraph
the little

Boy," in a scene from
girl in the background

G-E MAKES A 10 CENT LAMP TOO ! It is the best, lamp you can buy at
the price. 7}£, 15, 30, and 60 watt sizes. Each dime lamp is marked . . GE
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Marian Marsh
After nearly two years of baffling adversity which threatened
to end her screen career, Marian Marsh is again re-established
as one of the screen's most important prospects for stardom.
She is under long-term contract to Columbia Pictures
and is now to be seen with Chester Morris in Counterfeit

Fate-Fame
T

Beginning the true life story of the most

ers
mboythhi
Ruth Br

HIS fe a &ary I never exp"&«ied "fasten.
\
I was neverwarned -by "woman's Intuition." -iMtng a
mother, I always thqught that my boy /^as^ unusual. But
is — as an
I never dreamed that sorrtfcWlay He would
iiffererttfy.
actor. If I had, I might havfc^ikme a few
I might have helped Destiny a little mop
I still am dazed by the suddenness of
the proporcould
happen v
tions of his popularity. So is he. Such a
even heje it
only in a story book — or in Hollywood,
that he is ime of
happens to few. He cannot yet believe, qui
those few.
Ifc^T*
/
However, he has become usW
SjNie thing
that Improbably
never will accustom myself to^ffle^ffame, "Robert Taylor."
I try to call him "Robert" or "Bod," because everyone else
does. I shall try to remembertr/ call him
that in this story. But I still think of him
as "Arlington."
Spangler Arlington Brugh is his real
name.
When his father and I named him that,
relatives asked us if we were "trying to
kill the child." And I have heard people
marvel that he ever lived to maturity with
such a name. He never complained about
it, himself.
There probably is a stubborn streak in
me; my ancestry is Scotch and English.
But I still feel that Arlington Brugh —
with the "gh" silent — is as appealing as
Robert Taylor, as Hollywood has rechristened him. I suppose that is a natural
reaction of a mother. She wishes that her
son could have his success under the name
that she gave him.
Spangler was a traditional name in the
Brugh family, handed down from generation to generation. It was the first name
of my husband. Dr. S. A. Brugh, who was
of Pennsylvania Dutch descent. It was
also his father's name, and his grandfather's, and his greatgrandfather's. As for the "Arlington," I was responsible for
that. Or, rather, a book and a play were responsible.
When I was a young girl, and very impressionable, I read a
novel the hero of* which was named Arlington. I have forgotten now what the book was, but the romantic hero — and his
romantic name— made a lasting impression upon me. I decided, young-girl-like, that if I ever had a son, that would be
his name.
Then, not long before I was to become a mother, I saw a play
in which the heroine's name was "Ruth Arlington." My own
name was Ruth, and I, too, was very much in love; I lived and
re-lived the story of this heroine — whose romantic last name
was such an old favorite of mine. Seeing the play decided me.
If I had a son, his middle name would be Arlington — and his
was married
initials would be the same as my husb
very young.
I was eighteen; my
only a few years older. And my own
makes me believe in young marriage
out in life together, building towa
together, sharing the strug;
successes, we were inseparabiU'Wrnpamo
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Robert
Brugh,
During
charge
school

Taylor, born Spangler Arlington
at six months of age.: Above:
his sixth year, his mother took
did not enter
of his studies, He
until after his seventh birthday

stant inspirations to each other through
the years. We had a wonderful married
life. Never a quarrel, never an unhappy
moment — unless we were apart.
And it
was seldom that we were separated for
more than a very few days at a time."
And our own happiness, I think, was
reflected in Robert. It made his boyhood an unusually happy
one. It helped to make him what he is today.
Robert's father gave me love and happiness such as few
women ever know. He even saved my life with his love. And
if he had not saved my life, Robert never would have been born.
When Robert's father and I were married, he was not a
doctor. He was in partnership with my father in a grain busithirty.ness in Filley, Nebraska, under the firm name of Stanhope and
Brugh. He did not start to study medicine until he was about
All of my life I had been in poor health, with a weak heart.
And as time went on, my health did not improve; it became
steadily worse. Finally, a doctor said that I would die within
a very few years if I did not find a spot somewhere on earth
beneficial to my ailing heart. He wanted me to travel. So did
my husband. We were not poor, but I knew that we did not
have enough money to follow his advice — particularly after the heavy doctor bills over a period
of years. And I refused to allow my husband to
mortgage his life to save mine.
That was when he decided that he would study
medicine — in search of a way to help me to live.

As told to
ames Reid

Robert Taylor

spectacular young star in Hollywood

Robert Taylor and his father, Dr. S. A. Brugh.

Much of

Bob's boyhood was spent on a farm near Filley, Nebraska,
where his maternal grandparents lived.
He was about sixteen when the above snapshot was taken

He stepped out of the grain business and enrolled in the
medical college at Kirksville, Missouri, for the regular fouryear course. I enrolled with him. I wanted to be at his side
in this new career, upon which he was embarking for my sake.
Arm in arm, day after day, we would go off to classes together ;
side by side, evening after evening, we would study from the
same books — sharing a great new adventure.
At the end of our first year in Kirksville, conditions at home
took us back to Filley to care for my father's grain business.
We planned to stay only a short time. My health had improved
marvelously in Kirksville, but my husband was too interested
in medicine now to think of giving up his studies. It was three
years before he could return to them. And during the second
of those years, Robert was born. On August 5, 1911.
Most of the next winter after Bob's birth, I was in bed, too
weak to move. I had to see others take care of the baby I had
been dreaming about for years — six years. I had to see my
husband tortured with worry about me, unable to do anything
to help me, except to call in the old family doctor.
A year later — after spending several months in Muskogee,
Oklahoma, looking after farm property that we owned there —
we set out for Kirksville once more, taking our baby with us.
This time I did not enroll with my husband. I had the baby to
care for — when I was not living between a bed and a chair.
On my "bad" days, my husband would take Bob to classes with
him. He would sit very quietly, taking in everything, and
come home with great, long medical terms that he had heard.
When he was about two and a half, I remember his coming
home and saying to me,
[Continued on page 82]
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Constance Collier,
renowned star of the
-English stage, tells
how she coached the
newest "Juliet."
was

She

Norma
Shearer's
First
Romeo
A

VOICE
of
love: speaks vibrantly, eloquently, immortal words

"But soft, what light through yonder window breaks?
It is the East, and Juliet is the sun !"
Strange, it is a woman's voice ... Is this, then, a garden of
the fifteenth century, lush, fragrant, still? Is there a maiden
on a moon-drenched balcony ? And a young lover pouring out
his soul ? Is this the ancient city of Verona?
No, it is a modern, green-carpeted, ivory-walled room in a
Santa Monica beach home, with wide windows framing the sea
to the west. It is early fall in 1935. And Norma Shearer is
learning to be "Juliet," with Constance Collier, one of the great
Shakespearian actresses of yesterday, playing "Romeo." . . .
Norma Shearer, slim, sophisticated, lovely in blue tailored
pajamas with her hair curled tight to her head after the latest
coiffeur mode.
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That was the beginning.
That was the
day Norma Shearer first turned the pages
of Shakespeare's glorious, tragic romance
to study for the great M-G-M picture in

She wasshestin
with Leslie
Norma Shearer,
is starring
which
then.Howard.
Now,
she is someone else. Constance Collier
says this. Con[Continued on page 81]

He's m&de jois share of mistakes — mistakes which
^migfct ha%e wrecked his career and happiness — but . . .
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No Regrets"

Spencer
h

onion sandwch
OOK," said Spencer Tracy, eal
comfortably as we sat at lunch in the M-G-M -commissary, "look, let's m£ke this honest, huh? Let's
make it try to say something to the folks who read it. The
way I feel about it, most folks say that-if'they had it to do
all over again, they would do different. I wouldn't. And I've
made more mistakes, committed more sins, if you like, than
the average man ever thought of.
"But it's because of my sins that I'm happy today.
"It's because of my mistakes that I now have my wife and
home and kids again. It's because of my mistakes that I love
and appreciate and value my wife as I do. Seems funny, but
I think it's also because of my mistakes that my wife cares
for me as she does — and she must, you bet," grinned Spencer,
with both pride and humility in his honest smile, "she must
or she wouldn't give me house-room.
"Nope, I haven't any regrets. Not one. And the only way
to prove what I mean is to build up my case from the beginning, to start at scratch and admit the many mistakes I've
made, the many things I've done and had darned good cause
to regret — and then prove to you that I don't regret anything
— and why.
"Might kinda help the other fellow, too," said Spencer,
tugging at his hair in that reminiscent-of-Will Rogers way
he has, "I mean if I can be honestly honest about this thing
and if you can write it honestly and not even try to make it
just a fan story for the sake of publicity — why, we might really
help, you know? Because I think it's too bad the way folks
go about wasting their vital energy, wasting their precious
time regretting mistakes they have made. It would be so
darned much healthier and happier for them and for everyone
connected with them if they'd use their mistakes as stepping
stones instead of stumbling blocks. Your sins should save you,
not damn you.
"Well, let's go back to the beginnings:
My dad was sales
manager of the Sterling Motor Truck
Company, in Milwaukee, you know.
He was as Irish as a potato.
All
.~uigA
right. ' Some folks say that I should
jjf
regret that heritage. I've been told
that it's a break for a would-be actor
to get born into an actor-family, like
the Barrymores or the Dennys. If
it's 'in the blood' I've been told, it's
just that much easier.
"Well, maybe. But things shouldn't
come 'that
[Continued on page 76]

by Gladys Hall

Spencer and Louise Tracy, after several years of unusual happiness, separated for nearly a year. Spencer,
with amazing honesty, here tells the
story of that mad period
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"Do Modern
Women

Deserve
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O MANY modern women are missing half of life — if
they would only realize it," Kay Francis observed
sadly. "They seem to believe that to be 'modern' they
must not be feminine. It is no longer 'smart* to be tender nor
even gracious. Yet tenderness and graciousness have always
been woman's rightful heritage.
"The headlines of every newspaper, every day, tell the story
of modern woman's success. But it is a material success, generally achieved at the great cost of her charm, her heart, her
happiness. There are other headlines in the same newspapers,
not very pretty headlines, for they tell of modern woman's
failure in nearly all womanly attainments. Courtship is fast
becoming a lost art as these moderns pursue what they call
'Freedom' and 'Social Equality.' Such empty solace for an
empty heart ! I am sorry, grievously sorry, for any young girl
who holds herself too efficient, too competent,
to want or need the gracious consideration of
men. There will come a time in that girl's
life — often after it is too late — when she will .
understand what she has sacrificed in happiness for the false consolation of competency.
"Show me a spinster who has turned bitter
in middle age and I'll show you that she is
usually a woman who has blasted her own
life by repelling normal social contacts with men.
No person
could be more tragic.
"Primitive instincts, you see, have remained the same. And
there is not an intelligent woman today who will not admit that
in her heart she longs to be protected and taken care of by the
man she loves. Still, despite her intelligence, this same woman
frequently repulses the very attentions and courtesies for which
she secretly longs.
"You must know that chivalry never depended upon man
alone. Woman, by her delicacy and tenderness, contributed
her share, too. Throughout the ages, men have enjoyed being
chivalrous, have taken keen delight in paying lovely ladies little
courtesies and attentions that are the mark of gentlemen. Now
they resent, whether consciously or subconsciously, being
robbed of these age-old rites that always have meant so much
in the social contact of the sexes. Men haven't lost charm and
grace. Women have !"
Kay Francis has long been noted in Hollywood for her

Kay Francis
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startling frankness. She speaks her mind, this one. Yet she
has never spoken more frankly and fearlessly for publication
than she did in the statement above.
"Is it your belief, then," Kay was asked, "that modern women
have lost the right to chivalrous courtesy? That today they
dp not deserve seats on — shall we say — Life's street car ?"
"That entirely depends upon the individual woman," Kay
replied. "If a woman has said farewell to femininity — if she
has decided to embark upon a man's career, to fill a man's place
in man's world, she must be prepared to meet his terms. In
other words, if she has lost charm and subtlety, she has lost
privilege.
"If, however, she has managed to remain feminine — even
though she be earning her own way in the world — she not only
deserves
her seat
what you
street car,'
but
she will find
men onanxious
to have
make termed
certain 'Life's
it is offered
to her.
"No man cares to indulge in a foot race with a girl for the
privilege of opening a door that she seems determined to open

'v»#

mm

Answers !
for herself. He will not rise at her approach nor offer her the
seat he has been occupying if he senses in her attitude a contempt for such 'old-fashioned nonsense.' Poor devil ! He
doesn't want to be held in derision by being conspicuous in his
act of gallantry. It takes a stout-hearted fellow to remain true
to his chivalrous customs in the face of the ungraciousness of
modern women. Seldom is he even thanked with a smile or
a nod.
"Small things, these, you may think — trifling courtesies that
are unimportant in the breathless rush of the world we live in
today. Yet our lives are made up of the little things that give
us happiness or sorrow. It is only when we lose appreciation
of the little things that we begin to die. Too many modern
girls, blase as they are in youth, have begun to die before they
have learned to live.
"A man's conduct toward a woman rarely is more or less
than he has been led to expect that she expects. When he
feels she has no appreciation of the niceties of the drawing

7

in this frank interview
with Jack Grant
room,

he does

not offer them.

And this is her fault, not

THAT Kay Francis speaks so strongly upon her subject is
because she feels so strongly about it. It is readily apparent
that she has given the matter much thought over some period
of time.
"Perhaps
I am being sentimental," she continued, "but it is
his!"
my opinion that another generation will see a decided change
in the social relationship of men and women. After all, this
present state of affairs is a direct reaction to the conditions imposed in 1914 by the World War.
"When men were called to arms, women were called as industrial replacement. Both answered the call magnificently as
the- human race always has in times of stress.
"Through stringent necessity, women learned that they were
capable of performing many of the tasks of men in business.
They took a pardonable pride in their [Continued on page 61]
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That
Weidler
Kid
A somewhat insane tour through
the private menagerie of the quaintest little star who ever stole the
hearts of an audience

by Marian Rhea
YOU'VE never realized the fullest of life's experiences
until
you've
spent an afternoon with young Virginia
Weidler
!
Yes, that little pig-tailed half-pint who seems on the screen
such a demure mixture of primness and dignity. Prim ? Dignified ? That's only what you think ! Me — I know better. Me
— I spent an afternoon with Virginia.
The Weidlers (by the way, it's pronounced to rhyme with
"side") live in two places in Southern California — over on
North Sweetzer avenue in Hollywood, and at their seaside
house at Huntington Beach. I visited Virginia on North
Sweetzer.
The Weidler house is a far cry from the average movie star's
abode. It's just a house, really, with an ineffectual lawn (what
lawn could be effectual with six children, two dogs, a chicken,
two ducks, three cats and two goats using it as a playground?),
some straggling shrubbery and a garage that as often shelters
the "Weidler Productions" (the childrens' everlasting local
talent shows ) as it does the family automobile. The day I was
there half a dozen pairs of roller skates cluttered the front stoop,
three or four scooters reposed hit or miss on the walk and a
bicycle rested nonchalantly in the patio pool which was for the
time being sans water.
I rang the bell and a small figure in blue slacks, white sweater
and tennis shoes opened the door. Virginia.
"Hello," she said. "Mamma says you've come to see me.
Well, that's nice (remembering her manners), but I'm pretty
busy and I hope you don't mind if I keep on working?"
I assured her that I wouldn't mind and asked her what she
was doing. "Tending your dolls?" I suggested.
That, however, was the wrong thing to say. "Gosh, no,"
I was told in disgusted tones. "I can't be bothered with dolls.
I got to get the fleas off of Laddie. I'm goin' to use the garden
hose and car — car-bol-ic acid soap."
We had progressed through the big, rambling, cluttered but
not unattractive house by this time and onto the back porch.
Mrs. Weidler came hurrying up from the garage, smiling
ruefully.
"Virginia shouldn't have brought you out here," she said.
"But she's going to watch me get the fleas off of Laddie," explained Virginia. [Continued on page 72]

How Hollywood's witctest^ranksters clowned jhfir Wat thrdugh
the most delirious of pictures

illiaUf F. Frenc
\j

FOR years there ,ha*4feen much conjecture and wonder as
to whatwould really happen if the famous wits, wags,
practical/okers and wild ones of Hollywood were ever
locked in a room together. It seems to have been an unwritten
law among the producers in the past not to risk studio property,
the decorum of the community and the neighbors' peace of mind
by letting certain playful players play together.
But finally someone decided to take a long chance, and when
the buzzer announced the turning of a
camera on a certain production, and the
red light blazed over the sound stage
door, there they were, Hollywood's very
prankiest, all locked in together.
Locked in, with Director Gregory
LaCava's nimble wit and bizarre sense
of humor to keep them boiling.
During the first day of the shooting,

Gail Patrick, Gregory LaCava and Bill Powell (below) study the shooting
script which was officially
okayed by Sherry-the-Poo

Those two arch m e a n i e s,
Mischa Auer and Eugene
Pallette, whispered tonguetwisters to Alice Brady just
before she spoke her "lines"

No, Carole
hasn't
lost
her mindLombard
— but she
almost drove the other players
insane with her hilarious
practical jokes during the
filming of My Man, Godfrey

they just sparred, watching each other suspiciously, and walking in
cautious circles, each being careful not to turn
a back to another. Wits, practical jokers and
scene-stealers de luxe, they handled one another
like packages of primed dynamite. They trusted
each other with all the confidence of strange cats.
Then, suddenly, they broke loose, turning the
making of the picture into a spontaneous, hilarious, rip-snorting gag — wherein the story
seemed to write itself, literally putting the script
"on the cuff." So fast did the amazing developments on that stage change the lines that
LaCava's secretary stayed right at his side,
changing the story to keep pace with the hapBecause when
and wittiestpenings.
players
start Hollywood's
tossing lines cleverest
about, a
director
keen as LaCava isn't going to let
them
fall as
unused.
Meanwhile, things grew hotter and hotter,
and pranks crowded
[Continued on page 78]
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e-Creation
How altered circumstances
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and freedom to "ride his hob'
bies" have changed a screen favorite
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OR the first time in my life I am absolutely content.

I can't explain the reason for it, nor give you the
underlying cause. I only know that every one of my
days is full and everything I do brings me happiness."
It is a new Clark Gable speaking, a man keen and bronzed
and trim, with the magnetism which brought him fame intensified because it is no longer dissipated by nervousness and dissatisfaction.
Two or three years ago, Clark, during an interview, would
have nervously toyed with a piece of paper or a string, as he
talked. And his face and his eyes would have held a harried
look — as if he were in turmoil, both mental and physical.
He has never been a temperamental star. Never one to fly
into dramatic anger because custom dictated that stars display
temperament. Yet he always gave the sense of holding himself
in, of visibly keeping himself under control. He was a man
with nerves -as frayed as a broken radio aerial.
Now, this Clark Gable is a greater star and a greater man
than he has ever been before. Certainly, he is more firmly entrenched in the hearts of the public. No one threatens his
throne, nor is likely to do so for many moons to come.
"A few short months ago," Gable admits, "trifles on the set
bothered me. They upset my whole routine for the day. Perhaps the fact that at that time I wasn't completely well — that I
was over-worked and over-weary — may have had something
to do with it."
Yet that isn't entirely the explanation. It goes deeper. But
before we consider the causes of the re-creation of this man,
let's look at Clark Gable as he is today.
Recently, when he was making San Francisco, he had to face
the dangers of falling walls, of flying debris, in the fire and
earthquake sequences. One morning a whole wall toppled.
Clark was buried beneath it. And for ten frantic moments as
the crew worked to extricate him, there was a prayer in the
heart of everyone present that Clark would come through unharmed. When they dug him out, he stood up, shook himself,
grinned and without the slightest desire for effect, said, "Okay
boys, let's go." It was all in the day's work. Just part of a
day which couldn't be set awry by any mischance.
He wouldn't have been so cheerful a year ago under similar
circumstances.
There is another story told of Clark today. Recently he and
Leo Carrillo, who was resting after completing his last Columbia Picture, went on a hunting trip to Mexico. They encountered more than the average number of discomforts.
Clark had
36
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come
a moment's
notice. at His
life is so
organized now that he can
pack a bag and go wherever
he desires. He was free and he
was happy. And whatever anyone
suggested was okay with Clark.
CARRILLO
"Clark
in
a million. says
He :did
more was
thana man
his share
of the hard work an outdoor trip always implies. Made camp and cooked and was always
the one to hurdle tense situations with a laugh, a quip
or an amusing story. Men get to know each other on
trips
like this." considered and resumed: "If I had to choose
oneLeomanpaused,
out of all the world to be with the rest of my life, I
would
Clark."
One choose
Saturday
night, Gable and Carrillo and the others went
into a town near their encampment. Word had gone ahead that
the famous motion picture actor, Clark Gable, was in a small
dance hall. The town senoritas and their mamas flocked there.
Accepting the standards of the country, he graciously bowed to
the mamas and asked for the privilege of dancing with their
daughters.
Clark had a marvelous time. It was all in fun.
A very close friend of Clark's — a man who has known him
intimately since his early Hollywood beginnings, says: "The
Clark of two or three years ago would never have come up imperturbable and smiling from an accident which might have
had a serious ending. Clark would not have entered into the
fun of dancing with strange exotic girls under the watchful eyes
of Spanish mothers. He would not without exception have
been a gay companion, without dark moods or long silences.
But this is the Clark of today.
"This Clark, who looks forward to a long career on the screen,

of Clark Gable
who hopes that it will last, who enjoys every instant before
the camera, is a changed man. This enjoyment has mirrored
itself remarkably in his progress as an actor. Both his released and his unreleased pictures testify to his suddenly increased technique, to his recently acquired ease in handling
situations and characters. At last he has mastered the art

new Clark Gable? What has given him poise and a carefree
attitude? What has given him content, such as he has never
known before?
Again we turn to a man who has had close association with
Clark
an explanation.
And heHe says:
"ClarkwhoGable
is a
man of for
freedom
and for freedom.
is a man
will bow

of acting."
Heretofore Clark Gable has been a personality whose arresting animal magnetism brought him recognition. Now he is
recognized as a splendid actor, with a new authority in his
screen interpretations.
Clark's friends today agree that he has a newer vision
and a newer interest in his career.
He no longer
has those deep, dark moods which used to cloud
his days. No longer does he have mental
hazards which were a bar to his
complete realization of his
abilities and his talents.
What
then is the
cause of this

to bondage, whether it is self-imposed or imposed by circumstances— and will do it with grace. But he pays the penalty
with over-taxed nerves and mental confusion.
"Primarily, he is a man who belongs in the wide spaces
and the far places. A man who is happiest when he can
live from day to day. Long ago he said, T will never recapture the happiness I had when I was broke ; when the stock
companies in which I played couldn't pay; when I tramped
the roads looking for a job, taking whatever was offered me,
whether it was as an advertising solicitor or as a husky in
a logging camp. I didn't plan. I just hoped for the best
and had a lot of fun out of hoping. But I let every day take
care of itself and the next week and the week after that didn't
bother me a bit.'
[Continued on page 67]
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so nice. She can be the most
vicious, double-crossing person in
the world, and they will still beg
her to sign on the dotted line if she
can sell more tickets at the boxoffice. You can't be a meek little
angel, as I was a few years ago,
and get along in this business. It
THE Biltmore Bowl is jammed with a galaxy of stars
and motion picture celebrities . . . more than a thousand of them . . . stiff, starched shirts and a spectacle
of devastating- pulchritude in a lavish array of gowns, a whirlpool of mink and ermine and fox wraps of every description
. . . with a mob of reporters and photographers swarming
around the place. It's the eighth annual Motion Picture
Academy award banquet . . .
Shortly before midnight, President Frank Capra takes the
rostrum to announce the winners of the various awards, and
Bette Davis, a little girl in an inconspicuous dinner dress —
white print on a navy-blue background, the belt and the lapels
of the coat of white pique — comes through and grabs the coveted
gold statuette for the best acting of the year. It's the crowning
glory of a long struggle, years of hardship and heartbreaks and
obscurity. Five years ago, this same Bette Davis was left
fifteen hours in a tank while lending her talents to a new
thriller, and she might have caught pneumonia, but nobody
cared. The story of this young lady's success is one of the most
amazing and instructive chapters in the annals of the screen.
"You have to be ruthless to be a star !" she declared, blowing
a ring of smoke into the air, as she sat curled up in an armchair
in the living room of her old-time home on Franklin Avenue.
The most outspoken, straight-shooting, fearless trooper in the
business seemed to be in an especially confidential and volcanic
mood.
"I have changed. We all change in this town, whether we
are aware of it or not. Everyone who gets to the top does so
at a certain sacrifice. I know that I am not always agreeable
and accommodating. You can't fight your way to stardom by
saying a docile 'yes, thank you,' to everyone who has a part in
your career. The trouble with me is I am not ruthless enough !
I have not yet achieved that ability to demand my rights which
real success in any human endeavor demands.
"The principles we were taught as kids don't work in Hollywood. People in this town don't judge you by the qualities we
thought were so important — by your kindness, virtue, sincerity,
humility. The producers don't give a girl a part because she is
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does
to delivered
us."
Thisstrange
kind ofthings
talk, if
by
an imperious lady of the screen,
with a corps of servants at her
command in a luxurious mansion,
might well arouse resentment and
stamp her as an enemy of society,
but Bette is really such a good
sport, and so natural, that you
can't help but like and admire her
more for her frankness. Her explosive, firecracker talk is replete
with homely truths, and she is a
blonde bundle of luscious femininity, with eager, sparkling bluegray eyes. She lives in the most unpretentious house occupied
by any star or near-star in Hollywood, and she was barelegged
and without make-up during this interview. So what can you
do with a gal like that ?
"We women have to fight harder," she continued. "Take
my case, for instance. When I first came out here they took
me for just another little girl from Broadway, and the biggest
battle I had to wage was to make people take me seriously.
I had no theatrical reputation to speak of and I wasn't beautiful.
They told me I was too young and innocent looking to play the
available roles convincingly. For over a year I was used as
the test gal on the lot. They dressed me up in pretty costumes,
and tested hundreds of actors with me, but when the real
shooting began, I was left out. My first role was a small town
wall-flower. For two years I didn't play anything but 'sisters.'
Then the producers seemed to wake up, after I moved over to
Warners. George Arliss gave me a boost by picking me to
play in one of his pictures, but I got my first real break as
Mildred, the cheap, vicious, cockney waitress in Of Human
Bondage.
"I'll never, never forget my first year in Hollywood ! It was
hell. When you are new out here, this town is the LONESOMEST place in the world. I can't think of a more terrible,
cruel, selfish and indifferent place for the newcomer than Holly-

Boiled!
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THE greatest mistake I made when I first came
out here was just being myself. There is a
famous story about my arrival in Hollywood — you
may have heard it. There was nobody at the station
to meet me. I got off the train, looked around for
that bouquet of flowers from the studio I had expected, but nobody paid the slightest attention to me.
Swallowing my pride, I called a taxi, drove to a hotel
and telephoned to the publicity department of the
studio to find out why nobody was at the station to
meet me.

Bette Davis couldn't cope with Hollywood
until she learned to fight. Her superb characterization iOf
n
Human Bondage (right)
was the fruit of her first bitterly-won victory
wood. Nobody tells you what you should and
shouldn't do, nobody tells you ANYTHING.
(She threw up her arms with a gesture of
despair.) Nobody will help you, and you
have to find your way around by the old
method of trial and error. One ought to
make a fortune by opening an office in New
York to advise people who come to Hollywood ;there are so many things they have to be told ! One
mistake may ruin your whole career.
"And yet, today, I'm afraid I'm just as cold and indifferent to
the new girls on our lot as people were to me five years ago.
Some of them must have the same difficulties as I had, and be
bothered with the same doubts and thoughts, yet I never rgo
out of my way to help them. I just don't think of it. As I said,
this business does strange things to us. You are so busy, and
so self-centered, that you have no time and no inclination to
help others win the fight.
"You become ruthless.

" T was there,' the chief said, 'but I didn't see
anybody alighting from the train who looked like an
actress.' 'Damn it,' I said, T had a dog with me, and
by that alone you should have
known that I was an actress !' I
was dressed very plainly, to them,
I suppose, and therefore there was
no aura of theatrical glamour
about me.
"I was so self-conscious when
I first came out here, that it was
pathetic. No photographer could
make me smile for a still picture.
And my first preview nearly killed
me. But we change, as the years
go by! Now I am known to be
'courageous,' 'daring,' 'nonchalant !' A girl grows up a lot in
She lighted another cigarette,
five
years."
jumped
off from her chair to
change her position, and settled
down to another barrage of
crackling talk:
"I have often wondered where
lies the peculiar charm of Hollywood, the secret of its amazing
hold on people everywhere.
Well,
/ think what makes Hollywood so
fascinating
is its shady
side.
People are starving for romance.
They are bound by conventions and restrictions of all sorts. But out here, people think,
there is a certain breezy freedom.
And romance, dangerous,
thrilling, is lurking at every corner.
"We can talk all we want about the artistic side of motion
pictures, but I don't care what the professors say, SEX has
always been and will always be at the bottom of this industry.
Take sex away from pictures, and our studio lots would revert
to their former pasture state and be overrun by dairy herds.
Why do girls go to see a picture featuring Clark, Gable, Bob
Taylor, Errol Flynn, George Brent,
[Continued on page 71]
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who was the deing friend to
whom Gpaartrbo sent
that cryptic message? For whom did
y
souhte thpeersmoonstallperfseecekt
tod?me"
roses in Hollywoo

Sack
Cowan

ISTS, like doctors,
FLOR
and priests, are bound by
of honor to silence.
Q
the calendar of the divorce courts might
be more crowded than it is.
There is one florist, in particular,
whose specialty has been to serve the
stars and important people of the motion
picture business, for years — a wise,
kindly person — who smiles at you when
you ask him a question. And never answers you.
He probably knows more about picture
people than Mark Hellinger knows about
New York. And that's saying all you
can say.
Waiting one night not so many weeks
ago for the florist to put out the lights
and the cat and call it a day — for he had
asked me to dinner — I sat on the edge of
a table, smoking and trying to be patient.
The shop was cold and I was shivering.
When the much touted California sun

says "Nighty-night" and takes a look in
on China, California can be mighty cold.
And usually is. But cold or not, there
is never any artificial heat at a florist's.
The flowers can't stand it. And humans
don't count.
From time to time I reminded my
friend that as the hours passed I was
growing more and more expensive to
40

feed. "All rigM-L-le't's go,"1 he said,
rang.
reaching for his hat. Then the telephone
"Mr. de Mille is moving into a new
office in the morning — a basket of
flowers please. Price? Oh, use your

^sied myself with a basket, pretending tobe an employee. She paid no
ttelition to me, as I had hoped.
'Have you any roses?" she asked,
with a\strong foreign accent. "They
The florist went into the back room
TnusFBe^erfect."
and brought out some beautiful longstemmed yellow ones.
"I do not want yellow. I want flowers
more . . . what you call it . . . more
vital
. alive."
Her . .tone
spelled just one thing — romance. Romance and red roses.
Unfortunately, the only red roses in
the shop at the moment were a day old.

own judgment.
Only make it nice."
"Certainly." Down went the hat. The
order was noted. (The office staff had
gone home long ago. )
Over and over this sort of thing happened. Somebody was starting a new
picture and his friends were sending him
a flower horse-shoe for luck, or a director wanted flowers for his newly-arrived
'eastern star, or somebody suddenly remembered that it was the wife's birthday— he'd stop and pick up the flowers
on his way home from the studio — have
a good-looking box ready — oh, he'd leave
it to the florist. He knew the wife's taste.
At last, the climax came.
A tall, ungainly, badly-dressed girl
slouched into the store. I looked and

Not what one would call "perfect." The
outer petals were slightly wilted. The
florist did what is always done in such
cases, pulled off one or two of the outer
petals before taking them to the customer.
Garbo took one look at them. With
the eye of an expert she shook her head.
"They must be perfect. And fresh. They
go tonight on a boat that sails and they

couldn't believe my eyes. Then I looked
again. It was Garbo !

just puttheuppurfor the
director'son wife,
which
[Continued
page and
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must
stay alive
many days. I am sorry."
She turned
to go.
"Just a moment," he said, remembering the box of red roses which he had

Off

to

school — two

20th Century-Fox starlets— Jackie Searl and
Jane Withers. Jackie
appeared with Jane in
Gentle Julia while Jane
has just completed the
star
role
in Pepper

Young stars of Hollywood suggest smart collegienne attire for Fall
campus wear
41

Bu^\days in the life
nit*

SOME may not be smart in the classroom but they
certainly look smart on the campus.
Among the
charming- features of modern education are the
school belles who answer the school bells in the smartest
Fall attire.
(1) An ideal dress for campus wear is this
two-piece sports frock of light weight powder blue woolen
with a Roman stripe ascot worn by Joan Perry. Joan has
the lead in the Columbia production, Shakedown.
(2) Two
Paramount players, Ray Milland and Marsha Hunt, show
the correct attire for students who indulge in active sports.
Ray wears white flannels and a white wool sweater banded
in cardinal red for the tennis date while Marsha chooses steel
grey flannel culottes, a powder blue short sleeve sweater
with a smart turn-over collar under a gray cardigan to match
the culottes and a blue scarf at the neck.
Ray Milland's
sweater from Phelps-Terkel.
Outfit worn by Marsha Hunt
from Bullock's Westwood.
(3) Informal Sunday evenings
and the date in town demand such a frock as this one worn by
Joan Perry.
A pattern of white leaves spot a black background of heavy crepe.
Smartly draped sleeves and a square
decolletage give this gown definite fashion interest. Joan's hat
is of stitched taffeta with a square crown.
Dress from Nina
Foley, hat from Molle-O of Hollywood.
(4) For wear on
and off the campus, Joan Perry selects this coat of gray kidskin
from Willard George whose reputation in Hollywood as a
furrier is unsurpassed.
With the coat Joan wears a frock of
powder blue light weight woolen trimmed with white soutache
braid and self-fabric bows.
Joan's hat is matching blue felt
with a banding and bow of black grosgrain.
Her accessories
are patent to match the dress belt. Dress and hat from Nina
Foley.
(5) For a stroll on the campus between classes (left to
right) Marsha Hunt, Ray Milland and Gail Patrick, Paramount players, show what is what in school apparel. Marsha
again sports the culotte, this time in navy blue with small white
stars. Belt buckle and buttons match
[Continued on page 60]
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Betty Furnes§
Writes an Open Letter
To A
Beau
One of the screen's most "eligible" young ladies tells her
requirements for romance
Hollywood, Calif.

YOU — wherever you are! For I don't
DEAR
know, as yet, where you are but I know so perfectly what you are that I can write you as though
we had really met — and love had happened.
I know I've never met you before. Because I've never been
in love in my life. I've never even thought I was in love. But
I've thought about love, and about marriage, as every normal
girl has.
I will know you when we meet. Oh, maybe I won't know you
the first instant. Maybe not the first day. It won't be "love at
first sight," I don't suppose. I'm not sentimental. I'm rather
practical. I don't believe I could fall in love at first sight. But
within a week, I shall know. I'll be sure . . . that you are HE.
I'll know because I've gone about with a lot of boys, different
kinds of boys, in New York, in Hollywood. I'll know because
I haven't played about with love.
I can tell you two things right off — you'd better be an actor.
And — I'll never elope with you. I have a streak of New England in me as wide as the state of Maine — both mother and
daddy are born New Englanders — and that conservative streak
would keep me from one of those off-to-Yuma marriages.
I think you had better be an actor because I couldn't, in my
work, marry a man outside of the profession. And I love my
work and I want to keep on with it. If anyone had asked me,
a year ago, whether I would marry an actor I would have said,
"No, certainly not!" Now I know that I would. Because
understanding is the very basis of love. You've got to have
understanding
of my too.
problems and you couldn't unless you
were
in the business,
But you'll have to be a very understanding man under the
grease-paint. And why not? Most of the actors I know are
swell human beings. You can't be the jealous type, of course,
either
or professionally.
wouldn't
I know. andI'veI
been inpersonally
Hollywood
for four years /now,
in thebe,studios,
know how little cause there is for personal jealousy. We all
work too hard, are too intent on our own careers, to be playing
about among ourselves. As for professional jealousy — well,
why should a man and a woman conflict in that way ? I know
that if you should get a perfectly swell part arid make a tremendous hit I'd be proud of you. I'd be glad. It wouldn't have anything to do with my work, or with my ability.
Things like that are so silly, don't you think ? Last year,

"... I hope you will be
en actor, for you must be eble
to understand the problems of my
L

when I was in New York, one of those silly things happened.
Cary Grant happened to come through New York, on his way
to England, a few days after I'd arrived there. Cary and I
had seen quite a bit of each other in the months before. We
were never in love. We did have a lot of fun together. I was
fond of him and he of me. We still do see each other now and
then. Anyway, a friend of mine called me and said, "My dear,
I have bad news for you — did you know that Cary Grant has
made a tremendous hit in Sylvia Scarlett?" The poor silly girl
really thought I'd be annoyed by Cary's success because we
weren't running around together any more !
I told her not to be ridiculous. I was perfectly delighted
about it. Cary had read his lines to me time and time again.
I got a thrill out of it I would get the same thrill out of any
success you might make . . . you can be sure of that, wherever
youI'dare.
want you to have a bit of an edge on me somewhere, in
some department of life. Being a man, you would have to feel
a certain superiority to me somewhere or you wouldn't be
happy.
It'sour
biological.
Perhaps
you Would
have a little
edge
on me in
home life.
Perhaps
intellectually.
Perhaps
financially — no, certainly financially. For that is the rub. I do
think it's bound to create a bad situation if the woman makes
more money than the man. Silly, but it does. So you'll have to
make more money than I do or I'll have to give up my career —
and I would if you wanted me to, very badly. That is, I would
if it did not lower my present [Continued on page 68]
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Anne Shirley
With a spectacular rush, Anne Shirley — once known as Dawn O'Day — is
scaling the heights. Starred at sixteen in Anne of Green Gables, she has
fully justified the confidence of Radio Pictures executives. She is 45now
co-starred with John Beal InM'fiss,

a story of the southern mountain folk

Stage
Struck
From the Broadway stage comes Owen Davis, Jr., "born t
grease-paint in his veins, " to make his bow as a screen star

Mary Pennington
A

HANDSOME young man, wearing faultless dinner
clothes, stood in the center of a large sound stage and
chatted amiably with a charming young woman
wearing the latest in silver evening gowns. A variety of individuals wearing frowns lined up behind a camera and decided they were ready to make a motion picture.
''Quiet!" commanded an assistant sternly.
"Light 'em all," remarked an anonymous bass.
"Action," said the director.
Whereupon the handsome young man picked up the charming
young woman, laid her across his knees and administered a
sound spanking. No one, with the exception of the spankee,
made the slightest objection. In fact they regarded the proceeding with a cool and critical detachment. They didn't, it
seemed, approve of the young man's technique. So he spanked
the young woman again. In fact, off and on for an entire
morning the handsome young man spanked and spanked and
spanked.
Thus Owen Davis, Jr., late of the Broadway stage, completed
the first scene of his first leading role in motion pictures.
"Hollywood," remarked Mr. Davis thoughtfully, "is a little
hard on the hand."
But young Mr. Davis didn't know a thing about Hollywood.
That afternoon he stood on that same sound stage and kissed
a very charming young woman — the same woman. He kissed
her while the director had a series of inspirations. He kissed
her while other actors "blew" their lines. He kissed her while
various people made helpful suggestions. Eventually, he
rebelled.
"Who," inquired Mr. Davis a bit fractiously, "is kissing this

Son of one of the most famous playwrights of the day, young
Owen Davis, already a stage celebrity, scored an instantaneous success in the title role of His Majesty, Bunker Bean
46

the end of the scene — and the day — Mr. Davis was beyond
girlAt anyway?"
making any comment on Hollywood whatever.
However, it will take more than the title role of Bunker Bean
to stop young Owen. In the first place he possesses an exceedingly thorough theatrical training which makes him well able
to cope with even the surprising demands of motion pictures.
In the second, his is the saga of the Boy-who-wanted-to-go-onthe-stage. He insists that he was born with grease paint in his
veins, a script in each hand, and an unshakable ambition to be
an actor. Though his father is the noted playwright, Owen
Davis, author of such famous successes as the current Ethan
Frome, Icebound (a Pulitzer Prize
[Continued on page 80]

I Raised My Boy
To Be A Husband

Mrs. Evelyn 0field —bwho has a son
y
called Jack Oakie — tells how she prepared
an incurable humorist for matrimony

Vir

gin

ia
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e

HUSBANDS, in the immortal words of the female flagpole sitter, need a lot of raising.
And the time to begin is when they're in the cradle.
While they are still young and pliable, so to speak.
You know — "as the twig is bent, so grows the tree." And if
you want a mighty Oak-ie of a husband to lean on, his training
can't begin too soon . . .
"Although as an oak, there's probably a good bit of the acorn
left in Jack !" chuckled his small, gay mother, Mrs. Evelyn
Offield, whom half of Hollywood has adopted as its own.
"Because I have pampered him some.
Every man
ought to have a little pampering — when he least
expects it. And from what I've seen, it looks
as if Venita is going to carry on."
"Venita" is, of course, Venita Varden,
that zestful beauty from the Ziegfrtd
Follies who married Jack Oakie some
four months ago.
The two of them
were broiling in a New Mexican sun
on location for The Texas Ranger
even as mother Offield and I sat in
the cool comfort of her Beverly
Hills home bent on How-to-bringup-a-Husband.
"During
my experience
as a
school teacher I've helped more than
15,000 girls to become good wives.
But that, compared to raising one
Husband — well — " Her eyes danced.
They're blue and laughing and startlingly like Jack's.
"Mr. Offield and I, you see, began when
Jack was a small boy back in Sedalia, Mo., by
showing him how to share.
That's the most important thing the future head of a family has to learn,
isn't it? Although I'll admit it was often harder on me than it
was on him ! ■
"For instance, his father would take him downtown and
somewhere along the way they'd stop for candy. 'Going to save
some for mother?' Dad would ask. 'Sure!' Jack'd say — and
carefully clutch those chocolates for me in his hot, grubby little
hands all the way home. Can you imagine what that candy
looked like by the time I got it? But the spirit behind the
offering was good so I had to close my eyes . . . And many a
day he'd come bouncing into the house to give me some prize
possession — usually a frog or a toad . . ."
It was frogs and toads then. Now it's diamonds and cars
Jack lavishes on his mother. When he gave Venita her diamond

--tr

When Jack Oakie and Venita Varden said "I do," Jack's mother had
ample cause to point to the groom with
profound, motherly pride and say, "I Did"
engagement ring and bracelets and wedding ring, he
also gave an extra large solitaire to the little woman who
brought him up to be an extra choice hubby !
Psychology helped her do that, she says. She majored in the
subject at Lewis college — and then named her boy "Lewis"
after the school. He got the name "Oakie" when critics dubbed
him the "Okay Kid" for his dancing in Schubert revues. The
surname came when he was handed a Hollywood contract.
"We can't put you down just as 'Oakie,' " said the producer.
"What do you want in front of it ?"
"Jack — because that's what I need !"
It's what he wanted most. Money. For under all that
clowning of his was a terrific sense of responsibility engendered
by the promise to his father.
He
[Continued on page 70]
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Movie-town has undergone some amazing
growing pains — and the author of this
laugh-fest has witnessed and shared them all
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FTERNOON at Arline Judge's. Around
her beautiful swimming pool are cameras
and motion picture equipment, mothers
with babies, arriving newspaper and magazine photographers, anxious publicity men.
The air is tense. Over at one side, Evelyn Venable is trying to calm her six-month-old infant.
Karen Morley tells
Michael, her tot, a story. Sally Eilers is romping with small
Harry Joe, pride of the Eilers-Brown menage.
Arline is
dividing her time between her guests and the task of showing
three and one-half-year-old Wesley how to tap dance.
One vital question is uppermost in the minds of all present . . .
will the babies behave for their pictures ? It's an occasion long
awaited, when so many star-mothers with their children are to be
snapped for the public prints, their likenesses recorded for the
screen.
The moment arrives for them to line up. There is horseplay on the
part of the young sons, there is a burst of crying, there is interest in
everything but the cameras that confront them.
"Make a noise like a sea-lion calling its mate," Charlie Rhodes, Movie
Classic's demon cameraman, begs me.
I try to comply and instantly, I have undivided attention on the part
of all the youngsters. Then . . . wild wailing. But during those few
seconds of rapt intentness, cameras have done their work and the
object of the visit is accomplished.
As I stand there making a grandstand play for the babies, I reflect
. . . Hollywood never changes.
Always something out of the
ordinary every moment.
Such as back in 1927, when my newspaper
office phoned as I was dressing for the opening of Old Ironsides,
at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre, that a telegram had arrived for
me bearing the news that Richard Aden and Jobyna Ralston had
eloped and married that afternoon . . . when
they were to have been my guests at the
premiere !
IN MY many years as a Hollywood writer
for Los Angeles' largest newspaper, and
for many magazines since leaving the sheet,
it has been my lot to share much of the joy
and sorrow of the film colony. Hollywood,
in the days before the talkies, resembled, to
my mind, nothing so much as a college town.
Everybody knew everybody else. There
were few strangers. Just one big happy
family,
don't y'know.
Hollywood,
today, is a far different
hamlet from those other days.
With the importation
of
actors, writers, directors, technicians,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Joan Crawford, once Hollywood's most-publicized
lovers, caused plenty of excitement when
their engagement was announced. Alia
Nazimova, glimpsed here in a scene from
Salome, didn't give interviews very
readily, to this author's embarrassment

wit/,
Williams
from the east and from Europe, the village has
assumed the aspect of a metropolitan center. In the
pre-talkie era a promenade up the Boulevard, from
Vine Street to Highland Avenue (approximately threequarters of a mile) , consumed most of an afternoon. One
is fortunate now to see a familiar face along this same
course.
I recall very vividly my first interview with a star.
Nazimova, the Russian tragedienne, then attempting a comeback after several years' absence from the screen, was my subject.
The Garden of Allah Apartments, on Sunset Boulevard — now the
home of so many stars — occupies the site of her former home.
After being introduced, she swore me to secrecy not to divulge
her address in my story. Then, sinking back in a luxurious, red
easy chair, she ordered grandly, with an impressive sweep of her
hand, "Well, commence."
The one question I had managed to
conjure immediately left me 1
I was reminded of this early experience only recendy, when
dropped by Lionel Stander's home for an interview with this quaint
young gentleman with a bull-frog's voice.
For an hour or more we played pool on his new table. Whenever
I would bring up the object of my visit, he would promptly concentrate
on an intricate play. Finally, as I was taking my leave, he told
me . . . "Say anything you want about me — just so you don't make
me a sap — but be sure to mention my house. Isn't it a pip ?" He had
designed the furniture and planned the redecorating and was justly
proud of his handiwork.
Sometime after Greta Garbo decided to make herself so exclusive
that no one might even see her — and the following incident might
just as well have transpired yesterday, for all the Swedish star has
changed — I took a photographer out to her home for the purpose
of taking a picture of the house.
As my
companion was setting up his camera, two
huskies appeared from out of the shrubbery
and proclaimed loudly that we couldn't "take
no pitchers here." The gentlemen seemed
so very much in earnest that we decided to
accede to their gentle hint to move on.
Climbing back into our car, we drove
off . . . and rounding the block, snapped the
picture from the car as we passed. Miss
Garbo's young men displayed such irritability and downright annoyance at our discourtesy inreturning, especially when they
had issued their dictum, that we drove
around the block again . . . and shot
still another "pitcher."
As Helen Ferguson — now
a prominent [Continued
on page 64]

Fay Wray, as a bit player, demonstrated
her unshakable courage when charged
by Rex, the wild horse. Gloria Swanson
and her marquis gave a party at the
Hotel del Coronado and spent the
evening throwing flowers at one another
across the length of the banquet table

Hollywood is on the line! And here's the
opportunity of a lifetime to chat personally
with the beautiful star of Ramona
ANOTHER month — and with it another chance to win
a long distance telephone call from one of Hollywood's
most popular girls !
Ask Loretta Young a question !
She will answer your queries in the November issue of
Movie Classic — and, in addition, she will personally answer
via long distance telephone, the one question which in her judgment is the most interesting.
Ask her the same questions which you would propound if you
had the opportunity of lunching with her, tete-a-tete, here in
Hollywood.
Why did she seek so avidly to play the role of "Ramona," the
half-breed Indian girl of Helen Hunt Jackson's great love story ?
. . . Does she feel that being a child star robbed her of a normal
childhood? . . . Does she plan to marry in the near future?
. . . What opinion did she form of Robert Taylor while they
were playing together in Private Number . . .
There are, literally, hundreds of extremely interesting questions which you can ask. Loretta Young, a famous actress at
fourteen, a wife at seventeen,
a divorcee at eighteen, a great
dramatic artist at twenty-two is
Miraculously changed in
one of the most interesting personalities in an interesting
appearance and persontown.
ality by a black wig, Loretta has much of interest
Address your questions to
to tell about her newest
The Inquiring Reporter, Movie
Classic,
7046
Hollywood
picture, now in production

Telephone Gall
retta Young
The Inquiring Reporter,
Movie Classic Magazine,
7046 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Please ask Loretta Young the following questions, answers to which will appear in the
November issue of Movie Classic.

our name
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Boulevard, Hollywood,
fornia. And please
Queries received later
ored.
August 20 cannot be

Calinote:
than
hon-

Your questions will be
compiled and taken to
Loretta Young who will personally dictate the answers
which will appear in October
Movie Classic. She will
select the most interesting
question, and fix the hour
and date at which time she
will telephone the lucky
winner.
Questions which violate
the bounds of good taste will
of course be discarded.
Good luck — and send in
your queries promptly.

WHAT A PEACH ! SAY, DO
YOU KNOW HER? HOW
CAN I MEET HER ?

Don't let adolescent pimples keep
YOU from being admired
UNSIGHTLY skin blemishes are a big trial
to many young people during the years
that follow the beginning of adolescence — from
about 13 to 25, or even longer.
Important glands develop at this time, and
final growth takes place. Disturbances occur
throughout the entire system. The skin, especially, gets very sensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin, and it breaks
out in pimples.
But even severe cases of adolescent pimples
can be corrected. Fleischmann's fresh Yeast
clears these skin irritants out of the blood.
Then, the pimples disappear.

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly
each day, before meals. Eat it plain, or dissolved
in a little water until your skin is entirely clear.
Start today.

Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Movie Classic for September.
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Robert Taylor Answers
[Continued from page 23]

A. I play opposite her in "The Gorgeous Hussy" which is now completed.
Q. Are you superstitious?
A. Isn't everyone a little superstitious?
My pet superstition is that it's bad luck to
talk about the things one wants before they
materialize.
Q. Do you prefer comedy or dramatic
roles?
A. I haven't played in a comedy but I
would like to try.
Q. Whystudies?
haven't you continued your
medical
A. Because I had always had the desire
to act itandcame
I didn't
pass up opportunity
when
to me dare
unsolicited.
Q. What is the one thing you want
most in life?
A. I suppose you could sum it up by
saying I want happiness — and happiness to
me implies success, financial security and,
eventually, a family and a home.
Q. What nationality are you?
A. Scotch, English and Pennsylvania
Dutch.
Q. What are the most important advantages and disadvantages your career
has provided?
A. The advantages are obvious. I have
been given the chance to better myself more
rapidly than I could have in any other profession. Ihave earned money much more
rapidly than I could in any other profession and most important of all I have been
given the opportunity to contact many interesting and inspiring personalities. If
there is a disadvantage it lies in the fact
that I have been forced to sacrifice a certain amount of privacy.
Q. What are your plans for the immediate future?
A. As far as business is concerned I zuant
to go on doing exactly what I am already
doing. Right now, though, the plan that I
am giving the most thought to is a trip to
the North Woods this fall to camp and
fish.
Q. What is your favorite popular song?
A. "Would You."
Q. Do you really play the Cello?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you prefer to be called Bob or
Robert?
A. Both names still seem strange but I
prefer Bob.
Q. What is your height, weight, etc.?
A. I am six feet tall, weigh 165 lbs. and
have dark brown hair and blue eyes.
Q. Have you ever loved in vain?
A. Yes, plenty of times.
Q. Is Hollywood what people on the
outside think it — wonderful?
A. I still feel enough of an outsider to
think it is very wonderful.
Q. What is the significance of the ring
you wear on your little finger in every
picture?
(Apparently everyone but your Inquiring
Reporter must have noticed that ring for it
figured in at least a hundred questions.)
A. That ring is one of my fetv superstitions. It zvas given to me when I was a kid
and I have worn it ever since, and for some
reason, I am convinced that it would be bad
luck not to zvear it.
Q. Are you acquainted with Shirley
Temple?
A. No.
Q. What is your favorite dessert?
A. Apple pic.
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Q. Are all the members of your immediate family living?
A. My father is dead.
Q. What did you find most interesting
in New York?
A. I was bewildered by the size and the
speed and was profoundly impressed by the
cosmopolitan atmosphere. I ivas raised in a
town of about ten thousand people and I had
never before seen a really big city.
Q. What fraternity did you belong to
in high school or college?
A. I zvas a Phi Delt at Pomona.
Q. Where did you make your screen
debut?
A. At Metro-Goldzvyn-Maycr studio in a
very small part in "A Wicked Woman."
Q. What are the titles of the first six
pictures you played in?
A. "A Wicked. Woman," "Westpoint of
the Air," "Society Doctor," "Times Square
Lady," "Murder in the Fleet," and "Broad1936."to attend the Texas
Q. way
DoMelody
youof plan
Centennial?
do A.so. No, I don't think I shall be able to
Q. What kind of car do you drive?
A. A Cadillac coupe.
Q. Do you mind being hounded by
autograph hunters?
A. Frankly, I like it.
Q. What kind of work would you prefer— radio, stage or screen?
A. The screen.
Q. I understand you like horses. Do
you own any horses? If so, what are
their names?
A. Yes, I am very fond of horses. I have
ridden since I was eight years old. I do
not own a horse at present.
Q. Do you really drive as recklessly
as you do on the screen?
A. I wouldn't be on the screen or anyzvhere else above ground very long if I did.
Q. Can you tap dance?

A. No.
Q. Which do you consider most important, a career or marriage?
A. A career. It is obviously most important to a man for without a career he could
not have the marriage.
Q. Would you like ;o play in a color
film?
A. Yes.
Q. Do
A.
Yes. you play the piano?
Q. Fiction.
What
books "do you read?
A.
Q. Do you mind having your personal
life probed into?
A. I suppose everyone desires a certain
amount of privacy but I feel that a person
in my position is obligated to satisfy the
natural curiosity of theatregoers.
Q. Did you bet on the Louis-Schmelling fight?
A. I couldn't find .anyone who would take
a bet — I'm glad nozv that I didn't.
Q. Have you been a wealthy person
all your life?
A. No. My father had a comfortable income but zvas not wealthy.
Q. Do you think a career and marriage
can successfully be combined?
A. Certainly.
Q. No.
Do you have a private secretary?
A.
Q. What do you think of your chances
in color films?
A. I have never had a color test.
Q. Do you live with your family in
Hollywood?
A. I live with my mother.
And there you have in his own words
Bob Taylor's answers. Next month remember Ginger Rogers takes the witness
stand and moreover will call one of her
questioners by long-distance telephone and
answer that question which she considers
the most interesting of those submitted.

Charles Bickford, Mrs. Eddie Mannix and Ketti Gallian were among the
motion picture personalities who vacationed over Independenece Day
at the Playa Ensenada, in Mexico, the most popular of new movie resorts

This Hollywood

make-up...

P.

OU ;
Hollywood's make-up originated by Max Factor
ivill do wonderful things for you. . .it will ' 'discover ' 'beauty in your face that you didn't know was there. . . it will
individualize that beauty, make you interesting, different!

IT is an extraordinary make-up, because it was created for extraordinary conditions . . . screen stars,
not wanting to look alike, asked Max Factor to
create a make-up that would individualize their type.
The result was Max Factor's sensational discovery —
powder, rouge, lipstick in color harmony shades that
instantly dramatize the individual charm of every star!
You will find that Max Factor's Powder in your
color harmony shade will enliven your skin with
youthful radiance. . .the Rouge will add a lifelike color to your cheeks. . .the Lipstick will dramatize your
lips with an alluring color that lasts indefinitely! Try
Hollywood's
make-up secret, and note the amazing
difference!

A NEW LIP MAKE-UP. MaxFactor's SuperIndelible Lipstick in your color harmony shade willdramatizeyour lips with an alluringcolor that lasts indefinitely.
One dollar.
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POWDER

SECRET.

Your skin will look

young and lovely when touched by the magic of Max Factor's Powder in your color harmony shade. One dollar.

COLUMBIA'S

ROUGE MAGIC.
Rouge imparts a natural
cheeks . . . blends smoothly
"hard" in any light. Fifty

HORIZON"
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/Vlax Taclor
ffolli

\ Mail for POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK
•
_
*
,

ulao Lipslirk Color Sampler, four ■ 1. ..1. ■ I enclose ten rents for pontage
and
handling. Also Bend mc my Color Harmony Make-Up Chart anil 48-page
STRPFT
Illustrated Instruction book, "The New Art of Society Make- Up" . . . FREE.

:

Would you like to see how lovely you can be with powder, rouge
and lipstick in your color harmony shade? mail coupon.

Max Factor's color harmony
looking radiant color to your
and evenly . . . does not look
cents.
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The Man Who

Refound His Childhood

[Continued
There was always a new show starting
or an old show going on the road ;
and in the summers there was always the
movies. Public school, parochial school,
private school, private tutors, new faces
of classmates, new teachers, different text
books. The story of all theatrical children. Better educated than most men,
Paul Kelly
still
says wistfully,
"I'vehave
always kind of
wished
that I could
finished school!"
He is going to school again with Mimi,
talking her lessons over with her — not
like father and daughter so much as like
two kids poring over the dark mysteries
of compound fractions and hist'ry and the
islands of the Mediterranean, glorying in
her school triumphs, and trying not to
show it. (They elected Mimi not long
ago to give the Decoration Day speech
about the Constitution, Paul tells me —
she
all the
the stage
votes.)
I'd
like got
her almost
to be on
one "Sure,
of these

from

page

25]

when you've got a wise mother like mine
who'd smack me down when I began to
go 'actory,' " says Paul. "Don't get the
idea I was put out because I had to work.
The toughest part of it was wearing my
hair in a Buster Brown bob till I was
eleven, and a wide white collar till I was
fourteen! It took a good many fights
and black eyes and bloody noses to defend that bob and collar, but I persuaded the gang, at least, to respect them.
They were just building the subway to
Coney Island then — you know the broken
rock the Embankment is made of? Well,
the fellows would look up to see a lad in
a sickening white sailor suit, with curls
under his pretty sailor hat, and a ribbon,
and they'd begin yelling — 'Hi, fellers,
pipe the sissy.' They'd fill their hands
with the Embankment rocks for ammunition and then somebody would say — Aw,

days," Kelly says loyally. "It's a good
life — -I've no kick coming and I've been
in it since I was seven. But not till she's
Finished School."
TALKING to Paul Kelly makes me
feel grey in my hair. We can both
of us remember back so far ! I have been
interviewing movie players longer, I think,
than anyone else ; still doing it— twentyfour years ; but Paid Kelly has been a motion picture star for twenty-nine years. He
is the only one of those early day players to be still working in what they
called "the flickers" back in 1906 when
"Chick" Kelly was "The Vitagraph Boy."
The Kelly's house down on the Parkway backed on the Aritagraph lot and
Paul's motherforrented
parlor
set
occasionally
use inouta the
scene.
In the
woods beyond, feathered Redskins stalked
shrieking pioneer women — while the
cameramen tried to keep the telephone
wires out of the picture ! When a "country estate" or a "gentleman's home" was
needed, they shot the players in the Kelly
front yard, and paid for the use of it by
taking a photograph of the house — until
the place was filled with photographs.
The players whom I first interviewed
Paul waves aside as "newcomers." "Anita
Stewart and Maurice Costello came several years after I did, and the Talmadge
girls. I must have been eleven when
Connie began to bring Norma's lunch
to the lot. She had yellow curls and a
kind of haughty way of switching her
starched skirts, and — boy — was I gone on
her ! But whenever I'd ride my bicycle
down to the railroad flats where the Talmadges lived to call on her she was always out. And Natalie was sorry for me
and used to say anxiously, 'I'm sure,
"Chick," if Connie'd known you were
coming she'd have been here.' She was
the first girl I ever wanted to kiss, but
I never made the grade."
That kiss is only one of the things Life
owes Paul Kelly. He has many golden
hours of carefree childhood due him —
baseball games on the back lot, gang
fights between the kids of Avenue M and
the toughs from Below the Tracks, excursions down the harbor for a clambake while a small boy of eight or nine
must remain behind to "work" in a
matinee in the old Republic Theatre on
Broadway.
"Being a theatrical kid is all right —
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Gladys Swarthout, returning to
Hollywood
star in Paramount's
Champagneto Waltz,
disembarks
from the train in Pasadena. She
will appear in three filmusicals this
year, according to present plans
it's only "Chick" Kelly. Hyar yer,
"Chick"?' And it would be all right. But
every new place we went when the show
was on tour I had a fight on my hands."
Paul Kelly was the youngest in a family of ten children. At seven, when most
boys are concerned with no weightier
matters than shooting marbles and roller
skating, he was the main support of that
family ! The farm on the outskirts of
Brooklyn sheltered the suddenly fatherless Kellys, but Paul's thirty-five dollar
a week pay check, as one of the children
in The Grand Army Man, bought food for
the hungry brood and their shoes and
sodas and street-car
fares besides.
UNTIL

he was twenty-five and a recognized Broadway juvenile, Paul
Kelly never saw his pay check — it was
made over without question to his mother
to spread over the changing and clamor-

ous needs of her big family. As far back
as he can remember, money has meant to
Paul only a gas bill paid, a new dress
for "Tiny" or "Betts," an insurance installment, rent, responsibility met matter of-factly without complaint or praise.
"When I was a kid," he says, "I'd say
'Mom, can you let me have a dime?'
When I was sixteen, it was 'Mom, how
about a dollar?' And towards the end,
I'd be asking, 'Mom, could you spare me
ten dollars
to take
a girl
to a A dance?'
And
she always
handed
it out.
grand
woman,
motherI was.
now for my
the times
felt theI'm
flatgrateful
of her
hand. When she died suddenly inside
of two days from an ailment caused by
bringing so many children into the world,
and my brothers and sisters were married
or earning for themselves and didn't need
me, I was lost. I'd been head of a family ever since I could remember, and I
didn't know hozv to spend a pay check . . . "
"The head of a family" — in those four
words is written the life-story of many
a man, a story of humble, unsung heroism
and anxious sacrifice. They do not make
the front pages of newspapers, these tired
shabby men who seem always to be doing
sums in their heads as they swarm from
the 8 :45 commuter's special. No one
tears up telephone books to sprinkle down
on their heads as they ride up Broadway
from flying Atlantics or winning Olympics. Yet perhaps their exploits are recorded Somewhere.
Paul Kelly, who was head of a family
at seven, does not seem to recognize anything amazing in his case. "It wasn't so
bad," he says cheerfully. "The worst I
remember about it was the two-hour rides
on street-car and subway between 12th
Street and the theatre, changing three
times. I was the proud one when Mom
let me take the trip alone! 'Just let me
off at Avenue M,' I'd say to the conductor— and go to sleep on the most comfortable looking person in the car!
"The times we went on tour weren't
so good. Getting up in the cold dark to
go to communion or early Mass before
catching a train at seven — Mom wouldn't
let any of us miss Church. Living in awful lodgings : the landladies didn't allow
cooking in the rooms, but I'd go to a tencent-store and buy a gadget to screw on
a gas jet. Then, while I held the fryingpan filled with lamb chops over it, the
comedy woman of the company would
burst into a loud 'Do-Re-Mi-Fa-So' to
drown the sputtering, and Mom would
open the window and stand waving her
apron to drive out the smell !
"It was all right for a tough Irish kid.
But I wouldn't want a life like that for
Mimi. I guess people always do want
things different for their children — easier
than they had it themselves" . . .
The charming room in which we talk
bears the stamp of Hollywood — where
divans are deeper, carpets softer, than
anywhere else in the world. Why is it
that I see a cheerless chamber with peeling wall paper, chipped furniture, and
lamb chops sputtering over a gas ring?
A tall, husky young man, Paul Kelly,
with success in the cut of his tweeds, the
lift of his head. I wonder why, looking
at him, I see a sleep-sodden seven-yearold, fair head bobbing to the lurching of
the cold and dirty trolley car as it creeps
through midnight streets?

Miss Harriet Br.
is pictured above
after receiving a pei
manent wave, from
Edmond (55th St.),
one of New York's fashionable hairdressers.

"Since rinsing my hair with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash, I have become
increasingly popular," says Miss Harriet Brandon of Indianapolis, Indiana.
FIRST girl to win the title of MARCHAND
BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH,
lovely Miss
Brandon told us she early realized how important it is
for a girl fully to develop one of her charms. "By
keeping my hair always soft, bright and lustrous I add
immeasurably to my appearance," says Miss Brandon.
Whether blonde or brunnette, you, too can gain new
attractiveness— a charming appearance your friends will
admire, by making soft lustrous hair your secret of
loveliness.
BLONDES— Keep your hair the popular golden shade
with Marchand's. To brighten dull, faded or streaked
hair, rinse with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES— Rinse sparkling highlights into your hair,

with Marchand's. Or, using Marchand's full strength,
you can lighten your hair to any lovely blonde shade.

NB?,
MARCHA
GOLDEN
HAIR WASH

BLONDES

AND

BRUNETTES— Use Marchand's

to make

unnoticeable "superfluous" hair on face, arms and legs.
Marchand's alone keeps you dainty and alluring — all
over. Start today ! Get a bottle of Marchand's Golden
Hair Wash in your drugstore. Or use coupon below.

WANTED! ATTRACTIVE BLONDE
FOR FREE VISIT TO NEW YORK
Marchand

Blonde -Of-The- Month

contest. Full details

in your bottle of Marchand's Golden
your druggist. Or use coupon.

ASK YOUR

CHARLES

DRUGGIST

FOR MARCHAND'S

MARCHAND

Hair Wash.

At

TODAY, OR USE COUPON

BELOW

CO., 521 West 23rd Street, New York City

Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN effect of Marchand 's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin, or money
order as convenient) for a full sized bottle.
Name
Address..
City
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35c

Whatta Schnozzle —
The world's most useless movie prop
has cost $5,000 to date.
It's a nose.
It's the nose that was built for Charles
Laughton to wear in the projected Alexander Korda production of Cyrano dc Bergerac, to have been made in London. To
get the best possible nose for the longbeaked hero of the film, Korda imported
one of Hollywood's most famous makeup
wizards to come all the way to London,
just to create the Cyrano schnozzle. Much
expensive research was also done. The
total expenditures, just to produce the one
false nose, amounted to $5,000.
And then Korda abandoned production
plans — and the nose is for sale, cheap, to
whoever wants to be Cyrano.
Maybe it wouldn't be a half bad bargain
for a Hollywood columnist? Think of the
wear and tear it'd save . . .
Hold Everything —
Latest to learn the truth of "anything
canSeems
happenArline
in Hollywood"
Arline a Judge.
was presentis when
group
of friends were discussing the open-heartedness and philanthropies of one George

Woven-to-Shape

HICKORY

McKay, Columbia's character actor star.
"Why," commented Bill Gargan, "He's so
big-hearted, he'd give you the shirt off his

jL&ltex.
Sanitary Belt

Two days later, in the crowded Brown
Derby at lunchtime, Arline Judge met
George McKay. Introduced to him, she
back." out : "Oh, you're the man who's
blurted
so generous that you'd give the shirt off

WITH
II

ELOX"
MARV
GRIP

your
back ...
?"
Gravely,
unsmiling,
McKay took off his
coat, untied his tie, tore off his collar —
and took off his shirt and gave it to Arline!
Then she had to sit down, at his invitation,
and finish lunch with him sans shirt !

The lowest price for this
belt in Hickory history —
35c — is sensational!

Official notice
: The
—
, Bye Paramount
Byefrom
option on four-year-old Baby Leroy, that
super-highly-publicized baby star who was
in the W. C. Field pictures, has NOT
been taken up.
Sic Transit Gloria Mundi.

By a patented process these
Hickory Belts are permanently woven-to-shape on the loom
to make them conform comfortably and perfectly to your
figure. Made of long-wearing,
easy-stretch fine quality Lastex. Can be boiled, washed
and ironed.

Such Praise —
It happened at the preview of Anthony
Adverse:
Spellbound, the previewers sat through
reel after reel of the unfoldment of the
yarn. Hours passed. Finally, the end.
Filing out of the auditorium after the
nearly three-hour-long show, a critic was
asked" what he thought of it.
"I nominate it," he replied, "the Ten
Best Films of the Year."

The "MARVELOX" grip is a
new, simple, sensible aid to
your personal daintiness, protection and peace of mind.
Tiny, lightweight, no bulk, unobtrusive. Adjusted in an instant — permanently secure.
No. 1395 (illustrated) 35c.
Other Hickory Sanitary Belts:
25c -75c. At all good Notions
Counters.

In the Mood —
You know that silly old wheeze about
being able to tell what a feller had for
dinner
by the
his Joan
vest? —Crawford,
well, it's
something
likespots
that onwith
only with Joan, the gag is that you can
tell
picturecostumes
she's making
looking
at herwhat
offscreen
and herbvhouse
...

If your dealer hasn't Hickory Woven-toShape "MARVELOX", send us his name
with your remittance and we will supply
you. Specify small, medium or large size.
Address: 1143 West Congress St., Chicago.
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Recently, for instance, her clothes in
everyday life were replicas of the costumes
she wore in The Gorgeous Hussy. Joan
makes a few changes to adapt the costumes
to ordinary wear — like wearing only two
petticoats instead of seven, and so on. And
in her home, Joan has a lot of new bits of
furnishing — pieces and items bought after
thev'd been used on the sets of the picture !
It's a habit
with Joan — this wearing

Movie
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picture costumes and using home
tions from her current production.

decora-

Poor Adolphe — ■
'Dolphe Menjou doesn't know whether
it's
so
hot
to
after all . . .be ! in perfect health at last,
You see, for the past many months,
Menjou has been ailing, often hospitalized.
He thinned down until he was just one
pound or so this side of the Human Skeleton. However, keeping up his reputation
as the screen's best-dressed actor, 'Dolphe
bought clothes to fit.
Now he's out of his ill-health streak —
and he's gained fifteen pounds and the doctors want him to keep it. BUT — it means
that Menjou's entire wardrobe is unusable.
In his closet hang 160 — count 'em! — 160
suits that he can't wear. They cost him an
average of $165 apiece, and he's been selling them for $25 each to grips and workmen at 20th-Fox, where he's working in
Sing, Baby, Sing. His spare time is spent
"sitting" for fittings for twenty-seven new
suits he's ordered to fit his new architectural outlines. And to make it tough —
An Opportunity —
Dear Maxie Reinhardt :— don't you cry.
Don't you cry over the fact that Mr. Hitler's Nazi Germany doesn't like you an)'
more. And don't you cry, even, because
your 'Midsummer Night's Dream didn't
knock 'em silly at the box office. Because
even if Germany
don't
appreciate
you, Italyand
does.Hollywood
King Emanuel
has just conferred the order of Commendatore on you, for your contributions to the
stage. So now, maybe, you can produce
Othello and make the big black boy an
Ethiopian 'stead of a Moor, eh ?
It's the Vogue —
And now even Marion Talley, the beautifully-reduced opera star, is going garbohepburnish . . .
It seems that out at Republic, where
Marion is singing in Folloiv Your Heart,
after shedding so many of those very-extra
pounds that she can even pose in swimming
suits without too much work for the rethey've spotted
got a new
: after
electricianstouchers,
have
the rule
lights
and the
the
grips have placed the scenery and props
correctly, they all have to scoot behind
canvas screens and not watch while Marion
sings and emotes ! It "disturbs" Marion if
they look on, it is explained.
Reminds me of Hepburn's recent stunt
— insisting that all the grips, electricians
and other set workers, except the director
and cameraman, turn their backs while she
hepburned-up a scene in Mary of Scotland, her new picture.

Exquisite
commentary
on Hollywood's
marital
uncertainties
:
Irony — ■ Hussy, Franchot
Making The Gorgeous
Tone playing opposite Wifie Joan Crawford, spoke to her thus, while cameras
ground : "I'm very much in love with
It was a serious scene— and yet, from the
watching cast, technical crew, et all, came
a titter that swelled to a roar, and spoiled
the take! Glided Director_ Clarence Brown:
"Let's get used to the idea of a husband
and zvife loving each other, and do this
Ah, Hollywood,
scene,
over, now !" Hollywood . . . !
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you."

Alison Alden Recommends —
[Continued from page 17]

will find Pond's Liquefying Cream delightful either for your night-time thorough
cleansing or to remove make-up during the
day. It melts at skin temperature and gets
down into the pores quickly. After removing the cream with tissue or towel, your
face will be clean and smooth, all ready
for a new application of powder foundation, powder and rouge.
If you don't use a powder brush to clear
the lines at your eyes, nose and mouth after
making up, by all means get one immediately. No matter how hastily your make-up is
applied, a final whisk with a powder brush
will assure you of that smooth, velvety
appearance which makes one's skin really
flower-like. Max Factor, manufacturer of
the famous Max Factor cosmetics, has a
marvelously soft haired powder brush with
a curved
handle
that
Oai?J?Cr-?2o-3aLi
a. ncu/ rytzewvL/
nan. —

fits expertly
lnt° the palm
of your hand.

ci^j- It is attra
tively priced
at one dollar
and you will find it on
sale at most department
and drug stores.
Another effective
time-saver about which
I am enthusiastic is
Dreskin, a crystal clear liquid that will
give you a refreshing facial pick-up at any
time of the day. It is applied with a bit of
cotton and performs the double duty of
cleansing and toning the skin. It comes in
two sizes, one at a dollar and the other
at fifty cents.
Even in our pell-mell existence, the prosaic business of keeping dainty must be
attended to faithfully — summer and winter.
So, an antiperspirant that does its work
ouickly and thoroughly is in order. The
manufacturers of Odorono have introduced
a new cream antiperspirant that has both
these qualifications. This product is instantly absorbed by the skin without leaving
a trace of grease to stain your loveliest
frocks, even when used on the back, a
danger spot with many girls. The name
is Odorono lee and the price is thirty-five
cents.

Don't let haste make waste of your beauty
— it is so unnecessary with the many
r-plendid new beauty aids on the market.
If you want advice on your problems, please
feel free to write me in care of this magazine, enclosing stamped envelope for reply.
I shall be pleased to help you in every way
I can.

FREE SERVICE TO OUR
READERS
Consult Alison Alden regarding
your beauty problems. She will advise you personally concerning any
problems of hair, skin or figure. If
you want to know trade names, do
not hesitate to ask her to recommend specific products for your
needs. Address Miss Alison Alden,
MOVIE CLASSIC, 1501 Broadway,
New York City. Be sure to enclose
a stamped, self-addressed envelope
with your letter. This is the only requirement for a prompt, personal
reply.

2 MONTHS LATERE bad breath
BEHIND HIS SPARKLING SMILE J

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!
let bad breath interfere with
WHY
romance— with success? It's so easy
to be safe when you realize that by far
the most common cause of bad breath is
. . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors— of dull, dingy teeth— and
of much tooth decay.
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special

penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
methods fail to reach. And at the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel— makes
your teeth sparkle.
Be safe— be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!

COLGATE
RIBBON
TEETH

DENTAL CREAM
SO CLEAN

STE MAKES
NO OTHER
Movie
ClassicTOOTHPA
for September,
1936
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EGG SHAMPOO

This new marvelous SHEILA Egg
Shampoo makes your hair light, fluffy.
SHEILA Color Rinse (not a dye or
bleach) gives It a beautiful natural
lustre, 12 shades, SHEILA Wave
Powder makes those curls stay just

COLOR RINSE

right. Try this new wonder combination. On sale at all 5 and 10 1 fl ,
cent stores. Mail this coupon |||?
and enclose for EACH prepaid I U

WAVE POWDER

MAIL THIS COUPON
SHEILA inc.
I am enclosing

Cleveland, Ohio

_cents.

Please send me SHEILA

Shampoo*
pkgs. — SHEILA Rinse (cive shade)
pkgs. — SHEILA Wave Powder
pl<gs.
NAME
ADDRESS

oet/er

MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM

O Thoroughly cleanses the skin
of impurities, perspiration and
other thrill
pore secretions.
miss
the
of this newDon't
cream
sensation, its delicate, alluring
fragrance and soft feel of your
skin after using. 50e at dealers or send for test jar. Enclose
2702 South Wabash Ave., Chicago,lll.

HRISTMAS CARDS
With Senders Name
irn Extra Money

^ Takeordersfor sensational I
value Personal Christmas I
1 Cards. Sender's name on I
every card. All newest
' popular folder styles. I
Distinctive, amazingly low-priced.

'FREE

les
g£ $£?&
ing- samples toSamp
friends
and others
— full*:or
spare time. No experience needed. Liberal commission. Also sell Christmas Card Assortments,
25 folders for $1; others low as 50c. Men and
women — earnings start at once. Get free outfit.
General Card Co.t4Q0S. PeoriaSt.,Dept.P-6l4, Chicago, III.
NAME
HERE

GIVEN AWAY/

GARDEN
Ravenswood

Tou get one — Tour frienda
get one — without cost. Let
us give you the details of
this amazing Time Teller.
Also it can pay you big money
giving it away tree. Nothing
to buy or sell! Write fast.

CITY NOVELTY

Ave.,

CO.,

Chicago,

III.

No Joke To Be Deaf
^Hfe*
deafhimself
person
knows
that—
i:^% —Every
Mr. Way made
hear his
watch tick
after

* being deaf for twenty-five years,withhis Artificial Ear Drums._ He wore them day and night.
They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
and comfortable, no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
ArtificialEarDrum
booklet on Deafness.
i
THE WAY COMPANY
774 Hofmann
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Boyer vs. Garbo
At last a momentous question is settled
and official announcement now can be made
that Charles Boyer will play opposite the
great Garbo in Beloved. And, before you
say that you never heard of such a picture,
let me note that Beloved is merely the new
title for the long proposed story of Marie
Walewska. Garbo has always wanted to
play that tragic Polish lady who gave her
all to Napoleon in the effort to benefit her
native land. With Boyer in the male lead,
it should be a grand picture; And it needs
to
be a grand picture for Garbo's star has
waned.
She Wants

to Solo

From

Radio Pictures comes the announcement that Robert Young — who seems
to be the white-haired lad at Radio these
days — has been borrowed to play opposite
Ginger Rogers in Mother Carey's Chickens.
Did you know that one of the stipulations
in Ginger's contract is that for every picture in which she co-stars with Fred
Astaire she must be allowed to star by her
lonesome in another without dancing? She
doesn't want to be typed as a dancing star.
Get Out the Tux
Beatrice Lille, the international stage
favorite, has again heeded the lure of _ Hollywood and will shortly arrive in Flickerville to play one of the leading roles in
Count Pete, which will also feature Gene
Raymond, Ann Sothern and Henry Stephenson. "Bee" Lille, by the way, is almost as
famous a bon vivant and hostess as she is
a comedienne. Her rare visits to Hollywood invariably are the signal for a round
of unusually swank parties.
False Alarm

10c 'for postage and packing.
BOYER, Society Parfumeur

4395

from

Detroit, Michigan

Imagine the astonishment of Louise Fazenda, when she returned recently from a
trip to Chicago and New York, to find her
home piled high with gifts for "the new
baby." It seems that while in Chicago, curiosity led her to pay a visit to the famous
orphanage, "The Cradle," from which several of her friends had adopted children.
Her visit to the foundling home being duly
reported by the press and amplified by the
jumped to the conclugossips,
sion thatHollywood
she had adopted a baby. As you
probably know, she is the wife of Hal
Warner BrothWallis, production
ers-First National. czar of
Very Clever, Mr. Brent
Credit George Brent with a new wrinkle
in artistic thrift. For months he's been
carrying home the huge electric light bulbs
which were burned out during the production of his pictures. And now it develops
that he manages to cut off their necks and
convert them into somewhat fragile but
very ornamental quart decanters. Try it
on your own light bulbs sometime but don't
blame me if the first results are disappointing. There's a knack to it, George claims.
Double-barrelled Plan
George O'Brien is combining business
and pleasure. Having signed a brand new
contract with Radio Pictures to play in
a series of westerns, he is now importing
a string of five pedigreed race horses from
Maryland.
He plans to use them all fall
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in his pictures and then enter them in the
Santa Anita races next spring.
Wedding

Bells

Not only is that one-time romance between Irene Hervey and Robert Taylor a
thing of the past, but it is now an apparent
certainty that Irene will marry Allan Jones,
the singing star, on or about the first of
September. According to their intimate
friends, they plan to honeymoon in the
South Seas. Meanwhile Bob Taylor and
Barbara Stanwyck look more like romancbe. ers than the "good friends" they profess to
Myrna's Romance
And, speaking of matrimony, romance
and such, it's almost a leadpipe cinch that
Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow will be
married before another season rolls around.
They've been in love for some time but
had to wait until Hornblow's divorce became final. Incidentally, this is the first
time that Myrna has ever been rumored to
be engaged. As you probably know, Arthur
Hornblow is a producer for Paramount.
Vacation Time
Fred Astaire had no sooner acquired a
new home in Hollywood, bought furniture
and moved in than he decided to take the
wife and kiddie to London for a visit with
his sister, Lady Cavandish. He plans to be
gone about two months.
The Fighting's Over
The return of Sidney Fox to the screen,
to play the role of "Lotus" in The Good
Earth, recalls the hectic status of her marriage to Charles Beahan at the time of her
departure two years ago. She filed suit for
divorce once, was reconciled, filed a second
suit and for the second time decided to call
happy.
it off. Beahan was with her when she arrived afew days ago and they are obviously
Casting Office Jottings
Larry Tibbett, originally scheduled to
star in a musical version of The Mark of
Zorro, is now slated to make Love Flight
for Twentieth Century-Fox . . . Robert
Montgomery, Jean Harlow and James
Stewart are to co-star in a comedy-drama
entitled Love on the Run . . . Radio Pictures
is considering the production of Taming of
the Shrew with Katharine Hepburn in the
title role and John Barrymore as "Petruchio" . . . Victor McLaglen, Binnie Barnes
and Jean Dixen will have the leading roles
in a torrid little comedy-drama yclept A
Fool For Blondes, soon to be produced by
Universal . . . Edmund Lowe has been chosen for the stellar
in David
Lamson's
sensational
story ofroledeath
row, We
Who
Are About to Die, which has been purchased and scheduled for production by
Radio Pictures . . . Frances Farmer, who
has been going great guns in Paramount
and Samuel Goldwyn pictures and is generally conceded to have the best chance of
any newcomer in Hollywood to become a
really outstanding star, will play her first
Girl . . . role in Paramount' s Hideaway
starring
Tarzan Trouble
Maybe you've been wondering whatever
happened to the new (?) Johnny _ Weissmuller opus. Tarzan Escapes, which was

• "Well— well! It looked like we were
of hot, sticky morning— but see what
... a can of Johnson's Baby Powder!
can't swap my spoon for a sprinkle

Hollywood, always on the qui vive for
anything different in the way of sport,
has taken up bowling on the green as
its latest fad. Margaret Lindsey, climbing to stardom at Warner Brothers, is
one of the most
confirmed
addicts

going to
brother's
Goody! ..
from his

have a kind
just found
. I'll see if I
can!..."

• "Empty!... We might have known it— it was too good
to be true! I was almost beginning to feel that lovely, silky
powder sliding down my back, and all smooth and tickly
under my chin. Just a dream— that's all."

started in production just about two years
ago this month. Well, it's a long, sad story.
Completed nearly a year ago, it was previewed and found wanting. For months
they have been shooting retakes and added
scenes and now, with better than a million
dollars already invested, a new director has
been assigned to the production and a new
treatment demanding several months additional work has been devised. By the time
the picture is released — if ever it is— it will
represent a cash investment of at least one
and one-half millions. And what a financial jungle that will be to get out of.

Tit for Tat
They're telling an amusing story over on
the RKO lot these days. It appears that
Sam Briskin, the beeg production boss,
summoned Patricia Wilder, one of their
new contractees, to his office and was informed that she would not be able to come
until she had finished a wardrobe fitting. He
sent her a note which read . . . "and who do
you think you are, Garbo?"
On the following day, Patricia Wilder
entered
asked have
to see
him,
and was Briskin's
told that office,
she would
to wait
until he finished a conference. Forthwith,
she sent in a note, reading . . . "and who do
you think you are, Darryl Zanuck?"

• "Look—do you see what I see? Mother coming with the
honest-to-goodness, full-up Johnson's can. She's shaking
some powder into her hand— bet she likes the feel of it, too!
Baby! ...the darkest hour is just before the dawn!"
•
•
•
• "I'm Johnson's Baby Powder— I keep a baby's skin
soft and smooth as a rose-petal— protected from
chafing and rashes. Vm made of the softest, finest
Italian talc— no gritty particles and no orris-root . . .
Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream make babies
happier, too. And don't forget Johnson's Baby Oil 59
for tiny babies!"
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GRAY
HAIR
GONE

School Belles
[Continued from page 42]
the dress motive. A white sleeveless
sweater under a plaid sports coat is

FREE
LE\/
(TEST BOTT
Your hair takes on new
color and lustre when you
comb this famous clear, colorless liquid
through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Leaves hair soft, lustrous — easily curled or
waved. Countless women use it. Men too,
for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
full-sized bottle from druggist on moneyback guarantee.
Or test it Free.
Test it FREE — We send Free complete Test
Package. Try it on single lock snipped from hair. See
results first. Just mail coupon. Give color of hair.

j

MARY

T. GOLDMAN

3011 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn,
Name
Street

1

■

City
Color of your hair?

State-

Ray's Gail
choicesuggests
for thea brown
college crepe
boy
while
two-piece dress as being appropriate
for the well-dressed girl. Small white
horses trim the patch pocket and side
closing. Dresses
courtesy Bullock's
Westwood, Ray's sweater and coat
from Phelps-Terkel. 6) For an informal date in town Marsha Hunt
boasts a mustard yellow coat tailored
after the coachman's, buttoning high
with wide
collar. Ensemble
from
Bullock's
Westwood.
7) For
the
school girl, a romantic frock in the
modern
manner,
is this flax blue
starched
souffle
worn
by
Loretta
Young, 20th Century-Fox star. Double
ruching has been effectively employed
to edge the double cape and mark the
three tiered skirt. American
beauty
velvet fastens the cape. 8) This pajama
suit worn by Jane Wyatt is ideal for
the college girl during her hours of
study and relaxation. Designed by Dryden forjane to wear in the Columbia
production Lost Horizon they bring in
the Chinese
influence with mandarin

NEW!!
MIDGET
POCKET
RADIO

$2.99

COMPLETE
POSTPAID
Fits in any small pocket easilv. Weighs only 4 ozs. as
shown. Comes in four beautiful colors (Black, Green, Brown,
White). No tubes, batteries, or electrical connections
needed! Nothing to wear or need replacement — will last for
years— only one moving part! Separates and receives broadcast stations with beautiful clear tone. Range up to 50
miles— MUCH GREATER under good conditions— very little
static or interference! Tan be used bv ANYONE ANYWHERE!
NO CRYSTALS TO ADJUST! Absolutely complete with
midget phone and instructions to use while in bed, hotels,
at home, autos, offices, camps, on bicycles or any place you
may
complicated
or messy
only a
secondbe.to No
connect!
THOUSANDS
OF hookups—
SATISFIEDtakes
OWNERS.
THESE ARE FACTS! Send only $1.00 and pay postman
$1.90 plus postage on arrival or send $2.00 (Cash, M. O.
Check). Ideal Gift. Guaranteed. ORDER NOW! State
Color.
Fo"eign orders 65c extra.

TINYTONE

RADIO

CO.

Dept. F-9, KEARNEY, NEBR.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel — And You'll Jump Out

neck, side closing of tiny frogs and loose
hanging tunic. 9) Joan Perry frolicking
with her English pointer shows another
smart outfit for the school miss. Her grey
woolen skirt is topped by a brief bolera
bound
in navy
and white polka dot
crepe. The same polka dot makes a youthful blouse and trims the navy blue wool
hat. 10) Petite Simone Simon appearing
in the 20th
Century-Fox
production
Girl's Dormitory shows what is worn in
the classroom.
Navy
blue serge with
pleated front and tailored skirt makes an
ideal frock. White pique collar and cuffs,
so easily laundered, are neat and trim.
11) Bold plaids will predominate
in
Hollywood's early Fall fashion parade.
In Spendthrift, a Walter Wanger production, Mary Brian wears a striking
cape coat of brown, beige and green
woolen.
12) Versatile jackets are faby Hollywood's
younger
set the
for
riding vored
and
should prove
ideal for
wardrobe
of a girl going away
to
school. Pat Paterson, appearing in the
Walter
Wanger
production
Spendthrift, wears tan jodphurs, a tailored

of Bed
in the pour
Morning
The
liver should
out twoRarin'
pounds toof Go
liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing
freely,
your
food
doesn't
digest.
It
just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good,
old Carter's
Pillsandto make
get these
two pounds
of bile Little
flowingLiver
freely
you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making
flow freely.
Ask forrefuse
Carter's
Little
Liver
Pills bile
by name.
Stubbornly
anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, CM. Co.

U4P<
MAKE

EXTRA

Mwai

MONEY

THIS EASY

WAY

Earn up to $2.00 in an hour, full or spare time. Take orders

for now, different PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS with Bender's
name
inscribed.
Sell Line
low asto $4.95
for 100
cards. Big _
cash profit.
Complete
suit every
taste.
JUST OUT— "JEWEL CASE"
of 21 CHRISTMAS CARDS
Latest selling sensation. 21 beautiful Christmas
folders packed in new Silver Metal Foil
•■Jewel-Case." Fast, easy seller. samp
7 other Jells ..
Assts-.sell for60c up. Eteligfoos, Humorous,
le., » ^$100
u:s, EverydayCards.
Everyday Cards. gog
Etchings,
Gift at
Wrappings,
*Or ■ —
fi
We start you
< e. Write
JANES ART STUDIOS, Inc. Y„u EAty
68 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y. """ ™'l
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white crepe shirt and a "lucky" horsebrooch.white
A jacket
like be
Pat's
brown shoeand
tweed may
wornof
with equal smartness over a one piece
sports frock or with odd skirts.
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Do Modern Women
Chivalry?
[Continued

from

page

/£%%^

Deserve
33]

achievements
and their freedom.
"Then the men returned from war and
found women loath to give up their occupations in favor of homes and firesides. The
ladies insisted upon first showing off their
newly-discovered ability in business —
flaunting it in the faces of men.
"Had the women stopped to think, they
would have recognized the danger of this
brazen affront to masculine ego. But they
didn't stop to think. They were flushed
with the heady wine of accomplishment.
They were heedless of consequences. They
felt they had to prove their equality beyond any doubt. And in proving it, femininity was sacrificed . . . and forgotten.
"Men were confronted by a problem for
which history had no parallel. All the
standards of living had been altered and
America was in the hands of a race of
modern Amazons. Even so, I find evidence
that gentlemanly instincts prevailed and
that the men took their rules of conduct
from the attitude of the women. I am sure
women struck the first blow.
"Today, the ranks of militant ladies appear to me to be thinning. They seem to
be tiring of the fray and returning to the
charms and graces of the more chivalrous
era of pre-war days. Now we have few
counterparts of the war-time 'flapper.' And
moreover children are being reared according to the creeds of their grandmothers
rather than their mothers. That is why I
believe that another generation will see a
marked readjustment
in social conditions.
"Any change will be welcome. / regard
myself as being as modern as any woman.
Yet I can find no patience for those who
have been incapable of remaining feminine.
"Frankly, I enjoy and am pleased to have
a man hold my chair when I am seated at
the dinner table. Or rise to his feet when
I enter a room. Or remove his hat and
remain uncovered while we talk on the
street. Or open a door for me. Or show
me any other of a hundred small courtesies
he knows how to offer so flatteringly. I am
flattered and gladly admit it.
"The inconsistency of unwomanly moderns is laughable, even though women have
never been particularly consistent. The
modern pretends to despise the attentions of
men. Still she makes use of the wealth of
prepared beauty aids available today, has
her hair waved regularly and paints her
nails just as her sisters in India have done
for ten thousand years. Why does she go
to such trouble unless it is to attract the
attention of men ?
"Charm can be developed by any intelligent woman. I urge all womanhood to
cultivate it. It has nothing to do with
beauty of face or figure. In fact, the beauties of this world are often so lost in selfadmiration that they do not trouble themselves to cultivate charm. Yet it has been
my observation that the girls men marry
are more frequently the charming ones who
are physically plain. And these are the
marriages that usually endure.
"In Europe, where I spent my last vacation, Ifound a more marked chivalry than
America has practiced since before the war.
This is mainly because European women
encourage chivalrous conduct in men.
Ciraciousness and femininity have never
been lost over there.
"American women must find a way to
regain feminine charm. And it is high time
they did. They are missing too much of
life."

-7'--"^^-'^''^p

WHAT DOES KOTEX OFFER
The

THAT OTHERS DON'T ?°
answer

is: These

3

*

exclusive Kotex features
that Can't Chafe ...
Can't Fail... Can't Show!

"^-*^

Authority on Feminine Hygiene

,.

Jf

rK0TEX CAN'T CHAFE i
The sides of Kofex are cushioned

in a special,

soft, downy cotton to prevent chafing and irritation. Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides lasting
comfort and freedom. But sides only are cushioned—the center surface is free to absorb.

The

rounded

ends of Kotex are flattened and

tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even
the sheerest dress, the closest-fitting gown, reveals no telltale wrinkles.

3 TYPES OF KOTEX
ALL

AT

SAME

LOW

1. REGULAR — IN THE BLUE
dinary needs of most women.

PRICE

BOX— For the or-

2. JUNIOR — IN THE GREEN BOX— Somewhat
narrower — when less protection is needed.
3. SUPER — IN THE BROWN BOX— Extra layers
give extra protection, yet it is no longer or wider
than Regular.

WONDERSOFT KOTEX
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A
made

SANITARY
from

Cellucotton

NAPKIN
(not cotton)
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A League of Nations Dinner
[Continued from page 8]

,...the quick, easy way
to win soft, smooth, youthful skin!

land. Some evening, for a nice change, try
these English Mutton Chops.
ENGLISH

MUTTON

CHOPS

chop oil
for each serving"
21 thick
tbls. olive
2 tsp. lemon juice
54 clove garlic
J4
tsp. dry
sugarmustard
1 tsp.
Large fresh mushroom for each chop
1 tbls. Lea and Perrins Worcestershire
sauce
1 cup hot water
Salt and pepper to taste
Flour

TOBY WING, vivacious,
and fair-skinned, Hal Roacb
comedy star, says, "Summer
sun, dust and wind will never
give you a dry, aged looking
skin if you nourish and protect it with Creme of Milk."

MARION TALLEY, former
Metropolitan Opera Star, now
a Hollywood & Radio celebrity says, "The milk-oils in
Creme of Milk are so fine
and penetrating you can fairly

Cut slit in each chop large enough to
insert mushroom. Make a sauce of oil,
lemon juice, mustard, garlic, and sugar.
Brush each chop in sauce and then dip in
flour. Fry in half butter and half lard until
well browned. Season while browning. Add
water and Worcestershire sauce, then reduce heat to simmering point, cover with lid,
ROSINA LAWRENCE, blond,
piquant, youthful Hal Roach and cook until tender. Slightly thicken sauce
star in "Mister Cinderella" with a little flour and water before serving.
France was represented by Charles Boyer.
says, "Creme of Milk is the
fastest and most thorough
These Cotelettes will be ideal if you wish
skin cleanser we Hollywood
stars have ever seen. It a bit of Paris on your menu.

feel your skin drink them in."

is truly an all-purpose creme.

MILK in a beauty creme at last!
MILK contains natural glandular
and nourish the tissues of the
equal their marvelous results. And
condense these precious milk-oils to
offered in modern times.

oils that possess superior power to penetrate, cleanse
skin. No creme, lotion or soap has ever been able to
now scientists have discovered a way to extract and
make Creme of Milk the first really new face creme

Creme of Milk, is a complete, all-purpose creme. It cleanses, nourishes and clarifies the
skin with amazing speed. Dryness goes almost at once. The penetrating milk-oils make short
work of blackheads, clogged pores and other blemishes, leaving the skin soft, smooth, fresh
and youthful in appearance. Creme of Milk does more and lasts longer than any creme
you know of. Every jar is guaranteed to stay sweet and fresh and it will not grow hair.
Try Creme of Milk and you will discover the
one beauty creme you have always hoped for.

creme of milk

Use the coupon to order a special one-week trial
jar for 10 cents or better still, order a full 2-oz
jar for 50 cents or the large 5-oz jar for $1.

DVABT'S

sLt-purpose

Facias- creme

LENORE SABINE, President of the Motion Picture Hairstylists Guild and Head
Hairstylist of Paramount Studios says:
"Creme of Milk is truly a NEW TYPE of
creme. There is nothing else like it —
every star I know is using it to protect
the beauty of her skin."

Druggists and Dept. Store Buyers Note!
3 - 50-cent jars and counter display shipped
prepaid for $1. Simply attach your store label
to this coupon
and mail to us with $1.

Creme of Milk is on

DUART— 984 FOLSOM

sale at All Drug and
Department Stores in
California, Oregon and
Washington.

Please send me
I enclose $
□ Check here
Name
Address

-|2>
for

STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

j -°2- J jars of Creme of Milk for which
_
One-week
trial jar and enclose 10 cents.

:.
..State..

City

CREME
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OF MILK POSITIVELY

CALIF.

AND

PLEASANTLY

PREVENTS

SUNBURN
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COTELETTES
6 slices of veal cut from neck
1 green pepper
\y2
1 cuponions
sour cream
y2 tsp. Kitchen Bouquet
^2 clove garlic
Salt and pepper to taste
Yi tsp. paprika
Y2 cup water
Dip veal cutlets in flour and brown in
butter quickly. Remove from frying pan and
add chopped onion, garlic and green pepper
to pan. Fry them a delicate brown and
place meat in pan once more with onions,
garlic, and green pepper. Add seasonings,
combine cream and water and pour over
meat. Reduce heat to simmering and cook
until veal is tender. Serve hot with baked
potatoes.
Joseph Schildkraut did his bit for Austria. This country has a delicious cinnamon bread called Buchta that is just right
for breakfast.
BUCHTA
1 egg
8 cups flour
21 cup
cakessugar
Fleischmann's Yeast
2 cups milk
Yi cup melted butter
2 tsp. salt
Dissolve yeast in 4 tbls. lukewarm water.
Scald milk, add butter, sugar, salt and cool
the mixture. Beat in all other ingredients
and knead until smooth. Roll at once J4
inch thick, sprinkle heavily with cinnamon,
brown sugar and spread lightly with a little
melted butter. Roll as for jelly roll, tucking edges under and sealing well at ends.
Place in greased bread tins and allow to
rise until double in bulk. Brush top with
melted butter and bake in preheated oven
at 350 degrees for about forty-five minutes.
Brush while hot with powdered sugar
frosting and sprinkle with chopped nuts.
Director Richard Boleslawski remembered his favorite Polish recipe. Poland
has a pound cake that we Americans should
adopt.

POLISH

POUND

CAKE

1 pound butter
1 pound sugar (2 cups)
10 eggs
1 pound flour (4 cups)
y± tsp. mace
2 tbls. brandy
\y2 tsp. Royal baking powder
Sift all dry ingredients together several
times. Cream sugar, butter and well beaten
egg yolks until light and fluffy. Fold in
stiffly beaten egg whites, add sifted dry ingredients gradually and beat vigorously
for several minutes. Bake in loaf pans,
fitted with wax paper at 300 degrees until
firm in center. Sprinkle top with powdered
sugar when cool.

Hollywood's Favorite
Recipes
It's Yours! A Complete
of

Cook Book

Film Stars' Favorite
Recipes!
Now you can have this splendid

collection of favorite recipes — autographed by the stars — for only fifteen cents ! Printed on heavy stock,
size 8^2 x 11 inches, and punched
for loose leaf cookbook cover, this
collection of 120 kitchen tested
dishes, selected by noted stars, is
just what you've long wanted.
Movie Classic has made

this

OFFERS

YOU HER

possible through the efforts of its
home economics editor, Dorothy
Dwan, herself a noted film player
whose hobby is cooking. Here are
the stars represented and their
recipes.

your hair permanent waved." And isn't she right !
What magic charm there is in a shimmering halo of
soft wavy hair. Because of its natural beauty, the Duart
wave has long been the choice of the Hollywood stars
and is featured in more than 100 Hollywood beauty
salons. The Motion Picture Hairstylists' Guild, the
stars' personal hairdressers, endorse the Duart wave
exclusively, because Duart is the only method providing
automatic heat control for each separate curl. Duart
takes out the guesswork — no possibility of frizzy
ends, kinky waves or dried out hair when you say to
your hairdresser, "Give me a genuine Duart per-

Margaret Sullavan's Tasty Pudding

Sally Eilers' Appetizing Leftovers
Tuna Recipes from Jim Cagney

Heather Angel's Salads
Mae Clarke's Favorite Cakes

JUNE LANG, feminine lead in "THE
H0AD TO GLORY" starring Fredric
March, Warner Baxter and Lionel
Barrymore. loth Century -Fox.

Adrienne Ames' Apple Recipes

DEMAND

Andy Devine's After Dinner Snacks

FOR A GENUINE

manent wave."
FREE BOOKLET
enables you to copy a screen star's
hairstyle. Page after page showing all types of smart
modern hairdress. Book sent FREE with a 2-Rtnse
package of Duart's Hollywood Hair Rinse, 10 cents.
12 correct shades listed in coupon below. Not a dye —
not a bleach.

THIS SEALED PACKAGE
QUART

DIMM

WAVE

Racjuel Torres' Mexican Dishes
Raisin Recipes from Noah Beery,

Jr.
n's
s
Hot Bread
Pinky Tomli
y
r
o
m
from
Dishes
Fla
Sav
Stuart

PERMANENT

a

Glori

Morja Barrie's Famous Soups
Address your letters to Dorothy
Dwan, Movie Classic Food Editor, 7046 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. ENCLOSE 15c IN
STAMPS OR COINS.

HAIRSFYLE

NATURAL
BEAUTY,"
says
June when
Lang, you
"is have
the
most important
thing to
demand

E. G. Robinson's Honey Cakes
Cottage Cheese Delights from Binnie Barnes

Valerie Hobson's Casserole Dishes

FAY0RITE

SEND

10c

FOR

HAIR

RINSE, AND

WAVES
THE

FREE

□ Dark
□ Henoa
□ Black
Brown

DUART. 984 Folsom Street,
San Francisco, California. Enclosed find 10c ; send me shade
of rinse marked and a copy
of your new booklet. "Hollywood Coiffures, 1936."
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BOOKLET

□ Medium
Brown

D Chestnut
□ Golden □Platinum
White or
Q
Brown
□ Titian □ Titian
□
Reddish
Reddish □ Ash
Brown
Blonde
Blonde
Name
Address
Cily
DUART

Stale
WAVES
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ARE THE CHOICE

OF THE HOLLYWOOD

gBlonde
d
Light
Golden
Blonde
..
?
STARS

REDUCE

Growing

Controllable FAT

[Continued from

I LOST
55 lbs.
of RAT"

writes Lady
Michigan^

Look-

I
I ike a• Is fat making your
el
iife miserable? Many
NFeEW
other women who used
to sit back ashamed
PERSON!
and uncomfortable because people laughed
and called them "Fatty" have now found a new
joy in living after freeing themselves from the
burden and embarrassment of overweight. Don't
let controllable FAT rob you of happiness!
READ WHAT THESE WOMEN

WRITE:

Mrs. L. R. Schulze, 721 S. Pleasant St., Jackson,
Mich., writes: "After being overweight almost all
my life, I reduced 55 lbs., with RE-DUCE-OIDS."
Gladysse L. Ryer, Registered Nurse, Dayton, O.,
■writes : "Lost 47 lbs., though I did not diet."
Mrs. J. Fulfs, Honey Creek, Iowa, writes: "Lost
34 lbs. RE-DUCE-OIDS are pleasant to take."
Mrs. V. Haskett, San Francisco Graduate Nurse,
writes: "I took RE-DUCE-OIDS according to directions and was soon-delighted to find my weight
steadily decreasing until I lost 27 lbs. I worked
every day and felt fine all the time. I can recommend RE-DUCE-OIDS."
RE-DUCE-OIDS are not a new experiment —
they have been used by thousands of fat people.
Sold for 22 years. Pleasant, easy to take.
IMPORTANT — RE-DUCE-OIDS positively DO
NOT contain dinitrophenol.

FAT GOES ... or Money

Back

Your money back in full if you are not delighted
•with the results you obtain from RE-DUCEOIDS. You are the judge. Sold by leading drug
or department stores everywhere, or if your
dealer is out, send $2 for 1 package; or $5 for
3 packages, direct to us.
Currency, Money Order, or Stamps. (10c fee must
accompany C.O.D. orders only.) Sent in plain
wrapper, no embarrassment.
American Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. F369
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me
packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS,
for which I enclose payment, on your MoneyBack Offer.
Name
Address
City

■' l,X_

State

Make ?£'25 a Week Extra!
Sell $1 Christmas
Card Assortments
Amazing value sell on sight to friends
and others. Take easy orders full or
spare time.
makecharming
lOO^o profit
and
Cash
Bonus.You 21
designs,
trorgeous papers, metal foil inserts, etc.
other assortments retail 50c up— Religious, Etchings, Gift Wrappings,
Everyday.
FREE

SAMPLE

OFFER!

ARTISTIC CARD
412 Way St.

write

for

CO.
El mira, N . Y .

BEAUTIFUL HAIR
W|TH
Trench's
Golden Fluff
The ideal shampoo powder for blonde or brunette.
It quickly forms abundant suds, is non-sticky and
rinses easily. Contains no alcohol. Splendid for
washing hair after bathing in chemi'-ally treated water.
Always cany a package in your handbag on long dusty
trips. A trial package 25c. Full size package $1.00.
Send money order, stamps, or coin to:
Box B,
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FRENCH

LABORATORIES

New Fair Station.

Up with

Detroit,

Mich.

Hollywood press agent Dut then a wellknown leading lady— and myself stood beside the curbing of the old Famous- Players studio, conversing, shortly after Rudolph Valentino had sky-rocketed to fame,
we heard a terrific clatter approaching.
The noise sounded more like the end of
the world than that event can ever sound.
Suddenly, from behind the wheel of a
battleship-gray-colored car of exceedingly
ancient vintage, a hand waved at us excitedly and we heard the shout, from Valentino's powerful lungs, "It is mine . . .
it is all mine ... I made it myself !" Rudy,
who always had wanted a big foreign car,
someplace had found the skeleton of such
a machine, painted it himself, purchased an
old engine which he installed under the
hood, and voila, he had his foreign car !
p HARLIE FARRELL, the Robert Tay\J lor of his day, and I brought about the
introduction of Richard Arlen to Jobyna
Ralston. Charlie and Dick roomed together at the Hollywood Athletic Club, in the
famous old No. 401, and the three of us
toured the town together.
Jobyna in those days appeared as leading lady in Harold Lloyd comedies and
on the occasion in question was sitting
one night for photographs when Charlie,
Dick and myself dropped by to keep her
company. Virginia Brown Faire also arrived, and before we knew it a party was
in progress on the set where Jobyna and
the photographer had been working.
Dick took one look at the future Mrs.
Arlen. The future Mrs. Arlen took one
look at her spouse-to-be. The elopement
mentioned earlier tells the story of their
romance and ultimate marriage. Although
Mr. Farrell and Mr. Williams attended
the premiere of Old Ironsides, in the line
of duty, in spirit they were standing up
with the newlyweds as the words making
them man and wife were uttered.
On this night, too, Farrell became the
favorite of Hollywood. Old Ironsides was
his first big picture, and the audience applauded his work vociferously. When he
appeared after the performance with the
rest of the cast on the stage, he grinned
and announced, "This is a great night for
a growing boy." He endeared himself to
the film colony with that one naive phrase.
This picture, by the way, nearly ended
in tragedy for one hundred and twenty-five
persons. Most of the outdoor scenes were
filmed at Catalina Island, and the boat
shots were taken a few miles out from
the island.
The company had been waiting for a
stormy sea for nearly three weeks. Easter
Day dawned bright and clear, with a
breeze that promised to develop into a
gale. James Cruze, the director, gave orders for the company and cast to board
the Esther, the three-masted schooner that
figured prominently in the earlier sequences
of the film. A good-sized tug towed us out
to sea, where, sails being set, the tug detached itself and kept out of camera range.
Toward noon, the breeze stiffened, and
word passed that we were heading out to
sea, for storm scenes. Cruze considered
this weather perfect for the action in
which the Esther was caught in the throes
of a terrific hurricane and battered unmercifully bythe heavy seas. This desire
on his part for realism led to the danger
in which we found ourselves later in the
clay.
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The gale gradually raged to near-hurricane proportions, and the Norwegian captain ordered the sails hauled down. The
tug attempted to throw us a line, but so
mountainous were the waves that we had
difficulty in catching the cable. For some
reason or other, however, immediately
after we made fast to the tug, that vessel's
steam supply became exhausted. Instead,
then, of it pulling us back to Catalina, we
were drawing it after us, both of us wallowing in the worst storm on this portion
of the Pacific in ten years.
One look down into the hold and the
pumps were started. The boat was leaking
badly, and the pumps could barely stay
even with the inrushing tide. Men went
below for bailing purposes, and formed a
bucket line.
Shooting scenes, of course, was out of
the question, so those not working indulged
in trying to keep out of the rain, which
poured down in torrents. Esther Ralston,
the leading lady, and the only two other
women on board, huddled in the captain's
cabin, a miniature affair, and nearly suffocated. The remainder squatted miserably
under canvas or lounged drearily in the
forecastle and under a shed that leaked
like a sieve. Naturally, with my customary
versatility for doing the wrong thing, I
found myself under that shelter, very much
the worse for mal de mer, stretched out
on a pile of unusually hard and exceedingly damp life preservers.
All night long we drifted with the currents, bashed about by a turbulent sea.
About 2 :00 a.m., there loomed through the
downpour the huge prow of a large tramp
steamer. We missed it by a scant fifteen
feet!
About this time, too — of all things — the
aroma of pancakes rose from below, directly under where I lay. Farrell was whipping
up abit of chow for those few who craved
nourishment !
After a ghastly night of wondering if
we would ever see home again, we drifted
into the harbor at San Pedro. Three heavy
sea-going tugs reached us just before, as it
seemed
certain we would crash on Dead
Man's Isle.
Having weathered that ordeal, scarcely
a week later, while I was wandering about
the old Mack Sennett lot, a large bear
tore loose
fromcomics.
its trainer
and ' raiseda
havoc
with the
Harry Langdon,
first-rate comedy star then but today completely out of the picture, and I performed
miracles of speed by dashing around corners in nothing flat, and the other performers reached points of safety by dint of
much dodging and great agility.
EACH year, my former sheet stages a
big hullabaloo for its sick fund. This
great to-do assumes different forms annually, but on the occasion of which I am
reminded a circus was the order of the
day.
Various motion picture celebrities, including the late Lilyan Tashman and Edmund Lowe, Billie Dove, John Boles, Betty Bronson, Mary Brian, Estelle Taylor,
June Collyer, Dolores del Rio, John Gilbert and others, made personal appearances.
It remained, however, for Clara Bow to
take over the reins and make the affair
one
day. of the events of the season, just as
Carole Lombard would be apt to do toHer

flaming

red

hair

waving

wildly,

Clara played barker, croupier, auctioneer
and dancer. She went into a tent and became "the spider girl." She answered personal questions, as a seer who looked into
a crystal ball. Whatever she did, the crowd
followed her and cheered . . . and she was
responsible for more money taken in than
most of the regular barkers combined. As
she departed, she thanked me for asking
her to "my party" . . . and declared she
hadn't
suchwho
a grand
years and
!
Pola had
Negri,
taught time
Annain Sten
Marlene Dietrich a few tricks of the
trade and was first of the outstanding
foreign stars, always will remain a memory
of verve and fire. Gracious as any hostess
could be one moment, she could turn the
next and bark out commands that bespoke
her gypsy blood. As I interviewed her one
afternoon, between scenes of Forbidden
Paradise, she spat out, "When I love, I
LOVE ... and when I hate, HOW I
HATE!" As she completed this assertion,
she snapped off the handle of the tea cup
she held, in the passion of the utterance.
Thereafter, I made it a point to respect
any and all of Madam's wishes.
One of the most exciting days of anybody's lifeMaximus
in Hollywood
occurred
the Circus
shots were
filmedwhen
for
"Ben Hur." Not even the battle scenes in
the as-yet unreleased Charge of the Light
Brigade can equal in interest the action
photographed that day. In a huge amphitheatre constructed specially for the purpose, the chariot races that were the feature of the film held every spectator spellbound, and there must have been at least
five thousand extras on the scene.
All day long the horses and chariots
charged around the arena, with Ramon
Novarro and Francis X. Bushman neck to
neck for supremacy. As you will recall,
they played rivals in the picture. Time
after time, they missed death by a hair.
To me, however, the highlight of the
day centered, not in the thundering horses
or picturesque crowds and settings . . .
but in watching young Mr. Novarro eat
watermelon ! Sitting across the table from
him at noon, I gazed in envious amazement as he consumed a quarter of a melon
with a rapidity I had not imagined possible in mere man . . . and not a single
seed entered his mouth ! I tell you, I'll never forget that stirring spectacle.
Probably the largest and most impressive funeral ever held in the film colony
was on the occasion of William Russell's
death.
Evensame
Willnote
Rogers'
services Bill
did had
not
bear the
of sorrow.
known and been loved by men and women
in all walks of life, and these, hundreds
of them, barbers, bankers, gamblers, stars,
gangsters, authors, adventurers, society
leaders mingling together paid their last
homage to him as he lay in state.
One man, ragged, vankempt, crept to the
flower-blanketed coffin and laid a single
rose beside a small fortune of blossoms.
On the stem was pinned this note— I can
vouch for it, for I saw it myself — "I'm
broke. But my heart is sad because I've
lost a friend."
Old-timers in Hollywood will never forget the parties for which Bess Meredith,
the writer, was famous. Bess really started
the party habit in Hollywood and was the
forerunner of such present-day hostesses
as the Countess di Frasso, Carole Lombard and Kay Francis.
At one of her cheery fetes, Buster Collier, then a popular leading man and manabout-town, arrived with an attractive
brunette. Later, Constance Talmadge, accompanied byan escort, dropped in.
When the guests began to take their
leave, Constance and Buster couldn't be
found by their respective partners. They
[Continued on page 66]

JVo girl can be too sure of her

daintiness to make this

Armhole Odor Test
If the slightest dampness
collects on the armhole
of your dress, it will cling
to the fabric, and the warmth
of your body will bring out
an embarrassing "armhole
odor" each time you wear
the dress. . .

IF you have been taking your daintiness for granted, because you deodorize regularly, you will be wise to make
this simple "armhole odor" test. You
may be unpleasantly surprised!
When you take off your dress tonight,
smell it at the armhole. If you have ever
perspired in that dress, even slightly, you
will find that the fabric at the armhole
bears an unmistakable and unlovely odor
. . . in spite of your careful deodorizing!
The way that dress smells to you — is the
way you smell to others ! And the warmth
of your body brings out the offending
"armhole odor" each time you put on
the dress!

Complete protection only
in underarm dryness
It is not enough to keep your underarm
sweet. Only a dry underarm can keep
you and your clothes safe from perspiration. When there is any moisture at all,
it is bound to dry on the armhole of your
dress and rob you of that perfect exquisiteness that is your goal.
Thousands of users discover with relief and delight that Liquid Odorono
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gives complete protection from "armhole odor," because it definitely keeps the
underarm not only sweet but perfectly dry.
Your doctor will tell you that Odorono
works safely and gently. It merely closes
the pores of the small underarm area, so
that perspiration is diverted to other less
confined parts of the body where it may
evaporate freely without giving offense.

Saves expensive

frocks

Odorono is safe for your pretty frocks, too —
no grease to make them sticky and messy.
It will save you too-frequent cleaner's bills
and the often permanent stains that follow
underarm perspiration.
Odorono comes in two strengths — Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use — to
be used daily or every other day. On sale
at all toilet-goods counters.
Send today for sample vials of both types
of Odorono and descriptive leaflet.

Growing Up With Hollywood
[Continued from page

IT'S FUN LEARNING
MUSIC THIS QUICK WAY
in your own home — no teacher
Yes! There's a way of learning music other
than spending years of study and practice. Remember, more than 700,000 men and women have
already studied this modern, simple method!
Learning music this modern U. S. School of
Music Way is easy — fascinating — like playing a
game.
You learn right in your own home — without a
teacher, in your spare time at an average cost of
only a few cents a day. First you are told what to
do — then a picture shows you how to do it— then
you do it yourself and hear it. You learn real
tunes from the start.
Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson
Decide now to play your favorite instrument.
Send for the Free Booklet and Free Demonstration
lesson explaining this method in detail. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of Music,
369 Brunswick Bldg., New York City. Instruments supplied when needed — cash or credit.

Free For Asthma
and Hay Fever
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma
so terrible you choke and gasp for
breath, if Hay Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while your eyes water
and nose discharges continuously,
don't fail to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a
remarkable method. No matter where
you live or whether you have any faith
in any remedy under the Sun, send
for this free trial. If you have suffered
for a life-time and tried everything
you could learn of without relief; even
if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this
free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 251 -A Frontier
Bldg., 462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

lookYea/s
APPROVED
WAY TO

TINT

GRAY HAIR
• Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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had skipped out together, to renew a romance of two or three years' standing. A
month before, they had quarreled violently .. . but seeing each other that night
for the first time since their battle, patched
up their differences . . . and left their
companions in the lurch !
Gloria Swanson and her then-new husband, the marquis — now sometimes-wed to
Constance Bennett — gave a dinner party
at the Hotel Coronado one evening, while
Gloria was locationing at that beautiful
California resort for her picture, The
Coast of Folly. I was fortunate enough to
sit on the hostess' right.
The long table decked so high with flowers, Gloria and her spouse had difficulty
seeing one another, at opposite ends of
the board. So, all evening long, the star
and the marquis, who begged everyone to
call him Hank, tossed flowers at each other, the length of the table !
Mary Brian descended upon Hollywood
like a fresh breeze in summer. She made
her screen debut, you may recall, as
Wendy in Peter Pan. At a party held for
the press, after the completion of that
picture, she took the newspaper boys by
storm, and her popularity and appeal for
the so-called "stronger sex" may be said
to date from that luncheon. All of us departed singing her praises to the high heavens. Our ranks have been augmented considerably since that day.
When Joan Crawford and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., were first engaged — that
seems so many years ago, now — I interviewed the younger Fairbanks one evening
between scenes of a picture being filmed on
location. Joan, that same day, had purchased a beautiful Lincoln limousine, and
while waiting for her sonny-boy . . . occupied herself by sewing on kitchen curtains for her new house ! How's that for
the gorgeous Joan? Can you imagine her
doing that now ?
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trees and myself returned from an evening
of dancing at the Roosevelt Hotel. As we
entered the door of Helen's Whitley
Heights home, we saw before us a negro
maid nearly white with fright, two detectives and a uniformed officer. The maid
had summoned the police when a voice
purporting to be the Blackhand over the
phone had threatened to kill everybody in
the house within an hour ! Although the
Blackhand does not figure, Helen today
employs a bodyguard for her small son.
On another evening, Thelma Todd—
whose mysterious death last year is still
talked about — and I attended a preview of
a picture she had just completed. Directly
behind us, a woman was raving about
Thelma's appearance in the film, for the
vantage.
blonde player did show to particular adImmediately she heard the woman praise
her to the skies, Thelma, in rather a loud
tone, asked me if I didn't think that Todd
dame on the screen was a pretty rotten
actress. I agreed thoroughly, my voice also
raised so that the party in back of us
could hear, and ventured a still more radical criticism, to which the Todd replied
with withering scorn.
Suddenly, the lady who was being
framed, able to stand our jibes at her
favorite no longer, leaned forward and in
a shrill whisper, sneered, "What do you
two know about acting, anyway ?"
At the office late in the afternoon, Jetta
Goudal phoned me. She started off the
conversation with one of the worst puns
on record, and continued with them . . .
Jetta, whom I had always known as one
of the stateliest of all actresses. I couldn't
quite figure it out.
Then, a giggle came over the wires, a
giggle that belonged to only one person
on this earth. Louise Fazenda was impersonating the exotic actress of mystery . . .
and her take-off registered so perfectly that
I had been fooled for fully five minutes !

I MET Fay Wray while visiting on the
Hal Roach lot. Fay worked "extra" occasionally in the comedies and the publicity man who introduced us took us out
to see Rex, the wild horse. "Don't point
at him," the press agent cautioned us. "If
you do and he sees the motion he'll charge.
He's killed three men already."
Fay looked so pretty in a white linen
riding habit that I rather thought I zvould
point at Rex, just for the pleasurable sensation of saving her life. When we reached
the huge paddock, however, and went inside where the horse was acting up, I
changed my mind . . . and Fay and I— not
to mention the publicity man — devoted
most of our time to holding our breath
and
our
way. praying
Once, hethat
did Rex
chargewouldn't
us . . . look
and Fay
didn't bat an eye. The gal had courage,
plenty of it— and still has it. Most women
would have fainted, for Rex owned the
reputation of a killer. Only by a miracle
did he miss us.
When Mae Murray and Robert Leonard,
her director-husband, were still married,
the rumor persisted that a marital rift had
developed, one which could not be mended.
Leonard, when I queried him for the paper, poo-pooed the idea vociferously, and
invited me to lunch. Scarcely had we
dipped into our borsch than a cablegram
was handed him, from Paris. It read : "I
divorced you today, darling. Love and
kisses.
Mae." and beauteous Helen TwelveThe blonde
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Fritz Leiber, famous Shakespearean
star and screen notable, is an accomplished sculptor. He is glimpsed
above inspecting a mold preparatory to casting a cross for an Episcopal church in Glendora, California

The Re-Creation of
Clark Gable
[Continued from page
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"In a measure, Clark has recaptured his
attitudes of long ago. He has no worries
or responsibilities or obligations to fetter
him. He is the sort of man who wants to
be free to follow his fancies — to go hunting,
to go fishing, to let his beard grow, to wear
a grubby leather jacket and to live in a
world of men.

fa*?™.,.

k

"Which brings us to his marriage, which
Clark has never discussed. But certainly
marriage for Clark meant a division in his
personality.
has dance
never attendance
been a ladies'
man — a man Hecould
according to a definite set of rules. He is a
man for gay friendship and steady comforting companionship — but a man who
must of necessity occasionally put aside
those friendships, put aside those companionships, and live with himself.
"In many respects Clark Gable is a little
boy — as all men of creative ability are. To
be content, Clark must never be made to
feel inefficient or insufficient. He must
never have the sense of hurting anyone or
of shirking his responsibilities.
always
have theAndapproval
of
his"He
wife must
and of
his friends.
never for
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one moment feel that he is subtracting from
the happiness of anyone.
"Definitely
in his interests
marriage interfered
to Ria, he with
felt
that
his masculine
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the routine of marriage. He considered that
a wife was entitled to the undeviatlng companionship ofher husband. So when Clark
went on a hunting trip or a camping trip
or a fishing trip, his pleasure was always
diluted by the sense that he was unfair to
Ria.
"His horizons are broad. His playground
is the world. But he must never have any
tugging at his loyalties or those loyalties in
themselves — feel betrayed. Now, with the
separation between Clark and Ria, he has
come into his own estate again. A man
who has recaptured a sound philosophy,
responsible only to himself and to the fine
code of living, which is his. A man who
says — 'I think living is swell and fun.' "
There has been considerable gossip in
Hollywood that Clark and Ria will come
together again. They have remained friends.
They have had certain problems which
inevitably arise when a man and a woman
married to each other, separate. Certainly,
there has been no rancour publicly aired.
Which is decent and honest and civilized.
Perhaps the old habits of marriage will
reassert themselves.
Certainly, if this marriage ends in divorce,
Clark Gable will marry again. Perhaps a
woman who as fiercely wants to defend her
freedom as Clark is defending his. Perhaps a woman who can make him feel that
no matter what he does, is right. There
have been rumoTs, of late, that he is
romantically interested in Carole Lombard.
They have been seen together — happily
together — on many gay occasions in Hollywood's popular resorts.
Inevitably, of course, Clark will have
seen all the places of which he has only
dreamed in the past. He will cross the
Pacific by Clipper Ship to China. He will
cross the Atlantic by air. He will have
seen north and south and east and west.
And having seen and having been, he may
become satiated with freedom, satiated
even with belonging to himself completely.
And when that time comes, Clark will
draw up a chair to the fire, hunt for his
slippers, and become the complete family
man.
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New

Cook

Book of Wonders!
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New ! New! NEW! Just off the press! "Magic Recipes" is a thrilling new
successor to"Amazing Short-cuts. "Gives you brand-new recipes — unbelievably
quick and easy — for pies, cookies, candies, frostings ! Sure-fire custards ! Easyto-make refrigerator cakes! Quicker ways to delicious salad dressings, sauces,
beverages, ice creams (freezer and automatic). Address: The Borden Sales Co.,
Inc.Dept, FGA-96, 350 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
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Get Rid of the Spectacle Handicap

\1 ^LIPSTICKS
HH33

The Natural Eyesight System tells how
to do it at home. Full information FREE.
NATURAL

EYESIGHT

INSTITUTE,

FREE
new
shade
sizes

Inc.

Dept. 69-A, Los Angeles, Calif.

. . . your chance to discover
allure by finding the right
for your lips! Three full trial
of the famous Rejuvia Lipstick .. . each in a new seductive

color . . . sent upon receipt of 10<'
in stamps to cover mailing cost.
For beauty's sake, ACT NOW!
SEKD FOE FREE BOOKLET revealing SECBETS OF
SUCCESSFUL SONG WRITING, including free copy of
valuable Rhyming Dictionary and information on current
market requirements. If you write poems or compose melodies, SEND FOR OUR OFFER.

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Dept.

FW2

Studio

Bldg.

Portland,

Ttll out coupon
*</«<!// TOO AY I

Rejuvia

REJUVIA
LABS..
DEPT. P,lipsticks;
395 B'WAY.
N.Y.C.
Send BEAUTY
me 3 trial
size Rejuvia
enclosed
find 10c (Stamps or Coin) for mailing cost.
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Tm Hotel Hostess
M 0W~ and 'earning a
splendJvaidSheppard,
salary
"
Seamstress,
Without

KNOW—

That W. C. Fields has had installed
in his auto trailer a device enabling
him to lie down and smoke — the
smoke coming through a long tube,
somewhat after the fashion of a
hookah. When one cigarette is finished another automatically
lights.

T/ef GRAY HAIR
Remedy is Made at Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small
box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little cost.
Apply to the hair twice a week until
the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked,
faded or gray hair, makes it
soft and glossy and takes years
off your looks. It will not
color the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy and does not tub off.

E&SX£ SILK STOCKING
PAYS UP TO $17 WEEKLY

Show friends newly invented snag resist
ringless silk hose with runproof top.
Wears
longer.
Guaranteed.
58c pair up.
No House to House Canvassing

No investment or experience
required. Your Own hose
and samples FREE. Give size. Write Now.
SUPERWEAR HOSIERY CO.
Dept. H-4
St. Paul,

Minn.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
. to ANY
. SAFELY
Careful fastidious
peroxide because

shade you desire
In 5to 15 minutes
wc
peroxide

void the
makes hair brittle.

Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener

requires NO peroxide. Used as a paste, it Cannot streal
inates
"straw"
Beneficial
wavesThisanci
bleached
hair.look.
Licbtcns
blonde tohairpermanent
crown dark.
the only preparation that rtl>r;> lightens the scalp. Nc
more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous beauties,
stase and screen stars and children. Harmless. Guar
anteed. Mailed complete with brush for application.
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36
page booklet
of Lightening
Hair
Without
Peroxide" "TheFreeArtwith
your first order,
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Experience,
Becomes Hostess of Beautiful
Hotel.

"51 — and still _ a seamstress! Iwas discouraged
and dissatisfied with my
position and earnings.
Then I answered a Lewis
advertisement and received
their book. Here was
everything I wanted —
pood pay, fascinating
work. Best of all, both
, young and mature had
equal opportunities. I enrolled. Soon I was Housekeeper-Hostess of a
beautiful hotel. My mature years were a help,
instead of a handicap. All due to Lewis LeisureTime,
Home
Study Training."
STEP INTO A WELL-PAID HOTEL POSITION
Good positions for trained men and women in the hotel,
club, restaurant and institutional field. Thousands of
graduates making good as managers, assistant managers,
stewards, housekeepers, hostesses and 55 other different
types of well-paid positions. Previous experience proved
unnecessary. Good grade school education, plus Lewis
training, qualifies you at home, in leisure time. FKEE
book explains how you are registered, FREE of extra cent,
In Lewis National Placement Service. Write your name
and address in the margin and mail this ad unHY
TODAY for free bock, which tells how to qualify ^HJlir
for a well-paid position. LEWIS HOTEL ....^Slr...
TRAINING SCHOOLS, Station MP-9856, S£J|Q
Washington. D. C.
_ MjJB

DID YOU

Betty Furness Writes an Open
Letter to a Beau

standard of living too much. I wouldn't
give up what I have, what I earn, in exchange for worrying about the rent and
washing dishes — and I wouldn't want You
to be the sort of man who would expect
me to.
I can tell you this, lest I sound "expensive" .. . J'm not. I never spend much
money on clothes. Of course, if you should
turn out to be a millionaire, even multi,
no-one would enjoy going to town with
clothes more than I. But it isn't necesof thing.
don't
have sary
toto me,
have that
them sort
in order
to be Ihappy.
I never have had them. I've got along
without them all my life and I can continue to get along without them.
I have a dress here now. It's very chic,
very smart and very charming. It belongs
to the studio. I have another dress, also
very
chic, very between
charming.
own.
The difference
the It's
twomydresses
is just one hundred dollars. I'm just as
happy in one as I am in the other.
I'd want You to like good clothes, though,
and admire them and notice them. Because Iam MAD about clothes. I adore
to shop. I mean shop. I'm a bargain hunter
of the most rabid sort. It's not the price
tags that intrigue me. I can't wear price
tags,
know.three
It'shats
the for
taste
backeach
of
them. you
I bought
$25.00
when I was in New York the last time.
Something I have never done in my life
before. And then I bought another, to
wear to a football game, and paid $1.95
for it. And that is my favorite hat. So
don't be afraid of me if You haven't a
lot of money.
I don't need it.
I hope you'll be the tweedy type. The
kind of a man who wears casual, heathery
tweeds — and yet doesn't object to dressing
for the evening now and then.
Let me see whether I can help you by
thinking of a man who comes somewhere
near to the mental picture I have of you.
Let's see . . . yes, I know . . . Bob Montgomery ! I've always been crazy about
Bob's type on the screen. I don't know
him very well, just well enough to say
"How d'ye do" to him. But he's the nearest I can come to describing You to yourself.
You will have to be a little bit mad.
Just a tech mad, you know. I could never
stand the type of man who lives by unalterable routine. The kind who breakfasts at seven-thirty and dines at eight,
come hell or high weather, I'd want you
i to say to me, now and again, "There's a
magnificent sunset tonight — let's drive right
smash into it— never mind about dinner — we'll dine on the moon,!" I'd want you
to have a nostalgia for far-off places and
far-off things. And yet I'll want you to be
sound and substantial and competent, too.
The kind of a man with one hand firmly
on the steering wheel while the other hand
plucks stars out of the sky and hurls them
in my face.
You are, I trust, ten years older than
I. Because I am old for my years. And
I couldn't endure having to watch a boy
grow up.
I hope you will not be too considerate
of me. I mean, I am pretty independent
and I like to be independent. I've been
around older people a lot and think like
older people !
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I can't stand the type of woman who
gazes vaguely about any room with a man
in it and murmurs weakly, "I would like
a glass of wa-ter . . . !" I am the kind
who would get up and get a glass of water
for myself — and why not? I hope You
are not the kind of man who thinks a
woman's legs are not to be used for walking, a woman's hands not to be used for
working,
a woman's Because
brain notI am
to be
out and exercised.
nottaken
that
kind
of a that
girl kind
and Iof couldn't
You were
a man. stand it if
I got perfectly furious a few days ago
when a boy I knew happened to see me
coming out of a neighborhood movie one
night. I was waiting to cross the street
when I felt a hand clamped protectingly
around my arm and heard a too-solicitous
voice saying, "Let me take you across,
Betty!" I was very rude, I'm afraid. I
snatched my arm away. I said, "I was
born and brought up in New York City.
I went about the city, doing my own shopping, finding my own way ever since I
was eight years old — and I think I can
manage to get across this alley without
help !" Not very courteous of me, perhaps. But there was something so kind
of soft and sticky about it.
If I had a date with You I wouldn't
want to know, in advance, just where we
were going or what we were going to do.
I love to go dancing but I don't want to
go dancing on every date. I'd want you
to want to do silly, on-the-spur-of-themoment things . . . just a long, wild ride
along the beach ... a picnic on top of a
hill ... a suggestion that we stay at home
and play monopoly or backgammon . . .
different things each time . . .
I like the little attentions. Of course
I do. I don't want to feel like the Forgotten Woman
eventheforidea,
a moment.
I don't
want You
to get
from the
way
I've been thinking out loud in this letter,
that I want you to be rude to me, that
I would love you all the more the less
you do for me.
But I like the "little attentions" to have
the element of the unexpected. I never
want aYou
to calling
place afor"standing
order"
with
florist
five dozen
red
roses to be delivered to me every Saturday
afternoon at five-thirty. I loathe standing orders — of any kind, I'd rather have
you hand me a sun-flower or a bunch of
hand picked dandelions from the front
lawn than that.
When I was in New York the last time
a boy
with a few
met
me
forI'dteagone
one out
afternoon.
As times
we were
leaving he said "Say, I happened to be
at Hattie Carnegie's this afternoon and
found this . . ." And he slipped a ridiculous little coin watch into my purse. I
loved it. Not because it was expensive
it was unexpected — and novel
—butandbecause
unnecessary.
You wouldn't have to be athletic, good
Sir, I'm not. I play neither golf nor
tennis nor polo nor yet croquet. I'd want
you to be able to play tennis or golf —
nothing of the languorous-poetic, please —
but you wouldn't have to be an outdoor
You won't have to be musical, either.
I'm not. I like dance music and I like
to hear a baritone sing— Nelson Eddy,
fiend.

f'r

Joan Bennett, en route to New York
and from there to Europe tells husband
Gene Markey and her two daughters,
Diane and Melinda, goodbye before
boarding TWA air liner in Los Angeles
instance — but I don't go for symphonies
and I've never heard an opera in my life.
I do hope You'll like books. I do. I
have very little time for reading and there
have been whole patches of time, two and
three months at a stretch, when I've never
opened a book. But I do enjoy reading
and I like people who enjoy reading.
You'll have to like New York. You'll
have to be awfully keen about New York.
Because New York is my passion. Its
more than that, its my home. And always will be, really, no matter where I
live. Even if we couldn't have our home
there
often. I'd want You to want to go there,
Of course, I'll want You to want a home,
when we're married. But not here in Hollywood. I wouldn't buy a house out here.
If we could have a home in New England
somewhere- — fine. Just so long as it is
near enough for us to be in New York
often. Because, I had better make this
very clear to You right now, / am a city
girl. I love cities. All of them. I couldn't
live in the country for very long at a time.
I'd like
in theof country.
I'd
like
You toto see
be You
the kind
a man who

^dgicqys Tea
Now

LABEL TEA

The Facts Behind
Fred MacMurray's Runaway

Marriage

•

Was his airplane elopement to Las Vegas a spur-of-themoment decision or had this popular actor planned for
months to marry Lillian Lamont? Where did they meet?
What is the romance behind this story? These are some
of the questions you will find answered in September
HOLLYWOOD
Magazine in an astonishingly frank story
about the star.

cares a bit about gardening. There's something very satisfying about the sight of
awant
man's
hand working
the earth. But I'd
to watch
. . .
_ I suppose You would be called a Sophisticate. Certainly I do not care for the
loutish country lad nor for the Tarzans
and cave-men. A sophisticate, I think,
takes everything in his stride . . . has a
balanced brain and a devil or a dream
in his blood . . .
And I do hope You'll be an actor. I
hope You'll want to keep on with your
work and will want me to keep on with
mine. I hope we'll walk hand in hand as
well as heart to heart . . .
And now, do You recognize yourself
from my description ?
Your
Betty Furness.

in a 10c Package— Ask for RIDGWAYS ORANGE
RIDGWAYS,
Inc., 230 West St., N.Y.C.
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Ginger
Rogers,
Jeanette
MacDonald,
Jean
Harlow —
these and other glamorous queens of the films have made

headline news for you in HOLLYWOOD
Magazine!
Don't
fail to keep up with the movie times.
Read HOLLYWOOD
for news features, romance stories, candid camera pictures
and

breezy news.

It's complete,

concise — and fresh!

HEAD SEPTEMBER

HOLLYWOOD
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I Raised My Boy to be a Husband
[Continued

Because

it's Creamy

PINAUD'S
SIX-TWELVE
is the only Mascara
that gives eyelashes
Natural-Looking Beauty
This creamy mascara does
away with the artificial
look given by old-fashioned
cake mascaras. Colors:
black,bro wn, blue and green
Choose one to match
eyes; others to match
costumes. .. It's French.

PINAUD

50'

and TYPISTS— Become An Expert

STENOTYPIST

Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and speed,
better accuracy
pay. Stenotype's
machine
and ease
make your work faster, better, /Slr
easier — and you get the credit, /.jj"
Executives welcome this ma- ^~^L.
chine way of taking dictation — faster
than
any —maneasycantotalk.
easy" We train
to learn
writeStenotypy
— easy tois read.
you thoroughly at home in your spare time — at low
cost and on easy terms. Write for interesting, free
booklet,
"Stenotypy,
the New
Profession,"
ing the many
opportunities
in Stenotypy
and describtelling
how you may master it successfully.

COMPANY

Dept. 930-ST4101S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

cv0olu°rr HAIR

No matter how gray, faded, streaked!
your hair is now, it will soon possessi
again beautiful lasting color by the use

of
my
new
discovery
SHAMPOKOLOR.
Shampoos
and colors
the
hair at the same time. No experience'

THE NEW

FRENCH
WAY

necessary.
few to
minutes
fade, rub
off.
Colors gray Takes
hair close
scalp. only.
Can beCan't
Permanent
waved.
free Booklet, Monsieur LP. Valligny, Depl. 19-A.254 W. 31 Si. N. Y.C.

Sell Persona! Christmas Cards And Stationery
from album of 100 samples. Also special low
priced line of personal humorous cards— newthins in21-Folder
greeting Xmas
cards.Assortment—
Big" commissions.
Also estNew
Master
Creation of 1936. Sells for $1. Your profit
50c. Quality— Style— Value plus latest innovations bring- quick sales, big- profits. 6 other
boxes— new style Etching-, Gift Wrapping, Humorous, ReExtra Bonuses. Experience
ligious, Early
DeLuxc. Every-Day.
unnecessary.
starters make most money SAMPLES
Write today for 21 card box on approval „ „, _ -=
and free sample personal cards.
W" mm. K B»

WALLACE

BROWN.

Inc., Dept.2FM?hN *"*«,*

MARRI ED WOMEN EARN $2S-$35
YOU can learn at home in spare time to
be
"practical"
nurse.
OneA housewife
graduate
saveda $400
while learning.
earned $430 in 3 months.
Clear, simple
lessons. Course endorsed by physicians.
Est 37 years. Thousands o>f graduates.
Equipment included i-Iish school not required.
Easy tuition payments.
Men women 18-60. Add to your family income!
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 89. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
• ; '■'••
Name
(State whether
Miss••••••■•:
or Mrs.)
City
State
Age
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had been thirteen when the elder Offield
died. A year or so before his death the
family had moved to Muskogee, Oklahoma,
and he had lost a fortune in the oil fields.
His health broke under the strain. Just
before the end came he called the boy to
him. "I had expected to leave you a lot
of earthly
son. you
That's
now.
But I goods,
am leaving
the impossible
best thing
on earth — a good mother. Take care of
Taking care of a mother is pretty fair
training for taking care of a wife ! Not
that his mother needed it particularly —
as head of the Scudder School for girls in
New York she earned considerably more
thanher."
his salary as a young stock broker.
But it's never hurt a man yet, to her way
of thinking, to feel a woman is leaning
on him a little ....
"Even as a small boy," confided Mrs.
Offield, "he gave me half of everything
he earned. Of course, it went right into
a 'nestthat.
egg' fund for him but he never
knew

SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS

THE STENOTYPE

from

"And then — after the Shubert's scout
saw him dance in that charity affair with
Gloria Gould and offered him such a nice
fat sum of money to go in their show —
he came to me. 'Moms, how about me being a hoofer instead of a Wall street hiAnd I said, "Go ahead !" Women should
stay out of a man's career. Jack has eight
generations
of Methodist ministers behind
jacker?'
him but I figured if he wanted to work in
front of the footlights instead of the pulpit
or the ticker-tape — that was his business.
He went into a show with Joan Crawford
called Innocent Eyes. I think he liked
Altogether
twenty-two sweethearts have
a lot . . ."
Joan
woven
— andfamous
out — of
Jack Oakie's life.
Most ofinthem
beauties.
"What a lucky devil !" say the world.
"What a friend!" says every one of the
twenty-two. He's never ceased to be that
to any of them. And one and all, they
swear by Jack, which in a town where
most once romantic couples swear at one
another, is something unusual, to say the
least.
"Love doesn't mean much," his mother
reasoned, "if it isn't founded on compatibility. Unless your wife is your best friend,
she won't be your sweetheart long ! So I
tried to teach Jack to be a real friend to
a girl first. To have self-respect and respect for women . . ."
THAT made me think somehow of an
incident that I saw occur at Mae
West's last premiere. They were taking a
photograph of some of the crowd and the
boys from the publicity department asked
Mae about the people she wanted on the
right of her. For a moment she glanced
around. Then she spotted Jack and his
mother. "Aw, give me those two respectable people ! Nobody can say anything
"Whenthem
we !"first came out here nine years
against
ago,"
Mrs. Bow.
OffieldAndwasafter
saying,
"he went
with Clara
that there
was
Dorothy and Ann and Jeanette and Mary
andthem.
PeggyBut
— Heavens,
of
I thought Iforcan't
sure recall
Jack half
was
going to marry each one of those twenty"
showed
den beyond the liv! Lookus— his
twoShegirls
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ing room where a couple of dozen charmers
smiled down — was it wistfully? — out of
neat little frames.
"I was certain for a while that Mary
Brian was going to be my daughter-in-law.
Then Jack brought Peggy Hopkins Joyce
home to dinner. He did that for almost
two years . . . Oh, yes, he always brought
them home. He told them it saved on the
cover charge ! But he knew how happy it
made me . . . Then, just as I began to think
I'd raised a Perfect Old Bachelor instead
of a husband — he met Venita."
HE'D been to the Cocoanut Grove that
night. It was 3 A.M. He came into his
mother's room on tiptoe, listened. Then —
"You're awake! Aw gee, honey, I certainly did find me a great dancing partner
His mother, remembering all the other
3 A.M.'s and all the other dancing parttonight!"
ners, smiled resignedly. "What's she like
this"Baby,
time, she's
Jack?" the neatest number New
Jersey ever put out ! Brought here to play
in The Great Zicgfeld. A brunette, honey
— with everything a blonde's supposed to
have. Anyway, you'll see her tomorrow because I'm bringing her to dinner !"
So came the twenty-third . . .
Now young Miss Varden had been
courted at one time by that handsome
baton-wielder,
Eddie toDuchin,
she'd
been
rumored engaged
Charles and
Leischner
of the three F's — Fame, Fortune, and the
Four Hundred. But this was distinctly
different. She was getting a close-up of
a comedian — and loving that close-up.
A husband ought to be thoughtful. But
everything Jack did was thoughtful. One
evening she saw the script of the new play
he was in laying on his mother's desk. "Do
you go over them together?" she queried.
"Always have," he admitted. "Lady, how
d'you suppose they'd have let me play in
sixty-five pictures if she hadn't given me
the cue on each of 'em? Why, she's my
teacher
expression
!"
"She's intaught
you .a . great
many more
wonderful things than that," said Venita
gently.
It was that night Jack proposed. And
it was that night Venita autographed the
large picture to him that now has the place
of honor in the ex-Bachelor's bedroom. On
it she wrote in a round, firm hand — "I've
fallen
love with
an angel
."
Theyin were
married
by a . .justice
of the
peace on a fast train during a specially
arranged hold-over stop in Yuma. Mrs.
Offield didn't like that so well. "It should
have been in church with a minister," she
said. "Besides it was more or less tied up
with advertising The Florida Special, the
picture that Jack had just completed. That
worried me. But he said the public would
think Yuma was the biggest Methodist
church in Hollywood and that Justice Freeman was really Dr. Robert Freeman,
clergyman from Pasadena. That's how he
teases
!"
And me
then into
therenotareworrying
the telegrams
he sent
her. And the small duplicate of the bride's
bouquet that arrived at her door the same
hour of the wedding.
But nicest of all were Venita's words
when she came back from the honeymoon.
"You," she told mamma Offield, "Have
raised the Perfect Husband !"

I'm Hardboiled
[Continued
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or any of our other handsome leading
men? Because they think maybe they can
have a date with him, some day, somehow, and at any rate, enjoy his courtship
vicariously. If sex has inspired the best
in the other arts, if drama, fiction, music,
painting, etc., derive their vitality and esappeal from sex, why shouldn't motionthetic
pictures?
of course,
who hasthat
'lived
in "But,
Hollywood
long anybody
enough knows
no
matter how much the picture crowd
splashes sex and romance on the screen,
this is one of the most moral towns in
the country, far more moral than New
York. People here are so busy and so preoccupied with their careers, they cannot
afford the time to get into mischief. I
have always believed that girls who complain of being pestered in Hollywood, do
75% of the pestering themselves. I myself was never bothered that way. But
then, as I said, they took me for a wallflower."
"I realized I had to depend on my acting to get ahead. I was just a plain New
England girl, belonging to an average
family. I had waited on tables to work
my way through Cushing Academy in Boston, and there was nothing colorful and
glamorous about me.
"I had to be meek. But then I realized
meekness would get me nowhere, and I
learned to talk back. Not that I got to be
short-tempered with my co-workers. I have
no patience with people who fling their
temperament around, yell at others. I am
temperamental. I am moody. This is a
nerve-wracking, excitable, crazy kind of
work. What I mean is I fought like a
wildcat for some real parts ! I wanted to
be neither a gum-chewing, wise-cracking
soda jerker, nor a goody-goody wallflower, the innocent, unmarriageable sister ! I
wanted to do real psychological studies of
women, and I am grateful to my studio
for letting me play in such pictures as Of
Human Bondage, Border town, The Petrified Forest, and Dangerous.
When I firmly and sincerely believed I
should play my role in a certain way, I
wasn't afraid to argue about it with my
superiors. I put up a terrific fight to play
Marie in Bordertozvn the way I finally did.
They wanted me to be a raving lunatic at
the end. (She pulled her hair, screamed.)
But people don't go crazy that way, not as a
rule, anyhow. Insanity creeps on you gradually. And Paul Muni agreed with me. Oh,
I loved that picture !"
And well she might, for that picture
and Of Human Bondage took her out of
the obscurity of collective billing, and
definitely established her as a dramatic
actress of the first calibre. But, in spite of
the other successes that followed her memorable Mildred, in spite of the great tribute paid her by the industry as the outstanding actress of 1935, she does not consider herself a star yet, and remains, to
this day, the most unspoiled girl and the
smartest little blond in Movie-town.

WHAT

IS THE BARRYMORE
TRADITION?

Gladys Hall explains in one of her
most hilarious stories. Read it in
October MOVIE
CLASSIC.
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DENTYNE'S

AN AID TO

BEAUTIFUL

TEETH. Ex-

plorers marvel at the strong, white teeth of savages — their teeth
are kept healthy by foods that require plenty of chewing. Our
soft, civilized foods give teeth and gums too little exercise.
That's why many dentists recommend Dentyne as a daily health
habit. Its firmer consistency invites more vigorous chewing —
keeps mouth tissues firm and healthy ■— teeth sparkling white.

YOU NEVER TIRE OF DENTYNE. Its goodness is inexhaustible — A delicious, aromatic taste that's just indescribably
good! For many discriminating men and women Dentyne is
the only chewing gum. They appreciate its superior quality —
its delightful, lasting flavor — and the smart flat shape of the
package that slips so neatly into pocket or purse (a feature
exclusively Dentyne's).

Keeps teeth white —
mouth healthy

DENTYNE
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Made from the seductive odors of Hawaii's
tropical flowers • HAWAIIAN CARESS is as
new as tomorrow . . . yet as age-old as the
love-wise South Seas. >r Created especially
to make you more alluring. A touch in your
hair ... on your lips . . . you become a woman
desired... a pulse-quickening temptation, jr A
drop lasts all day. At night, a touch more . . .
and the exotic power of HAWAIIAN CARESS
still is yours ... at dawn, ir Comparing with
perfumes costing ten times more, yet
it is sent to you, direct from the blossom-drenched tropics, in a lovely
native-made container for only ONE
DOLLAR. * Discover the secret of
tropical love . . . give yourself a new
power ... an irresistible allure.
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Gene Raymond, Jeanette MacDonald and Mary Brian were among
those present at the recent junior polo matches. Gene and
Jeanette are rumored to be very decidedly "that way" about one
another and Hollywood wonders if wedding bells are in the offing

Send One Dollar TODAY
HAWAIIAN
P. O. Box 3294

EXPORTING
•

CO.

Honolulu, Hawaii
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That Weidler Kid
[Continued from page 34]

TORTURE STOPPED Ut one minute!

For quick relief from the itching of pimples, blotches,
Mrs. Weidler, however, thought differeczema, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin eruptions,
about that.
"Later, dear," she said
apply Dr. Dennis' cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. ! in that ently
quiet, deep voice of hers.
Prescription. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated
skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless — dries fast. Stops
"Well, all right," Virginia agreed, "I'll
the most intense itching instantly. A 3oc trial bottle,
show
instead."
at drug stores, proves it — or money back. Ask for —
So you
we my
wentpets
back
into the living room

D.D.D.
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Make Monet/ Every Week Selling

STAMPED

GOODS

w 24-page catalogue FREE . . . puts you
money -making business. Get stamped
l^o. uis direct from manufacturer — se'I at
1 1 01 1 r*0 profit.
Over table
1 00 cloths,
new items—
■scarves,
pillow cases,
bridge
lsets, towels, aprons, etc., imported linens
I and novelties. Complete instructions for
embroidery free. It's easy. Just write:
MERRIBEE ART EMBROIDERY CO., 22W. 21st. t Dept.150, N.Y.C.

AMATEUR WRITERS-AUTHORS

$135,PRIZES
000

CASH

TF you've ever had ambitions to write — or have written
-*■ short stories, plays, nonaction, etc. — and didn't know
how to market your work, here's just what you need. The
"Writers' Bulletin"! Created purposely for new writers
and authors. Gives authoritative and timely market data.
Clear and concise. Tells what new Literary Contests and
Periodical Prizes are being offered. Lists all conditions,
specifications,
names,
in
cash prizes editors'
this month
aloneetc.
! Over $135,000 offered
••nppi
For a limited time you can get a Free copy
Hfct*
of
Bulletin"
by merely sending
1f ■■■■■■■
your"Writers'
name and
address.
Absolutely no
obligation, and it doesn't cost a penny. Don't wait.
Write today.

U. S. SCHOOL OF WRITING, Dept. J -18
20 W. 60th St.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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and for the next hour I watched a strange
parade — something- . like a circus parade
without the clowns and acrobats.
First came Laddie, fleas and all, with
Virginia herself acting as ring master.
Laddie is a St. Bernard about the size of
: a Shetland pony ... A friendly monster
| who put a paw on each of my shoulders
j with such gusto that I was seated with
; disconcerting suddenness on the davenport.
| Then Laddie thought it would be a good
; idea to lick my face.
"He's — he's a very big dog," I raanj aged to say, between
lickings.
"She isn't a he. She's a she," Virginia
informed me. "She's got a he name because
we didn't know she was a she until after
we'd named her . . ."
Laddie finally made her exit and Peter
Ibbetson was presented. Peter Ibbetson is
also a dog — a Newfoundland a little larger,
if anything, than Laddie. Peter Ibbetson
shook hands, gravely. Then Virginia, not
wanting me to miss anything, rode him
around the living room.
"That's one reason why I wear slacks
all the time," she confided. "I never know
when I'm going to want to take a ride,
and you can't ride properly in girls'
With Peter Ibbetson's exit accomplished
—clothes."
not without mishap; he knocked over a
floor lamp — W. C. Fields and ZaSu Pitts
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were next introduced. Virginia brought
them in on her shoulder. W. C. Fields
and ZaSu Pitts are love birds.
"Love birds are birds that kiss each
other," she explained.
Next came Laurel and Hardy. Laurel
and Hardy are ducks. They wore harnesses
and quacked conversationally. The day
I met them, they were out of sorts, Virginia said, because there was no water in
the patio pool.
The cats came next en trio. They are
Blacky, Snowball and Jean Harlow. Snowball is a platinum blonde as well as Jean
Harlow. Jean Harlow has the best disposition and will eat anything.
Also —
"Jean Harlow might have kittens someday," Virginia told me. "Cats often have
kittens," she added.
Following the cats, Banty made her entrance on a paper pie-plate carried aloft
by Virginia as a waiter might a roasted
chicken. Banty is a chicken, too, but she's
alive.
She's one of Virginia's special pets.
"I like her best because I feel sorry for
her.
fided. She's down-trodden," Virginia con"What
do you mean
'down-trodden'?"
"That
means
the ducks pick on her."
After a few friendly clucks, Banty made
exit
theyour
paper
(incidentally
leave on
it to
ownplate
common
sense as I'll
to
why she was carried on and remained on
the paper plate, although Virginia explained this reason to me — fully).
"And now," Virginia said in climaxic
manner of the true showman, "I'll show
you something really wonderful ! I'll show
you Brownie and Kid!"

But this was not to be. Mrs. Weidler,
who usually believes in allowing her six
children to follow their own inclinations
as long as they aren't detrimental to health
or the polite manners she insists upon,
took a hand.
"Virginia," she said gently but firmly,
"You are NOT going to bring those goats
into the house !"
VIRGINIA looked _ crestfallen, but she
accepted the situation resignedly. "Oh,
all right," she retorted, "but last time, they
didn't eat anything but the corner out of
one sofa pillow . . ."
And so, I wasn't introduced to Brownie
and Kid, after all, and the show was over.
Virginia climbed into a chair, there to sit
with small feet stuck straight out in front
cf her. She listened politely while Mrs.
Weidler and I talked, and answered my
questions, also politely :
"Yes, I have lots of playmates, my three
brothers only a little older than me, and
sometimes my two big sisters. They're getting pretty grown-up, though, to play with
me . . .
"No, I don't play with dolls. Dolls are
for girls who don't have brothers to play
with," pityingly. "I play with my brothers. We give shows. We make things
up and act them out. We charge for 'em,
too. Ten cents for grown-ups and five
cents for kids . . .
"For children," corrected Mrs. Weidler.
" — for children," amended Virginia,
obediently.
"Where would you rather live — here or
the beach?" I inquired.
"At the beach," was the instant answer.
"You see, we can't keep my animals here
anymore."
"You can't?
Why not?"
"The neighbors don't like 'em. The
neighbors say they make too much noise.
They 'specially didn't like the goats. So
we're
taking
There
was them
more all
of away."
this. Conversation
with small Virginia, round-faced, pigtailed, brown eyes serious, being as courteous and grown-up as you please. But
she was getting restive. You could see
it. There were too many projects outside, for her to be interested in a mere
interviewer. After we had exhausted the
subjects of Pop Eye, Mickey Mouse, Little
Orphan Annie, her new roller skates and
the new sail boat which she and her brothers "only helped a little by Daddy" made
at the beach, she began to wriggle openly.
I helped her out.
"Why don't you go ahead, Virginia, and
give Laddie his — her bath?" I suggested.
She obeyed with alacrity, not forgetting,
however, to shake hands. "Goodbye," she
said quaintly, "I'm pleased to meet — I am
pleased
have met
."
Mrs. to
Weidler
had you
been. .smiling,
but as
she turned to me, her eyes were serious.
"Such a little mite to be — supporting the
family," she said, quietly, frankly. "Such
small shoulders, supporting a burden . ._."
"But her brothers — aren't they in pictures, too?" I asked her.
"Yes at intervals. The three boys are
in Shirley Temple's new picture, but it
is Virginia who really carries the load . . ."
"And is it sometimes heavy for her?"
She answered slowly . . . "Sometimes, I
am afraid it is. But she never complains.
She just says to me once in a while on
some set or other, 'Mamma, must I do
this?' "
"But she likes it, doesn't she?" I persisted. "Most children in pictures do."
"Yes, I think she does, perhaps, but I
think, too, she'd rather play in thesand at
the beach, or help her brothers build their
boats or wagons or whatever they're work-

ing on at the time; or mother her pets
. . ." She sighed. "It is a great responsibility to put a child in the movies. Sometimes—I we wonder, my husband and I,
if we should. And yet the money she earns
will buy her more advantages than we
might otherwise be able to give her . . .
"VT'OU
see, before
she became
well
1 known in pictures, we had a hard
time . . . When we first came to America and then to Hollywood, from Germany,
things were all right. My husband is a
builder of miniatures for architects. He
is marvelous at his craft and made plenty
of money. But then the depression came,
not long after Virginia was born, and there
was no work. I tried to help — I am a
musician — but there was little I could do
. . . Yes, we had a very hard time.
"But," she went on, "I guess every cloud
has its silver lining. Because those long,
lean years, kept us very close together
and, moreover, it taught the children a
great lesson, I think. It taught them to
be self reliant and to be pleased with little
things. They had no toys. They had to
make their own. They made dolls out of
spools, boats out of bits of kindling, and
wagons out of boxes. They made scrap
books from old magazines the neighbors
would give them, and stick-horses from
broom sticks. There was no money for
entertainment, so they learned to make their
own.
"And so now, even though there is
more money, they are still content with
simple things. They would rather build
their own sail boat, and did build one,

WORKED WONDERS
FOR HER SKIN!
This advertisement is
based on an actual expe'^' .,
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in an unsolicited letter. Subscribed
and sworn to before me.

not long ago, even though it won't sail
properly, than buy a new one. They would
still rather put on their own shows than
go to most that you pay for. They are
still the happy, healthy, real little things
they
always among
were .them.
. ." I had seen that
Virginia
long before her mother mentioned it.
And beside self-reliance, she also has
a very decided sense of fitness, I learned
from her mother that day. I am referring
to a certain episode which occurred a few
years ago and almost cut off Virginia's
career in pictures before it had really begun. That episode is known in the Weidler
family as the pants episode.
It seems that Virginia, then aged three,
was to play the part of a poor little girl
in a picture — a little girl so poor that she
lacked even a proper assortment of clothing, including panties.
Well, they were all ready to shoot the
scene, when its "star" balked. Virginia
refused to doff her panties.
When the director and her mother insisted, she burst into tears. "I don't want
to," she sobbed. "I'm too big a girl now!"
And that was that. No amount of persuasion or even bribing could change her.
And Mrs. Weidler, wise mother that she
is, didn't insist.
"Such a proceeding apparently outraged
some deep-seated sense of propriety, in the
child," she explained. "I felt I should re"What finally happened?" I asked.
"Shespect it."
lost the part." The answer was
quiet, matter-of-fact. That is the kind of
mother Virginia Weidler has.
Before I left that day, Mrs. Weidler
took me out to the backyard to see the
children's new swing. Wc found Virginia
currying Laddie, using what her mother
recognized as her sister's hair brush.
"Heavens,
what will Sylvia say?" Mrs.
Weidler
exclaimed.
Virginia was matter-of-fact. "Well, she
won't
say anything less'n you tell her," she
remarked.
And kept on brushing.
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Roses for Garbo
[Continued from page 40]

chaser was to pick up on his way home
from the studio. "I have just one dozen
more and they are perfect."
He brought out the box, beautifully arranged upon a soft bed of maidenhair.
"Ah ! They are lovely. Yes, they will do.
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May
SheI write
sat at a acard?"
small desk in the corner,
while he went back to put the not-quite-soperfect-roses into the box to be called for.
While she sat at the desk, her back was
to me. I did not think she was even conscious of my presence. Apparently she
was. Speaking, without even turning her
head, the words flung casually over her
shoulder, she said addressing me :
"How do you spell ZURUCK? Kehre
zuruck
zu mirf"
"Z-u-r-uc-k" I answered, then paused
dumbfounded. How did she know I spoke
German ? She had never seen me before, and
distinctly I do not look Teutonic. It must
have been her experience that most Americans were wholly deficient in languages.
Was the woman psychic?
I HAD no time for further speculation.
The Florist returned, note book in hand.
"Name and address please."
"Oh no, I take them," she answered
quickly, and, as if reading her mind, her
chauffeur entered, was given the box and
went out with it under his arm.
The greatest Lady of the Screen paid her
bill and left us. But my mind followed her.
There was something distinctly personal
about the purchase, the sort of thing that
comes The
only careful
from the
depth of
of the
a woman's
heart.
selection
flowers,
the loving, minute examination of each
petal. She cared enough to come herself,
not to 'phone or to send. She cared enough
to carry the same flowers — red, vital,
vibrant with passion, to someone on a departing steamer. To leave those roses, and
possibly her heart (who knows?) with
some foreigner leaving for far-off shores.
A Russian, having only the language of
German between them?
A German?
Kehre zuruck zu mir — Come back to
me !
My normally uncurious mind burned with
a desire to know. Hurriedly I snatched up
the evening newspaper and hunted for
steamers departing.
It was while I was thus engaged that the
florist returned, after seeing Garbo to her
car, and found me. "It's not done" he said,
taking the paper out of my hand. "And now,
how
Hisabout
rebukedinner
for ?"
my curiosity was deeper

wake up some sleepy Jap gardeners and see
if they have anything that even resembles
He tiger
hurried
me into my coat and out to
white
lilies."
the waiting car. It was raining. Pouring,
to be accurate. I was in a bad mood. Garbo
was, to my mind, a magnificent artist and
I was delighted that somebody wanted to
send her tiger lilies. But why did it have
to be just tonight? My friend, as intuitional
as a woman, sensed my mood.
"Some awfully amusing and interesting
things have happened in that little shop
..." he said. "Some sad things too. Funny
business this ! You get to know people so
well, know such intimate things . . . their
quarrels — when they make up they always
come back to me — their courtships . . . !
There her
was name
one actress,
a while
know
if I could
think back,
of it,you'd
was
expecting a baby. I made a little twelve
inch cradle of pink flowers the day it was
born." He paused. When he continued a
new
notelater
crept
into his
voice.
"Butof awhite
few
months
I made
a little
cross
rosebuds — when it died.
(<T3 UT it's not often that sad things hap-LJ pen in a florist's career. They're
usually gay — engagements, birthdays, parties . . . the prettiest job I ever did was
when
decorated
B. Mayer's
MonicaI beach
houseLouis
for the
party he Santa
gave
when Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg
announced their engagement. And the funniest was on sent
Maryher Pickford's
Bebe Daniels
a beautifulbirthday.
basket.
For some reason she wanted it filled with
GREEN chrysanthemums. Since God didn't
grow them and Luther Burbank hadn't
evolved them she wondered if I couldn't
do some thing about it. I did. But I'm
afraid after those 'mums had been in water

than casual words implied.
"Good" I said.
Now it is going to be difficult to make
you believe what happened. It sounds like
fiction and none too good fiction, at that !
For Garbo had no more than left the
little shop when the 'phone rang and a
well known voice said : "I want five dozen
tiger lilies — WHITE — for Greta Garbo to
be Five
delivered
dozen tonight."
! Great Scott ! There probably
weren't that many in all Los Angeles.
Florists are expected to shake things out
of their sleeves. And an order for Garbo
was like an Imperial Edict : a command,
not a request. Those five dozen white
Tigers must be had if the shop had to grow
them.
My friend apologized, still smiling, and
reached for my coat.
"Dinner?" I asked. "Then where are we
"To the end of the world if need be, to
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a while the paint ran OUT of their stems
just as I had run it IN.
"Such a lot of wonderful friends as I've
had, such interesting people. When little
Mabel Norman was ill and dying Lew Cody
used for
to buy
almost
a' whole
shopdidevery
day
her.outMrs.
Leslie
Carter
too.
Dear me ! It makes me sad when I think
how many of them have gone ! Paul Bern,
who always wanted yellow roses for his
friends. Ernest Torrence — one of the finest
men who ever lived — Lillian Tashman — and
that young girl — Dorothy Dell — who was
killed in the auto accident. She used to
send flowers to a lot of people who were
ill and poor, and always managed to tuck
a check into the corner of the box.

— ^

WITH

A FEW

STIRS

Twcfject Alauamtau e!

"Do you know what I did once? I played
Cupid. A scenario writer — a nice lad — used
to send Lila Lee a gardenia each day. They
were awfully in love with each other. Then
they quarreled. Each wanted to make up.
But they were both proud. Do you know
what I did?"
"Sure. You started sending gardenias
again."
By this time we had gone through the
city of Los Angeles and were in the outskirts where the Japanese farmers live. It
certainly WAS country ! Long stretches of
cultivated land, while here and there, separated by great distance, a tiny light flickered in a small house. After a few feet the
paved road stopped. From here on was
dirt. Dirt? No. MUD. Squdgy, slushy
mud, lying in thick furrows a foot high.
The car hit one of these furrows and did
something" that makes a corkscrew look
straight.
I gulped and closed my eyes.
"You're making a noble effort," he commented. "And that reminds me of a little
office boy at Metro Goldwyn's who made
a noble effort, too. He was crazy about
Joan Crawford.
"One day
into in
the the
shopworld
with and
five
dollars.
All hehecame
owned
with it he wanted to buy her an orchid.
But he swore
Now isn't THAT devotic
me to secrecy first that his Father would
never find out."
"People never find out anything from us,"
he went on. "But how they DO try. A
Director's wife tried hard once. Her husband wasn't what you would call "a model
husband." But since I've met the wife I
withhold criticism. He was a nice likeable
chap but fickle. It used to amuse me that
I could always tell from his orders the
exact status of his love affairs. New girl —
big order. Conquest — huge order.
"Then after a bit, a new name and address and the circle would begin all over
again. Let's say his name was John Smith
(It wasn't). One day he brought in a puppy,
a cute little son-of-a-gun, that he wanted
placed in a basket of flowers to go to a —
let us call her Miss Brown. Evidently
Smith's wife was suspicious of this girl
for the next day a lady came into the shop:
"I'm Miss Brown," she said (I had a
hunch that she was lying!). I just received
some flowers from your store but there was
no card in them. Were thev by any chance
from Mr. Smith?" I told her that the
gentleman who had sent the flowers had
left no name — and we knew our cash customers by sight only. So she went away
none the wiser. It was poor old Smith's
"
wife
He paused, expecting me to make a comment. But I couldn't. I was growing numb.
Seeing my dejection, he tried to cheer
me on.
"My honor is at stake," he said mockingly. "I am a florist, remember. So, allons
man enfante ...
for the great Garbo !"
The magic name did the work! And the
weary ride continued. But it ended in
victory and five dozen white tiger lilies
for Garbo !
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You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you
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Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
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Here's a new way to fade out freckles
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I Have No Regrets
[Continued from page 31]

much easier.' I'm glad my Dad was an
honest-to-God business man, with his head
in the evening paper and his feet on the

make
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ground, in carpet slippers. I'm glad he
thought that actors were something ordinary folks go to see like you go to see the
animals
theIsadora
Zoo. I'm
glad dance
I wasn't
taken to atsee
Duncan
or
taught to recite 'Hamlet' on a mound of
daisies. Imagine," grunted Spence, "me as
one of the Meglin Kiddies !
"For I really believe that it's the Irish,
motor-truck heritage of mine that gives me
whatever stability I have. I believe it's
that brash, plain-folks background of mine
that yanked me off the dizzy merry-goround I climbed onto here a year or so ago
— yanked me off just in the nick of time,
too. Yes ma'am, whatever success I may
have achieved and whatever success I may
continue to achieve will be five per cent
ability and ninety-five per cent good, downto-earth background.
"A/TY
F0LKS
kept their feet on the
iVx ground. My mother is of AmericanColonial descent. She has innate honesty
and a swell sense of humor. It wouldn't
have occurred to either my mother or my
dad to slacken on their job — their job
of being married and being parents. They
worked hard and they paid their bills and
they went to church and they brought their
children up in the way that children should
go — and whenever I've lost that way," said
Spencer, his blue eyes level under his brows,
"whenever I've lost that way, I've found
it again because they blazed the straight
trail for me. It was their early training
that took me by the nape of my neck and
licked me into shape again as my Dad
licked me into shape for my misdemeanors
when I was a kid. Old-fashioned, they'd
be called. Yeah, well let me tell you and
you tell the world for me that the oldfashioned way is best.
"I'm glad I went to a common school. It
didn't give me any highkerflutin' ideas.
you didn't
me, 'Too
haveof said
People
go
to one
the toswanky
prepbadschools,
you
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would have made the 'right contacts' earlier
— you would have met the sons of influential
men. They could have helped you. Yeah, but
I did make the right contacts. For me.
I play rugged, down-to-the-earth men on
the screen. I play 'em honestly, anyway,
because I know these men. I was raised with
'em and with their sons. Kids who had to
work for a living, cutting peoples] lawns,
shovelling snow and selling magazine subscriptions to get money enough for lunch
and shows.
"I don't even regret playing hooky the
way I often did. So I could sneak off and
play with the kids on the wrong side of the
tracks. They taught me, early in life, that
it's what a fellow is that counts — not what
he has nor where he lives nor what his old
man does for a living. I take men as I find
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them, anot
where
I find
themfor— and
been
damn
sight
richer
it. my life's
"I didn't want to go to high school. That
was the stage when I wanted to become a
business man and no time lost. Later, I
wanted to be a doctor. Well, I went to high
school and to college, too, for two years
and I don't regret that, either. For I learned
two things — one that I didn't want to be a
business man and two, that I couldn't be
a doctor. Too dumb," laughed Spencer,
"those Latin prescriptions and four-syllable
words would have got me down.
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"But, because I wanted to become a doctor and couldn't," Spencer said gravely, "I
realized how vitally important the old
medicine men really are. I got to thinking
about it, you see, and about them and
about all they do for suffering people—"
I saw. And I knew that Spencer hadn't
only "thought about it." For right now
there is a clever lad going through medical
school at McGill University and when he
is graduated with an M.D. in front of his
name it will be Spencer's money, if not
Spencer's hand, back of the knife and writing the Latin prescriptions.
"I don't even regret my Irish map,"
grinned Spencer, rubbing the stubble on his
chin unconcernedly, "sometimes, of course,
when I get a look in the mirror, Clark
Gable's good looking mug or Bob Montgomery's slick pan rise up and stand beside
me and — well, the comparison is such that
I wonder where the fairies were at my
christening ! And then I squelch that regret,
too. I realize that if I had been born with
a handsome frontpiece I might have got
bit with the stage bug too early in life. I
might have been successful too early and
then I'd have been on the merry-go-round
for fair — and I might have stayed on until
I was pushed off.
«<TT'S just as well the way it is. For I
A never thought of becoming an actor
when I was a kid. What I saw in the mirror
even then didn't put any ideas like that
in my
head. Iidol
didn't
exactly
as
a matinee
fighting
my figure
way outmyself
of a
lot of mash notes. And then, when the early
movies began and Wally Reid and Francis
X. Bushman and Valentino were the raves
— well, how d'you think I felt then ?
"So," said Spence, going into the pistachio
ice-cream which, horridly, followed the
onion sandwich on the Tracy menu, "so, I
went to high school for three years and
then the World War came along and beckoned to me. I tried to join the Marines
and see the world but was rejected because
I was under eighteen. And I couldn't tell
the
recruiting
officer
lie. I've
a lot
of bad
mistakes
and a have
manymade
a black
mark against my name but telling lies is
not among 'em. Anyway, the United States
Navy accepted me and I fought the war
at Norfolk, Virginia . . .
"After the war and with a pension of
$30.00 a month in my jeans I finished school
at Marquette Academy and then attended
the Northwestern Military Academy where
I learned that I certainly had no regrets
about not joining the Infantry! Then two
years at Ripon College at Ripon, Wisconsin,
and that's where I joined the debating team.
That's where I laid heavy hands on the
school dramatics and got infected with the
thespian tic and never recovered.
"Regret being an actor? I should say
not ! Where else, in what other line of work
could able
I give
my him,
son the
advantages
I've
been
to give
thanks
to actoring?
The doctors I've taken him to, the schools,
the ranch life, the swimming pool, the polo
ponies . . . why, say, all I have to do is
take a look at that happy, healthy kid to
squash any regret ever likely to sprout. _
"I don't regret starvation days back in
New York, either. I feel sorry for those
actors who were born with silver spoons_ in
their mouths. I'm glad I did some starving
on park benches — think what it has given
me to talk about ! Made me 'good copy' for
years — that's what. See, I'd talked my Dad

Cliff Henderson, director of the
National Air Races to be held in
Los Angeles in September, explains to Marian Marsh, one of
the movie
colony's
newest
pilots,
how
the races
will be
conducted

" AND I wouldn't really have understood
-t-*- and valued Louise as I do if it had
not been for Johnny. He was the unconscious means of revealing his mother to his
father, unforgettably, in such a true and
tender light that the image was etched
with acid into my brain and heart ... so
ineradicably that it could never be effaced
by any other image — not for very long. You
see, Louise knew that Johnny didn't hear
when he was a tiny baby. I didn't know
anything was the matter with him. Manlike, I didn't know anything about babies
at all. But she knew it— and she didn't tell
me for six months. She didn't tell me because I was having a tough struggle and
she didn't want to add to my worries. That's
sportsmanship, that is," said Spencer.
"And I think, too, that Johnny may be
a surgeon when he grows up. His sense of
touch, his sense of sight are so keen, so
alert that he could well qualify as a surgeon
— the surgeon his Dad once- wanted to be.
"See what I mean?" asked Spencer, "see
what I'm getting at? How, out of things
that might be bitter regrets, you can build
things to be grateful for?
"And then, after awhile" — and Spencer's
eyes held the shamed look of the small boy
in the jam closet — "a year or so ago I went
on the merry-go-round I've mentioned. I
stayed away from home for a year. I did
things most wives would never forgive
their husbands for, or, if they did forgive
them, would never let them forget for one
nagging moment that they had been forgiven. Louise could have made havoc of
my whole life, personal, professional, children, career, everything . . . She could
have shot the ground from under my feet —
and how! But she didn't. She knew, I guess,
that I had lost my perspective. She knew,
she must have known that I was doing
the crazy things most men do at one time
or another in their all-too-human lives.
She must have realized, bless her, that
only those who lose their lives find them.
"I don't know for a fact what she
thought in those mad days. I don't know
what she realized or did not realize. Because she has never mentioned that year
to me. If she has forgiven me, and of
course she has or I wouldn't be home again,
she hasn't worn that forgiveness, as a virtue around her neck. She hasn't been
'noble' about it. She hasn't taken advantage of the situation by making little references to that year, giving me sly little digs.
Never by word or inference has anything
been said or done or implied.
"So, I can't even regret that mistaken
year. Because if it were not for that I
wouldn't have had my blind eyes opened
as they are open now. By teaching me
what I don't want in life, my mistakes have
taught me what I do want. Because I so
nearly lost my wife and my children and
my home I now love them and appreciate
them as I would never have done without
that lesson.
"I'm more than in love with them all
now — I'm grateful.
"Well," said Spencer, "I've got to go
home now and ride with the kids. I've
tried to be completely honest. I hope, and
no fooling, that what I've said will mean
something to the people who may read it.

out of tuition fees for the American
Academy of Dramatic Art and then I
figured I could eat and sleep on my $30.00
a month. Well I usually ate pretzels and
rice and drank water for the last two weeks
of every month. And once I missed eight
meals in a row and then I decided that
something would have to be done about it
and I got a $15.00 a week job with the
Theatre
Guild production of R.U.R.
"I don't regret anything about those
lean, early days. The days when Louise
and I were first married and had to stretch
ends to make them meet. I didn't realize it
then — but I know now that stretching those
ends and making them meet made our hearts
and souls meet, too, with the kind of
coming together that there is no severing,
not really, not for long . . .
"Then came Johnny — and naturally, my
most profound pride, my deepest happiness
in life, is in the hands of my son Johnny.
You might easily suppose that he would
be my deepest sorrow, my one great regret— because he doesn't hear. We could
make a regret of it, of course, Johnny and
Louise and I. But zve don't. For the grief
and regret of the first discovery of his
great handicap has turned into pride. Pride
because he is such a man, such a sport in
spite of it, or perhaps because of it.
"Why, regret . . ." and Spencer's voice
was roughly, deeply tender as it always is
when he mentions, however casually, his
beloved only son, "regret — nothing! Why,
I wouldn't know what things are all about
if it were not for Johnny. He's taught me
the most poignant lessons in my whole life.
That year — that year when I was away
from home, on the merry-go-round — it
We
havethings
thingswheh
to regret.
We've
was Johnny zvho brought me home. It was
done all
those
we ought
not all
to
Johnny who made me realize the great
have
done.
But
don't
sit
around
whining
things I was losing, the little I was gaining.
and moping and regretting — If a fellow
By saying fo me one morning when I had breaks his back or strains his heart he takes
a stiff dose of medicine of some kind and
gone in to see them . . . 'Dad, I want you
tries to build the injuries to something
to take me to school this morning. You
see, a girl belongs with her mother but a stronger and sounder than ever before.
boy belongs with his Dad.' . . . Sure, sure
Well, mistakes, sins, call 'em what you will,
a boy belongs with his Dad, you bet . . ." are injuries, too. Mend 'em. Make 'em
and Spencer laughed, a little shakily, and work for you. Climb up on top of them and
passed his big hand over his darkened eyes use them for props. Quit regretting and
. . . "vou bet," he said.
repining and start living — it can be done."
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"They're wild, crazy, deliciously insane,"
she continued. "It's the maddest picture
I ever worked in, and I love it ! Everybody here is a specialist in his or her type
of madness — and with the guiding genius

Y. M. C. room,
A. gymnasium,
or a chorus girls'
dressing
or the left wing
of an insane
asylum, than a respectable movie production.
And LaCava egged them on ; for he was
filming the screwiest family on earth, and
he couldn't do better than jot down the
re-actions of the irresponsible group before
him and then turn their antics into sequences of his story.
Each morning the day's dialogue was
re-written, inspired by the players who
were_ literally living their parts. They had
to
"live" those parts to keep pace with one
another.

up
again.
And here's
Hollywood's
famous
goofiness
is going once
to pay
dividends.

A frank account of life on
the motion picture sets,
amusingly related by one
of the Hollywood mob,
in

$25-535

gags for a chance to happen. "They're
the screwiest gang I ever saw," laughed
Carole Lombard, who, as though Fate
wanted to share in the joke, is co-starred
in My Man Godfrey with her ex-husband,
William Powell.

of Gregory LaCava for inspiration, they're
out-doing themselves. Any time they let
down, the keen finger of his wit stirs them

Extra Girl

I MAKE

[Continued from page 35]

Of course, Greg doesn't always know
just what is coming next: because from
Bill Powell's straight-faced, sharp edged
kidding; Alan Mowbray's insidious wit;
Gene Pallette's playfulness ; Alice Brady's
Alice-Bradyishness ; and Mischa Auer's
clowning and imitations anything is liable
to happen. And, knowing that, you realize
you have to keep on your toes.
Add to that the wild practical jokes of
the Queen Bee of Comedy, Carole Lombard, and anything is liable to happen.
"Look !" suddenly cried Carole gleefully, "there's a sample of what we have
here from morning till night. Just watch
Eugene Pallette and Alan Mowbray
were moving toward the group in front of
the
camera. Everyone in the scene was in
them."
his place ; lights were blazing and the
camera was in focus. Yet Mowbray edged
toward the group in a sort of shoe-sliding
glide, while Pallette waddled in from a
different angle.
"All right," called Director LaCava
from the canvas chair in which he was
comfortably
sprawled,
"let's the
try it."
But Pallette
had reached
group, in
the center of which stood Alice Brady.
Quickly he leaned over and whispered into
her ear.
<<XJO !" she cried violently, jerking away.
-L^l "Get out, or you'll make me say it!"
She clapped her hands over her ears. She
had dodged away from her plump annoyer.
But Mowbray's cupid-bow lips were now
whispering over her shoulder.
"No — No — Go Away ! That's plain
mean ! You know I'll say it— " and as
Mischa Auer added his insidious mutterings, she gave a shriek and dashed away
from the camera, headed for the far end of
the stage.
"Every time she gets a difficult line to
read," laughed Carole, "they whisper
tongue-twisters at her. 'She sells sea shells
by the sea shore.' They've made her say
the wildest things. Heavens knows the
lines are crazy enough anyhow, without
those imps twisting them around.
"You know the story of the picture, of
course : how two sisters find an ex-manabout-town in a hobo camp and bring him
home to the screwiest family in the world,
making him their butler. The whole thing
is wild and crazy in itself, but with these
nuts adding their bit, and LaCava rewriting script to suit their goofiness, it's
The players in this picture claim the
parts fit them like gloves, and never was
a riot."
there
a wilder, more hilarious troupe cast
to a movie. Every instant something wild
was going on — and the stage rang with
their laughter. It sounded
more
like a
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TN order to get the "feel" of his part,
A Bill. Powell studied his own butler for
days. So closely did he watch him, and so
persistently did he dog him about the house,
that Bill's butler began to have serious
doubts regarding- his boss. But with each
passing day, though his man became increasingly suspicious, Bill grew more and
more butler-like.
"It's true I'm living the part of 'Godfrey'
off the screen as well as on," said Bill
Powell, "and that my butler has grown
to be a new man to me since I've been
studying him to learn butlerage — for although 'Godfrey' in the picture was a
gentleman, he could buttle as buttling
should be buttled. He was a much smarter
fellow
I, and didn't have to follow his
butler than
around the house watching him,
until the poor fellow felt that his employer
was out to steal his job. Godfrey was an
observing lad, and had unconsciously assimilated the needed knowledge. He knew
his
self. man better than his man knew him-

"Although my butler has been
me for years, I realize now that
ice.
saw him_ clearly before; never
how he did things or his manner

serving
I never
noticed
of serv-

_ "But now," and Bill waved his hand
airily, "I could qualify in the most exactHowever, Bill Powell was not one up on
ing family."
his ex-mate, Carole Lombard, in the matter of living the part he plays in this
picture. For Carole has gone to even
greater lengths, and, according to Fieldsie,
her_ secretary and pal, she had apparently
decided she zvas the somewhat goofy younger Bullock sister, Irene.
All the while she was away from the
studio she continually put herself in
Irene's place, trying to think as Irene
would think, and do as Irene would do.
If she happened to be shopping, she would
imagine she was Irene and was likely to
come back with the same sort of wild purchases Irene would make.
At home, she was constantly asking
Fieldsie if she thought Irene would do this,
or if Irene would like that — and how Irene
would re-act to such and such a thing. She
was as delighted as a child with a new
toy when she discovered how she could
make Irene do something she felt the flesh
and blood daughter of the Bullock family
would do, and when she found some "business" that could go "on the cuff" and come
out in the final picture.
Every member of this amazing cast was
struggling to hold up his or her end, and
not be submerged by the performance of
the others. So, while every player combed
his brains and his memory for ways to
bring deviltry and fun
the set, each

had his own worrying and plugging to do
the instant he was alone — and each daily
brought to Director LaCava his ideas and
his quota of dialogue.
Each noon each member of the cast gave
up half his luncheon period so that he might
attend the "rushes" of the preceding day's
"take" — and offer his suggestions for the
"cuff".
So thoroughly was it known throughout
Hollywood that this picture was being shot
"from the cuff" — that it was being rewritten, day by day, according to the reactions of the Bullock family there on the
sound stage, that the original authors
sent a shirt cuff to Director LaCava, on
which was inscribed :
Picture No. 778
MY MAN GODFREY
Screen Play by Morrie Ryskind, Eric
Hatch,
Gregory
LaCava.
FINAL SHOOTING SCRIPT
4/30/36
O.K.'d by Sherry-The-Poo.
For two days it remained tacked on the
top of Lombard's dressing table mirror on
the set. Then it disappeared, for it could
not long hold attention in this madhouse.
But in spite of the wild things being
done there daily, everyone felt that the
climax of this hilarious gagfest would
come when Bill Powell put Carole Lombard under the shower, as the script demanded. For two weeks preceding the
shooting of this scene the entire cast, and

every worker on the set, was looking forward to it. For this, they all admitted,
be something.

would

"I think you need a bath, Carole dear,"
gently murmured Bill to her the day they
learned this scene was to come.
"And you're going to give it to me, eh?"
challenged Carole, her head thrown back,
and a wild light in her eyes.
"As your man Godfrey, that seems to
be one of my more pleasant duties. A bath
in a nice cold shower, with all those pretty
clothes
on." Carole's eyes sparkled. "Uh
Suddenly
huh," she agreed, "That will be nice — our
taking a bath together. And with all your
nice clothes on, too. Oh, I'll ruffle your
This bath,
dignity,
baby."in which most of the players,
Gregory LaCava and even some of the
grips managed to participate due to the
pranks of the various members of the cast,
was a fitting climax to a wild picture of a
mad family. The set absolutely took on the
appearance of one of those old Keystone
slapstick comedies, even to the last day
when Carole gave a party to the entire
assembly.
But how was a picture ever filmed
under such circumstances?
MOOD
was what LaCava was striving
for. The mood of that strange, screwy
family, and even the mad imitation of a
gorilla that Mischa Auer put on, and the
wild stories of Eugene Pallette, were grist
to his mill. His picture is of a family off
balance — off center, as he calls it. He
wanted his cast to throw off all restraint,
just as the Bullock family did.
So, though a pianist was kept on the set
to play whenever actual shooting or rehearsing was not in progress, another piano
was kept close by so that anyone who felt
in the mood could sit down and strum on
that, and when anybody felt like singing,
he could sing.
In fact, LaCava encouraged anything
that anyone wanted to do. That is, anything but being late.
One morning Alice Brady was late. In
her naive way, she sent an enormous box
of pansies to LaCava, to be delivered before her arrival on the stage. She had
phoned her florist and told him she wanted
five dollars worth of pansies.
"Will five dollars worth be a lot of
pansies?" she asked. "Because I want an
Whenlot."the pansies arrived, instead of
awful
being delivered to LaCava as a gift to
him, they were delivered in such a way
he thought they were for Alice, merely in
his care.
So he very carefully penned a little
note to the box and sent it on into her
dressing room.
"Alice, dear," he wrote, "the next time
you're late you'll be wearing these on

Ethel Shutta, famous singer of night
club and cinema fame, greets Malibu's sun and surf like a nature worshipper of old. In private life she is
Mrs. George Olsen, wife of the
noted orchest/a leader. Their beach
home

is one of Malibu's show

places

When Alice arrived she explained they
chest."
your for
were
the dear director. In another ten
minutes every player, every grip, every
cameraman, every maid and every laborer
on the set had bunches of pansies pinned
to their breasts, for there were about
forty dozen pansies to go around.
Eugene Pallette formed the habit of
bringing hot tamalies on the set and passing
them around. So every afternoon, they
would go up to him for their tamalies.
One day when Gene wasn't working, Alice
Brady raised such a cry that he actually
had to come out to the studio and bring
her tamalies.
That really didn't make any difference,
however, as it was extremely difficult for
any of the players to stay away from the
fun, even when not working.
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Stage Struck

[Continued from page 46]

winner. The Nervous Wreck and The
Great Gatsby, young Davis refuses to blame
his ambitions on his theatrical background.
According to his story, even had Davis,
Sr. been "doctor, lawyer, or Indian chief,"
Davis, Jr. would still have wanted to go
on the stage.

i NO

bRues

The youngster made his "debut" in the
complicated role of actor-producer-playwright at the advanced age of seven. The
production must have been, in the Hollywood phrase, colossal.
"I called it, for no particular reason,
Vive la France," Owen said with a grin.
"I played the heroic part of a wounded
soldier, elaborate bandages decorating my
right arm. Too late I remembered that
I must salute when the national anthem
(the grand finale) was played. With a
stage presence I have yet to re-achieve,
I slipped the bandages onto my left arm,
executing a salute that — well, it had en-

t
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SAFE Food Method, SLENDRETS! No dangerous dinitrophenol, no thyroid ... in fact, NO
DRUGS whatsoever! SLENDRETS are not laxative. Best of all, they look and taste just like
delicious candy I Why not try this SAFE and
pleasant Food Method? It costs so little.

READ HOW OTHERS

LOST FAT:

*"I reduced 48 lbs., look 10 years younger,"
writes Mrs. Sims, Iowa. "Can now wear stylish
clothes," writes Mrs. Sanda, of Pennsylvania.
"36 lbs. of fat gone. Never felt better," writes
L. A., New York. Miss Goodrow of Connecticut
writes: "I reduced 17 lbs. in 4 weeks! No discomfort, and they left my flesh firm and solid."
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A year later, the boy joined his first
thusiasm."
professional company, though he had nothing to do with the production and never
appeared before the footlights. "I was
mascot," he admits cheerfully. "My family had to be abroad that season, so I was
temporarily adopted by Alice Brady. She
was traveling with the company, playing
Forever After, one of father's plays, and
I went along. Every night of that tour
Miss Brady would make me up as though
I had a part in the production. The call
boy summoned me with the rest of the
company and I took my place in the wings
where I stayed until the final curtain. I
knew every line and move in that play —
a sort of pint-sized understudy who could
have
part who
without
notice!"doubt
Theplayed
only any
person
expressed
about Owen's theatrical ambitions was his
mother. From the time he could walk
the youngster was always backstage at
his father's productions. And when Father had nothing running on Broadway
— practically an unheard-of occurrence —
Owen knew someone who had. So Mrs.
Davis voiced the opinion that he should
learn something beside Theater — with a
capital T. But Davis, Sr., who knew what
it meant to be stage-struck, thought his
offspring should see it all while still a
kid. Then, when (not if, please note)
he entered the profession, he would know
what he was doing.

AT ANY rate, possibly because of Mrs.
Davis' mild objections, Owen entered
the Choate School in Connecticut when
he was eleven, remaining there until he
wTas old enough to enter Yale. But it took
more than Choate to derail a single-tracked
mind like Owen's. He became the Academy's Public Enemy No. 1 when it came
to discovering excuses, legitimate and
otherwise, for trips to New York. For in
New York there were Plays, and these
plays he had to see.
"I soon discovered that breaking things
got me off to go to the . . . er . . . doctor," he explained. "Breaking a nose was
best, for broken noses, real or otherwise,
are only a slight inconvenience. They leave
you able to travel, but they do have to
be set. As our family physician was in
New York . . . "he finished that sentence
with a gesture. "They caught up with
me eventually," he added sadly.
t"
enoughAt "straigh
Yale was
One nyearforof young
the end
Davis.
educatio
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of his freshman year he transferred to the
George Pierce Baker school of dramatic
art at the same institution. About this
time he also became interested in boxing
and was elected captain of the university
team. And here, ironically enough, the
broken nose gag of his younger school day9
caught up with him. It seems that boxers
at Yale don't "pull their punches" and
Owen's nose was broken repeatedly. Eventually his instructors in the drama informed
him that, unless he was deliberately developing a face enabling him to play
smashed-in
gangsters
ex-pugilists, he'd
better
take up
a milderandsport.
AFTER Yale came the American Acad-tV emy of Dramatic Arts. Because of his
work there he earned his first professional
role — juvenile lead in the Chicago company
of The Barker. His life-long ambition had
been achieved. Owen Davis, Jr., was on
the professional stage ! Other engagements followed rapidly and in 1930 he decided to try Hollywood. His first film
was All Quiet on the Western Front. Two
other screen roles followed ; but the lure
of the footlights was too strong. Back
he went to play both on Broadway and
in summer stock. Among other things
he played 100 roles in five summers at
the famous -Lakewood Theater in Skowhegan, Maine. His great performances
there were too much for RKO. They
coaxed him into making tests, waved a
contract under his nose and brought him
back to Hollywood.
The Powers-That-Be feel that his fivefeet-ten of attractive personality and ability should prove quite useful at the box
office. Neither are they overlooking the
mop of dark, curly hair, grey eyes, cheerful grin and the suggestion of dimples
when he laughs. But even the PowersThat-Be have learned never, never to mention those dimples. They want Owen to
keep
rightstages
on wanting
— sound
at RKO.to "go on the stage"
Only once in his entire career has the
junior Davis devoutly wished that, instead
of acting, he had taken up ditch digging
or asylum keeping or even paper-doll-cutter-outing. This was on the occasion of
his return, as the juvenile in a professional
company, to New Haven where both
Choate and Yale are located. Unfortunately for him the play was The Barker,
a vivid,
show life.unexpurgated story of the sideOne of his former teachers, famous for
his strict ideas, asked Owen to reserve
seats for himself and wife. Young Davis,
with an eye to a certain love scene he
played with the star, did a beautiful piece
of stalling. According to his story the
play was sold out for weeks.
"So what happened? So on the opening
night there they were in the center of the
front row!" Owen related. "I explained
the situation to the lead and begged her
to play that scene 'easy'. But I must have
missed a wicked twinkle in her eye," he
said ruefully, "for when that scene came
around — well, I'll leave it to your imagination ! So, as I expected, those two came
backstage that night — but what they wanted
was an introduction to the star ! Very
much the chastened schoolboy I did the
The name of the star? Oh . . Claudette Colbert. You see, she's always had
an active sense of humor.
honors."
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Shearer's First Romeo
[Continued from page 30]
Budget Control

stance Collier saw it happen.
They chose Miss Collier to help Norma
Shearer with the Juliet role because of her
own success as Juliet, on the stage, long
before talking pictures aspired to such an
achievement.
She told me about that first afternoon.
"I remember," she said, "that a fire
burned on the hearth. I sat waiting on one
of the yellow satin divans before it, listening
to a radio, somewhere, playing a modern
tune. Then Norma welcomed me. Yes, she
wore pajamas, trim, svelte, ultra-chic.
They began to read, or Miss Collier did,
impersonating first one character and then
the other in the early scenes of the play.
Then came Juliet's "entrance." Hesitatingly, afraid, Norma voiced her first lines.
"Do you think I shall EVER be able to
play Juliet?" she cried. "She seems so
different
; so stilted
to meto !"whom the lines
But Constance
Collier,
of Shakespeare also had seemed difficult
once upon a time, reassured her.
"Yes, my dear, you will," she said,
quietly. "You are an ideal Juliet.
"And I meant it," Miss Collier said to
me later. "The very first time I heard that
Norma Shearer was to play Juliet, I experienced a strange and unusual sense of satisfaction.
"It was almost as if some hitherto incomplete situation in my own consciousness
had at last been finished ..."
So, thus reassured, Norma read on that
fall afternoon until darkness had come like
a thick pall from the sea, and the servants
had drawn the shades and turned on the
lights.ofThey
didn't
They didn't
think
gestures
norstudy.
intonations.
They
didn't try to memorize lines. They just
read them and discussed their meaning.
They groped for the feci of this most beautiful of love stories . . .
"I remember Norma standing in the
doorway as I left," she said, "a slim, pajama-ed figure, her hair in smart curls —
a very,
very afternoon,
modern Juliet
— then
. . ."went
The next
Miss
Collier
again to the Thalberg home on
Monica beach. And the next . .
next. For four or five days a
more than two months before
hearsals began at M-G-M
this

the Santa
. And the
week, for
even rewent on.

she didn't
time, Collier
t that
BUT
was
Constance
mind you.
study,throughou
very positive in telling me that. They just
read the play and talked about it . . . And
stozvly, but surely, Norma Shearer changed
into another being.
"At first, this change was scarcely perceptible," Miss Collier told me. "But as
time went on, it became more and more
apparent.
It suddenly
began with
coiffeur. She
partedNorma's
her hairnewin
the middle, and let it fall softly around her
shoulders.
"A 'Juliet bob,' you ask? Perhaps, but
somehow, we didn't call it that. 'Bob' is a
twentieth century word. But call it what
you will, it is symbolical of the metamorphosis that was taking place.
"After a few days, she discarded her
pajamas — those smart, modern pajamas —
and began to wear long, flowing things.
"We were contemplating the great balcony scene, by then. I would read Romeo's
lines, of course, but I am sure neither of
us was conscio'js of an incongruity. We
weren't in the Thalberg beach house, then.
We were in that walled garden of the Capulets, speaking immortal words of love —

'

"But soft! what light through yonder window break s?
It is the East, and Juliet is the sun.
Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon,
Who is already sick and pale with grief
That thou, her maid, are far more fair than
she Juliet's
. . ." voice, when Romeo finishes :
And
Romeo,
Romeo
wherefore
art thou,
Romeo?
Deny thy father and refuse thy name;
Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love,
And I'll no longer be a Capulet."
"O

"Her — Juliet's — eyes were beautiful. Yes,
I long since had given up calling her 'Miss
Shearer.' To me, she zvas Juliet. As she
sat there on the yellow divan, even though
she was speaking without background or
gesture, I saw her only as that girl who
lived, loved and died five centuries ago.
"She wasn't sitting curled up, with her
feet under her, as she had that first day.
Young ladies of Verona must have been
more decorous and precise, you see. Her
chiffon gown — a hostess gown, true, but
one which Juliet surely would have worn —
gave her at once extreme youth and grave
And so the passing days took Romeo and
dignity."
Juliet
to the heights' of lovers' ecstacy; to
the depths of lovers' despair ; to the death
that united them, at last. The blue-bound
manuscripts were discarded, now. Character analysis was no longer technical. The
play moved on for Norma Shearer and
Constance Collier as if it were life, itself.
But at last came the end of their work
together.
Studio rehearsals
were toCollier
beg'n
the
next morning.
Where Constance
— the tutor who never once "taught" in the
literal sense of the word, but whose sympathetic suggesting had accomplished much,
much more — left off, Director George
Cukor and cameras were to begin.
"I was sorry to have those weeks of
close association end," Miss Collier said.
"To have come to know intimately and to
work with an actress of such fine intelligence and such charm was a privilege.
"And yet, it wasn't only my regret that
marked that day as outstanding in my
memory. It was something else . . . Something which may seem strange to you and
yet to me, was perfectly natural . . . You
see I know the power and the significance
of self-hypnotism, and that an actor or an
actress deeply interested in a role of a play
can, sometimes, does, sometimes transcend
relf and actually become the character portrayed." She paused, her eyes contemplative. She seemed to be forgetting me.
"You were telling me something about
Miss Shearer on that last day you visited
her" I prompted.
She smiled. "So I was. I was saying
this : That when Norma Shearer told me
goodbye, that clay, she didn't actually say
'goodbye,' at all. She said : 'Farewell, Constance. Iam grateful to thee.' And I am
positive she never for an instant realized
she had said it— that way. She was too full
of the drama of Romeo and Juliet. She had
spoken too often words couched in the
quaint, formal phraseology of another time
and another world. Day by day, week by
week, she had studied, contemplated, Juliet;
had put herself in Juliet's place ; had experienced Juliet's emotions ; had suffered
Juliet's heartbreak that, at last, the metamorphosis was complete. She no longer
was Norma Shearer. She zcas Juliet!"
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BECOME AN EXPERT
IN ACCOUNTING
The demand for skilled bookkeepers and accountants
— men and women who really know their business — is unceasing. Business is in constant need of expert recording
and interpretation of matters relating to Auditing, CosAccounting, Business Law, Organization, Management,
Finance. Men and women who prove their qualificationa
are
rapidly
to responsible
positionsa —year
earn
real
salaries.
The promoted
range is from
$2,000 to $10,000
— even
to higher income-figures.

Send for Free Book—'

"Accountancy,
Profession
thatjobsPays19
Why let others walktheaway
with the better
when

in your home and in spare time you can equip yourself
for a splendid future in this profitable profession?
Preliminary knowledge of bookkeeping is unnecessary.
Our free book fully explains how we train you from the
ground up, according to your individual needs. Low cost;
easy terms.
The facts about LaSalle training in Accountancy and
the opportunities in this highly profitable field are clearly
outlined in a 64-page book which LaSalle will send you
free. If you have the urge and the will to increase your
income, clip and mail the coupon NOW.

ChicagoUniversity
LaSalle Extension
Dept.
I would 930-HR
welcome details of your salary
increasing plan, together with copy of
"Accountancy, the Profession that
Pays," all without obligation.

□ Higher

Accountancy

Other LaSalle Opportunities:
If more interested in one of the
iields below, check and mail now.
//
□ Business Management
D Modern Salesmanship
D Business Correspondence
P Banking and Finance
P Law — Degree of IX. B.
P Expert Bookkeeping
P Business English
P C. P. A. Coaching □ Effective Speaking
Name
Present Position
Address

Make Extra Mone
New easy way to earn
money taking orders
from friends and others for new Initial Playing
Cards. Also, many other smartly styled decks not
shown in stores. Popular low prices. Start earning at
once. Thousands of prospects near you. No .experience
needed. Men or women, write for sample outfit — FREE.
Genera' Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St., Dept, C- 12 1 , Chicago, III.
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HUSH

/*-BODY
ODORS
Those who are fastidious and immaculate of their person welcome
HUSH for its effective qualitiesto
overcome excessive perspiration and unpleasant
body odors. HUSH keeps
the underarms fresh and
free from every trace
of odor. Use it daily.
size at
410c Kinds
10c stores
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Fate, Fame and Robert Taylor
[Continued from page 29~\
things to him. When he was with Bob,
he would try to make up for all the hours
that he could not be with him.
Robert got his paddlings once in a while,
however. I remember one time when he
wanted everything he saw. One Saturday
night, his father and I took him downtown and before we left, the doctor warned
him that if he started teasing for anything,
we would have to punish him when we
came home. Well, he either forgot or else
decided to see how far he could go ; anyway, he started teasing. His father never
said a word to him; he just looked at him
— and Robert knew that his father had not
forgotten. When we arrived home, he paddled Robert. And afterward Robert came

"Dr. Ashmore was telling Daddy about
neur-as-then-ia
today."
It was not long after this that we noticed that he was stammering. It would
take him a half-minute to say "Mother."
We were panicky. We moved out into the
country, a mile and a half from town, and
let him roam outdoors, where he would
forget the big words. The farm couple
we lived with had a little boy about Bob's
age. The two of them were outdoors all
day long ; Bob even ate all of his meals
on' thehisporch.
And in three
weeksthere
he was
over
stammering.
We lived
the
rest of the time that my husband was in
medical college — and Bob acquired a love
of outdoor life that he never has outgrown.

HUSBAND studied hard, taking
special work besides the regular
courses, and finished in three years. He was
a doctor at last . . . and started practicing
in Fremont, Nebraska, where we moved
when Bob was about five. We were there
about a year and a half when Dr. Brugh
went into partnership with Dr. P. Y. Gass
of Beatrice, Nebraska, who had a very
large practice. After a time Dr. Gass
moved to San Bernardino, California, but
we stayed in Beatrice — a town of about
12,000— and Dr. Brugh took care of the
practice alone. Bob grew up in Beatrice
and got his education there. And that was
where he first showed signs of becoming
an actor, though we did not recognize the
symptoms then.
He was naturally a high-strung child. If
we had not known how to handle him, he
could easily have become a problem. He
was very sensitive. If anyone spoke harshly to him about some little thing that he
had done, he would not be able to eat or
sleep. He still hates harsh criticism. He
comes by that naturally ; both his father
and I were that way.
Also, I have seen him many times when
he would not be able to eat, if he had
done something that he regretted. Not only
when he was small, but recently, in Hollywood. And discouragements used to upset
him terribly. I explain that by the fact
that he was such a fortunate youngster ;
he almost always won any contests that
he entered, any games that he played. And
because he always tried hard to win, it
was not easy for him to lose.
He was all-boy, with the energy and
enthusiasm of any normal boy, yet he was
more thoughtful than most children ever
are. He always seemed to have respect for
our wishes. We could put him on his
honor. Very young, he seemed to realize
that much of the time I was not well, and
went out of the way to spare me worry.
And because we could trust him so implicitly, we gave him more _ things than
most parents dare to give their children —
lest they spoil them. We had no fears of
Bob's being spoiled.
When he was very young, he had a pony,
a pony cart, a harness and saddle, a bicycle, a dog, guns of various sorts. In
those days, he always said that he was
going to have a big ranch and be a cowbov. He was forever playing that he was
Tom Mix or William S. Hart. He was
movie-conscious
then to that extent.
The pony was a high-spirited little thing.
I suppose Bob — who was nine or ten then
MY
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Elaine Sheppard, yesterday just another Hollywood chorus girl, today
is the personal protegee of Hermes
Pan, RKO-Radio dance director, who
believes that she has the ability to
become
a great
terpsichorean
star
— had not had her more than a week before he told me that he wanted to "ride
out to Grandpa's." Grandpa happened to
live in Filley, sixteen miles away. But I
decided to let him go for, young as he
was, I knew that I could trust him to
take care of himself. He had been gone
about an hour when the telephone rang.
Bob was calling me from a house out in
the country.
"Gyp" — that was the pony's name —
"keeps running up and down the banks.
I can't make her obey," he told me. "I'm
I saidhome."
to him, "Now, Arlington, just
coming
make the pony know you're boss. Cut yourself a switch,
and her,
the first
timeswitch.
she doesn't
do what
you tell
use the
You
go "I'm
on togoing,"
Filley."he answered, and hung up.
And he did go. He was always resourceful after that.
He was not a meek child. He was apt
to be blunt and outspoken. Yet he would
never come into the house that he would
not kiss us both. He thought the world
of his father, who also worshiped him.
The doctor never scolded him ; he had such
a nice way of talking to him, explaining

to me and said, "Why, Mother, you didn't
tellThat
Daddy
to stopwasoncetypical.
!"
incident
Dr. Brugh
and I never had any disagreements about
how Robert should be managed. People
used to wonder why he was not spoiled,
being an only child. Of course, I have
always contended that if you would spoil
one child, you would spoil a dozen. But
one secret, I think, was the perfect harmony between his father and myself.
Neither of us ever gave him an example
of selfishness to follow.
He always took very good care of his
toys and his clothes. He would let other
children play with anything he had, but
he did not want his things treated roughly.
He was much neater then than now.
Unlike most children, he never had the
urge to run away from home. He always
seemed perfectly happy. People used to
comment about it. Just the other day, Bob
himself said to me, "Mother, I had a wonderful childhood." He never cried or felt
abused. He gets the blues more often now
than when he was younger. Always, then,
he was the happiest boy imaginable.
He never worried us much — even about
his health. He had the measles when he
was about ten, and the flu a time or two.
But there was only one time when we
were really worried. That was when he
got the
up and
answered
the 'phone
while
he
had
flu, and
had a setback.
Most
of the
people who died during those flu epidemics
were the ones who did crazy things. For
weeks his father and I never knew what
it was to go to bed and get a good night's
sleep.
We almost lost him.
As a youngster, he had very heavy hair
— wavy, almost kinky. And I used to
dress him in Little Lord Fauntleroy suits.
How he hated those suits, with their little
silk blouses ! I think that the sight of a
silk blouse nauseates him yet. I never
knew it then. He never found fault with
the way we dressed him.
When he was about ten, we had him
start taking piano lessons, from a man who
came to Beatrice. When he was about
twelve, he wanted to take saxophone lessons. Idid not want him to ; a saxophone
was so noisy and jazzy. So then he wanted
to try the 'cello. I shall never forget the
day we took him to Lincoln for his first
lesson with Professor Gray. He told us
that Robert did not handle the 'cello awkwardly, as most beginners dc Robert
studied with him foi
And those 'cello k
n with
ofessor
Gray, more than any othei single factor,
later led him to Holl
id md
me.
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SUPER-COACH!
Smartly streamlined, smooth
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riding, roomy

— it marks a bright new chapter in travel
It's here . . . the most striking development in modern travel history
— a beautiful new super-coach, operated exclusively by Greyhound,
over nation-wide highway routes. Utterly different from any other vehicle, it offers a brand new thrill in smart comfortable travel.
There are roomy individual chairs with extra deep cushions, folding
arm rests, four reclining positions . . . seats high above wheel level, insulated from noise and vibration, with clearer, better observation above
passing cars . . . baggage stored underneath in weather-proof, locked com'
partments . . . diffused tubular lighting — roll-down sunshades — adjustable
rubber foot-rests— motor in rear for greater power, ease of operation.
Just compare this new Greyhound coach with any type of travel- land,
sea or air — for smooth-riding comfort and luxury. Yet fares are far below even the lowest second-class rates of other transportation!
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Beech-Nut Gum
a single
stick
"A/ways
will convince
you . . . If is
Refreshing

FRED MacMURRAY
THE REAL REASON
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CmOU picture the Irresistible woman before you
O see her. She appears in a halo of exquisite
fragrance. Men are instinctively drawn to her, The
power to attract, to fascinate is the secret of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME.
Let it be yours, too.
On your next adventure apply a touch of Irresistible
Perfume to your hair, on your lips, your throat
and behind your ears. A drop, too, on your lingerie
is so feminine and so exciting.
Millions of women everywhere — on Park Avenue,
along Broadway, in countries throughout the world
. . prefer IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME for its exotic,
lasting fragrance.
Ij To be completely ravishing use all of the Irresistible

TALC

Beauty Aids. Each has some special feature which gives you glorious new loveliness. Certified pure,
laboratory tested and approved.
Only 10c each at all 5 & 10c Store s
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GLOWING VIBRANT LIPSTICK

QUICKLY

CORRECT

THESE

FIGURE FAULTS

Perfolastic not only CONFINES . - it REMOVES

ugly bulges/

' Reduce Too Fleshy
Hips and Thighs

Diaphragm Rolls
Quickly Disappear

■ Nothing ruins the
graceful lines of an
expensive gown
more than billowing
hips . . . they are
quickly brought
back to beauty with
the gentle massagelike action of the
Perfolastic Girdle.

■ Until the development of the new
Perfolastic Brassiere
the woman whose
figure was marred by

Abdominal Fat is
Most Common of All

es "Derri
ly
Quickere''
Bulge
TheReduc

■ Itissoeasyto
overcome the after
effects of too healthy
appetites . . . simply
don a Perfolastic
Girdle and watch the
curves smooth out
at the spots where
Fashion says reduce.

had to reduce by
unsightly "rib-rolls"
expensive massage.
Now Perfolastic
does it.

mies"
are almost
■ Prominent
"tumuniversally due to
relaxed muscles and
resulting fat. Perfolastic will correct the
appearance at once
and then surely and.
dieting. it, withsafelyout reduce

IF YOU

DO

NOT

REDUCE

YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
3 INCHES IN 10 DAYS . .

IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING!
CiM^. faousands of women owe their
■ f^ slender, youthful figures to
\*S Perfolastic — the sure, safe way
to reduce! So many Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we
know that we are justified in making YOU
this amazing offer. You risk nothing . . .
simply try it for 10 days at our expense.
You will be thrilled with the results ...
as are all Perfolastic wearers.

APPEAR

SMALLER

AT ONCE!

diet to reduce face and neck to wrinkled
flabbiness. You do nothing whatever
except watch the inches disappear!
B No longer will surplus fat sap your
energy and steal your pep and ambition!
You will not only be gracefully slender,
but you will feel more like doing things
and going places!

MASSAGE- LIKE ACTION ACTUALLY
REMOVES SUPERFLUOUS FAT !

DON'T WAIT! SEND TODAy FOR
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER AND
SAMPLE OF PERFORATED MATERIAL!
See for yourself the wonderful quality of the material!
Read the astonishing experiences of prominent women
who have reduced many
inches in a few weeks! You
risk nothing . . . we want you
to make this test yourself at
our expense. Mail the
coupon now!

■ Look at yourself before you put on your
Perfolastic Girdle and Diaphragm
Reducing Brassiere.. .and afterwards! The
difference is amazing. Bulges are smoothed
out and you appear inches smaller at once.
You are so comfortable you cannot realize
that every minute you wear these Perfolastic garments you are actually reducing
•. . . and at hips, waist, diaphragm ana
thighs, where fat first accumulates.

How is it done? Simply by the gentle
massage -like action of this wonderful
"live" material. Every move you make puts
your Perfolastic to work taking off those
unwanted inches. The perforations and
soft, silky lining make these Perfolastic
garments delightful to wear.

"REDUCED MY HIPS 12 INCHES"
WRITES MISS RICHARDSON

10 DAY

NO DIET . . . DRUGS ... OR EXERCISES !

■ "Lost 60 pounds," says Mrs. Derr.
"Reduced from size 42 to size 18," writes
Mrs. Faust. Miss Browne "immediately
became 3 inches smaller," etc., etc. Test
Perfolastic yourself at our expense and
prove whether it will do as much for you!

Name.
Address City

■ You do not have to risk your health or
change your comfortable mode of living.
No strenuous exercises to wear you out
... no dangerous drugs to take . . . and no
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PERFOLASTIC,

Inc.

Dept. 710, 41 E. 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated material
and particulars of your

FREE

TRIAL

State-

OFFER!

Use Coupon or Send Name -Address on Penny Postcard
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NORMA SHEARER - LESLIE HOWARD
<rmzo and

MJUtt

Wlr

JOHN BARRYMORE
EDNA

MAY

OLIVER • BASIL RATHBONE

ANDY

DEVINE* RALPH FORBES 'REGINALD

TEARLE • ROBERT

WARWICK

• C. AUBREY

SMITH

DENNY* CONWAY

'VIOLET

KEMBLE-COOPER

You've heard about it for months! You've read about
it everywhere! It's all true. This is the greatest love
drama, the mightiest entertainment of our time. Every
moment

throbs as sparks fly, as steel meets steel . . .

and the crimson follows the rapier's thrust.. .Lovers meet
...and dream. ..and plan. Pomp and grandeur sweep
by in spectacular pageantry. Here are thrills, suspense to spur the pulse. ..tender romance

to charm

the heart. ..beauty to fill the eye. A love story deep
in the heart of the world forever, now given enthralling ^
life in such a picture as the screen has never known.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Triumph
Directed by George Cufcor

fito
"Swept off my feet"
"A

far

greater

film

—Robert
than

'Mutiny

on

the

Bench/ey
Bounty'"

— Jim Tully
"List it among the screen's major achievements"

— Waffer Winchell

"I think the modern American girl has many things to
learn from the Juliet of Norma Shearer, and I advise
her to go about learning them right away" — Anita loos
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Now

You re Talking

The readers' page,
whereon they are
urged to express their
frank opinions of pictures and players —
and MOVIE CLASSIC
$15 Letter

• I was dull and logy — felt a headache
coming on — thought the day would never
end! I knew all too well what the trouble
was — poor elimination. Then I remembered FEEN-A-MINT. I took a tablet.
It worked like magic. Now I can't say
enough in favor of FEEN-A-MINT!

MINUTE

WAY!

Three minutes

• What you do
Just chew FEEN

of chewing
make

the

A -MINT, a dainty
white mint - flavored
tablet, for 3 minutes. Troublesome constipation yields to FEEN-A-MINT— the delicious chewing-gum laxative. You chew
it for 3 minutes, and this chewing makes
a world of difference in the way it works.
Gentle but effective results will be yours!

• Blessed Relief! Once more full of natural vim and pep, thanks to FEEN-AMINT. No griping, no violence, no disturbance of sleep. Not habit-forming.
Economical. Used by 15,000,000 people of
all ages. Get FEEN-A-MINT yourself
— for happy r-e-1-i-e-f
from the misery of
constipation.

Slightly higher in Canada

6

A Pertinent Observation — During years
of picture going I have been struck by one
thing in particular, to wit, the short lived
popularity
of most
of theus,"stars."
For a
few
years they
are with
then suddenly
they sink into obscurity. We, the picture
going public, are no doubt responsible for
a good portion of this, but I think the producers are also equally to blame. When an
actor or actress makes good in one picture,
he or she is immediately used in a dozen
others within a few short months. Usually
in the same sort of role. We become tired
of seeing them then, and say, "Helen Starlet is at the Palace, but it's probably just the
same as her last picture ; we'll go somewhere else." After a time these stars become so used to one particular type of role
they could not play anything else.
I know there are exceptions to this ; all
rules have exceptions, but I think that if
the producers would not use the same star
so frequently and occasionally cast her in
a different type of role, the stars and public
would both be grateful.
I have just seen Shovuboat, which is a
case to point. In it Miss Dunne has been
given a role a little different from that
which she usually portrays and the result
is we have a magnificent performance.
Next time I see her name advertised I shall
go to that show with great anticipation.
Miss Dunne has taken on a new lease of
life (movie) and will go on to greater
heights I am very certain. — Miss Geraldine
Clarke, 3626 Oxenden Ave., Montreal, Canada.
Letter
Censored! — In reviewing a picture that
has been taken from a stage play the critic
often laments the fact that the censors
whitewash the original theme until it is
hardly recognizable. Being a person of
normal curiosity and aware that if the subject would offend a movie audience the
same would apply to the audience of a stage
play I have regretted that so many movies
were glossed over. However, I have
changed my mind. Sometime ago I saw
These Three with Merle Oberon and Miriam Hopkins and found it satisfyingly dramatic and disturbing. It was handled with
a clearness that left no one in doubt as to
its meaning and yet with a delicacy that
could not offend. Then I read the play
The Children's Hour from which this picture was taken and although I am not necessarily shocked by reading it, still I could
not see this play as a movie in its unadulterated form without wondering if I had
not strayed into a cheap theatre showing
"For Adults Only — Sex Pictures." — Virginia Lance, 1013 Bnsseron St., Vincennes,
Indiana.

Way

$5 Letter
Out West — I was very much interested in your story about Westerns in a
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Louise Latimer, recently brought to
Hollywood from the New York stage
by Radio Pictures, is being hailed as
one of the more promising young prospects for stardom. She will soon be
seen in Don't Turn 'em Loose, a dramatic assault on the parole question
recent number of Movie Classic. I haven't
seen
Theyanydon't
seem I to
be
shownoneat inouryears.
theatres
more.
have
always loved them, from my old favorites
William and Dustin Farnum down. I would
be glad to see them shown at the first-run
theatres, and I would even be willing to
sit through a two-picture program, which
usually bores me to death, if one of the
pictures was a Western.
Why do I like Westerns? Oh, there are
many reasons. I love to be carried back to
the Past, the good old colorful adventurous
days when the West was new.
I like the Out-of-Doors, the sweet, clean
open spaces. I am tired of city streets, and
city noises, and it is restful just to sit and
look at a picture where the action takes
place out of doors.
Then I like Real Men. Men who are
strong and brave and adventurous, who can
ride and shoot, who protect the weak and
helpless,
and who make love as real men
should.
And I like Westerns because of their
romance
and glamour,
and because they
carry me away to the Never-Never-Land
of my Dreams, where I can forget myself
[Continued on page 59]
MOVIE CLASSIC urges its readers to take the floor and present on
this page their candid opinions of pictures and stars. Each month MOVIE
CLASSIC offers these cash prizes
for the best letters: (1) $15; (2) $10;
(3) $5; all others published, $1 each.
The editors will be the sole judges
and reserve the right to publish all
or part of any letter received. Write
your letter now — to MOVIE
CLASSIC'S Letter Editor, 7046
Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
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yaliuTit Picture
Ror ci Valiant
ycuiavi St cir
By

VJVIT

WAS

MARY

ROBERTS

a strange title for a book,

^^ "Valiant Is the Word for Carrie," so
when it came out some months ago I sent
out and got it, and I read it through at one
sitting.
» Women are often brave, perhaps always
brave; but to be valiant implies also gallantry
and an indomitable spirit. And here were
both a valiant woman and a remarkable story,
the woman an outcast and a pariah in a small
Louisiana town, but humorous and generous,
the story one of pure courage and sturdy regeneration. Itwas evident that there was
a great motion picture here. Carrie had no
illusions. If the French half of her was cautious the Irish half would dare anything, and
had. But the picture began, of course, when
one day a small boy with two buckeyes in a
treasure box wandered into that secret garden
of hers and told her she was not bad; and
Carrie promptly fell in love with him.
» Here was everything for a picture, humor
and pathos and deep human understanding.
There was nothing mawkish about Carrie.
Sometimes she told herself she was crazy, and
sometimes that she was an old fool, but her
love for this boy and later on for a small waif
of a girl is the very essence of womanhood.
For the time came when Carrie had to plan
so that she could face them both without
shame, and the picture is a story of that
struggle.

RINEHART
¥> I intend to see the picture, of course. I want
to see Carrie leaving behind her Cemetery
Road and the easy money of her past, and
escaping into a life where as she says she will
go straight if she has to sling dishes in a restaurant. And I want to see her with her waifs
that incongruous three against the world, and
watch them slowly and successfully conquering that world. Also I want to see Gladys
George as Carrie. I know her work, which is
that of a fine dramatic artist, and her own
story, which is one of ups and doWns, and for
a long time mostly downs.
V_rv SHE HAS a long record of achievement
f* behind her. She narrowly escaped being
born in a theater, for her parents were actors.
She was on the stage herself at the age of three,
and as a youngster in small towns paraded the
streets with a sandwich board which said:
"Wouldn't you like to see me tonight at
Theater?" It is quite typical of
her life that she got her first real chance
while nursing a badly broken nose, and not
surprising that after almost seven hundred
riotously successful appearances as the star
of "Personal Appearance," some one took a
plane and signed her up for Carrie in this
picture.will play it with skill, understanding
»She
and honesty, for Carrie was always honest,
even with herself. But above all she will play
it as she has lived, valiantly, with courage and
an indomitable spirit.

What was sacrifice to her, if it could bring them happiness?
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GLADYS GEORGE, famous American
actress, who ma\es her screen debut in
Paramount s "Valiant Is the Word for
Carrie" with Arline Judge, John Howard,
Harry Carey, Dudley Digges, William
Collier, Sr., Isabel Jewel, Charlene Wyatt,
Jac\ie Moran, Maude Eburne, from
Barry Benefield' 's best seller, produced and
directed by WESLEY RUGGLES.

A .re you
as strict as your
doctor in choosing
a laxative?

Nautical Recipes
For Landlubbers

Today, the doctor studies "Prevention" as
closely as anything in his profession. He
tries to guard his patients from even a single
error which may affect their health.
Before approving a laxative, for instance, he
sets up a strict standard of requirements which
must be fully met. This code is printed below,
point by point. And every point is important.
WHAT

DOCTORS

It should
It should
It should
Its merit
It should
It should
It should
It should

DEMAND

OF A LAXATIVE:

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proven by the test of time.
not form a habit.
not over-act.
not cause stomach pains.
not nauseate, or upset digestion.

EX-LAX CHECKS

ON EVERY

POINT

You need not memorize the list above. But
remember this one fact : Ex-Lax checks on every
point the doctor looks for. Physicians everywhere use Ex-Lax in their own homes. For
over 30 years, mothers have given it to their
children with perfect trust. Since Ex-Lax was
first introduced, many laxatives have come
and gone. Yet Ex-Lax remains the outstanding
leader... the largest-selling laxative in the world.
A REAL PLEASURE

TO TAKE

by Dorothy Dwan
miles of blue Pacific
ACROSS
— a cruise of two months
and back2,000
L — that was the delightful prospect
in view for Lee Tracy and his doughty
crew aboard The Adore, entered in the
classic Honolulu yacht race, until the
problem of food came to the fore !
What, Lee's companions demanded,
would they eat ? And Lee had the answer ready — he stocked the entire hold
with canned food. Tins galore containing flavorsome ham, chicken, every variety of soup, and all the delicious foods
prepared by Hormel were aboard.
There you are, fellow-members of the
"How To Feed Your Men" Club. Information you'll find interesting straight

Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a laxative and see how accurately it meets the doctor's requirements. It is gentle. It is thorough.
It is not upsetting. Not nauseating. Not habitforming— no increased dosage necessary.
Ex-Lax tastes just like pure, delicious chocolate. It's pleasant for anyone to take, especially
the youngsters. And it is equally effective for
children and grown-ups.
At all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. Or
write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dep-F.G. 106,
P. 0. Box 170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N.Y.

When Nature forgets — remember

EX- LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED

Lee Tracy and the first mate talk
over luncheon with the chef
aboard

Lee's yacht, "The Adore"

from a male shoulder ! After all, what
could be more simple to prepare — and
what is more palatable to the taste of
husbands ?
Just before the cruise got underway
I went aboard The Adore with Lee and
promptly turned green with envy. Why,
oh why, must men have all the fun in
[Continued on page 86]

Cook Book
cados and mix with crabmeat

CRABMEAT
SALAD
1 can crabmeat
3 hard cooked eggs
2 avocados
4 tbls. mayonnaise
1 head lettuce
4 tsp. caviar
Cut crabmeat into small pieces,
chop one egg, and cut avocados
in half. Scoop flesh from avo-

LAXATIVE
Movie

Classic for October,
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and egg. Season with French
dressing and fill avocado shells
with mixture. Cover top with
mayonnaise. Chop yolks and
whites of remaining eggs separately. Cover one side of filled
shell with whites and other side
with yolks. Place caviar in center and arrange shells on crisp
lettuce leaves
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TO MAKE

"ANTHONY

ADVERSE" COME TRUE ON THE SCREEN

The novel Hervey Allen turned hermit four years to write was read 11 times
letters
by1 Sheridan Gibney in planning the screen play . . . 17,437 fans wrote
dt°asking
Warner Bros, to give Fredric March the title role . . . Sets were built
in duplication of scenes in France, Italy, Switzerland, Cuba, Africa and
America . . . Olivia de Havilland won her role before the public knew
Dream."
her, studio officials having seen her tests in "A Midsummer Night's
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Hollywood
Highlights
In which MOVIE CLASSIC'S rambling
keyhole-peeper relays the latest news and
gossip about your Cinemaland favorites

by The Boulevardier
HINTS for the
EYES OF WIVES!
by tya/ruz Jleath
• Unless you have one of the rare husbands who is amused to watch mysterious
beauty
rites,ofit's
up to youenthusiasts.
to join the These
secret
association
Kurlash
wise ladies keep a little private cache of
Kurlash products and slip away for a few
minutes' beauty conference with them daily.
Husbands are entranced with the results —
and never know why wives look prettier.
You can whisk your lashes into Kurlash
($1 at good stores) in a split second. When
they emerge, they'll be curled back soulfully — looking longer and darker, making
your eyes larger. No heat; no cosmetics —
nothing to arouse husbandly suspicions. Do
not hesitate to use these other absolutely undetectable Kurlash products also. Try them
in private . . ; and give your husband a
beautiful surprise today.

EVER since Clark Gable accidentally
i knocked out a sparring partner
while shooting prize-ring scenes in
Cain and Mabel, the leading men have
been waving biceps furiously. No sooner
had Clark kayoed his man than he announced he was thinking of taking out
a professional boxing permit in California. He's still thinking about it, I
guess. Anyway, not to be outGabled,
Georgie Raft sleeked back his hair and
told the world :
"I am about to start serious training.
I'm willing to fight anyone. My right
hand still carries enough dynamite to
knock some of these professional socalled fighters goofy."
Funny part of it is that Raft isn't
uttering balloon-juice. He can and —
now and then — does do it.
Any Part of Him
Mentioning Clark Gable reminds me
of the grand crack pulled the other
party-time by Warners' tops director,
Merv Leroy. Long before Gable became
THE Gable, Merv tried to have Warn-

ers sign him. They tested him — but rejected him. "His ears," said the wise
men of Warners, "are too big!"
"And now," remarks Merv, "Warners
wouldn't mind having just his ears !"
Perfect
'Scuse, please — , but I've just got to
tell you about the little blonde who, filling out an application card for extra
enrollment, got by the measurement
queries all right —
Waist ? "25 inches," she wrote.
Hips? sheShecame
pencilled
in "35
inches."
Then
to the next
query
:
NECK?
Hastily she scribbled :
"You bet!"
In the Family
When you see The Trunk Murder
Case on the screen, you'll be seeing a
family enterprise.
It's being produced by Norman Foster,
who not long ago married Sally Blane,
The financing is by Sally, Polly Ann
[Continued on page 12]

• Lashtint Compact.
A patented
mas-a
cara case with
little sponge, ensuring justthe right consistency to darken
the lashes naturally
without stiffening or
cakingthem. Waterproof. In black,
brown or blue. $1.
• Kur/ene. Dresses the lashes,
keeps them soft and silky,
darkens them, tends to make
them grow longer and thicker
— and, either alone or mixed
with a littleShadette (not illustrated, $1) in a shade to match
your eyes, gives the youthful
shiny-lidded look that is so
flattering. 50c and $1 sizes.

• Twhsors. The little miracle
tweezer with curved scissor-handles
lets you see to trim brows accurately. Only 25c.

Write Jane Heath Jor advice about eye beauty. Give
your coloring jor personal beauty plan. Address Dept.
FG-10. The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The
Kurlash Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.
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Gary Cooper and the Mrs. (why
the scowl, Gary?) attend a preview of Rhythm on the Range, in
which their pal, Bing Crosby, stars
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Virginia Weidler and Benny Bartlett, Paramount's youthful starlets, take time off from their
toil to adventure on a nearby wall
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Hollywood Highlights

[Continued from page 10]
Fonda that all Hollywood was certain
and positive they'd be remarried almost
any moment. And then suddenly, poof !
like that, she turned her back on Fonda
and at this moment is being seen night
after night, place after place, with exhubby Willie.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE:— just gradAnd what's that old crack about not
uated into Grade 3-A, passing with having one's cake and eating it too ?
Nature Study
marks of "excellent" in reading, courtesy, thrift AND self-reliance . . .
Every once in a while the Hays office
What Price Glory
guards our morals but leaves our risibilities utterly unprotected. Like the
" — - Eisner, who
ed "Fame
Dramatic
Edward
Note entitlcoach
trick they pulled on Paramount's The
has among his clients Greta Garbo, told Girl of the Jungle — they made 'em put
me about what happened at a class of a pair of specially-made hairy pants on
high-school girls he was coaching in Tony, a trained ape, because Tony had
movie technique. Discussing a certain a pair of specifically-situated hairless
patches that offended the Hays code.
role, Eisner told them:
"This should be made a sort of Marie don't
You'veesk seen
. . . !apes, haven't you? Then
Dressier type."
Up spoke one of the 19-year-olds :
Clever Ruse
"Who," she asked bewilderedly, "is
Hedda Hopper, who used to alpineMarie Dressier ?"
guide you through the Hollywood maze
in this magazine before she hopped off
Fisher-ladies
Merle Oberon and Jean Parker are to London, pulled a clever trick on the
piscatorial rivals. Merle keeps her British. Knowing that London's oh-sofriends' larders supplied with fish she
Savoyhats
Hotel
doesn'tgrill
permit
women wearing
in their
of nights,
catches out of the Pacific ocean, which snooty
laps at her Santa Monica back door. Hedda presented herself there wearing
Jean is equally nuts about fishing — since the very latest in Hollywood chapeaux.
she went out for the very first time in Flustered but firm, the head waiter told
her life the other day, and brought back Hedda she'd either have to go away or
a 6-pound bass. Which as any fisherman take off the hat. Graciously, Hedda took
off the hat — BUT somehow (strange,
knows, is some bass !
eh ? ) there was a press-agent nearby —
and now half the British populace is
Keeping Up With Cupid
writing letters to the newspapers pro
Mystery-of-the-Month in Hollywood's
and con on the hats-off ukase. And is
love-life goings on is the Margaret Sullavan- Willie Wyler-Henry Fonda three- Hedda getting publicity? Attagirl ! !
ring circus. Margaret's in the middle
People In Glass Houses
ring. Ex-husbands Willie and Henry,
It was Irvin Cobb who, long long ago,
apparently, are in the other two rings —
made that famous crack about a movie
and part of the time Margaret's bestowing her alleyoops on one, and then on the star having "no more private life than a
other. Not long ago, she was so fonda goldfish in a bowl !" But it remained

Young and Loretta Young, sisters.
Now if Norman can only find a spot
in the show for the youngest member of
the family — delivered by 01' Doc Stork
to himself and Sally not long ago — it'll
be a hundred-percent job, yes ?

'^

Here is what I learned about personal & hygiene accessories. You can have complete
confidence in these intimate items.

S-zt**^*^^^
Shopping Expirt

For Utmost Comfort
Perhaps a friend has told you
about the pinless Kotex belt. It's
truly a new design for living!
Dainty secure clasps prevent slipping. The belt is flat and thin, adjusts to fit the figure. This gives
self-balance — you can bend everyvvhich-way without harness -like
restraint! Yet this extra comfort
and safety costs nothing extra.
2 types: Kotex Wonderform at
Luxe at 35c. "Cheap" belts can't compare,
because inferior grades of elastic fray and wear
out — make for the discomfort women dread.

For Personal Daintiness
If you've listened to tne
( radio story of Mary
" Marlin, you've heard
how Quest, the positive
deodorant powder, assures all-day-long body
freshness. And being unscented it can't interfere with your perfume. You'll want Quest for
under-arms, feet, and on sanitary napkins — it
doesn't clog pores or irritate the skin. Buy
Quest, and you'll agree 35c is a small price for
the personal daintiness women treasure.

For the Last Days
Here's something new that's gaining favor with
many women. In-visible sanitary protection
of the tampon type — and the name is Fibs.
They are a product of the famous Kotex laboratories— the best recommendation I know
for hygienic safety. Perhaps you'll want to try
Fibs when less protection is needed. They're
absolutely secure — may be carried in your
purse for emergencies. Box of 12 is 25c.
A Gift For You! In fact, three gifts. One is a
booklet by a physician, "Facts about Menstruation". The others are "Marjorie May's
12th Birthday" (for girls of 12) and "Marjorie May Learns About Life" (for girls in
their teens). They give facts in a simple,
motherly manner for you to tell your daughter. All are free — write for the ones you want.
Room 1402, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
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Is it a romance?
Bernard
Newman,
RKO
stylist and
Ann
Sothern
are
being
seen
together
so
constantly
that Hollywood is beginning to wonder
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Lupe Velez and hubby Johnny Weissmuller are among
the cinestars
who
have
sworn
allegiance
to Ensenada,
Mexico, where this photo was snapped

for Ann Sothern to actually and literally
make it true —
For Ann's bedroom has eight windows
— and a skylight!
Maybe she's going to run opposition
to Lupe and Johnny, whose own private
life drew this crack, the other day, in
the gossip column of a local paper :
"Aside to Lupe and Johnny: You
MUST pull your shades down ! The
neighbors are having more fun!"

engineer, and Mozelle Brittone, executive in charge of production, announce
the christening of their 1936 model Dinehart, featuring two lung power, free
squealing, scream line body, economical
feed and changeable seat covers.
" * * * The management assures the
public there will be no new models dur-

ing the ensuing year!"
Contrasts
It fan
depends
on where
whetheryouyou're
film
or not
go ona rabid
your
next European trip. You can have either
Paris — steinor
principality of Liechten. . . the
.

Jolly Reunion
Heh heh heh heh ... it seems that
King Edward, now that he's King, isn't
snooting-down any of the people he met
when he was merely Prince of Wales.
He's ham
having
to dinner
at BuckingPalace. them
And so
it was that
Bennet
Cerf, recently divorced from Sylvia Sidney, and once engaged to Miriam Hopkins, was invited to dine with His
Majesty. Edward, remembering social
affairs of the past, sent word to Cerf
that there would be a couple of American movie girls in the party, too.
Well — you've guessed it, haven't you ?
The movie gals were Miriam Hopkins
and Sylvia Sidney!
Record-Breakers of the Month
(Being a list of Hollywood's newest
champions in various forms of important
human endeavor, as compiled from official studio reports.)
Most Beswathed Star — J O A N
CRAWFORD : Wore eleven petticoats
under a single dress for The Gorgeous
Hussy.
Most Thwarted— E D N A MAE
OLIVER: Went all the way to a secluded English country cottage to get
away from Hollywood and movies ; woke
up first morning there to find movie
company under Hollywood director "on
location" in front yard.
Oftenest Retired— GARBO : Uttered,
in MGM's wardrobe department, her
fourteenth definite announcement that
she is going to quit movies and America forever "soon."
Cleanest-Scalped— G I N G E R

Walter Huston and Ruth Chatterton,
both absent from the screen for some
time, return as the co-stars of Samuel
Goldwyn's

production

of

Dodsworth

You hood
see,
Paris, that
there's
a neighbormoviein house
shows
FOUR
feature productions for one price ! On
the other hand, in all Liechtenstein,
there isn't a single movie theater.
Hi- Spots

of the

Month

JOAN

Chic Sale isn't training his son,
Dwight, to follow in his footsteps,
but what's to be done when the offspring shows such a flair for makeup?

ROGERS : Washed her hair in soapsuds for twelve hours straight for a
scene
in / rinsed
Won't itDance,
home and
out. and then went
Winchell-est Star— N E L S O N
EDDY: Outdoes keyhole-peeping by
installing hidden microphones in his
house, hooked up with recording device ;
at parties, he plays back private-corner
conversations between guests.
Most Pathetic— DIRECTOR E. H.
GRIFFITH : Received assignment to
direct, in ONE picture, Constance Bennett and Loretta Young and Janet Gaynor and Simone Simon !
QUAINTEST Giver— F R A N C I S
LEDERER: Presented his friends, at
intervals of one month, with (1) heads
of cabbage, (2) rabbit's feet, (3) silver
four-leaf clovers, (4) apricots.
Wedding Bells
So at last Elaine Barrie had her twenty-first birthday — and even Irving Thalberg attended the birthday party John
Barrymore gave her. And then and
there, they announced their betrothal —
and isn't that just too, too, darlingly oldfashioned? The wedding will happen in
October, I suppose. It'll be then that
Jawn's divorce "takes."
Heavy Ballast
After their tiff a few months ago, Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy have become
firm, fast friends again. BUT — even so,
Stan will NOT allow Babe on his boat.
"It's a nice, big boat," says Stan, until
it's compared with Hardy. I wouldn't
take a chance !"
A La Hollywood
Neatest tomfoolery of the month was
the christening announcement that Alan
Dinehart and the Mrs. sent out :
"Alan Dinehart, designer and chief

CRAWFORD :— wore a heavily-banged wig and a pair of trick
glasses to a preview, and wasn't once
recognized !
JOAN BLONDELL:— appeared undisguised at a preview and was recognized, especially by a little boy who,
after getting her autograph, said : "Gee,
Miss Blondell — all us morons think
KATIE
:— annoyed beyou're
swell HEPBURN
!"
yond reserve by the undisguised staring
of a couple of tourists in the studio
cafe, turned the tables ! Stared back at
them unblinkingly until, flustered, they
blushed, dropped their eyes, and didn't
even
lv out.look up when Katie swished regal' JOHN BARRYMORE :— stole the
show from the symphony orchestra at
Hollywood's first concert under the
stars, when he bawled out and attacked
a press cameraman who shot a flash of
him and Elaine Barrie as they entered.
TED HEALY:— got all dressed up
in his evening clothes and went to a
party at the house of Stu Erwin and
Wifie June Collyer — only to discover
nobody home because he was just one
week late.

Bing Crosby and Edith Fellows take
time out from their work on the set
of Columbia's
en to cement

Pennies From Heavtheir friendship
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SAVE &
°*RUGS

Ginger Answers
Announcing the winner of Movie Classic's
first "Win a Teleby
Call" answers
contest.
Here arephonethe
to your questionnaire
— and a wealth of
new information
about a favorite star
-\'<

The Inquiring

oend
Uour

Reporter

OLD
RUGS

n Fra
Wolfe of
Sage
C. n-de
Geor
Mr.
cisco goes the prize in
Movie Classic's first "Win
l" contest.
a Telephone Cal
Ginger Rogers, taking the
witness stand, found it extremely difficult to select the
most interesting question and
it was only after prolonged
concentration that she finally
decided in favor of Mr. de
TO

CLOTHING
Write for America's Greatest
Money Saving Rug Catalog;
66 pages of beautiful Olson
Rugs in model rooms, all in
actual colors. Describes —
Patented Olson Process
of reclaiming the valuable
materials in old carpets,
rugs, wool clothing: how we
shred, sterilize, merge, picker, card, comb, bleach, spin,
dye and reweave into deep
textured, firmly woven, full
bodied, seamless,
REVERSIBLE RUGS
— that can be used on both
sides. Twicethe wear. Double the luxury, at }4 the cost.

work er Rogers takes time off from her
in Swing Time to testify in the most
ing inquisition ever inflicted on a star

on
Wolfe's query. His winning questi
gruel
leads the inquisition published herewith,
and Ginger will have telephoned him by
the time this magazine reaches print.
More about that call next month.
Ginger demonstrated the full meaning
of her nickname by her enthusiastic attack on the deluge of questions delivered
to her dressing room by your Inquiring
Reporter. And a deluge it was ! Every
mail between the time August Movie
Classic reached the news stands and
the 20th of July, on which the contest
closed, brought hundreds of questions —
most of which, by the way, showed real
thought and genuine interest.
Were it not for the fact that there
were so many duplications and so many
questions which could be covered by

Choice of 66 Early American, Oriental and Modern
designs, Plaids, solid colors,
tweedy mixtures, ovals.
ANY Size You Want
— to fit any room — sizes you
can't get elsewhere.
IT'S SO EASY— Just 'PHONE
the Railway Express to call at
your door for material, or ship
Freight — at our expense.
You risk nothing. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Our 62nd year.
[Beware agents. Order direct.]

BOOK

Ging

Ginger's

biography,

Movie

Classic

IN COLOR

Mail Coupon or 1c Postal

OLSON

CHICAGO

NEW

RUG

YORK

SAN

CO.

FRANCISCO

Mail to 2800 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, Dept. K-34
YES, send me FREE and postpaid, your moneysaving book "Beautiful New Rugs from Old."
Name
Address
Town
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would have been embarrassed by its lack
of space to answer the thousands of
inquiries.
But Ginger, despite the fact that she
was still working in her current costarring picture with Fred Astaire, was
undaunted. She tackled the task of answering with a fervor which belied the
fact that she had just returned from five
hours of dance rehearsal on a sound stage
registering 98 degrees in the shade. She
pondered every entry thoroughly before
dictating her reply. And she enjoyed it !
Because so many of her fans were
curious to know a few facts about her
life before she became a famous screen
star, she suggested that we lead off with a
short synopsis of her career, from babyhood to lady-hood. And we have taken
her suggestion. [Continued on page 16]

"^ftag

HERE ARE four important rules
every parent should follow to
provide eye protection in the home:

lamps for studying

• Have your children's eyes examined regularly by a competent eyesight specialist.

They stay brighter longer, and don't
cheat eyes of the light they need.

and

reading.

IAMPS WITH TH«S MARK
STAY 8RIGHTSR
tONOS*

• Use only lamps of the highest quality, such as Edison Mazda lamps.

(??

t^

♦

General Electric's new free illus-

• Call your electric service company
today and ask for a free survey of
the lighting in your home. Adequate
light and proper lighting can help
greatly in reducing eyestrain.

trated booklet, "Seeing Begins," is
packed with timely, helpful information about sight and light — about
things you can do in your own home
at little or no expense. Write for it.

• See that your Children are provided with I. E. S. Better Sight

Dept. 166, General Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

tS-25-40-60
WATT SIXES
G-E

MAKES

A lO CENT

LAMP,

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS 15<
GENERAL (JH) ELECTRIC
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TOO!

Ii lathe

bestwatt
lamp
you Each
oan dime
buy atlamp
the is
price.
7%, .15,. -to
60
sizes.
marked
. GandE
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Ginger Answers
[Continued from page 14]
business are unconsciously attempting to live up to their "manufactured
personalities" and doing so becomes
response,
and
without
further
ado
let's
such
a confirmed habit that even
put our witness under oath and start our
when people outside of the industry
investigation.
are not in the audience, it is virtually
Ginger Rogers . . . born Virginia Catherine McMath in Independence, Mis- impossible to be completely natural.
However do not censor our asumpsouri, July 16, 1911 . . . nicknamed
tion of artificial personalities too
"Ginger" by baby cousin who couldn't
pronounce her name . . . played leads severely for our "store fronts" are
in school plays written by her mother often an improvement upon our own
. . . was ambitious to become a teach- natural personalities and we benefit
er .. . won Charleston contest in Fort by wearing them.
Worth, Texas . . . winning of contest
Q. If you were to begin your career
started her stage appearances . . . while all over again, would you choose the
playing in Paramount Theatre in Brook- same method of "breaking in" and would
lyn, she tried out for comedienne role in
prefer to have a different "first
musical show, Top Speed . . . won the you
part" than you did?
part . . . while playing in Top Speed
A. No, I wouldn't choose another
Ginger received her first movie offer method
of breaking into pictures. I
. . . from then on she led a double life came to the screen via the stage and
— the stage in the evenings and movies that is the best background that any
during the day . . . Went from Top Speed ambitious film player can possibly
to lead in musical show, Girl Crazy . . . have. Neither would I choose a differmade a sensational hit . . . was paged
ent part than the one I played which
by Hollywood . . . signed three year con- was a "light heavy" role. It gave me
tract with RKO Radio . . . first smash
a chance to show some ability as an
hit was The Tip Off . . . pictures that actress and consequently enabled me
followed were Gold Diggers of 1933, to make some impression.
Professional Sweetheart , Finishing
Q. Would you prefer to be cast for
School, The Gay Divorcee, Romance of
Manhattan, Flying Down to Rio, Star some other type part than that which you
cesses?played in your most recent sucof Midnight, Roberta, Top Hat, In Per- haz'e
son, and Follow the Fleet . . . Latest picA. Certainly I would. I would like
ture is Swing Time . . . her height is five
feet, four inches . . . weighs 108 lbs. to play character roles and by that I
. . . Has blue eyes and red gold hair . . . mean roles which would give me a
favorite sport is tennis . . . most pleasant chance to be more than "just a girl."
pastime — dancing . . . her favorite hobby
Q. What career would you have folis finding new hobbies.
loiued if you had not been a success in
0. Is it your observation that the moving pictures or had not entered
attendant circumstances to a movie them?
A. If I had not entered pictures I
career with the publicly vulnerable posiwould undoubtedly have stayed on
tion of one's actions tend to produce
an artificial or store front personality, the stage. In any event I would have
even between two stars?
been connected in some capacity with
the theatrical profession for my
A. Definitely! That question is
mother's knowledge of the theatre
shrewdly toput
and in
although
I don't made it my ideal vocation.
hesitate
answer
the affirmative,
Q. Do you have a secret ambition or
I find it difficult to explain my own
latent ability which you would like to
answer. Being constantly "on pa- develop, and if so, what is it?
rade," constantly aware that people
A. Yes, I have. I have always
are staring at one, surmising about
one, and commenting about one, does wanted to write and some day I hope
tend to create an artificial personality to convert that ambition into practice.
and it is extremely difficult to shed I want to write fiction — but I am not
[Continued on page 63]
that personality at will. People in this in any great
And now, congratulations on the intel igence ofyour questions and on your

YOU can't help feeling sorry for her
— the girl who seems to be "in
wrong" with everyone.
She's pretty — but men avoid her.
She's good company — but girls let her
alone. She's simply out of things. Why?
Well, bluntly, because underarm perspiration odor makes her unpleasant to
be near.
And the pity of it is, she has nobody
to blame but herself. For it's so easy,
these days, to keep the underarms fresh,
free from odor all day long. With Mum!
It takes just half a minute to use
Mum. And you can use it any time —
before dressing or afterwards. Mum is
harmless to clothing, you know.
It's soothing to the skin, too. You can
use it right after shaving the underarms.
The daily Mum habit will prevent
every trace of underarm odor without
preventing perspiration itself. Get this
helpful habit — it pays socially! BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION
ON SANITARY NAPKINS. Make sure that you
can never offend in this way. Use Mum!
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Budweiser
FOR

FIVE

ANHEUSER-BUSCH

DAYS

•

ST.

LOUIS

On the sixth day
try to drink
a sweet beer
You will want the
Budweiser flavor
ereafter
NEVER

SWEET

•

NEVER

SYRUPY

•

ALWAYS

UNIFORM
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Exclusive!

NELSON
EDDY
Reveals His
Dream Girl!

Never before has this handsome

and

famous singing star talked about girls
— and love. But he has his ideal, just
the same, and now he is telling about
her!

Read what he has to say in the October issue of

SCIIli PUfif
This filmland magazine of romance also brings
you fascinating love stories about the stars,
including Bing Crosby, Madeleine Carroll,
Gertrude Michael, Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck and many others.

Win a TelepHbne
from
Gene Raymond
The Inquiring
Reporter,
Movie Classic Magazine,
7046 Holywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Please ask Gene Raymond the following questions, answers to which wil
appear in the December issue of Movie Classic.

Your Name

18

and Address.
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Hollywood is on the line
^bete^^e

again . . . and here's your
chance to win a personal telephone conversation with

every
lovely ^etaoA

Bo^a; teeps J0* !JJL dainty1clean, anu
^_____— —

one of Hollywood's most
popular stars. Gene Raymond invites your questions
do you want to know about
WHAT
Gene Raymond? What questions would you ask him if you
were conversing with him, tete-a-tete ?
There are literally thousands of questions which you can ask him — questions which will produce much new and
interesting information about one of
the
alities.screen's most interesting personHere,
question
of your
And

then, is your opportunity to
him to the complete satisfaction
curiosity.
remember, HE WILL PERSONALLY ANSWER ONE QUESTION—THE QUESTION WHICH
HE CHOOSES AS THE MOST INTERESTING—VIA LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE!

So join Movie Classic's new and
novel contest and conduct your own interview with Gene Raymond.
Simply write your questions on the
coupon which appears on the opposite

Call
page, clip and mail the coupon to "The
Inquiring Reporter," Movie Classic,
7046 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood,
California.
Be sure that your question is within
the bounds of good taste. Do not ask
Gene to name the actress who in his
opinion is the most beautiful, for the
poor chap has to go on living in Hollywood. Do not ask him to name his best
personal friends, for he has many friends
and it is poor taste to discriminate between them in print. Do not ask questions which obviously tend to violate
studio taboos.
Be sure to write or type your questions legibly.
Be sure to include your address and
telephone number.
Be sure to mail your questions in time
to reach The Inquiring Reporter on or
before August 20, after which date this
contest will be closed.
Your Inquiring Reporter will take
your queries to Gene Raymond, who will
personally answer them. His answers
will be printed in the December issue of
Movie Classic.
The date of his telephone call to the
person whose question he considers the
most interesting will be arranged by the
editor of Movie Classic to suit the convenience ofboth parties concerned.
So, don't delay. Gene is ready to take
his place on the witness stand and your
questions are in order.

Mow! Ihis lovelier way
to Avoid Onendinq
Bathe with this exquisite perfumed
from any other soap
H ow... different
this lovely Cashmere Bouquet!
For it not only keeps you sweet and
clean, with its rich, deep-cleansing lather
. . . utterly free from any fear of ever
offending ... It also keeps you fragrantly
dainty, with its lingering perfume!
So rare and costly is the perfume used
in Cashmere Bouquet, that it clings
about you long after your bath . . . lends
you the subtle glamour of a fine imported perfume! What other soap could
bring you such perfect daintiness ?
Use this pure, creamy-white soap for
your complexion, too. Its lather is so
gentle and caressing. Yet it removes
every bit of dirt and cosmetics, makes
your skin alluringly clear and smooth!
BATHE

soap!

Cashmere Bouquet now costs only 10fS.
The same long-lasting soap which, for
generations, has been 25)4. The same size
cake, scented with the same delicate
blend of 17 exquisite perfumes. At all
drug, department and 10-cent stores.
NOW

ONLY

10? — THE FORMER

25«f SIZE

FRAGRANTLY

DAINTY!

WITH

THE SOAP
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The
House
ItM^T
of

A/<our*

Morgan

..

you aet the He it
AT
OF

THE

THE

PRICE

NEXT

BEST

Plus a Money Back
Triple Guarantee

'7llc0we&tem

"TTU^eUte"
LATEX

DRESS

SHIELDS

tf HICKORY
"So thin— you won't know they're in"

Money Back
Triple Guarantee
1

Withstand almost
endless boiling and ironing

2

Lighter— cooler— yet wear
longer, than any shield
Perfect satisfaction and
comfort— or money back

3
BE

DOUBLY

1

HAT
Ralph
is a
FUNNY guy ! ' Morgan
stated a Hollywood
picture producer
in a
studio conference.
"Youhim meanin
His
associates
looked at
amazement.
One retorted :
Frank. He is the COMIC."
"No, I mean Ralph," argued the^ first
producer, "he IS a funny guy."
"I still think that Frank
"Listen, dummy, I say Ralph Morgan is a funny guy because he THINKS
he is a comedian."
Light dawned on the associates.
"Now I get it," one agreed, "you mean
the guy thinks he is a funny man. Can
you beat these actors? Always thinking
they can pick their roles better than we
can. Ralph is a swell actor and all that,
but he had better stick to straight drama.
"He's no comic. He's not the type."
RalphviewerMorgan
regarded
interwith an ironic
smile. Athis
touch
of
wistfulness in his manner too, I
thought, as he proclaimed with a mock
gesture of despair :
"Behold the tragedian !
"In me you see the erstwhile comedian
playing
straight
for about
Hollywood."
We were
lolling
comfortably in

lowing a round of golf with boon companions at Lakeside. Out on the lawn
under the shade of the trees, Ralph's
Sealyham terrier suddenly attracted our
attention by his peculiar actions. He was
sitting up, begging. Two marauding
mocking birds were swooping down on
him, each snatching a tuft of hair. Realizing the futility of defending himself if

!'

the patio of his Beverly Hills home, fol-

SURE

to get the genuine "Marvelite"
by Hickory because: First — Substitutes cost more in the long run.
Second — If you can get the best
— at the price of the next best —
we'll leave it to you— what's best?

Ralph Morgan, not Frank, was
the famous comedian when
A.

STEIN

CHICAGO

20

• NEW

&
YORK

COMPANY
• LOS ANGELES

they were both on the stage
prior to their Hollywood fame
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Frank Morgan (upper photo) scores
a triumph in Dancing Pirates.
Ralph Morgan (lower photo) wins
new laurels in Anthony Adverse

Revealing many

unknown

facts about one
most
distinguished

theatre's
families

Bythe
of

Clark Warren

t?CMitty tod £ff

require the RESTFUL
SLEEP provided only
by the NEW.

he remained in the shade, the dog was
patiently begging the mockers to "please
leave me alone."
"Sometimes I feel like Princy Boy
out there," said Ralph, laughing,
"futilely trying to defend myself against
Hollywood casting directors who insist
on 'typeing' me from their own ideas
of what roles I should play.
"I know you are probably thinking
that here goes an old bromide again,"
he continued, "a disgruntled actor's protest against the Hollywood evil of 'typeing'. But, my friend, bromide or no
bromide, 'typeing' is an evil in pictures.
And, it has ruined many an otherwise
screen career."
promising
Right as rain, Ralph Morgan. Too
often, our finest actors are selected for
their roles from an apparent viewpoint
of personal appearance, rather than acting ability.
How many times have we seen an
actor on the screen who looks the part,
but who doesn't play the part? Who
leaves a false note, who lacks sincerity
and conviction ?
What the bare photographic eye sees
at first glance doesn't make the actor.
It's the soul that is revealed behind the
actor's eyes and in his method of expression.
In real life, Ralph Morgan is an exceptionally distinguished-looking gentleman. To some, he may look more like
a colonel or a clubman than an actor.
Certainly he doesn't look like a
comedian, but then, neither does William Powell. And, who can play suave,
[Continued on page 58]
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THE
REVOLUTIONARY

MOST

ADVANCEMENT

IN MATTRESS COMFORT, BEAUTY,
CONSTRUCTION
and LONGEVITY
The merciless routine of movie production taxes human
endurance almost to the breaking point. Leading stars
say that sound, refreshing sleep restores youthful health
and radiant beauty as nothing else can. The new
SLUMBERNEST Mattress ... the most important advancement in sleeping comfort in many years . . .
enables you to sleep utterly relaxed. So buoyantly comfortable isthis mattress that normal sleep movements
are reduced at least 36%. All nerve and muscle tension
is quickly relieved. You drift quietly and sweetly into
deep,

dreamless slumber. You awake thoroughly revitalized. SLUMBERNEST . . . the mattress achievement

of the century

. . . costs no

more

than

an

ordinary

mattress. See it at your dealer's, or use the coupon
full information.

for

TAKE A TIP FROM
THESE FAMOUS STARS
Jack La Rue, Lois Wilson and
Raquel Torres say that there
is no substitute for sound,
restful sleep as a health,
energy

and

beauty

tonic.

8 Superior features found
in No Other Mattres^
The

scientific

and

production
experience of the great automobile industry, plus 18

research

years

of practical
experience in the bedding in,f //ft'
dustry,
are
responsible
MmBmm
for the important superiJx ■
orities of the SLUMBERJ|
NEST
mattress.
Among
the exclusive features of
the
SLUMBERNEST
are

.■.■:■:; :■-•
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MULTIIII,--' , ~*y
-,,^
PLEATER
SLUMBERNEST
•IL r. r J/i\L 'c.
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quilt; the FALES underpadding, and the full- l« % ^-~^J ' _>;
I
floating, double cone,
VK ^""""j ^^J VT^1
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structible "all steel"
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spring unit.
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AMERICAN
GRAND

FELT
AUTO
RAPIDS,

SNIP

MAIL

AND

CORPORATION^'
MICHIGAN
THIS

Send me postpaid, free copy
SLUMBERNEST Means Better
of my nearest SLUMBERNEST

Frank Morgan made such a hit
with the stammering, hesitant
comedy in Affairs of Cellini,
that Hollywood

has "typed"

him

COUPON

of booklet, "Why
Rest"; also name
dealer.

I Sli,
U, ', ^£e/-„
/
"s beffafesf-

NAME
ADDRESS
(ST. or RFD)
CITY

STATE
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Fred MacMurray's
Honeymoon Diary

Fred and his bride, Lilian
Lamont, find romance and
adventure in beautiful Hawaii

Rut

Hal
e
h
flowers people sent us — there

all the
were so many in the stateroom we
couldn't move — but Lily said we should
send the bouquets to the dining room for
the tables, and the corsages to the ice
box; then the steward would bring her
a fresh one each night before dinner. I
didn't even know we weren't supposed to
dress for dinner the first night at sea.
That's one break, but it'll be stiff shirts
from now on. We have a table for two
in the corner of the dining salon. The
steward looked sort of disappointed
when I requested that ; said the Captain
would like to have us at his table. But
you know me on talking to people three
times a day, five Sunday
days in a row.

Fred MacMurray and Lilian Lamont, after surprising Hollywood by their elopement, cast about for an ideal honeymoon
and chose the trip to Honolulu

THERE were three chaise longues
lined up on one of the cooler sound
stages across from The Big
Broadcast set. A large cardboard sign
above them was roughly lettered in red
crayon. It read : "These chairs reserved
for Gracie Allen, Shirley Ross and
Martha Raye. Please keep off and this
means YOU. Thank you!" and it was
signed Gracie Allen, who was, we presume, at that minute in doing her bit for
The Big Broadcast.
"Here," said Fred MacMurray who
was taking time out from Champagne
Waltz. "Here's a good place. Let's sit
down here."
You may wonder what this has to do
with Fred's honeymoon voyage to
Hawaii. Just this : a fellow who doesn't
believe
in reading
signs doesn't believe
in readable
diaries either.
"I know I promised to keep a complete one for you, but have a heart, Lady
. . . there were so many things to do and
see that I couldn't keep up with myself. I
did make a few notes though. Maybe
you can piece them together. Here."
He fished in a voluminous pocket and
brought out a handful of jumbled scraps
of paper. Such a conglomerate string of
words and thoughts I have never seen
except in a Gertrude Stein opus. Parts
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of it ran like this : lauai . . . horse racing
. . . poi, lavender wall paper paste . . .
Lily, flowers . . . King Kamehameha . . .
palai . . . liquid sunshine — and so on,
pages like that.
No poker face, my perplexity was
plain. "Of course if that isn't enough,"
said Mr. MacMurray with his tongue
in his cheek, "perhaps I can give you
some
to fill
in."
This,more
then,dope
is the
monosyllabic
diary
plus a verbal hypodermic. Fred grinned
— it's practically perpetual— leaned back
against Gracie Allen's cushions, and began his recent trip all over again.
Saturday

The ship's paper under the door this
morning — and even on board a peaceful
ship like this, the paper has a gossip
column about movieland in it ! Will we
never get away from Hollywood !
Learned this morning that it takes eight
turns around the deck to make a mile.
Gosh, how they beat it out for that
morning constitutional right after breakfast. People who wouldn't think of walking around the block at home breeze
around here like marathon walkers !
We've sort of got the bug ourselves.
Not seasick yet, though I can sure feel
the throb of the motor. Played the horseracing game after lunch — and did Lily
have the laugh on me ! Trying to act like
an old-timer I walked up and put my
moneywason politely
a horse and
said, "To
And
informed
that show!"
in that
game you only bet to win. Thert a nice
fellow from San Francisco who was
playing mentioned
explained Hollywood
it to me. He'sor a movies
peach,
never
or having seen me on the screen. Funny
thing — people do not stare or ask for
autographs
anything.
nice not
be treated asorfreaks,
for a It's
change.
Guessto
they realize we're out for relaxation just
as they are. Only one strange thing ;
my new friend asked me if I was a
Malahcne? I didn't know what that was
so pretended I didn't hear him. Wonder
if that's some kind of an Elk?
Guess I'm not going to be seasick.
Glad too, because the food's so good.
Every time you turn around they feed
you — six times a day to be exact. Hot
dogs in the middle of the morning, or
ice cream, or whatever you want, also
at four, then a midnight supper — in addition to the three regular meals. Being

This boat has everything . . . more
than all the comforts of home. Swimming pool, gymnasium, orchestra,
movies at night, games all over the place
... I guess they're going to keep us busy.
Learned my first Hawaiian word : they
call the private decks lanai, which is
much the same as our word, patio, so I
guess we really are on our way to Honolulu. Seems unbelievable. The only sea
Monday
trip I ever made before was from Bos- a MacMurray I must also note — it's all
paid
for
!
ton to Providence, but maybe I shouldn't
own up to it. Lilian's been to Europe.
Today we were invited up to the
She knows just what to do about everything:. Ididn't know what to do about bridge, to watch them send up balloons

//l
to test the wind velocity, direction, etc.
They do this several times every day, and
then radio the information to the clipper
ship! Didn't know clipper ships were so
dependent on sea ships ! They say the
Philippine Clipper will pass us early tomorrow.

Tuesday

Was that a sight ! The Clipper overtaking
us, giving us the go-by. We could see it
for twenty miles. Sometimes it would disappear through the clouds and then come
back again, and we could actually see the
propellers flashing in the sun. A thrill I
won't forget for a long time.
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Wednesday
More excitement. Passed our sister ship
going the other way. Both ships tooted their
whistles or whatever they call those noisy
things, and ran up code flags to signal each
other. They asked us if we knew anybody
on the other boat ; we could send them a
message. Didn't unfortunately, because that
would have been great.

Thursday
Back to old times. The boys in the ship
orchestra let me play a couple of numbers
on the saxophone. Reminded me of the time
I triedI had,
to getnow.
a job with a ship's band. I
wish
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Captain's Dinner tonight, with silly caps
and horns and balloons and things like
that. And champagne. And the orchestra
wandered from table to table, serenading.
I've been thinking maybe we will sit at the
Captain's table on the way back, if we're
invited. These people are all right. Only
my friend from San Francisco asked me
again if I was a Malahcne, and this time I
had to have a choking spell. Is it a gag,
or what?

lasting comfort and freedom. But sides
only are cushioned— the center surface
is left free to absorb.
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Everybody
up at seven_ this morning,
though
we
didn't
dock until
nine. a But
the way into Honolulu
you pass
lot on
of
(Continued on page 62)
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Table tennis on the high seas. And
even aboard ship Fred MacMurray couldn't entirely escape the
omnipresent news photographers
who

hound

Hollywood's

stars
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PAIN I HAD

Hollywood
For Him
by

Frank Forest had to go
to Europe and become
an opera star before
Hollywood recognized —
and rewarded — his ability

Stu

art

I Got No Sympathy
Because I Couldn't Explain!"

WHAT an affliction Piles are! What a tax,
physically and mentally. Piles not only
cause you untold torture, but they make you
look the suffering you feel.
Piles can take various forms — internal or
external, itching or painful, bleeding or nonbleeding— but whatever form they take, they play
havoc with your health, strength and efficiency.
A Scientific Formula
Real relief for the distress due to Piles is to be
had in Pazo Ointment. Pazo acts quickly and
definitely. Pazo stops pain and itching. It assures comfort, day and night.
Pazo is reliable because it is threefold in effect.
First, it is soothing, which tends to relieve soreness and inflammation. Second, it is lubricating,
which tends to soften hard parts andalso to make
passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends
to reduce swollen parts and to stop bleeding.
Real Results
Pazo comes in Collapsible Tube with Detachable Pile
Pipe which permits application high up in rectum
where it reaches and thoroughly covers affected parts.
Pazo also now comes in suppository form. Pazo Suppositories are Pazo Ointment, simply in suppository
form. Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
the most satisfactory.

Send for Trial Tube
All drug stores sell Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo Suppositories. But a liberal trial tube will be sent on request.
Just mail coupon below and enclose 10c Ccoin or
stamps) to help cover packing and postage.

Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Dept. 75-F, St. Louis, Mo.

MAIL!

Gentlemen: Please send me trial tube Pazo. I enclose 10c to help cover packing and postage.
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY-

STATE.

This offer is good in U. S. and Canada. Canadian
residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 64 Wellington St., West, Toronto. Ont.
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t comes the one concerning the several who tried in
vain to win a place on the screen,
gave up, left town, and there in
their new environment were hailed
as "discoveries" to be offered fabulous contracts and dressing rooms
with gold-plated door handles. Fred
MacMurray is a stand-out example
of that. He knocked at every studio
gate in town, gave up in poverty and
disgust, joined an orchestra, and a
couple of years later was snatched
right off the stage in New York,
where some studio scout had seen
him in Roberta.
This, however,
is not a story
about Fred MacMurray.
It is an
introduction to Frank Forest who has

indeed a tale to tell about Hollywood's
propensity for seeing greener grass in
the farther fields.
Forest was headed for Hollywood
when he went to Italy eleven years ago
to study voice, but he did not know it at
the time. He had his eye on the opera
stage, and nothing else mattered. It
took Hollywood ten years to catch up
with him but it finally did, through the
agency of Arthur Hornblow Jr., a member of Ernst Lubitsch's Paramount production staff, who heard Forest sing in
England with the Italian National Opera
company. It was pure coincidence that
representatives of two other American
studios heard Forest at the same
time. The following day he had offers
of a contract from all three. He
signed with Paramount for reasons of
his own.
Forest's life has been like that. Things
would go along and suddenly something
would happen, something lucky, and of
benefit to him. But at the same time he
never ceased to work for what he has,
and music always has been his aim, purpose and sole concern.
"There never was a time in my life
that I didn't want to sing," he says. "I
would have sacrificed everything, no
Movie Classic for October, 1936

Once known as
Franco Foresta,
Paramount's newest tion
singing
is onsensathe
road to stardom

matter what, to win a place in opera,
a hearing
on the concert
stage."
Such singleness
of purpose
cannot be
denied.
• Forest's first picture is Champagne
Waltz, and in it he plays a role scarcely
less important than those of Gladys
Swarthout and Fred MacMurray, the costars. Ernest Lubitsch is now searching
for a suitable story and Paramount has
announced that Forest will be starred.
With such a future assured, Forest
changed his plans accordingly. Instead
of a concert season, which for four years
has been his custom in January, February and March, he devoted those three
months this year to an intensive course
of
"watching
goesset on"
in the
studio.
He was what
on one
or another
every day. He spent hours in the music
department, other hours with the studio
dramatic coach, and two or three times
each week he returned to the studio at
night to watch the labor crews prepare
the
stages
the henext
Within
three for
weeks
knew day's
more work.
about
the general scheme of motion picture
making than the average newly-signed
player learns in six months.

Fought
««' I VHE only thing I haven't learned,
-*■ and a thing that is absolutely necessary in Hollywood, is to be patient,"
Forest declares. "Everything seems to
move so slowly but it is easy to realize
why. Each picture from the outset is a
new production, every part of which has
to be created or built from scratch. This
takes much time for preparation. On the
opera stage, the only thing I have known,
everything is ready — settings, score,
costumes, even stage business that has
been handed down for generations of
players. Rarely is a new opera presented. Personally I feel that this condition should not prevail. I often feel
that the presentation of opera must
change with the times in order to survive. Modern audiences have a right to
see an opera well acted as well as hear
it well sung.'
This thought of Forest's is reflected in
his work, according to critical comment
following his appearance with the Chicago Opera company during its most
recent season. It was Forest's first appearance on an American stage since
he left New York for Italy ten years
before.
"The work of Frank Forest, young
American tenor, was auspicious in his
debut," said the Musical Courier. "He
has a remarkably fine voice, but plus that
he has extraordinary ability as an actor.
His performance was outstanding because of this fact."
HE

recalls a time when his work was
not held so highly, at least by one
fellow member of an opera troupe with
which he was appearing at the time. It
was after he had been in Italy some five
years, and was appearing professionally,
as Franco Foresta, with a medium rate
company in a provincial city. The baritone with the company was not as young
as he once had been, and his performance this particular night got far from
a charitable reception at the conclusion
of his opening aria. In fact the audience whistled and hooted in frank derision and refused to let the show go on
until its displeasure had been registered
to the full.
After enough of this, the blustering
baritone walked down to the footlights,
glared out over the audience, and roared,
"You don't like me, eh ? All right. But
just wait till you hear the tenor !"
"It was a difficult night," Forest recalls.
It is from such things as this that you
draw your chief first impression of this
young tenor. His ready smile and his
frank blue eyes promise a fine sense of
humor and the ability to laugh. Then
there is a drive about him, some electric
alertness, that leaves a fine impression.
He seems eager to have you like him,
and to share the regard. An easy person to know. He is definitely the athletic
type, broad[Continued on page 76]
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A Penetrating Face Cream

Is What You Need !

skin, it also lubricates it — resupplies it with a
fine oil that overcomes dryness and keeps the
skin soft and smooth. Lady Esther Face Cream
is on sale at all drug and department stores, but
When it comes to your skin, be a good housefor a free demonstration, mail me your name
keeper! Don't be satisfied merely with surface
and address. I will at once send you a 7-days'
cleansing.
You may Get
not "into
realizetheit,corners."
but many complexion
tube postpaid and free. See for yourself how
this cream works. See how deeply it gets into
woes are due to nothing else than imbedded
the pores, how thoroughly it
dirt. This dirt may not be noticeable at first because it is buried
cleanses your skin. Your cloth
will reveal dirt that you never
quite deep in your skin. But it
causes tiny bumps and rough
suspected lurked in your skin.
See also how soft and smooth
patches which you can feel with
and supple Lady Esther Face
your fingers.
Make the finger-tip test deCream leaves your skin. The rescribed to the right, and if you
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will understand then why eight
feel anything like tiny bumps or
million women say that all their
dry patches, you can be sure
skins need is this one face cream.
your pores are clogged and your
skin dirty. This hidden, stubborn Feel Those Little
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in the pores, causes, not only
Pass your fingers over
With the free7-days'tube of Lady
your whole face. Do you
Esther Face Cream, I will also
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ing shade and how Lady Esther
are a sign your pores are
Face Cream and Face Powder
Lady Esther Face Cream adeclogged and your skin
needs "housecle
work
together to give you perfect
quately meets the situation beskin smoothness. Write me today.
cause it is a penetrating face
cream. Gently and soothingly, it
penetrates your pores and there it "goes to
work" on the waxy matter. It loosens it —
breaks it up — and makes it easily removable.
When you have cleansed your skin with
Lady Esther Face Cream, it shows it, both in
the clearness and radiance of your skin and
in the tingling sensation of freshness.

( You can paste this on a penny postcard.)
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Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
Please send me by return mail your 7-days' supply of
Lady Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream; also all five
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lombard

As the madcap Irene Bullock in My Man
Godfrey, Carole Lombard more firmly entrenchescomedienne.
her position Off-screen,
as the screen's
miere
she is preone
of

Hollywood's

most

popular

hostesses
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The Real Reason

Why Jean
Branded by her spectacular appearance —
feared and hated hy other women — -Jean
risked her career to recapture happiness

by Mary Altman
IT WAS the great social event of the Hollywood year. At
the party every star name was present. Jean Harlow, in
the first new evening gown she had had in two years — an
expensive original created by one of the world-famous couturieres— looked at herself in the mirror which flanked one side
of the anteroom in which she was chatting with several friends.
She was pleased with herself. It was a lovely gown and she was
glad she had bought it.
And then, suddenly, she Saw a face behind her — a face distorted with rage and jealousy and hate. The face of a woman
she had never seen. For a moment she was paralyzed with
fright, and then she saw a glass lifted in a threatening hand.
She turned too late. The contents of the glass were hurled at
her. It streamed down her back. Down her arms. Down the
front of that glamorous frock. She was too astonished and hurt
to say a word. The woman turned and walked out of the room.
"Good Lord," said one of the small group surrounding Jean.
"What do you think made her
do that?
She doesn't know
White to the lips Jean stood
you!"
there, mopping ineffectually at
the ruined gown. And then she
laughed. And there was bitterness in her voice. "Let's pretend itdidn't happen."
If the others didn't know what
caused the incident, Jean knew.
Knew as certainly as if she had
looked into the woman's mind.
For this was a gesture not
towards the girl Jean Harlow —
but towards "That Platinum
Blonde" — towards that flamboyant personality portrayed on
the screen.
For six years Jean Harlow
had been in bondage to her hair
and to her synthetically acquired reputation. She had
been invested with a personality
and that personality had been
dissected, exploited, discussed,
accepted. Yet the Jean Harlow
the world knows and the real
Jean are fantastically different.
But from the beginning, her
spectacular silver hair has been
[Continued on page 90]
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Hated HerlHair

The contents of the cocktail glass
streamed down her new frock . . .
and Jean knew only too well the
reason for the woman's action . . .

I

2y
The platinum hair which she donned for her sensational sex role
in Hell's Angels (left) invested her with a synthetic reputation.
As
a brownette
(right) she
is, for the
first time,
herself

Merle Oberon's
■■■■■■■■imiVHn

Discouragement .... Hunger .... Loneliness .... Merle Oberon
survived twenty days of despair which would have crushed the
average girl
And those twenty days helped make her a star
THE
London fog hung in billows; swirled around the
tops of buildings, cutting them off, as with a knife, from
sight.
It was a depressing day and its grayness crept into the heart
of sixteen-year-old Estelle Thompson as she stood at the window and dreamed of her beloved India, where skies were always
blue, and where her heart had been always gay.
There were no fiery letters of hope on her wall to prophesy
that some day the world would bow at her feet, and that, as
Merle Oberon, she would be known in every hamlet and every
town.
At that moment, she was only a forlorn little girl — hungry,
vithout hope, homesick !
A ten-pound cannister of crackers, standing in a corner of
her room, taunted her. She could hear the clanking of china
and silver as waitresses passed her closed door with heavily
laden trays of breakfast for the other guests in the house. The
aroma of hot coffee made her nerves twitch. The fragrance
of food made the gnawing in her stomach harder to bear. For
her breakfast meant two crackers. Two and no more. There
were not so many of them left, and after that . . .
In a way, it was amusing. Here she was, god-daughter of
Lady Monteith, niece of a British Colonel, a girl descended
from an eminent line of English officers and gentlemen, and
yet, she was starving to death by degrees.
Her French, her Hindustani and Latin were not making it
easier for her to find a job. Her meager diet was no help
either, for a girl became desperately tired when crackers had
been her sole food for weeks.
Perhaps some day she would think of this interlude and
laugh about it. Remember the series of events which had led
her to this situation, and believe the experience worthwhile.
But at the moment she was hungry — frightfully hungry.
She had been so certain of herself when she had stowed away
on the English-bound boat. London was her Mecca, and there
she would find success and fortune and all the things she had
dreamed of in the years past. Her Uncle was going off on a
holiday. She had come to bid him bon voyage. He had kissed
her and said, "It won't be long before I see you again," and
she had answered, "No, it won't be long," hiding a smile.
Two hours off-shore, she had knocked on his stateroom door
and announced that she was traveling to England with him.
She had smuggled a few bags on board, and there was nothing
to be done but to permit her to go along.
While her Uncle remained in England, Merle gave no
thought to job-hunting, but she felt instinctively that here in
this town lay her destiny.
When the Colonel's leave was at an end, he begged her to
return to India with him. Pleaded that her mother's mind
would not be at peace, knowing that Merle was in the city
alone. But finally compromised with her by. renting a room
for her in a superior boarding house and paying the rent for
three months. He gave her a return ticket home
and twenty-five pounds. From then on, she must
either swim to success or come home.
"In those first few days after his departure, I
was overwhelmed by the excitement of being on
my own.
I suppose it was primarily due to that
30

excitement — due to the novelty of thinking for myself, that I
found myself hungry a few days later.
"On the second day of my new freedom, I went shopping.
In addition to the twenty-five pounds I had a bit saved from my
allowance.
I felt as if I had all the money in the world.
"And so, one morning, I set forth very gayly to inspect
London and its shops. As I passed a window I was suddenly
arrested by the most glamorous coat I had ever seen. It was a
black beauty, trimmed with silver fox. Enchanting beyond
words ! I went in and asked to try it on."
Merle strutted before the mirror, craned her neck to see it
from every angle. Definitely it was the coat of a woman of
the world. A sophisticated coat ! A coat in which a sixteenyear-old could say she was twenty and get away with it.
"There was no recourse. I had to have that coat. I hesitated abit when I discovered the price — twenty-two pounds —
almost all I had. But I was confident I would have a job almost
any moment. I was optimistic about my future. And so I
bought it.
"As I trudged home, quite happy with my precious coat under
my arm, I passed a bakery window and saw a huge canister
of crackers — biscuits we call them in England — and almost
without volition my feet turned in at the doorway and I bought
those too.
me."Perhaps unconsciously I realized that hunger was before
The little money Merle Oberon had left seemed to fade away.
She did not realize how slippery money could be. One morning
she had a pound and by evening she had nothing at all.
"In three days I didn't have a farthing," Merle tells today.
"My cracker diet began. Stupid, I told myself, not to have
coaxed my Uncle into paying my board too. At least I could
have been certain of regular meals.
"Existing on crackers wasn't so bad that first day or even
the next.
I like crackers. That was a blessing."
But as one day followed another, as no job appeared, something of frozen horror clutched her heart.
Fortunately, she had met some of her Uncle's friends and
every ten days or so they would invite her to dinner. And
always before her engagement, she coached herself against
overeating, against eating too hastily, for fear they might think
her a glutton, or, worse, guess her desperate situation.
She knew nothing about theatrical agencies, nor the procedure a novice must follow to achieve attention. She could
only hope that her hit-and-miss method of job-hunting would
bring results.
One day she heard that a film company was holding an
audition for players at the Cafe de Paris in London. She
applied. Her name was taken and her address, but no definite
verdict was given her.
But the manager of this impressive night club approached
her and asked whether she would like to dance there. He set
a day when other girls were coming, and at first
she declined. And then he said casually, "Why
don't you come in and talk it over and meet the girls
anyway? Come in at tea-time and we'll all have

Sonia Lee
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the appointed afternoon arrived, Merle
teaWhen
together."

20 Dangerous
was hungry enough to walk miles for tea
and sandwiches and cakes. She came
with little interest in the proffered
job. But she ate with fervor and application and continuously — dozens of
little sandwiches, and tiny cakes and gobs
of tea.
For the first time in days she had that
comfortable full feeling around her
middle. For the first time she was warm !
When the manager again talked to her
of a job he pointed out that it was a fairly
good wage — five pounds a week and
dinner.
"It wasn't so much the money he offered, but the idea of having dinner assured each and every night — of never
knowing hunger again — that appealed to
me She
as nothing
else could
could really
write have."
glowing letters
to her mother now and tell her that she
was well and happy. For weeks even
notes had been difficult to write, for she
had had to lie in every sentence. And
hold her tears in check for fear they
might mar the note paper.
Dinner ! Yes, she would work. Of
course, she would come and be a dancing

W

And there is an epilogue to this story.
It revolves around that be-furred coat
which put Merle Oberon on a starvation
girl.
diet for weeks. She wore it and was
noticed and admired in it. And so it
served a purpose ! But to her it stood
for weeks of hunger pangs.
Her desperate days were at last at an
end. She was working, meeting people
who gave her entree into the film studios,
where her ambitions lay. At last she was
beginning to realize her first dreams —
to be in a position where she could give
her mother all the luxuries Mrs. Thompson had missed since her husband's death.
For two years Merle worked obscurely
in films, playing bits or perhaps only atmosphere.
Then her big chance came ! Alexander Korda and his wife were having
luncheon at the British and Dominion
Studio restaurant, and nearby sat Merle
Oberon. Korda's wife pointed at her and
said, "That is the most striking face I
Twoevermonths
have
seen." later Korda sent for
Merle Oberon and cast her in Wedding
Rehearsal. Later came leads in Men of
Tomorrow and then she was cast as Anne
Boleyn with Charles Laughton in The
Private Life of Henry VIII.
Hollywood discovered her. And from
then on her climb to fame is history.
Today with Goldwyn's production These
Three she has become one of the outstanding stars of motion pictures.
Hunger is forever behind her !
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H <N0" Girl
Independent, fearless and individual, Gloria
Stuart has coined an unusual philosophy
which is carrying her to stardom
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YOU'VE
all read the story, time
and became
again, Joan
of theCrawgirl
Who-Knew-What-She-Wanted
— and
ford or
! Katharine Hepburn ! or any one of a dozen other
movie stars you know . . .
Those stories are true enough, and fine, too. They prove
that a serious one-mindedness, plus determination, plus courage
can bring a girl to the fulfilment of her dreams, as those qualities really did bring Joan and Katie and the others to theirs.
They had that goal since childhood, and so intense was their
determination to Have-What-They-Wanted that they fought
through, and got it.
— there's another story in Hollywood. And this is it— this
BUT—
the
story
girl Stuart.
Who-Knew-What-She-DIDN'T-Want!
—is and
becameof the
Gloria
And it's just as thrilling, just as fine, just as exciting as the
story of those stars who fought for what they wanted, and gained
it. Because Gloria Stuart was just as courageous, just as determined, just as smart about what NOT to want. She fought
just as hard against the injustice of having to take what she
didn't want. And, like the others, she's come out on top.
And so here's her tale — the tale that'll show you young folk
who know what you don't want and who think you shouldn't be
forced to take it, that maybe you're quite right. . . .
It began
in her when
childhood
Gloria's
knowing
what! she
want.
It began
she —went
to school,
at four
Shedidn't
was
so young that even the six-year-old girls thought she was a
baby, and wanted her to play baby games.
But Gloria didn't want to play baby games.
She gave the
six-year-old girls a push in the tummy, and found some boys
to play with. She became the Tomboy of Santa Monica (that's
her home town) and the other girls stuck out their tongues at
her, and envied her the fun she was having with the boys !
Then the school bosses ruled that all girls must wear uniforms. Gloria didn't want to. Here
was her first rebellion against
Gloria Stuart and
mediocrity — a rebellion that has
Arthur Sheelcman have
been waged unceasingly through
made their marriage
the rest of her life, and the reone of the happiest in
bellion that has brought her to the
all Hollywood
un-mediocrity she now glories in.
She didn't want to wear the school
uniform — and after all sorts of
hullabaloo, she got away with it ! By some manner of special
dispensation, Gloria was the one girl
[Continued on page 82]
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Laughs
on the
Cobb
Meet the screens homeliest —
and \indliest — and best'loved
star who complains about his
Thespian estate and loves it

by Harry Lang
ONCE upon a time, in New York's Central Park Zoo, I
saw a hippopotamus with a toothache. They were
going to pull the aching tooth next day, the keeper told
me. But in the meantime, the hippopotamus was feeling bad —
very, very bad. And as I beheld the shuddersome depths of
misery in that hippopotamus' countenance, I believed that never,
never again in this world or any other, would I see as doleful
a puss . . . !
But wrong was I. Ah, how wrong. For I had not reckoned
with Irvin Cobb. I have just lunched with Irvin Cobb —
America's best humorist (and by his own boast, America's
worst movie actor!) — and I want to go on record right
here as saying that compared with Cobb's lugubrious
physiognomy, that hippopotamus1' pan was as joyful as Shirley
Temple's.
On what Mr. Cobb affectionately terms his face, there was
an expression of profound woe. At any moment, I expected
to see a tear roll down that cheek of his and plop into the middle
of the mountain of ravioli before him. It didn't. It fell with a
lovely splash into his glass of beer, instead.
"Oh," estate.
he moaned,
last, "I amthe sobottom
low. Iofhave
lowest
T haveat reached
the sunk
ladderto ! myI

Irvin S. Cobb, famous humorist, came to Hollywood to write
for the screen and — thanks to his pal Will Rogers — stayed
to act. He will be starred in a series of comedy-dramas by
Twentieth Century-Fox

have become, after a blameless life in every other respect, a
movie actor. Ah, woe is me . . . !
"But what," I asked, "would you rather be?"
He turned ponderously around on the bench of the cafe
where we were lunching, and pointed at little Jane Withers.
lunching with her ma in the next booth. "See her?" he asked
me. I said I did. "I'd rather," he pronounced, "be Jane
Withers' tapeworm !"
Then he fell upon the ravioli. If there's anything Mr. Cobb
apparently likes very much, it's eating. In the zest of crunching each little ravioli, he brightened considerably. I pried into
the depths of his ache, seeking the reason for his woe. Finally,
between ravioli, he gave out the truth.
"Today," he confessed, "Jane Withers will throw tomatoes
into my eye !" It appeared the afternoon's takes were to show
him being socked in the optic with a moribund tomato, flung
by Jane. As a matter of fact, a baseball pitcher with excellent
aim and magnificent speed had been retained to throw the
tomato from out of camera range so it would properly impinge
upon the Cobbean organ.
"And when I came to Hollywood," he moaned, bathing a
ravioli in beer, "they told me acting was quite dignified, now.
Bah — seven more bahs ! A custard pie in the face is still the
highest
formtheofravioli
Art inwasmovies
By now,
gone, !"and Mr. Cobb was attacking
a cantaloupe half. He washed that down with beer, too.
"When this picture is over," he went on, "I'm going away.
I'm going off to the desert, where no producers can ever find
me, and I'm going to fight back for my self-respect. I'm going
to finish a couple of books I'm writing. [Continued on page 80]
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The Good Earth
A preview of scenes from one of the mosl daring
film experiments ever attempted in screen history

t. 01.
■■■■■

^^^^

of the greatest location tasks ever attempted by
Hollywood is now nearing completion in the nearby
foothills, where five hundred acres of rolling terrain
have been transformed into a replica of the densely populated
m areas of North China, for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
■The Good Earth, which will co-star Paul Muni and Luise
Rainer. Hundreds of. Chinese live on the farms, in the
villages, in the walled cities.
The day's work begins at five in the morning, when the
production manager arrives at the location, checks his
weather instruments, and decides whether or not the sun will
shine. If he so decides, he notifies the studio.
A crew of make-up experts board cars, with their materials,
and start for the location. The casting office
notifies the players.
The studio school is
also notified, so that teachers may be sent
out for the children.
ONE

Shortly after seven o'clock, great busses
begin unloading extras, Orientals, who file
past the tables where make-up artists work,
affixing queues and other accessories. Paul
Muni and Luise Rainer, with the rest of the
principals, arrive shortly before eight, to be
made up in their dressing rooms, built on
the set. Cameraman Karl Freund and his
crew are meantime setting up their cameras,
the necessary properties are assembled, and
Director Sidney Franklin checks the details.
At nine sharp players, director and cameras
are ready for the day's work.
The location represents a Chinese countryside. The hills are terraced and planted,
in authentic Chinese farm fashion. Patches
of onions, leeks, cabbage, mustard, Chinese
greens, cauliflower, water chestnut, acres of
wheat and millet, are planted. The work
was supervised by Yee On, a practical
Chinese farmer, the actual growing having
been started weeks and months ago.
Chinese houses dot the landscape ;
thatched homes representing those of Wang
Lung, the farmer, played by Muni, and his
wife, O Lan, [Continued on page 88]

Thousands of dollars were spent to
import authentic
properties from
the province of
Ho-nan, in China,
during

the four

years spent in
preparation work

Paul Muni (left) lived with a
Chinese family for weeks
while studying his difficult
role. Charles Grape win
fright) plays the important
role of the grandfather

Adventures

Extra
Sometimes amusing — sometimes
dramatic — but always interesting are the experiences of the
unknowns who work on Hollywood's motion picture sets
on
A movie set an extra holds about the same positi
as a spear-carrier in a show, or the wen on your Aunt
Susie's nose— it's there, and the less said about it the
a necessary evil— and that's about the best that
We're
better
can be !said
for us.
I'm an extra and I ought to know !
nobody loves us, we're an essenBut in spite of the fact that
tial part of most pictures. Who else would be shoved all over
the place in mob scenes? You guessed it! The extra is the
only specimen known to take such punishment. Of course
we're not always right. We make our mistakes too ! Like the
time in one of De Mille's super-spectacles when thousands of
extras were battering at the walls of Paris. In the "rushes
next day it was discovered that three of the wild revolutionaries
36
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were

scene from The
Their lot is hard,

storming the

allof Paris with
gatessuckers
in thei^
day
mouths! De Mille didn't
after all, we're
like that. But
only human ! We have to have
a little diversion.
we
That's one grand thing about Jean Harlow's pictures—
like to work with her. She's gay and friendly and keeps the
sets humming. She has a phonograph with her and the mmute
the director yells, "Cut !" the victrola starts— with all the latest
jazz. It keeps her in the mood— and as a result, keeps every- |
body else in the mood too.
color of our surYou see, like chameleons, we take on thewho
resented each
roundings. I've been on sets with a star
the quiet .
hear
actually
could
you
awhile
after
and
tiny noise—
Everybody tiptoes around; a whisper brings you dirty looks
and a laugh brings an army of second assistant directors on
so down that nothing matters
your neck. By five o'clock you're
anv more; and when you go home you startle your family by
sneaking around the house and whispering to yourself.

rf Horizon
on which thousands of extras worked for weeks,
but the.r work ,s .nterestlng.
At left: Virginia Odeon, the autho

takes two good hours to come but of it
that, thank heavens!

They're not all like

When we're on a set with Alan Mowbr
we settle down
,to a good show— and nobody could. have aaymore
appreciative
audience ! We re so easy to please, bless our hearts
! Alan
clowns from morning until night ; he has a grand sense of
humor
and keeps everybody amused. Only once have I seen him quiet
-and then he didn't feel well ! Whereupon he called
bicarbonate of soda. As soon as he had downed it the for some
directo
(much to his own surprise and chagrin)— burped ! That's oner
up for the power of suggestion. Of course
our seats at that ! The director didn't like it.we nearly fell off
Usually on sets I don't get too well-acquainted with
other
I know
They get pesty and don't get a girl anywhere.
extras
wnat the.r pay-check is and I know they may not work aS
for two weeks-so what's the percentage?
Make my Ss
seriously
;o
„:„„ L and
l when Anita
...
"""■=• writes
",,i« that
"'«" a«t "kiss
kiss on the
tne wrist
wi
Loos
is nice but an emerald bracelet lasts longer," I believe
her
y> however> tried very hard to start a conversation
t uli
I shudder now to think what I nearly missed. It Tas likj
this •
e placed side by side in a court-room scene and there

The dancing girls get a breajc in Cain and Mabel,
co-starring Marion Davies and Clark
Sable.
Dancers are paid more than the averag
e extra

rV^ *? ^
Z buHed my face in a book ^d that was that.
2?JS dauy WC ^e-re ,called back and he started the converHe said «tS tY^"*1 ^J™' *hat J rePlied befor* * thought
t
-a «t ? J10^/' am * rt ?
wnd'
I$J?
* }hou8hi ** was cold!"
heSS^
d tor anotber (you know how it will !) and
<"nnifort
wit™" Th3t'
seemed
nere seemed
wcainer here
"«= weather
"""■ the
iT u ■ froni• N Yawk
t ~. C?ringth mf •
T Mnt '.magine why a b°y like that would try
^ard0goteme"n.''UPOn
^^
he "^ "^^
Raft's body'
I said, "You mean Mack
Gray ?"
[Continued on page 78]

They're synonymous with "The Theatre' '
corner of the land . . . . other actors envy

Lionel, the eldest
of the three Barrymores, has a
warm heart. He
calls brother John
"The Kid"

yinfancy on, I heard about "The Barr
FROM
more Tradition." Along with Mother Goose
and the Katzenjammer Kids and Horatio At
MidThe Bridge and Alice In Wonderland and thewove
n
night Ride of Paul Revere, there were
tion.
frequent allusions to the Barrymore Tradi
,
Tales of Grandmother Louisa Drew and daughter
yBarr
ice
Maur
of
Tales
e.
ymor
Georgie Drew Barr
more and John Drew. Later tales of Lionel Ethel
me
and John. Until the Barrymore Tradition beca as
ore
a part of the American tradition to me, folkl
fabled and fantastic as the tales of the brothers
Grimm.
,_
The verv mention of the name of Barrymore conjured up— and still conjures up— The Theatre,
e,
mysterious and glamorous. They were the Theatr
and they are, what
the Barrymores. They were,Theat
re. _
vou mean when you say, The
amusing tales
tell
father
my
g
' I remember hearin
of Maurice, father of Lionel. Ethel and John. How
once, while Maurice was the great matinee idolwasot
London and John was at school in England he
the city to
required, always, when he came up to John
didn t
visit his father, to travel third-class.

e
s
tbo

Barrymore

such occasion
understand this. He resented it. And on one
all of my
while
that
it
is
"How
father,
his
to
hotlv
said
he
travel
heard,
no one has ever
friends, sons' of fathers of whom
ore, have
first or second I, the son of the great Maurice Barrym drew his
ice
to travel third?" Whereupon the superb 'Maur You travel
,
deeply
ded
respon
and
er
togeth
dramatic brows
third, my son, because there is no fourth!
Such stories as that.
, .. ,
ere isn t
is-th
there
all
s
People went about intoning "That'
ing cadences of
anymore . . ." in the sombre, throatily thrill

out over the
The first serious epidemic of fan fever broke
the profile
was
It
profile of John, matinee idol extraordinary.which the fans have
down
way
the
paved
really
which
of John
38

to the Valenti nos
travelled bearing frankincense and myrrh
letters to that
love
fervid
wrote
Girls
al.
et
rs,
Coope
Gables
e and hung
profil
t
perfec
that
d
profile' G?rls Sd WOmen frame
There are Ariels now as there were
ft in their boudoirs.
on
ArBu? Sever knew exactly what the BarrymorehaveTraditi
been a
,
reallv meant I thought there might, perhaps
Or perhaps a bar
mSer Tn tL archive! of their ancestry.
many Y^ter
now,
so,
"nister upon the 'scutcheon And
of The Barrymore
I have endeavored to find the explanation
nt of asking Lionel
Tradition by the simple and direct expedie

3naS£t
We

of The Devil Doll, Lionel, John and I

sat on the side-lines

talking between

Lionels

scenes,

.... their sayings are passed along until they echo in every
them and pay them deference .... they themselves are traditions

Gladys
Hall
And

here is the

Barrymore clan
assembled in full
force when Ethel
joined her brothers
in Hollywood several years ago to
film Rasputin.
They are, from
left to right-* John
Barrymore Colt,
Mrs. Lionel Barrymore, Lionel, Ethel
(Mrs. Colt), Ethel
Barrymore Colt,
Dolores Costello
Barrymore, little
Ethel Dolores Barrymore, John, baby
John Blythe Barrymore and Samuel

Colt

Traditions
John Barrymore's famous profile, glimpsed at its
best in the ten-year-old photo at the right, made
watching Rafaelo Ottiani do
him the idol of feminine fans. Now in his fifties,
macabre things in an eerie
he plans to wed Elaine Barrie soon. Below he is
laboratory.
Strange retorts
glimpsed with his fiancee and her mother
and vials gave forth strange
gasses and abnormal colors.
The wizardry and necromancy
of the Theatre were there.
It was a fit
background for a Barrymore.
And I said to Lionel and John, "What is
'The Barrymore Tradition?' It's about
time one of the Barrymores explained it to
us. Three generations, at least, have wondered. .. ."
[Continued on page 56]
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Rescue Mission
IN THE Boweries, and the Bronx's and the Chinatowns of
most large cities, there have sprung u£ \^hat are known
as Rescue Missions — places where dejected^ souls can join
together, in song mostly, and find a lift for their hearts. Some
of these Rescue Missions are broadcast so that millions, rather
than hundreds, may be reached.
Nelson Eddy, in his own way, runs just such a Rescue
Mission, only you won't find it listed in any radio log, or signposted in any way. Nor will you find him even talking about
it. But it exists just the same, as a few of those he has helped
are eager to testify. The people who come to him are singers
mostly, not necessarily looking for financial help, but singing
help — the kind of personal help which involves time, interest
and work, all of which Nelson Eddy gives generously.
There is the story of John Carroll, as he told it to me himself.
About a year ago when John was under contract to RKO he
was assigned to a singing role in Hi Gaucho and given a song
which was a typical Nelson Eddy song — a rousing, robust baritone number. John worked on the song for several days but
was terribly discouraged. He could get nowhere with it. Yet
it was his big chance. For months he had been begging for a
singing role instead of the dramatic "villain" parts which had
been handed him, and now that he had his chance he was filled
with the fear of flopping. If only Nelson Eddy would show
him how the song should be sung. But at that point it never
occurred to him that Nelson would do such a thing. Nelson
Eddy of sudden Naughty Marietta fame would be too busy,
too important, and too inaccessible.
But then he met a friend of Nelson's, told him his plight,
and the friend said: "You don't know Nelson. He's always
doing things like that. Just give him a ring. No ! You don't
need to be introduced . . . here's his number."
.Unbelieving, but desperate, John did call him. "Surely,"
said Nelson. "I'd be glad to. What are you doing now? I
have abput an hour."
They wasted no time in getting down to work. Nelson studied
the song silently for a few minutes, pacing up and down, beating
out the rhythm with his hand. "It's a good number . . . you can
make a hit with this," was his immediate judgment. And then
his voice boomed forth, and, as he sang, he penciled the phrasing
and the breathing on the score. In five minutes, they were singing it together. In ten, John was singing it alone, and with a
confidence he had not felt before. As he said, in telling me
about it : "For some strange reason I felt right at home with
him, not like a novice at all. He wasn't the least bit patronizing
You can't help admiring a fellow like that. A funny thing,
though . . . the minute I got home, I
slumped right back again. But because he had been so swell and so
understanding I didn't hesitate in
phoning him a second time, and telling him frankly that I still wasn't
right. 'All right,' he said, 'I'll tell
you what I'll do. I'll make a home
recording of it for you and send it
over. You can work from that.' It's
hard to tell you how much that meant
to me. Thanks to him, they were
quite pleased with the way I did the
song at RKO.
And if it hadn't been
40

for Nelson I don't believe I could ever have gotten away with it.
Nelson helped me find a new teacher too, and now, thanks to
him, my singing is the paramount interest in my life."
More dramatic is the story of a girl who asks to be nameless.
More dramatic and more Nelson-revealing too, because in this
case it was Nelson who went to her. During his winter concert
tour in a middle-western city he found time to stop in at the
local opera house to see a performance of Carmen, with one of
the town's local girls making her debut in the leading role. Nelson arrived in time to hear her take a flat high note, and to hear
the audience groan in appreciation. It was pitiful. The girl was
obviously nervous and frightened, and the audience wasn't
helping her any. Polite applause which is worse than none at
all, at the end of the aria. Nelson was suddenly incensed, for
as he listened he recognized that the girl did have a lovely voice,
Clear and rich, though nerve-wracked. She didn't know how
to use it, that was all. A natural voice, badly and over-trained.
Overcome with sympathy, he decided to sit through to the end.
Scene by scene, he watched her grow more pale and even less
sure of herself. Once he thought she was going to faint. She
was young and slender, and the strain of such a dramatic role
was too much for her. At the final curtain he left his seat
hurriedly and started backstage. But he was recognized and
mobbed and, as usual, had to stop for autographs. When finally
he did get through the girl had gone. "She beat it outa here
like a house afire, in her costume and everything," an electrician
told him. "And she was crying."
NELSON

got her name and address, hailed a taxi, and followed her. He had just forty minutes until train time.
He found the house dark except for a light in an upstairs window. Quickly he surmised that the family was still at the opera
looking for the daughter. He remembered his own periods of
despair and how little he wanted to talk to anyone at those times,
so, using a ruse, he rang the bell and called out, "Western

In a few minutes she came down. Quickly he tried to explain,
and
inveigled
her out to the porch. He didn't tell her his name
!"
Union
and
in the darkness she didn't recognize him, but he did say
that he had heard her, and that he knew asi well as she did that
she had made a poor showing. "But that doesn't mean anything," he added enthusiastically. "I think you have a beautiful
voice, and I've studied a lot myself, and I should know. But I
do have a suggestion. Get out this town as soon as
you can and start in again somewhere else. For if you're
as sensitive as I think you are, you'll have a hard time living
down tonight — w i t h i n yourself, I

T^elson Eddy won't UJ{e this
story — for he tries to conceal
his generosities. But many a
young singer has reason to
acknowledge his advice and
helping hand

Suddenly the girl was sobbing.
Completely unnerved emotionally, she
was telling this stranger that she was
never going to sing again. That there
mean."any use . . . that there wasn't
wasn't
any use in anything. That she was
hopeless, study was hopeless, life was
hopeless. Nelson listened for a while
and then gently he told her about lots
of singers he had known, one particularly— a man — who had once felt just
as she felt now. A man who had gone

^H

by

Katharine Hartley
But then, as he started to illustrate
the exercises for her, and she heard
his voice, she knew there could be
no doubt. "Nelson Eddy ! It was
you
you were
about . said,
. . !"
Holding
a longtalking
note, Nelson
on tune, "Yes, but don't let's waste
time talking about that . . . have to
go pretty soon !" Then he took a
breath : "See, this is the way you do
it, controlling the breath, so no
one will even guess you are out of
it. Now, come, you try it with me.
No, don't open your mouth so
far . . ." (her mouth had been
agape
"Likethethisgirl
!"
Startledin amazement)
and bewildered,
nevertheless mimicked him. Ten
minutes later, as the family was
driving up, Nelson was driving

fl

out over his shoulaway, der:calling
"If you come out to Hollywood come and see me. I expect
youTheto girl
be famous
someday!" now,
is in Hollywood
or I might never have heard her
story. She is studying as she has
never studied before, and hoping
as she has never hoped before, and
once every week or so she goes to
Nelson's to report her progress.
She is just one of many in whom
sing!
Nelson has instilled the will to
But, lest
you think
thata Nelson's
rescue
mission
is just
gesture,
easily made by one who has arrived, and can afford to be generous, there is the time he helped
Joan Marsh, two and a half years
ago, before he became famous, and
before Joan ever dreamed of becoming a professional singer on a
radio program as she is today.
They met at a dinner party one
evening and Joan happened to
mention that she was giving an audition the next day, her first, and
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desperately from one singing teacher to another and who, after
fifteen years of plugging and discouragement, had only begun
to realize any success. How for years he had been singing
wrong, getting anything but the best out of his voice. How,
time and again, he had been advised to "give it up."
Then, getting down to practicalities, Nelson told her ho'v he
thought she could improve her singing. He said he wanted to
give her some breathing and vocalizing exercises he had worked
out for himself, and she led him in to the piano. In the light
she stared at him, aghast, in recognition.

It couldn't be true.

that she was "scared to death."
During the early part of the evening no further reference was made
to the audition but when Joan
started to leave with the other
guests, Nelson asked her to stay
and sing. "You don't want to hear
me sing," she said quickly. "I don't
really have a voice ... I only sing
popular
you !
could helpthings.
me pick But
some maybe
numbers

My audition's at three, and I still
haven't decided on anything."
That was eleven in the evening. At one in the morning they
were still working at the piano. They went over Joan's entire
repertoire, discarding this and then that, until they had selected
the three songs which were the most showy, and the best suited
to her voice. The next day Joan phoned him to say that, because of his help, the audition had gone over successfully. After
that, for a while, she consulted him on many of the numbers
that she sang. And when she later made an extensive personal
appearance tour, all of her most successful number were those
which Nelson Eddy had chosen for her. [Continued on page 74 J
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oan Blonde
Cheap vaudeville houses . . . over'
night jumps in a ric\ety car . . .
starvation days in l^ew Tor}(s
tenements . . . all that and more
Joan went through on her climb
to fame andbyfortune

Whi
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y
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JOAN BLONDELL is one of the
reigning favorites on the screen
today. Famous, wealthy in this
world's goods and as topping a trouper
as you can find on any studio lot in
Hollywood, her niche on the scale of
success seems to be permanent.
All of which leads to this point : I
can't help but wonder, knowing her
history as I do, just how many people
— even those stage-struck the hardest
— would have the guts, and I mean
exactly that, to go through what Joan
has endured in reaching the top !
Joan has encountered no particularly trying circumstances since coming to pictures. The majority of her
roles on the screen have been prominent ones. Even her debut to film
audiences was made as a featured
player. But she has, nevertheless,
known a succession of bad breaks and
hard raps that would discourage and
lay low even the hardiest optimist.
What I refer to goes back way beyond her trekking out to
Hollywood from the New York stage. Those years leading
up to her great break in Maggie the Magnificent, one of George
Kelly's better-known stage plays. Those days like the ones
when the entire Blondell brood — father, mother, Joan, brother
and sister — made four and five appearances daily in cheaper
than cheap vaudeville houses, pocketed their five or six dollars
for the act, then drove all night in a rickety model-T Ford to
the next town for the following day's performances.
I repeat . . . just how many of you could take what Joan
Blondell has had to suffer in getting where she is today?
What made those days of adversity even harder to bear were
recollections of her earlier life. Her father, Eddie Blondell,
for twenty years, was a big-time vaudeville headliner, and his
family not only travelled with him but appeared in the act as
well. By the time Joan was able to walk out on the stage, she,
too, was playing a part.
There was no depression, no talk of the wolf, then. Tiny fur
coats, the most expensive dolls and suites in the best hotels were
her lot from earliest childhood, as the Blondell family travelled
in luxury up and down the world. Up to the time of her seventh
birthday, each natal anniversary was celebrated in a different
country. Europe, Asia, Australia . . . Joan's played through42

Illustration by J. Street, Jr.
out them all. With the decline of vaudeville there came a
change. When the bottom fell out of the variety stage, Blondell
senior decided to retire for a time, and one fine day the family
discovered itself in possession of a gown shop in Denton, Texas.
This venture ended disastrously, and Blondell moved his family
to Santa Monica, Calif., where they opened— of all things — a
tearoom.
The same fate overtook this undertaking. Their savings
had dwindled down to practically nothing. Only one thing
remained for them ... to return to the stage.
But salaries no longer soared in the altitudes Eddie Blondell
always had known, and he refused to return to big-time vaudeville— what survived of it— for only a fraction of the figure
he formerly had made. If he did that he would be classed forever, with no hope of ever climbing into the higher money
brackets again.
Consequently, he made up his mind to work his way east, to
New York, taking whatever cheap engagements he could find.
This wouldn't affect his standing.
So, on another fine day, the Blondell tribe found themselves
eastwardrbound ... in a thirty-seven dollar model-T Ford
sedan, and with exactly sixty dollars as their total exchequer !
"No prairie schooner ever presented half the spectacle that

^qlerea Wagon Days
baggage piled against it from the outside." Memory of that
occasion prompted a wide smile to creep over Joan's tanned
face. She had just returned from a month at Palm Springs
and the bloom of the desert touched her cheeks. How different
from those other days . . .
"If you think it's easy to leave a car this way, just try it. Dad
was fat and so was Mother, and even for us kids — I was sixteen
or seventeen then — it offered somewhat of a feat.
"About every three miles, too, one of the tires would go flat
and Dad would have to crawl out and fix it. After a few days
of constantly stopping to repair one or more of the tires, he
accused those of us in the back seat of being responsible for all
the trouble. He said we laughed so hard that we shook the car
and that, in turn, wrecked the tires. Imagine.
"We did most of our driving at night. During the day and
evening we put on our act, and as soon as the last show was over
we'd pile into the car and start for the next town. We had
very little money, the five or six dollars received for the act
having to go for gas and cheese and crackers. Once in a while,
we'd splurge and buy a steak. Mother then would cook that
on a little oil stave we carried with us. Many and many a time
she cooked it while holding the stove in her lap in the back
seat.
"That trip across country will always be a nightmare, although we did have fun at times despite all the hardships and
privations we suffered. We got very little sleep, because we
couldn't always afford a room, even in a cheap boarding house.
"I remember one rainy night somewhere in Texas, when we
just had to find shelter.
We tried a hotel and they wanted

Joan Blondell has attained luxury and wealth
and position but few
people have ever had
as rough a road to
travel. She credits her
early adversities for
much of the rich philosophy which is hers today

our overburdened Ford made," Joan reminisced, as we chatted
in her dressing room.
"We had three large theatrical trunks wired on top and bags
and suitcases everywhere ... on each running board, roped
to the back, even between the fenders and the hood. Why, we
couldn't open one of the doors. Whenever anybody wanted to
get
the car
he window
had to climb
out the off
driver's
Evenouttheof other
front
was blocked
becausewindow.
of the

three dollars. We couldn't afford that, so we went down the
street until I saw a sign, 'Beds, ten cents.'
" 'No family of mine will ever sleep in a place like that,' Dad
in.
spouted,
nobly. 'Don't be an old silly,' I told him. So we went
"Have you ever been in a cheap flop house ? Well,, this was
just that. When we entered there was only one large room,
with numerous and assorted snores
[Continued on page 72]
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Make Things Happen
To You
by what an
Una M.er\el, who proved
"ugly duckling" can accomplish, offers
sage advice to Miss Average Girl

Una Mer
kel

Hollywood, Calif.

Dear Average Girl — Everywhere :
I'VE always wished that I could write a letter that would
reach every "average girl" somehow, by some means. All
the girls I call "just girls." Girls like me. Now Classic
has given me my chance.
Sensationally beautiful girls, girls with brilliant, outstanding
personalities, girls born with genius don't need letters from
me nor from anyone else, for that matter. But average girls,
everyday girls living everyday lives — girls who have no flaming,
conspicuous talent, girls who are not breathlessly beautiful,
all of you little Janes and Sues and Bettys living in small towns,
perhaps, fearing that nothing very grand or glamorous will
ever happen to you — well, I do think, kind of, that I have something to say to you.
Because I am such a girl. And I tell
you that you can make things happen
to vou. I ought to know — because I
You don't have to sit back in your
littledid'
home towns, or hide away in big
cities, being meek little mice, nibbling,
at drab little experiences,
watching other girls become famous actresses
and artists, make romantic marriages, have
things. You don't have to
be front page beauties or
geniuses or exceptions in
order to have things happen.
There are some people,
of course, to whom things
just do happen. Without,
apparently, any effort on
their parts. They don't
have to make things happen. /did. I mean, there
is, occasionally, some
young man like Robert
Taylor, so extraordinarily
handsome, so gifted, so
endowed with everything,
that he just becomes a
star almost before he has
had time to know what is
happening to him. Or
how it happened. There
will be a Garbo, with a
personality like a splendid sword, so strong, so
44

Meet one of the happiest family
groups in these parts -rMerkel, her aviation-engineer
band, Ronald Burla, and her
ents. Hollywood, we'll have
know, is profoundly proud of

Una
husparyou
Una

forceful, so unique in a world
where most of us are pretty commonplace, that her personality
carves its own predestined way.
Great beauties do seem to be
their own reward, if you know
what I mean. But don't let them
discourage you. For I will say,
confidentially,
"rewards"
do not seem to that
be astheir
lasting
as the
rewards of girls like you and me,
who haven't great beauty or great
anything to work for us — but have
to do all the work ourselves. I
knew a great many sensationally
beautiful girls when I was on the
stage
in New
don't even
remember
theirYork.
names Itoday.
And
neither does anyone else. I also
knew
Helen Hayes and — see what
I mean?
Oh, I know what you may be
thinking {Continued on page 66]
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Lucille Ball, youthful RKO player,
makes a date with romance in an oxford
grey cape suit pin-striped in maroon and light
grey. Feather trimming on the hat repeats the grey
and maroon note

First the beauty shop, where magic is wrought

Mel Berns enhances
the natural beauty of
Lucille Ball with skillful make-up

alis

on
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n
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UCILLE BALL has a date
with romance.
But will
romance nod and pass her
by? Not if Mel Berns, maestro
of make-up at RKO Studios, has
a deft hand in the matter !
Demanding to be made irresistible just for tonight, Lucille
offers as her contributions to
beauty a flawless skin, lustrous
gold hair and large blue eyes.
Mel Berns offers an artistry in make-up that has changed many
a merely attractive girl into a vision of enchantment. His magic
is wrought not with mirrors, in the Hollywood tradition, but
with brushes.
There's nothing like a good foundation for either romance
or beauty and Lucille's face is first treated to a layer of foundation cream (1) lightly applied.
Eyebrows take form, penciled in with a series of short light
strokes (not the single shiny line with which so many err) and
extended gracefully at the ends. Berns does the penciling but
Lucille offers this bit of wisdom, "Never pencil the brows in a
down curve at the corners. It makes the face appear to droop."
Eyeshadow is applied with a brush (2) and blended out to
nothingness near the brows with patting movements of the
thumb. "A shadow always recedes that part of the face to
which it is applied," Berns explains, "therefore the lid is shaded
to bring the eye forward."
[Continued on page 75]
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Lucille decked
out in an evening coat of
white metal brocade looks exciting enough for any
romanfic adventure

Lucille is stunning in a black velvet evening coat lined with turquoise satin and
a velvet hat trimmed
with coque
feathers

by sally martin

SINCE the beginning of time, romance — "a dreamy, imaginative habit
of mind" — has been the ultimate, the one want in life that all women,
young or old, have had in common.
That one glorious adventure makes many demands among them, with
constant planning of clothes and meticulous grooming of appearance. This,
of all delectable experiences, must not catch us unawares.
Lucille Ball, young RKO player, has a date with romance. Lucille is the
personification of young womanhood for she has charm, personality, figure
and the instinctive ability to wear clothes. As Bernard Newman, Hollywood's ace designer says, ''Lucille has the potentialities of another Lilyan
Tashman." To a girl who is clothes conscious and remembers the Tashman flare for wearing ultra-chic creations, Newman's remark would be
sufficient
to place Lucille at the head of Hollywood's smartly dressed list of
screen stars.
Lucille is an average girl living on an average income. She is not a star
with a fabulous salary and must therefore plan her wardrobe as carefully
as you or I.
Goethe once said, "He who is of his own time,
[Continued on page 75]
For the formal date, Lucille Ball
wears a full black chiffon gown
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the costumers for a ravishing selection of gowns
1.

Revealing the colorful life
story of a great new star
s asking- me
alway
arecies
PLEtenden
PEOwhat
toward acting
Robert Taylor showed as a child.
As I look back now, I remember that he
used to mimic Charlie Chaplin — the
shuffle, the sniffle, everything. If we
had ever thought that he might some day
be an actor, I suppose we would have
suspected that he would be a comedian.
We had been told, many times, that
he would bean actor — but we never took
the prophecy seriously. It seemed to us
that all children were talented mimics.
A Mr. Dempster, who was head of a big
manufacturing company, urged the doctor and me to educate Robert in dramatics. He always predicted, "Some day
that boy of yours will be a big movie
star !" I wish he could have lived to see
his prediction come true. . . .
Our minister, too, often said that Bob
would be outstanding in some way with
his voice. All of which flattered us, but
we did not try to develop Bob in any one
direction. We intended to let him decide what he would like to be.
Meanwhile, like most of the other boys
in Beatrice, Nebraska, Bob played ball,
although he never landed on any team.
He went swimming in Riverside Park
and the "Y." He rode horseback and
went for long bicycle rides and played
tennis. He did not seem to worry much
about his future, himself.
One time, when he was about eleven or
twelve, he came to me and asked,
"Mother, tvhat will I be when I get to be
a man?"
I told him, "Opportunity will lead you.
Men don't decide, as a rule, what they
will be. Circumstances decide for them."
Robert Taylor and Joan Crawford in a scene from77>e Gorgeous

Fate -Fame
Pages from the photo alburn of Mrs.
Ruth Brugh: (I) Spengler Arlington
Brugh, now known as Robert Taylor, at
the age of three; (2) the future Robert
Taylor posed for this portrait when he
was ten months old; (3) a class portrait
taken while he was a student at Doane
College;
(4) "The Three
Boys,"
stellar attraction
for Harmony
Radio Station
KMMJ,
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at Clay Center, Nebraska

And I think that lingered in his mind.
People are always asking me about his
school-day romances — as if they were
important. I guess that he had his
"crushes" on girls, but he never was
much of a hand to tell about it. The only
girl I ever knew for sure that he was
excited about was a little girl named
Helen Rush. For a long time, just before he went into high school, she was
"the most wonderful girl in the world."
It there were any others who had the
same effect on him, he was very quiet
about it.
I am continually asked, too, if he was
popular as a boy. The doctor and I used
to wonder if he was not too popular for
his own good — but he never seemed to
become cocky or conceited about it. And
the older he grew, the more popular he
became — maybe because he never did become spoiled by all the attention he received. have
I
no worries about his movie
popularity changing him. He is too
sensible.
Whenever there was some entertainment at the theatre in Beatrice, he was
always invited to play in the orchestra.
He played in church, too, and was paid
for his work. For a time, he also sang
in the choir. Every time there was a
fashion show, or some other public function, he was asked to be master of ceremonies. He was the president of his class
all the way through school. He was always the leading man in the school plays.
One, I remember, was Nothing But the
Truth.
He enjoyed the acting, but not any
more than he enjoyed being a master of
ceremonies
playing He
the was
'celloconstantly
or entering oratory orcontests.
entering oratorical contests and musical
contests, and constantly winning them.
I remember that he came out first in one
musical contest by playing The Swan.
He won a ten-day trip to Detroit, with
one oration that he gave. He wrote his
orations himself, [Continued on page 64]
Hussy, a romantic drama of the early nineteenth century

Robert Taylor
mother
by his
Mrs. Ruth Brugh
As told to
James Reid
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The Show
Window
Presenting frank mirdcs of
the latest screen offerings
by Eric Ergenbright

Leslie Howard
and
Norma
Shearer in the tfrle roles of
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NOBODY ASKS
MB OUT .
ANYMORE/
\\ I JUST
STOPPED A
MINUTE TO SEE -~>~

HER
PIMPLY
SKIN WAS
THE
REASON
FOR SAW
"THINTlMr

\ WHY, SARA IS
..WHATEVER
THE MATTER?!

i'm s-sorr^lou-but i

C-CAM'T HELP IT- I'M SO
T-TIRED OF JUST SITTING
AROUND HERE. I N- NEVER
GET ASKED
PLACES
^
ANY MORE
)

UNTILI FOUND HER CRYING HER
*^\
EYES OUT. IT'S A SHAME -BUT
YOU kCNOW HEP FACE IS SO
BROKEN OUT, THE BOYS DONTM
LIKE TO TAKE

HER

J I'm GOING TO
t TELL HER ABOUT
FLEISCHMANN'S
YEASXJ3EMEMBER

f— ^^-^^HOW

IT HELPED

2 ME? I'M SURE

|

Don't let Adolescent Pimples make
YOU feel neglected and forlorn
PIMPLES are often a real calamity to girls and
boys after the beginning of adolescence — from
about 13 to 25 years of age, or even longer.
During this period, important glands develop
and final growth takes place. This causes disturbances throughout the entire system. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood
irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast is an effective remedy for adolescent pimples. It clears these skin
irritants out of the blood. Then — with the cause
removed — the pimples vanish!
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regular1*- 5- i\ S
— a cake about one-half hour before "Eat it plain, or in a little water until
entirely clear. Start today.
Movie Classic for October,

1936
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ADRIENNE

The Show Window

AMES, beautiful screen star

[Continued from page 50]
Rathbone, as Tybalt, is magnificent. Given
a lengthier role, he would have dominated
the play. John Barrymore, Ralph Forbes,
Reginald Denny, Edna May Oliver, Andy
Devine and C. Aubrey Smith, heading a
strong supporting cast, are excellent.
Romeo and Juliet is a screen triumph.
Produced in the face of out-spoken skepticism, itis a tribute to the courage of Irving
G. Thalberg, as well as to his showmanship.
It would be difficult to imagine a finer proMGM. duction ofShakespeare's immortal romance.
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EXCELLENT
THE
dull
Old
head

NEW
TYPE
FACE
CREME
wins hundred!, of Hollywood
Stars
and thousands of women everywhere

You know that no other creme in the
world is like Duart's Creme of Milk
the very moment it touches your
skin. Because this delightful new
kind of face creme is actually made
from, the rich natural oils found only
in pure dairy Milk ... it PENETRATES
more deeply . . . CLEANSES more
thoroughly . . . NOURISHES more completely and BANISHES DRY SKIN
almost at once. If your complexion
is not as fresh, clear and youthful as
it should be, do as the beauty-wise
Hollywood Stars and thousands of
other women have already done,
start using the newest beauty discovery ,. . Creme of Milk. Results
you can SEE and FEEL will come
amazingly quick. Use coupon to send
for Special Trial Size Jar (not a tube).

TEXAS RANGERS— There's not a
moment in this exciting drama of the
West, which deserves a place near the
of month.
every "must see" list for the current

Produced on a lavish scale by Paramount,
highlighted by brilliant performances on
the part of every leading player, distinguished by a genuinely dramatic and always believable story, The Texas Rangers
is undoubtedly one of the best "westerns"
ever produced.
Fred MacMurray, cast as an ex-gunman
turned Ranger, is outstanding, particularly
in the final sequence in which he is required
to track down and kill a former crony.
Jack Oakie is at his best in an important
role. Jean Parker, playing a rather incidental part, manages to score heavily.
Paramount.
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RHYTHM
ON THE RANGE— There
was a lot of skeptical comment along the
Boulevard when it was announced that
Bing Crosby would be starred in a western
musical — but the skeptics, for once, stand
confounded. Rhythm on the Range is the
most entertaining Crosby opus in many a
moon.
The
story itself is trivial — and what
'.
there is of it is unbelievable — but the laughs . ^of (
crowd
fastnnnnrtnnih;
on one another's
heelscnm*»
and Bing
^acA/f»l
1C
cmr£»n
tr*
cinfr
-\it*r^r f? _
is
given
opportunity
to
sing
some
very^,^
catchy numbers, notably Empty Saddles
which already has moved into the hit class
His acting is more than satisfactory and
he certainly will gain fans as a result of
this picture. Credit Bob Burns, of radio
fame, with as impressive a screen debut as
this reviewer has seen in months. He is a
comedian par excellence and makes every
one of his scenes a standout. Martha Raye,
as delirious a laugh-getter as ever faced a
camera, is a perfect partner in his clowning. Paramount.

'n

OF SCOTLAND— Frankly intended as a "prestige" picture, this historical drama more than achieves its goal.
Some audiences may consider it too heavy
and too sombre to be listed as outstanding
entertainment, but every audience will acclaim it as an artistic triumph for all
concerned.
Katharine Hepburn, perfectly cast as the

'<Jr

MARY

Look For CREME OF MILK At Your Beauty Shop Too
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tragicfinal
Mary,
is magnificent,
the
scenes
where she particularly'in
faces Queen
Elizabeth and defies her before being led to
the block. And Fredric March, as the dashing, domineering Earl of Bothwell, who
crushes every opponent and finally marries
his queen, gives perhaps the best performance of his entire career. Florence
Eldridge, Ian Keith, John Carradine, Douglas Walton and Donald Crisp are outstanding in the supporting cast.

Movie Classic for October, 1936
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The story adheres closely to historical
fact — and if this picture fails in entertainment value, it is largely because its authors
did not dare to distort history. It is difficult for a Twentieth Century audience to
understand the circumstances on which the
plot revolves. RKO-Radio.
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PEPPER — Chalk up another triumph for
Jane Withers, whose fan mail has already
reached avalanchal proportions. Playing a
role that gives her a chance to express
every imaginable emotion, she handles all
of her situations with a finesse that few
adult actors can equal.
The story deals with the regeneration,
through "Pepper's" efforts, of a crabby old
curmudgeon whose imagined bodily ills are
largely the product of a grumpy disposition. Irvin S. Cobb plays the role and
proves himself an able actor as well as a
fine comedian. Slim Summerville, as
"Pepper's" slovenly uncle, shares the comedy laurels.
The kids will love this one — and few
grown-ups will fail to acclaim it fine entertainment. Twentieth Century-Fox.
YOURS FOR THE ASKING— Co-starring George Raft and Dolores Costello
Barrymore, this humorous and exciting
story of "the gambler and the lady," is
sure-fire entertainment for any audience,
and will win new popularity for its stars.
Raft plays the square-shooting proprietor of a gambling casino who has aspirations to rise in the world. In Dolores Costello, the impoverished daughter of a blueblood family, he finds a mentor and an
inspiration. And in the rapid-fire developments, you will find ample interest.
Both of the stars give near-perfect performances but a goodly share of the picture's many laughs go to Ida Lupino, cast
as a designing little hussy; to Reginald
Owen, playing a genteel but unscrupulous
grafter ; and to Jimmy Gleason, Lynn
Overman and Edgar Kennedy who play
Raft's uncouth henchmen.
Put this one on your preferred list. Paramount.
GIRLS' DORMITORY— A great picture,
subtly dealing with a sophisticated, absorbing theme and distinguished by brilliant
writing, brilliant dialogue and brilliant performances on the part of every member in a
fine cast.
But the outstanding feature of this picture is Simone Simon, already an established star of the European screen but a
newcomer to American audiences. Imported from France more than a year ago
by Twentieth Century-Fox, she makes her
debut after a year of grooming and unquestionably isestablished by this one picture as a potential star of great importance.
She possesses an impish quality that is refreshing, acting ability far above the average and an exotic but fascinating beauty
that will make a profound impression.
The story deals with a young student's
love for her professor and the unjust accusations which threaten to drive her from
school. Herbert Marshall and Ruth Chatterton, who are co-starred, are excellent.
Twentieth
Century-Fox.
MY

AMERICAN WIFE— A clever, unusually entertaining comedy drama, cofeaturing Francis Lederer, Ann Sothern
and Fred Stone. Put it on your preferred
list for the month.
Lederer plays a foreign nobleman who
marries an American girl and attempts to
live in her home town in Arizona. He is
misunderstood by everyone except her
grandfather, a rough old stockman, who
sympathizes with his desire to be a working farmer. [Continued on page 54]
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CHARLIE CHAN
AT THE RACE
TRACK."

A 20TH

CENTURY-FOX
PRODUCTION
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IS EASY
KNOW
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TO HAVE

... IF YOU

HOLLYWOOD'S

SECRET

DEMAND

THIS SEALED PACKAGE

FOR A GENUINE

a Hollywood star gets a permanent wave she

DUART

WAVE

doesn't take any chances with the beauty of her hair by
trying out trick waving methods. She knows that the
world's most highly paid beauty experts, the Motion
Picture Hairstylists' Guild have tested every known
waving method and she trusts their judgment and advice. Duart is the one and only permanent wave that
has ever received the 100% endorsement of the Motion
Picture Hairstylists' Guild and that is why nearly all
the feminine stars you see on the screen are wearing
soft, beautiful, natural Duart waves. And because no
other waving method has the exclusive Duart feature
of HEAT CONTROL for EACH SEPARATE CURL,

fREE BOOKLET enables you to copy
a star's coiffure exactly. Choose

Duart has become America's leading permanent wave.
Ask for a Duart wave, it costs no more.

from Hollywood's newest hairstyles by Hollywood's
leading
artists. Booklet
sent free with
one

DIMRT

10-cent package of Duart's
Hollywood Hair Rinse. No dye —
no bleach just a colorful and
cleansing touch of sunlight.
Select your shade — see coupon.

tM ANENT
SEND
AND

HAIR

RINSE

FREE HAIRSTYLE

10c FOR

BOOK

DUART, 984 Folsom St.,
San Francisco, California.
Enclosed find 10c; send me
shade of rinse marked and
copv
of your booklet,
"Hollywood Coiffures for

DUART
1936."
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Brown
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CiReddish
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Brown

Name .
Address

□ Golden
Brown
□ Titian
Reddish
Blonde

□ White or
Gray
Platinum

D Golden
Blonde

DDark
Brown

□ Light
Golden
Blonde

□ Henna

DAsh
Blonde

□ Black
DMedium
Brown
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ARE THE CHOICE OF THE H0LLYW000
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STARS
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The Show Window
[Continued from page 53]
Lederer scores as the foreign blue-blood
who wants to make good in America, and
Ann Sothern is excellent as his wife. Fred
Stone, Billie Burke and Grant Mitchell are
outstanding in important roles. Paramount.
I GIVE MY HEART— Kay Francis and
George Brent are at their best in this poignant drama of unwed motherhood which
has been adapted to the screen from Jan
Mallory's play with praiseworthy delicacy
and good taste. Miss Francis, in particular,
scores a triumph, proving herself one of
the screen's finest dramatic artists. For
adult audiences, this picture cannot be recommended too highly.
Warner Brothers.
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WHITE
FANG— A vigorous, actioncrammed melodrama of the Alaskan goldrush, remotely
on Jack
mortal novel ofbased
the same
title.London's imAs in the case of it's predecessor, Call
of the Wild, the producer has again chosen
to play down the "dog interest" and increase the "human interest." To achieve
that goal, what really amounts to a new
plot has been written and London addicts
will be amazed to see one of their favorite
stories so mercilessly mutilated.
However, the picture is grand entertainment, and the carefully tailored plot rings
true. It has suspense, thrills, romance and
uproarous comedy. Michael Whalen, Jean
Muir, Slim Summerville, Charles Wininger and Jane Darwell are excellent in leading roles and Lightning, the dog, will delight every animal lover. Twentieth Century-Fox.

>OME are born beautiful — others acquire
beauty. If you aren't a natural beauty, then
the most natural thing in the world is to
acquire beauty. Encourage yourself! Begin
with your most important beauty feature —
your eyes. Make your eyelashes look twice
as long, twice as luxuriant — quickly, easily,
with a few deft brush strokes of Maybelline.
Dark, soft, silky lashes add a sparkling
depth to eyes, which heightens the whole
charm and expression of the face. Do as the
most exquisitely groomed women of Paris
and New York do — choose pure Maybelline
Mascara, in either the new Cream form or
the ever-popular Solid form.
The smoothness and ease of application
of Maybelline Mascaras, their naturalness
of color and lack of gumminess, have won
them unequalled popularity among beautywise women the world over. Tear-proof.
Harmless. Not beady on the lashes.
Open your eyes to a new and lovelier
beauty — with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.
Obtainable at leading toilet goods counters.
Generous introductory sizes at leading ten
cent stores. Try them — you'll discover a
totally new and enjoyable beauty experience.
Eye Shadow

cMaitSemne
The World's Largest Selling Eye Beauty Aids
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BENGAL TIGER— Thanks largely to the
outstanding direction of Louis King, this
exciting melodrama of circus life, intended
by Warner Brothers as a Class B picture,
proves better entertainment than many of
the so-called Class A pictures of the month.
The story hinges on the conflict between
Barton MacLane, playing a stubborn,
strong-willed animal trainer, and a magnificent Bengal Tiger which he vows to
tame. MacLane gives an excellent performance. Warren Hull and June Travis,
carrying the romantic interest, are both
effective.
Warner Brothers.
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THE DEVIL DOLL— As bizarre and
horrifying as an Edgar_ Allan Poe tale —
but hardly as plausible — is this new MetroGoldwyn-Mayer chiller.
The story deals with the vengeance of
an escaped convict, who, through the aid
of a crack-pot scientist, discovers a means
of converting human beings into automatons responsive only to his will.
Lionel Barrymore, as the convict, plays
most of his role disguised as a woman —
and plays competent
it well. Maureen
O'Sullivanandis
unusually
as his daughter
Henry B. Walthall, whose untimely death
occurred before the picture could be previewed, gave an impressive performance as
the scientist. MGM.
MISTER CINDERELLA— As dizzy a
slapstick comedy howl as you will see in
a year's theatre-going. The story's a crazyquilt and "sophistication" is conspicuous by
its total absence — but it's funny, and how !
Jack Haley (who will be a top-flight star
if he gets a few more pictures of this
kind) garners the principal credit but is
ably assisted by Arthur Treacher, Raymond Walburn, Robert McWade,
Rosina
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Lawrence, Monroe Owsley, Kathleen Lockhart and Edward Brophy, all of whom reap
a rich harvest of laughs. Betty Furness is
capable in the picture's only "straight" role.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
SUZY — If judged from too critical a
standpoint, this melodramatic tale of World
War espionage, will be found rather disappointing, despite the presence of Jean Harlow, Franchot Tone, Cary Grant and Lewis
Stone. But it's a safe bet that the average
audience will overlook its story flaws and
technical absurdities and pronounce it grand
entertainment.
Jean Harlow, wearing her now famous
brownette hair, can hardly be credited with
an amazing performance but she is, nevertheless, very adequate in the role of an
American chorus girl who marries a
French ace and saves him from the scheming of a German spy. Franchot Tone, as
an Irish flier and inventor, gives a superb
performance. Cary Grant, as the amorous
French hero, turns in an outstanding portrayal. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
THEY MET IN A TAXI— With Chester
Morris and Fay Wray as its co-stars and
Lionel Stander and Raymond Walburn
present to account for the laughs, this fastmoving comedy-drama is top-notch fare.
The story concerns a taxi-driver, an exgangster, a girl jewel-thief — and their mutual efforts to clear up a baffling mystery.
The laughs are plentiful and the dialogue
is brilliant.
Columbia.

SO AFRAID!... BUT WHY? Those doubts and fears that have spoiled
many happy moments for women in the past can be avoided
now ! For Modess — the new, improved sanitary pad — is "CertainSafe!" It brings you a kind of protection and comfort you've
never known before, because Modess is made differently!

FAIR
I'D GIVE MY LIFE— Sir Guy Standing,
Tom Brown and Francis Drake in a melodramatic and very emotional story of gangland, which hinges on the efforts of an
honest governor to clean up the criminal
rackets in his state. The discovery that
the ace racketeer is the former husband of
the governor's lady, and that their child is
a condemned killer, serves to complicate
the situation most dramatically. On the
whole it's satisfactory. Paramount.
THIRTY-SIX HOURS TO KILL— Once
more the G-Men are on the rampage, this
time aboard a transcontinental train, determined to get their man, who, as usual, is
Public Enemy Number One.
The story offers little that is new but
much that is entertaining — if you like fastmoving, he-man action pictures. Brian
Donlevy, who looks like a coming star,
plays the government sleuth very effectively. Gloria Stuart, too capable an actress
to be wasted on so unimportant a film,
makes the most of a thankless role, and
Warren Hymer and Isabel Jewell do good
work.
Twentieth Century-Fox.

Here's a Tip

You can have an advance showing
of Twentieth Century-Fox's outstanding romantic picture of the year,
Ladies in Love, starring Janet Gaynor,
Loretta Young, Constance Bennett,
Simone Simon and Don Ameche.
Romantic Movie Stories for October
will publish the complete fiction story
of this great film. In the same issue you
will find complete fiction stories of
Adventures in Manhattan, Lost Horizon and many other great screen masterpieces now being filmed.
Romantic Movie Stories is now on
sale at all news stands. Ten cents
everywhere.

NO UNCERTAINTY NOW! You can go wherever you want to . . .
wear whatever you want to ... with Certain-Safe Modess! Unlike many ordinary reversible pads, Modess has a specially treated
material on sides and back which prevents striking through!
Modess stays safe . . . stays soft. Wear the blue line on moistureproof side away from body and perfect protection is yours.

m

End "accident panicsask for Certain-Safe

Modess!
The Improved

Sanitary Pad

Try N-O-V-0 — the safe, easy-to-use, douche powder. Cleanses! Deodorizes! Refreshes!
(Not a contraceptive.) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box — at your drug or department store.
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Here's How To Treat

FOOT

ITCH

ATHLETE'S

PAY

FOOT

NOTHING

TILL

RELIEVED

Send Coupon
According to the Government Health Bulletin, No.
E-28, at least 50% of the adult population of the
United States are being attacked by the disease
known as Athlete's Foot.
Usually the disease starts between the toes.
Little watery blisters form and the skin cracks
and peels. After a while the itching becomes intense and you feel as though you would like to
scratch off all the skin.

Beware of It Spreading
Often the disease travels all over the bottom of the feet.
The soles of your feet become red and swollen. The skin
also cracks and peels, and the itching becomes worse and
worse.
Get rid of this disease as quickly as possible, because it
is very contagious and it may go to your hands or even to
the under arm or crotch of the legs.
peopleto who
Athlete's
Foot Ordinary
have triedgermicides,
all kinds
of Most
remedies
cure have
it without
success.
antiseptics, salve or ointments seldom do any good.

Here's How to Treat It

The germ that causes the disease is known as Tinea
Trichophyton. It buries itself deep in the tissues of the
skin and is very hard to kill. A test made shows it takes
20 minutes of boiling to kill the germ, so you can see why
the ordinary remedies are unsuccessful.
H. F. was developed solely for the purpose of treating
Athlete's Foot. It is a liquid that penetrates and dries
quickly. You just paint the affected parts. It peels off the
tissue of the skin where the germ breeds.

Itching Stops Immediately
As soon as you apply H. F. you will find that the itching
is immediately relieved. You should paint the infected
parts with H. F. night and morning until your feet are
well. Usually this takes from three to ten days, although in
severe cases it may take longer or in mild cases less time.
H. F. will leave the skin soft and smooth. You will
marvel at the quick way it brings you relief; especially if
you are one of those who have tried for years to get rid of
Athlete's Foot without success.

H. F. Sent On Free Trial
Sign and mail the coupon and a
bottle of H. F. will be mailed you
immediately. Don't send any money
and don't pay the postman
any
money, don't pay anything any time
unless H. F. is helping you. If it
does help we know you will be glad
to send us $1 for the treatment at
the
of ten
much endfaith
we days.
have That's
in H. how
F.
Head, sign, and mail the coupon
today.
GORE

PRODUCTS,

INC.

829 Perdido St., New Orleans, La,
Please send me immediately a complete treatment for
foot trouble as described above. I agree to use it according to directions. If at the end of 10 days my feet
are getting better I will send you $1. If I am not
entirely satisfied I will return the unused portion of
the bottle to you within 15 days from the time I
receive it.
NAME

CITY
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Those

Barrymore Traditions
[Continued from page 39]

"I never heard of it," said John. . . .
"Nor I," said Lionel, that deep, amused
note in the unmistakable Barrymore voice,
"but that we haven't heard of it means
nothing. A wife is always the last to hear
of her husband's misdemeanors, a father
the last to hear of his son's debts."
"I suppose," John was saying, looking
very fit and tweedy and rested as he visited Lionel on the set, "I suppose, if there
is such a thing as a Barrymore Tradition
it's because the family has been on the
stage, in public life, for many years. And
in the course of that great length of time
things have been said among us which have
been passed on by word of mouth, exaggerated, and so, perpetuated."
"I know, for instance," said Lionel, "that
when they put Ethel and John and me together in Rasputin. I heard that there were
torrid
tales
abroadto about
the 'temperament'
that was certain
be rampant
on any set
where all three Barrymores were gathered
together in the sight of Louis B. Mayer.
'The Barrymore Temperament' might, by
the way, be a fitter question to discuss than
The Barrymore Tradition. Both are
largely imaginary."
"Why," murmured John, "why do they
all think the three Barrymores are all
damn fools ... ?"
"Johnwent
onceon,said
to low
me, voice
I remember."
Lionel
in the
you have
to lean near him to hear, "John once said
to me 'I like to be introduced as America's
foremost actor — it obviates the necessity of
further effort.' I heard that remark repeated back to me a dozen times in subsequent years.
"f"\N
occasion lately
he said
to
^-^ me,ANOTHER
'I saw a geneology
dealing with Lord Barrymore — (the distant
relative from whom we took our stage
name) it's interesting — if you like salacious
literature.' That came back to me."
"It should have," said John.
"These remarks and others like them,"
said Lionel, that somehow patient, smile on
his face, "are the ordinary patter of any
family. If they are confined to the bosom
of the family, that ends them. They die
there. But we of the stage do not live in
our own bosoms. We live in the bosom
of the public and the press, indecently exJohn posed
grunted.
spots."
"I recall how John, as a youth, once
found a volume of Balzac. He then read
all of the Balzacian works with great
avidity. And he later declared to Ethel,
'There're great. Lionel thinks so, too. But
it's funny that people go right on reading
them without waiting for the Barrymores !'
"When Ethel made her debut on the
stage in Captain Jinks at the age of seventeen the whole family turned out. I
couldn't, I recall, find our father anywhere
. . . do you remember where I finally did
unearth him, kid?"
"At the very back of the house," said
John, "in a rear seat, huddled down where
no one could see him, weeping copious
tears of pride. Many a father mops the
dew of pride from his brow when his
daughter makes her debut in a graduation
play or an amateur theatrical and his pride
and his tears pass unnoted and unnoteworthy. But the tears of Maurice Barrymore were headlines !"
And the tears and the trips and the tantrums of the Barrymores are still headlines, Ithought.
The Tradition is still in
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the making. For many a man and many a
maid become entangled with Eros and do
their unravelling in private. But John and
his "Ariel" were front page stories for
weeks. And even after their announced
marriage, they will be front page "copy."
"{"\NCE,"
continued Lionel, in one of
^— ' his rare and, for me, most fortunate
and fortuitous conversational moods, "once,
asked by a reviewer of the Police Gazette
if he had read the review of his latest
show, Maurice, our sire, replied 'No — /
shave myself.' The remark was passed
along and became, I suppose, a cornerstone
of the Tradition.
"Another time, getting out of a hansom
cab, Maurice espied a process server advancing upon him. He expected a service.
He thought fast and acted faster. He
pushed his friend out ahead of him and
yelled, 'Run, Barrymore, run!' — and while
the process server was pursuing the befuddled friend, Maurice did a vanishing"Good old Uncle John Drew, too, made
pithy
remarkswhen
in his
day,"
said inJohn,
"on
the occasion
I was
caught
the San
Francisco earthquake I had to get out of
my hotel at six in the morning and when
I went forth into the devastated streets I
was put to work cleaning away bricks.
Commented Uncle John, with relish, 'It
took actan !"earthquake to get him out of bed
and the United States Army to put him
to work!' — and how right he was!"
But this is, I thought to myself, this is
The Barrymore Tradition — they are explaining itto me, without, perhaps, realizing it. They are giving me the threads
which, gathered together, have woven the
tapestry of the tradition.
Lionel was called to the set at that moment. He rose with his habitual slowness.
He dropped his limp and again unlit cigarette and stepped into the scene. The director called,
Barrymore
was"They're
trouping turn-ing
again. !" — and a
And as I watched him, as I watched
John talking aside to another member of
the cast, I thought how much poorer the
world would be if the name of Barrymore
should appear no more on billboards and
theatre marquees. For something would
go from the theatre with the passing of
the Barrymores ; a fever would leave the
Thespian blood. There have been many
and heated disputes about the Barrymores,
whether they are great actors or just great
showmen or neither or both. Does it
matter? They are exciting people. They
raise the blood pressure of the imagination.
And I said to myself what I had tried
to say to Lionel — that he had explained
the Barrymore Tradition. For a tradition
is, after all, only the amassed folklore of
a people or a family, even as he had said.
"Tell me," I said to John, who was
standing now, ready to take off, "tell me
some of the 'little things' about Lionel — ■
little personal things you know which will,
one day, be embroidered into the Barry"Lord,
I don't know," said John, his eyes
more Tradition."
on his brother, "let's see ... he always
wears loose-fitting suits, don't ask me why.
Keeps his hands perpetually in his pockets.
Smokes his special brand of Virginia cigarettes. They go out constantly. He is
forever borrowing matches. Speaks with
a slight drawl when he is telling a story.
Has a habit of making up apt and pertinent similies. Said one time when
he

heard about someone worrying over a very
trivial matter, 'That's like worrying about
a manicure on the way to the guillotine.'
"Never on the set except when actually
working. Passes most of his time in his
dressing room, etching or composing music.
Or telephoning to Irene, his wife. She
was once his leading lady. Still is. The
scene shifts, not the role. He phones her
long distance when she is away from home,
at home when she is there. Several times

Six beauty experts witness proof
that Glazo does not thicken!*

a day when she is ill. He has been called,"
said John, with a sardonic shudder, " 'Hollywood's Greatest Lover.' When he was
'accused' of this he remarked that he saw
nothing unusual or worth comment in a
husband's devotion to his wife. He further observed that before long people will
be putting it in the papers when they observe a parent's fondness for a child.
"TLJE WORKS without make-up. StudAJ- ies his lines and the business together, fitting the gestures to the lines as
he reads. Has three dogs, a monkey and a
parrot. Has a smile for everyone, words
for very few. Keeps up on politics but
never discusses them. Too peace loving —
like all the Barrymores ! Sneaks out a
side door when he goes to a preview. Appears to be grumpy but is really softhearted. Family failing. Many a Forgotten Man has old Lionel to thank for
his job and daily bread. Doesn't drink.
Keen about Amos and Andy. Loves children and dogs. Gets on beautifully with
kids. Says 'they talk sense.' Crazy about
young Shirley Temple.
"Is the only member of the family who
is not a typical showman. I like to think
I'm not but know better. Regards acting
as a business, just as manufacturing automobile parts is a business.
"He's a talented composer and pianist.
Clever painter in oils. An expert etcher.
Had three etchings hung in New York in
the 'Hundred Prints Of The Year' exhibit. His first appearance on any stage
was at the age of five, with our father,
playing a crying baby. He has remarked
to me that his last appearance will doubtless be that of a crying baby, also. When
we were all three on the stage, Ethel,
Lionel and I, we always sent Ethel a big
red apple on her opening nights. For no
explainable reason. It got to be a family
-custom."
Lionel came back from the set and rejoined us. He borrowed a match from
John and lit a fresh cigarette. I mentally
gave him three puffs and then readied another match. John strolled off, with a
nod and a wave of the expressive Barrymore hand. . . .
"As Mercutio," said Lionel, "the kid is
— " and Lionel's face expressed what his
voice failed to say — "I was just thinking,"
he chuckled, "when John and I were about
eight and ten, respectively, we used to hang
around backstage during our father's rehearsals. One day he gave us fifty cents
each and told us to go out and get lunch.
We invaded Delmonico's, found that
French Pastry was listed on the menu, at
a quarter. We consumed the whole tray
between us and then found that it had
meant a quarter apiece. We had eaten
five dollars worth. So John called the
maitre d'hotel over and leaving me in
hock, went out, got the old man and had
him come over and redeem me ... !"
The director called again.
Lionel rose and said goodbye. He apologized, "Sorry I couldn't explain the Barrymore Tradition. Another myth, I suppose . . . there isn't any such thing. . . ."
But there is, I thought, leaving the set —
there is and they did explain it. To me.
Have they to you?

anything ever made you madder
than trying to get a decent manicure
from a partly used bottle of nail polish
turned thick and gummy ?
Has

Amazingly, almost unbelievably, that
problem has been solved ... by Glazo.
Given just ordinary care, Glazo now
stays completely perfect and usable right
down to the last drop in the bottle.
All stores now have this marvelous,

of other smart women. Choose Glazo
for its unequalled beauty. You'll remain
a Glazo enthusiast for its perfection of
quality. Expensive internationally
known polishes and popular domestic
brands alike were hopelessly lost when
competing with Glazo in. the "thickening" test. (See the box below.)
Almost as amazing . . . Glazo beauty,
Glazo quality, costs you only 20 cents.

perfected, non-thickening
Glazo. Recognized as the loveliest of nail polishes... worldfamous for its fashion-approved
colors, for its extra days of long,
unblemished wear, without

* PRO OF: In identical bottles,
left open for 12 days, Glazo was
tested against ten other brands.
Glazo stayed as perfect, as usable as ever . . . evaporated less
than 10%. Every one of the
others became thick, gummy,

chipping, peeling or cracking.
Profit by the nail polish experience of fashion experts,
beauty authorities and millions

GLAZO
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The House of Morgan

STOP USING

[Continued from page 21]

TOOTHPASTES
.USE
Ik FORHAN'S
/*

CLEANS

TEETH

So often we learn too late that
beauty may be ruined by halfway care of the teeth. We ignore
the dangers of failing gums!
There is no excuse for taking
this chance. Forhan's gives you
double protection. It cleans
and brightens teeth and at the
same time safeguards your gums.

SAVES

GUMS

Forhan's is different from all
other toothpastes. It was created by an eminent dental surgeon. When you clean teeth and
massage gums with Forhan's
you are doing exactly what so
many dentists advise. Phone for
a tube now. Costs no more than
most ordinary toothpastes, and
ends ordinary half-way care.

Also sold in Canada.

TOOTH MSTE
j
and TEETH
fMthe GUMS

GRAY
HAIR
AND
LOOK lO
YEARS YOUNGER
NOW, without any risk,
you can tint those
streaks or patches of gray
or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown or
black. A small brush and
BROWNATONE
does it.
Prove it, by applying the tint
to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved —
for over twenty-five years
by thousands of women.
BROWNATONE
is safe.
Gua ranteed harmless for
tinting gray hair. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Is economical and
lastingappears.
— will not
wash out. Simply
retouch
the newgray
BROWNATONE
imparts
rich,as beautiful
color with amazing speed. Just brush or comb it in.
Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown" and "Dark Brown
to Black" cover every need.
•
BROWNATONE is only 50c — at all drug ana toilet
counters— always on a money-back guarantee.
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sly, intriguing comedy more artfully than
our Bill?
Catch on ! I recall Ralph Morgan on
the New York stage, where he starred for
seven consecutive years, as a widely versatile actor of parts. In one play, he was a
very clever, devil of a chap with suave
sophisticated manner and a swell sense of
humor. In another opus, he proved to be
as engaging a villain as ever lived.
IjON'T
idea that is
Ralph,
*~^
that hegetis the
a comedian,
tryingin tosaying
steal
brother Frank's thunder.
Frank's comedy is as individual in style
as may be found within the realms of acting.
As a matter of fact, brother Ralph thinks
that brother Frank is just about the funniest
fellow in the world. But he also thinks he
is a pretty funny guy, himself.
It has been a strange quirk of fate that
Frank Morgan, who gained his fame on the
stage as an actor of straight dramatic parts,
should become one of the really few genuine
comedians in pictures. And, that Ralph
Morgan, who was famed for his comedy
ability onas the
stage, should
be actor.
"typed" in
pictures
a straight
dramatic
Ever since Frank Morgan burst forth
before a delighted public with that marvelously droll performance of the Duke in The
Affairs of Cellini, he has been called upon
time and time again to play the same sort of
amusing character
Don't think for a moment that Frank
doesn't
to get
strong
that he yearn
can sink
his ateeth
into.dramatic role
By the same token, ever since Ralph
Morgan re-created his original stage role
of "Uncle Charley" in Strange Interlude
and contributed that splendid characterization of the Czar Nicholas of Russia in
Rasputin with the three Barrymores, John,
Lionel and Ethel, — he has been doomed by
the picturepickers to portray sad, gentle
oldsters with the same charming, wistful
appeal of your favorite dear old college
professor.
It was such a role he played recently in
The Magnificent Obsession, an eccentric
inventive old coot with Christlike qualities.
He played it as a Morgan should, but after
all that type of role never makes one a
picture star.
"Really, I can be a hell of fellow," says
Ralph when he endeavors to persuade the
"boys," but they must think he is "ribbing."
One producer said to me : "Imagine that
guy
It's ridiculous.
wouldplaying
just asa gangster
soon pick? Frank
to play theI
He thought I was "ribbing" when I told
him that I had once seen Ralph in a stage
play in which he was the most menacing
role."
so-and-so
one could possibly imagine.
Every time he came on the stage, cold chills
ran through the theater so rapidly that most
of the audience turned up their coat collars.
AT- Claudia,
the present
time, onRalph's
daughter,
is carrying
the Morgan
tradition on the New York stage by accomplishing the amazing task of appearing in
two successful plays simultaneously. The
ambitious youngster plays a featured role in
the second act of the Theatre Guild production, Call It A Day, and also in the first and
third acts of Co-respondent Unknoivn. She
accomplishes this feat by changing her
makeup and costume in a taxicab between
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theaters. As a result of her performance
in Call It A Day, Claudia has been signed
by the Theatre Guild to a three-year contract for leading roles, an honor which had
previously been reserved for Alfred Lunt,
Lynn Fontanne and Ina Claire.
It seems odd to refer to the Morgan
tradition of the stage, when one recalls that
Ralph and Frank created their own traditions.
They were born Wuppermann, heirs to
the Angostura Bitters fortune. Ralph is
the eldest, and he had to break the ice in
the family about going on the stage.
"There was plenty of ice, too," confessed
Ralph.
"My parents had old-fashioned ideas
about the stage. They sent me to Columbia
University to study law, so that I could be
of some use to the family business. It all
started in the college shows and the Comedy
Club in New York, where I first was bitten
by the acting bug. It wasn't long after I
graduated that I was spending the twentyfive dollars a week I earned in a law office
for theater tickets.
"Alia Nazimova, the great Russian actress, became so curious over seeing me in
the front row at her Ibsen repertoire nearly
every night, that she finally sent her manager to bring me back stage. I still think
she originally thought I was crazy. And, I
know my parents did. At any rate, Warner
Oland happened to be visiting in her dressing room that night.
"A remark he made to me at that time
helped me immeasurably to make the decision that was to change the entire course
of my life. Kindly Warner said: With
your love of the theatre and your understanding, you belong in the profession'."
"C^VEN when Wuppermann pere offered
*-J the eldest son a fortune to go back to
the law office, Ralph stuck to his guns. He
set forth on the stage to earn his own living,
and to try for fame, in exactly the same
manner in which most great actors have
achieved acting ability and success. This
means the hardships of one-night stands,
hall bedrooms and precarious salaries.
Once he made the grade and proved his
sincerity, all was forgiven, and the younger
Frank, was permitted to follow in
brother,
footsteps.
his
Some day Ralph and Frank will fall heirs
to the immense Wuppermann Angostura
Bitters fortune. Father Wuppermann has
passed on to his reward, but their eightyfive-year-old mother actively rules over the
business
today. Frank is vice-president of
the
company.
As I sat with Ralph and his charming
wife, Daisy, the love of his stage days to
whom he has been happily married for
twenty-two years, discussing the strange
quirks of his career, I couldn't help thinking that acting is the noblest of professions.
It must be to command the love and
loyalty of this kindly, distinguished man
who has devoted his life's work to the service of entertaining his fellow man.
Despite his wistful protests against
Hollywood "typeing," I know that he has
no envy of any other actor in his makeup.
But, I am likewise sure that he would be
a happier actor if the movie moguls would
let him be a comedian or a villain, occasionally.

Do This When You Wake Up
With a Headache

Now
You're Talking
[Continued from page 6]
and everything around me, and live for a
little while in a glorified land where everything is just the way I would like it to be.
— Cecelia Calloway, Washington Hotel,
Portland, Oregon.
$1 Letters
Illusions Preferred — Historicals are now
the rage. So much so, that fans are complaining because of the lack of American
historical films.
I think that the people would be disappointed in a film biography
of Lincoln,
Washington, Jackson, or Grant, or of any
other famous pioneer of the United States.
For years the people have cared for and
nursed the names and memories of those
who built this country.
And to have them
brought
out, dramatized
by others, their
blunders
shown,
their
lives re-enacted,
would take much of the color and drama
out of a history that has made these men
almost legendary. — S. Begg, Kingston, Out.,
Canada.

I
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Glamour Vs. Naturalness — It's about time
the stars "came down to earth" and all this |
"Glamour business" vanished.
What folks
want these days is Naturalness ! Good,
common, everyday naturalness.
Wouldn't it be great if we could see
Joan Crawford, after a swim with hair
stringing down, or be able to wear some
of those fantastic clothes in public without
looking like a walking fashion plate. And,
hasn't Dietrich ever stumbled on a chair
or does she always have that perfect
"glide" ? On the screen, why not have
some of the beauties awaken with their hair
in curlers like every other woman?
Ah! the wonder of it, the very wonder
of it, that never has there been a movie
heroine who wore glasses.
Oh, I could go on forever, but what's
the use, Glamour and Naturalness will always be opponents. Or, maybe I'm wrong,
perhaps Naturalness will defeat Glamour
and when it does I can let the boy-friend
see others besides Shirley Temple and Wallace Beery. — Doris de Fabry, Newark, New
Jersey.
The Other Side— These irate selfish souls
who are continually complaining about the
two-feature bills make me so tired. In the
first place, whenever two films are being
shown at one theatre, it is usually very
plainly advertised so, and no one who dislikes the double-bill need to even enter the
show. And, should they be anxious to see
one film but don't want to stay for both,
no one, I am sure, would object to their
coming on time, seeing the desired film and
leaving. They wouldn't lose any money —
and I am sure that I should be ashamed to
admit that I sat four hours watching a
show that I didn't like just to "get my
money's worth."
These double-features weren't planned
for the restless rich who can attend as many
films as they like. It is for people with
slim pocketbooks and few spare hours.
With only one afternoon off a week, a twofor-the-price-of-one attraction is an answer
to a prayer. It enables one to see many
worthwhile pictures — and there are worthwhile pictures— that could not be seen
otherwise.

Enjoy Relief before You've Finished Dressing
If you wake up with a headache,
just do this: Try two quick-acting,
quick-dissolving BAYER ASPIRIN
tablets with a little water. Take
them the moment you get up — before you start dressing.
By the time you've finished dressing,
nine chances in ten, you'll feel relief
coming. You'll meet the day with a
clear head instead of suffering for
hours.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin provides
this quick relief because it is rated
among the quickest methods for re-

lief science has yet discovered. And
— because real BAYER ASPIRIN
tablets are ready to start working
almost the instant you take them.
(Note illustration.)
So, next early morning headache
you have, try this way. Get real
Bayer Aspirin now for only 150 —
two full dozen for a quarter anywhere in the United States. Ask for
it by its full name BAYER
rin" alone. not by the name "aspiASPIRIN:

FOR A DOZEN
2 FULL DOZEN . . 25c
Virtually 1c a tablet

I say let those who don't like them go
elsewhere (there are plenty of places), and
1-ave the blessed double-features for those
who can truly appreciate the bargain they
get.
—Charlotte Fox, R.D. No. 2, Elyria, Ohio.
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Aids to Romance
Recommended

by Alison Alden

' I *HERE are important moments in promptly rubs off on her escort's dinner
■*• every girl's life that matter more coat is one sure way for a girl to write
finis to a romance.
Max
Factor has
than a year of ordinary living. And
what girl hasn't wished that just for
one night some benevolent genie would
appear to make her especially lovely !
She can, however, work magic of her
own if she will put to proper use the
many available aids to beauty. To keep
step with the science of perfumer and
cosmetician is to keep step with romance.
A beauty bath, perfumed and relaxing,
is the very best start in preparing for
an evening of high adventure. It should
not only be a bath for cleanliness but
for fragrant daintiness and rested
nerves. A handful of bath crystals in
a tub of warm water affords this inexpensive luxury. Especially delightful
are Wrisley's Perfumed Bath Crystals
for they soften as well as scent the
water. The best method for getting
the fullest enjoyment from your bath
is to relax in the tub for five or ten
For lasting evening facial makeFactor'sarms
FaceandPowder,
and up,
forMaxflawless
back,
Max

%l

Factor's

Make-Up

Blender

filled this need for a lasting make-up for
neck and arms with his Make-Up
Blender, which comes in white, flesh,
rachelle and natural. Created originally for the stars of Hollywood, it is
now available at most drug and department stores at one dollar for a generous
sized bottle. Max Factor Make-Up
Blender gives a creamy appearance and

Wrisley's Perfumed Bath Crystals
and Water Softener in floral scents
are a definite
aid to romance

ANY

PHOTO

Size 8 x lO inches
or smaller if desired.

Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land
scapes, pet animals, etc.
or . enlargements
of anj
part of group picture. Safe
return
of original photo
guaranteed,

ENLARGED

47

» H -_A
3 TOT $A.UU

SEND NO MONEY

1?*™^$$

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sentC. O. D. 78c plus poetage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St,
Depfc. 226-M
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKE

$25-$35

A

WEEK

YOU can learn praetieal nursing at home
in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands of graduates. 37th year.
One graduate has charge of 10-hed hospital. Another saved $400 while learning.
Equipment included.
Men and women
18 to 60.
High
School not required
Easy tuition payments.
Write now.
CHICAGO
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 810. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name
City
State
Age
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minutes, then soap and cleanse the body
and finish with a cool shower. The kinks
in your system will have evaporated and
your skin will feel soft and velvety.
Wrisley's Bath Crystals can be had in
five fragrances : Bouquet, Pine, Lavender, Gardenia and Lilac. Try adding
some of these crystals to the water in
which you rinse your lingerie. Your
garments will retain an elusive fragrance
which lasts indefinitely.
No matter how refreshed you may
feel
after your
use a
deodorant,
as abath,
few don't
hours fail
of todancing
will undoubtedly cause those unpleasant
perspiration odors which are so disillusioning. Ihave found that Mum, a
dainty cream-like deodorant, will not
stain the most fragile gown and that it
can be applied with safety even following a depilatory. Mum is soothing to
the skin and affords an absolute safeguard against the possibility of offending for twenty-four hours.
Make-up for neck and arms is a problem that needlessly perplexes many girls
when they dress for the evening. Dusting with a face or talcum powder that
Movie Classic for October, 1936

Pinaud's Six-Twelve Creamy Mascara
has a new team-mate in Six Twelve
Creamy

Eye Shadow-also

in tube form

tones in naturally with the facial makeup, concealing any change in complexion
which exists between face and hands.
Be sure to use both eyeshadow and
mascara — those infallible aids to romance— to give your eyes a starry,
luminous appearance. Block in the shadow from the upper lashes almost to

the brows, diminishing the color as you
blend it upwards. You _will like the new
creamy eyeshadow introduced by the
House of Pinaud in their Six-Twelve line
as it can be smoothed into delicate shadings on the lids and will do wonders in
lending glamour to your eyes. An attractive feature of this shadow is the fact
that it comes in a tube and can be conveniently carried in the purse as a companion piece to Pinaud's Creamy Mascara,
also packed in a tube and enclosed, with a
brush, in a handy suede bag.
Tangee's "Little Miracle" Compact contains both Tangee Lipstick and a pat of
matching Tangee Rouge, and is so neat and
small that you can tuck it into your tiniest
evening bag . . . Then when you find
cheeks and lips growing a bit pale after
hours of partying, you can touch them up
quickly and inconspicuously by means of
this handy vanity. If you insist on a very
brilliant lipstick and rouge for evening,
you'll probably like Tangee's Theatrical;
however, there are many gals who won't
allow Tangee Natural out of their reach,
night or day . . . The "Little Miracle" costs
only $1.50.
As perfume is the very essence of romance, the careful selection of your perfume
is of utmost importance. Everyone familiar with Coty's exquisite perfumes will
be delighted to know that this house is now
presenting its most treasured fragrances in
gem-like flacons at a very modest price.
These small flacons, Petite Modeles they
are called, reproduce in miniature the details of the famed originals. You are certain to want one to carry in your evening
bag.
Acquiring beauty can become a fascinating adventure for the girl who recognizes
the possibilities which lie in the art of
make-up. Few girls are born beautiful ;
fewer still have facial defects which cannot
be minimized by a change of hairdress or
the scientific use of cosmetics. I shall be
glad to discuss your own beauty problems
with you if you will write me in care of
Movie Classic, 1501 Broadway, New York
City. Please be sure to enclose a stamped
return envelope with your letter.

kW uncertain fee/^

Do sudden swerves
Upsef your nerves?
Does traffic get your goat?

^s&>

Do stomach ills
Disrupt your thrills
On board a train or boat?
If so, be readyKeep calm and steadyGive Beech-Nut Gum your vote!

"We//ers ! keep calm

with beech-nut

A Beauty Expert for You

Alison A I d en, MOVIE
CLASSIC'S beauty editor, offers her services free of charge
in solving your problems of
rnake-up or in answering perplexing questions on the care
of hair and skin. Write Miss
Alden in care of MOVIE
CLASSIC, 1501 Broadway,
New York City, enclosing
stamped, self-addressed envelope for reply. Her letter to
you will be confidential and
her recommendations based on

BEECH-NUT

PEPPERMINT

GUM...

j»|' of
is so
mostUnited
popular
flavor
any good
gum it's
sold the
in the
States.

BEECHIES.. .another really

BEECH-NUT PEPSIN GUM . . .
candy coating protects a pleasing
flavor . . . and, as you probably
know, pepsin aids digestion after
a hearty meal.

years of experience as a beautician.

fine Peppermint
Gum Like
—
sealed
in candy coating.
Gum and Candy in one.

BEECH-NUT
. . --^C*
especially
for thoseSPEARMINT.
who like a distinc^
tive flavor. A Beech-Nut Quality product.

GET

YOUR

SUPPLY

OF

BEECH-NUT
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BEFORE

ORALGENE ... Its
firmer texture givesm uch
needed mouth exercise . ..
and its dehydrated milk of
magnesia helps neutralize
mouth vidually
acidity.
wrapped. Each piece indi-
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push Bunon TumnG

Fred MacMur[Continued
ray's from
Honey
moon
page 23]

iELECTR IK SAVER

interesting islands. I swear you could smell
the fragrance of those islands as we came
in. When we got near enough, about fifty
natives swam out to greet us, and we threw
them coins and they dove for them ; came
up with the coins in their mouths, grinning
and shouting and hallooing. There were a
lot of little boats that came out too. From
the dock you could hear the strains of
Hawaiian music — they had a whole orchestra there — and the cries of the lei sellers.
The dock was jammed with people ... it
seems all the natives always turn out for
every landing. There were some official
singers, too . . . Hawaiian men and women
in white . . . fat, most of them . . . with
the most beautiful voices.
EVERYWHERE,
radio
enthu-"
siasts
are praising this
amazingly
beautiful, bigger, better, more
powerful, super selective 16-tube 5-band radio.
Outperforms $200 sets on point-for-point comparison.
Before you decide, write for FREE 40-page 1937
catalog. Learn how you can save 50% by buying direct from the factory.
Why
pay
more?

74

ADVANCED

FEATURES

Scores of marvelous features explain Midwest super
performance and assure thrilling world-wide all-wave
performance. You can switch instantly from American
programs.. .to Canadian, police, amateur, commercial,
airplane and ship broadcasts. ..to world's finest foreign
programs. Powerful Triple-Twin tubes (two tubes in
one!) — give 18-tube results. Exclusive Electrik-Saver
cuts radio wattage consumption 50 So. ..results in Midwest radios using no more current than ordinary 7-tube
sets. ..enables them to operate on volume as low as 80
volts. Push Button Finger Tip Tuning is made possible
with the Midwest automatic push button tuning
sys tem... doubling your radio enjoy men t.

J 30 DAYS

FREE TRIAL!

Nomiddlemen'sprofitstopay — you buy
at wholesale price direct from factory —
saving 50% to 50%. As little as 10c a day
pays for your Midwest . . . and you can
try it out in your own home on 50 days
Free trial.You are triply protected with:
Foreign Reception Guarantee, /^^§5i
One -Year Warranty and /g./.ISj'J
Money • Back Guarantee.

MAIL C0HP0W TODAYS

I

~7me 30: DAY TRIAL OFFER *W
40-PAGE FOUR-COLOR 7^£g CATALOG
MIDWEST

RADIO

CORPORATION

Ocpt. 0-177, Cincinnati, Ohio
Without obligation on my part, send me your new
FREE catalog and complete details of your liberal
30-day FREE
tnal offer. This is NOT
an order.

Name
Address
>fl Town.—

State..

Your Kodak PictureJ)
ENLARGED

FREE

8x10 Inch
ENLARGEMENT
of any SNAPSHOT

Your favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable
when enlarged to 8x10 inch
size — suitable for framing.
These beautiful, permanent enlargements bring out the details and features you love just as you .remember
them when the snapshots were taken.
Just to get acquainted, we will enlarge any
kodak picture, print or negative to 8x10
inches — FREE — if you enclose 25c to help
cover our cost of packing, postage and clerical work. The enlargement itself is free.
It will also be beautifully hand tinted in
natural colors if you want it. We "will
acknowledge receiving your snapshot immediately. Your original will be returned
with your free enlargement. Pick out your
snapshot and send it today.

GEPPERT STUDIOS
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Oept. 271
Des Moines, Iowa

Then we disembarked, (how'm I doin' ;
that's real travel parlance !) and there were
a lot of friends to meet us, and all of them
had leis over their arms for Lily. The
presentation of a lei is quite a ceremony.
No one would think of just sending flowers
by messenger ; that would be an insult. If
you can't bring the flowers yourself then
you send them with a close friend, and the
friend puts the lei around the girl's neck and
says, "This is from so-and-so. When anyone presents the lei himself, he always
presents it with a kiss. I soon discovered
that whether the girl is on her honeymoon
or not makes no difference. Oh, well, they
say it's the custom !
At last ! I found out what a Malahcne is
. . . it's the Hawaiian word for a sort of a
tenderfoot, a person who has come from the
Mainland, (they always speak of the United
States as the mainland) to the islands for
the first time. That makes me one, and I
must say I'm relieved.

Saturday

Went

dancing last night at the Royal

Hawaiian, and that is something I can't
describe in justice. The dance floor is outside, under the sky and stars, and the orchestra is outlined against the ocean. The
moon comes up behind them, and you can
hear the lapping of the waves sort of mixed
in with the music, and is it something !
Henry Owens orchestra, with Rae Kinney
singing, than
which
there isGrove
no better.
coming
to the
Cocoanut
soon.He'sA
friend of mine I haven't seen for a year is
here playing with them. They played a
piece, Dancing Under the Stars, written by
Owens' that's sure to be a hit in America
this winter.
All the girls wore leis, some of them of
gardenias, and some of pekaki, which (I
found out !) are very expensive. But Lily
was pleased. The dance floor was so full
of the fragrance of them that you almost
got dizzy. Lily says that the hotel cleaner
told her that even after you clean a dress
that you've worn pekaki with, it still retains their fragrance!
And liquid sunshine at night — that's a
funny one. I wouldn't have believed it if
I hadn't experienced it. It rains at some
time of the day almost every day in Honobut it's
a light
that pays
it doesn't
even lulu,
get
yousuchwet,
and rain
nobody
any
attention to it. That's why they call it liquid
sunshine. Well, last night it "liquid-sunshined," at night, while we were dancing.
Dancing in the rain. The most glorious
feeling you can imagine !
And afterwards we went swimming . . .
moonlight swimming on the beach of
Waikiki ! It was so warm we were com-
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Diary

fortable even sitting around
in our wet
suits afterward.
Today we spent most of the day on the
beach and in the water. When you swim
out far it's so clear you can look down and
see fish. Tried a little surf riding, but is that
ntly !
an art — fereand
don'tSunday
let anyone tell you difThe famous drive around the island!
Took most of the day, but it was worth it.
Have never seen so much in one day in all
my life. Miles of sugar fields, and pineapple groves. We wanted to pick some
pineapples but our driver said there was
a forty dollars' fine. We saw the Mormon
Temple, (first time I knew there were
Mormons on the islands) Schofield Barracks, (the army post) and Pearl Harbor,
the naval station . . . one of the biggest
in the world; you could put the whole
United _ States navy in it. One of the few
places in the world where they have a drv
dock for battleships. The size of it ! You
stand at the top of it and look down and
you think
on ...
the palai.
That's
another placeyou're
we saw
the place
where
King Kamahameha pushed a whole army
over. They call it palai, because that's the
word for cliff or mountain, I believe. It
overlooks the sea for miles and miles and
the wind speeps over it at such a speed that
you can actually lean against it with all
your might and still not move. The rush
of the wind and the
beauty of the waves —
Monday
the two leave you speechless.
Lily went shopping today and was surprised to find that Honolulu is such a city.
Trolley cars, department stores, everything.
Had some poi today . . . looks and tastes
like lavender wall paper paste. I'll take
steak and french fries. That's the Beaver
Dam in me, I suppose . . . nothing fancy.
Also bought some Hawaiian records — Aloha
Sweetheart, Hawaiian Paradise, Pretty
Red Hibiscus . . . this music gets in your
blood.

Tuesday

On shipboard. Aloha, aloha, and do we
feel blue, even if we are at the Captain's
table. Lily almost cried when we passed
Diamond Head, coming out of the harbor.
Our friends had gone up there to flash
mirrors at us, to say goodbye. You can see
the flash of the mirrors until the curve of
the horizon takes it away. When you pass
Diamond Head you're supposed to throw
a lei overboard if you're ever coming
That seemed to be the end of it all. Fred
back . . ."himself, trying not to look
bestirred
mournful.
'Well," I wanted to know. "Did you toss
looked
oneHeover
?" at me, askance. "You bet we
did. Of course we're going back to that
paradise some day soon. I'm not a Malaheuc
anymore either." He paused. 'You know,"
he said, "you don't realize how crazy and
goofy Hollywood is until you get away
Suddenly, like Dante's disciple, Gracie
Allen was standing there before us. Arms
from
it." eyes flashing, she said loudly :
akimbo,
"Well, must I throw you out, or will you
leave
under
"See,"
saidforce?"
Fred, "that's what I mean,

exactly !"

^

Ginger Answers
[Continued from page 16]

hurry for I feel that my work on the
screen is giving me back-ground and the
ability to understand all sorts of people.
Q. If you ever fail in movies, what business or occupation would you turn to?
A. I have already spoken of my wish to
write. I also have an idea that I could
be a designer of women's clothes.
Q. Did you and Harriet Hilliard become
good friends during the filming of Follow
The Fleet?
A. Yes. We became very good friends.
Q. Do you enjoy being' a guest star on
the radio broadcasts? Would you like to do
more radio work? Do you have a favorite
program?
A. I enjoy radio work immensely and
I have made definite arrangements to appear on several radio broadcasts this fall
for Lux and for Louella Parsons. My
favorite program is Jack Benny's.
Q. Do you intend to write more songs?
What is your favorite song?
A. Yes, I do. I love to write songs —
particularly silly songs. My favorite song
is, "Who"
never
tire offrom
it. Sunny. It's old but I
Q. What picture have you enjoyed making the most?
A. In Person. Simply because every
circumstance connected with this production was congenial. We had a cast of
comics, and I love banter.
0. What is the largest number of retakes you have ever had to do on a single
scene?
A. We take some dancing scenes as
many as twenty-eight and thirty times
before they are pronounced perfect.
Q. If you should fall in love with some
man other than an actor, would you be willing to give up your work should he ivant
you to?
A. would
No, I wouldn't!
man
who
make such Ia think
demandanywould
be very selfish in his love. I would consider him more in love with his own
egotism than with me, for after all, my
work is part of me.
0. Have you any plans at present of appearing ina musical in Nezv York?
A. No, I haven't.
0. Please tell me zvhat special care you
give your feet after rehearsing for hours?
A. I bathe them, first in hot and then
cold, water and then — don't laugh — I rest
with my feet higher than my head in order to allow the blood to recede from
them.
0. Are all of your pictures chosen for
you or do you have a choice as to those
you would like to appear in?
A. They have all been chosen for me
with the exception of In Person.
Q. Why do you desire to play dramatic
roles when you have made such a hit in
musicals?
A. People misunderstand the meaning
of the word, dramatic. I simply want
parts which demand characterization.
Q. What is the most thrilling experience
in your life? When and hozv did it occur?
A. One of the greatest thrills of my life
occurred when I first stood on the stage
of a theatre. It was in 1917 during one
of the Liberty Loan drives. With my
mother, I had gone to see Jane Cowl in
a play. Between acts she came out on
the stage and urged the audience to buy
liberty bonds. Naming the states of the
Union one by one she asked the residents
[Continued on page 69]

IT'S the new way to beauty, welcomed by stars of
the stage and screen, approved by beauties and
men who know beauty . . . choose your makeup by
your personality color, the color that never
changes, the color of your eyes.
Wear Marvelous Dresden type face powder,
rouge, lipstick, eye shadow or mascara if your eyes
are blue; Patrician type if your eyes are gray;
Parisian type if they're brown ; Continental type
if they're hazel. Discover how much younger, lovelier, more attractive you can be when all your
makeup is scientifically color-harmonized.
A million women have already discovered this
remarkable new makeup. Nine out of ten say they
like it a lot better. Your own drug or department
store has full size packages of Marvelous Face
Powder, Rouge, Lipstick, Eye Shadow or Mascara
for only 55^ each (Canada 65^) .
Be lovelier . . . wear this new Marvelous Makeup
. . . and you'll join the ranks of the popular girls
. . . the girls men like to look at !
COPYR.
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Fate — Fame and Robert Taylor
[Continued from page 49]

and did a lot of thinking about them.
No teacher in high school ever particularly encouraged him about his acting. We
never thought much about his dramatic
ability ; neither did he. To us, it was only
one of several talents that he showed.
He was always a student ; yet he never
had to work to get good grades. In his
Freshman year in high school, he was
elected to a national honorary society. And
he graduated at the top of his class, or next
to the top. (If I remember correctly, there
was one girl ahead of him.)
He was never afraid of work. Every
summer, he would find a job. When he
was fourteen or fifteen, he worked on a
farm, shocking wheat. When he was sixteen, he found a job painting cars, and his
fingers swelled from lead poisoning. He
wanted to keep on with it, in the afternoons
after school started again, but we would
not let him. The summer after he graduated from high school, he had a very good
position in a bank as a teller, and then
would mow lawns after banking hours.
Robert did not have to work; he just
wanted to — and we encouraged him. We
felt that a busy boy would make a better
man than an idle, restless boy would.
He did not work straight through the
summer ; he would always stop near the
end and join his father and me on our vacations. Three successive summers, we
had a cottage at Lake Okaboja in Iowa.
It was at the Casino there that he learned
to dance, when he was sixteen.
When he got back to Beatrice that autumn, his father gave him a car. It may
seem unusual for parents to entrust a young
boy, still in high school, with a car of
his own. But we told him that he was such
a good boy, and so trustworthy, that we
knew we could trust him with this. It was
his property and his responsibility.
It sounds amusing now, to recall what
his father told him : "I've given you a
nice car, but one thing I must demand.

The new fashions and
increasing prices of
ready-to-wear clothes
have created a big
new demand for dressmakers and designers.
You can earn a splendid income right at
home, or have a smart
professional shop of
your own.
I Have MORE and Smarter
i Clothes and SAVE HALF
Right at home ... in spare
time . . . you can now learn
all the professional secrets
of designing and making the
lovely new fashions. You can
have MORE clothes . . .
and SAVE HALF their cost
in the shops.
PROOF
Students write: "My
clothes don't look
home-made any more. ' '
. . . "Copied a $30
brown silk for$6. 27."
.earning
. . $25
"My toshop
$35 isa
week clear of expense."
Send

Endorsed by More Than
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More than 300.000 students
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Institute
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WOMAN'S INSTITUTE, Dept. 96-K, Scranton, Pa.
Send me free full information about course of
instruction checked below and a Sample
Lesson.
D How to Become a Professional Dressmaker
□ Advanced Dressmaking and Designing
□ How to Make Smart Clothes for Myself
O How to Make Children's Clothes
D How to Earn Money at Home
D Millinery
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a great interest in his oratory. She thought
that eventually he might become a lawyer,
a public speaker. And as I look back now,
his practice in oratory gave him the good
voice he has today — for he never has had
any voice training. (I still am urging him
to take singing lessons.) Also, appearing
before critical audiences in oratory contests helped him to develop poise.
The most memorable contest, to me, was
one held in Doane — the biggest one ever
held in that section of the country. I wanted
him to enter ; so did Miss Ingles ; and I was
sure that he could win.
But he held back.
"Mother, I can't win that," he told me.
"Why, there are three ordained ministers
entered in it— and every one of them knew
how to win an audience before I was born."
At that particular time, he was begging
for a fur coat. Not that he needed one;
but he wanted one badly.
"I'll tell you what I'll do," I said. "If
you enter the contest and win, I'll get you
the fur coat." I looked over at his father.
"You'll He
standnodded.
by me, won't you, Dad?" I
asked.
So Bob decided to enter. And he worked
hard over his oration. Finally, the night
of the big contest arrived. He made both
his father and me stay home ; he never
wanted us there when he was in a contest ;
we made him "nervous."
wasAbout
Bob. ten o'clock the 'phone rang. It
"Well, Mom," he told me, "you'd better
getHeto has
Lincoln
and often
get that
told me
that coat!"
he is glad that
we were that way — that we taught him to

Never
go over thirty-five
it." drive to
Bob promised,
and we letin him
Lincoln, forty-two miles away, to take his
'cello lessons. And the next year, after he
entered Doane College at Crete, Nebraska
— 32 miles from Beatrice — he would drive
home two or three times a week.

Corns Come Back
Bigger Than Ever
Unless removed Root and Al 1
• Old-fashioned paring methods
make corns come back bigger —
uglier than ever— with serious danger of infection.
But the new safe Blue- Jay doubleaction method stops the pain instantly—then the entire corn lifts
out Root* and All in 3 short days.
Blue-Jay is easy to use, invisible.
Held snugly in place by special
Wet-Pruf adhesive. Get Blue-Jay
today. 25c for a package of 6 at all
druggists.

S3

£21
g£j

BLUE -JAY
Bauer & Black Scientific

~ —

CORN
_

1. —

PLASTER

1—

*A plug of dead cells root-like in form and position.
If left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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EVEN when he entered college, he did
not know what he wanted to become.
The main reason why he went to Doane was
that Professor Gray, his 'cello teacher,
He still kept on with the inthere.
taught terests
he had developed in high school. He
broadcasted for a long time over Station
KMMJ at Clay Center, Nebraska, playing and singing with a group that called
s "The Harmony Boys" — sponthemselve
sored first by a harvester company, then by
a spray company. He played all over the
state with a trio composed of Professor
Wolf of the college, a boy named Taylor
(the clean's son), and a boy named Adams.
He kept on entering oratory contests. In
his Freshman year, too, he was the leading man in a campus play, Helena's Boys.
heart,
It used to break ProfessorHeGray's
thought we
his fooling with dramatics.
said
He
it.
do
him
let
to
crazy,
all were
that Bob could become a great concert
'cellist. But we did not want him to gamble his whole future on just the 'cello; we
wanted music to be something that would
give him personal pleasure, relaxation. It
hurts me now that he seldom plays.
One teacher in college, Miss Ingles, took
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Mary, Mary, quite contrary — where
d's
go? Hollywoo
her fancy
does asking
been
that about
Mary Brian
for years and still is no nearer an
answer, although she's being seen everywhere these days with Cary Grant

appreciate whatever he got, by earning it.
Bob was always so good about writing,
telling us everything that he was doing. (I
would be kind of scared now to go away.
Last summer, when I went East for a visit,
I would never have known what was happening, ifhis Filipino boy had not written
to me.) Once in a while, in his letters, he
would mention some girl. Doane was coed, and he liked several girls there. But
as for his getting serious about any of them,
I do not think so. He was always very sensible when it came to girls, not one to fall
for flattery.
He was troubled at that time, trying_ to
decide what he wanted to do with his life.
We never influenced him in any way. We
would tell him, "You have your own life
to lead, just as we have ours. It is up to
you
to decide."
become
a doctor. We never urged him to
ABOUT half-way through his Sophomore
l year, we received a remarkable letter
from him. He told us that he did not want
us to think that he was fickle in his ambitions. But he had decided that he did not
want just a liberal arts education. He would
miss terribly not becoming the sort of man
that his father was, trying to follow in his
footsteps. So he thought that he had better drop out of Doane and go to Kirksville.
He felt that his father had been so good to
him that he wanted to repay him by being
as much like him as possible. It would
probably take him eight years to become a
doctor, and he thought he had better get
busy and start work. He was going to be
a general practitioner, but take up orthopedic surgery as a sideline.
We treasured that letter. We had always felt that we had an unusual boy, but
this was the climax of proof. Robert was
always in his father's office a great deal as
a boy, and went with him on some calls out
in the country. One time he even assisted
his father in an emergency operation on an
injured farmer. He had always seemed interested inhis father's work. (I think that
is why he takes the part of a doctor so
easily, so convincingly.) But we felt that
he was too young to be positive that he
wanted to devote his life to medicine. We
persuaded him to wait until he had finished
college before he decided definitely.
At the end of Bob's Sophomore year,
Professor Gray accepted an offer to go to
Pomona College, in Pomona, California —
and Bob was offered Professor Gray's post
at Doane, even though he still was a student. He came home to ask us if he should
accept. And among the three of us, we
came to an unexpected decision — which
changed the whole course of his life.
We decided that he should transfer to
Pomona.
Professor Gray had told us at great
length about Pomona, which had a high
scholastic rating and was a much larger
college than Doane. The doctor and I believed that a larger college might be more
beneficial for Robert. We felt that, in a
little college, he did not have enough competition. At Doane, he had everything his
own way — in oratory, music, acting, singing. We felt that he was not getting the
right preparation for life. It would be
hard, seeing him go so far away — but, again,
we knew that we could trust him. Also,
his friend, Professor Gray, would be there
to advise him ; and nearby, in San Bernardino, was my husband's former partner, Dr.
Gass, who would watch out for him.
So Bob applied for admission to Pomona,
was accepted, and prepared to start for
California, driving his own car out.
His father and I never thought at that
time of the nearness of Hollywood to Pomona. Neither did Bob.
(To be continued)
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Make Things Happen To You
[Continued from page 44]
as you read this letter. You may be thinkOh, yeah,
it's all picture
very well
for her
talk !ing,She
is a motion
actress.
Whatto
does
know
about Because
'average I girls'
ButsheI do
know.
was ?"
one. I
am one — reconstructed.
I was plain as a pipe-stem. And I've
made myself look — well, photographable.
I was as timid as a church-mouse and I've
made myself be a business woman, an actress, aggressive enough to hold my own in
the most competitive place and business in
the world.
I began life by being not only plain but
downright homely. I was ill during most
of my childhood. I caught everything !
I had all the measles and mumps and chicken
poxes there were to be had. I was thin
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I was shy, I didn't make friends easily.
I didn't know how to mix with people. I
am an only child and my father, who was a
patent promoter, travelled about from town
to town, from city to city. So that I never
stayed long enough in any one place to make
friends or to learn how to make friends.
I wasn't outstandingly good. I wasn't
deliciously naughty. I was 100 per cent
an average, rather mousy, little girl.
I THINK I get the thrill I do get out of
Hollywood because of my childhood and
young girlhood. Everything has for me,
still, alievequality
the fantastic.
I can't
that I, Unaof Merkcl,
am really
here bein
Hollywood,
part actually
of it all.
I can'tpicture
at all
believe
that aI am
a motion
actress, with a contract and my name and
pictures in the papers. I still feel little
spiney shivers of pleasure and surprise when
Clark Gable yells at me, "Hi, there, Una !"
or when Joan Crawford nods companionably. If Garbo spoke to me I wouldn't
answer
her,me.I know. I'd never dream that
she meant
When I go, as I do about once a year,
to have a conference with Irving Thalberg
I feel exactly like Alice In Wonderland.
I keep thinking that at any moment he will
look at me blankly and cry, "Off with her

Now Only

FREE Trial

and colorless and gangling. I'd never even
heard of "sex appeal." In short, I was certainly no Garbo by virtue of personality.
I had none of the allure of Jean Harlow,
none of the dramatic beauty of Joan Crawford.

my mother had me take piano lessons. I
" had about as much talent for the piano as a
crawfish. But all nice, well brought-up,
little girls took piano lessons and so I took
them, too. When I realized that there was
no help for it, I went at it with all the concentration ofa potential Paderewski. I knew
I had no talent for it. I knew I'd never be
a famed pianist just as, later, I knew that I
had no great beauty and no burning genius
to push me into fame. But I could do the
best I could — and I did. I practised for
hours and hours and hours. I read the
biographies of great musicians. I studied
harmony. I went to recitals. And eventually
I was able to render Bach and Chopin and
MacDowell in a fashion that at least earned
me the praise of accomplished musicians.
I have my parents to thank for a good
deal of this quality of self-control which
has stood me in good stead of the more spectacular qualities. Because they taught me
discipline. I was an only child and we
adored one another. But they never spoiled
me. When they told me to do a thing, I did
it. I remember how I always hated to go to
bed early (I still do). And I used to beg
them, especially on the nights when they
had company, to allow me to sit up an hour,
or
even went
half an
hour, until
later.they
I'd came
plead upthat
I never
to sleep
to

I have to pinch myself when I read my
fan letters
and say to myself, "Why, you
heada !"movie actress, too, you ..."
are
And I made it all happen to me — all of it
— everything —
I made it happen by, first of all, thinking
about it. And that's the first thing I want
to say to you average girls, everywhere —
Whatever you want to do, whatever you
want to be, you've got to think about it
first.

girls, I think, want three things
MOST
from life. They want beauty and love
and fame.
I did. I thought about those three things.
I thought about them and thought about
them until I had them so firmly fixed in my
mind and in my heart that they became
actual, almost physical things.
I think we are all born with at least one
quality which can make for success. I was
born with a grim determination to do every
thing I tackled as well as it could possibly
be done, or as well as I, being I, could
possibly do it. That's important, girls . . .
When I was a youngster, for instance,
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Arline Judge (Mrs. Wesley Ruggles) is
judged by Hollywood's beauty experts
to be the possessor of the most perfect figure on the screen. After a
partial retirement following her marriage, she is again soaring to stardom

Well, you
bed. And my mother would say, "Well, ;
are resting, anyway" — and / went to bed,
WHEN
I was sixteen or so, just old
enough to go with boys, when I began
to go to little dances at the summer resorts
and hotels — I was a wall flower. I didn't
know how to meet boys, nor even girls. I
didn't
know I how
to flirt.
I didn't
any
small talk.
had been
so much
withhave
mother
and father and their friends that I was too
old for my age, mentally, and my numerous
chicken poxes and things had made me too
young and undeveloped physically. I didn't
dress right. I didn't look "cute." I wasn't
sophisticated. I would have run like a streak
from the very sight of a flask of gin. I
wouldn't have known what on earth to do
about "necking." I would certainly have
"walked home."
I suppose you girls who are reading this
are thinking at this point, "I know what's
coming next. She's going to tell us that
overnight a Great Transformation took
place — that she suddenly and miraculously
blossomed forth and became The-Belle-ofthe-Ball, had the most popular boys in town
dangling from her charm bracelet, waved a
wand and bade Romance and Adventure
come her way.
No, I didn't. I didn't make anything of
any importance whatsoever happen to me.
Nothing that anyone could see. But I did
pave the way for something wonderful and
worthwhile. And I did it by reasoning with
myself. I did it by forcing myself to realize,
to honestly believe that to have boys asking
me for dates, asking me to dance, flirting
with me wasn't really important — then. I
was prematurely wise when I figured that
if I allowed myself to feel embittered, if
my unpopularity pushed me further into my
funny little shell I would be in a bad way
and nothing would ever happen. So I would
say to myself, when I watched pretty,
laughing, gay girls dance by me and all but
over me, as I sat against a wall — when I
watched popular, slick girls going off to
proms and football games and house parties
— I'd say, "It doesn't really matter. / can
And I did wait. And if any of you who
wait."
are reading this letter are in the same fix
as I was, you can wait, too. For sometimes Ithink it's bad when too many gay,
romantic things happen to us girls when we
are too young. We don't know how to
handle them. And unpleasant, even tragic,
things can happen.
F NEVER went to a college prom in my
■»• life, I never went to a football game
wearing a shaggy chrysanthemum. When I
was very young and wanted to go, there
was no beau to ask me. And when I grew
older, I was working on the stage and
couldn't go when I was asked.
But do you see what I mean? Sometimes
you can best make things happen to you by
not caring whether they happen or not. You
can learn to weigh values. You can keep
your heart open for the things that will
happen later on.
When I made up my mind to go on the
stage — that was when we were living in
New York — I certainly made that happen
to me. No one in my family had ever been
on the stage. I had no connections, no
influence, no "pull." I didn't even have a
name and address to begin with. I did read
theatrical papers and I had heard about
casting offices. So I went the rounds of the
casting offices. Day after day after day.
I sat on hard benches for hours and hours.
I was told "nothing today" and "we'll take
your name and address" at least one thousand and one times. I just made those
stereotyped formulas roll off of me like
[Continued on page 68]
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water. I refused to let them eat in. I knew
that I had only my stubbornness to work
with. No beauty, no anything but plain,
plug headed stay-with-it.
I should have been discouraged before
I ever began. Maybe where there's no
sense there's no feeling. I don't know, I only
know that I was a plain, awkward, "country" looking girl trying to take the most sophisticated street in the world by its forelock.
And finally, worn out by seeing me sit
there, I suppose, a casting office did cast me
in Two By Two, which starred Charlotte
Walker. I had two lines to speak. I suppose

-J MAGNA CERAMIC DIAL
i VIBRACOUSTIC
SOUNDING BOARD

* * J t©

Happen To You

[Continued from page 67]

they figured that I couldn't quite upset the
apple cart with two lines. I didn't care.
It had happened to me. I had made it happen— / was on the stage!
The next part I got was in The Poor
Nut (and very fitting, that title, I thought).
And I had NO lines to say in that. But
that proved to me how mistaken we are
when we despise the little things that happen
to us just because they seem to be unimportant. Not every event in life can be the
Great Event. And in this case John Golden,
the producer, saw me in Poor Nut and gave
me a speaking role in, of all things, Pigs —
and the next season I played the leading role
in Pigs. And after that nothing came my
way on Broadway so I went out and got
myself into vaudeville. No use sitting
around just because the thing you want
most doesn't happen. Take the next-best
thing, that's always been my policy. Keep
moving
and you'll
always works.
In myarrive
case, somewhere.
after my tour,It

But we just don't allow the love we all bear
one another to cause trouble as love, very
strangely, sometimes does.
I AM still in process of trying to make
things happen to me. I want to develop
in pictures. I mean, I like comedy but I do
get tired of playing dumb girls who never
have a thought in their heads, never say
anything but the wrong thing. I'd like to
appear to be at least normally intelligent
now and again. Which is why I did the
bit
in Speed.
don't suppose
it did meto
muchpartgood
or much I harm.
But I wanted
prove that I could walk onto the screen
without getting a laugh. And I did prove
that. I hope, having made this happen to
me by doing it when I didn't really have to,
it will be the opening wedge for better
parts happening to me. I'm holding the
thought.
And I forgot to mention this, girls . . .
it may be just as well, while you are thinking and planning and working toward what
you want, to keep your fingers crossed and
to knock on wood now and again. I do.
And I hope what I've written you will be
of some help to some of you. I wish you'd
write and tell me. Because honest to goodness things do happen to girls who are not
fairy princesses — and movie stars !
I know. Your friend,
Una.

I played a role in Coquette, with Helen
Hayes, and it ran for two years.
I came to Hollywood. I took one look.
I knew that I had to make beauty happen
to me.
I was just "wrong," photographically, and
I knew it. I didn't wear my clothes well. I
didn't up
do right.
my hair to advantage. I didn't
make
I REALIZED that in order to make some"screen
personality"
happen to thing
me approaching
I would have
to go
pliable. I
did. I put myself unreservedly in the hands
of make-up experts, designers, hairdressers.
I kept my eyes open and watched the other
girls and what they wore and how they did
their hair and everything about them. Madge
Evans, my good friend, conferred with me,
gave me advice. I took it. I managed to
acquire some knowledge of myself and of
what were my best points and what were
my defects. And so can you . . . and you . . .
all of you. For every single girl, however
plain, or beautiful, has her best points.
Love — well, I don't know that I can actually go so far as to say that you can make
love happen to you. It's so much a matter
of happenstance, I think — whether you meet
the right boy. But I do think that any
girl can do what I tried to do about it—
and that is, keep your mind open and your
heart uncluttered by little half-loves and
meaningless romances and cheap flirtations
— and then, when the real thing does happen, you will know that it is happening. As
I knew.
Sometimes, you see, if you keep things
from happening, you are paving the way
for the biggest and best thing to happen.
I think you can make successful marriage
happen to you, too. We certainly could have
problems if we wanted to make problems
of them, Ronnie and I. I have my career.
We live at home with my mother and father.
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to Dance — that's the title

of Eleanor Powell's current picture
and it's also the theme of her entire life. Rumor insists that she
and James Stewart are romancing

Ginger Answers
[Continued from page 63]
of each, who were present, to stand up
and then demanded their pledges to buy.
When she called Missouri, my mother
stood up and of course I did also. Jane
Cowl asked me to come up on the stage,
and during the remainder of her speech,
I stood there with her arm around me —
and I have never before or since been
more thrilled.
Q. Is there any special step that is the
basis of all tap dancing'? If so, what is it?
A. No.
Not to my knowledge.
Q. Did yon as a child ever appear in any
screen plays and if so, what zoere they?
A. My only appearance on the screen
as a child was once in Kansas City when
I appeared in an advertising short for
an optical shop.
Q. Did yon attend college? If so, zvhat
one? If not, would yon like to attend now,
and for what reason?
A. I would love to attend college for
I feel that by not doing so, I have missed
a great deal. If I could go to college
now, I would study literature and languages. While I can gain some of the
knowledge that I missed through lack of
higher schooling, by reading books, I
know that my reading can never take the
place of organized study.
0. Do you consider acting hard work or
fun? Do yon intend to visit the Texas Centennial? Ifso — when?
A. Acting itself is fun, but the long
hours put in on the production on a picture, and the nervous strain and responsibility, combine to make it also work. My
present plans include a visit to the Texas
Centennial during the month of August.
Q. What type of make-up do you use
off the screen? Hozu do you put it on? Do
you, use soap or do you use cream? Do you
use a powder base? Do you think it is good
taste to use eye-make-up in the daytime or
just at night?
A. I use lip rouge, eye-brow pencil,
mascara, and occasionally, face rouge. I
use both soap and cream in cleansing my
face. I so seldom use any powder that
I really don't require a powder base. I
do not object to the use of very light
make-up in the daytime, or at night, but
I do think a heavy eye makeup with eye
shadow and a great deal of mascara is
in poor taste at any time.
Q. After you had won the Charleston
Contest in Ft. Worth, Texas, did you believe that your chance had come at last?
A. No. I didn't know what it was all
about. At that time I Jiad no goal, and
winning that Charleston contest was exciting simply because it was an excuse
to get out of school.
Q. What is the one thing which contributed most to your spectacular success?
A. Genuine love of my work. Enthusiasm and the desire to succeed if founded
on love of one's work, .usually is the most
important asset anyone can have in
achieving success, I think. I know that
is true in acting or dancing or anything
else pertaining to the theatre or the
screen.
Q. Do you consider marriage incompatible with a career?
A. No I don't.
Q. Hoiv zvould you recommend training
for a career as a dancer and dramatic
actress in the movies?
A. I think the best training that anyone
can have for any type of screen work is
to be found on the stage and it is far
[Continued on page 70]
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Bradley Metcalfe, Stai of
"THE MILLIONAIRE KID"

CLEARS EYES

Ginger Answers
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BREASTO
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Don't ask them why . . . they'll
just say "It tastes good!". . . but
mother knows this tuna is an
energy food rich in Vitamin D
and goitre-preventing iodine . . .
deserving of a regular place on
every family's menu.

TVy Bradley
Metcalfe's
favorite
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easier to obtain a first opportunity there
than it is today, in Hollywood.
Q. Is it true what I think about your
zvise mother making your climb to the top
easier for you?
A. Yes, definitely. She had had great
experience in show business and her advice and help meant a great deal to me —
and still does.
Q. Do you smoke? If so, approximately
how many cigarettes a day?
A. Yes. In moderation.
Q. What person has helped you most in
selecting your clothes?
A. Bernard Newman, stylist for RKORadio Pictures, has helped to select all
of my screen wardrobes. Off screen I
am an individualist in dress.
Q. Are you and Lew Ayres divorced or
merely separated?
A. We are merely separated.
0. Do you prefer wearing formats or
sportszvear?
A. I usually wear sports clothes because they are so much more comfortable.
After being so painstakingly dressed
while working before the cameras, it is
a genuine relief to slip into a pair of
slacks or some other informal costume.
Qi Do you prefer to dance hi lozv-hccled,
or high-heeled shoes?
A. I always dance in high-heeled shoes.
Q. What do you consider one of the most
humorous experiences in your life?
A. One of the best laughs I have ever
had was in connection with the picture,
In Person. If you saw it you remember
the hideous disguise that was devised for
me. Well, before Bill Seiter, the director, had seen that disguise, I played a
practical joke on him. I persuaded Pandro Berman, the producer, to act as a
partner in my scheme. He called Mr.
Seiter and told him that a friend of his
from Paris was in town and had to be
given a job in the picture. Then, wearing the disguise, I paraded into Mr.
Seiter's office. I assumed a heavy French
accent and just sat there staring at Mr.
Seiter through those heavy lensed glasses
and smiled at him through those horrible
protruding false teeth and the poor man
gulpedto and
didn't know
what
do. stuttered
I supposeand
he thought
Mr.
Berman had lost his mind, but the fact
remained, and it must have been a dreadful fact to him, that his orders were to
find this atrocity a job. Finally he mumbled something about writing in a maid's
role, and hastily excusing himself for a
moment, left the office. While he was
gone I took off the wig, jerked out the
false teeth, and discarded the glasses —
and when he came back and realized that
it was Ginger Rogers he had- been talking
to, his face assumed such a ridiculous expression that I laughed until I was limp.
0. What was your favorite, most interesting, hardest and most popular dance
routine you have put on in the past year?
A. My favorite, most interesting, and I
think, my most popular, dance routine in
the past year was the comedy dance, Eggs
in One Basket that Fred and I did in Follow The Fleet. My hardest routine, I
believe, was Face the Music.
Q. What is the greatest goal you wish to
achieve in life?
A. Happiness — and that implies success
and financial security.
Q. How do your present roles compare
with your original aspirations to go into
pictures?
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A. They don't compare at all for I
never expected to dance and I did want
to be an actress.
0. Are you actually as enthusiastic about
your work as you appear to be on the
screen ?
A. Yes.
0. Who was the founder of tap dancing?
A. I don't know. Tap dancing in one
form or another is probably the oldest
form of dancing. It is based purely and
simply on rhythm and probably is prehistoric in its origin.
0. If you arc allowed to play dramatic
parts, what type of character would you
like to portray the most?
A. I can answer that by saying that
one of my great ambitions is to play
"Steve" in There's Ahvays Juliet.
Q. Has your dancing been of any offscreen value to yon? If so, in ivhat way?
A. It has given me poise and grace.
0. What arc the fundamentals of tap
dancing?
A. In my opinion they are a profound
sense of rhythm and natural agility.
0. What reaction does this form of dancing have on a person's general health?
A. Like any other exercise, it is beneficial.
Q. What was the saddest disappointment
you encountered when you were trying to
make good in the movies?
A. The fact that I couldn't get a job.
After I had made eight pictures in all,
three of which were produced in California, Iwent for three months without
work and began to feel that I never
would find another job.
Q. Hoiv many hours a day do you practice dancing?
A. While preparing for a picture, I
practice from nine or ten in the morning
until six in the evening. Between pictures, Ido not practice at all.
0. What is your favorite remedy for
the "blues?"
A. Cheery music.
0. Who have been your dancing teachers
and what types of dancing have you studied?
A. I have never had a dancing teacher
and I have never made any systematic
study of any type of dancing.
Q. Would you like to appear in a technicolor picture? If so, why?
A. Yes. Because I think technicolor
undoubtedly will be in almost universal
use before long and naturally I am anxious to meet this challenge.
Q. Is your singing recorded at a different time from the filming of the action, then
combined in the finished movie?
A. That depends upon the circumstances attending each scene. Usually it
is recorded while the scene is being
filmed but occasionally that is impossible
because of crowd noises or some other
interference, and then the recording is
made after the scene has been filmed.
Q. What is more valuable, a voice with
inflection, or nice facial features?
A. Both are valuable but I believe that
voice is the most important.
Q. Do you think that the movies could
cause international hatred by putting on
the screen such books as Sinclair Lezms'
story, It Can't Happen Here?
A. Yes, I do. I think movies have a
great influence.
0. Are you satisfied with your career?
A. Yes. I have comfort, work and success.
And there you are. Your Inquiring Reporter confesses that even though he has
interviewed Ginger on numerous occasions,
he himself has gained much new information about her as a result of this questioning. And remember, next month Loretta
Young takes the witness stand.
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Skinny, Weak, Rundown, Nervous Folks — by
Making One Simple Change
. . . Correcting IODINE
STARVED
GLANDS— Can
Often Add 5 to 15 Lbs. in
Just a Few Weeks!
— Build Rugged New Strength, Tireless Energy, Cool, Calm Nerves!
Here's new hope and courage for thousands of even
"Naturally Skinny," weak, worn-out, haggard-looking
men and women, whose energy and strength have been
sapped by overwork and worry, who are nervous, irritable, always half-sick and ailing. No longer need you
pass up the opportunities for good times, for romance,
and for friendships and associations which may mean
so much to you. all because you are skinny, sickly ami
forever tired out. .Science now says that one of the
principal causes of this skinniness, this weakness, and
these tired-out, rundown conditions is GLANDS
STARVING FOB IODINE.
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worldstrength
can't help
... it
isn't is
turned
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and you
energy.
Thejustresult
you
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. . . and nobody loves a person who is always sick
and complaining.
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It world's
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1300 times
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oysters. 6 tablets alone contain more NATURAL
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TATTOO
MASCARA

Needs no water to apply— really waterproof !

Joan Blondell's Covered
Wagon Days
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greeting us. But, unlike most such places,
the room was split up in numerous small
compartments, with walls reaching as high
as six or seven feet.
"For forty cents, we took one of these
tiny so-called rooms and hired four cots,
on which the five of us slept. That ten
cents saved on the fifth cot would go a long
way toward paying for our breakfast of
soda crackers. We always filled up on
crackers whenever we could, so that we
wouldn't feel hungry.

TATTOO your eyelash
es with this smooth,
new cream mascara and
your lashes will instantly
look twice their real length ;
the South Sea enchantress'
own way of achieving truly
glamorous eyes. More waterproof than liquid darkeners;
won't run or smear. Easier to
apply
than cake mascaras
Won't smart. Harmless. Actually
makes lashes soft and curling, instead
of brittle and "beady. "Complete with brush*"
in smart, rubber-lined satin vanity . . . 50c.
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SUFFERERS

Why

continue to sutler? Do something to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet— "THE LIEPE
METHOD
OF HOME
It tells about
Varicose TREATMENT."
Veins. Varicose
Ulcers, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Liepe Method works while you
walk. More than 40 years of success.
Praised and endorsed by thousands.
LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Deot 70- K Milwaukee, Wis*
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Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes — streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy — takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for
Free Test.
FREE
TEST~We
send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.
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tt"CTNALLY,
after
some
months
of
" travel — playing in the worst type of
cheap theatres you can imagine, sometimes
without even a dressing-room between us,
driving through all kinds of weather and
often being stuck in the mud — we reached
New York.
''As we neared the east coast, we began
to make better pay, and when we arrived
in the big city Dad had enough to buy
some scenery and a few props.
"Dad called up a booking agent and he
promised to give us a try-out with the new
act. We scoured New York for cheap quarters but the best we could do was a miserable little pface for ninety dollars a month.
And then, it was only one fair-sized room
with two beds and a cot and a nook for a
kitchenette.
"On the morning of the day we were to
try-out, we awoke to find my brother gone.
He had fallen in love with a girl in Texas
and in the note he left said he was returning
to marry her.
"Did that put us in a spot! We needed
my brother to shift scenery and make a
couple of appearances, and we didn't have
money enough to pay for another boy. Consequently, we lost out, and there we were,
with only a few dollars between us and
starvation, and no prospect of an engagement.
"I haunted all the booking offices for
weeks, going without lunches and beating
my way home to save carfare. One morning,
I passed a small circulating library and
noticed the window was an awful mess. I
went in and told the woman if she'd allow
me I'd put it in order.
"'Do you want a job?' she asked. 'And
how !' I replied. 'Okay, then, if you'll take
twelve dollars a week you're hired.'
"That money was like manna from
Heaven. It was only a pittance, but it did
pay for a bit of food. Neither Mother
nor Dad could get work of any kind, and
there were shoes and a heavy coat and
stockings to buy. Gloria, my sister, was
only ten.
"I heard some girls says that Gimbel's,
the department store, needed saleswomen
and were paying eighteen dollars a week.
I was down there at opening time the next
morning and among those they hired. For
three days I went through a sales course,
then the store placed me in the misses' coats
department.
"My luck there was nothing short of
miraculous. I've always been able to sell
myself to the public, and while selling coats
in a store is a bit different from selling
yourself to an audience in a theatre, still
in
it's related.
sellsome
whererespects
other clerks
failed.I managed to
"But, after only six days, I was fired — or
would
have the
been,department
probably, if
I hadn'theard
quit
first
— when
manager
me tell a customer, You look lousy in that.
But here's a coat that really looks well
you.'
onMovie
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FRECKLES
WHILE YOU SLEEP
Whether you have a few freckles_ or many, fade them out
quickly and gently while you
sleep. Get a jar of Nadinola
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory with 36 years' experience in this type of
skm treatment. Only 60c at drug and toilet counters •
1 0c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial
package to NADINOLA, Box 134, Paris, Tenn.
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Poor

f

English*

How much is it costing you
in wasted opportunity?

Every day your associates are judging you — by what you
say and how you say it! Hazy ideas, ill-chosen words, halting sentences, crude, slovenly speech— these mark a man as
loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words that give
true shape and color, sentences aflame with power and
originality— these are the things that proclaim ability, that
win for their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing
for poor English —it's inexcusable ! Ill the quiet of your
home— with LaSalle's help — you can learn to speak and
write with real distinction, learn tomakethe words you utter
and the letters you compose stamp you as educated, cultured,
a power to reckon with in the business world. Complete
details in an attractive 32-page book, ''Effective Business
English," sent you free upon request. Ask for it TODAY.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept 1030-BE, Chicago

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches people blame on colds or strains are often
caused by tired kidneys — and may be relieved
when treated in the right way.
The acids
kidneys
one of
chiefA ways
of
taking
and are
wastes
out Nature's
of the blood.
healthy
person should pass about 3 pints a day and so
get rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter.
If the
15 miles
of kidney
work
well,
this waste
stays tubes
in the and
bodyfilters
and don't
may
become poisonous. It may start nagging backaches, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Don't let it lay you up.
Ask your by
druggist
— They
used
successfully
millionsforforDoan's
over 40Pills
years.
give happy relief and will help to flush out the
15 miles of kidney tubes. Get Doan's Pills.
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"Returning to the library, I worked all
day and spent my noon hours waiting in
the offices of booking agents. Somebody
told me of a cheap theatrical troupe that
needed another player. It was way over in
a remote section of Brooklyn, and required
two hours to reach the house where they
were rehearsing, but I got the job — or
thought I did.
<<T?OR ten nights I rehearsed, going there
" from the library. We worked hard
and far into the early morning hours and
were to open within a few days. I was to
get twenty-five dollars a week. On the
eleventh night, I arrived to see a girl going
through my part.
" 'You're through,' the manager told me.
'Get out.' He wouldn't even let me ask why.
I knew I was better than the other girl.
But when I wouldn't go some man led me
out.
" 'Forget it, sister,' he said. 'The boss's
sweetie
So thereis Iback
was. in town and wants the job.'
"I've never felt so down in the mouth.
All that time and carfare wasted. It doesn't
seem important now, but when you have
only a few pennies, ten cents each way for
carfare counts up. And I might have found
something else.
"I kept working on at the library until
another opening presented itself, likewise
in Brooklyn.
A small show needed girls.
"The manager saw what I could do and
then suggested lunch. 'No thanks,' I begged
off. 'So you're one of them there so-called
virgins,' he sneered.
"'So I don't get the job?' I asked.
" 'Whatta you think, sister?' he snapped
back, and told me to get out, fast.
"Ziegfeld was my next try. With several
hundred other girls trying out, I managed
to be in the last bunch from whom the
chorus was to be selected. But I lost out
here, because I couldn't
I once fractured both
then haven't been able
I once could. Besides,
tice. That seemed to me
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IT'S a thrilling opportunity ... a chance for film fame
... a chance to work for Walter Wanger, the
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Wanger

at the United Artists' Studios in
Hollywood.

KATE

If I couldn't dance, then what could I do?"
Do you still think you could take it, you
out there — and would you want to — if you
were called upon to go through Joan's bitter
experiences ? Could you retain your sense
of humor, even though cold and hungry
and discouraged and on the verge of
despair, like Joan has done, without once
losing it? And would you be a better person
for all the suffering, just as Joan admits
she is as a result of all those terrible
months and years?

Read
The Hollywood Melting Pot

of Chattanooga, Tenn.

ance is open toY<
u!

dance well enough.
my feet and since
to dance as well as
I was out of practo be the last straw.

You've heard the rest of Joan's story
many times . . . how she finally won a place
in the cast of the road company of The
Trial of Mary Dugan, and for a year sent
fifty dollars of her weekly seventy-five
dollar pay check to her folks . . . how she
entered the New York cast of My Girl
Friday . . . and how she met Jimmy Cagney
in the outer office of George Kelly, the
writer-producer, and the same day was assigned by Kelly to the part in Maggie the
Magnificent which was to bring her so sensationally to the attention of New York's
theatrical world. All you've read, and more.
Small wonder that Joan Blondell is on
top today. She's a trouper through and
through. She knows life in its every stratum.
But to get to the peak . . . what she had
to go through !
Could you ?

EVELYN EARLE GRESHAM

TALENT"

HEADQUARTERS

Prairie Ave., Chicago,

in the "Search

III.

for Talent"

Address
City
Age
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AMAZING
INVENTION-New
ant Heater.
Burns 96% Radiair.
Makes its own gas. No piping.
No installation. Gives roomful
of clean, healthful, penetrating heat,
like Bunshine, for 1 Vi cent9 an hoar.
Hotter
thanEasy
gas to
or electricity,
l-10th
the cost.
light and at
operate.
No smoke. No Boot or asheff. No odor.
Portable— carry it anywhere. Low
priced. Guaranteed.

Again, when Evelyn Herbert of operetta
fame was in Hollywood Nelson helped
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parents want rings of their little ones.
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l an attractive jewelinmarked, untouched,
can be reproduced on

Just rush coupon, ph.

WEEK or two later, when she was up
and around, but still whispering, some
friends announced a party for her. At first
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MYSTERY
CLEANSING

CREAM

• Thoroughly cleanses the skin
of impurities, perspiration and
other
pore secretions.
miss
the thrill
of this newDon't
cream
sensation, its delicate, alluring
fragrance and soft feel of your
skin after using. 50c at dealers or send for test jar. Enclose
10c for postage and packing.
BOYER, Society Parfameur
2702 South Wabash Ave.,Chicago,lll.
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USE

HUSH

^i-BODY
ODORS
Those who are fastidious and im-

maculate of their person welcome
HUSH for its effective qualities to
overcome excessive perspiration and unpleasant
body odors. HUSH keeps
the underarms fresh and
free from every trace
of odor. Use it daily.,

4 Kinds

rasped fell
throat,
he was
mistaken.went
Evelyn's
spirit
and her
temperature
up.
A

cheerfully refunded.
RUSH COUPON
NOW,!

Dept. Z128

good, and that she did have possibilities,
signed Lily Pons and
would fill the singing
bill for the time. But that, he said, was
the only reason they hadn't signed her.
Naturally the bigger name would be chosen
first. If he expected this to be balm to her

that RKO had
99' but
they felt one artist

Woras cannot describe the emotional beauty these PICTURE RINGS express. Artistically fashioned by band, like
a delicate cem, a special, secret process jujes the clear, faithful lifelike ponraii within the very ring itself, so that light,
heat, water, dirt, tarnish, nicks or scratches can never mar
its everlasting luster Gf \R WTF.ED t Practically unbreakable for life.introductory
"Looks like $10
value,
sells regularly
for $2.00.
SPECIAL
offer00 for
a limited
time only—
99c.
Each PICTURE RING returnee
jox. Photographs also returned
several closely-photographed pcrsoi

her,
too,had
to snap
of a singer's
dilemma.
Evelyn
been out
brought
out by RKO
for
a test. The test was made at the cost of
$1,300 and a whole day, and Evelyn was to
hear the verdict within ten days. The tenth
day came and went and the option was not
taken up,
and onhertheto eleventh
Evelyn's
doctor
ordered
bed. Herdaythroat
was

Evelyn
demurred.
She couldn't,
go.
Everybody
knew about
her test.wouldn't
Or so she
thought. But finally she was dissuaded of
that idea, and went. Usually vivacious and
exuberant, she was not at all herself, that
night, and sat dismally in a corner most
of the evening, until one Nelson Eddy sat
down beside her.
"I hear you've been having a siege with
your throat. I'm sorry," he said. And
Evelyn proceeded to tell him her troubles.
"Wait a minute," Nelson interrupted her
in the middle of her story. "Let me tell you
the rest. So the doctor came and took one
look at you and shook his head, and said,
'You're a very sick young lady, my dear.'
And gratefully you took to your bed. And
people began to call and send you flowers
and your nurse told them how ill you were,
and you could just lie back there and think
to yourself, 'Now they know it's because of
my
// throat, because I've lost my voice, that
I'mFornota in
picturesEvelyn
!' "
moment
looked as though
she were very much tempted to slap his
face.
angrily,
mean She
you said
thinkredly,
I wasandlying
about"You
my
throat ! Don't you know that I can't sing
even now, and that was two weeks ago !"
"I know that," Nelson nodded. "And
I don't mean that you were lying. Not at all.
I just mean that you lost your voice because
you wanted to lose it. You thought it had
failed you. You were disgusted with it.
Tired of it. Psychologically, you wanted to
use the losing of it as an excuse. If you
really wanted to get your voice back, you
could,
you know."
"How?"
said Evelyn, thoughtfully, and
earnestly, won over now.
"By getting rid of your pride."
"How do you know all this ?" Her tone
indicated that he was right.
"Because I've been through it myself.
Seems to me I've gone through everything
And therein, actually, lies the reason why
Nelson Eddy does find time and interest for
myself."
other
singers who haven't yet hit the stride
he has hit. He recognizes their problems and
helps them find solutions, just as he helped
Evelyn Herbert find her voice again, because— wonder of wonders — he remembers
his yesterday's problems. That's what makes
Nelson Eddy one of the most remarkable
personalities in Hollywood.
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30-DAYS'

keENTSvi!z
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TRIAL

Liberal Offer. Try it 30 days
at our expense. Write at once
for special, introductory, low-price
offer and no-risk trial opportunity. No obligation.
Send today.
THE AKRON LAMP CO.
1360 High Street, Akron, Ohio

SksSR
CHRISTMAS

CASH

Midget Christmas Cards

are the money-making hit of 1936!
A
of Christmas
Cards so new, so clever
so distinctive — yet so low-priced that
can make handsome profits selling; to
friends
and
neighbors.
Sensational
values in Box Assortments,
Religious
Cards, Gift Wrappings,
Everyday Cards
and
customer's
name Personal
imprintedGreetings
— the mostwithcomplete
line
anywhere! All fast sellers and biff profit
HKikers.
Cash earnings up to 50 per
cent with EXTRA CASH BONUSES!
No
experience necessary — no money needed.
START AT ONCE !
Send name and address immediately
for full instructions and saleable
assortments On Approval.
MIDGET CARD SHOP
Dept. 623-K
Harrisburg, Pa.

line
and
you
your

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel — And You'll Jump Out
of Bed
in the pour
Morning
The
liver should
out twoRarin'
pounds toof Go
liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, C.M.Co.

alHMHiH
Weeks in

COYNE

LEARN BY DOING — Actual work on real
Electrical machinery— No books, classes, or
correspondence. Prepare for a real job— many
""fTnANCE YOUR' TRAINING — Write for my
•'Pay Tuition After Graduation" plan, and my
offer
of additional
instruction
in Diesel
Engines,
^'-ctric
Refrigeration
and Air
Conditioning.
:.i S.LEWIS,
Coyne76-36,
Electrical
School
PaulinaPres.
St., Dept.
Chicago,
III.

SHOW

MMl

CARD WRITING*

Ot WOWW71

CASH
EXTRA
INCOME
AT
HOME

Earn a steady Income In your own
business supplying the demand for
show-cards.
No en. ?rlence necessary. We teach you culckiy by our
Simplified Motion Picture Method
. and start you earning.
WRITE
* TO-DAY. for full particulars and

ft Free Illustrated Booklet.
4 JOHNSTONE.
HOWELLBay Street,
Com*
party. Limited, 120SC
ft Torento, Canada.

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, if you

STAMMER

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER." which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 35 years— since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 709, Circle Tower. Ilfflanapiills. Indiana

A Date With Romance
The Beauty Shop
[Continued from page 46]

EVERY NIGHT SHE CRIED
HERSELF TO SLEEP

In the outer corner of Lucille's eyeout-is
drawn a tiny triangle and the black
line filled in with flesh colored paint on
the eye asthe point of a brush. Thus look.
Faint
sumes a long, fascinating
lines penciled next to the lashes, above
and below, are blended with the fingertips into a faint shadow. "The eyes need
says Berns.
a frame as well as theby face,"
the hair and the
"The face is framed
eyes should be framed by accentuating the
lashes."
d
MASCARA next (3) with an upwar
stroke of the brush. Then the lashes
are coaxed to curl divinely upward and
brushed to silky smoothness. A small
stick, tipped with cotton, does duty in removing flecks of mascara that fly willy
nilly below the eyes or on the lids. "In
making up the face, start at the top and
work down," is Berns' advice.
It's just an old Chinese brush (4) that
creates those enticing lips. Dipped in
lipsalve (or a little cold cream and your
favorite lipstick) the tip of the brush is
used to outline the lips and broaden the
bow in a luscious curve. Fill in with
broader treatment — so that _ smiling does
not reveal a line of demarcation.
To complete the make-up equipment
is a brush for powder (5) to whisk it
evenly over the entire face and throat
and another brush for rouge to blend the
color subtly far out on the cheekbones.
"Rouge should be applied to the highest
point on the face," says Berns, voicing
a simple formula to solve that oft-repeated question. "Never should it extend into the shadows around the eye."
Wearing beauty like a star on her
brow, Lucille mirrors a smile of appreciation for Mel Berns — too busy with the
final arrangement of a rhinestone comb
to notice.
See

Page 60 for Alison Alden's Recommended Beauty Aids

A Date With Romance
The Costumers
[Continued from page 47]
is of all time." Little did he realize that
he was also striking the keynote of
fashions, because a good and sound style
which is of its own time, is as truly of all
time as the person who comprehends his
own world.
This, of course, applies to fundamentals
and the methods of adopting and adapting these basic laws of dress must vary
with each season and each successive
generation. Usually, irregardless of masculine jibes, styles reflect fundamentals
which are based on the laws of sanity.
The laws themselves are founded on a
few simple principles — namely, that the
current fashion should express the feeling and the need of the hour and activity ;
that it should never be conspicuous by its
eccentricity, but always obvious by its
discrimination; and that above all, it
should be graceful, comfortable and practical. Hollywood, rapidly becoming the
world's style center, is concentrating
nowadays on fashions which emphasize
romance.

-then she learned how
thousands have gained |p
10 to 25 lbs. QUICK!
NOW
there's tono remain
longer skinny,
any excuse
for
thousands
laughed
at and friendless. For hosts of people who
thought they were "born to be skinny,"
and who never could gain an ounce before, have put on 10 to 25 pounds of solid,
naturally attractive flesh with this new,
easy treatment — in just a few weeks!
Not only has this new discovery given
them normally good-looking pounds, but
also naturally clear skin, freedom from
indigestion and constipation, new pep.

Why it builds up so quickly
Scientists recently discovered that no
end of people are thin and rundown for
j the single reason that they do not get
enough digestion-strengthening Vitamin
Bfood.
and Now
blood-enriching
in their
the richest iron
known
sourcedailyof
this
marvelous
body-building
"Vitamin
is cultured
ale yeast.
By a new
processB
the finest imported cultured ale yeast is
concentrated 7 times — made 7 times more
powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds
of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other
valuable ingredients in little tablets called
Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements to
build you up, get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast tablets from your drug-gist today.
Then, day after day as you take them, watch
flat chest develop and skinny limbs round out
to natural attractiveness. Constipation and
indigestion from the same cause vanish, skin
clears to normal beauty— you're a new person.

Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you may
be, try these new Ironized Yeast tablets just
a short time, and note the marvelous change.
See if they
don'thave
buildthousands
you up inof just
a fewIf
weeks,
as they
others.
not delighted with the benefits of the very
first package, your money instantly refunded.

Special FREE

Ported bu profcsi

offer!

To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets
at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
"We will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very first package—
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2810, Atlanta, Ga.
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12 lbs., clear skin in 3 weeks
"In 3 weeks I have gained 12 pounds.
I used to have pimples and blackheads, but now my friends ask me
what I've done to clear my skin and
put flesh on my skinny bones. I just
say, 'Try
Ironized
Yeast'."
— Anna
Looksicli,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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LSAFE
Food Method

HO DRUGS

• At last! Hundreds of FAT
people now find that they can
lose reducible fat SAFELY
by the new Food Method...
no dangerous drugs 1
Eat moderately, exercise
regularly and eat delicious
SLENDRETS which look and
taste like candy!
Try the SLENDRETS Food
**J%
Method, proven successful in
Jw
those
conditions of overr^^^f%
weight
responsive
ing by these
wafers toandreducthis J^*^
regime. We believe that many people have been
waiting for a reducing method which is not drastic or dangerous. You should welcome SLENDRETS because they contain NO dangerous
drugs. Positively no dinitrophenol — not a laxative. No thyroid.
READ HOW OTHERS LOST CONTROLLABLE
FAT: Here is what Mrs. L. R. O'Connell, Springfield, 4Mass.,
writes:
"I sent
the trial
and lost
lbs.
the very
first for
week!
Have package
lost 18
lbs. to date, now weigh 120. I feel and look years
younger. Never felt a hungry moment... it certainly is a pleasant way to reduce. I can never
praise them highly enough." From Connecticut
Miss Anna Goodrow writes : "I reduced 17 lbs.
in four weeks! No discomfort, and they left my
flesh firm and solid."

REDUCE QUICKLY... OR AT NO COST!
Your money back quickly if not entirely satisfied.
Sold by drug and dept. stores, or sent direct in
plain wrapper. Act today!
Scientific Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. FI03G
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your Money-Back Offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment; or 10c fee on C.O.D. orders)
Name
Address....;
State

OILY

SKIN
BLACKHEADS
LARGE PORES

"Oily Skin is a dangerous breeding ground
for BLACKHEADS. Never squeeze Blackheads! It causes Scars, Infection!"
Use wonderful KLEERPLEX WASH!
Amazing NEW scientific discovery! This
medicated, pore-purifying liquid flushes
clogged pores. Remarkable aid in correcting Blackheads, Whiteheads, Large Pores,
Oily, Shiny, Muddy Skin. Your complexion
looks clearer, smoother, lighter — instantly! You have that
clean-cut, attractive look demanded in business and social
life. No harmful chemicals. No fuss, no bother — just
use in place of soap! KLEERPLEX WASH is pure,
natural, safe! Thousands of grateful, happy users — Men,
Women, Girls, Boys. There's nothing like it! Stop
wasting time and money on ordinary creams and cosmetics.
Your skin deserves the best. Prove it to yourself! Send
for your Kleerplex Wash TODAY! MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

KLEERPLEX
452

Fifth Ave.,

(TC 16)

New York, N. Y.

Please send me KLEERPLEX WASH.
3 Here is $1 plus 10c for postage, or
□ I will pay postman $1 plus COD
charee. Outside U. S. $1.25 — no
CODS.
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DRY

TWICE
assurgical
FAST"
Their porou9,
weave

[Continued from page 25]

fabric not only makes them
faster drying — indoors or
out — but also much easier
to wash. Lighter, less bulky
and 30% more absorbent,
they have no hems to retain
stains. Send 10c to Dept. 88,
Kendall Mills, Walpole,

shouldered and deep-chested, but he exercises moderately. Chiefly tennis and golf.

in 4 Weeks

City

THEY
Hollywood Fought for Him

FOREST speaks freely of his first impressions of Hollywood. He finds too much
emphasis placed on the social side of life in
the community. He finds that it is difficult to be individual, for he who attempts to
live his own life in his own way either is
tagged as eccentric, a poseur, or a recluse.
This makes for people of a pattern ; the
women are all alike in thoughts, action,
conversation and dress ; the men, wittingly
or not, seem to have been pressed by the
same mold.
"But please don't think me a critic," he
pleads. "It's merely that for many years I
have been accustomed to a different routine.
I went to Italy to study voice, not because
the teachers there are any bit superior to
the better teachers in the United States, but
because I was quite serious in my desire to

^^^m"^^

Mass., for sample.

V*^

ZS DIAPERS
,*

No House-to-House Canvassing

23 WEEKLY

Ambitious women who need money can make
up to $23
weekly
showing
latest Parisstyled Fashion Frocks to friends and neighj
bors; direct from factory— many as low as
%
$2.98.
Work from home, full or spare time.
New plan makes house-to-house canvassing; unnecessary.

become
a fairly
good singer.
still serious about
my work.
It comesI'mfirst.
Jamp/e
No Experience Required
Experience not required. In addition to making this fine in"In the early part of 1925, after several
come, you can get sample
'oucmwea/i
years devoted as much to business as to dresses to wear without a penny
of cost. Write at once for details of this amazing Free opmusic — I've always had to earn my living,
not obligated
of course — I suddenly found myself in the in any way.portunity. You are
Give dress size.
FASHION FROCKS, INC.
category of 'the successful young business Dept. LL-225, Cincinnati, Q.
man.' I was a bachelor, acquainted widely
with younger members of the Wall street
crowd, and I found my time not my own. I
constantly was receiving" invitations which
I could not afford to refuse, and of course
YOU May Just Hit It
had to entertain frequently in turn. That
Many amateurs have received big royalties. Why not
is why I sold my business and went to it? No experience required. You write the words
melodies. We do the rest. Experts in every branch
Europe, and why I was content to remain
songwriting. Will write, arrange and compose music
there
ten first
years."went to Florence, where he
Forest
had been given letters of introduction to the
family of a retired Italian army officer,
General A. Capello, and his family of a
wife and two daughters of 18 and 20. Forest became a member of this family, which
occupied a large villa on the outskirts of
Florence, and for two years he devoted
himself almost exclusively to the study of
the Italian and French tongues, both of
which were spoken in the household.
"Language is the basis of all singing,"
Forest explains, "so this two year period of
preparatory study was essential to the
furtherance of my plan. Naturally I studied
voice
during
same in
time."
After
two this
years
Florence, Forest
went to Milan, and a year later he made
his debut in Faenza, one of the smaller
Italian cities, in the opera La Boheme.
Study under such masters as Mario Ancona, Guieppi Luca, Mario Sammerco,
Ferdinando Carpi and Frederico del Cupulo had prepared Forest for this event.
To build his career gradually, which is
considered the better plan for an operatic
singer, the young American continued with
the smaller companies in the less populous
cities, increasing his repertory with each
passing month.
IN 1931 one of his greatest ambitions, and
the ambition of all singers, was realized.
He was offered an engagement at La Scala,
traditional world capitol of the opera, a
cathedral of music whose great stage has
brought fortune and fame to more signers
than any other in the world.
But with this joy came tragic disappointment, which later proved a boon.
Forest's first work at La Scala was to
be in the Humperdink opera, The King's
Son. He and another tenor, longer established and with a wide following in Milan,
were to alternate in the leading tenor role.
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try
or
of
in
professional form and solicit publishers attention for Stage,
Screen andSendRadio
use. A fascinating
work.
for our SPECIAL
OFFER
TODAY.
STUDIO
SONG SERVICE
FW

Guaranty Bldg.

Hollywood, Cal.

fKILL
*SRTHE HAIR ROOT
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SHORT

Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following simple directions The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair from growing again. The
delightful relief will bring happiness,
freedom of mind and greater success.

Backed hy 35 years of successful use all
over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove

Superfluous
Forever.*'
D.J. MAHLER Hair
CO., Dept.
56GM,Provldenco, R. I.

CUT TO TAP DANCING

BE YOUR OWN TEACHER— TED GREEN'S revised easy,
to-learn. HOME STUDY Course assures quick success.
GUARANTEED so easy a child can underst„nd.
Illustrated Booklet "TAP DANCING MADE EASY" explains popular tap steps and TEACHES YOU TWO COMPLETE DANCES, SI. OO POSTPAID.
TED
GREEN'S revised booklet
"BALL-ROOM
DANCING
MADE
EASY,"
$1.00
POSTPAID.

P|IPF
r ULL

TED

4937

a pair of metal taps and a complete MILITARY TAP DANCE— with every $2.00 order.

GREEN

DANCE

INSTITUTE

N. Kenneth_Aye^

Chicago,

111.

Make This Your
Life-time Career
Wonderful,
opportunities. Men,money-making
women. Growing
field.
Become a Commercial Photographer;
a News, Advertising, Portrait or Motion Picture Photographer. Personal
Attendance or Home Study training.
26th year. Write for Free Booklet.
NEW
OF

YORK
INSTITUTE
PHOTOGRAPHY

10 W. 33 St.,

MAKE

(Dept.

$25-$35

18)

A

New York

WEEK

YOU can learn practical nursing at home
in sparecians.
time.
endorsed 37th
by physiThousandsCourse
of graduates.
year.
One graduate
of 10-bed
hospital. Another has
savedcharge
$400 while
learning.
Equipment included. Men and women 18 to 60. H. S.
not letrequired.
Easy pages.
tuition State
payments.
Send for
and 32 sample
age. Write
now.free bookCHICAGO
SCHOOL
OF NURSING
Dept. 910,
100 East Ohio Street,
Chicago, III.

From the outset Forest was conscious of a
certain feeling of trepidation. He was not
without personal confidence in his ability,
but he felt that the opera itself would not
be as popular as many others he would have
preferred for a La Scala debut.
fears proved justified," he recalls.
'My established
"The
tenor, one of great ability
and high reputation, was to sing the first
two presentations, I was to sing in the third
and fourth. The opera was not re-undertaken after the first performance."
This did not disturb Forest as much as
it might. In fact he, from a purely selfish
standpoint, was glad that it had happened
to another rather than himself, for audiences everywhere are inclined to blame the
individuals on the stage rather than the
author when a play is mediocre. His next
experience, however, was a real blow.
He was handed the score of a new opera,
one never before produced at La Scala,
and was told that if the tenor role in it
pleased him, it, instead of the Humperdink
opus, was to be the vehicle for his debut.
"You can imagine.how carefully I studied
it," he said. "I pored over it for days, every
word, every note. The more time I gave
to this microscopic scrutiny, the stranger
became the impression I had gained from
a first quick reading. I had a premonition
that this work, also, would be indifferently
received. In fact I felt it would be a flop.
And if it should happen to be my misfortune
to make my LaScala bow in something that
would not be well received, that would be
the end of my career. For in Italy, where
everyone in every walk of life knows opera
and good musicianship and loves it, such
things can happen all too easily to young
singers.
"I told the managing director of La Scala
how I felt. He readily and graciously saw
my viewpoint, disagreed with me, of course,
and permitted me to withdraw with assurances of a future chance.

WLN

Miss Theda Boyd, Per
manent Wave by Edmond
of New York's
(55th St.)one hairdressers.
fashionable
"Friends admire my sunny golden hair, thanks to Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash," says Miss
Theda Boyd of Pittsburgh, Pa.
SEPTEMBER winner of the MARCHAND
BLONDE-OF-THEMONTH Contest, pretty Miss Boyd is typical of the many girls who
tell us they are more popular with bright, lustrous hair. Now, you, too,

t<A y|Y hunch, if you wish to call it such,
1V1 was borne out. The opera, Favorite
of the King, was presented with another
young and untried tenor in the part I was
to have sung. It was received with worse
than apathy by the audience; the critics
ripped it wide open. That poor fellow has
not stepped on La Scala stage since that
time. It will take him five more years _ to
re-establish himself there, for the Italian
public and critics are unforgiving of a bad
performance, which in this case surely was
notIt all
the fear
fault that
of the
is this
has singer."
Forest worried in
Hollywood. The opera-goers of _ America
are far more generous than their Italian
brothers or sisters. A young singer can
give an uninspired performance at the
Metropolitan, the Cincinnati, or the Chicago Opera, and he or she quickly will be
forgiven and offered another chance. But
the American motion picture public is
something else.
"Two or three thousand persons at the
most see you give a bad performance in a
theater. Maybe you have a headache that
night, or some trouble at the bank. The
next night you feel yourself, and win
flattering applause. But you are permitted
but one chance on the screen. There you
are, good or bad, on permanent celluloid,
and you have no chance to correct mistakes. When I think what I'm up against
it's far worse than stage fright. It's absolute terror."
But as he says this you never lose the
feeling that this virile, handsome chap, has
other than absolute confidence in himself.
Not a cocky, arrogant confidence. Just
assurance in his own ability and a consciousnes ofhis natural limitations.
And Paramount shares his confidence.

can gain this popularity. Rinse your hair with Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. And have sunny hair 'friends admire.
BLONDES — Restore natural golden beauty to dull, faded or streaked hair.
To brighten your hair to an alluring sunny shade, rinse with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES —Just a rinse with Marchand's gives your hair a fresh, new
attractive sheen. Or, using Marchand's full strength, you can gradually—
and secretly — lighten your hair to any lovely blonde shade.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — You can make "superfluous" hair unnoticcable.
Marchand's softens attractively and makes "superfluous" hair on face,
arms and legs invisible. Keep dainty and alluring all over with Marchand's.
Start today to benefit from Marchand's yourself, at home. Get a bottle of
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore.

• You, Too, May Win a Free Visit to New York
See details in your package of Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. At your Druggist's. Or use coupon below.

;
MARCH HAIRAND1
GOLDEN
WASH
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S

TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as convenient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
_
Address..
City
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A distinct dix'ision between the breasts is
especially important for the new fashions. To
meet this need, Maiden Form developed this
"Variation'* brassiere which — in addition to
under-breast stitching for extra-firm support —
gives you that fashionable line-of-separation.
Note the little heart-shaped "over-lap*' at the
center front — it supplies just enough gentle
pressure at the necessary point! $1.00 and $1.50.
In "Over-Ture" brassieres (left) little
stitched 'petals' accomplish extra firm uplift
support. In bandeau
style, or with 2-, 4- or 6'
inch diaphragm band.
Send for free- Foundation Booklet FO : Maiden Form Brassiere Co.,
Inc., New York, N. Y.
At All Leading Stores

Leila Rogers, Marie Osbourne and Ginger Rogers have been
strangely linked. Mrs. Rogers wrote scenarios for the then famous
"Baby Marie Osbourne." Ginger and Marie were playmates. And
now, with Ginger the great star, the former Baby Marie is her stand-in

$1.00 to $3.50

Adventures of An Extra Girl
BkA

S SI

there's a Maiden Form for Every Type of Figure!

'ex/co and Texa/ Ta/te
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He looked at me sternly and said, ''Yeah,
'Killer!'"
theNow
I know that's only a nickname and
all in fun and all that sort of thing but
when a man looks at you like that and says
"Killer" what does a girl do? She does what
I did — grins feebly and says, "You're right !
It is a hot day !"
He's with Mack and George a lot and
proceeded to tell me about them. They
quarrel a great deal — principally because
Mack (who lives with George) won't take
any pride in his room ! "For two years,"
says
George,
to get
fix
up his
room. "I've
His tried
drapes
are Mack
lousy!to But
does he care? What will people think of
my house if they get a peek at Mack's
room?" And finally, "Who's boss around
here anyway?" And Mack grins and goes
serenely on his way.
The boy said George was the most generous person he's ever known. He told
me that when George was making a personal appearance
in to
Newdiscover
York just
it didn't
take long
for people
how
kind he is. And after every performance
there were people outside the theatre — and
inside, if they could make it— with hardluck stories. Often they had their gas and
light bills (which they couldn't pay) to
show George, and the boy said it was amazway. ing how much money changed hands that

Tired eyes
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I think that's grand !
His clothes must be just right. "Is this
all right?" "Does that hang straight?"
Are his shoes too pointed? Does the sole
come out too far? "Half the time," says
the
"I don't
knowargue
what with
he's George
talkin'
aboutboy,
! But
I should
Raft? And whether he's fussy or he ain't,
he's one swell guy !"

N

OW coming from a hard-boiled extra
that's really sump'n' ! We
hear so
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much palaver — and every so often our movie
favorites turn out to be such stuffed shirts.
I hate to admit it, but it's true. And if
that disillusions you, you'll have to mark
it
one of Life's
minor
tragedies.
Thedown
one as
consolation
is that
on the
whole
they are real people. And after all, you get
life
!
an occasional
So-and-So in every walk of
Margaret Sullavan is real — so real that
for a long
stand her.time
The Hollywood
first day Icouldn't
was on undera set
with her she ate her lunch perched at the
counter with the crew ! Now that remark
may not leave you gasping but if you knew
how some of the languid lad'es of the screen
spend their
hourtheyou'd
what I'm
driving
at. lunch
Usually
star,see
followed
by
a solicitous maid, retires to her dressingroom. She rests ; she nibbles at a perfectlyserved lunch ; then (when the spirit moves !)
she returns to the set. But none of that
for young Dynamo Sullavan ! During her
lunch hour I saw her first, on a bike, then
on a horse and finally on a motorcycle,
going around the studio lot like mad — and
hanging on for dear life. She left herself
just enough time for her usual salad and
glass work
of milk.
Then back on the set for
more
!
And speaking of lunch (pardon me if I
seem to dwell on lunch and food — you get
that way from being an extra girl!), reminds me of an amusing incident that happened a short time ago "on location."
The spot was the desert — and really,
starting out, we looked like a caravan ; five
hundred extras to be transported, sound
truck, cameras, crew and of course the allimportant lunch wagons. On location the
studio must supply the lunch so the wagons
are set up in a conspicuous place just outside the scene of action. The director of
the picture was a Russian, Boleslawsky.
Now Mr. Boleslawsky not only sports a

very artistic temperament but a thick and
tor yelling, "Try it again ! And put some
heavy accent as well — so thick and heavy
uiitph
intoititwas
!" gone through (beautifully,
that at first we had some trouble in underAgain
standing him.
this time) and the director cried, "That's
He must have everything "pair-feet !" So it ! That's got some umph ! Now we'll
instead of trusting his assistants, he himself
'take' it !"
Lights were set, everything was ready
started "placing" the extra people ; three
people must stand here, so ! Four more
and
the director star
yelled,
"Action!"
At that
must sit there, so ! With all that care and the red-headed
made
her entrance
to
thought it took plenty of time to place 500 the middle of the set ; she cast one baleful
extras. Hours were spent doing this, in glance at the director and, with all the
fact the whole morning ! Finally, every- drama in the world, cried, "Umph!" And
body was in position and everything just walked off the set !
right to suit the artistic temperament of
It isn't always amusing, however. TrageMr. Boleslawsky !
dies happen — even to movie stars ! There
Then into the center of it all were placed was one day on a set I shall never forget.
One of the principal roles was being played
two of the principal actors who were supposed to be fighting a duel. When a certain by a newcomer from Broadway. She had
word was called by Boleslawsky the actors
one very important scene which the director
were to follow directions at once and
was anxious to "shoot" that day and as six
start fencing, the cameras were to grind
working
mad to neared
finish. everybody
At last thewascamera
was like
set
and the extras to close in and show intense o'clock
interest. Unfortunately the word chosen by and lights were adjusted. Just as they were
Mr. Boleslawsky to start the duel was
ready to shoot, an assistant director handed
"Lunge" — for when it issued from his lips the girl a telegram which had just been
delivered. She read it, put it in her pocket
as "Lonch" every one of the 500 extras
dashed from his place to — the lunch wagons ! and walked onto the set. Then she proI have a strange feeling that what he
ceeded to give the grandest performance
I've
ever
witnessed.
her
called us in Russian wasn't very nice !
scene without
a hitch She
and went
when through
she reached
OCCASIONALLY a director rides and the part where she was to burst into tears
harries a member of his cast in order
she did it so realistically that we were all
to get what he wants out of a scene. If close to weeping.
Never, we said, had we seen such acting.
the plaA'er is important, sparks begin to fly.
When the scene was over and the director
I was once on a set with Barbara Stanwyck
called, "Cut !" even the crew burst into apwhen the director started in — "No, no, Barplause. To our surprise the girl paid no
bara ! That's not at all what I want!" On
and on it went — and Barbara was tiring attention, but continued to sit at the table,
under the strain of so much rehearsing.
sobbing as though her heart would break.
The director went over to her and said,
Finally one of the scenes called for a hurried entrance, followed by a highly dramatic
"My dear, it's all over ! You were magspeech. At the first rehearsal the director
For reply the girl put her hand in her
said, "Oh please ! Put some umph into it
nificent !" brought out the telegram which
pocket and
— this is supposed to be dramatic I" The
she passed over to the director.
second rehearsal was stopped by the direc-

It told her that in New York her small
son had been killed that morning in an
automobile accident.
ON topage and
of the
that will
newspower
she'd tohadgo the
courthrough
her scene — but once the bars were down and
the tears had started, it was simply more
than she could control.
That, my friends, is known as "intestinal
Of course, the different stars have different ways!"of reacting to the situation and
fortitude
it's always interesting to watch. I gape
and "tin-ear" like anything when a star
is on the set — but when they repair to their
dressing-rooms, I needs must take my gaping and tin-earring some place else. So I
watch the camera being set up ; I hear an
electrician yell something about a "Lupe"
— that's a very hot light named after Lupe
Velez !
And then there are always the other extras ! Pointed out to me, among the extra
ranks, is a faded blonde whose only bid for
fame is that she once had a date with Vanentino !
In back of me are two extras talking.
One just returned from London. Upon inquiry all he can seem to remember about
a seven months' sojourn- is that the "pubs"
closed at eleven and,' gosh, the fog !
In front of me two girls are talking. One
is going to change her name. She likes
Dolores but she's going to take Joan — it's
so Really,
"societyyou!" meet the most interesting peoAs for me, sometimes I get discouraged
and wonder if it's worth it. At a time like
that I feel like Baby Leroy, who, upon
being asked by Shirley Temple how old
ple!
he was replied, "Three years old ! And
what have I got to shozv for it?"
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YOUR LIPS
AS HE DESIRES THEM

Laughs On The Cobb
[Contnued from page 33]

And when they call me for retakes, I won't
(The boast
was not idle. As I write
!"
be there
this,
I am advised by a harassed studio that
Irvin Cobb is missing. They want him for
retakes of the tomato-in-the-eye scene. It
seems the tomato they used wasn't ripe
enough to photograph well, and they want
to hit him with a tomato into which the
studio makeup department has squirted
black ink, so it will make a real gooey
picture. But Cobb is gone, and has left no
forwarding
address.
see see
the Pepper.)
anaemic
tomato hit Mr.
Cobb You'll
when you
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HOWEVER, despite his wails, the Hollywood life of Irvin Cobb isn't all vegetables-in-the-optic and falls-on-the-youknow-what. For Irvin Cobb, who ranks now
as Hollywood's best-loved citizen, and who
most nearly fills the place of Will Rogers,
finds life as a movie-actor really delightful,
interesting, thrilling, despite his professional yawps to the contrary.
He lives in Garbo's house. He sleeps in
Garbo's bed. When you ask him how it
feels toto sleep
Garbo's
bed, heearshot.
looks
around
see ifinladies
are within
If they are, he won't tell you. If they
aren't, he tells you. But since ladies will
probably read this story, I can't tell you
what Mr. Cobb tells you when ladies aren't
around.
Of course — or did you know it? — Garbo
doesn't live there any more, herself ! What
I mean is that Mr. Cobb has taken to himself the house where Garbo used to live,
before she tank she go home, this last time.
Mr. Cobb gets a giggle out of the story of
the lady who lives next door. She has two
children. When Garbo used to be their
neighbor, the lady tells Mr. Cobb, her little
son came running to her one sunny morning, shouting :
"Oooh, mama — that lady next door is out
in her yard without any clothes on again!"
But this story isn't about Garbo, so
let's skip that. This is about Irvin Cobb,
and what he's in Hollywood for. As a
matterhimself.
of fact,Hehe came
doesn'tto really
understand
that
Hollywood
first,
he complains, under false pretenses — and
he's still here under the same.
"The false pretenses the first time," he
explains, "weren't mine ; they were Hal
Roach's.
me outforhere,
pretending
he
wanted Heme got
to write
movies.
When
he got me here, he revealed that he wanted
me to act in 'em ! Hell ! I've been here ever
since, but this time, the false pretense is
mine. I pretend I'm an actor, but
hellIt ...!!"
was nobody else but grand old Will
Rogers himself who helped boost Cobb into
feature pictures. Under the Hal Roach
false pretense arrangement, Cobb managed
to escape acting save in one of four two
reelers he wrote for the producer. After
the experiment, Roach and Cobb told each
other good-bye by mutual consent.
Then one day. Will Rogers came to him
and drawled : "Say, Irv ; how about playing
a steamboat cap'n in my next picture?"
"Don't," remonstrated Cobb, "try any
of your funny cracks on me."
"But I mean it," insisted Will. "Lookahere — if you take the part, we can just
have a swell time together on the picture,
andThat
we'llwas
get the
paid clincher.
for it besides."
Cobb took the
part. For Director John Ford, it was
tough. Because neither Cobb nor Rogers
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bothered to read the script. Ford didn't
discover it until they were on the deck of
the steamboat on the Sacramento River
location.

"We were all dressed up in our clown
suits," Cobb tells it, "when Ford asked us
like this : 'Gentlemen, I don't want to seem
morbidly curious, but — have either of you
gentlemen read the script of this picture
"Naw,
" grinned
make?"
to Roger
supposed
we're
s.
"Nope," grunted Cobb.
"Have either of you the faintest idea of
what it's all about?" pleaded Ford.
"No; we've decided to approach it with
an open mind," explained Cobb. Then he
turned to Will Rogers, and said: "See
here, Bill; I'll make a deal with you. You
think up a line for me to say, and I will
do the same for you ..."
"Gentlemen," interrupted Ford, "that's
all very nice of you. It's just awfully nice
(if you. But would you do me a favor? I
don't want to interfere, but would you every
so often — just every half hour, say — just
mention something about the plot?"
And that's the way they left it. That's
the way they made Steamboat Round the
Bend. Cobb and Rogers had one grand
time — and both grinned when, as Bill had
cannily told Cobb, they got paid for it!
/^OBB comes closest to real tears (not
^ crocodile tears, like the luncheon sebut honest-to-god
when he quence,
talks
of Will Rogers.man's
Thesetears)
two,
rivals for the title of America's Top
Humorist, were close friends. They loved
each other with that depth of respect and
admiration and liking and warmth that
marks man's deepest friendships. And they
were always playing tricks on each other.
Cobb told me about the time Rogers was to
make a radio broadcast, and invited him to
the broadcasting studio. Cobb, unsuspecting, went. And was horrified to hear Rogers
announce, without preliminary warning,
that
with Cobb
him ! was to share the day's broadcast
Then, during that intermission when an
orchestra plays, Rogers went to his portable
typewriter and painfully, one-fingeredly as
always, clicked out some questions he was
going to ask Cobb before the mike. He
handed the sheet to Cobb to work out some
answers before they went on the air.
Just as they took their place at the mike,
Rogers asked, aside, what his answers were
going to be.
"Hell, you don't think I'm going to show
you my answers, do you?" roared Cobb.
Rogers grinned devilishly.
"H'm, so that's it," he whispered. And
when they got on the air, Rogers didn't ask
him a single one of the pre-arranged questions, but crossed him up instead with the
darndeston set
queries
answer
the ofspot,
Cobb he'd
grins.ever had to
Despite all his plaints, Cobb really loves
movie acting. It's characteristic of him that
he does. His whole life has been spent,
seeking the thrill of new things to do. The
story of his life has been told before ; I
needn't bore you with it here. But he admits
that he regards
adventure
. . . life as a never-to-be-ended
"I love the lure of the always something
different," he explains, when you catch him
in a serious moment. I've tried being an
artist, newspaperman, reporter, editor, cartoonist, writer of short stories, books, lecturer, after-dinner speaker, fisherman — and

now
movie acting. I've loved each new
angle,
eachprivate
new phase
of life'sloves
game."
In his
life, Cobb
laziness.
He says his greatest joy in life would be
to just loaf — except that he isn't sure, because he's never tried it. Never had time.
When he works at his typewriter, he wears
the world's funniest smock. He had it specially made. It hasn't any buttons on it,
because when he works, he plays with whatever buttons he can get his fingers on. He
used to twist all the buttons off his suits
before he took to wearing smocks. Then
he twisted the buttons off the smocks. So
finally, he invented a buttonless smock, and
that's what he wears now.
THERE is, about him, something of the
same aura of human love that distinguished Will Rogers. Just as Will, even in
his most caustic moments, was never offensive because everything he said was so
patently flavored with that human kindness
and friendly-kidding touch, just so is Irvin
Cobb never offensive, even in his own most
satirical bursts — or his most rabelaisan sallies. He has the reputation of being not only
the funniest and the kindest man in Hollywood, but also the bawdiest-spoken, when
the company is right. Most of his funniest
cracks can't ever be printed. But throughout Hollywood, they're laughed at, every
hour of every day. And no matter what
the joke, no matter what it's about, Cobb
puts it over with that indefinable touch
that makes it funny, never unpleasant.
He has definite aversions, regrets, likes.
His pet aversion, on a big scale, he says,
is a religious bigot. "A religious bigot,"
he says, explosively, "is the lowest form
of animal life." On a small scale, his chief
hate is a person who hears what you say.
looks right at you, but pretends not to
hear what you're saying.
His biggest regret in life is what his
family did to him what they named him
Irvin ! His dad's name was Joshua, and
old Joshua Cobb wanted his son named
after him. "But the wimmen-folk thought
Joshua was old-fashioned ; they were romantic, and they picked out the name of
Irvin for me ! Irvin, imagine that ! Hell —
if I'd been named Joshua, I'd have had the
greatest 'natural' humorist's name in the
world — Josh Cobb. I got cheated !"
Now, as a movie actor, he's ready for
anything it may bring. Being a man of the
world, he's prepared for anything and
everything. He's even prepared for the inevitable question, put to any and all movieplayers, be they seven or seventy— What
About Your
Love Life?
Irvin Cobb's love-life will never make
the front pages of any newspapers. Divorce
is just something, to him, that other movie
actors go for. He married only once — ,
that was when he was a reporter nearly
twoscore years ago. He took time off and
married Laura Baker, of an old Savanah.
Georgia, family. The only time since then
that Laura Baker hasn't been by his side
was when he turned her back to her parents for a while, borrowed $150 from them,
and went to New York to get a job. As
soon as he got the job, he sent for Laura
and paid back the $150.
They have one daughter — Elizabeth.
She's married, and has three children. One
of them, the five-year-old boy, is named
Irvin Cobb Brody. The grandchildren are
Cobb's greatest delights.
Irvin calls every girl he meets "honey,"
but that's an old southern custom.
And that is as wide afield as Irvin Cobb's
love life goes.
"Sex appeal? Well, I've heard a man has
to have it to be a success on the screen,"
he grunts, "but hell ! All I've got is dandruff ... !"
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Hollywood's "No" Girl
[Continued from page 32]

Look and
Feel like
a New
Person ! a

who didn't have to wear it. Her courage
and her determination were rewarded with
that priceless gift to any individual, child
or grown — she stood out from the crowd.
In childhood, these matters were just
Gloria's rebellion against specific things.
With maturity came her realization that all

*She

S6

of the things she didn't want could be
lumped under one general classification.
That was the classification which you may
head Uniformity ; Conformity ; Mediocrity ;
Ordinariness ....

lbs

• >-"H

She didn't want to do things just because
other people did them ; she didn't want to
adhere to accepted conventions and behavior. She didn't want to be just another
ordinary, pretty girl, living another ordinary life.
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AND, purely because of that, she made
-^*- the turn that set her on the road to her
present success. She turned to acting. In
the stage, the theater, she found the escape
from the mediocrity she didn't want.
It was in high school that she first began
to act. She carried it with her into college,
at Berkeley, California. She played prominent parts, often the lead, in all the school
and university productions. But even here,
in her active escape, she still wouldn't take
what she didn't want. When they gave her
a role she didn't want, or told her to act
a certain part in a way she didn't want to
act it, she rebelled. And, as always, she
stuck to her guns. Part of the time, she
got away with it— they either changed her
role, or capitulated to her idea of how to
play it. But just as often, she didn't get
away with it— she was fired from the cast
by an irate director.
"But I don't think that was defeat for
me," she says now, in retrospect. "I think
it was victory. If I had given in, and done
as they wanted me to and as I did NOT
want to, I'd have been the loser. I'd have
lost my individuality ; I'd have taken the
easier way — and become just another puppet. Ididn't. I fought against what I didn't
want, and wouldn't take it."
Oh, she made mistakes. Naturally
enough. She used to make the mistake of
letting her temper get the best of her.
Temper (spell it temperament, if you want
to) so easily masters a person who runs
life on the "don't want" plan. One day, in
a temper, Gloria swished past a mirror.
Out of the corner of her eye, she caught
a glimpse of herself. She stopped, appalled
at the contorted, ugly face that glared back
at her from the looking glass.
"Good God," she said, "I don't want to
look
that." the rage-distorted lines of
Shelike
relaxed
her face. She smiled, to wipe out the horrible caricature she had seen. Suddenly,
with the act, she realized her anger had
vanished, along with the face it had made !
She had learned something. From that day
on, she has had her temper under control
— for whenever she feels it getting the up-
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TURNS NIGHT
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HOME LIGHT

A wonderful scientific light development ! Revolutionizes home
lighting ! Gives you 20 times light of
old wick lamp at fraction of cost. Actually 300 candlepower of brilliant,
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FOR
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JMesr GRAY HAIR
REMEDY IS MADE AT HOME
VOU can now make at home a better gray hair remedy than you can
buy, by following: this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce
bay rum, a small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up
or you can mix it yourself at very
little cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts color to
streaked, faded or gray hair, makes
it soft and glossy and takes years off
your looks. It will not color the scalp. Is not
sticky or greasy and does not rub off. Do not be
handicapped by gray hair now when it is so economical and easy to get rid of it in your own home.
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Back!
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to external causes — don't suffer another moment. One application of comforting PETERSON'S
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toes — bringsseeminglyunbelievable results. ItchMillions benefited.
ing and smarting disappear.
Try it you'll be amazed. 35c a box, all druggists.
FREE from
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.
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if
Money back
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per hand, she remembers that she doesn't
mad.
want to look the way she does when she's
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Now, it's strangely fitting in this story
of the girl who knew what she didn't want,
that early in. life, she learned she could
not make good on the obverse plan of life.
She learned she could not be THE GIRL
WHO KNOWS WHAT SHE WANTS
AND GETS IT.
Lesson No. 1 came while she was still
in high school. She suddenly decided she
wanted a certain handsome young professor,

NqJokeTo
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Be Deaf

—Every deaf person knows that—
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?fThey
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THE WAY COMPANY
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Joe Penner and the Mrs., after trouping about the coast-to-coast vaudeville
circuit for years, have established a
permanent home in Hollywood. Joe is
under long-term contract to RKO-Radio
all for herself. It was a schoolgirl crush,
but it was terribly big and serious to Gloria.
She ivanted him. And she set out to get
him. She wrote him notes, she sent him
gifts, she called him up, she made every
opportunity to be in his company.
That was all right enough — but the professor wasdevil.
married.
The professor's
raised the
She threatened
divorce wife
and
public scandal. Gloria, finally, was expelled
— until she got over her crush. Or until
she learned she couldn't have what she
wanted. Or anyway, until she discovered
she didn't want to be on the wrong end of
any situation. Then she went back to
school, forgot the prof, and behaved herself
until she went to Berkeley to live, as
a co-ed. She suddenly decided that she
wanted to live life in her own way. She
wanted to make whoopee. So she rented
a cottage 'way out in the Berkeley Hills,
where the neighbors couldn't bang on the
walls if she threw a wild party. She wanted
to throw wild parties. So she started by
throwing one. It WAS wild. Not until
the middle of it and its wildest moment did
Gloria learn that even 'way out there in
the hills, she had a neighbor — and that that
neighbor happened to be, of all things,
a Berkeley policewoman ! That party
landed Gloria and her guests in the jailhouse. And Gloria had learned Lesson
No. 2 about not being able to have what
she wanted, willy-nilly ! And so, from then
on, Gloria applied herself to the basis of
not taking what she DID NOT want
TODAY,
still living
that basis.
Her life she's
is ordered
and onplanned
and
lived on that basis. She's even planning
her
futuretoontheit.end
She ofdoesn't
want, and
you find
see,
to come
her career
herself without any interest in life. She's
seen other players hit that spot, and fade.
[Continued on page 84]
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no longer gives-

in suffer
to periodic
pain.because
It's old-fashioned
to
in silence,
there is now
a reliable remedy for such suffering.
Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one
twinge
of pain,
moment's
discomfort
during ortheeven
entirea period.
Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or
"save yourself" certain days of every

month! Keep going, and keep comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
These tablets provide a proven remedy
for the relief of such pain, so why endure suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not,. And its
relief is lasting; two tablets see you
through your worst day.
Would you like to enjoy a new freedom? Then try Midol — in a trim little
aluminum case at any drug store.
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This scene on the Ambassador
grounds is but 8 minutes from
the financial section of Loi
Angeles and 14 miles from the
blue Pacific.

Unsolicited Tribute from
a Great American Author

Nino Martini, of operatic and screen fame, will soon be seen again — with
beautiful Ida Lupino as his inspiration — in The World Is Mine, a Pickford-Lasky production with romantic old Mexico as its colorful background

"The Ambassador with its own
gay streets of shops, a theatre and
restaurants and the world-famous
'Cocoanut Grove' is believed by
some to be only another magnificent hotel, but it's much more
... it is a three-ring circus of
indoor and outdoor amusements in a layout filled with
happy conceptions."

.-■GOUVERNEUR MORRIS

Hollywood's
[Continued from"No"
page S3] Girl
She doesn't want to be "it" herself. And
so she is closing a deal now to buy a newspaper— a weekly, in central California.
When she quits the screen, she's going to
edit and run that newspaper. She doesn't
want to sit back and do nothing ; so she's
already assuring herself that no matter
what happens, she won't have to do what
she doesn't want to.
IN little things and big things, she lives
out the ;don't
want
plan. had
She to
doesn't
diamonds
so her
husband
give like
her
an

engagement

ring with, instead of

diamonds, a star ruby. She doesn't want to
gain weight, nor does she want to diet.
Here she was up against a dilemma — two
things she did not want (and they conflicted. But she stuck to her guns — and
believe it or not, she didn't do either of the
things
sheneither
didn't gaining
want — weight, nor is she
She is
dieting. She's getting around the latter in
this manner — she gets up on a glass of
orange
becauseSheshegoes
doesn't
like aonbiga
breakfastjuice,
anyway.
to sleep

Write for Rates and Chefs
Cook Book of California Recipes

Los Angeles
Ben L. Frank,

84

Manager

glass
of grapefruit
juice, So
because
she ofdoesn't
like late
snacks anyway.
neither
those
are dieting. And for her one meal a day,
as the result, she can and does eat anything
she feels like — whether it's a great heap
of salad, or a two-inch-thick steak with
gravy. And when you ask her how she can
eat
all that,
she tells you she doesn't like
to diet,
and grins.
Even in the greatest thing in life — love,
marriage — Gloria has had the courage to
know what she didn't want, and stick to
it. And in the story of how she did, her
greatest mistake in her program of "don't
want" must be recorded.
It's like this :
When she was young, she had, like other
youngsters, some rather half-baked theories
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that sounded real to her. One of them was
the popular young-life idea that "marriage
is an antiquated, to-be-put-up-with custom,
made tolerable only through the application
of
modern tothought."
Gloria didn't
her;
marriage
be a humdrum
sort ofwant
affair
she didn't want to be hidebound and convention-rid en. Sowhen she married Blair
Gordon Newell, during her co-ed days, she
didn't want to give up any of the things
she thought marriage might cost her. So
because she thought she didn't want oldfashioned marriage, they undertook a newfashioned one. They remained individuals
— even lived apart much of the time. It
was one of those bohemian, arty marriages.
And it didn't take.
Gloria found out that it didn't work. She
didn't want to continue the farce. Here
her courage came to the fore. She could
have shrugged her shoulders and made the
best of it, and avoided offending her relatives and his. But she didn't want to do
that truth.
; she didn't
want tothat
compromise
with
the
She learned
she had made
a mistake ; she didn't want to perpetuate
it by making another. So she took her courage boldly in her hands, and announced
that she didn't want to be Mrs. Newell
any longer.
She got what she wanted, her divorce.
Love came again. Gloria, having learned
one lesson, didn't want to suffer again.
She didn't want to fall in love again.
She had the courage to say so to the man
in the case — Arthur Sheekman, newspaperman once, now a writer for Fox. Sheekman,
intelligent, saw her point. He loved her
enough to listen to her — and they made an
agreement that they would NOT fall in
love.

But things aren't done as easily as that.
Little Danny Cupid doesn't listen to what
people don't like — not even to Gloria's
don't-want-to's. They fell in love ! And
they married.
"I don't want our marriage to flop — like
my other one did," Gloria bravely told
Sheekman. They talked it over, frankly,
decently, as two modern intelligent people
in love. They arrived at a basis of understanding. They found they had a community of interests — both in the same industry, at the same studio ; each had deep
respect for the other's individuality ; each
finds interest in the other's work ; neither
opposes the other's career nor is jealous;
each understands the other — and instead of
committing the error of living apart,
though married, they ' live as closely together, in mind and thought as well as
physical presence, as is possible.
THEY'VE quarrelled only once in the
many months of their marriage. That
was over a difference of opinion about, of
ALL things, Russia's five-year-plan. In
the midst of the quarrel, they laughed. "I
never want
Gloria
sobbed.to quarrel with you again,"
Gloria doesn't like apartments ; they live
in a house in Beverly Hills. She doesn't
like whoopee and wild parties ; they never
have them. She doesn't like to 'be" Hollywood'; and she's known as the most unHollywoody star in Hollywood.
The studio^ has learned, too, that when
Gloria doesn't like something, she won't
take it. They learned it most definitely a
couple of years ago, or so, when Gloria
realized that little by little her career was
being side-tracked, and that she was becoming, instead of a star on the upgrade,
just another leading woman. She saw
other, newer actresses being put in choice
spots, while she just was sitting out her
contract.
She didn't like it.
That week-end, she talked things over
with Arthur. "We can take a shack in
Laguna Beach," she reasoned. "I can cook,
and you can write whenever you want to.
It won't cost us a hundred a month. And
I won't have to take what I don't want!"
Sheekman said all right. It was part of
their code. Gloria, fortified with his loyalty,
strengthened by knowing she didn't have
to take what she didn't want to take, when
they tried to force it on her, became a
new woman.
At the studio, they recognized something
had happened. Gloria never defied them;
it never was as open as that. It was only
that there was a new self-assuredness about
her, a definite force. And all of a sudden,
Gloria began getting the plum roles. You've
seen her in them— you've seen how Gloria,
a couple of years ago just another actress,
is suddenly zooming to the top again, in
grand pictures, grand roles. Gloria and
Arthur never had to hie themselves off to
Laguna ; it never became necessary.
Gloria, through the simple expedient of
making ready to refuse what she didn't
want to take, didn't have to take it anvway !
So there she is, at the top again, having
what she wants because she won't have
what she doesn't want. She has
known what she didn't want, and hasalways
consistently refused to take it. She's gotten
as far as any girl who knew what she
did
want and made that her guiding star.
She epitomizes her philosophy of life
now in a single summary —
"I don't want ever to get tired of living,"
she. says. "I don't want ever to face the
time or the situation when I will have to
take that situation, whether I want to or
not. If Fate will always let me try something new when the old wears out — what"
ever that be — I'll be happy
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Only eyes with natural-looking
beauty win men's admiration

Nautical Recipes
For Landlubbers
{Continued from page 8]

Pinaud'S SIX-TWELVE

CREAMY MASCARA
beautifies eyes naturally!

Win admiration, when your eyes look as if
Nature herself had given them a luxuriant,
dark fringe of lashes! Do it with Pinaud's SixTwelve Creamy Mascara. It never makes you
look "made-up"! Black, brown, blue, green.
THE
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PINAUD

PARIS
NEW YORK
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this world ? The crew, a jolly group,
was making sail while we perched atop
cartons and cases of food, waiting for
the chef to come aboard to supervise the
stowing of provisions. I wanted to talk
with Lee's cook after hearing the marvels he performs when it seems as though
he has only a can opener with which to
work.
This Tracy chap is a hundred and
fifty pounds of dynamic energy, brimming over with wisecracks and mile a
minute conversation. He couldn't stand
still long enough to fry an egg and admits he is one fellow who doesn't care a
rap about being noted for some mysterious concoction of his own. Yet man-like,
when Lee enters his teak and mahogany
dining salon, he demands good food even
though the meal is being served in the
middle of the Pacific ocean. Hence my
interest — which was well rewarded — in
Bill, the chef. For instance, imagine
how good the following dish would taste
on land or sea !
BLANKETED LITTLE
SAUSAGES

PORK

Tasty breadcrumb dressing, well seasoned
Canned Little Pork Sausages
1 can Chicken Broth
Seasoning to taste
Flour
Fry sausages until about half done.
Make dressing, adding a little of the
pork fryings for richness. Moisten with
chicken broth until mixture is firm
enough to mqld. Mold dressing into
shape of croquettes, the length of
sausages. Press sausages into dressing
and cover completely, retaining shapely croquettes. Roll croquettes in bread
or cracker crumbs and fry slowly a delicate brown, allowing time for sausages
to finish cooking and dressing to become
thoroughly done. Add a little of the remaining fat from pork fryings to balance
of chicken broth. Heat and thicken for
gravy which is to be served piping hot
over croquettes. Serve with canned
apple sauce.
"Guess I'm not the domestic type,"
Lee observed. "I've been living in hotels
ever since I went on the stage and even
sunny California hasn't converted me to
vine covered bungalows. No servant
problems for me or sleepless nights because gophers are ruining the front lawn.
I'll bail out boats instead of water— that's fun !"
basements
swamped
And there
you have Lee Tracy in a
nutshell. He is equally intense about
work or play — no actor in Hollywood
is more serious about or gives more time
and thought to his characterizations — no
person seeks diversion more diligently —
and he sees to it that no humdrum daily
cares interfere with either.
When I talked with Bill I found he
could give us many pointers that work
equally well in either kitchen or galley.
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Your body cleans out Acids and poisonous wastes
in your blood thru 9 million tiny, delicate Kidney
tubes or niters, but beware of cheap, drastic, irritating drugs. If functional Kidney or Bladder
disorders make you suffer from Getting Up Nights,
Nervousness, Leg Pains, Backache, Circles Under
Eyes, Dizziness, Rheumatic Pains, Acidity, Burning, Smarting or Itching, don't take chances. Get
the Doctor's guaranteed prescription called Cystex.
$10,000.00 deposited with Bank of America, Los
Angeles, Calif., guarantees Cystex must bring new
vitality in 48 hours and make you feel years
younger in one week or money back on return of
empty package. Telephone your druggist for
guaranteed Cystex (Siss-tex) today.

fflTO1/T?717
You
get one— Your
friends
get one—
without
cost.
Let us give
you
the
details
of this amazing
Time
Teller.
Also ingit others
can how
pay you
big
money
by
showto obtain
without
cost.
Nothing to buy or sell!
Write fast.
GARDEN
CITY
NOVELTY
CO.
4372
Ravenswood
Ave.,
Chicago,
111.

CATARRH «"» SINUS
CHART- FREE
Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—

stuffed-up nose — bad breath — Sinus irritationphlegm -filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000 Druggists
Hall's. . Write
Catarrh
Medicine.
63rd year in sell
business.
today!
NEY O.
F.J.CHENEY & CO. Dept. 2210 TOLEDO.

EXTRA

-,_^ ♦<( Easv YOU

MON

NEED

I

]

*■. Easy plan for men and womeni^f
to others
$35 weekly.
Show
„7 pays
friendsupand
new big-value
Christmas Cards. Exclusive "21
Jewel" Assortment
is
season's
sation. Sells for SI. Also sensell
Humorous and Etching Christmas
Card Assortments— Gift Wrappings and Everyday Greetings.
All
big
profit
masers
for
you.
Start
now—
no experience
needed.
Free Sample Offer.

WALTHAM

ART PUBLISHERS

7 w*£l^:£i£: 3S

RELIEF FROM

PSORIASIS
Make
THE ONE

with

|D€RmOIL

DERMOIL is being used by
thousands of men and women
throughout the country to secure relief from the effects of this
ugly, stubborn. embarrassing
Generous trial size
scaly skin disease, often mis25c stamps or coin
taken for eczema. Apply it externally. Non-staining. Watch the
scales go, the red patches gradually disappear and enjoy the thrill of a clear skin again.
DERMOIL is backed by a positive guarantee to give chronic
sufferers definite benefit in two weeks time cr money is
refunded. You risk nothing. Send 25c for your trial
today. Prove it yourself no matter how long troubled
o r what you have tried. Don't delay. Write NOW.

TEST

LAKE

LABORATORIES

Box 6, Northwestern Station

DepL F-11, Detroit. Michigan

DR. WALTER'S
QUICK
REDUCING
MENTS for any part of the body.
Flesh colored gum rubber hose relieve
ing and varicose veins quickly;
they fit perfectly and improve
shape immediately.
14 inch LEGGINGS
$3.00 pair
14 " STOCKINGS
6.75 "
BRASSIERE
$2.25
UPLIFT BRASSIERE
3.25
GIRDLE
(laced up back)
4.50 ;.
ABDOMINAL REDUCERS £
for men and women. . .$3.50
Send circular measures o!^
part of body to be fitted
when ordering. Pay by check
or money order — no cash.
Write for literature.
DR. JEANNE
* N

F.

G. WALTER,

389

Fifth

Ave.

Birthmarks,
Blotches, Liver Spots, Freckles,
Bruises, Circles Under Eyes and other unsightly

spots
made
amazingly
invisible
with
DERMALURE!
Applied
in a minute— lasts
all day.
Waterproof.
Blends
perfectly.
Light,
Medium,
Brunette
and
Sun
Tan.
$1 at Department
and Drug
Stores.
Or
send lOc for trial; mention shade.

Dermalure,

Inc., 154 E. Erie St., DepL 2K, Chicago, III.

Old Leg Trouble
HEALED

WHILE

WORKING

Congestion from VARICOSE VEINS,
SWELLING, MILK LEG, or Injuries
cause itching, leg rash and most old leg
ulcers. Viscose Home Method relieves
pain, heals many sores or no cost for trial.
Mention your trouble for a FREE BOOK.
DR. F. G. CLASON
VISCOSE CO.
140 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, III.

ENLARGE

those Beautiful
Summer Snapshots
nt every charming detail.
« ^^ a
Briiii
Any
napshot
accurately ^ J§L
enlarged to 5x7, SxlO. 10x12.
11x14 for 49c.
Other sizes to
16x20. 79c. OTiginals safely returned.
Postman
Just of >';'v
MnnAV
aenU nO
pike
enlargements
Mn money
Coml
^
^^^^— ^— ^— desired plus postage.
Or remit with order and we pay Dostage.
Send
photos today.
You'll be delighted.

ALTON ART STUDIOS, Dept. 610-B, 4856 N. Damen Ave., Chicago

VOICE
100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organB —

..

not with einoujfj tensona— but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct axlent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any aiugring
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 1587

64 E. Lake St., Chicago

Win a Telephone
from
Gene

Raymond

(See page 18)

Call

It isn't necessary to own a boat to appreciate the value of a cupboard stocked with
prepared foods. How about the day Aunt
Emma and all the cousins drove up unexpectedly intime
for dinner?
It's home
a comfortable feeling
to bring
the crowd
after
an evening of merry making and know you
can fill their empty tummies with little or
no trouble. No bargain days down town
will be
missed if you make use of Bill's
tasty
recipes.
PREPARED HAM WITH ORANGE
SAUCE
Half or whole Flavor Sealed Ham
1 cup brown sugar
1 cup orange juice
2 tsp. grated orange rind
1 cup water
8 whole cloves
2 tbls. corn starch
Turn ham out of can and place in open
dripping pan. Cover the fat side with
brown sugar. Add balance of sugar to
orange juice, water, rind, and whole cloves.
Cook this mixture on top of range until
slightly thickened. Pour over ham and bake
at 300 degrees until ham is thoroughly
heated through. Remove ham from pan,
pour off excess fat and thicken juice with
cornstarch. Dip each piece of ham in gravy
when served.
GREEN PEA SOUFFLE
1 can Pea Soup
~Vz cups white breadcrumbs
54 tsp. celery salt
4 egg yolks, slightly beaten
4 egg whites, beaten until stiff
Suggestion of minced garlic
Add breadcrumbs to soup and beat
until smooth. Add celery salt and minced
garlic. Add egg yolks and mix thoroughly.
Fold in egg whites lightly, keeping mixture
as light and fluffy as possible. Turn into
well greased ring mold and bake in pan of
water at 350 degrees until mixture is firm.
Remove from pan of water, bake fifteen
minutes longer. Turn souffle out on plate,
and fill center of ring with creamed peas.
It's an easy matter to have a Spanish
dinner evenCanned
though Chili
fresh Con
products
available.
Carnearen't
and
Tamales are served with Rice Madrid,
while canned pears, cheese and crackers
provide the dessert.
RICE MADRID
lj4 cups uncooked rice
2 large onions sliced
fine4 canned green chili peppers, chopped
1 can Consomme Madrilene
Salt to taste
1 Tsp. chili powder
1 clove garlic, minced fine
1 can solid pack tomatoes
Grated cheese
Olive Oil
Place olive oil in large frying pan, add
rice and stir constantly until light brown.
Add onion, peppers and tomatoes. Add
enough soup to cover mixture sufficiently
as rice swells. When mixture comes to a
boil, lower heat, cover, and cook for one
hour, or until rice has taken up all of the
moisture. Mix chili powder in a little cold
water and add to mixture, being careful
not to mash rice grains. Stir in finely
minced garlic. Do not cook after garlic
and chili powder have been added. Sprinkle
rice with grated cheese before serving.

49'

Send 15c for a complete copy of the
Stars Cookbook, containing recipes
from 15 noted Hollywood celebrities.
Address orders to Dorothy Dwan,
MOVIE CLASSIC, 7046 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.
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For Real Beauty, You Must Have
a Soft* Alluring Skin — Free
From Pimples and Blemishes
SMOOTH,
— lovely
skin "all satiny
over" — shoulders
a radiantly
clear,
youthful complexion — men admire them and
modern style demands them.
To be truly lovely, you must rid all your skin
of ugly blemishes — end pimples and eruptions
on face and body — have a lovely complexion
from head to toe. And thousands are doing it,
with complete success.
Doctors know that the real cause of ugly
blemishes is often a lack of Vitamin B Complex. With this vital element lacking, intestinal
nerves and muscles become weak and sluggish.
Poisons accumulate in the body. And constant
skin eruptions result to rob you of beauty.
In such cases, pleasant-tasting Yeast Foam
Tablets work wonders. This pure, dry yeast
supplies Vitamin B Complex in ample quantities— strengthens intestinal nerves and muscles,
and restores natural functions. Poisons are
thrown comes
off.smooth
Andand the
skin quickly clears — belovely.
Start now to win real, alluring beauty. Try
Yeast Foam Tablets to restore your skin to
youthful loveliness, as they have brought beauty
to so many others.
Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam
Tablets today — and refuse
substitutes.
Mail Coupon

Q-fucf

for Trial Sample

NORTHWESTERN
YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast
Foam Tablets.
FC 10-36
Name .
City
Address _
. State .
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'"<J kaye REDUCED
MY WAIST 3 INCHES
WITH

SEND

THE

WEIL

The Good Earth
[Continued from page 35]

BELT!"

Miss Rainer's role; the home of the uncle,
played by Walter Connolly, the home of
Wear the WEIL BELT for Ching, the friend, and many others. Stone
10 days at our expense! markers, inscribed in Chinese, mark off the
different farm boundaries. Eight water
YOU
will appear many
inches slimmer at once and
buffalo draw plows, or turn the great water
in ten days if your waist
wheel that supplies irrigation from the
line is not 3 inches smaller, it stream.
Ducks, chickens, pigeons, pigs,
will cost you nothing. "I redogs, donkeys — a very menagerie of liveduced 8 inches" . . . writes
Geo. Bailey.
"Lost 50 . lbs."
stock— are released and give an additional
writes
W. T. Anderson
. . .
reality to the location.
Hundreds
of similar
letters.
Chinese utensils, plows, implements, tools,
IFYOUDONOTREDUCE even
portions of the houses, came from
YOUR WAIST 3 INCHES China, bought there and brought back by
IN 10 DAYS
the production unit that spent a year in the
it rvilt cost you nothing!
Far East in preparation for the production.
You will be completely
Wooden plows and harrows, flumes and
is comfortable as its maswater wheels, furniture made of bamboo,
| sage-like action gently
Chinese ox carts, dishes, water jars, shovels,
but persistently eliminates fat with every
a wayside shrine to the Feng Shui, or
move! Gives an erect,
household gods, all came from China. Even
athletic carriage . . ■
the costumes were purchased in the fields
supports abdominal walls
in China.
|}V . . . keeps digestive organs
These items were all carefully checked,
W in place . . . greatly inr creases
endurance.
stored, and produced by the busy property
Simply write name and address on postcard and we will
man as called for in the script. The propersend you illustrated folder and
full details
of our
ties range from a huge inlaid wedding
10 DAY
FREE
TRIAL
OFFER!
sedan chair to Chinese thread and needles.
THE WEIL COMPANY
6710 Hill St., New Haven, Conn.
More than 380 cases of properties were
IO
DAY
TRIAL
OFFER
brought back from the Orient when the
picture was first planned, nearly four years

...writes George Bailey

FOR

FREE

Enlargements
OTO
PH
Clear
enlargement, bast, fall

JO

length or part group, pets or

°» °ZiHLits

other tmbjecta made from any photo, snapshot or tintype at low price
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as
many photos as you desire. Re-<_
tarn of original photos guaranteed.

ago.In a corner of the location, a small shack
houses a complete weather bureau, for
weather reports guide the work of the company almost every hour of the day. The
appearance of clouds is studied by the director. Ifthe light fails in one spot, he

Win a Prize
We urge you to take the floor
and present your candid opinions
of pictures and stars. Each month
MOVIE CLASSIC offers cash
prizes
lished. for the best letters pub(See page 6 for details
TD
SHOW
THEM
TO
SEND
2 ACTUALFRIEN05,
5AMPLE5 I'LL
AMAZING

SEND NO MONEY

Jast mail photo with name and address. Ina few days postman will
deliver beautiful enlargement that
will never fade. Pay only 49c plus postage or send
50c— 3 for $1 .00, and we wil 1 pay postage ourselves .

3MI«F

BEAUTIFULLY ppprfToacqoaintyoa
FRAMErtfttiwith?heHlfeH

YOU

prI^dSILKHOSE'freT

iixi4inches
**X14incHe9

. AND SHOW YOU HOW TO EARN UP TO $22 IN A WEEK !
'■ Thrilling news! Show FREE ACTUAL SAMPLES wonderful
I Snag-Proofed Hosiery to friends. Earn up to $22.00 in a week
—easy! Patented process RESISTS snaps and runs. Wear
twice as long— cut hosiery bills in half. Individual lengths.
Low prices. No experience needed — no house-to-housa
eelling.
MONEY. Write
two actual MILLS,
samples
Bilk
hoseSEND
FREE.NO AMERICAN
SILKfor HOSIERY

CARVED of oar work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel col•quality
ored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice will be sent with your enlargement. Don'tdelay. Act
now. Mail your Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET.
DEPT. 705,
CHICAGO* ILLINOIS

Be Your Own
MUSIC
Teacher

Oeps.G-61,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Learn Profitable Profession
■ train
in
QO
days
at
Home
, Salaries of Men and Women in the fascinating pro-

\ fession of Swedish Massage run as high as $40 to
\ $70 per
week incomes
but manyfrom
prefer
to openhospitals,
their ownsaniof. Large
Doctors
vhoqua ! offe

/

tagista.
alo iwithour course. Writefor details
National College of MassageS
Physio - Therapy
20 N. Ashland
Avenue. Dept 761,
Chicago, III.

Learn at Home ^
by wonderful improved
method.
Simple as A,
B,
C. — a child
can
learn it. Your lessons
consist
of real selections instead of tiresome exercises. When
you finish one of these
delightfully
easy
lessons, you've added a new "piece"
list. You
read real notes, too — no "numbers" to oryour
trick music
-Method is so thorough that many of our 700
000
students
are
band
and
orchestra
LEADERS.

PLAY
BY
NOTE

Piano
Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Organ Mandolin
Cornet Ukulele
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Clarinet
Flute
'Cello
Hawaiian Steel
Guitar
Trumpet
Piano Accordion
Italian
and
German Accordion
Voice and Speech
Culture
Harmony and
Composition
Drums and Traps
Banjo
(Plectrum,
5-String or
Tenor)

Be Popular
Everything is in print and pictures. First you are told what to
do. Then a picture shows you how
to do it. Then you do it yourself
and hear it. In a few short months
you become an excellent musician
— the life of every party 1
Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson
You may quickly become a fine
player through the U. S. School
home study method. Write at once
for our illustrated Free Book and
Free Demonstration Lesson. Please
mention your favorite instrument.
No obligation. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
U.

S.
SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC
3610 Brunswick Building
New York City, N. Y.

Lily Pons so endeared herself to
screen audiences with her first picture that RKO-Radio prevailed on
her to return for a second nearly six
months before the date specified in
her contract. She will start production immediately on a filmusical tentatively entitled Love Song
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THOUSANDS
to earnings MECHANIX
through practical ideas inaddMODERN
HOBBIES & INVENTIONS MAGAZINE.
Thrillingentertainment,too!Storiesof invention,
scientific marvels, engineering achievements,
fascinating new developmentsin aviation, radio,
television ! Spare-time hobbies and craftsmanship! Read about them all in MODERN
MECHANIX HOBBIES & INVENTIONS
MAGAZINE. On sale at all newsstands.

now

MODERN

. ONLY

°NE MECHANIX
'

HOBBIES

AND

INVENTIONS

|5*
«•*

CHARLOTTE
Appearing

LOVE

HENRY

in Republic

Productions

LY

SKIN

Hollywood Face Powder, created for the personal
use of leading stars of the stage and screen, contains an ingredient that imparts soft, lustrous
beauty to the complexion. This marvelous face
powder covers the skin with a thin, even and flawless film of beauty so unlike old fashioned powder
which gives that "made up" look.

HOLLYWOOD
MASK 'SZ1W
HOLLYWOOD MASK, INC.
FREE1

Gail Patrick, Binnie Barnes, Rosalind Russell and Phylis Clare were
decidedly among those present when Victor McLaglen gave an informal Sunday afternoon party at his swanky Flintridge estate recently
chooses another, and films some other detail of the story if possible. If not, he has
the option of using the stage constructed
on the location, for interiors, or, as sometimes happens, ordering the entire company
back to the studio to work on a sound stage
set.
THE town, center of the farming region,
is literally a part of China. Crossing its
stone bridge, which was brought back from
Anwehi province, one enters through the
gate in the reproduction of the Chinese
Great Wall, over a moat, into a busy market street, filled with bustling humanity.
The duck merchant sits beside his piles of
roasted dried ducks. The meat merchant is
flanked by sides of roast pork and other
Chinese staples. The fruit merchants fill
the wicker holders that substitute for paper
bags.
Pottery merchants, grain merchants,
sellers of rice and hot water, vendors of
cloth, jewelry, and other Chinese goods,
often haggling with the customer on the
street, add to the Babel. But it is systematic Babel, starting at the command of
the director over his loud-speaker system
and translated into Chinese by busy interpreters who run to and fro in the crowd.
In the hills, in the background, for half a
mile, one can see the Chinese farmers,
plowing the terraces and hoeing their crops.
Aside from a few principals, the entire
cast is Chinese. Players recruited from
Hollywood are augmented by Orientals
from all over the Pacific Coast. Some speak
perfect English. Some speak none. There
are many unusual characters, such as Moy
Ming, oldest Chinese actor in pictures, and
a building contractor when away from the

camera ; William Law, San Francisco civic
leader and controller of business interests
totaling a million dollars, who is aiding the
picture as a patriotic duty, he says.
General Theodore Tu, loaned by the
Chinese government, acts as technical adviser. Tom Gubbins, unofficial "Mayor" of
Los Angeles' Chinatown, and contractor
for Chinese players, aids him.
Muni, Miss Rainer, Walter Connolly,
and Charley Grapewin, (who plays the old
father) literally live Chinese lives in the
amazing location. But one finds American
touches too. Behind the Great Wall one
inevitably finds a group of small Chinese
boys, who attend American school, play
baseball, just like American youngsters,
between scenes. In a shady corner one
may see a group of Chinese elders, engrossed in a game of cards, and on close
scrutiny discover that the game is American draw poker !
At five o'clock, as the sun sinks and the
light becomes yellow, the director orders
his final "cut". The big busses limber up.
The caterers' trucks that bring food out
for the lunch tent, start for town. The
Chinese check past "Hezzy" Tate, assistant
director, to have their paychecks approved
and signed, then past the cashier who pays
them off. Extras are paid daily. The
principals receive checks by the week.
The cameramen pack their equipment in
black cases. A film car hurries studioward, with the undeveloped film. Other
trucks gather up lamps, cables, the portable sound equipment.
The cavalcade starts toward Hollywood.
By six, only a crew of quiet watchmen remain on the erstwhile bustling section of
China.
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105 W. send
Monroe
Chicago,
I Face '
Please
me St.,
liberal
box ofIII.
Hollywood
Powder and Free Powder Scoop. I enclose 10c to
help cover packaging and mailing.
Name
A ddress
City
Stale
Check your shade:

D Peach

□ Brunette
□ Creole

D Naturelle
□ Blanche

□ Sun-Tan

Hollywood Face Powder at 5 and 10c
Stores, Drug and Department Stores

0 The smartest, loveliest
creation in perfumes. The
3 exquisite odors, Wisteria,
Gardenia and Charazade, are
entrancing. In wax form,
easy
to carry
and use,
can't
evaporate
or leak.
Beautiful
bakelite compact tucks away
in the purse. At better stores
or send direct, specify odor.

VOGUE
OF THE HOUR

Hollywood Perlumes, Akron, 0.

MAILTHISADAND

E

AMATEUR WRITERS-AUTHORS

$135,000

CASH

PRIZES

TF you've ever had ambitions to write — or have written
■*■ short stories, plays, nonfiction, etc. — and didn't know
how to market your work, here's just what you need. The
"Writers' Bulletin"! Created purposely for new writers
and authors. Gives authoritative and timely market data.
Clear and concise. Tells what new Literary Contests and
Periodical Prizes are being offered. Lists all conditions,
specifications, editors' names, etc. Over $135,000 offered
in cash prizes this montli alone!
rilFri
■rlfr
biibBnh
K

For a ''n''t,(l time you can get a Free copy
your
name and
Absolutely
no
of
"Writers'
Bid letaddress.
in" by merely
send inn

obligation,
Write
today. and

it doesn't cost a

penny.

Don't

wait.

S. SCHOOL
OF WRITING, NEW
Dept. YORK,
K-18 N. Y.
20 W.U. 60th
St.
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The Real Reason Why Jean Harlow Hated Her Hair
[Continued from page 28]

a startling barrier to the revelation of her
real self. She was pigeon-holed, catalogued,
not only as the platinum blonde, but the
girl with the platinum soul.
From the very beginning of her career
Jean realized the price she would have to
pay
for her
Whenbecame
Hell's a Angels
_ was
released
Jeanfame.
Harlow
sensational
controversy over night. Much to her horror,
she, as a woman, was invested with the
qualities she portrayed on the screen. It was
a ready-made reputation which she neither
deserved nor understood.
IT was on her personal appearance tour,
before she went to MGM, that Jean began
to pay a large price for her strange fame.
The night she first faced audiences is etched
in her memory as a dreadful nightmare.
She came out on the stage to look at eyes,
glaring and leering, with a covetous stare
in them. Dreadful eyes. She ran to her
dressing-room and cried until it was time
for her to go on again. She knew at that
moment that her fame would carry a heavy
penalty. And because she is a courageous
person, she decided to pay it— knowing full
well that she would be misunderstood, ungenerously treated and wrongly regarded.
And she found that misunderstanding in
plenty. Jean recalls today the parties where
women gathered in little groups and sometimes gathered their men near them the
moment she came into a room. She was the
menace, the embodiment of all women feared
in another woman.

you by your platinum hair."
"That's just exactly what
against," Jean replied.

I'm

fighting

"T HAVE always hated my platinum
■*■ hair," Jean says today. "Not only because it limited me as an actress, but primarily because it limited me as a human
being. It made me look 'hard,' spectacular.
If I were quiet and self-possessed, people
said, 'Harlow is out of character.' And so
I had my job cut out for me — I had to live
up to my platinum personality.
"At last, I have a chance to be myself.
The change in me is reflected in the reaction

AS Jean has changed in her ideas and in
-£"-*■ her attitudes, so has she changed in outward details. Long ago if Jean were hurt,
if Jean were frightened, she would instantly
assume a role, she might have played before
the camera, and she was the hey-hey girl,
voice high, manner care-free.
I remember once when she was scheduled
for a general interview with several outof-town writers. Jean was so frightened her
knees shook. But she threw back her
shoulders, strutted down the stairs to the
drawing room, where they waited, and
magically assumed the Jean Harlow personality seen on the screen. Jean mas selling
her platinum personality. She was selling it
in self-defense.
Today no matter what the situation is,
she is herself. Poised and quiet-spoken,
with no undue emphasis given to what
might be in the minds of people in regard
to her.
Her friendship with Bill Powell has had
a vital influence on her. It has insulated
her against hurts. In his own man-of-theworld
fashion attitude.
he has taught her a womanof-the-world

"Women didn't even bother to get to
know me," she declares now. "They went
into a shell — and no friendly overtures I
made, were of the slightest use."
There were dozens of incidents at parties
which hurt dreadfully — which sent her
home with a lump in her throat. She recalls vividly one evening when she was a
a producer's
others,theatdrawing
with many
guest,
home. When
she entered
room,
there was a sudden chill, a sudden stillness.
And then a woman near the door suddenly
turned away, went directly to her husband
chatting near a window. She linked her
arm in his, made hasty good-night, and departed with her man in tow._
It was a pointed, a horrid, little trick.
And Jean at that moment promised herself
complete seclusion. For months she didn't
go anywhere. There was no use to pretend
a gaiety she didn't feel, knowing that every
woman present at social events considered
her an enemy and acted accordingly.
There came a time when Jean Harlow's
super-human forbearance was at an end.
Then began a fight to discard her platinum
hair — to abandon her trade-mark. She was
called unwise — and other names not so
flattering — when she first began her campaign to darken her hair, to permit it to be
its present shade of brownette.
"I don't want to be a show piece," she
told them. "I'm tired of being a show piece.
If you only want my platinum hair, then
get*
a wig
and to
stick
other
girl.
I have
a right
showit on
whatsome
I can
do with
a personality which is my own. You don't
know if I can act. I don't know if I can
act. Isn't it about time to give me a chance
to find out? I'm tired of being nothing more
than a platinum blonde !"
Because she wanted dark hair so desperately, she was finally permitted to have it.
Even to the first day of production her
director pleaded with her. "You're giving
up a valuable property. The world knows

tion of sex as no other girl in pictures.
As a matter of fact," and Jean's mouth
curled in a wry smile, "I understand that
my name was synonymous with it.
"But I couldn't defend myself. There was
nothing that I could say that people would
believe.
"The past year has been happy because
I haven't had to depend upon a platinum
personality to sell myself. I have always
known all my good qualities and all my
bad ones. I am a human being and a woman.
At last I have nothing to live up to except
my own definite standards. And as long as
I never let down a friend or myself, as
long as I have the approval of those who
love me — that is enough.
"I have learned in this past year, which
has marked the great change in me, to
depend upon myself for my own happiness,
and to find it in my own way. Finally I
have self-confidence, self-assurance. Now I
feel that I have a future ahead of me — a
career not based on a trade-mark."

Margo, whose exotic personality will
next be seen in one of the important
roles in Columbia's Lost Horizon, displays one of Hollywood's newest fashion creations, a shirt-and-slack outfit
designed
for
universal
sport
wear
of people towards me. Suddenly women
have become friendly. If I go to a party
I am no longer treated as a menace.
"In the past, few people took the trouble
to find out what was behind my supposed
platinum personality. The most extraordinary stories were built around me. I was
consecutively in love with a prize fighter,
with a doctor, with a dance director, with
a scion of wealth.
"As a matter of fact, I met the prize
fighter twice, quite casually. The doctor
was an old-time friend, with whose sister
I had gone to school. And I had danced
to the band-leader's music once. That millionaire, bythe way, was pure fiction.
"I have had to fight against the reputaPRINTED

90
KABLE

BROS.

IN
CO.,

TJ.S.A.
PRINTERS

Jean today has moved from an enormous
house high on a hill, with its all-white
furnishings, its swimming pool, its tennis
courts. These were the trappings of a
"Platinum
of
today. Blonde," not of the Jean Harlow
She has taken a comparatively small
house in Beverly Hills. The furnishings
are modest, with not one note of flamboyance among them. They are a suitable background for the girl of the present.
Her social life is almost nun-like in its
simplicity. As a matter of fact, in the past
year she has attended less than half-a-dozen
parties. She lives in slacks and sunsuits
when she isn't working. And she wears
gala attire only when she is before the
camera. She entertains but seldom and then
very simply. Usually when she has a guest
or two in for dinner, they dine on a table
before a fire most informally.
Jean Harlow did not begin life with a
platinum personality — and neither was she
born with "platinum hair." It was something wished on her when she was given
a sensational sex role in Hell's Angels.
Today that almost-white hair is a thing of
the past. And with its discard, the Harlow
platinum personality has departed too.
And for this Jean is prayerfully grateful !

HRELY NEW KIND OF LIPSTICK
To the world's most permanent transparent lipstick
two magical new ingredients have been added ... to
keep your lips luscious, soft, smooth

The New TATTOO

Ordinary Indelible Lipstick

been before . . . thrillingly, irresistibly youthful
? ... without a wrinkle . . . without a line ! But
more! The other magical ingredient in the New
Tattoo gives your lips the kind of lustrous, inviting, shimmering gloss and sparkle that is never
denied . . . anything!

Why Some Lipsticks Make Lips Unattractive
Of course, you want your lipstick to be permanent . . . your lips
soft and smooth . . . their caress a never-to-be-forgotten thrill !
But you have probably learned that lipstick does not
always make lips soft and smooth ! Ordinary indelible lip
stick often makes them feel dry and parched, causing an
unconscious and frequent licking of the lips in an effort
to restore moistness and softness.
This constant licking removes the lips' natural oils as well
as the protective oils supplied by the lipstick, resulting in lips readily becoming dull, dry, cracked, rough, old looking . . .unattractive!

How The New TATTOO Corrects All This
With the New Tattoo you have all the permanence you could
wish for. And one of its magical new ingredients gives this lipstick
a creamy texture that keeps lips fresh and moist . . . stains them
with soothing, lasting, transparent color . . . without letting them
get dry . . . without permitting them to become rough . . . and there
is no desire to lick the lips!
Your lips thus become softer and smoother than they have ever

•^TATTOO

and youthful.

Send Coupon For Proof
So that you can instantly see and feel the astonishing
difference, a generous introductory size of the New Tattoo in
a clever silver and black case will be sent for the coupon below
and 10c to cover postage and packing. There are five exciting
shades. . . the most famous colors ever put into lipstick! Most
women want more than one. So why not send for several shades
of this miracle lipstick today! You'll get an entirely new beauty
thrill the instant you Tattoo your lips . . . with the New Tattoo !
Tattoo, 11 E. Austin Ave., Dept. 17, Chicago
Send me trial size New Tattoo, postpaid. 10c enclosed for each shade
desired, as checked.
D Coral (Orangish) D Exotic (Fiery)
D Natural (Blood Red)
□ Pastel (Changeable)
□ Hawaiian (Brilliant)
NameStreets
City

.State-

Smoke to Your Throat's Content
Many smokers have chosen Lucky Strikes simply because
they taste better. Then as the days go by they sense that
Luckies make smoother going for their throats— that they
are a Light Smoke. Certain acids and other heavy, harsh
irritants naturally present in all tobacco are removed
by the famous process —It's Toasted." Only Luckies
are "Toasted." Smoke Luckies to vour throat's content.
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CAN YOU
CRAWFORD'S

PASS JOAN
LOVE TEST?

HOW SIMONE SIMON
FOOLED HOLLYWOOD!

THRILLING

LIPSTICK DISCOVERY!

To the world's
most permanent
transparent lipstick
has been added en
amazing

new ingredient that gives
lips a more exciting glamour than
they have ever had
before!
ORDINARY INDELIBLE LIPSTICK

Often the cause of lips becoming dull, dry, rough,
wrinkled, old-looking and
decidedly unattractive!
THE NEW

TATTOO

%
Contains a moistening
agent that makes lips lustrous, moist, smooth, soft,
youthful . . . irresistible!

Why Some Lipsticks Make

Lips Unattractive

Of course, you want your lipstick to be permanent . . .
your lips soft and smooth . . . their caress a never-to-be'
forgotten thrill !
But you have probably learned that lipstick does
not always make lips soft and smooth ! Ordinary
indelible lipstick often makes them feel dry and
parched, causing an unconscious and frequent
licking of the lips in an effort to restore moistness
and softness.
This constant licking removes the lips' natural oils as well
as the protective oils supplied by the lipstick, resulting in lips readily becoming dull, dry, cracked, rough, old looking . . . unattractive!

How The New TATTOO

Corrects All This

With the New Tattoo you have all the permanence you could
wish for . . . and the marvelous moistening agent it contains ends
all desire to lick the lips . . . thus keeping them moist . . . softer and
smoother than ever before . . . thrillingly, youthfully irresistible
. . . without a wrinkle . . . without a line ! Instead of be-

TATTOO

ing rough and dry, they'll be
tattooed with thrilling transparent color
. . . and instead of being dull they'll have a kind
of lustrous, inviting, shimmering gloss and sparkle that is never denied . . . anything!

Send Coupon For Trial Lipstick
So that you can instantly see and feel the astonishing
difference, a generous introductory size of the New Tattoo in
a clever silver and black case will be sent for the coupon below
and 10c to cover postage and packing. There are five exciting
shades . . . the most famous colors ever put into lipstick ! Most
women want more than one. So why not send for several shades
of this miracle lipstick today ! You'll get an entirely new beauty
thrill the instant you Tattoo your lips . . . with the New Tattoo !
Chicago
Tattoo 11 E. Austin Ave., Dept. 18
desired,
Send me trial size New Tattoo, postpaid. 10c enclosed for each shade
as checked.
□ Exotic (Fiery)
D Coral (Orangish)
City
□ Pastel (Changeable)
□ Natural (Blood Color)
(Brilliant)
D Hawaiian
Nnmf.
Street
Rtnte
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BATTLE

A DENTIST
OVER

A CARROT

{But the civilized way to build firm gums is IPANA
iIDICULOUS," said a prominent
matron. "No girl with a spark of
intelligence or breeding would behave so

R'

badly. She'd be outlawed — every door
closed to her!" That's the social side of the
debate. But just for a moment listen to a
modern dentist . . .
"Ridiculous?— not a bit of it. That's a
very sensible picture. I'd be delighted to
post it in my office as an object lesson for
my patients. If more people chewed as
vigorously, if modern teeth and gums
were on better terms with coarse, rough,
natural foods we'd hear a lot less about

y*C

MATRON

tender, rundown gums— we'd hear a whole
lot less about 'pink tooth brush,' too."
"Pink Tooth Brush" is serious
When you see "pink tooth brush"— see
your dentist. It can mean serious trouble.
But usually it simply means that modern
soft foods haven't given your gums
enough work— that they need the healthful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and
massage.
Ipana plus massage is a part of modern dental practice because Ipana is especially designed to benefit the gums as well

,7j0***

and MASSAGE)
as clean the teeth. Get a tube of Ipana
today and begin this modern health routine. Massage your gums every time you
brush your teeth. Circulation quickens.
Your gums feel healthier. And your teeth
grow whiter, show more sparkle.
Help your dentist to keep you from
being a "dental cripple." Don't let your
tooth brush show "pink." Don't let yourself in for the really serious gum troubles.
Firm gums and shining white teeth are
vitally important to you . Switch to Ipana
today! Paste and massage — and switch
Tooth

""ftWWIIIpPttlWgfc

IPAN^.P^

ablest

i .c massage
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A

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Product,

This page looks like a "Who's Who" of Hollywood ! Imagine seeing four of your favorite
screen stars in one grand picture! The story was so good that M-G-M decided to make a real
film holiday of it by giving it this ALL-STAR cast. The result is a gay, sparkling, romantic,
de luxe production in the best M-G-M manner— and that means the tops in entertainment.
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Edwin Bower Hesser, Hollywood's master of natural color
photography, contributes a
new personality study of
Fay Wray, the fourth in a
series posed exclusively for
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A Trademark -1T1
GEORGE

LORD OF THE ORIENT . . .
Subtle . . . Sinister . . . All-powerful . . . but powerless to impose
his will on two young people
madly in love . . .

Mervyn LeRoy, famous director, wants a trademark
for bis new production company and offers MOVIE
CLASSIC'S readers valuable prizes for their ideas
^LUCIE MANNHEIM
GODFREY

TEARLE • ROMNEY

Directed by

HEBBEHT MASON

BRENT

Story by

E. GREENWOOD

COMING TO YOUR
FAVORITE THEATRE

^A ^)Troduction
-

<*> ■*■

*>■ -*-

a

*

-

days after
WITHIN
trademarktencontest
closes this
on easy
December 20, 1936, winners will be
tucking away in their pocketbooks "Christmas Gift" money ranging from $50 to $250
— and all because they were smart enough
to take full advantage of this remarkable
offer.
And it might as well be you ! Imagine
how simple it is ! All you have to do is
to submit trademark ideas symbolical of a
Mervyn LeRoy Production. The only cost
is the stamps needed to send them in.
Mervyn LeRoy, as you know, has an
astounding record as a motion picture director. As a proof, scan this list of notable
successes — Golddiggcrs of 1933, Five Star
Final, I Am a Fugitive from a Chain
Gang, Tugboat Annie, Oil for the Lamps
of China, Little Caesar and Anthony Adverse. He recently completed directing
that great stage success, Three Men on a
Horse, for Warner Bros., who are plan-
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ning to release it as one of their big specials of the year.
Now, Mr. LeRoy is forming his own
production company which will be known
as "Mervyn LeRoy Productions." His pictures will be released through Warner
Bros. At present he is concerned about a
trademark — one that will be in keeping
with the sterling type of motion pictures
he plans to produce.
Regarding it, he says :
"I am looking for a trademark that will
be entirely different from any now in use.
It must be distinctive as well as impressive.
It is my plan to produce only class pictures with mass appeal, therefore those
participating in this contest should bear
that fact in mind. I am not concerned
with the artiness of the suggestions sent
in as I am with the effectiveness of the
ideas. It isn't necessary for anyone to be
an artist — though a sketch of the idea will
be as welcome as a description of the idea
itself."
[Continued on page 92]

This is the Champagne Waltz
This is the Dance of Love,

Under the Soft Light's Gleam,
lust Close Your Eyes and Dream

I'd Dance My Whole Life Thru
If I Could Dance With You
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Hollywood Highlights
Our inquisitive sieuth goes a-snooping for inside
facts and foibles about the famous ones of Filmdom

by The Boulevardier
Inevitable
wyng. was pren Samu
WheOO
chucklin
D elis Gold
HOLLYW
paring Dodsworth he instructed his
casting director to find an actress to play
the role of the woman who intrigues Walter Huston and shatters his happy marriage.

"Get me an actress," said Sam, "who appears sexless, just an ordinary woman, the
sort that will make the audience wonder
what Huston saw to make him fall for her."
The casting director went about his duty
carefully and methodically.
He finally found just the type Goldwyn
desired — Mary Astor.
Then came — The Diary !
A Humble

Beginning

Over on the Paramount lot there is a
young chap whose ambition is to see his
name in lights some day.
He's started. At least his name appears
on the call list of the Cecil B. De Mille
production, The Plainsman.
His listing is "chair boy," which means
that all day long he totes a chair around
and when the great C.B. seems disposed to
squat the boy shoves the chair under him
with all the skill and aplomb of a waiter
in the Trocadero when doing a similar
service for Jean Harlow.
It's a start, anyway you figure it.

Kate Smith is headed for Hollywood and
possibly
an unique experience
"stooge."
The explanation
of which asis athat
Kate
"Coming Round the Mountain" Smith is
slated to appear in a picture with Shirley
Temple and that means nothing more nor
less
idea. than being a "stooge," if you get the
Aren't they all?
Neigh, Neigh
Most colossal Gesture-of-Independence
of recent years among Hollywood stars, as
performed by Bing Crosby: Ordered by
his financial manager to stop buying race
horses, Bing turned right around, stomped
his foot, and paid $150 for a mule for his
near-San Diego ranch. There ! ! ! Dern it !
Verse of the Month
Dick Powell has a spaniel ;
The spaniel was gonna have pups —
So Dick, to pals, promised eleven,
But only six were delivered by heaven ;
Of all the numerical flttps!!!
Much

Married

I wonder — I just can't help wondering!
— how Joan Blondell feels at the marriage
of her
recent
ex-husband,
Cameraman

USE PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
FOR COLDS— TO RELIEVE
THROAT SORENESS
• The reason doctors have you gargle is
to relieve soreness, kill germs. So remember, Pepsodent Antiseptic is three
times as powerful in killing germs as
other mouth antiseptics. You can mix
Pepsodent with two parts of water and
it still kills germs in less than 10 seconds !
Thus Pepsodent goes 3 times as far —
saves you % of your money.
So active is Pepsodent that, in recent
tests on 500 people in Illinois, Pepsodent users got rid of colds twice as fast
as others! Get either the25c, 50c, or $1.00
Pepsodent Antiseptic at any drug counter,
and see for yourself how
pleasantly effective it is.

Jessie Mathews,
English-made

now

starring in the

picture, Paris

Love

Song, took time off to "go on the
air" in London with Ted Husing. Jessie will come to New York to appear
on several radio programs this winter
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Gene Raymond and Jeanefte MacDonald announced their engagement recently. They are building a ranch house
near Hollywood and plan to marry
as soon as their current pictures are
completed — probably

by

Christmas

Folks, Meet

OIWIN
'Oiwin' is Brooklynese for the good
old Anglo ■ Saxon name of Erwin
To the bride and neighbors he was a polite
and milk-toasty Erwin, but to the mob he was
'Oiwin' — the horse- picking demon who gave
bookmakers financial D. T.s! A gentle Jekyll in
Jersey . . . but a Hyde-de-ho in the betting ring.

Now it can be told ! Nearly every star comedian in Hollywood
wanted to play 'Oiwin'. "I'll buy the play," said one . . ."I
don't want any salary. Just give me the chance and a percentage,"
said another world-famous funnyman . . . But Warner Bros, decided to give this coveted acting plum to Frank McHugh— not
because he was the best-known actor to do 'Oiwin' — but because
in their opinion he was by far the best suited. How glad you'll
be they made this choice when you meet 'Oiwin' on the screen!

A candid camera study of 'Oiwin'. . . as
the marvel of the ages picks a long shot
and almost wrecks the betting industry.

"I just love a bettin ' man,
Oiwin . . . especially if he
keeps winning all the time.'

COMING

THREE

Every time 'Oiwin ' looked at
a racing sheet the bookmakers took more aspirin.

"Oiwin, aireyou
madewant
us millions .. . we
to do
some little thing for you. '

SOON!

MEN

ON A HORSE
A MERVYN
LEROY
Production with

Conceded to be the greatest
comedy hit in ten years, now
in its second capacity year on
Broadway and being played
in four countries, by ten
companies to thousands of
hilarious crowds everywhere!

FRANK McHUGH
JOAN
BLONDELL
GUY KIBBEE • CAROL
HUGHES • ALLEN JENKINS
SAM LEVINE • TEDDY HART

lt)c^
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vlkif OomeVlomen
are
iSatural beauties
They intensify natural coloring . . . yet
never look "made-up". Read how the
Color Change Principle available in
Tangee make-up brings natural loveliness.

You see many more "naturally" beautiful women than you used to. For make-up
styles have changed. Gaudy make-up has
vanished. The Tangee Color Change Principle is available in powder, lipstick and rouge.

Hollywood Highlights
George Barnes, to Film-Dancer Betty
Wood. Not, I mean, that Joan can really
have any But
morbid
her ex's
affairs.
the interest
idea isinthat
this heartlatest
is George's SIXTH marriage.
Imagine Joan, looking at herself in her
mirror, and telling herself: ''Oh, I'm just
one of the former Mrs. Barneses . . . !"
Just Say
"Mr. have
K" something !
The man must
certainly
I mean Andre Kostelanetz, who's both
musical director and fiance to Lily Pons.
A man must be ooo-la-LA to get a gal
to change her name from Pons to Kostelanetz, of all things! (Even Lily herself
has to shorten it to "Kosty.")
A

Great Actor

Let's be serious, really, for just a secHaving clowned himself through headlines with the help of Miss Barrie, John
ond—
Barrymore
now finds himself in still more
headlines — with various reports of his immolation inthis hospital or that sanitarium.
Lots of people think it's still funny.
Somehow or other, I don't. Regardless,
utterly, of how or why John went to those
hospitals, the fact remains that John is a
mighty sick man. And, whatever else he's
done, John has given us some splendid performances—(even though some of them
were offscreen). And now, as I said, the
man is sick — very !
And that's NOT funny!
Thanks for bearing with me.

been

reading,

most

probably,

And becauseTangee FacePow3er blends naturally with your
own skin tones, your skin is smoother, fresher
. . . with never a trace of that powdery look.

Begin tonight to be lovelier in your
own way. Insist upon Tangee for all your
make-up. Only in Tangee can you obtain the
Color Change Principle. Tangee Powder is
55c and $1.10. Rouge, compact or creme,
each 83c. Lipstick is 39c and $1.10.

THAT

PAINTED

LOOK

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
F116
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. Ienclose 1CV (stamps or coin). 15«< in Canada.

Shade □
Name —

Flesh □

Rachel

□

L'Sht RacheL

Address City

10

-Stctte-

on

several

radio

programs

garboing. I mean about how she's gotten
positively chummy and palsy with the
extras and folk on the set, and how she
twits merrily with the musicians on the
set, and all that sort of thing.
Well, forget it. Garbo is still Garbo,
and even heaven must remember not to
approach her. In case anyone else forgets
that, Garbo is seeing to it herself. For,
around the house she's moved into, Garbo
has built an eight-foot-zvall ! ! All around.
Evidently, Miss Gustaffsen intends that
never again shall it be said of her (as it
was once said by a little five-year-old boy
who lived next door to her) : "OOOh,
mama — there's that funny lady out in her
yard next door again without any clothes

pet griffons . . .
— Betty Grable insists on playing at least
twenty games of solitaire in bed each evening, to make her sleepy. (And that for
!"
on Hollywood
you, you
sin-whisperers!)
— in the home of Pat O'Brien, one goes
into stitches at what is laughingly, haha,

Lipstick
Worlds Most Famous

ENDS

singer

"What-Won't-They-Be-Doing-Next"
— having nothing else to do, Joyce Compton spent a whole day, giving oil shampoos
and lemon rinses to her pet peke and two

• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one
Tangee — don't let anyone switch you. Always aslc for
tangee natural. // you prefer more color for evening
wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

TB

Girl of the Jungle. Prior to her arrival in Filmland, she starred as a

amazing tales of how Garbo has stopped

Garbo Is Garbo
You've

Dorothy Lamour, hailed as one of Paramount's new white hopes, will make
her screen debut in the title role of

It's frontier garb for Gary Cooper and
Jean Arthur who are currently playing
the leading roles in Cecil B. DeMille's
epic of the old West, The Plainsman.
Gary and Jean were teamed in several pictures about
five years
ago
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called the "moaning room." It's where Pat,
hahah, keeps all the little knick-knacks,
whatnots, and so-ons that he got himself
talked into buying at auctions, oh my
heavens ... ! ! !
— Wallace Beery, who used to train
elephants before he became Mr. B. of
MGM, is going in for smaller things in life,
now. On his ranch, he is going to breed
frogs. To eat their legs. (Anyway, that
is more than he — yes, even he — could do to
an elephant's !)

ear
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Hollywood Highlights
— at RKO, young Mr. Gordon Jones was
turned down by the casting department for
the football picture The Big Game. They
told him he wasn't the type. P.S. — Three
years ago, Mr. Gordon Jones was on the
varsity football team of the University of
California at Los Angeles.
— in Australia (just to prove Hollywood
isn't as whatever it is that it's cracked up
to be) they've just finished shooting an
epic. The hero of the epic is a kangaroo.
The film is the story of the kangaroo's
life, from mama's pouch to his final fame
as a circus boxing-freak. Even Hollywood
wouldn't do that. And never mind saying
"it couldn't."
— Cecil B. DeMille, a director once described by Mr. Laughton as being sort of
"cozy" with God, used to jingle gold coins
in his pocket. At wits-end (or is that
possible) since the government called in
all gold money, Cecie has finally had to
console himself with silver dollars.
— to Inez Courtney goes the achieving
of Hollywood's strangest injury. She
busted her own glasses on her own little
nosey-wosey, with her own little racquetwacquety while playing badminton. Kidding aside, it was lucky she didn't blind
herself — the glass, fortunately, didn't hit
her eyes. But her face is as full of plaster
patches as a bargain bungalow after the
first year.

1881
#R0GERSfj
made by oneiDfl LTD.

- — a year ago, fresh-skyrocketing to
screen fame, Bob Taylor told me "I'll never
go for this Beverly Hills mansion splurge,
these chromium — plated autos, and all that
sort of stuff." At the time, Bob lived in
one of those little valley farm-houses, and
had a dinky little car. Latest Taylor item :
Bob, who now lives in a Beverly Hills
house, took a just-received MGM
bonus

Luise Rainer has fallen victim to
Hollywood's tennis Phobia, installed atennis court on the grounds
of her Brentwood home, and plays
at
check

every
and

possible
bought

two

opportunity
new

cars,

one

of

which is simply "stupendous."
Cafe Observation
I wouldn't
far of
as all
to
sayMind
that you,
Paulette
is goinggotheso way
flesh — no, I mean the way of all those other
once-famed Chaplin Leading Ladies, but I
do know that the other night, in the Brown
Derby, Charlie and Paulette were dining.
It was a nice dinner, in three stages : First
Stage : Charlie and Paulette chatted ; Second Stage, Charlie and Paulette talked
loud, fast and furious at each other ; Third
Stage, they finished the meal in silence.
Isn't it the first year that's the hardest?
A Rudy Romance

Such charming silverware is perfectly at
home on the gracious tables of Hollywood
Stars. And you need not deny yourself the

Girl friend
of Alice
Faye'sbetween
on the Rudy
coast
insists
that the
romance
heart.
Yallee and Alice is as cold as an agent's

same luxury — for with Quantity Savings
of $2.50, a Service for Six Persons, with
stainless-blade Hollow-Handle Knives, in a

A radio gal named Niela Goodele is
and is wearing a ring
—Rudy's
if thatcurrent
means heart
anything.
Niela, by the bye, is the exotic type — a
la Fay Webb, and exotic girls are usually
Rudy's weakness.

beautiful tarnish-proof Chest, / "

Taboo
Repercussions, following the litigation
over the custody of Freddie Bartholomew
and Edith Fellows are reverberating over
Hollywood and studio executives are secretly informing parents, guardians, et al,
of other kids under contract that there
must be no more court proceedings and
the attendant unfavorable publicity.

you to admire one of the
three sparkling designs
on your own fable. See
your dealer at once.
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Lillian Emerson gave a Bavarian party
and Mr. and Mrs. Warner Baxter
were among those present. Mrs.
Baxter is the former Winifred Bryson,
a famous
star
in silent
pictures.
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Carriage, Please
Times have certainly changed in the picture world.
Today top ranking stars at their various
studios have their swank motor cars stand
by to carry them from dressing rooms to
sets. Ten years ago Gloria Swanson introduced that system at Paramount studios but
Gloria used a real Atlantic City wheel chair
[Continued on page 70]
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He Wanted
to be

Athletic
— And Erik Rhodes got
his wish. He's really a
formidable young man

b

of a
all ter
time — wri
year upon
ago — aa song
ONCE
cooked up a little ditty about
a "Latin
who was
a gal Manh
attan."
from
The
ditty won fame and posies
for the song writer — and
the Latin — but for one heguy out in Hollywood it
was just a pain in the
neck.
Because why? Because
this he-guy knows what
it means to be a Latin
with a "made-in-America" stamp and he's just a
little bored with it all.
His name, as perhaps

GET rid of blemishes, spots and pimples.
Give your arms, your throat, your
shoulders — as well as your face — the radiant,
youthful beauty that men admire so much.
Disfiguring eruptions vanish magically i f you
remove their real cause. And the cause in thousands of cases — perhaps in yours — is poisons
that have accumulated within your body and
tainted your blood.
To win the beauty you want — you must rid
your system of these poisons at once. So do as
thousands have done — and try pleasant- tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets today.
Yeast Foam Tablets are pure, wholesome
yeast — one of the richest known natural sources
of Vitamin B Complex. And this precious natural food substance works in nature's own way.
It tends to strengthen and tone intestinal organs— helps rid the body easily and naturally
of poisonous wastes. Then — your skin has the
chance to become truly lovely.
Get Yeast Foam Tablets today. End the frequent cause of ugly blemishes — and strive to
make all your skin enchantingly lovely.
Ask your druggist forYeast Foam
Tablets today — and refuse
substitutes.

Q-fU&f

Mail Coupon
for Trial Sample

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
gP
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago. 111.
I Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast Foam
I Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.) FG 11-66
Name.
j Address.
J City....
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. State.

Erik mentplays
tournatennis — he
rides
spirited jumping
horses — he plays polo,

you've
Erika
Rhodes.guessed,
He isisnot
Latin. His father and his
mother and his cousins
and his aunts are AngloSaxon all the way back
to there. His skin is fair,
his hair light brown. He
hails from Oklahoma.
That last fact should settle the argument. Dyedin-the-wool Latins do, on
occasion, turn up in
Manhattan, but out in
Oklahoma you eitherIndian.
an
you're
or
English
speak
AmeriDespite all this hundred per cent
ic
enthusiast
canism, Mr. Rhodes — to his
public — is still the Latin menace. The
world remembers with glee his portrayal
of the Italian co-respondent in The Gay
Divorcee ('Scusee, please) ; the world still
chuckles when recalling the orchidaceous
dress designer in Top Hat. Nobody, his
audiences claim, could act that Latin— and
that menacing — and not be Latin and a
menace. Mr. Rhodes, it would seem, is
too good an actor for his own good. At
the moment he's dusting off his dialect for
another "Italian menace" role in Breakfast
at RKO-Radio.
Tzvothat
forNot
Erik objects to being a menace. In fact he will point out to you the
number of present public heroes (Clark
Gable, Preston Foster and Bill Powell to
name a few) who got their start as teethgnashers. What he does object to is being cast consistently as a flutter-budget,_ a
mild Latin, a mild comic and — the last insult to injury — a mild menace!
For, as Mr. Rhodes argues with more
[Continued on page 80]
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although he
broke
his

nearly
neck

Ruth Penny
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BALANCED

...in the NEW..
Yes, it's real news! And

it's perfect news for the

millions of women who've been waiting for the
secret of "natural" eye makeup. For with this
startling scientific development of true-tone blended
colors, WINX has made it possible for every woman
to individualize her eye make-up according to her
own particular type. Whether you are blonde,
brunette, or titian . . . whether your eyes are blue,
gray, or brown . . . you will find your true color
scheme in WINX Eye Beautifiers. For all WINX
colors have equalized tone values. They not only
blend with your eyes and complexion — they
actually blend with other WINX colors. Thus a
Brown WINX mascara blends not only with the
!Brown WINX

Eye Shadow

WAY
THAT

JLEND
HARMONIZES

JL with Your Eyes!
jL with Your (complexion!
%3 with Each Other!

and Eyebrow Pencil, but

also with any other WINX color — be it even the
Blue, Green, or Mauve Eye Shadow. In this, you
have the secret of "natural" make-up. The face, the
eyes, the brows, the lashes, colors — are blended
into one harmonious, alluring picture. So try these
new Blended WINX products today. Only with
colors which blend with each other can you obtain
"natural" eye make-up. On sale at your local
department, drug, or 5 and 1 0 cent store.

UIJ IN, X
ywfztWiirem&Bi

Look for this WINX color harmony chart at your 5 and
10 cent store counter. It tells you what colors to use for
your type and eliminates guess work in eye make-up.
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Loretta Youn
Answers
by

The Star of Ramona answers your queries — and
selects the winner of
this month's "Win

a

Telephone Call" Contest

The Inquiring
Reporter
Congratulations to Jeanne
Malenchek of 905 Queen
Street, Columbia, South
Carolina.

YOU'LL WANT

BOTH

rounddtlon ana. U 'facile.
"Rhapsody' offers new found comfort with adequate support for the
figure which needs more than mere
"holding in". Styled or extra
firmly-knitted two-way stretch
Lastex — actually controls and
moulds. Boning at front shapes
comfortably and smoothly.
Enjoy the Girdle for AboutTown
and every day wear — and the Foundation for Dress and Formal occasions. It's an economy to have the
set of two at only $9 and up.
May be had separately, of course.
"Rhapsody" Girdle
$4 and up — Sizes:
28
to 54. "Rhapsody"
Foundation
$5 and
up — Sizes : 34 to 40.
You should find "Rhap
sody and other Creations byHickory atyour
favorite Corset Department. Ifnot — write for
FREE brochure. Address: 1143 W. Congress St., Chicago.

A. STEIN & COMPANY • CHICAGO • NEW YORK • TORONTO
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theHer
most question,
beautiful "What
word youis
know?" has been selected by
Loretta Young as the most
interesting of all the thouLoretta Young, now working in Ladies in
sands of questions submitted
Love, will next be co-starred with Don
by Movie Classic readers —
and she therefore is the winAmeche in Lloyd's of London, if the present
ner of the long distance teleplans of 20th Century-Fox are carried out
phone call from the charming
star of Ramona.
of my favorite stories. I have loved it ever
Again, congratulations. By the time this since I first read it when I vuas about twelve
appears in print the editor of this magazine
years old — because Ramona is a romantic,
sincere and honest character — and because
will have arranged with the lucky winner
the day and hour at which the telephone
I Zi'as anxious to face the challenge of technicolor.
call will be placed.
Your questions had flooded Movie
Q. Do you feel that being a child star
Classic's office in staggering number long robbed you of a normal childhood?
before the closing date of this contest. There
A. I don't think so — although probably
were, of course, many duplications but almost without exception they reflected real I am a very poor judge, since if I have
been robbed of a normal childhood, I zuould
thought and I believe they have brought out
have no way of knozving it, the comparison
much that is new and interesting about
being denied me.
one of Hollywood's most popular players.
Q. Do you plan to marry in the near
And so without further ado let's summon Loretta Young to take her place on
future?
our witness stand. Your questions will be
A. I have no matrimonial plans.
found in blackface type. Her answers, in
italics.
Q. What opinion did you form of
Robert Taylor while you were playing
Q. When you have acquired enough
opposite him in Private Number?
money from your work in pictures to enA. A very excellent opinion of a very
able you to retire in comfort, would you
retire or would you continue your work
charming gentleman.
for the love of acting and fame?
Q.
If you hadn't been blessed with
A. I zvould retire. Acting in motion pic- beauty and talent for the theatre, what
tures is a fascinating work but I hope I other vocation in life would you have
selected?
have the courage to leave it while I am
still young enough and eager enough to
A. I have no idea for I started acting
build a happiness that is based on somebefore I zvas old enough to develop a
thing more tangible than a screen career.
Motion picture stars are supposed to be definite interest in any other vocation.
envied in many ways. Their earning pozver
Q. Do you like to travel?
is great and there is a certain satisfaction
A. Yes.
in fame — but honestly I do not believe that
this profession of mine itself builds towards
Q. In selecting your friends, just what
lasting happiness.
qualities must they have?
Q. Why did you seek so avidly to play
A. Honesty, tolerance and a sense of
the role of Ramona?
humor.
[Continued on page 52]
I A. Because Ramona has alzvays been one
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Here's "Lucky Sue" who
knows the Screen Stars' secret

l," says Loretta
wonderfu
IT'S
Young,
"how you can use
all the cosmetics you wish, yet keep
your complexion exquisite with Lux
Toilet
Soap."stale rouge and powder
It's when
choke the pores that Cosmetic
Skin develops — dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores. Lux Toilet
Soap guards against this risk. Its
ACTIVE lather goes deep into the
pores, carries away every trace of
dust, dirt and stale cosmetics.
When 9 out of 10 screen stars
use Lux Toilet Soap to keep skin
lovely, you cancare
be sure
the right
complexion
for it's
you.
Why
don't you try it?
YOU want to have the charm of smooth,
clear skin. So follow this simple rule:
Before you put on fresh make-up, ALWAYS
before you go to bed, use Lux Toilet Soap.
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Hormel

Offers
A Thousand
Prizes
for
Speed
Cooking

Joan

SPEED and efficiency become more and
keynote of today's culinary
more theents.
Women are no longer
achievem
merely interested in the appetizing qualities of a recipe — the little time and effort
required come in for a large share of applause.
How to cook quickly those nutritious
dishes which at the same time appeal to
the male palate is a constant problem. Now
Hormel, makers of those delicious soups
I so often recommend, has come forward
with a plan to construct a splendid meal
— rapidly — with soups as the foundation.
Not one iota of goodness has been sacrificed. On the contrary, the added soup
flavor enhances the richness of recipes.
To reward your interest, there are one
thousand and eleven prizes offered — from
an all-expense tour to Hollywood — to handsome, handmade luncheon sets — and all you
need do is try out speed cooking with
Hormel Soups and write in your opinion !
They have prepared, for the first month's
contest, a complete menu, sponsored by Joan
Bennett, for you to serve, and two recipes
are presented for your first experience
with speed cooking.
Here they are !
VEGETABLE-BEEF
PIE
1 can Hormel Vegetable-Beef Soup
2 tbls. butter
2 tbls. flour
cup of leftovers
Bisquick pastry
Blend the butter with flour, and add
soup. Pour in a cupful of
leftovers such as diced meat,
carrots, peas, or potatoes. Cook
and stir until slightly thick.
Pour into a pie plate and cover
with Bisquick pastry, cut in
rounds. Bake in a hot oven —
450 degrees — until brown.

invites

2
3
1
1
2
4
1

JOAN MENU
BENNETT'S

TOMATO CR£ME SALAD
tbls. granulated gelatin
tbls. cold water
can Hormel Cream of Tomato Soup
tsp. Worcestershire Sauce
pkgs. Cream Cheese
tbls. cream
tbls. mayonnaise

Hormel Chicken Broth
Melba Toast
Vegetable
Buttered Beef
CornPie*
Tomato Creme Salad*
Toasted Saltines
Peaches
and Cream
Assorted Cookies
Tea or Coffee

tsp. salt tbls. gelatin
114,additional
2 additional tbls. cold water
Soften gelatin in cold water. Dissolve
it in hot Cream of Tomato Soup. Add Worcestershire Sauce. Blend Cream Cheese,
cream, mayonnaise, and salt. Add additional gelatin softened in additional cold water
and dissolved over steam.
Pour l/2 tomato mixture into freezing
tray and chill five minutes. Pour Cheese
mixture on top and chill until set. Add
rest of tomato mixture, and chill until
firm. Cut in squares or fancy shapes and
serve on beds of crisp lettuce.
Give one or both of these recipes a tryout
in yourthekitchen
eagera
to write
letter today.
of notYou'll
more bethan
hundred words explaining "Why I Like
Speed Cooking With Hormel Soup." You
will discover the many advantages of this
new type of cookery that so aptly fits into
the scheme of our present day world.
The prizes are well-worth striving for.
First of all there is a free trip to Hollywood, to be entertained by Movie Classic
at the studios. The lovely Walter Wanger
star, Joan Bennett, will be your
hostess at luncheon. That, in
itself, will be an unforgettable
thrill, for a date with the star
of such pictures as Big Brown
Eyes. Two Is A Crowd, and
Wedding Present, is an event
that comes once in a lifetime.

by

Dorothy
Dwan
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Bennett

you to be her luncheon
guest
in
Hollywood!

''See

recipes for these

dishes

In all
addition,
of course, you'll see Hollywood
in
its glory.
The other prizes will delight feminine
hearts the world over. Five beautiful Benrus wrist watches for men or women are
waiting for five fortunate winners ; five de
luxe Hospitality Tray Sets to serve you;
and a thousand handmade luncheon sets in
gay, merry hues to lend color to the next
parties of a thousand different women.
Now for the rules. Simple — easy — and
1. Try either one or both of the
recipes shown here. You need not
serve the whole menu unless you
fun! wish.
2. Write a letter of 100 words
or less telling "Why I Like SpeedCooking
WithyourHormel
3. Send
letter Soup."
with the
label from one can of any Hormel
soup (or a facsimile), and the
name and address of your grocer
to Contest Department, George A.
Hormel & Co., Austin, Minnesota.
4. The contest closes midnight
of November 10, 1936, and entries
cannot be accepted after that date.

5. The 1,011 best letters, in the
opinion of judges appointed by
Hormel, will win the prizes.
Judges' decisions will be final. In
case of ties, duplicate prizes will
be awarded. Winners will be notified as soon as possible after contest closes.
6. All entries become the property of Hormel, and will not be
returned. Contest not open to
Hormel employees or members of
their families.
Go to the grocer who handles Hormel
Soups and ask for the free menu and
recipes for the Joan Bennett Contest
Luncheon, and other assistance which may
help you win a prize. Tell him if you
win, he wins the same prize you do !

At Your Service
Serve the Dishes That
Grace the Tables of
Our Leading Film Stars!

m:

Imagine owning a complete
cook book of film stars' recipes !
Now you may have this splendid
collection of favorite dishes — for
only fifteen cents ! Printed on
heavy stock, size 83/2 x 11 inches,
and punched for loose leaf cookbook cover, this assemblage of
approximately one h u n d r e d
kitchen tested dishes, selected by
noted celebrities, is just the thing
to increase your popularity as a
hostess.
Movie Classic has made this
offer possible through the efforts
of its Home Economics editor,
Dorothy Dwan, herself a noted
film player whose hobby is cooking. Scan this list of stars and
their recipes !
Margaret Sullavan's Tasty Puddings
Heather Angel's Salads
E. G. Robinson's Honey Recipes
Savory
Ham
Dishes
from
Gloria
Stuart
Raquel Torres' Mexican Dishes
Andy Devine's After Dinner Snacks
Sally Eilers' Appetizing Leftovers
Cottage Cheese Delights from Binnie
Barnes
Mae Clarke's Favorite Cakes
Adrienne Ames' Apple Recipes
Valerie Hobson's Casserole Dishes
Raisin Recipes from Noah Beery, Jr.
Pinky Tomlin's Hot Breads

Address your letters to Dorothy Dwan, Movie Classic's
Food Editor, 7046 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. ENCLOSE 15c IN STAMPS OR
COINS.

TO INTRODUCE
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LOTION
Never have you used a lotion that keeps your
hands and face so satin-smooth, alluring!
YOU will prefer Cashmere Bouquet
Lotion, first because it is so much
more soothing! Its healing ingredients
smooth your skin at once. Chapped, redlooking hands grow soft and whiter,
as if by magic . . . even with one application of Cashmere Bouquet Lotion.
Then, you'll prefer it too, because it
vanishes quickly and completely . . .
never leaves the slightest feeling of stickiness! You can pull on your gloves without any difficulty, immediately after using
Cashmere Bouquet Lotion.
And last . . . but certainly not least . . .
you'll adore the fragrance of this lovely

GET

THIS

YOUR

INTRODUCTORY

DRUG

Remember,

OR

creamy lotion. It is lightly scented with
the famous Cashmere Bouquet perfume
. . . the same costly, lingering perfume
used in Cashmere Bouquet Soap!
So use Cashmere Bouquet Lotion regularly. Every time you wash your hands,
and always before exposure B.u,
to cold,
wintry winds. Use it on your face, too
... at night before you go to bed,
and as a powder base during the day.
Why not put one of
these attractive bottles
of Cashmere Bouquet
Lotion on your dressing table right away?

OFFER

DEPARTMENT

for limited time only !
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My Face Leads
A Double Life
says

Gloria
tuart
In which a lovely bpicture
star
y
makes a Personal appearance

Ali

son

Ald

en

of her acquaintances would
NONE
accuse lovely Gloria Stuart of be"two-faced" — yet Gloria herself
maintains she is just that. "My camera
face is studio property, to make up or even
mar up with cosmetics as they see fit,"
she explained. "My other face, the face I
present to my husband and friends, is my
own responsibility. Perhaps that is why
I take more personal interest in the care
of my skin and hair than I do in camera
make-up."
Gloria was in her dressing room at Universal Studios where she is starring in
Rich and Reckless when I arrived to interview her. While she ate her lunch and
studied her script, a hairdresser was deftly arranging an intricate coiffure. Actresses of the screen always seem to accomplish an amazing number of things at
once, and one of the things is pretty sure
to be with an eye to beauty.
When I asked Gloria for the secret
of her flawless skin, there was no reproachful I-came-this-way look from her! On
the contrary she was as candidly enthusiastic about her discoveries in beauty aids as
any young woman who is determined to
make the most of her good features.
Distinctly an experimenter, she loves to
try new cosmetics, creams, oils and lotions,
and by the process of elimination has
evolved a routine of care best suited to
her type skin which is of an extremely
delicate texture and coloring.
If your skin is of the inclined-to-be-dry
type, then the procedure followed by this
beautiful_ star will be doubly interesting,
because it is to combat dryness that her
20

Reflected

in the mirror of her

dressing
Gloria's
smilinga
off-screentable
face,is as
she adds
final touch to her evening make-up

routine has been evolved.
"The removal of old-type picture make-up
required Herculean effort, and subjected the

Gloria makes some hasty repairs to her lip rouge between
scenes
of Rich
and
Reckless

skin to harsh cleansing processes," Gloria
told me. "However, the new panchromatic
make-up now in use by the studios is easily
washed off with soap and water, which
solves, for an actress, an important problem in the care of her skin.
"In removing street make-up I use a
very light cleansing cream to prepare my
face for its oil and soap bath, a little invention of my own. This facial bath is
started with the application of two oils
mixed in equal parts, to lubricate and
soften my skin, which I allow to remain
on about ten minutes. Then over the oils
I apply a rich lather of soap, either a bland
white or a medicated soap, and rub my
face briskly with a soft-bristled complexion
brush. With the oils and soap still on, I
step into my shower and rinse my face
under the needle spray, gradually lowering the temperature to a final dash of cold
water that closes the pores. I have found
the combination of oils and soap just the
right
treatment
for uses
my skin."
Although
Gloria
a white, unscented
soap for her face, with a feminine fondness
for perfume she prefers a fragrantly
[Continued on page 64]

Personality
of the Month

MARGO
Margo, exotic brunette
WHEN
s'
beauty
dance
at Losthree
Angele
utd Grove
famed ,Cocoan
years
ago, her spirited Mexican dances won enthusiastic applause from smart, sophisticated audiences.
But not one of the motion picture executives offered her a contract.
A year later Margo danced at the Waldorf ^*toria in New York City. There
she was seen by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur, who saw in her, despite her
lack of acting experience, the ideal heroine for their first joint screen effort, Crime
Without Passion. Making her debut opposite Claude Rains, Margo's dark-eyed
beauty and surprisingly mature talent won
for her a widespread public.
Hollywood wanted her services.
Such, in brief, is the story of Margo —
another version of the prophet who was
without honor in his own country.
Although Margo first won public acclaim as a dancer, it is as an actress that
she hopes to achieve the heights. And she
has a way of making her dreams come
true. A year ago, when she read James
Hilton's novel, Lost Horizon, she hoped,
when and if the story were filmed, to play
the part of the Chinese girl on the screen.
And while she was making her second and
third pictures, Rhumba and Robin Hood
of Eldorado, she looked forward to the
time when she might work with Hollywood's foremost director, Frank Capra.
Today she is at Columbia studios playing the part she wanted in Lost Horizon
opposite Ronald Colman under Capra's
direction ! It was through the personal
instigation of Author Hilton, who saw
her in her recent stage success, Winterset,
that she was chosen for the role.
Born in Mexico City a scant twenty
years ago, Margo is the daughter of Dr.
Amedio Bolado, celebrated surgeon. She
inherited the rhythmic talents of her Latin
ancestors and made her debut as a dancer
at the age of six. Soon afterwards she
went to Spain with her parents, where she
studied dancing for several years. Upon
her return to Mexico City, she perfected
the Mexican dances which have since won
for her international fame. She performed, while still in her 'teens, at Agua
Caliente and at the Cocoanut Grove.
Unmarried, Margo is five feet four
inches in height, weighs 110 pounds, has
hazel eyes and dark brown hair which she
wears in a soft, curling coiffure. She is
vivacious and gives the effect, both in person and on the screen, of being excited —
and exciting !

Shade of Face Powder

and freshest. The other shades, you will observe,
have just the opposite effect. They make her look
drab and years older than she really is.

You're sure about the shade of face powder you use,
aren't you? You're convinced it's the right shade for
you,
or you
use it.
Your
girl wouldn't
friends feel
the same way about the
shades they use. Each is certain she uses the right
shade.
All right— I'll tell you what I'll do: I'll let you hold
a "face powder party" at my expense. What's that?
Well, it's a party at which you can have a lot of fun
and, at thesame time, learn somethingof great value.
You can hold this party at home or you can hold
it at the office during lunch hour.

The Test That Tells!

Why Look Older
Than You Really Are?
It's amazing the women that use the wrong shade
of face powder. I see evidences of it on every side.
Artists and make-up experts also bemoan the fact.
There is one and only one sound way of telling
your most becoming shade of face powder and that
is by trying on all five shades as I have described
above. Trying to select a shade of face powder according to"type" is all wrong because you are not
a "type," but an individual. Anyone knows that a
blonde may have any one of a number of different
colorings of skin while a brunette may have the

same. tally
So,unsound
trying
to match
a "type"
fundamenif not
impossible,
and ismay
lead to
Here' s what you do : First, send for all five shades of
some weird effects.
my Lady Esther Face Powder, which I offer you
free. Then call in several of your girl friends. Try
Prove My Principle!
to get girls of different coloring — blondes, brunettes
and redheads.
Be sound, be practical, in the selection of your
Let each girl select what she thinks is her best
shade of face powder. Use the test method as I have
shade of face powder. Have her try that shade on.
described here. Clip the coupon now for all five
shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder. I will also
Then, have her "try on" all the other four shades.
Let the rest of you act as judges while each girl tries
send you a 7-days' supply of my Face Cream.
on the five shades.
Then, see how right or wrong each girl
has been! Note that in most cases, if not in
( You can -paste this on a penny postcard.)
(27)
FREE
Lady Esther, 2030 Rirfpe Ave.. Evanston, III.
all, the shade of face powder that proves
the most becoming is not the one the girl
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-days' supply of
selected. On the contrary, you'll probably
your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.
find that the shade that proves most flattering to a girl is one she would never think of
Name^
using at all.
You can instantly tell which shade is most
Citybecoming to a girl. It immediately makes
her stand out — makes her look her youngest
i Canada, luritc Ludu ICather, Ltd., To
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Unbiased reviews

The GREAT
GINGER
ROGERS
HOAX!

of the new
screen offerings

T'en
sfii

by

The Show
Window

:°ss a i

Ginger has fooled us long enough. We're
going to tell on her — and that telling is going
to amaze you! If you want to be "in the
know" about today's most famous star you'll
read the exciting scoop
story in November

Screen Bgdk
HOW

c

JEANETTE MacDONALD
and

Their first meeting was as funny as it was
unconventional.
Their romance is unusual and

in Screen

un-Hollywood!

Read

all about

Erg

enb

rig

EXCELLENT

GENE
RAYMOND
Fell In Love!

thoroughly

Eri

it

Book's exclusive story.

Don't miss Worm's-Eye View of Nelson
Eddy, in which his private secretary gives us
another view of the romantic singer.
Do you know how John Boles proposed to
Mrs. Boles? How Robert Young and Gary
Cooper popped the question? How Movie
Stars Propose is a vivid and entertaining
account of the unique ways our most famous
stars acquired their better halves. These are
only a few of the stories which cram to the
gills the November
issue of

ht

CHINA CLIPPER— A roaring drama of
the airways, conceived and played on an
heroic scale which will fire the imagination
of any audience. The story depicts the
rise of commercial aviation, the fight of its
pioneers to make flying safe and to expand
their service. It traces the birth of a great
dream and follows its dramatic development from the humblest of beginnings to
the — China Clipper. Crammed to the gunwales with exciting action, played brilliantly by an unusually capable cast headed
by Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart, Henry
B. Walthall, Ross Alexander and Beverly
Roberts, it is entertainment with a capital
"E." Moreover, it is a picture that every
boy should see for it has the inspirational

°? '*'s 0n9er RoQ

B,

quality of Lindbergh's flight. Warner
Brothers.
SWING TIME— Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers, already the most popular team in
screen history, will gain an army of new
admirers by virtue of this ultra-entertaining extravaganza. Szving Time has everything— delightful dance numbers, engaging
music, a satisfactory if not a strong plot,
and uproarious comedy.
Comparisons are usually odious, but what
better or more understandable manner of
reviewing an Astaire-Rogers picture is
there than to compare it with their previous productions? This is, with the possible exception of Top Hat, their best to
date.
Astaire dances a routine in black-face
that is particularly outstanding. In it, he
takes advantage of Hollywood's camera
magic to dance with his own shadow.
The
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result is spectacular. His dances with Ginger Rogers, three in number, have more
rhythmic charm than ever before. Ginger
Rogers has become a very great dancer
and carries a greater share of every routine
than she did in their earlier pictures.
Victor Moore, Helen Broderick and the
inimitable Eric Blore reap a rich harvest
of laughs in the supporting cast. Betty
Furness and Georges Metaxa are excellent
in more serious roles. R-K-O-Radio.
PICADILLY JIM— And here is one of
the smoothest, most entertaining comedydramas of the month, a tempestuous laughfest which hinges on the adventures of a
ne'er-do-well American artist in stately
London. The plot is too complicated to
permit retailing so suffice it to say that it
was authored by the inimitable P. G.
Wodehouse and followed faithfully by its
scenarists. And it offers one of the most
rapid-fire barrages of laughs that this reviewer has seen in many a moon.
Robert Montgomery gives his best performance to date in the title role, but is
forced to share laurels with Eric Blore,
Frank Morgan, Billie Burke, Madge Evans
and Robert Benchley. Put this one on your
"must see" list. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
LAST OF THE MOHICANS— Faithfully adhering to James Fenimore Cooper's
classic tale of Indian warfare in pre-Revolutionary days, this melodramatic offering
qualifies for a preferred position on this
month's bill of fare. The director, George
B. Seitz, has wisely chosen to keep the
action moving at a mile-a-minute pace and
not once, from opening shot to final fadeout, does the excitement lag. Hand-to-hand
fighting between painted braves and white
scouts, a mass attack on Fort William
Henry, wilderness adventures, and a satisfactory love story highlight the plot.
Adults will enjoy it; the kids will love it.
Randolph Scott, Henry Wilcoxin, Binnie Barnes, Heather Angel and Bruce Cabot share the acting laurels. United Artists.

1 BARMS
SfBIMIE
Featured in "The Last of
the Mohicans," a Reliance
picture released through
United Artists.

INDEED it is remarkable . . . this new EyeMatched Makeup, the face powder, rouge,
lipstick, eye shadow, and mascara that are
scientifically color-harmonized, and keyed to
your personality color, the color that never
changes, the color of your eyes!
Stage and screen stars, artists and fashion
authorities, beauties and beauty editors agree
that it's better. Nine out of ten of the million
women who have bought Marvelous the EyeMatched Makeup say it makes them look
younger, lovelier, immediately more attraciive.
Write your favorite beauty editor. Ask your

LADY BE CAREFUL— And here, fellow
laugh-addicts, is another of the sprightliest comedies of the season, a fast-moving,
chuckle-laden tale of a dashing sailor's
assault on the heart of a gal who is reputed to be love-proof. Lew Ayres scores
triumphantly as the romantic pride of the
navy whose amorous prowess is backed by
all the coin his pals can muster. Mary
Carlisle is excellent as the hard-hearted
Hannah of Panama whose ice-bound heart
melts under the fire of his attentions.
Benny Baker is a riot as the side-kick of
the hero and Larry Crabbe gives his best
performance to date as the arrogant marine
who wooed . . . and lost . . . and bet.
This one is grand entertainment.
Paramount.
FOLLOW YOUR HEART— For many
reasons this is one of the month's more
important offerings. It marks Marion Talley's debut as a screen star; it establishes
Michael Bartlett as a personality of real
importance ; it is the most magnificent production ever attempted by an independent
studio — and last but far from least it is a
great picture, entertaining and artistic.
Music, of course, is the predominant factor— and never has a more canny selection
of numbers been made. Miss Talley, in
magnificent voice, sings several operatic
arias. With Michael Bartlett, whose voice
seems better than ever, she sings the duet
from Les Huguenots. The Hall Johnson
negro choir is superb in two folk songs
and Clarence Muse, the great negro bari[Continued on page 66]

own drug or department store . . . they'll recommend Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup,
tell you to buy the Dresden type face powder,
rouge, lipstick, eye shadow, mascara if your
eyes are blue; Patrician type, if they're gray;
Parisian type, brown ; Continental type, hazel.
Full size packages, 55^ each. (Canada, 65^.)
Buy this new makeup by the color of your
eyes . . . and be lovelier, for his eyes . . .
tonight!

mflRVILOUS
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SSr each.

RICHARD
COPYRIGHT
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Now

You're Talking

Double Features Again — After reading
and hearing many and varied kicks about

The readers' page,
whereon they are
urged to express their
frank opinions of pictures and players —
and MOVIE CLASSIC

the
pseudo-popular
"Double-Feature"
I am
moved
to offer an extra
and to my mind,
most important argument against it.
Looking back over months of attending
double-feature shows, I find that, almost
invariably, one of the features spoiled the
enjoyment of the other. Often the second
"feature" was not a feature at all but a
padded "quickie." Often, the secondary play
on the billing turned out to be more interesting than the leading attraction causing
me to leave the theatre feeling that I had
been fooled. And in the few cases where

$15 Letter
We Told You So — During my vacation I
experienced a thrill that rarely comes to
we movie fans. I entered the holy of holies,
the sanctuary of the gods. I walked in awe
with timid
steps
upon Hollywood's most
sacred
ground,
LOCATION.
A friend was my magic genii. It was he
who from a discreet distance showed me
two prematurely old, tired immobile
Oriental faces. Faces, noted for their
plasticity and expressiveness. Faces that
have brought both tears and thrills to movie
audiences now hidden beneath masks of
Oriental grimness and the deft touches of
the make-up man.
You guessed it. They were Paul Muni
and Luise Rainer prepared for their roles in
Good Earth. It was in those brief moments
of my visit that I realized how much care
and work goes into one movie. I saw Luise
Rainer as she patiently practiced her technique of scything the stalks in the wheat
field. I saw Paul Muni rehearse one simple
scene seven times before both he and the
director felt it satisfactory.
It was a wonderful experience that gave
me a deeper appreciation of the money, time,
endurance, patience and precision that must
go into the making of a single movie. —
Helen Veit, Columbus, Ohio.

$10 Letter
A WOOER, A CHEAT AND A BORE
I like movies bloody and gory ;
Also musical shows I attend ;
I go for a mushy love story
Where the boy gets the girl in the end.
But spare me those movies purporting
To tell about marriage and more
Because in such movies the cast will be
sporting
A wooer, a wife and a bore.
I like sequences shot in the tropics,
Where
an Englishman
can't stand the
gaff,
Or a newsreel with current news topics,
Or a comedy film for a laugh.
But spare me a movie pertaining
To maritial rifts. Its a feat
To get me to sit through a picture containing
A husband, a lover, a cheat.
Oh, give me a movie with action
With cowboys or gunmen or both,
Where the hero gets full satisfaction
By besting the villianous oaf.
But spare me from cinema pleasure
Triangular — mirroring life
That deals with these three in big measure —
A husband, a lover, a wife.
—Orville E. Reed, 16224 Baylis, Detroit,
Mich.

$5 Letter
A Family Balance Wheel — I am one of
those mothers who has to count the pennies
these times and to studv carefully where
24

both plays satisfied, one still had the aftereffect of being mentally and emotionally
"over-stuffed."
Finally, with the double-feature arrangealmost impossible
to time one's
arrival ment,toit iscoincide
with the beginning
of a
play, — so that in a double-feature house, one
joins
come ato mob
rest. of jumping-jacks that never

Meet Craig Reynolds. Hollywood
is acclaiming him as one of the most
promising candidates for stardom
in many a moon and he's such an
obliging young fellow that he aims
to make the prophecies come true
and how they must be spent to do the most
good. Our budget sometimes has to be
stretched to the breaking point to get everything in.
But, with all our rigid economy, we have
not carried it to the extent that we have
deprived ourselves or our two children of
the movies. We try to squeeze out at least
cne picture a week for all of us and sometimes we make it two.
We feel that the movies are a sort of
balance wheel for the whole family and
that they contribute greatly towards keeping us sane and hopeful. We tried getting
along without them for several months
thinking that we could not afford them, but
we found ourselves becoming unusually
irritated, depressed, and more likely to get
on one another's nerves, so we included
them in our budget again.
And it paid real dividends, too, in better
tempers and calmer nerves. We found we
were all better able to face our troubles
with confidence in our ability to overcome
them. So our advice to the thousands of
other families laboring under financial difficulties similar to ours, is not to exclude
the movies from your budgets. Our experience has conclusively proved to us that
it is very poor economy to do so. — Mrs.
C. IV. Raymond, Parkersburg, W. Va.

$1 Letter

'Taint Fair — I wonder, as many other picture fans do, why the photographs shown
in theatre lobbies and newspaper ads are,
so many times, not seen in the actual showing of the picture.
We feel, thousands of us, that this is a
kind of fraud that can and should be
stopped. Where, as in this state, a rigid
film censorship is established, there is a
constant fear that a vitally important part
of the picture has been deleted. — Anna E.
Johnson. 1540 Shehy Street, Youngstozvn,
Ohio.

Let's hope that the quantity soon yields
to quality in movie entertainment ; hysteria
to common sense and good taste.- — Mayme
Pelletier, 3218 S. Jefferson Ave., St. Louis,
Missouri.
Virility Demanded — It is no secret that
the majority of movie fans and theatergoers are women, and the women as a
group seem pretty well satisfied with
movies as they are. But I think it is time
that someone should speak up and let the
rest of the public know how we male fans
suffer when watching a performance with
some mollycoddle as leading man.
If the ladies must have plenty of romance
in the plays,
let's romantic
have more without
of Clark getting
Gable,
who
can be
mushy. If they like exciting movies, as
most men do, what's wrong with Jimmy
Cagney as a leading man ? Clark Gable is
distinctively a man's man ; so is Cagney.
In their acting, both are the good, hardheaded, "mushproof" type of leading men
that every red-blooded person — and certainly, every man — admires.
So, here's a plea to the movie producers.
Let's have more movies that will prove
enjoyable for men as well as for women.
In my opinion, the one way to go about
this is to have more films with two-fisted
stars like Gable and Cagney in the leading
roles. — /. E. Camp, Cedar Rapids, Iozva.
Clues For the Newcomers — I don't know
whether to say "Hats off to the new stars",
or "Hats off to a new mode of directing."
Anyway it is such a pleasant relief to watch
some of our new stars, with their calm,
natural,
easy and seemingly unaffected
talent.
Bob Taylor and Fred MacMurray are
getting most of the headlines right now,
but there are others too, quite a few in
fact, who are giving us this kind of acting.
Is it a new era, new style, or what?
I think some of the more experienced
stars should try some of this — what-everit-is ! and quit giving us so much OVER
acting ! I can't think of anything on the
screen more disgusting, and we do see,
oh! so much of that. Am I being sarcastic?
Well ! call it that if you must, but what I
really want
to say is —more
"Comepower
on you
new
actors
and actresses,
to you.
We L.like
what Bogue
you are
giving
us." — Mrs.
D.
Bolian,
Chitto,
Mississippi.

To Our Readers
'C'OR a number of years Movie
■*• Classic has been giving its readers the final word through the medium of prize letters. It was a
grand game, enjoyed by readers and
editorial staff alike and it is with
mingled feelings of joy and regret
that we hand out the final prizes
and start a new game.

"Qu
ickSE
ly CO
ECTFAULTS
THE
FIGRR
URE
PERFOLASTIC NOT ONLY CONFINES

...IT REMOVES

UGLY BULGESI

You will still have the final word
and your opinions will be printed in
this department but NOT in the
form of prize winning letters.
Fan Clubs have been asking us
to give them recognition in Movie
Classic. A checkup reveals that
more than fifty thousand of our
readers belong to movie fan clubs
and Fifty Thousand
Be Wrong!

Readers Can't

Beginning with the December
issue of Movie Classic, this department will be dedicated to fans
in general and fan clubs in particular. Official clubs, meaning those
recognized and sponsored by the
stars in whose honor they are conducted, will be listed alphabetically
until we reach the final Z, even if it
takes many months. After that, new
clubs forming will be listed each
month.

If You Do Not REDUCE Your Waist
and Hips 3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
with

ihe

Perfolaslic

Girdle

. . . it will cost you nothing!

News from the various clubs will
lie printed. We want to know all
about your activities, your aims,
your hopes, your ambitions and even
your troubles. We hope to act as
arbitrator between you and the
studios, the stars and exhibitors.

APPEAR

In addition to this department,
Movie Classic will carry one interview every month, covering any
star selected by the fan clubs for
that month. Since there are two
large fan club organizations, The
Federation of Fan Clubs and The
Fan Club Guild, we will permit
them to take turns selecting the
star to be so interviewed.

| You not only appear inches slimmer the
moment you put on your Perfolastic Girdle
and Brassiere, but every second you wear
them, you are actually reducing withoutany
effort on your part — and at j ust those spots
where surplus fat first accumulates.
Past results prove that we are justified in
making you this remarkable offer. We do
not want you to risk one penny — simply
try the Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere for
10 days at our expense and prove to
yourself what they will do for YOU!

The department will be conducted
by Harmony Haynes and the star
selected each month will be interviewed by her.
Miss Haynes asks your cooperation in making this department one
of the best, and urges you to write
her giving your ideas of what you
would like in sucli a department.
All this fan club chatter does not
mean that fans not belonging to
clubs will be ignored or neglected.
This department also belongs to
them and they are urged to takepart in it at all times.

£jT"HOUSANDS
womento owe
their
\^slim, youthful offigures
this sure,
safe method of reducing. No strenuous
exercises to wear you out . . . no dangerous
drugs to take . . . and no diet to reduce face
and neck to wrinkled flabbiness!

SMALLER

AT

ONCE!

"REDUCED MY HIPS 12 INCHES/^^Sf
"Lost 60 pounds," says Mrs. Derr.
"Used to wear size 42 — now take size 18,"
writes Mrs. Faust. These are just a few
examples of the astounding reductions
experienced by Perfolastic wearers.

TEST

. . . The Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere at our expense!

MASSAGE- LIKE ACTION REDUCES QUICKLYl
■ With every move you make the massage-like
action takes off unwanted inches. You do nothing
except watch the fat disappear. All the while you
are so comfortable you can hardly believe you are
actually reducing. Because of the perforations and
soft, silky lining, Perfolastic is delightful to wear.

REDUCE
■««<«<-

The first shot has been fired ! The
game is already under way. Come
on ! Get in it !

Movie

SEND FOR FREE TRIAL OFFER
AND SAMPLE OF MATERIAL!
■ See for yourself the wonderful quality of the material!
Read the astonishing experiences of prominent women told
in this FREE BOOKLET. You
risk nothing . . . we want you
to make this test at OUR expense. Mail the coupon NOW!
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PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 711, 41 East 42nd St., New York City
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated
material and particulars of your
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Name
..
Address
City

State
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address
on Penny Postcard.
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FOUR MORE GREAT HITS FROM 20th CENTURY- FOX

IN

rAmona
THE

NEW

PERFECTED

TECHNICOLOR

Shirley Temple
in

with

LORETTA
DON

Dimples
With

YOUNG

AMECHE

KENT

TAYLOR

PAULINE FREDERICK
• JANE DARWELL
KATHER1NE DE MILLE • JOHN CARRADINE
and a cast of thousands
Directed by Henry King
Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel
Based on the novel by Helen Hunt Jackson

FRANK
HELEN WESTLEY
DELMA BYRON

MORGAN

• ROBERT KENT • ASTRID ALLWYN
• THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR

STEPIN FETCHIT

Directed by William A. Seiter
Associate

Producer, Nunnally

Johnson

rn;sKi\
PARADE

Janet GAYNOR
Loretta YOUNG
Constance BENNETT

It's a "'triple threat" of
girls, music, and laughter!
>

LADIES

IN LOVE

Simone

Associate

ALAN

by Edward
Producer,

WsY

LUKAS

KELLY

* BETTY GRABLE
•

JACK HALEY

YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR

MOWBRAY

TONY MARTIN

* JUDY GARLAND

H. Griffith

B. G. DeSylva

Based on the play by Ladislaus Bus-Fekete
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ARUNE JUDGE

SIMON
PAUL

With a Cast Picked for Entertainment

STUART ERWIN* JOHNNIE DOWNS

with

DON AMECHE
TYRONE POWER, JR.
Directed

%;

Darryl F. Zanuck

ed by David Butler
^Direct
Associate Producer, Bogart Rogers

in Charge of Production
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Jeanette MacDonald
Soaring to greater
heights with each new
screen
appearance,
Jeanette MacDonald,
from a humble beginning
as a dancer in a New
York stage production,
has made herself one of
the cinema's really outstanding personalities.
On-screen, she will follow her sensational triumph in San Francisco
by co-starring with Nelson Eddy in the operetta,
May time. Off-screen,
she has at last forsworn
her belief that marriage
and career are incompatible and has announced her engagement to Gene Raymond.
They will be married in
the near future

Photo b\ Clarence Bull
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Hollywood is the

fit ,

by

Paul Muni
as told to Gladys Hall

is, literally, the
HOLLYWOOD
melting pot of the world. When
men of all nations rub elbows
with us here — when an Einstein and a
Marconi, a Wells and a Walpole, a Lindbergh and the princes of England and
Sweden fraternize with us, work with
us, play with us — well —
It's a fact — if you stay here long
enough, if you sit, for instance, day after
day in the famous commissary on the
M-G-M lot, in the Green Room on the
Warner Brothers' lot; if you are, especially, working in pictures in any
capacity, the whole world passes you by
— no, no, that's not what I mean to say —
It doesn't pass you by — it stops and talks
to you.
People have a habit of thinking of
Hollywood in terms of an isolated group
of movie actors with, at most, a
sprinkling of directors, producers, script
writers, cameramen and autographophiles thrown in for diversity. Nothing
could be further from the truth. For here
in Hollywood we rub, not only elbows
but brains, with the most eminent men
in the world. With men of every calling,
of every race, and from every walk of
life. The Einsteins, the Marconis, the
Wells and Shaws and Walpoles, Presidents and Princes . . . great aviators,
engineers, bacteriologists, chemists, inventors, explorers, economists, sociologists, lapidarians, artists, authors . . .
there is almost no one who does not come
28

to Hollywood at one time or another,
for one purpose or another. And those
who come here come because they are
passionately interested in the
life and in the people here. They
come to give and they come to
take. They come willingly and
eagerly and it is their ambition
to be melted into the Hollywood
stewing pot when they arrive.
The nations of the world meet
and mingle here . . . Russians
and Lithuanians, Poles, Czechs,
Greeks — every nationality and
members of every stratum of
society and activity of every nation.
You do not have to take a boat
and go places when you live in
Hollywood. The ships of every
port in the world dock here.
We are neighbors with the
whole world . . . Rhodes brings
us Africa . . .The Good Earth
mixes us with the peoples of
China . . . Thunder Over Mexico makes Mexico our next door
neighbor in a deeper sense than
the geographical . . . Tale Of
Two Cities and Pasteur brought
us France.
We are cosmopolites. We wear coats of many colors.
We speak with many tongues.
We
become brothers under the skin. We
are the product of the Melting Pot.
And in no other city in all the world

From every continent on
islands of the seven seas
greatest meltingpot, lures
kind and every condiproblems, they achieve

World's Melting Pot
earth and from all the

Hollywood, the world's
men of every race, every
tion. Facing common
mutual understanding

is it possible to meet and really to know
the peoples of the world as one comes to
know them here. For here they are not
"On Parade."
Think of it ... if you
should go, say, to England . . . how much
chance would you have of passing the
time of day, almost any day, with H. G.
Wells or Bernard Shaw?
At most and
best you might, if you were a journalist,
be accorded a cut-and-dried half hour
for an interview.
How much chance
would you have of meeting, of dancing
with Prince George of England, with the
King of Siam? You might stand
on the curb and wave a hand
at the Prince, en passant.
But in Hollywood
these very men have

met and mingled with dozens, with hundreds of us. Formal introductions are
not necessary. We meet them on the
sets. We meet them while strolling
around the lots, in the commissaries, at
parties. Prince George of England was
entertained at Pickfair and danced with
people who would never have got near
enough to kiss the royal hand anywhere
else on earth.
They come to Hollywood, these men
and women of all nations and all callings,
because they seek to be initiated into the
problems and mysteries of the Fourth
Largest Industry. Or they come because
they are curious to see and to meet the
most publicized group of people in the
world. They come to work with us. Or
they come to play with us. And in either
case they are eager to meet us. They
want to talk to us. They are willing to
share with us. They are eager to unburden the treasures of their brains, their
accumulated experiences — their invaluable findings and conclusions. And they
do.
I am, at the moment, on location with
The Good Earth company.
We are
seated in bamboo chairs (brought from
China) in the courtyard of "The Big
House." Directly in back of us a Chinese
gentleman is expounding the philosophy of Con- [Continued on page 84]

Paul Muni, the greatest character
actor the screen has ever known,
has played men of almost every
nationality.
No other education

tab*
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Can YOU Pass
CRAWFORD'S

Love Test?

(i

i

THINK I'm in love—"
"I'm crazy about him, but — "
'7j this love or isn't it ?"
So many girls — boys, too — make these statements, ask these
questions and, with the statements unconfirmed, the questions
unanswered, proceed on their puzzled way, step into matrimony
and, so often — tragedy.
Joan and I, having tea in her dressing room, were discussing
love. We were speaking of the many needless tragedies and
heartbreaks which are perpetrated in the false name of love.
We discussed the thousands of young girls and boys who are the
victims of infatuation, physical attraction, whatever you choose
to call it, and, thinking the biological urge is love, marry in
haste and repent at leisure — often in great agony of spirit.
It would be, I said, of enormous help to girls if there were
some signposts set along the way, if someone who had "passed
that way before" could help them to determine whether they
are really in love or merely dazzled by love's substitute : if they
could be given a clinical thermometer to use on Cupid — some
sort of tests to apply to tbeir own bemused hearts.
I have an enormous admiration for Joan Crawford. Botb
as an actress and as a woman. More, perhaps, as a woman.
T believe that whatever she has to say is worth your listening
to. I have known her for years. I have watched her take the
clay which is herself and with resolute, competent hands, mould
it nearer to her heart's desire. She has made mistakes and hasn't
whimpered over them. She has used them as building blocks,
not stumbling stones. She has known pain and has turned it to
profit. She has stood face to face with herself and with the
hands of a skilled self-sculptress has made of a pretty girl, born
with more liabilities than assets, a woman to be reckoned with.
She never says, "I can't" but always, "I will."
30

She is tolerant

without being sentimental. She knows fear of nothing, neithe
death nor life — nor love. Her vision is not distorted. She '.
love itself in the eye, strips off the gaudy trappings, makes sur
she is offered bread and not a stone.
I'd listen to her if I were you.
She answered gravely when I asked her if she could
gest any ways of determining to her complete satisfactic
whether
love is love or a
cheaper substitute.
She said :
"Yes, I think I can. Girls
should ask themselves one question first of all. It's this: Do
I feel lonely any more?
"That is the most vitally important question of all. That is
a question only the individual
herself can answer — but she can
answer it. She knows. Because
we have all experienced loneliness. We are all solitary little
spirits — until zve find real love,
which is the only thing that can
completely banish loneliness.
"We spend our lives, you
know, trying to make people
like us. Because their liking is
warmth which penetrates a little
our own natural isolation.
"Why do you suppose I shake
and tremble when I face a
crowd? Why do you suppose
I inwardly quake before the

Are you really in love ? Or
are you blinded by a mere
infatuation ? Here are Joan
Crawford's own rules for
determining the true an'
swer . . .

by ~\
Gl&iys Hall

real,

must,

of all, be
mutual. It must be two halves.
two shares of a perfect and
complete experience.
"I say that love, to be real,
must be mutual. I believe that.
Which means that I do not
believe in 'unrequited love.' If
you think that you are in a
tragic state of unrequited love
— snapthing.
out ofIt it.
no
such
is a There's
silly, passionless passion conceived and
perpetrated by the poets. You
are not in love at all. You are
a neurotic person who would
be neurotic about something
anyway. Unrequited love is
enjoyed by masochists, not by
lovers. Any -normal person
can
overcome such an abnormality.

camera?
Because I am afraid people won't like
me. We are all afraid that people won't like us
and the fear, analyzed, is really a dread of lonelines . Iknow of no fear that
's harder to live with than
this.
Joan Crawford and Fran"It is the same, but intensified, with love. We want first
chot Tone hare based their
love on understanding and
companionship — and their
marriage is proving one of
the most successful in Hollywood

to be liked, to be 'popular,' and
then, as we mature, liking is
not enough and we seek love.
For that is the only condition
in which we are lonely no
longer.
And for love to be

"I know that I am attacking
a tenderly cherished, traditional theory — but I dare to
minds.
smasb it because it doesn't exist, save as a bugaboo in morbid
"For love, real love, is healthy. Love is exuberant and fullbodied and lusty of spirit. It does not mope about in corners,
repine through fretful hours, sigh and moan and make melancholy. That is not love at all — it's self-love. It is a state of
feeling
one else.mawkishly sorry for yourself and — blaming it on some"There are so many fallacies about love. There is the kind
of love which leads a man to try to make a girl over. Distrust
that. The man who tries to make you over isn't worth a nickel.
He falls in love with what you are, doesn't he? And if he tries
31
to make you over he kills the thing he fell in love with.
"This works in the reverse, too. [Continued on page 68]

From radio comes an haloAmerican to take his place
as one of the most promising
young stars in Hollywood

Ameche

Makes His Bow
WITH

Jean Hersholt in Sins of Man appeared a newcomer to the screen, with whose agreeable radio personality many of you were familiar. None of you
knew his face. When it flashed on the screen, you found it
as agreeable as his voice — dark, strong, yet with a marked
quality of gentleness in its strength. Still you reserved judgment. He hadn't much to do in the early part of the picture,
and you may have felt about his Swiss shorts as one lady
did, who was heard murmuring: "Pull up your socks, Don.
You're a big boy now."
Loretta Young and Don Ameche, as Ramona
and Alessandro in the new screen version of
Helen Hunt Jackson's immortal love story.
Don's performance carried him to stardom

But from the moment he appeared as the younger son
grown up, the tide turned. A magnetic something shot from
screen to audience. From the little scene with the valet, played
with a light but authoritative touch and an accent refreshingly unphony — through the restrained emotion of the recognition scene, so much more affecting than any heroics — to the
final glimpse of the young musician, baton in hand, head turned
to smile reassuringly at his father — your liking for Don Ameche
mounted and swelled till, when he was formally presented
at the end of the film, it found expression in a burst of applause.
That applause has swept him on, with sensational suddenness, to screen success. Already he has completed two more
important roles. Within another week or two, he will have
started his first starring assignment, in Lloyds' of London.
The simplicity you noted in his performance marks the
man. Despite his five years of success on the radio, he is
not of the theatrical world. A deep rooted attachment to home
and family comes first with him, and
probably always will. Not that he blathers
about it. But he doesn't try to hide it
in a hole either. There it is, for anyone
with eyes to see. Nothing else seems to
"bother him much." Pleased with his
achievements "so far," he refuses to get
excited over them. From his Italian
father he must have inherited more than
his flashing smile — a strain of Southern
philosophy, perhaps, which is satisfied to
let things take their course. For like a
refrain through all his story run the
words: "It didn't seem to bother me — "
spoken with a slow smile, which is partly
mockery.
amusement and partly good-humored
He was born in Kenosha, Wisconsin
— one of a family of eight. His father,
a miner during his bachelor days, had
fallen in love with and married the ScotchIrish daughter of the house where he
boarded. With his savings he started a
small liquor business. Don — christened
Dominic — rollicked with his brothers and
sisters and lived the normal life of a small
boy in a small town.
At eleven he was sent to a Catholic
boarding school, where he worked a little
but played more. His teachers found their
severity hard to maintain, when young
Dominic's brown eyes would widen penitently infervent agreement that the world
wasn't made for fun alone — after which
he would promptly depart in search of
more fun.
When he was in his second year at
high school, one [Continued on page 89]

by Ida Zeitlin

The six beautiful girls who have
ing ladies were all hailed as new
have waned and fallen into profes'
wood seeks an an'
PAULETTE GODDARD stands on the thresj&i
dom. She is the seventh lovely lady whom Charlie Chaplin,
the baggy-trousered genius of the screen, Has elevated to
such heights in the past thirteen years.
Liketered
so momentarily
many skyrockets,
Paulette's
predecessors
glitin the cinematic
heavens
and then have
vanished
forever into that limbo seemingly reserved for lost meteors and
ex-Chaplin leading women.
Will the strange jinx which has doomed/the other Chaplin
discoveries relegate Paulette to oblivion? /
The answer will soon be forthcoming a^ Chaplin is making
preparations to produce and direct a picture starring the
vivacious young beauty whom he recently married. , He

preceded her as Chaplin's leadstars — but one by one they
sional oblivion. And Holly
swer to the riddle
performance., but it was a comparatively unknown actor,
Adolphe Menjou, who stole the picture. From this unexpected
beginning he, became a screen sensation.
Chaplm was still determined to put the voluptuous, blonde
Edna across. He cast her for the lead in The Sea Gull. Josef
von Sternberg, an unknown director, had just made a picture.
Salvation Hunters, at the astounding low cost of $5,000. Chaplin was intrigtoed by the picture, acclaimed von Sternberg a
genius, and engaged him to direct the second Purviance starring
vehicle. Something misfired. The picture was not released.
It was junked. And so was Edna's starring career. She faded
from the screen. s Her fickle followers transferred their affections to other film luminaries. Today [Continued on page 96]

Can Paulette Goddard
Beat ThnChaplin Jin
will not appear in it. Hollywood anxiously a its the outnds a better
come.
Keen observers predict that Paulette
ladies who
chance to banish the jinx than the other ill
e
has
basked in Chaplin's favor. They insist that formancesuperior
in the
talent and greater charm. They point to her
recent Chaplin picture, Modern Times, am
ecall
the critics'
she blooms
as a
praises. They predict flattering success w
star in her own right.
However, the same brave prophecies wi eorgia
uttered iiy behalf
Hale, Edna
of Virginia Cherrill, Myrna Kennedy,^ ey.
Purviance, Mildred Harris and Lita
They too had their fleeting interval ojf the
Hollywood heights.
Today they dwll in
obscurity.
m
The chronological history of theipoomed
beautieshe indecided
Chaplin's
life begins
1923
when
to launch
Ednabadrin
Purviance
as a star. Three years previously Edna had
played the feminine lead with Chaplin in that
classic of the silent screen, Th^ Kid. And
even before that she had supported Chaplin
in a number of short comedies. Chaplin and
Jackie Coogan won immortal fame in The
Kid, and Edna's performance, although excellent, was overshadowed. Being a fairminded individual and honestly believing the
time opportune for Edna to win a following
of her own, Chaplin produced A Woman of
Paris. It was a magnificent screen achievement for 1923. Edna contributed a splendid

by Lew Garvey
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Watch
nd--S win
ON

Fred
i
g it.

A HUGE, modernistic night-club set of Swing Time,
handsome
Georges
Metaxa,
playing an orchestra
leader, lifts his baton.
The orchestra responds with
the first strains of a new Jerome Kern waltz.
Fred Astaire
takes Ginger Rogers in his arms and they glide across the
gleaming floor.
The melodious music pulses with rhythm that no waltz ever
had before. . And, dancing to that music, Fred and Ginger
create a new rhythm that waltzing never has had before.
It is their supreme dancing duet. It is— "Waltz in Swing

Time"
"I think this waltz will sweep them off their feet," says
Fred, in an amazingly un-Astaire-like burst of confidence. Then
he retreats:
"I mean, I hope it will. I've had the idea a
long time. I've wanted to do a hot waltz for years . . . No,
'hot' isn't the word. You can't really get hot, doing a waltz.
It doesn't ring true. But you can get super-rhythm into it. . . .
What delayed it this long was that I couldn't get the tune I
wanted, until Jerry Kern wrote this.
"A Viennese waltz is beautifully languid" — he illustrates,
with a slow left-and-right motion of his hand. "One-twothree, one-two-three.
But this has a background of a
swing. We are dancing at a four-four beat to music
in three-four time.
A fox trot in waltz time.
While the music is going one-two-three, we
are going one-two-three-four.
"In certain parts of the routine, we do
some tapping. But just some. And part
of the dance is ordinary waltzing.
But it has a little more stuff, a little

Director George
Stevens (with the
script) calls for an onthe-set conference between the three principal players in Swing
Time, Georges Metaxa, Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire

Astaire
An exciting new dance — a waltz
in swing time — Fred and Ginger
dancing with a four-four beat to
music in three-four time — and the
world wanting to dance with them
more rhythm, a little more 'swing.' There's that word again.
It is expressive."
As Fred and Ginger do the dance, it looks dazzlingly easy
— for them, at least.
"It's easy for anyone to dance when music has swing to
it," is Fred's answer. "That's why people are taking to
swing music. But why are they so puzzled by the word 'swing' ?
It's just a new name for super-rhythm, for tempo with a high
pulse-beat. I've had that type of music in all of my shows
for years. I've needed it for the dances I've done. It isn't
anything new. The word is new — that's all.
"And the word isn't so new, either. Two years ago, in
Roberta, I had to say something to my band to pep them up
for a hot number. 'What'll I say?' I asked the boys. 'Why,
say, "Swing it",' they told me. So my line read, 'Come on,
boys, let's swing it.' The expression was about a year old
then."
But, in this year of grace, isn't the rhythm of swing music
more accentuated than rhythm used to be?
"The style is more expert — that's certain. Hot tunes become
stomp tunes. A good rhythm band, like Johnny Green's or
Benny Goodman's, hits a marvelous peak of tempo. A good
swing band makes the old-type jazz band sound a little ridiculous and passe. Like the word 'hot-cha.' A swing band glorifies
rhythm."
Watching Fred, himself, glorify rhythm is one of the easiest
things in the world. And imitating him is one of the hardest.
Yet, seeing him, you want to try.
That is the amazing thing about him. He gives you illusions about yourself.
He makes you wonder about your feet. Aren't they good
for anything except taking you on errands?
If they aren't, you never will admit it. [Continued on page 62]
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Reid
Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire, Icing and
queen of rhythm,
show you how to do
one of the dances
which will highlight
their new picture,
Swing Time

Frances
Farmer
Hollywood has already met
her— but cant ma\e up its
collective mind just what to
thin\ about a newcomer
so
by
selficonfident and aggressive ,/

Currently playing a dual role in
Samuel Goldwyn's epic, Come and
Get It, Frances Farmer has won
high praise from her director,
Howard Hawks, who, (left) is
discussing
a scene
with
her

Har

ry Lang

/ don't think it'd be a good idea,
ent thought it'd be
pres
THE
d s-ag
idea to get some lega gran
pictures of Frances Farmer.
You know who she is, don't you ?
Or don't comer
youfrom? Seattle,
Well, she's
new-a
whothatwon
newspaper contest there, and was
signed by Paramount.
As yet, you
haven't seen much of her on the screen. She isn't, as yet, very
well-known. That's one reason why the press-agent thought
it'd be a good idea to get some leg-pictures of her — bathing-suit
stuff, you know.
Because leg-pictures are the press-agent's open-sesame to
publicity. Editors fight for leg-pictures. And Frances Farmer
needs publicity at this stage of her career. So the press-agent
smiled at her on the set, the other day, and said :
"Miss Farmer, how about posing for some — er — ah — some
bathing-suit art?"
Frances looked at him coolly. In fact, she looked at him
frigidly. This unknown newcomer to films, who (theoretically,
at least) should have fallen all over herself to get any kind of
publicity break, simply froze the press-agent.
"Why," she finally demanded, "should / pose for leg pictures ?
Ann Harding doesn't!"
The press-agent felt like Joe Louis must have, in that second
round. He took a nine-count.
Then he came back for more.
"But — but," he stammered, "other big stars do. Gladys
Swarthout, and Jean Harlow, and . . ."
Frances waved an airy tut-tut.
"Oh, yes, I know," she said, "but they can, if they want to.
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And that was that. You'll see no
leg-pictures
of Frances Farmer.
though."
JH
Now,taletheis reason
tellshows,
you this
little
because I it
so
T
graphically, what kind of girl this
Frances Farmer is. She is a rank
outsider, a brand-newcomer to films.
Out of 1,000 girls in a similar spot,
at least 999 would eagerly co-operate in anything and everything
suggested for their career by some experienced person in Hollywood. But Frances is the thousandth. Frances knows very
T]t\

definitely what she wants — and what she doesn't want — and
she's having her own way about it.
It makes a lot of people (like the press-agent, for instance)
very, very mad at her. It leaves a lot of other people very
much amazed at her gall. It leaves still others in a dither of
admiration. The result is that Hollywood is divided into two
camps about Frances Farmer — one side holding that she's a
great star-to-be ; the other group insisting that she's just a dizzy
kid fresh out of school, who'll be just another flash in the pan.
Frances Farmer herself holds with the first group.
Let me give you another picture of this girl, before I tell you
who she is, what she is, and what she thinks . . .
I'll give you the picture of her as I first saw her. Imagine,
first, a tense moment on the stage where Come And Get It is
being
The stars
film isinoneit.of The
Sam director
Goldwyn'sis biggest
Edwardshot.
Arnold
Howard ventures.
Hawks,
veteran of countless great film successes, a man to whom anybody in Hollywood will defer when it comes to film judgment.
Picture Hawks, sitting in his directorial [Continued on page 86]
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Before any one of the many

\

spectacular sets was constructed, Metro's art directors prepared sketches
to predetermine the desired effects. Above:
Cedric
Gibbons,
M-G-M Art Director,

*i

and his aides check
a finished set

— H|

«%

the life story
of a great picture
TN THESE pages MOVIE CLASSIC
■*- takes you behind the scenes in the
great Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios to

Above: Director George Cukor and
Producer Irving G. Thalberg have an
informal, on-set conference. They
worked together for more than a year
on production plans. Upper right:
Prof. William Strunk, of Cornell University, who collaborated on the script

glimpse the activities of the "Men Behind the Scenes" — the technical and
art workers whose skill made possible
that great production, Romeo and
Juliet. On the screen you saw the
stars, Leslie Howard and Norma
Shearer, re-enact the immortal romance
of Verona — but few people realize the
research and effort which made their
roles possible.
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When Sets
Come to Life » » »

The Ballroom
Most massive and spectacular of all the sets constructed was
the great ball room of the Capulets. The sketch, above, shows
the designer's conception; the
"still" on the right the finished
product with the ball in progress

Capulet's Garden

No one seeing the picture will forget the
beauty of the garden scenes. In designing
the garden, Cedric Gibbons had to consider the action called for in the script as
well as photographic quality and authenticity. His sketch (upper left) was the
germ from which the finished garden
(left) was finally evolved and constructed

The Tomb
Mood was the goal of goals in creating the interior of the
Capulet tomb where the picture's most moving scenes were
filmed. The sketch (above) was made after a study of actual
mausoleums owned by historic Italian families. The finished
set (right) varied but little from the architect's first vision
38

Costuming » » »

The creation of costumes
involved months of research for every detail had to be absolutely
authentic. On the left is glimpsed
Adrian's sketch for a gown worn by Norma
Shearer in the great ball room sequence

¥ timing the Picture » » »
After more than 18 months
of preparatory work, the
sets were completed, the
costumes were in readiness
and the cast finally assembled. Months were
spent on the picture. Two
hundred thousand feet of
film was shot — and the
world hailed a new screen
triumph. On the left Leslie Howard and Basil Rathbone are seen in the famous duelling scene. Below: the balcony scene

innocent looking young lady
who can fool Hollywood is nobody's fool. In fact, she would
be just about the smartest girl of the
season. From personal experience I
stand ready to nominate Simone Simon
for such an honor.
The mere mention of her name makes
my ears begin to tingle. I am positive
I have never blushed in my life, but my
cheeks turn a mental red every time I
think about the neat way she fooled me,
and a large part of Movietown while she
was at it.
Simone arrived in town not very long
ago from Paris. People were inclined to
ANY

Simone
Simon

Fooled
by
Hollywood^

call her a"find" — the finder in this case
being Winfield Sheehan, one-time head
of Fox Films. But as a matter of fact,
Simone Simon was a Parisian star of
films, the joy of many a continental heart.
She is not a novice in the movies, and
neither is she the naive little girl you saw
in Girls' Dormitory, the 20th CenturyFox canpicture
career. which launched her AmeriLatest estimates of Simone's age place
her at about twenty-two. We feel positive she is no younger than that, although
she looks scarcely nineteen. Simone,
whatever isheralternately
age — and she
won't tell —
a sophisticated
woman [Continued on page 81]

How a clever little minx
from Paris used a French accent to advantage

Ted Magee
40

On your left, ladi-e-e-z and gents, is none other than our reporter, Ted
Magee, who lost a bout to Simone Simon, the smiling young lady on
your right.
And was his face red I Chorus:
It wasl

c
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The TJfe^i^ci The Lamb

tf,

by sally martin
Presenting Jean Rogers, Universal
player appearing in the Ace Drummond serials, and Jackie, famous
movie lion, who makes his home at
the California Zoological Society

°s>s,

°»ej

For her morning walk,
Jean wears a stunning
gray Persian
lamb flare,
coat
with
a decided
tricorner muff and
smart

chapeau

from

Hollywood's
furrier,
Willardeminent
George
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"AND IN THE
LEFT: Anne Nagel (left) and Carol
Hughes stop for a chat with the
monkey. Anne is smartly attired
in a brown angora suit with a plaid
blouse while Carol chooses navy
blue with a tailored
sports coat

RIGHT: Charming Anne Nage
appearing in the Warner Bros,
production "Loudspeaker Lowdown"
has this lion cub for a pet. Anne
wears a navy blue suit with a white
embroidered
batiste
overblouse

Photos by Scotty Welbourne taken at the California Zoological Society

LEFT:

Feeding the animals is half

the fun of a zoo is Anne's opinion
as she tosses a peanut into the
open mouth of her weli trained
friend. Anne wears a gray caracul coat and carries a smart silver
fox muff
from
Willard
George

NEXT CAGE!

RIGHT: Black Persian lamb with stitching on collar, epaulets and pockets
place this Willard George coat worn
by Carol Hughes as definitely 1936.
A black beret designed by Jacqueline Duval is smart

RIGHT:

Carol

Hughes,

featured

by

Warner
Bros, in "Polo
Joe" in
poses
in a
brown ensemble
trimmed
brown
caracul.

Hat,

Jacqueline

Duval

ABOVE: Anne Nagel is charming in a brown chiffon
frock with puff sleeves and full skirt, a gorgeous red
fox cape and smart featherturban. Cape from Willard
George, Hat, Helen Stepner, Molle-O of Hollywood
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Above: The Crosby ranch house near
Del Mar, where Bing raises race
horses, avacados and sunburn. Left:
Bing at a youthful — but not tender
age — in Spokane. In those days,
Mrs. Crosby's
wasCobb
determined to be youngster
a second Ty

courge or
Mrs. Crosby's little boy, Harry, still wore short
WHEN
pants, he was the Scourge of Spokane. At least, he
tried to be. No girls' games for him !
He was usually out routing robbers or harrying the dreaded
redskin, with a trusty shooting iron (or two) in hand. Day
in, day out, day long, his mother was able to keep track of him
by his battle-cry of "Bing! Bing!" And Mrs. Crosby had a
sense of humor. When she wanted him, she would simply release on the outer air a soprano imitation of "Bing! Bing!"
The rest of the family, also having a sense of humor, also took
it up. In time, the call contracted to just one "Bing!" It
became more than a call or a battle-cry; it became a name.
And it stayed by him.
If he had been less of a boy's boy, that never would have
happened.
In her wildest dreams (if Mrs. Crosby ever had wild
dreams), his mother never pictured him as an idol of the feminine of the species. He had all of the hair-ribbon-wearers in
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the neighborhood trained to run when they saw him — trained to
run in the opposite direction. He didn't like 'em, and they
knew it. They had a word for him. "Horrid." And he revelled in it. He had an unshakable belief that anyone who
liked girls, and was liked by girls, was a sissy.
His mother always seemed to be after him to comb his hair
and scrub his neck and try not to get mussed up. He developed
another unshakable belief — that women didn't like a man if he
wasn't dressed up. Which explained many things. It explained why, five minutes after a forceful scrubbing, he could
manage to resemble a redskin who had bitten the dust. Why,
five minutes after a combing, his hair could look like a mass of
shredded straw. Why he hated neckties. Why he had a strange
knack for getting rips in his best clothes, although nothing ever
happened to his overalls or his cowboy suit, except dirt. And
he wasn't fussy about dirt.
But time marched on. The boy grew older. He outgrew
the cowboy suit and the tin gun, even if he didn't outgrow the

That's the title Bing
Crosby covete d — and
earned—when he was a
girl-hating \id in short
pants. Today millions of
girls write him adulatory
letters — and he lives in
"the fellows**
fear
might that
consider
him a
" shei\." Meet the very
informal Mr. Crosby

Jam

es
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Right: Bing and his eldest son, Gary
Evan Crosby, take time off on the
studio set for a lesson in horsemanship. It's a rare day that Bing's three
youngsters
don't hevisit
dad while
is attheir
work famous

Spoka
nickname. His voice changed and went downstairs. He graduated into long trousers and
self-consciousness. Simultaneously, he became
conscious that there were two or three girls in
the world who might be worth knowing.
He didn't
suddenly
go girl-crazy;
girlcurious.
Besides,
it would
be smart just
to have
"dates" like his older brother, Larry. It would
sort of emphasize his long trousers.
So he got himself a "date." He scrubbed
himself, combed his hair, dressed up in his best.
Shaking in his well-shined shoes, he pressed
the girl's doorbell. They were going to the
movies — on foot. On the way, he didn't know
how to act with her, or what to talk about. She
did most of the talking, and all of the acting.
The sight of the Scourge of Spokane all
dressed up, and with
[Continued on page 73]

Above: Bing rehearses
a radio program with
Bob Burns. Left: the
champ of Lakeside
Country Club accepts
his spoils. His nondescript attire would
shock the sensibilities
of a million
fans

by

How You
Hollywood
Built on a thirty foot lot
in the congested ocean
front district, the Cooper
house presents an unpretentious exterior but
amazes by the canniness
with which every square
foot of ground space has
been utilized

Jackie Cooper's two-bedroom dwelling
is analyzed here by an architect as
a model for the small family home

AS

AN architect who has designed many homes, I freely
admit that Hollywood can teach us all how to make a
modest home extremely attractive. Nowhere else can
you find such graceful living.
And the reason for this? Just this — these stars work in
studios where the finest designers in the world are employed
to make sets. Every secret of spending — and saving — money
is known to these set builders. They can create gorgeous effects
in decorating a bedroom, a lounge, a living room. The stars
have taken advantage of what they see every day on the set.
The Editor of movie classic pointed out an obvious opportunity here. Why not let its readers in on these secrets ? Every
homebuilder would like to learn how to make his home more
enjoyable, provided it could be done economically. While many
stars can afford to turn the decorator loose, carte blanche, niost
of the colony find pleasure and profit in working out their ideas
in the simple, direct methods employed by studio artisans.
Our first example of good taste and economy is presented
here in Jackie Cooper's home. His parents, conserving his
earnings, live simply but delightfully in a home you would like
to own. It is small, yet commodious. It was not new when
acquired, hence the changes made by Mr. and Mrs. Bigelow
to transform the house into a lovely home makes this place
doubly interesting. What they have done, you can do !
Living And Dining Rooms
The living room is thoroughly modern. The broad expanse
of carpeting in a Burmah rose shade extends from the living
room through the arch and into the dining room, making of
these two rooms an harmonious unit.
Again, the walls of both rooms are done in lemon yellow,
with touches of cobalt blue, adding to the harmony. The furniture, white painted, is our first lesson in economy plus beauty.
Some of the furniture is upholstered in white leatherette, some
in soft blue crash materials. The leatherette covering is washable— a big advantage. White painted furniture can slash
furnishing costs to a remarkable figure, since the cost of furniture is in the wood and finishing.
In all small homes, it's a problem to find seating capacity
without cluttering up the room. Jackie Cooper's home solves
this nicely by built-in davenports.
(See drawing).
These are easy to build. Wooden frames were constructed,
springs installed, and upholstering
[Continued on page 76]
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Can Enjoy

Small Home
Sketch for Master Bed

Ultra-modern in design, the bed in Jackie's room, achieves
the
maximum
in up-to-date
comfort
and
beauty

Built-in Buffet

The built-in china closet conserves space and at the same
time adds distinction to the blue and white dining room

Living Room and Entrance
Floor Plan

's Home
CooperCalifornia
Jacl{ie Par\,
Ocean

The living room, unusually spacious, gains beauty and distinction by the use of Venetian
blinds and slip covers

MOVIE CLASSIC begins here a series of unusual
articles for the homemaker — showing how you can
make use of the many money saving building and
interior decoration plans which the stars have learned
from the set builders of Hollywood.
The Editor.
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Fate -Fame -and
A Quirk of Fate brought him to Hollywood — his
own ability and the careful training that he had
undergone since childhood carried him to stardom

by his mother
Mrs. Ruth Brugh
As told to James Reid

DURING his first few days at
Pomona College, Robert Taylor
went through a torment of loneliness. He had had a close pal at Doane
College, back in Nebraska ; here, no one
cared whether he came or went. And he
was only human; after the fuss that had
been made over him at Doane, it was a
rude shock to him to go totally unnoticed.
But he never thought of quitting. Bob is
not a quitter. There is too much Scotch
tenacity in him for that.
He was instantly dubbed The Sheik and,
apparently, dismissed as that. Because
he was good-looking and dressed well, the
other boys did not give him credit for
having any brains. And because he was
timid about making advances to people
until he knew them, they had him down
as aloof, conceited. He was always a little
too backward; he still is. He never assumes that people will like him at first
sight.
Then, gradually, they commenced to
find out that he had a wonderful mind.
Professor Robert Ross of the psychology
department was the first to pick him up.
He saw something in the boy. Then others
discovered that he was good in oratory,
in dramatics, in music, in sports, in his
studies. It took a little time, but it finally
happened.
Dr. Brugh and I, fifteen hundred miles
away, did not know about his early tortures at Pomona. All we knew was that
he had been there two weeks when he was
chosen to play the lead in a campus play.
"Guess it doesn't make much difference
commented,
dryly.
where
we put that boy!" his father
Robert never talked much about his acting in high school or
college but he says now that he used to imagine sometimes that
he would be an actor. He did not think of Hollywood, however,
any more than we did. By the time he arrived at Pomona, he
had decided pretty definitely on a business career. He had made
up his mind then that he would not be a doctor like his father,
but would go into the financial world.
He was so interested in his work that he stayed at Pomona
six weeks after the end of his first year there to take special
studies with Professor Ross. Then he came back to Nebraska
for the rest of the summer. While he was there, Doane College
tried to get him back. They urged him so strongly, and made
him such attractive offers, that he intended to drive out to
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Barbara Stanwyck and
Robert Taylor are coWife, and,
according
to
starred
in His
Brother's
Dame Rumor, they are
also co-starring in an offscreen romance which
many to
predict
will take
them
the altar.
At
the left: Mrs. Ruth
Brugh.
Thea photograph
picture beside her is
of Bob's father

Pomona, pick up his belongings and credits, and go back to
Doane for his last year. It did look to me as if he was a little
too easily influenced ; his father and I hoped that he would stay
at Pomona.
And when he got out here, he did decide to stay.
If he had not stayed — if he had gone back to Nebraska to
college that Fall — the movies never would have discovered him.
He might not even be an actor today. . . .
For it was in his Senior year at Pomona that he was given
the role of Captain Stanhope in a campus production of Journey's End. And, unknown to him, a movie talent scout saw him.
The biggest surprise of his life came when he received a letter
a few days later, asking him to call at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios in Culver City. They wanted to put him under contract
as a student actor.

Robert
watching whatever progress he was making —
without building up his hopes very much.
Then, on August fifteenth, his father had
an emergency operation and we thought that
he could live only a few days. We sent for
Bob. He started to drive home. On the way,
he stopped in Pomona to tell Professor Ross
the tragic news — and Professor Ross would
not let the stunned, distraught boy make such
a trip alone. He came with him, alternating
with him at the wheel.
When Bob had been home a month, his
father showed so much improvement that we
thought he was going to get well — and we
aent Bob back to continue his work in dramatics. A month later, on October fifteenth,
I had to send for him again. His father
had died. . . .
'T'HIS time he flew back to Beatrice,
-1 reached home in time for the funeral, and
stayed to help me all that he could. He helped
me to settle the estate and try to adjust myself to a life without Doctor, who had done
everything but breathe for me. And this time
Bob said that he would not go back to Hollywood unless I went with him.
Some did not want me to go back to Hollywood with Robert; they thought I would be
a hindrance to him, with my grief.
"All right then," Bob said, "I'll stay here.
I'll go to work in an oil station until something better turns up. I'll just forget about
put me in a hard place. I almost had
theThat
movies."
to come. I wanted to stay in Beatrice. But
I could not let a boy of his education, and
abilities, go to waste there — when he had an
opportunity
to develop himself somewhere
else.

He wrote and asked our advice — and I had the biggest surprise of my life when I heard the news. I did not know whether
to be glad or not. I told him : "Be careful — take your time —
finish your education before you decide."
Robert took my advice. He stayed in college and drove over
to M-G-M every week-end for instruction in dramatics from
Oliver Hinsdale, head of the studio's school for young players.
But it was quite a drive from Pomona to Culver City and back,
and he finally had to give it up — at least until after graduation.
I came out to visit him a month before graduation and had
been here only a few days when I fell seriously ill. They sent
for Doctor Brugh and he stayed then until Robert graduated.
That was on the nineteenth of June, 1933, and we left for
Beatrice on the twenty-first. I have always been so glad that
I had that sick spell, that Doctor saw Bob in California — even
if he could not live to see him famous here.
Robert told us that he would try acting for a year — and then,
if it did not pan out, he would make use of his business degree.
He came to Hollywood, took a room, and started a course in
dramatics under a Miss Dixon, who operated a dramatic school.
Every week or two, he would go over to the studio for a test or
a tryout.
The studio had an option on his services and was

I had a darling little home — a little white
house on a gentle rise of ground. "Let me
stay just a year, until you see* how you make
out," I begged him.
"No, not even a year," he said. "Either
youI go
with believe
me, or that
I stayhehere."
rather
had talked it all
over with his father years before — and had
promised that he never would leave me alone,
that he would always try to make me happy. He had been
brought up with that idea. His father had inspired him with
it when he was just a young boy. It was the secret reason, I
think, behind Robert's trustworthiness through the years.
Somewhere, somehow, an impression has arisen that Robert's
father left practically no estate — and that Bob had no choice
but to continue with his acting. That was not true. His father
did not die wealthy ; no country doctor ever does. But he did
provide adequately for us. Bob did not have to accept the
movie offer that he received. In fact, he did not sign a fullfledged movie contract until months later.
On the twenty-fifth of November, 1933, we left Beatrice.
We took rooms on Franklin Circle in Hollywood, and he resumed his dramatic studies, going over to the studio every so
often for tests. He had not been back very long before he was
appearing in plays at the Hollywood Playhouse, then the Pasadena Playhouse. The studio kept urging him to sign a contract,
and the theatre people tried just as hard to keep him from signing. Ihad been a terrible expense, with sickness after Doctor's
death ; and he was impatient to find out whether or not he did
have any future on the screen. So, between those two considerations, hefinally signed a long[Continued on page 98]
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James Stewart's slightly doleful smile is no
clue to the brilliance of his screen future.
Anyone in Hollywood will tell you he's
going to be a Bar of the firs! magnitude

by Ida Zeitlin

Melancholy James
HE'S a shy bird, but an amiable one. Which was the
first thing I discovered about Mr. James Stewart,
late of Princeton, now of the movies. Instead of
cosseting his shyness, like others I might name, till it swells
with a sense of its own importance, he deals sternly with it,
puts it in its place.
I faced him across a luncheon table. Or rather, I faced the
menu behind which he was hiding. Unluckily, he couldn't
hide forever. The waitress was hovering. He lowered the
card to reveal a pair of hunted gray eyes and a head of brown
hair, whose slightly disheveled state added somehow to his look
of worry.
"Bananas and cream," he told the waitress.
I couldn't suppress a startled:
"To begin with?"
"To begin with," he echoed firmly. Then he plunged, and
was off. "I generally have filet mignon or something like that,
when I'm eating with a bunch of fellows who order it too, so
I'm not ashamed. But I can't stuff myself with filet mignon
while you toy with a radish or something, can I ?" He rushed
50

on, forestalling my protest. "Anyway, I'm not specially hungry
today. I ate a whole steak last night, intended for four of us.
We'd invited a couple of guests, and then at the last minute
they couldn't come, and then the fellow I live with didn't show
up,
steak, no use wasting it, so I ate it myself."
He and
ran there
down was
andthestopped.
This was my first experience with a movie actor, to whom
interviews are obviously an ordeal, yet who takes on his own
shoulders the burden of starting one — who doesn't fix you with
a chill eye, daring you to prod facts out of him, but pushes a
spring-board at you, saying in effect : "I don't know whether
the darn thing's any use, but maybe you'd better have a look
at Itit,was
anyway."
such an agreeable experience that I was tempted to
prolong it. But as he searched his mind for another tack to go
off on, a girl appeared at his elbow, asking for an autograph.
"How do you feel about that kind of thing?" I inquired,
when she'd gone away happy.
He eyed me as if he suspected a
[Continued on page 60]
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Faults that start inyour
UNDER SKIN
A

SINGLE blemish can dim the
freshness of your skin . . . make
you look older than you are.
A few coarse pores say, " She's getting on in years" — just as loudly as
lines and wrinkles say it. Stubborn
things — that keep on getting worse
till you learn their real cause and the
real way to treat them.
Deep-skin rousing needed
The truth is, almost all skin faults
get their start, not on the surface,

briskly patted in. How wonderful it feels.
Blood tingling. Skin glowing . . . and so
much softer! You are waking up that
underskin.
7

outer skin's health. The minute they
function poorly, pores begin to clog.
And then blemishes come. Even lines
are really nothing but creasings in
your outer skin, caused by failing
tissues underneath.

keep9 my skin soft
and clear — smooths

Pond's Cold Cream goes deep
into the pores. Its specially
processed oils loosen every
particle of dirt. Easy to wipe
it all off.
Now the rousing treatment
— more Pond's Cold Cream
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faults
start here

The tiny glands, cells,
bloodgXJfp
vessels
Aging nourf' which
ish your outer skin are all
-under that dark layer on
away.
top.
Keepkeep
themskin
active
—
and you
faults

but in your underskin.
In your underskirt are little hidden
glands and cells and blood vessels.
These are the foundation of your

But — you can rouse that underskin
to healthy vigor — by the regular use
of Pond's invigorating
deep-skin treatment.
Miss Jane Mellon
Twice daily— for a
"Pond's CoM Cream
fault-free skin
out little lines."

i certainly keeps my pores fin

K. Luke, Jr.

Every night, pat in Pond's Cold Cream to
loosen dirt, make-up. Wipe off. Pat in
more cream briskly — to rouse your underskin, keep it working properly, so annoying little faults cant age your skin.
Every morning, and during the day, rethis treatment
with Pond's
Cold
Cream.peat Your
skin becomes
softer every
time — looks younger. And it's all smooth
for your powder.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept.Ll.44, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose ioi to cover
postage and packing
Name
City_
Street

Copyright, 11)36, Pond's Extract Company

Loretta Young Answers
[Continued from page 16]
Q. Do you have something you wear
on or about your person in every picture
— for good luck?
A. No.
Q. Did your contact with the beloved
Lon Chaney in Laugh Clown Laugh have
any influence on your life or career?
A. Yes, for I admired Lon Chaney profoundly and anyone knowing the story of
his courageous struggle for success was
bound to be inspired.
Q. Would you prefer to choose your
leading men or have the studio select
them for you?
A. Naturally I zvould prefer to choose
my leading men.
Q. Does the part you are taking have
any effect on your every day life or
change your opinion of living at the time
you are working on the story?
A. No. I have never believed in acting
when not in front of the camera.
Q. If you had your life to live over,
would you want it the same?
A. Every minute of it!
Q. When you see your pictures, are
you interested in the story or are you
only aware of the mechanics that went to
make up the production?
A. That

is an

interesting

question and

one that has never happened to occur to me
before. I suppose that I am aware of the
mechanics of production and especially of
the mechanics of acting rather than of the
story. By the time a picture reaches the
screen its principal actors have been toiling
zvith the story until it has lost meaning,
as a story.
Q. If it were necessary for you to
make a decision as to playing in
either costume or modern films for the
remainder of your career — which would
you choose, and why?
A. From the standpoint of the actor, it
makes no difference whether a role calls
for modern dress or period costume. The
story is all important and the excellence
of the plot does not depend upon its period
or locale.
Q. What is your opinion of the future
for color films? Would you like to appear in one?
A. I have just finished working in
Rainona, an all color picture. I believe that
unquestionably color •will soon be in universal use.

Sometimes they choose their ozvn screen
names, sometimes the names are chosen for
them by the studio.
Q.
living
when
every

Being an actress evidently is like
in a glass house — how do you feel
you hear strangers discussing your
action and thought?

_ A. Just as you would feel if you were
living in that same glass house. It is sometimes flattering and even satisfying to knozv
that people think enough of one to be interested but my reaction to the unfounded
gossip which circulates so frequently about
screen stars, is the same reaction that every
woman has to that kind of gossip.
Q. Do you find that the majority of
actors and actresses have as much personality and are as attractive in person
as they are on the screen?
A. Usually I find them just as charming
off screen
as on — sometimes I find them
more
so.
Q.

Have you ever written a fan letter?

A. Many of them. Marguerite Clark and
Gloria Szvanson zvcre great favorites of
mine before I zveut into pictures.

Q. Why do stars change their names
and how are they chosen?
A. Stars change their names for many
reasons. Usually because their ozvn names
are difficult to pronounce, too long to be
suitable for "lights" or lacking in euphony.

Q. What part of the film Private Number did you find the most interesting?
A. One part is just as interesting as another. An actor, you see, approaches a plot
as a zchole, for the character to be played

NOW I ASKYOU-WHf
IT JUST BURNS ME UP — WHY, MOTHEt?,
I KNOW I'M EVERY BIT AS GOOD AS
LOTS OF THESE GIC2LS THAT GET

READ HOW
A BAO
CASE OF
PIMPLES

JOBS
RIGHT OFF. OH, THERE'S
THE PHONE —

QUEERED
CHANCES
ADA'S
WELL - THEY DO SHOW UP
PRETTY BADLY.
ADA, 1
KNOW WHAT TO DO — THEY
SAY FLEISOHMANN'S YEAST
IS WONOEPFUU
FOR
GETTING RID OF PIMPLES
WHY DON'T yOU TRY IT ?
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^ OH, GRACE - DO YOU
THINK IT WOULD HELP
ME?
.
ON

I'LL GET
MY WAY

SOME
HOME-,
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is reflected in not one but in every story
sequence.
Q. Do you like or dislike autograph
hunters?
A. Usually I like them. Sometimes, however, when I am tired and nervous I am
slightly annoyed by the insistence of the
crozvd at previezvs who persist in forcing
autograph books into my hands — but to be
honest about it, I would be a great deal
more annoyed if they overlooked me.
Q. What is the name of your stand-in?
A. Dorothy Tunney.
Q. Did you ever win a contest? If
so — what kind?
A. No, never. I don't think I ever won
anything in my life.
Q. When you were a child did you
ever dream of being a movie star?
A. Constantly. It ivas my one ambition.
Q. Would you like to play opposite
Bob Taylor again?
A. Yes, I would.
Q. I remember that you played a Chinese girl a few years ago, and now you
are playing Ramona — both definitely
brunette characters. How did you happen to be chosen for them?
A. I balked at first zvhen it was suggested
that I play a Chinese girl but after "trying
on" the make-up I zvas delighted zoith the
role. I wanted to play Ramona — and the
color of her hair made no difference to me.
I think that my own insistent arguments
that I should play the part were responsible
for my being given the role. Producers of

course realise zvhat magic can be accomplished by make-up and do not, therefore,
bar a blond from playing brunette roles
until they see how her appearance can be
changed by the studio make-up artists.
Q. What, in your mind, are the requisites one must possess to be a success on
the stage or screen?
A. Ability, poise, personal attractiveness, emotional understanding — and, most
important of all, emotional responsiveness
or the ability to take direction.
Q. Do you prefer Hollywood to New
York.
A. Of course I do, for I have lived in
Hollywood since I zvas a little girl.
Q. Would you like to appear in a
Shakespearian drama on the N.Y. stage?
A. No. I have never wanted to play
Shakespeare.
Q. Would
marriage?

you forego your career for

A. I don't know.' I'd like to be able to.
Q. Have you a brother named
who is taking law?

Jack

A. Yes. My brother Jack has just finversity.ished four years of study at Loyola UniQ. Do you wear false eyelashes while
appearing on the screen?
A. I do — but I won't admit it.
Q. Have you ever assisted anyone to
get into the movies?
A. No.

Q. Are movie fans justified in being
envious of the screen stars?
A. Yes, I suppose

they are.

Q. What is your definition of a real
"fan" and how do such "fans" help you
to succeed?
A. A real fan to my
a person who is not
intelligently interested
Such fans are entirely
success of every screen
Q. How
one scene?

way of thinking, is
only interested but
in motion pictures.
responsible for the
player.

many takes have you had on

teen.
A. I believe my record is about sevenQ. Are you planning on attending the
Texas Centennial?
A. No. Unfortunately I will not be able
to do so.
Q. If you had one wish granted you,
for something money could not buy, what
would that wish be?
A. That is a question that demands real
thought. I believe that if I could be granted
one request I zvould wish to be happily
married, for a happy marriage implies so
much. It zvould mean children. It zvould
mean permanent happiness. Isn't a happy
marriage the goal of every woman?
Q. If and when you marry would you
feel that being a famous actress would
hinder you from being happily married to
a person who is not prominent?
A. Yes, I think it would. It would make
no difference in my love and respect for my
[Continued on page 54]

CAN'T I LAND A JOB UKE THIS!

YOUR LITTLE FRIENDS' I KNEW ADA
MADE A REAL. HIT
' WOULD MAKE
Vv/ITU MP BAPMES— GOOD. MISS
HE ASKED
ME
MARTIM-AMD
OH YES, MP. L YESTERDAY IF ISN'T SHE
PRETTY
BARNES
SHE COULDM'T
I BE
RIGHT -I'LL]
IM
DOAtL
^NOvyTHAT
HIS WORK-) HEP SKIN
IS CLEAR?

T>ONT LET ADOLESCENT PfMPlES
KEEP YOU OUT OF A JOB
PIMPLES
can easily spoil that
good impression you hoped to
make. Yet — they often occur after
the start of adolescence — from about
13 to 25, or longer. At this
time, important glands devel-

op and final growth takes place. The
whole body is disturbed. The skin gets
oversensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Fleischmann's Yeast clears these
skin irritants out of theblood.

—create
"m? stien
by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood

Then, pimples go ! Eat 3 cakes
a day, one before meals —
plain,skin
or in
a little
until
clears.
Startwater
today— I

CoDvriKht, 193C, Standard Brands Incorporated
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Loretta Young Answers
[Continued from page 53]
husband, perhaps, but it would probably
make him dissatisfied and self-conscious,
marriage.
and
his uhhappiness zvould doom such a
Q. What do you do for relaxation
after working hours in the studio?
A. I go to bed.
Q. Are you happy in your screen success, or is there something other than
your screen career that would make you
happier?
A. I think I have already answered that.
Q. Did you enjoy working in Caravan
with Charles Boyer?
A. I enjoyed zvorking with Air. Boyer
but I did not enjoy the picture.
Q. DoEddy?
you ever expect to play opposite
Nelson
A. No.
Q. Which do you- prefer for a leading
man — an American or foreign actor?
A, An American, for being American, I
understand American men better than I do
Europeans.

The new Maybelline
Cream ens,
Mascara
— darkbeautifies,
and
tends to curl lashes. Applies smoothly and
easily without water.
Black, Brown, or Blue.
Complete with brush in
dainty zipper bag.

First Impression

^o^imj2^mt-^X

Everyone notices your eyes first — remember this! Eyes without proper eye make-up
often appear dull and lifeless — bald and
unattractive. Many women deplore this in
their appearance, but are timid about using
eye make-up for fear of having a hard
"made-up" look, as with so many ordinary
mascaras.
Maybelline, the eye make-up in good
taste, has changed all this. Now you may
have the natural appearance of lovely,
long, dark lashes — instantly and easily —
with a few simple brush strokes of harmless

intensifies the color and sparkle
of the eyes immensely.
The new Maybelline Cream
Mascara and the ever- popular Soli J
Mascara are preferred by over
10,000,000 discriminating women
the world over. Either form is only
75c at leading toilet goods counters.
Generous introductory sizes of all
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may
be purchased at all leading ten cent
stores. For the finest in eye makeup, insist on genuine Maybelline !

Maybelline mascara. Non-smarting and
tear-proof.
You will be delighted with the other
exquisite Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids,
too! Try the smooth-marking Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil to form graceful, expressive eyebrows — it may be had in shades to
match the mascara. Use Maybelline Eye

Q. During your career, what has been
your most thrilling experience? What,
your most amusing experience?
A. The privilege of playing Ramona is
my most thrilling experience. My most
amusing experience is Patsy Kelly's comedy
during the production of Private Number.
Q. On what date will your latest picture be released?
A. I am not positive, but I think Ladies
in. Love will be released about the first of
October.
Q. What characteristics do you admire
most in a man?
A. Honesty, moral courage, understanding, kindliness and a sense of humor.

Q. Have you ever made a personal appearance on the stage?
A. Yes. I made a personal appearance
tour lasting for three weeks and appeared
in
Washington, D.C., Philadelphia and St.
Louis.
Q. Is your hair naturally wavy, or do
you have a permanent wave?
A. It is naturally wavy.

Q. What is your average count on fan
mail for a week?
A. Between fifteen and eighteen hundred
letters.

ing?
Q. What, in your opinion, is the cause
of so many Hollywood marriages failA. Now there is a good question and one
that occurs very frequently to the actors
and actresses of Hollywood. I think most
Hollywood marriages fail for one, or all, of
three reasons. First — Most actors and
actresses are too emotional. Second — Most
Hollyzvood wives have enough money that
they do not fear the financial hazards of
d'rJorce, and— Third— Too fezv Hollyzvood
couples have children.

Shadow for truly glamorous effects — a
touch gently blended on the eyelids

Q. What
do you consider your biggest
"break"
in pictures?
THE
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Blue,
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A. My biggest "break" in pictures was,
of course, my first part in the picture,
Laugh Clown Laugh.
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Q.

What group of stars do you associate with most?
A. I am not a member of any one of the
social cliques of Hollywood. Perhaps my
best friends in the profession are Myrna
Loy and Arthur Hornblovu — Bing and
Dixie Crosby, Gloria Swanson and Herbert
Marshall.

BORN TO BE A

Q. Would you rather play in historical
pictures or modern dramas?

BUT-

A.
Q.
first
A.

Again — "The play's the thing."
What characteristic do you observe
when meeting a person?
Although I am not particularly conscious of observing any one characteristic,
I suppose that I notice the eyes first.
Q. Do you feel that you have accomplished more and have had a happier life
than if you had never seen Hollywood?
A. Yes I do. Certainly I have accomplished much more than I could have in
any other business.
Q. Do either of your parents possess
the talent displayed by yourself and your
sisters?
A. Neither of my parents have ever been
connected zvith the theatre.
Q. Did you dye your hair for the part
you played in Ramona?
A. No. I wore a wig.
Q. From a star's point of view — what
do you consider an interesting fan letter?
A, From the star's point of view, the
most interesting fan letter is one which
offers constructive criticism.
Q. Do you play the piano or the
organ?
A. Neither one, I am sorry to say.
Q. Were you deprived of a college
education by becoming an actress at such
an early age?
A. Yes. I suppose I would have attended
college had it not been for my work in
the studio.
0- If, for some
entirely free from
how would you
year?
A. Traveling in

reason, you could be
pictures for one year —
choose to spend that
Europe.

Q. Why did you choose the name
"Loretta Young" for your screen title?
A. I didn't choose it— the studio chose
it for me.
Q. Do you get many letters from children?
A. Yes. A surprising percentage of my
fan mail is from children.
0- Do you prefer to play the part of
a very young girl, or that of an older
woman?
A. / prefer to play the part of a young
girl because I am a young girl and, furthermore, I don't believe the romantic
affairs of older people arc as interesting
as the romances of younger people.

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!
vyTHY let bad breath interfere with
*^ romance — with happiness? It's so
easy to be safe when you realize that by
far the most common cause of bad breath
is . . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors — of dull, dingy teeth — and
of much tooth decay.
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special

Q. Have you ever had a favorite fan
— one to whom you have written personally for a continued period of time?
A. No.
Q. Would you like to appear on the
stage?
[Continued on page 72]

penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
methods fail to reach. And at the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle.
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!
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DELLA LINE),
European star newly signed
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

n a new.
that
CLEANSES, 'SOFTENS,
SMOOTHS,
CLEARS
and
NOURISHES

D,

'RY SKIN turns soft and smooth before jour eyes . . . clogged stretched pores
reduce . . . the youthful radiance of a clear,
velvety skin soon returns ... all because
science has at last discovered how to make
a real all-purpose creme from fresh, wholesome dairy milk. Milk contains certain
glandular oils whose wonderful effect on
the skin has never been duplicated by any
man made product. The moment Creme of
Milk touches your skin you will know it is
different . . . you can fairly feel your skin
drinking in the fine delicate milk-oils, yet
such a little goes so far. Already more than
100,000 women are saying, "Here at last is
the one creme we have always searched for.'
Creme of Milk brings results that you can
actually see and feel in less than three days
time.
Try

the
Amazing
new
CREME
OF
MILK
FOR

ONLY

10c

AT ALL COSMETIC
COUNTERS
AND
BEAUTY SHOPS IN
20c 50c $1 & $2 SIZES

DURRT
984
FOLSOM
STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Enclosed lind 10 cents — please mail
at once my trial jar of your new
Creme of Milk.
Name
Address
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Jack Holt and his son, Charles
John Holt, Jr., who at fifteen
is already a champion swimmer and an expert polo player
investin
havebestmade
ago the
yearscould
TWENTYment anyone
Hollywood is still a lucrative investment. The name of the stock is JACK
HOLT.
Twenty-one years Jack Holt has been a
star. He has returned hundreds of thousands of dollars in profit to his investors,
the motion picture companies. Ten years
with Paramount, nine years with Columbia,
one with Universal, and now he has an
independent
starring contract with Columbia.
Occasionally other leading companies buy
into the same stock, the profit being as sure
as government bonds. For example : MetroGoldwyn-Mayer invested in Jack Holt to
be featured with Clark Gable, Jeanette
MacDonald and Spencer Tracy in San
Francisco.
Again intrigued by the continuous Holt
box-office lure, Columbia persuaded the star
to return to the fold. His first under the
new deal is Man
Without
Pear, a gripping drama of the
Spanish-American War.
Only one other star stock
in Hollywood has survived
all the crashes and depres-

All
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sions during the past twenty years, and
remained a sound investment, i.e. Wallace
Beery. Like Tennyson's immortal brook,
Jack and Wally go on forever.
I am writing this story because some nitwit recently complained that Jack Holt was
a colorless fellow.
The disgruntled interviewer meant that
Jack is colorless because he firmly refuses
to talk about himself. That anyone might
be interested in his life, past and present,
his career and private affairs, would never
occur to him. Jack is that vara avis, any
actor
belongs.who confines his acting to where it
In twenty years of interviewing celebrities, Ihave known some to dwell happily
on their favorite subject, ME,
by the hour. To properly
describe the effect on the
defenseless party of the second part, one must begin with
the monotonous drone of a

Car

son

Star yzzrB
^

Other screen personalities
come and go, but Jack
Holt, one of the most colorful of them all, keeps
a firm grip on stardom

bumblebee and end with the roar of an
airplane motor.
As a matter of fact, Jack Holt is one of
the most colorful men in pictures.
For example : he probably has the finest
family tree ever planted in Hollywood.
He was on the stage once, but he was
driving it.
He was an engineer in the New York
tubes, and with an exploration company in
Alaska ; he was a gold miner, hunter,
trapper and guide.
He was a cowpuncher in Oregon and
went "busted" as a cattle rancher. He tried
his hand at apple orcharding in the same
state, and contributed a "discovery" to
horticulture.
He made his debut in the movies twentythree years ago as a double for a hero,
making a thirty-foot dive into a river on
horseback.
He is one of the finest athletes in pictures,
chiefly noted as a polo player and an all
around horseman.
He is one of the few stars of the old
silent movies who has made an even greater
success as a talking picture star.
IN real life he is very much the character
he is in his more heroic roles, a sunbronzed, stalwart athlete ; plain-spoken, independent and straightforward. He has no
illusions about his "art". If you mentioned
it, he would think you were kidding. He is
in pictures because he is highly paid, because his weekly remuneration is in four
figures, but he gives his best to every role
he plays. He is grateful and loyal to the
industry and to the public that pay their
money to see him "be himself." Maybe this
is why Jack Holt has survived all sorts of
"trends" which tended to minimize the importance ofstars to producers. After twenty years, he is still pegging along — as he
puts it— and he is in greater demand than
ever.
Picture stars who last long in the affection of the theater-going public must
possess either distinctive or lovable characteristics. Jack Holt has the commanding
presence_ and bearing of a leader of men,
yet he is always natural and unaffected.
To those who know him best, he has most
of the faults of the average man, along
with a few virtues.
When the talkies came along, Jack was
one of the very few silent stars who didn't
go hurrying and scurrying to vocal and
dramatic teachers, frightened to death that
the end was near at hand. Such a contingency never occurred to him. When a
certain feminine critic was interviewing
him on the possibility of his approaching
artistic demise, Jack was genuinely astonished. What would he do now that the
talkies were coming into favor, and him
with no stage experience? The Holt retort
was typical of the man.
"Talk, my dear Lady — I've been talking
all my life!" [Continued on page 94]
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EVERYONE knows that screen stars have their hair permanent waved
just like other women, Yet their waves always look so natural . . . and
add such a lovely touch of glamour to their personalities. Your hair can
actually look every bit as charming and attractive. It is all a matter of
the kind of permanent wave you choose. On such questions, Hollywood's
stars are advised by the world's highest paid beauty experts, The Motion
Ticture Hairstylists Guild. They have tested every known waving method
and Duart is the one and only permanent wave they have endorsed and
recommended. And so nearly ALL of the beautifully waved heads you see
on the screen have been waved by the Duart method. This same Duart
Wave is available in a nearby beauty salon wherever you live, so why take
a chance on unknown or unproven methods. Duart Waves cost no more.
Remember to ask the hairdresser to explain how the Duart machine
assures you of perfectly uniform waves because of the exclusive thermostat control that measures the exact amount of safe, gentle, electric
heat for each individual curl.

Demand This ^eoM" Package
For a Genuine Duart Wave

COPY

A

SCREEN -TESTED

HAIRSTYLE

A 24 page book of stars' hairstyles that have been
screen tested for beauty, style and popularity will
be sent to you FREE with one 10-cent package of
Duart's Hollywood Hair Rinse. It's not a dye nor
a bleach — it cleanses and adds an alluring glint
of sunlight- Two rinses in each package — choose
your shade in coupon below.

DIMRT

PERMANENT
SEND 10c FOR HAIR RINSE AND
THE CHOICE OF THE HOLLYWOOD
Brown
GDark
O Brown
Chestnut
O Reddish
Titian
Brown

D Golden
Brown
■
Reddish
Blonde
Gray
D Titian
nD Black
White or
(Platinum)

STARS

Blonde
Brown

WAVES
FREE BOOKLET

DUART. 984 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Enclosed find 10c; send me shade of rinse marked

n□ Medium
Ash

and copy of your booklet, "Smart New Coiffures."
Name

Blonde
□ Golden
Golden
Blonde
□ Light

Address..

□ Henna
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COMEDY NOW TRAGEDY LATER

CLEANS

Portrait

of
A Charming Lady

TEETH

Half-way care of the teeth is no
joke. Clean your teeth regularly
but don't neglect your gums.
Neglected gums invite serious
trouble, dentists will tell you.
Why take that chance ? Forhan's
gives double protection. Cleans
and whitens teeth, and at the
same time safeguards gums.

SAVES

GUMS

Forhan's is different from other
tooth pastes. It was created by
an eminent dental surgeon to do
both jobs. With it you clean and
brighten teeth; and at the same
time you massage gums, just as
so many dentists advise. Get
Forhan's, today. It costs no more
than most ordinary tooth pastes
— yetendsordinary half -way care.
Also in Canada.
TOOTH Wste
"^ TEETH

Bette Davis, winner of the 1936 Academy Award, and
Lenore Gardner, noted portrait painter, at work on the
painting

which

will hang

Zino-pads

one
saying
is ana old
REknows
THEelse
person
so that
well no
as his
portrait artist, and I've found it to
be true. When painting Bette Davis, I
was with her over an hour every day for
a month, so I saw her in all sorts of
moods. We discussed every topic under
the sun, and I learned things about her
amazingly complex personality which I had
never read nor suspected !
I believe I was commissioned to paint
Bette because she wanted her portrait done
by someone who understood her background and who had really lived and studied in New England. To her, that was
more important, perhaps, than the fact that
I had been the protegee and friend of John
Singer Sargent, beloved as he is by everyone in her own dear Boston.
As for me, I wanted to paint Bette because I've admired her for years. I became interested in her 'way back when she
played Colleen Moore's daughter in So Big.
She is the typical American girl — wholesome withal but facing life with an amazing freedom.
When, along with the rest of the world,
I saw her portrayal of the trollop in Hitman
Bondage — a character as startlingly different from her earlier roles as black is from
white — I realized that now she is both a
full-flowered personality and an actress
with a gift that borders on genius.
I felt there was something in Bette
Davis the camera had never caught — some-
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BAD NAILS
absolutely ends
brittle, peeling, splitting, breaking nails,
as nothing else can. Avoids hard ragged cuticle. Ends
hang nails. Used in 2 5,000 Beauty Shops. ENDORSED
BY WELL KNOWN HOLLYWOOD MAKEUP ARTISTS and
leading beauty experts. Used by physicians. Surgeons,
Nurses. Try "STENO"— have strong, smart, healthy nails.
PDrci
TRIAL PACKAGE and Advice on Beautifying the
■ «"■
Nails by leading beauty experts. Send 10c for
packing and mailing.
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504 S. Dearborn
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INSTANT
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lift Out
Relief

From

Pain!

It takes De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads but
one minute to relieve pain and only a short
time to soften and loosen hard, old corns, so that
you can lift them right out — safely and painlessly!
These soothing, healing pads stop shoe friction and
pressure; prevent Corns, sore toes and blisters. Flesh
color; waterproof. Get a 350 box today. Sold at all
drug, shoe and department stores. Standard White
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads, now 25fi a box.
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in Bette's

Hollywood

home

thing that I'd try to transcribe in oils.
Painters often feel that way ! Believe it
or not, I'd sought for a similar hidden
quality in the Mexican General Mendez,
whom I painted during a revolution —
crossing a courtyard littered with dead soldiers to keep my first appointment with

him !

In Bette's case, the something I sought
was an old-fashioned and yet pleasingly
modern quality. I felt that she W'as brave,
self-reliant, forthright. It may seem strange
that I chose the vibrant Bette Davis, recently identified on the screen with brittle,
conscienceless roles, as the "Typical American Woman." But think of Bette — with
her New England background, her scorn
of pretense, and her belief that what she
thinks right is worth fighting for — the
Bette with fire and spirit in her eyes !
This is the Bette whom I saw before me,
seated on the lovely Colonial sofa I had
found after searching all available antique
shops. I felt a definite satisfaction as I
lifted my brush for the initial stroke.
During the preliminary arrangements,
which had not gone too smoothly, I had
experienced some of what Hollywood
wrongly
"wilfulness."
I had calls
askedBette's
her to
shop for a new
frock. I always request this to avoid
painting dresses that may have been photographed. Bette seemed to think that a
bit unreasonable !
Next, it was her turn to startle me with

A noted portrait painter
by
gives her impressions
of
one of her most famous
subjects, Bette
Davis

Lenore Gardner
a request. She informed
sit only in the company
pet Scotty. It was my
I've never
been known
animals
!

me that she would
of "Tibbie," her
turn to hesitate —
as a painter of
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makes me hot, too!"

• "Now stop and think
—what was it we decided was the best thing
for that hot, sticky
feeling? . . . Drink of
water? No, that wasn't
it. Bath? Now you're
on the right track...
I've got it— a nice
downy sprinkle of

about "Tibbie's" being in the portrait !
«iV*7'HAT kind of makeup shall I
VV wear?" Bette asked. I told her
not to wear any. I wanted to catch the
gentleness and the exquisite natural coloring of her face — its healthy out-of-doors
quality.
I didn't want any of that hidden.
In all the hours that Bette sat there, she
never complained of being tired and never
lost her poise or expression. A Hollywood
star has few leisure moments but, provided
she could possibly do so, Bette never refused to sit overtime when I requested it.
In fact, she did everything she could to
be of assistance.
If Bette is intrigued by a subject she
never seems to tire. She always finds some
new phase to attract her. She was more
than interested in the mechanics of painting. Her questions were constant. And
it would be next to impossible for anyone
to be bored in Bette's company, for her
comments and her witticisms keep one on
the alert.

canvas, even though I knew that she wanted to. I seldom let a subject see her portrait until it is finished.
"Might I see it?" she asked a little hesitantly. Ibroke all rules and consented. At
[Continued on page 79]

his
we've
eachhead
got —sixheck,
!... Maybe
he isn't looking jierce
at all — only cross. I
know why— he's hot.
No wonder— all that
hair. Phooeyl . . . he

But, one bright morning, with that
charm and impulsiveness of which only
Bette Davis is capable, she walked into
my studio with a brand-new dress that was
just what I would have chosen and said —
"I'm ready."
The gown was chic and sophisticated —
white, ribbed in a blue so pale as to be
visible only in certain lights, and tied with
a powder-blue belt. It was an ageless
thing, yet it could have been worn by the
ladies who had used that couch one hundred and fifty years ago.
Only "Tibbie" accompanied Bette. The
little Scotty's mistress changed from tan
culottes with a bright bandana top to the
frock — my gown, I call it. Just as she sat
down to pose, "Tibbie" came over and was
immediately grabbed up into her mistress'
arms. And, very softly, Bette said — "Now,
you see, 'Tibbie,' I'll have you with me
always."
From then on there was no question

During the long sittings, "Tibbie," to
whom I had become very attached, would
grow a wee bit nervous. Bette would talk
to her as if she were human. One day
when "Tibbie" was a little more "jittery"
than usual, Bette told her —
"Now 'Tibbie,' be still and look beautiful, so that I can point you out and say
to your grandchildren and to my grandchildren— 'See Tibbie.
Isn't she lovely?'"
But about her own beauty, Bette was
more modest. "I have a bad nose," she
said one day. I could not convince her to
the contrary ! Bette is conscious of what
she calls "defects" in herself.
"I amher.
just She
working
on asked
your nose
now,"
I told
had not
to see
the

;

• "hooka here — this
animal isn't so fierce.
Hasn't got a tooth in

Johnson's

Baby

Powder!"

• "See! Mother's
bringing our powder
now! She's a very
smart woman . . .
Mother, here's a riddle
for you! What feels
better than a baby all
slicked over with soft
soothing
Johnson's
Baby Powder?
...
That's right. Two babies! ...I told you she

was bright!"
• "/'m Johnson's Baby Powder. . . I make babies
happy and comfortable. And I help to keep their
skins in the pink of condition— which is the surest protection against skin infections ! ...I'm made of the
very finest Italian talc, silky -fine and even. No
gritty particles— and no orris-root. . . Do you know the
rest of my family? Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby
Cream and Baby Oil— they're all made especially
for babies.""
(UUw^Mwww
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Melancholy James
[Continued

from

catch. out
But what
he answered
can'tI
figure
good it straight.
does them,"I but
get an awful wallop out of their wanting
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I was dull and logy. The trouble? Poor elimination. Then I remembered FEEN-A-MINT,
took a tablet. It worked like magic.

HAPPY RELIEF
Once more full of natural vim and pep ! Constipation yields to FEEN- A-MINT-the
chewing-gum laxative. You chew it for 3 minutes. And it's the chewing that makes the
difference. No griping, no violence, no disturbance of sleep. Not habit-forming. Economical.
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for happy
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dad was

a Princeton
to bring the

"The second year I studied political
science. That was terrible. It meant a lot
of reading. Well, I like to read, but I read
slowly. I was always fifteen books behind
everyone else, and I almost flunked out of

and tell him there wasn't any bogeyman.
He is not, however, as helpless as he looks.
Beneath his diffidence lies a fund of common sense. His voice may drawl, but his
words are it."
to the point. And with a perfectly
dead pan he will come out with some grave
absurdity, which makes you realize what a
fool you were to waste any sympathy on
him — that, when he looks his most troubled,

college on that. But I'd passed one course
called descriptive geometry that made me
eligible for architecture — a screwy thing
where you put blocks of wood together, and
then you had a bridge. It made me feel
pretty good to pass anything as goofy as
that, so I went in for architecture — like
Eliza hopping from one cake of ice to the
next till she struck one that didn't sink

he's probably having the time of his life
communing with a clown named Jimmie
Stewart.
As when he gave me the lowdown on
ophoscopholis.
"I never intended to be an actor," he said.
"Nobody ever asked me, but if they had,
I'd have said actors were sissies. I remember taking a course in psychology at Princeton— I forget the name of it— sounded like
double talk — metabolism or ophoscopholis
or something — all about how to raise children. They said, if a child shows a tendency

right out from under."

to make mudpies, you shouldn't discourage
him but get down in the mud yourself and
help him to make 'em bigger and dirtier.
Because that's the ophoscopholis coming
out inneerhim,
he's up.
going to be an engiwhen heand
grows
"I tried to figure out whether I had any
ophoscopholis in me when I was a kid, but
I didn't get very far. We put on shows in
the cellar, but all kids do that. I was the
boss, but that was because my dad was in
France, and he'd send me gas masks and
guns and helmets, so I had it all over the

t(\ /TY only other connection with the
-LVl theatre was the first job I had—
helped run a projection machine in a movie
house. I was nuts about the Houdini serials

FRAMErtf
CARVED of our
quality
work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel colored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved framea
for your
will be today
uent with
Don't COMPANY
delay. Act
now.
Mail choice
your Photos
. Writeyour
NEWenlargement.
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out of college. My

graduate
and I todidn't
want
blush
of shame
his cheek.

I'd never talked to Jimmie Stewart before. But I'd seen him often, wandering
about the Metro lot, always a little lostlooking, so that you wanted to pat his arm

other fellows, and there wasn't any argument. Anyway, it was my cellar.

other subjects made from any photo, snapshotor tintype atlowprice
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as
many photos as you desire. Re-(
tarn of original photos guaranteed
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they showed every Tuesday — you know,
where Houdini'd be tangled up in a rope at
the end and hanging over a barrel of acid,
just about to be dunked — then they'd say :
come back next week. The family wouldn't
let me go at night, so I'd race home from
school, and they must have got used to me
gawping around, because one day they asked
me if I wanted a job. But I wasn't stagestruck, any more than the kids who gawp at
Tarzan today. So copholis didn't work for
me. Maybe it's heredity. My father started
to be a chemist, and ended up as a hardware merchant."
I asked him what he'd started to be.
His brow furrowed, and that plaintive look
entered his eye, which I had begun to recognize as the prelude to fun. "We-ell," he
said, "I started to be a civil engineer and
a diplomat and an architect. You see, I was
never very bright. Well, of course I'm
sure — " his tone was aggrieved. "If you get
good marks, you're bright. If you don't,
you're not. I didn't. I think I took ten years
of Latin and got as far as Cicero. That bird
almost had me kicked out of prep school. _
'Anyway, I sort of wanted to be a civil
engineer. It had a nice sound. And my freshman year at college, I did that. Then I suddenly found I wasn't very good at math.
A civil engineer has to know how to add
and subtract. So I figured I'd better step
quietly out myself, before they booted me
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THE
who was for
"never
very work
bright"
won boy
a scholarship
graduate
in
architecture. Meantime, through his participation inthe Princeton Triangle shows,
he had fallen in with a bunch of kindred
spirits — Josh Logan, John Swope, Myron
McCormick — all out to make the theatre
their profession. They'd organized a stock
company at Falmouth and invited Stewart
up for the summer. "We need somebody,"
they told him, "to fool around. If you make
good at that, we might let you play the
accordion in the tea-room."
He thought that was a wonderful idea.
He met some more kindred spirits — Henry
Fonda and Margaret Sullavan among them.
He fooled around so well that they let him
play the accordion. He played the accordion
so well that they gave him a small part in
Goodbye < Again, which they were trying
out for a New York producer. He was
flabbergasted when the producer came to
him, James Stewart, architect, with an
offer to play the same part on Broadway.
What to do? It was exciting, this show
business, but hardly the thing for a man to
make his life's work. Actors were sissies.
Well, he knew better than that now. Still,
it was just a game. You couldn't be really
serious about acting. So he tried to persuade himself, while his heart yearned for
the gayety and good fellowship of the world
he had just dicovered.
He went down to see his people in Indiana, Pennsylvania.
"There really is such a town. I'd prove
it to you by the map, if I had a map.
When I told them I was thinking of giving
up architecture for some crazy play, they
sort of grabbed for chairs and sank into
them. After the first shock, they said if
I wanted to try it, go ahead. Princeton
would
alwaysranbe for
there."
The show
a year. Stewart made
just enough to get by on. At the end of the
year he was flat broke. But somehow the
lure of architecture had faded.
"I kept feeling, here I am. I'd never been
anywhere, never been out on my own before, and I loved it. The same crowd was
living together. We were all making about
five cents, but Fonda was a wonderful cook
— little specialized, maybe — milk toast for
breakfast and meat balls for dinner. Then,
other days when he wanted to give us a
treat, we'd have meat balls for breakfast
and milk toast for dinner."
HE

paused, and regarded me with what
seemed to be anxiety. "Yes," he admitted, "I'm waiting for you to ask me what

my do
success
_I owe
"What
you to."
owe your success to?"
"Accents," he replied with satisfaction.

He wandered into an agent's office one
morning. "Anything doing today?" he inquired.
The agent glanced up. "Say that again.
We're looking for a Southern accent."
"Anythin' doin' today, suh?" repeated
the shameless Jinimie. "Ah suhtinly hope so.
becose Ah'm tahd of hangin' around here,
waitin' fo' these No'thenuhs to recognahze
mah talents."
That kept him going for half a year in
All Good Americans. Then Guthrie McClintic wanted an Irish accent for a play
of Sidney Howard's called Yclloiv Jack.
Withonea brogue
so thick
that Stewart
you couldn't
tell
word from
another,
read
the part for Howard and McClintic.
When he was through, they looked at
each other. "Sounds to me," said Howard,
"like a cross between mental collapse and
American Choctaw."
"Afraid you won't do," said McClintic.
On his way out he passed a man at the
switchboard. "Faith," he was saying in a
rich, authentic brogue, "an' I've come to see
Mr. McClintic about the part."
"Well — " said Jimmie, and went home.
Still — perhaps because he wanted the
part so badly — he refused to give up hope.
He pestered every Irishman he knew to
help him with his accent. He recalled an
elevator boy in an office building, whose
lilt he'd admired, and rode up and down
with him for hours, coaching frantically
when the car was empty, relapsing into
moody silence when a passenger appeared.
His hopes came true. "Faith, an' I've come
to see Mr. McClintic" didn't work out.
They sent for Jimmie again, they tried him
out, they gave him the part. One up for
the elevator boy — or rather, one up for
Jimmie Stewart's determination.' Beneath
his bantering air, you cannot help but sense
the spirit of stick-to-it-iveness that his
whole story of success reveals. He, like all
of these other youngsters from the stage,
scorns the self-praise which the old-timers
made traditional, but they have won their
way in the face of even greater obstacles.
TALENT scout, impressed with his
performance in Yellozu Jack, accent included, had him make a screen test. Nothing happened. He was looking forward to
a lean summer, bare even of milk toast and
meat balls, since Fonda the cook had been
summoned to Hollywood in his capacity as
an actor. Just as he was wondering what
he was going to eat on, came the glad news.
Metro wanted him.
They put him to work in Murder Man
the day after his arrival. He recalls that
day with pain. "All I had to do was walk
down a street, step into a restaurant, go up
to the counter, and say a line to the counterman. What really got me were all those
extras walking along, driving cars, sitting
in the restaurant. I kept thinking: 'Suppose Itrip and fall on my face. They'll all
have to do the whole thing over again.'
Well, I didn't fall on my face, but the responsibility weighed on me so that by the
time I got to the counter, I'd forgotten my
one line. That's when I started thinking:
'This
is goingoutto not
be Cicero
all over Itagain'."
It turned
to be Cicero.
turned
out to be a rapid, easy progression from
bits to character leads. It turned out to
be a broad smile round the lot, as the pleasant tidings began coming through : "Metro's
got another big bet in Jimmie Stewart."
"If I look mournful," he explained, "it's
because I happened to be born with a long

c
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Weathe
doesn't
put a stop to

You can offend with

jaw. ^Actually I'm happy, though bewildered." He drained his glass of milk, and
prepared to escape. "The best thing about
it," he threw back as a parting shot, "is
that I didn't go into one of these sissy
professions. I'm doing a man's work !"

\

It's something that your daily bath
cannot prevent. The best a bath can
do is just to cleanse for the moment.;

A

even though you don't perspire
YOU'VE often heard women say,
"No, I don't use an underarm deodorant in winter. I don't need to, because Idon't perspire in cold weather."
They're perfectly sincere. Because
they do not feel moisture under the
arms or see it on their clothing, they
conclude they have nothing to fear from
perspiration. How horrified they would
be if they knew the facts!
For, far from putting a stop to perspiration odor, winter often makes it
worse. Tighter sleeves, and heavier materials keep air away from the underarms. And indoor life, with too little
exercise and too much nervous tension
is apt to result in ugly underarm

I

odor.

MUM

The only sure way to avoid this danger is to give your underarms special;
daily care. And why not do it the
quickest, easiest way? With Mum!
Just half a minute to use Mum. A quick
fingertipful smoothed under each arm —
that's all there is to using Mum! Then
you're safe for the whole strenuous day.
Mum soothes and tools skin. Prove this
by using Mum right after shaving the
underarms. Even a sensitive skin won't
mind!
Harmless to clothing. Use Mum any
time, even after you're dressed, for it
does not injure fabrics.
Does not prevent perspiration. Mum does
just what you want it to do — prevents
the odor of perspiration and not the perspiration itself.
Make Mum a daily habit, winter as
well as summer, and you'll never need to
fear perspiration odor! Bristol-Myers
Co., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.
USE MUM ON SANITARY
NAPKINS and enjoy the
comfort of knowing you
can never offend!

takes the odor out of perspiration
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ROYAL — "America's Largest Mail Order Credit
Jewelers"
offers50,000
these new
specially
selected
values to —make
friends
right superaway!
10 DAYS FREE TRIAL and Royal's famous liberal
terms. Send name and address with only SI. 00 deposit;
state age. occupation, etc., (if possible give 1 or 2
business references). All dealings strictly confidential. No red tape — no direct i nquiries -— no
interest or extras. Satisfaction absolutely
guaranteed or money refunded.

for Both

S2.69 a month

LD-3
. . . Exouisitely
matched engagement and
wedding ring ensemble of
hand enaraved L4K Solid
White Gold. The engagement ring isset with
a specially selected,
dazzling
genuine
blu'e?hite center
diamond
nd 2 fiery diamonds
m each side; the
wedding ring is richly
engraved
to match.
Only J2.69 a month
for both complete.

Diamonds

He makes you wonder about that old,
half-forgotten sixth sense of yours — that
sense of rhythm.
Isn't it in working order ?
It's not so ailing, you decide. In fact,
it's pretty healthy. And you're going to
prove it.
You're going to dance. And you're going
to have fun doing it. Particularly if the
orchestra helps you by playing something
swingy.

a practice floor experimentally — as he would
run his fingers along a piano keyboard,
searching out a new melody. His feet find
a rhythmic new combination of steps, suggested by the music. He repeats the combination until he has it firmly in mind, like
the first few chords of a new song composition. He goes on from there, getting inspiration from the music, the scene that is
to precede the dance and the scene that is

Three years ago, you weren't so excited
about
dancing.
Three
ago, you weren't
demanding
music
withyears
a swing.
Because, three years ago, you had not
yet seen Fred Astaire on the screen.

to follow
(If the
you'll
notice,story
everynaturally,
Astaire
dance
fitsit.into
screen
amplifying a mood.)
"I never can do anything in a day. Or a
week, for that matter. And I mulled over
the swing-waltz idea for years. I put in
and take out enough things, in the preparation of one number, to do another complete show. I like a dance, then I don't like
it. It's an awful ordeal, especially when
I don't like a thing — which usually happens. For then I have to start all over
again before I'll like it. When we get
pretty well satisfied, I usually show it to
somebody — like Producer Pandro Berman
or Director George Stevens. If they think

WHEN
you did see him, one thing,
above everything, stood out in his
dancing — rhythm. Step by step, he became
the Rajah of Rhythm. No matter how fast
he moved, or how slowly, his feet tapped
out a pulsating tempo. A seductive, spinetingling tempo. Tempo with a swing.
The more you heard it, the more of it
you wanted to hear. Demand begot supply.
A vogue started, and grew, until now the
whole world is swing-conscious. So swingconscious that a picture named Swing Time
has world-wide appeal, particularly with
Fred Astaire as one of its stars. For Fred
has become the King of Swing.
The rise of Astaire and the rise of
swing music weren't just coincidental. One
was cause, and the other was effect.

gUet
Now te
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LD-1 2. . . Elegantly styled, modern, genuine Baguette
wrist watch at an amazingly low price. The streamlined white, lifetime case is set with 2 brilliant.
genuine diamonds and fitted with a fully guaranteed
movement Smart, link bracelet to match. S29 75
value specially offered at S19 75 Only $1.88 a mo.

Maybe you hadn't thought about that beor realized it.
FredBut,
certainly
calledfore,attention
to it.
then, hasn't
Fred
wouldn't.
He would rather give his attention to
new dances. He does four in Swing Time
— all of his own creation and all unusual.
All of them have "swing," which reaches
a grand climax in the waltz. A dance that
you will want to do.
He wishes he could tell you, step by step,
how he "swings" through a dance. It
would help him to answer those thousands
upon thousands of letters.
"But I couldn't do it. I never put a dance
down on paper, never make notes about
steps. I remember as much as I can, and
tell Hermes Pan, my assistant, to keep
running through it. He'll remember what

^7^*airwmon,y
Genuine leather strap included $2475
free!

Handsome

LD-2 . . . Factory guaranteed Famous 17 Jewel
VVALTHAM "Diplomat" — offered at a sensationally low price. Richly engraved, permanent white
case: Fitted with link bracelet to match and smart
new extra leather strap. S37.50 value, com"■ ^plete for only
$24.75. Only $2.38
a month.

■ REE! "BOOK OF GEMS
32 pages of special values in
genuine diamonds, fine watches.
Jewelry, silverware, cameras,
radios, etc.; fully described and
pictured Adults send for your
copy to-day I
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100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organs —

not with
tettsons—
but silent
by fundamentally
sound
and dinging
scientifically
correct
exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or sneaking voice at leant 1007c . . . Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 1588

64 E. Lake St., Chicago
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They usually start work on their dances
aI month
don't." or six weeks before the start of
a picture. Fred works with Hermes until
about two weeks before the first shooting. A
pianist supplies the music. Hermes does
every step in reverse of Fred's, formulating
Miss Rogers' routine. Then Miss Rogers
comes in and works with them. They rehearse, and rehearse, and lose pounds in the
process. All three of them, Hermes included.
Then, if people don't like the number, they
contemplate shooting themselves.
Since he cannot tell others, in mere
words, how to do a dance, they learn — like
Ginger Rogers — by watching him. He receives countless letters from amateur dancers, telling him that they can do one of
his dances after seeing him twenty-five or
thirty times.
"I "hope they'll be able to do the
in Swing Time' after about twenty
a smile. "It's a little
he says,cated!with
but it has possibilities for

'Waltz
times,"
complia good

adaptation, certainly."

of the ideas for his dances are
MOST
plucked out of the bright blue California sky. He just starts "hoofing" across
Movie

Classic for November,
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it has it
what
we're
to three
express,
don't
touch
again
untiltrying
two or
dayswe before
we're going to shoot it. Then we rehearse
comedy scene may be broken
allOne
over short
again."
up into small segments in the filming, for
different angle-shots. But once Fred starts
a dance scene, he goes through it to the
end before stopping. That is necessary to
insure continuous rhythm, to swing into
and keep the desired mood. Each dance is
photographed several times, from a variety
of angles.
Anddancing
Fred is shots
given will
absolute
"say"
about
which
appear
in
the finished picture. Which is only fair.
"However, I don't see rushes of any of
my other scenes. No actor likes to see
himself constantly. At least, I happen to
be one who doesn't like to look at himself
at But
all. — Itabout
makeswaltzing.
me jittery, self-conscious."
"It isn't something new for me. I did
a little waltz in my first starring picture,
The Gay Divorcee. That was more tricky
than this Waltz in Swing Time' ; it was
spectacular in the stage version, when
Claire Luce and I, dancing over divans
and tables, had to show flawless footwork
at every performance of a long run. Also,
my sister, Adele, and I used to dance waltzes
a bit on the stage."
FRED and Adele Astaire ! For years that
combination of names on a theatre
marquee spelled success for any attraction
inside. On two continents, they were stage
sensations. And now there are constant rumors that they both will be screen sensations— that Lady Cavendish is listening to
film offers — that she and Fred may dance
together again, this time before cameras.
"Adele lives in Ireland — has a beautiful
place there. I don't know whether she can
be tempted to leave it or not. When she was
here recently, visiting me, she made a
screen test for David O. Selznick, and she
had offers. But she went away without
taking any. I read in the paper the other
day that she had signed to do three pictures,
a year.
But she
hasn't
said so
any-I
thingoneabout
it in her
letters
to me,
guess
it isn't
"Adele
has true.
great personality, sparkling
vitality. She ought to be very good in films.
On the stage, she was almost incomparable
in her artistrv . . . her individuality . . . her

naturalness as a comedienne . . . little things
that she did. But she says she won't dance
if And
she does
Hollywood."
how come
about toFred
himself? Would
he like to make a picture without dancing ?
"Yes, I would like to sandwich one in
— between dancing pictures. But I think
people would object strongly, right now.
They expect me, want me, to dance." He
pauses, thinking over the idea. "You know,
making a picture like that would seem like
nothing at all — without all this terrific
preparation. I started preparing for Swing
Time eight weeks ahead. And the actual
shooting
is taking
months."
What does,
he dothree
for relaxation,
if any?
"Play a little tennis, a little golf. Follow racing. Do a little shooting, a little
hunting — with a rifle. But songwriting, I
guess, is my favorite hobby." (Even when
he relaxes, he likes rhythm!) "I've been
doing it for years. I never had a real hit
until 'Building Up to an Awful Letdown.'
But the other night I heard 'Just One
More Dance, Madame,' which I wrote with
Davy Dryer. It will come out in the Fall.
And I'm hopeful, hearing them play it
this early. Now I have another one, called
'I'll Never Let You Go.' Yes — swing
music."
He has just built a new home in Beverly
Hills. "That ends all retirement rumors —
I hope — for at least a few years."
THOSE retirement rumors annoy him.
They insinuate that he is tired of dancing. He expects never to tire of dancing
. . . And those rumors that he and Ginger

Rogers "don't get along any too well" baffle him, make
He can't
understand
wherehimandspeechles
how theys. start.
The
mere fact that this is their fifth picture together should make any such rumors look
counterfeit. Anyone visiting their sets can
see them constantly kidding. Their comedy
dances on the screen are direct outgrowths
of clowning behind the scenes. For example : "I Won't Dance" in Roberta,
"I'm Putting All My Eggs in One Basket" in Follow the Fleet, and "Pick Yourself Up" in Swing Time.
They will continue to make pictures together. But they will intersperse them with
pictures made separately — to avoid any
danger of running their present team popularity into the ground by being together
too often. They aren't being temperamental ;
just sane.
But whether he appears with Ginger, or
stars alone, the King of Swing will still be

. . . winsome Betty Middleton
of Brooklyn, N. Y. will have
an opportunity to appear in
a Walter Wanger Production.

Winners selected every month .....

at the United Artists Studios in Hollywood. Don't delay

in

Production

enter at once I

Betty Middleton . . . pretty, young

and vivacious . . .

read about the "Search for Talent," sponsored by
HOLD-BOB Bob Pins, Walter Wanger Productions,
Motion Picture and Screen Play Magazines. She did
more than just th'nk about the opportunity it offered.
She entered
and she was the winner of the
June competition.
The Search for Talent may be your opportunity

FRANCES
NALLE,
Search for Talent
winner, chats with ROBERT TAYLOR in
Hollywood

to fulfill your ambition for a screen career. Here's all
you need do to enter. Fill out the entry blank printed
on the back of the HOLD-BOB Bob Pin card (or make
a facsimile), attach your photograph and mail to
' Search for Talent" Headquarters.
HOLD-BOB Bob Pins are sold everywhere . . .
and your HOLD-BOB dealer has complete details. You may enter as many times as you like
. . . winners will be selected every month until
the contest closes on December 31st, 1936.
And, remember,
HOLD-BOBS

giving
world
dancing
' For and
as
Hermes thePan,
RKO
danceideas.
director
Fred's closest co-worker, says : "There are
certain standard steps that all dancers do —
all dancers that is, except Fred Astaire.
He avoids them. Constantly, he creates
new ones of his own. And that's one of
the greatest secrets of his supremacy.
There are other dancers with poise, personality, fine technique, a willingness to work
hard. But Fred Astaire also has uncanny
rhythm and — imagination. 'Waltz in Swing
Time' is just one example. It is a masterpiece of rhythm — and originality. Something that no one did before him."
But something that you will want to do
after him, when you see him dancing with
Ginger "at a four-four beat to music in
three-four time . . ."

given FREE screen tests and $50.00

cash. At least one lucky girl will actually appear in a Walter Wanger

when

you are buying your

card of

that you are getting the finest bob pins obtain-

able— the bob pin accepted by Hollywood. You'll like their
many exclusive features: small, round, invisible heads;
smooth, round, non-scratching points;flexible, tapered legs
— onesidecrimped; and colors to match every shade of hair.
HENRY

FONDA

and MARY

BRIAN as they

appearin "Spendthrift,"the current Walter
Wanger hit production

Buy a card of HOLD-BOBS today . . . enter the "Search
for Talent" . . . and use the finest hairdress aid on the
market.

THE HUMP

HAIRPIN MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Sol H. Goldberg, President
1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-116, Chicago, III.
Siro^ght Style HOLD

BOB

DID YOU KNOW THAT : Paul Muni,
after completing his current role in The
Good Earth, is scheduled to star in a superproduction based on the life of Dr. William
Crawford Gorgas, the famous yellow fever
expert whose daring research into the cause
of that dread tropic disease made possible
the construction of the Panama Canal ?
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COMPARE THESE PRICES
TUBE FOR TUBE, FEATURE
FOR FEATURE, WITH ANY
RADIO ON THE MARKET
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States and west.
CROSLEY stands, always, as a warranty
of the highest value in radio. It is only
natural that
the 1937 models
are Crosley's
greatest
achievements.
Beautiful
. . . as
near perfection as science can attain . . •
aud priced for you who demand the best
at prices dealer
you're today
pleased. .to. pay.
See your
Crosley
you will
hear

radio you've never heard before.
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Cincinnati, Ohio Powel Crosley, Jr., Pres*

New Kind of

CLOTHES BRUSH
Dry-Cleans!

Sells itself!

REVOLUTIONARY invention banishes old-style
clothes
brushes forever.
Nevervacuum
anything"
like it*
Secret chemical
plus unique
action.
Keeps clothing spic-and-span. Also cleans
hats, drapes, window shades, upholstered
,,
furniture, etc. Saves cleaning bills. Low
priced. Sells on sight. Agents cleaning upt
CAM PI P nrrPR Samples sent at oar risk v
OHIII rl-C Uict.ll to first person in each local-^
ity
who writes.
obligation.
Get details. Bo "
first—send
in yourNoname
TODA Yf
KRI5TEE MFG. CO. 2721 Bar St., Akron, Ohio L.^

Your Kodak Picture
ENLARGED

FREE

8x10 Inch
ENLARGEMENT
of any SNAPSHOT

Your favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable
when enlarged to 8x10 inch
size — suitable for framing.
These beautiful, permanent enlargements bring out the details and features you love just as you remember
them when the snapshots were taken.
Just to get acquainted, we will enlarge any
kodak picture, print or negative to 8x10
inches — FREE — if you enclose 25c to help
cover our cost of packing, postage and clerical work. The enlargement itself is free.
It will also be beautifully hand tinted in
natural colors if you want it. We will
acknowledge receiving your snapshot immediately. Your original will be returned
with your free enlargement. . Pick out your
snapshot and send it today.
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scented soap for her bath.
"If I am staying in," she continued, "I
then apply a rich nourishing oil to my face
and throat, patting it smartly into my skin.
To allow the complete absorption of the
oil, a little lipstick is my only make-up
for an evening at home.
"Occasionally, too, I apply oil to my
whole body to keep my skin soft and
smooth. The arms and elbows, particularly, need special care. For my hands, I
use a reliable lotion after each washing."
Appearing refreshed and lovely for an
important social function is no problem to
Gloria even after a day at the studio, if
she has fifteen minutes in which to relax.
"My chaise lounge can be adjusted so that
my feet are higher than my head and,
lying flat on my back, I rest in this position for about ten minutes," she said.
"Then for five minutes I take a knee-onchest position recommended by my doctor,
which really does wonders in relieving back
strain and relaxing taut muscles.
"To make up for the evening I apply
a foundation cream, powder, then dry rouge
and lipstick, and mascara for my lashes. On
formal occasions I also use an eyeshadow.
If my gown is vivid in color, I take care
that it doesn't put my face in the background. The face should never be overshadowed bytones,
one's
gown. Rich
such as red, blue or
gold, require warm
coloring in the
cheeks. White and
black require more
coloring in the lips,
less on the cheeks.
Choosing the proper shade of rouge
and lipstick to harone's
gown is monize
of withcourse
The use of brushes in applying cosmetics
important."
is one of Hollywood's open secrets. The
stars become adept in wielding make-up
brushes at the studios and apply this knowledge to their personal use. Gloria uses
a soft-haired brush for powder, another
for rouge, and a pointed Chinese brush
for lipstick.
On festive occasions the dimple in her
chin comes in for its share of important
attention with a faint shadow to accentuate
the cleft. "Brown eye shadow does nicely
for this," Gloria said, "if applied very
The finish of a picture means a brief
respite
from work and special treatments
lightly."
for her skin and hair. After each picture,
averaging every six weeks, she has professional facial and scalp treatments. To
aid in the reconditioning of her skin, she
also uses an occasional mild facial mask
that does not irritate her delicate skin.
"I do all sorts of things to my hair," she
offered with an amused smile. "Besides
brushing it every day, the night before a
shampoo I put a preparation on my scalp
to combat oiliness at the roots, another
preparation on the ends, which are dry.
Over this I apply a pomade and brush it
thoroughly. My hair is washed every four
days while I am working, once a week
If you are the thin-skinned type who feels
otherwise."
an inner shrinking when the glories and
benefits of the sun's rays are being lauded,
be consoled, because Gloria Stuart also
belongs to the order of Anti-Sun Sisters.
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"The sun gives me a headache, and besides
I don't think tan is becoming to me," she
said frankly, "so I just don't sun bathe."
"You don't have to bother about a diet
..." I ventured.
Gloria smiled ruefully. "This goes on
day after day," she said indicating her bowl
of
"A vegetable
salad, milksalad.
and
a cookie for lunch,
fruit and coffee for
breakfast,
lean meat and two
vegetables for dinmind, aner.simple
diet
But I don't
keeps me feeling fit
and is good for my
complexion."
Displaying
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a thorough knowledge and vivacious interest in the newestproducts of cosmetic manufacturers and
perfumers, Gloria Stuart sets a good example for girls who are inclined to travel
in a rut in the matter of beauty routine.
However, beauty should always be approached as an individual problem. If
your skin is of the oily type, then her
routine is not for you. Instead, write me
a letter in care of this magazine telling me
your own problems and I shall be glad to
outline special treatments for your needs.
Now that the new fall clothes are'proving
so dramatic and luxurious, you are no
doubt feeling an admirable urge to do something special in the way of a beauty treatment just to keep your face from being
embarrassed in such smart company. As
a starter, I recommend giving your skin
a real pick-up with a facial pack or beauty
mask. It will stimulate circulation and
do much toward refining the pores.
The makers of Elmo cosmetics offer
beauty masks for either the dry or oily
type skin. Their Margo Masque, priced
at one dollar, comes in two types — "Dark"
for oily skin and "Light" for dry or normal. Both masks are beneficial in discouraging blackheads, blemishes and coarse
pores which often afflict any type of skin.
They should be used about twice a week
for their refining and stimulating effect.
For anyone who prefers simple fare in
the matter of a face cream, something that
can be depended upon to do triple duty as
a cleanser, night cream and powder base,
I have found Junis, put out by the Pepsodent Company, a
friend in need.
Light in texture, it
is a penetrating
cleanser,cause and
beof special
softening and lubricating ingredients it proves an
effective night
cream.
Fifty cents and one dollar.
Of prime importance in the daily care
of every type skin is a non-irritating, thorough cleansing soap. The creamy white
lather and delicate, clean fragrance of
Camay have long kept it high on my list
of preferred beauty aids. Economical for
the bath, too, which just might be one of
the many reasons why I like Camay.
The Maybelline Company is justly proud
of its Maybelline Cream Mascara, a recent
addition to its family of _ eye beautifiers.
This cream mascara is easily applied without water and gives that coveted silky appearance to the lashes. A generous tube of

the mascara, housed with its brush in a
zipper purse case, is priced at seventy-five
cents. The long-tipped tube applicator
makes application from tube to brush even
and thorough. The ingredients are the
same as in Maybelline Cake Mascara —
you'll be glad to know — safe and reliable.
There's something about a new lipstick !
And if it's a new stick with a familiar
name, then plaudits are in order. Not content with the popularity of Tattoo, the
manufacturers of this famous lipstick have
continued their que-st for the perfect combination of smoothness, rich color and
permanency. In their New Tattoo they are
offering an entirely new formula which
captures warm transparency and lasting
color in the lips. Drug and department
stores display a Tattoo Color Selector from
which you can choose the most becoming
of five enticing shades. The price remains
one dollar.

A Beauty Expert for You

Alison Alden, MOVIE
CLASSIC'S beauty editor, is
offering a special service to
readers of this department.
She will help you in solving
your problems of make-up, by
answering any perplexing
questions you wish to ask, on

TROUBLE

*/mu6/c oAsad?
AHEAD

for these bright

young eyes? If parents only realized
how poor lighting causes eyestrain,
wasted nervous energy, and other

the care of hair and skin.

physical disturbances, they would
always give their children plenty of

Write Miss Alden in care of

good light for seeing tasks.
One school child in five already has
defective vision. Is it worth while to

MOVIE

CLASSIC,

Broadway, New

1501

York City,

enclosing stamped, self-addressed envelope for reply.
You can rely thoroughly on
the advice given by Miss Alden, as her recommendations
are based on years of experience as a beautician, during
which time she has been called

take chances with inferior lamps that
get dimmer and dimmer as days go
LAMPS

WITH

THIS

by? Why not keep your home well
lighted with Edison Mazda lamps...
the lamps that Stay Brighter Longer
...and use electricity so much more
economically than inferior lamps.
Always keep spares on hand... especially the sight-saving sizes. ..75 and
100 watts . . . that are so necessary

in helping busy young eyes develop
normally- Ask for Edison Mazda
lamps by name !

MARK

<frt£&

15-25-40-60
WATT

SIZES

upon to meet many varied
problems. Your letters to her
will be treated with the strictest confidence and each reply
will be personally mailed to
you.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL HI ELECTRIC
G-E DIME LAMPS . . . The first real value in a ten cent lamp bulb. Manufactured by General Electric,
these Dime lamps are made in 60, 30, 15, and TYi watt sizes and are marked like this
□ E
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NEW CREAM MASCARA
Ends
the artificial look of
old-fashioned mascara!

The Show Window
[Continued from page 23]

tone, scores a triumph
with two solos.
Marion
Talley seems
destined for as
great a success on the screen as she once
Republic.
j enjoyed on the operatic stage.
DRAEGERMAN COURAGE— Originally
intended as a "Class B" productio
this
ultra-dramatic fictionization of the n,
famous
Nova Scotia mine disaster which claimed
so many headlines a year ago emerges as
one of the real dramatic highlights of the
current month. Credit the superlative direction of Louis King with a surprising
triumph. Wisely choosing to use a seminewsreel treatment, King has given the picture an emotional realism that is breathtaking. Barton MacLane, Jean Muir, Helen MacKellar and Henry O'Neill are excellent inleading roles.
Warner Brothers.

talking 0n

sPr'9htHest

GOOD
far easier to use!
True charm now replaces
the bold, theatrical look
that has discouraged so many
women from using old-fashioned forms of mascara.
The effectyou have always wished
p to achieve with mascara is now
^^yjjip^ actually possible! Your lashes
seeming to sweep your cheeks with
^^T
their length... their luxuriance rich
~
with the enticing charm of 'naturalness!
Quite obviously, such exciting loveliness requires an entirely new kind of mascara; one that
darkens lashes without shouting "mascara";
one that does not brand its user as artificial'
"theatrical" or "bold."
Tattoo Cream Mascara is just that. It goes
on so evenly and smoothly its presence on the
lashes is not detected. Nor will tears, rain or a
plunge betray the secret . . . forTHIS mascara,
not being mixed with water when applied, is really
waterproof! Much easier to use than cake
mascara too, and perfectly harmless. Can't smart.
Complete with brush in smart rubber-lined
satin vanity . . . Black . . . Brown . . . Blue . . . 50c
at the better stores. Tattoo your eyelashes!

TATTOO
Cream

MASCARA

practical effort to solve the low cost housing problem ! A $3500.00 home now beine
built by MODERN MECHANIX HOBBIES
& INVENTIONS MAGAZINE. Every phase
of planning, building, financing, etc., will be
covered in a series of articles by a noted architect. Starts with special section in November issue.
Read it, too, for the newest, most authentic reports
on scientific and mechanical progress — sports — hobbies and how-to-build articles. On all newsstands —
reserve your copy now.

now
ON
SALE
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WALKING ON AIR— Gene Raymond
and Ann Sothern are co-starred in this
hilarious, though unpretentious, comedy romance, which by virtue of clever performances, deft direction and uproarious dialogue gains a preferred rating on this
month's film menu. The story hinges on a
desperate father's ruse to cure his lovesick daughter of an insane infatuation for
an alimony-ridden scapegrace. Pa hires
a phony count to divert daughter's attention. Enter Gene Raymond — giving the
best performance of his career — and the
fun is launched. Don't miss it if you enjoy
a good laugh.
RKO-Radio.
TUNDRA— Filmed entirely in the Arctic,
this unusual picture carries a satisfactory
thread of human drama but depends for
most of its striking entertainment value on
its scenes of wild life. Its cast features
all of the animals, large and small, of the
Far North and the patience and skill of its
producers can be credited for an amazing,
thrilling and consistently entertaining nature study. Del Cambre, playing the leading human role, is excellent, but the real
laurels must be awarded to Director Norman Dawn and Cameramen Jacob and Edward Kull. Burroughs-Tarsan.
BACK TO NATURE— Once more the
amusing and down-to-earth adventures of
the Jones Family come to the screen — and
this is by all odds the best picture of the
series. In it, the Joneses travel to a convention via auto trailer and their path is beset
by a multitude of hilarious mishaps. Jed
Prouty, Spring Byington, George Ernest,
Shirley Deane and Kenneth Howell have
the most important roles. 20th CenturyFox.
STRAIGHT

A

.^«

FROM

THE

&iS?itS

enny

SHOULDER

—to Young
David hue
Holt,
the current
and Paramount's
cry for childanswer
stars,
proves his mettle in this appealing and dramatic tale of a lad who becomes involved
with a gang of murderous thugs, and outwits them in a game that threatens his father's life. His scenes run a wide range of
emotion and he handles them all with understanding and ability. Ralph Bellamy and
Katherine Locke are excellent in leading
roles, and Andy Clyde has an outstanding
bit as the boy's grandfather.
Paramount.
STAGE STRUCK— A refreshing little
back-stage musical comedy which should
be a welcome change of fare for the army
of fans who are a bit wearied by lavish ensembles, ten-acre sets and geometric dance
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routines filmed from the studio's rafters.
Played for comedy rather than for spectacle, itboasts a logical plot and some very
hilarious situations.
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell are costarred and do excellent work. The Yacht
Club Boys and Frank McHugh furnish
some grand laughs and Jeanne Madden, a
newcomer, establishes herself as a screen
bet.
Far from being as million-dollarish as
most of Warner Brothers filmusicals, this
is, nevertheless, one of the most entertaining of the lot. Put it well up on your
"must see" list. Warner Brothers.

for Triple Protection
The sides of Kotex are cushioned in a
special, soft, downy cotton to prevent
chafing and irritation. Thus Wondersoft

DON'T TURN 'EM LOOSE— A vigorous, punchy drama assailing the current
practice of paroling dangerous criminals.
The for
story,
playing son,
upon rings
a father's
love
a homicidal
true andblind
has
been so well handled by director and cast
that its preachment is always secondary to
its dramatic entertainment values. Lewis
Stone, Bruce Cabot, James Gleason and
Betty Grable do remarkably fine work in
exacting roles.
RKO-Radio.

Kotex provides lasting comfort and freedom. But sides only are cushioned — the
center surface is free to absorb.

FAIR
THE

GENTLEMAN FROM LOUISIANA— A fast-moving drama of the race
tracks of a generation ago. The story,
remotely based upon the real-life career of
Tod Sloan, the most famous of American
jockeys, holds interest from start to finish
and offers many genuine thrills. Eddie
Quillan, Chic Sale, Marjorie Gateson,
Charlotte Henry and John Mil jan head the
cast. Particularly interesting to any racing
addict are the unusually well-staged shots
of the English Derby.
Republic.
SHAKEDOWN— Lew Ayres and Joan
Perry in a rather flimsy true-to-formula
"whodunit" which involves a mysterious
murder, an attempted kidnapping and the
inevitable amateur sleuth.
Columbia.
THE UNKNOWN
RANGER— If you
are a western fan, don't miss this one for
it is one of the most entertaining "horseoperas" of the season, and it offers, in the
person of Robert Allan, a new cowboy star
who seems destined to be a favorite. The
plot is true to type, with a villainous cattle
rustler, a handsome cow-waddie and a vivacious rancher's
it also offers several
novel daughter,
twists andbuta number
of

L~^is*z

unusual scenes — for instance, a particularly
interesting sequence in which Allan breaks
an outlaw horse. Harry Woods and Martha Tibbetts have leading roles. Columbia.

Kotex has a special "Equalizer" center
whose channels guide moisture evenly
the whole length of the pad. Gives
"body" but not bulk — prevents twisting
and roping. The filler of Kotex is 5
TIMES more absorbent than cotton.

CAIN AND MABEL— It seems a shame
to waste the ability and personality of Clark
Gable on such a flimsy bit of film fare as
this ill-advised extravaganza, in which he is
co-starred with Marion Davies. Lavish settings and gargantuan dance ensembles of
the type which have become traditional with
Warner Brothers filmusicals fail completely
to surmount the picture's glaring faults.
The dialogue is strained, the story is illogical and entirely too much footage is
devoted to the glorification of Marion
Davies. The film can be recommended only
for the consumption of dyed-in-the-wool
filmusical fans.
Warner Brothers.
IT COULDN'T HAVE HAPPENED—
A rather novel, but somewhat ineffectual,
"whodunit" featuring Reginald Denny, Inez
Courtney and Evelyn Brent. The story
deals with a theatrical troupe, a double
murder, and the solution of the crime by
an enterprising mystery-drama writer.
It's passable fare. Invincible.

The rounded ends of Kotex are flattened
and tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even the sheerest dress, the closestfitting gown, reveals no tell-tale wrinkles.
3 TYPES OF
Junior,
and

KOTEX ALL AT THE SAME
LOW
Super — for different
women,

u/nunrnrnrT

WONDERSOFT i/mrv
KOTEX
Movie Classic for November,

PRICE — Regular,
different
days.

a sanitary napkin
made from Cellucotton (not cotton)
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Can You Pass [Continued
Joan Crawford's
Love Test?
from page 31]

Do You Do with
Your Little Finger?
— when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You know from
■watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous social and business asset. Great actresses
accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell

•
•
•
•

how
how
how
and
best

to hold a cigarette
to pick up cards
to shake hands
how to make hands behave to the
advantage on all occasions

Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to_ Use Your Hands Correctly. Although thh
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail coupon with the front of a 35c, 50c or $1.00
Prostilla Fragrant Lotion box (or
two fronts from 10c sizes) and your
copy will be sent FREE.
"FROSTILLA"
408 Gray Street, Elmira, NY.
Here is the box front — send me my copy
of Margery "Wilson's book on hands.
Name

J

State..

LEARN TO PLAY

PIANO
BY

EAR*

MAJOR KORD, Dept. F20. DEL RIO. TEXAS

Tint away the
STREAKS
of GRAY
(Test Bottle FREE)
Ha-ve ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid
through hair brings desired color: black,
brown, auburn, blonde. Gray goes — streaks
disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing
off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.
Takes wave or curl. Ask druggist for fullsized bottle on money-back guarantee.
E2S Insist on Mary T. Goldman's^
Or test it Free.
FREE TEST ~ We send
Complete test package Free. Snip
off a lock of hair ... Test it first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000 women have
received this test. Mail coupon.

T. GOLDMAN— 1

3021 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

K
■ Name
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I Color of your hair?
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imagine that the man you 'love' is a Nelson
Eddy, you are deceiving yourself into believing that you love someone you really
don't love at all. You're simply using him
as a sacrifice to your imagination. You
are infatuated with the image of Nelson
Eddy and you are trying to make believe
that the man is Nelson Eddy. There is
no such pretense in real love.
"Nor do I think," said Joan thoughtfully,
"that it is apt to be love when a girl — or
a boy — steps too far out of his or her own
class. It's much more apt to be infatuation. Seldom indeed do the tabloid paper
'Millionairess-Marries-Chauffeur' stories result in anything but speedy and spectacular
divorces.

is it a madness
sidered as such. and it shouldn't be con"Which is another positive test for you
to apply to your own hearts : // you arc
unhappy in your love — look out!
"I don't believe in the love which is
sacrifice. If a woman sacrifices herself,
her interests, her identity to a man, it
doesn't follow that she is more capable than
others of great love. It's more apt to be
that she has no imagination. The woman
who spends her life going without the
necessities, the comforts, and the considerations of life is without courage, without
stamina. It doesn't take courage to be a
pallid martyr, to suffer and be uncomplaining. It does take courage to right wrongs,
to strike off chains, to get out of suffering. One is a passive state of being. The
other is an active state. And love is never
passive. It is active. It is living. It demands and is fed on exhilaration and hap-

NOTE READING-NO SCALE PLAYING
If you car, wklstle. sing, or rium a lure— You rusve TALENT.
Let a popular Radio Pianist train your hands to play Piano
by Ear. TEN LESSON METHOD sent postpaid for $1.00.
or pay U. S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy. Satisfaction assured— or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bass charts included C-e.
Order now!

-MARY

really love you don't want the man you
love to be like anyone else. You want him
to be always himself. If you are trying to

<<XJOT,"
saidin Joan
firmly,
"that
I don't
-L^l believe
divorce.
/ do.
When
divorce is honestly necessary it is honest. If,
as I am told, statistics show that the divorce
rate is increasing it only indicates to me
that people are becoming more honest, less
neurotic, less addicted to the old 'martyr
complex'. There is nothing healthy about
the martyr complex. Martyrs are not lovers. For I repeat — real love is healthy.
If a girl is unhappy in love, mistrustful,
nervous, melancholy, she can be pretty sure
that something is badly wrong — with her,
not with love. Love is not a malady nor

Address.
City.

I've heard girls say, 'I'm just cuh-razy
about So-and-So — -because he looks and
talks exactly like Nelson Eddy or Lindbergh or Mussolini' — or someone. That
isn't love. That's substitution. Love is
a setting apart of the Beloved. When you

piness.
"So, if you step out of your class, believing that you are in love with someone who
doesn't speak your language, is alien to
your customs and manners and mode of
living — take time to analyze your emotions.
There's a very fair chance that you are
being prompted by infatuation brought on
by the very drama of the situation.
"Nor do I believe that any of us has to
we know that we shouldn't.
fall in love when from
falling in love with
You can keep
someone you have no right to fall in love
with.
"There again it's a matter of using the
imagination. There is the reason why you
shouldn't have fallen in love in the first
place. Dwell on that reason. Build it up
in your mind. Go out with other men.
You'll be told that doesn't work.
It does.
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Build up the tabu to such proportions that
the tabu overshadows the temptation. If
we
can't resist
temptation,"
"if
we must
fold our
hands and said
sigh Joan,
weakly,
'I can help it,' we are admitting" to a
protoplasmic state once more. We are
admitting that we have not evolved into
the state of Free Will.
" AND there is another test which is quite
-£*• infallible — most of us have said, at
one time or another, that we can't bear a
man who does this or that — can't bear a man
who talks politics or doesn't — can't bear a
man who whistles when he drives — can't
bear a man who smokes cigars — any one
of a number of small things. If you have
had any such small pet 'hates' and then
if youknow
fall in
manvery
and things
don't
even
thatlove
he with
does a the
you detest — well — " laughed Joan.
"There is also the test of going with a
boy who can't take you places other girls
in your crowd go — a boy who can't send
you corsages, pay you the small, expensive
attentions other boys pay other girls. How
do you. feel about that? Resentful?
Martyred? Noble? Or just so glad to
be with him that it doesn't matter how or
where ? You should be very sure of yourself. For while such deprivations may
work and even seem roseate and rather
beautful during the 'courting' period, those
same deprivations, seldom work out successfully after marriage. You should try
to be very sure of yourself, sure of what
your real
are, surewill
thatcompensate
the 'real'
values
of demands
your marriage
you sufficiently for not being able to do
what your friends do and have what your
friends have.
"Then there is the acid test of — Do I
like this man as well as love him? I mean,
if no emotional content entered into the
relationship at all, if 'kisses in the moonlight' had no part in it at all — would you
still like him, be interested in talking with
him, want to be with him ?
"So often we do not like those we love.
We are deluded by emotion into thinking
that we like them. And if the emotion
were to be removed we would find ourselves face to face with a totally uncongenial stranger.
"I think it was Jeremy Taylor who wrote,
'True Love is friendship set on fire.' It
is. If a man and a girl are friends first,
with a mutual basis of books and friends
and interests which could exist independently of love and if, then, emotion enters
into that friendship, colors it, sets it all
afire — that is love.
"So, ask yourself, do be sure to ask yourself: Do I like him as well as love him?"
(And I thought how truly, perhaps unconsciously, perhaps not, Joan was describing to us her love for Franchot and his
for her, I thought of the long months,
even years during which they worked in
the same studio, in the same profession. I
thought of the books they read and discuss together, the friends they share together, the music they both love and are
developing. Their mutual plans for going
on the stage, their present plan for going
East and summering in a stock company
in New England, the concerts they attend,
the long good talks they have, their quiet
home evenings, each reading a respective book, happy — yes, with Joan and
Franchot, I could swear, it is "Friendship
set on fire.")

A

CALL came from the set. Joan was
to be ready in half an hour. She was
making some last retakes for The Gorgeous
Hussy in which she is, as it were, surrounded byFranchot, Robert Taylor, James
Stewart and Melvyn Douglas. She was
wearing the full billowing skirts of blue
velvet, the full sleeves, the plumed and

picture hat of the period. She said, "I'll
slap on a little make-up ; we can keep on
talking — " and over the sun-bronzed skin,
the golden spangles of freckles Joan began "slapping a little make-up . . ."
She said, "One of the pitfalls of falling
in love is that the signs and portents of
love are so dreadfully similar to the signs
and portents of infatuation. It is almost
impossible to make the differentiation, I
know . . . I know . . .

IT STARTED
WITH

"COMMON

"Love, real love, seldom comes until
after all of the infatuations. / zvould mistrust first love. I'd give it a great deal
of time. You have no standard of comparison, you see, the first time. It's usually terribly sweet, first love, but seldom
stable.
"HpIME, of course, is the one sure test.
-■- For with the passing of time, enough
time, infatuation passes, too. It is a rootless
thing, infatuation. And with the passing
of a few suns and moons it wilts and dies.
Love is not so short-lived.
"And so, never hurry into anything permanent until you have applied the test of
time.
"And then, if you think you are falling
in love, ask yourself questions. Be your
own cross-examiner. Play Truth with yourself. Ask yourself:
1. What have we in common? What
do we like to do together ?
2. Ask yourself what happens when one
feels like talking and the other doesn't.
Irritation? Boredom? If so, watch
out . . .
3. Check with yourself on what happens when you make a date to go out and
your young man has some difficulty at the
office or with
at home
annoyed
him?and Docan't
you go.
feel Are
that you
he
could have helped it if he had wanted to?
Or do you feel regret for him, understanding ofhis problem and confidence that
lie would have kept the date if he could
have? Do you feel how relatively unimportant one little date is in the whole scheme
of things — or do you fret and pout over
one lost good time? The way you answer
these questions should help you to determine how great or how little your love
is, if at all.
4. Can you have good times by yourselves? Or do you have to be with a
crowd? Can you sit quietly together in
your respective corners, respective books in
your hands — and love it? Because if you
cannot, if you must be going places and
doing things, you may be sure that there
is not sufficiency between you. You have
not_ got enough within yourselves to make
a life together.
"I think," said Joan, "That
girls will
ask themselves these questions, ifapply
these
tests to their own hearts they will come —
a little closer, at least — to knowing whether
they are in Jove, which is real, or in a state
of infatuation, which is unreal.
"I tried them once," — and
went
to the large framed portraitherof eyes
Franchot
—the
only
portrait
in
the suite of dressing
rooms.

" — and," said Joan, "they worked."
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A

COLD"!

(It Usually Does)
The Necessity of
Definite Treatment

He wasn't feeling so bad yesterday — just
headachy and loggy. Today they telephoned
the office that he's pretty
bad and they had to have
the doctor in.
Everyone is shocked, for

of colds and nothing else. Secondly, it works
internally and it does four things of vital
importance in the treatment of a cold — as
follows:
First, it opens the bowels, an acknowledgedly advisable step in
the treatment of a cold.
Second, it checks the infection inthe system.
Third, it relieves the headache and fever.
Fourth, it tones the system and helps fortify against
recurrence.
This is the fourfold effect

it was only a "slight cold"
yesterday. Yet, isn't it true
that nearly every case of
bronchitis and pneumonia
you heard of started with
"just a common cold"?
If there's anything you
want to be concerned about,
it's the so-called "common

that
Grove's
Bromodistinguishes
Quinine and
it is
what you want for the
prompt treatment of a cold.

Decisive
Treatment

Federal, state and city
health departments are concold." stantly calling attention to
the danger of the "common
cold." They know the insidious nature of the "common
cold." They know, from
experience, what it can
develop into, almost before
you know it!

To Be Safe

The moment

What you want to do, if you want to be
safe, is to regard a cold — any cold — seriously.
Keep two things in mind :
(i ) A cold is an internal infection and, as such,
calls for internal treatment.
(2 ) A cold calls for a cold treatment and not a
"cure-all" or a preparation that is only incidentally good for colds.
A reliable treatment for colds is afforded
in Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine.
First of all, it is distinctly a cold treatment,
a tablet designed expressly for the treatment

of

Grove's Bromo Quinine
tablets now come sugarcoated as well as plain. The
sugar-coated are exactly the
same as the regular, except
that the tablets are coated
with sugar for palatability.
you feel a cold coming on,

go get yourself a package of Grove's Laxative
Bromo Quinine tablets. Don't compromise
with less efficient methods. Start taking the
tablets immediately, two at a time. Taken
promptly, Grove's Bromo Quinine will usually stop a cold the first day and that's the
speed of action you want.
All drug stores sell Grove's Laxative
Bromo Quinine and no reliable druggist
will try to switch you to anything else. Ask
firmly for these famous tablets by name.
The few pennies' investment may save you
a lot of trouble.

RADIO NOTE: Listen to Qabriel Heatter review the news. Mutual Broadcasting
System, every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST
on some stations. 9:00 to 9:15 EST on others. Consult your newspaper for time listing.
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Hollywood Highlights
[Continued from page 12]
to go about the lot. Said chair was
propelled by Oscar Smith, now the colored
bootblack on the Paramount lot.

WHY

LET YOUR HAIRI
^iGODULL^nd DRY?

This New Shampoo Will Soon Bring
Back Its Radiance!
That rare, alluring gleam of rich, glossy
hair — what equals it in charm? What ingenuity in waving can make up for its loss?
You,again!
too, can
youris hair's
beauty
back
Thehave
secret
in thefull
shampoo.
Harsh soaps and treatments have robbed
your hair of its natural gloss. ACCENT,
the new, different shampoo, will restore it!
No other shampoo Is so rich in pure olive
oil, the finest known restorative for dry,
exhausted hair. The first pressing of the
choicest ripe European olives, combined
with the purest saponifying elements, gives you an ideal shampoo
for hair luster and beauty; leaves
the hair so soft and pliable it takes
a better, more lasting wave.
ONE TRIAL of ACCENT will
convince you; and regular use will
speedily
radiance! restore your hair's glossy
SEND
IN THE COUPON
TODAY!
Huntington Laboratories,
Inc., Dept. Ill,
Huntington, Indiana.
Enclosed is 10c (coin or stamps) for generous trial
bottle of ACCENT, the new Castile shampoo.
Name
Address

-

City

State

POSSESSES

APPEARANCE

„

OF A

STU7feORE

I 'iNSTANTLYf

ADDS 3 INCHES TO CHEST
MEASUREMENT-OR COSTS NOTHING!
No matter how flat your chest may be, you
can now transform its appearance into
feminine, full curvesome lines! EVERY
Gl-KL can now do it. ..easily, instantly I
No Drugs,Creams or Exercises
my Formettes
position
un6*' Merely
der yourslip
regular
brassiere inand
look into

fyour mirror. You'll be thrilled to seethe
lovely, womanly curves and smart lines
your dresses acquire. FORMETTES are
sct'enti/ica//>/
give of
perfect
naturalness anddesigned
comfort. toMade
a special
substance that feels and looks just like real flesh. So natural
your closest girl friends will not detect them. If you want to
Try Formettes for ONE WEEK without obligation, note
the transformation— see what a wonderful difference youthful, alluring chest curves make in your whole appearance.
([■in lift MAklEV Just your name and address and
Otflll HU WlUPItl we will mail you a set of FORMETTES C O. D. for only $1.87, plus a few cents postage. Try
them for one full week, then if not satisfied your money will
be cheerfully refunded. Send today to Dorothy- Page,

FORMETTES CO., HE. Huron St., Dept. 105. Chicago

a

MYSTERY

!»

A NEW PERFUME— thrilling, exciting, lasting!
" 00 an ounces — a 50c bottle is in
the
Redwood
Treasure Chest.

PAUL

70

RIEGER

iEst.1872) 357

Also 50c bottle
Persian Night
$3.00 an ounce
Hollywood
$2.00 an ounce
Monte Carlo
$2.00 an ounce
Chest isfjin.x 3in.
made from the
Giant Redwoods
of California.
Send only $1.00
check, stamps or
currency for chest
with 4-60c bottles.
Davis St., San Francisco

He Joined the Navy
Dick Powell must have had only a leave
of absence from the United States Navy.
After appearing in several pictures with
a naval background,
Dick is going right
back in another.
The title is The Singing Marine, which
gives you an idea.
At Random
The Terrific woes, horrors, dangers,
tribulations and general unbearablenesses of
life in Hollywood, as exemplified by recent
events :
— Dorothy Lamour, risking all for Art,
plunged into the thickest of making Paramount's Girl of the Jungle. And what happened? — she got a case of poison ivy in
the most embarrassing heres and theres.
—Gary Cooper, demonstrating superb
man-on-the-box-ship during The Plainsman, courageously grasped the reins and
said "cluck, cluck!" to a six-horse team.
They took him wrong, circled the whole
location set, were adroitly steered by Gary
into a fence, whereupon Gary and Passenger Jean Arthur described neat parabolas to cuts and bruises.
— Arline Judge, throwing all fear to the
winds, attended a Hollywood party the
other night. Before she could work again
in Valiant Is the Word for Carrie, they had
to tape up two broken ribs.
—Reckless of the lesson of the great
Francisco, DiMGM's San
in Leonard,
earthquake
rector Bob
who weighs 225,
essayed to show Madge Evans how to take
one of those oddly-named so-and-so-falls
on another stage on the very same lot. Result: a localized earthquake, collapse of
scenery, blow-out of a light fuse, sudden
descent of a heavy prop chandelier, a nick
out of Bob Montgomery's ear as it went
applications of arnica on Director
by,
Bob'sandanatomy.
— showing the hazards film stars undergo
while acting their roles: So delighted was
Producer Emanuel Cohen as he watched
Bing Crosby do a splendid sequence that at
its conclusion, he leaped up and kissed
Bing ! ! ! ! Bing threatened to report the
matter to Mr. Hays, but didn't.
Watch Your Step

Ah, these dahlink li'l Hollywood

Amazed, Whalen wanted to know why.
"On account my husband's awful jealous
■— and he'd sock me on the kisser if he read
my autograph album and seen I'd been talking to a handsome man like you," she reIn the Swim
plied !
Neatest house-building trick of the month
in Mona
Hollywood
Barrie,— motoring in the Hollywood
Hills, saw a huge, nearly-completed, but
obviously abandoned swimming pool. She
investigated, learned it had been built for
what was to have been a big private sanitarium project which blew up.
So Mona bought the huge pool and the
land. And she'll build a tiny bungalow
beside the pool — and do most of her living
in the swim.
A Mother's Gratitude
John Boles, receiving his war bonus
check, endorsed it over to his mother, sent
it to her as a gift.
Came
back, the
day, his
note
of thanks
for other
the check.
Lastmother's
line in
her letter : " — but I hope that I may never
receive another such gift, for I trust it will
never be necessary for you to go to war
Somehow, John had a walloping big lump
in his throat when he'd read that . . .
What Would You Do?
For nearly seven years, now, Doris Kenyon,
widow of the great Milton Sills, has
again."
been saving in a storage vault the prints
of the two last pictures in which Sills appeared. Her plan : to show them to her
son, who was a tiny baby when Milton
But the
passed
on. other day, Doris disposed of the
films.

kid-

it seems that over at Selznick's, Cast— dies—
ing Boss Charlie Richards was interviewing a bunch of five, six and seven-year-old
boys, looking for one to play the role of
He came to a typical HollyTom Sazvyer.
wood kid actor.
"What," asked Richards, '"is your name,
The kid fixed Charlie with an eye, and
replied :
.
;
sonny ?"
"The name's A. E. Sweat, mister — an
no cracks, sec! II"
Husband

Trouble

Up to Michael Whalen at a recent preview popped an attractive young woman,
holding out an autograph book. Mike
smiled, took the pencil, prepared to sign
his name for her.
"But please, Mr. Whalen, sign Wally
Beery's name instead of your own, won't
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Mrs. Young, Robert Young and the
youngest Young failed to dodge
Movie Classic's ever-present candid cameraman when they went to
the Grand Central Airport recently to bid a friend good-bye

■

You see, the son — Kenyon Sills — is old
enough now to see the pictures, and to
"meet" his father. BUT — Doris has
changed
reels . . . her mind. He'll never see the
"I'm not sure it would be a good thing
for the boy," she says. Then she adds :
" — and I can't face it myself . . ."
Home, Sweet Home
For Tarsan Escapes, they needed a flock
of trained pigeons, to do some trick flying.
So they went to the pigeonman, rented a
cage full of birds, transported them carefully and perilously over mountain roads to
the Tarsan location, 'way back in the hills.
Then they were all ready to shoot the
scene at last. And with everything set,
they let out the birds.
And the darned things, being homing
pigeons, made a bee-line back to Hollywood ... ! ! ! !
Smile If You Say It
Hollywood's chorus-girls are going
Hollywood. They just don't wanna be
called "chorus girls" any more ! ! They
don't think it's a nice word . . .
Organized into a group of several hundred, they've appointed beauteous Martha
Manning their president.
Says Martha :
"The designation of a dancer as a 'chorus
girl' is — ah — both inaccurate and uncomplimentary."
They haven't decided, yet, which of three
suggested alternative titles they should
bear — "dancing actresses," "tapsters" or
"rhythmites."
Ho, hummmm. . . .
Cupid's Batting Average
Hits
Astrid Allwyn and Robert Kent. Craig
Reynolds and Patricia Ellis. Eleanor
Whitney and Henry Willson. Betty Furness (hats included) and Alan Lane. Billy
Bakewell and Claire Trevor. Glenda Farrell and Drew Eberson. Nino Martini and
Elissa Landi.
Strikeouts
Elaine Barrie says she's thru with John
Barrymore. It's frigidaired between Jack
Dunn and Ketti Gallian. Ex-Kid-Star
Leon Janney gets divorce from New York
showgirl. Hubby sues Virginia Lee Corbin for decree. Judith Allen says good-byeforever to Jack Doyle. Lona Andre's sister, Betty Ann Logan, gets divorce. Merna
Kennedy sues to divorce Busby Berkeley.
Home Runs
Wedding bells for Gene and Jeanette.
Ditto for Randy Scott, who admits he's
been married to one of the DuPont millions
daughters for a half year. Jean Chatburn,
married Agent Frank Orsatti. Allan Jones
and Irene Hervey honeymooning. Maureen
O' Sullivan
and Johnny Farrow finally
make
it official.

NEW DEODORANT DY KOTEX

100% EFFECTIVE ON SANITARY NAPKINS
© Now

there's no excuse to be guilty

of the "Unforgivable
makers of Kotex bring
odorant powder named
tively destroys all types
body odors!
No matter, now, if

Offense!" The
you a new deQuest that posiof napkin and
other methods

haven't satisfied, especially on hottest
days. Quest is 100% effective! It assures
all -day- long freshness, yet it does not
irritate the skin, clog the pores or

interfere with normal body functions.
Try Quest today, for the personal
daintiness every woman treasures. Use
this soothing cool powder on sanitary
napkins, after the bath, to prevent perspiration offense. It is unscented, which
means it can't interfere with the fragrance of lovely perfume. Quest costs
no more than other kinds • . . only 35c
for the large two -ounce can at your
favorite drug counter. Buy it today.

Triple Plays
Nursery-readying for Polly Ann Young.
Ditto the Director Woody Van Dykes and
the Director Bill We-llmans.
Second Time at Bat

sz&&£-

Sidney Fox and Charlie Beahan trying
it again — or on the verge. Margaret Sullayan and ex-hubby Director Willie Wyler
still twosoming furiously. Hoot Gibson
and June Gale happy again.
Fifth-Inning Tie
Stu Erwin and June Collyer celebrating
their fifth anniversary.
Substitution
Ginger
Rogers
Jimmy Stewart.

on

verge

of

marrying
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Loretta Young Answers
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[Continued from page 55]
A. Yes, I would, but I have no plans for
a stage appearance, at present.

Q. When and where were you born?
A. In Salt Lake City, Utah, on January

Q. Do you take any special setting-up
exercises to keep in condition?
A. No.

6, 1913.
Q. What nationality are you?
A. My family has been in the United
States so long that the only nationality
that I can claim is American.

Q.
ness?

What

is your formula for happi-

A. I think the real key to happiness is
to like everyone.
Q. What is the most beautiful word
you know?
A. (And Loretta, profoundly intrigued
by this question, thought for many minutes
before attempting to answer.) What a
shrewd question and zvhat a hard one to
answer! I believe the most beautiful word
1 know is the word — happiness.

Q. Do you feel you have reached the
highest point in your career?
Cut your lingerie bills in half, yet wear
underthings that look beautiful, fit
perfectly no matter how many trips
to the laundry. SPUN-LO rayon fabric
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Q. Do you live with your family in
Hollywood?
A. Yes.
Q. How can I obtain an autographed
photo of you?
A. By writing to me in care of Fox20th Century Studio, Westwood Hills, California, and enclosing 25c to cover mailing
costs.
Q.

What

hobby, or hobbies, do you

prefer?
A. Collecting antique furniture has become one of my principal avocations.

A. I think my favorite song is Moonlight Madonna. My favorite radio program
is March of Time.

Q. Have you any outside occupation
from which you derive an income?
A. No.

Q. Do you keep any of the clothes
worn in your pictures, for private use?
A. Yes, some of them.
Q. Have you a private secretary? If
so, does she handle all of your fan mail
besides your personal correspondence?
A. I employ a fan-mail secretary who
answers most of my fan mail.

What is your nickname — or names?

Q. What type of man do you prefer?
A. The type of man who is generally
referred to as the outdoor type.

what
Are you superstitious — if so — in
Q. way?
A. I don't believe I have a single superstition.

Q. What are the names of your first
three, and last three pictures?
A. The first three pictures I appeared in
arc: Naughtv But Nice, Laugh Clown
Laugh and The Squall. My last three, including the one I am working in at present,
arc: Private Number, Ramona and Ladies
in Love.

Government
jobs?

Q. Do you like dancing? Do you expect to sing or dance in a forthcoming
picture?
A. Ithat
likeI to
don't
think
willdance
ever very
be a much.
second IGinger
Rogers on the screen, however.

Q. What is your favorite song and
radio program?

A. Green Pastures, / believe. I think it's
one of the most entertaining pictures I
have ever seen.

U. S.

START

A. Of course I do. I'm a day dreamer
just like anyone else and my idols change
from day to day.

A. The family call me "Duchess."
Q. What picture, outside of those you
have appeared in, have you enjoyed most
during the past six months?

2702 South Wabash Ave. .Chicago, III.

A

Do you ever wish you were someQ.one else
— if so — who?

Q.

other thrill
pore secretions.
miss
the
of this newDon't
cream
sensation, its delicate, alluring
fragrance and soft feel of your
skin after using. 50c at dealers or send for test jar. Enclose
10c for postage and packing.
BOYER, Society Parfumeur

WRITE

I certainly hope that I haven't reached
theA.highest point in my career as yet.

Q. What are your favorite sports?
A. Ping Pong and swimming.

Q. Please give a complete description
of yourself.
A. I am five feet three inches in height,
weigh 109 lbs. and have light brown hair
and blue eyes.
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Q.

What

make car do you drive?

A. I have a Packard.
Q. How old were you when you made
your first appearance on the screen?
A. I 'was thirteen years old when I first
appeared in pictures.
Q. Were you ever married — if so, to
whom and for how long?
A. I was married to Grant Withers for
a year and a half.
Q. Is there any other position in a
studio that you would prefer to acting?
A. No.
Q. To whom do you give the most
credit for starting you on your movie
career?
A. I'm afraid I zvill have to give the
credit to Loretta Young for it was more a
case of determination and insistence than
of anything else.
Q. Did you ever visit any relatives
when a child, on a large ranch near Fosterville, Tennessee?
A. The plantation that you speak of
near Fosterville was my mother's early
home. I've heard her speak of it many
times but I have never been there.
I think you will agree that Loretta
Young has given unusually interesting
answers to a group of unusually interesting
questions and of all the players this Inquiring Reporter has ever placed on the
witness stand, she seemed to enjoy the
ordeal the most.
Next month, remember, Gene Raymond
is our victim.

I

The Scourge of Spokane
[Continued from page 45]
a girl, was too much for his contemporaries. From behind trees, and from the
shadows of doorways, came catcalls of
"Sis-sy
Sis-sy his
!" sensitive soul. He burned
That !seared
under his spotless collar (and necktie).
But moment.
he couldn't do anything about it at
the
He did plenty about it later. No one
could insinuate that he was a woman's
man, and get away with it. Not if he
could lay hands on him.
If he had been less of a boy's boy, that
wouldn't have happened, either.
AND that's the boy — the Scourge of Spo■ kane — who grew up with a husky voice,
only to have women hail it as "the voice
with the love-call" ... to send women into
swoons of ecstasy with "b-b-b-boo" . . .
while he b-b-b-became, and remained, an
object of frenzied feminine adoration, the
recipient of more romantic letters from
romantic girls than any man since Valentino !
The amazing thing is— he hasn't changed
a bit, inside. He's still that fourteen-yearold who didn't have any ambitions to become a woman's man. Still has the same
psychology. Still flinches at the suggestion
that he may
be one. What
Doesn'tmust
thrive
that
frenzied
adoration.
menon think
of a guy who has women that crazy about
him ? Mentally, he still can hear catcalls
from behind hedges of "Sis-sy! Sis-sy!"
On Melrose Boulevard, Hollywood,
near the Paramount Studios, there is a
small cafe with a lunch counter. Bing
occupies a stool there many a noon, when
he wants a quick lunch. So does his
brother Larry, who is one of the officers
in Bing Crosby, Ltd., Inc., along with a
third brother. But the boys aren't clannish.
They seldom eat together. Bing drops in
with a pal of his, and Larry eats with one
of his own particular crowd.
The other day, one of the waitresses,
carrying a loaded tray, stopped in front of
the well-tailored Larry to ask, half-breathlessly, "Are you Bing Crosby's brother?"
Larry answered, "Yes — but why make
anything of that? You just waited on
Bing, over there."
The girl looked where he indicated — and
dropped her tray. Yes, dropped it. She
probably will never be the same again.
For there, sure enough, was Bing. She
hadn't recognized
him.
What girl zvould think of looking for her
movie idol on a lunch-counter stool, wearing an old faded sweater and an old checkered cap?
That isn't according to Hollywood
Hoyle ; that's what it isn't. According to
all of the rules, he should be a boyish, but
polished Lothario off-screen. And, instead,
he's being
an easygoing
just
himself. hombre in old clothes,
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more important things in life. Relaxation,
for instance.
When he recently built a new house, he
built it in Toluca Lake — for the simple reason that Toluca Lake is alongside the Lakeside Country Club. That's how crazy he
is about golf. And he's no dub at the
game ; in fact he's club champion shooting
to a two handicap. Also, he's the worstdressed player on the course. He's that
fellow in the dirty gray slacks and faded
sweater — with a handkerchief, knotted at
the four corners, for a headpiece.
A few weeks ago, he was scheduled to
play a twosome in a club tournament with
Peggy Graham, young and pretty and the
best girl golfer west of the Mississippi. Betting at the club was hot and heavy, as to
whether or not Bing would dress up this
once. He appeared, as usual, in the soiled
slacks, old sweater and knotted handkerchief. No one forewarned the girl about
the handkerchief headpiece or the likelihood
of his calling her "Peggy" at first meeting.
She nearly went off her game, the first
couple of holes.
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a youngster, he never did have enough
swimming — so his new house has a
pool. He never had enough tennis to satisfy
him, either — so he has a tennis court, too.
Dixie (Mrs. Crosby) plays him and gives
him a good game.
Between pictures, Bing and Dixie and
the three little Crosbys usually pack up and
go down to their ranch near Del Mar —
and "rough it." As a youngster, he used to
wonder what ranch life was like. Well,
he knows now. The place is complete even
to an old Spanish hacienda and a coral,
which is stocked with brood mares. As a

pened to me. A few little kids with autograph books, it's
that's
Of course,
threeall."years since he made
a personal-appearance tour — and maybe he
has forgotten what happened then, though
it does seem impossible that any man could
forget being literally mobbed by emotionmaddened swarms of women. There is a
reason why it hasn't happened — very much
— since. When a crowd collects out in
front now, he escapes (if possible) via the
back door. Not because he is trying to
dodge his Public. But because he is trying to dodge painful embarrassment. He
doesn't enjoy being the cynosure of all
eyes. A phenomenon, this Bing.
ET fans approach him singly or in small
he never tries
duck. He'll
even groups,
do theandunexpected
for tothem.
Like
asking a girl what her first name is and
then writing in her autograph book, "To
from Bing."
There isn't another
star in Hollywood who puts fan friendships
on a first-name basis. His own office (not
the studio) handles all of his staggering
amount of fan mail, and never asks money
for photographs.
They're
to allfifteen
askers,
though they cost
Bingfreeabout
hundred dollars a month.
Four out of ten letters are from men.
Just seeing him on the screen, or hearing
him on the radio, they feel that here is "a
regular
and they
writealltoover
tell him
so. Hisfellow"
mail — comes
from
the
world. And every letter is answered under
the direction of Larry. The difficult ones
to answer are the too frequent, poignant
letters from girls convinced that they love
him, although
they admit
such love is

sideline, he's going into the horse-raising
business. Not to mention the horse-racing
business.
He owns a quarter-interest in the new
track being built near Del Mar, to compete
with Santa Anita, where he first contracted
racing fever a couple of years ago. In his
pre-Hollywood days, he never had any interest in horses ; this is strictly a new development. And it's a potent one. Before
Larry and Everett knew what was happening, brother Bing had a string of sixteen
horses, headed by a nag y-clept Zombie —
which, Larry claims, means "resurrected
corpse." In two years, the Crosby colors
have won just two races. But is he "selling
out"? Not Bing. He gets too much of a
bang out of the sport of thundering hoofs.
He also owns a quarter-interest in a
promising middleweight fighter — which,
offhand, sounds like a strange investment.
It all traces back to his days as the Scourge
of Spokane. He didn't keep that title without impromptu fist-duels. He knows the
thrill of a good scrap.
As a boy, Bing had urges to go to sea.
He's getting some of the sea fever out of
his system right now with a trip to Hawaii
with Dixie. Up to now he has released
the fever principally in deep-sea fishing off
La Jolla. Standing on the tossing, lurching deck of a small boat in a stiff offshore breeze, having a two-hour battle with
a sword fish — now, there's a man's sport !
And, what's more, Bing is good at it.
Am I getting across my point? Bing —
the boy's boy — has become, and remained,
a man's man.
How does he feel when females in a
horde swoop down upon him? He sidesteps that query. "I've never seen a horde
of females in my life. That never hap-
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Hollywood's youngest bathing beauty
Patsy May of the famous "Our
Baby comedies
—
Gang"
— and Jamie, her pet
Scottie, take a day off to enjoy the
pleasures

of

famous

Malibu

Beach

hopeless.
An executive of the company that has
handled his phonograph recordings since
1931 told me recently, "He is the only
singer in the world who is understood universally. He does something that seems
to make a common denomination of all
races. But there are two Bing Crosbys —
one Bing who appeals to the masses, and
the other a Crosby who has the right to
sing standard songs in his own individual
way. He thinks I'm giving him a terrific
build-up ; I've never yet heard him say
that anything he did was good; at the
most, he'll say, 'Well, I hope they like it.'
But I mean what I say. He should be
putting out things of a semi-classical nature. His voice has no right to die."
Bing, apparently, is the one person in
the world who has no illusions about his
voice. He dodges invitations to sing on
the same concert programs with operatic
stars ; he calls himself "Old GravelThroat" ; and he has been known to smoke
a cigar immediately before a recording
without any thought of "saving" his voice.
(P. S. And the recording was perfect.)
HE

DOESN'T worry about anything.
Everything is a game to Bing. Even
movie-making. If he "goes up" in his
lines, he may say something like "I'll be
diddly-dadburned," but there are no symptoms of disgust. Usually, he goes right
on talking, ad lib, to the devastation of
other members of the cast. As, for instance, during a scene with Madge Evans
in the Haunted House Cafe on the set of
Pennies from Heaven. (Which, by the
way, Bing himself is producing, by arrangement with Columbia.) On a mantel
stood a spectral-looking bird. Madge was
to ask, "What is it?" Bing forgot what
he was to answer. But he said something.
He said, "That is Harry Cohn — looking
for the final print of Lost Horizon. Harry
Cohn being the president of Columbia,
which had just spent $2,000,000 and five
months' time on Lost Horizon.
isn't heroes
conscious
of are.
camera
as Bing
handsome
usually
Likeangles,
Fred
Stone, he doesn't care which side they
photograph, so long as it's the outside.
Bing doesn't wear make-up. He is so
tanned from golfing that he doesn't need
any. (Maybe that handkerchief, instead
of a cap, is all right, after all!)
His friends today are mostly the friendswho-knew-him-when.
He makes no secret of the fact that he
is married — and happily. He is a onewoman man. He is crazy about youngsters. He has Gary Evan, 3, and the twoyear-old twins, Philip and Dennis, brought
to the studio on days when he knows he
will have free time, so that he can be with
them.
The youngsters occupy a wing completely
their own in the new house. A white
Colonial house, with twenty-two rooms.
Proudly, Bing was showing a visitor over
the place soon after they moved in, when
he came to a closed door. "Here's a neat
little number," he said, opening the door.
The visitor was greeted with a view of a
large "guest" living room — the last word
in dignified luxury — and was properly
awed. That same evening, after dinner,
Bing suggested to Dixie that they go into
the "guest" living room to read. They
hadn't tried it yet. They sat there about
fifteen minutes. Then Bing said, "Let's
go back home — we don't belong in here."
And that's Bing Crosby for you.
Perhaps now you can appreciate the
pensive remark of thirteen-year-old Edith
Fellowes, who plays with Bing in Pennies
from Heaven: "Isn't Dixie lucky to have
a man like Bing? . . . When I grow up, I

"I Am More Popular With Sunny Golden Hair",
says Miss Patricia Watson of Buffalo, N. Y.
IOVELY Miss Watson, MARCHAND'S BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH for
j OCTOBER, when asked her secret of popularity told us, "I have been
keeping my hair bright and lustrous with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash for
four years." Blonde or Brunette, you can improve your whole appearance by
developing fully one of your natural charms. Most important is your hair!
Follow Miss Watson's example. Rinse with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash to
have glorious, fascinating hair your friends will admire.
BLONDES — Is dull, faded or streaked hair robbing you of youthful, lively
charm blonde hair can give? Enjoy a more fascinating appearance now. To
keep your hair bright and golden always rinse with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES — To add an alluring lustrous sheen to your hair just rinse with
Marchand's. You will be amazed at the improvement in your whole appearance.
Or if you wish, using Marchand's full strength you can lighten your hair to
any golden shade and become an appealing blonde.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — Use Marchand's also to make "superfluous"
hair on arms, legs or face unnoticeable. Keep dainty and alluring all over with
Marchand's. Start today! Get a bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at
any drug store. Use it tonight, at home.
• Do You, Too, Want

to Win a Free Visit to New

York?

For details see folder inside your package of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.
Ask your druggist. Or use coupon below.

AND;WAS
MARCHHAIR

G O L D E

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S

H
1

TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as convenient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
_
Address
City

_...
_

State

p. p. 1 1 an

only hope there'll be a Bing for me !"
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Enjoy a Hollywood Small Home
[Continued from page 47]

added in soft blue crash. Convenient end
tables made of one-inch lumber put together with simple butt joints are placed
by these wall seats.
In front of the fireplace, and again in
front of a small upright piano finished in
white,
"conversation
chairs
and lowaretables.
A round,groups"
bevelledof mirror

Yet Standing or
Reclining Gave
Me No Relief!"
What suffering Piles cause! What they do to you, physically
and mentally! But pain is not the worst thing about Piles —
they can develop into something very serious.
For the treatment of Piles, there is nothing better than to
try Pazo Ointment. Pazo is definitely effective. Almost instantly itrelieves the distress due to Piles— the pain, soreness
and itching.

Effective for 3 Reasons!

over the simple tile and brick fireplace
lends a Colonial touch. The two arm chairs
used with the coffee table in the living
room, by the way, serve as end chairs at
the dining table when more than the usual
number are at dinner.
An interesting treatment was used in remodelling the large arch between the living
and dining rooms. This had formerly been
of dark wood, with the usual clumsy columns. These were removed and triplevalve screen-like doors were substituted,
whose white, slatted surfaces give a unique,
Southern feeling. Screens similar to these
are easily purchased at the department
stores for very much less than the cost of
the original columns.
Another clever feature was the hanging
of a Venetian blind over the large "land-

scape" window in the dining room, which
had given an undesirable close-up of the
side of the house next door.
The doors were removed from an oldfashioned built-in sideboard, which was
then painted white to match the woodwork
and furniture. On the table three chromium
sailboats merrily glide over a deep blue
mirror sea.

PLAYROOM
Beyond the kitchen is a room eight or
nine feet wide and about twice as long,
also treated in red and white. Here again,
the capacious lounge and white end-tables
are built to order.
A clever bar was made by simply cutting
in half the door to a large closet and
covering the lower portion with a shelf.
The upper half, swung back, discloses the
large closet shelf-lined and equipped with
an array of interesting looking bottles.
Against the end wall is a modernistic
case containing a display of the more
unique types of containers. This had been
merely an old bookcase which, with a
dollar or two and a little artistic judgment,

First, Pazo is sooth ing, which tends to relieve inflammation,
soreness and itching. Second, it is lubricating, which tends
to soften hard parts and make passage easy. Third, it is
astringent, which tends to reduce swollen parts and check
bleeding.
Pazo comes in tubes fitted with a special Pile Pipe for application high up in the rectum. It also now comes in suppository form. Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
Suppositories the most satisfactory. All drug stores sell
Pazo, but a trial tube (with Pile Pipe) will be sent on request.
Mail coupon and enclose 10c (coin or stamps) to help cover
cost of packing and postage.

MAIL!

GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. 74-F, St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo. I enclose 10c
to help cover packing and mailing.

City_

JStateThis offer is good only in U. S. and Canada. Canadian residents may write H. R. MadiU & Co., ei
Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Out.

a Queer Way ;
to Learn Music/
TVT01 ' teacher — no monotonous exercises or confusing de•*-* tails. Just a simple, easy, home-study method, Takes
only a few minutes — averages only a few cents — a day. No
"grind" or hard work. Every step is clear as crystal —
simplerapid
as A-B-C
You'll you
be are
surprised
at your
own
progress.throughout.
From the start
learning
real
tunes by note. Quickly learn to
play "jazz" or classical selections —
Pick Your Course
right at home in your spare time
Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Send for Booklet and Free Demonstration Lesson. These explain our
wonderful home study method fully
and show you how easily and quickly
you can learn to play at little
expense. Mention your favorite instrument. WHITE NOW enclosing
3c stamp to help pay cost of handling.
Instruments supplied when needed,
cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL
3611

Brunswick
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Eldg.

OF MUSIC
New York City

. no
Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Organ Mandolin
Cornet
Ukulele
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Clarinet
Flute
'Cello
Hawaiian
Steel
Guitar
Trumpet
Piano
Accordic
Italian
and
G<
man
Accordioi
Voice
and Speech
Culture
Harmony
and
Composition
Drums
and Traps
Banjo
(Plectrui
S-String or Tern

Nesco Ware, as up-to-date in kitchen service as the China Clipper
is in aviation, is a feature in the Cooper home. Reasonable in price,
its beauty and servicability recommends it to every home owner
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Bissell Carpel sweepers, selling at
traditionally low prices despite their
many new improvements, are recommended for use on ultra-fine rugs
had been made into a charming exhibition
cabinet.
Another economical but effective stunt
was used in the five or six pictures on the
wall. These were all standard size colored
prints from a well known magazine. When
change of subject is desired they are
quickly slipped out and new ones substituted.

JACKIE'S

QUARTERS

Efficient but inexpensive plywood panelled cabinets line the corridor to Jackie's
bedroom, with its adjacent bath in cool
green nautical
and white.
room
and
evenIt tois athetypical
blue boy's
and white
color scheme, colors of the white-capped
sea.
The bed is a double-decker, a pilot's
wheel both fore and aft, perhaps to keep
the dream ship on an even keel. The table
lamp has a pilot wheel base, and additional
illumination is by means of brass binnacle
lamps.
A big easy chair, a chest of drawers, a
dresser and a desk complete the furnishings. The desk is specially made, of simple
lines and painted wood. Framed autographed photographs of famous movie
friends line the walls and near the ceiling
is a frieze of model airplanes, most of them
Jackie's own work. A marine blue rope
rug tones in admirably and inexpensively.

MASTER

BED

ROOM

Here again, good taste and ingenuity are
in evidence. The doorway faces a simple
[Continued on page 78]

NEW DISCOVERY GIVES THOUSANDS
NORMAL CURVES- in a few weeks!
SKINNY, rundown men and women
now have a marvelous new tripleacting treatment that has put pounds
of solid, naturally attractive flesh on
thousands who never could gain before. Not only has this new discovery
filled out broomstick limbs and washboard breasts to naturally good-looking curves, but it has also brought
normally clear skin, freedom from indigestion and constipation, new pep
and popularity.
Doctors now know that the real reason why many find it hard to gain
weight is they do not get enough
digestion-strengthening Vitamin B and
blood-building iron in their food. Now
with this new discovery which combines these two vital elements in little
concentrated tablets, hosts of people
have put on pounds of firm flesh, normal curves — in a very short time.

7 times more powerful
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from special imported
cultured ale yeast, the richest known
source of Vitamin B. By a new process
this special yeast is concentrated
7
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times — made 7 times more powerful.
Then it is combined with 3 kinds of
iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other
valuable ingredients in pleasant little
tablets.
If you,
needthese
"Vitamin
B and iron
build
you too,
up, get
new Ironized
Yeastto
tablets from your druggist at once. Day
after day, as you take them., watch skinny
limbs and flat chest round out to normal
attractiveness, skin clear to natural beauty
— you're an entirely new person.

Money-back guarantee

No matter how skinny and rundown you
may be from lack of enough Vitamin B
and iron, these marvelous new Ironized
Yeast tablets should build you up in a few
weeks as
have of thousands.
If not
delighted they
with results
first package,
money
back instantly.

Special FREE

offer!

To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book
on
health, "New
Factswith
AbouttheYour
Remember,
results
veryBody."
first
package—
money
all druggists. or
Ironized
Yeast refunded.
Co., Inc.,AtDept.
2811,
Atlanta. Ga.
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REDUCIBLE

FATgob
OR MONEY

Enjoy a Hollywood Small Home
\C ontinued from page 77~\

BACK!
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• Get rid of reducible
FAT in a hurry! But
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DANGEROUS DRUGS. . .positively no dinitrophenol. Not laxative. No thyroid. SLENDRETS
Wafers are delicious too... taste just like candy!
READ HOW OTHERS LOST REDUCIBLE FAT
*Mrs. L. R. O'Connell, Springfield, Mass., writes:
"I sent
forweek!
the trial
4 lbs. now
the
very
first
Havepackage
lost 18and
lbs.lost
to date,
weigh 120. I feel and look years younger! Never
felt a hungry moment." From Connecticut, Miss
Anna Goodrow writes: "I reduced 17 lbs. in 4
weeks. No discomfort, and they left my flesh firm
and solid."

REDUCE QUICKLY...OR AT NO COST!

If you are not entirely satisfied with the wonderful results from the very first package, you get
your money back in full. You can't lose one cent.

ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY

Don't you
givereduce
FAT another
start!... butFood
be
sure
the safeday's
SLENDRETS
Method Way. Don't use drugs! Send $1 for
generous-supply package containing 84 SLENDRETS. Or $5 for 6 packages. (Currency, Money
Order, Stamps, or C.O.D.) Sent to you in plain
wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. F 1 1 36
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your money-back offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or, if C.O.D. send 10c fee.)
Name
Address...
City
State
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AT HOME

VOU can now make at home a
-*- better gray hair remedy than
you can buy, by following: this
simple recipe: To half pintof
water add one ounce bay rum,
I a small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce
of glycerine. Any druggist
can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little
cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired
is obtained. Barbo imparts color to streaked,
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
years off your looks. It will not color the
is not sticky or greasy and does not rub off.

bric-a-brac cabinet which proves to be a
decorative way of finishing the end of the
dressing cabinets which occupy most of
that wall of the room. This section being
an addition to the old house, was planned
with large, modern windows open to the
sea air. A dresser, chest of drawers, chairs
and desk of simple design, constitute the
ordinary pieces of bedroom furniture.
The unusual feature is the made-to-order
bed. A frame was built to take the usual
spring and mattress, and integral with it,
are a shelved head board and curve-ended
night tables. The headboard, of course, is
plain, sufficiently high for pillow backing,
but above that is a shelf for favorite books
and a small radio. The bedside tables
extend about thirty inches from the wall
and also contain shelving. The window
drapes are of sumptuous appearing white
corduroy, which retails slightly under a
dollar a yard.

TIPS TO HOME

MAKERS

The house that Jackie Cooper built is
filled with important lessons for homebuilders. This home falls into the five
thousand dollar class when built new, figuring California price of $3 per square
foot. On top of that, bear in mind that the
furnishings, carpenter-built in many cases,
offer not only a tremendous saving but
also increased comfort.
The built-in bed, for instance, in the
master bedroom, can be constructed of
cheap lumber since it is finished in white
paint. A Simmons spring and Beautyrest
mattress could be purchased and turned
over to a carpenter with a sketch or photo,
and this bed would be easy to duplicate.
I particularly liked the use of carpeting.
A sense of luxury is imparted by covering
the floor completely either with broadloom, strip rug, or rugs to fit.
The Olson Rug Company of Chicago,
for example, spins, dyes and weaves rugs
exactly to measure, and from your own
salvaged material.
The clever use of corduroy drapes struck
my fancy — doubtless a hunch that was derived from some studio set builder with an
eye to the unusual. In future articles I
shall discuss other, drapery ideas.
The kitchen is an important adjunct
never to be minimized — it must be well
supplied with modern equipment, be light,
and save steps.
More and more, kitchens are becoming
colorful. To add to this effect, I suggest
the use of the new Nesco ware, made in
such a wide variety of colors as to fit most
any scheme. Cream and red is one of their
combinations in the complete kitchen ensemble and electric Roastmaster. You'll
find this beautiful ware in use in the movie
sets calling for modernist kitchen equipment. I am told Nesco has the following
color schemes for added color harmony in
your kitchen : delphinium blue and white,
green and cream, red and cream, pure
white, plus others, a list of which can be
obtained by writing this magazine. The
Nesco company extends the use of color
to such items as spatulas, sieves, spoons,
oven china, oil cloth and so on in their
stainless enameled ware and garden girl
Japanned ware lines.
Indeed, most forward-looking manufacturers are supplying color in products essential in your home. The new Bissell
carpet sweepers, in the Charm and Vanity
styles, are novel and smart. Your entire
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Olivia de Havilland, who in one brief
year has climbed to stardom under
the Warner Brothers banner, has become a devotee of the increasingly
popular sport of sailing. She will next
be seen in Charge of the Light Brigade
kitchen,
from floor to closet, can be bright
and
colorful.
Among homes of the stars I have visited
I have often noticed clever uses of Armstrong linoleum for kitchen, playroom,
nursery or solarium.
In the Cooper house, the playroom can
easily become a third bedroom. As a suggestion, use linoleum on your playroom
floor. It will be here that drinks are
spilled, cigarettes dropped and the wear
and tear of living becomes most evident.
Anything easily washable has great advantage in a home. The leatherette covering to several of the furnishings in Jackie
Cooper's home is a case in point. The new
washable wall papers are gaining great
favor with architects. Imperial washable
wall papers are now available in such a
wide assortment as to meet with all your
requirements, and these are highly important in kitchens, playrooms, nurseries and
so on. I like them for living rooms also,
where radiators or hot air outlets cause
stains on the walls, and on hall stairways
where baby hands leave a smudgy trail.
OTHER articles on star's homes will
appear in future issues of Movie Classic.
Watch for them, and for the valuable tips
to homemakers contained in this nciv series.

Portrait of a Charming Lady
[Continued from page 59]

Bctte's
command,
"Tibbie"across
jumped
down
and
followed
her mistress
the room.
Bette studied the portrait for a moment,
then commented — -"You have it exactly."
After that, I noticed, she was much more
at ease.
I believe Bette Davis could not stand being aroundI anyone
who didn't
knowwould
his
business.
can imagine
that she
be capable of kicking over the easel if she
thought
that Iisdidn't
know how
to paint
She, herself,
businesslike
in the
truly!
modern manner.
Fairness is one of the strongest of Bette's
qualities. She has very decided ideas on
right and wrong, and will stand up and
fight to the last against anything she believes unfair.
Unless you fully understand that attribute, Ican see that she might not be easy
to get along with. Of her contract difficulties, she remarked — "I got one of the
handsomest 'pushing arounds' Hollywood
has ever handed out." Modern lingo, this
— aptly suited to filmdom of today. And
there was a determination in Bette's voice
that convinced me that she wasn't to be
"pushed around" any more.
During the weeks that I was painting
Bette, her mother was very ill ; but although, on this account, Bette had to be
excused from several appointments (incidentally, she never broke an engagement
for any other reason), she saw to it that
my work was delayed as little as humanly

possible. When she was posing, you would
never have known that she had a worry
in the world. Only during her rest periods
could you have told how disturbed she was.
Devotion to her mother and consideration of me proved that Bette possesses to
a high degree respect and thoughtfulness
for her elders — old-fashioned qualities that,
unfortunately, are lacking in so many of
the present generation. Stripped of modern veneer, Bette Davis could just have
stepped from old New England or the old
South.
Bette is a true intellectual. She can
talk on 'most any subject — science, art,
literature — with an air of authority. Even
though she gives her discussions the fire
and enthusiasm of the modern, behind her
comments I saw a deep and an almost astounding understanding.
On the last day that Bette was to pose,
sheI came
in with
airy —was
"Is it
finished?"
told her
thatanthere
still
a little
"touching up" to be done.
"May I see it now?" she promptly asked.
When I told her "yes," she came over
and looked at the portrait for a long while.
"You got it : you got it exactly. I knew
that if you did that you could paint — and
there it is!" exclaimed Bette, pointing delightedly to the unusual way her hair
grows back just above each ear. "I didn't
sayI astarted
word to
about
pickit,upeither
my !"brush for the
finishing strokes.

"Don't touch it. Don't do another thing
to it !" Bette fairly screamed — "It's perfect
And there was nothing I could do but
leave it alone !
it is." Harmon Nelson (Bette's husasWhen
band) came over to see the canvas, Bette
watched hirn like a hawk. If he had not
liked the portrait, I'm sure she would have
been
disappointed.
"Ham"
lookedgenuinely
at the work
for a longBut
time,
then
turned to Bette saying —
"Bette, that is you. In years to come,
this portrait will still be Bette Davis at
theThere
heightwere
of her
career."
a few
people *in to tea. At
Mr. Nelson's remark, a hush — almost as if
of reverence — settled on the group. That
was one of the best compliments that has
ever been paid me.
No one knows how much I value my
hours of close association with a truly
great American woman; but well do I
realize that I have caught only one phase
of Bette Davis. It would take many artists, painting many portraits, to record her
whole complex personality!
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THAT:

during

the production of a picture, Eleanor Powell

must
be in bed
every night by nine o'clock.
It's doctor's
orders!
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8
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hat
ctors A
deman d of a 1axative {
YOUR DOCTOR doesn't mince words.
He says, emphatically, that a good
laxative should meet 8 specific requirements. These requirements are
listed below for your protection.
Please read them carefully:
The doctor says your laxative
should he: Dependable . . . Mild
. . . Thorough . . . Time-tested.
The doctor says your laxative
should not: Over-act . . . Form a
habit . . . Cause stomach pains . . .
Nauseate, or upset the digestion.
And Ex-Lax meets every specification . . . Ex-Lax answers the doctor s
requirements for a laxative at every
single point.
Trust the doctor's judgment when
next you need a laxative. Don't flirt
with trouble in the form of harsh,

nasty-tasting cathartics. Start using
Ex-Lax— and you'll find new comfort,
mildness and complete relief. Find
out for yourself the advantages that
have made Ex-Lax the world's largestselling laxative. Discover the real
reasons why Ex-Lax has been used in
doctors' families, and in millions of
other homes, for over 30 years.
Ex-Lax tastes like delicious chocolate. Children take it readily. And it's
just as gentle, just as effective, for
them as it is for you. At all drug stores
in economical 10c and 25c sizes.

When Nature forgets — remember

EX- LAX

THE ORIGINAL

CHOCOLATED

LAXATIVE
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He Wanted to be Athletic
[Continued from page 14]

Put a dollar bill in an
velope with name,
dress, number of article
desired and brief note
stating age (must be over
20), occupation, employer and other facts. We
will open a 10 -month
charge account and send
selection for approval
and trial. If satisfied, pay
balance in 10 equal
monthly payments. Otherwise return and dollar
will be refunded. Everything confidential — no
direct inquiries.
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$1.40 a month

BULOVA
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Ml — Bulova Commodore — 15 |ew.
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FREE TO ADULTS—
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KILL THE HAIR ROOT
Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following simple directions. The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair from growing again. The
delightful relief will bring happiness,
freedom of mind and greater success.

Backed by 35 vears of successful use all
over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove
Superfluous Hair Forever.'*
O.J. MAHLER CO., Dopt. 56 N, Providence, R. I.

NO
DRUGS -NO EXERCISES
An amazing patented device and method
called ROLLETTE developed in Rochester,
Minnesota now makes it possible for you
to rid yourself of unsightly pounds of fat
and improve your figure. With it you can
take off fat quickly without dangerous
drugs or exercise. No strenuous dieting
needed. You eat plentifully of tasty foods
as outlined in method. Leaves the flesh
firm and gives a natural healthy glow to
the skin. Jt makes you feel vigorous.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
We absolutely guarantee that if within five days the Rollette method does
not convince you it will take off your
ugly
the trial
will for
costfree
you trial
nothing1.
Send fat
name,
address
offer,

ROLLETTE
COMPANY
It E.Huron St., Dept, 700, Chicago
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justice than formality, it is the push-'emin-the-face menaces rather than the prunesprisms-and-perfume variety who win the
public, the producers and the parts.
"The long, sad story of my life," remarks Mr. Rhodes with a grin, "reads like
a testimonial. You know — T was a puny,
child, but after taking your Super De-Luxe
Course in physical culture I won the heavyweight championship of Podunk County.'
"But that is exactly the way my life
started out. I ivas a puny child. Quite
logically, the idol of my boyhood was
Douglas Fairbanks. He had everything I
lacked. He was athletic ; he was vital,
colorful, alive. All I seemed able to
achieve were scholastic honors. In addition," here Mr. Rhodes winced, "I was one
of the boy sopranos in the church choir.
"My first Big Opportunity — in tall capitals— arrived with the casting of the senior
play," Erik continued reminiscently. "We
presented // / Were King and I won the
leading role, that of Francois Villon. Here,
at last, I could act athletic. I could swashbuckle.
I could be Douglas
Fairbanks."
WITH
this super-athletic achievement
to his credit, young Erik went to college— the University of Oklahoma. Very
early in his scholastic career he became a
major in modern languages and a Phi Delta
Theta. He concluded his career four years
later by earning a Phi Beta Kappa key, the
university's highest scholastic honor, the
Marian Talley music scholarship (up pops
that voice again), and — something much
more thrilling — his first athletic award.
The latter was for horsemanship.
It seems that his physical limitations,
though he was outgrowing his childhood
handicap, prevented him from earning a
college "letter." Football, baseball, track
were forbidden — at least in the strenuous
doses inter-collegiate competition demands.
But he had enrolled in the R.O.T.C, the
military training course offered students in
state universities.
"And as part of that course I learned to
ride — equitation, they called it. Nice word,
equitation," he added politely.
Upon graduation, young Mr. Rhodes,
armed with the above-mentioned scholarship, went to New York. The award provided musical training for a year ; but the
ambitious youngster also continued his Gerand Italian
thrownman French
andlessons
Spanish (he'd
for aalready
loss),
and for the first time began the formal
study in dramatics.
At the
the year
had beginner's
luck.
He endwasof cast
in Ahe Most
Immoral
Lady starring Alice Brady. At the end of
a long run he obtained a part in the successful review, First Little Show. But that
ended that. The next two years (early
depression) were very lean indeed.
"But I was lucky," Erik explained cheerfully. "I could play the piano. I played
and sang wherever I could find a job —
cheap joints, speakeasies, on boats. It was
good training. Either the song was put
over or I was put out. I soon learned
that singing didn't always mean the rendition of a heavy dramatic number. It could
also mean 'talking' the lyrics for comedy
Then his luck changed. Up on Broadand punch."
way the feminine half of a world-famed
dance team decided to marry and retire.
The masculine half (you may have heard
of him; the name is Astaire) took the dare
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of the theatrical world and arranged to
star alone. The production selected was
The Gay Divorcee and in it was a part for
a young man who understood both comedv
and Italian.
Erik got the role.
Thus Tonetti ("'Scusee, please," to
you) was born. He lived for almost a
year on Broadway and six months in London. Then RKO-Radio brought both Mr.
Astaire and The Gay Divorcee to Hollywood. And
_
Erik came along to play
Tonetti on the screen.
Which was a grand opportunity until
Hollywood began to regard Rhodes and
the Latin as a form of theatrical Siamese
twins. This discouraged the aspiring
young actor from Oklahoma but failed to
deter him from his chosen career of allaround actor and all-around athlete.
"I hadn't been long in New York when
I discovered that athletic ability was an
important part of theatrical success," Erik
explained. "At the most unexpected moments you're called upon to do a little
fencing, box a round or fall down stairs !
Further, I found physical training important in the development of the strength
needed for one of the most gruelling professions inthe world.
"So, through all those lean years I
trained. My father had taught me to swim
but I learned all over again — from the
bottom up," he added grinning. In New
York there was little opportunity for outdoor games so I spent long hours in gymnastic routines.
"But it was after I came to California
that the real fun began. I knew that I had
finally overcome the frailness of my childhood for nothing in the world seemed too
Just to prove what can be done from a
standing
start, Erik has in the past two
big to try."
years developed a brilliant tennis game
from no game at all. A year ago, just for
fun, he swam up the Pacific Coast from
Santa Monica to Malibu, a distance of ten
miles. Recently he navigated a six-mile
jaunt across Boulder Dam Lake.
f~\ RDIN
there's
^--'
word ARY
again — equitation—
has long since
given that
way
to polo and steeple-chasing. Early in his
career as a polo player a broken cinch almost broke the Rhodes neck but he still
plays
The polo.
frail boy, the studious youth, has
gone lieve
incurably
don't
beit, listen toathletic.
his ideaIfofyou
fun.
Every
morning, rain or shine, working or not,
he rises at six, boxes with a trainer and
winds up with a nice rousing sprint.
"Wakes you up," he explains succintly.
Spartan treatment, but encouraging for
those who, like young Erik, started life
"puny."
Perhaps, however, there is another method to his madness. Way down under the
Rhodes exterior there is more than a remnant of the boyhood worship of Douglas
Fairbanks. And, though he won't say much
about to it,play
one the
may Fairbanks
also conclude
he'd
like
type that
of role.
"Those pictures weren't all have-at-theevillain dramas," he says a bit wistfully.
"They were also grand comedies — gay,
devil-may-care stories that never took
themselves seriously. This — not just the
gymnastic stunts — was the secret of their
charm. Perhaps — someday ..." but he
lets it go at that.

Simone Simon Fooled Hollywood
[Continued from page 40]

irrepressible girl. Her sophistication helped
carry out the clever deception conceived by
her naive self. And I'm coming to that now.
TWENTIETH
Century invited me out
to luncheon one day to meet the next big
star of the films. When they said that her
name was Simone Simon, I found that a
hasty research failed to bring any image to
mind. So I climbed in the buggy and motored out to Fox Hills for the occasion.
During the twenty minutes drive I built
up a mental picture. Simone must be a dark,
long-lashed lady of complete austerity. That
was mistake number one. They put me
down beside a wide-eyed girl, full of pep
and personality. I presumed she was a recent high school graduate out to see Hollywood. Mistake number two ! For this was
Simone, the great French actress.
Our introduction was accomplished over
the soup. But it was not until we lingered
over the salad that I found myself really
facing a problem. By way of conversation
I said :
"How do you like America, Miss
Simon?"
"Again?" she asked with a smile.
"America," I repeated, suddenly realizing
she did not understand English very well.
"The United States, I mean. How do you
like our country?"
"Oh, out, but eet ees ver' — how you say
eet — veree nice!" Her accent was terrific,
so pronounced that it is impossible to reproduce in print.

From

"Was your trip across the ocean pleasant ?" I asked.
Simone eyed me demurely. "Eet ees zat
I do not un'er-stood you," she pursued.
Christopher ! Was this going to be an
interview or an ordeal ?
"You were on a boat — a ship," I explained patiently. "You crossed the Atlantic.
Was
it nice?"
" Parle
s-vous Francois, pleese ?"
I looked around wildly for help as a wave
of panic surged over me. No one was paying the slightest attention to us.
"No, I don't, unfortunately,"
I replied.
Came the lamb chops and ice tea at this
moment — praise Allah ! We lapsed into
silence and ate. And ate. Slowly, too, because this conversation problem was bound
to arise again. I began to harangue myself
inwardly. Why hadn't I studied French
instead of Spanish ? No matter, though — I
had forgotten my smattering of Spanish
long, long ago.
Sadly, painfully I gazed at my last bite
of chops and realized it must be English (O
sad language !) or silence. I tossed a mental
coin and got heads. Tossed again : heads
again. We talked.
"America," I said profoundly, "is a grand
A gleam of recognition was the answer.
And then: "Ah, oui. Tell me about thees

I

Hollywood."
place."
WIPED
my brow and started talking.
Perhaps by repeating every sentence twice

Hollywood

.. .a new

kind

I could get my meaning across. She was an
attentive listener. But I had to say everything three and four times over. Then she
would giggle appreciatively and that was
something accomplished.
Ten minutes of this and I paused to recapitulate. Umm — I had said what normally
would take but a minute. I was perspiring
like a baker, breathing like a sprinter,
floundering like a Pekinese in water. And
still Simone listened. I plunged into talking
again, back-tracked every sentence and repeated. Talked until I was hoarse. And
finally, from sheer exhaustion, gave up by
asking something simple, like this : "How
does
to be off
a film
star?"
Andit feel
Simone,
guard
for a moment,
answered me in precise, excellent English !
"Please do not refer to me as a star. It is
a term of standardization. (This from
Simone, the Frenchwoman!) I have no
desire
be putwas
on speaking
a pedestal."
The to
woman
perfect English— and without the slightest hesitation.
Cauld it be that—?
I gulped.
"What fine English you speak, Miss
Simon!" I exclaimed finally. "You learn
Simone apparently confused, studied this
sally over lengthily before answering.
"Some
rapidly."words I speak well," she replied
gravely. "And some I do not. I speak better than I understand your language. My
accent bothers
much, on
however."
[Continued
page 82]
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Simone Simon Fooled Hollywood
[Continued from page 81]
Out on the lot a few minutes later,
finally emancipated from this ordeal, I
found plenty of comfort in the wardrobe
where she understood nothing, in the director who turned to stuttering for relief,
in the producer who threw his hands in the
air and- shouted.
"I can't understand it," he moaned.
"When Mr. Sheehan signed her up, he sent
us a note saying, 'Here's one girl who
won't have to learn English. She speaks it

Pinaud'S SIX-TWELVE
CREAMY

MASCARA

gives your eyes the naturallooking beauty that stirs men!
Here's the way to frame your eyes with long,
heavy, lustrous eyelashes— to give them
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with brittleness and matting, too ! szz^7j~
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Black, brown, blue and green.

PINAUD

THE
HOUSE OF

Plunk ! It!" was the dawn breaking. Or
excellently'
rather,
just a suspicion of a dawn. I washed
my hands of the matter, thanking the
powers above that Simone as a daily proposition was somebody else's headache. At
least 20th Century could afford to buy
large doses of aspirin.
I KNOW now that it was many days before someone officially got wise. Finally
one of the smarter moguls overheard
Simone explode during an unguarded moment— a moment in which her English
bloomed like a wild rose. She forgot her
caution in her anger — and the only accent
she retained was an exclamation mark !
They say an official conference was held
with her. At any rate, for all practical
purposes Simone's English improved quite
suddenly after that.

GRAY
LOOK

10

YEARS

HAIR

YOUNGER

-BRUSH

AWAY

She is quite
Girl's
Dormitory.
Her understandable
accent, rather in
thick
in
spots, lends a touch of mystery to her performance. Hollywood now knows that she
can speak perfect English, but I personally
prefer the accent if it is held to the minimum used in her screen role. Off-screen —
but I've already mentioned that.

There is no question Simone fooled
Hollywood completely. She had everyone
half-hysterical. The studio even hired an
interpreter to help things out, and an English teacher to work with her.
A clever girl, Simone. Her ruse was designed to draw attention and comment. It
succeeded perfectly.
One story is that Simone was born in
Marseilles and later moved to Madagascar
(an English colony.) Another is that she
spent the first ten years of her life in London. In any event it is certain that she
spent several years among English speaking
people. It is equally certain that she speaks
far better English than nine out of ten
Americans — including the interviewer who
labored so to make her understand.
The impish quality in Simone is one of
her most valuable attributes. Unquestionably, she is a personality quite different
from anything that has been seen before on
the screen. Even the most conservative
Hollywood critic will tell you Simone
Simon has a great American career ahead
of her.
A good many people in Hollywood are
downright jealous of her. They suspect that
here may be an actress as different and
compelling as Garbo. They have revealed
this fear by playing on her name, calling
her "Simple Simon" and "San Simeon."
The latter crack has no significance whatever. It happens to be the name of Mr.
Hearst's huge ranch, and it happens to
sound a bit like her own name.
Incidentally, Simone Simon is her real
name,
Her after
father's
Simon ;she
shetells
was us.
named
the name
Frenchis
actress Simone.
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Three famous screen stars, Dick Powell, Joan Blondell (they do say she'll be
Mrs. Powell this fall) and Den Abinata, enjoy an afternoon dip in the Powell
swimmirtdj pool. Den Abinata is the most famous star of the Japanese screen
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They didn't raise her to be an actress.
It seemed at first that she would be a
sculptress or a painter. Educated in the
best school, she continued adding polish
and sophistication in her travels, which
took her to Berlin, Budapest, Turin.
Finally she settled in Paris to study
sculpture under an eminent teacher. He
soon saw that her natural talent was toward drawing. She shifted over to charcoal
work, and found it to her liking. In the
back of her mind was a plan to become
a fashion designer.

FATE came along in June, 1931, and
changed her mind. She was sipping a cool
drink on the terrace of the Cafe de la Paix
when her sparkling eyes caught the attention of Tourjansky, one of Europe's leading screen directors.
He stood before Simone, gazing at her
through half closed eyes, then dumbfounded
her by abruptly pulling up a chair and sitting down beside her.
"Madamoiselle must forgive me," he
said. "I am an artist. To me you are beautiful."
"That," said Simone, "is very interesting.
Goodbye !" She felt half indignant, half
amused by the eccentric display of frank
admiration.
"Ah, but you do not understand me. My
name is Tourjansky. I am a film director.
You are the perfect one for my next film.
I have
you."
Soon been
after looking
Simone for
found
herself cast in
Chantcur Inconnu. It was followed by many
other successes. Then came Mr. Sheehan
and the Fox contract.
On her arrival here she bought two things
almost immediately. A book of fairy stories
and a Packard. Again that strange combination of naivete and sophistication ! It is
part and parcel of her personality.
On her voyage from France she was
unaccompanied — except by for twenty
trunks crammed with clothes. She is a
smartly dressed woman. Just now her
choice runs to sport clothes — and what
clothes they are !
Simone's French tastes are reflected in
odd little things. She has a mania for wearing gloves. Everywhere she goes she wears
a pair — always costly and attractive.
In Hollywood, she has been slow to make
friends. Her few intimates are members of
the French colony, most of whom she knew
in Paris. Despite her understanding of English, etc., she doesn't understand Americans
their psychology yet. So she shies away
from them.
She is frank to say that American women,
in her opinion are the most beautiful she
has ever seen. She is surprised to find
American women so friendly to one another. In France competition splits the ranks
of the more charming sex.
Simone is unmarried.
To date there have been no rumors of
romance — except her high praises for Herbert Marshall, the man she fell in love
with, cinematically speaking, in Girl's
Dormitory. Marshall, she declares, was a
wonderful inspiration, she credits his help
for her obviously fine performance. Simone's
naive ravings are quite enough to raise
Gloria Swanson's eyebrows. Of course it
may be the Artist talking, not the Woman.
Follow her home and you will find her
spending an evening beneath a reading lamp
with Noel Coward's plays, reading them
aloud with a friend. Of looking over the
latest Literary Guild selection.
It is inevitable that when Simone plays,
she seeks the relaxation suitable to one of
her age. But during her more serious moments, she displays that curious grown-up
side of her personality and the culture she
has acquired through study and travel.
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Hollywood [Continued
is the World's
Melting Pot
from page 29]

m tj..

fucious and the theory of the Young China
movement to a stripling reporter, who is
learning more about Confucious and about
China in these few moments than he could
have learned through years of academic
training. The sibilance of many Chinese
voices comes from a little way off, where
some four hundred Chinese extras are
resting between scenes. There is the odor
of burning joss sticks in the air, the
mournful call of doves, the gutteral grunt
of Chinese water buffalos (also brought
from China). Buddha seems to brood . . .
It is all very old and very Oriental and
very far away. And — we are ten miles
from the main artery of Hollywood Boulevard.
That is precisely what I mean. We are
in Hollywood. We are, also, in China. We
are surrounded by Chinese people. We are
living in Chinese surroundings. The very
chairs we sit in, the tools we work with,
the clothes I wear were all brought from
China. We are melded together, China
and Hollywood.
I have learned more about China through
working in this picture than I could possibly have learned by living for six months
in China itself. On the other hand, the
Chinese have learned more about us. Had
I gone to China I would have been accorded the courtesy granted a tourist. I
would have met, if lucky, some four to six
people with whom I might have become
friendly. But here — here I work with the
Chinese. I live with them, day after day,
month after month. I work with them and
eat with them and we work out our problems together. We learn to understand one
another's mental processes.
I have become friends with General Tu
who is here, at the expense of the Chinese Government, to instruct us in the ways
of the Chinese. I have become interested

H»l Roscli-M-G^M ^torfiKliciB
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could possibly interest an Einstein, a Milliken? And so, when I have travelled, when
I have visited the different cities of the
world where I might have contacted and
talked to distinguished men in various
fields — I have not done so.
And that is why I know, from personal
experience, that Hollywood is a meltingpot. For there is a different feeling out
here. It is easier to meet people, to talk to
people, than it is anywhere else on earth.
I have said to my wife that here it is
always Sunday ! One has the feeling that
it is always Sunday, the same feeling one
has
when people
"drop in"
to have
tea
or cocktails,
to just
exchange
ideas,
to talk.
There is an atmosphere of holiday, of relaxation. There is no "dress up" about it.
The formalities seem to be non-existent
and non-important. There is a great levelling process at work. For here the men of
all nations and all callings do just "drop in,"
so to speak. They are more eager, if possible, to meet us than we are to meet them.
And not because we are actors, either, but
because we are representatives of the industry they have come to investigate or to
contribute to. And by so doing they melt
with us in the seething, perpetually steaming pot.
MOTION
pictures are,
the
World University.
They actually
give, in due
course of time, every course, every subject. They take us on tours which would
put Cooks Tours to shame. They do for
us what no localized university could do- —
for they make it possible, they make it
imperative, for us to rub elbows with men
of every stamp.
I feel that I, personally, am kin to miners and mining engineers, ex-convicts,
gangsters, guards, bacteriologists, surgeons
and scientists, all kinds, all conditions of
men. And so are you . . . and you . . .

HAVE collaborated in the making
of this picture as we collaborated in
the making of Black Fury and A Prisoner
From A Chain Gang and Pasteur where,
though racially the same, perhaps, men of
many callings and widely diverse interests
got together. And it is only through collaboration that men and races really melt
together and become fused. It is only
through working with people, only by sharing mutual experiences with them that one
comes to know them.
It is all very fantastic and almost completely incredible. It is more than a meltIt is rubbing
ing
pot,
Lamp andreally.
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world and of all the ages to do your
ding. It is rubbing Aladdin's Lamp
bidding the slave to open up for you
stored treasure of the knowledge of

bidand
the
the

ages. It is rubbing Aladdin's Lamp and by
so doing summoning to you the princes
and powers and pontiffs of every age,
every realm, every field of art and science
and experiment and thought.
I should feel at home in this setting,_ in
this atmosphere for it is old and I think
I must have been born old. I have never
been really young, not in the way modern
youth expresses itself, at any rate. I was
born shy, too. I do not mix well, at first.
It goes against the grain with me to make
advances toward my fellow men. Especially if they are men of great erudition.
What,
I think, can I have to say that
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Dolores Del Rio, too long absent
from the screen, has signed a long
term contract with Columbia and
will soon be seen in a picture, as
yet untitled. Her pit bull, Michael,
is a blue ribbon winner, the veteran of many a Hollywood dog show

and you . . . for when we made Black
Fury, when you saw the sets where the
miners lived, when you entered into the
lives of the men who toil underground in
the coal country of Pennsylvania, you were
absorbed into that life and those conditions. For these pictures are as true, as
authenticated as the cross-section of life
from which they are drawn. There were
miners from the Pennsylvania coal fields
in that picture. I came to know them well.
I absorbed their methods of working, the
conditions under which they work. I became intimate with their problems.
When we made A Prisoner From A
Chain Gang, ex-convicts worked hand in
chain with us. Not Hollywood actors simulating convicts but men who had been
chained to gangs themselves. The men who
played the parts of some of the guards had
been guards in real life. I became a prisoner working, suffering, sweating.
When I played Scarface there were
gangsters working right along with us.
We became a part of the gangster mind,
not from second hand information, not
from books or highly colored newspaper
accounts, but from the men who had come
up from the underworld to meet and mingle
with the world of Hollywood.
TN Pasteur there were bacteriologists
-*- from other countries conferring with us,
working with us. There were men who
were carrying on the work Pasteur had
begun. Men who spoke his language, who
were familiar with his methods, who
worked with his precision, were infused
with his passion. I knew these men. I
talked with them. I worked with them.
I read the books Pasteur had read. I was
able to follow, a little way, at least, the
road Pasteur had pioneered. I handled the
same kind of implements Pasteur had
handled. I was enabled, thus, to enter into
the body, the life and spirit and hopes and
dreams of Pasteur. And I know that more,
many more, than I were made kin to the
great bacteriologist, too. For among my
fan mail after the showing of the picture
were letters from young men who told me
they were buying microscopes such as Pasteur had used, or the later improvements
on them ; letters from young men who had
been fired to enter the field of bacteriology
. . . young men who had been melted into
the magnificent mettle that was Pasteur.
We come to know these men when we
enter into their characters for the screen.
I hope the world comes to know them,
through me and through other actors who
portray great men of all calibres, of all
nations, of all callings.
Think of how Africa came to Hollywood with Rhodes — and will come again,
in a different vein, with The Garden Of
Allah . . . think how we have become
familiar with the Foreign Legion through
such productions as Under Two Flags and
many others . . . think how close Ireland
has come to us, her people and her problems, with The Informer . . . Imperial
Russia and the doomed White Russians
were made part of our lives through Rasputin . . . we can be absorbed into Soviet
Russia through the films made in the
U.S.S.R. . . . those of us who did not
know The Great Ziegfeld know him now
... we rub .elbows with tuna fishermen
m Hell Ship Morgan . . . with the traditions and personnel of the English Navy
in Mutiny On The Bounty ... we share
the skies with the airmen in Ceiling Zero.
I could go on indefinitely. I could prove
to you, conclusively, that we are no longer
cut off from the continents of the earth,
dark or otherwise. I could prove that we]
in Hollywood, are kin to all men, strangers to none ... We are the Melting Pot.
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no

longer give-in to periodic pain!
old-fashioned to suffer in silence,
cause there is now a reliable remedy
such suffering.
Many who use Midol do not feel
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one

twinge of pain,
evenentire
a moment's
discomfort
duringor the
period,
including women who have always had
the hardest time.
Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or
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on certain days of
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every month! Keep going, and keep
comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
These tablets provide a proven means
for the relief of such pain, so why endure suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. And its
relief is prolonged; two tablets see you
through your worst day.
You can get Midol in a trim little
aluminum case at any drug store.
Then you may enjoy a new freedom
you hadn't thought possible!
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Meet Frances Farmer
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your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on thesore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved within one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
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They're discussing a scene. Furthman
wrote it. Hawks is supposed to direct it
that way. Brennan is giving it the best he
knows from all his experience. But the
girl — fresh out of school, and young enough
to be the daughter of any of them — is
telling them off. . . ! ! !
"That way isn't right," she tells them.
"I don't feel it. The line should be
changed — it's wrong as it is."
And, instead of telling her to go soak her
baby head in a pail of ice- water, the three
experts, Hawks, Furthman and Brennan,
merely sit there, listen to her, take it—
and like it.
And the strangest part of it is that
Frances Farmer is right. They do the
scene over, changing the mood and the
tempo and even Veteran Furthman's
dialogue, as she has suggested — and it
clicks. Twenty-one-year-old beginner has
shown Hollywood veterans how to do
their own stuff !
"The girl is amazing," Hawks enthuses,
afterward. "She's
different — different
from other actresses. Why this girl thinks!
She thinks all the time. While I'm directing her, I can actually see her think and
feel her think. And when she makes a

FAT

OHIO NORSE
lost 47 lbs:
-Tells How

throne, but behind him, cameras are silent,
and a big stage crew waits minutes and
minutes, costing thousands of dollars for
idle time. Before Hawks sit three persons
— Walter Brennan, veteran of many years
on stage and screen, a born actor ; Jules
Furthman, for seventeen years one of
Hollywood's ace film scenarists ; and a slip
of a girl, barely twenty-one years old.

J

suggestion, usually it's right."
Now, let's see who this baby prodigy is.

Her name, Frances Farmer, is her own
name. She was born in Seattle, went to
school there. Less than a year ago, she
entered a trick newspaper contest in
Seattle. She sent three pictures in, as an
entrant, in a contest to see who was "the
most marriageable girl in the State of
Washington." The girl who got the most
letters of proposal was to win — and get a
free trip to Europe.
A month later, Frances Farmer was on
her way to Europe !
THAT'S
into pictures.
man who where
knew she
somegotmovie
people sawA
her, while abroad, and suggested she take a
test. He even fixed it up for her. In
New York, after her tour, Paramount
scouts, at that man's suggestion, gave her
one of Katharine Hepburn's scenes to play.
She did play it— and when the test reel
was screened, Paramount fell all over itself
to sign her up.
So Frances came to Hollywood — and at
once
Press-Agent's
Neck became
! They the
hailed
her arrival Pain-in-thebecause, as
a contest winner and a newcomer, she ought
to go for great publicity gags. But she
fooled them. Gags, she let them understand, were O-U-T ! About her acting,
she was sincere — terrifically, overwhelmingly and colossally sincere. They learned
that her one ambition in life is to become
the world's greatest stage actress. The
screen, Hollywood, and all of movies' hokum, were and are just so much balloonstuffing to her.
It's all right, and she'll take a certain
measure of it, as her stepping-stone to the
stage.
She admits she can learn a bit

• Do you envy slender
women ? Why sit back
when many others
have found new joy
in living after freeing
themselves from controllable fat . . . Read
what Mrs. Gladysse
Ryer, Registered
Nurse, of Dayton,
Ohio, overweight
writes: "I since
had
been
1926 and was getting
heavier. Then I tried
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lost 47 lbs.! Though
IMiss
lost L.allR.this
fat, my Jackson,
skin is firm
smooth."
Schulze,
Mich.,andreduced
50
lbs., and adds: "Never felt better." Mrs. .1.
Pulfs, Honey Creek, Iowa, writes: "Lost 34 lbs.
They are pleasant to take."
IMPORTANT! . . . Positively NO DINITROPHENOL
Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by leading druggists and department stores for 22 years.

Read
What

I Vk Others

JJF Write

FAT GOES... OR MONEY BACK!
Your money returned in full if results are not
just what you want! Sold by druggists everywhere— or if your dealer is out, send $2 for 1
package or $5 for 3 packages, direct to us.
Currency, Money Order, or Stamps. (Enclose 10c
fee if ordering C.O.D.) Plain wrapper.
AmericanMedicinalProducts.Inc. Dept.F36l I
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me
packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS,
for which I enclose payment, on your MoneyBack Offer.
Name
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Four stars of the gridiron, featured in RKO's football epic, Tbe Big Game,
are guided on their first tour of the studio by June Travis, who plays
a featured role in the film. From left to right the former pigskin
greats are: Frank Alustriza, of Stanford; "King Kong" Klein, of New
York University; "Bones" Hamilton, of Stanford and Gromer Jones, of Ohio
Hamilton was voted the most valuable player of 1935
State University.
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about acting from her picture work. But
as to working to make movies her career —
Dah, and a thousand more bah's !
It's violating no confidence here to report that in the few months she's been on
Paramount's
contract list,dislike
she has
nered the accumulated
of garthat
studio's staff of putters-over — that being
the press department.
But to Frances' own everlasting credit,
I want to say that her attitude is definitely
honest, sincere and, from her own point
of view, well-founded. She knows what
she doesn't want, and she's not going to be
bulldozed into it. She's going to be
honest and to get by and make the grade
honestly, on her own un-hooey merits.
She's getting only $150 a week, now.
She's satisfied. That fact alone definitely
stamps her as utterly un-Hollywood.
"It's enough to keep me," she explains.
"All I want is that 'enough' to allow me to
go on, working toward my goal, without
having to call on my family for financial

THE BEST CORRECTIVE
IS ALL -VEGETABLE
by Elizabeth McKenna
DO

YOU want to know what's the best and safest help for
a system that has gone sluggish, and needs assistance in
off its food-wastes?

throwing

aid."
NOT
long ago, she married — suddenly
enough. So suddenly that here, the
publicists thought, was a chance for great
interviews from her on Love and Great
Romances and all that.
The- man she married is Lief Erickson,
another young contractee at Paramount.
It was only a few months after she landed
in Hollywood. A hopeful press agent
asked her:

Hundreds

"Well, things happen that way, don't
?"
Desperate,
the man asked:
they
"Well, what about — ah — "
"Children?" she asked, brusquely cutting
through his diffidence.
"Yeah," he gulped.
"No children — not now, anyway" she
said. And that ended Frances Farmer's
first and only Love-Interview.
They live in a little house in Laurel
Canyon, near the studio, but far from the
Hollywood glamor-hangouts. There they
have a sort of Little Theatre of their own,
up above a garage. In it, Frances Farmer
rehearses her roles, over and over, before
she goes to the studio to play before the
cameras. Lief helps her. That's why, so
often, she can make suggestions about playing and changing certain lines. She has
tried them out, and diagnosed their faults,
and substituted her own stuff.
As an actress, she's already experienced.
In school, she was always in the forefront of dramatic activities. Not merely
as a dabbler, either, but as a serious
student of the theatre. She has read
everything about acting that she can lay
hands on. Even now, she is still a student
— she spends hours in the cutting room and
other studio departments, learning new
facts and getting new pointers every day,
about acting. It's not a game to her. It's
not just a way to make a living. It's her
life — her one big interest.
SHE'S one of these actresses who "lives
her role" offscreen as well as on. Just at
present, she is playing a dual role in Come
[Continued on page 88]
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"Howcum that you married Lief so very
suddenly and quickly, despite your career
and all that?"
Did she fall in line and give out a
torrid interview about Lo-hove? She did
NOT ! She shrugged a pretty shoulder and
remarked :
"I s'pose it was love."
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From the Broadway
scoring a sensational
Sixteenth, she was
to Universal and will

stage comes beautiful Doris Nolan. After
triumph in the play, The Night of January
placed under long term starring contract
make her screen debut in Way For a Lady

Meet Frances Farmer
[Continued from page 87]
and Get it. One role requires her to be
a sophisticated, very wordly and sort of
hard-boiled northwoods dance-hall dame.

she's too hard-boiled, insist that this is
merely her acting ability in a hard-boiled
role, and that when she is called on to be

Later in the picture, she plays that dame's
daughter.
To differentiate between the two roles,
it was suggested that she drop her voice
for the dance-hall-dame role, if she could
manage it. She went home that night, still
using her own natural clear soprano.
Next day, when she came back, she was
speaking in a deep, rich, throaty, sexy
voice, two octaves below her normal tone !
She's been using that deep voice ever since
— and even sings with it, in a torrid dancehall scene. You see, that night, she'd
practiced it hours — and adopted the new
voice as her own. She's using it off the
stage as
as on.
She won't
change it
until
theywellbegin
shooting
the sequences

soft
girlishandas girlish,
grandmashe'll
used beto asbe soft
whenandit
was fashionable to be a clinging vine.

where she appears as her own daughter.
Then she'll go back to her girlish soprano.
Making predictions about a girl like
Frances
Farmer
one of
of Hollywood's
chief
avocations.
And is one
its most difficult.
That's why, about Frances Farmer, there
are already stormy opinions.
"She's the most capable and the most intelligent young actress I've ever directed,"
enthuses Howard Hawks. "If she'd only
stay in pictures, she'd become one of the
greatest stars the screen has ever known —
great
Garbo, ordirector
greater."
An asassistant
— no use naming
him — says, though : "She's getting spoiled
already. She knows too much — or thinks
she does. Wait until she has to play a
soft,
I'll bet she
He feminine
reflects role,
the attitude
of flops
those!" who
see in Frances Farmer only a hard-boiled
young dame, motivated solely by an overpowering ambition to succeed. They think
it has deprived her, already, of any natural,
ethereal femininity.

Photographically and technically, she's
almost perfect, however. And her champions, answering the crowd that yell that

Movie Classic for November,
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AS well,
FORI told
Frances
Farmer's
own she
ideas
—
you, up
above, that
feels
and believes she's destined to be one of
the greatest stage stars of all time. That
feeling radiates from her — a supreme selfconfidence and self-assurance that can
easily be mistaken for a brassy egotism.
Personally, I don't believe it's egotism at
all — in the unpleasant sense of that word.
Ihonest
believe,
on the in
other
that it's an
confidence
her hand,
own ability.
She herself doesn't give much more than
a toot and a half as to what Hollywood
thinks of her. In fact, it usually annoys her to have Hollywood discuss her —
or even her work. Like the other day,
when a well-meaning acquaintance overheard some movie big-shot discussing her
splendid work before the cameras during
a difficult sequence.
"Say, Miss Farmer," he told her later,
when he found her alone, "I heard So-andSo and, What's-His Name discussing your
acting the other day. They'd been worried,
you know, as to whether or not you, as a
newcomer without experience, could play
that
difficult
"So?
Whatscene."
did they have to say about
me?" she demanded.
"They thought you did it wonderfully,"
the fellow smiled. He expected a burst of
appreciation and happiness and gratitude
from the newcomer. But what he got was
a stamp of the foot and this :
"Why, oh why, do they have to watch
me and criticize me and discuss me and
talk about
she demanded.
"Whypeering
can't
they
let meme?"
do my
work without
at me and staring at me and talk'ig about
everything I do . . . ?"

Ameche

Makes His Bow

{Continued from page 32]

of the priests took him to call on the Prendergasts, who had a fifteen-year-old daughter named Honore.
"I liked later.
his teeth and his smile," Honore
confessed
"I liked her yellow braids," grinned Dominic.
"He was my first 'fella,' " Honore smiled
back.
nic."She was my first girl," growled DomiThey had fun together for two and a
half years. One of their special ways of
having it was to drive down Main Street,
park where they could, stuff themselves
with popcorn from the same bag, and watch
the crowd go by, marveling at their expressions, wondering what went on behind
their faces.
"That would
woman'sdecide.
having domestic trouble,"
Honore
DON would gravely consider the patient's
face. "Yes — she sent her kitten out with
a little pocket money to see the world —
and he didn't come back all night."
The time came for Don to go away to
college. He went to Georgetown University
to study law. "No special reason," he says
with his lazy smile. "Just picked out
Georgetown and picked out the law. All
this time the family finances were dwindling
— prohibition, you know — and I thought I
might get a job. Which I didn't. I didn't
even take the semester exams. Because,"
he explained gently, "I didn't happen to
attend enough classes."
He learned that Honore, in her sophomore year at college, was ill with mastoiditis. He wrote and told her he was sorry.
She wrote and thanked him. And that, it
would seem, finished that.
Meantime he'd gone back to the University of Wisconsin — with every good intention of studying law. But here there cropped
up still another good reason not to study
— college dramatics, in which he shone.
"I didn't feel like studying. I felt like
playing, so I played," he says, as if he
couldn't quite see what all the fuss was
about. Even when he was asked by the
manager of a passing stock company to substitute for an incapacitated actor, he didn't
get excited over it. "I didn't really give a
darn about it. I'd never thought of acting
as a job. But this was a temporary way of
making money, so I took it. When it was
over I tried to get back into school, but
they wouldn't let me. I'd missed too many
classes," he explained cheerfully.
Fortunately for his peace of mind, his
parents sympathized to a certain degree
with the theory that boys should have fun.
"They were disappointed, because they'd
wanted me to go in for the law. But they
didn't squawk. I never heard a word of
reproach from either of them."
Convinced that his scholastic career was
done for, and not much caring, he went
to New York with William Troutman, dramatic coach at the university and a firm
believer in his acting ability. Four days
after his arrival, with the luck that clings
to the nonchalant, he met "a fellow on the
street" who told him they needed a butler
in Jerry-jor-Short. Ameche got the part.
Another bit or two — and he found himself
playing the lead in the Chicago company of
Illct/a!. "The notices were all right — not
raves, but all right. Yes, I guess I was
pleased. But I wasn't making enough to
[Continued on page 90]

b Coffee SpOOHS

A new pattern with all the beauty and
dignity
old, guild
silver. "King
Edward"
has
beenof made
for women
who are
proud
of their homes. The lovely leaf motif will
blend with any setting— antique or modern.
And

99 Pieces at this low price! Every

piece you will ever need to set a correct
table. Hollow Handle mirror finished stainless steel knives included.

168 DinnerForkB
Teaspoons
8 Dinner
Knives
8 Soup
Salad Spoons
Forks
88 OysterForks
Cocktail
or
Batter
Spreaders
8 Iced Tea

Serving
8 Bouillon
6 Spoons
Table or
1 Sugar Spoon
1 Butter
Spoons Knife
1 Cold Meat

2 Berry
Fork Spoon
1 Gravy Ladle
Spoons
The New, Long Handle, Fashion
Knives and tuted
Forks
may be substiwhere desired.
SET INCLUDES A LUXURIOUS
TARNISH PROOF GIFT CHEST

Wri'fe us for name of your nearest dealer

National Silver Company
Established 7897
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Dallas, Seattle, San Francisco

WHAT ARE JEAN HARLOW'S
PLANS ABOUT MARRIAGE?
"And What Does Bill Powell Have to Say?"
you wonder. So did we. So we got Bill to
talk, too, and in the November issue of MOTION PICTURE Magazine, you will find Jean
and Bill on opposite pages.
Also in this issue is another great love story,
"The Tragic Story Behind Mary Astor's Diary",
revealing the true story of Mary Astor's deep
emotion. Scoop . . . "Exclusive! The Ouin+s
Talk" all in November MOTION PICTURE,
now on sale.

MOTHER OF THREE
EARNS $32-$35 A WEEK
• "Thanks to Chicago School of Nursing, I have been able to support my three children and keep my home together," writes Mrs.
A. E., Waterbury, Conn. And Mrs. E. is only
one of thousands of men and women who have
found that C.S.N, training opens the way to a
well-paid dignified profession!
C.S.N. -trained practical nurses all over the
country are earning as much as $25 to $35 a
week in private practice, in hospitals and
sanitariums. Others, like Miss C. H., own nursing-homes. This easy-to-undcrstand course, successful for 37 years and endorsed by physicians
^enables men and women 18 to 60 to prepare
themselves at home and in their spare time, for
any type of practical nursing. Best of all, it is
possible to earn while learning — Mrs. IT. McE.
took her first case before completing the 7 th
lesson and earned $400 in three monthsl
High school
not necessary.
Complete
nurse's
equipment
included.
Easy tuition
payments.
Decide now to send for "Splendid Opportunities in Nursing," which shows you how
you can win success as a nurse 1

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

MKDiriHDN IPIICiriUIRIE

Dept. 811,
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name
.
-Age

TEN

City

CENTS

AT

ALL

NEWS

STANDS
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Your LiLJ
Murine relieves and
relaxes tired, burning eyes. Cleanses
and soothes red|

dened, irritated
eyes. Easy to
use. For adults
or infants. Use
Murine daily.

BRCATHTAKING

No preparation can rival
Hopkins Egyptian Henna
for breathtaking beauty and uniformity of
color-tone. With this nature-pure, nature-safe,
genuine Egyptian vegetable henna you obtain
just the tint you want, from daintiest auburn
to warmest titian. When you visit your hairdresser for henna treatment insist on genuine

A party at the home of Donald Woods wrote finis to the Second
Annual MOVIELAND TOUR, conducted by MOVIE CLASSIC and
its companion magazines in the Fawcett Screen Group. And here
you glimpse the genial host and his pal, Craig Reynolds, being subjected to a barrage of camera lenses by the members of the Tour

HOPKINS
EGYPTIAN HENNA
RAJAH

BRAND

Ameche

Makes

His

Bow

[Continued from page 89]

The GIRL

Who

Said "NO" to

CABLE

Can

you imagine that

story of how this happened is in the November issue of

scuta way
Magazine of Romance
together with many other fascinating stories of the stars, including
Kay Francis, Ginger Rogers, Gene
Gertrude

Jeanette

break, and spend the summer with them."
One day the phone rang. "Don ? This is
Bernardine Flynn. Remember me?" They
had played leads together at the university.
"They want someone like you for an audition here at the broadcasting station. Come
down
show later
them heyour
Two andweeks
was stuff."
signed to go to
Chicago for The Empire Builders program.
"They seemed to like me," he says with
moderation. Actually, he made such an instantaneous hit that, when the program went
off the following year, he was promptly
snapped up for The First Nighter, for
Grand Hotel, for Betty and Bob.
One evening, just before his First Nighter program, a friend phoned him. "What
are"Nothing."
you doing after the broadcast ?"

happening to Clar'k?
Well, it did, and the

Raymond,

live on. I'd get money, when I needed it,
from home and from my friend Troutman.
So in 1930 I decided to give the family a

MacDonald,

Michael and the Quints!

"Like to go out and dance a little?"
"With whom?"
"Let you know later," said the friend,
and rang off.
He didn't care for that much. He'd never
been one for grab-bag prizes and blind
dates. But he hadn't time to call back, so
he went anyway — and was greeted demurely
by Honore, now a practising dietitian in
Chicago.
Her golden hair — his teeth and smile —
renewed their spell. They found they could
laugh as easily, have as much fun together
as they'd had on Main Street, eating popcorn out of the same bag. And so they
were married. And after a while Dominic,
Jr.,And
was theborn.
world was theirs.

E

AST year Metro sent for him to make a
test. Nothing came of it. But since
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radio was paying him an admirable living,
that didn't bother him much either. It did,
however, bother Tom Oakey, a friend of
his. "Mind," he asked Don, "if I get an
agent friend of mine in Hollywood to take
a squint at that test, and tell me what he
really thinks?" The agent's squint resulted in a second test for Twentieth Century-Fox. The second test brought Ameche
an offer from Zanuck to play in Sins of
Men. "That was just before Christmas,"
he said, and added with a touch of diffidence :"On December 30th another Christmas
— our second
baby." of which
Man giftiscame
inconsistent
— in proof
I submit the fact that now at last Ameche
did get excited. "It was coming out here
alone," he said, "wondering how they were
going to take me, seeing the first rushes,
thinking I was so terrible that I couldn't
muster the nerve to look at another." Mr.
Zanuck looked at them all and one morning, before the picture was finished,
Ameche's agent phoned with the news that
his option had been taken up. Two minutes later he was on the phone, calling Honore, telling her to come right out.
At which point she picks up the tale.
"We were in Dubuque," she chimed in,
"staying with my people. I'd just come
home from the dentist — had a tooth pulled
at 1:15. Then Don phoned, and at two I
was on the train to Chicago, to get a final
checkup from my doctor. You see, the baby
was only a few weeks old. That was Tuesday. He said I was fine, so on Wednesday
night I fixed baby's feedings and got his
things lined up, and on Thursday morning
mother and dad drove the children and
luggage in from Dubuque and met me at
the station. We left at 11 :30. No, I didn't
have any trouble with the babies. They're
a couple of husky Swedes," she observed

pleasantly, "like me. I don't think they're
?"
do you,
pretty
Don babies,
shook his
head, Don
bent— on preserving
a strict impartiality, and serenely unconscious of the lovelight plain in his eyes.
"But they're healthy babies — well built
and well behaved. Which," concluded
their father, weakening a little, "tends to
make them sort of nice."
WHEN
Sins of Men was previewed,
they decided not to sit together. "I was
afraid," says Mrs. Ameche, "that Don might
turn
andtheasknervous
me something.
I didn't
want did
to
add to
strain. But
neither
I want to tell him it was good if I thought
it wasn't. So I sat alone.
The preview over, a gentleman came up
to shake hands with and congratulate Don.
Don's hand was being shaken right and left,
but there was something arresting about
this man's face.
"Who's that?" he inquired of his agent,
when the man had gone.
"Haven't you met your boss yet?" asked
the astonished agent. "That's merely DarZanuck."
rylWhich,
in a way, is a measure of Ameche.
He's not the kind to assert himself or
make demands or feel blown up with his
own importance. For what he receives he
is duly thankful. But he won't push and
jostle for his place in the sun. "If I can
stick for a few years and put something
by, so we don't have to worry," he says,
"that'll be fine. If not, we'll try something
else." His eyes smiled across at his wife
— hers smiled back. Nuts about each other
in a quiet way, as one observer put it.
He has bought a little place in the valley
for his parents and sisters. He and his
wife plan to build close by.
"We don't care much for Beverly," says
Honore.
"The valley's better for kids," explains
Dominic.
"Life's been lovely to us," cries Honore,
the tranquil, in a little burst of thanksgiving.
"Simply elegant," murmurs Dominic, the
imperturbable. But his eyes were shouting
hosannas.

"The Queen
Has a Most Excellent Taste for Tea"
Some gracious Victorian lady may
well have ventured such an opinion, for it was known that England's
great Queen Victoria had had her private tea blended specially to her taste
by the famous tea house of the time —
Ridgways (Est. 1836).
Since 1900 all the world has been able

Today Ridgways offers teas for almost every taste and purse. The experience of100 years, in selecting and
blending fine teas, assures the deliciousness and quality of the Ridgways
Tea
you may choose — ■
Pekoe
Ridgways
Gold Label— 100% Orange

"H.M.B.")
Ridgways "Her Majesty's Blend"— (or
to taste and enjoy Queen Victoria's
private tea — now known as Ridgways
Darjeeling
Ridgways
5 O'clock— delicious Ceylon
"Her Majesty's Blend".
For 100 years Ridgways have been
Ridgways Orange Label— now in a
1936
the world's Foremost Quality Teas.
generous 10c size
1836
RIDGWAYS ONE
HUNDREDTH
YEAR

Hair
OFF IE

TAe

RIGHT
Jlipstick Skade
SUCH
eienca !

mt

I once had ugly hair on my face and

• • * discour"
t*""Jr •' aged.
depilatories,
liquids
,ln'ovf,<l waxes,
* ." wa9
c'1'n •Tried
NflODV
. s i even razors. Nothing wassatisfactory. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method* It
worked I Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness

J shade

with

ind your most flattering
the Triple Indelible

JFLAME-GLO Test Set, consisting ol
I three exciting new shades — yours
I FREE (or the asking! Send lor it
I TODAY; uncover NEW
BEAUTY

with the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 286, Chicago.

with

this genuine
dollar quality lipstick. To make new friends
for FLAME-GLO,
we'll send you
the three FULL trial sizes without
charge . . . just send 10c to cover
the mailing cost! Do it NOW!

Louis Da Pron and Eleanore Whitney, who made a sensational debut
as a dancing team in Three Cheers
For Love, will again be seen as the
featured dancers in Paramount's
The
Big
Broadcast
of
1937

Given

Send No
Money !

^£amc^9£(y
TRIPLE

UINDELIBLE_

■ ArtlCC'0 riDI C' SEND NAME AND ADDRESS!

LHUIC9 OtV7lKL3 Latest Shape HIGH GRADE
7 Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH withmetal bracelet and
beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or big cash commission. YOURS for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE bigcolored pictures with well I nov.t. WHITE CLOVER! NE SALVE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to friends at 25c
a box (wjth picture FREE) and remitting per catalog. SPECIAL— Choice of 25 other gifts for returning only $3. Our 40th
year. Be First, Write today for 12 boxes of White Cloverine
Salve. Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. SO-H. Tyrone, Pa.
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10/ and 20/
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REDUCE

GUAlBSftEEO
NEW
HDLLYWDDD

METHOD
TRIAL SIZE
AND

PROOF

QUICK

OF

RESULTS '

Z5*
HOLLYV/OOD
STARS
Reduce-Eazy
method:
Read a Few Selected at Random Testimonials
Received in Three Days from Delighted
Users
^V
Everywhere: Mrs. B. Cook, Pa.— Works like masic, "
I lost 65 lbs., with no ill effects *r sagging skin,
feel wonderful.
Miss H. Olson, Minn.— Lost 8 lbs.
on 2:jc size, amazed at results.
Mrs. J. Best
Wash
Keduce-Eazies improved my figure, cleared my complexion.
Mrs. K. Smith, N. T.— Lost 48 lbs., feel and look like a
young girl, had not slent in years, now sleep like a baby.
Keduce-Eazies did wonders by taking the
away from niy
heart Marion Swanson, 225 N. Kuakini, fat
Honolulu, Hawaii
— Reduie-Kazies are marvelous, I lost 11 lbs., ate anything
I wished. They took out the dark circles from under my eyes

SEND

NO

MONEY

You need not send one cent; Just pay postman on delivery.
KEDUCE-EAZIES contain no dinitrophenol — no thyroid
no drugs. Eat what you like— no strenuous exercise; a
safe Root herb leaf and other pure, harmless medicinal innredients
method;
sold
under a certified
gold
bond

MONEY-BAGK GUARANTEE of SATISFACTION

SEND MONEY ORDER. CASH OR CHECK— $1.00 for
30-day trial, 60-day treatment for $2.00, or save money
by getting the proven to be most economical six one dollar
box treatment — on free money-back trial for only $5.00 for
full complete combination treatment.
WHY NOT SEND WHILE THE PRICE REMAINS LOW
Please rush me
boxes of your famous
REDUCEEAZIES.
Enclosed find $
to cover payment or send
C.O.D.
I will pay postman
on delivery. Include
your priceless FBEE Book on Beducing.
NAME.
ADDRESS
HOLLYWOOD
Dept. B. I, Box 375

STAR

$500 for a Trademark
[Continued from page 6]
For his first picture as a producer, LeRoy has purchased The Grand Passion by
Norman Krasna and Groucho Marx. This
outstanding story will be used as the vehicle to present Fernand Graavy, sensational French actor whom Mr. LeRoy discovered while abroad and whom he immediately signed to a personal contract.
Producer LeRoy is confident that Graavy,
handsome, virile and a great natural actor,
will prove the rage of Hollywood with his
first picture.
Now keeping in mind the amazing record of outstanding motion pictures credited
to LeRoy, remembering, too, that he intends to produce only the finest type of
entertainment, what type of trademark,
according to your judgment, would convey
to the public the lofty ideals that this producer aspires to? Would people instantly
sense that here is a thoroughly worthwhile
picture the moment they saw his trademark ?
Remember this : You don't have to be
an artist or an advertising expert to stand
a chance of winning your share of the cash
prizes offered in this trademark contest.
All you have to do is to submit your entry
in writing — -nothing more than a clear,
brief description. The idea, however,
MUST BE ORIGINAL. You have no
chance of winning if you copy some trademark already in use. It must be, as Producer LeRoy cautions, distinctive and impressive. You may send in as many as
you wish. In fact, the more the better.
When you have your entries ready, mail
them to Contest Editor, Movie
Classic

NOW for hotel,
club and institutional
field. Salaries up to $1,500
Trainto

COO

D PAY

$5,000 a year, living often included.
Previous experience proved unnecessary. Qualify at home, in leisure
time. National Placement Service
FREE of^ extra charge. Write name
and address in margin and mail this
ad today for FREE Book. Check

FASCINATING
WORK

itioiis

LUXURIOUS

SURROUNDINGS
SPLENDID
OPPORTUNITIES

positions in which you're interested.

( ) Manager
( ) Steward
< ) Assistant. Mnnnfi-cr ( ) Hostess
( ) Chief or Room Clerk ( ) Housekeeper
( ) Auditor
( ) Cashier
LEWIS
HOTEL
TRAINING
SCHOOLS
s. Room
MT-9813
Washington,
D. C.

CRAFT!
EASY

TO DO

AT HOME

Use magazine covers, photos, prints,
pictures from ads. Get marvelous efquickly expensive,
with "V.B."
Crepe.fects
Look
yet Dennison
cost only
afew pennies. Perfectfor gifts. Handsome 24-page book, "New Dennisoncraft Ideas," gives directions for this
and 77 other novelties — baskets, bags,
belts, lamp-shades, dolls. Send only
10c (coin or stamps) to DENNISON, ,
Dept. Y-246, Framingham, Mass.

>J2AVYWbOrV

\<

BACKACHES
CAUSED

BY

MOTHERHOOD
V. B." Those
months before baby comes
put such
a strain onsuffers
mother's
muscles, she frequently
for years.
Allcock's Porous Plasters do wonders for such backaches. They dra.v
K. AYl— -^"» whether it be
on the back, sidec,
tne blood to the painful spot —
\¥&5\
A t\arms
legs,
or shoulder. This has a warm, stimulating effect, and the pain soon vanishes. It takes
only 2 seconds to put on an Allcock's Porov.s
Plaster, and it feels as good as a $2 massage.

PRODUCTS,
LTD.
Hollywood, California

Over 5 million people have used Allcock's, the
original porous plaster. Don't take any plaster
but Allcock's. It brings quickest relief. Lasts
longer. Easy to apply and remove. 25$ at druggists.

ITCHY
PIMPLES
QUICK
RELIEF
Or Money
Back!
With one application of time-tested
PETERSON'S OINTMENT you can get quick
relief from the awful irritation of ugly, itching
pimples, rashes and blotches. It's amazingly effective. Itching stops; angry redness soothed; skin
looks better, feels better. One 35c box proves to
you what millions have found out in last 30 years.
Try it now. Wonderful to soothe eczema, itching of
feet or cracks between toes. All druggists. Money
back if not delighted. SAMPLE FREE. Write to
Peterson Ointment Co., Buffalo, N.Y., Dept. HK2

ANY

PHOTO

SizeSxlO inches
or smaller if desired,

Merle Oberon

and David Niven

play sweethearts in Samuel Goldwyn's new picture, Love Under
Fire — and that's a bit of excellent casting for they are reputedly engaged to marry in real life
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ENLARGED

47

Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals,of any
or enlargements
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo _
guaranteed.
3 for $1.00

SEND NO MOMEYJ^SSlSSft

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
nted.
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of th:
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify si;

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St.
Dept. 226- P
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
and TYPISTS— Become An Expert

STENOTYPIST

Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs and speed,
better accuracy
pay. Stenotype's
machine
and ease
make your work faster, better,
easier — and you get the credit, /--r^'jlyy.
Executives welcome this ma- ^<^<
chine way of taking dictation — faster
than
any —maneasycan totalk.
easy" We train
to learn
writeStenotypy
— easy tois read.
you thoroughly at home in your spare time — at low
cost and on easy terms. Write for interesting, free
booklet,
"Stenotypy,
the New
Profession,"
ing the many
opportunities
in Stenotypy
and describtelling
how you may master it successfully.

THE

STENOTYPE

Dept. 1130-ST4101S.

COMPANY

Michigan

Ave., Chicago, III,

iNewi Seductive
SOLID PERFUME

I AT LAST— quality perfumes at a price anyone
'canafford!
fragrancesBlended
in SOLID
PERFUME, Exquisite
delicately new
intoxicating.
by
MUMTAZ (royal parfumeur to the princes of
India). Ten odors— NITE IN INDIA, DIVINE,
JASMIN, GARDENIA, ORANGE BLOSSOM,
SWEET PEA, CARNATION, VIOLET, LILAC,
ATTAR OF ROSE. Packed in dainty rouge size
hand-painted containers, neatlydesigned. in colors. No leakage or evaporation. Just a touch of
I Mumtaz SOLID PERFUME on earlobe or eyebrows leaves a lingering scent for hours. Price
50c ea. Gift box of any three odors $1.50.
Sold by all good drug and department stores
and exclusive gift shops— or order direct from

INDIA

IMPORTING

16 Palmer House Hotel,

CO.

Chicago, III.

'SOLID P £ R. f u ITI £

I IRON IN k
*THETIME^

It's true! Women are amazed at
easy, fast, cool ironing with new
Diamond. Self-heating.useanywherein house.yardoronporch.
Instant heat control. Doublepointed, all-round button bevel,
chromium plated base. No tiring hot stove work or dangerous
cords. No wonder it cuts iron*
ing time in hall! Burns 96%
AIR, only 4% kerosene (coal
oil) . Irons family wash for ONE
CENT— pays for itself. 30-DAY
TRIAL in your home — enjoy Diamond ironing for a month at our
risk. Write today for foil partica*
lars, 30-DAY TRIAL OFFER and
proof of big money opportunity.

AGENTS: $8, $12, $16 a day
— remarkable sales records.
The Akron Lamp & Mfg. Co., 661 Iron Bldg., Akron, Ohio

^/Pocket Radio
Operates
without
tubes or
batteries
Aiiiii/.ing pocket
radio
fits in pocket or puree.
Smaller
than
a cigarette package!
Separ
and recfiven ptationE
__ beautiful dear
tone.
NO CRYSTALS to ad ju at
—only one moving part
upk<
Can inbe hotels,
used by offices,
ANYjbc
ONE.
ANYWHERE.
Directi. „
Thousands
of
uutoe. at home, while eyclinK, boating or o: trnins.
satisfied
owners — many
report
amazing
r<
Takes only a second to connect and lune in. THESE ARE FACTS
Choke
of colore:
Brown. Blai-k. White. Gre<
ABSOLUTELY
complete
with
midget
phone,
rei
to listen.
Send only $1.00- pay pout man balance
Bend $2.99 (Cash. M.O., Check) and we will send p<
paid,
Idual
Gift.
GUARANTEED.
Order
n<
State color wanted.
(All foreign orders 75c extra).
TINYTONE
RADIO
COMPANY
Department F-l.i
Kearney. Nebraska

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
to ANY
, SAFELY
eful

d.flti.li.

shade you desire
In 5 to 15 minutes
oid

Mlfi

Lechler's Instantaneous Hair
Lightener
" !h«'
requires NO peroxide.
Used jib » paBte. it Cannot etrea'
inareB "Btraw" look. Bcnefirial to permanent
waves am
bleached
Lighlcna
Brownthedark.eealp. TIi.'bN i
the only hair.
preparation
that blonde
aleo hair
lightens
more dnrk roots. Used over 20 year, by famous beautier
since and screen stars ami children.
Harmless.
Guar
nnteed.
Mailed complete with brush for application.
nm-

S

rOE'r"

r J\£.C

36 pooe booklet
Without

1

"The Art of Liohlenintr Hair

Peroxide"

Free with your first order.

LECHLER
LABORATORIES, INC.
560 Broadway (Dept. B.) New York, N.Y.

Yolanda of the -famous dance
team, Veloz and Yolanda, and Fred
MacMurray enjoy a chat while
waiting for the director to summon
them back to the set where they
are working in Champagne Waltz
Magazine, 7046 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. The winner of the entries
submitted to this magazine wins a cash
prize of $50 and a chance to win the $250
Grand Prize.
This same offer appears in the November
issues of Movie Classic's affiliated Fawcett film publications— HOLLYWOOD
SCREEN BOOK, SCREEN PLAY, and
MOTION PICTURE. Trademark ideas
may be submitted to each of these magazines with a $50 cash prize going to the
winner along with a chance for the $250
Grand Prize.
Read these rules over very carefully and
then start picturing trademark ideas in your
mind, being sure to transfer to paper those
you think truly symbolic of the type of
pictures Mr. LeRoy plans on producing.
Here are the rules :
1. Contest closes December 20, 1936. All
entries must be in the mail not later than
midnight, December 20, 1936.
2. Any reader is entitled to enter employees and relatives of employees of Fawcett Publications, Inc., Motion Picture
Publications, Inc., or Mervyn LeRoy
Productions.
3. It is not necessary to submit a drawing of the trademark — you can outline your
idea in words.
4. Do not submit fanciful or decorated
entries.
5. Judges will be Mervyn LeRoy, S.
Charles Einfeld, Director of Advertising
and Publicity for Warner Bros., and Edward Selzer, Director of Publicity for
Warner Bros.
6. In case of ties duplicate prizes will
be awarded.
7. The decision of the judges will be
final. No entries will be returned.
8. Prize winners agree to sign over all
right and title to winning designs, and to
accept the prize money as full compensation for the same.
9. Submit your entries to Contest Editor, Movie Classic Magazine, 7046 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Now put on your thinking caps ! Your
chance to win a $50 cash prize and the
$250 Grand Prize is as good as anyone
else's.
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MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
kidneys
are one
Nature's
ways
of The
taking
the acids
and of
waste
out of chief
the blood.
If they
don't than
pass 33 pounds
pints a ofdaywaste
and matter,
so get
rid
of more
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing.
If you have trouble with frequent bladder
passages with scanty amount which often smart
and burn, the 15 miles of kidney tubes may need
flushing out. This danger signal may be the beginning of nagging backache, leg pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes and dizziness.
Don't wait for serious trouble. Ask your druggist forfor
Doan's
Pills
— They
used give
successfully
by
millions
over 40
years.
happy relief
and will help flush out the 15 miles of kidney
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tubes. Get Doan s Pills.

Twenty Years A Star
[Continued from page 57]

A sense of humor has teen one of this
dignified actor's finest assets. He takes his
work seriously, but not himself.

'MUSIC IS MAGIC"

"DANCING

— 20th Century-Fox

tAt Cost doesn't count in Hollywood— here where fine living has reached new
heights, a food must be superlative to win recognition. That's the reason for
the overwhelming popularity of College Inn Soups on Hollywood's most famous tables. Amazing as it may seem, these wonderful soups actually cost you
less than ordinary brands of ready-to-serve soups. Order a few cans from
your grocer, today.
COLLEGE
DIVISION
^^m^^HHi

INN
FOOD
PRODUCTS
CO.
OF HOTEL SHERMAN COMPANY
C H I C A
O ^■PHHHHl

NEURITIS

Relieve
Pain In 9
Minutes

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia or Lumbago in 9 minutes, get the Doctor's
Prescription NURITO. Absolutely safe. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly — must relieve
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO today.

No JOKE
To BE DEAF
—Every deaf person knows that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
,being ficial
deaf
for twenty-five
years, day
withandhis night.
ArtiEar Drums.
He wore them
They stopped his head
noises. Theyare invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
jf'^dW* ^^
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also _
booklet on Deafness. Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
774 Hofmaon Bids.
Detroit, Michigan

There Is a Simple, Easy Way
A/TARRIAGE HYGIENE can be difficult— or
*■"■*■ easy. Because Boro-Pheno-Form is compounded to accomplish the same special function
of powerful solutions, but without their muss or
bother, it is the method of marriage hygiene preferred byinnumerable modern wives. No water,
mixing or measuring are needed. Each dainty suppository icomplete
s
in itself. No danger of "overdose" or "under-dose." Soothing and odorless.
At all drug stores.

OROPHENQ-FORM
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 10 -M
162 North Franklin St., Chicago, III.
Please send me a trial package of Boro-Pheno-Form and
enlightening booklet. I enclose 10c which will be refunded
when I purchase my first regular-size package.
Name
Address
City

State. --
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^% BE A CARTOONIST
AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME
under personal supervision of the famous
cartoonist NORMAN MARSH creator of
"DAN DUNN" appearing every day in
big papers. Success — Fame — Real Money
may be Yours when you learn Marsh's easy
simple methods and secrets. Send name and six cents —
stampsTODAY!
or coin — forMARSH
details of
MARSH'S SCHOOL
Personal course.
ACT
CARTOON
Chicago Daily News Bidg., Dept. 112,
Chicago, III.

MICKEY
MOUSE
WRIST WATCH!

GIVEN!

or Choice of Cash Commission— Send No Money— Send
Name and Address! Boys! Girls! Mickeys on the dial and band
in colors! Chrome finish case and bracelet — Unbreakable
crystal. American make. WHAT A WATCH! SIMPLY GIVE
AWAY FREE pictures with famous While Cloverlne Salve
which you sell at 25c a box (giving picture FREE I) and remit
as per premium plan book. Other watches. 39th year. Be
First. Write for trial order dozen salve and pictures NOW!
WILSON CHEMICALCO. IKC, Dept. SO-F.
Tyrone, Pa.

Movie Classic for November, 1936

A brief sketch of Jack Holt's life reveals
all sorts of color. He was born in Winchester, Virginia, and he still talks with a
slight trace of Southern accent. His father
was an Episcopalian minister of note. On
his father's side he is a direct descendant of
Lord Chief Justice John Holt, who was a
distinguished jurist in England early in the
eighteenth century. On his mother's side, he
is a great-great-grandson of the first chief
justice of the United States, John Marshall.
This distinguished ancestor was a captain
in the Revolutionary war, a close friend of
George Washington and the greatest constitutional lawyer in American history. He
also wrote the finest of Washington
biographies.
JACK was ginianseducated,
many good
Virare, at the asVirginia
Military
Institute, which accounts for his military
bearing and his splendid horsemanship.
Although he has never been in the army,
Jack has scores of close friends, in the
service, chiefly due to the many army, navy
and aviation pictures he has made.
Educated as an engineer, Jack first tried
out his profession in the New York tubes.
Next we find him attached to an exploration company in far-off Alaska as a civil
engineer and surveyor. Of an adventurous
spirit, it was only natural that Jack should
take a fling at gold-mining, hunting, trapping
and guiding pack trains into the wilds of
Alaska. That's where he got his stage experience, driving an old fashioned highcamps.
wheeler which served the far-flung mining
Continuing his adventurous career, the
young Virginian next tried his hand at
cowpunching.
worked
"waddie"
on
an Oregon He
cattle
ranch asanda liked
the
rough life so well that he raised the money
back home to buy himself a ranch and several hundred head of stock. Like most
tenderfoot ranchers he speedily went broke.
Next he tried his hand at apple orcharding.
He introduced the hexagonal method of
planting apple trees, in Oregon, thus contributing something worthwhile to horticulture in the Pacific Northwest.
Along about that time, 1913, the movies
were very much in their infancy. Jack Holt
drifted into San Francisco, flat broke, but
on his way to the new Eldorado in a place
five hundred miles south, called Hollywood.
Fate decreed that Jack make his motion
picture debut in a small town called San
Rafael, across the Golden Gate from Frisco.
He was hired by a director because of his
horsemanship, and his first appearance before the camera was in a thirty-foot dive
on horseback into a river. He was
"doubling" for the hero. His first role in
pictures was a "bit" for the same company
in Salomy Jane, in which Beatrice
Michelena was starred.
ENCOURAGED by good pay and easy
work outdoors, Jack lost no time in
hitting the trail to the big movie town,
Hollywood, in the same year. Within two
years he was a Famous Players-Lasky star,
and one of the most popular figures that
ever appeared upon the screen horizon.
For ten successive years Jack Holt starred
under the Paramount banner in every sort
of story ranging from Zane Gray westerns
to society dramas. Either role fit hiin like

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

a glove. Not only was he a military horseman and cowpuncher by experience, but
he had been born, reared and educated a
gentleman. Of him a picture critic wrote
severalI know
years who
ago, wears
"he isa the
only asmovie
actor
tuxedo
if it

Without Calomel — And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

belonged
to Jack
him." Holt's greatest screen
Possibly
fame
was achieved
under the direction of
Frank Capra in the United States Service
epics, Submarine, Flight, and Dirigible.
Today, this man who has been a figure
in pictures for twenty years is in greater
demand than ever before. Although he is
under contract to Universal, he is borrowed by other companies so often that he
rarely enjoys a vacation.
Polo, a he-man's game, is Jack's favorite sport. He has been a three-goal
handicap player, which is a splendid rating
for a man who hasn't much time to play.
Jack plays occasionally for fun at the Midwick and the Riviera Clubs, but mostly he
referees the big game.
"Polo is an unselfish game," Jack once
told this interviewer. "It takes four men
to playself."_ it. No man can play it for him-

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere towel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, C.M.Co.
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He intended his remarks to apply only to
polo. As a matter of fact, they represent
his attitude on everything in life.

/ i ELECTRIh

5 UIRVE BiWDS..
9&2200 mETERS

EVERYWHERE,
radio
enthusiasts are praising this
amazingly
beautiful, bigger, better, more
powerful, super selecti ve 16-tube
5-band radio. Outperforms $200
sets on point - for - point comparison. Before you decide, write for FREE 40-page
1937 catalog. Learn how you can save 50% by
buying direct from the factory.
Why
pay more?

74 ADVANCED

No middlemen's profits to pay — you buy
at wholesale price direct from factory —
saving 30% to 50%. As little as 10c a day
pays for your Midwest . . . and you can
try it out in your own home on 30 days Fbeh
trial. You are triply protected with:y
Foreign Reception Guarantee, /
One- Year Warranty and
Money • Back
Guarantee,

Dept. F-12, Detroit, Michigan

|\ 'MAIL COUPON TODAY >,

Learn to have
POWER
OVER
MEN

"2«*?30DAY TRIAL OFFER ana.
It
40-PAGE
FOUR-COLOR JJiee CATALOG
MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. E-l 77. Cincinnati, Ohio
Without obligation on my part, send me your new
FREE
catalog and complete details of your liberal
30-day FREE
tnal offer This is NOT an order

What is it successful women have and
others lack? Dear reader, let me tell
you the simple, infallible ways by which
any woman can swiftly make herself
many times more glamorous and interesting to men. Accept this opportunity
to find out for yourself the fuart-appeal
methods of the world's most successful
and adored women. Write today for my
Personalillf Test Chart and booklet.
Woman Triumphant. FKEEinplainwrapper. Gloria Marston, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.

Name

Dept.

GREEN
M., 4937

"Oily Skin is a dangerous breeding ground
for BLACKHEADS.
Never squeeze Blackheads! It causes Scars, Infection!"
Use wonderful KLEERPLEX
WASH!
Amazing NEW scientific discovery! This
medicated, pore-purifying liquid flushes
clogged pores. Remarkable aid in correcting Blackheads, Whiteheads, Large Pores,
Oily, Shiny, Muddy Skin. Your complexion
looks clearer, smoother, lighter — instantly! You have that
clean-cut, attractive look demanded in business and social
life. No harmful chemicals. No fuss, no bother — just
use in place of soap! KLEERPLEX
WASH
is pure,
natural, safe! Thousands of grateful, happy users — Men,
Women, Girls, Boys. There's nothing like it! Stop
wasting time and money on ordinary creams and cosmetics.
Your skin deserves the best. Prove it to yourself! Send
for your Kleerplex Wash TODAY!
MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE!

A pair of Metal Taps and a
fascinating Military Tap
Dance with each $2.00 order.

DANCE

N. Kenneth

SKIN
BLACKHEADS
LARGE PORES

MADE
EASY

Improve Your Social Advantages
Illustrated HOME STUDY COURSE in
BALL-ROOM DANCING, teaches the Correct Way to Dance. Steps simply and clearly described,
$1.00
Postpaid,
U.S.A.

TED

.State

vS Town

Your Opportunity — Preparefor Amateur Hour!
Illustrated HOME STUDY COURSE in
TAP DANCING, from the first simple
steps up to and including two finished
TAP DANCES, like you see on the
stage
SI. 00 Postpaid, U.S.A.

FREE

-

Address

OILY

TAP DANCING

FEATURES

SAVEtSSO^Tc^oT?

LABORATORIES

Box G, Northwestern Station

SAVER

Scores of marvelous features explain Midwest super performance and assure thrilling world-wide all-wave performance.
You can switch instantly from American programs ... to
Canadian, police, amateur, commercial, airplane and ship
broadcasts ... to world's finest foreign programs. Powerful
Triple-Twin tubes (two tubes in one!) — give 20-tube results.
Exclusive Electrik-Saver cuts radio wattage consumption 50%. . .
results in Midwest radios using no more current than ordinary
7-tube sets... enables them to operate on volume as low as 80
volts. Push Button Finoer Tip Tuning is made possible with
the Midwest automatic push button tuning
system . . . doubling your radio enjoyment.

DERMOIL is being used by
thousands of men and women
throughout the country to secure relief from the effects of this
ugly, stubborn, embarrassing
Generous trial size
scaiy skin disease, often mis25c stamps or coin
taken for eczema. Apply it externally. Non-staining. Watch the
scales go, the red patches gradually disappear and enjoy
the thrill of a clear skin again. DERMOIL is backed by
a positive guarantee to give chronic sufferers definite benefits in two weeks time or money is refunded. Your word
is final. Send 25c for your trial TODAY or write for
our large and beautifully illustrated FREE book Prove
it yourself no matter how long troubled or what you
have tried. Don't delay.
Write NOW.

LAKE

0*4 MIDWE$T^^%
PUSH BUTTOn TumnG

INSTITUTE

Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

KLEERPLEX
452 Fifth Ave.,

Bobby Breen, whose amazing voice
has made him probably the most discussed child star of the year, arrives
in California to make his second star-

(T 17)
New York, N. Y.

Please send me KLEEKPLEX WASH.
I I Here is $1 plus 10c for postage, or
I will pay postman $1 plus COD
charge. Outside TJ. S. $1.25 — no

□

CODs.

ring picture, as yet untitled, under the RKO-Radio
Pictures banner
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Kidneys Must
Purify Blood

Can Paulette Goddard Beat
Chaplin Jinx?

{Continued from page 33]

Edna lives a quiet life in Hollywood. She
is still beautiful and prosperous. She has
found happiness in obscurity.

To Bring
Vitality, Clear Skin
and
Youthful Looks

Women

Need

Help

More

The only way your body can clean out Acids and poisonous wastes from your blood, is through 9 million tiny,
delicate Kidney tubes or filters. If, because of functional
troubles, your Kidneys get tired or slow down in their
work, these poisons remain in the system and make your
eyes look dull and your skin coarse and dry. and at the
same time you find yourself all Tired-Out. Nervous, and
unable to keep up with the speed of modern life.
Functional Kidney troubles also may cause much more
serious and disagreeable symptoms, such as Getting Up
Nights. Leg Pains, Backache, Circles Under Eyes, Dizziness. Rheumatic Pains, Acidity. Burning, Smarting, and
Itching.
Any Doctor can tell you that the speed of modern life
tnd present day foods throw an extra heavy load on the
Kidneys, and that most people need help from time to
lime if they are to feel their best and preserve their
youthful appearance. Fortunately, for sufferers, it is easy
to
help functional
Kidney
withis the
Doctor's
guaranteed
prescription
Cystex,Troubles
which now
available
at
all drug stores under a positive guarantee to satisfy completely or cost
nothing.

Doctors Praise
Cystex
Doctor T. J. BastelH, famous

Dr, T. J. Rastelli

Doctor. Surgeon, and Scientist, of
London,remedies
says: I"Cystex
is one
of the
finest
have ever
known
in
my medical practice. Any Doctor
will recommend it for its definite
benefit in the treatment of many
functional Kidney and Bladder disand harmless."
And Dr. orders.C.It isZ. safe
Rendelle.
another

NEW IDEA IN MAKING...

Make it Yourself
\)sm^J F°rA Mere Sona!
TT'S feather-light— yet by scientific
J- test actually much warmer than
a 510.00 all-wool blanket, at a small
fraction of the cost. Anybody
can make one in an hour or
.. so with a pair of inexpenX sive cotton blankets (you
' and
can trya itroll
with ofold Fluft
ones)
MOUNTAIN
MIST
Comforter
Filling. No
other kind gives you the same superwarmth with extreme lightness. Get
materialsformakingat any dry goods
or department store. WriteforFREE
INSTRUCTIONS to

CO.

Oept.RH, Lockland.Clncinnati.Ohlo
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Men

World-Wide Success
Cystex is not an experiment, but is a proven success in
31 different countries throughout the world. It is prepared with scientific accuracy in accordance with the strict
and rigid standards of the United States Dispensatory and
the United States Pharmacopoeia, and being designed
especially to act in the Kidneys and Bladder is swift and
safe in action. Most users report a remarkable improvement in 48 hours and complete satisfaction in 8 days.

Guaranteed To Work
Because of its unusual success, Cystex is offered under
an unlimited guarantee to do the work to your complete
satisfaction in 8 days, or money back on return of empty
package. Under this unlimited guarantee you can put
Cystex to the test and see exactly what it can do in your
particular case. You must feel younger, stronger, and
better than you have in a long time — you must feel that
Cystex has done the work to your complete satisfaction or
you merely return the empty package and it costs you
nothing. You are the sole judge of your own satisfaction.
Cystex costs only 3e a dose at druggists, and as the
guarantee protects you fully, you should not take chances
with cheap, inferior, or irritating drugs, or delay. Ask
your druggist for guaranteed Cystex (pronounced SissTex) today.

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS

Is Coast To Coast Hit

& FOSTER

Than

SEND FOB FREE. BOOKLET revealing SECRETS OF
SUCCESSFUL SONG WRITING, including free copy of
valuable Bhyming Dictionary and information on current
market requirements. If you write poems or compose1 melodies, SEND FOR OUR OFFER.

COMFORTERS

THE STEARNS

Often

widely known Physician and Medical Examiner, of San
Francisco, recently said: "Since the Kidneys purify the
blood, the poisons collect in these organs and must be
promptly flushed from the system, otherwise they re-enter
the blood stream and create a toxic condition. I can
truthfully recommend the use of Cystex."

Dept. FW2

Studio Bldg.

Portland,

Either Chaplin was wrong or the Chaplin jinx was especially severe on Lita.
After five and one-half months work Chaplin junked the film. Many months later he
made a fresh start on The Gold Rush with
a new leading lady — Georgia Hale.
Between the period when work on The
Gold Rush was suspended and resumed
Chaplin married Lita Grey. It was undoubtedly alove match and the marriage
healed the wound to Lita's pride caused by
removing her from the picture. Their brief
marriage produced two handsome boys.
Then came the sensational divorce and a
reputed million dollar settlement as further balm for Lita's ruffled feelings.
Lita made no effort to resume her illfated screen career, but she did attempt
to launch the two little boys in a picture.
Chaplin prevented it. Today Lita is completely removed from the Hollywood scene.
Georgia Hale — unlucky lady No. Four.
Like the other Chaplin women, she was
skyrocketed from nowhere to stardom.

Ore.

ASTHMA • SINUS
HAY FEVER-BRONCHITIS-CATARRH

Widely known specialist of 30 years experience, former
chief ear, nose, throat clinic noted N. Y. hospital for 14
years makes it possible for all afflicted to obtain his home
treatment with his formulas which has given relief to
thousands. Write for free trial medicine today. Describe
your ailment fully. Send 10c to defray cost of packing

I and mailing, or write for free litera1_at_(ure- D Friedman. M.D. Dept. to,
TRIAL
IREl __.._.
' 815 S. Hill St.. Los Angeles. Calif.
*

OLD FACES MADE YOUNG
Look 10 to 15 Years Younger
FREE BOOK Tells How ! No Cosmetics
— 5 Minutes a Day Keeps Wrinkles Away
and erases age lines. Men, Women, all
ages. This new sensational home method
fully explained by photographs in a thrilling book sent FREE upon request. Also
Facial Analysis Chart FREE. Write before
supply is exhausted.
PAULINE PALMER,
1225 Armour Blvd.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Movie Classic for November,

NEXT comes attractive Mildred Harris.
Mildred began her screen career as a
Mack Sennett bathing girl. Her loveliness caught Chaplin's eye and he used her
in several short comedies. Then they were
married. They were blessed with a baby
boy but, tragically, it was born dead. Marital troubles developed, culminating in a
divorce and a handsome financial settlement for Miss Harris. Shortly thereafter
she attempted a screen comeback, but no
important roles came her way. Eventually
she pocketed her pride and haunted the
cheaper independent studios. Now she is
out of pictures and appearing with a dance
band on tour. The Chaplin j inx again !
Then beautiful Lita Grey Chaplin.
Lita was a Spanish dancer. Chaplin
watched her dance at a private party. Her
grace and flashing dark eyes captured his
artistic heart. At the moment he was preparing the script of Tht Gold Rush and he
was seeking a leading lady who could give
zest and sparkle to the dance hall sequences.
By the time Lita finished her last whirl,
Chaplin had decided to offer her the feminine lead in the picture. The fact that Lita
had no previous screen experience did not
dampen his enthusiasm. She was the type
he visualized in the role. He would make
an actress of her.

1936

BEFORE plant Chaplin
supLita Grey selected
in The her
GoldtoRush,
Georgia had appeared in several "quickies," independent pictures with such lurid
titles as Hills of Peril, Wheels of Chance
and The Rawhide Kid. She remained
pretty much of an unknown during the year
spent in making, or rather remaking, the
When The Gold Rush was released,
picture.
Georgia received polite notices from the reviewers. All of the glowing adjectives were
reserved for Chaplin's great artistry.
Georgia received a few bids from other
studios, played in a Fox picture, and then
faded. She resides in Hollywood today,
leads a quiet married life, and does not seem
to mourn the cinematic world she might
have conquered, but for that Chaplin jinx.Now we come to Myrna Kennedy.
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Perfect Speech,

if you

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T
STAMMER."
which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering.
Method
successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 35 years — since 1901.
Endorsed
by physicians.
Full information concerning correction of stammering
sent free.
No
obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 710, Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

WRITE

$1 00 to $1,000 a Week

is being paid to Scenario
Writers. Song Writers and
OR
Actors
by the major
studios. Learn the
fundaf=Oft THE
mentals, develop your tallents
at home.
Former
Hollywood
Director shows
MOVIES
liow . . . just tell us which
interests you; Screen Acting, Scenario Writing or Song Writing;
and we will send you particulars FREE!
Self-Analysis Talent Test in (1) Motion Picture
Acting (2) Scenario Writing, or (3> Song Writing sent for 10c.
Specify which.

ACT

gnmna

LEARN

BY DOING — Actual work on real

Electrical machinery— No books,
classes,
or
correspondence. Prepare for a real job— many
FINANCE YOUR' TRAINING — Write for my
•'Pay Tuition After Graduation" plan, and my
offer of additional instruction in Diesel Engines,
Electric Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.
H. C. LEWIS, Pres. Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina St.. Dept. 86-36, Chicago, III.

GIVEN- V"ES!

34 PC COLORED CLASS DINNER SET

**■ ,JT or D1£ cash commission. Send name and address. Beau- 1
tifnl Cherry Blossom design. CHOICE of green or pink glass: 61
I plates, 6 tumblers, 6 cops, 6 saucers, 6 nappies, 1 each, sugar, I
I crsam, vegetable and platter. This is only one of nearly a hundred 1
I articles featured in our catalog, which we GIVE for selling our fa- 1
I moos WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE for cuts, burns, sores, chaps,
I etc. to friends at 2bc a box with a beautifully colored Art Picture I
I FREE and remitting as per new premium plan book. 39th vear. 1
I WE ABE FAIR AND SQOARE. Start now by sending for one
1 dozen boxes. SEND NO MONEY — Wo trust yoo. BE FIRST.

| WILSON CHEW. CO., Inc.

Dept.

s0.A

Tyrone, Pa.

rWANTEDn
Women
to make
hooked rugs for our
stores. No experience necessary. Steady
work. We do the selling. Write at once.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIO STORES
5657 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 6
Hollywood, California

True Christmas Cheer . . .

After a long period of inactivity following the release of The Gold Rush, the
enterprising Chaplin elected to mirror his
talents against a circus background. He
had long wanted to make a picture called
The Circus.
He chose Myrna Kennedy as his leading
lady. This time he picked a real trouper.
Myrna had been singing and dancing on
vaudeville circuits since she was nine years
old. She came to Los Angeles in a show
which played the old Mason Opera House.
Chaplin attended. He saw her possibilities
as an exquisite lady of the white tops. She
took a screen test. Chaplin was elated.
She photographed remarkably well.
It took Chaplin fifteen months to make
The Circus. As usual, he had another huge
success to his credit. Myrna's performance was hailed as unusually promising.
She received other offers and appeared in
Broadzvay, Skinner Steps Out and King of
Jazz. Then her star began to wane. She
married and divorced Busby Berkeley, the
dance director. She continues to live in
Hollywood, but has passed out of the spotlight.
Last on the list is Virginia Cherrill.
VIRGINIA, a blonde Chicago society
girl, came to Hollywood on a visit. She
had no intention of entering pictures. Chaplin was introduced to her in a Hollywood
night club. He suggested a screen test.
She took it, and was signed for the feminine lead in the comedian's City Lights.
It required about thirteen months to make
the picture.
Virginia's work in City Lights was exceptional for an unknown, inexperienced
actress. Afterwards she played in two or
three unimportant pictures for other companies. She married Cary Grant. It didn't
take, and they were divorced. Through
with the screen, Virginia has returned to
her society sphere. She is at present in
London. There are reports hinting at a
marriage to a titled Britisher.
All of which brings us back to charming
Paulette Goddard who will soon be confronting the Chaplin jinx. Paulette played
in the stage production of Rio Rita. Then
she went under contract to Hal Roach and
appeared in short comedies. Chaplin met
her through mutual friends and signed her
for the lead in Modern Times, once more
demonstrating his belief that pulchritude
and youth are more important than experience— at least in Chaplin pictures.
Will Paulette overcome the jinx that has
snatched enduring fame from the other
girls in Chaplin's life? Hollywood hopes
so, for Paulette is popular in the film
colony, natural and blessed with a rare
sense of humor. Besides, Chaplin after
keeping the press in a state of suspense for
months, proposed, was accepted, and married her. Those who know claim it is
real love for Chaplin this time. Perhaps
true love can accomplish the miracle, smash
the jinx, clear the way for Paulette to
become a more permanent star in the
Hollvwood heavens.

Help to Make Others Healthy

1
Send
OLD Your
Rugs, %

Clothing to OLSON
Learn how you, too, can
have finer rugs and save
Half. Mail Coupon or lo
Postal for big color book.
Shows how wc shred, sterilize and reclaim the good
materials, merge, bleach, reepin, dye and weave (in a
week) into luxurious New
seamless, two-sided rugs.
CHOICE of 66 Early American, Oriental and modern
designs,
solidandcolors,
tone blends,
ovals. twoANY SIZE YOU WANT
Just phone the Railway
Express to call at your door
for material, or ship Freight
■ — our expense. Satisfaction

I

Guaranteed.
year.

Olson
CHICAGO

NEW

Our 62nd

(Beware of agents.)

Rug Co.
YORK

SAN

FRANCISCO

Mail 16 2800 N. Crawford Av. Chicago, Dept. K-52
Yes, mail FREE, your 66 page, money-saving
Book, Beautiful New Rugs from Old.
Name

©

Address..
Town

.State.-
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CARTOONISTS
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Wanted — Amateurs with humorous ideas. Nc drawing ability necessary. The amateurs of today are the
professional cartoonists of tomorrow. Ideas judged
and prizes
awardedEveryone
by Applause-O-Meter
test before
movie
audiences.
has an equal chance.
26
cash prizes in all. Kush name on post card for
"Valuable Tips on How to Make Money With Simple
Cartoons and Humorous Ideas." Cash Prize Entry
Blank and Rules — Send no money.

CARTOONISTS'
Dept. C-2S11

FREE

EXCHANGE
Pleasant

Hill, Ohio

To YOU!

EXTRAORDINARY

BEAUTY

OFFER

FREE! For a limited time witheach i
jar of Mad Cap Rouge we will send FREE
a jar of famous Mad Cap Hand Cream
(bijou size). Soothes and heals; smooths
— whitens — softens skin to satin-like texture. Prevents chapping. Never sticky —
— slip on gloves right after using. FREE
Gift Jar Mad Cap Hand Cream sent with your purchaseof 25c purse-slzeof Kolar's
Because of its cream base this
famous Rouge Imparts a vivid
color that blends off nalvralli/
into the skin color. Why use
ordinary rouges that give a hard
outline to the face-color? Use
Mad Cap — no pore-clogging; it
is actually beneficial to the skin.
Mad Cap is rub-proof and waterproof — stays bright,
clear, beautiful. Fill out coupon, enclose coin or stamps,
and mall to address below. If you wish you can attach
to coupon a full description of yourself — color of eyes
and hair, condition and color of skin, etc. — and our
make-up experts will advise you FREE. Full purse- _
size Mad Cap Rouge Introductory Offer 25c — and./
a jar of Hand Cream FREE. Send coupon today.*'
KOLAR, INC., Dept. A,
9 So. Clinton St.. Chicago
I enclose 25c for Mad Cap Rouge (purse-size) and
FREE jar of Mad Cap Hand Cream. I am blond D
brunette D red-haired □ gray or white □

MAD CAP IV™.

CAN'T

DANCE?— SHE'LL
TEACH YOU!

Eleanor Powell Tells How to Prepare for
a Professional Dancing career in one of the
most instructive and interesting articles
ever printed in a screen magazine. Study
and practice the specific exercises which
she prescribes — discover how she made herself the outstanding dancer she is today.
The National, State and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States
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Fate — Fame — and Robert Taylor
[Continued from page 49]
term
contract — on
February
6th, 1934.
His starting salary was thirty-five dollars
a week, which put him on an "earningwhile-learning" basis. But he was able to
keep on working at the Playhouse, where
he also received thirty-five dollars a week —
so he was hardly starving.
What hurt me was the studio's wanting
to change his name. When they told him
that people would never get the right
pronunciation for Arlington Brugh, he
suggested "Alan Stanhope" — the name of
the character he had played in Journey's
End. I liked that, too, because of the
coincidence that my maiden name was
Stanhope. But it sounded a little too
English, and they wanted him to be ailAmerican. So they picked a nice, easy-topronounce, commonplace name that everybody could remember — Robert Taylor.

"I'm doing 'so well' today — but what
about tomorrow?" he will ask.
Fame has changed him in that one respect. He was naturally a very happy
person before. That was a remark everybody made. I never can remember him
fretting as a child. Now he seems scared
of himself. I think that he misses his
father more now than ever before.
I try to tell him that he worries too
much — that he should sit back and enjoy
all this while he has it. However, I do

people, I think, have forgotten
MOST
what his first picture was — if they ever
knew. It was Handy Andy, with Will
Rogers. He was loaned to Fox for the
part of the son-in-law, married to Mary
Carlisle. A small role, but he was happy
about it. It was a start.
His second role also was "on loan" — this time to Universal, where he was in
There's Always Tomorrow, with Binnie
Barnes.
He played Lois Wilson's son.
Then Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer started
grooming him as a romantic juvenile.
First he had a small part in Wicked
Woman, with Mady Christians and Jean
Parker ; next in West Point of the Air,
with Wallace Beery ; then in Murder in
the Fleet, again with Jean Parker.
His first big role was the title role of
Society Doctor, with Virginia Bruce. And
if any young actor ever had inspiration in
portraying a doctor, that actor was Robert.
It was after that picture that the mail
started coming in. Then he did Times
Square Lady, also with Virginia Bruce.
Next came Broad-way Melody of 1936 — and
a torrent of mail followed. I was back
in Beatrice for a visit, just a year ago this
August, when he called me one night and
wanted me to come back for the preview.
The studio thought that the picture was
going
big things
"for him,
the
studio to
wasdoright,
he wanted
me toandbe ifthere
to share in the excitement.
In his next picture, he was starred —
with Irene Dunne. That was Magnificent
Obsession. I think that will always be
his masterpiece. I do not see how he can
ever do anything more inspiring.
Since then, he has made Small-Town Girl
with Janet Gaynor, and Private Number
with Loretta Young. And he has just
played opposite Joan Crawford in The
Gorgeous Hussy, his first costume picture,
and opposite Barbara Stanwyck in His
Brother's
Wife. Next he will co-star with
Garbo in Camille.
To most people, it seems that he has
become a star in a very short time. They
call it "luck." Sometimes he does, himself. He says that he always was lucky.
But I insist that luck did not just happen
to him; he brought it to himself — because
he was always so willing to do his share.
He always was a serious boy, and he
still is serious, though some of his screen
roles have made him out a playboy. When
he does see anything funny, his laughter is
contagious. One thing he cannot laugh
at is criticism. He is so skeptical about
his future. . .

Gladys George, hailed as one of the
most brilliant actresses of the modern
stage, will make her screen debut in
Paramount's Valiant is the Word For
Carrie. With her in the above photograph are Charlene Wyatt and Jackie
Moran, who have roles in the picture
not think that his success will be just a
flash. He is too sincere in his work.
He has no privacy any more ; that is the
greatest change in his way of living. He
cannot appear in public anywhere without
being mobbed by admirers. That will
never cease to amaze him. Neither will
the curiosity about his possible marriage
intentions.
WHEN
he was at Pomona, he was
positive that he was in love with one
girl. He thought a great deal of her.
They might be married today, if a difference in religious beliefs had not broken
them apart. After that, he "forgot about
girls" for a long time. He has been fond
of two or three since then, but naver
enough to marry. Now he claims that he
will not marry till he is thirty.
I think that Bob would have been married
before now, if his parents' marriage had
not been such a happy one. Fear that he
could not duplicate it has held him back.
PRINTED
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To anyone who never knew our story, that
might not be understandable. We were
the ideal of a whole community, our minister once told us. He came to my husband
one day and said, "Doctor, I want to tell
you and Mrs. Brugh something. The way
youBobliveandis an
example
to this
whole
town."
I lived
together
until
a year
ago
this August, when he moved into a small
bachelor house of his own. He wanted
more masculine independence. He was
surrounded by too many women — his grandmother, a cousin going to college here, and
an old family friend who is his secretary,
besides his mother. I could appreciate how
he felt. And he has not moved far away —
only four blocks. But I miss not having a
man in the house.
The lives of all of us revolve around
Bob. We handle a great deal of his fan
mail. His grandmother addresses envelopes for pictures that people request ;
six hundred of them a day. I answer the
postal cards ; thousands of them. Virginia
— his secretary — takes care of the letters.
We have four typewriters in the house, and
if I could use two, I would.
The mail just paralyzes me. But it has
made no difference in Bob. He is just as
afraid of success as ever.
His success has affected me in many
ways. . . mostly pleasant ways. But I was
dumfounded by the story that when Bob
asked me whether or not I liked him in
a certain picture, I answered that the gas
stove should be fixed. Or some other
ridiculous thing that I never said. It
sounded as if I might be interested only in
the money he was making ; the money is
the least part to me. I see every one of
his pictures — not once, but several times.
We talk about them. I would be a strange
mother if I did anything else.
CERTAINLY, no mother could ask a son
to be more thoughtful than Robert is of
me. He had- never given a party until my
forty-ninth birthday, recently. Then he gave
a small dinner dance in one of the hotels,
and I was the guest of honor, wearing a
bracelet of diamonds and sapphires that
he had given me. No one living could do
more for me than he does. He cannot
understand why I am so lonely, why I
cannot be happier. There is nothing more
I can want — except the one thing that I
cannot have ; my husband with me again.
When I
everyone in
I had done
But he has

named my boy "Arlington,"
the family seemed to think that
a terrible job of naming him.
namesakes all over Nebraska

today —the
boyssonwho
named "Arlington"
after
of were
the beloved
doctor who
brought them into the world. I have never
seen a man more loved than he was — by
the good, the bad, the indifferent. What
makes me happiest is that, in many ways,
Robert resembles him.
Even though I have given up the house
in Beatrice, and expect to spend the rest
of my days in California (where I feel the
healthiest I ever have in my life), I do
want to go back to Beatrice to visit. And
I am afraid now. I am afraid that people
there will assume that I am a changed
person, because my son is a great success.
And I ache to let them know that I am not.
I ache to tell them just how I feel :
Robert Taylor is no greater a success
than his father was.
Their
professions have been different —
that
is all.
(The End)

FABRAY

WINDOW

SHADE

IN GORGEOUS
Is Really Washable!
Doesn't Fray or Pinhole! Resists Cracking!
Why have ordinary looking window shades . . . when
you can have real style-leading beauties like these new
Pique-finish Fabrays . . . for only 39c each! Thoroughly
washable with soap and water! And rich, soft pliable
Fabray (a remarkable development in cellulose material) gives extra beauty and wear ... no cheap clay
filling to fall out, making shades full of cracks and pinholes! You'll be amazed at its "silky" feel and the way
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it resembles costly woven cloth so closely that most
women can't tell the difference a few feet away! Ask to
see these sensational new washable Fabray shades . . .
in popular colors and sizes ... at leading department
stores, 5 c and 10c stores everywhere.
CLOPAY CORP., 1287 York Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
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YOU ...and a LIGHT SMOKE
It is a Lightness in the smoke that makes people choose Luckies. A
rich, clean Lightness in the taste. A smooth Lightness of "feel" in the
throat. Puff by puff, a delightful sense of ease. From the choosing
of the finest center-leaf tobaccos— to the "Toasting" which removes
certain harsh irritants naturally present in all tobacco, every careful measure of Lucky Strike's manufacture is designed to please
you more ... to offer A Light Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.
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QylOU picture the Irresistible woman before you
0 see her. She appears in a halo of exquisite
fragrance. Men are instinctively drawn to her. The
power to attract, to fascinate is the secret of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME.
Let it be yours, too.
On your next adventure apply a touch of Irresistible
Perfume to your hair, on your lips, your throat
and behind your ears. A drop, too, on your lingerie
is so feminine and so exciting.
Millions of women everywhere — on Park Avenue,
along Broadway, in countries throughout the world
. . . prefer IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME for its exotic,
lasting fragrance.
To be completely ravishing use all of the Irresistible
Beauty Aids. Each has some special feature which gives you glorious new loveliness. Certified pure,

I
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laboratory tested and approved.
Only 10c each at all 5 & 10c Stores
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"Reduced My Hips 9 Inches" Says Miss Healy
"I am so enthusiastic about the wonderful
results from my Perfolastic Girdle. It seems
almost impossible that my hips have been
reduced 9 inches without the slightest diet".
— Miss Jean Healy, 299 Park Ave., New York

Thousands of attractive women owe
lovely, slender figures to Perfolastic!
BECAUSE we receive enthusiastic letters from
women all over the country in every mail . . . because we find that most Perfolastic wearers reduce
their waist and hips more than 3 inches in ten days
. . . we know we are justified in making YOU this
amazing offer. We are upheld by the experience of
not one but thousands of women. The letters
below are but a few examples chosen at random.
Massage - like action reduces quickly 1
You need not diet or deny yourself the good things
of life. You need take no dangerous drugs or tiring
exercises. You appear inches smaller the minute
you step into your Perfolastic, and then comfortably, quickly. . .without effort on your part . . . the
massage - like action actually reduces you at just
those spots where excess fat first accumulates.
Read these amazing unsolicited letters !
"LOST 60 POUNDS"
" I have reduced my
waist 9 inches, my hips
8 inches and lost 60
pounds! I can't thank
Perfolastic enough."
Mrs. W. P. Derr,

The excerpts from
unsolicited letters
herewith are genuine and are
quoted with full
permission of the
writers.

Omaha, ~N.eb.
"A GIRDLE I LIKE"
"I neverowned a girdle
I liked so much. And
I reduced 26 pounds "
Miss Either Marshall,
Vallejo, Calif.

"HIPS

12 INCHES

'REDUCED FROM 43 TO 34'A INCHES!"
My hips measured 43 inches. I was advised
to
wear Perfolastic after a serious operation and now
my

hips are only

34 'A inches!
Miss Bi/lie Brian, La Grange,

Ky.

"LOST 47 POUNDS"
"When I first got your girdle my hips measured 5 1
inches and I weighed 215 pounds. Now I measure

"6 INCHES FROM HIPS"
"1 lost 6 inches from
my hips, 4 inches from

42 inches and weigh 168 pounds."
Mrs. E. M. Riggins. Memphis. Tenn.

my waist and 20 lbs."
M rs. J.J. Thomas,
N:W Castle, Pa.

PERFOLASTIC

SMALLER"

"I just can't praise your girdle enough. My hips
are 12 inches smaller."
Miss Zella Richardson, Scoltdale, Pa.
"LOST 49 POUNDS"
"Since
my 40
Perfolastic
have wear
lost size
49
pounds. wearing
I wore a size
dress and I now
36."

Notary Public

Mas Mildred DuBois, Newark, N. J.
"REDUCED FROM SIZE
42 TOto
' I used
4 2 dress
wear
an

SIZE
wear 18"
a size
and no w I
18!
I eat

Mrs. Essie Fan si,
everything."
AMnneapolis, Minn.

Surely you would like to test the

You cannot afford to miss this chance to prove to
yourself the quick reducing qualities of Perfolastic !
Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the
results, we want you to test it for 10 days at our
expense. Note how delightful
the soft, silky lining feels next
to the body . . . hear the admiring comments of friends.
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET!
Let us send you a sample of
material and FREE illustrated
booklet, giving description of
garments, details of our 10day trial offer and many amazing letters from Perfolastic
wearers. Mail coupon today !

"REDUCED61/? INCHES"
''Lost 20 pounds, reduced hips 6'4 inches
and waist 5 inches. I
should be lost without
Perfolastic".
Mrs. I. C. Thomson,
Denver, Colo.
"SMALLER AT ONCE"
"1 immediately became
3 inches smaller in the
hips when first fitted."
Miss Ouida Browne,
Briarcliff Manor, N. Y.

When

GIRDLE and BRASSIERE

... for 10 days without cost !

answering advertisements, please mention December

PERFOLASTIC,

INC.

Dept. 712, 41 E. 42nd St.. New York City
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and particulars of your
10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !
Name

-

Address
City
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Slate....-

She's back (and will you ever forget her in "Broadway Melody of 1936") in the
Biggest Musical Show of this Year...M-G-M's dazzling successor to "Great Ziegfeld"
... brim -full of brilliant scenes, thrilling dances, gorgeous girls, and stars — stars
—STARS! The Cole Porter songs are swell ("Easy to Love", "I've Got You
Under My Skin", "Swingin' The Jinx Away", "Hey, Babe, Hey", and lots more).

VOX* TO Wit*

fc*i ELEANOR POWELL
JAMES STEWART-VIRGINIA BRUCE
with

UNA MERKEL- SID SILVERS • FRANCES LANGFORD
RAYMOND WALBURN* ALAN DINEHART* BUDDY EBSEN
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
!■

Accept no substitutes!

Picture

♦

Directed

by Roy Del Ruth

Always insist on the advertised brand!
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Hollywood's master of natural color photography presents this beautiful study
of Binnie Barnes, the
fifth of a series posed
exclusively for MOVIE
CLASSIC.
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Another
Dizzy Spell!

Hollywood Highlights
Our inquisitive sleuth goes a-snooping for inside
facts and foibles about the famous ones of Filmdom

by The Boulevardier
• I had one of those dizzy spells that made
me feel sick all over. Felt bilious, nervous.
My complexion was a sight. The trouble?
Constipation! Then I remembered FEENA-MINT. I didn't think it could be as good
as my friends all said it was but I decided
to try it. I chewed one tablet. Now I
wouldn't think of using any other laxative.

Thalberg
of Irving
WILL
provetheto death
be the
decisive factor
that will mean, at last, fulfilment
of
ever?Garbo's threat to quit the screen forWell, I'll give you the inside dope — and
you can draw your own conclusions. Here
they are :
1— Not long ago, in a private huddle at
MGM, Garbo told a certain department
executive there that "the nex' time I go
home to Sweden, I will not coom bek."
2 — Garbo's health, never throughout her
long Hollywood career any too good, is
worse today than at any time in the past.
Even as I write this, production on "Camille"
is being held up because she's too
ill to work.
3 — Bidding high against land speculators,
Garbo's agents in Sweden have just bought
for her a secluded thousand-acre estate,
about an hour's drive from Stockholm.
4— And now, the Thalberg angle : how
many tract,
of there
youis know
that in Garbo's
the significant
clause conthat
she shall not be required to work in any

• When you feel "all
clogged up" chew a
dainty tablet of FEENA-MINT for 3 minutes—
or longer if you wish. It's this 3 minutes
of chewing, medical science has proved,
that helps make FEEN-A-MINT different, so thoroughly dependable, such a

picture except under the "personal supervision" of Thalberg? Add to that that of
all the people on the MGM lot, the only
one who ever called her "Greta" was Thalberg ! Today, with Thalberg gone, there
is no one at the studio who is "close" to her.

5— As for Garbo herself, she has by
now amassed a personal fortune that is
huge. With it, she can go home to Sweden,
live in luxury for the rest of her life, and
still have enough to undertake any of the
things toward which, in rare confidential
moments, she has expressed interest — such
as, perhaps, a stage appearance in her
homeland.
So there you are. Draw your own conclusions. But to me, it looks pretty much
as though, after "Camille," Garbo will be
just a screen memory.
Back to Blondism
WISE
in the Neatest
ways of trick
publicity
is Joan
Crawford.
is the
one
I've just learned about — Joan Is Going
Blonde!
What with the back-to-brownette parade,
started by Jean Harlow, and followed by
a whole brigade of the screen's flax-heads,
sweeping the land, there's no longer any
excitement when another blonde goes dark.
But into the middle of the parade, striding explosively in the opposite direction,
suddenly bounds La Crawford with the
announcement that she's doing her hair in
a very light shade, with a glint of red in it.
She's been conferring with MGM's makeup
trickster, Jack Dawn, about the shade, and
[Continued on page 8]

blessing to constipation sufferers. You'll
like the cool mint flavor of FEEN-A-MINT.
It's convenient and

so

economical too!

• Next day— happy, full of vim and pep!
Bowels regular. FEEN-A-MINT brings
blessed relief. It's so gentle. There's no
griping, nausea, nor disturbance of sleep.
Non-habit-forming. Don't tolerate constipation another day. Use FEEN-A-MINT
— the delicious chewing gum
laxative. More than 16
million people do

Familysized boxes
only
15c & 25c

%

Jean Harlow in the garden of her home
Slightly
igher in Canada

with her three pet dogs — "Nudger",
the Newfoundland, "Flying Dutchman",
the Dachshund, and "Oscar", the Pom.

Accept no substitutes!

Paulette Goddard and Charley Chaplin were interested visitors at the recent West Side Tennis Club matches.

Always insist on the advertised brand!

With Frank (Mutiny on the
Bounty) Lloyd as
director, with your
Claudette Colbert
MacMurray, in the

producerfavorites,
and Fred
lead roles,

Paramount's "Maid of Salem"
sweeps before the cameras.
Here are the first glimpses of
this mighty picture of a love
which braved the blazing fury
Frank Lloyd reads an amusing
page in the script to the two
stars, Claudette Colbert and
Fred MacMurray

of
Colonialpersecutions.
New England's
witchcraft
Claudette Colbert as Barbara Clarke,
the little "Maid of Salem"

One of the Salem gentry who
has talked back to the law
gets a day in the stocks

-^

of *^*-^

A group of Salem lads doing a
little tippling, Colonial style

wepro»*c,e
When answering advertisements,
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please mention December Movie Classic
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FREE— a fascinating booklet of
strange and unusual places
THIS is a land of striking contrasts, strange
natural phenomena, man-made wonders.
Greyhound, serving 50,000 miles of America's great highways, is the swift and pleasant
way to see and enjoy these amazing places.
So Greyhound has gathered together in one
colorful booklet nearly 150 of the strangest
and most interesting curiosities to be found
on this continent — has pictured and described each for your enjoyment. This booklet
is free just for sending the coupon below.
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Hollywood Highlights
[Continued from page 6]

has selected the golden-red effect, and,
adds Dawn : "She'll be a knockout and it
won't surprise me if Joan starts the parade
back
blondism !"who will NOT follow
One,to however,
Joan's lead, will be 20th-Fox's little bundle
of French box-office dynamite, Simone Simon. Simone tried going blonde — for just
24 hours — and proved a 100 percent FLOP !
This comes to me straight from the inside
— and I'd lose somebody a studio job if I
told who told me — but here's the story :
Determined to make their Si-money bet
even hotter, the Fox bigshots ordered her
to go blonde for Ladies in Love, wherein
she matches histrionics with such scenestealers as Connie Bennett, Loretta Young,
and Janet Gaynor. Simone, who is willing
to do anything they tell her to, promptly
bleached her dark locks to a near-platinum
hue. And they shot a day's rushes of her.
Then, when the rushes were shown in the
production room, it was discovered that
the blonde hair robbed Simone completely
and utterly of any trace of that charm, that
naivete, that personality which is her big
bet for stardom. Blonde, Simone was just
another blonde.
The studio execs tore their hair, screamed
to Simone to darken her hair again, and
hurry up ! They held up further Simone
shots until her hair was back to its regular
hue again. Then they retook all the scenes
already made in blonde, carefully sent the
blonde shots to the incinerator. And, so
they say, even though her part has less
footage than Connie's, Loretta's or Janet's,
little
Love. Simone just about steals Ladies in
Imagine Her Embarrassment!
Suppose, dear lady, you were standing
all dressed up and regal and important,
in the midst of scores of people, with batteries of lights bright on you, and you
aware of your perfect appearance. And
then suppose that suddenly and without
warning, your skirt slipped its single fastening and dropped to the floor, leaving you
there in just your scanties and what Nature gave you?

Newly-weds Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell ready to cut a slice of their
wedding cake for Captain E. Nielson, skipper of the S.S. Santa Paula.
Well, that's what happened to Dolores
Del Rio, of all people, right on the Columbia stage
whereDolores,
she's working
in Tin*
Depths
Below.
flaming crimson,
fled for her dressing room, flashing the
perfect Dolores legs in a speed-record exit,
leaving her skirt behind. The accident revealed, besides Del Rio's perfect proportions, the fact that she has lost five pounds
in three weeks. The skirt was fitted (and
how !) to her original weight and figure.
The five-pound loss between fitting and
shooting did the trick that embarrassed
Dolores, delighted Richard Dix, Chester
Morris, hordes of electricians, grips, and
your own Boulevardier who sat on the
sidelines watching.
No Questions, Please
"*"TpOUCHY" is an inadequate word to
J- describe the way Carole Lombard has
suddenly gotten about her — uh — friendship
with Clark Gable. Heretofore quite unconcerned about who saw them out together, or
what was commented about herself and
Clark, Carole has suddenly gone very
shush-shush about the affair, and carried
[Continued on page 10]
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Loretta Young gets a flowery welcome to mid-ocean America when
Honolulu admirers smothered her with
leis woven
from
island
blossoms.
(Photo

Accept no substitutes!

from

Pan-Pacific

Press

Bureau.)

Ann Sothern and Roger Pryor
were a smiling and happy couple
as they signed a license to wed.
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Winner of the Laugh Sweepstakes!
Thanks to the inspired "Oiwin" of that bewildered young
man, Frank McHugh, "THREE MEN ON A HORSE" is both the
picture of the month and the farce of the year! Take our
tip and be in the grandstand when
it romps into town!

'Oiwin' had two great passions
—poems and ponies. But when
his tearful bride faced him with
a notebook filled with strange
feminine names and numbers
'Oiwin' became an "also ran!"

When his bride found out that
the names in the notebook
weren't pretties but poniesall was about
forgiven—
forgot
racesandand'Oiwin'
went
back to rhymes. finish
It's the
big
cheek-to-cheek
of the
Laugh Sweepstakes of the year!

MEN ON A HORSE
'Three Men On a Horse,'
the sensational stage success
is in its second big year on
Broadway and still going
strong! The greatest comedy hit in 10 years played
by 6 companies in 4 countries to capacity crowds!
When

answering advertisements, please mention December
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Production with
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JOAN
GUY KIBBEE'CAROL
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HINTS fo r the
EYES OF WIVES!

by yams. Heath
• Unless you have one of the rare husbands who is amused to watch mysterious
beauty
rites,ofit's
up to youenthusiasts.
to join the These
secret
association
KuRLASH
wise ladies keep a little private cache of
Kurlash products and slip away for a few
minutes' beauty conference with them daily.
Husbands are entranced with the results —
and never know why wives look prettier.
You can whisk your lashes into Kurlash
($1 at good stores) in a split second. When
they emerge, they'll be curled back soulfully — looking longer and darker, making
your eyes larger. No heat; no cosmetics — ■
nothing to arouse husbandly suspicions. Do
not hesitate to use these other absolutely undetectable Kurlash products also. Try them
in private . . . and give your husband a
beautiful surprise today.
• Lashtint Compact.

A patented
mas-a
cara case with
little sponge, ensuring just the right consistency to darken
the lashes naturally
without stiffening or
caking them. Waterproof. In black,
brown or blue. $1.

it, just the other day, to the point where
she abruptly terminated an interview when
the writer asked her a few questions about
how she felt toward Clark. Since then,
Carole has flatly refused to see any interviewers, fearing they'd ask her more GableFor his own end, Gable remains mum,
queries.
too. However, is it significant that Clark
has just instructed his lawyer to go into
court to ask the Superior Judge to definitely ratify and make court order of his
off-the-record settlement with his estranged
wife, Rhea ? You know, up to now, Clark
and Rhea have been just living apart under an off-stage property agreement — with
no move toward divorce. But Clark's recent move may be the opening of actual
divorce proceedings.
And I wonder what that possibility, togetherifwithanything.
Carole's sudden touchiness, indicates—
For Our Lifted Eyebrows

Dept.

EVEN
Hollywood,
which
doesn't
crane blase
its neck
very often,
or get
excited about ex's and currents, worked itself
into a lather at the Assistance League
lunchroom the other day.
It seems that one of the waitresses-forthe-day (screen stars and Hollywood matrons take turns at serving, you know) was
Grace Tibbett, divorced wife of Larry, who
still (so Hollywood rumors) carries the
torch. And, apparently unaware of the
fact that his c.r-wife was waiting on table
there, in strode Larry Tibbett himself for
lunch — with his current wife !
Well, as I said, there was a terrific
straining of eyes and craning of necks to
see what would happen. Everybody . was
wondering whether fate would lead Mr. and
Mrs. Tibbett to the table where the former
Mrs. Tibbett was serving — in the preferred
upstairs dining room. But, instead, someone connected with the League was seen
to hurry to Larry's side and whisper something to him. Nobody knows what the whisper was — but everybody knows that Larry
suddenly turned — and he and Mrs. Tibbett
had their lunch in the downstairs patio.
Goodness Gracious, Gracie!
Grade Allen wants something said about

Maureen O'Sullivan and Husband
John Farrow as they appeared
after their wedding
ceremony.
the dumbness of Hollywood traffic cops.
Gracie has just learned to drive and
a few days ago she was moving slowly
along Wiishire Boulevard when she came
to an intersection. A cop held up his hand.
"Hey," he said, "you can't make a left
"I sure can," retorted Gracie. "And don't
insult my driving."
"He was so pleased," Gracie said later,
"that he chased me and gave me his autograph ;but Georgie Porgie, my husband,
turn !"
thinks it's a traffic ticket."
Designing Men

of Hollywood

"\^7HEN you see the gorgeous gowns
VV worn by Ruth Chatterton, Mary Astor, and other ladies in Dodsworth, you
know they are the creations of that youthful fashion designer, Omar Kiam.
Kiam, and that's his real name, too, is
a native of Texas, as is Travis Banton,
the equally clever designer at Paramount.
And Adrian, who designs the gorgeous
gowns for Joan Crawford, Myrna Loy,
Jean Harlow and other Metro stars, is a
native of Naugatuck, a whistle stop in
Connecticut.
All of which sums up to this :
"How are you going to keep them down
on the farm when Hollywood needs them

• Kurlene. Dresses the lashes,
keeps them soft and silky,
darkens them, tends to make
them grow longer and thicker
— and, either alone or mixed
with a little Shadette (not illustrated, $1) in a shade to match
your eyes, gives the youthful
shiny-lidded look that is so
flattering. 50c and $1 sizes.

• Twissors. The little miracle
tweezer with curved scissor-handles
lets you see to trim brows accurately. Only 25c.

to out-fashion Gay Paree ?"
In the Money

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Warner
Write Jane Heath for advice about eye beauty. Give
your coloring Jor personal beauty plan. Address Dept.
SB-12. Xhe Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The
Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3.
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and Mr. and

Mrs. Irving Thalberg were among the
film notables who attended the Stowkowski concert at the Hollywood Bowl.

Accept no substitutes!

AN executive of the banking corporation
-^a for which Shirley Temple's father
acts as branch manager is authority for the
statement that Shirley has reached her first
million — and we mean dollars.
And not a penny of that is studio money.
[Continued on page 12]
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THE AUTHOR OF "CIMARRON" AND "SHOW BOAT"
WRITES ANOTHER TRULY BIG STORY... AS
TOWERING

IN ITS POWER AS THE GIANT
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HOW TO AVOID

™T" yiOOK

Be colorful ...but not painted. The Color
Change Principle available in Tangee lipstick, powder and rouge intensifies your
own natural coloring.

Today it is quite simple to make the most
of your own natural skin tones. The Tangee
cosmetic principle brings out a liveliness and
sparkle in your lips, cheeks and skin that is
yours alone, because it is your coloring.
Exactly how the Tangee Color Change Principle accomplishes this is explained in the
pictures below. It will take you 22 seconds to
read how to be lovelier ... in your own way.
Tangee your
lips . . .them.
don't
paint
On your lips
Tangee
changes to the
blush rose
Nature has
hidden
therei

Hollywood

[Continued from page 10]
The fortune that has been put aside for
her came entirely from commercial tieups
of every character, mostly from the Shirley
Temple dolls.
As Simple as That!
GEORGIE RAFT tells of
"bit" player on Hollywood
The actor, who has had but
of late, was carrying a cigar
his arm.

meeting a
Boulevard.
little work
box under

"Buying special smokes?" queried George.
"No," replied the actor, "I'm moving !"
Our Best Wishes to Both
A RUNE JUDGE and Wesley Ruggles
- have had the film colony puzzled for
months by reason of their separations,
reconciliations, and the like.
Arline is going to Europe shortly, with
her son, and close friends say there will be
no divorce.
Arline and Wesley have an agreement
to actually try living apart sans divorce
for a few months and then get together
or else.
Those who love them both hope the trial
separation will be only that.
They're mighty nice people and, really,
very fond of each other.
And So to Bed!

or

sSS""""" "" " T-maee face y^^^r
v
flnthet^rolor Change .
— •

f*01?1 f new v»aitaji,pu
■
\ Reveal a ^_—

Wedding

Your cheeks -when
rouged with Tangee are radiant with
a delicate ruddiness that is natural
only to you. In Creme or Compact.

Insist upon Tangee for all your make-up
essentials. Only in Tangee can you obtain the
Color Change Principle. Powder is 55<* and
$1.10. Rouge, compact or creme, each 83<*.
Lipstick is 39<* and $1.10.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES ! There is only one
Tangee — don't let anyone switch you. Always ask for
tangee natural. // you prefer more color for evening
wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.
Lipstick
Worlds Most Famous

Tl

ENDS

THAT

PAINTED

LOOK

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
F126
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of Miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose 10c(stamt>3 or coin). 15 p1 in Canada.
Shade □ Flesh □ Rachel □ Light Rachel
Name.
AddressCity
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THAT gorgeous bed of the late John
Gilbert has finally been sold and for
$1,250, whereas, at the public auction of
Gilbert's effects the auctioneer could not
get one bid.
The person who finally bought the bed is
the owner of a mountain resort hotel in
Pennsylvania.
He plans to install it in a large room
and let it be known it is the "Honeymoon

/

State-

Highlights

Bells

to that
S , wedding
FONDA'
HENR
Mrs. George T.
socialite
NewY York
Bed."
Brokaw, glittered like the height of DeMille-ism. High hats that gleamed, diamonds that scintillated, backgrounded the
fashionable wedding in a snooty New York
Church. Amusing though that not a movie
big shot attended the ceremony— only
New York society figures, and outside, a
flock of Fonda's fans. In Hollywood, little
attention was paid to Fonda's marriage —
Henrv's more of a Broadway stage-ite than
a Hollywood filmster, it seems. Only Jimmy
Stewart, whose house Henry shared out
here, lamented the defection of his pal from
the bachelor ranks.
Meanwhile, Henry's ex-wife, Margaret
Sullavan (for a while, there was talk that
Henry might remarry her) has been stepin Hollyping out with Leland Hayward,
wood. Turning her back, even, on her
whom
with
Wyler.
Willie
ex-hubbv.
other
unWyler,
But
ng.
ni'te-clubbi
she had been
daunted, isnow casting sheeps-eyes at pretty Andrea Leeds, the new Sam Goldwyn
starlet.
Unselfish Gesture
insurance
■£*■
, .Hollywood has fun with trick
ALWAYS

Consider, for instance, young Bobby
Breen, that golden-voiced tear-jerker. He's

Accept no substitutes!

only 8 years old now, and usually a boy's
voice doesn't change until the teens. BUT
the producer who has him under contract
has already taken out insurance against
voice-changing !
And 20th-Fox, preparing to film Lloyds
of London, took out production insurance
for the feature through Lloyds of London.
Meantime, a new form of insurance has
hit Hollywood pet owners. Terrified by a
recent outbreak of dog-poisoning, they've
succeeded in getting Lloyds to issue $1,000
policies on their favorite pedigreed canines.
Jean Harlow and Joan Crawford have taken out the policies on their pets. It provides that in the event one of the dogs is
killed by poison, Lloyds will spend up to
$1,000 to apprehend, prosecute, and convict
the poisoner, but not a cent of the indemnity is to go to the personal uses of the
dog's owner.
On the Up-Grade
GRANT WITHERS, once at the top
among stars, more recently down in
the
has-been dumps, is making a gallant
comeback.
Grant's career was hectic. There are
those,
close to him,
who
he head.
couldn't
stand prosperity,
let it
go say
to his
In
Hollywood, that's usually the best way out.
Anyway, Grant faded from the screen, was
reduced to taking minor roles of extra
calibre at times. He and his wife moved
from stardom surroundings into a dinky
raps.
apartment of three rooms, and took the
Now Lady Luck has smiled on Grant.
He's got a new Paramount contract. And
knocks of adversity have knocked off the
cranial bumps, for Grant is working hard,
and he's just been cast in a lead role at
Universal, on loan from Par. His income's
rapidly shooting skyward again — BUT,
having learned
lesson,
Grant,
significant to note, his
is still
living
in theit'sdinky
three-room apartment !
Headed for the Altar?
DON'T
be surprised
if Maryget Pickford
and Buddy
Rogers finally
married
within a few weeks of the time you read
this — if not sooner ! After the recent long
period in which Hollywood imagined their
romance had cooled, Mary and Buddy are
suddenly hitting the high spots again, together. Buddy has been squiring her all
over Hollywood, and they don't even bother
now, to deny that wedding bells are near.
It will probably be just before Mary's
soon-to-start trip to Europe — and they'll
probably make it a honeymoon.
However, Mary isn't letting Buddy have
a complete monopoly on her time yet. The
other night, she suddenly appeared at a
Hollywood night club with three — count
'em, three !— escorts and not one of them
was Buddy Rogers ! ! They were Phillips
Holmes, Ivan (T-kiss-your-hand-madame)
Lebedeff, and Otto Klement.
Mary, by the way, has just made it definite by public announcement that she has
at last quit the films for good — as an actress, that is. Never again will she appear
before the camera, she told a few friends.
However, she will continue to produce
movies.
[Continued on page 14]
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its place among the ten finest pictures ever produced. The story was
adapted by Robert Riskin from James
Hilton's world-famous novel, with Ronald
Colman in the star role... a combination that
is nothing short of inspired. Obviously Columbia has expended a fortune on this film, but to
my mind it's money well spent. The picture
is spell-binding, with its strange story of five
people kidnapped and whisked far beyond

3 GREAT
IjrKliAlxliv

ENTERTAINMENT
By RUSSELL
OR months Hollywood has
been predicting that this would
be the greatest movie season
in history. Well, I've just been
looking over some of the
screen capital's coming product, and all I can say is —
Hollywood .wasn't fooling!
Don't misunderstand me. I'm not a movie
expert — but I know what I like. And I want

PATTERSON
grand new songs. And how Bing sings them,,
with plenty of inspiration from Madge Evans,
who grows lovelier with every film. Their love
affair literally starts on a dime— and almost
ends in jail, when Bing takes under his wing
an irrepressible little gamin (Edith Fellows,
the 10-year-old who scored so heavily in "She
Married Her Boss").
And don't miss Irene Dunne in "Theodora
Goes Wild"! This mad, merry Columbia film
is one of the biggest comedy surprises the
screen has sprung in years. This story of a
girl who starts half-a-dozen near-divorces trying to get her man, will have you howling
from the very first foot. Melvyn Douglas is
splendid as a New York artist who brings out
the worst in small-town Theodora— more, in
fact, than he bargains for!
But the greatest treat that screendom has
in store for you is Frank Capra's magnificent production of "Lost Horizon",
a film that, without question, will take

civilization, imprisoned in a paradise where
people never age. Capra has definitely topped
his "It inHappened
Deeds"
this one. One Night" and "Mr.
"Lost Horizon" won't actually reach the
screen for some time yet. But when it does,
you'll agree that this grand picture alone
would have made good Hollywood's boast
about its "greatest movie season".

Bing swings
into his biggest
laugh show,
with 5 new
song hits, in
"Pennies From
Heaven"
to tell you, in a few well-chosen words —
and pictures — about the three approaching
attractions that I like best.
' The first one you'll see. will be
the new Bing Crosby show— "Pennies From Heaven". Here's the
funniest picture Bing's ever made.
It's his first for Columbia— an engagingly human romance with five

Columbia is rumored to have spent two millions on its production of"Lost Horizon". Here are Ronald Colman and
Margo in a tense scene, with producer Frank Capra in inset.

Hollywood Highlights
[Continued from page 12]
Big Property Man
IF YOU ARE looking to find something
serious in any of Eleanor Powell's
dancing
dates,
I'm afraid
you'll
just have
to
wait and
wait.
For Mrs.
Powell
tells
us that while Eleanor has crushes and
loves a good dancer, she will undoubtedly marry an older man. Stepping out to
night clubs and the gay spots mean
nothing to her — she worked in them for
so long. She wants to marry a man who
has really accomplished something — an
artist, writer, producer — some one who
can guide and take care of her. Mrs.
Powell also believes that the fact that
Eleanor was brought up without the wisdom and guidance that only a father can
give has made her look for those -qualities in a husband rather than for just
the gay hilarity of youth.
Still it doesn't look like Jimmy Stewart's heart will be broken for he is escorting Virginia Bruce now as much as
he did Eleanor. As a matter of fact you
can't walk with him through the publicity
department at Metro without him stopping at every picture of Virginia and exclaiming at her beauty. We were admiring several photographs taken at a birthday party that she gave for her small
daughter, Susan, and raving about how
pretty the child was. "The mother is
sorta pretty
too,
don'tsmiling.
you think?" commented Jimmy
drily,
Restrictions

APPEARING

SAMUEL

IN

GOLDWYN
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What Silverware could be more appropriate on this charming table! Now, by
taking advantage of the new Quantity
Saving Plan (saving you $2.50 or more)
you can own a 26-Piece Service of this
lovely Silverware at a really trivial cost.

THIS ITEM IS for little boys whose
cherished dream is, not to be a traffic
cop or fireman, but to be a Clark Gable
or a Bob Taylor. The studios take great
precautions that nothing happens to their
children while they are at work on a
picture to ruin them for the Great God
Box Office. It's long been known that
Spencer Tracy, who dotes on polo and is
one of the film colony's best, has to sit in
a chair for months on end during picture
periods. Ditto Robert Montgomery, Paul
Kelly and
John and
Boles.
Jimmy
Stewart
ClarkThen
Gablethere's
and
Wallace Beery, who, during pictures, are
forbidden their favorite excitement of
flying. Buddy Ebsen can only have his
hair trimmed once every six months. And
William Powell who had to face guffawing friends and snickering fans with a
bum's
beard
of his own
growing
for

My Man Godfrey. But the final annoyance
was reached when Bob Taylor was told to
keep out of the sun while working on
CanuUc. A healthy color wasn't known of
in those days. "That's the only part I
don't like about picture-making," said
Bob. "This business of having to take
womanish care of myself." So if little
boys think their mothers are cruel in insisting that they wash behind the ears,
just think for a moment of the poor
movie stars who sometimes can't have
no fun 't'all !
On

Your

Marx

THE MARX BROTHERS have a very
disquieting effect on everyone, it
seems. Writers George Seaton and
Robert Pirosh have been working with
them for seven months, yet didn't realize
how worn they were until they went to
send a few clays in a sanitarium to
gather material for the new Marx picture A Day At the Races which has a
sanitarium background, as the title
doesn't tell. They got all their material,
came back to Hollywood and then suddenly disappeared. Three days later they
showed up again, explaining that they
had found the sanitarium life so peaceful that they went back for three days
more of rest and quiet.
The Marx Brothers do their best to
upset everybody who works with them.
Groucho persists in making ad-lib comments to throw his brothers off their
lines. This little quip upset the rehearsal and Director Sam Woods' disposition for about twenty minutes. "My
foot's asleep," said Chico in the scene
they were rehearsing.
"Could it be the dialogue?" asked nasty
Groucho.
Movie Classic is entirely written
and edited in Hollywood where its
writers are in constant personal contact with your favorite stars. Movie
Classic each month brings you the
intimate gossip that is being talked
about in drawing rooms and the
swanky Hollywood night spots by
the stars themselves. Watch each
month for Hollyzvood Highlights in
Movie Classic.

^ ROGERS C
made

BYOnEIDA

LTD.

on's framed photograph — con+aining
a Service for Six with Hollow Handle Knives, *|3.50

ons,
Harry Hammond Beall, new managing editor of Fawcett Publicati on
Inc was honored with a dinner by publicity chiefs of leading studios
dictionary
his appointment, and presented with a colossal autographed
is
by the scribes. At Beall's left, with his hand on Beall s shoulder
Harry Brand of 20th Century Fox and right, Howard Stnckhng of MGM
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Likes 'Em Exotic
FRANCIS LEDERER seems to lean toward the exotic in his taste in women.
First there was Steffi Duna, a Hungarian
dancer, whom he encouraged to come to
America and whom he requested to play
with him in his picture, Man of Tzvo
Worlds. Then there was Mary Anita Loos,
who parts her sleek black hair in the center
and wears it low on her neck, and who
prates of Egyptology. And now, Mr.
Lederer is escorting Margo, the stormy
Mexican actress, to the various night spots.
And Margo is perfectly willing, for once, to
put her duenna on the shelf and go out with
him alone.
Here is a goofy thing. Recently Francis,
who is a teetotalers, gave away bottles of
fine old Scotch after he finished My American Wife at Paramount. But with the
spoken wish, "I hope you won't drink it."
Blames His Stooges
TED HEALY has hit the rocks and is
soon to appear in the divorce court to be
freed from his bride of less than a year.
Mrs.domestic
Ted claims
their
life. Ted's stooges ruined

aw...
a lovelier way to
avoid offendinq!

Ted insisted on bringing the "stooges"
home with him and they were always doing
their acts with resultant damage to the furniture and the peace of mind of Mrs. Ted.
"The
stooges made me what I am today,"
insists Ted.
And Mrs. Ted agrees that they made him
what he is going- to be — an ex-husband.
New Heartthrob
GARY GRANT, who is considered quite
something of a nice young man by
most of the gals in Hollywood, has been
keeping a lot of company with Roberta
Cooperto who
hard
look itat. must be said isn't at all

...BATHE WITH

THIS

LOVELY

YOU are so much more than just sweet
and clean, when you bathe with
Cashmere Bouquet!
For while its rich, deep-cleansing lather
guards you completely from any chance
of body odor ... its exquisite, flower-like
perfume keeps you alluringly fragrant.
Hours after you step from your bath

PERFUMED

SOAP!

And nowr Cashmere Bouquet Soap costs
only lOc1 a cake! The same long-lasting
soap which has always been 25^. Exactly
the same size cake, scented with the same
delicate blend of 17 exquisite perfumes.
You will find this lovely Cashmere
Bouquet at all drug, department and tencent stores. Why not get three cakes today ?

Cashmere Bouquet's flower-like scent
still clings glamorously about you . . . because ithas the lingering quality found
only in rare and costly perfumes!
No wonder fastidious women all over
America now bathe only with Cashmere
Bouquet . . . the perfumed soap that brings
you a lovelier way to avoid offending !
Use this pure, creamy-white soap for
your complexion, too. Its generous lather
is so gentle and caressing. Yet it removes
every bit of dirt and cosmetics; makes
your skin alluringly clear and smooth.
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Nelson Eddy and his mother
as they appeared at the premiere of Romeo and Juliet
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Fans and Fan Clubs
by Harmony Haynes

by Charles Rhodes

On his birthday, August 13th, Gene Raymond was presented with flowers by
Richard Carroll, President of Raymond's fan club. Richard came from Chicago to make the presentation on behalf of thousands of the R.K.O. star's fans.
ment is to
of this
THE
ce depart
n thee distan
between Hollyshortepurpos
wood and the rest of the world. Particularly that part of the world wherein
real movie fans reside. We aim to bring
fans and stars closer together by acquainting each with the other through the medium
of an outspoken department.
We expect to say what we think, without fear of offending, and we expect the
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same privilege to be exercised by our read-
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comes in fabric an
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to $50.00. At leading luggage and
men's wear shops. Atlantic Products
Corporation, Trenton, New Jersey.
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VAL-A-PAK saves pressing bills. Suits
(there is room for two) hang on regulation hangers, air cushioned against
wrinkling or mussing.

The world is full of loyal fans whose
acts of loyalty should be given due credit.
Some are individuals, others are banded
together in the form of movie clubs. Many
have gone a step farther and united their
clubs to form two large organizations —
The Fan Club Federation and The Movie
Club Guild.
Fan Clubs are not new. They have been
in existence for a quarter of a century but
it is only in the last few years that they
realized that in unity there is strength,
and united to request recognition from
producers and the press. In other words,
Fan Clubs have come into their own.
And just what is a Fan Club?
That question may sound a bit unnecessary to some of you but, believe it or
not, I am answering it via the personal
letter route almost daily.
A Fan Club, briefly, is a number of persons whose admiration for one particular
star, have united them in a common cause
— to further the popularity of that star.
Hozv to start a Fan Club!
I also receive many letters asking that
question, and some of the letters amaze me.
Many of them are from persons totally
ignorant of the work and purpose of fan
clubs.
A Fan Club is hard work and lots of it
and it is expensive. But dues, you say, are
charged to cover the expense. That is
true, but it is also untrue, for never yet
have we had a club where the dues covered
the entire expense of the club. And because the members have paid in their dues,
they must receive something for their
money.
You might wonder what expense a club

Accept no substitutes!

could have. Let us list a few. To begin
with there are membership cards, application blanks, stationery, postage. Quite an
item, eh?
Then there is the club paper, for all good
clubs do issue a club paper of some sort.
Some are typed, some are mimeographed,
some are printed, but they all cost money
— from five dollars an issue, on up. Did
you happen to see Blue Velvet Notes? It
is the paper for Dottie Mae Hulse's Vera
Van Club. That issue cost $64.15. The
Reynolds Rumpus, the paper for John
Garrison's
for the firstCraig
issue.Reynolds club, cost $75.00
Of course, the star helps with the expenses. They always send photos to new
members, they furnish prizes for contests,
they send news for the club paper. Some
of them go to the expense of paying all
or part of the printing of the paper.
However, all this should be taken up
with the star at the time you ask for the
star's permission to start a club. I mention this because in checking clubs, I find
that in the majority of cases, a fan writes
a star asking permission to start a club,
without outlining what is expected of the
star. Then begin the hinting or begging
letters — first it is pictures, then postage,
then prizes and usually winding up with
a request to buy a mimeograph, or pay
for the printing of a paper.
Thisit annoys
a be
star.
Why ifshouldn't
it?
And
could all
avoided
you would
sit down with a pencil and paper and figure
the cost of such a club, and decide definitely and for all time, what you expect
the star to do for your club. Then present
your findings and figures to the star and
give that star an opportunity to refuse or
accept your proposition.
that,stars
then who
we are
won'tsecretly
have,
as Ifweyou
do will
have donow,
disappointed
their
We and
won'tending
have
clubs startingin off
withclubs.
a bang
up with a battle.
In order to strengthen your clubs it
would be wise to affiliate with either The
Fan Club Federation or The Movie Club
Guild — or both.
These
organizations
have been in ex-

Always insist on the advertised brand!

istence several years and their purpose is
to promote the welfare of fan clubs and
fan club members and through them to
advance motion picture entertainment. They
make it their business to weed out undesirable, or so called "racket" clubs.
They have regular meetings at which
time they delve deeply in the work of clubs
and of motion pictures, publicity, and anything and everything that has to do with
the betterment of theatre and motion picture
entertainment.
Questions to be voted upon can be presented either in person or by proxy.
A paper is issued at regular intervals by
both organizations — Fan Club Fare, for the
Federation, and Guildegrams for the Guild.
Miss Irene Brettmann, 895 Park Avenue,
New York, N. Y., is president of the Federation.
Miss Lillian Conrad, 4822 N. Meade
Ave., Chicago, is president of the Guild.
FRANCES
yes,one
that's
real name, FEATHER—
has charge of
of her
the
many Dick Powell Clubs and tells us that
they have branches in California, Washington, D. C, Sioux City, Montreal, Rochester and many
other places.
She has a letter from Dick Powell saying that she is president of one of his three
pet clubs. Now just who could the other
two be?
Lucile Carlson, prexy of the Alice White
Club, together with Evelyn Krause, a club
member, is in Hollywood and are guests of
none other than Alice White herself. Lucile is so busy seeing stars right now that
we couldn't make her sit down long enough
to tell itusforabout
the trip. We'll have her
write
us later.
Irene Brettmann, president of The Fan
Federation, is also in Hollywood on a prolonged vacation. Ditto for Lillian Conrad,
president of the Movie Club Guild. There
seems to be something brewing as to the
future of fan clubs and maybe, just maybe, we'll
get the
their conferences in time
for outcome
the next ofissue.

..Says ROSALIND
enchanting M-G-M

RUSSELL
screen star

TJOMES begin in hope chests. So, be sure
■*• you choose one that gives absolute moth
protection. Lane is the only cedar chest that is
factory-tested for aroma-tightness. It has a
special patented inside finish that evens aroma
flow and prevents the interior from becoming
oily or sticky. As proof of positive moth protection, you get with this modern chest a moth
insurance policy, free. See the glorious new
Lane models with superbly finished hardwood
exteriors now at your Lane dealer's store.
THE LANE COMPANY, Inc., Dept. G, Altavista, Va.
Canadian Distributors, Knechtel's, Ltd., Hanover, Ontario

Richard Carroll, secretary of the Gene
Raymond Club, came to town and was the
guest of Gene on the set. Mrs. Kipling,
Gene's mother, took him to lunch and for
a tour of Hollywood.
Dottie Mae Hulse, prexy of the Vera
Van Club, spent the summer in Hollywood
and is now touring the United States with
her father. But she tells us that she will
be back to spend the winter with us.
Helen Moltz, head of the Joel McCrea
Club, came to town to spend a couple of
days, one of them with Joel and his lovely
wife, Frances Dee.
A letter from Marilyn Bonnell, president of the Buddy Rogers Club, says, "I
went down to Chicago and spent the day
with Buddy while he was appearing there
with his stage unit and had a grand time.
I had to make a 92 mile trip but it was
worth it. I met his mother for the first
time and I was thrilled stiff. I also had
a chance to see his father again."
Little Mary Scales, who is a member
of the Robert Taylor Club, is a very tiny,
very charming, very interesting young lady.
Her home is in Texas but she is star reporter for the Logan County Banner, at
Logan, North Carolina. One day little
Mary (she weighs 80 pounds) hitch-hikes
to Charlestown, a hundred .miles away to
interview Madame Schumann-Heinck, and
the next day she treks twenty miles back
into the Hill-billy country to run down a
murder story.
Tired of the old grind, she hopped a
plane and came to Hollywood for a week
end. She had luncheon with Robert Taylor and his mother, then spent the after[Contimted on page 58]
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Frank reviews of the
latest screen offerings

Thousands
gaining
normal
attractive
curves
—in just a
few weeks I
SKINNY,
friendless
girls who
never
could gain an ounce
can take new hope from
the experience of thousands of others with
this new scientific treatment that is sweeping
the country. These
others have gained 10
to 25 pounds of solid,
naturally attractive
flesh this new easy way
—in just a few weeks!
What is more, this
new discovery has given
them naturally clear
skin, freedom from indigestion and constipation, new pep.

Why it builds up
so quickly
Scientists recently discovered that great
numbers of people are thin and rundown for
the single reason that they do not get enough
digestion-strengthening Vitamin B and bloodenriching iron in their daily food. Now the
richest known source of this marvelous bodybuilding Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By
a new process the finest imported cultured
ale yeast is now concentrated 7 times — made
7 times more powerful. Then it is combined
with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast
and other valuable ingredients in little tablets known as Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements to
build you up, get these new "7-power"
Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist
today. Then, day after day, watch flat chest
develop and skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. Constipation and indigestion from the same cause vanish, skin
clears to normal beauty— you're a new person.

Money-back

guarantee

No matter how skinny and rundown you
may be from lack of sufficient Vitamin B
and iron, try these new Ironized Yeast tablets just a short time, and note the marchange. Seeas ifthey
they have
don't thousands.
build you up
in a fewvelousweeks,
If
not delighted with the benefits of the very
first package, your money back instantly.

Special FREE

offer!

To start thousands building up their health
right away, we make this FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at
once, cut out seal on box and mail it to us
with a clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on health,
"New Facta About Your Body." Remember,
results with very first package — or money
refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Inc., Dept, 2812, Atlanta, Ga.
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RAMONA — This screen version of Helen

(Mary
Chatterton's
portrayal
of
the Astor).
defeated Miss
woman
is the finest
she
has ever done. Mary Astor shows a strength
and power never before revealed to her
screen audiences. Paul Lukas, David Niven,
Gregory Gave and many others add to this
excellent cast. Dodsworth is a picture that
will linger long in the memory of those
who see it. — Samuel Goldwyn.
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VALIANT IS THE WORD
FOR
CARRIE is everything fine that a picture
can or should be. It is the story of a scarlet
woman who finds happiness in bringing up
a small boy and girl that have been practically thrown into her lap. The story p.^
r/*,fce
nbegins
Louisiana,
a'i
moves in
to athesmall
big town
city. in
Over
a periodthen
of
years the children grow into manhood and
womanhood. Carrie devotes her life to mak-
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Hunt Jackson"s love story is breath-taking
in its beauty. Its dramatic appeal and *-ore//
haunting charm is increased by the use of brill '
technicolor. Loretta Young's performance
is, beyond question, the best of her career
and she plays the role of Ramona with quiet
restraint and exquisite romantic appeal. She
is even more beautiful as the raven-haired
heroine than she is in her natural blonde
loveliness. Don Ameche, of radio fame, is
most convincing as Allesandro, her Indian
lover. Pauline Frederick is excellent as
the domineering Spanish mother of Kent
Taylor, who is also in love with Ramona.
The entire cast, featuring Katherine
tor,
deMille, John Carradine, Jane Darwell,
Pedro deCordoba and Victor Kilian, unite
in producing a picture of exceptional interest.— 20th Century-Fox.
DODSWORTH— This powerful and emotional stage play comes to life on the screen
with the story of a woman's futile effort
against growing old. This is a triumph for
Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton and Mary
Astor. Walter Huston, as Dodsworth, a
retired automobile salesman who is terribly
in love with his romance-seeking wife,
carries the role with a completeness which
leaves one with the feeling that only he
could play it. The story carries them to
Europe where Fran Dodsworth has one
amorous adventure after another in her
futile attempt to regain her youth until
finally Huston is driven to a lonely tour of
the continent. He finds rest and contentment in the Italian villa of Edith Cortright
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ing them happy. There are tears and laughter but the laughs are sincere and real.
There is none of the slapstick attempts
so often used to get laughs. Carrie Snyder,
played by Gladys George, deserves the
highest praise for a grand job of acting.
The rest of the cast has Arline Judge, John
Howard, Dudley Digges, Harry Cary,
Isabel Jewell, Jackie Moran, Charlene
Wyatt, John Wray, William Collier St.,
Hattie McDaniels and others. For those
who enjoy a good story, top acting, tears
and laughs, see it by all means. — Paramount.

15$- Price Now
of Famous
Cold Remedy

EXCELLENT
1. Take 2 BAYER ASPIRIN tablets and drink a
full glass of water. Repeat treatment in 2 hours.

THE GORGEOUS HUSSY— A superbly
directed story enacted by a group of artists
who, by their work in this picture, once
again prove to fans that they are capable
of superb acting. The plot goes back to
those times in American history when the
country was still suffering from "growing
pains" . . . Most of the action takes place
in Washington, D.C. Parts of the story are
fictional and except for historically prominent personages, the characters are also. . . .
The story concerns those in high places
during the days of Andrew Jackson (Lionel
Barrymore) and Peggy Eaton's (Joan
Crawford) love for her country as against
her love for John Randolph (Melvyn
Douglas). Robert Taylor is splendid as a
young naval officer who woos and wins
the hand of Joan Crawford only to lose
his life in the tropics. Franchot Tone, as
Secretary of War under Jackson, whom
Crawford later marries, carries his part to
perfection. . . . "Rowdy Dow" (James
Stewart) adds to the picture entertainment.
. . . When you see The Gorgeous Hussy,
you will see a noteworthy picture. Beulah
Bondi shares acting honors with Lionel
Barrymore and Joan Crawford. — MetroGo Idwyn-M ay er.

2.. If throat is sore, crush
and stir 3 BAYER ASPIRIN
tablets in '/3 3'°ss of water.
Gargle twice. This eases
throat rawness and soreness
almost instanHy.

THE DEVIL IS A SISSY— Toughness
is having the nerve to do what is right.
The devil was once an angel, 'but the job
was too tough for him, so he scrammed. —
Hence, "the devil was a sissy." A trio of
troupers, Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie
Cooper and Mickey Rooney unite in bringing to the screen a tender but two-fisted
story that is rich in humanity and humor
and loaded with audience appeal for the
entire family. Transplanted from England
to the tenements of New York, Freddie is
every inch the gentleman, and Mickie and
Jackie (as two East Side toughies) learn
how to take it like men, from him. Pathos,
comedy, excitement and stark drama flash
by in rapid succession before the story
reaches the final climax. — Mctro-GoldwynMayer.
THE GENERAL DIED AT DAWN—
American resourcefulness pitted against
oriental cunning and deviltry is the theme
of this melodrama. You will find a sombre
Gary Cooper (greatly in contrast to "Mr.
Deeds" in this, but you will admire his cool
daring and enormous vitality. The plot is
heavy with the intrigue of Chinese Civil
war. Cooper, as the champion of longsuffering Chinese common-people, is selected for the dangerous role of gun-runner.
He is balked in his attempted raid by the
intervention of Madeleine Carroll, beautiful daughter of Porter Hall, rival plotter,
who is in the services of Akim Tamiroff,
a greedy, relentless Chinese war lord. The
story is unrelieved by any touch of humor,
but the fine photography and excellent
characterizations, plus excitement, suspense
and romance, make it well worth seeing. —
Paramount.
[Continued on page 66]

Genuine Bayer Aspirin — the Thing
to Take for Fast Relief
Instead of buying costly medicines for a cold,
try the way nearly any
doctor you ask will
approve as the modern
way — BAYER ASPIRIN. It is
perhaps the most famous and most
widely used of all cold remedies
today — yet costs only 15^ for a
dozen tablets or two full dozen for
a quarter anywhere in the United
States.
The way you use it is this: Two
BAYER tablets when you feel a
cold coming on. Take with a full
glass of water. Then repeat, if
necessary, according to directions
in each package.
This will act to fight fever, cold
pains and the cold itself. And it will

save you from taking strong medicines for a cold. Medicines that
often upset the whole system. Relief
comes rapidly.
Get the genuine BAYER ASPIRIN by asking for it by its full
alone.
name: not by the name "aspirin"
FOR A DOZEN
2 FULL DOZEN FOR 25c

Virtually 1c a tablet

15°
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Men and Make-up

Any iv oman can make her face
her fortune, says Max Factor,
the man who knows all the
beauty answers, if she follows
the advice offered in this article

green eyes and a fair skin. But instead of
using a light, flesh powder she uses rachelle. She's found out that a blondecn
rouge and a vermilion lipstick
are best
suited to her. And besides the brown eye
shadow she uses a broivn eyebrow pencil
and eyelash makeup. Not black. For a
foundation cream, however, she uses a flesh
tone under the rachelle powder to bring
out the natural glow of her skin.
"Rochelle Hudson, on the
hand, has
dark brown hair and eyes andother
an olive skin
I- or complete naturalness she selects this
makeup: Olive powder, carmine rouge and
lipstick. Brown eye shadow. Black pencil
and eyelas
tion cream.h makeup. And a natural founda-

"One of the loveliest blondes who ever
came to Hollywood is Virginia Bruce.
She
is very fair and her makeup chart is:
Flesh powder over a white foundation.
hlame rouge and lipstick. Gray eye shadow.
Brozvn pencil and eyelash makeup."
SO FOR that date with Bob Taylor, evidently
it wouldn't
wise
to do ' anything "fancy"
! Just gobeinto
a huddle
with
your mirror, make sure your makeup looks
as if it had grown on you— and be yourself.

Five famous stars
give the male
point of view
on facial beauty.

by Frances Kellum
IF YOU had a date with Robert Taylor,
how would you make up?
If you were dining with Francis Lederer, would
you dare use that lavender
evening powder?
What do men really think about makeup?
Now when I have questions like that to
ask,
one person
I hunt
up.
Max there's
Factor, just
the man
who knows
all the
beauty answers. Usually I find him in his
laboratory working up more formuli to
turn more ugly ducklings into the proverbial swans. And that's where I found him
this time. He laid aside his test tube and
eyed me speculatively. "I've just come from
the 'Camille' set over there at M-G-M.
Nice chap, that Robert Taylor. Genuine.
Has some good ideas . . ."
"Well," I said, "about fifty million women— including myself — would like to know
what his ideas on makeup are!"
"They're distinctly modern !" Max Factor assured me. "Bob is a typically modern
young man — typically American. He's all
in favor of the results of makeup — when
it's natural looking. For instance, as we
stood talking two extra girls came by. One
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had gone in strongly for effect — you know,
eyebrows plucked too thin, arched too high,
and stenciled on. Cheeks a chalky white.
Mouth that looked like a freshly painted
signboard. Perhaps she thought she looked
exotic. As a matter of fact she had ruined
all the young charm of her face . . .
"The other one evidently knew the secret
of natural makeup. And Bob said, 'Lovely,
isn't
she?'how,"
"
"Just
I asked quickly, "do you go
about learning this secret!"
"By studying your complexion tones and
matching them exactly," he informed me.
"That's why we have experimented so
much with shades and textures in rouges,
lipstick, powders and eye makeup. Complexions vary so that you can't be too careful. Don't strive for Effect. Strive to emphasise your own natural coloring.
"The brunette, for example, goes in for
rich carmine or crimson shades in rouge
and lipstick.
"The blonde goes in for soft flame tones.
"Redheads have to be careful to use a
deep enough powder to bring out the tint
of their hair, and to use brown eye shadow
instead of blue as they're tempted to.
"Take Myrna Loy. She's a redhead with

"Men," Max Factor was saying, "are
mostly like Bob. They're interested in the
results of making up. And flattered by the
trouble you take. But they are not interested in seeing a girl ply her lipstick or
powder
take her puff
out. every little while when they
"Warner Baxter once told me that a lot
of powder dabbing in public was the surest
means a woman had of destroying her
glamour ! . . . Glamour depends to a certain extent on mystery. And there's nothing
mvster
ious about a woman who lets the
world in on her beauty secrets !
"Anyway— constant poivdering will not
help a shiny nose. People have the wrong
idea of powder. It is not a cover for the
face. Its purpose is to give a well-groomed
finish. It should never show. If you're still
dabbing instinctively at your nose, drop the
habit! It's as out-dated as last year's newspaper. If you've prepared your skin for
makeup with a good freshener or astringent (if it's oily) and a good foundation
cream, you won't have to worry about 'getting shiny.' Not if you've powdered correctly. The way to do it is to powder generously from chin to forehead and from
ear to ear. Then take a soft powder brush
and brush off the surplus. That leaves a
soft, flattering finish and you should not
have to touch a powder puff again for
Dick Powell, it seems, likes sparkle in
a gal's face. Now of course, as Factor
pointed out, that depends quite a bit on
your health and vitality. There's nothing
like
fresh air, sufficient sleep and the right
hours."
food to buoy you up, to put the gleam in
your eye! But you can get a little help
from Art too — makeup Art !
"Rouge properly and you give brilliancy
to the eyes. Rouge too much and you kill
it," said Factor. "Both the time of day and

the time of season affect the use of rouge.
The general rule is to use brighter, lighter
tones for night. And deeper, richer tones in
winter. Sparkle in the face depends chiefly
on the eyes. And a good red in your cheeks
accents them. Keep the eyes fresh and
rested, too. Bathe them in a lukewarm
solution
been look
out in
the cold
or
wind. after
Make you've
the lashes
longer
and
more luxurious with an eyelash makeup.
And give the eyes more depth and lustre
with eye shadow.
"You can change your whole outlook on
life by changing your looks ! By brightening them . . ."
Fred MacMurray's statement was
straightforward and direct — like Fred himself. "Makeup? I think it's swell! Especially ifthat's what gives a girl that smooth
look!"
"Just what does give you that smooth
look?" I challenged Mr. Factor. But he
won't stay challenged. He knows too much
about this business ! He says it is all a
matter of the right powder base . . .
There's a new kind that provides all the
smoothness in the world without streaking
or letting perspiration show through. If you
want to be your most glamorous self, use
it!
You know how at times rouge seems to
sink into your cheeks no matter what you
do ? And how your complexion goes off-key
even if you've been working like mad at it?
There's just one solution. Get yourself into
the habit of using a good foundation. Your
rouge will go on a thousand times more
evenly. Your powder will cling for hours.
In short, you'll have that smooth look!
It remained for Francis Lederer, Continental that he is, to give the Last Word on
the subject. He sums it all up beautifully.
''Makeup is a woman's charm insurance!
I do not say that she is not charming without it. Heaven forbid ! I merely say that if
she knows how to make the best use of it,
makeup safeguards her charm and adds to
it . . . Just as a lovely skin adds to it."
Have you a lovely skin? Men always
notice that. And there's no woman alive,
declares Factor, who cannot make her skin
lovely ! Naturally you have to care for it
consistently. No cream, used only once a
week, can do much good in overcoming
that gradual drying of the tissues. But a
fine cream, blended in every day, does this :
It replenishes the natural oils of the skin ;
it keeps it soft ; and it helps to erase those
little creases around the eyes and mouth
and the unattractive rings around the neck.
There's nothing quite so unflattering as a
flaky, rough complexion.
Don't permit it !
Only this morning I heard a woman say,
"My husband likes makeup on other women. But when / try to use it— that's another
story to
!" useNoit !wonder. She didn't know
how
Learninsurance.
how — and you'll have a lasting
charm

Christmas

Shopping

Note

In the January issue of MOVIE
CLASSIC,

look for Alison Alden's

article "A Zest for Giving" in which
she offers the solution to last-minute Christmas shopping. Illustrated
with the article are the smartest
holiday offerings of cosmetic manufacturers and perfumers from
which to make your gift selections.
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Mervyn

LeRoy

YOU CAN'T
lABOUT!

ARE YOU ONE OF
THE MANY VICTIMS?
Do you suffer from Piles ? If so, you know what
they can take out of you. They wear you down
physically and mentally. They make you look
drawn and haggard, no matter how you try to
conceal the suffering. They handicap your every
activity in life.
But the suffering, bad as it is, is not the only
thing about Piles. They can turn into something
Very serious. This is always a possibility because
of the delicacy of the trouble. Many people hesitate to seek medical treatment for Piles, when,
as a matter of fact, no trouble is more in need of
attention.
_.
_„
. . _

Three Effects in One

Today, you have medication for Piles that is of
extraordinary merit. It consists of Pazo Ointment. Pazo does more than merely "kid" Piles.
It actually placates them. Pazo is unusually effective because it is threefold in effect.
First, it is soothing, which tends to relieve inflammation, soreness and itching. Second, it is
lubricating, which tends to soften hard parts and
make passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which
tends to reduce swollen parts and check bleeding.
Pazo comes in tubes fitted with a special Pile
Pipe which permits application high up in the
rectum. It also now comes in suppository form.
Those who prefer suppositories will find Pazo
Suppositories the most satisfactory. All drug
stores sell Pazo, but a trial tube (with Pile Pipe)
will be sent on request. Mail coupon and enclose
10c (coin or stamps) to help cover cost of packing and postage.

MAIL!

GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. 73-F, St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo. I enclose 10c
to help cover packing and mailing.
Name
AddressCity_

State_
This offer is good only in U. S. and Canada. Canadian residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 6Jf
Wellington Street, West, Toronto, On*.
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Mervyn LeRoy, one of Hollywood's ace directors,
directing a scene from Oil for the Lamps of China
much to have contestants bear this in mind
trademark
your not?
in why
you sent
E yet?
when submitting ideas. The artiness of
You
If not,
HAVidea
know from reading the November
the suggestions are in nowise as important
as is the effectiveness, of the idea itself.
issue of Movie Classic, that Mervyn LeRoy,
No sketch is required, although contestants
noted Hollywood director, is in the market
for a trademark idea symbolical of the fine
can,
if they LeRoy
wish, submit
them."
Mervyn
stands exceptionally
high
pictures he promises to release soon through
as a director, having to his credit such outhis own company to be known as "Mervyn
standing successes as Golddiggcrs of 1933,
ctions." Co-operating with
LeRoy Produ
Five Star Final, I Am a Fugitive from a
Movie Classic he is offering $500 in cash
Chain Gang, Tugboat Annie, Oil for the
prizes to the winners. All you have to do
to become an entrant in this contest is to Lamps of China, Little Caesar, and Anthony Adverse. He recently completed
jot down as many original trademark ideas
Three Men on a Horse for Warner Bros.,
as you can and mail them to Contest Editor,
who plan to release it as one of the specials
Movie Classic Magazine, 7046 Hollywood
of the year.
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
For his first picture as a producer,
Remember this : You don't have to be
LeRoy has purchased The King and the
an advertising expert or an artist to stand
Chorus Girl, (formerly titled The Grand
a chance of winning a cash prize. All you
Passion) by Norman Krasna and Beppo
have to do is to submit your idea or ideas
Marx. This splendid story will be used to
in writing — just a brief, clear description
present Ferdinand Gravet, sensational
of the trademark.
French star whom LeRoy
Here's what Mr. LeRoy
discovered abroad and
has to say about it.
whom he signed to a person"What I want is a tradeDon't pass up this
mark that is original and
chance
to
win
a
al contract.
is LeRoy's
sincere
belief Itthat
Gravet,
entirely different from those
after his introduction to
now in use. It must be
American audiences through
prize] Remember,
distinctive and impressive.
The King and the Chorus
the
contest
closes
My plan is to produce only
Girlal success.
will score a sensationclass pictures with mass apDecember 2 0th.
peal and I would like very

Accept no substitutes!
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NOSE PORES

Following The King and the Chorus Girl,
LeRoy's second picture under the Mervyn
LeRoy Productions trademark, will be Son
of the Gods.
Now with all this information in mind,
get out the pencil and begin jotting down
your trademark ideas. You have just as
good a chance of winning a prize as the
next one. Bear in mind that the winner
of the entries submitted to Movie Classic
wins $50 and a chance to win the grand
prize of $250.
This same offer appears also in the December issues of Fawcett's affiliated film
magazines — HOLLYWOOD, SCREEN
BOOK, SCREEN PLAY and MOTION
PICTURE. The winner of ideas submitted to any of these magazines receives
a $50 cash prize and a chance at the $250
grand prize.
Read the following rules over very carefully and when you have finished, start
immediately on the pleasant task of transferring to paper your trademark ideas. But
—BE SURE THEY ARE ORIGINAL!
Here are the rules :
1. Contest closes December 20, 1936. All
entries must be in the mail not later than
midnight, December 20, 1936.
2. Any reader is entitled to enter except
employees and relatives of employees of
Fawcett Publications, Inc., Motion Picture
Publications, Inc., or Mervyn LeRoy
Productions.
3. It is not necessary to submit a drawing of the trademark — you can outline your
idea in words.
4. Do not submit fanciful or decorated
entries.
5. Judges will be Mervyn LeRoy, S.
Charles Einfeld, Director of Advertising
and Publicity for Warner Bros., and Edward Selzer, Director of Publicity for
Warner Bros.
6. In case of ties duplicate prizes will
be awarded.
7. The decision of the judges will be
final. No entries will be returned.
8. Prize winners agree to sign over all
right and title to winning designs, and to
accept the prize money as full compensation for the same.

Largest Pores on Your Body —
A Test of Your Cleansing Methods!
\
h

The pores on the nose are the largest on your body. For this reason,
if allowed to become clogged with waxy excretions, they will become
■\ conspicuously large and noticeable.
\
The pores on your nose, therefore, are a good test of your skin's cleansing methods. If the pores are plugged with waste matter
\
and gaping large, it's a sign your methods are insufficient.
?jk By keeping your pores — and this includes the pores of your
s nose — thoroughly clean, you can keep them normal in size,
invisibly small.

A Penetrating Cream Required
To get at the dirt and waxy matter that accumulates in
f| your pores, you must use a face cream that penetrates,
\^
one that actually works its way into the pores. Such
, ; a cream is Lady Esther Face Cream. It does not
|
merely lie on the surface of your skin. It actually
penetrates the pores, and does it in a gentle and
soothing manner.
Penetrating the pores, Lady Esther Face
KN
Cream goes to work on the imbedded
dirt and waste matter. It dissolves it
IB^

— breaks it up- — and makes it easily
removable. In a fraction of the
*| usual time, your skin is thoroughly clean.
j
Cleansed perfectly, your
111 /
pores can again function freely
* ,
— open and close as Nature intended. Automatically then, they
reduce themselves to their normal small
size and you no longer have anything
like conspicuous pores.

Lubrication, Also
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses
i
the skin, it also lubricates it. It resupplies it with a fine oil that overcomes dryness and keeps the skin
soft and smooth.
Make a test on your face of Lady
>; Esther Face Cream. See for yourself how thoroughly it cleans out
the pores. Mark how quickly

9. Submit your entries to Contest Editor, Movie Classic Magazine, 7046 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Now put on your thinking caps ! Your
chance to win a $50 cash prize and the
$250 Grand Prize is as good as anyone
else's.

WANT

A THRILL?

Movie fans everywhere find it is
thrilling entertainment to read the
complete fiction stories of coming
films, before the movies are shown
anywhere.
You'll like it too. Get ROMANTIC
MOVIE STORIES, now on sale for
only 10c. This magazine publishes the
exclusive fiction stories of new films,
each story illustrated with scenes from
the production. Featured in the issue
now on sale are : "Reunion," the new
picture starring the famous Dionne
Quintuplets ; "Portrait of a Rebel,"
with Katharine Hepburn, Herbert Marshall "Theodora
;
Goes Wild," starring
Irene Dunne and Melvyn Douglas —
and seven more stories starring Clark
Gable, Dick Powell, Joan Blondell and
others.
Remember, ROMANTIC MOVIE
STORIES— 10c at all good newsstands.

\„

."}

your pores
come
down choking
in size
when
relieved
of their
burden. Note the new life and
smoothness your skin takes on.
One test will tell you volumes.

See For Yourself !
All first-class drug and department stores sell
Lady Esther Face Cream, but a 7- days' supply is free for
the asking. Just mail the coupon below or a penny postcard and by return mail you'll receive the cream — PLUS all five shades of my exquisite Lady
Esther Face Powder. Write today.
(28)

( You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

Please send me by return mail your 7- days' supply of Lady Esther Four-Purpose
Face Cream; also all five shades of your Face Powder.
'.

Nnmp

'•
'.

Address
City
t live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd.

Stnt.p
Toronto, Ont.)

(Ifyo

When

FREE

Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
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When Doctors Swab

...
SORE THROAT
destroyed,

surface germs are
soreness relieved, healing
quickened.

Gene Ra^ wkon d
Answers
by
Gene Raymond your
star witness — answers
your queries and selects the winner of this
month's "Win a Telephone Call" Contest.

When qou Gorqle with

PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTICur.do.ct.ors

vou continue yo
ng
treatment by destroyi
the
surface germs, relieving
cold.

USE PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
FOR COLDS -TO RELIEVE
THROAT SORENESS
• The reason doctors have you gargle is
to relieve soreness, kill germs. So remember, Pepsodent Antiseptic is three
times as powerful in killing germs as
other mouth antiseptics. You can mix
Pepsodent with two parts of water and
it still kills germs in less than 10 seconds!
Thus Pepsodent goes 3 times as far— saves
you % of your money.
So active is Pepsodent that, in recent
tests on 500 people in Illinois, Pepsodent
users got rid of colds twice as fast as
others! Get either the 25c, 50c, or $1.00
Pepsodent Antiseptic at any drug counter,
and see for yourself how
pleasantly effective it is.

SAVES %
OF YOUR DOLLAR
I Good Housekeeping I
*Bureau
jT*
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The Inquiring
Reporter
ulations go to Miss
sley of 502
Dorothy Bal
month's congratHhIS
Trt
Elm Street, GreensNo
boro, North Carolina.

This bemonocled gentleman with the waxed
mustachios and continental air is none
other than Gene

Raymond,

all done up for

his role in RKO Radio's Walking On Air.
Her question, "Do you
think it an advantage or disadvantage for an actor or
Q. Do you intend to write more songs?
actress to be 'typed' in their roles?" was
A. Yes. As soon as I can find time,
selected by Gene Raymond as the most interesting of the many hundreds of questions
Q. What career would you have chosen
submitted
by Movie
—
and she therefore
is theClassic's
winner ofreaders
the long
if you had not become a star?
distance telephone call from handsome and
A, I would have become a lawyer.
debonair Gene Raymond.
By the time you read this, Miss Balsley
will have talked with him and had her
question personally answered by this popular star, as arrangements are being made
with the lucky winner for the day and hour
at which the telephone call will be placed.
Your questions were so numerous, and so
interesting, that your Inquiring' Reporter
was reluctant to disregard those letters sent
in after the deadline date. Because of this
it was necessary to conduct the interdelay, view
with Gene while he was on location
for his new picture, (as yet untitled) in
which he co-stars with Lily Pons. He had
to sneak minutes between "shots" to form
his replies but he would become so interested that it was extremely difficult for him
character" for the next
back "in
to get To
me, the list of questions seemed
scene.
enthusiasm and genuine
his
unending, but
eagerness to answer each fully and honestly
was a fine demonstration of the many reasons for his popularity.
And so, at last, we have Mr. Raymond on
the witness stand — prepared to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth ! Your questions will be found in
blackface type. His answers, in italics.

Q. Do you have a secret ambition or
latent ability which you would like to
develop, and if so, what is it?
A. My ultimate ambition is no secret —
/ zuant to direct and produce pictures ivhen
I stop acting.

Accept no substitutes!

Q. Do you like radio work?
A. Yes, and no. On the radio there is, of
course, the ever impressive miracle of the
vast audience, and the feeling of isolation
which is even more marked than zvhen in
front of the camera.
Q. What is your favorite song?
A. "Sylvia."
Q. Do you think the stage is the best
place to begin to get experience for
screen work?
A. Yes. The training and experience received in stage work is a great help in preparing oneself for icork in pictures.
Q. Are all of your pictures chosen for
you or do you choose your own?
A. At the present time my studio selects
the roles I am to play.
Q. Do you prefer musicals or dramatic
roles?
A. 1 Inn;

no preference.

I like a variety

of roles.
Q. Do you use makeup on the screen?
A. Yes.
Q. What is the one thing which contributed most to your spectacular success?

Always insist on the advertised brand!

A. Determination and hard work contributed most to what success I have
achieved so far.
Q. What is the greatest goal you wish
to achieve in life?
A. Happiness — and achievement — Isn't
that what we all set as our gvalf
Q. Are you satisfied with your career?
A. No. And I should be worried if I
were satisfied.
Q. Is it true that you and Jeanette
MacDonald plan to be married?
A. Yes. Our engagement lias been announced.
Q. What would you like to do if you
ever left the screen?
A. If, and zvhen, I leave my work on the
screen, I ivould like to return to the stage.
Q. What
drive?

make

and color car do you

A. I drive a green Packard phaeton.
Q. Has acting, in the past or present,
had any effect on some of your personal
desires or ambitions?
If so, what?
A. No. I endeavor at all times to keep
my screen roles separate from my personal
roles in life.
Q. Do you sing? If so, why not on
the screen?
A. I have sung on the screen — both in
Flying Down to Rio, and in my current
picture Walking On Air.
Q. Do you enjoy being a movie star?
A. Sure, why not?

It's a grand profes-

Q. What is your favorite color?
A. Green.-

I HE LITTLE GIRLS' mother realizes that it doesn't pay to take chances with
inferior lamps that grow dimmer and dimmer as days go by. She keeps her
home

well lighted with Edison

Longer . . . use electricity so much
many

new

Mazda
more

lamp bulbs right now

lamps. These

lamps Stay Brighter

economically. You undoubtedly

in your home

Q. Do you think marrying an actress
will have anything to do with your
career?

helping busy young

A. No. Unless it will develop an even
greater interest hi my work and a stronger
determination to succeed.

by name. It doesn't pay to take chances with lamps of unknown
General Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Q. Do you approve of girls who smoke
or drink?

need

. . . nearly everyone does.

Especially the sight -saving sizes, 75 and 100 watts, that are so necessary in

LAMPS

eyes develop normally. Ask for Edison

WITH

THIS

MARK

s&Zzy 4JUaAXkA

Mazda

lamps
quality.

J&r*U7£A

A. I don't care particularly one way or
another and I do not think those habits reflect a girl's
personality.neither
Hozvever
my
fiancee,
Miss true
MacDonald,
smokes
nor drinks.
Q. If given the opportunity to choose
a screen role, what would it be and why?
A. I should like to play Scaramouche. It
has always been my favorite character.
Q. What in your opinion is the most
f-equently asked question to a movie
actress or actor, and why?
A. This will no doubt amaze you, as it
(Joes me, but really the question I am asked
most often is, "What is your favorite
color?" I have no idea zchy.
Q.

What

is your philosophy

A. Never to shirk
In cheat or lie. — To
benefit of the doubt.
[Continued

of life?

responsibility.- — Never
give the other guy the
— To laugh often and
on page 52]

When

1 %t
JL%PV

15-25-40-60
WATT
SIZES

EDISON

MAZDA

GENERAL

LAMPS

OR ELECTRIC

G-E DIME LAMPS . . . The first real value in a ten cent lamp bulb. Manufactured by General Electric,
25
these Dime lamps are made in 60, 30, 15, and 7 J-2 watt sizes and are marked like this
DE
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THE DRAMATIC HOME-COMING
OF THE COUNTRY DOCTOR'S
iOOO GROWN-UP*"BARIES*

Yvonne

Cecile

Marie

Annette

Emelie

Z*L

with .

JEAN HERSHOLT
ROCHELLE
DOROTHY

HUDSON
PETERSON

HELEN VINSON

JOHN QUALEN
TOM MOORE

SLIM SUMMERVILLE

ROBERT KENT

BROMBERG

SARA HADEN

ALAN DINEHART
GEORGE ERNEST

Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production

J. EDWARD
MONTAGU

LOVE

• Directed by Norman

Taurog

Associate Producers Earl Carroll and Harold Wilson
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HURRELL

* SIMONE SIMON
BECAUSE of her superlative performance in "Girls' Dormitory," and because this charming maid from Marseilles
possesses that rare combination of glamour, naturalness
and ability, SIMONE SIMON, 20th Century-Fox find, is destined to become the brightest star in the movie heavens

27

As movie fans register their approval or
disapproval at the box office, these 1937
candidates for stardom will rise or fall

Hollywood's

here in Hollywood are perhaps a dozen or more
young actresses and actors who will in this coming
season of 1936-1937 reach stardom in pictures.
Out of hundreds, they alone will take their places in Filmdom's Valhalla of Fame. Others may try — but they will try in
vain. Because you moving picture fans — you — and you — and
you, will reject them.
You see, it is you who have made Hollywood stars in the
past. It is you who have sent the Garbos, the Dietrichs, the
Gaynors, the Eddys, the Taylors soaring to their pinnacles of
glory. It is you who have kept them at the top. You like a
moving picture player — or you don't. You register that approval— or disapproval at the box office. Our studios have
merely trained them, have put them in a picture, or two, or
three. Studios have merely given them the chance. You have
done the rest.
And so — what are you going to do in this coming moving
picture season ? Whom will you acclaim ? On whom will you
turn thumbs down with your indifference ?
That remains to be seen. At the present, only one thing is
certain, and that is that each and every motion picture studio
will present some new "candidates" for your favor. No studio
dares to rest on the laurels of its present stars, even though they
are tops in all Filmdom. They must look ahead. They must
plan for that time when your interest wanes — as it surely will.
They must have a new favorite ready.
Whom have they ready for this coming season ?
Twentieth Century- Fox answers that question first and with
alacrity.
OUT

by MARIAN

RHEA

"Simone Simon," they say, "Don Ameche, Robert Kent and
Tyrone Power, Jr."
Now none of these names are new — brand new. You've
heard of them before and you've seen their owners in pictures.
Surely, many of you have liked them. But, have you considered
them candidates for your favor as stars? Well, please do so
now. Because it is to them that Twentieth Century-Fox has
pinned its colors. Many former Twentieth Century-Fox stars
have left this studio, by mutual consent — John Boles, Fredric
March, Loretta Young, even Janet Gaynor. New names and
faces are taking their places.
Will they succeed ? "
The first answer to that is that one of them already has . . .
Simone Simon, strange, fascinating little French actress who
made her American debut in Girls' Dormitory. If you've seen
thatstarred
picture,from
you'llnowknow
be
on. she's a white hope materialized. She'll

And take Don Ameche. Don't you think he has a goodly
share of that undefinable yet always recognizable stuff that stars
are made of? Good looks of the strong, clean-cut variety;
height and splendid physique ; the fine, commanding voice of the
successful radio star who must rely on that feature alone to put
him over ; experience as an actor. . . . And more than these
attributes, a certain kindness and depth of character of which
everyone who knows him is aware and which you must have
seen written on that frank, open countenance of his. . . .
So — consider well Candidate Don Ameche (pronounced
A-may-chee).
For he has a lot to offer pictures.
Robert Kent? You saw him in The Country Beyond and
The Crime of Dr. Forbes. You'll be seeing him in Shirley
Temple's new picture, Dimples.
Bob used to be under contract to Paramount, under his
real name, Douglas Blakley, but he didn't do so much ov
there.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ann Preston
Henry Hunter
Doris Nolan
Jeanne Madden
Craig Reynolds
James Melton

7
8
9
10
11
12

Frances Langford
James Stewart
Andrea
Leeds
Robert Kent
Don Ameche
Tyrone Power, Jr.

13
14
15
16

John Howard
Frances
Farmer
Owen Davis, Jr.
Harriet Hilliard

White Hopes
THEN came one of ithose breaks that happen so often and
miraculously in Hollywood.
Darryl Zanuck saw him in a
subsequent stage play apd gave him a contract.
A tall, quiet-spoken 'lad, is Bob Kent. Everybody over at
Twentieth Century likes him. He's a sincere worker. He's
modest and has no illusions of grandeur about himself. You'd
like him, if you knew/him. After Shirley's picture, he's to have
the lead in King of the Royal Mounted.
That's what Twentieth Century thmks ob him !
Tyrone Power; Jr., is the one who playe/l Simone Simon's
cousin in Girl/ Dormitory. It was a small part, but Darryl
Zanuck likaa the way he handled it and cave him a role in
Ladies
for hxecCityLove, where they say he's going/over big. So watch
low, City.
let's go out to the a Metro-Golc^wyn-Mayer studios in
Culver
"Your best bets among the newcorners for the next cinema
season?" we ask tentatively.
The answer comes "instanter"/f . . James Stewart, Stanley
Morner, Frances^Langford !
Well, itshouldn't be difficult to see what they mean about
Tames-^&t^wart. that tall^lanky guy you saw in Rose Marie
j's wayward bother, an unsympathetic role, of course)
in Small Towjar'Girl (he was Janet Gaynor's home town
U\or, remembef?)
ejsn-'tf'handsome. He is too tall and too skinny for real
manly beauty. His hair won't stay combed. But he's got something, just the same . . . Something which makes M-G-M think
W's & logical contender for stardom . . . Something which has
prompted them to give him the role of leading man opposite
Eleanor Powell in her new picture, Born to Dance. So — we give
— yea-James Stewart, another potential star !
Frances Langford as you undoubtedly know already is from

the radio. She's that raven-haired songstress with the husky, beguiling voice who appeared in Broadway Melody of 1936 with
Jack Benny's orchestra.
Frances' theatrical history is strange — tragic, too. Once upon
a time she was a high soprano, working and hoping for a great
career. Then she got tonsilitis . . . had an operation. And lost
her voice completely. But, heartbroken as she was, she vowed
it wouldn't stay lost. She went to work again. Retraced the
old arduous hours, days, weeks of breathing, exercises, uninteresting, uninspiring, gruelling work. And finally, she was
rewarded. Her voice came back. It was contralto ! A husky,
beguiling voice ... A voice that, born as Libby Holman's, of
a tonsilectomy, was greater than the famous torch-singing
Libby's ever was. Now she's in Hollywood, bidding for stardom in pictures. Watch for her in Born to Dance, because
she's in it, with Eleanor and Jim Stewart. M-G-M is sure
you'll like her. And she's hoping . . .
STANLEY MORNER is the tall, handsome lad with the
golden voice who sang : "A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody"
in The Great Zicgfeld. That gorgeous number which presented
the stupendous spiral stage that revolved to the Heavens, presenting scene after scene of exquisite artistic perfection. Stanley
was once a lumber buyer. Then he became a radio singer ; later
studied opera; was starred in concerts on tour and then went
back to radio. Mary Garden heard him sing and was so enthusiastic over his voice that — then in negotiation with M-G-M
herself — she wrote this studio about her find.
You'll see him in Old Hutch with Wally Beery and in Robert
Montgomery's Piccadilly Jim, singing the hit tune, "Night of
At RKO-Radio, there are a couple of important answers to
the white hope question — Harriet
[Continued on page 68]
Nights."
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'Don Ameche, Robert Kent and

Tyrone Power, Jr."
Now none of these names are new — brand new. You've
heard of them before and you've seen their owners in pictures.
Surely, many of you have liked them. But, have you considered
them candidates for your favor as stars ? Well, please do so
now. Because it is to them that Twentieth Century-Fox has
pinned its colors. Many former Twentieth Century-Fox stars
have left this studio, by mutual consent— John Boles, Fredric
March, Loretta Young, even Janet Gaynor. New names and
faces are taking their places.
Will they succeed?The first answer to that is that one of them already has . . .
Simone Simon, strange, fascinating little French actress who
made her American debut in Girls' Dormitory.
If you've seen
thatstarred
picture,from
you'llnowknow
he
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him over ; experience as an actor. . . . And more than these
attributes, a certain kindness and depth of character of which
everyone who knows him is aware and which you must have
seen written on that frank, open countenance of his. . . .
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dom in pictures. Watch for her in Horn tn Dance, becauM
she s in it with I I; m::r and Jim Stewart. M-l.-M is sure
you'll like her. And she's hoping . . .
STANLEY MORNER is the tall, handsome lad with the
golden
who sang:
Pretty number
<orl is which
Like a pnMelody"
iii The
Greatvoice
Zicgfcld.
That "A
gorgeous
the stupendous spiral stage that revolved to the Heavens, presenting scene after i cue of exquisit: srtisti: perfection, Mmhy
was once a lumber buyer. Then he became a radio singer ; Inter
studied opera; was starred in concerts "ii tour and then went
hack to radio. Mary Garden heard him sing and was so enthusiastic over his voice that — then In negotiation with M-G-M
herself — she wrote this studio about her find.
You'll see him in old Hutch with Wally Beery and in Robert
Montgomery's Piccadilly Jim, singing the hit tune, "Night of
At KKO-Radio, there are a couple of important .nisi
the white hope question— Harriet
[( onlinued on pane 68]

Nights."

Three O'Briens
THE editor said to me : "Talk to Pat O'Brien and get the
man, the man himself, down on paper."
I talked to Pat. I hadn't talked to him, for publication,
for five years.
But we made up that lost time the other day.
And this, I hope, is the likes o' the man.
I said to him: "These five years haven't changed you, Pat,
'And he said : "No. That's because I have the things that never
ive they?"
'The things that never rust. . . ."
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That's Pat for you. ... A two-fisted Irishman from Milwauke , a regular guy who would give a stuffed shirt innards
or know why, an Irishman who can cuss in good round, ringing
accents, who pals around with Spencer Tracy and Jimmy
Cagney and Allen Jenkins and the likes o' them — and who
startles your heart every now and again by such words as these
— words that reveal the sensitive beauty living in that Irish
heart.
I remembered the first time I ever interviewed him, five years
ago, when he had come to Hollywood to play in Front
Page. He and his dark Eloise were living in a little four-room
flat on the wrong side of the tracks. Eloise was doing the
cooking and cleaning and taking Pat to work every morning
in their little last year's Ford. Not quite Model T — almost.
And it was the first Hollywood interview Pat had ever had.
But the first!
I reminded him of it and he said, "Cripes, will I ever forget
it? Eloise and I sat up nights waiting for the thing to appear !"
"Well," I laughed, "Well, Mister Oil-for-the-Lamps-of

Am&

A^ /aJIc.

China, China Clipper and how many others O'Brien, you don't
have to sit up nights waiting for interviews to come out anymore, do you?"
"If you
think we don't?" grinned Pat, "you're crazy. We
sure do. And I keep a scrap-book, too, and woe to the chap who
clips and pastes for me if one paragraph is missing !
"No, I don't think I've changed. I don't feel any different.
Not about myself anyway. I do feel different about my job.
It is a job now. It was a racket five years ago. Otherwise I'm
no different than I was when I was a kid and first told my folks
I wanted to be an actor and had to fight the whole O'Brien
outfit in order to convince them that an O'Brien was not better
dead than dishonored !
"I still think a movie actor is only as good or as bad as his last
picture. I know it. This 'luck o' the Irish' legend is okay
except that they forget to put in the word 'hard.' I always tell
myself I'm a hard luck guy even when the breaks are with me.
"When we first came to Hollywood, Eloise and I— when
they phoned me to come to the coast, [Continued on page 74]

A real-life love scene on the O'Briens' front lawn, with Pat
and Eloise as its stars. ...
In the corner:
Pat, Eloise and
little Miss Mavourneen, going on three
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A real-life love scene on the O'Briens' front lawn, with
Pat
and Eloise as its stars. ...
In the corner:
Pat, Eloise and
little Miss Mavourneen, going on three

What TWJ
A revealing story telling how
the famous Quintuplets have
proven the showcase for the
talents of Jean Hersholt and
Dorothy Peterson
Dionne Quintuplets have changed two
THE
Hollywood lives ! The life of Jean Hersholt.
The life of Dorothy Peterson !
Both again are in Reunion, the second Quint picture now in production. Once more Hersholt is
the gentle, benign, compassionate Country Doctor.
Again Dorothy Peterson is Nurse Kennedy — crisp,
efficient, loyal.
Five babies, who are today the magnets for a
world's insatiable curiosity, whose miracle birth
in the Canadian bush has written new chapters in
medical history, have changed and enlarged the careers, the destinies of these two.
To Jean they have brought authentic stardom for
the third time ! Stardom long after he sought it, or
expected, or even hoped for it !
He had been a star in 1917 ! Again in 1925 his
genius for characterization gave him a place in the
top flight of screen luminaries. For four years he
held that enviable position.
But sound came in, the screen talked — and Jean,
with the old-world flavor in his speech, found himself slowly pushed to the edge of the charmed circle
of stars. He became a type — deposed alike from
his $3,000 a week salary and from roles which gave
opportunity to his distinguished talent.
In demand he zvas — he worked consistently, always under contract to a major studio. But his
former glories seemed definitely behind him.
Then on May 28th, 1934, the world was electrified by the news that five girls — Quintuplets — were
born to French-Canadian parents, in the semi-wilderness of Northern Ontario.
Jean Hersholt in Hollywood read the newspaper
accounts, marvelled at the miracle of the birth, and
at the miracle of the infants' continued survival.
As did everyone !
No one could then have prophesied that five weak,
incubator-guarded morsels of humanity would make
him a star again — would bring him to a new, to a
greater importance.
For it was in The Country Doctor that his neglected talent was again sharply pointed by his sensitive, vital performance.
The day after the preview of that picture with the
Quintuplets found Jean Hersholt a star again ! Sud
denly ! Miraculously!
Quite in keeping with the
tradition of Hollywood.
His studio tore up his current contract. He was
promised an immediate increase in salary commensurate with his splendid achievement; given
stardom again. As sudden as was his defeat was
his new glory and his new eminence !
\17'E DISCUSS these changes in Jean's career
* » as we sit in his hotel room in North Bay,
Canada, ten miles distant from the Dafoe Hospital
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not filming Reunion, Jean Hersholt
and Dorothy Peterson
divided their leisure
time between fishing
and watching the author write this story

idm

Quints
by Sonia Lee

for the Quintuplets. The long month on location
for scenes with the Quints in their nursery, in their
playground, in the grounds of their Nursery Hospital is almost at an end. They have grown — they
understand so much more, they have developed so
markedly since Jean was here eight months ago.
"I owe my new stardom to those babies," he declares. And his voice is filled with a strange emotion as he details the charm, the cunning ways, the
sweetness of the Quints. "His babies" he calls
them. And perhaps no one will ever know what
they mean to him — what a secure, what a singular
place they hold in his heart. Not only because they
have restored him to the high places, but because
they have become tied up with his life — have become a symbol of perpetual hope to him.
"I have just rounded out my thirtieth year on
the screen. Twenty-four of those years I spent in
Hollywood, continually making pictures. Reunion
will be my 431st. That's a rather formidable record.
''But never in all my experience has one role had
the reverberating effect on my career and on my
personal life as has the playing of the The Country
Doctor.
"I find myself constantly addressed as 'Doctor'
Hersholt. People don't seem able to separate me
from the man I am on the screen with the Quints.
"When Ruth Bryan Owen, the ambassador to
Denmark, was recently in Hollywood, her new
husband
insisted ontheaddressing
me asout"Doctor.'
When I disclaimed
title, he pointed
that to
him I would always be that, since seeing me with
the Dionne babies.

Dr. Dafoe's Handbook for Mothers is
Hersholt's literaryfare
while Ruth Haley,
studio hair stylist,
dries his hair

Rochelle Hudson and
Richard Kent may
know
their
s"
when on
the"line
set for
Reunion, but it's a fish
of a different color
when they try to land
a big one

"Many of my fans feel that way. I am no longer
the actor, Jean Hersholt — but the Quints' doctor.
"Perhaps it is because, in preparing for my role
in The Country Doctor, without wholly copying
Dr. Dafoe, I tried to transfer his personality intact
to the screen. I duplicated his mannerisms with
pipe and hands. His manner of speech. I must
have been successful in creating the illusion, for
even my personal friends thought the man in the
first scene of that picture was not I— but Dr. Dafoe.
"I must admit that the scenes with the Quints
tax my ingenuity as an actor as no other role I have
ever played !
"You saw me work with Emilie this morning —
my pet, by the way. I didn't know what she was
going to do in the close-up — but I had to anticipate
everything she did — and to improvise dialogue to
fit ! That dialogue, you must remember, had to
match the rest of the story ! And a mistake on my
part would have lost us this scene. For there are
no 'retakes' when you work with the Quintuplets.
No chance of capturing the same mood with the
self-same Quint twice.
"And so this peculiar stardom of mine has
brought greater problems, and greater responsibility than I have ever had before. I work less than
an hour each with the babies, but I am completely
exhausted at the end of it. Every minute is a ter(Not
only Jean — but the [Continued on page 88]
rific strain."
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Accidentally
Edward Everett Horton cant explain
why producers pay him $5000 a wee\
just to be funny — but as he says,
"he can ta\e it"

Larry Reid

THE funniest thing about Edward Everett Horton is that he doesn't
know how he got that way.
He wasn't born funny. He is reasonably positive of that. For one
thing, nobody laughed when he was named after Edward Everett Hale.
And his baby pictures suggest that in his cradle, not to mention those fourfoot skirts that infants used to wear (regardless of sex), he was a bit-erowlish.
No teacher ever accused him of disrupting discipline with his antics.
The only time he ever was funny in school was when he punctured himself
upon a bent pin. And, really, that was hardly his fault.
No relative, looking at him with appraising eye, dreamed that little
Eddie ("such a serious child!") would someday give the world hysterics
— for something like five thousand dollars a week. In fact, the family
thought that he would become a teacher. Probably of mathematics.
When he was eight, and his brother George was six, he used to keep
George awake nights, telling him about the house he was going to own some
day — with gold-lined pigeon coops. That was a funny idea, but sleepy
George didn't think so. As a matter of fact, neither did Eddie.
Once in a while, he would acquire a quarter from some indulgent adult.
And no one waxed suspicious of his possible future, upon observing how he
spent it. He would go to a show, instead of trying to poison himself with
peanuts, pop, or peppermint sticks. His father could be caustic about any
actor who wasn't Edwin Booth. Eddie was less critical. But his father
never suspected that, within the bosom of his own family, he was nursing
something much less than a Booth.
[Continued on page 76]
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Everett Morton's moments of leisure are spent
almost entirely ai his beautiful Encino ranch

A formal garden is the particular joy and pride
of the popular comedy star

Can't

Dance?

Girls are constantly writing Eleanor Powell for advice about
taking up dancing as a profession.
MOVIE CLASSIC has
persuaded Eleanor to give its readers the lowdown on what
she considers the essential qualifications

M
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by Eleanor Powell
YOU want to take up dancing as a profession and you
want my advice about the best way to proceed?
There's nothing I'd rather talk about than dancing. To
But before I
me, it is the grandest profession in the world.
would dream of encouraging anyone else to take it up I would
insist upon an answer to this question:
Why do you want to be a dancer?
If it is because you think it would be simply marvelous to
wear glamorous costumes and see your name twinkling in lights
and have people asking
for your autograph, then
my advice would be to forSO

Butget it. if you love dancing
so much
you anything
couldn't
be
happy that
doing
else
you're willing
to
make; if
sacrifices
for it and
not even consider that
they are sacrifices, give
most of your time and all
of your energy to it, say
"No" to invitations to
parties you are dying to
attend, and turn down a
lot of the things that your

as told to
Grace Mack

This is the split set up on end.
She suggests
you do it against the doorjamb
The split Is the foundation upon which all other
dance exercises are built
When you've learned to "walk down the wall,"
you'll be ready for "The Walk-over"

girl-friends call fun, work until you are dogtired, day after day, week after week, then —
taking for granted that you have talent and a true
sense of rhythm — you have the makings of a successful dancer and the following is my idea of
the best course to pursue in order to reach your
THE first and most important step is to get
goal.the right foundation. My own experience
and observation have convinced me that the only
right foundation is the ballet. Of course you

■

may argue that you don't want to waste time on
ballet; that you loathe the ballet and what you
want to be is a tap dancer. I still say STUDY
BALLET ! Here's why : Ballet steps and exercises will teach you poise and grace and give
your figure elasticity and beauty.
Why
are may
you think
thrilled
Astaire's
dancing ? You
thatbyitFred
is because
he dances
with such ease, because he looks grand in white
tie, top hat and tails, because he has charm.
Actually, it is his grace and symmetry, the way
he "finishes" a step that electrifies you. And
ballet training is the answer.
So, take it from Eleanor, if you want to be

■

3?*

You
tops as a tap dancer, spend at least a
year in a good ballet school. With that
foundation training you can learn to tap
in six lessons. I know — because I did
it. After I had spent six years studying
ballet I discovered that Broadway
didn't want ballet dancing. They
wanted to hear their steps as well as
see them. I took six lessons in tap
dancing from Jack Donahue. Six
months later I was a principal in the
successful Broadway show, Follow
Thru. Without ballet training I would
never have been able to master tap
dancing so quickly or do the dances I
do today. Even now, never a day goes
by that I do not spend hours rehearsing
ballet steps and exercises.
First I do the split to keep myself
limber. Then acrobatics to counteract
the soreness, followed by back bends
and bar work.
You don't have to wait till you go to
ballet school to do these exercises. You
can practice them at home. All the
equipment you need is a couple of
heavy chairs [Continued on page 72]

4.

Exercises such as this help counteract the soreness that usually follows after trying the split
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Believing that our readers are inter
ested not only in the lives of the
stars, but also where they live,
MOVIE CLASSIC institutes its
"Home of the Stars' department.
This month — a pictorial review of
the home of Warren William

the Stars
I. The

Warren

William

living room is a symphony of unusual colors
ranging from egg-plant,
jade green, chartreuse, and
Italian red

2. The attic bed

is equipped

with

cupboards for holding books, reading lights and other useful paraphernalia. The woodwork is white mahogany. The covering is a beautiful Chinese
red chenille spread edged with an
ivory and Prussian blue fringe

3.

Warren William, who is a major production star, spends most of his time in his
workshop on his Encino estate.
William has
earned the nickname "gageteer"
likes to invent and build things
He is his own "handy man"

about

4. The swimming
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pool is of

jade green tiles flanked by
red brick walks and is surrounded bygraceful eucalypti.
A cabana, well equipped for the
swimmer, is located at one end

Eddie Cantor Asks —
ARE

you staying away from the movies because Bing
Crosby, Jeanette MacDonald, Eddie Cantor, Grace
Moore, and Dick Powell are on the air? Does the fact
that you have heard Clark Gable, Marlene Dietrich, Victor
McLaglen and Fred Astaire keep you away from their pictures ?
Is Shirley
Temple's popularity daily increasing because she
never
broadcasts?
People who should know all about it say that such is the case.
And so Hollywood is facing the trickiest and most dangerous
problem of years — all because it is getting so chummy with radio.
Motion picture exhibitors all over the country are objecting
strenuously to stars going on the air. Not because they are
jealous, but because, according to
them, movie stars are keeping the public away from pictures by doing so,
and, the exhibitors claim, unless they
stop it business will get so bad there
won't be any pictures for the stars to
appear in.
They claim the stars are accomplishing this in two ways : first ; by putting
on broadcasts that are so good the fans
stay away from the theaters to listen
to them, and, second; by putting on
broadcasts that are so bad the fans

Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford
broadcasting Chained at the Lux
Theatre of the Air in Hollywood

Cecil DeMille, Cora
Sue Collins,
Ruby Keeler, and Al Jolson ready
to airwave another program at the
Lux Theatre of the Air

don't want to hear those stars any
more, even in good pictures.
Either way, according to these mo-

Should Movie Stars

BROADCAST?
tion picture theater operators, the movie stars are cutting their
own throats by ruining the picture business. It is unfair to the
American fans, they say, to have their favorite stars ruined by
bad broadcasts. Then they point to Maurice Chevalier as a
shining sample of what they mean. A single series of radio
broadcasts tumbled Chevalier from a great international star
to a box office flop.
These exhibitors have produced figures to show how motion
picture theater receipts fall off heavily on the nights of big radio
shows, and how certain stars take a nose dive in box office
immediately following a bad-broadcast featuring them. If
a movie star displeases you on the air, pictures have to pay the
price of his mistake. That this last is true,
no one attempts to deny.
According to these exhibitors theater receipts showed a decrease of about two and a
half million dollars the night Clark Gable and

Marlene Dietrich went on the air for Lux — and that's more than
they are willing to pay for anybody's broadcast, no matter how
much easy money the stars may make out of it. They claim it
costs them about a million dollars in lost admissions every
time a star of major importance goes on the air, and at least
three times that amount every time a star makes a bad broadcast.
So they have issued an ultimatum to the motion picture producers of Hollywood. In fact, they have issued two ultimatums.
The first was : "Take the movie stars off the air — or else — "
When that failed to get the desired results, they issued the second
ultimatum, which was more to the point. "Keep your stars off the
air, or we will penalize every picture in which those stars appear.
We will cut the amount of rental we pay on
every picture that carries a star who goes on
the air. We don't intend to let radio put us
out of business, even if you don't care what it
does to you."
[Continued on page 78]
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As told to
William F. French

Big-hearted Cary
be a poor Romeo
ing love, but all
he is

Grant may, as he says,
when it comes to ma\
Hollywood admits that
a swell guy!

by Ethel Harmel
person.
one into
just
GRANT'S
CARY
quintuplets,
at leastnot
— all
rolled
one. He's
Ask
his friends; they'll tell you.
They know the Cary who hides off in a corner of the
set when he's working, with a handkerchief over his
face, and when he's not working, just sits around,
moody and quiet and difficult to talk to.
They
know wisecracks
the Cary who
goes suddenly
"hot"not
—
who
spatters
and gags
around until
even the top-wits of Hollywood can keep up with him ;
who bangs out a mad medley of tunes on the piano and
intersperses them with suddenly-executed tap-dances.
They know the stand-offish Cary who is like one of
those radio performers you see behind glass in the
broadcast studios — you hear him and see him and are
within a few feet of him, but you simply can't touch
him or get close to him. There's that invisible but definite barrier you can't get by.
They
know
Cary who'd
give 82]
his
friends the
shirt the
off big-hearted
his back, [Continued
on page
Whenever he can, Cary Grant goes hunting
in the High Sierras. (Circle) Cary and Betty
Furness enjoying the boxing matches at the
Olympic Stadium. (Corner) Mary Brian and
Cary dining at their favorite restaurant
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Dolores Del Rio and Irene Dunne twinkle
in gay and elegant new fashions; gay because oftheir fabric, and elegant by their cut

ACCORDING to the dictionary, a
"scruple" is a doubt or hesitation
proceeding from conscientiousness —
a synonym is offered as "qualm." It is safe,
therefore, to say that Hollywood designers
have neither scruples nor qualms about the
fashions they have offered us.
There is no doubt or hesitancy proceeding
from anything about the new lines, colors and
fabrics from which we are to choose our 1937
wardrobe. And paradoxical as it may sound,
the silhouette is to be either straight and narrow, showing our natural curves or angles;
shoulders widened and skirts medium to short
for day and sports ; evening gowns on the
tailored line with even hemlines and no
trains.
Or — full skirts, flaring from the waistline
(which is lowered just a trifle) and very irregular hemlines (scallops, saw-teeth and
high in front while sweeping the floor in
back).
(1) Bernard Newman created this exotic
street costume for Irene Dunne to wear in
her forthcoming Columbia production Theodora Goes Wild. A coat of monkey fur tops
a simple black crepe dress which is ornamented only by a necklace of pearls. This
arresting costume is completed by a black felt
hat trimmed with a cascade of monkey fur.
Her accessories are in black suede.
(2) Lovely Irene Dunne wears this stunning evening gown of silver metal cloth with
wrap of the same material combined with

-^
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by
FASHION

SALLY
EDITOR

MARTIN
OF

FAWCETT

PUBLICATIONS

If you wish advice on fashions or help In planning your wardrobe
send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Sally Martin, 7046
Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, California, in care of this magazine.

swirled white fox trim. The wrap is caught at the
neckline by a large clip of brilliants.
(3) Dolores Del Rio is charming in a tailored
evening coat of white ermine with full draped sleeves
over a tiered gown of heavy white crepe. Silver, red
and white piallettes fashion the belt and outline the
pattern of
Dolores's
sandals. A large ruby ring gives
further
color
contrast.
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(4) Each season brings new textiles, new colors,
new designs, but until now rarely new furs. It is our
belief that it would
take more than six
guesses to ascertain
what animals gave
a
their all that fashion
might present the
only known coat of
its kind in the whole
world, so beautifully
displayed here by
Dolores Del Rio. It

took sixteen years to
collect the skins for
this exquisite wrap.
This coat, that shines
like silver by night or
A- L. SHAFER

ft jsis owned
day,
an albinoby mink.
Mr

Louis Ritter who sold
the First Lady of the
Land her rare collection of furs.
(5) Alix of Paris created this exotic gown worn
by Dolores Del Rio. An all-over pleated taffeta
coat frock in shades of green covers a simple
evening gown of light green jersey. To complement this gown Dolores wears earrings and
a large emerald ring.
Styles may come and go, but there is one requirement they will always have, and that is a
youthful appearance. Regardless of the epoch or
epidemic every woman wants to look young. Any
fad or fashion that adds to her age is immediately
subtracted from her wardrobe. Therefore, designs
must be simple, colors and materials chosen carefully, learn to wear clothes well and don't mix materials are just a few suggestions to follow.
Originality, chic, eccentricity even, count to a
certain degree but only so far as they keep the
slogan of "youthfulness" before them. The moment any of these desirable qualities within limits
get the
they
go. least bit mature or over-matronly, out
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Frank Chapman, husband of Gladys Swarthout, is forbidden to be on
the set while another man makes love to his wife! — It's in her contract!

By Harry Lang
Mr. Frank Chapman,
Hollywood,
Calif.
Dear Sir:
Mr. Fred MacMurray is going to make ardent love
to your wife, this afternoon. Your wife will return his
fervor. Therefore, lest your presence interfere, will you
please stay away?
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully, etc., etc.

AND

so Frank Chapman, America's famous baritone,
grins a bit sheepishly, shrugs a shoulder or two, remarks "So this is Hollywood !" and then, rather than
embarrass his wife while she returns the redoubtable Fred
MacMurray's love making, betakes himself for a lonely ride
in the country, or a solitary afternoon at the beach.
But don't worry. This is not a Hollywood scandal story.
This is all good, clean fun.
You see, Frank Chapman's wife is the world-famed mezzo
soprano, Gladys Swarthout. And just at present, she's playing
the lead role in Champagne Waltz, Paramount's newest filmopera, with Fred MacMurray as her leading man.
And because she loves Frank Chapman so very much, it's in
the contract that her husband stay away from the set while she's
in any love scenes! And that's the trickiest contract in
current Hollywood.
Mind you, it isn't because they're afraid that Frank's going

to shove his wrestler's shoulders into the middle of the set and
sock Fred MacMurray on the jaw. Frank's not like that. But
it's merely — oh, heck ! would you be able to put your best into
even a make-believe kiss, if the man you loved were standing
watching? And that's how it is between Gladys Swarthout,
Hollywood's newest song-sweetheart, and her husband.
This Swarthout girl has completely captured the hearts of
all those in Hollywood who've met her. Star of the Metropolitan Opera though she is, she's as regular, as charming, as
forthright and as utterly unaffected and untemperamental as
any girl could possibly be. Hollywood expected another grandc
dame
the opera — and met, instead, a hail-fellow-well-met
sort ofofgal.
HER parties, at the cozy home she and Chapman have taken
in Beverly Hills, are the rage of the smart set of Hollywood. They're not these big affairs that require a circus tent
and an army of caterer's servitors and buckets of champagne
and tons of caviar and all that sort of whoop-te-do. When
Gladys gives a party, it's an "intimate" affair in the most
charming sense of the word.
Maybe a dozen people. They sit around the fireplace, swapping stories, clowning a bit. Gladys sings for them, Frank
sings for them. If Larry Tibbett is there, as he usually is when
he's in town, he busts loose that gorgeous voice of his to show
'em a thing or two in music, too. And so it rolls along toward
midnight. And then d'ye know what they do? — why, they all
troop out into the kitchen, just like your own gang at home,
and they raid the icebox. Maybe Tibbett'll discover what's
left of a roast chicken, and he'll scuttle off into a corner and
gnaw at a leg or a wing. Somebody always finds eggs and
butter and a frying pan, and sizzle-sizzle, there's scrambled
eggs ! And then they all stand, or sit around on the drain-

Gladys Swarthout and Frank Chapman, one of Hollywood's
happiest couples, are "in conference" over their monthly bills
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Movie fans are due for some splendid entertainment when they see and hear Gladys
Swarthout and Fred MacMurray in Paramount' s
Champagne Waltz

boards or the kitchen table or maybe even the
floor, and they eat and talk and sing and have
more fun than a barrel of monkeys !
"Temperament," Gladys insists, "is what incompetent singers try to substitute for a voice."
What's more, Gladys practices it— and that's
why they're all simply mad about her on the set.
She is
one ofattheParamount.
most popular actresses who's
ever
worked
Funny part is that she was so afraid of movies,
or so antagonistic toward them, at first, that it
took Paramount nearly a year of steady coaxing

and negotiating and maneuvering to get her name on the dotted
line. A few years ago, she had made a test — and, due to the
amateurish lighting and other factors of those days, it wasn't
a very good test. Someone brusquely told her she was a
flop for the screen. It hit her hard — naturally. So when
recently, Paramount asked her to try again, she returned a
very decisive and definite NO ! But Paramount knew what
they wanted. They maneuvered well — and finally, they coaxed
her into another test — but this time, not without the finest
equipment, and plenty of rehearsals. That test was a knockout. Officials raved. Even Swarthout was convinced. And
down went her name at last on the dotted line. And that
was a break, my reader-friends, for not only Paramount or
Swarthout, but for you and me !
E_T OLLYWOOD, she now admits, did upset her consider■*■ ■*• ably. "I had to learn, above all, to give," she says. "I used
45
to have a New England conscience (no, she wasn't born there ;
she was born in a place by the name
[Continued on page 70]

Some one ought to take care of you . . .
Robert Taylor offers this advice to Greta
Garbo in a scene from Camille, directed by
George Cukor at M-G-M

Want
to Meet

That

Man
being the
\owdown on
Donald Woods

by his wife
Josephine

Goodbye Again, and by that time you
would have said "I want to meet that
We would have gone back-stage and
you would have met a tall, dark, fine looking chap, very modest, courteous and
kind. But if you watched very carefully
you'd
a twinkle
his eyeHe— and
there iscatch
the real
Donald in
Woods.
has
man."
a sense of humor which pops up at the
most unexpected times.

9'k

Now, when Don's at home I'm not at
all sure he's not acting there, too, and
I HAVE been asked to write a story
Mrs. Josephine Woods
very well. At least, he keeps me guessabout a Hollywood leading man,
Donald Woods, and to tell all of you
ing. It's evening. The house is immaculate, flowers are arranged, everything is in place. Don dashes
good people just exactly what he is like. I am flattered at the
in, throwing his hat on one chair, his scarf on another and his
request but you see I know so little about him. He's as changescript on the table. He greets us all enthusiastically, asks who
able as the weather, but much more interesting. I never know
and what we are having for dinner, exchanges gossip of the
what to expect. At the present writing I am his wife. Barring
day — and then stretches (or sprawls) on the divan completely
accidents and these gorgeous Hollywood blondes, I hope to
remain so.
immersed in the evening paper. As he finishes each part he
tosses it carelessly on the floor. In a few minutes the room is
Don is a very fine artist and I am one of his greatest
in a turmoil. I am just about ready to call attention to this
admirers. He has a firm command of technique, a flawless
havoc when suddenly he fixes a stern eye on me and says,
enunciation, and a thorough knowledge of what he is about*
When he was on the stage, I am sure that you would have
"Jo, that table has a large streak of dust on it. Something
should be done about that !"
watched in amazement his powerful portrayal of "Death" in
I gasp, stutter, and start to protest — until I see that grin on
Death Takes a Holiday; and later, when he did "Simon" in
his face. What can I do? I grin right back at him, and in a
Counselor at Law, you would have beamed with pride as I did,
moment we are both laughing at
[Continued on page 84]
and laughed at his hilarious portrayal of Kenneth Bixby in
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I'm Testing.

/

An inside view of the Test Department — that ante.room
through which film aspirants pass to screen life or death

i

by Margaret Dallen

'M TESTING !" may be a cry of pain, a shout of triumph, a yowl of acute selfconsciousness, a quaver of hope, a bleat of dreary resignation.
The Test Department, in other words, is the Torture Chamber through which,
if they survive the ordeal, the testees may emerge into the Paradise of Picture-making
or be consigned to that oblivion from which few players ever return.
It works, the trial and tribulation of testing, in all sorts of mysterious ways its
wonders to perform. There have been stars whose first contract tests put the makers
thereof on the shelf for time out of
mind.
Ginger Rogers, no less, was
such a case.
Ginger made her first
contract test when she was working in
one of the Paramount-Publix vaudeville units. She was barely sixteen at
the time, thin, too tall, awkward, a
rangy child.
Paramount decided to
make screen tests of their unit people,
Ginger among them.
The test was
made
at . the Astoria, New
York.
Ginger was teamed with, of all people,
a short stout boy. They did a bit from
the current unit, each sang a song, no
dancing.
Ginger, at the time, was

9

M
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The first tests of Garbo almost consigned her to
screen oblivion. Even the
tester didn't believe she
had camera possibilities!
The top picture was taken
in Sweden before her advent to Hollywood

wowing
them with a
baby-talk act so that
went into the test, too.
And
after the test —
silence.
Nothingness.
Ginger's
mother
me that it took hertold
two
years to get that test
destroyed.
Every time anyone suggested
that Ginger try for the screen out would
come that horrible test and — all thumbs
would be turned down.
At the end of two
years, however, the Powers That Were
asked for another test. This was a test of
another color — dramatic, musical, professional. Itled to a contract with Pararise. mount and the Rogers star began its golden
Spencer Tracy told me that his first test,
made in New York, a scene from Conflict,
the stage play in which he was appearing on

Andrea Leeds, pretty young U. C. L A.
graduate who stars in Come and Get
It, was kissed 467 times during her
screen test!
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The screen
report test
on was
Fredas Astaire's
first
follows:
"Not particularly good-looking,
thinning hair, mediocre personality— can also dance"

Broadway, was so incredibly awful it "was
used to start a fire with." Later he made
tests for Universal, for Fox, for M-G-M —
and each test was tagged "N.G." It was
John Ford, the director, who brought him
to Hollywood to play a part in Up The

River. But it was a man and not a test that sent the Tracy star
ascending.
Which is optimistic. If two such stars as Ginger Rogers
and Spencer Tracy had "N.G.'s" all over their first tests there's
hopes for anybody !
SOME

screamingly funny things happen in the test departments. Some dramatic things, some tragic things, some
stupid things. I'll tell you some of them later. But first I want
to tell you about the way testing is conducted, the processes
through which each applicant for screen work goes. For the
test department is the least known, the least understood, the
least publicized department of activity in Hollywood life. Yet
it is the only portal by which stars become stars or amateurs
become movie actors of any rank.
There are two kinds of tests. There is the contract test which
means the test made by a brand new applicant for screen work,
the first test. And there are tests made by established players
for specific parts in specific pictures. The contract test is, of
course, the more acid of the two. For once a player is established he may test for a part and lose it but he usually gets another part in another picture. And so, unless some one part
is especially dear to the heart of the actor the role test isn't as
nerve-wracking, there is not half so much at stake as when the
first, the contract test is made.

>

I went to Harold S. Bucquet, who conducts all tests for
M-G-M, for specific information on the processes of testing.
Mr. Bucquet is a sandy-haired, youngish man with kindly gray
eyes.
Mr. Bucquet explained the infinite detail, the orderly processes involved in what is referred to as "taking a test."
He began at the beginning — the mail received at the studios
daily. For every day the studio mail bags are weighted down
with letters to the casting office — all from aspirants for screen
favor. They come from farmers, watchmakers, carpenters, bank
clerks, department store clerks, housewives, parents of infant
prodigies, athletes, the young and old, experienced and inexperienced.
And they are, Mr. Bucquet surprised me by saying — they are
welcome letters. The studios do not wish to dodge the avalanche.
On the contrary, they read and give consideration to them all.
They do more, as you may know — they spend vast sums conducting talent contests. They send talent scouts to all parts of
the country, the world. They send their scouts to high school
and college plays (wasn't Robert Taylor discovered in a Pomono college play? He was!) amateur performances, night
clubs, radio studios, the stage, the Metropolitan. Most of the
candidates for, screen tests, Mr. Bucquet told me, come from
the stage, night clubs and radio studios. But everywhere
and unremittingly the studios search for new faces, new
voices, new names.
"Let us take," said Mr. Bucquet, "one hypothetical amateur who has come to Hollywood and,
passing the casting office, applies for a screen
test. She has never been before a camera before,
this case history of ours. And no one is given a
contract nor even a chance to do a 'bit' until she
or he has passed the gimlet eye of the camera.
"For it is the camera," said Mr. Bucquet, "that
has the last word in
[Continued on page 80]

Gary Cooper was
given theera-lessfirst
test on camrecord. The two pictures of the popular star are from
scenes in Paramount'sman,
77>e
Plainsdirected
by
Cecil

B.

DeMille
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The
PLAINSMAN
With an unusual fidelity to detail and
authenticity Cecil B. DeMille has sue.
ceeded in transferring to the screen a pic,
ture of the West as it actually existed

I
§

Gary
cards

Cooper
plays
his
close
while
Jean
Arthur looks on

Gary Cooper and Jean
Arthur in another thrilling
scene from The Plainsman

Several picked
squads from the
1 15th Cavalry of the
Wyoming Nationa
Guard were engaged for battle
scenes depicting the
Custer Massacre

HE PLAINSMAN, Cecil B. DeMille's epic of
the development of the West is nearing completion
at Paramount after three months of production.
The cast of the picture includes Gary Cooper, Jean
Arthur, James Ellison and Helen Burgess and is the story
of Wild Bill Hickok, famous peace officer whose life was
so colorful and so rich in comedy and tragedy that Cecil
B. DeMille altered his original intention of filming the life
of Buffalo Bill because as the writing of the story proceeded, the life of Wild Bill kept surging into the foreground. Ten months of research preceded the start of
production, during which time
more than 600 books were
gathered from the libraries and
collections throughout the
country and made available to
the DeMille staff in Hollywood.
Also Harper's Monthly, the
Congressional Record, and other
files of topical periodicals were
perused for information which
would present in a true light the
characters of the West during
the post Civil War period.
Among the notable facts unearthed inresearch was a government scandal as a result of which
the secretary of war at that time
is believed to have shot himself.
The Congressional Record was
the source of this information.
There it was revealed that the
secretary of war was affiliated
with a corrupt Washington syndicate which marketed thousands
of repeating rifles to the Indians.
[Continued on page 86]

LINES
over

Skin faults start below
surface — Cells, glands,
blood vessels under your
skin. When they fail, under tissues grow thin —
the outer skin folds into
lines! Skin faults startl

Miss Esther Brooks, much admired in New York this past
winter, says: "Pond's Cold Cream takes every speck of dirt out
of my pores, keeps my skin clear of blackheads."

AS%ntiat(/ND£RT/SSt/£Sare$/iriKJking
W07
THOSE mean little lines that creep in
around your eyes, your mouth . . .
You are only 25. But people see them —
"She's every bit of thirty!"
Or, you are over thirty . . . but not a
sign of a line. And everybody takes you
for years younger than you are — "Not a
day over 20!"
Do you know what those same little
lines say to a dermatologist ? He sees right
through them to the under layers of your
skin, and says: "It's the under tissues at
fault!"
Keep away Blackheads, Blemishes
—with Under Skin treatment

anced cream briskly into your skin . . .
Start the circulation pulsing, oil glands
working freely.

Here's the simple Pond's way to win
the clear, glowing skin that never tells
of birthdays. Follow this treatment day

Do this regularly— day after day. Before long, cloggings cease. Pores grow
finer. Blackheads, blemishes go . . . And

Two things to remember

Skin faults are not always a matter of
years. Look at the skin diagram above.
Those hundreds of tiny cells, glands, fibres
under your skin are what really make it
clear and satiny— or full of faults! Once
they fail, skin faults begin. But keep them
active — you can, with Pond's rousing
"deep-skin" treatment — and your skin
blooms fresh, line-free, as in your teens.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils which reach deep into the
pores. It floats out all the dirt, make-up,
skin secretions that are starting to clog.
Already, your skin looks fresher!
More . . . You pat this perfectly balWhen

those myriads of little fibres strengthen!
Your skin grows firm underneath — smooth,
line-free outside, where it shows.

and night.

Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold
Cream. Watch it bring out all the dirt,
make-up, secretions. Wipe it all off! . . .
Now pat in more cream briskly. Rouse
that failing underskin. Set it to work again
— for that smooth, line-free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, retreatment
with Pond's
Cream.peat this
Your
skin becomes
softer, Cold
finer
every time. Powder goes on beautifully.
Start in at once. The coupon below
brings
special 9-treatment tube of
Pond's you
Cold a Cream.
City

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept. Ml 44, Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams
and 5 different
shades postage
of Pond's
Powder. Ienclose
iojf to cover
and Face
packing.

Mrs. Eugene du Pont III
whose fresh, glowing skin just radiates youth and
beauty, says: " Pond's Cold Cream freshens me up
right away ... It takes away that tired look and makes
'late-hour' lines fade completely,"
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The Inquiring Reporter
[Continued from page 25]
heartily and never to take myself too seriously— nor my work too casually.
Q. Is Gene Raymond

your real name?

A. My real name was Raymond
pronounced Geon.

Guion —

Q.
A.
play
two

.A. I am 28 years old — weigh 168 lbs.
and am 5. feet 11 inches in height.
Q. What are your favorite sports?
A. My favorite sports are riding, tennis,
swimming and reading (if that could be
called a sport.)

Q. Do you enjoy giving interviews to
high school reporters
who
are trying
their best to make their school paper a
success?
A. Certainly.

Why

not?

Q. Were you ever an extra?
A. No. I came direct from the stage.

How did you get in the movies?
I was playing in Young Sinners, a
which had enjoyed a very successful
year run, and was signed by Paramount after they had zvatched my performance.

A. My favorite role is that of Zani in
Zoo in Budapest.

Q. Where do you and your wife intend
to make your home?
A. We plan to have a ranch which will
be located about an hour's drive from
Hollyzvood, and will also have an apartment
in town where zvc can stay while we arc
working in a picture.

A. I have composed four songs, two of
which have been published. Their titles are
— In A Japanese Garden, Will You, Brief
Moment and You've Captured My Heart.
Q. Do you think that what a star does
is his or her own private business?

Q. If you suddenly found yourself without a job in Hollywood, what would you
do and why?

A. Yes, to a degree — but one should
never forget that picture fans are interested
in the activities of picture players.

A. I'd get to Nezu York and the stage
as quickly as possible as I feel there would
be a better opportunity there for work.

Q. Has anyone mentioned to you that
there is a marked resemblance between
you and Nelson Eddy, or is it just my
imagination?
A. Sorry, but I am afraid it is just your
imagination.

Q. Are you looking forward to making
a picture in technicolor, or would you
choose to make a plain (no color) picture
instead?

Q. Do you enjoy classical music?
A. Yes, very much. I especially enjoy
concerts.

A. Color pictures are in to stay — with
great and constant improvements bound to
come. Naturally I look forzvard to making colored pictures.

Q. Do you answer your fan mail personally?
A. My secretary answers my
though Iread it all personally.
Q. What
height?
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is your

mail al-

age, weight

and

Q. What

is your favorite movie

Q. Did you compose
has it been published?

a song?

role?

If so,

Q. Do you feel silly while attending
previews of your pictures in which your
roles are very sad or very funny.
A. I am usually too busy thinking of
zvays I could have improved my performance to have any other reaction.
Q. Is your mother a writer?
A. No. — Unless
you
mean
writer.

"letter"

Q. What do you find most interesting
in the movie colony?
A, People — People are alzvays the most
interesting thing anyze/here to me.

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

A. Yes.

Q. If you were married, would you let
your wife work?
A. When I am married, I expect my
rvife-to-be to continue her magnificent
career.

Q. What would you consider a perfect
all-day date?
A. A ride in the morning— a picnic lunch
— and home in the moonlight.

Q. What qualities in a girl do you consider most important for her success in

Q. Who are your favorite writers, composers, artists?
A. My favorites are Dumas and Sabatini
— Rainsky Korsakoff as writers and composers, and my favorite artist is the noted
marine artist, IVinslozv Homer.

life?

A. I believe the qualities of charm, intelligence, tact and honesty are the most
important assets a girl can have.
Q. What is your favorite food?

Q. Are you really French?
A. Although I ivas born in New
City, I am of Alsatian decent.

A. I have no favorite food, but I certainly do enjoy a good steak!
Q. How long have you been acquainted
"with Jeanette MacDonald?
A. A little over a year.

Q. Do you think that some of our
movie stars of today could become just
as famous on the stage as they have become in the movies?

Q. Do you know Shirley Temple?

A. No. It ivould be impossible to attain
the same degree of fame in the same length
of time. One picture can make a person
world famous overnight where it would
take years of work on the stage to attain
the same important position.

A. I've met her. She's a tiny thing, but
a big reason for superlatives.
Q. What is your. highest ambition?
A. To achieve the things I most want in

life.

Q. What
mail?

York

Q. Have you any pets?
is your reaction towards fan

A. Yes. I have a dog, "Tray" and a
horse, "Black Knight."
Q. Do you still want to do an adventure

A. It is the applause of a motion picture
player and should be respected and appreciated.
Q. Do you associate with other people
besides your movie comrades?
A. I do not choose my friends because
of their profession.
Q. What do you enjoy doing best, next
to acting?

Binnie
Barnes
clowning
with the three
mad Ritz brothers at a popular night spot

picture?
A. Yes. And if I did a dozen, the answer
would still be yes.

I am

Q. Don't you think the dual role in
Edison
suit you?Marshall's Girl of India would

Q. Are your mother and father living?

A. I would enjoy doing it very much as
it should make a good picture.

A. I like to compose music
not too busy in pictures.

when

NOW-VtiVL HATE ME ON SIGHT
1-K-KWOW-BUT X 1
DlDM'T HAVE ALL. )
THESE DREADFUL
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PIMPLES
THEN OH, MUMS, ITS JUST
TOO MEAN TO HAVE
THIS LIKE
1 IT HAPPEN
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THOUGHT
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WANTED
TO
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JACK
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growth takes place. The entire system
is disturbed. The skin gets extra sensitive. Waste poisons in the blood
irritate this sensitive skin. Then, unsightly pimples pop out.
Fleischmann's Yeast clears these
skin irritants out of the
blood. Then, pimples go !
Eat 3 cakes each day,

MSS&ttt

one before meals —
plain,
in a little
— untilor skin
clears.water

by clearing skin Irritants
out of the blood
Copyright,
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25 years of age, or even longer.
At this time, important
glands develop and final
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Hollywood
And Young Girls
Three famous mothers of screen stars tell
of the problems that affect their daughters
in the most publicized town on earth

YOU'LL WANT

BOTH

Tounddtlon. and CfhdU
For Dress ana Formal occasions,
the Foundation assures a beautiful unbroken silhouette. Its double
knitted panel gives double support
at four points: in front, in back
and at both sides. Controls and
shapes naturally, without even
the suggestion of a bulge. Back
is low cut — brassiere is uplift.
The Girdle, for About Town
and every day wear also has the
clever double knitted panel.
It's an economy to have a set or two at only
$5.50 up. May be had
separately, of course.
Foundation
$3.50 up.
Girdle $2.00 up.
You should find "Princess Chic" and other
Creations by Hickory
at your favorite Corset
Department. Ir not —
write for FREE descriptive brochure. Address: 114 3 West Congress Street, Chicago.
ft. STEIN & COMPANY
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in Holhere Garbos
.
everyw
young
lywood— aspiri
them ng
yrOU see
Dietrichs and Crawfords. Young
girls beautiful with the freshness of
youth. Eyes undimmed by the disappointments and experience that come
with age. Steps in stride with the pulsing current of hope that surges through
their young hearts.
You see them walking down Hollywood Boulevard. Supple hips and legs
beneath tailored slacks.
You see them getting a snack at the
Derby, or sipping a Martini at the
Beachcomber, or taking in a movie at the
Chinese.
You see them at the studios, playing
atmosphere
or bits.
Their
orange
makeup
more
like
masks than faces.
They're all strangely alike
— in dress, in mannerisms —
yes, even in physical appearance. They're all marked by
the stamp of Hollywood. The
insatiable quest of fame. A
quest that denies hunger, that
refutes thirst, that ignores the
ignominy
of cheap hall bedrooms.
Looking at them, you recall
what a well-known woman
executive in a studio observed
just
other day,
"You can't
be athesuccess
in Hollywood
unless you've paid the price
butLouise,
can't Paula
you? Stone,
Look
fame."
of Ah,
at
Anita
Rochelle Hudson, Anne Shirley— I can think of another
dozen like them at this very
moment. All unmistakably
nice girls — the kind mothers
would choose for their sons'
wives, if they had the privilege. Yet all going ahead at
a steady pace up the cinema
ladder to success and fame. If
there are "pitfalls" in Hollywood, how did they skirt them
so completely?
I asked Rochelle's mother,
the quiet, motherly Mrs. Mae
Hudson, about it recently. At
the Brown Derby, over an
afternoon snack of coffee and
little thin hot cakes swimming
in melted butter, she told me

Accept no substitutes!

Rochelle Hudson (upper photo) has made
her own decisions since she was fifteen.
Fred Keating, Paula Stone, Fred Stone
and Anita Louise are a typical Sunday
afternoon quartette at the Stone home
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emphatically :
"Hollywood's pitfalls are a myth !"
Which, from the mother of a young
star who came to Hollywood as a child
and grew up among the kleig lights and
grease paint, is undeniably authoritative. But let Mrs. Hudson herself go on :
"There are no more temptations —
moral temptations — in Hollywood than
elsewhere," she said. "When Rochelle
is on a production, she works as hard
as any stenographer or school teacher,
following a regular, work-day schedule.
She doesn't have time to be swayed by
temptations — if there are any lurking

MR.TRASK PROMISED ME THE JOB. "m
NOW HE'S INTERVIEWING OTHER GIRLS! I
IF THAT

ISN'T A DIRTY

TRICK ... ^-;

!"
about
Her gaze as straightforward as her
daughter's own, she went on, "Since she
was 15, Rochelle has been making decisions for herself. Not that I neglected
her, but because I wanted her to become
self-reliant early in life. There never
has been any necessity f or_ my keeping
close vigilance upon her actions.
"Rochelle herself talked over her parts
with the studio people, yes — " she seemed
to
have
from
theread
start.my thoughts — "yes, almost
"Rochelle was thirteen when I brought
her to Hollywood after an inconsequential background of school plays and public appearances before organizations in
Oklahoma. Of course, during her first
two years here, I accompanied her everywhere^— to agents, casting directors, and
studios. By the time she was fifteen,
it was clear that control of her affairs
was safe in her own hands — and that
Hollywood was safe for her !"
Mae Hudson, you see, has never been
a "studio mother," one of those relatives
who make themselves a conspicuous element in their offspring's picture careers
— often proving a hindrance rather than
a benefit to the progress of those careers.
"Of course, Rochelle occasionally
made unwise decisions," she continued.
"There was the time she decided to freelance, and then discovered it a hazardous step for one not too firmly established in Hollywood. But what of it?
A few mistakes early in life are good for
a girl — providing they're not serious
enough to hurt or embitter her permanently. Mistakes that enrich her judgment and make her future road easier
to tread often prove a blessing in disguise.
"But we were talking about Hollywood, weren't we?" she smiled broadly.
"If any one looks upon Hollywood as a
place where masculine wolves in sheep's
clothing lurk in dark, dank corners,
waiting to pounce unon our little Nell —
well, they simply don't know Hollywood !
"In my opinion, when a girl finds herself in difficulties, she can blame herself. Men usually treat a girl the way
she invites them to treat her. And the
same is as true in Hollywood as it is in

THEN SHE FOUND HER NAME
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Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!

answering

penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
methods fail to reach. And at the same

yv/'HY let bad breath interfere with
" success — with happiness? It's so
easy to be safe when you realize that by
far the most common cause of bad breath
is . . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors — of dull, dingy teeth — and
of much tooth decay.
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special

time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle.
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . : .
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!

COLGATE

Paducah, Ky !"
The theme was becoming too interesting to drop
[Continued on page 89]
When
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A radio and stage star,
Gertrude Niesen wins
added

laurels as a fea-

tured player in Universal's Top of the Town.

11 lev--

Now oney

Handsome genuine leather strap included free!
LK-8 . . . Guaranteed 17 Jewel WALTHAM
"Diplomat"
at case,
a remarkably
low toprice!
engraved white
link bracelet
matchRichly
and
an extra, genuine leather strap. Usually $37.50 —
now S24.75. $2.37 a month.

FREE!
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she "liked men's clothes." She was a young
Sarah Bernhardt. Von Sternberg had said,
as only Von
press
senThelived
a
would have

New 1937 "Book of Gems"
32 pases of feature values in genuine blue-white diamonds, standard watches, exquisite jewelry.
silverware, cameras, toilet sets,
etc. Send for yours today!

R0YHL

NIES
stage DE
sensation,
hadEN,
been radio
signed and
by
GERTRU
Universal Pictures to do an important role in Top of the Town.
Everyone on the lot knew she was coming to the studio for makeup tests, wardrobe tests, voice tests and every other sort
of test a motion picture studio could possibly tender to a star. And everyone from
the gateman to the president was as nervous as a cat waiting for a dog.
This girl was going to be hard to handle.
She was important and she knew it. She
looked like a combination of Alia Nazimova
and Aileen Pringle. She had a voice like
Nora Bayes. She acted like Marlene Dietat least,
she York
had worn
men's
in a rich—show
in New
and told
the attire
press

BROADWAY

N.Y.C.

can say it, "She is a genius !"
had thousand
said, "Hadyears
Gertrude
few
before Nieshe
given Cleopatra and the Queen

of Shcbaevery
a run
She'd
stopped
showforshetheir
was money."
in and knocked
them dead over the radio. Hollywood was
duck soup for her and if she didn't know
it,
gangeither.
at Universal just didn't
knowthenitsthestars

Accept no substitutes!

They backed into corners and waited for
her to arrive and made bets among themselves as to who would be the first to
arouse her temperamental wrath. Her first
act be
of late.
self-importance, of course, would be
to
They lost that first bet. Gertrude Niesen
was ahead of time. She drove her car herself and parked it where the gateman told
her to. But then — well, that tiny mite who
got outNiesen.
of that But
car, itsimply
be the
great
was. couldn't
There was
no
mistaking that devine figure, the exotic
features, the Roman haircut.
She had a warm smile and a pleasant
word for everyone she met. This wasn't going to last — it was only an act.
"How many songs would you like to
sing
Top was
of the
Missthat
Niesen?"
Ah,in that
the Town,
question
would
blow the lid off the friendly pot.
But no — the smile was more friendly than
ever.
"Why, two," she said in a voice rich
with warmth.
"Two? 0;;/ytwo? You can sing as many
as you like. The more the better. Why
don't you sing a half dozen — show your
audience
what you
do?" in two songs,"
"If I cannot
showcanthem

Always insist on the advertised brand!

Vamps
This interview with
Gertrude Niesen is
printed at the request
of the Fan Club Federation of America.

she explained
"then
I cannot
show
them
at all. A kindly,
fast little
number
will bring
out my ability as a comedian and a ballad
will prove my dramatic ability — if I have
any," she added almost apologetically.
The nervous tension lessened. Maybe
this girl wasn't a Cleopatra after all — maybe
she was just another of those little stage
kids trying to make good in Hollywood,
and everyone on the lot was willing to
help her.
But they were just as wrong on the second guess as they were on the first. Everything that had been said about her temperament or her self-importance was untrue —
everything that had been said about her
ability was true.
GERTRUDE NIESEN was born on the
Atlantic Ocean, two days out of NewYork, on July 8, 1914. Just before the
world war started in Europe, Mr. Niesen
took his wife on a belated honeymoon.
Things were getting pretty hot over there
and he decided to let old man stork deliver
his goods back in safe old Brooklyn. But
the stork was evidently anxious to leave
Europe also so he overtook the boat and
delivered Gertrude to her parents before
she was due.
The child was reared in Brooklyn
Heights. She went to grade school until
she was ready for higher education, then
she was sent to the Brooklyn Heights Seminary, to make a lady out of her. Her idea
of learning to be a lady was to imitate
everyone that attended the school teas for
the amusement of the girls after the teachers were at a safe distance.
She graduated with the rest of her class
and settled down to a round of society
such as her own neighborhood had to offer.
It was- pretty dull except that Gertrude
could amuse herself by imitating those she
found amusing — and there was always
week-end fishing with her father to take off
the staleness of society.
Over and over again her friends said,
"You ought to be on the stage. At first
Gertrude
didn't one
pay day
any she
attention
remarks. Then
thought toit their
over
and decided maybe it might be a good idea.
She got out the telephone book and jotted
down a few addresses of New York agents
and went to call on them.
Of course, she didn't tell them she was a
school girl on a lark. Dear, dear, no— she
was an actress — a good one, with years and
years of experience. She had been in this
show and that and could give extracts from
the show to prove it.
Most of the agents paid no attention to
her — one told her to go home to mamma —
but yet another took her name and address
and telephone number.
[Continued on page 62]
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A PREY TO FEARS? When you're longing to join in the fun — does
dread of possible embarrassment ever hold you back? It needn't!
For Modess — a new kind of sanitary pad, made in a new and
different way — puts an end to all those fears!

BE AS GAY AS THE REST! Depend upon it, there's no risk with
Modess. It's Certain-Safe! Unlike many ordinary reversible pads,
Modess has a specially treated material on sides and back to
prevent striking through! Modess stays safe . . . stays soft! Just
wear the blue line (on moisture-proof side) away from the body
and perfect protection is yours!

End " accident panic"—
ask for Certain-Safe

Modess

Modess!

The Improved Sanitary Pad
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Fans and Fan Clubs
[Continued from page 17]

noon at Warner Brothers Studio as the
guest of Craig Reynolds and then flew
back home.
Jean Betty Huber, prexy for the June
Clyde club, is also having lots of fun in
Hollywood. Since she plans to make this
her future home, she is working at writing and taking her time about seeing stars.
This week end she is spending with Paul
Kelly and his congenial little wife, Dorothy.
Entertainment includes the polo matches, a
cocktail party at the home of Alice Brady
and then dinner at the Kelly home. Mrs.
Kelly when she invited guests forgot that
the cook was temperamental, so Jean Betty,
along with other guests, pitched in and
helped Paul and Dot cook.
Violet Platzer, head of the Bebe DanielsBen Lyon and Skeets Gallagher Clubs, is
back in Trenton after spending four months

homelonesome
. She's
in Hollywood
backandhere for
is moving
sick for us and
good tonjust
home. as soon as she can sell her Tren-

ChiJust talked to Emily Shear of the Club.
cago Branch of the Francis Lederer
Yes, she's in Hollywood! She spent a few
days with Ruth Roland, and a day with
Francis on his Ranch.

Official
COLORLESS— Pale, scraggly,
scanty lashes — eyes seem small,
expressionless. A definite need
for proper eye make-up.

CHARMING— Dark, luxuriant
lashes, yet perfectly natural in
appearance — with Maybelline.
Eye make-up in good taste.

CONSPICUOUS-Ordinary
mascara overloading the lashes
in heavy, gummy blobs. Hardlooking and unattractive.

>mm£
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Your eyes are your most important beauty feature — or
they should be! Are you making the most of their possibilities byframing them properly with long, dark, lustrous
lashes? You can do this best by applying just a few, simple
brush strokes of harmless Maybelline, the eye make-up in
good taste. No longer need you worry about having pale,
unattractive lashes, nor fear that hard "made-up" look
if you darken them — with Maybelline!
T^r Maybelline is non-smarting, tear proof, and
absolutely harmless. Cream-smoothness of texture — utter
simplicity of application — tendency to curl the lashes into
lovely, sweeping fringe — these are some of the wonderful
qualities which make this the eyelash darkener supreme.
■jir You will adore the other delightful Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids, too! See with what ease you can form
graceful, expressive eyebrows with the smooth-marking
Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil. Try blending a soft, colorful
shadow on your eyelids with the pure, creamy Maybelline
Eye Shadow — it deepens and accentuates the color and
sparkle of your eyes.

■jc Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are preferred
by more than 10,000,000 discriminating women as the
finest that money can buy — yet they are nominally priced
at leading toilet goods counters everywhere. Generous
introductory sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may
be had at all 10c stores. Try them today — you'll be delighted !
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Fan

Clubs

Address
President
Star
LEW AYRES— Helen Raether, 822J4 N. Las
Palmas St., Hollywood, Calif
1618 ,N. 40th
Lila L. Gesch, .
ARLEGE—
Wis.
Milwaukee,
St",JOHN
TOHN BOLES CHAPTER 1— Winifred Miles,
3061 Seyburn Ave., Detroit, Mich.
2— Lillian MusCHAPTER
JOHN2700 BOLES
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
N. Vincent
grave
CHAPTER 3— Margaret Fairs,
BOLES
JOHN
26 Temple
Road, Cricklewood,
London
N. W.,
"jOHN BOLES CHAPTER 4—land.Violet
Kirk,_ 55
r „
Ludloe Road, Clapham Park, London
S. W., EngBOOSTERS CLUB— Harry J. Frazier, Box
131, Belle vue, Nebr.
RALPH BELLAMY— Jeannette Mendro, 4939
Gunnison St., Chicago, 111.
GEORGE BRENT — Helen Henderson, 162
Highland Ave.-, Kearney, N. J.
TOM BROWN — Ebba Ebraue, Jr., 45 West
45th St., New York, N. Y.
LINA BASQUETTE— Lenore Heidorn, 5737
So. Artesian Ave., Chicago, 111.
JOHN BEAL— Alberta Ammott, 2890 N. Clark
St.. Chicago, 111.
JOE E. BROWN— C. Wilson. Maxwell, Jr., 15
Randolph Ave. Elkms, W. Va.
TAMES BLAKELEY— Louise Thompson, 1457
N "Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
JUNE CLYDE— Jean Betty Huber, 401 , N.
Genesee St., Hollywood, Calif.
TOAN CRAWFORD— Marion Dommer, 9717
8l"st St.. Ozone Park. Long Island, N. Y.
RUTH CHATTERTON— Shirley Spence, 138
Sutherland Road, Brighton, Mass.
BING CROSBY CHAPTER 1— John RefneiHillsdale. Mich.
BING CROSBY CHAPTER 2— Peter Blommestyn, 38 Wellington St., Chatham, Ontario, Canada.
EDDIE CANTOR CHAPTER 1— Lou Hitchcock, 170 Maine Ave., Westerleigh, Staten Island,
N. EDDIE
Y.
CANTOR CHAPTER 2— C. Wilson
Maxwell, Jr., 15 Randolph Ave., Elkins, W. Va.
IRVIN S. COBB— C. Wilson Maxwell. Jr., 15
Randolph Ave., Elkins, W. Va. ;
JACKIE COOPER— Anna Glance, 7741 Bennett St., Chicago, 111.
BETTE DAVIS— Jerrie Matatia, 1475 Grand
Concourse, Bronx. N. Y.
TOHNNY DOWNS— Ruth Keast, 1832 N.
Wilton Place, Hollywood, Cal.
IRENE DUNNE— Meta Waltman, 269 Meade
Ave., Hanover, Pa.
BEBE DANIELS— Violet Platzer, 523 Schiller
FIFITrenton,
D'ORSAY—
Mary Helen Quelley,
Ave.,
N. J.
.■"".-, 1748
E. 52nd St., -Brooklyn; N.Y.
•DOLORES DEL RIO— Rose Badali, 3814 W.
56th Place, Chicago, 111.
DIXIE DUNBAR— Mildred L. Smith, Route
5, Box 331, Denver, Colo.
OLIVA DE HAVILLAND— Dorothy Nelson,
812 East Benton St.. Morris, 111.
MELVIN DOUGLAS— Lou Hitchcock. 170
Maine Ave., Westerleigh, Staten Island, N. Y.

Always insist on the advertised brand!

NELSON EDDY CHAPTER 1— Victoria Mason, 1505 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Del.
NELSON EDDY CHAPTER 2— Frances Bradly, 4211 Overlook Rd., Birmingham, Ala.
NELSON EDDY CHAPTER 3— Ruth Sperling, 9614 Avenue North, Brooklyn, N. Y.
NELSON EDDY CHAPTER 4— Miss Bub
Clough, 56 W. 105th St., New York, N. Y.
NELSON EDDY CHAPTER 5— Loretto
Schultz, 637 Craig St., West, Montreal. Que.,
Canada.
RUTH ETTING— Pearl Tice, 426 S. 9th St.,
Perkasie, Pa.
MADGE EVANS— Elsie Moser, 2104 S. 64th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
BETTY FURXESS— Marionne Oppenheim.
166 Dahill Road. Brooklyn, N. Y.
FRANK FAY— Maym Sagert, 3525 S. Leavitt
St., Chicago, 111.
ALICE FAYE— Jean Young, 1357 Harvard
St., Harrisburg,
Pa.
PRESTON FOSTER— Helen Stevens. 814
Wethersfield
Ave., Hartford, Conn.
FUTURE STAR— J. H. Pool, 625 South 22nd
St., Arlington. Va.
TITO GUIZAR— Virginia Haas, 14209 Aidmore. Detroit. Mich.
MINNA GOMBEL— Chaw Mank, Jr.. 226 East
Mill Road, Staunton, 111.
SKEETS GALLAGHER— Violet Platzer. 523
Schiller Ave., Trenton, N. J.
BETTY GRABLE— Terry Lipman, 185 W.
170th St., New York, N. Y.
NEIL HAMILTON— John G. Whidding. 4521
Gilbert Place, Los Angeles, Calif.
JEAN HARLOW— Minnette Shermak, 328 East
90th St., New York, N. Y.
PHIL HARRIS— Dorothy Dilley, 523 St. Elmo
St., Alientown, Pa.
ELEANOR HOLM * ART JARRETT— Mary
Helen Quelley, 1748 East 52nd St., Brooklyn.
N. Y.
JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON— Majory Craft.
4802 Washington Blvd., Indianapolis, Ind.
JACKIE HELLER— Virginia Gilliland. 5321
Kimbark, Chicago, 111.
WARREN HULL— Sandra Kane, 142 E. 55th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
HELEN JEPSON— Marian Lott, 1180 Riverside Dr., Akron, Ohio.
VICTOR JORY (west)— Betty Bass, 524 N.
Elena St., Redondo Beach, Calif.
VICTOR JORY (east)— Frances Grady, 11
West St.. Bangor, Maine.
ALLAN JONES— Shirley Touster, 146 West
83rd St., New York, N. Y.
PAUL KELLY CHAPTER 1— Ruth Fiffer,
146 N. Parkside Ave., Chicago, 111.
PAUL KELLY CHAPTER 2— C. Wilson Maxwell, Jr., 15 Randolph Ave., Elkins, W. Va.
(Note to fan club members: Additional fan
clubs will be listed next month.)

GERDA EGLOFF, of
Dallas, July winner
in the nation-wide
"Search for Talent".

Each Month . . . .
the "Search for Talent" offers
some girl a FREE screen test and
$50.00 in cash. At least one
winner will be given a role in
an important Walter Wanger
Production at the United Artists
Studios in Hollywood.

MAY WANT

YOU, too!

^-/U THIS attractive young lady, won first place in the July "Search
^ ■ for Talent"and has an opportunityfor a movie contract. How
would you like a chance to work under Walter Wanger who

*

if

has produced such outstanding pictures as "Spendthrift" and "The
Case Against Mrs. Ames '?
Every girl in America has just such an opportunity, for HOLD-BOBS,
Walter Wanger Productions, Motion Picture and Screen Play are
sponsoring a nation-wide Search for Talent" . . . with winners
picked every month. You're invited to enter . . . and you may enter
as many times as you like until the closing date, December 31, 1936.

ft

All you need do is get complete details from any HOLD-BOB
dealer. Entry blanks are printed right on the back of HOLD-BOB cards
... so now there is a two-fold reason for buying HOLD-BOBS, the
favorites of Hollywood. Once you use HOLD-BOBS you'll never
use any other bob pin, because only HOLD-BOBS have small, round,
invisible heads; smooth, round, non-scratching points; flexible,
tapered legs — one side crimped; and, colors to match all shades
of hair. You may buy HOLD-BOBS at good dealers everywhere.
THE HUMP

HAIRPIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Sol H. Goldberg, President
1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-126, Chicago, III.
StroigM Slvle MOID

BOB

Martha Raye, Paramount's newest
laugh lady, all set to capture an
exclusive shot with a speed camera

When
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Steak/
Tender juicy steaks, prepared
a variety of ways, will cheer
your "breadwinner" up and on
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It's always a steak when
good fellows get together
according to Warren
Hull and Lawrence Riley

THE

other day while glancing through a story some enterprising reporter had written after painstakingly interviewing
the various chefs of our famous eateries, I noticed that fiftyeight stellar names, together with their favorite dishes, were
mentioned. After seeing the word "steak" pop up all over the page,
I discovered that exactly twenty-four of these stars would seemingly rather eat steak than sleep — almost half the total number !
Doesn't that give you a priceless idea ?
Now that winter is with us and Father's two weeks vacation
is but a memory, he's beginning to show a certain irascibility.
Cold weather is ruining his golf game on the days he had planned
to sneak away from the office. Soon the Christmas bills will come
pouring in and Uncle Sam will want to know what became of last
year's income.
The situation will become truly serious if you fold your arms
and wait until next July when the head of the family, loaded down
with fishing tackle, leaves for the mountains.
But — don't give up the ship! It's remarkable what a good
dinner will do for a man. Take a tip from Warren Hull's wife
Dorothy,
who told me, "Just as we think of ham and eggs,

60

apple pie and cheese, so are men and steaks synonymous."
We were sitting in the patio while Warren and Lawrence Riley
were fixing their own luncheon. Larry was brought to the coast
by Warner Brothers after his play Personal Appearance proved
such a smash hit on Broadway. When you see Mae West in her
film version of the play you will marvel how a young man living
in Warren, Pennsylvania, reared in an ancestral atmosphere and
growing up among the family heirlooms could have spotlighted
Hollywood in such a delightful and hilarious fashion.
Warren is under contract to the same studio so these two have
many a friendly pow-wow over scenarios and how the characters
should
played
to
cook besteak
! — when they aren't discussing the proper ways
"I wouldn't go near the kitchen for a million dollars," Dorothy
laughed when I asked for a glass of water. "You go. They'll have
to So
be in
polite
and— let
I went
andyou
camein."out with more ways to prepare a steak
than you could shake a fork at ! When I expressed surprise over
Warren knowing so much about cooking he nonchalantly said, "I
taught Dorothv all she knows about it."

IT SEEMS that before they were married,
Warren was a struggling young actor
— and a hungry one. He and another chap
decided it was cheaper to cook their own
meals than buy them, so he had plenty of
experience.
The Hulls are one of Hollywood's happiest couples. Now that fame and financial
security has come to them, they look back
on the lean years with amusement — but
what courage those youngsters possessed !
"Dorothy was a promising actress, but
she stopped work the day we were married,"
Warren once told me. "I thought I was
promising — anyway I was determined to
support my wife."
To cap the climax, they had three children in quick succession at the peak of their
own little depression. It has been only the
past few years that Mrs. Hull has had any
domestic help. Small wonder that Warren
can whip together a meal or change diapers
with equal adroitness !
Not to be outdone, Larry gave me an
original sauce that smacks of positive
genius. It may be poured over pan fried or
broiled steak.
Roquefort Sauce
4 oz. Roquefort cheese
3 small green onions, chopped
1 tbsp. Lea and Perrins
Worcestershire
Sauce
2 tbsp. Tarragon vinegar
2 tbsp. olive oil
Fry onions lightly in oil and add vinegar
and Worcestershire sauce. Crush and mash
Roquefort and work into sauce until thick.
Serve piping hot over steak.
And now for recipes guaranteed to put a
man in a good humor !
Broiled Steak
1 sirloin, porterhouse or fillet of beef, 2
inches thick
clove of garlic
butter
salt and pepper
Have broiler very hot. Rub grill with fat
end of steak, to avoid sticking. Rub meat
with cut side of garlic clove. Place meat
on broiler and cook until half done. Turn on
other side and cook until the desired degree
of doneness is reached. If rare or medium
steaks are in order, watch carefully and remove when ready. Serve with melted butter
and large slice of Spanish onion.
German Style Steak
lyi lbs. sirloin steak cut yi inch thick
6 slices bacon
3 dill pickles
J4 cup catsup
yi cup water
1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
Cut steak in rectangular pieces, about
2x4 inches. Lay slice of bacon on each
piece of steak, l/2 dill pickle on bacon, roll
up and secure with toothpick. Dip in flour
well-seasoned with salt and pepper. Sear in
hot skillet with butter. Place meat in
casserole. Make a sauce of catsup, water
and Worcestershire sauce and pour over.
Rake for 45 minutes in moderate oven.
Serve garnished with parsley.
Spanish Steak
2y2 lbs. thick steak, round or shoulder
2 tbsp. butter
sliced onions
1 chopped green pepper
1 4 oz. can stuffed olives
1 can cream of tomato soup (Heinz)
Brown steak in skillet with butter. Place
in baking dish, cover with sliced onions and
green pepper. Pour whole olives with liquid
over meat and add soup. Bake in moderate
oven for 2 hours.

Miss BeTrlaTd, NOVEMBER winner of MARCHAND'S
CHARMING
BLONDE -OF-THE- MONTH Contest, tells us how she improved her
whole appearance. "I keep my hair soft and lustrous with Marchand's," says
Miss Bernard. Blonde or Brunette, you too can gain new attractiveness your
friends will admire. How? Develop fully your one natural charm, your hair!
BLONDES —To have your hair a lovely golden shade brightens your whole
appearance. Evenly restore youthful lustre to dull, faded or streaked hair
with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES —Just a rinse with Marchand's adds a sparkling, glowing sheen
to your hair. Or if you wish, using Marchand's full strength you too can
lighten your hair to any golden shade.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — End worry over unsightly hair on arms —
and legs. Women everywhere are now using Marchand's to make "superfluous" hair unnoticeable. Invisible through even sheerest stockings! Start
today! Get a bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore.
Use it tonight, at home.

Would

You, Too, Like to Visit New

York- FREE

Full details of Marchand's Blonde -Of- The -Month
Contest in your package of Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. At your druggist. Or mail coupon below.

AND*WASH
MARCHHAIR

GOLDEN

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S

TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use* stamps, coin or money order as con^
venient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
Address,
City

-I

State.
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The New Vogue in Vamps

STOP USING

[Continued from page 57]
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Iforhan's

Not long after that secret little jaunt,
the
telephone
rang atslippers,
ten o'clock
at night.
Gertrude,
in padded
sneaked
down
stairs and' answered it. That agent had
called and asked her if she could come to
New York at once for an audition.
Throwing discretion to the winds, she
raced to her parents' room and hammered
on the door.
"Get up ! Get up ! I've got to go to New
NOW!"
York,
"Get RIGHT
into bed,"
her father shouted,
"you're not going any place at this hour of

CLEANS

TEETH

Simply cleaning your teeth may
keep them white — for a while!
But when neglected gums become soft and spongy all the
half-way measures in the world
won't preserve your teeth.
Don't take that chance, start
using Forhan's. It gives you
double protection — whitens
teeth and safeguards gums at
the same time.

SAVES

GUMS

Forhan's was created by an eminent dental surgeon to provide
double protection; with it you
clean teeth and massage gums
just as dentists advise. It costs
no more than most ordinary
toothpastes, but ends ordinary
half-way care! Begin using
Forhan's today.
Also in Canada.

Stormy tears and threats and pleadings
the
night." until her understanding mother
followed,
took a hand and whispered to her father.
"I think you're making a mistake. If
you stop her now, then she will go onto the
stage
in spite
all we a can
go with
her. If
she isof given
job,do.sheI'llwill
soon
tire
of it,is.because
hardship
Besides,sheshedoesn't
might know
not be what
any

Gertrude Niesen — even the radio couldn't
get along without the child star. At one
time she was playing in four places at
once. She was appearing at the Palace
Theatre, then dashing through a hotel,
without even waiting for her bows, and
appearing in the second act of Mrs. Patrick Campbell's stage play, The Party, then
hurrying over to Jersey City to appear at
a night club, and back to the Palace in time
for the last show. And along with that
line-up, she did three radio broadcasts a
week.
Her advent into pictures is the result of
a holiday. She and her family came here
for a rest. Because she was asked and
because she is an obliging young miss, she
appeared one night at the Trocadcro. The
next day she was offered tests by many
studios and finally decided on Universal.
When it comes to clothes and what to
eat, she leaves that up to her mother. Her
father tells us . a cute little story about

good, then we'll be through with stage
That
midnight audition brought her a
talk
forever."
contract that paid her one hundred dollars
a week. Two weeks later she telephoned
her father, who was then a realtor, and
asked if he would have dinner downtown
with her. After dinner she drove round
and round one block. Finally her father
said, "What in the world are you driving
around in a circle for, aren't there any
other streets in town?"
"Oh, Daddy," she cried in an exasperated
little voice, "are you blind? Look!" and
she pointed up to the marquee bearing her
name in electric lights.

clothes. Gertrude's weekly income is very
large, mostly because it comes from so
many sources. One evening as they were
returning from work, which consisted of
a broadcast, two shows at the theatre and
one at a night club, they walked past a
hat shop. Gertrude spied a pretty hat in
the window. She exclaimed about it to her
father. She even walked back to look at
it again. After they arrived home, and
her mother asked how the shows had gone,
Gertrude said, "Oh, they went all right,
but mother, there's the most beautiful hat
in a shop down the street — do you suppose

AFTER that, every night club, every the■ atre in New York and vicinitv wanted

the
world.
doesn't realize it, but she's
a new
vogueShe
in vamps.

Somehow
never has occurred to GertI could
have itit?"
rude that she could, as far as money and
position goes, have practically anything in

UOOTH pasjsI
<"»/ TEETH

SONG

POEMS

WANTED

TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free Examination. Send for Offer

McNEIL

BACHELOR
1 582 W. 27 St.

OF MUSIC
Los Angeles/ Calif.

loot 10
BRUSH
AWAY

GRAY HAIR
% Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks %£
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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When a bevy of usherettes at the Los Angeles County Fair at Pomona
caught sight of Joe Penner walking into the grandstand, they swarmed
around him, bent on getting an autograph. Joe thought it was a
a signature
girls
all the
lynching party, at first, but finally gave

Accept no substitutes!

Always insist on the advertised brand!

Personality of the Month
"VylTHEN Margo, exotic brunette
* ^ beauty, danced at Los Angeles'
famed Cocoanut Grove three years ago,
her spirited Mexican dances won enthusiastic applause from smart, sophisticated audiences.
But not one of the motion picture executives among the spectators offered
her a contract.
A year later Margo danced at the
Waldorf Astoria in New York City.
There she was seen by Ben Hecht and
Charles Mac Arthur, who saw in her.
despite her lack of acting experience,
the ideal heroine for their first joint
screen effort, Crime Without Passion.
Making her debut opposite Claude
Rains, Margo's dark-eyed beauty and
surprisingly mature talent won for her
a widespread public.
Hollywood immediately clamoured
for her services.
Such, in brief, is the story of Margo
— another version of the prophet who
was without honor in his own country.
Although Margo first won public acclaim as a dancer, it is as an actress that
she hopes to achieve the heights. And
she has a way of making her dreams
come true. A year ago, when she read
James Hilton's novel, Lost Horizon, she
hoped, when
and if the story were

Once Hollywood applauded her dancing but
passed her by. Now studios clamor for her services.

MARGO
filmed, to play the part of the Chinese
girl on the screen. And while she was
making her second and third pictures,

Rhumba and Robin Hood of Eldorado,
she looked forward to the time when
she might
workFrank
with Capra.
Hollywood's foremost director,
Today she is at Columbia Studios
playing the part she wanted in Lost
Horizon opposite Ronald Colman under
Capra's direction ! It was through the
personal instigation of Arthur Hilton,
who saw her on Broadway in her recent
stage success, Wintersct, that she was
chosen for the role.
Born in Mexico City a scant twenty
years ago, Margo is the daughter of Dr.
Amedio Bolado, celebrated surgeon. She
inherited the rhythmic talents of her
Latin ancestors and made her debut as a
dancer at the age of six. Soon afterwards she went to Spain with her parents, where she studied dancing for
several years. Upon her return to Mexico City, she perfected the Mexican
dances which have since won for her international fame. She performed, while
still
in
her
'teens,Grove.
at Agua Caliente and
at the Cocoanut
Unmarried, Margo is five feet four
inches in height, weighs 110 pounds, has
hazel eyes and dark brown hair which
she wears in a soft, curling coiffure.
She is vivacious and gives the effect,
both in person and on the screen, of
beins' excited — and exciting !

_^et the doctors judgment
guide you in your cnoice 01 a laxative
THE SELECTION of a laxative is no
problem for your doctor. He has a
definite set of standards to guide him
in his choice. And he knows that a good
laxative is one that measures up to
all of these standards. Here they are:
The doctor says that a laxative
should be : Dependable . . . Mild . . .
Thorough . . . Time-tested.
The doctor says that a laxative
should not: Over-act . . . Form a
habit . . . Cause stomach pains . . .
Nauseate, or upset the digestion.
And Ex-Lax is a laxative that meets
these various
specifications . .
Ex-Lax checks on every point.
Be as wise as your doctor about the
laxative you use. Don't punish your
system with harsh cathartics. Give
Ex-Lax a trial. Find out how mild, how

effective, how comfortable Ex-Lax is.
Discover for yourself the advantages
that have made Ex-Lax the world's
largest-selling laxative. Get the reasons why doctors use it themselves . . .
why mothers have given it to their
children with perfect confidence
for over 30 years.
Ex-Lax tastes just like delicious
chocolate. It's an ideal laxative for
children as well as for adults. At all
drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes. Or
write for free sample to Ex-Lax, Dept.
F,G.126,Box 170, Times-Plaza Station,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Nature forgets — remember

EX- LAX

THE ORIGINAL

CHOCOLATED
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LAXATIVE

l.kU dawtf GREASELESS
way to FEMININE HYGIENE
End the nuisance of greasy suppositories, with the
new greaseless Zonitors for modern feminine hygiene. Easy to apply, easy to remove, yet maintain
the long, effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend. Zonitors make use of the world famous
Zonite antiseptic principle doctors favor. Full instructions inpackage. All U. S. and Canadian druggists. Address Zonitors, 3444 Chrysler Bldg., N. Y.C.,
for INFORMATIVE
FREE
BOOKLET!

tmMotd
FOB

FEMININE HYGIENE
Snowy White • Greaseless L
A
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ZONITE

PRODUCT

Dorothy

Arzner

is

seen

on

the

set

of

Craig's Wife which she directed for Columbia.

unArzneisr,oneandof you
hy why she
Hollyderstand
Dorot
wood's ace directors !
Chat with her — and you understand why
so little is known, even in the cinema colony, about one of our most fascinating
personalities ! Ask her a personal question,
and often, without any attempt to evade, she
will answer straight-forwardly, "I really
wouldn't
know!"
Her concentration
is directed outward,
away from herself, and it is the minds of
others that she finds interesting — not her
own !
MEET

But don't think her own mind is inactive !
Maybe that's why producers choose her
for their most difficult assignments.
She

just finished Craig's Wife, in which RosaRussell plays one of literature's meanestlindwomen.
Now
sheGinger
is doingRogers
Motheressaying
Carey'sherChickens, with
first
straight dramatic part.
"Oddly enough," she told me, "I like directing stars in pictures that prove to be
turning
in their
careers."
And she:
has done points
it often.
But she
added modestly
"the roles, really, effected the change —
rather
direction."
Her than
first my
picture,
Fashions for Women,
was Esther Ralston's first starring picture.
Reviews read : "A triumph for both star
Party,
andWild
director."

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

Clara

Bow's

first talking

Meet Dorothy Arzner whose
progress has been from typist, script girl, cutting room
assistant to top director!
picture, brought Fredric March a contract
with Paramount.
Sarah and Son, one of Miss Arzner's
most brilliant pictures, made Ruth Chatterton world-famed, and gave her the title,
"First Lady of the Screen."
Merrily We Go To Hell was outstanding
for both Fredric March and Sylvia Sydney.
Refer to these pictures of the past and
Miss Arzner says : "As far as I am concerned, they are ancient history and serve
only as an instrument to be used for better
work now. It's what I am doing now that
counts."
Amazingly enough, Hollywood does not
limit her to "woman's angle" stories, and
if you call her the screen's "only woman
director" she will refuse the title, and tell
you a list of other women who have made
their marks in the production field. She
has foresight, vision, and imagination, and
she has the authority of any man director.
How does a girl start out to become a
director? She receives hundreds of letters asking that question. Her own route,
from
chair,
proved cutting
successfulroom
also to
for director's
Lewis Milestone
and Josef von Sternberg. Miss Arzner
herself hesitates to discuss her rise from
studio stenographer to top director. "The
incidents of themselves are of value only
in so far as they are alive and active now,"
she says. But her progress from typist,
script girl, cutting room assistant, head
cutter, writer of original stories, and then
director is easily explained by the fact that
she fills each job so thoroughly, giving it
the whole of her amazing energy, that she
just naturally rises to a better one !
In the studios, they call her type of direction "the Dorothy Arzner system." She
works with the writer upon the script. She
directs. Then she supervises the cutting.
And the whole becomes a Dorothy Arzner
product throughout.
Unusual assignments, making new demands on her talents, interest her most.
(She was offered a producer's job with
one studio, but prefers to concentrate completely upon a single picture.)
Always self-effacing and modest, Miss
Arzner was called upon in her first scene
to handle a group of 60 extras, as well as
the principal players.
"For ten days I was so nervous that I
couldn't eat," she admits.
Then a friend took her into a projection
room one morning and showed her the preday's rushes
of end.
all directors, with
her ownvious rushes
at the

THERE

giving-in to
periodic
pain! It's
oldfashioned
to suffer
in silence,
because
there is now a reliable remedy for such
suffering. Some women who have always had the hardest time are relieved
by Many
Midol.who use Midol do not feel one
twinge of pain,
evenentire
a moment's
discomfort
duringor the
period.
So, don't let the calendar regulate
your activities! Don't "favor yourself"
or "save yourself"
certain days of

LEARN TO PLAY

PIANO

When

EAR*

> NOTE READING-NO SCAL£ PLAYING
t you can whistle, sing, or hum a tune— You have TALENT.
Lei a popular Radio Pianist train your hands to play Piano
by Ear. TEN LESSON METHOD sent postpaid for $1.00.
or pay U S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy. Satisfaction assured — or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bass, charts Included Free.
Order now!

BY

every month! Keep
comfortable — with
These tablets provide
for the relief of such
dure suffering Midol

going, and keep
the aid of Midol.
a proven remedy
pain, so why enmight spare you?

You can get Midol in a trim little
aluminum case at any drug store. Then
you may enjoy a new freedom!
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. And its
relief is lasting; two tablets see you
through your worst day.

CLEANS
CLOTHES
NewWay...SellsOn Sight
NEW DRY-CLEANING CLOTHES BRUSH.
Revolutionary Invention.
Banishes old-style
clothes brushes forever. Never anything like it I
Secret chemical plus unique vacuum action.
Keeps clothing spic-and-span. Also cleans hats,
drapes, window shades, upholstered furniture,
etc. Saves cleaning bills. Low priced
AGENTS WANTED. Hustlers making
phenomenal
profits.risk to fir3t porson
OHinrLC urrcn.

in
each locality
who Samples
writes. BentNo at oblr
onr
ftFFFR
F details.
taMPI Get
gation.
Bo first. Send in your
name TODAY/
KRISTEE MFG. CO. Dept. 2722,
Akron, O

• MAJOR KORD, Dept. F 21, BEL RIO, TEXAS

*A COLD UPSETS THIS BALANCE

"That's how I lost my fear," she says.
"He proved to me that my own work was
as good as the rest."
The other side of the story illuminates
her extraordinary modesty, for at that moment producers, executives, and other directors were marvelling at the ease — the
veteran's ease! — with which this astonishing girl was handling her difficult assignment.
Right now Craig's Wife is speaking
rather loudly. It may be the turning point
in Rosalind Russell's career. When you
see it, look behind the action and the characters upon the screen, and add to your
pleasure by thinking of the level-eyed and
woman who sat in the director's
composed
chair !

is no longer any excuse for

ALKALINE

Many doctors say a lowering of the alkaline side of the balance ... an excess of acid
in your system... is often the cause of colds.
Because of this, Luden's now have an added
ALKALINE FACTOR.

LUDEN'S ALKALINE RESERVE
MENTHOL

HELP

BALANCE

COUGH

DROPS

5/

YOUR
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The Show Window

NEW CREAM MASCARA
Ends the artificial look of
old-fashioned mascara!

Th

[Continued from page 19]
15 MAIDEN LANE— The world's richest
building — diamonds from the world at large
— admission to building granted by pass
only — then FLASH — the alarm rings and
a ten thousand dollar diamond has been
stolen from the most closely guarded building in the world. Thus begins this rapid
fire mystery that is packed with thrills,
murders and hair's-breadth escapes sure to
keep the audience on the edge of their seats
for the entire picture. Cesar Romero as a
diamond thief, Claire Trevor as the nervy
girl out to land him in prison, and Lloyd
Nolan as the detective turn in excellent
work. The rest of the cast is composed of
well known supporting players who turn
in fine performances. There are millions
of dollars of jewels involved and the audience is taken behind the scenes and shown
how fences and jewel thieves work. — 20th
Century-Fox.
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OLD HUTCH— An amusing story of a
small town loafer. Wallace Beery is perfect
in the part and when he finds a tin can with
thousands of dollars cached away in it, the
fun begins. He feels that the only way he
can successfully make use of the money is

hioned

their length . . . their luxuriance rich
with the enticing charm of naturalness!
Obviously, such exciting loveliness requires an entirely new kind of mascara; one that darkens lashes
without shouting "mascara"; one that does not brand
its user as artificial, "theatrical" or "bold."
Tattoo Cream Mascara is just that. It goes on
so evenly and smoothly its presence on the lashes is
not detected. Nor will tears, rain or a plunge betray
the secret . . . for THIS mascara, not being mixed with
•water when applied, is really waterproof! Much
easier to use than cake mascara too, and perfectly
harmless. Can't smart.
Complete with brush in smart rubber-lined satin
vanity . . . Black . . . Brown . . . Blue . . . 50c at
the better stores. Tattoo your eyelashes!

TATTOO
Cream

MASCARA

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys — and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
people pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds
of waste.
If the
miles of waste
kidneymatter
tubes stays
and infilters
don't
work
well,ispoisonous
the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't
wait! Ask
druggist
Pills,
used
successfully
by your
millions
for overfor40Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the is miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.
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to go
work. In
thissuddenly
way the blossoms
people won't
be
as to
surprised
if he
out
with $1,000 bills. Unfortunately he becomes
involved in a robbery. By a lucky break he
is indirectly responsible for the capture of
the bandits. How he becomes involved and
finally gets out is one of the most entertaining pictures of its kind since Lightin'.
Beery is supported in the cast by Eric Linden, Cecelia Parker, Elizabeth Patterson
and Robert McWade.- — Metro-GoldwynMayer.
THE

GAY DESPERADO— This interested observer of the cinema scene still
refuses to pluck a page from the press
agent's dictionary, but he can honestly and
enthusiastically report that The Gay Desperado is superb. Not only is this first
effort of the Pickford-Lasky combination
grand entertainment, but it proves a very
definite answer to those critics who heretofore have claimed that there never was
a good film made with an opera singer in
it. The excellence of The Gay Desperado
owes much to Nino Martini — for his songs
as well as for his acting; it owes much to
Leo Carillo who portrays the swaggering
chief of a Mexican bandit gang ; and it
owes much to Rouben Mamoulian whose
direction in this picture explains why he
is
field.regarded as "tops" in the directorial
The Gay Desperado is keyed to a fast
tempo that never lags while telling the story
of a Mexican bandit who, after witnessing
the screen version of the way his American
brothers work, adopts their technique for
his own. He kidnaps Ida Lupino and her
cowardly fiance. James Blakely, and then
becomes involved in an adventure which he
gladly relinquishes in favor of his old
Mexican methods of banditry. Ida Lupino,
James Blakely, Harold Huber, Mischa
Auer, deserve gold stars and orchids for the
splendid portrayals of their respective characters. See this one, by ALL MEANS !—
Pickford-Lasky.
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GOOD
THANK YOU, JEEVES— Here is a well
adapted screen play of the P.G. Wodehouse
gentleman's gentleman. There is a tendency
toward slapstick but nevertheless it is chock
full of laughs.

David

Niven

as Jeeves'

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !
\?r*s

master is continually getting into trouble
as a modern knight errant rescuing maidens and Jeeves is called upon to rescue
both of them. Arthur Treacher as Jeeves
carries the entire picture with a magnificent
portrayal. His top spot is when he eats
lunch and mixes his salad dressing. Watch
for this scene. Treacher and Niven are
supported by Virginia Field, Lester Matthews, Colin Tapley, John Graham Spacey,
Stanton and others.— 20th CenturyErnie
Fox.
THREE MARRIED MEN— Aided by
papier-mache love birds and phonograph
records on how to make love and with this
atmosphere for a happy marriage, Roscoe
Karns and Mary Brian fall in love and are
married only to separate on their wedding
night. The respective families attempt to
get them back together again in spite of
having been enemies for years. Amid all
this turmoil Mary's two brothers offer advise to Roscoe as they know ALL about
the holy state of wedlock. You'll have to
see the picture to appreciate the snappy
dialogue. Others in the cast are William
Frawley, Lynn Overman, George Barbier,
Marjorie Gateson, Betty Ross Clarke,
Mabel Colcord, Benriie Bartlett, Gail Sheridan, Cora Sue Collins, Donald Meek and
others. — Paramount.
ISLE OF FURY— Formerly titled
THREE IN EDEN this picture is a thoroughly enjoyable version of the "two-menand-a-girl" plot. Margaret Lindsay gives
her usual fine performance as the wife of
Humphry Bogard, pearl fisher, and owner
of the island which is used as the background for the picture. Donald Woods is
convincing in his role of mysterious
stranger who is rescued from a sinking ship
during a realistic tropical hurricane. During his stay on the island, he and Bogart
in saving each other's lives
tit-for-tat
play
through
a series of intrigues and mishaps
which continues at an exciting pace
throughout the picture. Woods shows fine
restraint in the scenes where he declares his
love for Margaret Lindsay, and at the same
time, decides to leave the island rather
than risk losing the friendship of her husband. E. E. Clive, Paul Graetz, Tetsu
Komai and Gorden Hart make up a first
rate supporting cast. Photography is excellent with some particularly good underwater shots. — Warners.

MILLIONS NOW RELY ON TUMS
TO LET THEM ENJOY FAVORITE FOODS!

r

—ass .
-SKS5

From Acid Indigestion
Sour Stomach — Heartburn
ONS no longer fear the favorite
MILLI
foods that used to give them heartburn. . . the
gas ...
or sour
stomach!
They've
learned
carry
Turns
idea now,
and
whenever a sudden attack of acid indigestion comes, they just munch a few of
these tasty, antacid mints, and get scientific, thorough relief fast. Turns act so
quickly .no. . harsh
you'll be
amazed.andYetcannot
they
contain
alkalies,
possibly oper-alkalize your stomach. They
release just enough of their antacid compound to correct stomach acidity . . . the
remainder passing wn-released from your
system. The handy little roll fits easily in
purse or pocket . . . and costs only 10c at
any drug store — or 3 rolls for 25c in the
ECONOMY PACK. Carry Turns.

^^*W
Beantifal Six-col\ JLtn s%*m or 1937 CalendarK^gyg§r£r
%^S\r Also
samples of
Thermometer.
Turns and NR. Send stamp for packing and postage to A. H. Lewis Co.,
Dpt. 14T73, St. Louis, Missouri.

TUMS
A. H. LEWIS

FOR THE
TUMMY

COMPANY,

St. Louis, Mo.

ANNOUNCEMENT
With this issue Fawcett Publications are pleased to announce the largest
paid circulation in history and November magazines contain the largest
advertising receipts in its history.

REDUCE 50 LBS.*

l&jcjedMy

Now
you
can REDUCE
BULGING ROLLS OF FAT
without
exercising,
starvation
diet or using dangerous drugs. Be
slender — g r a c e f u 1 — charming !
Dixie Tablets, the modern medical

TRIAL SIZE 25c
Now you can safely TAKE OFF FLABBY
FAT! You can depend on the Dixie Method
for the best results. Know the unspeakable
thrill of feelins terrible FAT slipping
away week by week with the Dixie Method.
Try Dixie Tablets. If skeptical after years
of effort with other methods, we will gladly
send a liberal TRIAL SIZE for only 25c
to prove its amazing results. Take off
those ponderous, excess pounds — safely,
quickly, with EASE!

THE PRESIDENT'S MYSTERY— Main
theme of this mystery chiller is built around
a theme that asks Can a Multi-Millionaire
Disappear? Henry Wilcoxon as a noted
lawyer disappears and the story follows him
through his self exile to a small canning
district where he attempts to aid the workers' cause by re-opening a closed cannery
that has been closed down by lack of
finances. Having been responsible for defeating a relief bill in Congress, Wilcoxson
places his own resources at the disposal of
the unemployed, becomes head of the cannery and fights against individual knavery
and industrial maladjustments with great
vigor. He falls in love with Betty Furness,
one-time, owner of the cannery. Sidney
Blackmer, as the industrial competitor,
turns in an excellent bit of acting, as does
Evelyn Brent who has the thankless role

The amazing Dixie Method will help restore the Now you can safely reduce up to 50 lbs. !
lost beauty which should be rightfully yours. The Dixie Method is safe, harmless, effective. Can be taken LIKE FOOD OR
Kemember. UGLY, FLABBY FAT GOES
—or your money back !
CANDY. Contains absolutely no sodiumYou take no chances. You have nothing dinitrophenol or other dangerous drugs Try
to lose — except ugly, unsightly, UNthis marvelous, pleasant way to reduce —
WANTED FAT! If your druggist does
not have Dixie Tablets, send coupon It's so easy, its results will amaze you!
BE FAT ANY LONGER. Don't b'i
and try this successful method AT Don't
and laughed at; the target of jokOUR RISK! See our IRONCL \D ridiculed
ing, sarcastic remarks. LOSE FAT AND
("■UAIMNTE1? below. Act on this ENJOY LIFE!
SIND NO MONEY
f
DIXIE PRODUCTS COMPANY,
Dept 1
unless you wish. Just pay postman when delivered or you can |: 564 West Randolph St.,
safely send money saving P. O. charges. The Dixie Method
Chicago, Illinois
I have checked below.
Send
me
Immediately
that
which
now combines the two greatest, most modern reducing methods:
Remittance
enclosed.
(1) The Amazing Dextrose Method, and (2) The De:;cient |
above
1 Box 84 Tablets
Element of Weight Reduction. Send for the Dixie Method
5.00
6 Boxes of
TODAY! One Box 84 Tablets only $1.00, Full order 6 boxes
25c
O Trial
Sizeonly $5.00. Money bark guarantee.

of Wilcoxon's selfish wife. Barnett Parker,
Med Ruick, Wade Boteler and John Wary
all contribute praise-worthy efforts to make
the picture good entertainment. — Republic.

YOU
BE THE JUDGE!
You are the sole judge and
jury.
We guarantee satisfaction with full order or refund
your money.
Get rid of excess fat NOW!
Have a slender,
stylish figure through the Dixie Method.
Don't wait —
;tart today.
All orders shipped same day as received in
plain, sealed wrapper.
Send coupon now — today!

method, literally
"melts" away
UGLY FAT.
Beware of FAT— it is
dangerous
to the heart and health.
Reduce NOW

and ENJOY

LIFE

as others do.

LOSE
UGLY FAT— Or No
Cost loseTofat inYou!
offer today — and
a hurry!
There is no need to be repulsively. OVERLY FAT!

□
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$1.00
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Hollywood's
White Hopes
[Continued from page 29]
Hilliard and Owen Davis, Jr. Harriet
you'll remember as the appealing, huskyvoiced sister of Ginger Rogers in Follow
the Fleet. A success ? Of course, she was
a success ! She would have been starred
by now except that she was — is — in love !
And being one of those sincere, wholesouled girls to whom love means more than
anything else in the world, she did what
might seem to some people an amazing
thing. . . . On the eve of stardom she set
her career aside for the joys of wifehood
and motherhood. Married to Ozzie Nelson, well known New York orchestra leader, three days before she came west to go
to work in Follozv the Fleet, she went back
east when the picture was over to stay
with Ozzie and to wait joyfully for the
stork.

EVERYWHERE, radio enthusiasts are praising this amazingly
beautiful, bigger, better, more
powerful, super selective 16-tube
5-band radio. Powerful TripleTwin tubes (two tubes in one !)
— give20-tube results. Outperforms $150 sets on pointfor-point comparison. Before you decide, write for
FREE 40-page 1037 catalog. Learn how you can save
50% by buying direct from the factory. Why pay more?

DIAL-A-MATIC

However, after this blessed event — and
it won't be long now — Harriet is going to
take
up her
she left
She's
coming
westcareer
again where
and will
do aoff.picture
for RKO the minute she is able.
Owen Davis, Jr., you saw in His Majesty, Bunker Beau and Grand Jury, and they
think a lot of him, too, over at RKO. Of
course he's had stage experience. The
son of the famous playwright, he has played
not only in stock in New York but in his
father's own productions. RKO believes
him definitely a star of tomorrow.
At Warner Brothers?
James Melton, they tell you, there, Craig
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Radio enthusiasts are excited about Dial-A-Matic Tuning. ..it
enables even a child to bring in 10 perfectly tuned programs in
less than 10 seconds! It's as simple as pointing your finger.
The Electrik-Saver, another exclusive feature, cuts radio wattage consumption 50% . . . results in Midwest radios using no
more current than ordinary 7-tube sets . . . enables them to
operate on voltages as low us 80 volts. Scores of other marvelous
l'eaturesexplain
Midwest
performance
and assure
thrilling
world-wide
all wave
radio super
performance.
You canswit
ch instantly
from American programs ... to Canadian, police, amateur,
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...
to world's
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Reynolds and Jean Madden.
James Melton played the young singer
with Pat O'Brien in Stars Over Broadway.
He's a southern boy, the son of a prosperous Florida sawmill owner. He thought
he'd like to be a lawyer after he graduated
from college (University of Florida) but
strangely enough, it was the president of
the university who changed his mind for
him.
Just before he graduated, this learned
gentleman called him to his office and
asked him what he planned to do after he
got his A. B. degree.
"Why?"
"Go to law school," Jimmy told him.
"Because I don't think you should," was
the answer. "I think you should sing. For
a long time I've been hearing your solos
in chapel.
Music is your destiny."
And so James Melton, football, basketball, and track star, became a singer. First
he sang over the radio ; a talent scout
heard him and Warner Brothers signed
him up. Now they're glad they did because they're sure he's a star of tomorrow.
Craig Reynolds is another "good bet" at
Warners'. Craig is that strapping, handsome, he-man guy who played Joan Blondell's boy friend in Stage Struck, and the
humorous wise-cracking reporter in Jail
Break. He also has a grand part in the
Case of the Black Cat, which you may have
seen bv now.
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Chicago, III.

Meredith rehearse a scene from RKO-Radio's
Burgess
Margo and The
two are playing for the screen the roles they created
Winterset.
in the Broadway production of the famous Maxwell Anderson play
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Virginia Weidler and Bennie Barrlefr, young Paramount stars,
get a close-up shot at their Thanksgiving turkey. The youngsters have roles in Maid of Salem, a Frank Lloyd production
Jean Madden was also in Stage Struck.
She's a little Scranton, Pa., high school
girl with a lovely voice who was slated for
the Metropolitan Opera company when
talent scouts lured her to Hollywood. They
think she's great at Warners — and also
headed toward the top.
At Paramount they tell you their surest
stars of tomorrow are Frances Farmer and
John Howard.
STRANGELY enough Frances Farmer
had to travel 12,000 miles from her
home in Seattle, Washington, before she
got a job in Hollywood. She won a popularity contest conducted by a Seattle newspaper, with a trip to Moscow as its prize,
and it was during that trip she met Dr.
George Gladstone who arranged for her the
successful tests which won her a role in
Katherine Hepburn's stage play. The Lake.
Then, on her birthday in September, 1935,
she was given a contract by Paramount.
John Howard, one of Filmdom's few
actors to wear a Phi Beta Kappa key,
incidentally, has been at Paramount longer
than most of Hollywood's white hopes of
1937 have been at any studio. . . . He's had
some good parts. But it wasn't until recently that the name of Howard soared
starward. The public suddenly discovered
him. It was something like the case of
Clark Gable. . . . People began saying :
"Who is that chap that played the suchand-such role in
?"
Suddenly, he
meant something. Suddenly Paramount
began looking for special pictures for him.
. . . Suddenly, Director Frank Capra borrowed him for Columbia's certain-to-bemagnificent Lost Horizon. Suddenly, he
was one of Hollywood's best bets for the
future. After Lost Horizon he played in
I'aliant Is the Word for Carrie for Para-

When

mount, said to be his best role to date. . . .
Yes, he's going places, all right.
Andrea Leeds of the dark, soulful eyes,
former student of the University of California at Los Angeles, is a Sam Goldwyn
white hope. Seems that Howard Hawks,
Goldwyn director, had consented to look
at a U. C. L. A. dramatic club's ''home
talent and home directed" picture— "for a
laugh." But he wasn't laughing after seeing the Leeds
gal'ssigned
performance.
his
insistence
she was
for a goodAt part
in Come and Get It. They say over there
she's a knock-out.
At Universal the three names you hear
spoken most often are Henry Hunter,
Doris Nolan and Ann Preston.
Henry, new to the screen, has scores of
stage and radio successes. You saw him
in Parole, probably.
Doris, to be seen soon in Way for a
Lady (which title may be changed), was
first signed by another studio, but given
only minor parts. A Universal talent scout
saw her work and she was offered a contract. She won a release from the other
studio, and it now looks as if she would
go far, especially in view of the big things
Universal is planning for her future. Ann
Preston you also saw in Parole, and now
she has an important part in Victor McLaglan's new picture, A Pool for Blondes.
And ofthere
have all
Hollywood's
white
hopes
1937.youAlmost
of these players
have had some measure of success, of
course, but none are yet in that exalted
realm of renown wherein dwell Clark
Gable, Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer and
the rest. Each of these young players,
bidding for great fame might, in fact, be
forgotten tomorrow.
Will they be forgotten, or will they, too,
have their great day of glory ?
// is up to you.
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He Makes Love to My Wife
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[Continued from page 45]

of — believe it or not — Deep Water, Missouri, and that's why they still call her the
Ozark Songbird) and that New England
conscience
permitanymemore
to express
my
emotionswouldn't
in my face,
than I
could help. The camera soon knocked that
out of me. I've learned to give, now —
and even if it's a love scene, I can let my
face give, too." Whereupon she sneaks
a mischievous look at Hubby Frank Chap-

T?ad!

see how sohe's
it. and
Frank's
merelyman tosmiling,
she taking
goes on
tells
about her first screen kiss — and how, even
though John Boles administered it in the
most approved Bolesian manner, it was a
complete disappointment.
"I was so nervous, and so completely
engrossed in acting and singing, that when

This lovely
version
"Variation"
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for— athe smart

the
came itandsimply
didn't
register,"
says kiss
Swarthout,
not even
Frank
could
tell whether there was a note of complaint
in the remark. But that was her first
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screen kiss. It's different now.

She's

honest
—
"I don't
believe that a woman can be
kissed, whether or not it's for the camera
or the stage, and remain completely cold
about it," she tells you, frankly.
But Hubby
Chapman's
Between these two
there isnota worried.
love as rich
and as sweet as any girl's dream. Their
romance
began
— and when
it's continuing. They
met,that
youwayknow,
Gladys
was taking her first European trip — after
her first season with the "Met." In Florence, Italy, she went to the opera. The
lone American singer in the cast was this
Frank Chapman. They met, of course —
two American opera singers in Italy.
Neither of them told the other, then.
But now they admit, proudly, that they
fell in love then and there. But not until
Frank came to America and attended the
'"Met" and heard Swarthout sing a lovearia (when he knew that she knew that
he was in the audience, listening) did he
realize that their love was mutual. And
so they eloped to New Jersey and were
married.
Today, there's nothing they love better
than each other's company. On her days
off, Gladys and Frank go to a beach club,
mostly. They lie in the sand, and they talk
and they make love with their eyes and
their voices, just as they did years ago.
They've even worked out an anti-divorce
diet, believe it or don't !
"The main cause of divorce is the clashing of temperaments,"
explain.
perament, we believe,they
often
comes "Temfrom
giving 'way to the appetite." And so, on
the days when Gladys permits herself to
eat a big steak, or a heavy meal, Hubby
Frank eats lightly — a salad, preferably.
And vice versa — when Frank stuffs on
corned beef and cabbage or something
colossal like that, it's Gladys who takes
to the salad.

if the heavy meal breeds a temperamental streak, it's only one of
them that has it. And temperaments can't
clash unless there are two of 'em at work.
And so Frank and Gladys haven't yet had
a temperamental battle — and the divorce
whatriver,care
Reno's
in for
jump
lawyers
!
all they
it is,
namego of
ever thecan
WELL,

SAFE

BECAUSE
EASIEST
IT'S
TO CLEAN

•

ASK
YOUR
DOCTOR
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They've brought to Hollywood the nococktail custom, have the Chapmans.
Gladys prefers, in place of the American
cocktail, the continental custom of a bit of
iced sherry before meals.
Hollywood is

Accept no substitutes !

taking to the idea like a bitplayer takes
to a lens.
Their home's pet feature, to them, is the
enclosed patio. Whenever she has time,
Gladys is there — in a sunsuit. As a result,
she has one of the deepest natural tans in
Hollywood. It's the cross-to-bear for
Wally Westmore, Paramount's makeup
wizard, for Swarthout's closeups. But it
evens up, because for long-shots, her tan
is so smooth and so even that it's even
better than screen makeup, so she doesn't
have to make-up at all !
One of the most striking things about
Swarthout are her clothes. They become
doubly so when you know that she designs
them — actually and completely — herself.
It's her pet hobby. She runs to tight
bodices and flaring skirts. She also breaks
out with a startling innovation now and
then, that catches on like wildfire. Know
those crownless hats that've been all the
vogue? Well, Swarthout was the first to
wear one in Hollywood — last year. It was
her own idea. Take that, Betty Furness !
Incidentally, Swarthout, although she owns
lots of it, probably wears less jewelry than
any other movie star today.
Although her salary, combined with her
husband's, is pretty high in the four-digit
bracket, their automobile is the same kind
that millions of other Americans drive —
$718.34, delivered. However, they have
tricked it up a bit, have Gladys and Frank,
with a custom-built limousine body. But
it's still a flivver !
Gladys, contrary to the general impression that all opera stars are so coddled
that they've got no more nerve left than
a wilted leaf of lettuce, has plenty of courage. Already, in Hollywood, she's proved
it twice — no, make it thrice.
FIRST time was during filming Rose of
the Rancho. In a scene with John
Boles, she had to stand beside Boles' horse,
while she talked up to him in the saddle.
Suddenly, startled, the horse reared violently, came crashing at Swarthout. Conscious of the cameras, and not wanting to
ruin the scene if it could be helped, Gladys
stood her ground — patted gently the plunging horse's side, calmed the beast. It might
easily have crushed her against the solid
wall behind her !
Second time was during Champagne
Waltz, right now. In the midst of her
rendition of the theme song, the backdrop
within a few inches of her, caught fire
from a spark when two cables clicked.
Gladys saw the backdrop was not in camera range at the angle they were shooting.
Once again, rather than spoil the scene,
she sang calmly through the aria — even
though the flames of the blazing scenery
licked within a few inches of the tulle
dress she wore !
And the third time was sheer moral
courage, rather than physical. She actually had the bravery to name the "most
interesting people I've met in Hollywood!"
Why, I've seen famous personages — even
the unquestionably courageous General
Pershing — dodge naming their favorite actresses, their handsomest stars, their most
interesting people. But Gladys up and did
it— she included, by the way, Dietrich,
Mrs. Clark Gable, Gloria Swanson, rival
songstress Jeannette MacDonald, George
MerlesheOberon's
and But
Lubitsch,
Ernst David
Brent,friend,
boy
Niven.
topped
the list with the name of Frank Chapman.

Always insist on the advertised brand !

BILTMORE

"My husband," she explained, "is still
the most interesting person I know." That
wasNaturally,
rather nice,
? music. She
she wasn't
knows ither
startles Hollywood with a sort of ripleyish
believe-it-or-not of music. Currently, with
MGM's Romeo and Juliet being talked of,
she draws the most gasps when she tells
and proves that at least eight different
operatic versions of Romeo and Juliet have
been written and produced!
Habits? Hobbies?

SJWMjjj;

MINGLE WITH THE

MOVIE STARS
in the

BILTMORE
BOWL
"The Host of Hollywood"
and America's Most
Colorful Nite Club

Superstitions? Let's

Well, for one thing, she collects early
American silverware. Her Beverly Hills
home
see — is a treasurehouse of it. Too, she
collects clippings about herself. She has a
tall stack of them, all neatly pasted up in
books, both the good ones and the bad
ones.
SHE'S
the extent
that
certaincolor-conscious
colors excite tocertain
reactions.
That's why, invariably, she has her bedroom done in blue shades ; it rests her.
And for particularly difficult or trying concerts, she keeps a special dress — deep indigo
blue. to
Shecarry
says her
it gives
her the "lift" she
needs
through.
About her voice, she's almost sacrilegiously casual ! like
I mean,
she upstairs
doesn't do
trick exercises
crawling
on
hands and knees while singing, to develop
something-or-other.
To would-be singers who want to know
whether or not to follow singing as a
career, she has this advice : "the very fact
that you ask answers- NO. If you really
had to sing, you wouldn't ask; and to be
a great singer, you simply have to sing,
that's all."

•
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recently:
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Can't Dance? — She'll Teach You
[Continued from page 37}
and plenty of determination. The split is
really the foundation on which all other
dance exercises are built. It not only keeps
you limber, it helps to erase that little
bulge of flesh which most girls have on the
inside of the thighs and stretches the muscles of both the upper and lower legs into
long, graceful lines.
I usually do the split between twin beds
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but a couple of heavy chairs that won't
upset will do just as well. Place them
back to back about two feet apart. Rest
your hands on the backs of the chairs, then
slowly, gradually, let yourself down until
your legs are straight out in opposite directions. Don't be optimistic enough to
think that you will be able to get all the
way down at first because you won't and
youAnother
really shouldn't
way is totry.
stand in a doorway
and put your foot on the door jamb above
your head until the sole of the foot lies
flat against the wooden surface. Then try
to bring your body as close to the doorjamb as you can. You won't be able to
get very close at first but if you keep at it
you will eventually be able to get near
enough so that you can . reach out and get
your fingers behind the molding of the
door. Then the next trick is to draw your
body forward until the full length of your
two legs, the front of the lower one and
the back of the upper one, will be flush
against the side of the doorway.
At ballet school they won't bother to
stand you in a doorway. They'll make
you balance on one leg while they take
the other one in their hands and raise and
pull it until they get it not only straight
up but back over your shoulder.
This exercise of course is the split set
up be
on able
end and
naturally
to
to do
it untilyou
youcan't
haveexpect
first
mastered the regular split.
Another good limbering exercise is
"walking down the wall." Here's the way
to do it : Stand with your back to the
wall at a distance of about two feet. Throw
your arms over your shoulders above your
head until the palms of your hands are flat
against the wall. Then gradually lower
your hands on the wall and bend your back
accordingly. If you keep at this long
enough you will eventually be able to walk
down the wall until your hands touch the
floor. This limbers your back, strengthens
your wrists and does wonders for your
stomach.
THEN there is the exercise I call the
"Lift." This helps to strengthen the
ankles and legs and gives elasticity to the
step. First you put the left foot in front
of the right. Throw your arms above your
head so that your whole body from toes
to finger tips is rigidly straight and imagine
that you're reaching for the moon. Then
bend both knees to get the spring which
takes you off the floor, straighten your
legs as you rise and relax them as you
land. This is a sort of standing dive and
it really is a lot of fun when you get on
to it.
I follow this with the arabesque which
looks easy but if you attempt it without
the right preparation you are very likely
to do a nosedive. It is, primarily, a balancing exercise and the best way to start
it is to put your left hand on the back of
a chair until you can balance on one leg
without support. When you can do that,
then lean over with your right arm forward until the hand touches
the floor.

With this support, practice keeping both
legs straight and tense— with the left leg
and the left arm thrown out behind in line
with the body. The purpose of this one
is to straighten the legs, beautify the knees
and give perfect balance. As you gain
confidence
the
hand. you won't need the support of
I merely
as "starter"
cises whichsuggest
you canthese
practice
in your exerown
home, before you go to ballet school.
After you have secured your foundation
training, the next step is to strive for dance
ideas. There is plenty of competition in
the dancing profession and the girl who
wants to make a name for herself must
learn to use her head as well as her feet.
Instead of copying a dance you've seen
someone else do, originate your own. If
you have a talent for mimicry try to put
that in your dancing. Let your dance tell
a story or convey an idea. When you can
do that, you're on your way to success.
And here's another thing to remember:
If you are going to be a dancer you must
take as good care of your feet as a pianist
takes of his hands. Every day I soak my
feet in a solution of Epsom salts and hot
water, then I rinse them with cold water
and
massage
them another
with absorbine.
recently
discovered
trick whichI've
is
very effective. I rub my feet with a half
and half mixture of whiskey and salad oil.
The oil soothes and the whiskey toughens
them.
AS

to diet, eat plenty of energy produc■ ing foods. You don't need to worry
about such a diet putting on extra pounds.
If it does, tap dancing will soon jiggle
them off. I eat lots of potatoes and vegetables and drink quarts of milk.
Dancing takes a terrific amount of energy. When I am doing a show or a picture I lose pounds. It is not just the
physical effort of dancing that takes energy, it is the mental effort of creating and
working out dances and the terrific concentration that entails. Sometimes an idea
may come to me when I'm in the midst of
dinner. In spite of my mother's protests
I leap up from the table and start working
on it— maybe for hours. Many times I've
jumped out of bed to try out a step that
came to me just as I was dropping off to
sleep. Always I'm striving for something
new, something original. And I must confess that I frequently figure out dances that
are so difficult that I can scarcely do them
myself ! In my current picture Born to
Dance, for example, I am doing one that
is really
tough.
starts upin onthethecrow's
nest
of a ship
and Itfinishes
deck
which means I have to do a lot of stair
stuff. To
it even more
difficult
I'm
decked
out make
in a costume
that is
all velvet
and gold
braida which,
by times,
the time
done
the dance
few dozen
seemsI've
to
weigh at least a ton. Of course that's my
own fault. Adrian's designs looked so
grand on paper that I gave my okay without stopping to think about how much the
costume might weigh. By the time I finslat. ish the picture I'll probably be a walking
But — I love to dance ! It almost amounts
to a religion with me. That's why giving
up such things as horseback riding, tennis,
parties, night clubs — the things most girls
call fun — has never seemed a hardship to
me. And unless you feel the same way
about it, don't take up dancing as a profession. Find something easier.
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This Picture Reviewed for Fashions

YOUR
HAIR
TAKE

FOR girls throughout the country who are
interested in clothes and go to the theater
primarily to see what the stars from Hollywood are wearing, we will bring to their
attention each month the picture that to our
mind is outstanding from a fashion angle.
With this in view we nominate this month
for the hall of fame, The Champagne Waltz,
produced by Paramount featuring Gladys
Swarthout, Fred MacMurray and the
famous dance team of Yeloz and Yolanda.
The gorgeous, yet practical wardrobes
for both Gladys Swarthout and Yolanda
were designed by Travis Banton, Paramount's ace stylist.
In this picture Banton has given the
fashion world something new and entirely
different. He has put the cart before the
horse, so to speak, by disregarding the old
theory that some materials are smart only
at certain seasons of the year, and has
placed organdy, summer's darling, as the
tops in winter's preferred fabric list. Also
of fashion interest is the peasant influence
of deep waist, full skirt and simple neckline
which he has used for both daytime and
evening wear.
Gladys wears a charming grey organdy
in the New York waltz palace sequence
that is utterly feminine in every detail. Take
particular note of this gown with its high
shirred waistline, voluminous puffed sleeves
and graceful flowing skirt. However, if
you are one who doesn't take kindly to high
styling, the dress will still be smart and
make a delightful evening gown for the
summer which will surely come.
Another important fashion item is the use
of daisies in some form or other on all
gowns worn by Gladys throughout the film.
Daisies are one of the star's pet superstitions.
A noteworthy style, and one that is already becoming popular, is the use of rich

WILL
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LOVUy COIffUfiE?
Fashion's new mode is constantly varying
coiffures, each giving a new high-light to
your personality. Will your hair take a
lovely coiffure? Has it the life and resilience
for elaborate dressing?
It depends on your Shampoo! ACCENT,
the new, different OLIVE OIL. Shampoo,
keeps your hair supple . . . responsive to
each fresh swirl and curl; gives full radiance
to the lovely new coiffures. Its pure olive
oil is the finest natural restorer of dry, dull
hair; imparting the glisten of health.
Much more than a cleanser, ACCENT
gives your hair new sheen, new silky aliveness! A Castile shampoo made only
from the first pressed oil of ripe
European olives, combined with
pure, mild saponifying elements.
One ACCENT shampoo brings new
softness and luster — regular use
counteracts effect of harsh soaps
and severe Permanents. Try it
and see!
Veloz and Yolanda create a new dance
step

for

Paramount's

Champagne

Waltz

brocade tapestry which Banton uses for a
short peplum jacket worn by Gladys in the
interior of the jazz palace in Vienna. The
star has bought this dress for her personal
wardrobe. She plans to wear the gown for
her morning concerts in New York this
winter.

Send
Huntington
Huntington,
Please send
new Castile

the Coupon
NOW for Trial Bottle!
Laboratories,
Inc., Dept. 112,
Indiana.
me a generous trial bottle of ACCENT,
shampoo.
(10c enclosed.)
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Be a. Hotel Hostess
Enjoy Your Work! Good positions
in hotels for women
as Hostess,
Housekeeper, Manager, etc. Train
at home, in leisure time. One Lewis
student writes : "Business Manager
and Hostess in Fraternity House.
Have attractive suite in addition to salary, thanks
to Lewis Training."
Write for Free Book.
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS. Sta. MW-9801, Wushiogton, D. C.

Deformed or
Injured Back
Thousands of
Remarkable Cases

A Man, helpless, unable to stand
or walk, yet was riding horseback and playing tennis within a
year. An Old Lady of 72 years,
suffered for many years, was
helpless, found relief. A Little
Child, paralyzed, was playing
about the house in 3 weeks. A
Rail Road man, dragged under a
switch engine and his back
broken reports instant relief and ultimate cure. We
have successfully treated over fifty-nine thousand cases
in the past 30 years.

30 DAYS' TRIAL

FREE

We will prove its value in your own case. The Philo
Burt Appliance is light, cool, elastic,
and easily adjusted — how different
from the old torturing, plaster-cast,
leather and celluloid jackets or steel
braces.
Every sufferer with a weakened, injured, diseased or deformed
spine owes it to himself to
investigate.
Doctors
mend it. Price
within recomreach
of all.
Send For Information
Describe your case so we
can give formation
youat once.
definite in-

PHILO BURT

Melvyn Douglas and Director Richard Boleslawski give Irene Dunne a hand in the
gentle art of makeup as she prepares for a scene in Columbia's Theodora
GoesLiftman
Wild
— Irving

MFG. CLV

134-12 Odd Fellows Temple
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK
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Oklm DESIRABLE LIPS

Three

O'Briens

Face

the World

[Continued from page 31]

by the way, Eloise was in the phone booth
with me and before I gave them my answer, before I even knew what they wanted me for or hozv much I made Eloise
promised
to marry
I'd
been on my
knees me
to and
her go
tillwith
thereme.were
patches in my pants, anyway, but this time
I held the wire until she said 'Yes' —
"We came to Hollywood. They paid me
$750 a week for six weeks. That was more
money than I'd ever seen in my life. I
said to Eloise, 'Look, honey, it's a racket !
We'll go to Hollywood and make Front
Page and get the dough and see California and have a good time and that will be
that. We'll come back to New York and
Aflame with the witchery of a million lights dancing on their taunting,
jungle redness . . . sweetly tender and
lusciously soft in the glow of their
caress . . . and never do they betray,
with tell-tale marks, the caprices
their enchanting color so readily
provokes... for Savage is a truly
"permanent" lipstick. It clings
savagely... for hours and hours!

2O0

at all
ten cent
stores

TANGERINE • FLAME • NATURAL
BLUSH • JUNGLE
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GIRLS AND

SEND

BOYS I

NO MONEY!

the stage.'
hT^HEN
I made another picture and
*- then I got me Frank Joyce for my
agent. There was a fellow with personality and how. He took me over to see
Thalberg about a part. Before we went he
told me that whatever he said I was to
agree with him or keep quiet. Well, we
got in to see Thalberg and the first thing
I know Frank is asking $1500 a week for
my services. Double what I'd been getting,
as Thalberg astutely pointed out. I thought,
'This is the end. I've got a crazy guy for
an
out of
Thalberg's
officeagent.'
and IHehadwalked
a contract
in my
pocket
and"And
it read
'$1500
a week'
!
I went
home
to Eloise
and I
'Look, honey, this is a racket. But
not? Wre'll move out of the flat and
a little bungalow — you remember

GIVEN
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MICKEY
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MOUSE
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with Chrome Finish Case and metal bracelet as shown. Or
Big Cash Commission -YOURS for Simply Giving Away
FREE Big Colored Pictures with our Well Known WHITE
CLOVERINE SALVE used for burns, chaps, sores, etc.,
easilv sold to friends at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and
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40th tw. Be First. Write today for 12 boxes of Salve.
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NEVER TOOK A
LESSON FROM
A TEACHER
— yet Bob
is the
envy of his musicloving friends
You, too, can learn to play
any instrument this amazingly simple way. No expensive teacher. No tiresome
exercises or practicing. You
learn at home, in your spare
time. Yet almost before you
know it you are playing real
tunes! Then watch the invitations roll in — see how
popular you become. Yet the
cost is only a few cents a day.

EASY

LEARN
TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Piano Guitar
Violin Mandolin
Organ Saxophone
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other
instrument

DEMONSTRATION
LESSON FREE!
Send for free demonstration lesson, together with big free
booklet which gives you details and proof that will astound
vou No obligation. Write letter or postcard today.
U.S.SCH00L
OF MUSIC.
3612 Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City, N. Y.
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bungalow, Gladys, it was still on the "wrong
side of the tracks — and I said, 'we'll get a
servant and you won't need to wash dishes
anymore and we'll get another Ford so
you won't have to drive me to work. And
we did. And then we invited the folks to
come out and visit us, all the folks, hers
and mine both, and we all bunked together
in that little place and had a swell time.
"I kept on thinking it was a racket. I
free-lanced and kept on getting my $1500
a week and saved a hunk of dough and then
came the cut in salaries. And I would have
none of it. I talked it over with Eloise.
There's never any doubt about what Eloise
will say. I always know what she is going
to say when I have a problem to discuss
with her. I tell her what's on my mind
and she says 'What do you think?' and I
tell her and the answer is always 'That's
okay with me.' So when I told her that I
wouldn't go for this salary cutting business— that I'd go back to New York if
necessary and forget it— she said 'that's
okay
withwhen
me, Iwhatever
you pictures
want to here
do.'
And so
was offered
and
if I'd
a cut,
'em
down.there,
Eloise
and take
I took
a I'd
trip turn
instead,
went to Honolulu or somewhere. And I
was told — I was warned — that that would
fix me, they'd never offer me a job again.
And I'd say 'okay' and when I got back
there was an offer for me — at my price.

METHOD

You don't have to be "talented." You can't be too
young or too old. No teacher
to make you nervous. Course
is thorough, rapid, simple as
A-B-C. First you are told
what to do — then a picture
ahiws you how to do it — then
you do it yourself and hear it.
In a short time you become
the envy of your friends, the
life of every party.

said
why
take
that

« AND

wwe kept on saving. We stayed in
;ame little bungalow. We kept the
same little cars. Any day, I said, the axe
would fall on the racket but when it fell
it would fall on a bank account as well as
on the two O'Briens. And then I got the
offer to play in The Bureau of Missing
Persons. I wanted to do that picture. If I
did it I had to sign a long term contract
with Warner Brothers. I'd begun to think
it was about time I settled down and I
■lx

the

Accept no substitutes!
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signed the contract. And I take the work
seriously now. I love acting. I still think
that every picture will be my last but
there's
happy. this difference — now, I hope not.
I'm happy. I'm perfectly and completely
"Yeah," said Pat, his blue eyes grave,
that quizzical, generous mouth of his serious, "yeah, I'm happy and I know it.
That's the difference between me and a lot
of others. Alost people don't know that
they are happy. They keep chasing some
Blue Bird that they've got right in their
fists, right in their own homes if they only
knew it. I've got it and I know it.
"We've bought our own home in Brentwood. It's bought and paid for — in cash.
Our furniture is all paid for. We've got
two annuities also bought and paid up.
"And we've got a marriage, a relationship that should be, no bragging, a lesson, an example to the youngsters of today . . . What
morein does
want?"as
"You're
as much
love anyone
with Eloise
ever, aren't membered
you,
Pat?"night
I asked
— and
I rethat first
I met
them,
in
that happy little flat that seemed to be
warm with a living happiness. I remembered Pat's blue eyes following the dark
Eloise wherever she went as if he couldn't quite believe the evidence of his own
senses, and of how he said, in that rough,
off-hand, belying tender voice of his "She's
the most beautiful thing in the world, isn't
AND he said to me now, his blue eyes
• coming back from some Elysian distance "More — much more. It gets more all
the time. And after five years in Hollywood she's still the most beautiful thing
in the world and I still can't believe the
evidence
my senses— that she's here and
alive
and ofmine.
she?"
"It grows our love, you know, and keeps
on growing. Theoretically I believe in married couples getting away from each other
a
times went
a year.
Butrecently
it doesn't
work couple
for us.of Eloise
East
to
do some buying for her gown shop. She
hadn't landed in New York before I began
making the telephone wires hot. The house
was lonely. The baby was lonely. The
whole damn town was lonely. I was lonely.
There was no place to go and nothing to
do. And I'd phone her two or three times a
day and finally I said 'Come on, get out of
there and come home where you belong.'
"I really do like to talk about Eloise and
me," continued Pat, with such a simple
dignity, such an honest pride as raised a
lump in my throat (there is something so
specially, so terribly touching about the
hard-fisted kind of guy when he speaks of
love and the inner beauty beneath the
hard, protective shell).
"Of course such love as ours has to be
'a natural' to begin with. You've got to
belong, as Eloise and I belong. But given
that, you've got to work at marriage as
you've got to work at a career. Especially
here in Hollywood. You've got to exercise
tolerance. You've got to exorcise jealousy.
You've got to take the love and confidence
■ you started out with and build it and keep
it firm. It's hard, a Hollywood marriage,
on the one who has a career and it's even
harder for the one that doesn't. It's harder
for Eloise than it is for me. It's no fun
for anyone, especially for a beautiful woman who might have been a star in her own
right, to be introduced everywhere as 'Pat

Always insist on the advertised brand!
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" AND
say," said Pat, "here's some-ti- thing I'd like to tell the world —
there's a woman, name unknown, to whom
I'll always be grateful. It's in line with
what we've been talking about. Last time
we were in New York together, Eloise and
I, we were having dinner at Jack Dempsey's place. A woman, a perfect stranger,
a fan, came over to our table. She completely ignored me, leaned over and shook
Eloise's hand and said 'You are the one
I want to meet. I know that this is Pat
O'Brien and I like him on the screen but
you are the important one, the one I want
really to meet.' Well," grinned Pat, "that
was swell. Kinda left me out in the blizzard but it made Eloise feel fine. Bless
that woman whoever she was. She got it
right. Eloise is the important one.
"She handles all the O'Brien money,
Eloise. I never have any idea what's in
the bank account. And yet she will never
buy a pair of silk stockings without asking me whether I think it's all right. Or
telling me 'I bought a pair of silk stockings today.' I tell her to go ahead for Cripes
sake and get anything she wants. She never
does. We're not very far from the old days,
you see, when a pair of silk stockings did
something to the O'Brien finances.
"Not long ago I told her she ought to
get a new fur coat. She said 'I won't until
you can go with me and pick it out.' I
said 'For the luvva Gawd, what do I
know about fur coats?' Well, one night I
came home and Eloise said to me 'I bought
my fur coat today, dear, it's in the kitchen.' 'In the kitchen?' I said, 'What the
is a fur coat doing in the kitchen?' And I
went out to see it, kinda hot under the
collar because she had gone and got it
without taking me along — and there was
a new iceless refrigerator and Eloise, looking happy
excited
and saying
my new
furand
coat.
We really
needed : a'that's
new
refrigerator, dear, I can get the fur coat
some other time !'
"I think one of the reasons we're so happy and so close, Gladys, is because we
shared hard times together. One-night
stands and hamburgers and the coat and
trousers pressed under the mattress and
all that. And we were happy because we
were together. And we learned that that's
what happiness means to us, that's what
happiness
being together.
And times
it doesn't
make muchis, difference
whether
are

When

hard or easy so long as
O'Briens against the world.
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Bing Crosby finds a new kind of thrill and recreation riding
the waves at Waikiki beach, Honolulu, in an outrigger canoe
O'Brien's wife.' But she gave it all up
when we bought the house and when — when
Mavourneen came. She got so interested
in
to the
care. home and the baby she didn't seem
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" AND
then,
when
we'd bought
the
-^"^-house and paid for the furniture and
there was only one lack in all our lives —
the fact that there were no babies when
we both wanted 'em so badly — then we
got Mavourneen. Mavournee, translated,
means 'My Darling,' you know. That's
right. That's why we named her that. We
figured we had to have a kid. We planned
the things we could give her, do for her
. . . because that's the best part of the
breaks we've had — the things we've been
able
for house
others.ofWe've
folkstoa donice
their bought
own. MyEloise's
folks
come able
out and
visittheus worry
twice amortgages
year. We've
been
to lift
off
of a lot of folks and that's swell.
"Mavourneen hasn't changed us so much
— she's just made everything that much
more worth while. She's helped me, too.;
I've been
and the
feel house.
irritable,I
IIf check
thatworking
before hard
I enter
take her out in her carriage whenever I'm
home. I've got a kind of system, too, as a
babycarriage-wheeler.
bumpy
on the Brentwood roads It's
so Ikind
run aoffew
feet
ahead of the carriage, run backwards, and
then wait till it catches up with me and
repeat the itperformance.
It's swell.WeI
recommend
to all tired nursemaids.
wouldn't raise Mavourneen alone. We play
with Mavourneen after dinner, Eloise and
I, and then we usually go to a neighborhood movie or stay home and read or
something. I've just built a library onto
my house and am collecting a lot of additional books. Like to browse around with
'em. Twice a year we go off by ourselves
and have a bust — go to Honolulu or to
Panama
said
Pat. or New York. It's great . . ."
And I thought of other actors I have
known, actors who have hit stardom and
fame and fortune young, who have known
big money and celebrity and — boredom.
Satiety. I told Pat what Jack Gilbert once
told me, many years ago. Jack said "what
will I want after I am forty? What will
there be left for me to want? I've had
fame and money and travel and romance
and marriage — I won't want anything."
"I'll never get like that," said Pat, "I
like too many things. I love acting. But
I also love books and gardening and home
building and radio and auctions and collections and people. I've got love and the
right kind of a marriage, and love and marriage develop and pay larger and more
tender dividends as the years go by. I've
got the things that can't grow stale — the
things that never rust."
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Get Back The
Lovely Golden
Lightness of
Childhood
Makes Hair 2 to 4
Shades
Lighter in
I Shampoo
Try this fascinating new
Swedish Shampoo-Ilin.se
which, in a few minutes
and at the cost of but a
few cents, washes your hair 2 to 4 shades lighter. Safely,
too. You will be delighted with the new shimmering
highlights and lustre of your hair, the glorious, natural
golden radiance that usually comes only in childhood. This
amazing Shampoo — called the New Blondex — hitherto used
only for blondes — followed with the New Blondex Special
Kinse (supplied free along with Blondes Shampoo), is
now just as effective with browns, chestnuts and "near
blondes." whose hair has grown darkened and dull. Start
the New Blondex today. Contains no bleach or dye. The
new 2 in 1 combination package now also in 10c si.e.
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© Glowing with vitality, smooth and lovely, that's the way your skin looks when
you use Chamberlain's — the lotion that
satinises. Ideal for hands, arms and skin,
Chamberlain's smooths away roughness,
irritation, chapping ; reveals unsuspected
beauty. Not sticky, greasy or gummy; it
dries quickly. At all toilet goods counters.

Chamberlain
Laboratories,
Inc.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Please send free trial size of your lotion.

Chamberlain's Lotion

CORNS COME BACK
BIGGER, MORE PAINFUL
unless removed Root* and All

• Thousands are praising this new, scientific
Blue- Jay method that ends a corn forever. Blue-Jay,
the tiny medicated plaster, stops the pain instantly
— then in 3 short days the entire corn lifts out
Root and All.
Blue-Jay is easy to use. Held snugly in place by
Wet • Pruf adhesive. Can't stick to stockings. 25t
for a package of 6. Get Blue-Jay today.

BLUE -JAY
8««er &, SMciek Scientific
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PLASTER

!

*A plus of dead cells root-like in form and position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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LADIES ami GIRLS latest shape hiecb grade nix-icwel movement Wrist Watcii with fine mesh metal bracelet. Beautifully
designed chromium plated case, or Big Cash Commissions.
SIMPLY GIVE AWAY FREE l.ic colored art pictures with
our famous WHITE CLOVERlNE SALVE for chaps, cuts,
burns, sores, etc., which you sell to your friends at 25c a box

(giving picture FREE) and remit as per our new premium plan book.
Choice of many other valuable premiums. Cloverine used in most every
home.
42nd season.
Send for order oi Cloverine
salve and pictures on
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"I don't know where it came from," he
says, with plaintive embarrassment. "It
just
likestrange
a fungus."
Or grew
like —the
notion that he is an
Englishman. That's what comes of morning-coat-and-striped-trouser roles and occasional picture trips to England. He has
a drastic confession to make. He was born
in Brooklyn, New York. You know, the
town with the droll baseball team.
"My father was foreman of the composing room and proofroom of the New York
Times. He worked nights. That meant that
we four kids — my two brothers, my sister,
and I— had to be fairly quiet around the
house in the daytime, while he was sleeping. Butwriting
he wasn't
all the time.
He was
short sleeping
stories, sending
them
off, and collecting rejection slips. Some
of
havethe a stories
few ofweren't
them. so bad, either. I still

BIGGER

CORN
— —
—

When Eddie finally -went on the stage,
his best friends told him . . . how terrible
he was. They asked him why he kept on
with it. The reason was that he knew he
would be even worse as a teacher or an
office slave.
Then, in silent days, whenever he appeared in a picture, its producer was practically tempting bankruptcy. Horton could
arouse polite snickers, but people seemed
to save their money to see Chaplin and
Lloyd and Ben Turpin. They were funny.
Yet today producers plead with him to
make picture after picture, at five grand
per week — because he has a unique comedy style that provokes unique mirth. What
is the answer?

"I rather liked the smell of printer's
ink, myself. I used to think vaguely that
maybe I would go into the newspaper
business, too, have skittles and ale on my
nights off, and write short stories in my
spare time — if I could keep the kids quiet.
But I never knew exactly what I did want
to become. The idea of acting never entered my cranium.
"I went to grade school in Brooklyn.
Then after a while we went down to Baltimore, where my father worked on the
Sun. I started high school there, and completed it by degrees in Brooklyn, New
York and New Jersey. I decided then that
it was about time I started battling the
world. I went to work — for the telephone
company. I addressed envelopes ; I carried
letters around to various offices in a
pouch ; I did this chore and that errand : I
was the General Inconvenience Department. I've forgotten how many weeks I
lasted; not many. Then I decided to hang
up my gloves and put off the battle. I decided to go to college."
HE

enrolled in Brooklyn Polytechnic
Institute, signing up for the arts
course. Two other boys also signed. One
day, Polly discovered — to its chagrin — that
it was giving an arts course for only three
students, and discontinued it. Eddie then
went out to Oberlin, Ohio, to Oberlin
College, and stayed three years. He is
appalled now by the lack of imagination
he displayed then. He majored in mathematics and physics.
The next year, he found himself at Columbia University in New York, commuting daily from home to classrooms, going
to Teachers' College. Just why he should
be
going
to Teachers'
College,
he didn't
know.
Except
that his family
thought
that
he could probably support himself sooner
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as a teacher than as anything else. Personally, he had his doubts . . . But that
was the turning point.
"There was a tavern — let's call it a
tavern, anyway — not too far from the campus, where the boys used to congregate
over mugs of beer and bowls of pretzels,
and tell lusty stories. One day I was there
with Roy and Kenneth Webb, who were
campus big-shots. They had written the
Varsity Show. I told one story that was
kind of funny, and they said: 'Why don't
you try out for the Show?' I was terribly,
terribly coy ; I had to be teased ; and
then, when I did try out, I hardly breathed
for days afterward. Until I got the news
that I had a part — a comedy part, in which
I had to sing. My singing was an affair for
the Board of Health ; it still is ; there isn't
a note in me. 'But,' I thought, 'if they can
stand it, I can.' I sang.
"In spite of that, the show was quite a
hit. We played for a week at the WaldorfAstoria, then went 'on tour.' Among other
places, to Northampton, to play for the
edification of the Smith College girls. And
that tour gave me ideas.
"I wasn't crazy about school, and I
loathed the thought of becoming a teacher.
Now, perhaps, I could escape that dank,
depressing fate. Perhaps I could become
an actor. I went to see an agent, and
talked fast. He finally got rid of me by
landing me in the chorus of a Staten
Island stock company that was putting on
Gilbert and Sullivan operas. And again I
sang. The wonder is that I'm still here,
as the fates and his finances
to As
tell soon
the story."
would permit,
to the theatre's
training
schoolhe— fled
dramatic
stock. best
He
worked in stock for years — in Philadelphia, Portland (Maine), Pittsburgh, Albany, Elmira, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre,
Portland (Oregon), his home-town 01
Brooklyn (which was only a score of
miles from Broadway). And even Brooklyn thought that he earned his seventyfive dollars a week — as a leading man.
He had heard of the movies ; he had
even known people who had left the stage
to do soundless, voiceless acting on the
screen ; and he knew that movies were
made somewhere in California. But he
wasn't interested. The reason why he
headed West in 1920 was to become leading man of Los Angeles' Majestic Theatre
Stock Company — at the incredible wage of
two hundred dollars a week. First thing
he knew, Broadway would be paging him,
maybe paying him five hundred dollars a
week !
But California got him. He became etherized by the climate, the outdoor life, the
carefree camaraderie. What completed his
conversion was the discovery that he could
make the equivalent of a Broadway salary, just by doing a little pantomiming on
the side for the movies.
His first picture was Too Much Business, made for Vitagraph — in a hurry, at
small expense. The date was 1921. His
latest is Lost Horizon, made for Columbia— in five months, at a cost of two million
dollars. In his first picture, he was starred,
at a salary of two hundred dollars a week.
In his latest, he is featured, at a salary of
five thousand. And plays a character that
was written into the script, though not in
the original novel — just so that Frank
Capra could have him in the cast.
Between those two pictures, he has made
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Most people would rarely have to resort to harsh purges if they kept tabs
on Nature.
Usually a mild laxative like Olive
Tablets is all one needs to assist Nature on the second day;
Once the exclusive prescription of a
practicing physician, Olive Tablets
are now an established proprietary,
welcomed by millions because they
are so easy to take and so mild;
It is simple to keep tabs on yourself.
Always have Olive Tablets on your
bathroom shelf as a reminder on the
second day. Three sizes, 1 5& 30ji, 60i.
All druggists.

Everybody's happy now! Pat O'Brien pounds the keys while host Jimmy Gleason, with Jack Oakie, Frank McHugh and Lynn Overmann try out their imitations
of the Yacht Club Boys.

The occasion was a stag party at Jimmie Gleason's

hundreds — yes, hundreds — of others. Oft
in the stilly night on his San Fernando
Valley Estate, he muses over the ability
of American audiences to "take it." Or,
rather, take him.
IN other days, it was the strange perseverance of producers about which he
used to muse. He had a lot of fun, in silent days, making such pictures as Ruggles
of Red Gap and Beggar on Horseback.
But while the critics approved them, the
public shunned them ; their producers lost
"trillions of dollars." And still they asked
for more Horton. It was uncanny, so uncanny that in 1928 he decided that maybe
he had better get reacquainted with the
stage — just in case.
So, with his brother, Winter Davis Horton, as manager and partner, he produced
a series of plays in Los Angeles. And
what a hunch was that ! Not only did they
have to hang out a Standing Room Only
sign at every performance, but — the talkies
burst upon Hollywood. And Hollywood,
perhaps to its consternation, discovered
that ton
it couldn't
get along
without
named Edward
Everet.
He the
was Horone
member of the old "big, happy family" who
knew stage technique. He appeared in the
second talkie ever made — The Terror.
It isn't true that he has appeared in half
of the talkies made since then; it just
seems that way. But he has been busyenough to need a manager to keep the
screen offers straight. That's where his
brother, "W. D.," fits in W. D. sorts out
the offers (all for five thousand a week)
and fits the parts. All that Eddie has to
worry about is how to pay his income tax.
"I've never had a long-term contract
with any studio since talkies came in ; only
contracts to do a certain number of pictures," he explains. "I don't say that
proudly. I think that my work is such
that if I'm right for a part, that's that. If
I were under contract and they were trying to use me, even if I didn't fit a part,
it might not be so good for them. And it
might be pretty dreadful for me."
The reason why he has to worry about
how to pay his income tax is that he has
an expensive hobby. His estate at Encino,
nine miles from Hollywood in the San
Fernando Valley. Namely, "Belleigh
Acres."
He first became
a landowner
eleven

When

years ago — unintentionally. As unintentionally as he became a comedian. His
brother George wanted two acres of a certain hilly four
plot, ; but
wouldn't
sell
less than
so the
Eddieowner
bought
the other
two.
WITH
his Lost Horizon earnings, he
is building a poolside bath-house in
the style of an old New England meetinghouse, with a sandy beach in front ; not to
mention a basement playroom panelled in
redwood and clear pine. Last year, he had
forty-eight men working on the place; this
year, only a few less. If he keeps on,
Southern California's unemployment problem will be solved. "They tell me I'll have
the place finished in three more years."
Practically every stick of furniture in
the house is a genuine antique. "Lord Baltimore, so the legend goes, tucked himself
into this four-poster bed. These handcarved chairs were made by Duncan Phyfe
himself. This old Chippendale desk came
from County Surrey. This big mirror once
hung in the house in New Orleans where
French colonists were going to establish
Napoleon, if they could spirit him away
from St. Helena. I followed this eightlegged table around from auction to auction
for nine years. The original bid was fifteen hundred ; I finally got it for two
hundred and fifty . . . and was lucky.
Usually, they see me coming, and balloon
His mother shares his home with him.
the prices."
(His father died in 1915.) "I'm still a
bachelor, but I don't know how eligible. I
don't think anybody is interested."
HE

doesn't talk, off-screen, with that
querulous tremolo. He doesn't have
that pursed-lip smile. Neither does he dress
like a masculine hot-house flower ; he
usually wears baggy slacks and sport coats
faintly reminiscent (in design) of horse
blankets. Only on the screen does he live
in a state of constant confusion, pop-eyed
bewilderment, indignation, jitters ; offscreen, he is the most easygoing person in
Hollywood.
He celebrated the finish of Lost Horizon by it
growing
a mustache.
tell
me that
will never
do, that I "They
shall have
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to part with it. It makes me look too intel igent .. . Ah, me, the sacrifices that I
must make for my art !"
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Should Movie Stars Broadcast?

Only eyes with natural-looking
beauty win men's admiration

CREAMY MASCARA
beautifies eyes naturally!

Win admiration, when your eyes look as if
Nature herself had given them a luxuriant,
Do it with Pinaud's Sixof lashes!
dark fringe
Twelve
Creamy
Mascara. It never makes you
look "made-up"! Black, brown, blue, green.
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255 Fifth Avenue.
(Dept. F)
New York City
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—

FREE FOR ASTHMA
DURING WINTER
If you suffer with those horrible attacks of Asthma when it is cold and
damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you
choke as if each gasp for bre th was
the very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe;
if you feel the disease is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail to send
at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.
for a free trial of a remarkable method.
No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy un-If
der the Sun, send for this free trial.
you have suffered for a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of
without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope
but send today for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing. Address:
Frontier Asthma Co., 1-B Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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SO

HOLLYWOOD
is on the spot, with
the producers not knowing which way
to turn. On one side the exhibitors, who
buy what Hollywood has to sell, insist the
stars get off the air. On the other side,

off the air, but as a direct result of radio
offers the little star's picture salary also
was multiplied by three. These are the
charges against radio. What is the defense ?

the
stars,refuse
who make
saleable,
to giveHollywood's
up the easy product
money
and popularity that go with a broadcast.
And then there is still another thorn in

Eddie
star, and
all sides
frank.
''Don't

the producers' pants : increased cost of picture production due to their stars going on
the air. Sometimes these costs are enormous— as in the instance of the making of
Shipmates. During the shooting of the
prize sequence of the entire picture, Dick
Powell was compelled to rush off the parade ground at Annapolis Naval Academy,
catch a cab to the airport and fly to New
York to make his broadcast.

Pinaud'S SIX-TWELVE

THE
HOUSE OF

[Continued from page 39]

Dick's hasty departure left twelve hundred cadets, their officers and bands and
a large force of extras, as well as the
camera and labor crews, unable to go on
with the shooting. As a result that entire
sequence had to be dropped at an estimated loss of fifty thousand dollars to the
studio.
Emmanuel Cohen's battle against radio
at Paramount is history now. He claimed
the studio's losses due to delayed production while stars went to radio rehearsals
and radio broadcasts were enormous. With
Bing Crosby, Carl Brisson, Burns and
Allen, Lanny Ross, Joe Penner, Ruggles
and Boland, Gladys Swarthout, and a half
dozen others all going on the air, and all
requiring time for rehearsals, air script
conferences and what not, the studio might
as well give up trying to make pictures.
He pointed out that in one production they
would sometimes have as many as five
players who were going on the air at different times, with the result it would more
than double the length of the time required
to complete the shooting.
And, just to show how far the "time off
for radio" idea can be carried, producers
point to Fox studio's agreement with Alice
Faye, i.e. that she must be permitted to
leave production whenever Rudy Vallee
was on the air, so that she could listen.
A fact, not a gag!
And what going on the air has done to
stars' salaries has given the studios a severe headache. Charlie Ruggles and Mary
Boland went on the air in a Mr. and Mrs.
skit, and before radio stopped making this
couple offers for a regular program of this
feature Paramount discovered their picture salaries must be almost doubled to
keep them from deserting the films.
Mae West could not make Paramount
jump through exactly as she wished until
radio began bidding for her services. She
was offered $7,500 each for a series of
broadcasts — and $10,000 bonus for signing
the contract. She demanded ten thousand
a broadcast.
Meanwhile she decided to talk salary
with the producers of her pictures. Her
contract was torn up and rewritten at a
new figure by Paramount.
Old Gold then offered her $200,000 for
twenty-six broadcasts, with bonuses. Mae
had another talk with her picture studio
and came out with a contract that said she
must have a salary as a writer as well as
a salary as an actress on all her pictures.
Mae never did get a dollar from radio,
but her broadcast offers, and her own
shrewdness, did manage to just about treble
her picture earnings.
Fox managed
to keep Shirley Temple
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Cantor, Hollywood's all-around
the one person who should know
of this controversy, is pointedly

blame radio if your movie stars
are sour," he says. "And don't let anybody tell you that broadcasting hurts a
star, or a star's pictures. At least not if
it is correctly done. I've already produced
figures to prove broadcasting never cut
down my picture grosses.
"Instead of cutting a star's popularity,
radio increases it. Look at the case of
Dick Powell, for example.
"Right now there seems to be much to
say about the screen stars broadcasting.
Complaint No. 1 comes from the film exhibitor, who claims that not only is this
practice depleting the contents of his pocketbook, but he is fearful that if this opposition continues,
in a toshort
he won't
have pants
in which
keep while
a pocketbook.
"Complaint No. 2 comes from the studios. They admit that they are gaining
some free advertising for their stars and
their pictures through the radio, but not
nearly enough to make up for the way it
interferes with their production schedules
and increasing their production costs. Not
only do the stars need time for broadcasting, but they must have time for rehearsing— and that means taking them away
from pictures sometimes at the most inopportune moments.
"But, to my mind, the most important —
and the most justified — complaint comes
from
Picture
stars sometimes
aren't goodit
enoughtheonpublic.
the air.
In fact,
seems fans
theyresent
can'tthis.
be bad enough. And
their
'"Yet, as things are done now, how can
it be aotherwise?
You know,
theymake
don'ta
make
radio appearance
like they
picture. They should, but they don't.
Somehow, most of them can't seem to
realize they're not singing in the back yard,
so to ously
speak.
enough.They
They don't
look take
at it radio
merelyserias
a sideline — a way to pick up easy money.
"If they would realize that the instant
they open their mouths in front of a microphone on a national hook-up that twenty
to forty million people may be listening in,
they would do things differently. They
know this is a fact, but it doesn't sink in.
They don't seem to realize that you can't
recall a word that's been spoken over the
air, and that you can't pull it back for
editing, cutting and retaking.
"When these stars make a picture they
are carefully selected for the part. Then
they study the characterization. The shots
are made over and over again, and the
best selected. Then the picture is edited,
cut and previewed. Perhaps retakes are
made.
"But on
— that's
the the
end.air, once you utter a word
"So the exhibitors' complaint is justified in so far as some stars do poor work
on the air. And they do hurt themselves,
and cut the attendance both to their current and future pictures.
"The remedy is not to take them off the
air, however. It is to put them on the air
as they should be put on. Prepared and
ready. Eliminate slipshod methods and put
as much effort on a five minute broadcast
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CAN
as you do on a movie sequence. Then you
will see how much good being on the radio
can do a star.
"There should be a committee appointed
to supervise the putting of motion picture
stars on the air. A committee of four or
five thoroughly experienced radio men.
"Then, when they looked over a script
they might say: 'Here, drop this paragraph. It will win the ill-will of three
million people in the south.' Or : 'You
can't
broadcast
this treatment,
sequence. and
It doesn't
lend itself
to radio
would
require a great deal of explanatory matter
to make the setting clear to the listeners.'
Or : 'Here, if they won't let you sing in
pictures we certainly won't let you ruin
yourself by singing on the air.'
"We owe that sort of treatment and
broadcasting alike to pictures and radio
and to our sponsors and our fans.
"Now as to the matter of good radio
programs keeping the fans away from
movie theatres. So what? You can't stop
progress. Radio is here and exhibitors can't
keep the stars off the air. Besides, the exhibitors had better be getting on the bandwagon themselves, preparing for the rapidly
approaching day of television — just as many
of the radio and movie stars are doing.
"Radio and motion pictures must be
wedded for television. Hollywood is the
logical place for that wedding, and what
we are going through now is the natural
and legitimate courtship. These little dramatic sketches and excerpts from pictures
are really the forerunners of the beginning
of practical television.
"So, definitely and positively, movie stars
will not get off the air. Suppose the
sponsors of the radio programs should suddenly announce that they would not longer
permit their stars to appear in pictures
because that competition hurt radio?
"They won't, however, and as soon as
movie stars have the sort of protection
they should have on radio programs, the
motion picture exhibitors will be glad they
are on the air."
MEANWHILE
Hollywood continues to
seethe, and many producers are attempting to straddle the fence, hoping for
things to blow over. Samuel Goldwyn,
however, is not one of those who is dodging the issue. He says, frankly, that he
doesn't think anyone has a right to order
stars off the air. If America's movie fans
want to hear their favorite stars on the

PICK OUT

OUR

NATIONAL FLOWER?

air, they are entitled to do so.
"If the motion picture exhibitors blame
anybody,"
Mr. they
Goldwyn,
shouldn't
be radio. says
Instead,
should"itblame
the
Hollywood motion picture producers. It
isn't radio that is cutting box office receipts, it's poor pictures. If radio didn't
keep fans away from second-rate pictures
something else would.
"Our problem isn't to attempt to weaken
radio broadcasts by denying them our stars
— but to strengthen our pictures to meet
their competition. And when we do this,
then this fight between radio and pictures
will be a good thing for us.
"If our stars are not as good on the air
as they might be — then we will show the
public how much better they are in pictures than they ever can be on radio.
When we do that, radio will be feeding
us patrons.
"However, there is plenty of room for
both radio and pictures — and I believe it
is to our mutual advantage to have our
stars as good on the air as expert direction
andSo,production
makeheadlines
them." you may
in spite of can
all the
read to the contrary, you will probably
continue to hear your favorite movie star
on the radio and to see your favorite radio
star in pictures.
And how well you would realize this
truth if you had shared the sight this writer
witnessed at the Lux Theatre of the
Air in Hollywood. Joan Cawford and
Franchot Tone were broadcasting
"Chained," and anyone personally acquainted with Joan would know that she
was having one of the biggest thrills of
her life. As she leaned forward in her
chair to put everything she had into the
lines she was reading into the microphone,
pride, excitement and happiness shone in
her eyes.

The answer is — you can't. Because there is no
official national flower!* But there is a famous
Skin Protector that you can "try before you buy"
— Italian Balm! Four women out of five who once
try it, continue using it in preference to anything
else. Approved by Good Housekeeping. Economical to use. Send for FREE bottle today.
(*Authority:
son.
Pub., A. "Nuggets
L. Burt Coof ) Knowledge" — Geo. W. Stimp-

Italian Balm
GarnjxcvnxCi

THE
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Joan's mother was out in front in the
audience, and told us that this was the
proudest moment of her life, because she
knew Joan felt this was giving her a chance
to do what she had always wanted to do.
The money radio was paying Joan and
Franchot for this appearance carried small
weight
faith that
this was
the
first beside
definiteJoan's
step toward
television
and
the future American stage.
With the foremost stars in pictures regarding radio in this light, it seems that
the exhibitors' drive to put motion picture
players off the air may start a real fight
in Hollywood.
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'400 M^1
Mrs. F. McE. (Penna.)
thought it was too good
to be true when she
read that Chicago
School dents
of were
Nursing
stuoften able
to earn $25 a week
tical" nursing."pracHowtchde learning
ever, she sent for the
booklet offered in the
advertisement and after much careful thought decided to enroll. Before she had completed the seventh lesson she was able to accept her first case — in
three months she had earned $400 !
Think of the things you could do with $4001

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF NURSING

can train you, as it has trained thousands of men
and women,

at home and in your sp-ire time, for the

dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course is
endorsed by physicians. 37th year. Lessons are simple
and easy to understand. High school education not
necessary.
Complete Decide
nurse's today
equipment
included.
tuition
vaymevtn.
that you
will he Easy
one
of
the
to $35
coupon
pages.

many
and women.
18 tonurses!
60. earning
a week men
as trained
practical
Send $25"
the
for interesting booklet and sample lesson
Learn how you can win success, new friends,

happiness— as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
—Photo

by

Charles Rhode

Dept. 812
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago. III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name-

Joan Bennett and her husband, Gene Markey, and Mary Brian
leaving the church after the Ann Sothern-Roger Pryor wedding
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"I'm Testing"
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I L. A. Eagles took in S200
his first week. Harry Hill says : " Paid tor home with
Rug-Washer. Earned S86 first day. " Fred Paulson
says:
10J^ hours."
Manyearning
others quick,
make
§125 "Made
to $200 $99perin week.
Thousands
easy profits. Electricity does the work. Finishes
rugs
like new,
customer's
floor. Hundreds
of
customers
in youron vicinity
and nearby
towns.

EASY

TERMS

Inexpensive equipment. Pay part down —
balance monthly. No shop necessary. Used
by the United States Government and Statler Hotel System. Manufactured since 1918
— every machine guaranteed.

FREE

BOOK

Send today (no obligation) for booklet
illustrating Rug-Washer and telling
how you can earn large profits
at prices below other methods;
how you can build a permanent year-around business; and how you can
pay on easy terms.
Enjoy a larger income.
Write today— NOW.
VON SCHRADER MFG. CO.
17-D PI.. Racine, Wis.
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The fascinating allure of hennatreated hair has long been recognized by stars of Screen and Stage.
To be absolutely safe and to obtain
justthe desired effect, from the most
delicate tint to the warmest tone
insist that your beauty parlor use
nature-pure, nature-safe, genuine
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selecting the would-be motion picture actors and actresses.
"I should like to say this to all who
read and may run (to Hollywood) — when
you have a screen test made, whoever you
may be, you may have the satisfaction of
knowing that we zvamt you to succeed. Or
we wouldn't be making the test at all. Too
expensive. M-G-M spent in excess of
$50,000 last year in making tests. Therefore, when we make a test we pray that
we'll have something as well as you.
"But the test itself is, actually, the last
step in the process. It isn't as simple as
just dropping in, stepping before the camera and going to it. First of all I talk to
the screen applicant at some length. I
listen to the timbre of her voice, her diction, watch the play of her hands, the expression inher eyes. Long experience has
taught me to gauge, with fair success, the
emotional depth, the comedy possibilities,
the general potentiality of the applicant.
"Then, if I am interested or even if I
am doubtful, I have the girl come back
again. I have her read a scene aloud to
me. I can pretty well tell whether she
has been lying to me or not when I hear
her read a scene. If I am planning to proceed with a test I may have her rehearse
the scene very thoroughly with me, or with
an established actor and give two or three
days to it sometimes. Then I can judge her
diction more accurately. For more and more
diction is assuming importance over features, figure, physical beauty.
"We try, always, to find a scene for the
test which best fits the You we have endeavored to discover. The scene may be
taken from a stage play, a current motion
picture, a play you have done in High
School. But whatever the scene it is selected in the hope of its fitting you.
"Then I may ask the casting director,
possibly a producer or two, to come in and
hear you read the scene. This is called
an Audition. And if, then, the applicant
still seems to have possibilities, if the
other opinions check with mine, we go
ahead with the scene, the talking test. And
we go to the same detailed pains for making a test as we do for making a scene in
a working production.
"The girl is sent to the make-up department. Make-up experts experiment with
her until they find the make-up which
seems to suit her best. Then she is sent
to the hairdresser and various coiffures are
tried. Then to the wardrobe department
where costumes suitable to the part she is
to play are tried on, fitted, made right in
ready. particular. Next the set is made
every
**"\ \ 7"HEN, at last, the test scene is ac» » tually shooting we shoot it several
times as in the making of a picture. If a
line is muffed, if the sound man is dissatisfied we make it over and then over
again and no expense spared.
"We also provide a complete cast to
work with the testee. If the scene calls
for a cast of four, eight, ten, that number
of persons is on the set. On many occasions the stars themselves offer their
services, come down after their own working hours and feed lines to the testee.
Garbo spent one whole evening making a
test with a man who was trying out for
a part in The Painted Veil. Gable came
down for two nights running to make a
test with a young amateur making her first
test.
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"And even when all is done we do not
expect perfection from the newcomer. It
is said that tests are not fair, that the amateur is nervous, realizes that she is facing
an ultimatum one way or the other and cannot do her best. We do not expect her to
do her best. And it is fair, the test, because
everyone
to Idoasked,
the same
"Isn't ithas
true,"
"that thing."
some of the
young players who have themselves passed
tests and even been given contracts are
used as stooges to test with other newcomers and are lost in the process. I
remember Muriel Evans telling me that
she had a contract with M-G-M, hoped to
get
and theto only
'where'Maureen
she got
was somewhere
to feed lines
testees.
O'Sullivan went through a spell of doing
the same thing — and she was terrified for
fear she'd be lost, not even on the cutting
room floor, but in the tests where only the
back of her head would be seen."
"Yes," said Mr. Bucquet, "occasionally
something of the sort does happen. But
only occasionally and not for long, as a
rule. It's the fortunes of war, any kind of
war. On the other hand, stooging for a
test sometimes works in reverse, too. There
is the famous case of Karen Morley. She
was sitting in the casting office one day
honing for extra work. Bob Montgomery
happened in. He wanted someone to make
awhile
test with
him, tohisread
he made
testhimforGarbo's
a partlines
in
Inspiration. It was only a voice test. He
chose Karen because she happened to be
handy. She read the lines. The producers
heard the voice on the sound track. They
asked immediately whose voice that was —
who was the girl — where was she? They
finally located her and liked her so much
that she not only got the part of Lliane in
Inspiration but also a long term contract
Hal Mohr, Academy prize winner for
with
cameraM-G-M."
work last year (and husband of
Evelyn dredsVenable)
me: that
"I've sheer
made fright
hunof tests and told
I know
makes the people being tested act stupid —
and look stupid. They aren't sufficiently
prepared, perhaps, for all that is before
them. Nor are the players the only ones
who commit blunders, act stupid. I made
the very first tests of Garbo. They were
just photographic tests — we didn't get as
far as the scene tests because / didn't believe that she had camera possibilities!
I'd like to absolve my screen soul a little
by
saying
it wasn't
entirely
Garbo
was that
badly
made up.
At my
that fault.
time
we tried to make every player look alike.
We made every one up in the deluded hope
that they would look uniformly 'pretty.'
You ofmay
theretoday
wasn't
left
the imagine
Garbo wethatknow
aftermuch
we
got through with this treatment.
"I also made the first test Al Jolson ever
made — for The Jazz Singer — the father of
the talkies. Al was so nervous that I
thought he'd collapse. I had to stop shooting every few minutes and talk to him.
It took days and days to get stuff on Al
which vaguely resembled the Al you know
on the screen today.
"Gary Cooper is the only ranking star in
Hollywood, so far as I know, who never
made a contract test at all. He was given
the first camera-less test on record. He
had been doing extra work. He was suggested, by Bob Mclntyre, for the part of
Abe Lee in The Winning of Barbara
Worth, starring Vilma Banky and Ronald
Cohiiail.
He was ushered into an office
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Here's the world record breaking shampoo. It took twelve hours for this scene
of Ann Sothern shampooing Gene Raymond's hair for RKO-Radio's The
Smartest Girl In Town.
Director Joseph Santley watches the proceedings
filled with producers, executives, directors.
And finding himself, without warning, in
this embarrassing position, he flashed his
embarrassed, engaging smile around the
room and, without uttering one word was
dismissed.
"'Well,
came the
The
answergentlemen?'
was unanimous
and question.
half an
hour later a rough young star-in-the-making was being groomed for bigger parts."
YES,
some
screamingly
funny
things
happen
in the test department,
some
dramatic, some tragic.
When Fred Stone made his first test the
hour struck and there was no one available to feed his lines to him. He suggested
that
wife's they
coloredarrived
maid with
him. heHebring
did.his When
and
were given the scripts to read for the
audition it was explained to the lady of
color that Mr. Stone would read his lines
rind that she would follow him and read
hers. Fred began. There was silence.
And Belinda (?) said suddenly, "But I
don't understand, Mistah Stone, suh, who
is yo in the play — is yo Medium Shot?"
When Ruth Chatterton, trail-blazing
Broadway star of the talkies, was in Hollywood afew years before she made her first
talking picture she was visiting Norma
Talmadge one day on the United Artists
lot. Norma persuaded Ruth to make up
and take a test "just for fun." Ruth had
never given the movies a thought — for
herself. But she daubed on some make-up
and they shot a test "just for fun." Some
months later, back in New York, Ruth received a wire from the studio. It ran
"Have seen your test. Stop. Very much
interested in offering you contract. Stop.
// you will have your nose operated on."

When Andrea Leeds, pretty young
U.C.L.A. graduate who is playing an important partasked
in Samto make
Goldwyn's
And
Get It was
some Come
tests with
three young men who were being tested
to see which should play the part opposite
her, she had no idea what was in store for
her. She little dreamed that come nightfall she would emerge the most thoroughly
kissed young woman in the sovereign state
o' California. But she did. Andrea was
kissed exactly four hundred and sixtyseven times in that one day by the cameraman's count. The lovely kissee's kissers
were, in order, Francis X. Shields, ranking
American tennis star (and I saw a first
test of Frank, too, by the way — and I dare
to prophesy a runner-up to Bob Taylor
e'er long), Bob Lowrey, stage juvenile and
John Payne of the New York stage.
Shields kissed Miss Leeds from 8 a.m.
until noon ; Lowrey took up the enviable
task at noon and kissed her until 3 p.m.
and John Payne followed suit and kept
going until 6 p.m. Now there's a tasty bit
of testing for you. Further proving my
point that anything can, and does happen
under
of most
"I'm beautiful
testing."
And the
now casual
I mustslogan
tell the
test story of all . . . and then no more.
Fred Astaire made his first contract
test. It is the custom with some of the
studios to append a ten or twenty word
commentary to the player's test — a sort of
resume of the testee's personality. Appended to Fred Astaire's first test was this
incredible classic : "Not particularly good
looking, thinning hair, mediocre personality
— can also dance."
"Can also dance . . ." those three words
should be included in any and all anthologies of immortal Boobiana.
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Free!
CANDY
& COOKY

He's

BRAND-NEW
SHORT-CUT

a Fool for Cupid

[Continued from page 40]

RECIPES!

the last two bits in his pocket (if he ever
gets that low AGAIN), and who'll fight
for his friends with every ounce of himself, mentally and physically.
Ana they know the Cary Grant who's a
fool for Cupid, who falls in and out of
love like a tumblebug, who idealizes all
women and yet treats THE woman of his
moment with a casual off-handedness that
more often burns
sometimes
them
up. amuses them,

There, you see, are at least five different
Fudges, penuchi, pull taffies, caramels —
Cary Grants. He's not just a Jekyll-Hyde
made in new failure-proof ways! • New
sort of guy; he's the whole darned Jekyll
candies^ — easy to do. • Fondant made
and Hyde families ! But through whatever
without cooking! • And what cookies!
character he's in at the moment, there's
• Many so easy a small girl can make
one dominant trait that's always part of
them!
him. That is his complete, utter, unWrite to THE BORDEN CO., Dept. FWG-126, 350 Madison
Hollywoodian lack of self-importance.
Ave., New York, for FREE recipe book, just off the press.
Cary Grant is the actor with the smallest
ego in Hollywood. It was knocked
bumpof ofhim,
Name
out
long ago.
I'm going to tell you about it. I m
Address
going to tell you a lot of odd facts, amusing
stories, about the Cary Grant of today,
them you've
yesterday.
Cary
and ofheard
think.of Because
before, IMost
never
doesn't talk about himself, and the kind of
friends he has don't talk about him, either.It
GIVEN
About that lack of self-importance.
Would you like to own this latest model rect- died long before Cary— by the way, his real
angular Wrist Watch, with jeweled move- name is Archie Leach, imagine '.—came to
ment, engraved case and bracelet to match! Hollywood. It died when, to keep a roof
It's so easy to get this gorgeous Wrist Watch and it over his head and some food in his middle,
walking on stilts in a
won't cost you a penny. Choice of other VALUABLE
GIFTS or CASH. Just send your name and ad dress for he had to take a job
our latest Free Gift Plan. Be sure to writeforit TODAY.
clown suit at Coney Island. By the time a
lot of kids from the Bronx had asked him,
EMPIRE MDSE. CORP., 414 Broadway, Dept. 34, N.Y.C.
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ten thousand times a day: How's d'
didn't feel
weather up d'ere, mister?" he
selfAnd any trace of
so big any more.
he and
when
fled
left
was
that
n
inflatio
in
r
designe
t
Orry-Kelly, now big-sho
Hollywood, shared a dinky room together
in New York, broke as a kid's toy the day
after Christmas— and hand-painted neckthey wouldn't starve or be
into theso street.
kickedties to peddle
It was just about that time that Cary
stood before a cracked mirror and told
himself:
"I'm going to get some place. 1 ve got
at
to get some place. I'm going to work it.
He did
it until I show 'em I can!"
he
that
himself
But he has never convinced
amounted to much— even though he has
convinced some of the hardest-boiled producers and directors in Hollywood.
They say he takes his work seriously.
understand the reason, don't you?
Well, atyou
the same time, he never is satisfied
But
with his work. The very first job he ever
got in Hollywood was a role in This Is
the Night. He saw the preview. He
writhed. He went straight home before
the picture was over, threw his personal
belongings into some ancient luggage,
drove his rattly car around front, and was
throwing the stuff in it, ready for a helterskelter flight back east, when some friends
came by to congratulate him on his work.
"You were swell," they yelled at him.
"I was lousy. I'm going away," he yelled
back.
It took a solid hour of arguing before
to stay. It wasn't because he
he decided
was
convinced that he was good. He
merely said to himself that he was still
lousy in his own eyes, but if others thought
he was all right, why, what the deuce . . . ?
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LT'VEN today, he's a nuisance to his di*-' rectors. After every good take of any
of his scenes, the director has to argue
him into letting it stand. Cary insists it
was bad, and wants to do it over. If the
directors didn't talk him out of it, Cary'd
be doing the same scene over all day long !
He can't ever forget what a stage director in New York told him, when he
along with Allan Jones, was working in
bit parts for the Shuberts. "You," said
the stage manager, " are a handsome young
mug and you wear clothes awful nice. But
you're a helluva actor!"
Ever since then he hasn't liked directors
too much. That's why they have such a hard
time convincing him they're right when
they tell him he's done a scene well. That's
why he always goes to the electricians and
grips,
andtheupdirector
gets
before it
he'llburns
believe
! okeh
Sometimes
directors
! their
In his determination to be a good actor,
he retires into a thespian-monastic life
when "in production." He cuts out all
dates, regardless of how the girl feels
about it. He even turns thumbs down on
luncheon dates, either social or for interviews. Instead, he hurries into his dressing
room, eats a specially prepared light meal,
and studies his lines and reads them out
loud, with gestures, preparing for the afternoon's takes. After the day's shooting,
he hurries home, takes a plunge in the surf
(he lives at the beach, you know), gobbles
some dinner, and locks himself into his
study with the script. He studies it for
hours. Then bed — and next morning, he"s
on
set a and
lines.
morethethan
lot knows
of other his
actors
do. That's
On the set, too, you'll find a facet of that
other side of his — that strange utter-givingof-himself that he bestows on a very few
persons. You see, Cary has had too many
hard knocks to trust himself to people
deeply, any more. He's afraid to make
close friends. But once in a while, somebody breaks through, and then Cary goes
head-over-heels. That's the way it is with
a young fellow with a smashed hand, a
young fellow named Mai Merrihugh. Not
long ago, Mai was a star pitcher for the
Kansas City Blues. Then he smashed the
hand — and poof went his baseball stardom,
his livelihood, his hopes. Cary met him.
Mai somehow clicked with Cary. And
now — well, they officially register Mai as
Cary's stand-in. But I'll be tripled-darned
if it isn't the other way around. Actually,
Cary this
is stand-in
his own
stand-in
! It's
like
: Cary for
always
manages
to wangle
a part for Mai, in his pictures. And Cary
stands in for Mai when Mai is preparing
for the take. More than that, half the
time when Ma! is supposed to be standing
in for Cary, he's really out somewhere —
Cary's told him to go take a rest for himself, or something like that. And when
they need Cary's stand-in, for those long,
hot, tedious minutes of focusing and lightsetting, it's Cary himself who, uncomplainingly, stands in the glare and waits, while
Mai's taking it easy somewhere !
Cary's one sport that he likes best is
swimming — with its variations. Right now,
he's learning aquaplaning. Johnny Weismueller is teaching him in Santa Monica
yacht harbor — and all the pretty screen
stars who live along the yacht harbor
strand, there, look out of their seaward
windows at the two lithe brown lads and
sigh and sigh and sigh !
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS
OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912, AND MARCH
3, 1933
Of Movie Classic published monthly at Mount Morris, 111..
for Oct. 1, 1936.
State of Connecticut?
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of Fairfleldr
Before me, a notary public in and for the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared W. M. Cotton, who.
having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is the business manager of the Movie Classic and
that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and
if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the Act of
March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and
Kegulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. Tbat the names and addresses of the publishers, editor, managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher.
Motion Picture Publication. Inc., Greenwich, Conn.; Editor, E. J. Smithson, Hollywood, Calif. ; Managing Editor,
H. H. Beall, Hollywood, Calif.; Business Manager, W.
M. Cotton, Greenwich,
Conn.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its
name and address must be stated and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding one per cent or more of total amount of stock.
If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses
of the individual owners must be given. If owned by a
firm, conrpany, or other unincorporated concern, its name
and address, as well as those of each individual member,
must be given.) Motion Picture Publications, Inc., Greenwich, Conn.; C-A Publishing Co., New York City; Fawcett Publ.. Inc., Greenwich, Conn.; W. H. Fawcett, Breezy
Point, Minn;; Ftances Fawcett, Breezy Point, Minn.;
Roger Fawcett, New York City; W. H. Fawcett, Jr.,
Chicago, 111.; Gordon Fawcett, Hollywood, Calif.; R. K.
Fawcett, Greenwich, Conn.; Marion Fawcett Bagg. Tulsa,
Okla. ; Roscoe Fawcett
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Minn.
3. Tbat the known bondholders, mortagees, and other
security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
(If there are none, so state.)
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i. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names
of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any.
contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the bocks of the company but also, in
cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has
any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each issue of
this publication sold or distributed, through the mails
or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the twelve months
preceding the date shown above is
(This information is required from daily publications only.)
W. M. COTTON, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th day of
September, 1936.
HELEN M. LANO, Notary rublic
(Seal.)
(My commission expires Feb. 1, 1941)

hot.
so own,
hound,
party very
AS- Hea gives
of his
parties not
few Cary's
and then there are only a few in — the few
close friends he allows himself to have.
It's on these occasions that the playboy
Cary comes, now and then, to life. Out of
he'll suda corner,
a gloomy
. Wham
wham
football
like a in
denly boundreverie
wham, on the piano. Rat-a-tap-tap-tap
with a clogstep on the hardwood floor.
Talk goes zipping around the room with
the speed and sting of a flight of wild
bees. And then, all of a sudden, the
mood'll climb on Cary's back, and he returns to his corner and his morose quietude.
He does like girls. But he admits he's
sort of scared of them. He wouldn't admit, for the world, that he falls in and out
of love easily — but those who know him
insist he does. Right now, it's plainly
Mary Brian. Sometimes, though, Betty
Furness, even with those trick hats, takes
Mary's place in the night-club scene.
Once he talked about himself and love.
"I'm an awful poor Romeo," he said.
"When I go courting, it's a pretty sad performance. Iguess I'm too deadly intense,
and I can't express, in words, the deep
feelings I'm trying to convey. So I'm
just a muddle-tongued boob."
THE gal of his moment has to learn to
take Cary as he is. He's casual. Appointments mean nothing to him — he invariably arrives late, no matter what the
date is. He's always got an excuse.
Sometimes it's good. Sometimes it's fair.
Sometimes it's just awful. But she has
to
take not
it if
she for
likesorchids
Cary. orAnd
she'd
better
look
corsages
when he's taking her out. He never thinks
to send one, so she'd better order her own.
He acts on the spur of the moment, rather
than down the conventionally prescribed
channels. And he's absent-minded as all
get-out.
Yet he idealizes, worships women. He
endows all women with those story-book
attributes they're supposed to have. He
doesn't believe they can be loud, vulgar.
He thinks they are invariably understanding, tolerant, companionable, fine.
It was when he was still married to
Virginia that Cary expressed his philosophy of marriage : "Marriage should not
destroy the individuality of either party,"
he said. "I mean what I say — zchatcvcr
l/irginia zvaiits to do, she may." She did.
Yet, if he marries again, Cary will again
insist on that same
marital philosophy.
There's plenty more to tell about him.
But the space isn't here. Some people
say Cary's
colorless.
twaddle.
You
could
talk and
write That's
about Cary
for page
after page, he's so full of color and complexities. His modesty — the day a befuddled errand boy at Paramount tonguetangled an introduction of him as George
Brent. To which Cary, with a bashful
grin, apologized to the visitor, and said:
"I'm sorry to disappoint you. I'd like to
be George Brent, but I'm only Cary

What
Do You Do with
Your Little Finger?
—when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You know from
watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous social and business asset. Great actresses
accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell

•
•
•
•

how
how
how
and
best

to hold a cigarette
to pick up cards
to shake hands
how to make hands behave to the
advantage on all occasions

Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail coupon with the front of a 35c 50c or $1.00
Frostilla Fragrant Lotion box (or
two fronts from 10c sizes) and your
copy will be sent FREE.
"FROSTILLA"
432 Gray Street, Elmira, N.Y.
Here is the box front — send me my copy
of Margery Wilson's book on hands.
Address.

,,. ,

City

State

i»vFREEtoW0MEN0VER25!
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• Mypricelesssecret,— "HOW
■ TO
REALLY LOOK YEARS

m-zsk mm

•*3<*^g»>Jp'

SL

YOUNGER

and MORE beau-

You, too, can quickly conquer

ji TIFULASYOUGROWOLDER".

fi msPORE
JH WRINKLES;
FLABBINESS;
and
after W%^__: ^HiSi
»GE SIGNS, without
surgery,
pain, danger or seclusion.
Acclaimed "A Veritable Miracle", by thousands!
Yours FREE! No Obligation. Write TODAY. -

EUNICE

SHELLY,

Suite 22-B.

Salon of Eternal Youth

The Park Central, New York City

CENTENARY

TIN

^jdqajajsTea
a*s*s»tA

Cary was born in Bristol, and his dad
and family are still there. He wraps up
the
American funny papers every Sunday
Grant."
and sends them to his kid brother, over
there. They don't have such things in
England, my word ! ! But in Cary, the
only British traits that remain are that
stand-offishness he sometimes manifests,
and his inward squeamishness about seeing
himselfcomein
print.Americanized.
Beyond that, he's becompletely
And the first thing he said, when he returned from his last visit to his folks in
England, was :
"Thank Heaven, I can have a hot dog
and a hamburger again !"

IN A HANDSOME

CADDY

TIN

In celebration of Its 100th year Rideways offers you
the CENTENARY TIN — a special blend of fine orange
pekoe tea. Packed in a substantial tin with a binned
cover. makinK an excellent tea caddy. Handsomely
colored and illustrated, a very tasteful and useful
Christmas Rift. On sale at the better stores, write
for price list to RIDGWAYS. Inc., 230 West Street,
N. Y. C.

When answering advertisements, please mention December Movie Classic
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REDUCIBLE

I Want

to Meet That Man

{Continued from page 47}

LOOKING
r

and with each other.
One day I have been down town shopping
and arrive home with a few things. He
starts looking over my purchases with a
critical eye and says, "How much money
did you spend today?"
"Oh, about ten dollars," I reply.
"Look, do you really need all these
"Yes," I say definitely.

WIFE!

"Well, honestly Jo, I don't see how we
things?"
can ever save any money. You never seem
to think of tomorrow."
• Get rid of reducible
PAT in a hurry! But
#
reduce
the SAFE
\
i
I A«A
Food Method Way by
\l
t*»5T
eating moderately, ex\ Is
1^ ||*c
ercising regularly and
\ \j, !■
!!»••
following the SLEN\ Jk
Sn
^
DRETS Food Method ^^ fl lfl V
i
.ind regime. .. not with *""Je# * WA&ltC '
TwWBIW.
*P»r
dangerous drugs! NO
DANGEROUS DRUGS... positively no dinitrophenol. Not laxative. No thyroid. SLENDRETS
Wafers are delicious too... taste just like candy!
READ HOW OTHERS LOST REDUCIBLE FAT
*Mrs. L. R. O'Connell, Springfield, Mass., writes:
'"I sent for a package and lost 4 lbs, the very
first week. Have lost 18 lbs. to date, now weigh
120. I feel and look years younger! Never felt
«. hungry moment." From Connecticut, Miss
Anna Goodrow writes: "I reduced 17 lbs. in 4
weeks. No discomfort, and they left my flesh
firm and solid."

ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY
Don't give FAT another day's start!. ..but be
sure you reduce the safe SLENDRETS Food
Method Way. Don't use drugs! Send $1 for
package containing 84 SLENgenerous-supply
DRETS. Or $5 for 6 packages. (Currency, Money
Order, Stamps, or C.O.D.) Sent to you in plain
wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. F1236
Buss Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me
O The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
Q 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or, if C.O.D. send 10c fee.)
Name.
AddressCity

State.

SEXE&

J he Best Remedy
is Made at Home
YOU can now make at home
a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following
this simple recipe : To half pint
of water add one ounce bay
rum, a small box of Barbo
Compound and one -fourth
ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself at
very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts
color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it soft
and glossy and takes years off your looks. .It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does
not rub off. Do not be handicapped by gray hair
when it is so easy to get rid of it in your own home.

ANY

PHOTO

Size 8 xlO inches
or smaller if desired.

ENLARGED

47

Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or . enlargements of any
■oart of group picture. Safe
return of original photo «.
(Tuaranteed.
3 TOT $1.00

SEND

NO MONEY JF'JSJSSK

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent 0. O. D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St.
Dept. 226- W
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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npOMORROW
comes. He goes down
■*■ town to get some
sox and ties. Two
hours later a car swoops up the driveway,
a door slams, the hat sails across the room
(he's expert at ringing it on the wall fixtures). The master is home. The house is
alive again. He's beaming. I ask, "Did you
find the sox and ties you wanted?"
"Sox and ties? Did I go after sox and
ties?"
he inquires vaguely. "Oh yes, so I
did.
"No, I didn't find any but isn't this
sweater something? And look at this
honey of a tennis racquet I picked up for
a song. Beauty, huh? Oh, by the way —
here's a little gift for you."
I read a sentimental verse in his handwriting— and I open my package to find
a lovely dinner ring, a bottle of my favorite perfume and a negligee! Life is such
fun — even with the tomorrows.
Another day. "Don, we need a new

He's famous. . . . But still, Nino Martini, singing star of The Gay Desperado, has never found
love! Read his own frank admission of frustration
in the December
issue of

_ "A new stove ! Now, the old one's all
right, Jo. We can't afford a new stove.
Oh
well, I suppose we might as well look
stove."
at 'em. Come on."
Downtown we go. At the store he
says, "Let's look at dishes, too." We do.
He likes two very lovely sets but I can't
make up my mind which I want. While
I'm deciding he guesses he'll look at the
stoves. He's gone. I decide on my dishes.
He's back and has a package under his
arm. "Hurry," he says, "let's pick out a
stove. We're
way home." But I'm
curious
about ontheourpackage.

Here you will find a thrilling variety of real life
stories of Hollywood stars, stories so glamorous, so
romantic that they read like fiction . . . such as
"Tragedy's Challenge to Norma Shearer" . . .
"Our Kappa Alpha Rose" (Joan Blondell's college
romances) . . . "Mixing Movies and Marriage"
(the Charles Boyer-Pat Patterson love story) . . .
"Rochelle Hudson's Five-Year Diary" . . . ' It Happened in Monterey"
(Olivia
romantic
highway adventure)
....De andHavilland's
many others.

"Well, open it," he beams, "it's just a
little present for you." I do. It's an ermine coat, unbelievably lovely. Don't you
think that selecting a stove with Donald
Woods is a marvelous experience?
One day he's up in the clouds. He's just
heard he's going to do a part in a picture
that he likes. He comes in dancing, showers me with flowers and says, "Pack your
bags ! We're leaving. I've chartered a
plane, and we're going to Caliente for the
Weakly, I protest. "But we're having
week-end."
friends in for dinner."
"Tell 'em they're having dinner with us
do. They
in IMexico
!" do !
Another day he's in the depths. Everything seems to have gone wrong all in
one day. We go out to a party. Even that
doesn't cheer him up. It's very late when
we get home. He's lying in bed, the light
on,
and restless. "What's the matter, Don?"
I ask.
"Oh, nothing."
"Can't you forget today?"
"I guess not. Just feeling low."
Half an hour goes by. I suggest he turn
out the light. He does, but says he knows
he won't go to sleep. Silence reigns — for
moments. Then suddenly, out of the darkness, "Say, Jo, wouldn't
you like some

He's

rich.

He's

handsome.

I

Magazine of Romance

AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

LEG

10c

SUFFERERS

Why

continue to suffer? Do something to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet— "THE LIEPE
METHOD
OF HOME
It tells about
Varicose TREATMENT."
Veins, Varicose
Ulcers, Open Leg Sores. Milk or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Llepe Method works whIU you
walk. by
More
than 40 years of success.
Praised and endorsed
thousands.
LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept 70«N Milwaukee. Wis.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed
in the pour
Morning
The
liver should
out twoRarin'
pounds toof Go
liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, C.M.Co.

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

5* BE A CARTOONIST
I °3^i» AT HOME IN YOUIt SPARE HME
/ "'.I cartoonist
under personal
supervision
of the
famousof
NORMAN
MARSH
creator
"DAN DUNN" appearing every day in
big papers. Success — Fame — Real Money
may be Yours when you learn Marsh's easy
simple methods and secrets. Send name and six cents —
stampsTODAY!
or coin — forMARSH
details of
MARSH'S SCHOOL
Personal course.
ACT
CARTOON
Chicago Daily News Bldg., Dept. 122,
Chicago, III.

You get one — Your friends get one —
without cost. Let us give you the details
of this amazing Time Teller. Also it can
pay you big money by showing others
how to obtain without cost. Nothing to
buy or sell! Write fast.
4372-B

GARDEN
CITY
Ravenswood

ETO
NOJOK
—Every deat

NOVELTY
CO.
Av„
Chicago,

III.

BE DEAF
person knows that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, withhis Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
-They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.nowires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. AIbo
ArtifioialEarDrum
booklet on Deafness.
i
THE WAY COMPANY
774 Hof mann Bids.
Detroit, Michigan

DOES YOUR PERFUME
SCARE pomame AWAY?

MADAME

One perfume may add thrillingly to the
allure of your nearest friend and actually
Stifle your own personality. Send for "PersonalizedtoPerfume
Chart"
withperfume
22 helpful
hints on how
select
the one
that
harmonizes most alluringly with your type.
Send stamped addressed envelope for your
FREE Chart now.

FLORENCE, 3750 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago

sjnmsEffl

Straight regular features!
ing new beauty! They can be yours.
Dr. Stotter (grad. of University of
Vienna) mousreconstructs
faces methods.
by faVienna Polyclinic
Unshapely Noses, Protruding Ears.
Large Lips. WrinkleB. Signs of Age.
etc.. are all quickly corrected. Low
cost. Write or call for Free Booklet
"Facialwrapper.)
Reconstruction," (mailed in
plain
Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.
Dept. 48-K,
New York

";!» FREE CIGARETTE
EARN

UP TO $95 WEEKLY

Introducing NEW WAY TO SMOKE. We furnish
you Free Cigarettes. Ask any man to have a Free
Smoke.
Hand
him LIGHTED
Cigarette from
beaatifol
"Majric Cigarette
Case." Just
touch button.
Presto! Outpocket-eize
comee LIGHTED
automatically.
No
batteries
or
electricity.
Get
Magic
Case
for IBdaye'
trial at our risk. State favorite brand cigarettes.
MAGIC CASE MFRS., Dept.W-981,
4234 Cozens Ave.,
St. Louis. Mo

Would You Pay lit For a Good Book?
We have a 'special
BOOKS — your pick
letter will bring you
discount certificate.
Room

bargain in LITTLE BLUE
of 1750 titles. A postcard or
a complete catalog and a 50%
Address:

LITTLE BLUE
18,

FREE

little thin hotcakes and coffee?"
I would. We don our party clothes
again and are off for the Brown Derby at
two in the morning for hotcakes. All's
right with the world, again. He's unpredictable.
BUT he enjoys life, likes good literature,
and other kinds too. Just try and pry
him away from a detective story ! He enjoys listening for hours to symphonies but
his feet begin to tap when he hears popular music. He can act, play the piano, sing,
ride, swim, play tennis, football, box,
dance and is grand company — but he's not
perfect.
Oh,scares
no! He
cook, when
is a bad
fisherman,
me can't
to death
he
drives, and likes blondes. If I lose him at
a party I know where I'll find him —
chatting gaily with the most beautiful
blonde in the room. I decided once to do
something about it. I had my hair very definitely blondined. When he came home one
night from work, I was sitting in the
parlor, luxuriously blond and clad in my
very best lounging pyjamas.
He took one look, and then, "My word
— you
lookmyterrible
!" the next day, and
I dyed
hair red
since then it's grown back to its own natural color, which happens to be red. And
now Don has a marked partiality for
brunettes !
Apart from his work, his hobby is electricity. He can spend an entire morning
puttering around the house with electric
cords, lamps, lanterns and light bulbs in
general. As a result, the Woods have
lights hanging from the most amazing
places, at inconceivable distances from the
floor sockets. An electric iron, waffle iron,
toaster, anything of the sort going on the
"blink" gives him instantaneous joy. Immediately he's busy with wires and bolts.
Once before we were married, I was ill.
It was during summer vacation. We were
both going to University in the winter and
Don was looking for some summer work
to carry him through the year. One evening he came to see me, looking very tired
but bringing with him six perfect American Beauty roses. They shall always be
the most beautiful bouquet I have ever received. Ididn't know until several weeks
later that in order to bring me those flowers he had gone without dinner and walked
from Hollywood to Beverly Hills (a distance of ten miles), where I was staying
with friends.
And now that I've . told my story — I
think I'm just courting trouble. I'll still
keep my fingers crossed but would appreciate any suggestions on other methods of
holding a real person, a grand actor, and
my husband — Donald Woods.

BOOK CO.
Girard, Kansas.

PINS,

any

colors. Silver Plate,
25
30e ea.
ea; 7 Gold
to 24,Plate,
,'jr>e
ea; or1 more,
to 6, 40e
arlrl lot ea. to above prices, SterSilver, add 200 ea. Sterling
f% Iff SmKimi, tinp:
Silver RinKS as shown, 26 or
more, $1.50 ea; 12 to 25, $1.60
Jll ?Htdo&,Uc. ea; 1 to 11, $1.75 ea.
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KILL THE HAIR ROOT

Si
^

Remove the hair permanently, safely, privately at home, following simple directions. The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair from crowing again. The
delightful relief will bring happiness,
freedom or mind and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all
over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove
Superfluous Hair Forever."
D.J. MAHLER CO., Dopt. 56 P, Provldonoo. R. I.

Largely on advice
_ of doctors _
Thorough relief in 1 hour
Yes — when you need a laxative DO AS DOCTORS
DO. Dr. V. N. of Michigan
states: "I have used and
prescribed Pluto Water for
40 years." Dr. H. A. O. of
Wisconsin writes: "I not
only prescribe Pluto Water
almost daily — but use it
With Pluto there are no hours of overnight
waiting, which allow dangerous poisons to be
absorbed by the system, often resulting in that
personally."
tired feeling — dull headaches
— too often causing pimples, boils, colds.
Simply mix 1/5 of a glass of Pluto Water with
4/5 of a glass of hot water. You'll find this mixture pleasant, gentle, quick and thorough. In
1 hour you'll feel like a new person.
Pluto Water is bottled at the famous French
Lick Springs, Indiana. It is a non-habit-forming saline mineral water. Two hundred million
bottles have already been used. Get
Pluto from your druggist — either in
the 25c size or the large 50c size which
contains three times the quantity.

PLUTO

When Nature Won't- Pluto Will

I you° \>oftf Ukiteu.

SEND FOR FBEE. BOOKLET revealing SECBETS OF
SUCCESSFUL. SONG WHITING, including free copy of
valuable Rhyming Dictionary and information on current
market requirements. If you write poems or compose melodies, SEND FOR OUR OFFEB.

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Dept.

FW2

Edith Fellows, Columbia's talented young starlet, proves herself an accomplished goat rider

When answering advertisements, please mention

Studio Bldg.

Portland,

Ore.

Your Kodak Picture
ENLARGED

FREE

ToT^fe'RINGS
m
letters, numerals or
CLASS

WHAT MILLIONS
DO FDR
CONSTIPATION

8x10 Inch
ENLARGEMENT

of any SNAPSHOT
Your favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable
when enlarged to 8x10 inch
size — suitable for framing.
These beautiful, permanent enlargements bring out the details and features you love just as you remember
them when the snapshots were taken.
Just to get acquainted, we will enlarge any
kodak picture, print or negative to 8x10
inches — FREE — if you enclose 25c to help
cover our cost of packing, postage and clerical work. The enlargement itself is free.
It will also be beautifully hand tinted in
natural colors if you want it. We will
acknowledge receiving your snapshot immediately. Your original will be returned
with your free enlargement. Pick out your
snapshot and send it today.

GEPPERT STUDIOS

December Movie Classic
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Des Moines, Iowa
Dept. 273

5&Prfce

The

QUICKMONEYFORYOU
IFIED WAY

Plainsman

Show!

[Continued from page 50]

10k

Now Only
AFTER

10 Day
FREETrial^qpg™

No Money

Down%

Positively the greatest bargain ever offered. A genuine full
sized $100 office model Underwood No. 5 for ony $39.90
(cash) or on easy terms. Has up-to-date improvements including standard 4-row keyboard, backspaces automatic
ribbon reverse, shiftlock key. 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose typewrite^. Completely rebuilt and FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Study)
Course of the Famous
Van Sant Speed Typewriting System— fully illustrated, easily learned,
Kiven during this offer.

Lowest

Terms— 10c

a Day

Money-Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 1 0-day Trial

— if you decide to keep it pay
only $3.00 a month until
$44.90 (term price) is paid.
Limited offer— act at once.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER
EXCHANGE,
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, 111., Dept. 1218
Send Underwood
No. 5 (F.O.B. Chicago) at once for
10 days trial.
If I am not perfectly satisfied I can
return it exmess collect.
If I keep it I will nay $3.00
a month until I have paid $44.90 (term price) in full.
Name
Age
Address
I Town
I For

quick

J
|

State
shipment

give

references

and

occupation.

I

MIDGET
POCKET RADIO
BEAUTIFUL CLEAR, LOUD TONE
DIRECT FROM
POCKET RADIO!
No dangling earphones to bother with.

All one unit— just like the b)£ sets, but weighs
ODly 4 ozs. Carry like a watch, fits pocket
easily.
Take itstations,
anywheremusic,
you go—
listenandto
vour favorite
sports,
nil radio entertainment. No hatteriea, tubes.
<r electrical connections required.
ANYONE CAN USE IT-ANYWHERE
Very selective—
amazingCoatvolume,
re7j caption
and distance.
nothingbeautiful
to operate
and should last indefinitely. Nothing to
jpear out— tuning control is only moving part.
SIo crystals to adjust. Comes complete with easy
ractions for use in camps, auto, office, boats,
_ e, bicycles, hotel, picnics, bed, or anywhere.
I No difficult hookups— comes complete and all
readv to ouickiy connect and tune in. Guaranteed.
00 now and pay postman
Send onlyof SI.$1.99
C1 S\i% balance
flUI V $L-UU
ecuri UNLY
SEND
plus postage on aryours
pay postage
we Brown,
full price, Siandver.
send S2.99
._j„„rival or qt,f(1
-olnr wanted
Back, Write
White.for Blue).

IJttle Giant Vadto Co„ 3959 Lincoln Ave-.. Dept. 202. Chicago

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home
Salaries of Men and Women in the fascinating pro-

fession of Swedish Massage run as high as $40 to
t70 per week but many prefer to open their own ofces. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, saniubs and private patients come to those
io qualify through our training. Reducig alone offers rich rewards for specialists. Anatomy charts and supplies are
given with our course. Write for details
National College of Massage &
Physio
- Therapy 20 N. Ashland
Avenue,
Dept. 961,
Chicago,
III.
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CLEARS EYES

RED

in Seconds!

amazed at
USA
THO
ts NDS
resul
with new, scientific
NE.
EYE-GE
Bloodshot eyes
cleared in seconds ... or money
back ! Cloudy eyes made sparkling-white. Soothes and refreshes tired, strained, itching
eyes almost instantlv. Stainless, safe

BEEU
86

At all drug
and department stores

Thus the redskins were able to make
war on the white men for 20 years.
DeMille decided to make this the mainspring of his entire plot, since it was as a
result of it that Custer was slain and Wild
Bill Hickok and Buffalo Bill Cody performed some of their most noted exploits.
Several historical misconceptions were
cleared up during the research on the picture, the most interesting fact being that
Horace Greeley did not say "go West,
young man." This historical advice was
given by Editor Soule of the Terre Haute
( Ind. ) Express. Another disputed question was the status of Sitting Bull. He
was not an Indian Chief, as many suppose,
but a medicine man and as such, the shrewd
genius behind the activities of the Indians.
"Raifi-in-the-Face" was the chief of the
tribe and Sitting Bull tried to stop the
Custer Massacre because he realized what
would happen.
The usual DeMille method of casting
from visualizations was followed in selecting the players for this picture. Garv

phys"Hickok in
matches Wild
Cooper
manner.
soft-spoken
and Bill
proportions
ical
Jean Arthur was chosen for the role of
Calamity Jane after Mr. DeMille had considered every actress in Hollywood and
literally thousands of girls from all over
the country who submitted their photo-

Cody.ance This
Miss Burgess'
appearon the is
screen.
She was first
tested
and
cast in the role after Mr. DeMille had seen
her in the studio restaurant and was convinced that she was exactly as he had
visualized Louisa Cody.
A second company of 100 technicians was
dispatched to the Tongue River country
near Lame Deer, Montana, to film the
Custer Massacre and the battle of Beecher's Island. Two thousand five hundred
Cheyenne and Sioux Indians and several
picked squads of the 115th Cavalry, Wyoming National Guard, were engaged for
battle scenes for the picture.
Each fifty Indians was assigned an interpreter, with each interpreter responsible
to Chief Thunder Bird, technical director
of the film.
ANEW
experiment in direction was tried
in the filming of the Montana scenes
for The Plainsman.
Using a 10-foot model of an island, Mr.
DeMille started directing from Hollywood
by remote control every camera set-up and
scene being accomplished by telephone and
chart. The model was a duplicate of an
island in the Tongue River, to which the
second company was dispatched. At one
end of the model was a circular barricade
of boxes, trees and covered wagons, where
movable clay figures of pioneers and U. S.
cavalrymen
figuratively are besieged by

at home, QUICK.

EASY

& ABSOLUTELY

UKUWb UU F. Costsfarless than most beautyparlors. Users report:
. . .and needless to say. words cannotWAVE
expressLASTS
my thanks
r,RnwairhMTeoen,t/or,chilirenTILLto you
HAIRfor
the best Permanent Wave I have ever had." L. B. — "My hair iuBt
would not take a Permanent, but now with MOVIE WAVE my problem ssolved." H. S. — "Since using MOVIE WAVE my hair is soft
before
I had other
Permanents.
"J.J. — Bandn nrnflt
demnnstraw„,Uair?u5a,Td ''J1118
B" the h«hlights
healthyforcolorthat
it had

w'a'v W.ri'rfeht0d?? f°r F?EE "tasted I book! °rLsJrS°MOV?K

^YjtAyZilTon^l^n^lii:ym-MOVmmSta^W<M-OLD FACES MADE YOUNG

PAULINE PALMER.

MEN yon can look 1 0 to 15 years
younger, 5 Minutes a Day
Keeps Wrinkles Away and
erases agesationallines.
This new
home method
Sent senon
Trial— You Risk Nothing.
Lifts sagging muscles, fills up
hollows. No Cosmetics*
Men, Women, all ages write
for thrilling book and Facial
Analysis
Chartwrapper.
— both sent
FREE in plain
1245 Armour Blvd.,KansasCity.Mo.

Rheumatism

Relieve
Pain
In 9
Minutes

To relieve the torturing pain of Rheumatism, Neuritis.
Neuralgia or Lumbago in 9 minutes, get the Doctor's
Prescription NURITO. Absolutely safe. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly — and must relieve
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO today.

Old Leg Trouble

May Heal While at Work
Consestion from VARICOSE VEINS.
SWELLING, MILK LEG or Injuries
cause itching, leg rash and most old leg
ulcers. Viscose Home Method relieves
pain, heals sores or no cost for trial.
Mention your trouble for a FREE BOOK.

DR. F. G. CLASON
VISCOSE CO.,
140 N. Dearborn St.
Chicago, III.

STOP Your Rupture
Why suffer with that rupture? Learn ■■ *

m

m

about my Appliance for reducible rup- UU AI*|*|ftC|
ture. Automatic air cushion assists Na- V W VI I Bvva
ture to close the opening— has relieved
thousands of men, women and children. No obnoxious springs
or hard pads. No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove
it. Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores. Write today
for confidential information sent free in plain envelope.
Brooks Company, 139-B State Street, Marshall, Michigan

Be an ARTIST
MAKE

$50

TO

$100

A

Many of our successful graduates are now
fun
to learn
Art, methods
Cartoon; r „ing big
monev. Commercial
Our simple
Desiu'riing
at home,
in spare
time.
Low
tuition rate.
Write for big free book, "ART
for Pleasure and Profit," today.
State age.

STUDIO 9612, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115— 15TH STREET, WASHINGTON, P. C.

dACKACHESwarmtn
Thousands who suffered from backaches, muscle
pains and chest congestion, now find genuine relief in an ALLCOCK'S POROUS PLASTER.
It's simply wonderful for muscle pains of rheumatism, neuritis, arthritis, sciatica, lumbago. It
draws the blood to the painful spot and gives a
glow of warmth that makes you feel good right
away. Make
sure porous
you getplaster
ALLCOCK'S,
the
original.
No other
goes on and
comes off as easily — or does as much good.
25ft at druggists.

' Ginghams, Percales, Prints, Voiles,
I Chambrays, Shirtings,
Crepes, etc.
New clean goods direct from us at a bis*
saving.
Latest assorted Colors. Newest
1 patterns for dresses.
Our finest quality.

(send NO MONEY IZThTJ^l
2 BUNDLES

')delivery charge. 20 yard bundle $1.29
' postage paid, money with order. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back

Jeastern textile company

5YARDS EXTRA

Accept no substitutes!

DIGN

i,nstrons DPermanent,
with soft
wavescanclose
the scalp
and en-»„„,
—
— SAFE!
Anydeep
woman
give toherself
a Beautiful
chanting little ringlet ends, without heat.. .without electricity...
Wltnout mechanical equipment. Especially good for bleached and

graphs.
THE
uniquemade
quality
character
the of
roleCalamity
especiallyJane's
difficult to cast. Calamity was a born siren,
the loveliest woman in the West, without
any trace of sophistication. She was entirely untutored and unspoiled, and as good
with a bullwhip as she was with her eyes.
Miss Arthur was the only actress that
impressed Mr. DeMille with having the
right combination of innocence, native
sophistication, breeziness and charm to
bring the character of Calamity to the
screen.
James Ellison portrays the role of Buffalo Bill and Helen Burgess that of Louisa

A

Your Friends This Home Permanent Wave Outfit
Famous Hollywood cosmetic manufacturers
whohavebeen supplying the studioe with beauty
products for many years, have developed a startling newmethod for creating a Permanent Wave

Always insist on the advertised brand!
, PST0

Dept. X- 14,

Greenfield,

Mass.

€©00
oH4Dollar
for
Shea GHalf
\ptviU pay CASH for]
K)1D COINS, BIL1S and STAMPS!
fpOSTVOURSELF! It pays!

1 1 paid $400.00 to Mrs. Dowty
I otTexas.f orone Half Dollar;
Jj.D.MartinofVirginia$200.00
for a single Copper Cent. Mr.
Manningof New York, $2,500.00 for
oneSilverDollar. Mrs.G.F.Adams.Ohio,
received$740.00forafewold coins. I will pay big prices /SsYj
for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
<&V;

I WILL

PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!

Igf

1894 S. Mint : $50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) nM9
of other amazing- prices lor coins. Send 4c for <£&;
and
Lamehundreds
Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It may
Sfejflll
mean much profit to you. Write today to
fiSffiA!

157 MehlBldg.,FORTWORTH,TEXAS

B.MAXMEHL,

(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

PU OTO

Enlargements

Clear enlargement,
Jengrth
or part group,bust,
petsfull
or

^iz*'—

other subjects made from any photo, snapshot or tintype at low price
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as
many photos as you desire. Re-<
turn of original photos guaranteed.

SEND

NO MONEY

Just mail photo with name and address. In a few days postman will 9 hft £100
deliver
beautiful
enlargement
that postage
<* * or
*■ Ben
"
will never
fade. Pay
only 49c plus
60c— 3 for SI -00, and we will pay postage ourselves;

BEAUTIFULLY rp Ft fToacqaaint yoa ,1 x ,4 inchea
f* « 14 incnea
t-withFhe
FRAMErttt
CARVED
Quality of our
work we will
frame, until HIGH
further notice, all pastel colored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your
will be today.
sent with
Don'tdelay.
Act
now.
Mall choice
your Photos
Writeyour
NEWenlargement.
ERA PORTRAIT
COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET,
DEPT. 710,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

VOICE
100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build. Btrengthen the vocal organs —

X*>

not with Dinging leaaons— but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . ,
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn WHY yoa
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 1589
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

GRAY HAIR?
Correct it with PATRICIAN
TINTBEST. Leaves hair soft,
lustrous and natural looking. Easy
to use, no experience required.
Unaffected by washing or permanent
waving. Send for FREE sample.
State color of hair.
PATRICIAN LABORATORIES, LTD.,
Oept. F.G., 17 East 48th St., New York

Cheyennes.
Assisted by photographs of the actual
island and surrounding territory, DeMille
figured out camera angles and action which
he indicated in red pencil on black and
white maps of the island.
In Hollywood five acres of sets, some
of them with a history dating back to presound days, were demolished to make way
for the elaborate sets for The Plainsman.
A street in Deadwood City was constructed
where the gates of Jerusalem have stood
for more than a year. On the site of the
walled city of Acre was duplicated the
docks of Leavenworth as they were just
after the war with the states. And a section of Windsor Castle gave way to the
river boats and docks of St. Louis.
There will be a bathroom but no bathtub in The Plainsman, because the bathtubs
of that period would be unrecognizable to
the theatre-goers today. However, a character famous in a previous DeMille bathtub scene is cast in the picture. He is
Satan, the little bird who performed his
ablutions in Madame Satan. Satan has
been in retirement at the DeMille home
since he forsook his screen career but he
seemed quite enthusiastic about the prospect of a comeback.
The property department at the studio
had a rather difficult time in obtaining 400
buffalo hides. These had to be secured
a few at a time from more than a hundred
sources including taxidermists, museums
and buffalo parks.
More than 5,000 individual costumes
were provided by the studio wardrobe department and were tailored from sketches
by the company designers. They range
from army uniforms to frontier homespun,
and from "city duds" of the '60's to Indian
warbonnets. Twenty-five wardrobe workers were required on the big sets to dress
the principals and extras and keep the
costumes from being lost or seriously damaged.
The Plainsman is an effort on the part
of Mr. DeMille to portray the West as it
really existed because he feels that of all
the period of American history most familiar to the public, the West has been
most mistreated as to purpose. He is
trying to illustrate that the rough-riding,
gun-toting, rough men were striving toward a definite goal against terrific odds
to build an empire that is a credit to their
courage.

20th CENTURY -FOX PLAYER
in 'THE ROAD

TO GLORY''

suggests^
two part>^
ideas using

BREAST BRAND
O' CHICKEN
TUNA FISH
Getting the party off to a good
start often depends on a clever
cocktail or canape. Clip these
Hollywood recipes for use when
you entertain . .and be sure to
use Breast-O'-Chicken Brand
in the making of them !

Savory Tuna

Spread

1 tin BREAST-O'-CHICKEN TUNA, shredded
'.I cup chopped pickled onions
1 tbsp French dressing
3 tbsp mayonnaise
Combine all ingredients and mix well Serve
as an open faced sandwich spread

Ocean Wave

Cocktail

1 tin BREAST-O -CHICKEN TUNA
1 tbsp lemon juice
3 tbsp chili sauce
1 tbsp onion juice
2 tbsp horseradish ' 'd tsp. salt
Make a sauce by combining liquids and salt
Chill thoroughly
Shred tuna, pile in chilled
cocktail
pour over sauce Serve very
cold with glasses,
cheese wafers.
EVERY TIN BEARS THE
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
SEAL OF APPROVAL

LOOK FOR THIS
LABEL
WESTGATE
SEA PRODUCTS

CO.

Poor
English

/

How much is it costing you
in wasted opportunity?

Every day your associates are judging you — by what yoa
say and how you say it! Hazy ideas, ill-chosen words, halt*
ing sentences, crude, slovenly speech— these mark a man aa
loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words that give
true shape and color, sentences aflame with power and
originality— these are the things that proclaim ability, that
win for their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing
for poor English — it's inexcusable ! In the quiet of your
home — with LaSalle's help — you can learn to speak and
write with real distinction, learn to make the words you utter
and the letters you compose stamp you as educated* cultured,
a power to reckon with in the business world. Complete
details in an attractive 32-page book, "Effective Business
English,'* sent you free upon request. Ask for it TODAY.

LaSalle Extension University. Dept 1230-BE, Chicago

uunnTCD
for Immediate

RELIEF FROM

ORIGINAL

PSORIASIS

POEMS
SONGS

Consideration

Make

Send poems to
PARAMOUNT MUSIC PUBLISHERS
Oept. 11, Paramount Bldg., Toronto, Can.

THE

ONE

with
DCRmOIL

iu>j

Dermoil is being used by thousands of men and women
throughout the country to secure
relief from the effects of this
ugly, stubborn, embarrassing
Generous trial size
scaly skin disease often mistaken
25c stamps or coin
for eczema. Apply it externally.
Non-staining. Grateful users report the scales have gone, the red patches gradually disappeared and their skin became clear again after years
of suffering with scaly patches. Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give chronic sufferers definite benefit
in two weeks time or money is refunded. Beautifully
illustrated book on psoriasis and Dermoil FREE. Trial
bottle and amazing PROOF OF RESULTS 25c. Prove it
yourself no matter how long you have suffered or what you
have tried.
Don't delay.
Write TODAY for your trial.

TEST

STOPPED

IN

ONE

MINUTE

Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief, use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. 40 years
•world-wide success. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries fast.
Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial
bottle, at any drug store, proves it— or money back.

—Photo

by Charles Rhodes

Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone step
out for dinner on the cook's night off

LAKE

LABORATORIES

Box 6, Northwestern Station,

When answering advertisements, please mention December Movie Classic

Dept. F-14

Detroit, Michigan
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EASY
MADE

What Two Stars Owe
the Quints
WITH

THE

WEIL

YOU
will appear many
inches slimmer at once and
in ten days if your waist
line is not 3 inches smaller, it
will cost you nothing. "I reduced S inches" ... writes
Geo. Bailey.
"Lost 50 . lbs."
writes
W. T. Anderson
. . .
Hundreds
of similar
letters.

IFYOUDONOTREDUCE
YOUR WAIST 3 INCHES
v
IN 10 DAYS

DRUGS, DIETS;
OR EXERCISES
I

j

\ it will
\ You

cost you
nothing!
will be completely
masj comfortable sage-likeas actionits gently

|pj

but
persistently
eliminates fat with
every
: .move!
Gives
an erect,
athletic
carriage
. . .
supports abdominal walls
■ , / ... keeps digestive organs

SEND

■-'./
in place endurance.
. . . greatly in■ creases
Simply write name
and address on postcard and we will
m
send you illustrated folder and
full details of our
20 DAY FREE
TRIAL
OFFER!
THE WEIL COMPANY
6712 Hill St., New Haven, Conn.
FREE
IO
DAY TRIAL
OFFER

FOR

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR1
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
. . . to ANY
. . .SAFELY
Careful
XI)

P.-I

faetidic

of

shade you desire
In 5 to 15 minutes
side

oid

the

CD CC
* M\L*l*

i

I hnir brittle.

Lechler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener

Used in ton ipermanent
uste. it Cannot
look. Je. Beneficial
waveB etrcak;
and
blenched hair.
Lightens blonde hair erown dark.
This i
the only preparation
that also lightens the Bcnlp.
N
more dark roots. Used over 20 years hv famous beautie!
stage and screen stars and children.
HnrmleBB.
Guar
anteed.
Mailed complete with bmsh for application.

"

$

SS page booklet "The Art of Liohtenint Hair
Without Peroxide" Free with your first order.

LECHLER LABORATORIES, INC.
560 Broadway (Dept. B.) New York, N.Y.

CONFIDENCE
FOUNDED

UPON THREE

::WLJ

GENERATIONS
OF USE
FrOM grandmother ... to mother ... to daughter
— Boro-Phenc-Form has been handed down as an
easier, safer method of marriage hygiene. Today,
this forty-six year old preparation is widely preferred by modern wives because it requires no
water, mixing or measuring — yet it has the same
special function as powerful liquid germicides. A
dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger
of "over-dose" or "under- ^ tv
dose." Soothing and odor- ] *• L) i pwHa' c
less...Atall drug stores. J/r.flCIH?»

BOROPHENQ-FORM

Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 10-N
1 62 N. Franklin St., Chicago, HI.
Please send me a trial package of
Boro-Pheno-Form and enlightening booklet. I enclose IOC
to be refunded when I purchase a regular-size package.
Address — —

City

-

State

Your Opportunity— Prepare (or Amateur Hourl
Illustrated HOME STUDY COURSE in
TAP DANCING, from the first simple
steps up to and including two finished
TAP
DANCES,
like OO youPostpaid.
see onU.S.A.
thi
stage
SI.
Improve Your Social Advantages
Illustrated
HOME
STUDY
COURSE
in
BALL-ROOM DANCING, teaches the Correct Way to Dance. Steps simply and clearly
described,
$1.00
Postpaid.
U.S.A.
»«*«■»

[Continued from page 33]

BELT!"

Wear the WEIL BELT for
10 days at our expense!

NO

TAP DANCING

......

entire company is as fine-drawn as a fiddle
string. The scenes are in the nursery this
morning. The babies in their long nighties
play peek-a-boo with Dorothy and Jean.
In hospital gowns and masks, every man
in the crew works as precisely as a bit of
machinery. Not one lost movement — with
a concentration almost painful. When it
is all over — when the Quints are being
dressed for their daily showing to the
thousands of visitors who come here daily
as to a Shrine — when cameras and lights
have been lifted out of the windows, and
the nursery is again minus the paraphernalia of picture-making, they all let-down.
Their foreheads are beaded with perspiration. Their lips white with effort.)
"Aside from the new success the babies
have made possible for me," Jean continues, drawing s'owly on his pipe, "they
color every day of my life. I receive letters from mothers who ask advice about
their children. Hundreds of letters have
come to me in the past six months solely
concerned with the Quints. "What do they
eat ? What are they really like ? Are they
truly beautiful? At a conservative estimate, Ihave had three thousand requests
for those little pebbles from the Nursery
Acres which are supposed to bring good
fortune to childless couples."
DOROTHY
PETERSON'S story parallels Jean's. In 1930 she made her
first picture — Mother's Cry. A great
actress, producers agreed. A skillful, a
confident actress. But in the next five
years Dorothy had few roles which either
tested or were worthy of her talents.
Then her assignment as "Nurse Kennedy" came !
Suddenly on the screen was a new Dorothy Peterson — with a clear-cut charm, with
that arresting, straightforward, delightful
sincerity so few actresses possess. A girl
with a great gift for comedy, an ability to
handle dramatic situations deftly. With
an unusual beauty — and features as nicely
defined as a cameo.
And so Dorothy Peterson too, like Hersholt, found herself a player of importance.
Producers who five years ago nodded their
heads sagely and predicted brilliant things
for this girl but did nothing about it,
came forward with the inevitable avalanche
of Dorothy,
"I-told-you-so's."
as a person, has an absorbing
interest in the Quints and their future — in
their development and their growth. Cecile
has been her shadow since shooting began
on this present location trip. For minutes
on end she sits with this baby in her lap,
slowly repeating one French word after
another — while Cecile struggles to imitate
her.
"I'd like to spend at least six months
with the Quints — not making pictures — but
watching them, taking care of them, seeing
them thrive. I can't think of a more fascinatingisoccupation."
Dorothy
a girl not given to easy
words, nor a quick display of enthusiasm.
In her very quietness, one senses not only
her deep devotion to Yvonne, Marie, Cecile, Annette and Emelie individually, but
the realization of the miracle they represent !
Miracle babies they are ! And a miracle
they have accomplished !
For consider the cases of Dorothy Peterson and Jean Hersholt — and the effect the
Quints have had on their careers — and on
their hearts !

Accept no substitutes !

FREE

»»«

■ 6tl#

can understand

A pair of Metal
Taps and
fascinating
Military
Tap a
ld
easyachi
Dance ED
with eachso$2.00
order.
GUARANTE

TED
GREEN
DANCE
INSTITUTE
Dept. M., 4937 N. Kenneth Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

AMAZING
INVENTION
mi'H'MIMH
Send No Money
NEWEST
FAD!
Just mail your
favorite photo or
snapshot,
we
transfer it onto
this beautiful
25c
Onyx-like ring. Lasts a lifetime.(Hand-tinted
Sendextra)
strip
of paper for ring size. Pay postman plus few
cents postage. If you send 75c we nay postage. Thousands were sold for $3. Agents
make big money simply showing ring.
4. Photo Ring Shop. 1416 Eastern Ave. Cin'ti, 0.

75c

Dept

BIG OPPORTUNITIES AS
AN EXPERT

PHOTOGRAPHER

You can have a fascinating profitable
career
in theBecome
World'sa newest,
big1
(noicssion.
Commercial,
News, Portrait or Advertising1 Photographer, or Movie Cameraman. Big
money makingor opportunities.
Personal
Attendance
Home Study training.
Individual, practical instruction. 26th
year. Write for FREE Booklet.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE ofPHOTOGRAPH?
10 West 33 Street, (Dept. 18) New York, N.Y

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

STAMMER

Send today for beautifully illustrated boot entitled
"DON'T STAMMEK," which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 35 years — since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogue. Oepl. 711 Circle Tower. Indianapolis, Indiana

DEAFNESS

IS MISERY

Many people with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies.
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
bookletareand
sworn statement
of ppfjSJ
They
inexpensive.
"Write for
the inventor who was himself deaf .

LEONARD, Inc.. Suite 161, 70 5th Ave., New York
A.0.

HAIR
^REMOVED Permanently.
From face or body with simple device by
electrolysis. Safe, Painless, cannot injure
skin. No regrowth.
Easy instructions. Only
$2.00
postpaidor ormoney
sent C.
O. D. plus
postage.
Hair removed
refunded.
Guaranteed.

C. D. ELECTRIC CO.
Dept. FS-2
Ruxton, Maryland

WRITE

A

SONG

Mother,
Sacred,
SEND
get our

Home, Love, Patriotic,
Comic or any subject.
POEM TODAY and
wonderful proposition.

SONG HITS PAY'

RICHARD BROS., "JSSEtffii

Always insist on the advertised brand !

I WANT

YOU

Work
Sam"
Start for
$1260 "Uncle
to $2100 a year
MEN — WOMEN. Common Education usually sufficient. Short hours.
Write today sure for free 32-page
book, with list of positions and full
particulars telling how to get them.
FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE
Dept. R26I
Rochester, N. Y.

REDUCE

Hollywood and Young Girls

Controllable FAT

[Continued from page 55]
there, so I approached two other famous
mothers, Mrs. Ann Beresford and Mrs.
Fred Stone, to enlighten it further.

is Anita Louise's
FORD young,
BERES
MRS.
mother.
Though
petite and
almost as lovely as her beautiful daughter,
she is one of the cleverest women in Hollywood and has been an important factor in
Anita's climb to stardom.
There was no mistaking the sincere ring
of her voice as she said, "If any place in
the world can be said to be safe for young
girls — that place is Hollywood! The world
notices its frailties and weaknesses because
Hollywood, in the final analysis, is a small
town. Its people are famous, and everything they do is news to the outer world.
"Any girl trained to recognize the real
values of life should be self reliant anywhere. And I am proud to feel that Anita
is properly equipped to face life on a solid
footing in every respect. In moral fibre.
In business acumen. Even in the management of a home — for that is important, too."
I knowhassomething
of theI training
Anita's
mother
given her.
know how
she
worked hard to provide her with lessons in
dancing, in music, in languages, in needlework. Iknow something of the character
training instilled in her, too. How Mrs.
Beresford denied herself the personal satisfaction of smoking because she didn't want
cigarettes to become attractive to Anita.
Hollywood's "flaming youth" hasn't_ even
a spark of vice, in Mrs. Beresford's opinion.
"Any one believing that Hollywood boys
and girls are a rowdy, drinking crowd is
doing
them a grave injustice," she told me
with conviction.
"I don't hesitate to say that Anita's
friends — among whom are Tommy Beck,
Patricia Ellis, Paula Stone, James Bush,
the Durkin sisters, Alma Lloyd — are as
clean-minded and clean-living a group as
you will find anywhere. And far less sophisticated. They have wholesome fun and
jolly times like any group of nice young
people.
"This generation of young film players
is
wise group
the whole.
They'reit in
thisa business
as on
a business,
treating
in
that light. Many of them are shouldering
the burden of parents or younger brothers
and sisters to support. They have to behave. Besides, profiting by the sad experiences of previous generations of actors and
actresses whose credo was that of 'Today
we live, for tomorrow we die,' the present
generation would consider it stupid to rush
into fire and get their fingers burned."
WHEN
Anita's mother spoke of the
fun and jolly times that the film
younger set has, I knew to what she was
referring. For Anne Shirley's roller-skating parties at the Rollerdrome in Culver
City are famous. As are Alma Lloyd's
crawfish hunts at her family's ranch, where
the film cuties and their boy friends indulge
in such "wild" pastimes as wading in the
creek for crawfish, hunting for elusive mushrooms, playing tennis and pingpong and
posing for group pictures ! Then there was
Tom Brown's birthday party, where everybody sat on the floor and played "Guggenheim" and "Monopoly" ; Paula Stone's buffet supper, highlighted by running off early
films of the era when heroines were ver-ry
good, and villains wicked indeed, and — but
why go on, for the Hollywood
younger

set's "wild parties" are indisputably tame.
Mrs. Fred Stone was just what I had
pictured the wife and mother of the famous
"Stepping Stones" to be. Among the first
to meet her on her arrival in Hollywood, I
was immediately attracted by her charm,
poise and intelligence.
"So Allene
they say
Hollywood
is wicked!"
mused
Crater
Stone, erstwhile
stage
actress who is now contented and happy to
sit back and watch her husband carry over
the Stone fame from Broadway to Hollywood, aided and abetted by daughters Dorothy, Paula and Carol.
"No thinking person can honestly regard Hollywood as 'wicked,' " she added.
"Yes, it is a little different from other cities,
in my estimation. It has a more wholesome
atmosphere, more poetic surroundings. It
has days of sunshine — which mean hours
that can be devoted to healthy sports. Yes,
Hollywood is truly different ! Observing
my daughters and their friends, I find that
the young people in pictures work hard and
playr just as hard as they work.
"In every city, country — in every walk
of life, there are people who, through a
mistaken sense of true values, seek excitement in dissipation. But that is not restricted to Hollywood in any sense."
I pointed to the fact that she had remained in New
Yorkwhowith
of
the family,
Carol,
is the
just "baby"
eighteen,
while the rest of the Stones were in Hollywood. Was it because she felt Carol needed
a chaperone while on the stage?
"No young girl in any city should be
without an older companion," was her quiet
reply. "I do not chaperone my girls in the
old-fashioned sense of the word. But there
are
'when should
a fellabe needs
and times
that friend
close aat friend'
hand —to
comfort, advise and admonish, as occasion
demands. I am proud that my daughters
have sought my advice when they felt the
need of talking over their problems with
an older person, and I have always striven
to be on hand when they asked my counsel."
It was "on advice of counsel" that Carol
resigned from a New York play, which,
shall I say, was a bit off-color? But the
Stones, mere and pere, have no objections
to Carol renewing her film career. You
will recall that she made one picture,
Freckles and as soon as her present stage
engagement is completed, she plans to return to Hollywood for another fling at the
flickers.
All of which should make those selfappointed
out to fields
"reform"
Hollywood seekmoralists
more fertile
of sin
and
iniquity. Myself, I'm going to bring up all
my daughters in Hollywood !

I LOST
55 lbs.
Lady

writes Michigan^

like a
WNLoEok
Feel-

• Is fat making you
miserable ? Many
other women who
PERSON!C.L..J
used to sit back,
ashamed because peohaveple called
found
new 1"joy in living after freeing
thema "Fat
themselves from
thisyouhated
burden! 1 Don't let
controllable
fat rob
of happiness

of FAT"

READ WHAT THESE WOMEN

i

WRITE:

Mrs. h. B. Schulze, Jackson, Mich., lady writes:
"After being overweight almost all my life, I
reduced 55 lbs. with RE-DTJCE-OIDS." Gladysse
Ryer, Registered Nurse of Dayton, O., writes:
"Lost 47 lbs." Mrs. J. Fulfs, Honey Creek, Iowa,
writes: "Lost 34 lbs. RE-DUCE-OIDS are pleasant to take." Another Graduate Nurse, Mrs. V.
Haskett
SanwasFrancisco,
writes: to"Followed
directions ofand
soon delighted
find my
weight steadily decreasing until I lost 27 lbs.
Felt fine all the time. I can recommend REDUCE-OIDS." . . . Positively NO DINITROPHENOL
IMPORTANT!
Genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS have been sold by leading druggists and department stores for 22 years.

FAT GOES... OR MONEY

BACK!

Your money returned in full if results are not
just what you want I Sold by druggists everywhere— or if your dealer is out, send $2 for 1
package or $5 for 3 packages, direct to us.
Currency, Money Order, or Stamps. (Enclose 10c
fee if ordering C.O.D.). Plain wrapper.
American Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. F36 1 2
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me
packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS,
for which
Back
Offer. I enclose payment, on your MoneyName
Address
City

State

For First Aid in reliev'
ing common ekin ail
ments or skin injuries
always rely on

<*>
Sample free. Resinoi,Dept.4-T,Balto.Md.

the profession that pays
Accountants command big in- ing knowledge unnecessary —
come. Thousands needed, we prepare you from ground
About 14,000 Certified Public up. Our training is personally
AcCT,notnntSonAnnnSwMan-y
earn
553 ,000 to 220,000. We tram give"
£. D by
a > staff
t of experienced

in your
hlyC. atP.home
you thoroug
A. examinatime for
spare
tions or executive accounting
positions. Previous bookkeep-

LASALLE
Dept.

cost-easy
J- ■• Low
C" P' Wrlte
now for valuable
terms64-page book free, "Accounting,
the Profession That Pays."

EXTENSION

1230-H

UNIVERSITY
Chicago, Illinois
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Hollywood Homecoming
*
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by Harry Hammond
Managing

Beall

Editor Movie Classic

/

world. The U. S. Postal Guide
lists no such postoffice as Hollywood, nor does Hollywood have
a railroad station, an airport or
a harbor. Its limits are known
to very few of its residents and
thousands of Los Angeles folks
receive their mail addressed to
Hollywood, but only through
courtesy and efficiency of the
postal department.
Los Angeles looks on Hollywood as one of its first-string
suburbs, but to the rest of the
world Los Angeles is a suburb
of Hollywood.
Hollywood fashions influence
the clothing
the entire
ized world. of
Greta
Garbo civilonce

n
s e agotheawhe
year
TWEN
ion pic
tres
tur
motTY
were neat, but not gaudy
nickelodeons, this writer deserted
the arduous avocation of writing pieces about them for Los
Angeles newspaper consumption
to become publicity director for
the then up-and-coming Universal studios. The theatres, gargantuan with their 400 seats,
offering colored slides for
"ulcerated" songs accompanied
by inspiring music from a peripatetic piano player and superfeatures of one and two reels
from such packing houses of
canned drama as Vitagraph,
Selig, Biograph, Kalem, Essenay, Lubin, were indeed in
their infancy, while the studios,
desecrating the orange and olive
groves of the Los Angeles
>uburb known as Hollywood,
were squalling brats in swaddling clothes.

wore an Empress Eugenie hat
and overnight millinery manufacturers all over the globe
sweated their employees night
and day to turn out Eugenie hats
to meet the demand.
Hollywood has combed the
world for exceptional skill in every craft, for exceptional
talent in every art, gathering within her glamorous portals
the cream of writers, painters, musicians, designers in
metal, cloth and every other known material.
Hollywood has set styles all over the world in plumbing,
motor cars and even speech and manners.

The new job of "publicity director", about which neither
studios nor persons engaged for the job knew a great deal,
seemed a fulfillment of the dire prophecy that "I would come
to no good end" made by a fellow-townsman of my native
village of Gallipolis, Ohio, one O. O. Mclntyre. "Odd", as
he was known in Gallipolis in the days when he chronicled
the "up and down river" items in the leading daily, (or was
it weekly?) of the quaint little French city, had once caught
me carrying matches, and even smoking cornsilk cigarettes
behind his Aunt Kate's house. It was to my cousin Harry
Maddy that
confided
this this
curse. prototype of the "old meanie" of today
It seems that I had been drafted for the new job because
the studio bosses had discovered my predecessor sneaking
time off from his duties of showing a delegation of the members of the Turnverein from Laupheim, Germany, around
the lot and explaining what it was all about to visiting clothing salesmen from Oshkosh to write articles glorifying Universal stars and productions.
What a double decade of progress has been made since I,
as a rosy-cheeked, idealistic youth of high enthusiasm and
boundless energy, daily rode my high-wheeled bicycle over
the historic Cahuenga Pass cowpath that is now the worldfamous Cahuenga Boulevard, over which today stream endlessly the sleek motors of directors, stars, and other studio
employees on their way between their sylvan, rural retreats in the San Fernando Valley and the Hollywood
studios.

OOLLYWOOD
has raided the New York stage for the
■*■ ■*• best of its players, its directors, its most beautiful
and accomplished stars, its designers and craftsmen and
technicians, while the best of European talent has also been
imported.
Naturally the population of this fabled community has
increased apace.
Twenty years ago the district recognized as Hollywood
had less than 35,000 inhabitants. Today the population is
estimated at 165,000, while the glamour and the lure of Hollywood has been recognized as an important factor in the
increase of the population of Los Angeles, which has grown
from less than 500,000 to 1,300,000 in the last twenty
The payroll of motion picture production has averaged
$150,000,000
a year for the past five years.
years.
Not so many years ago, feeling that Hollywood had
surely reached its peak, and that instead of being in its
infancy it was really due for senile dementia, I reconditioned my fountain pen, made a down payment on a dozen
pencils, and listened to the siren lure of other publicity
pastures.
My Odessey took me from Skagway to Ensenada,
from Washington, D. C, to Manila, through Philippine
Independence campaigns, stimulating world tours for
steamship lines, battling for repeal of prohibition, enticing the countryside to county fairs, state fairs,
orange shows and community pageants, and what have

T*WENTY years ago Hollywood was just a romantic
•*• name, also imported from Ohio, designating a vast expanse of orchard and prairie sleeping in the shadow of the
sunbaked hills.
It had been founded by tireless prohibionists who introduced local option to California, and had been annexed
to Los Angeles because that was the only method of procuring a water supply. At its outset, paradoxically
enough, the town was cradled in austerity and reeked with
propriety.
Todav the name and fame of Hollvwood rings round the

happy?
But now I've gone Hollywood all over again, and am I
I'm back with my people again, and say, folks :
you?
They're regular folks !
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NEW KIND OF PERMANENT LIPSTICK
Ends "lip-licking," the real cause of
dull, dry, rough, wrinkled, cracked lips

GIVES LIPS SHIMMERING

Send Coupon For Trial Lipstick

-Loo dry, too indelible lipstick causes
many a lovely lady to unconsciously lick
her lips . . . thus removing the natural oils
from the skin as well as the protective oils

So that you can instantly see and feel the astonishing difference, a generous introductory size of
the New TATTOO in a clever silver and black

from the lipstick. Dull, dry, rough, oldlooking lips result.
The New TATTOO is a permanent lipstick ... its transparent South Sea color
stays on longer than necessary . . . but, the
New TATTOO contains magical moistening
and softening agents that instantly end all
desire to lick the lips !
Consequently dryness, roughness
and
wrinkles quickly disappear, the lips become
thrillingly soft and luscious. And instead of

Too dry, too indelible lipstick
does this to lips.

The New Tattoo
restores lips to this.

ingly moist, with shimmering luster that's exciting... irresistible/

^TATTOO
IN

case will be sent for the coupon below and 10c
to cover postage and packing. There are five
exiting South Sea shades of the New TATTOO
. . . the most glamorous colors ever put into lipstick! Most women want more than one ... for
different moods and costumes. So why not send
for several shades of this miracle lipstick today!
You'll get an entirely new beauty thrill the instant
you tattoo your lips . . . with the New TATTOO!

having the usual dry, dull, uninteresting look, lips appear tempt-

0. s, ft.

LUSTER

Tattoo, 11 E. Austin Ave., Dept. 19, Chicago
Send me trial size New Tattoo, postpaid. 10c enclosed for each chade
desired, as checked.
D Coral (Orangish) □ Exotic (Fiery)
D Natural (Blood Color)
□ Pastel (Changeable)
D Hawaiian (Brilliant)
Name
StreetCity_^

_State-

...and
rjgsher
famous

Litrie
ners

Miss Anne C. Rockefeller, of the distinguished
New York family, enjoys entertaining in a casual,
unpretentious way — intimate little dinners with a few
friends who share her interest in the arts. Good
conversation, unhurried pleasure . . . the menu itself
kept very simple. Just soup and entree ... a pause
for a Camel . . . followed by a green salad, dessert,
and coffee . . . with Camels between courses and after
to accent subtle flavors. "Smoking Camels," Miss
Rockefeller says, "makes the choicest delicacy taste
that much better. They help digestion, too, and bring
a delightful sense of well-being, an at-peace-with-theworld mood. When entertaining, I always see to it
personally, as a compliment to my guests, that there
are plenty of Camels within their reach."

Sert Room, The Waldorf- Astoria, New York, " Whether I'm in the
Sert Room of The Waldorf-Astoria — at home — or at the homes of my

1

Camel's costlier tobaccos.

friends — I notice that Camels are the favorite." — Anne C. Rockefeller
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

ia pont< Jr., Wilmington

Add to the joy of good digestion
by Smoking Camels

Mrs. Jaspe* Morgan, Neu, York

REMEMBER the friendly touches that make
Anne Rockefeller's dinners'so charming.
A simple menu, plenty of Camels. Smoking
Camels, scientists agree, stimulates the flow of
digestive fluids — alkaline digestive fluids that
play such a welcome part in good digestion.
Smoke as many Camels as you wish, during
meals and after. As Frank, head waiter of The

^

^

s,mte

Neu, York

Mr,LangaonPo^;:^VanRen9saaCTjVewyorfc

Waldorf's Sert Room, says: "Excellent food
calls for costlier tobaccos. In the Sert Room,
where discriminating people gather, Camels are
the favorite." Their delicate flavor gives each
succeeding Camel a never- tiring taste. And,
being mild, Camels never get on your nerves.
Smoke them for digestion's sake!
Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co., Winston-Salem. N. C.

FOR

DIGESTION

S

SAKE

SMOKE

CAMELS
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FACTORY TO YOU
NEW REMINGTON NOISELESS

PORTABLE

A DAY
AT LAST! The famous Remington Noiseless Portable that speaks
in a whisper is available for only
10j£ a day. Here is your opportunity to get a real Remington Noiseless Portable direct from the factory. Equipped with all attachments that make
for complete writing equipment. Standard keyboard. Automatic ribbon reverse. Variable line
spacer and all the conveniences of the finest
portable ever built. PLUS the NOISELESS
feature. Act now while this special opportunity
holds good. Send coupon TODAY for details.

YOU DON'T RISK A PENNY
"We send you the Remington Noiseless Portable
direct from the factory with 10 days' FREE
trial. If you are not satisfied, send it back. WE
PAY ALL SHIPPING CHARGES.

FREE
TYPING

With your New Remington Noiseless Portable
we will send you — absolutely FREE — a 19-page
course in typing. It teaches the Touch System,
used by all expert typists. It is simply written
and completely illustrated. Instructions are as
simple as A, B, C. Even a child can easily understand this method. A little
study and the average person, child or adult, becomes fascinated. Follow
this course during the 10-Day Trial Period we give you with your typewriter and you will wonder why you ever took the trouble to write letters
by hand.

OPPORTUNITIES

OPEN.

of jobs are waiting for people who can type. A typewriter
helps you put your ideas on paper in logical, impressive
form. ..helps you write clear, understandable sales reports,
letters, articles, stories. A Remington Portable has started
many a young man and woman on the road to success.

CLIP

I

I

COUPON

GREATEST TYPEWRITER BARGAIN
IN 10 YEARS
The gem of all portables. Imagine a machine that speaks in a
whisper . . . that removes all limitations oftime or place. You can
write in a library, a sick room, a
Pullman berth without the
slightest fear of disturbing others.
And in addition to quiet is a superb performance that literally
makes the words seem to now

from the machine. Equipped
with all attachments that make
for complete writing equipment,
the Remington Noiseless Portable produces manifolding and
stencil cutting of truly exceptional character. Furnished in
black
with shining chromium
today
!
attachments. Mail coupon

CARRYING

CASE

Also under this new Purchase Plan we will send
you FREE with every Remington Noiseless
Portable a special carrying case sturdily built of
3-ply wood. This handsome case is covered with
heavy Du Pont fabric. The top is removed by one motion, leaving the
machine firmly attached to the base. This makes it easy to use your Remington anywhere — on knees, in chairs, on trains. Don't delay . . . send in the
coupon for complete details !

Hundreds

NOW...

Remington Rand Inc., Dept235-1
815 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Pleaso tell me how I can get anew Remington Noiseless Portable typewriter, pins
FREE Typing Course and Carrying Case, for only 10c a day. Also send me without
obligation, new illustrated catalogue.
Name
Address-

GUARANTEE
10-DAY
FREE TRIAL
OFFER

FREE

COURSE

MONEY-MAKING

MONEY
BACK

A GIFT FOR ALL THE FAMILY.
If you want a gift for birthday, Christmas or graduation
one Father, Mother, Sister or Brother will
use and appreciate for years to come . . . give a
Remington Noiseless Portable. We will Bend a
Remington Noiseless Portable to anyone you
name, and you can still pay for it at only 100
a day. Few gifts are so universally pleasing as
atoday.
New Remington Noiseless Portable. Write

SPECIFICATIONS.

Stand-

ard Keyboard. Finished in glistening
black with chromium attachments.
Takes paper 9.5 inches wide. Writes
lines 8.2 inches wide. Standard size,
12 yard ribbon. Makes up to 7 clear,
legible carbons. Back spacer. Full
size platen. Paper fingers, roller type.

Black key cards with white letters.
Double shift key and shift lock.
Right and left carriage release.
Right and left cylinder knobs. Large
cushion rubber feet. Single ordouble
space adjustment. All the modern features plus the satisfaction of NOISELESS operation.

She evades close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy
IF .ONLY
. „ ,u„rm
,
. this
. lovely
i»
ner
charm .
You'll soon sense a new,
..She ignored the warning of "Pink
girl could stand forBrush" stimulates gum tissues.
Tooth
selves.
ever as you see her here— serene, beautisafe— see your dentist.The chances are that
healthy firmness in the gum walls themit does not mean a serious gum disorder
ful, goddess-like! But when she smiles—
when lovely lips part and reveal dull
— but your dentist should make the decision.
Ipana Tooth Paste and massage is apUsually, however, it only means gums
proved bymany modern dentists, taught
teeth and dingy gums— how quickly and
that have grown tender and flabby under
tragically the spell oj beauty is broken.
by many modern teachers in classrooms
our modern soft food menus— gums that
all over the country. Don't take chances.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
need more exercise, more stimulation—
Even
you seebrush,
that even
"tingebefore
of pink"
and as so many dentists will often advise
on
yourbefore
own tooth
you
It may not seem dangerous — that first
—gums that need the help of Ipana and
have
this
first
warning
of
danger—
schedwarning "tinge of pink" on your tooth
massage.
brush. It may seem trivial, unimportant.
ule yourself for this modern dental health
But your dentist will tell you it can be
For Ipana, with massage, is designed
routine with Ipana and massage. Don't
and has been the prologue to many a
to help benefit your gums as well as clean
risk being a "dental cripple." Change to
Ipana and massage, and help keep your
your
teeth.
Rub
a
little
extra
Ipana
onto
dental tragedy. Remember— "pink tooth
your
gums
every
time
you
brush
your
smile
lovely, bright, sparlding— and safer.
brush" is a distress signal, and only a
distress signal. But when you see it, play
teeth. Lazy gums awaken. Circulation
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On the Cove
©Cr1B
Posed exclusively for
Movie Classic, this beautiful natural color study of
Madeleine Carroll was
photographed by Edwin
Bower Hesser.
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She Battled
Her Way To
Star do

A star in stock, a star
on Broadway — and
now a star in pictures — that's
the
record of the girl
who has struggled
alone for success
since
she
was
three years old.

4.
.... A.
JOSEPH
masterly
ALFRED

great story by
CONRAD . . .
direction by
HITCHCOCK

of "39 Steps" fame . . .
a brilliant cast with
SYLVIA
SIDNEY
OSCAR HOMOLKA
JOHN LODER and
DESMOND
TESTER

A REMARKABLE PICTURE THAT
NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO MISS

Coming to your favorite theatre

<~A Ks&jTroduction

i_-r^.

Gladys George as she appears in
Paramount's Valiant Is the Word for Carrie.

By E. J. Smithson
Gladys
ty-voiced
NDE,, starthroa
BLOGeorge
ount's Valiant
Param
in for
up
Carrie, sums
Is the Word
her philosophy of life so far as it concerns
the theatre and the movies in the following
ten words, no more and no less :
If you keep on traveling you are bound to
arrive.
And Gladys
to know
for she's
been
traveling
back ought
and forth
behind
footlights
and in front of spotlights ever since she
was a tiny tot of three.
Like all good troupers, however, Gladys
isn't satisfied now that she has definitely
"arrived" in pictures via Valiant Is the
Word for Carrie.
Paramount
executives

may be wildly enthusiastic over her portrayal of Carrie ; they may be busier than
bees lining up bigger and better stories for
her ; "rave" notices may be finding their
way into the public prints in increasing
numbers — but Gladys isn't satisfied.
"I'll never really go to town out here,"
she insisted frankly as we visited in her
home in Laurel Canyon, "until I get a part
with good comedy in it. Heavy parts like
Carrie get me down. You heard about my
hysterics after the final scene was shot in
Valiant. Well, it was the truth, so help
me. You can't imagine an old trouper like
me pulling a stunt like that, can you ? But
[Continued on page 79]

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

Another

GARY

COOPER,

JEAN

ARTHUR

CECIL

Triumph

B. DeMILLE'S

Jtu, pCA/NSMAN
Cecil B. DeMille brings you Gary
and Jean in their grandest picture ... the story of Wild Bill
Hickok and Calamity Jane, the
hardest boiled pair of lovers
who ever rode the plains ... a
glorious romance set against
the whole flaming pageant of
the Old West . . .

'You've got courage enough
to kill a dozen Indians . . .why

Save close
your and
fire, then
boys, blast
'til they
come
the

haven't you courage enough
to admit you love me?"

varmints. There's got to be
room for white men on these

"Gentlemen, my name is Wild
Bill Hickok and I think we can
settle everything very . . . very
peacefully.. .unless somebody
wants to deal out of turn."

When

answering advertisements,
plains."

please mention January

Movie

Go ahead. Do your worst.
We'll still be laughing at you.
Laughing at a great chief so
small he'd kill two helpless
persons for spite."

Classic

Read the answer in this inside
story about the fourteen-year-ofa
girl who is credited with possessing the most remarkable voice
ever discovered
in America!

"W

HO

is the Voice Teacher of Deanna Durbin?

Call
(giving telephone number)."
"I am the real Discoverer of Deanna Durbin."
"Consult the real discoverer and first teacher of
Deanna Durbin regarding your prospects."
"I trained Deanna Durbin for her first picture and
radio work."
These, and other similar ones, are actual advertisements that appeared, and are appearing, in Los Angeles
and Hollywood newspapers and publications.
For everybody seems to be claiming credit for the
discovery and development of this amazing picture and
radio sensation — the fourteen year old girl who became
internationally famous before her first picture was released, and who received four thousand letters from

Deanna Durbin, Unf^?
versal's
singer,

happy lifrl©
as she apvl

Smart
set.
peared onGirls
the Three-

by

radio fans after her first broadcast, and before her name was
even known to the listening public.
Hundreds of these" letters were addressed in care of Eddie
Cantor and hundreds of others simply to "the little girl who
sings
on thevoice
Texaco
hour." opera scouts and critics credit this
Famous
teachers,
girl with having the most remarkable voice ever discovered in
America. Others, such as Lily Pons, Nelson Eddy, Gladys
Swarthout and Irene Dunne, frankly admit being amazed at this
phenomenal youngster. Eddie Cantor has announced over his
radio program that hers will be the outstanding American voice!
of all time.
In the history of pictures no star has ever had such amazing
developments in his or her career. A
[Continued on page 75]
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THE PICTURE

Come On, Everyone

THE PARTY'S
AGAIN!
ON
M*>

Glenda coos the new Gold Digger's lullaby—
"With Plenty of Money and You" — to those
dashing heartbreakers and champion funmakers— Victor Moore and Osgood Perkins!

Take

a bow,

RING out the old ... SWING in the
new! 1937 comes to town in a blaze
of syncopated merriment as Warner
Bros, go to town with a superlative

lee Dixon, for stealing the

show from Hollywood's fanciest steppers with
the dazzling dance stuff that made you the
overnight sensation of Broadway's

new edition of "Gold Diggers". Mirth
and maids and melody. . . lyrics and
laughs and lovely ladies... packed
with lavish profusion into a glorious show set to the split-second
tempo of Warner Bros, musicals!

hot spots!

DICK POWELL
Busby Berkeley achieves a new pinnacle in
rhythm as he introduces his 170 newest
beauty discoveries in that stunning dame and

JOAN BLONDELL

ditty number — "All's Fair in Love and War"

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1937
And "Speaking of the Weather", it's fair and
warmer for everyone concerned when Dick
lets himself go with that grand new love song
the tunesmiths made to order for his lady love!

When

VICTOR

MOORE

MARQUIS
songs by

• Directed by LLOYD
Harry Warren
and Al
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Dick Poweli and Joan Blondell, Warner stars, visit Kitty Carlisle
and William Gaxton, principals in White Horse Inn, backstage.
The Powells saw the play on their honeymoon
in New York

MIGAWSH!!!" screamed Your
Favorite Keyhole-Peerer and
Transom-Snooper (I bow modestly ) upon sustaining the Shock-of-theMonth on the MGM stage where they're
shooting After the Thin Man. It was that
moment when I beheld Myrna Loy, sitting
on the sidelines, knitting' a baby blanket!
But when I came to, I was advised that
the baby blanket is for Myrna's maid,
Theresa. It's Theresa who's going to be
a mother — pretty soon, now.
And so reassured, I hasten on to report
other Cinemitems of the month.
Place Your Bets
FOR instance, the revolt of the Lily Pons
at Radio. She weighs barely a hundred
(or does she?) but when she gets mad,
they'd rather handle Joe Louis over there.
And right
is mad.
She's madin because they now,
want Lily
to cast
Nino Martini
the
same movie with her.
Lily said NO. She said it in English,
French and anger. "One opera star," she
declared, "in a picture is enough." And, she
indicated, she would be that one star.

10

At this writing, it's a draw between RKO
and Lily. Lily says she'll not sing in a
picture with Nino. RKO says she will.
Sour Notes
LA.UGH-of-the-Month
out is
of Hollywood's
-* martial involvements
the one on
Gladys Swarthout's husband, Frank Chap(who, like Gladys, is a singer of no
mean man
note.)
It seems that Frank's former wife, Buff
Cobb Brodie, chanced to visit as house
guest a filmland couple who live directly
across the
Gladysmorning
and Frank's
house.
Notstreet
until from
the next
after
her arrival at her hosts' did the former
Mrs. Chapman learn that — and then it was
through hearing, as she struggled out of
the
depths
of asslumber,
Frank's
voice
carolling
lustily
he sang in
his morning
bath.
She said nothing. But the next morning,
Frank's singing again awakened her. Buff
couldn't stand it. As he ended his aria,
she veiled across the street:

to be awakened at the break
"Do / have
[Continued on page 13]
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Dixie Dunbar, 20th Century-Fox star, all
dressed up and evidently no place to go
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The new fan topic of the nation!
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Broadway's greatest dancing star!
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HERBERT
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GREGORY
RATOFF

ARM ETTA
HENRY
Filmdom's top comics together for the
time in one picture !
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Radio's greatest songstress !
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SAILORS

They're nuts to everybody !
PEGGY
RYAN

"

JACK

Famous

stage comedian

Remember
"My Man

& March of Time star !

the gorilla man
Godfrey"?
CHARLES

When

»
I've Got To be Kissed
•*«'
"Top Of The Town"
"Where

SONGS

AND

are you?"

LYRICS

By Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamsori, the
greatest song hit team in pictures!
STORY

AND

SCREENPLAY

By three writing Aces: Charles Grayson,
Bob (Academy Prize Winner) Benchley and
Brown Holmes I
DIRECTOR
Lang

who

gave

you "Love

Before

SETS

DANCES

AUER

THE NEW

,,.

By John Harkrider, illustrious Ziegfeld set and
wardrobe creator!

SMART

MISCHA

SONGS

„„
"Blame It On The Rhumba"
<*«•
"Fireman Save My Child"

Breakfast!"
GOWNS
AND

fun is — there he is !

W IL L

THESE

"I Feel That Foolish Feeling Coming On"
"There Are No Two Ways About It"

Walter

Eleanor Powell's protege and dancer supreme !
GERALD
O. SMITH
Where

WORLD

WHISTLING

i«*

GA
LO
ELLAInternationally
famous
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THE

WHOLE

BE

of

R. ROGERS,

By Gene Snyder, famous director of the New
York Music Hall -Rockettes!
Executive Producer

UNIVERSALIS

LOU

GREATEST

BROCK,

Associate Producer
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trout-fishing sequence in which Powell,
admittedly the most amateurish of all
fishermen, fools Myrna and her expert flycasting papa. Unstinted praise, too, must
be accorded Charley Grapewin, Cora
Witherspoon, Lauri Beatty, E. E. Clive
and Charles Trowbridge for the excellence
of their work. If you fail to see Libeled
Lady don't call yourself a movie fan!^
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

C. Henry Gordon, Errol Flynn,
in a dramatic scene from
Charge of the Light Brigade

LADIES IN LOVE— Whether or not this
20th- Century-Fox picture will appeal to
the men folk of the family can only be determined by the box-office receipts, but
none-the-less, Ladies In Love is a film well
worth seeing. With a cast that includes
such notables as Janet Gaynor, Loretta
Young, Constance Bennett, Simone Simon,
Don Ameche, Paul Lucas, and Alan Mowbray to put the three-in-one plot across,
theatre patrons really have a treat in store
for them when they see it. Acting honors,
so far as this observer is concerned, go to
Alan Mowbray and Janet Gaynor both of
whom turn in superlative performances.
Constance Bennett as the unmarried companion of Paul Lucas ; Don Ameche as the
young doctor; Loretta Young as the impetuous showgirl in love with Tyrone
Power, Jr., all of these sterling actors expertly take over difficult roles and play
them to perfection. No little praise should
go to Ed. H. Griffith's excellent direction.
The task of keeping three separate love
[Continued on page 54]

of the LIGHT BRIGADE
The Show Window
Frank Reviews of the Latest Screen Offerings
EXCEPTIONAL
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
— Without the slightest tinge of press-agent
exaggeration, here's a film that possesses
everything needed to make the customer
happy — nerve-tingling thrills, grand acting,
beautiful photography, stirring music and
fine direction. Take our unbiased word for

ton and David Niven contribute excellent
work.
Special awards for excellence should go
to Sol Polito for his photography, to Max
Steiner for his music and to all the others
who, in whatever capacity, helped to make
the Charge of the Light Brigade one of the
truly great pictures of this or any other
year !— Warner Bros,

LIBELED LADY— There may have been
other stories filmed that contain as many
it, you'll come away from the Charge of
the Light Brigade feeling glad that movies . laughs per foot as Libeled Lady, but we
were born !
can't recall them — and perhaps we wouldn't
if we could for if ever a picture came as
The story is based on Tennyson's imclose to perfection, so far as comedy situmortal poem and is admittedly a highly Actionized treatment in spots. But the ride of
ations, sparkling dialogue, and suspense is
the valiant six hundred as caught by the
concerned, Libeled Lady is IT in capital
camera is something as magnificent as it is letters. Jean Harlow re-establishes herspectacular. Nothing like it has ever been
self on top of the movie ladder as a comoffered to movie fans.
edienne without an equal. What she does
to her role is something that deserves a
Errol Flynn, cast as the brigade's major,
is credited by this reviewer as giving a bouquet of WW's orchids. Spencer Tracy
as the hustling, bustling newspaperman too
flawless performance. His rating in any
popularity contest from now on will be busy to marry Jean ; William Powell as
the slicker who tries to stave off a five
near or above any topflight competitor you
care to mention.
million dollar lawsuit by conniving with
Olivia deHavilland, charming and lovely,
Tracy to trap Myrna Loy, the international
supplies the romantic interest in a role of
playgirl ; Walter Connolly as Myrna's
a girl who has promised to marry one
worried father — these four put more life
brother while loving the other. Patrick
and gusto, more genuine, 14-caret acting
Knowles, as the younger brother, shows a in one picture than you usually see in a
world of ability in this, his first American
dozen. And you don't have to take this
statement with the usual grain of salt.
picture. C. Henry Gordon as the sly and
cruel Surat Khan scores a great hit in Libeled Lady is nothing but one continuous
his role of villain. Henry Stephenson,
laugh-fest — and what more can you ask
in a comedy.
Outstanding
scene — the
Nigel Bruce, Donald Crisp, Spring Bying12

William Powell, Myrna Loy, Jean
Harlow and Spencer Tracy form an
quadruple love team in Libeled Lady

Paul Lukas, Simone Simon and Constance Bennett give outstanding
performances

in

Ladies

in

Love

Hollywood Highlights
[Continued from page 10]

Cupid's Calendar
<<\17HO'S
Dating
Whom
in HollyVV wood?" Well, here are the latest
romanswers to that question :
Nelson
Eddy?
this most
adamantlyopposed-to-love-life-publicity gentleman

g ! ? !"
by your
dawn then
of And
she practicin
cut short her visit and
moved back to her own home.
That amused even Hollywood, accustomed as Hollywood is to hilarious interludes involving ex-hubbies and ex-wives
when they meet unexpectedly. But even
Hollywood got a variation of that now-old
theme at a night club the other night—
this time it was one of those embarrassing
meetings between ex-"that-way-ers" instead.
It happened at the door, when an incoming couple and an outgoing couple collided.
One pair consisted of Cary Grant and
Sonja Henie. The other consisted of Mary
Brian and Tyrone Power, Jr. And inasmuch as Mary and Cary were reported at
the very verge of matrimony only a fortnight or so ago — , well, the spot rustled
with whispers like a gale in a palm grove
for minutes afterward !
However, I must append an after -note:
A few days later, Cary learned that Mary
was down with a cold. He sent her huge

Happy Birthday!
Carole Lombard-Clark Gable matter still interests Hollywood's wonderwhatters. Apparently, the friendship between Carole and Clark is running full
blast. They're together everywhere, and
Hollywood has never seen a couple who apparently have sweller times together.
However, Carole is now denying herself
to all interviewers, because, it is explained,
she does not wish to be quoted in any way
about Mr. Gable. Nevertheless (I don't
know whether it's the interviewers' fault or
Carole's) all interviews seemed inevitably
to veer around to the Gable subject. So, to
simplify the problem, all interviews were
called off.
Meanwhile, may I report that for her
birthday, just past, Clark presented her
with a gorgeous bracelet. And a cocker
spaniel. She just loves dogs, and Clark
knows it. The spaniel makes her fourth.

— Fawcctt Photo by Charles Rhodes
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A Brown Derby twosome — Sir Guy
Standing, distinguished peer and gentleman and blonde
Virginia
Fields

forecourt

of Grauman's
Theatre

whole
picture
Genewhen
and Ann
speak to
each together,
other except
they didn't
spoke
their lines before the camera !
So is Roger laughing?
And is Ann burning !

Chinese

Franklin to the niteries, but won't talk
about it. . . . Jimmy Stewart? he's still
playing the field, with Virginia Bruce one
night, Ginger Rogers the next, and Eleanor
Powell the night after and so on and on
and on. . . . Dixie Dunbar? well, it's a
toss-up between assistant director Bob
Herndon and rich auto-dealer Bill Davis
with Dixie, and she's alternating handholding dates. . . . Alice Faye? probably
wedding bells for her and Tony Martin
pretty soon, now. . . . Robert Kent ? still
Astrid Allwyn and they've been house-hunting together. . . . Toby Wing? good-looking
Davie Carlyle's her latest beau, and Tom
Brown is dating elsewhere for a change.

,

;*
~"-*"
im 8

Mrs. "Thin Man" are determined to impress their footprints on

has recently been escorting Mrs. Ann

May I also report that Hollywood's favorite fortune teller advised me, confidentially, that according to the planets,
Clark Gable and Mrs. Rhea Gable, now
legally separated, will never be divorced?
However, that's merely -— an
lj astrologer's
forecast, Carole.

\

FRANCIS LEDERER, handsome screen
star, is very generous with his services
for radio interviews, guest speaker for clubs
of both sexes and for any charity affair.
He exacts no pay for his services and
agrees to appear with one proviso.
Somewhere in his talk, interview or else,
he must be permitted to talk of World
Peace, a hobby on which he spends the
greater part of his income.

ANN SOTHERN
has Pryor,
to quit her
moon with Roger
and honeyleave
him in Chicago while she hurries back to
Hollywood to be made love to by one of
Hollywood's handsomest bachelors — Gene
Raymond.
It's all
for and
a movie,
but be
thetorrid,
lovescenes between
Gene
Ann will
as usual . . .
However, is Hubby Roger Pryor
worried? He is NOT. Because he knows
that Ann Sothern and Gene Raymond
dislike each other offscreen just as cordially as the script demands they love' each
other ON screen. As a matter of fact, it's
reported that throughout the making of one

THE

%

Something Worthwhile

Strike Up the Band, Roger!

gobs of flowers. And right now, it's reported that despite Sonja and Tyrone, or
others, Cary and Mary are very pit-a-patty

K

how much la Dietrich and Doug Fairbanks
Junior are together — it's almost as definite
as King Edward and Mrs. Simpson !

. . . Betty Furness ? hats and all, she's being
taken places by Alan Lane. . . . Cesar
Romero? he's running Jimmy Stewart a
close second as a field-player, with Martha
Raye and Virginia Bruce getting his top
play. . . Paula Stone ? she's going to be
Mrs. Henry Willson if it goes on. . . . Brian
Donlevy? when you don't see him out with
Marjorie Lane, count it a lost day or night.
. . . Ann Shirley? now that RKO's busy
trying to build her from li'1-girl roles into
adult ones, Ann is helping by plotting early
matrimony with Owen Davis, Jr. . . . June
Lang? if she isn't Mrs. Victor Orsatti by
the time you read this, it won't be much
longer. . . . Lee Tracy? he's favoring ex's,
what with stepping out one night with
Marian Sayres who used to be Mrs. James
Murray, and the next with Florence Lake,
who's separated from Jack Goode. . . .
Francis Lederer? the apple of his eye is
Margo and maybe she'll be his wife too if
she'd only say uh-huh. . . . Marlene? well,
all London's
a-chatter over gossip about

Bouquets
DON'T
forget
to its
patmost
Hollywood
on the
back for
one of
heart-warming
activities — the wave of adoptions that is
bringing fortune into the lives of at least
a few children who otherwise might have
been doomed to bitter lives —
Within the past few weeks, Hollywood's
top-liners have adopted a new group of
[Continued on page 14]
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Pat Ellis and Craig Reynolds, attending the Flashlight Frolic are
shown holding that pose while
"Buckwheat"

Thomas

Lee of Our Gang

and

"Porky"

prepare to "shoot"
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What

JOAN

CRAWFORD
Thinks of

JOAN
CRAWFORD
All of us are more or less introspective,
but would we dare speak out loud and
let the world know what we think of
ourselves? We dare say, no! But, Joan
Crawford, first glamour lady of the
screen, isn't ashamed. She comes right
out and tells us frankly and honestly
what she thinks of Joan Crawford in
the January issue of MOTION
TURE.

PIC-

And while Joan turns the spotlight on
herself, we turn it on Shirley Temple,
Robert Taylor, Gene Raymond, Margo,

et a I.

A big star line-up at a recent Lux Theatre of the air broadcast. Left
to right — Doris Kenyon, Mrs. Lela Rogers, Alan Mowbray, Ginger
Rogers, Warren
William,
Vera
Teasdale
and
Cecil
B. DeMille

babies to add to the many adoptees that
already rule Hollywood homes. The Al
Jolsons, thrilled to death over adopted Al
Junior, are arranging for another baby
from Chicago's famous foundling home,
called The Cradle, and this time it'll be a
baby
for young
The Pat
have sister
adopted
anotherAl.baby.
The O'Brien's
Fredric
March household will soon welcome another. Miriam Hopkins, who has adopted
one, is preparing to adopt another. . . .
Life Is Like That
THERE are a dozen actors in films, now
rating four figure salaries, who are
there, solely and only, through the personal
help and friendship of the late Will Rogers.
Indeed, one of them whom Will pleaded
for was passed up by every company in
Hollywood until Will persuaded one of the
companies to take a chance and promising
to personally pay for any loss the picture
might run up.
Will is gone and the actors mentioned
are all doing well but of the entire lot not
one of them ever seems to remember and
credit the help Will gave them but one.
His name is Bob Burns. He never fails
to give thanks to Will Rogers for his kindly
advice and help.

fishing with Dick Barthelmess and some
friends off the British Columbia coast, he
suffered a very slight sunburn on the eyeball. Each wink of the eye irritated the
condition and in the middle of shooting
on After The Thin Man he was in terrific
pain. He tried to carry on, but it was useless.
The eye specialists finally demanded that
the studio order him to bed and he was
locked in a completely darkened room for
a week, while shooting was held up.
Wise-Crack
A GIRL
friend of Martha
Raye— Bob
Burns tells the story — called up Martha
and asked her to come along to a lecture

Back in the Fold
ONE of the finest comebacks Hollywood
has ever seen has been staged by Lee
Tracy.
badagoboyLee
—
no
doubt He
aboutwas
that.Hollywood's
But some time
decided to settle down and RKO-Radio
tried him out for one picture. He did a
grand job and now he's playing the lead in
Criminal Lawyer and those on the lot who
have seen the rushes will tell you it's his
finest job in years. Maybe Florence Lake,
his heart flutter, is the good influence.
Narrow Escape

AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
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ONLY
really
know Bill
what Powell's
a narrow closest
escape pals
he recently had from losing an eye. When he went

Accept no substitutes !

%f^i
According to Lily Pons, RKO-Radio songbird, one grand opera
singer is enough
in any picture

Always insist on the advertised brand !

at a Hollywood club.
"What's it about," said Martha.
"It's all about Buddhism," explained
the gal.
"That's out !" said Martha. "I'm not interested in flowers."

QUICKLY CORRECT THESE
Perlolastic not only CONFINES

*T FIGURE FAULTS

. .'■; it REMOVES ugly bulges I

They Deserve Salute

FREEMAN GOSDON and Charles Correll — '"Amos and Andy to you" — before they departed for the East presented
the Hollywood American Legion with a
pair of timeclocks, cost $2,000, and they
are in place at the Stadium where the picture colony gets its Friday night fisticuffs.
Amos and Andy return soon to winter
at Palm Springs after which they will make
Beverly Hills their permanent residence.
Also they will make another picture
around the first of the year, this time for
Paramount.

Fawcett Photo

by Charles Rhodes

This stairway of fame holds a
host of stars with their hostess,
Margot Graham, in the foreground.
Here's to Your Success, Joan!
NEARER and nearer gets Joan Crawford to that latest ambition of hers —
a place on the singing stage, be it opera or
the concert platform or maybe radio.
Her latest step came as a complete surprise, the other night at one of Hollywood's
favorite nite-spots. Phil Ohman, who batons
the band there, strolled to the table where
Joan and Franchot Tone were celebrating
their first wedding anniversary. He set
down a microphone before Joan, and asked
her to say a few words.
Instead, Joan sang! She crooned "Melancholy Baby" and she crooned it with a
swing and a fervor and a deep passion that
would make even a libbyholman envious.
The roof lifted three inches at least from
the burst of applause that followed — and
Joan was as thrilled as a little boy who's
said his first piece at a school party without
forgetting the words !
Joan has never forgotten that Rosa
Ponselle said that her voice was good
enough for even the Metropolitan, with sufficient training. If training will do it, Joan
will get there !

When

If YOU

REDUCE

Do Not .

/our Waist and nips
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
. . . it will cost you nothing !

housands of women owe their
£j f
**M A slim, youthful figures to Perfo^L^ Iastic— the quick, safe way to reduce! Since so many Perfolastic wearers
reduce more than 3 inches in 10 days, we
believe we are justified in making YOU
this amazing offer. You risk nothing . . .
simply try it for 10 days at our expense.

"Reduced my hips 9 inches", writes Miss
Healy; "Hips 12 inches smaller", says Miss
Richardson; "Lost 60 pounds with Perfolastic", writes Mrs. Derr; "Formerly wore
a size 42, now I take an 18. I eat everything", writes Mrs. Faust, etc., etc. Why
don't you, too, test Perfolastic?

■ Look at yourself before you put on
your Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere —
and afterwards ! The difference is amazing.
Bulges are smoothed out and you appear
inches smaller at once. You are so comfortable, yet every minute you wear these
Perfolastic garments you are actually
reducing . . . and at hips, thighs, waist
and diaphragm — the spots where surplus
fat first settles.

■ Seeful for
yourself
wonderquality
of thethe material!
Read the astonishing experiences of prominent women
who have reduced many inches
in a few weeks! You risk
nothing . . . we want you to
make this test yourself at our
expense . . . Mail the coupon

YOU APPEAR SMALLER

AT ONCE!

NO DIET . . . DRUGS ... OR EXERCISES!
■ No strenuous exercises to wear you out
. . . no dangerous drugs to take . . . and no
diet to reduce face and neck to wrinkled
flabbiness. You do nothing whatever
except watch the inches disappear!

THE SAFE, QUICK METHOD

■ Every move you make puts your
Perfolastic to work taking off unwanted
inches. The perforations and soft, silky
lining make these Perfolastic garments
delightful to wear next to the body.
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SEND TODAY FOR 10-DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER AND SAMPLE OF MATERIAL

NOW!

PERFOLASTIC,

Inc.

Dept. 71, 41 E. 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Diaphragm Reducing Brassiere, also sample of
perforated material and particulars of your

10 DAY
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OFFER!
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On Hollywood's perfectly appointed
tables, charming in every detail, this
gorgeous Silverware gleams. And,
here is exciting news! . . . With the
Quantity Saving ($2.50 or more) o 26Piece Set, including stainless-blade

One of Mervyn LeRoy's most notable directorial contributions to the screen was
Oil for the Lamps of China for Warner Bros. The first picture for his own company, known as Mervyn LeRoy Productions, will be The King and the Chorus Girl

Hollow Handle Knives, and a smart
tarnish-proof Chest, can $ I —
be yours for only ...
I'

on
straight
the records
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JUST
this easy
contest,
and also
to prod

1881
iROGERS^
made

BY ONEIDA
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those who have failed to enter, we're
going to say right here and now that this
$500 trademark contest closes December
20th — and that means, if you'd like to share
in the cash prizes Director LeRoy is offering for a trademark, you'll have to sit
right down TODAY and work out ideas
you think would be suitable as an emblem
for the fine pictures he will produce by
his own company to be known as "Mervyn
LeRoy
Productions."
REMEMBER^ THIS— All you have to
do is to submit ideas. You don't have to
be an artist or an advertising expert to
stand a chance of winning a cash prize.
And you can send in as many ideas as you
wish — there's no limit. All Director LeRoy wants you to do is to jot down your
ideas in writing — a brief, clear, and concise description of what you would consider an appropriate trademark idea symbolical of the fine pictures he intends to
produce.
Here's what he says :

16

Accept no substitutes !

"All I leant is a trademark that is
original and entirely different from those
noiv in use. It must be distinctive and
impressive. My plan is to produce only
class
withcontestants
mass appeal
like topictures
have the
bear and
this I'd
in
mind. Contestants need not go for artiness
in their suggestions. It's the effectiveness
of the idea that -will bring home the bacon.
No sketch is required, although contestants
may
submit LeRoy,
them if as
theyyou
wish."
Mervyn
undoubtedly
know, stands very high as a director.
Included among his greatest successes are
Golddiggcrs of 1933, Little Caesar, Oil for
the Lamps of China, Tugboat Annie, I Am
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang, and Anthony Adverse. He recently completed
Three Men on a Horse for Warner Bros.,
who also will release pictures produced by
his own company — "Mervyn LeRoy ProFor his first picture as an independent
producer, LeRoy will film The King and
ductions."
The
Chorus Girl. He promises to produce
it on so lavish a scale that it will indeed

Always insist on the advertised brand

to Enter
$500.00
With December 20th as the
deadline for entries in this
trademark contest you will
have to get busy, now, if
you wish to win your
share of the cash prizes!
warm the heart of any king. Ferdinand
Gravet, the French idol, signed some
months ago to a LeRoy personal contract,
is cast for the lead and will co-star with
Joan Blondell. Edward Everett Horton
also has a major role in The King and The
Chorus Girl — that of the king's uncle.
Also in preparation for the coming year,
Director LeRoy has purchased another
sure-fire hit story entitled The Great
Crooner, written by Clarence Buddington
Kelland.
Now, back to the contest. First remember the closing date — December 20th.
Next, take out your pencil and begin
transcribing your trademark ideas to
paper. And after you've done that, send
them to Contest Editor, Movie Classic
Magazine, 7046 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. DO IT NOW!
This same offer appears also in the January issues of Fawcett's affiliated film
magazines — HOLLYWOOD, SCREEN
BOOK, SCREEN PLAY and MOTION
PICTURE. The winner of ideas submitted to any of these magazines receives
a $50 cash prize and a chance at the $250
grand prize.
Read the following rules over very carefully and when you have finished, start
immediately on the pleasant task of transferring to paper your trademark ideas. But
—BE SURE THEY ARE ORIGINAL!
Here are the rules :
1. Contest closes December 20, 1936. All
entries must be in the mail not later than
midnight, December 20, 1936.
2. Any reader is entitled to enter except
employees and relatives of employees of
Fawcett Publications, Inc., Motion Picture
Publications, Inc., or Mervyn LeRoy Productions.
3. It is not necessary to submit a drawing of the trademark — you can outline your
idea in words.
4. Do not submit fanciful or decorated
entries.
5. Judges will be Mervyn LeRoy, S.
Charles Einfeld, Director of Advertising
and Publicity for Warner Bros., and Edward Selzer, Director of Publicity for
Warner Bros.
6. In case of ties duplicate prizes will
be awarded.
7. The decision of the judges will be
final.
No entries will be returned.
8. Prize, winners agree to sign over all
right and title to winning designs, and to
accept the prize money as full compensation for the same.
9. Submit your entries to Contest Editor, Movie Classic Magazine, 7046 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.
Now put on your thinking caps ! Your
chance to win a $50 cash prize and the
$250 Grand Prize is as good as anyone
else's.
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Try Your Luck - and Be Lucky Ever After !
The Right Shade of Face Powder Will
Add the Final Touch to Your Personality

All women and girls make up. But plenty of
them need to be made over!
Yes, positively.
hiding the loveliness
Nature
gave themThey're
and quenching
the vital
spark of personality with a drab, dull, dead
shade of face powder.
What they need is a shade that natters, that
gives them the young, alive, vivid look that
never fails to attract.
How sure are you that
right shade of face powder?
you're satisfied — there may
that would create a "you"
seen before!

you're using the
Even if you think
be another shade
no one has ever

You're An Individual, Not A Type!

tion. When you get the five shades, try all five
on. Don't think that your choice must be confined to any one or two shades. As I say, try on
all five. Maybe the very shade you think least
suited to you is really your most becoming,
your most flattering.

Stays On For 4 Hours
When you make the shade test of Lady Esther
Face Powder, I want you to notice, too, how
smooth this face powder is — how evenly it
goes on and how long it holds. By actual test,
you will find this face powder adheres for four
hours or more without getting shiny.
Write today for all five shades of Lady
Esther Face Powder which I offer free. With
the five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder
IEsther
will also
you The
a 7-days'
of Lady
Face send
Cream.
coupontube
brings
both

Don't be old-fashioned and choose your shade
the powder and cream.
by
type orand
coloring.
aren't
a type.
yourself
nobodyYouelse.
Choose
. You're
your shade according to which is
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (29)
most becoming to you, before your
own mirror. And the only way to do
Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
this intelligently is to try on all five
Please send me fay return mail a liberal supply of
Basic Shades, one after the other.
of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-days' supply
So new — so true is this new way
Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream.
of finding your true shade that I offer
to prove every word at my expense.
Name
I will, therefore, send you all five
shades of my Lady Esther Face
Powder free of charge and obliga-

FREE
all five shades
of your Lady

City
State
/ If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)

answering advertisements, please mention January
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THE

HITS TO WATCH

FOR

FROM
NOW
TO NEW
YEAR'S
DAY
THE DIONNE
QUINTUPLETS
m REUNION
with the year's most important cast: JEAN HERSHOLT, ROCHELLE
HUDSON,
HELEN VINSON,
SLIM SUMMERVILLE,
ROBERT
KENT,
Dorothy Peterson, John Qualen.
Directed
by Norman Taurog

BARBARA

STANWYCK

in BANJO

ON

and JOEL

MY

KNEE

McCREA

with Helen Westley, Buddy Ebsen, Walter Brennan, Walter Catlett,
Anthony Martin, Katherine De Mille. Directed by John Cromwell.

WARNER BAXTER and JUNE LANG
in WHITE HUNTER
with Gail Patrick, Alison Skipworth, Wilfrid Lawson, George
Hassell. Directed by Irving Cummings.

CRACK

UP

with PETER LORRE, BRIAN DONLEVY, Ralph Morgan, Helen
Wood, Thomas Beck, Kay Linaker, J. Carroll Naish, Lester
Matthews, Duncan Renaldo.
Directed by Mai St. Clair.

LAUGHING

AT TROUBLE

with JANE DARWELL, Delma Byron, Allan Lane, Sara
Haden, Lois Wilson, Margaret Hamilton, Pert Kelton,
John Carradine.
Directed by Frank R. Strayer.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
in STOWAWAY
with ROBERT

YOUNG

• ALICE

FATE

Eugene Pallette, Helen Westley, Arthur Treacher,
J. Edward Bromberg, Allan Lane, Astrid Allwyn.
Directed by William A. Seiter.

ONE

IN A MILLION

with SONJA HENIE, ADOLPHE
MENJOU,
JEAN HERSHOLT, NED SPARKS,
DON
AMECHE, RITZ BROTHERS, Arline Judge,
Borrah Minevitch and his Gang, Dixie
Dunbar, Leah Ray, Montagu Love.
Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

Darryl F. Zanuck
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Accept no substitutes!

in Charge of Production

Always insist on the advertised brand!
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LOVE

Powell

With Dan Cupid as director, love promises to give Dic\ and Joan, Hollywood's
famous newly-weds, a new lease on life
and a new reason for attaining even greater
successes in their screen careers

ALL

HOLLYWOOD was happy when Joan Blondell
said "I do" and became the bride of handsome Dick
Powell. Somehow, Hollywood considered this an

ideal match. There have been any number of "ideal matches"
since Hollywood first hit the front pages as the movie capital
and it is a sad necessity to admit that precious few of them
have withstood the test of time.
But, for some reason that might be hard to explain in words,
all Hollywood expects that this will be a lasting marriage.
Surely, it is ideal in every sense of the word. It is the union
of a couple of happy youngsters who are old enough to know
what they are doing and young enough to enjoy in full
measure the happiness that only marital bliss can
supply.
It almost seems as if Joan and Dick
were born for one another and now that their
year-long romance has culminated in marriage
the curtain has been rung down on yesterday
and
the
horizon.

sun

shines

brightly

on

tomorrow's

For both Joan and Dick have known their
darker hours. Both have suffered from unhappy
marriages. They didn't plunge headlong into
this one. For a year they were constant companions, in work
at Warner
Brothers'
studios,
where both
are under
contract,
and at
play.
They were as eager for one another on the day
they were married as they were on their first date.
To understand just what love has done to
Joan and Dick, one must consider their backgrounds, their early lives — their struggles for
professional success and for financial and social
security. And, strangely enough, their careers
bear a striking parallel, one for the other.
Let's take Joan first:
She is the daughter of two famous vaudevillians. Ed
Blondell. her dad, was one of the stage's best known comedians. When she was only four months old, she made her
stage debut in New York. Before she was old enough to be a
high school graduate, she had traveled around the world
seventimes.
times and had crossed continental United States fiftysix
THERE came the day; when her devoted family wanted
her to have the same chances other kjds her age had.
They settled down on the farm they had always longed for
and Joan — only in those days she responded to the name
Rosebud — entered the Texas State College for Women at

Never was there a bride more lovely or more happy than
Joan Blondell when she married Dick Powell aboard the
S. S. Santa Paula in Los Angeles harbor on September 19

HAS DONE
and Joan

Blondell

by Murphy McHenry
Denton, Texas. All troupers dream of the day when they
can "settle down." Usually, when the day arrives, they are
sorry it has come and they live in the memory of those more
exciting moments when they wrere in the public eye. The
Blondells — all of 'em — were no exception. Joan had been
used to performing for crowds, or enjoying the spotlight and
the applause. College life was too dull. So she just quit and
started out on her own, working as a model here, acting in a
small stage show there, sometimes going into beauty contests
and almost always winning title of Miss Something or Other.
Finally, she landed in New York and. in 1930, after a short
session with the famous Ziegfeld Follies, she was playing in
Penny Arcade. Another performer in the same show was
James Cagney. Warner Brothers, who swept into power
through their introduction of the talkies, bought the show for
movie purposes and Joan and Jimmy were given contracts
which took them to Hollywood, where they both made

Wearing

a

smile

that

won't come off — that's
Dick since his marriage

their
film debuts in Penny Arcade, later released as Sinner's
Holiday.
Press agents have a way of sensing talent. They made
Joan Blondell a Wampas baby star and she was on the road to
glory, riches and ultimate happiness. A year after her debut,
she was being billed in big type and all over the country her
name was in electric lights. It is the simple story of the girl
who had that something that Hollywood wanted. Fame
didn't go to her head. With
[Continued on page 89]

(Above) Dick cuts a piece of the wedcjing cake for
himself and his bride. (Left) The popular screen
couple
in a scene
from
Golddiggers of 1937
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BOLES

Portrait of a gentleman in repose. A
striking study of the stalwart screen
actor, John Boles, by Alfredo Valente

Girl!
How would you li\e to attend a picture show and
become a modern Cinderella with Grace Moore for
? Well, that's ex&tcdy^what
godmother
your fairy
happened
to the heroine of this story!

by Marian Rhea
THIS is a new kind of Cinderella
story.
It should begin:
"Once
upon a time, there was a young
girl who went to see a moving picture
called One Nitjht of Love. . . . And it
changed her entire life."
Then the ending: . "And now, she is
secretary to a famous singing star so
she's living happily ever after !"
But, of course, there is more to the
story than that — much more.
There is,

in fact, another of those stranger-thanfiction dramas which abound in Hollywood. The heroine is the slender, pretty,
blue-eyed girl who went to the picture
show in Winnipeg one night and so besame a modern Cinderella. The fairy
godmother is Grace Moore !
As I say, it all began on that night,
in Winnipeg, when Betty Gardner went
to the movie and saw One Night of
Love.
And that night, as she walked

Betty Gardner, the alert and ambitious Winnipeg girl who wouldn't take
a prima donna's "no" for an answer
out of the theater, that gorgeous aria
from Madam Butterfly that Grace sings
at the end still ringing in her ears, she
said a strange thing.
"I am going to be Grace Moore's secOf course the boy friend who had
taken her to the show laughed a little.
"Granted you're a good secretary
retary."
(Betty had been working for a group of
physicians
for Grace
some time)
you you
go
about
getting
Moore how'll
to give

Between scenes on the set Grace Moore, Columbia's golden-haired, golden-voiced
prima donna, dictates to Betty Gardner, her new secretary

a job? They say she's as exclusive as
the"Never
King ofmind,
EnglandI'll!" do it," Betty
Gardner told him, quietly.
She started trying the next day by
writing a letter to Miss Moore in her
very best secretary-ish style and set
forth her qualifications and her background (she is the daughter of a Canadian surgeon and has an excellent education). Then she finished the letter
courteously with a statement something
like this: "You perhaps will not be interested inme, now, but I shall keep on
23
In due time — [Continued on page 72]
trying."

Meet
Bill "Sir Wd&m
N HARLOW calls him "Daddy/'
JEA
Carole Lombard used to call him "Pop."
His first wife, Aileen Wilson, affectionately spoke of him as "the Pater." Which are
three very good reasons why we say there is
more to this ladies-man Powell than just ladiesman stuff!
There is something benign about the gent.
Something tolerant and protective, something
definitely paternal. It springs from his innate
and childhood desire to be gallant.
"I have always thought all women were
beautiful," he told me once. "I have always
thought of all women as damsels in distress. I
have always thought of women as being the
particular and very special problem of man.
Of course," he added humorously, "I know
they're
not.
bunk.
Many of them
are better
ableThat's
to takethecare
of themselves
than
most men. But, anyway, I like to think it.
When I was a boy Sir Walter Raleigh was my
idea of a man with a mission in life — to make
the byways of the world safe, and dry, for
femininity.
"As a matter of fact, I suppose that's why I
wanted to become a lawyer. I never figured
on having to defend hardened criminals. Oh,
no, I'd leave that for someone else. My clients
were all to be lovely women with tears in their
eyes — lovely, abused women for whom I would
right a wrong. Oh, dear, oh, me, oh, my," Mr.
Powell sighed elaborately in rememberance.
But be that as it may, and notwithstanding.
Bill Powell has given reality to his boyhood
dream. No actor, with the exception of Will
Rogers, has gone to the aid of as many acting
damsels in distress as Bill has. No actor has
been more patient, more gallant, or more fatherly
in helping actresses over tough career hurdles.
No actor has ever had so many actresses looking
up to him as children look up to their parental
benefactors . . . with the same look in their eyes
that children wear when they insist that their
father is stronger than any of the other kids'
fathers on the block. You won't get him to
admit it, but he doesn't have to. There are cases.

by

Luise Ranier was new to American picture
making when she appeared in M-S-M's
Escapade, but due to Powell's friendly help
it turned out to be her "discovery" picture

Kat

har

ine

Har

tle

y

HP HERE is, for example, the fatherly shove
-*■ that he gave to the careers of Carole Lombard, Myrna Loy, Kay Francis, Jean Harlow,
Margaret Lindsay, Ginger Rogers, Rosalind
Russell, Luise Rainer, and Jean Arthur. In fact,
name one girl he has worked with who hasn't
benefited by his kindness, and there's where
we'll rush into the ring with you!
Everyone is talking of My Man Godfrey as
the triumph
of Carole
Lombard's
Never
before
had she
been so
adorable career.
and natural.
Never before had she given such a magnificent
performance. That picture brought forth the
discovery of a new Carole Lombard and, believing that stars in love make better pictures,
a lot of fans will credit this new Carole to the
tip-toe vivacity which comes with a new love —
her love for Clark Gable. But this is not the
case. Carole was a success in that picture because Bill Powell willed it so.
My Man Godfrey was the realization of a
four-year-old dream. Four years ago when Bill
and Carole met and were married Bill had his
idea of Carole's possibilities on the screen. He
said that someday, luck willing, he would find
the perfect script for her. Came the seperation
and the divorce, and Bill still went on looking.
That it was a long look can be seen by the following.
Two years ago Universal was to do The Great
Ziegfeld, and because this promised to be a big

He's much too modest to admit it, but Bill Powell takes a sincere delight in helping
ambitious actresses over tough career hurdles — and here is a story that proves it!

Bbwell]
production, Metro-Goklw yn-Mayer
agreed to loan Bill for the title role.
Then came
a lowran
spotshort,
in Universal's
history,
money
and that
studio sold the rights to the picture
to Metro ; but stipulated that they
should still have the rights to Bill
Powell for one picture.
And it wasn't until My Man Godfrey rolled along that Bill got around
to talking starting dates with Universal. Naturally Universal was planning to co-star him with Margaret
Sullavan — their biggest and best
leading lady. But when Bill read the
script he knew it was the script he
had always been looking for, for
Carole, and here was their chance, at
last, to appear together. Fortunately,
Universal
a "borrowing" contract with had
Carole.
So, not only did he find the feather
for his ex[Continued on page 86]

In Universal's
Powell saw to
bard got her
win the success

My Man Godfrey
it that Carole Lomfirst big chance to
she so well deserved
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E HONEST with your children
and expect them to be honest
with you. This is the first and

the greatest of the commandments."
Joan had come into the living room
of her Beverly Hills home to greet me,
looking like Alice In Wonderland — but
an Alice who knows just where the Rabbit came from and where he is going.
Joan always makes me think of a
very wise child. I never quite get over
my preliminary gasp of amazement when
I realize that "the child" has children of
her own and that she does not "play
dolls" with them. On the contrary, she
gives them the thoughtful care and intelligent supervision of a woman of
twice her years and half her cares.
She reads books on child psychology.
She spends time with her children. She
has nurses for them but she supervises
the nurses. She always makes out their
menus for them herself. There have
been definite occasions when Joan has
turned down a good part in a good picture because she has felt that she should
be more with her children.
Joan has been making one picture
after another picture. Phones ring incessantly. Agents and producers do a
quick routine on her doorstep. Joan and
husband Gene Markey are planning to
build a new home in Brentwood. But
with all the vivid and colorful strands
that go to make up the life of this least
Bennetty of the Bennett daughters it is
not of her career of which she talked.
It was of the children.
And as we talked I realized how interested other young mothers would be
in the problems Joan has met and faced
with her children. She doesn't like to
talk about the children for the public
prints. But I prevailed against her personal scruples by persuading her that she
could really help other "little girls" who
also have little girls of their own.
"T have certain commandments," she
said, "1 guess you'd call them, that I
obey — and expect the children to obey.
And the first of them is : Be honest with
your children and expect them to be
honest with you.
"A mother has simply got to be as
honest with the child as she hopes the
child will be with her. I certainly try
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by Gladys Hall

never' to shade the truth where the
children are concerned. I answer every
question they ask me. as honestly as I
know how to answer it. And if I don't
know the answer I'm not ashamed to say
your " children share your life
don'tLetknow.'
T 2.
with, you :
"This commandment," said Joan, "is.
in a way, an amplification of the first
one. And to me its very important. So
many parents are too busy or too worried or too indifferent to take their
children into their confidence. And
then when the children grow older and
fail to take their parents into their confidence the parents feel abused and talk
about 'ingratitude.'
"If you want your children to share
their lives with you you've got to begin
by sharing your life with them. You
can't make them feel like little outsiders
peeking at you through a crack in the
door. If you have problems share them
with the children. If the problem is a
servant problem let them help. If it is
a financial problem discuss it frankly
with them, make them feel that they are
a part of your life, a part of the home.
ONE
evening not long ago
Diana came into the living
room here and found me walking
up and down, all but wringing my
hands. I was in a state. I'd had
an unpleasant day at the studio.
She asked me what was the matter,
and I tokl her. I told her exactly
as I told Gene later on. I didn't
attempt to 'talk down' to her. I
explained that I had had a conference with a producer and why it
had upset me. I told her I'd feel
better
it after Ia was
night's
rest
but at about
the moment
having
a bad attack of the jitters. And
she understood. She said that the
producer
'a bad
me. Andwasthen
sheman'
wentto worry
away,
tactfully leaving me to myself —
and I knew
were warmer
friends
than that
everwe before
because '
I had treated her as a friend and
not a little outsider to be pushed
3. Correct bad habits before
they "set" : "Most children, being
away." develop dozens of bad little
human,
habits. One of the most common
of these is the little matter of tell -

Gene

Markey and Joan Bennett, one of

Hollywood's

happiest

married

couples

So that other mothers may profit from her mistakes, Joan Bennett
reveals the problems she has met and faced with- her children

fibs are always found out sooner
or later and that no one has any
respect for a person who tells
fibs. I made it as clear as possible that there is no advantage
silly.
in telling fibs
— and every disadvantage. stressed
I
the fact of
its being extremely
"I have an easy
time with
because she her
is very
fond of me, especially
so, I think, and very
close to me. I know
that it would really
wound

Over the mantle in the Bennett home hangs
this beautiful oil painting of Joan and her
two lovely daughters — Milinda and Diana

ing fibs. Almost all small children tell
fibs. That is to be expected. But what
is to be avoided is allowing this habit to
become a matter of long duration. For
instance, there is a drawer in my desk
where I always keep a supply of pepper-

mints. knew
I
very well that Diana was
helping herself. I questioned her. She
roundly denied having taken them. And
then I sat down and talked with her. I
didn't scold her. I just put it on the
grounds that it was all very silly, that

her

unbear- -

ably to think that she had lost my respect,
had hurt my great pride in her. And I
think I made her realize that she would
do just that if she persisted in telling
fibs. I think I made her realize, first,
that it is a very silly habit and also a
very shabby one. And Diana is too
sensitive to be able to bear a thought like
27
that."
[Continued on page 70]

The Five Million
Over
The stage is set for the greatest legal battle in
the history of movie-making and all because a
Montana cowpuncher rose from a twentyfive
to a five'million'dollar box office threat !

Gary and a young chetah
he captured alive during
a wild game
expedition
Gary Cooper, the lovable, lanky riding cowboy from the Montana wilds
who proved a gold mine in disguise

The popular film star as he

they're building it on (tenuous points that, if they hold,

Lives
of a in
Bengal
Lancer
appeared
Paramount's

will change many a star's
future tends : !) : The studio conTHE most unusual damage suit ever recorded has been
filed in the Superior Court in Los Angeles.
Paramount Studios are suing Sam Goldwyn, independent
producer, for $5,000,000 because he has appropriated their Best
Box Office Bet. That lanky, lovable, ridin' fool from the
Montana wilds who proved a gold mine in disguise. Gary
Cooper.
It's a turn of the tables, so to speak. Because just ten years
ago Paramount took Gary away from Goldwyn by offering him
twenty-five dollars a week more salary!
There was no suit then. You could pick up tall cowpunchers
for a dime a dozen. Only — this cowpuncher clicked. To the
tune of five million dollars ! That is five times the estimated
insurance value of the President of the United States. But

That they "made" the Cooper name.
That they were obliged to spend vast sums on him in the beginning when he was merely a gamble, another Producer's
Worry. Why shouldn't they continue to reap the huge profits
on that long-shot gamble?
Certainly they expected to the day those executives brought
him a brand new contract to sign. In they walked — William
Le Baron, who looks more like an English archbishop than a
movie mogul, and Ernst Lubitsch. dark and with the inevitable
cigar.
'"Sorry, gentlemen," said Coop in that soft drawl of his.
'"I've already signed a contract that begins January first — when
my present one expires. As a matter of fact, I signed it last

Paramount considers the premium for Gary
worth every cent of it. They've employed
legal talent in New York and California to
them along with their own staff of lawyers.
wood been so interested in such a case. And

They were stunned. Questions poured out after a moment.
Why was he leaving? Was it a matter of money? Coop
January."uncomfortably. He liked the old lot and these men.
shuffled
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Cooper's services
the finest outside
plead the case for
Never has Hollyhere are the points

They were personal friends of his. "It's just that I feel I've
been around too long in one spot," he tried to explain. "Every-

Dollar Battle
GARY COOPER!
By VIRGINIA T. LANE

Cooper as Wild Bill Hickock
in his latest and greatest picture success, The Plainsman
The Paramount star and his
wife, the former Sandra
Shaw, are pictured at their
home in San Fernando valley

body needs a change once in

might
have added that
"
while.
a He
he was bone-tired. In the last
year he has done six Class A
pictures, two of them, Mr. Deeds Goes To Town and The
Plainsman, of a road show scale, and all of them with exceptionally long production schedules. Most of the top ranking
stars make three pictures a year. And that is what his new contract calls for.
A SALARY increase did not enter into the arrangement.
-**■ After all, Gary has been making close to $10,000 a week
on a forty weeks basis which is not exactly an amount to be
shrugged aside. He is going to Goldwyn on a picture deal
similar to the one Ronald Colman had at $110,000 a picture.
Gary believes the whole thing (since it allows him more time
for those hunting trips!) a great set-up.
From their point of view Paramount believes it a great setback— their point of view ! Losing the man who, during these
last ten years, has netted them around $45,000,000. Small
wonder they're clearing the decks for action.
And back of all the brimstone and fire of battle is that strange,
significant fact — the rise of a single
[Continued on page 88]

GLORIA

STUART

Individual, beautiful, and happy! — a threeword description of the girl who firmly believes her career in pictures is just beginning
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The gossips in Hollywood say
that her screen triumphs have
turned Jean Arthur s head to
a point where shes the high'
est of the high'hatters — but
this may change their views

Garbo talking right out
WITH
loud in interviews, receiving
the press and even welcoming
an occasional chance to say her say in
the public prints, the palm for elusiveness among screen stars now goes to
Jean Arthur.
It is Miss Arthur, even more than the
divine Greta, who wants to be alone.
Though she is still without aloofness.
her fondness for solitude has become
proverbial since her triumph as Calamity
Jane
man. in Cecil B. DeMille's The PlainsShe swims alone in the ocean at six
a. m. — and, what we mean, these icy
mornings she is alone ! She eats a solitary luncheon. She is never home to
the press, politely straight-arming most
would-be interviewers.
And, even on

"Cala
the set, she -stirs from her canvas dressing room only when called for a scene.
So imagine this writer's surprise
when her voice came rattling across the
wires from Malibu not long ago, saying:
"Why don't you ever stick your head in
at our house?"
Quicker than you could say Jack Robinson, Jr., we were swinging out a curving beach road. On one side were tawny
cliffs and, on the other, the tumbling
green waves of the Pacific. Here, close
by the ill-fated citadel where Thelma
Todd lost her life, is a colony of houses
built almost wall-to-wall, right on the
ocean front.
At first, you're puzzled how to enter
the Arthur domicile. Do you go through
the garage whose doors yawn ahead of
you, or do you try the tall wooden gate
at one side? The gleaming brass lock
on the door at the rear of the garage
warns you that it won't give, so you try
the gate.
Inside are steep wooden stairs, painted
cream and green like the house. You
descend these to a front door with a fan
light, reminiscent of Cape Cod.
There

As Calamity Jane in DeMille's The
Plainsman, Jean Arthur establishes herself as an actress of exceptional ability

is no bell, but a cast iron hand serves as
a knocker.
Knock, knock.
"Who's there?" comes a voice from
above. There is only one voice like that
— a little-girl voice with a mature, seductive inflection. It wins you with
every crackle.
Who could it be but
Jean Arthur?
You look up and see her
with a red bandana around her head and
a sunburned nose pressed against
the window.
"I'll come down and
let And
you in,"
she she
does.says.
No stopping to powder her nose.
No looking to see if her lips are on
straight. A thud of descending
heels on the stairs, the door opens
and she stands before you, the winsomest figure in Hollywood.
I can't forget how she looked that
day.
[Continued on page 84]
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CHRISTMAS rounds the corner, human spirits
quicken to the festive promise in the air and human
hearts expand into the age-old gesture of giving. Unfortunately, this zest for giving must be accompanied by a
talent for buying ortone is likely to greet the eventful day with
frazzled nerves and a whole new crop of worry wrinkles.
Nan Grey, Universal starlet, has made a discovery guaranteed to bring you up smiling Christmas morning — no matter
how long your gift list or how varied its demands.
"Remember," Nan said laughingly, "how horrified we were,
as children, when we read about old Scrooge who said, 'Merry
Chirstmas, bah !' ? In creating that character I believe Dickens
must have envisioned a 20th Century Christmas shopper.
"I know I was becoming a bit Scrooge-like myself and, although Ididn't say 'Merry Christmas, bah !' right out loud, I
was something of a wreck by the time I had only about half
my gifts purchased.
"Then, because I wanted a new lipstick, I stopped at the cosmetic counter — and that detour proved to be the finale to my
Christmas shopping. Right there, in the smartest of holiday
boxes, were gifts for friends of every age and taste. Furthermore Iwas confident they would be welcomed with honest delight because I gave each gift the test of personal approval.
Would / like this perfume, that compact? The answer was
invariably yes!"
No better test than Nan's could be evolved for Christmas buying. Beauty
aids appeal'
to every
and woman
demands
of perfect
grooming
and girl
gracious
living. alert to the
Right out in front among the choice holiday offerings this
season is Kathleen Mary Quinlan's Rythm Perfume, just as new,
gay and alluring as its name implies. This is a perfume for
those competitive hours when a girl needs the confidence inby an perfume
aura of creation
enchanting
pride inspiredthis
is fragrance.
[ContinuedManufacturer's
on page 83]
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She Tried to Dodge
Believe it or not, seven years ago beautiful Jean Harlow was ready to run
away from fame and fortune — only she was so terribly frightened she couldn't!
by Harry Hammond
IT'S been almost seven years since Jean Harlow tried to run
out on the night that was destined to be the foundation of
her highway to stardom, but the tiara of success she has
achieved as the result of those seven long years, and not altogether too happy years, has failed to make her forget the
quaking knees and the shivers up and down her spine as the
motor car inched its way through the heaviest traffic jam Hollywood has ever known to the world premiere of Hell's Angels.
With only her parents sitting beside her in the limousine, Jean

Beall

experienced a stage fright almost unconquerable. If
only grab a coat, pull it over her head and shoulders,
the auto and disappear into darkness of the night.
she prayed for such a chance, but kept her prayers
to herself.

she could
leap from
Mentally
and fears

"It was the most horrible nightmare any girl could experience." Jean confessed. "It was stupid, foolish, inane and idiotic.
I know, but I just couldn't help it. I should have been the happiest sfirl alive.

It was "Hamm" Beall who gave Jean
Harlow her first big publicity build-up
when he handled the world's premiere
of Hell's Angels for Grauman's Chinese theatre on Hollywood Boulevard

A reproduction
of one of the many
newspaper ads that literally propelled
the blond Jean into stardom

"Sid Grauman, the world's master showman, had arranged for a premiere of Hell's
Angels in Grauman's Chinese that has never
been equalled. Ben Lyon and Jimmy Hall had
persuaded Howard Hughes, the producer,
that I, a comparatively unknown fresh from
the 'extra' ranks, was the girl for the
feminine lead. You, Hamm, as Sid's publicity
chief, had given me the greatest billing any
screen actress had ever received to date.
I
couldn't read a paper, pass a billboard, sit down
in a restaurant, but what my own face would be
staring at me. And it wasn't done with mirrors.
"Then like a big baby, I sat there silent and
glum — like I was on my way to the dentist
to have every tooth extracted with hedge shears,
but only after each and every one had been drilled
with a trip hammer.
"How
I got through that night : faced the
crowds, the cameras, the news photographers, talked
over the microphone, I'll never know.
Your guess
is as good as mine.
"But from what my friends told me, and the
reports I read in the press, I must have gotten by.
I don't remember seeing the picture at all. In fact I
never saw all of Hell's Angels, despite the fact that I
made personal appearances with it in more than a score
of cities.
"What's more, I never intend to. If I had to look at
myself as I appeared in it, I'd lose all confidence in my
acting ability. I'd feel there was no hope.
"When I was making personal appearances I'd always
sneak in the back of the house to watch the Zeppelin airplane attack. I never failed to get a tremendous thrill out
of it. I probably saw that scene hundreds of times."
Wings, Paramount's epic of the air had preceded Hell's
Angels and taken the edge off sky-battles; Ben Lyon and
Jimmy Hall, who had the masculine leads in the Hughes,
while swell fellows and popular
[Continued on page 80]
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Simone
Simon
Explains Herself
"I am not temperamental!
I don't want to be a star!
1 don't
likp Hollywood men! "says Simone Simon^the screen's latest "find"
CHARMING! Just a dash of the gamin: Why not?
Loosed at that raffish crossroads of the world, Marseilles, flung into the barbaric bypaths of Madagascar,
swept along the challenging boulevards of Paris, it is only
natural she should be nicknamed La Sauvage Tendre. Puzzling
only is the real name of this tender savage of twenty summers
and countless climes till she gaily explains :
"The family name it is Simon. Then my father he think it
very smart if he name me Simone, so that the two they sound
alike — Seemoan Seemoan — yet they are differ-rent."
Knowing this is to know that Simone
Simon is smart as her name.

^^^

Likewise as lively. In
""'"^^■i^^^^fc^
Sfl^to^^
blue sweater and

bluer slacks, her ruddy-brown hair sportive beneath a peaked
soft hat Peter Pan might have flicked down from his eerie
treetop, you see in her five-feet-three of French quicksilver.
Perhaps you saw her in the French picture, Lac aux Dames.
If so, you glimpsed unblushing charms freed from cruelly
imprisoning shoulderstraps. Since that first startling revelation of her in this country something, indeed much, has been
left to the ever-moral American imagination. Yet in Girls'
Dormitory, her first Hollywood picture, it is possible to guess
at those hidden charms without guessing wrong. What she
didn't hide, according to all accounts, in the making of this
sheltered film, was her temperament. But, no matter, it made
her a star.
Pretty good.
Like her tennis game, from which she now
has breezed into the room.
She stretches contentedly on a
couch. You see, ''The skin on the heel it rub." But that temperament ofwhich she has been accused — there's the real rub !
You are sorry you mentioned it, for the effect is violently upsetting. She stares up. She sits up. She springs up.
"No !" she blazes, her lightning-blue eyes aflash.
"I do not
have the temper-rament.
I am not difficile. It is only that
they do not understand me. That is why they have the
cold face. But I come with the warm smile on my
face, and my arms are open."
Fair enough.
A smile to melt ice, and arms inviting as a soft breath from the South.
"Never would I be temper- ramental," and she
looks so innocent you can almost believe
her. "I be natural. But nobody gives me
advices.
People never try to help me
at all because they think I am — oops !
Then I become pretty mad when I
think about that. What is this they
tell me when I do something?
Is
it I have to be told what I do?
Poof ! When I come here I am
not a beginner. For three years
I am on the stage in Paris. Also
I go in pictures. Now I go in
She sits down beside you
them?" .
calmly, the storm over.
"A funny thing it happen.
One the
day terrace
I am sitting
on
of the a-lone
Cafe
de la Paix — nice there, yes?
— when a man I never see
before he sit down at my
[Continued on page 82]
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Marguerite Churchill, who appears in
the forth-coming Columbia production Legion of Terror, poses in a delightful chiffon evening gown from
the advanced
spring collection
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Dimmitt for Dolores Del Rio soon to
appear in the Columbia production The
Depths Below. The soft panels are
tucked at the shoulders and waistline to
give form and feeling to this diaphanous
creation. (11) Marguerite Churchill
wears a coat of black Celanese taffeta
over an arresting beach costume of gayly
printed taffeta. The voluminous boxpleated shorts which reach to just above

the knee are topped by a bias cut
draped brassiere of matching
taffeta which closes down the
back with a row of tiny buttons
and has no shoulder straps at all.
Designed in conjunction w i t h
Irene wheel
Bury.
(12)Celanese
A huge taffeta
carthat of black
is worn by Marguerite Churchill.
It is ingeniously fashioned so that
the flat cartwheel effect is fastened
to a gypsy bandeau which ties
under the chin. Style Flash of the
Month : Kidskin in shoes and
accessories is going high fashion
especially the new dull finishes that
harmonize so well with smart
cruise outfits as pictured.
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A heart'brea
Anne Shi:
boys mu

ANNE
EVEN at the age of four Anne Shirley, the petite RKO
star, thought life was real and earnest — so far as love
and romance were concerned. You see, she became
engaged to seven-year-old Byron Sage who somehow managed
to slip a ring over her engagement finger ! All of which should
be proof enough that Anne always has been a heart-breaker,
though if the truth were known, she didn't break Byron's
heart and they are still very good friends. However, the
pattern of Byron's life has been closely interwoven with Anne
for fourteen years and while now she continues the merry,
heart-breaking way of all eighteeen-year-old girls, who can tell
what the future will bring?
The engagement, with the full consent and delighted approval of the childrens' ■ parents, took place when Byron and
Anne were working in The Spanish Dancer with Pola Negri.
One of those friendships all too rare in Hollywood was developing between Mrs. Shirley and Mrs. Lena Sage. Byron's
mother. When picture engagements were few and far between
and the Shirley larder ran low, Mrs. Sage could always be
relied on to help out. And when fortune forgot to smile on
Mrs. Sage, Anne's mother did her part.
They shared the joys and sorrows of trying to crash the
movies and what Mrs. Shirley thinks of Mrs. Sage is no secret.
Recently she had this tried and proven friend legally appointed
as Anne's alternate mother. Desirous of protecting Anne's
future welfare. Mrs. Shirley had legal papers drawn appointing,
in the event of her death, Mrs. Sage as her daughter's guardian.
When Anne Shirley sky-rocketed to fame in Anne of Green
Gables she was dubbed the "Cinderella girl," much to her
dismay. And in considering the various constructions that can
be placed on this overworked title, one can hardly blame her.
"To me," Anne said, "a Cinderella is a poor girl who has been
deprived of normal happiness and pleasures.
While I have been in pictures since I was three,
my childhood was as happy as that of the average non-professional child. We were never
wealthy and at times we were very poor but.
thanks to my mother, I never realized just how
poor we were.
T always had plenty of food

Art

hur

by

Anne I Shirley
scene
Daddy
and
in whichin a she
starsfrom
withRKO-Radio's
Herbert
Marshall

and there was never a noticeable absence of candy, ice cream
cones and similar things dear to a child's heart. The only part
of the Cinderella legend I'll agree to is that referring to the
good fortune that brought me success in Anne of Green
Gables. And that was the lucky break all actors pray for."
Mrs. Shirley was faced with the problem of
earning her own living a few months after Anne
was born in New York City. Getting a job was
one thing and providing proper care for the tinyAnne was another. The outlook appeared desperate indeed to the worried mother.
[Continued on page 68]
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Comfortable, homelike, spacious, and hospitable — a four
word description of the Santa Monica home owned by Pat
O'Brien, Warner

Bros, star now

appearing in San Quentin

The library of the O'Brien home is Pat's chief
and joy
for good
reason!
a man's
from
the and
beamed
ceiling
to theIt'shardwood

Dignity and charm go hand in hand in the simplified furliving

room

in the

Pat O'Brien

residence

w
This shamrock-adorned
tures the trophy room.
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and famous-initialed old tavern bar feaYe host is evidently awaiting customers
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Signing Off!
If you're interested in autograph hunting, itwill more than repay you to read
this surprising story about Viola Seed,
the Queen of the Autograph Hounds

by Lewis Allen
things that annoy movie stars the most are : bad
THREE
press notices, the income tax and Viola Seed.
The first two items are not so serious. For instance, a
the acritics'
soothesonce
usuallyaround
e in thetaxnext
good performanc
wrath
and the income
man picture
only comes
year.
But the Viola Seed menace is not so easily dismissed. She is an
ever present thorn on the rosy paths film idols tread, a daily
shadow upon their lives, liberties and pursuit of happiness.
Viola Seed is the champion autograph hound of Hollywood. She
has probably met more movie stars than any other girl in the world.
She has several volumes of autograph books containing more than
1000 signatures of the great and near great of Hollywood to prove
her claim to the title of Queen of the Autograph Hounds.
Viola is a pretty brown-haired St. Louis girl who came to
Hollywood two years ago. Since her arrival in the film colony
she has devoted at least eight hours daily, and often twelve and
fifteen hours, to waylaying movie stars in a systematic quest for
their autographs.
It's a strange life. Strenuous, too. She bears the scars of many
battles — stubborn battles waged with Garbo, and Dietrich, and
Hepburn, and Chaplin, and lesser gods, on the sidewalks of Hollywood.
VIOLA takes tremendous professional pride in her work, like
any true craftsman. She simply adores movie stars. The fact
that amazingly few of them reciprocate her admiration bothers
her not at all. If all the film favorites who have publicly insulted
Viola were laid end to end they'd extend from Hollywood Boulevard to Little America. But she glories in it. A snub to Viola
is like a turkey dinner to a refugee. She just eats it up. Bejeweled hands have vainly tried to trust her 110 pounds aside.
Masculine smiles that have fluttered a million hearts have become
ominous scowls in Viola's presence. But she has remained undaunted, unsquelched. She knows all the soft answers for hard
words. . And she's as sharp-witted as she is persistent.
For example, one night she popped from the shadows outside
a Hollywood radio station where she had been awaiting her prey
and thrust an autograph book into Constance Bennett's dainty
hands. Connie was hurrying to keep a broadcasting date. "I can't
be detained now. My public is waiting," said Connie, attempting
to
brush laughed,
past. "I'm
Connie
and your
signed.public," snapped Viola. "Sign here."
On another memorable occasion Viola accosted Eddie Cantor
outside the Hollywood American Legion stadium on a fight night.
Cantor, accompanied by several of his daughters, was in a hurry.
He wouldn't sign an autograph, and he was pretty decisive about
it. Viola knew where his car was parked. After the fights Cantor
and his daughters found Viola comfortably seated in the car.
"What's the idea?" Eddie asked.
"I want your autograph," Viola replied.
Cantor said : "Nothing doing." Whereupon Viola announced
that unless he signed she'd remain in the car, make him take her
home. And then he'd have another daughter.
"Stop!" screamed Cantor.
"I'll sign."
pHERE
are about a dozen professional
autograph
hunters
A trailing the movie stars in Hollywood.
Her gang, Viola calls
them. Of course, there are hundreds
[Continued on page 64]

Viola Seed with her autograph book
at trie gate
of Paramount
Studios
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Hollywood

Music! Laughter! and a gold ring for a prize
keeps these romancers traveling at a dizzy pace.

-|T ***** V^er-- \n\eve^ °° P

Marie Wilson, Hollywood's longest-lashed lady,
is shown here entering the famous Clover Club
on
the
arm
of
Nick
Grinde,
ace
director
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A gay twosome headed for the game. —
Tom Brown and Paula Stone stride merrily
towards the entrance of the stadium to
join the band in the "pom-pom"
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Herbert Marshall
Herbert Marshall pictured in the grounds of the Beverly Hills Hotel where
his spacious bungalow is situated. He is currently co-starring in the
Radio Pictures Production, Make Way For a Lady, with Anne Shirley
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A STAGGERING Success!
By Forbes Smith
Believe it or not, a 'drunk' routine in a New York night club,
put Martha Raye, the new comedy
sensation, in movies

I

STAGGERED into stardom," confesses Martha Raye,
new screen comedy sensation. "Hiccoughs, wobbly legs,
and a flair for publicly insulting strange gentlemen put me
where I am today. And I don't mean in a police station."
Strange as it may seem, Martha has skyrocketed to the Hollywood heights along a rowdy route ordinarily taboo for girls
aspiring to break into pictures. She's a staggering success, and
the hangover is a long term contract with Paramount.
Of course, it was all part of an act. Martha's legs are not
really wobbly, she doesn't make a practice of insulting persons,
and her cheerful disposition belies her screen insolence. But for
two years previous to her Hollywood arrival Martha supplemented her New York night club singing and dancing with a
funny drunk routine. She weaved an uncertain path among diners,
jerked unsuspecting gentlemen by their coat lapels, thrust her body
menacingly close and sputtered insults and intimidations in their
embarrassed faces. The patrons roared. It was a swell gag.
Martha jumped at the opportunity to play a four weeks engagement at the Club Casanova in Hollywood. Here was her
chance to get a picture bid. She could sing hot numbers. She
could dance. So she sang and danced. The engagement was extended to twenty-three weeks. The movie crowd dropped in and
applauded. But no screen offers.
"They told me hot singers were a dime a dozen in Hollywood,"
says Martha. 'And Eleanor Powell wasn't a bit jealous of my
dancing."

Then the Club Casanova closed for the season. Martha wasn't
any nearer to a movie camera. She decided to return east.
Martha's trunk was packed when the management of another
famous night playground of the film celebrities, induced her to
appear as a guest star in their floor show. Martha mischievously
tried her old drunk routine on the distinguished cinema gathering. It proved a riot.
Among those who enjoyed Martha's plastered pranks was
Norman Taurog, a Paramount director. He told Martha to go
home and unpack her trunk and he'd use her in Rhythm On the
Range which he was preparing to shoot.
"It was the nicest hangover a girl ever experienced," cracks
Martha. "Drunk and disorderly the night before and waking up
the next morning with a chance to play opposite Bing Crosby
in
a picture." was rushed into the picture without the formality
MARTHA
of a screen test. Taurog knew she was good. And that same
drunk routine proved a comedy high spot of the production.
Taurog has long been recognized as a keen observer of talent.
That night at the night club he saw far more in Martha than
ability to impersonate a bawdy inebriate. He saw the possibilities
for remarkable facial expressions, particularly comedy expressions, in her prominent features and large, mobile mouth. He
recognized Martha's extraordinary sense of pantomime. Her 47skill
in accurately timing comedy lines and
[Continued on page 59]

How Henry Fonda
One of the sweetest and loveliest romances Hollywood ever
smiled upon is the love story of Henry Fonda and his new bride

by Denis Morrison
executives — grips, juicers, wardSTARS, directors,
robe women — everybody on the United Artists lot
will long remember the homecoming of Henry
Fonda.
He burst into the cafe at the studio one noontime
recently — and burst is the right word — radiant, smiling,
burbling with the joy of living, so happy that he wanted
all the world to be happy with him.
Could this be the moody young man who had departed
only a few months previously with a dour look on his
face? Standoffish, impatient sometimes, temperamental
and "touchy" even with his best friends?
"What's come Over you, Henry?" a studio executive
asked him. "Never saw you feeling so happy in your
Henry Fonda grinned his boyish, engaging grin.
life."
"There's only one answer to that," Fonda said. "Only
one possible answer. Love. I'm in love. She's the most
marvelous girl in the world! She's my miracle girl —
and the next time anyone tells me that love isn't a
miracle — well, maybe I won't punch him in the nose,
but I'll look very superior and smile condescendingly.
Because I know!"
Henry Fonda's new bride, as all of you know by this
time, was Mrs. George T. Brokaw, of the very hoitytoity New York Brokaws. She was born Frances Seymour, of the no less hoity-toity Seymours, of Morristown, N. J., New York City, and Fairhaven, Mass.
And what very few indeed know is how they happened
to meet and how Henry won her for his wife.
It is one of the sweetest and loveliest romances that
Hollywood and the haute monde of New York and
London ever smiled over, this love story of a handsome
lad who had been scorched and embittered in his quest
for happiness and the patrician beauty whose brief
wedded years had been crowned with sorrow.
They met in London, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Kane. It happens that Mrs. Kane, herself a
famous beauty, is the sister-in-law of Sidney Kent, and
that Mr. Kent is the president of Twentieth CenturyFox which had had Fonda under contract.
HENRY
was a very emotionally distrait and torn
youth when he received his marching orders to go
to London and star in On the Wings of Morning with
Kane producing.

He had just finished making The Moon's Our Home
for Walter Wanger in Hollywood and his co-star in
that
picture,
recall,
Sullavan,
who you'll
had been
the was
first tempestuous
Mrs. Fonda. Margaret
Many there were who predicted, when these two ardent
souls were cast together, that the old love would flare
anew. Henry certainly was wildly in love with the blonde
wisp of flame that is Miss Sullavan. He admitted as
much to his intimates.
"She keeps me guessing every minute," he told a
friend once. "Maybe that's why I love her."
has.Keeping 'em guessing is a way Margaret Sullavan
She kept Henry on tenterhooks the year they were
married. At the end of the year she went from New
York to Chicago to fulfill a stage engagement and sent
him this terse message :
"This is to let you know that I am getting a divorce."
No wonder Henry was terrifically shocked. Who
wouldn't have been? And Margaret went on to quarrel
with her director, William Wyler, all through the making of her hit picture, The Good Fairy, and to marry
him almost the minute the picture was made. She divorced him — and then almost immediately came her costarring film with Fonda.
Small wonder that tongues wagged. But nothing came
of it. And Henry went away to London a moody and
morose young man. All set for the rebound, some will
say.
At Well
the Kanes' house in London Henry found himself
presented unexpectedly to a very lovely young matron,
quiet of voice, evidencing high breeding, gowned in the
most impeccable taste.
"Mrs. Brokaw — Mr. Fonda — I'm sure you two will
get along splendidly — Mr. Fonda, you know, is in London
making
a picture
for Henry
Mr. Kane
Something
clicked.
told his" pals about it afterward. Frances Brokaw was so different from Margaret
Sullavan. Her voice was quiet, vibrant, her beauty of
the serene, patrician type. Up to that moment love had
meant nothing to Henry except hurt, pain, tornadoes,
bewilderment — torment. He who had dreamed of love
as a safe and sunny haven had found it only a raging
tempest.
Frances Brokaw was blonde like Margaret but right
there the physical resemblance ceased. Even on that very
first evening in the Kane residence she and Henry hit
it off. By the time they said good night they were on a
comradely basis.
The very next Sunday the Kanes were host and
hostesstheat thing
a boating
on the onhistoric
That's
quite
to do party
in London
summerThames.
holidays
and
Henry fell in with the plan with enthusiasm, looking
forward to meeting the very fascinating Mrs. Brokaw
again.
He knew by this time that she had been widowed
more than a year, that she had a daughter, Frances de
Villers Brokaw, who was nearly five years old, that she
had been married as a lovely young debutante to the
wealthy George T. Brokaw, considerably her senior and
member of one of the oldest Knickerbocker families as
she herself was. Brokaw had previously been the husband
of the brilliant and vivacious Claire Boothe Brokaw,
and after their divorce she became the wife of the brilliant young editor, Henry Luce.

Henry Fonda trains his socialite bride
to be camera conscious on the grounds
of their suburban estate near Hollywood
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ON
THAT
eventful- Sunday
picnic on the lordly
Thames, he learned a great deal more about Mrs.
Brokaw and she about him.
in Before
love! the day was over both knew that they were

Won His Bride/
It was a day redolent of romance. The
broad river that empties into the ocean just
a few miles from the sprawling capital of
the British Empire was dotted with gailyfestooned barges and power craft. History
has been made for countless generations on
that river. From its gently rolling bosom
one sees the vaulted towers of the Houses
of Parliament ; the dome of St. Paul's ; the
tall spires of Westminster Abbey ; and there
is
in history
the very has
atmosphere
here
marched the
and "feel"
men that
and
women
have
marched
with
it
to
glorious
or
fateful destiny.
All this had more than a mere impersonal
meaning to Frances Brokaw. She must have
been thinking of her own ancestors and the
parts they played in the rolling drama of
events that unfolded in sight of the spot
where she reclined on the deck of the boat.
She must have been warmed by those memories as well as by the adoring devotion of
the handsome youth at her side.
For nearly four hundred years ago her
ancestor in the direct line, Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, perished under
the headsman's axe for his temerity in plotting to elevate the lovely Lady Jane Grey —
history's
pathetic heroine — to the
throne of most
England.
And here was a young man from Omaha,
Neb.,inin that
a country
that day,
hadn'tmaking
been dreamed
of
distant
ardent
phrases to a descendant of that Duke — hard
by the famous Tower of London where he
met his tragic end.
Much water has passed under London
Bridge since that fateful day. Dynasties
have fallen, wars have raged over the British throne, a new continent has pushed the
frontiers of civilization back — but love is
the same today as it was then, human hearts
entwine, and sweethearts seek to read destiny in each
other's
eyes.
Dusk
fell on
the historic
Thames. Bob
Kane's boat nosed to its mooring again and
the gay folk aboard left her decks. But one
unseen passenger stole down the gangway
caroling a song in the hearts of Henry
Fonda and Frances Brokaw — and that passenger was Love. Love had wrought its
miracle again.
A merry summer season followed. Henry
finished his picture work. A party was made
up to go to Berlin for the Olympic Games.
Henry and Frances were members of it.
They were constantly thrown together.
Their devotion became more and more
marked. By the time the party came back
to London, Henry and Frances knew they
were going to be married.
The grand dames and dowagers of the
clan Seymour may have been austerely
shocked when they heard that Frances was
going to marry an actor but if they were
they didn't betray it.

a very quiet marriage.
HENRY
vetoed that idea. She wanted
Frances wanted
to be married in a New York church with
all the fuss and furbelows of a society wedding. Who could blame her ? She was proud
of her handsome young man and wanted the
y her world — to
especialled
world — and [Continu
whole it.
on page 65]
know
The Walter Wanger star introduces
archery, one of his favorite sports,
to
his New
York
socialite
bride
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Life has been no bed of roses for this
young Irishman who has a penchant
for seeking trouble — and finding it.
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Tyrone
Power
was
"dis
covered" by Katharine Cornell when he was twenty.

people would imagine the son of noted theatrical
MOST
parents — dark, straight and handsome, brilliant in studies,
outstanding in athletics, and talented in his own right —
found life a bed of roses from the very beginning.
But it didn't work out that way for Tyrone Power, Jr. Indeed,
it seemed to be those very assets that got him into difficult and
ticklish situations all the time. Or he may just have had the
knack for getting into trouble.
But it was a life very conducive to "situations." He played
Shylock in Shakespearean repertoire at thirteen ... all prep
school halfback at sixteen . . . soldier of fortune at eighteen . . .
discovered by Katharine Cornell at twenty. Now, at twenty-two
he is under personal contract to Darryl Zanuck . . . and with
a romantic lead in Lloyd's Of London.
At the age of three months, Tyrone crawled off a sleeping
porch and fell into a barrel of rain water. That was a typical
beginning.
Born quietly in Cincinnati on May fifth, nineteen fourteen,
Tyrone is the son of Patia and Tyrone Power, Sr., both players
of note in the American Shakespeare theatre.
With the advent of their baby, these two established a home in
the Ohio town. The father continued his career on the stage and
Patia abandoned her own to provide a life for the child.
Tyrone, Jr., was a strong, wiry youth, and as his mother wisely
made no effort to impel his interests toward the theatre, his
boyish mind turned to athletics for diversion.
In the lower grades he was proficient in all the major sports
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As the romantic lead In Lloyds of London,
Tyrone Power has made himself recognized
as one
of the rising young
stars in films.
and his name became something of a byword among the sand
lots of Cincinnati.
At Purcell High School he was outstanding in football and
basketball, achieving state-wide recognition in his senior year.
DURING the summer vacations he went with his father on
touring companies and began to know and love the theatre
this way.
At home learned self reliance and worked in a drug store at
night.
The store bought a motorcycle for him to do delivery work
and that gave him a great many bad moments.
"It was all right when you turned to the left," mused the young
actor thoughtfully, "because the side car balanced it. But when
your turned right, there was nothing to [Continued on pag'e 67]

Faulty Under Skin
the
Starting
Place of
LARGE PORES
LINES
BLACKHEADS

Where
skin
faults
begin
\J~-. Tiny
glands,underskin
nerves,
1 blood vessels make
Miss Isabel Parker: "Pond's Cold Cream ends dryness.'*

MpHifcl*^

bad. When they
function
poorly,
outer skin good or
faults start.

lovelier — end all that worrying about ugly
little skin faults.

And here's the rousing treatment
that keeps it vigorous . . .

Remember
skin faults are usually underskirt faults. Blackheads come when
tiny oil glands underneath are overworked,
give off a thick, clogging oil.

this treatment

HORRID

Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream.
As it brings out the dirt, stale make-up, and
skin secretions — wipe it all off. Now pat in
more cream — briskly. Rouse that failing underskin! Set it to work again — for that clear,
smooth, line-free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat this
treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your skin
comes softer every time. Feels better, looks better, and now your powder goes on beautifully.

Next thing you know, your pores are
looking larger.
>
Lines around your eyes, mouth are just
your outer skin crinkling, because your
underskin is getting soft and flabby.
But you can stop those cloggings! Bring
fresh life to that faulty underskin —
Twice a day invigorate your underskin
with a rousing Pond's deep-skin treatment.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils which go way down deep
into your pores. Right away it softens dirt
. . . Floats it out . . . and with it the clogging matter from the skin itself. You wipe
it all off. Right away your skin feels
fresher — looks brighter.
Now waken glands . . . cells
Now a second application of that same
freshening cold cream! You pat it in
smartly. Feel the circulation stir. This way

Miss Mary Augusta Biddle
of the distinguished Philadelphia family: "Every time
I use Pond's Cold Cream, I know my skin is going to
look lovelier. Since using it, I haven't had a single
blackhead, my pores seem smaller."

little glands and cells awaken. Fibres are
strengthened. Your underskin is toned,

Keep upAsthese
Pond's soften,
pattingtake
treatments
faithfully.
blackheads
a clean
tissue and press them out. Now blemishes will
stop coming. Soon you will find that the very
places where pores showed largest will be finer
textured.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT

POND'S, Dcpt. 6-CA, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose iofi to cover
postage and packing.

Get a jar of Pond's Cold Cream today.
Begin the simple treatments described
below. In two weeks see your skin growing

Street-

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids

Name-

City—

When

answering

TUBE

quickened.
In a short time, your skin is better every
way! Color livelier. Pofes smaller. Lines
softened. And those mean little blackheads
and blemishes begin to show up less and
less.
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On Location with the
Maid of Salem
By Ted Magee
FATE could be reduced down to
human conceptions, Director Frank
Lloyd would be quite glad to take a
poke at the fellow who handles the master
switchboard of life. Two pokes, as a matter of fact. One of them would be to the
snoot of old man Destiny in atonement for
the grief that befell lovely Claudette Colbert. And he would like to slap the old
coot's ears
s. down for Fred MacMurray's
misfortune
IF

Chronologically, in telling you this story
about Paramount's class picture, Maid of
Salem, we should start with Fred's woes,
up near Santa Cruz.
You
see, when
Director
Lloyd
was
handed the script of this gripping witchcraft story, he cast about for a suitable location. Lloyd had to travel
500 miles north of Hollywood to find
a New
England
background.
He
finally selected a spot in
back
of
Santa
Cruz,
which
is just south of
San Francisco along the
coastline.
We reached Santa Cruz
at six in the morning,
with the fog rolling down
the cold, empty
streets.
At
nine
o'clock
the
Paramount troupe, occupying two of the city's
nicest
hotels, was
ready to go to work.
For
the
world
we
couldn't see why. The

Illustration by,
Charles Win-

field

Meggs

fog still sat like a dozen of Carl
city.
Sandburg's cats yowling at the
But still, here was the troupe
chatting gaily, gulping down last
cups of coffee before rushing out
before the camera. My good
friend, Billy Edwards, who was
to be my guide as well as savior-

Claudette Colbert and Director Frank
Lloyd are caught by the cameraman
as they
look at a location
scene

in-chief from the witches, said we would
have a five mile drive into the hills to the
actual location scene.
I shall never be able to describe the first
three miles of the trip. Surrounded on four
sides by a concrete wall of fog, we blasted
our way through it, and then quite miraculously emerged into brilliant sunshine and
blue skies. Around me, to my surprise,
were giant pine trees, towering hills.
• A few more twists to the mountain road
and we were there, warm and comfortable
in a shaded nook. Director Lloyd, Miss
Colbert, and Mr. MacMurray had preceded
us and already were at work, dancing the
gavotte.
IF YOU saw Fred in Texas Rangers, it
is not easy to conceive him doing this
antiquated dance, but there he was, being
as dainty as a pair of dusty boots and tight
trousers would allow. They were rehearsing with the aid of a dance director, gliding
across a floor of pine needles and oak
leaves. Director Lloyd was asleep at the
switch. He has an uncanny knack of grabbing off forty winks during a lull, then
snapping his eyes
ready now!" and
A phonograph,
ously recorded in

Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray are teamed again in Frank Lloyd's
historical
drama,
Maid
of
Salem
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open at the word "All
pouncing into action.
with
the gavotte
previthe studio,
was beating

off measures with the precision of a cow
switching her tail at flies. Billy Edwards
informed me that the music, which sounded
practically perfect to this uncertain ear,
had been dashed off in a mere hour by
Genius Ralph Ranger, the tunesmith, immediately after he snapped off a song or
two for Paramount's Big Broadcast of
1937.
[Continued on page 74]

Just a Funny Old Song Everybody Knows

"TT 7"E sing, we sing, we sing of
' » Lydia Pinkham," so go the
words of an old song known on every

prietary compounded to aid women in
facing the three major ordeals of
their sex. It is to be found in every

college campus.

reputable drug store.
We who carry on the work of Lydia
Pinkham do not offer this Vegetable

Old grads sing it at their class
reunions.
The young people sing it when
they gather around the piano at
home on their college vacations.
And

Compound as a panacea or a cure-all.
We do know it has been tested and
approved by women of three generations. We do know that a million
women have written to tell us it has

mother, listening, puts her

book aside and joins in the chorus.

been helpful during the three most
difficult ordeals of their sex: adoles-

"How she saved, she saved, she
saved the human race — " remember
the words of the parody?
From laughing young lips that
have never known the twist of pain
it comes with gay abandon. Just a

cence, motherhood and "middle age."

More than a Million Letters
of Grateful Testimony

funny old school song everybody
knows.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has been advertised these

But to silver haired mothers who
have run life's gauntlet, to women
who have lain on the rack in childbirth,
known the fiery ordeal of the "change"
— these words bring grateful memories.
To them it is much more than just a
funny song.

many years. But no advertisement
we have ever printed could compare
with the word-of-mouth advertising from

Not a Patent Medicine
You may be surprised to know that Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
not a patent medicine.

is

On the contrary it is a standard pro-

Lydia E. Pinkham was a real woman
The song is a parody. But Lydia E.
Pinkham was a very real person. In fact
hers is one of the best known names in

us how helpful Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has been to
them.

The Three Ordeals of Woman

great plant occupying six modern
tory buildings.

One woman

in a

— letters on scented notepaper or on torn

For three generations one woman has told

knowledge. Her laboratory was a kitchen.

now her product is made

in every walk of life

another how to go "smiling through" with
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
It helps Nature tone up the system, thus
lessening the discomforts* which must be
endured, especially during

And

letters from women

wrapping paper — letters from women
who have known pain and have written to us without solicitation to tell

the history of American women.
She began her work in the light of little
Her compounding vat an iron kettle on
a New England kitchen stove.
But today her work is being carried on
under the banner of modern science.

one grateful woman to another.
In our files are more than one million

/. Passing from girlhood into womanhood.

If you are in need of help we can
honestly advise you to give it a fair
trial.
We know
others.

what

it has done

for

2. Preparing for Motherhood.
J. Approaching "Middle Age."
*functional disorders

fac-

We have every reason to believe it
will do the same for you. The Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Company, Lynn,
Massachusetts, U. S. A.

tells another how to go "Smiling Through" with

&Z-jMua G. ^ZmAA/gmd Vegetable Compound
When answering advertisements,

please mention January
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THE

SHOW

WINDOW

[Continued from page 12]
stories going smoothly, and with proper
suspense, was a difficult one — made easy,
however, by Director Griffith's expert handling. Our advice — see this picture by all
means !— 20th Century-Fox.
THREE MEN ON A HORSE— Mervyn
LeRoy, the
Warner
Brothers'
'ace director,
has
taken
highly
successful
Broadway
stage farce about racetrack gambling and
has given it a screen version which is just
about the last word in ' movie entertainment so far as laughs are concerned.
Three Men on a Horse abounds in
snappy, slangy dialogue and utterly absurd
comedy situations all aided and abetted
by Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins, Sam
Levine, Teddy Hart and Joan Blondell.
McHugh, as the giftcard writer whose
secret hobby is picking winning horses,
easily takes top honors in a role which
fits him to the proverbial and well-known
"T". Sam Levine and Teddy Hart as the
unlucky gamblers run McHugh a pretty
close race for second honors. Joan Blondell, as the dumb chorus girl sweetheart
of , Teddy Hart, does exceptional work.
Her dance routine in McHugh's bedroom
wins a gold star from this observer.
Whether or not you like horses or horseracing, you will thoroughly enjoy Three
Men on a Horse. — Warner Bros.
COME AND GET IT— Transferred to
the screen by Samuel Goldwyn, Edna Ferber's brilliant story of a lumber baron hungry for power and love, becomes one of the

outstanding pictures of the season. Perfectly cast, and as perfectly directed by
William Wyler and Howard Hawks, Come
and Get It, from the opening scene to the
last is worthy of the highest praise. Edward Arnold, as the ruthless lumber king
who gets everything he wants but love,
gives a performance that seldom has been
matched on the screen by any actor.
Frances Farmer as the dance hall woman
definitely establishes herself in the top rank

Joan Blondell, Sam Levine, Teddy
Hart and Frank McHugh in Three

Men on a Horse.

list of those who have distinguished themselves bynotable contributions to the screen.
Walter Brennan, Andrea Leeds, Mady
Christians, Mary Nash, and Cecil Cunningham all deserve a world of credit for the

—

roles they portray. Come and Get It is a
picture that should be marked MUST on
your movie calendar. — United Artists.
WE WHO ARE ABOUT TO DIE—
Producer Edward Small and Director
Christy Cabanne have taken the story
David Lamson wrote in the death row at
San Quentin Prison and turned out a product that should be one of the standout
pictures of the year. The screen version,
which is obviously fiction, is nevertheless
a very convincing and authentic expose of
the unscrupulous methods used by climbing politicians in their efforts to reach the
top, and contains all the horror of Lamson's many months in the death cell, and
the terror that goes through the mind of
an innocent man condemned to die on the
gallows. John, played by John Beal, is an
innocent victim of circumstance who is
used as a pawn by an ambitious district
attorney, who has his eye on the governor's chair. The heartaches and pathos,
the morbidness and humor of those men in
condemned row who' soon will die is very
graphically put over by a combination of
splendid direction and acting. Although
the three leads, played by Preston Foster,
Ann Dvorak, and John Beal, are very
aptly portrayed, and lack nothing to make
the characters realistic, special credit
should go to Paul Hurst, who plays the
part of Tip Fuller. His characterization
of a "tough guy" who is really very human
heart, does much to lighten the picture.
—at RKO-Radio.
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Accept no substitutes !

Always insist on the advertised brand !

LATEST
THE BIG BROADCAST OF 1937— A
musical with a plot ! A musical with sense
and nonsense ! A musical with symphonic
and swing-time rhythm ! You learn about
radio from this, as a big broadcasting company is its background. Jack Benny, as
the station manager, pouts and puns his
way to another success. Gracie Allen is
at her looniest and best. But then so is
the rest of the cast who clown through
this production scattering laughs, music
and a bit of romance where they'll do the
most good. Think of Benny, Gracie,
George Burns, Martha Raye, Bob Burns,
Ray Milland, Shirley Ross, Sam Hearn,
Benny Fields, Frank Forest and a scintillating flock of dancers and entertainers,
all let loose without their inhibitions.
Benny
hotof swing
GOOD! Goodman's
The addition
a Bach band
numberis
by Leopold Stokowski is wonderfully effective. The whole piece pokes fun at behindthe-mike activities. Bob Burns blunders
through the studio speaking his piece on
various programs without realizing he is
on the air. Martha Raye scores again
in a big way. Altogether it's a swell show
of which Paramount should be proud. —
Paramount.
IN HIS STEPS— This powerful drama,
again co-stars the beautiful, blonde Cecelia
Parker and wistful, idealistic Eric Linden.
They are shown as the innocent victims of
their wealthy
parents' greed,
narrow
prejudices and animosities.
As an
aftermath
of their elopement, made necessary by their
respective parents' obvious desire to completely dominate and crush the lives of the

REVIEWS

romantic couple, criminal charges are
placed against young Linden in accordance
with a strict anti-abduction law.
While hiding from their parents and the
police, the runaways learn the meaning of
extracting a living from the soil. It is the
man of simple faith and serenity of soul,
their
devoted
friend,
Harry
Beresford

i

The Big Broadcast of 1937 offers
Martha Raye and Bob Burns a
chance
for some
grand
comedy
(Davidson), who comes to the rescue of
these two in their darkest hour of despair.
His courage, kindliness and high standard
of living regenerates those about him and
saves the whole situation.
These players are supported by an exceptionally capable cast. Henry Kolker,
Charles Richman, Olive Tell, Clara
Blandick,
Robert
Warwick
and
Roger

Imhof deserve great credit for their splendid characterizations. — Zeidman-G rand
National.
PIGSKIN PARADE— 20th Century-Fox
deserves a well-earned pat on the back for
this football musical for it's just about the
funniest, most mirth-provoking film of the
year and we're not overlooking My Man
Godfrey either. They say it took six writers to turn aouthabit
the story.
If so,studios
let's hope
it becomes
with other
for
these six writers turned out a scenario that
really has a laugh in every line.
Pigskin Parade has much to recommend
it
besides
football
the
Yacht
ClubtheBoys,
for angle.
instance,There's
who sing
as only they can sing, four sparkling numbers that are worth the price of your
theatre ticket. "Woo! Woo!" is undoubtedly the best of their musical numbers, but
the other three are as pleasing to the ear
as the most critical customer would want.
The film also marks the picture debut of
Judy Garland, a sweet little miss who sings
two numbers so remarkably well that you
can safely mark her down as belonging in
the select group of topflight songbirds
from now on.
Stuart Erwin, always good, climbs to
new altitudes in fun-making as the barefooted hillbilly, who is drafted into a jerkwater college because of his accuracy in
tossing the pigskin.
Johnny Downs, Dixie Dunbar, Jack
Haley, Patsy Kelly, Betty Grable, Arline
Judge have roles in which all score heavily.
See this picture even if you have to rob
the baby's bank! — 20th Century-Fox.

HAPPENED TO THE BOY PRIfNP LATELY)
BUT, TRUDYHOW
CAN I ? YOU KNOW
HOW PRETTY LOUISE
A IS -AND DUST LOOK
AT ME WITH ALL.
THESE AWFUL PIMPLES

look" -there's dick now.'!
maybe he's coming in.'
nope - didn't even
look this way.. marge,
you ought to do

something

ABOUT
THIS-

GOSH

MARGE

- YOU

SURE

DONY LET ADOLESCENT PJMPJ.BS
KEEP YOUR BOVPRIENDS FROM MAKING DATES

DO

LOOK PRETTY -SAX HOW r^j
rD
ABOUT MAKING A DATE
_4ADORE
RIGHT
NOW
FOR
THE
DICK
MOVIES "TOMORROW?

MARGE- I BET THATS THE WHOLE TROUBLE.!
IF YOU GET RID OF THOSE
PlMPUES
EVERYTHING
WILL. BE ALU RIGHTLI9TEN, FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST IS
WHAT YOU
NEED - C MOM, LET'S
GET SOME NOW.'

TO,
PIMPLES often call a halt to good
times for many girls and boys after
the start of adolescence.
At this time, between 13 to 25, important glands develop and final growth
takes place. The entire body
is disturbed.
The skin gets

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated
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answering advertisements,
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oversensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples pop out.
If you are bothered by adolescent
pimples, do as thousands of others —
eat Fleischmann's fresh Yeast. It clears
these skin irritants out of the blood.
And then — pimples vanish!
Eat 3 cakes daily — one before
each meal — plain, or in a little
water — until your skin is entirely clear again. Start today!
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MINGLE WITH THE

MOVIE STARS
in the

BILTMORE
BOWL
"The Host of Hollywood"
and America's Most
Colorful Nite Club
•

Seen dancing in the Bowl
recently:

JEAN MEOW
EICK POWELL
NORMA SHEARER
JOHNNIE WE1SSMDLLER
JOAN BLONBELL
ad

infinitum
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Going Gay
with the
Youngstars!
Hollywood' s younger set work hard on their studio
careers, but in their off-screen hours it's here today,
gone tomorrow with games, party ideas — and even love
I IKE

the jovial, fun-seeking
younger
set of any American community is
_/ the youthful element in the Hollywood film colony.
Just a bunch of kids —
crazy as the rest of them — dodging around,
pranking, uproaring, and out to have the
best of times.
What is known in the cinema capital as
"the
set" includes
as Patyounger
Ellis, Mary
Carlisle, such
Bettyyoungsters
Furness,
Anne Shirley, Paula Stone, Toby Wing
and their handsome boy friends (order
accidental) Jimmy Blakeley, Earl Blackwell, Tom Brown, Dick Cromwell, Owen
Davis, Jr., and others.
The recently marrieds have such contributions as the Henry Fondas, the Warren
Hulls, the Donald Woods', and the Frank
Albertsons.

FACING TWO GREEN PARKS

- DOWNTOWN

LOS ANGELES

"Let's see how much fun we can have
on how little money" is their aim, the same
as it's the objective of most such groups.
The fresh ingenuity of their "screwy" ways
of entertaining themselves and each other
is the talk of Hollywood.
California finds beach parties a favorite
summer night sport. But
this outfit likes 'em in winter, too — maybe a little
better because then they
have the beach to themselves. A little rough ex-

ercise is in order on the West's sprucy
winter nights, with zestful recreation needed to keep the blood warm.
After rendezvous in some
pre-designated
Hollywood
home, the pleasure-seeking troupe drives
to some Santa Monica beach spot where
the hostess for the evening already has the
fire roaring and the wieners sputtering,
Warren Hull started the beach business.
He's a brawny lad who wears one of those
mahogany tans all year round. "In winter," he tells you seriously, "the water's
only a few degrees colder, and if you run
around, play ball, or build a fire, you hardly

By

notice the temperature anyway."
New romances are always developing to
keep the others musing. A little handholding in the shadows of the fire makes
everyone feel the touch of young love.
Roller skating on a rink at Culver City
is another favorite way of passing the time.
Afterward, they'll pass by the Trocadero
with
faire and
"take
over"a
some perfect
corner savoir
beer parlor
that
boasts
three-piece orchestra whose music may not
be mellow but is good and loud.
One game which is often

Allan Carews
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played when "the gang"
convenes at Paula Stone's
house is "Spoons." Try it
sometimes, and see if it
[Continued on page 61]

On the left, reading from left to right:
Paula Stone, Tom Brown, Toby Wing,
Johnny Downs, Suzanne Kaasen, Don
Woods and Dorothy Stone acquiring a
tan on the beach of the Del Mar Club

>o*

Miss
Ernestine

"I found my whole appearance improved after using
Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash," says Miss Ernestine
Lollie of Vineland, N. J.

with
LoIIie her
- latest
Permanent Wave
by Bernord az Guro,
New York City.

The little red wagon is pretty crowded, but Nydia Westman, Paula

WINNER
of MARCHAND'S
BLONDE-OF-THE-MONTH
CONTEST for DECEMBER, lovely Miss Lollie admitted many of her
friends commend her attractive appearance. "They all admire my golden
hair," says Miss Lollie. Blonde or Brunette, you too can gain added popularity. Glorious, sparkling hair will bring you, as it did Miss Lollie, the
admiring compliments of your friends.

Stone and Karen Morley don't
seem to mind — and neither does
Warren Hull who supplies the power

BLONDES — If your hair is dull, faded or streaked, rinse with Marchand's
to bring back bright, sunny lustre of natural blonde hair. Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash keeps your hair always the popular golden shade.
BRUNETTES — You will delight in a lovelier appearance once you rinse
sparkling highlights into your hair with Marchand's. Or if you prefer,
using Marchand's full strength you can completely lighten your hair to a
golden blonde shade.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES —Worried over unsightly hair on arms —
and legs? Women everywhere now use Marchand's to make "superfluous"
hair unnoticeable. Invisible through even sheerest stockings!
Start to benefit from this effective home beauty treatment today. Get a
bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore. Use it on your
hair — your arms and legs — tonight, at home.

Would

You, Too, Like to Visit New

York- FREE

Full details of Marchand's Blonde -Of- The -Month Contest in your package
of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. At your druggist. Or mail coupon below.

AND'WA
MARCHHAIR

GOLDEN

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S
MARCHAND'S

Alma Lloyd, Johnny Downs, and
Tom Brown at the Rollerdome
where they gave a benefit skating
party for the Assistance League

When

GOLDEN

HAIR

WASH,

TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

521 West 23rd St., NEW

YORK

CITY

Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as convenient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
Address
City

^
_
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Holiday Festivities
Follow the stars' advice — entice your friends
with sugar and spice and everything nice!

by Dorothy Dwan
CAREFREE confusion is symbolic
of Christmas Day. It's traditional
that bright ribbons and gay
wrappings litter the room, while amusing presents tumble out of boxes scattered under the lighted tree. Our feet
trip over mechanical toys and red wagons while rushing to throw wide the
door to welcome another happy group
of friends who pop in at all hours to
call out "Merry Christmas!"
We wouldn't have the day otherwise
and I'm sure that you will agree it's the
memory of impromptu "Happy New
Years" ringing through the house —
shouted by drop-in well wishers that we
cherish most.
There is a way to be sure your friends
will find your street while driving from
one house to another — choose one irresistible
dish or drink, chock full of the holiday
spirit, and serve it year after year!
Chester Morris accidentally proved
this suggestion to be true. I had heard
of how friends from far and near gathered before Chester's hearth to drink
his health with his famous "Holiday
Special" and the actor was actually
giving me his secret formula. He laughingly mentioned that last year he and
Suzanne, his wife, received the following wire a few days before Christmas,
from friends who had moved to New
York.
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WILL SLEEP UNDER YOUR HOSPITABLE ROOF CHRISTMAS EVE.
HELD OUT AGAINST YOUR PLEAS
TO MAKE A FLYING TRIP WEST
FOR
TWELVE
MONTHS,
BUT
THOUGHTS OF YOUR INIMITABLE
EGGNOG WERE OUR DOWNFALL.
ANXIOUS TO SEE YOU, SUZANNE,
AND THE YOUNGSTERS, BUT IF Rever|v Roberts contributes a Yuletide

TO BREW
NOT OFPLANNING
YOU
YOUR CHRISTMAS
BATCH
UP A ARE
WIRE IMMEDIATELY AND
CHEER,
WE WILL POSTPONE TRIP UNTIL
DECEMBER.
NEXT
That is truly a testimonial for Chester's eggnog and as he has served it for
years, small wonder that it is known
from one end of Hollywood to the other
and that the Morris home resembles the
Grand Central Station on Christmas.
Here is the cherished recipe for you!
HOLIDAY
SPECIAL
1 dozen
fresh eggs
3 quarts milk
1 quart cream
1 cup sugar
1 quart
mellowed
brandy
[Continued on page 78]
Imagine Christmas without eggnog! Chester Morris obligingly offers his own Holiday Special to you

feverlY Koberts contributes a Tuletide
tree made ot an appetizing cheese mixture. Most appropriate and very tasty

She's A Staggering Success!
[Continued from page 47]

business. The value of her husky, startling
voice. Doing a drunk routine was but a
crude stepping stone in the career of this
potentially great comedy artist. Of this
Taurog felt certain. Judging by her second
screen triumph in Paramount's Big Broadcast of 1937, Martha is rapidly justifying
the director's initial confidence.
Martha has no permanent home. Having
spent sixteen of her nineteen years gadding
about the country as a performer, Martha
is completely free of home town prejudices.
"I'm probably the only girl to enter the
movies without a write-up in a local paper
somewhere," Martha observes. This may
seem unfair to her birthplace, Butte, Montana, where her mother quit the act for
three days while Martha was ushered into
the world. But it hardly qualifies Butte
as a home town.
MARTHA
remained in the vaudeville
act with her parents until she was sixteen. Then she got a job in Chicago singing with Paul Ash's orchestra. She made
good on her own immediately. She sang
syncopated numbers and gradually injected
comedy into her routine. A year later she
jumped at a better offer doing an act with
Benny Davis, the song writer.
Martha soon quit Davis to join an act
which included Jackie Heller, Sonny O'Day,
Hal LeRoy and Buddy and Velma Ebsen.
Evidently Martha wasn't so good. Everybody in the act beat her to Hollywood.
But those who know believe Martha will
last longer in pictures.
Before heading west Martha appeared in
Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book" and a revue
"Calling All Stars," also several New York
night clubs.
Dances amazingly well, but never took
a lesson in her life. Picked tip the steps
watching hoofers from vaudeville stage
wings.
In the night clubs she worked from 11
p.m. to 4 a.m. Now she puts in from 12
to 18 hours a day working at Paramount,
being fitted for gowns, recording songs,
practicing new dance numbers and rehearsing_ for radio
Martha isn't
plaining.programs.
When she becomes
tiredcomor
discouraged she looks at her salary checks.
"CA.NNY BRICE is her idea of a real
*■ comedienne. She believes that Bob Burns
has a great future in pictures — providing
he remains teamed with her. Bing Crosby
told her that she's one of the three real
comediennes
pictures, but he didn't mention the other intwo.
Simply can't help being noisy off the
• all
screen,
why lot
shewhen
can be
over too.
the That's
Paramount
the heard
company isn't working. She says hello to everybody she encounters, even though she
doesn't know half of them.
Martha has_ a very large mouth. She
worried about it when she was a kid, figured
she could never be romantic. Now, like Joe
Brown's, the mouth is earning her a fortune. Romantically, she isn't doing so badly.
A select delegation of Hollywood swains,
headed by Cesar Romero, are competing
for the few leisure hours her picture and
radio work permits.
As for the drunk routine, which won her
movie recognition, Martha picked it up
watching a certain Park Avenue debutante
in a night club. Proving that a dash of
culture often helps a working girl get along.
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Fans and Fan Clubs
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Harmony Haynes

FEIIllllSllE
HIJUiEIIE
don't be-it is so easy, dainty
the ntocfotn way
There should be no confusion about that intimate
and important subject — feminine hygiene.
Yet how can women avoid worrying about methods they realize are old-fashioned — open to serious
Question? Do you ask yourself: Must I stick to my messy
and clumsy method? Is it efficient? Do you exclaim:
My method is embarrassing, hateful! How — where —
can I find the ideal method for feminine hygiene?
Why just hope for the answers? Thousands of
happy, enlightened women now enjoy a method
that is modern, safe, effective, and, equally important— dainty!
Zonitors, one of the latest developments, of modern science for feminine hygiene, offer a new kind
of suppository that is small, snowy-white and
GREASELESS! While easy to apply and completely
removable with water, Zonitors maintain the long
effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend.
No_ ideal
mixing.
No clumsy apparatus. Odorless — and
an
deodorant.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles because of its antiseptic power yet freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
Full instructions in package. All U. S. and Canadian
druggists. Mail coupon for informative free booklet.

I'll point them out to you and expect
you to accept them for what they are
worth to you. There is nothing personal
intended, you must all understand that.
Naturally it has to do with your letters,
your personal letters to a star. Be careful
of the advice you give a star. Let your
criticisms dwell on screen work, stories in
magazines, publicity in general. Keep
away from the personal angle as much as

SNOWY WHITE
Each in individual
glass vial

Zonitors, 3458 Chrysler Bldg., N.Y. C. Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine
Hygiene.
Name
Address
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last month
tmentyou was
createdthat
in this
an
TOLD
WE depar
effort to bring the stars and the
her.
nce
fans closer toget
Dista
always
means hazards and some of them are not
so pleasant. However, they are there
right in the pathway leading to your
favorite star and if you will reach that
star you will have to recognize and overcome them.

S & lOt STORES

possible.
Would you be surprised if I told you
that many stars receive letters from fans
telling them NOT to write to, or see, other
fans? I was surprised and so were the
stars. They had hoped that if a fan were
fortunate enough to reach Hollywood and
visit a star, that the rest of the fans would
be happy about it.
Naturally, such a letter does not stop a
star from seeing her visiting fan and
when she finds that fan a charming young
person, she, quite naturally, has a very
doubtful opinion about the writer of the
warning letter. As one star said to me,
"I'm afraid of such fans for if they can
write such vicious letters against one of
their own number, what else are they
capable
of doing?"
You must
remember that, although you
have received letters from a star, until
you meet, personally, and became friends,
you are, honestly speaking, a stranger to
her, and she is not the least bit interested
in your personal grievance against another fan, and will not be a party to that
grievance.
That's the first hazard. It's a bad one
but I know you can overcome it and be
healthier, happier fans.

has atolotdoofwith
THE
clubs.second
We find
grief "official"
on that
score. One fan will have a club for a
certain star and in time the same star

Accept no substitutes !

will permit another fan to also have a
club. The first fan, or the second, will
be hurt because he or she hasn't the "official" club, feeling that there cannot be
two such clubs.
Isn't that a bit foolish and a bit selfish?
One star may have several million fans.
Is it possible for one club president to
handle that many members ? Oh, I know
you work hard and you don't want someone else to have "all the credit." Don't
worry, you'll have the credit due you no
matter how many "official" clubs a star
may have.
And you can have more fun in a small
club made up of local members than you
can if your members are scattered all over
the world. A perfect example of such a
club is the one Lucile Carlson conducts
for Alice White. Lucile placed her membership at ISO, mostly local. They have
parties every month and make what few
who do not live near enough to attend,
blue with envy.
All clubs for the same star should be
friendly — you are working in a common
cause and your interests should be mutual.
Competition and rivalry only adds a zest
of flavor and should make you happier
than if you had no other club to compete
with.
Chaw Mank, Junior, and John Garrison
both have clubs for Craig Reynolds. They
are rivals and have the most fun seeing
who can get the most members, who can
put out the best club paper, who can get
the
publicity
star. John
"John lives
has
the most
edge on
Chaw aforbittheir
because
in Hollywood and whenever a fan comes
to town, he can assure that fan of a personal meeting with Craig. In order to
make up for that little edge, Craig is inviting Chaw to be his guest next summer.
Club News
Loretto Schultz, who heads all Nelson
Eddy Clubs in Canada, is to be congratulated and envied. Since she took over the
membership of the Eddy Club, formerly
sponsored by Ruth Sperling of Brooklyn,
her club now boasts of over 500 members.
Not bad, Loretto !
And while we are envying Loretto, she
is envying Ethel Hennig, who heads the
[Continued on page 76]

Always insist on the advertised brand !

Going Gay with the
Youngstars !
[Continued from page 56]

isn't as delightful as it
dozen guests, ditch eleven
hidden spots throughout
sloth who fails to grab
round is "out." The next
eliminated, and so on to

is simple. For a
spoons in various
the house. The
a spoon the first
time one spoon is
the winner. They

say it's quite a game, with the advantage
of not requiring mental concentration.
KAREN
MORLEY gave a bicycling
party at her Palos Verdes place, and
this turned out to be even more athletic
than planned, for the bicycles were a bit
rusty (tsk! tsk!) and several broke down
completely. Whereupon these lads and
lassies proceeded to use their thumbs in
the "It Happened One Night" manner — ■
nothing if not self-reliant.
Tom Brown introduced the feather game
because he likes to turn in early. Each
guest holds on to the edges of a sheet in
the center of which is a feather. All blow
and the first to be touched by the feather
loses. Tom reports that fifteen minutes of
this makes everyone ready for the hay.
Treasure hunts, of course, are a favorite
evening's play — unless you'd call it work !
■— and Lilian Emerson's in honor of Earl
Blackwell still holds the four-star record
for originality. She turned on the radio
at 8 P.M. and the first clue was announced
by one of our popular stations. Half a
minute later and "Maggie" Sullavan, Rosalind Russell, Eleanor Whitney, Michael
Bartlett, Henry Fonda, Dick Cromwell and
half a hundred others were racing all over
the landscape in search of a "castle tower
on a high flown ledge." Four other clews
kept the searchers busy until almost midnight, ending up at the Emerson home for
dancing.
Maxine Jones, daughter of Buck Jones,
the western star, gave another unusual
party
her father's
yacht.
Guests aboard
were solemnly
handed 85-foot
paint buckets
and brushes — and the yacht was entered in
the trans-Pacific races with every foot
hand-painted by a movie star !
NICKNAMES
go over big here, too.
Mrs. Warren Hull is "Pretty Puss."
The gang knows Pat Ellis as "Toots." In
other respects this gay and limited throng
of partiers is quite small-town, and they
have initiated many of the silly stunts
which have agogged members of the same
strata through all America. For instance,
Knock-Knock, Handies, Did-you-evers, and
other passing gags of the fun world were
adopted and discarded by them before
spreading through the land.
Sometimes the boys and girls really pour
it on. Simone Simon, whose build-up
wowed the nation, was almost forced to
move when a scavenger hunt required personal trophies from her. The door bell
was buzzing half the night. But she took
it with a smile.
They can do serious things, too. Now
a musical comedy is in the air, with proceeds to go to their favorite charity. Organization of the little show at least affords swell excuses for their chattery gettogethers.
The kids may show powers of concentration on their careers at the studios —
and that's necessary to get anywhere in
film work! — but in their off-screen hours
it's here today and gone tomorrow with
games, party ideas, and even love.

When

There s still time to enter HOLD-BOB'S "Search for Talent"
—Still a chance to win a FREE Screen test . . . $50.00 in
cash and an opportunity for a motion picture contract.
THE popular "Search for Talent" sponsored by HOLD-BOBS,
Walter Wanger Productions, Motion Picture and Screen
Play Magazines, closes December 31, 1936. Don't overlook
this chance — you may be one of the lucky girls for whom
Hollywood is searching.
It's easy to enter. Just fill out the entry blank printed right
on the back of the HOLD-BOB card, attach your photograph
and mail to "Search for Talent" Headquarters. Your nearest
HOLD-BOB dealer has full particulars. ..and HOLD-BOBS are sold
everywhere. And remember, when you are buying your card
of HOLD-BOBS you are getting the finest bob pins made — the
favorites of Hollywood — with so many exclusive features such
as: small, round, invisible heads; smooth, round, non-scratching points; flexible, tapered legs, one side crimped; and colors
to match every shade of hair.
Don't delay — get a card of HOLD-BOBS
THE

HUMP

HAIRPIN

today.

MANUFACTURING

Sol H. Goldberg,

COMPANY

President

1918-36 Prairie Ave., Dept. F-17, Chicago, III.
Straight Style HOLD-BOB
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Curved Shape Style
Copyright 1937 by The Bono Hairpin Mfe. Co
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HEADQUARTERS
1918 Prairie Ave., Chicago, III.
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| Address
1 City...
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Clip coupon to HOLD-BOB card
(or facsimile) — attach your photo
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Height

Weight
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WHAT AN AWFUL
HEADACHE!

• When old-style laxatives fail to bring relief
from to
the turn
headaches
constipation causes
— it's
time
to FEEN-A-MINT.
Because

Brushing

Up

COIFFURE

FEEN-A-MINT is different; it's the delicious
chewing gum laxative, and what a difference
that chewing makes! FEEN-A-MINT acts
gently, yet thoroughly, in the lower bowel —
not in the stomach.

• Your life can be so different when you're
free from the chains of constipation! FEENA-MINT, the modem laxative brings relief so
easily and pleasantly. No griping or upset
stomach. No weakening after-effects. No disturbance of sleep when taken at night. Forget
old-fashioned methods and join the 16 million
people who have changed to FEEN-A-MINT,
the modern laxative. Write for a free sample
to Dept. M-l, FEEN-A-MINT, Newark, N.J.
"The
—
A Pocahontas
charming Bob"
and

FEEN-A-MINT
THE

CHEWING-GUM

LAXATIVE

THE 3 MINUTES. OF CHEWING MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Blondes Jrowns I
Wash Sunlight Into
Your Hair with New
Shampoo and Rinse!
Bring out the full radiant
loveliness
of
blonde
or
brown
hair
with
New
Blondex, the Shampoo and
Special Golden
Rinse that
washes
it 2 to 4 shades
lighter and brings out the
natural
lustrous
golden
sheen, the alluring highlights that can make hair so
attractive.
New
Blondex
keeps
hair
and
scalp
healthy
and is absolutely
safe, for it contains
no
harsh bleaches or dyes.
Try it today.
The new
combination
package — SHAMPOO
WITH
FREE
RINSE — now also in 10c size at all stores.
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Karen

youthful
evening
coiffure, isworn
by Dianne
Cook. Miss Cook selected this style after
viewing the Indian
hairdresses displayed

Morley was the

first to originate "The
Juliet Bob". Taken from
the page boy styles of
Juliet time, this latest
hair style emanating

in "The Plainsman" and
"Last of the Mohicans".
You don't have to
wear a feather in your

from Max Factor's famous beauty salon, is
establishing popularity
throughout
the
world.

cap these days — just
weave it into your
hair, as shown by Dianne Cook in the
version of The "Pocahontas Bob".

Evelyn V e n a b I e,
wearing a new style
hairdress, "The Chinese Coil" designed
especially for her by
Fred Fredricks, head

sTH%BPLr&^E

Learn Profitable Profession
in OO days at Home

man of Factor's hair
department. It was
suggested by scenes
from "The Good

Salaries of Men and Women in the fascinating- profession of Swedish Massage run as high as $40 to
|70 per week but many prefer to open tneirown offices. Largeincomes from Doctors, hospitals, saniJfe- -' tariums, clubs and private patients come to those
;„,
■ f V
^^Bb*. whoqualify through oar training'. ReducrHH
flflvvk m^ <ll,,ne offers rich rewards for special.• ~?>*-W^^^J».
ists. Anatomy charts and supplies are
*^ given withour course. Write for details

National College of Massage &
Physio - Therapy, 20 N. Ashland
Avenue* Dept. 161, Chicago, III.

i;-\-9'

ANY

PHOTO

Size 8x10

inches

or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landecapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements
of any
part of group picture. Safe
return
of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND

ENLARGED

47

M
3 TOT $1.00

NO MONEY £*£&*$

(any size) and within a week you will receive
our beautiful enlargement,
guaranteed fadePay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20'
inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
otter now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
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"Queen's Coiffure" is
the official title of this
regal hairdress worn by
Patricia Ellis. Having always adored MaryQueen
of Scots, she chose this
modernized version of

Earth."

the styles of Mary's day.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson St,
Dept. 227-A, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Accept no substitutes !

It would take more than an earthquake to disturb the well-groomed
appearance of Marion Schilling
while wearing this sleek hairdress inspired by the pompadour style seen in "San Francisco."

Always insist on the advertised brand !

SAVE
at
Faciei*/
Piicei
On Your

Theabove handsomeyoung man is Fred
Fredricks, the man who designs most of
the wigs and hairdresses for the stars.
DO

YOU wish to be up to the minute
in selecting your coiffure for your
next party?
Then study the hair styles worn by
motion picture stars in their latest pictures
— I mean made latest, for the real styles
now popular among smartly dressed women,
are suggested by the current costume films,
or those depicting life long ago.
The Max Factor Studio prepares the
wigs and hair pieces for most of the good
motion pictures going out of Hollywood.
Also, they design hairdresses for celebrities,
working with the individuals to make them
as attractive as possible. Where does Fred
Fredricks, head of this huge hair department, get his ideas ? Factor has volumes
of colored prints from all ages, from
which portraits of famous ladies of the
past he designs wigs for such films as
"Romeo and Juliet," "San Francisco,"
"Good Earth," and other period productions.
"The day after the preview of such motion pictures, some famous star usually
calls us to request a new coiffure, suggested to her by the picture seen the night
before," says Fredricks.
For instance, Evelyn Venable saw some
scenes from "The Good Earth." She knew
that Factor's designed all the wigs and
hair pieces and hairdresses for this film,
so Evelyn went to Fred and asked for a
Chinese type coiffure for her personal use.
The result — ! The "Chinese Coil," for
Evelyn. Braid the hair over the ears, and
twist the strands into flat coils — tuck your
favorite flowers in the coils, and you will
look as cute and charming as the actress
does in her new style hair.
Karen Morley wears a long bob, and she
became desperately tired of it— always the
same, she complains. The night she saw
"Romeo and Juliet" she thought, "Ah — that
is the way to do my hair — I'll steal the
page boy's bob. So the following day,
Karen strolled in to see Fred Fredricks,
and told him she had a new idea for her
coiffure, taken from "Romeo and Juliet."
"But your hair is not long enough to
wear it like Juliet," said Fred. And then
Karen explained — she wanted to copy the
bob of the little page. So together they
waved her hair in loose waves, allowing
the ends to touch the shoulders softly.
They cut her bangs and brushed them flat,
and Karen went out of the shop a changed
[Continued on page 81]

Oven that "Floats in Flame"

Prize Winners at Expositions
and Fairs the country over
praise Kalamazoo Quality,
and "the oven that floats in
flame." Read about this
amazing catalog.
oven in NEW

^woodSs
Mail Coupo
for
NEW,n Tod
FREE ayCATALOG
Write your name in the coupon below for
the bigger, more colorful Kalamazoo
FREE Catalog — just out.
Nearly 200 Styles and Sizes
Get FACTORY PRICES for New Coal
and Wood Heaters, Oil Ranges, New
Porcelain Enamel Coal and Wood Ranges,
New Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges, New Gas Stoves, Furnaces. New
color combinations, new features such
as Copper Reservoirs, Non-Scorch Lids,
Enameled Ovens. Read about the "Oven
That
Floats 18c
In Flame."
Terms:
a Day— Year to Pay
More Bargains than in 20 big stores —
Cash or easy terms — As little as 18c a day
for stoves — A whole year to pay.
30 Days Trial
30 Days Trial in your home to prove
Kalamazoo Quality — 24-hour shipments —
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
Over 1,000,000 Satisfied Users
Kalamazoo has been in business more than
1200/
y$ of a century. Over 1,000,000 satisfied
Kalamazoo customers. Don't select a new
stove anywhere until you see the Kalamazoo charts that tell you how to judge
stove quality. FREE with Catalog. Mail
coupon now.
**<^

KALAMAZOO
STOVE COMPANY, Manufacturersi
2261 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Youngstown,
Ohio; Reading, Pa.; Springfield. Mass.

20 in. door

..".'"tcf:

FREE C***V.
KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
2261 Hoehester Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Dear Sirs: Please send me your FREE CATALOG. Check articles in which you are interested.
Coal and Wood Ranges □ Coal and
Wood Heaters J Combination Coal,
Wood & Gas Ranges G Furnaces : J
Oil Ranges D Gas Ranges D

&

Print name plainly
Circulating Heaters

A Kalamazoo,
■x&s Direct to\bu"

City.
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Signing Off!
[Continued from page 43]

of amateur signature chasers who prowl
the restaurants, night clubs, studio gates,
radio stations, and other haunts of the film
famous, but they are interlopers who gather
a few autographs and then retire from the
field to rest upon their flimsy honors. They
are not versed in the niceties of approach
or deftness in retort that distinguishes
Viola and her clique.
Viola begins her working day at 11 :30
a.m. The noon hour is usually spent
patrolling the entrances to restaurants where
the stars eat their noon day meal. Afternoons are devoted to picketing the studio
gates. Evenings find the signature collectors clustered about theatres where stars
appear to witness previews of their pictures, boxing and wrestling stadiums, night
clubs, radio stations and even private homes
where social functions are held. These
veteran star chasers finally close their books
about 2 a.m. Sure, it's a crazy occupation.
But Viola claims the thrill of landing a
star's signature makes it all worth while.
Viola says the three hardest autographs
to capture are Greta Garbo, Charles Chaplin

"You

look

beautiful tonight, Miss

"Thank you."
Shearer."
"Now will you sign, Miss Shearer?"
And Miss Shearer signed, graciously.
Max Baer once pulled a fast one. When
Viola got his autograph the prizefighter
also promised to mail her a personal photograph. A few days later she received the
photograph and a razor blade. There was
a note from Max reading: "Here's the
photograph. Use the razor blade to cut
Viola used to hop the running boards
your throat."
of movie stars' cars to get signatures. She
doesn't anymore. Most of the stars have
their cars specially wired so that anyone
hopping on while the car is in motion receives an electric shock. It is a precaution
against stick-up men — and perhaps Viola.
Joan Crawford is Viola's favorite star.
All of the autograph hounds adore her.
Joan signs willingly at all times. Carole
Lombard is just the opposite. She has no
patience with them.

and Katharine Hepburn. She hasn't secured
them, but she's still trying. Only six persons in Hollywood have Garbo's autograph.
They are personal friends of the elusive
star, and not autograph hounds.
Late one recent afternoon Viola spied
Garbo alighting from a car. With pounding
heart, Viola begged the celebrity to spare
an autograph. For a moment la Garbo
seemed about to accede. Then she pushed
the book aside. "I tank I don't sign," she
spoke with a coldness that froze Viola's
spine.
Hepburn is temperamental and fiery in
her denunciation of autograph hounds. Once
she flung Viola's book into the gutter and
stamped on her pencil. And it was a very
nice pencil, says Viola.
Chaplin is poison to the signature
snatchers. Viola once followed him for
several blocks on Hollywood Boulevard
using all her prize tricks to win him over,
but it was a futile task. Chaplin was good
natured and had to admire Viola's resourcefulness. He just the
wouldn't
sign. An amused
crowd watched
encounter.
Joe E. Brown is a cinch for the autograph mob. Viola has landed his signature
six times. She says he's a dear. On the
other hand, the jovial Bing Crosby is hard
to get. It took Viola four months to add
his handwriting to her collection. She had
to cling to his overcoat and. be dragged
down a muddy alley to a parking lot where
his car was waiting before he melted and
signed the book.
Mae West was corralled by a bit of
strategy. Several attempts to approach the
"come-up-an'-see-me-sometime" lady at the
fights and studio had failed. Then Viola
learned that Mae visited a certain hair
dressing establishment at a regular hour
each week. She had Mae all to herself, and
got the signature. Mae even complimented
her on the neat arrangement of the autograph book.
TACTFULNESS
often wins where
audacity fails. For example, last spring
Viola approached Norma Shearer entering a theatre where a Hollywood premiere
was programmed.
"Please sign my autograph book, Miss
Shearer."
Norma paid no attention.
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Stan Laurel signed readily, but Oliver
Hardy resisted the usual advances. Viola
had to bear down on him to collect.
Harpo Marx is the pet hate of the autograph hounds. He trips them and plays all
sorts of pranks, but will not sign. Once
they cornered him in a garage and beat
him with their books. Groucho will sign
most anything but a dinner check.
Jean Harlow always makes excuses, but
will sign if caught in the proper mood.
Incidentally, most of the stars scribble
their signature so that they are not quite
genuine. This is to prevent forgeries in
case the autograph books get into unscrupulous hands.
Viola finds new stars easy picking. They
are anxious to please and consequently more
approachable. Those who are established
are often indifferent to their followers.
May Robson, the grand old lady of the
screen, isn't so grand about giving away
her signature. Viola waited outside the
studio gates for her one day from 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m. The venerable star finally took
pity upon her nemesis and signed.
Alison Skipworth signed, but told Viola
that she ought to be home raising a family.
Marlene Dietrich isn't so hard to get.
Viola anticipated a tough struggle, but
Marlene was very sweet about it. George
Raft is easy. So is Wally Beery.
Clark Gable signs but few autograph
books. Viola accosted him outside the fights
the first night she arrived in Hollywood.
She had to tell a lie to get his signature.
She told him that she was leaving for St.
Louis. It's a trick Viola has employed
profitably many times since. If you tell a
star that you are leaving Hollywood they
will
sign, figuring that you'll
botherfrequently
them no more.

Viola has Gracie Allen's autograph, but
says it wasn't worth the trouble. Gracie
talked so much that Viola had a time getting
rid of her. As for Lupe Velez, none of the

HAROLD
LLOYD
the
hardest male
star is
to probably
capture. He
doesn't frequent the usual Hollywood places.
Oddly enough, jovial Al Jolson is an obstinate signature giver. Viola won him
over by telling him about the time she
played hookey from school in St. Louis to
see one of his stage shows.
Dick Powell is very amiable. Viola has
his signature six times. W. C. Fields once
rescued her from the path of an auto while
she was soliciting his signature. James
Cagney didn't shove the autograph book in
her face. He signed with a smile. Ned
Sparks is grouchy about it, but will sign
if properly approached.
Viola worked a smart one on Kay
Francis. She accosted Kay at a premiere
and told about having a wonderful dream
in which the Warner's star signed her
autograph book.
"Give me the book," Kay grinned, "and
I'll make your dream come true."
Edna May Oliver signed, but kept her
nose in the air. Charles Ruggles is suspicious. Viola says he once signed a blank
check thinking it was an autograph book.
Many of those who put their signatures
in Viola's books ask her what she intends
to do with the collection. What's she getting
for all the time and energy she is investing? Viola explains that it is purely a
hobby and the thrills of meeting the stars
compensates
for everything.
"I wouldn't sell my collection of movie

autograph
hounds
her signature. She's
too annoying,
theywant
claim.

stars autographs for $1,000," says Viola.
"But — oh — make me an offer."

— Eugene

Robert

Richee

Helen Burgess, who makes her
screen debut in The Plainsman,
gets right into the Christmas spirit
Viola accosted Dolores Costello (Mrs.
John Barrymore) coming out of a Hollywood restaurant late one night. She asked
for an autograph. Dolores refused.
"I'm retired," she explained, softly.
Viola misunderstood. "I'm tired, too," she
snapped at the ex-screen star. "I've been
standing here for hours."
THE Cocoanut Grove, where the stars
dine and dance, is an ideal spot to get
autographs. Recently a special police officer
was assigned to chase the autograph hounds
from the entrance. It looked like a complete
rout for the gang until Viola got the bright
idea of asking the cop for his signature.
He was so flattered that he let her slip
got fifty signatures that night —
ainside.
recordShe
coup.

How Henry Fonda Won

His Bride!

[Continued from page 49]
of a family whose roots are deep in the
conservative soil of America. Frances Seymour's maternal ancestors, the Fords, have
lived in one house for nine generations — a
rambling, colonial mansion at Morristown
that once served as headquarters for General George Washington. She is "early
American" to the core. Her New York
cousins include the Pells, the Stuyvesants,
the Costers, the Stoutenburghs, the Anthons; the .Howlands, the Fishers — all
sturdily entrenched clans dating from
Knickerbocker times.
Both Henry and Frances love children.

So that's how it was done. Last September 16 at Christ Episcopalian Church in
Park avenue, with the Rev. Dr. Ralph W.
Sockman pronouncing the words. Joshua
Logan, a boyhood chum of Henry's from
Omaha, stood up with him. The maid-ofhonor
sister. was Marjorie Seymour, Frances's
Only one circumstance kept the occasion
from being flawlessly perfect for Henry.
His mother and father both died within a
few months of each other just as he stepped
over the threshold of screen success.
Marriage has transformed Henry Fonda
as it does few men. The change in him since
he found his new love is so remarkable that
you believe him when he says : "Love is a
miracle — and no mistake about it." He
means it.
Courtship — love — marriage — why are
these three things the most interesting of
life's milestones, the endless themes of novels, plays, stories, gossip? Because they represent the most important steps that human
beings take in their search for happiness —
and what is life itself but the search for
happiness ?
Henry Fonda thought, when he married
Margaret Sullavan, that he had a right to
hope for happiness in love. Instead he reaped
a harvest of disillusionment. His sensitive
nature was in danger of becoming permanently warped.
Now that danger is definitely past. No
flamboyant or cyclonic personality himself,
he has found his true mate in the daughter

Fathering a family is a vital part of Henry's
dream of wedded bliss — and Frances's.
So — who knows? Perhaps the wise old
Thames, Father of Waters to every true
Briton — was an accessory-before-the-fact in
Marriage !
spinning the web of Hollywood's Perfect
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Mae West Gives
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Clark Gable cleaning his rifle in the

All the Answers—
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captain's cabin on Allan Jones boat,
The Alrene, during a recent cruise
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TEETH!
ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens
enamel — makes teeth sparkle!
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The minute you feel a wsepy,
sneezy cold coming on, reach for
your Mentholatum jar or tube. It
brings such quick and delightful
relief from the distressing symptoms of head colds. A little
Mentholatum applied in each nostril soothes the irritated mucous
membranes, as well as helping to
open the stopped-up nostrils and
check the sneezing.
As an extra precaution also rub
Mentholatum vigorously on the
chest and on the back between the
shoulders at night to stimulate
sluggish circulation, and so you
can breathe its soothing vapors
while you sleep. You will be delighted with the comfort that
Mentholatum gives.
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Dermoil has been used by thousands of men and women
throughout the country to secure
relief from the effects of this
stubborn, embarrassing
Generous trial size ugly,
scaly skin disease often mistaken
25c stamps or coin for eczema. Apply it externally.
Non-staining. Grateful users report the scales have gone, the red patches gradually disappeared and their skin became clear again after years
of suffering with scaly patches. Dermoil is backed by a
positive agreement to give chronic sufferers definite benefit
in two weeks time or money is refunded. Beautifully
illustrated book on psoriasis and Dermoil FREE. Trial
bottle and amazing PROOF OF RESULTS 25c to those who
send in druggists name and address. Prove it yourself no
matter how long vou have suffered or what you have tried.
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More Power to Him!
[Continued from page 50]
hold it upright and invariably you went
flying over the side with the machine tumafter you."
Afterbling graduation
from high school, talent
scouts from various universities came flocking about with various propositions for
their colleges.
But for the first time young Power was
deaf to the vision of a great athletic career
in college. The blood of the theatre in his
veins began to make its presence felt.
When Fritz Leiber proffered an opportunity to go with his company, he hesitated
no longer. He appeared with that worthy
gentleman for the better part of a year,
during which time his father also joined
the company.
His father telegraphed him one day to
come to California to celebrate his birthday
and the first starring role which the elder
had received. It was the title role in the
talking picture version of The Miracle Man.
When the picture was only four days in
production, the senior Power died of a heart
attack with Tyrone at his side. The film
was made with Hobart Bosworth in the
starring role instead.
Now in Hollywood, Tyrone cast about
in a haphazard way for a part, but the
minor gods who control the movie gates
had no place for him.
Heading back east through Chicago,
Tyrone met a stage manager he had known
for three years. They were casting the
play Romance with Eugenie Leontivich as
the star, and young Power received a tidy
little role in the production.

Thus fortified with a bit of money and
a new wardrobe, he felt confident to try
Broadway. But Broadway was difficult, too.
One day he entered a theatre for an interview with Guthrie McClintoc, distinguished producer and husband of Katharine Cornell, the actress.
Entering through the stage door from
the bright sunshine into the darkness,
Tyrone failed to notice a huge line of
scenery stacked near the door. He lunged
into it, stumbled into more, and in a moment, scenes, flats, backgrounds and side
walls were tumbling and crashing all over
the stage. McClintoc, alarmed, came hurrying up to find young Power alarmed but
unwavering standing there amid the carnage
like some ancient Greek hero astride the
blood soaked field of Thermopylae.
For some unaccountable reason this entrance amused the great McClintoc. He
called his wife, Miss Cornell, and she was
taken with the young aspirant. They told
Tyrone he would hear from them and he
departed sadly from the theatre, kicking
himself for his clumsiness.
One morning then, as he was brooding by
the window, he received a telephone call
from McClintoc who urged him to report
immediately. Tyrone was assigned the
understudy part to Burgess Meredith in
Flowers of the Forest.
Unfortunately, Mr. Meredith, being a
hale and hearty youth, appeared in every
performance and Tyrone had completely
nothing to do.
But Cornell and McClintoc had not for-

gotten him. In their fine production of
St. Joan he received an excellent part. After
trouping all through the country, St. Joan
opened in New York and early next morning wires went flying back to Hollywood
relating about a vivid young man, who appeared with Miss Cornell in the first scene
of the first act.
More wires flew and a week after,
Tyrone found himself under personal contract to Darryl Zanuck, dynamic producstudios.tion chief of Twentieth Century-Fox
Mr. Zanuck
placed
in Girl's
Dormitory for a tiny
bit him
opposite
the Gallic
firebrand, Simone
Simon.
Welford Beaton, gruff, far visioned
editor of The Spectator, conservative trade
paper,
vouchsafed
youngof
man, whom
I have this
neverremark
seen :or"Aheard
before was on the screen for less than a
minute. His name is Tyrone Power, Jr.
and this time next year, he will be one of
Hollywood's
greatest
But the studio
hadstars."
already anticipated
Mr. Beaton's remark. Tyrone was cast for
the role of Jonathan Blake, the acting plum
of the year, in the million dollar production of Lloyd's
of London, and he was off
in a cloud
of glory.
Power liked charred bacon and his eggs
just so. He likes rain and arguments and
lots of flowers everywhere.
Having steeled himself for a long drawn
out fight to stardom, he is disconcerted by
his comparatively hasty rise.

aysafe..XMLe the
doctors judgment about laxatives
YOU CHOOSE your family doctor
because you have confidence in
him. He will never take chances where
your welfare is concerned. Eveji with a
little thing like a laxative, doctors
have a definite set of standards which
guide them in their choice. Before they
will give a laxative their approval, it
must meet their requirements on these
specific points:
The doctor says that a laxative
should be: Dependable . . . Mild . . .
Thorough . . . Time-tested.
The doctor says that a laxative
should not: Over-act ... Form a
habit . . . Cause stomach pains . . .
Nauseate, or upset the digestion.
Now, here's a fact that's significant
— Ex-Lax checks on each of these
specifications. Not merely on two or
three. But on all these points.
No wonder so many

physicians use

When

Ex-Lax in their own families. No
wonder millions of careful mothers

W

give it to their children with perfect
confidence. No wonder that Ex-Lax is
used by more people than any other
laxative in the world.
Your first trial of Ex-Lax will be a
pleasant experience. For Ex-Lax is
mild and gentle. It is thoroughly effective. It does not over-act. It does not
disturb the digestion.
Everyone likes Ex-Lax — particularly the youngsters. It tastes just like
delicious chocolate. At all drug stores
in 10c and 25c sizes. Or write for free
sample to Ex-Lax, Dept. FG 17, Box
170, Times-Plaza Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Romance for Anne
[Continued from page 41]
MRS. SHIRLEY decided that if Anne
was to survive those perilous years
she must find her a job and put her to work.
The problem was solved when a buyer for
a New York department store asked Mrs.
Shirley to permit Anne to work as a model !
The thought of a professional career for
Anne had not occurred to Mrs. Shirley
although the beauty of the baby at 14
months had lured a commercial artist to
hire her to pose for him. And so Anne
became a children's clothing model when
she was three years old. It was this work
that led to her film debut in a picture directed by the late John Francis Dillon and
before long she played her first important
role in the William Farnum feature, The
Miracle Child.
Encouraged by this success, Mrs. Shirley and Anne boldly set out for Hollywood
with little Anne laboring under the handicappingassume
name of "Dawn
O'Day"
— a name
one would
was the
creation
of a
writer of fiction writing with tongue-incheck about Movieland.
The move to Hollywood seemed wise for
Herbert Brenon, who had directed Anne
in The Miracle Child, was directing The
Spanish Dancer and needed a child of
Anne's talent for an important role in the
picture. Anne, of course, got the role and
her career seemed definitely launched but
the following 12 years were anything but
a rose strewn path for the Shirleys.

NEW RELIEF
FROM DISTRESS OF

Anew scientific advancement, named ninal, brings
new hope to psoriasis sufferers everywhere! ninal
contains a special penetrating ingredient — discovered
by a physician who was tormented for 20 years with
psoriasis, ninal penetrates the lesions — removes scales
and crusts. Relieves distress. Helps clear skin remarkably! Will not stain garments and bed-clothes or interfere with activities. Offered on a three-week trial basis
with money-back guarantee. Send coupon today.
—
FREE BOOKLET—-DRAILE CLINIC, 209 S. State St., Dept. 12-A, Chicago
Please mail, without obligation, a free booklet about
Psoriasis and NINAL — with results of actual cases.
Name....
address.......
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Anne's
moment,
digress
TOa film
at
ended as
have career
easily
star amight
the age of five, following her role in The
Spanish Dancer. Herbert Brenon and his
wife fell madly in love with the beautiful
child. They offered Mrs. Shirley $50,000
in hard, cold cash if she would permit them
to adopt Anne.
Not in her most forlorn, panic-stricken
moments did Mrs. Shirley ever consider accepting the offer. And now, to recompense
her mother for the sacrifices and privations
endured for her sake, Anne is buying a
$50,000 annuity for her.
As Anne has said, she knew little of the
heartaches and discouragements of those
days of battling for screen success. At one
time Mrs. Shirley had to live within a
budget of $10 per week but Anne never
knew what that meant. She never knew the
heartbreak of futile calls at casting offices
day after day, or why days, weeks and
months would slip by without a call to
work in a picture. Life was a glorious
game to her with Mother continually devising schemes to keep the reality of their
life from her.
But when Anne did work she appeared
with many of the most famous stars of the
period, including Adolphe Menjou, Betty
Compson, Wallace Beery, Lois Wilson,
Tom Mix, Edward Everett Horton, Marian
Nixon, Bebe Daniels, Anita Stewart,
Madge Bellamy, Myrna Loy, Barbara Stanwyck, Fay Wray, Janet Gaynor and Ann
Dvorak, to mention but a few. Many of
these famous stars gave her dolls to celebrate their work together and until flood
waters ruined them, Anne had a collection
of 85 dolls to serve as a unique record of
her advancement in pictures.
During this time, Anne had to secure her
education as best she could, attending
classes at the studios when working and
augmenting these lessons with attendance
at Hollywood schools while between pictures. And during all these trying times,
Mrs. Shirley's only true friend was Mrs.

Accept no substitutes!

Lena Sage.
Few child players can survive the transition from childhood to adolescence and maturity. They flare for a brief period as a
child player and then, when they reach the
gangling awkward stage, their career is
ended. Few ever come back to win further
success after entering their teens but Anne
was different. She is one of those rare,
fortunate persons who never had to go
through the gangling, awkward stage.
Things were pretty bad, though when her
chance came. In fact, things were so desperate that Mrs. Shirley tried to get her a
job as an extra in Finishing School, though
she knew there was a role perfectly suited
to Anne and had tried to get it for her.
She knew, too, that according to Hollywood
legend a bit player who accepts extra work
is through — except as an extra. But Mrs.
Shirley was desperate — so desperate that
she had to tempt this relentless dictum.
But somebody else also knew the role in
Finishing School suited Anne. That somebody else was a young screen director by the
name of George Nichols, Jr., who had been
a cutter, or film editor, for years and was
well
talents
and
work. acquainted
He tested with
her forAnne's
the part,
she won
it and made good to the extent that she was
acclaimed as an exceptionally promising
ingenue. The picture, incidentally, was
Nichols' first directorial assignment.
WHEN
she followed this success with
another hit in Bachelor Bait, even the
skeptics were forced to admit a new star
was in the process of creation. Nichols
was selected to direct Anne of Green Gables
and naturally chose Anne for a featured
role. So tremendous was her success in
this film that studio officials pronounced her
a star — a star at the age of 16 !
It was then that Dawn O'Day became
Anne Shirley, with Anne personally choosing this name because of her admiration
for the character she portrayed in the picture.
Since her elevation to stardom, Anne has
appeared in Chasing Yesterday, Steamboat
Round the Bend, Chatterbox, M'liss, and
Make Way for a Lady. Her next picture
will be with Ginger Rogers in Mother
Carey's Chickens.
And what has become of the little girl
who became engaged at the age of four?
You would have your answer if you could
sit quietly by watching while Anne Shirley
lunches with other young players at the
studio commissary. Fresh-faced, jolly kids
— a dozen or more, perhaps, grouped around
a table intended for four or six at the
most.
These are the young people you know in
your high school and junior college circles
with but slight difference. Perhaps you
would notice a poise, a straight-forward
sureness of an ability to meet life on its own
terms not possessed by those who have
not had to battle for a career. They make
no pretense at sophistication, though they
know all the answers. They are unspoiled
for life has not had time to baby and humor
them. Quick-witted and keen, they lead a
merry chase for elders who try to keep up
with their quips and repartee.
Anne's social set is that merry group of
youngsters that includes, among others,
Phyllis Fraser, Tom Brown, Paula and
Carol Stone, Alan Curtis, Anita Louise
and Owen Davis, Jr., son of the famous
playwright.
Ah, yes, Owen Davis, Jr.
"What about Owen Davis, Jr.?" I asked

Always insist on the advertised brand!
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Jack Benny's daughter, Joan,
is the Paramount comics' tiniest and most rabid
fan
knowingly. "And what about Byron Sage?"
"Byron is just a very good friend — a big
brother," Anne replied, her eyes twinkling
gayly.
A typical Hollywood answer !
"Uh, huh. And Owen — "
"He's awfully nice, don't you think?"
said Anne, again in the manner of all stars
answering questions pertaining to romance.
Anne and Owen were together constantly
before he went east to appear in his father's
new play. But while he was away did
Anne go into seclusion pining for him ? Yes,
she did — like any fun-loving 18-year-old,
filled with the joy of living and beseiged
for dates by the nicest young fellows in
Hollywood.
If you visit Hollywood and look for Anne
and her "gang" out for a good time, you
won't find them by visiting the popular
night spots. Of course, once in a great
while they like to dress and go to the
Trocadero or -Biltmore Bowl but those occasions are few and far between.
Their idea of a good time is a soiree to
the beach, spending an evening playing all
the concessions and enjoying all the amusement devices from merry-go-round and fun
house to roller coaster. A round of hectic
gayety to be topped off by a delectable hot
dog eaten in a rumble seat on the way
home.
They are too smart to spend money on
swanky clothes and swanky pleasures ; they
know the uncertainties of the future and
are content to enjoy the simple, wholesome
pleasures of the present. Very often Ginger
Rogers, who is practically their age, accompanies them on these fun excursions.
Anne Shirley is typical of these youngsters on whom the future of Hollywood
rests. Sweet, wholesome and real, she is
the sort you'd love to have as a chum or
schoolday sweetheart.
When Owen Davis, Jr., Byron Sage or
some other young Hollywood lad dashes
up to the Shirley front door to breathlessly
ask for Anne a scene typical of sweethearts
and beaus the world over is being enacted.
And Anne still cherishes the tiny engagement ring as her most treasured keepsake ! When, where and how it will grow
up to be a big diamond- is a secret only
Fate knows and Fate won't talk.
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FOR BETTER BREATH AND TEETH. Many actors and
actresses are generous in their praise of Dentyne as a real aid
to a healthy mouth — wholesome

breath — beautiful teeth!

The secret? Dentyne's special firmness invites more vigorous
chewing — gives teeth and gums healthful, needed exercise.
It tones up mouth tissues and wakens the salivary glands, promotes natural self-cleansing. And yes — it does help your
mouth and chin keep their firm, youthful curves!
ITS FLAVOR

IS A WINNING
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Just sweet enough

— just spicy enough — Dentyne flavor is perfection itself! Fragrant — delicious — lasting. Try it — discover for yourself why
it is the choice of people with critical taste. Another point in
Dentyne's favor is the smartly flat shape of the package — an
exclusive feature — and handy as you please
to slip into your pocket or purse.

Keeps teeth white —
mouth healthy

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS CHEWING GUM
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Joan Bennett's
Tenfrom page
Commandments
\Contmucd
27]
4. Never scold your children: "That is
certainly one of my commandments — for
myself. And I obey it, scrupulously. For if
you scold a child you succeed in doing one
thing and only one — driving the very fault
you are trying to correct, like a nail, into
the child's brain and heart. He will always
remember the scolding, the harsh ugly
words. And in connection with the scolding
he will remember the fault you were trying
to correct. And because you hurt him he
will, being humanly obstinate, try to retaliate
by hurting you. And the best way he can
hurt you, he'll figure, is to keep on doing
that very thing!"
5. Give your children self-assurance:
"Perhaps I lay more stress on this than is
necessary in all cases — because I suffered
so badly from the lack of self-assurance, the
lack of self-confidence when I was growing
up. Even now I haven't any too much. I
have to force myself to hold my own in an
argument.
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"T SUPPOSE," laughed Joan, "I suppose
■*■ Constance has a great deal to do with it,
she was older than I. I admired her extravagantly. Iwas convinced that she was
beautiful and popular and glamorous and
that I was — just the opposite. Being the
eldest she was, of course, the one to get
most of the clothes and attention. I wore
whatever happened to be considered 'suitable' whether it became me or not. It usually didn't.
I hated
to goastothe
parties.
I didn'tI
think
I looked
as nice
other girls.
was shy in school because I suffered from
the conviction that all the other girls were
better dressed, prettier, smarter than I.
"I made up my mind, when Diana was
born, that she would never suffer as I had
suffered — I made up my mind that she
would have everything. I determined that
she would never step foot out of the house
unless she was charmingly and attractively
dressed, her hair 'fussed over.'

I made up

my mind that she would always be able to
hold her own with other children, have as
nice dresses, have as many toys.
"I don't mean by this that a child must

have ridiculously expensive clothes. I don't
mean that a child should be drowned in toys.
But I do mean that they should have at least
as much of everything as the children they
play with, the children they go to school
with. They should never be allowed to feel
inferior to their playmates in any way what6. Give your children a sense of responsibility: "Ido believe," Joan said earnestly,
"in
teaching children to know that they must
soever."
be responsible for their own affairs, their
own life. I can explain what I mean by
telling you about a problem I had with
Diana. For Diana was the forgettingest
child! She had a habit of forgetting to tell
us about the things she needed for school
until the very evening before she needed
them. This kept up and kept up. She would
be told, weeks in advance, that she must
have gym clothes for such and such a day,
a costume on some certain date. She'd 'forget' to tell us about it. And I would work
myself into a lather getting costumes and
things ready for her on twelve hours notice.
"AND so, recently, she breathlessly in■^*- formed me that she had to have a
costume the very next morning for a very
important school play. I phoned her teacher
and found out that Diana had known about
this for over two weeks. I felt that the time
had come to squash the 'I forgot' habit. I
made her go to school without a costume.
She was the only child in the class who
didn't have one. It was a drastic lesson,
probably as painful for me as for her. I was
in misery all that day! I almost felt that I
should go on the set without any make-up
on, too! But I went through with it and I
have a very good idea that she will not
'forget' again so easily."
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yours today. Play it as 6oon as yoa
get it. Have radio entertainment with yoa always. Pay postman
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Bobby Breen, the little Tad with the big voice, rehearsing a
song number for Rainbow on the River, an RKO-Radio release
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7. Give your children work to do : "This
is, in a way, another form of making your
children shoulder their own responsibilities.
For I do believe that children, no matter
what their present circumstances in life,
should be taught to use their hands. It's a
very uncertain world we are living in" said
Joan "and we certainly are liable to be here
today and gone tomorrow, in more ways
than one.
"I see to it that Diana makes her own bed
every Saturday morning. She also has to
straighten up her own room, clean her desk,
run the carpet sweeper over the rug. And
then we have 'Doll House Inspection.' I
make this inspection in person, very thoroughly. Iinspect every room, every article
of furniture and see to it that all is spic and
span and in good order.
"Diana and little Melinda know that they
must pick up and put away their toys. If
either one of them leaves a toy lying about
in the garden or on the floor it is picked up
all right and — taken aivay from them. They
either keep their toys in order or they don't
have the toys, that's all."
8. Knozv your children's playmates: "I
think this is very important. After all, early
associations shape the child for life. You
can't, of course, let your child know that you
are standing about like a sentinel or a school
monitor. You can't eavesdrop. You wouldn't
want your child to develop craftiness. But
you can manage, adroitly, to join your children and their friends at a tea party or in
the garden. You can sit with them while
they are playing. Children play so wholeheartedly that they will soon forget you are
there and go about their business in the normal way. And you can manage to observe
what kind of games they play, what they
seem to talk about. You can and you should
know the parents of the children your children play with."
9. Be fair with your children: "Children," said Joan, "have such a strong sense
of fair play. Haven't you heard them, often,
calling 'That isn't fair — that isn't fair !' Almost from infancy they seem to detest injustice, anything that isn't fair and square.
Why
should parents be the exception?
10. Expect the decent thing of your
child: "You'll usually get it," smiled Joan,
"for I believe that what is expected of us
is what we usually give. I know that when
I'm working with a director whom I know
believes in me, I'm far more apt to come
through than when I'm working with a director who doesn't, perhaps, have very high
hopes of me ! If people expect us to play
cricket that's usually just the game we play.
And I think that the parent who expects
her child to be truthful, honest, fastidious,
courteous will find that her child is truthful,
honest, fastidious and courteous.
"The real truth of the matter is" laughed
Joan, as we started to go in for luncheon,
"that our children bring us up ! We try so
hard to measure up to what we want our
children to be. Sometimes we almost succeed !"
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This All-Vegetable Relief for
Constipation
T HAVE just discovered a really won■*■ derful constipation relief . . . but I must
admit that my new discovery has been a
household word to hundreds of thousands
of women for many, many years !
When bowels are sluggish, clogged and
unable to dispose normally of food waste
. . . poisons invariably spread throughout
the system, and lead to nervousness, listlessness, headaches, bad complexion and
so many other troubles.
Of course, most of us realize that modern
living conditions are so strenuous that outside
assistance in eliminating waste is frequently
necessary. But we must be so very careful
about the kind of help we give.
Now, NR Tablets (Nature's Remedy) have
certainly proved to be a good safe, sensible
way to relieve constipation. NR tablets are
entirely different from other kinds of laxative.
You'll notice the amazing difference in action
the first time you try them. So gentle and
easy . . . yet so very thorough. This is because Nature's Remedy is made up of a per-
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feet blend of the most effective vegetable laxative elements. NR's are not harsh or habitforming.andThey
not artificial
. . . they're
natural
givearegentle
stimulation
to the
bowels, so that you get an easy, refreshing,
natural movement.
The morning after you take your first NR
tablet . . . you'll wake up feeling more refreshed and rested and vigorous than you
have in a long while. And you'll find that
continued occasional use of Nature's Remedy
will tone up the intestinal tract ... to normal
regular functioning.
You'll be glad to know that this marvelous
Nature's
Remedy,! the standby of millions, is
not
expensive
You can buy it
at any drug store
for only 25c.

FREE:

Beautiful Six-color 1937 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
samples of NR and Turns. Send stamp for packing and
postage to A. H. Lewis Co., Desk 90 ^33 St. Louis. Mo.
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Hollywood's
Cinderella Girl
[Continued from page 23]
and because this story has its ironical twists
— Miss Moore's secretary wrote to Betty.
She could have tossed the letter in the
waste basket, without ever mentioning it
to Miss Moore, but she didn't. Rena Askin
is not that kind of a person.
Instead, the note was acknowledged — to
the effect that at the moment Miss Moore
was not contemplating any change in pererence. sonnel, but the letter would be kept for refBut true to her promise, Betty didn't give
up trying. She wrote four more letters to
Grace Moore that winter, each one courteously but firmly saying some day, some
way, she intended to be the diva's secretary.

IN A HANDSOME CADDY TIN
#

In celebration of its 100th year
Ridgways offers you the CENTENARY TIN— a special blend
of fine orange pekoe tea. Packed
in a substantial tin with a hinged
cover, making an excellent tea
caddy. Handsomely colored and
illustrated, a very tasteful and
useful Christmas gift. On sale at
the better stores, write for price
list to RIDGWAYS, Inc., 230
West Street, N. Y. C.
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"TKEATINE" is a Doctor's prescription and
I a nationally known throat preparation, intended to relieve irritations of the throat, so com1 mon in conditions known as sore throat and
tonsillitis. "TBEATINE" is soothing to the
tonsils and assists nature in over-coming such conditions.
Send no money— Just name and address, we will send full size.'
treatment. Pay postman $1.00 plus a few cents postage when,
received. Guaranteed. Don't fail to try "TREATINE."
TREATINE LABORATORIES, INC., Columbus, 0., U.S.A.
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THEN came the time when, Love Me
Forever having been completed, it was
announced that Grace Moore would leave
Hollywood for Europe to make her debut at
the great Covent Garden Opera in London.
This was in the summer of 1935. Betty
Gardner, far away in Winnipeg, decided it
was time to do something about that. So
she sent a wire. "Won't you please let me
see you in New York?" she begged.
Promptly came the answer. "I really shall
Sorry."
too busy.
be But,
of course,
as you are beginning to
see by now, Betty Gardner is a very determined young person. So she called up Miss
Moore over the long distance telephone.
That tois, Grace
she tried
to and,
she didn't
talk
direct,
the although
famous star
knew
this little Canadian girl had put in the call.
"It must have intrigued her," Betty said
the other day, in Hollywood, when she wastelling me the whole story, "because after
I had sent another wire asking her to reconsider, she did, and wired me that she
would
see
me Betty
in New had
York."
Meanwhile
made plans to go
to London that summer and — you've guessed
it— those plans included passage on the same
boat that was to take Grace overseas.
Betty arrived in New York in due time
and called Miss Moore's hotel. "I'm ready
to keep retary
mythen appointment,"
she told
on the job. But
therethewassec-a
hitch. Despite Miss Moore's promise — and
she always tries her level best to keep her
promises — she simply couldn't find the time
to see the young girl from Winnipeg before
she sailed.
Betty promptly did the next best thing.
She bought a ticket to the Academy of Arts
dinner, where Grace Moore was to be given
the Gold Medal Award of Merit for her
contribution to the art of America. And
Betty managed to be introduced to the guest
of honor.
"I am that girl from Winnipeg who is
going
be your next secretary," she told
Grace, todemurely.

^Scratching

"Good Heavens, you are!"
"Yes, and I am sailing for England on
the same boat that you are," Betty hurried
on. "Perhaps you'll have more time, then."
Grace smiled that famous, sparkling smile
of hers, and completed the sentence —
"Perhaps I'll have time to talk with you.
Yes, I shall. And this time, I shall keep
my word. You'll hear from me before the

Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin eruptions, quickly yields to Dr. Dennis' cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle oils
soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it —
or money back. Ask for D. D. D. Prescription.

So they
sailed for London on the lie dc
is over."
voyage
France and once safely on the high seas,
Betty Gardner did not pursue her quest.
Smart girl that she is, she let Miss Moore
take her own time to summon her.
"I'll admit it was difficult just to wait,"
she reminisced.

III
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However, she didn't have to wait long.
About the second day out there came a call.
"Miss Moore will be delighted to have you
So Betty went to luncheon, there to find
to luncheon."
her
hostess more charming than she had
dreamed. They talked of many things before they got down to the business at hand,
because that is the kind of a gracious hostess Grace Moore is. But finally, she said:
"So you want to be my secretary?"
"Yes, I do," Betty answered her, directly.
"Are you qualified?"
"Yes, I think I am."
THE
next question was disconcerting,
however. "Do you know French? My
secretary must speak French fluently."
That was a cropper, but Betty answered
honestly. "No," she said, "I don't know a
"When?"
word.
But I can learn."
"This summer. Immediately."
Miss Moore considered a moment.
"All right," she said. "You win — at least
temporarily. You may work with my secretary, Rena Askin, as assistant, this summer, in London. And we'll see about a permanent position after you've learned French
and know something of serious music."
So that's the way it was. And Betty's
introduction to her duties as Grace Moore's
secretary's assistant was far from easy, for
the diva's first London appearance that
season was her debut at Covent Garden.
Betty reminisced excitedly about that
event. "It was the most thrilling experience
of my life," she told me, h;r blue eyes
glowing. "All day long the undercurrent of
excitement, the terrific amount of v ork, the
responsibility of protecting Miss Moore
from the least disturbance. How ,~.appy
I wasment ! to be only an assistant at that mo"The air of expectancy and breathless
excitement when we arrived at the Opera,
the thousands of people surrounding the
doors, and the thrill of being backstage.
Then out in front with a capacity audience.
The tense moment, like an electric shock
through the audience, when the first notes
of
ThenMiss
the Moore's
curtain atglorious
the end voice
of therang
first out.
act
and the moment when the audience rose to
their feet as one man and cheered ! You
know, there is no applause allowed at Covent Garden during the acts — only at the
end. For once realization by far exceeded
every
Bettyanticipation
worked for!" the great star all summer and at the same time studied French.
How ?
"I took lessons, of course," she explained,
"and I lived with a French family." In
six months, she learned the language. A
remarkable feat ? Well, Betty is quite modest about it.
"It wasn't so difficult," she told me. "I
just
that's all."
Just asin she'd
"kept kept
at" at
the it,business
of getting
contact with Grace Moore !
When that summer was over, the job was
over, too, for the time being. Miss Moore
went back to Hollywood to make The King
Steps Out. But Betty remained in Paris
studying. And the next summer (the summer of 1936) Miss Moore again went
abroad and Betty joined her for the Albert
Hall concert in London. She remained with
the diva for her Holland tour and was
then invited to Cannes.
And
then, when
Grace
Moore
again
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turned her face toward Hollywood, Betty
Gardner, the ambitious Winnipeg girl who
wouldn't take "no" for an answer, had
reached her goal. Because her "tryout"
had been fairly sound, she was to be Grace
Moore's permanent secretary, assistant to
Mrs. Askin, and she, too, was headed for
Hollywood.
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NOW
she's living in that lovely big home
on Palm Drive, Beverly Hills, which
Miss Moore has leased for the season
while she's making Interlude for Columbia.
Betty gets up every morning (about 8 :30,
she says) and goes for a plunge into the big
pool at the rear of the house. She breakfasts on the most delicious food imaginable.
She opens mail, answers the telephone, always using her judgment as to what letters
and what calls should go through to the diva
herself. She sometimes goes driving with
her employer, or to the studio when Grace
is working. She greets guests, writes letters, performs the countless duties which
any star's secretary must do before that
backdrop of glamour with which Hollywood endows all of its great.
And she loves it. What girl wouldn't?
Because, although the work is heavy and
the situations in which she finds herself
often trying, there is never an hour that
isn't interesting — as you can well imagine.
Why did Betty Gardner suddenly decide
to become a screen star's secretary and, specifically, Grace Moore's?
The answer is matter-of-fact. Not the
raving of a too-ardent fan, but the judgment of a person given to straight thinking.
"I realized that, with her, life would be
interesting, worth while, and happy," she
said. "To me Grace Moore, the star, and
the woman, symbolizes the best and the finest type of person talent and success can

produce."
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What
Do You Do with
Your Little Finger?

On Location with the Maid of Salem
[Continued from page 52]
Fred and Claudette talked to each other

— when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You know from
watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the correct use of your hands can become a tremendous social and business asset. Great actresses
accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell

•
•
•
•

how
how
how
and
best

to hold a cigarette
to pick up cards
to shake hands
how to make hands behave to the
advantage on all occasions

Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May JOth. 1957.
Just mail the front of a 35c, 50c or $1.00 Frostilla
Fragran t Lotion box (or two fronts from
10csizes)and your copy will besentF/?££.
"FROSTILLA"
,456 Gray Street, Elmita, N. Y.
Enclosed is Frostilla box front— therefore send me my copy of Margery
Wilson's book on hands.

Google, and lived a philosophy of "Time's
awastin'. Russle yore bones outa here."
They had just started scenes after lunch
when Fred began to get a worried look on
his face. Presently he stopped the camera
and yanked off his shirt. His left arm was
covered with welts. One of the technical
crew, who had found out from a personal
experience a few days previously, took one
look at Fred and shouted, "Poison ivy!"
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as they practiced. "I can't get that dip just
right. Let's try it once more. I think I am
hurrying too much," confessed Claudette.
They completed the dance to the expert's
satisfaction. Lloyd was on his feet instantly. "Let's go," he said. "Hills or no
hills, the sun's hotter than a firecracker.
Fred, don't forget to reprove her when she
makes a mistake.
It's in the script."
Director Lloyd wastes no time, but neither does he travel 500 miles twice in a
week or two to re-take a scene. So Claudette and Fred, sun or no sun, gavotted all
over the place until high noon. When they
were through Fred yanked off his shirt
and tossed it among the bushes, sank down
on the sod gratefully.
He was to regret it.
Lunch took only an hour. Director Lloyd
was by way of washing up the last few
scenes and scooting the whole troupe of
150 back to Hollywood. Two weeks of location trip runs into big cash, big enough
to make most of us sigh. So Lloyd took
a tip from our comical friend, Barney

LLOYD dropped his demeanor with a
-* plunk and ran to Fred's side. With one
glance he confirmed the verdict, shoved
Fred into a waiting studio car, and ordered
it in all haste back to Santa Cruz and the
local hospital.
"We'll get the rest of Fred's scenes in
the studio," he said without hesitation. "Set
the cameras up on Salem Square and shoot
those final scenes of Claudette. Then we'll
Casting one eye at his watch and the
sun now in the west, he sank down into his
go
chairhome."
for another catnap. Presently all was
ready. Lloyd took a look around with a
snort.
"I give you this whole country to shoot
at!" he exclaimed, waving off toward a few
thousand evergreens. "And what do I get?
One single, lonely fir tree! Only one!
Let's
the background."
The improve
orders were
carried out. The scene
called for Claudette, on the lookout for her
doctor friend (Harvey Stephens), to run
down a steep hill and meet him as he
returned on horseback from Boston. Running toward Harvey was all right enough,
but Claudette did not show any especial
enthusiasm for the uphill return after four
takes by the cameraman.
"Get a car ready to haul her back up,"
Lloyd suggested. But Harvey had a better
idea. Hoisting her into the saddle, they
would ride back up the hill together. Then
he would gallop on down and around the
bend, presently to return so Claudette once
more could run out to meet him.
By three o'clock the scenes were all completed. We walked back with Lloyd to Salem
Village, a replica of the original New England town which he had built on that farm
near Santa Cruz. Approaching it from the
rear you could see that with the exception
of the church, the thirteen or so colonial
homes were just movie sets, complete across
the front but only one room deep. The
church itself was "practical," capable of
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being used for congregations a month or a
year in the future.
Another valuable contribution by the studio was three miles of hard-surfaced highway, laid to state specifications. It was
cheaper to build an all-weather road than
to take a chance on a destructive rain storm.
As I have hinted before — time comes valuable on location.
By nine o'clock that night the whole
troupe was on a fast train, moving back
toward Hollywood where Maid of Salem,
had old man Fate been kind enough, would
have finished up in another eleven days.
But before I tell about the next mishap,
you should know something about the story
itself. Back in the tail end of the 17th
century, when America was not even yet
a gleam in Father Washington's eye, the
persecution of witches was the number one
colonial pastime.
Enterprising film writers, delving back
into the musty records of 1692 or thereabouts, discovered a stormy period of persecution inthe old New England town of
Salem. During this brief spell some nineteen alleged and asserted witches were put
to death. Not by burning at the stake, as
we might imagine, but by the much more
kindly method of hanging.
Grasping at this, the film writers turned
out Maid of Salem. They created a role
especially for Claudette, who becomes the
New England girl in love secretly with a
Virginia
cavalierShe
(hahis !having
of course
it's trysts
Fred
MacMurray!).
secret
in the forests with her lover when the
witch scare really gets under way. Inevitably Claudette is accused of being a
witch, and is brought to trial.
The script calls for a sensational last
minute rescue of Claudette from the gallows by the gallant Fred. And that's where
the rest of Director Lloyd's beef against
Fate comes in. Lloyd had hired a thousand
and more extras 24 hours ahead of time, and
arranged for their transportation to Paramount ranch for this gallows scene. With
eleven days shooting to do in ten days,
he needed immediate action. He thought
he could make it. And then Claudette
bumped her head.
She was a passenger in the back seat of
the car. Jammed up in traffic, the machine
was banged sharply from behind. Claudette
went home complaining of a bruised head.
When she failed to show improvement the
doctors diagnosed it as concussion of the
brain with possibly a tiny fracture. So
Claudette's husband, Dr. Pressman, rushed
by airplane back to Hollywood from New
York and the actress herself remained
strictly a patient in bed.
Meantime Director Lloyd, casting maledictions on the course of human events,
attempted to "shoot around" her while
Claudette was recuperating. But he ran
out of scenes to take long before the doctors would pronounce the lovely star well
enough to resume safely her work again.
Keep an eye on this director-star team.
Maid of Salem should prove to be a very
unusual film. For, after all, both members
of
are of
Academy
Lloyd
for the
his team
direction
Mutiny winners1:
on the Bounty,
Miss Colbert for her acting in It Happened
One Night. And they both like to work
together. They liked the idea of Maid of
Salem, and had a great time making it.
In Hollywood that usually spells success
for competent stars and directors — in spite
of an adverse Fate !
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Who

Discovered Deanna Durbin?
[Continued from page 8]

national sensation at her first appearance
on the air. A studio upset and a picture
celebrity before her first sequence is entirely filmed. Slated for stardom before
her first picture is released.
Already Universal is hailing Deanna
Durbin as the motion picture sensation of
the year — and not only because of her
singing, but on account of her natural
talent as an actress and her striking personality.
Given a start in a small part in Three
Smart Girls — just to "camera break" her,
so to speak, her appearance in the rushes
was so amazing that production was
stopped, and, with the cast on salary, the
picture was held up until the story could
be entirely rewritten to give this youngster the main part. Special songs were
also written for her — so that the public
might have a sample of her voice.
And now as to who discovered this
amazing little song-bird, and where she
came from and who she is.

Durbin was born in Los Angeles, December 4, 1922, and, aside
from singing in a local choir seemed to
exhibit no indication of the amazing
things that were to happen to her in the
late summer and fall of 1936.
An older sister, who danced professionally, was the first to feel that Deanna,
known then as plain Edna May Durbin,
the younger daughter of a structural steel
worker that the depression had hit rather
hard, was possessed of any exceptional
talent.
Fortunately, this sister had the courage
of her conviction, and offered to furnish
the financial aid necessary for Deanna, or
Edna, to take lessons from a local vocal
teacher.
Soon thereafter, Jack Sherrill, one of
Hollywood's legion of theatrical and
movie artists' agents, reached the conclusion that pictures needed a youthful singer
who was as good in her line as Shirley
Temple is in hers, or as Fred Astaire is in
his.
A rather difficult order to fill, but Hollywood agents are prospectors at heart,
and natural gamblers by instinct. A hundred to one shot is a certainty in the eyes
of their enthusiasm.
"With Grace Moore, Lily Pons, Gladys
Swarthout, Jeannette MacDonald, and the
others making great hits in pictures," exthis agent, "and
withmovie
youngsters
a naturalplainedattraction
to the
going
DEANNA

public, I figured a child with exceptional
voice talent would be a natural. So I
started out to find one."
And now comes one of those peculiar
quirks of fate that make life worth living
through to the last drop — just to find out
what misrht happen.
Jack Sherrill asked a friend if he knew
where he could find a girl with a wonderful voice — a young girl. The friend said
no, but why not put the names of a lot of
voice teachers in a hat, shake 'em up and.
draw one. Maybe he would have just
what the doctor ordered.
So, picking out a teacher, Sherrill visited him that very afternoon. It happened
to be Ralph Thomas, the teacher the Durbin family had decided on for Edna.
"I'm looking for a young girl with a
world-beating voice," confided Sherrill.
"Have you anything here like that?"
"Well ; it's pretty late in the day," ex-

When

plained the teacher, "and there is only
one girl left. But she has an amazing
voice. Would you like to hear her?"
Jack would — and twenty minutes later
the Durbin family was on its way to fame
and fortune, though the startled, and
somewhat frightened girl couldn't quite
follow the campaign he outlined for the
conquest of pictures, radio, theatre and
the opera.
But a few days later, when her newly
acquired agent called to take her and her
mother out to the studio for her first picture and voice test, she was ready and
waiting.
THOUGH
future writers may describe
the turmoil and trials this girl went
through to crash the movies, the truth is
that, after an hour wait in the car with
her mother, following this test, she was
presented with a studio contract.
Nothing more happened to indicate that
Fate had written this youngster's name
in her book of surprises, to be pulled out
of her bag of tricks to confuse music
critics and cause movie moguls to sit up
nights coining adjectives to describe her.
That is, not until the New Universal
gave its Talent Parade Party. Then
Deanna (for Edna was much too simple a
name for the movies) sang, and some ten
thousand movie folk and boulevard scouts
hailed her as their individual discovery.
Eddie Cantor signed her to go on the
air with him, and her name echoed in
studio reception rooms, trade paper offices
and wherever film or opera aspirants
gathered.
Newspaper articles on her made their
appearance — and writers began to haunt
sound stages in search of her. Hollywood
was getting ready to crown a new queen.
Deanna sang at important banquets of
moviedom — and Hollywood's hardboiled
reporters forgot their "Oh Yeahs" and
cils.
"knock-knocks"
and sharpened their penAnd what has happened to Deanna Durbin these past two months since she has
spared from obscurity to Hollywood limeair? light, and to national popularity on the
Just this : a little more thoughtfulness
and a little weariness have taken some of
the dancing light from her eyes. Otherwise she is still Edna May Durbin, plain
American kid.
School as required by the state, movie
rehearsals, the study of lines, hours with
make-up artists, hairdressers, and photographers, singing lessons, radio rehearsals, and broadcasts and the daily
shooting of picture scenes.
A strenuous program for child or adult
— but one which has not changed Deanna
an iota. She is the same friendly, quiet,
understanding and perfectly natural girl
— the kind of a lass you'd unhesitatingly
ask to do an errand or tend the baby.
Hollywood ballyhoo and praise have
left her untouched — unspoiled. We can
only hold our thumbs and hope she will
be as impervious to national adulation
and commercial exploitation. Fortunately,
as a glance at her picture will prove, hers
is an equilibrium that is not easily toppled,
and her surprisingly mature judgement
and keen sense of humor are ballast many
a so-called sound business man would be
glad to possess.
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satiny— ashoulders
— lovely
'|MOOTH,
skin "all over"
radiantly
clear,
youthful complexion — men admire them and
modern style demands them.
To be truly lovely, you must rid your skin of
ugly pimples on face and body. And thousands
are doing it, with complete success.
The real cause of disorders resulting in ugly
pimples may be nothing in the world except a
lack of the yeast vitamins B and G. When
these elements are not present in the human
diet in sufficient quantities, the intestinal tract
becomes weak and sluggish. Its function is
badly impaired. Constipation is likely to ensue
and this, in turn, often shows up in pimply skin.
Countless men and women have found that
in such cases, Yeast Foam Tablets work wonders. This pure dry yeast supplies vitamins
B and G in abundant quantities and thus
tends to restore the intestinal tract to normal
— in those instances of vitamin deficiency. With
the intestinal tract again in healthy function,
pimples should quickly disappear.
Start now. Try Yeast Foam Tablets and
give them the chance to give you the same
welcome relief they have brought to so many
others.
Ask Tablets
your druggist
Foam
today — for}'
and east
refuse
substitutes.
Mail Coupon
Trial Sample
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NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast
Foam Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)
Name
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Fans and Fan Clubs
{Continued from page 60]
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New Safe

FOOD
METHOD

r;

10
RUGS

Tastes like candy!
• At last! A new SAFE way
to get rid of reducible FAT.
by eating sensibly, exercising moderately, and following
the pleasant SLENDRETS
Food Method and regime.
NO DANGEROUS DRUGS!
Positively no dinitrophenol.
Not laxative. No thyroid.
SLENDRETS Wafers are delicious, too — taste just like
candy. Now there's no need
to "starve" when reducing!

LOST 17 POUNDS

IN 4 WEEKS!

• Miss Anna Goodrow, Thompsonville, Conn.,
writes: "I reduced 17 lbs. in 4 weeks! Left my
flesh firm. No discomfort." Another lady (Texas)
writes: "Lost 16 lbs. after taking 1 box and a
half. I cannot praise SLENDRETS enough."
Mrs. L. R. O'Connell, Springfield, Mass., writes:
"Lost 18 lbs. to date, 4 lbs. the first week. I look
years younger!"

ACT ON

THIS OFFER

TODAY!

• Don't
FAT the
another
be
sure
you give
reduce
safe day's
Food start!
MethodButway.
Don't use drugs! At drug stores, or — Send $1
for generous-supply package of 84 SLENDRETS:
$5 for 6 packages. (Currency. Money Order,
Stamps or C.O.D.) Sent in plain wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. Fl 37
Russ Building, San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or, if C.O.D. send 10c fee.)
Name
Address
City
State

ffWWUST
WATCHl
GIVEN for distributing 16 boxes

ROSEBUD
Salve
or Cold Relief
THOLENE ointment at 25oea. Order 8
boxes of Rosebud or Tholene on trial.
ROSEBUD PEKFOME CO, Bx. 39, Woodsboro, Maryland,

San Francisco group of Eddy-minded
boys and girls. That group is going in
for social activities in a big way — they
have teas, luncheons, card parties, movie
dates.
Ethel s address is P. O. Box 1681.
Louise A. Baldwin, president of one of
the Brian Donlevy clubs, is an interesting
young
lady. Vernon
She writes(Indiana)
"Star Gazing"
for
the Mount
Democrat
under the by-line of "L. A. B." (Never
mind how we found out — we're telling you
and we pride ourselves on being right
most of the time.)
Do you know Sid Vousden? Well, you
should become acquainted because he's
the world's most ambitious lad. Besides
conducting a very successful Joe Penner
Club, he ushers in a theatre up until midnight, then he has what he calls "a little
job" from 6 to 8 :30 A. M., then goes to
school for the rest of the day. And what
does he do with his "spare" time? He
didn't say, but I'll bet he just frits it away.
Elaine Poliment has an interesting and
unusual club for Preston Foster. She
writes : "When I first started this club,
I intended making it an athletic club because all of my 13 Brooklyn members
were athletes. Therefore, for about five
months, my club went on outings, competed with other teams in punchball, baseball, volleyball, and many other games.
The games we played turned out to be all
successful, winning money to supply ourselves with the necessary equipment for
all these outdoor sports.
"This went on until one day I began
speaking about my club to some of my
teachers, mainly my journalist instructor,
and he asked
me why
didn't
universally
known.
I toldI him
my make
reasonsit
and he thought them very silly and explained to me that if I made it international I would have to put out a club
paper and that would help me in my
journalism.
"Then I asked a journalist and cartoonist about it, and they assured me it
was the thing to do. So how about it,
Well, Elaine, I agree with your friends
Harmony?"
— such a wonderful club should be international. Good luck to you !
Bunnie Hill, a club girl living in North
Charlestown, New Hampshire, has always
been a sincere admirer of Clara Bow. Last
summer, Bunnie wrote Clara a letter.
Time went on and Bunnie was pretty disappointed because Clara did not reply. I
asked her to be reasonable because Clara
was at the time a patient in a Santa
Monica hospital. Then one day an airmail special came for Bunnie — Clara had
written her a nice long letter and now
Bunnie will start a war with anyone who
hints that Clara doesn't love and appreciate her fans.

TPHOUSANDS get more fun and money out
-1- of spare time than they ever dreamed possible, thanks to MODERN MECHANIX HOBBIES AND INVENTIONS! Fascinating hobby
and homecraft departments in every issue ; latest
authoritative stories and pictures of new discoveries in science — radio — mechanics — aviation!
Gripping interest from cover to cover. Get new
issue of MODERN MECHANIX HOBBIES
AND INVENTIONS at any newsstand today.

Glenna Riley's club was organized in
the first place for both Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier, and although the latter has not been making
pictures in the United States for some
time, the club is still anxious to hear from
those who admire him.
A word about the clubs listed for
Francis Lederer. Although they are listed
as separate clubs, they are really_ all one
Lonbig organization with branches in These
don, Chicago and San Francisco.
promote Mr. Lederer's
clubs work
Peace toprogram rather than his
World
motion picture career, and their members^
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number more than half a million!
Their club paper "Czechago" is something of which to be proud. It is a slick
paper magazine, filled with news and pictures.
Elsie Moser tells me that for the time
being, her Madge Evans Club is "inactive." This due to the fact, that after
three years of activity, Elsie needs a rest.
The club will be continued some time
later, because "Madge Evans is such a
wonderful
girl when
to have
a club
for." toWe'll
let you know
Elsie
is ready
go !
Arthur J. Brodbeck, who has Movie
Stars Fan Club, tells us that his club is
not for any one star in particular, that it
is for all stars and their clubs. They issue
two
"Starlight"
and "Star-Gazer,"
both papers,
are given
over to news
and contests.
Will Virginia Gilliland and Adelle
Yanow, both of Chicago, get in touch with
us? Mail sent to their present address is
always returned.
Lorraine Mason, former editor of the
Irene Dunne club paper, enters the hospital soon for a very serious, series of
operations. Letters will be appreciated
and the address is : 112 N. 6th St., Vineland, N. J. A rapid recovery, Lorraine!
Fan Clubs

Roster

(Continued from last month)
FRANCES LEDERER— Toan Drummond, 67
Hodford Road, N. W. 11. London, England.
NICK LUCAS— Charles Afflitto, 76 4th Ave.,
Newark, N. J.
BELA LUGOSI— Julia Jozefa Skrupska, 318
S. Broadway,
Baltimore, Md.
MYRNA LOY— Arlette Johnson, 549 East 5th
St., Galesburg,
111.
ELISSA LANDI— William Eves, 1649 St.
Nicholas Ave., New York, N. Y.
ERIC LINDEN— Dorothy Gleason, 41 Matthews Ct, N. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
BEN LYON— Violet Platzer, 523 Schiller Ave.,
Trenton, N. I.
JEAN MUIR— Anita Weber, 9025 Keith Ave.,
West Hollywood,
Calif.
JOAN MARSH— Irving Gross, 189 East 2nd
St., New York, N. Y.
UNA MERKEL— Dorothy Barkdall, iSOyi
West Stocker St., Glendale. Calif.
MOVIE FAN FRIENDSHIP CLUB— Chaw
Mank, Jr., 226 East Mill Road, Staunton, 111.
GRACE MOORE— Josephine W. Lowery, 2200
Harrison
St., Wilmington,
Del.
MODERN MOVIE CLUB— Margaret Carpenter, 1012 West 5th Ave., Lancaster, Ohio.
DOUGLAS MONTGOMERY— Molly Lewis,
53 Ash Street, Floral Park, Long Island, N. Y.
JEANETTE MacDONALD— Glenna Riley,
149 S. 7th St.. New Castle, Ind.
JOEL McCREA— Helen Moltz, Route 3, Sheboygan, Wis.
GERTRUDE NIESEN— Mildred Krueger, 566
Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
RAMON NOVARRO 1— Evelyn Cronie, 701
Gorsuch
Ave., Baltimore, Md.
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN— Alice M. Kelly,
813 Greenwood Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
VICTOR ORSINI— Marian Rose Thompson,
77 Charlotte St., Fitzroy SQ., London, W. I.,
England.
MERLE OBERON— Muriel Aldcraft, 8 Downes
Ave., Pawtucket,
R. I.
GALE PAGE— Vivian Bretz, 417 N. 3rd St.,
Lehighton,
Pa.
DICK POWELL 1— Chaw Mank, Jr., 226 East
Mill Road, Staunton,
111.
JOE PENNER— Sid Vousden, 34 Strathmore
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario. Canada.
GENE RAYMOND— Eva Highsmith, 213 S.
Everett St., Glendale, Calif.
RUTH ROLAND— Lillian Conrad, 4822 N.
Meade
Ave., Chicago. 111.
BUDDY ROGERS— Marilyn Bonnell, 3410
West
Lisbon Ave.. Milwaukee,
Wis.
GINGER ROGERS— Marion Hesse, 154 Elm
St., Elizabeth, N. T.
BODIL ROSING— Millie Wist, 177 S. Citrus
St., Los Angeles. Cal.
*
LANNY ROSS 1 LEAGUE— Dorothy White,
Nirth Bennington,
Vt.
LANNY ROSS 2 LEGION— Mildred Buck, 400
East 57th St., New York. N. Y.
LANNY ROSS 3 MELODY— Marjorie Brettman, 25 Home Place, Greenwich, Conn.
LANNY ROSS 4— Mary Munger, 23 Harvard
St., Pittsfield, Mass.
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The old maid on Timothy's Quest
First A —
starred Jessie Matthews
Chinese
war-lord
in The
General
Died
Dawn
At
Basquette, widow of Sam Warner
A grassy plain
Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
Flirtation
Young man in Klondike Annie
Three Blind
Mack,
the Killer, George
Raft's bodyguard
Three
Guys
Gangster boy in Absolute Quiet
No Place Like
M.G.M.
comedy
Bubble
dancer
Russian actress to appear in The
Witch
Spoil
Dull brown color
Comedienne who sings My Man
Star of Enter Madame
Dudley
had a role in Mutiny On the
Bounty
Sends

by post
and Dance Man
Mary
— Dix
With
the Wind,
best seller to be
made into a movie
Turn Em Loose
The
of Madeleine Claudet
Allesandro
in Ramona
Strong alkali
Given name of Mr. Acord, hero of Westerns
The Captain Hates the
Pet name of Miss
Kemble-Cooper
French
personal
pronoun
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HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL
Edward
Arnold
played
the
title
role
Diamond
Comedienne in We Went To College
He
often plays reporter
roles
Her first name is Raquel
The ex-Mrs.
Bruce
Cabot
Man of 1000 faces
Murder By
Aristocrat
Me Pink
Actor's part
Joan Bennett's role in Little Women
Mervyn
Roy directed Anthony Adverse
Father in livery Saturday Night
Feminine lead in Yellow Dust
Fiance of Jeannette
MacDonald
An age
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Luck stars Charles Ray
of sorrow

Christian
name
Heather Angel's husband
Go
Your of Dance
Piccadilly Jim
Bride of John Farrow
Depend
Initials of the Countess Albani
Nickname
of the actress
who
has the title
role in Craig's
Wife
Trail of the Lonesome
Fleshy
part of the jaws
Wife of George Burns
This was Ann
Sothern's
name
The Nit
Real
name of Margaret
Lindsay
Repetition
of words
America's
sweetheart
Given name of the former Mrs. Jack Gilbert
Ida Lupino's name in Ycrurs For the Asking
Lovable
star of Judge Priest now
deceased
Lucille Gleason is this to Russell
Surname of Senora Moreno in Ramona
Sun god
Tune
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Factory Remanuf actured for $1.00
down and $1.00 per week for 50
weeks.
FREE ! ! 2 days' trial in your own
home or office.
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TODAY!
CORDER

While they last!

and

Matthews

The Red
Calling
So
the ■of
Movie based on the novel Mob Rule
GentlemanPercy plays a bit in The Amateur
Leading
man
in Don't
Get Personal
stars Claudette
Colbert
Fruit;— ofof theSalem
blackthorn
bush
Perry,
new
player
in Two
Against
the World
First name of the beautiful
blonde
star of
The Witness Chair
—Rin-Tin-Tin
;
To Town with Mae West
Two
A Crowd
Brown O'Guns, laugh sensation with Joe E.
Male lead in And So They
Were Married
Mrs.
Paul Whiteman
Virginia
Bruce plays the title role in Jane

{Established 20 years)
741 Pruitt Bldg.
Chicago
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Please send Woodstock Typewriter as advertised, on
2 days'
approval.to heEnclosed
) down
ment— Balance
paid at find
$1.00($
per week
until payfull
price of $49.50 is paid. (Cash with order 1'rice $15.00.)
Name
Print Name Plainly

River in Lili Damita's country
Charlie's
featured
Syd Chaplin
A coarse rigid hair
City
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"I'm Hotel Hostess

NOW- and *earning a n
salary
splend
Mrs.
Palmer,
id Charlotte
'
Hotel Hostess, Secures
Position, Though Without
Previous Hotel Experience
"Disgusted with my work,
with no future possibilities
and not even good pay, I
welcomed the opportunity
to prepare for the hotel
and
institutional
field, at

/
jg''
■
5^^^.
■■l
R^fe
Hl
I
I

home
in
leisure
time,
through
Lewis
Training.
Shortly
after graduating,
I secured
a position
as
Hotel
Hostess,
increasing
my salary about $75.
To
anyone wanting to get out of the rut into real success I say enroll in Lewis Schools."
Step Into a Well-Paid Hotel Position
Good positions from coast to coast for trained men and
women in hotel, club, steamship, restaurant and institutional field. Hundreds of our graduates now holding wellpaid positions as Managers, Assistant Managers, Stewards,
Housekeepers. Hostesses and 55 other different types of
positions. Living often included. Previous experience
proved unnecessary. Lewis graduates, both young and
mature, winning success. Good grade school education,
plus Lewis Training, qualifies you at home in leisure
time. FKEE Book gives full details about this fascinating field, and explains how you are registered FREE of
extra cost, in the Lewis National Placement Service.
Mail coupon NOW.
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1 pint Jamaica rum
1 tsp. fresh grated

star who believes in "specializing."
True, we all can't have a charming playroom with a huge fireplace at one end,
balancing an attractive bar at the other,
at which sparkling glasses beckon to
those who wish to imbibe of liquors gathered from all over the world by the
British actress.
However Madeleine Carroll's recipes
for which her friends clamor are quite
simple and just the type food to make
your abode crowded every holiday season, be it a shack or an estate.
Hors D'oeuvre
Stuffed olives
Spiced
anchovies
Chopped parsley
Grated
lemon
rind
Toothpicks

COUPON

Name.

Wrap one anchovy around each olive
and secure with toothpick. Roll in
lemon rind, then in finely chopped parsley. (Be sure the anchovies are spiced
and not those packed
in oil.)

I City.

DEAFNESS

IS MISERY

Many people with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies.
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard
Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of of?C*4
the inventorwho was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD, lire- Suite 161, 70 5th Ave., New Yerk

face BrokenOuf?*

Relieve the soreness and aid healing by washing daily with Resinol
kSoap and freely applying <

Sample free. Resinol,Dept.2-A,Balto. Md.

IDON'T

UNTIL

WAIT

=

IT'S TOO

LATE!

Baldness and thin hair can't be corrected if you
wait until it's too late! START NOW! Use
Marvel Scalp Salve for Dandruff and dry or oily
scalp. This remarkable, pure salve assures you
healthy hair. Used and approved by thousands of
men and women. Trial Size: 25c. Regular Size: $1.
MARVEL MFG. CO., Dept. SU-I, 1803 Cornaga
Ave., Far Rockaway, N. Y.

IF I Send YOU
THIS FINE SUIT Will You Wear It and Show It to Friends?
I need a reliable man in your town to wear a fine, madeto-measare, all-wool DEMONSTRATING SUIT-advertise my famous clothing- — and take orders. You can make
up to $12.00 in a day. My line contains over 150 quality
Woolens, all sensational values and guaranteed. You
don't need experience or money. I supply everything
required, FREE of extra cost. W-^e me today for FREE

details. W. Z. GIBSON, Dept.N639 Chicago. Illinois.
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nutmeg

Beat egg whites and yolks separately.
To the yolks add sugar and beat until
light and creamy, then add brandy, rum
and nutmeg. Blend well and add milk
and cream. Cover punch bowl with
stiffly beaten whites of eggs. Serve cold
if preferred, but in cold weather it is
delicious if warm.
Madeleine Carroll is another film

Lewis Hotel Training Schools,
Sta. PA-9851,
Washington, D. C.
Send me the Free Book, "Your
Big Opportunity,"
without obligation, and details as to how to qualify tor
a well-paid position.

Address .

Festivities

[Continued from page 58]

Whipped Cream Cake
Y cup shortening
1Y cups sugar
4
egg yolks
3
cups flour
3 tsp. baking powder
1
tsp. salt
Y\ cup strained orange juice
cup water
1 54 tbls.
grated orange rind
1
tsp. orange extract
4 egg whites
Cream shortening and sugar thoroughly,
adding a little of the water. When beaten
light and fluffy, add the beaten egg yolks
and as quickly as possible, add the flour,
baking powder, and salt, (which have been
sifted together several times) with the
liquid. Beat egg whites stiff and fold in
carefully but thoroughly with the rind
and extract. Bake in oiled floured pans
at 350 degrees, increasing to 400 degrees
by time cake has risen. This will make
two very deep layers, or three medium
ones. Set together with the following
filling.
V/z cups stiffly beaten whipping cream
3
tbls. sugar
Yz tsp. vanilla
Yz tsp. grated orange rind
Yz tsp. orange extract
Yz cup chopped nut meats
Whip cream, add sugar, extracts and
rind. Spread generously between layers
and on top of cake after it is thoroughly
cooled. Sprinkle generously with chopped
nuts.
Vivacious Beverly Roberts, whose work
in God's Country and The Woman has
placed her far up the ladder of film fame,
can look back on her Paris days where
she became known for her individual type
of singing and thank the French nation

Accept no substitutes !

for her ingenuity at Christmas time.
Her Yuletide Scrape Tree is brimming
over with the spirit that comes with
Christmas. Folks drope in for a minute
and stay
for of
"Just
more scrape." You
have
heard
the one
fabulous
moon made
of green cheese, but Beverly produces a
Christmas tree made of just that!
1
1
1
5

large grapefruit
orange
lemon
pkgs. Philadelphia Cream Cheese
Y2 Cream
lb. Roquefort cheese
Green vegetable coloring

Wash and dry fruit well. Cut tiny slice
from each piece of fruit so there will be
a flat surface and build one on top of the
other, pinning into place with toothpicks.
Grapefruit makes foundation of tree,
orange is placed next, and then, the lemon.
Mix cheese, cream, and coloring together
well, beating until light and fluffy. Separate into two bowls and add a little more
coloring to one bowl in order to have two
shades of green in the tree. Spread cheese
mixture on fruit, building in here and
there to form the shape of a tree. Place
on doily, and decorate top of tree with
sprig of mistletoe, holly, or lighted candle.
Surround base of tree with squares of
various cheeses. Everyone helps themselves, scraping the tree with small knives
to spread the mixture on crackers.

Good News!

A New Set

of Film Stars' Recipes!
F~\UE to the fact that our former
-*--' leaflets had such nationwid
e appeal, we have collected another set
of delectable recipes — autographed
by the stars — which you may have
for only fifteen cents ! If you have
our former recipes — by all means
augment your Stars' Cookbook by
ordering these listed below. However, the present offer alone will
prove invaluable to you in planning
tasty menus.
Printed on heavy stock, size
8Y2 x 11 inches, and punched for
loose leaf notebook cover, every recipe, of which there are many, has
been kitchen tested and found worthy
of your approval.
Scan the list of stars represented
and their choice recipes !
Dishes.
Ruby
Keeler's Delicious Cheese
Dressings.
Margot
_ Grahame's

Peppy

Salad

Anne Shirley's Popular Candies
Pat O'Brien's
Midnight Snacks
Joan Blondell's Variations on
Vegetables.
Glenda
tizers. Farrell's Famous AppeAnita
Louise's Tempting
Recipes.

Rice

Ann Dvorak's One dish Meals.
Dick Powell's Favorite Pies
Drinksde Havilland's Refreshing
Olivia
Address your letters to Movie Classic Food Editor, 7046 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. ENCLOSE
IS CENTS IN STAMPS OR
COINS !

Always insist on the advertised brand !

Collier

FLORIDA
Hotels
• Dominating the Lovely
Unexploited West Coast
• More to Enjoy— Less to Spend
• 2 Fine Hotels at W. Palm Beach
RUBBISH — that's what Olsen thinks of Johnson, evidently while
clowning between scenes of Republic's "Country Gentlemen"

She Battled Her Way to Stardom
[Continued from page 6]

that isn't all. For three days before the
finish I couldn't eat a thing. Once in a
while a swallow of water would stay down
— but nothing else. That was carrying
Carrie a little too far, if you ask me. So
from now on, it's going to be comedy roles,
I hope."
And that was precisely what we hoped,
too, we told her, having in mind her sensational success in the stage play Personal
Appearance which ran for 698 performances
during 85 weeks, 62 of which were on
Broadway.
In her own words Gladys is a "Duke's
mixture," being a combination of Irish,
French and English.
Her parents were appearing on the road
in stock when she was born and three years
later she was hoisted on the stage to take
the part of "Little Tommy" in Back Among
the Old Folks. She kept on playing "Little
This" and "Little That" until she was ten.
At fourteen she was the doll in The Dream
Doll; at fifteen a part in The Betrothal;
and then a jump to the coast for silent
films that included starring parts in Homespun Folks, with Lloyd Hughes, Red Hot
Dollars with Charles Ray, The Easy Road
with Thomas Meighan — just to mention
a few.
It was at this time, 1920, that a gas stove
exploded in her home and she was hospitalized for more than a year. Recuperating, Gladys started a round of stock engagements that took her into about all of
the theatres in the country.
Then, in 1934, the girl got a break ! In
fact two breaks. The first came when,
hurrying to catch a taxi in New York, she
slipped and fell heavily on the pavement —
result one broken nose. Like the good
trouper she was she kept on with her work
in stock. Then came the second break — her
meeting with Hal Skelly who immediately
placed her in Queer People then casting
for a Broadway opening. Sensational in
this play she was even more so in The
Milky Way.
Gladys was traveling fast now. Her
name was one to reckon with along Broad-

way and points North and South, not to
overlook points East and West. A motion
picture, Straight Is the Way, followed and
then back to Broadway for her greatest
success in Personal Appearance which
later
in Paramount's
ValiantwonIs her
the the
Wordbigforrole
Carrie.
Frank, honest and thoroughly human,
Gladys George has been married three
times. Her first marriage, to Ben Erway,
then her leading man in stock, endured
eight years; from 1922 to 1930. Temperament tipped over their marital cart.
Her present husband, Leonard Penn,
whom she married in 1935, is, she is sure, to
be her last. She claims to be ethereally
happy. Penn, wealthy heir to a beauty aid
manufacturing fortune, is a graduate of
Columbia University where he later taught
French. He is a concert pianist and
amateur actor. His accomplishments as a
student and musician are bringing to her
much of the beauty her busy life had denied her, she asserts.
Chock-full of humor, the impressive
Miss George recounts with chuckles those
many days when 25c a day had to feed her
parents and herself ; of those weeks and
months when she would crouch down in day
coaches to beat full-fares and, the very
same nights, portray ladies of 20 and older,
although at the time she was in her early
teens.
She'll tell you further of kid days when,
before the curtain time in tank towns, she
paraded the main streets with sandwich
signs reading: "Wouldn't you like to see
me tonight in such and such a play at such
and such a theater?" Yes, and ring up the
curtain, take several parts in the play, count
the cash and pack up for the next stop.
Even later, when things were apparently
on the up, there were times when she
would nonchalantly offer cigarettes to her
producer and actor guests, only to gather
up what remained of the unsmoked portions for morning use when the guests had
departed. She early learned the showworld "must" of keeping up a front.
She has no such worry today, however.

When answering- advertisements,
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Beautiful beaches and golf courses —
wonderful fishing — relaxation without
fuss and feathers — the company of
people you WANT to know — rates that
enable you to enjoy a good, long vacation— -no wonder the smart winter sojourner isgoing to the West Coast.
Hotel Manatee River at Bradenton, a
jewel of a hotel in one of Florida's loveliest resort centers. In smart Sarasota,
The Hotel Sarasota Terrace, in its lovely
tropic setting, with every interior comfort and facility. Beautiful Hotel Charlotte Harbor at Punta Gorda, a complete resort.
On the East Coast, The Royal Worth,
West Palm Beach's premiere hotel — a
beautiful, thoroughly modern resort
hotel, on Lake Worth, with all Palm
Beach to enjoy at HALF the cost.
For Rates, Reservations or Booklets
Write to Hotels or New York Office,
220 W. 42d St. Telephone Wise. 7-2000

Hotel Floridan

Hotel Royal Worth

TAMPA

W. PALM

Hotel Tampa Terrace
TAMPA

Hotel Sarasota Terrace
SARASOTA

Hotel Manatee River

Useppa
Inn
USEPPA

BEACH

ISLAND

GaspariUa Inn
BOCA

GRANDE

Hotel Charlotte Harbor

BRADENTON

PUNTA

Hotel Lakeland Terrace

Everglades Inn

LAKELAND

Hotel Dixie Court
W. PALM

BEACH

GORDA

EVERGLADES

Rod & Gun Club
EVERGLADES

Hotel Bradenton
Manatee River;
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Sensational

She Tried to Dodge Stardom
[Continued from page 35]

Guaranteed
$10252 Model

NOW

Only

^^

or
$4,4,9—0 Cash
On Easy Terms
SMALL CARRYING
CHARGE

10 Day Trial
No Money Down
Positively the greatest bargain ever offered. A genuine -\gs
full sizedUnderwood
$102.50 office
re-^"«^^ GUARANTEED
finished
No. 5model
for only
$44.90 (cash)
on easy
terms Has up-to-date improvements including or standard
4-rmv keyboard, backspaces automatic ribbon reverse shiftlock key, 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose typer. Completely rebuilt and FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Learn Touch Typewriting
Money Back Guarantee
Complete (Home Study)
Course of the famous
Send coupon for 10-day Trial
Van Sant Speed Type— if you decide to keep it pay
writing System— fully
only $3.00 a month until
illustrated, easily
learned, given during
$'49.90 (term price) is paid,
limited
offer — act at once.
once for
paycan$3.00re-a
For qu.ck
m°?or
Untii sh.pment
' J>ave paid'iterm and
p ice)
fn full
give*49.90
references
occupatioi
Name
Addre
Town

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel-— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to get these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly refuse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores. © 1935, C.M.Co.

fflwinvn?

Tou get one — Your friends get one—
without cost. Let us give you the details
of this amazing Time Teller. Also it can
pay you big money by showing others
how to obtain without cost. Nothing to
buy or sell!
Write fast.

GARDEN
CITY
4372t-C
Ravenswood

NqJokeTo
—Every deafi

NOVELTY
CO.
Av.. Chicago,

lit.

Be deaf
that—

person knows

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
hieing deaf for twenty-five years, with his Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
yThey stopped his head
'noises.
They are invisible
andcomfortable.no
wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
Artificial Ear Drum
booklet on Deafness.
THE WAY COMPANY
774 Hofmann Bids.
Detroit, Michigan

ASTHMA • SINUS
HAY FEVER-BRONCHITIS-CATARRH

Widely known specialist of 30 years experience, former chief Ear. Nose. Throat Clinic.
Mt. Sinai Hospital. N. Y.. for 14 years,
now offers his formulas for home use.
Write for free trial medicine today. Describe your ailment fully. Send 10c to defray cost of packing and mailing, or write
for free literature. D. Friedman. M. D.,
B2TB,ji718l5S.Hiii..Dept
lease TRIAL
|rKCfe
| Los Angeles, Cal.
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actors,,, were not tremendous box office
magnets, and so Sid and I had to find an
angle. We found the angle in Harlow's
curves, and the billing we gave her made
Sheba's Queen comparable to Edna May
Oliver, and the Venus de Milo
just a
prototype of Polly Moran.
I don't believe Jean was any too pleased
when we came out with her photo in the
rather low cut gown she wore in the picture in a daring newspaper ad with
the letters S E X at its top and gave the
impression that here was the girl to whom
Havelock Ellis should dedicate his life and
literature, and that should Freud ever write
a novel, here was the ideal heroine.
Whether Jean liked it or not she was the
same good sport then that she is now, and
figured that probably the main object of
the game was to start immediately to help
him.
recoup some of Mr. Hughes' bankroll for
At any rate these
gagement a record
prices, and into every
of the nation spread
new screen sensation,
blonde.

ads brought to the enbreaking run at top
hamlet and crossroads
rumors of this brand
Jean Harlow, platinum

The Movie Classic office in Hollywood,
where this is being written, is in the same
structure, the Hollywood Professional
Building a block west of the far-famed
Roosevelt hotel on Hollywood Boulevard,
where Sid Grauman had his executive, advertising and publicity offices.
Never having been featured before, Jean
used to get a real kick visiting the Grauman-Hcll's Angels offices, particularly the
art department, where she was thrilled by
watching "grandpa" George Holl, the Teutonic art director, weave her photos into
ad layouts or marvel at the dear old soul
paint torrid love scenes of the production
in oil for the famous Grauman forecourt.
That same forecourt that boasts of footprints of every notable Hollywood star.
Because Ben Lyon and Jimmy Hall had
spied Jean by chance one day at the old
Christie studio on Sunset boulevard, and
taken her to Howard Hughes suggesting
she play the feminine lead that Greta Nissen essayed in the silent unreleased version,
Jean in gratitude was always battling for
these two lads to be given top billing.
"Listen ! Ben and Jimmy have been in
pictures for years. They've got a big following. Play up their names in your advertising, use their pictures oftener in the
papers. I'm nobody much, forget about
That's what Jean would say, and mean it.
But where editors would give Ben or
Jimmy (who is leading an orchestra now,
I believe) a half column cut, they'd play
Jean's photo for four.
Herme."
popularity overnight caused Hughes
to send Noah Dietrich, his general manager, and Jack Marshall, his business mantract. ager, to Jean's door with a long term conLoaning Jean to other companies helped
pay some but
of it
the was
production
costs onforHell's
Angels,
rather tough
her.
She was always "sold down the river" for
siren roles, more hardboiled than the depot

Outwardly she took it like a major. Inwardly she sighed for a chance to show
what she could really do playing either a
bad little girl with a few redeeming traits,
or a good little miss with a few minor
vices. But there was no light and shadow
for her. It had to be all shadows until
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
saw the light and
hired
her.
Signed for The Secret Six with Wallace
Beery and that rising young actor of the
day, Clark Gable, she clicked.
Came The Red-Headed Woman, in
hue.
which her platinum locks took on the titian
Then Hold Your Man and Dinner At
Eight.
Once again she packed her bags for a
transcontinental personal appearance tour,
and found even a greater welcome than on
that journey when she. lent her flesh and
blood personality
to key city showings of
Hell's
Angels.
Jean for many recent months has been
seen about a lot in the night spots with Bill
Powell, and she admits they are marvelous
friends. Of late visiting firemen and midwestern tourists making the rounds in
Hollywood haven't had a chance to be
thrilled by hearing the waiter in anticipation of an extra big tip, say :
"Don't look now, but there's Jean Harlow and Bill Powell over there in the corIt may be that both Miss Harlow and
Mr. Powell, like scores of other cinema
celebrities, are fed up on the night clubs
and cafes and prefer their fun "far from the
maddening crowd." To check up on this
theory, I visited the Trocadero one Sunday
night not long ago, and found the scattering
of stars and near-stars outnumbered by
ner."
actors' agents, song writers, scenario
writers, assistant directors, insurance solicitors, and others who had something to
sell to the stars.
And if they are dodging the "Troc",
long the ace playground of the elite of the
silver sheet, there can't be such a lot of
stepping out going on.
But to return to our heroine. Jean's latest released picture at this writing, Libeled
Lady, a four-star constellation in which
she shares honors with Myrna Loy, William Powell, and Spencer Tracy, is a laugh
hit guaranteed to transform any "sour-puss"
into a grinning Cheshire cat. It abounds
in abdominal risibilities, if you know what
I mean, and bonny Jean is at her very best
as a comedienne.
Let the dialogue writers put satirical,
ironical, caustic, and semi-caustic wisecracks in the Harlow larynx, and she'll
have any audience in more stitches than
can
shop.be turned out in 24 hours by a battery
of sewing machines in an east side garment
Best of all, Jean's millinery bill may
have increased as each salary raise in each
new contract
took; berets
effect, orbutbonnets
whether
it's
turbans
or toques
; tarns
or Tyroleans, the crown has the same old
diameter as that night seven years ago
when Jean wanted to run out on that
memorable premiere of Hell's Angels in
Grauman's Chinese theatre.

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !
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Chic Sale literally "goes to town" with Doris Nolan in the comedy scenes of the New Universal picture, The Man I Marry

Brushing Up On Your CoifTure
[Continued from page 63]

When

the effect by dividing the curls a bit.
Indian pictures a plenty we have now,
such as "Last of the Mohicans," "Daniel
Boone," "Plainsmen" and others. Pretty
Dianne Cook, of MGM studio, sat through
these films and decided her own dark hair
would be pretty dressed to suggest the Indian. She went in to see Fredricks and told
him her idea. He divided the hair in two
pieces off her forhead, and braided these
sections, blending them into the curls on
her neck. Then he struck bright colored
feathers in Dianne's dark rshair for evening
wear, and she was the belle of the ball.
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Weight Controls, Inc., Dept. P-137.
S3 West 47th St., New Tork, N. T.
□ Enclosed find $5. Please send one box of
Weight Controls, postage paid.
□ Send one box of Weight Controls C.O.D.
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please mention

• Beauty standards, personal charm and the art of
feminine allure depend on slender, graceful,
youfh/ul lines. Do you want to reduce; wear smart
gowns; find beauty and invite romance?
Weight Controls are small capsules, containing
no dinitrophenol, no thyroid or other harmful ingredients. They increase metabolism and assist
nature to banish excess flesh. One box of Weight
Controls will last eight weeks. Letters from users
tell
that the average weight lost by taking one
is 15us
THE according
COUPON to instructions,
box
ofpounds.
Weight MAIL
Controls,
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personality, for nothing gives a woman a
new outlook on life like a freshly designed
coiffure. Hence "The Page Boy Bob," is
sweeping the country.
Patricia Ellis devours history books, particularly those dealing with the lives of
fascinating women like Mary, Queen of
Scots, so when Pat saw her favorite character on the screen, she decided she could
copy the hair styles of that time with her
own medium length bob. Again Fredricks,
who did the hair styles for the film, was
called into conference and they designed
"The Queen's Coiffure" — worn by Pat
Ellis. It is simple — just cover your head
with tight curls, such as the actress wears
in this picture.
Marion Schilling thought the pompadours
of mother's day much more intriguing than
the less exotic coiffures of today, and after
"San Francisco" opened, Marion asked
Fredericks to do her hair in pompadour
style. It is modified of course for today.
Just part it on one side, and roll your hair
softly all around the head, brushing it well
off the forehead, and you will have Marion's
"San Francisco Pompadour," as she calls it.
Nydia Westman decided she wished to
appear taller in her latest Paramount film,
"Rose Bowl," so she divided her hair as
tho' a saucer were laid flat on top of her
head. She did the curls on her neck just
as of yore — such as you probably wear
every day if you have a medium length
bob. The center top part, Nydia brushed
forward, and then from the forehead back
again. Then she rolled the ends in curls
and let them fall toward the face, softening
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English/

How much is it costing you
in wasted opportunity?

Every day your associates are judging you — by what you
say and how you say it! Hazy ideas, ill-chosen words, halting sentences, crude, slovenly speech— these mark a man as
loose in thinking. Thoughts clear-cut, words that give
true shape and color, sentences aflame with power and
originality— these are the things that proclaim ability, that
win for their users swift advancement. Stop apologizing
for poor English — it's inexcusable I Iu the quiet of your
home — with LaSalle's help — you can learn to speak and
write with real distinction, learn to make the words you utter
and the letters you compose stamp you as educated, cultured,
a power to reckon with in the business world. Complete
details in an attractive 32-page book, "Effective Business
English," sent you free upon request. Ask for it TODAY.
LaSalle Extension University. Dept, 130-BE, Chicago
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Simone Simon Explains Herself
{Continued from page 36]

table and say, 'Mademoiselle, you are beautiful.' 'Thank you,'. I say, 'goo'bye.' But he
say he is a film director and that I look
like the girl she should look in his next
picture. Voila! I am a film actress. But I

IT'S FUN LEARNING
MUSIC THIS QUICK WAY
in your own home — no teacher
Yesi There's a way of learning music other
than spending years of study and practice. Remember, more than 700,000 men and1 women have
already studied this modern, simple method!
Learning music this modern U. S. School of
Music Way is easy — fascinating — like playing a
game.
You learn right in your own home — without a
teacher, in your spare time at an average cost of
only a few cents a day. First you are told what to
do — then a picture shows you how to do it— then
you do it yourself and hear it. You learn real
tunes from the start.
Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson
Decide now to play your favorite instrument.
Send for the Free Booklet and Free Demonstration
lesson explaining this method in detail. Mention
your favorite instrument. Instruments supplied
when needed — cash or credit. U. S. School of
Music, 361 Brunswick
Bldg., New
York City.

am You
not protest
beautiful."
like a gentleman who has
truth on his side, but :
"N-no, n-no!" As she again flings herself on her back, her small feet shoot out
and inadvertently kick you in the stomach.
"When first I go on the stage they laugh
and say, 'You are a comic little girl with
a turned-up nose,' and they put me in comic
parts. But pretty soon they don't laugh so
much. I like to play str-range parts, and
sometimes I do. Also in pictures when I
go to Berlin and Budapest, but always I
play in French. It is here for the first time
I speak English. Never have I studied it.
I don't study much at all in one place. My
education it jump around. It start pretty
good in Marseilles, where I am born. But
when I am ten my mother she take me to
Madagascar, then to one place on top of
the other. In Paris I study sculpture, and
something in me comes out. To express myself Ido not have to act. It is— what you
say? — the impulse."

Next Month
Don't Miss Reading

A
Director Doomed
Norma Shearer
To Oblivion

STOP Your Rupture

Why suffer with that rupture? Learn
about my Appliance for reducible rupture. Automatic air cushion assists Nature to close the opening— has relieved
thousands of men, women and children. No obnoxious springs
or hard pads. No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove
it. Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores. Write today
for confidential information sent free in plain envelope.

Worries!

Brooks Company, 139-B State Street, Marshall, Michigan

CATARRH and SINUS
CHART- FREE

Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—
stuffed-up nose — bad breath — Sinus irritation—
phlegm-filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.

WITH
the word, it goes to her
but this time she misses you.
"Before I think I be in American
people they tell me to come here.
think it is the best place to go. So
I come I think acting it is better here

feet,
films
They
when
than

any place. But I am not easily as-tonished,"
she complacently assures you, drawing up
her knees. "There is here only one thing
I find that really as-tonish me. It is the
man and the woman. From the French
they are much differ-rent. There the man
he have a friendship for the girl, but the
woman they fight each other. You know,
jealous, and their hands they are claws.
Always I felt I must be on my guard against
them. But the man, no. In Paris I have
only one girl friend — much older than me
— all the others they are boy friends. But
here it is something else. The woman they
like each other. I never have so many girl
friend.s as here. They are so much sweet
they make me sweeter. But with the man
in Hollywood I cannot have the friendship.
I do not have with him a pal. He has no
time for it. Why is that?"
Well, really you can't say. Perhaps
they're so busy with one girl and another
they haven't time to be pals.
"Per-r'aps," pensively considers Simone.
"Anyhow, one thing I know, they have no
time. for me. But I have a good time with
the girls, and I don't have to dress up so
much. In Paris I don't care how I look.
But here I must not be so carefree — no,
careless. American girls are more beautiful than the French — like beautiful animals
of a healthier race — and they dress more

40,000 Druggists
Hall's. . Write
Catarrh
Medicine.
63rd year insell
business.
todayl
F.J.CHENEY & CO. Dept. 221 TOLEDO. 0<

Paying this surprising compliment seems
beautifully."
almost as unbelievable as paying the French
war debt.

H"do- FREE CIGARETTE
Introducing NEW WAY TO SMOKE. We furnish
you Eree Cigarettes. Ask any man to have a Free
Smoke. Hand him LIGHTED Cigarette from

"Oh, yes, the figure here it is much better.
And up on the toes. When the American
girl walk she walk with all of her. She is
what you call streamerline, eh? This is
good because it makes her good for. the
clothes. But till I come here this I do not

beaatifal
"Maeic Ciprarette
Case." Just
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Presto! Outpocket-size
comes LIGHTED
automatically.
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St. Louis. Mo.

Just what, you wonder, did she imagine
imagine." to be like?
Hollywood
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"Now I tell you," she merrily laughs,
sitting close with the confidence she is to
make. "I never imagine Hollywood with
shops. I do not think the people here have
to live like other people, that they buy
everything like every other. I think there
is nothing but stars, and I am surprised I
do not meet Clark Gable and Jean Harlow
in the street. I do not know that they and
the other stars live in houses and don't come
out much to walk around in Hollywood.
It must be, I think, they go up and down
on the boulevard so that everybody see and
admire them. But to me they are not so
much the curiosity. In Europe I work
with stars in pictures, so I know how they
are, what they are. No one could tell me
they are gods and goddesses — just stars."
YOU
assume
Simone
had hoped to be
the star
she has
become.
^ "First of all," she stoutly informs you,
"I don't like that word 'star,' and
woman she is one it make me dislike if
her.a
It is too standard, an old-fashioned thing,
just a sign hung out in front of you like
a sign in front of a shop. You want to be
free and get away from that. Many times I
try. But sometimes the joke it is on me.
One day in Paris a man he raise his hat
and
say,Then
'Youhe are
Simon?'
'No,'a
I say.
say,Simone
T am sorry,
I had
box of candy for her.' He walk away — and
I love candy! In Hollywood I come out
from the Vendome when someone with a
book and pencil he is holding out to me
say, 'Are you a star?' 'NO!' I tell him.
He walk off and don't care who I am."
Still, you feel it humanly possible that at
least one or two Hollywood luminaries may
have made some slight impression on her.
"This is so," admits Simone. "Garbo I
have seen in only two pictures, Queen
Christina and Anna Karenina, but I am not
yet tired of her. She has everything required of the actress. She is so deep, so
true. This is why she is far, far above all
others, the goddess of pictures. And there
is yet another who stands alone. You know
who it is that now I mean? Charlie Chaplin. As a little girl I was very unfair to
him. I thought he was a clown. I do not
know he is suffering. Every time now I
see his pictures I am unhappy. He makes
me see the sadness. This is like me, for I
happy presence you can only
am Insadher
inside."
observe she doesn't seem sad outside.
"But inside much so," she gravely declares. "Per-r'aps this is wrong for me, I
do not know. If always I am gay the people like me better. I want them to like me
just for what I am, hu-uman, and not consider me as a star with a feather in my
head. I love humanity, and humanity it is
sad, oh, yes ! This is why I like to play
parts which are to life true. Most of all
I want to play Saint Joan. I think I'm
typically looking like her, our own Jeanne
d'Arc. I look like a peasant girl. I'm the
product of the earth. I feel like that. And
I think I could play her because I am big
Not so big, even as she rises to her full
and strong."
height.
But the hand she gives you is firm
and strong. Pressing it, you remark it has
been charming.to talk with her.
"I like it, too," responds Simone, with
her man-killing smile. "You are easy to
These French !
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A Zest for Giving
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evidenced in the modish crystal bottle and
smart container. The gift size bottle of
Rythm is priced at $10.
For the holiday trade, Max Factor of
Hollywood has assembled a gift box to delight the heart of every girl lucky enough
to find one beneath her Christmas tree. On
the top of the box is the inviting legend
"My Make-Up Secret" and on the inside
cover is a large photo and personal autograph of a star of the color type you select
— Ginger Rogers for the redheads, Jean
Arthur for the blondes, Ann Dvorak for
brunettes, and Ruby Keeler for the girls
with brown hair. The set contains large
box of Max Factor's Face Powder, rouge
and lipstick, all blended in color harmony,
and the price is $2.50. The girl who receives this gift assortment will know that
she is using the very same cosmetics as the
star whose photo adorns the cover.
In a zipper case of genuine leather,
Colonial Dames have fitted as neat and
complete an array of manicure equipment
as you could hope to find. The case opens
flat and up pops a row of five bottles containing cuticle oil, cuticle remover, polish
remover, and two shades of nail enamel
(one for daytime and one for evening wear).
File and other implements are secured by
loops attached to one side of the case. This
attractive accessory for the traveller or the
girl at school is offered in red, white, black,
brown, and blue leather at $2.50.
Christmas just wouldn't be a success for
many a girl if someone didn't remember to
add a compact to her store of treasures.
The Jewel Compact offered by Primrose
House and pictured with the orchid, is an
exquisite, wafer-thin case of 24 karat gold
plate. The jewel catch and motif add a
further note of luxury to make this compact a fitting accompaniment to an evening
of romance. Any girl will appreciate, too,
the generous loose-powder compartment
and French beveled mirror which gives
perfect vision. The price for this concentrated elegance is $5.
Wrisley's, famous old house of soaps and
perfumes, have put out for Christmas a Pine

Set containing two amusing Soap Cones,
Bath Oil, Cologne, and Sachet — all spicily
fragrant with the scent of pine forests and
all cool green in color to match the attractive box. Even the most conservative
of women would revel in the soothing unguents of this bath ensemble.
Priced at $1.
In a gayly-checked Christmas box is
discovered that ever popular gift combination of powder and perfume. It's from the
Lucretia Vanderbilt line, which has recently undergone many beneficial changes in
formula. This particular gift set will prove
an exciting experience for the girl who
demands the very latest in beauty aids. A
thoughtful addition is the atomizer top
which can be fitted into the perfume bottle.
Lucretia Vanderbilt preparations are identified with butterfly motif on a cream and
gold box and this complete package comes
at $1.59.
The big, little, and medium sized bottles
of Drene marshalled impressively in line
are reminders that there is a beauty gift
for the girl whose hair is her special pride.
j Drene is that famous shampoo formula
which is so easy to use and which adds
new life and luster to one's tresses. The
three sized bottles have three prices, of
course, all within the scope of modest
pocketbooks.
Dressed up for Christmas in the Imperial
Package is the square-cut bottle of
Campana's Italian Balm. This would make
an ideal family remembrance and is an answer to the need for a small but useful gift.
Campana's Italian Balm is at home any
place — on a girl's dressing table, on the
bathroom shelf, beside the kitchen sink, or
on the beach when summer rolls around.
Its simple mission is to protect and soften
the skin and the vast popularity of this
lotion attests to the thoroughness with
which its task is performed.

Additional information on any of
the items described in this article
may be had by writing Alison Alden,
MOVIE CLASSIC, 1501 Broadway,
New York City. You may also consult Miss Alden, free of charge, on
your personal beauty problems. Kindly enclose stamped, self -addressed envelope for reply.

THINK A MOMENT!

Keep tabs on yourself. Establish regular habits of elimination. Most docwell-being.
tors agree this is for your own
If more than one day goes by, take an
Olive Tablet just as an aid to Nature.
You'll find Olive Tablets excellent
for this purpose. Mild, gentle, the
formula of an eminent Ohio physician,
they are used in thousands of homes as
a standard proprietary.
Keep them on your bathroom shelf
and caution the whole family to use
them the night before the second day.
Three sizes, 15 fi, 30 j£,60)£. All druggists.
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CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF NURSING

This school for 38 years has been training men and
women, 18 to 60, at home and in their spare time, for
the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course
is endorsed
by Lessons
physicians.
Complete
equipment
is included.
clear and
concise.nurse's
Easy
Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of men and
women earning $'25 to $35 a week as trained practical
nurses. High school education not required. Best of all
you can earn while learning! Mrs. A. B. R. earned
three times the cost of the course while studying.
Doctors say C. S. N. graduates make their best practical nurses. Send coupon today and learn how you can
become self-supporting as a nurse.
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SCHOOL

OF NURSING

Dept. 81, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
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Calamity Jean
{Continued from page 31]
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BETTY GRA8LE, RKO Player

OF EVERY 100
ely, fflattering curls
who want soft, lovely,
use Hollywood Rapid Dry Curlers.
For many curls or just a few... more
women use Hollywood Curlers than
nearly all other brands put together.
You'll know why when you try the
"Curler used by the Stars"
Don't accept imitations ...be
sure you buy Hollywood Curlers.
3 for 10c AT 5c AND 10c STORES -NOTION COUNTERS
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VOICE
100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organs—
not with oinoino leeeono— but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct extent exeroieee . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
nderful voice book— aent free. Learn WHY you
j now bave tbe voice yon want. No literature
eent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 1581
64 E. Lake St.. Chicago

(bmeto WASHINGTON
Train for a Fine Hotel Position
Graduates earning substantial salaries
Good positions for trained men and women
in hotel, restaurant and institutional field.
Qualify in 4' months — learn on real hotel
equipment. Placement Service FREE
of extra charge. New day classes start
Jan., Feb., Sept.. Oct. Catalog FREE!
LEWIS HOTELTRAININGSCHOOLS
Division RPA-9898
Washington, D. C.

You Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

'STAMMER

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER." which describes the Bogue
Unit Method for the scientific correction of stammering and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years — since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogus, Depl. 712 Circle Tower, Indianapolis, Indiana

Besides the red bandana, she was wearing
blue denim overalls and jumper, washed
and worn pale. Bright socks and sandals.
Lipstick, no powder. But never, in satin,
was the Arthur silhouette set off to fairer
advantage.
From now on, denim is one of the daintiest of fabrics, to me.
"How about all those new pets I hear
tell
tion. of your adopting?" was my first ques-

stranger
I mean. in a strange land, you'll see what

ITthat
doesn't
longdistant,
for herwhatever
to establish
she take
is not
you
may be. She is retiring. She shrinks from
many Hollywood contacts like a burnt child
from flame. Because no girl of Jean
Arthur's calibre has ever been so severely
"kicked around" in pictures. Denied recognition for years, she hung onto the fringe
of the industry, begging for a break. She
"New pets? Well, there's only Satan,
was
shunted
into small releases, driven out
the canary, and that nice white mule we
of town by the indifference of producers,
used in the Deadwood, South Dakota,
returned to hope and gamble forlornly on
scenes
The with
Plainsman.
I didn't
the
muleof home
me because
he wasbring
too her chances. If she is still a little hurt and
bulky. I only feed him at the studio. And
bitter, if she still bears the psychic scars
of that experience, who can blame her?
I have Satan only over weekends. He's
But once you pierce that outer reserve,
the bird who did the famous bird bath#
scene in Madam Satan. Mr. De Mille
once you make the first overture of friendliness, you feel her barriers go down. She
wants to keep him."
is appealingly anxious for your friendship.
I didn't bring up about her three dogs,
In return, she offers frankness, trust and
and the other birds, fish and game to which
she has given haven from time to time, reliance.
because the idea of Satan intrigued me.
Because Jean has no delusions about herself. She is absolutely without airs.
"I love Satan because he made friends
When I asked her what she does to pass
for me," she declared. "When I started
time, sheso said
: "Well,
I don't
likeI
work
Plainsman,
I didn't
knowanda the
an actress,
I can
go almost
anylook
place
soul onintheThe
picture
except Gary
Cooper
like without being bothered. I put on a
Mr. De Mille. It's not my home studio
coat and a pair of dark glasses, and I can
and I felt strange the first day, walking out
on a set where there were five hundred
go into any of the shops in Los Angeles
people. Mr. De Mille was preparing to without being recognized. So I go shopdo a riverboat arrival scene. There were
ping, oftenthe
withfirst
my time
husband."
It was
Frank Ross, the
stevedores and frontier characters everywhere. The catwalks overhead were alive handsome young New York real estate
with electricians and reflector men. The
broker Jean married four years ago, had
'old guard' of a studio is sometimes hostile
been
brought
into you
the gather
conversation.
to a newcomer on the lot. They act distant
out here
now, and
that they He's
are
and indifferent to you — as, I suppose, you
great pals.
do to them. I felt like a mote in a dust
"We hike, too," she said. "Or maybe I
storm— until I saw Satan.
should say that we trespass. Malibu is a
community
of restrictions, you know. You
"In his dome shaped cage, he had been
left by a property man right in the sun.
can't go on everybody's land. But we both
I took him into the shade and gave him
have an adventurous streak. I love advensome water. Right then, I decided to make
ture— when I'm rested. So one morning,
him my special charge. Pretty soon, people
after a good night's sleep, we started out.
were smiling at me, and I was smiling
As you drove out here, you probably noback. Grips and electricians exchanged
ticed the big stone castle over on the hillremarks with me about the bird. The
top
towardfortheyears.
canyon.
TheyThat's
say been
it costa
actors made their friendliness evident. So, landmark
almost a million dollars to build, and it has
you see, Satan broke the ice for me."
Of course, I don't know about that. never been occupied."
Seems to me the entire credit for winning
"I hear that the owners have rangers on
over that crowd shouldn't go to the bird.
the
property to keep trespassers off," I
said.
If you can imagine Jean in a blue Union
"We'd heard it, too. But we crossed
cap, buckskin jacket, tight leather trousers
and high boots, tiny and shy as she is, through the open fields and right up to the
wandering out onto that set like a small
house without anybody bothering us. From

(
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PAIN
Joe E. Brown and his wife are ardent football fans.
They are seen here watching Loyola defeat Pacific
the foot of the hill, it looks like an ancient
palace of King Arthur's time. You confidently expect to find a moat and a drawbridge when you get up to it. But it's
really Spanish, with many patios and pergolas. And from the top of the hill you
see down into a golden valley, thronged
with orange trees and looking as if its a
magic new world where no one has ever
been."
"So it's new worlds you want."
She paused. "Yes, it's fun to find new
horizons. There's no adventure without
mystery. And why do you struggle up
the hill? It isn't the peak that lures you.
It's what's beyond."
I knew that here Jean was phrasing her
entire outlook and philosophy, and encouraged her to go on.
"Of course, my future has always been
obscured," she said. "As a little girl, back
in New York, I planned to be a teacher of
foreign languages. Instead, I became a
commercial model because the opportunity
came along, and the work paid better.
Then, just when I had become resigned to
a career of posing for advertisements, I
found myself with a movie contract.
"For a while, things looked pretty bright
in the movies. I played opposite Richard
Dix and William Powell. I had an important part in an Emil Jannings picture. My
friends
said, !'You can't m.iss now, Jean' — but
I missed
"Pretty soon I found myself in pictures
I was ashamed of. And next, there weren't
any jobs at all.
"I went back to New York, so bewildered
and bruised by everything that I thought
I would try something far away from the
theatre or films. I know I would have
done something, might have become a designer— at least would have sought some
career. But I have always been attracted
to the theatre — always, that is, since people
first began to show some interest in me as
an actress. A chance to do a play came
along and I took it. After that, though
none of the plays I was in ran very long
- — I was in eleven of them in two years —
I was happy. And I knew that I would
never again be happy in any other career
but acting.
"However, the screen didn't seem my
metier. I was resigned to concentrating on
the stage. When an offer came along from
Hollywood I asked for a very elastic contract, thinking I would go directly back
to
the
stage.
go back, and don't
know now
that II didn't
ever will.
"So you see, I never know about the
future.
I only try to know."
And by "trying to know," she means
that she makes acting, and all that pertains
to it, a serious business. I know that because I know
her schedule when
she's

working. Up at six a. m. for a dip in the
ocean, a brisk drive to the studio, an intense day's work during which she tries to
make every second she is before the camera
count, home for a late dinner, an hour or
so with her hairdresser, and she retires.
That sort of schedule she keeps up for
days on end, while she is in a production,
never going out at night and rarely speaking to anyone but her husband and the
people with whom she comes in direct contact at the studio. It is easy to understand
where she gets her reputation for solitude.
But it's Jean's code to be earnest.
"I can't stand still," she says. "I must
go ahead and try to accomplish whatever
I can accomplish."
CHE adores Katherine Cornell and Helen
^ Hayes, and spends hours analyzing their
technic, discussing her conclusions with
others. Director Frank Capra and Jo
Swerling, writer, are her near neighbors,
and they often take part in her discussions.
She has a definite longing to do a great
play on Broadway, something with an extended run. "Because people have told
me," she says, "that the longer you play a
part the more you learn about it— and yourself. You really get under your own skin,
they say.
And I want that experience."
As for the screen, her prayer is for more
vital roles that are not routine romance.
Calamity Jane she considers her greatest.
"Because the screen has never had anybody like Calamity," she avers. "The girl
is complete
ly free and unhampered. She
doesn't know what conventions are and she
wouldn't care if she did. I had to learn to
use a bullwhip, because Calamity was a
two-fisted bullwhacking beauty. Practicing
on De Mille, I cut him across the wrist
withmeit. strike
He's been
so splendid. He wouldn't
let
an extra
he had hired to be
struck until I had first practiced on him.
"And another thing I like about Calamity,she
doesn't dress like anybody else
^
you've ever seen on the screen ; she doesn't
talk or think like the average heroine. She's
in love with Wild Bill Hickok— our Mr.
Cooper — and she has healthy, generous
human instincts. And that's all she knows."
Meanwhile the sun had been sinking into
the red mid-Pacific. We had tea in Jean's
glass sun house on the beach, and she
walked to the door with me. We went out
through the garage.

"I only wish I'd given you something to
write about," she said, as she shook hands
at my car. "But that's me. You'll have to
take me or leave me."
I left her, to set down the things she had
said to me. And these are the notes I have
written.
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It takes more than "just a salve" to draw
it out. It takes a "counter-irritant"! And
that's what good old Musterole is — soothing, warming, penetrating and helpful in
drawing out local congestion and pain when
rubbed on the sore, aching spots.
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness
,
generally yield promptly to thison,treatment
blessed
and with continued applicati
relief usually follows.
Even better results than the old-fashioned
mustard plaster. Used by millions for 25
years. Recommended by many doctors and:
nurses. All druggists. In three strengths
Children's (mild), and
Strength
RegularStrong,
Extra
40* ,each.
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booklet "The Art of Lightening Hair
Peroxide"
Free with your first order.
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FREE FOR ASTHMA
DURING WINTER
If you suffer with those horrible
tacks of Asthma when it is cold
damp; if raw, Wintry winds make
choke as if each gasp for breth

atand
you
was

the very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe;
if you feel the disease is slowly wearfail to send
don't Asthma
away,
lifethe
ing your to
at once
Frontier
Co.
for a free trial of a remarkable method.
No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
you have suffered for a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of
without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope
but send today for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing. Address:
Frontier Asthma Co., 1-B Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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Meet "Bill" — Sir Walter Raleigh
[Continued from page 25]

Look and
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a New
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• Don't let controllable FAT rob you of happiness 1 Live sensibly, and try RE-DUCE-OIDS,
used by thousands. RE-DUCE-OIDS are not an
experiment, they have been sold by druggists for
22 years. Pleasant, easy to take. READ WHAT
THESE WOMEN WRITE:
• Miss D. Lawrence, 2103 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, writes: "I lost 36 lbs., after trying many
other methods, yet I did not have to deprive myself of normal, strengthening food." Mrs. W. B.
Smith of Lyons Station, Pa., writes: "I reduced
34 lbs., 5 lbs. the first week I I never felt better
in my life!" Mrs. G-. Ryer, Graduate Nurse, Dayton, O., writes: "Lost 47 lbs. Most satisfactory
results!" Mrs. P. Tyler, Crandon, Wis., writes:
"I lost 68 lbs. Feel like a new woman!"
IMPORTANT: RE-DUCE-OIDS positively DO
NOT contain dinitrophenol.

FAT GOES. ..OR MONEY

BACK

• Your money back in full if you are not delighted with results. You are the judge. Sold by
leading druggists and department stores everywhere— or if your dealer is out, send $2 for 1
package; or $5 for 3 packages, direct to us. Currency, Money Order or Stamps. (10c fee must
accompany C.O.D. orders only.) Plain wrapper,
no embarrassment.
American Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. F371
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me
packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS.
for which I enclose payment, on your MoneyBack Offer.
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BE ALLURING!

Attract men, let them caress you in their arms.
Enhance your allure with CREATIONS FRANCAISES perfumes that fill a man's very soul with
desire. Send for them to-day. 3 bottles for 25
cents or 10 cents each.
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Zukor's 25th anniversary in pictures with
Paramount will be honored through all of
1937 beginning with his birthday on January—7 and that production efforts throughout the year will be dedicated to him, the
first being Champagne
Waltz?

wife, but he put it right in her hat for her,
too. Throughout the picture he made himself the background against which she
might shine. In countless ways, throwing
the limelight in her direction. A most obvious example was the scene of the party
when Bill was passing food, and Carole was
emoting in the background. He was bent
low, so that the camera might shoot over
him at Carole, as he proffered the tray to
Gail Patrick. His back was directly to the
camera, and he did not once turn around.
Few people even realized that that figure
in the foreground was Bill until Gail mentioned that her sister was "having servant
trouble" and looked pointedly at him.
And so it went all through the picture.
In their scenes together those wise to the
methods of picture making could see that
Bill was figuratively holding out his hands,
urging her on, helping her over hurdles,
handing her each scene on a silver platter.
Not that she was not adept in the reaching.
Naturally Carole is no novice. But it was
Bill's help that put her on a new high
pedestal, a pedestal that she might not have
reached so safely and so surely, had an
out-to-get-his actor been playing opposite
her.
But Bill has helped novices too. It was
against his broad shoulders, as a matter of
fact that Margaret Lindsay first leaned
her troubles — we hasten to add, figuratively,
not literally, because there was no love between them. But they were friends, and
they did go dining and dancing together
back in the days when Hollywood was still
laboring under the delusion that Maggie
was English. Bill Powell, too, believed it.
She had made Cavalcade with Diana Wynyard, Clive Brook, and Frank Lawton, and
her accent had stacked up with the rest of
them. But after that, nothing happened —
nothing very good, that is. Universal talked
of borrowing her for a picture, then decided that the part should be played by an
American. Several parts came up at
Warner's which she finally lost because of
her accent. The accent that had gotten her
into pictures was now threatening to keep
her out of them. Margaret didn't know
what
do. IfShe
know
she
could to
trust.
she didn't
admitted
her whom
hoax and
reverted to the American that she was, the
bigwigs might feel it necessary to punish
her. Then there was the added strain of
the deception itself. Remembering her
broad A's nearly drove her crazy at times.
Finally she just couldn't stand it anymore

and it was Bill Powell she turned to . . .
told him the whole story . . . begged him
to advise. Not only did he advise — he told
her to give up the game and confess all —
but he himself put in a strong word for
her at the studio. Her career received a
new spurt, and it's to the man with the
kid-glove manner that she says she owes
much.
IT was at the same studio that he did
even more for Kay Francis. Kay was
not suffering from a lack of work, but she
was suffering from too much of the same
kind. When many another actor would
have been worrying about his own parts,
Bill was constantly egging Kay on to something besides those efficient, but unromantic,
uniformed women she was always playing.
"Now that's a becoming thing," he used
to say in his best sarcastic manner, when
he'd meet her on the lot clad in a plain
dark serge for one of her secretary roles.
"Such a rich satin, it does something to you,
Kay." Or when he'd see her in a white
doctor's uniform for another typical Kay
Francis part — "Good morning, Dr. Kay.
That lovely antiseptic scent you're wearing
is really entrancing. So romantic, Doctor
dear, Kay,
it makes
heaven's
sake,
whenmyarehead
you swim.
going For
to put
your
foot down on these mental-giant roles and
become a wilting woman for a change?
Don't you know these stiff-collar parts are
going
to bury Kay
you did
someknow
day?"it, but as she
Of course,
told him time and time again, what was she
to do about it? She had fought. Long and
often, and hard. Her agents had fought.
Now would he please not kid her any more
about it, and leave her to her own sad fate
in peace !
Which is exactly what Bill Powell has
never been able to do under any circumstances. Kay Francis might be the master
of her own fate, or the master of the fate
of hospitals, orphanages and big business,
on the screen, but to him she was just a
stranded youngster who must be taken by
the hand and led home. He did it by the
simple device of putting a bug in the publicity department's ear. That bug buzzed
to the effect that Kay Francis is the Best
Dressed Woman in Town ! The word
spread, and photographers caught Kay in
her own personal wardrobe to prove it.
There were feminine fur-trimmed suits,
alluring and decollete evening gowns, exotic
hats.
Newspaper editors reached for these
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Whatever the argument is between Walter Huston and Edward Arnold it looks like a dead heat
pictures instead of the set stills which
showed Kay "in uniform" for her pictures.
"Kay Francis, the best dressed woman in
town."
The slogan spread and took hold.
"Well, why don't we let her wear some
fancy clothes in a picture some time?" said
one of the Warner executives. Whereupon
Mr. Powell stepped up. "No feminine lead
has been assigned yet to One Way Passage,
that new picture of mine."
"No, that picture is not her type," came
the verdict. "The girl is ill and frail and
feminine and clinging. No, definitely, not
a Kay Francis part."
But in the end, Bill, and the publicity
angle he had suggested, gained his point.
Bill Powell and Kay Francis made One
Way Passage together, and that picture
marked a turning point. Kay still does
uniform parts occasionally (Florence Nightingale, for example), but now there is nothing
in
the
movietoo.bible which says she can't
do the other,
Other front-office moves which Bill
Powell made in behalf of beauty involved
the now-famous casting of Myrna Loy in
The Thin Man.' Never before had Myrna
Loy been cast as a comedienne, and it was
only due to the combined efforts of Bill and
Director Woody Van Dyke that she was
assigned to this picture. But his helping
hand wasn't pocketed at that point — it remained out and gently encouraging all
through the actual shooting. Much of the
"business" was actually worked out on the
set, and there were a number of scenes
which appeared in the picture which were
not in the script. These added scenes were
all Myrna's, amazingly enough. Instead of
hogging the picture as he might have done
Bill Powell insisted on sharing it. The result is history.
BUT there is even a greater example of
his unselfishness and his give-the-littlegirl-a-hand-ishness in what he did for Luise
Rainer when she was suddenly thrust into
Escapade, in the part that Myrna Loy, in
a money tiff with the studio had vacated.
Here was Bill Powell, an old timer. Here
was Luise Rainer, a newcomer. Not only
was she new to American picture-making,
but
America's
was new
her
besides.
How language
Bill Powell
couldto have
walked off with that picture ! Instead, it
turned out to be Luise Rainer's "discovery"
picture.
It was a number of years ago that a
struggling young girl by the name of Jean
Arthur worked with Bill Powell in a now
all-but-forgotten picture, The Green Murder
Mystery.
Jean had worked in pie-strewn

When

comedies and in Westerns and in an occasional feature, but she wasn't getting any
place. This fact had robbed her of enthusiasm, that
spontaneity,
She ofwasn't
kidding herself
herhope.
little bit
fame
was amounting to anything. Friends and
employers, too, tried to convince her that
all that was needed was for her just to hold
on. But along came Bill Powell who advised her to do just the opposite ... to let
go . . . and for the first time Jean heard
a voice that she could believe in, listen to.
It was he who advised her to look for love
and happiness first . . . and then, if she
must carry on with her career, to go back
to New York, get on the stage, start all
over again along the new road to movie
success, via the stage. That Jean followed
his advice and found it good is an established fact today — with her career in a
better state than it ever was.
IF you have read a great deal the last
year or so about the turn-about Jean
Harlow has taken in her own ambitions,
you can be sure that this, too, is the result
of that famous Bill Powell guidance. For
a long time Jean had wanted to take the
glitter out of her platinum reputation and
become a dramatic actress but she never
knew exactly how to go about it until Bill
came along to lend an attentive ear. "You'll
have to dramatize your change — make other
people realize it. Have a different kind of
publicity, really strike out for different
parts."
followed
— theShe
firstmade
reallyit
dramatic_ Reckless
part of her
career.
with Bill Powell. He gave her the best
support she had ever had. While the critics
and fans were buzzing about that, he encouraged her to strike while the iron was
hot, to do something that would clinch the
idea that she had changed. On his advice
then, Jean blossomed forth in a new and
milder shade of hair.
And so it goes, on and on. Advice, you
may say, is cheap, but not the kind Bill
Powell gives. For his is not flip or routine.
It springs from a real human interest in
the situation at hand. In each case it is
made-to-order, tailored-to-fit. Nor, as we
have shown, is it only advice that he gives.
As Kay Francis said once, "He can't help
helping
his gentleman's
code ofIthonor."
But it —isit's
even
more than that.
is his
mania for cape-spreading-over-puddles and
for guiding beautiful wanderers. It is that
quality in him which is best summed up by
his nicknames of Daddy, Pop, and Pater.
It is his urge to consider all women as the
very especial problem of man. Of this one,
in particular.
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The Five Million Dollar Battle Over Gary Cooper
[Continued from page 29]
individual from a hventy-five to a five million dollar box office threat . . .
What part did the studio play in it?
What part do they actually have in the
creating of any big star?
Let's see —
Supposing you had just stepped into the
"star clinic." Somebody has seen screen
possibilities
in you.
nine
producers saw
it in (In
him Gary's
at oncecase,
! That
was the time he walked unannounced into
B. P. Schulberg's office at Paramount and
found a pow-wow going on. During the
next minute and a half he blushed violently,
stammered his apologies and managed to
get out without dropping his hat. But in
that minute and a half they'd caught a
glimpse of Something. The Something in
him that made them outbid Goldwyn for
his services, get his John Henry on the
dotted line, and usher him into the "clinic")
You head for the makeup "doctor" first.
He's a valiant man of mighty muscle as a
rule, and quite literally he takes your face
in hand. When he's through sometimes
you recognize yourself and sometimes you
don't ! "What've you done to my mouth
for Pete's sake?" Gary asked.
"It's got a twist in it. I had to fix that
up
camera wouldn't register it," the
otherso the
explained.

HENRY FONDA'S
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Society Marriage
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"I don't think that's a twist," grinned
Coop. "That's where the old bull registered with his hoof !"
After that, it's the Wardrobe "Doc,"
and the Drama "Doc" in the person of the
test director. Coop's first three tests ran
around $4000. Initial expense. After that
more people talked to him and got his
background. And pretty soon they cast
him in two-fisted roles where he was a wild
man ahorse and a demon on the draw.
Coop was at home with that stuff. It was
his meat. But when Esther Ralston wanted
him for the romantic lead in her picture,
Coop got the worst case of camera jitters
ever seen in these regions. That was in
Children of Divorce and Frank Lloyd was
the director. I don't know how much
money the studio lost but it was plenty on
the way Gary "held up production !" It
took
them three days to "shoot" the first
kiss alone.
"It was supposed to be a torrid love
scene and I died a thousand and one
deaths," Gary said afterward. "You
couldn't blame Esther for laughing at me
inwardly. I knew a lot more about horses
than loving! I handled her like a man
trying to pass a hot dish at the dinner
table. I was as hammy as a Virginia
smokehouse. I knew it _by the way the
director
begannight
tearing
hair." back for
And that
Coop hisstarted
Montana and the wide open spaces. He'd
never set foot in Hollywood again. That's
what he thought. The studio, with their
cost sheet mounting like a thermometer in
Hades, thought differently. They took him
off the train. Coop would be a screen
Lover — or else!

for
"takes"_
the second
kiss.
Andght Coop
forty-ei
wilted
required
THEY
twelve collars. But in the end he got the
idea. Every feminine star on the lot began
asking for him. The publicity department
got busy with a terrific build-up. They
sold Cooper steadily to magazines and news
syndicates. They splurged him on twentyfour sheets throughout the country. In all,
the studio invested around $150,000 in the
man before he became an actor.
And he has netted them a thousand per
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cent profit and then some. Of all the stars
who have come and gone at Paramount,
Gary has received the largest amount of
fan mail and the most varied. It comes to
him from smart young tyros and gentle old
ladies ; from thatched Maori huts and Sicilian castles and Park Avenue penthouses.
Gary has struck deep roots at Paramount. Every corner of the lot is filled
with old associations. There's the little
table in the commissary where he used to
eat noon after noon with Clara Bow. And
the turnstile at the entrance where Clara
fought with him one day and kept shoving
him around and around in it.
And there's the same old bootblack who
shined his shoes for his first important
part and gave him that sage piece of advice :"I always tell de young fellas nevah
to part der hair in de middle and nevah put
no water on it so dey can have dry
thoughts.
suh the
!" spot where the old
Yes, and Yas
there's
billboard used to stand. In the days when
Coop was searching for work as an extra,
many a time he'd devour a loaf of bread
behind it for want of a dining room.
Over there is the stage (greatly transformed since then) where Lupe Velez
stormed at him. It was the first day on
the set of Wolf Song and they had just
met. "He is too becg to play opposite me.
Too beeg, I tell you !" she cried.
Gary Cooper has written some exciting
pages of Hollywood history there at Paramount. Written them all unconsciously
and with the abashed earnestness that is
part of him. Perhaps one should start a
fresh chapter every so often.
He is, of course, taking his "gang" with
him to Goldwyn's. Coop would be lost
without the Invincible Three. Jack Moss,
Cracker and Slim. With the guns of the
court
battleas booming
them, they're as
steadfast
the Rockabout
of Gibraltar.
Jack Moss used to be an assistant director at Paramount's Long Island studio.
When Gary went back there to do His
Woman Jack rescued him from Greater
Feminine Manhattan and the two of them
went fishing. They've been buddies ever
since and Jack is now the Cooper business
manager.
(the(His
Uptown
Cracker)
is Gary's
manCracker
Friday.
brother,
the Downtown
Cracker,thatis Jack
Oakie's.
) Just And
why Gary
he is
called
is still
a mystery.
will draw a bead on anyone who pulls that
"Polly wants a Cracker!" stuff.
Talbot
beenwasCoop's
standin Slim
for the
pastwho
six has
years,
a boyhood
pal back in Montana. They've ridden the
range together and gone bear hunting.
They've been snowed in on the same trail
and been pinochle partners on fifty location
trips. It's all right with Slim if the Big
Shots fight over Gary. But not at him.
Because in that case he'd have to begin
oiling those .45s.
Souls At Sea is to be the next Cooper
picture under the old regime. Then he and
his wife, the lovely Sandra Shaw, are going to rent a houseboat on the Nile or plane
to Bali. Anyway, they're going a long,
long way from here where all is peace and
Whatof will
hold forit Coop?
the
start
new 1937
adventure,
means It's
sinking
quiet !roots. But nothing that could ever
new
happen to him will be as dramatic as this
last ten year period, which began with a
$25 advance, and ended in a $5,000,000
battle !
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What Love Has Done to Dick Powell and
Joan Blondell

[Continued from page 21]

plenty
of money
the bank,
Joan's
thoughts
were ofin her
family.
Andfirst
in
Hollywood they'll all tell you she was
and still is a mighty fine daughter and
sister.
Being a beautiful, vivacious, normal
young girl, Joan had plenty of admirers
and plenty of ardent suitors. It seemed
only a question of time before she would
say "yes" to one of the many who popped
the question of marriage. The winner
was George Barnes. Handsome, well
thought of in the industry as Samuel
Goldwyn's ace cameraman, he had been
married three times before. On January
4, 1933, they made the trip up the middle
aisle.
NOW, as a rule, vaudevillians are an
extremely superstitious lot. Apparently Joan thought that superstitions were
just a lot of nonsense. Because, after her
marriage, she made her home in a house
on a high hill, overlooking Hollywood
and Beverly Hills. It is called Lookout
Mountain and to get there you must drive
through Laurel Canyon. The thing that
would have deterred many others was the
fact that the house formerly belonged to
the Shelby family, of which the unlucky
Mary Miles Minter is a daughter. Another point is that in Hollywood many
think that Laurel Canyon isn't such a
lucky spot for motion picture people. Call
it hooey, if you will, nevertheless that
superstition does exist. Joan laughed the
whole thing off. She was happy in her
Cape Cod cottage high on the hill — happier still after little Norman Scott Barnes
arrived on November 2, 1934, to bless the
union.
What happened to mar this happiness?
Nobody knows. Neither Joan nor George
Barnes ever talked about it. The divorce
was a formal affair. Joan and George
continued to be good friends — were even
seen out in public together on a couple
of occasions. But from the day that she
sued George for divorce, which was some
time after the separation, Hollywood just
took it for granted that she would ultimately marry Dick Powell. And Hollywood was right.
Which brings us to another part of the
story. It concerns the background of Dick
Powell.
He was born in Mountain View, Arkansas, and was christened Richard. Like
Joan, he had to work hard when he was
& kid. After his family moved to Little
Rock, which is a metropolis when compared with Mountain View, Dick had to
help buy the family groceries. And the
telephone company will tell you, if you
take the time to ask, that he was a darned
responsible, hard working lad who would
have
far a with
the firmIn ifthose
he hadn't
decidedgone
to be
musician.
days,
though, his only musical activities consisted in singing in the church choir.
When the day came for Dick to hit the
hard, cruel world beyond the city limits
of Little Rock, he went to Louisville,
Kentucky, and joined a band. By that
time he could play every known instrument and could sing a sweet lullaby as
well. He was a handy man for any orit wasn't
the talk chestra
of andthe
town. long before he was

Then it was on to bigger and better
things and Dick found his way to Pittsburgh. For three years he was master of
ceremonies as well as singer and soloist
at the Stanley Theatre. There it was that
Warner Brothers discovered him and his
charm. With his name inked into a big
money contract, he headed for Llollywood
to make his screen debut in Blessed Event
and he shared honors with the fast talking Lee Tracy. Picture followed picture
and Dick Powell's stock hit an all time
high.
GIRLS the world over were clamoring
for more of him. He had that something that goes for cinema greatness.
With his acting, playing, singing, dancing,
and love making talents, he was a five
way threat to all the other lads of the
screen. But a man who was working as
hard as Dick in those first years, had
little time for girls. Most of his love
making was done on the screen.
Besides, he was just getting over one
match that had taken him to the altar.
She was a non-professional girl he met
in the east. The marriage didn't last
long. They just weren't suited, Dick
would explain on those rare occasions
when he would mention it all. They
agreed to go their separate ways and
Dick was quietly divorced.
Like Joan, his first thoughts after his
success were for his family. His mother
can — and will, if she gets the chance —
tell you what a fine lad Dick has been.
She came out to visit him in California
and would spend her spare time putting
up preserves in the massive kitchen of
Dick's Toluca Lake home and wouldn't
feelbed
justatright
if she
in
night.
Anddidn't
when tuck
she her
had boy
to
say goodbye and go back to Arkansas,
there
wasa son.
a tear in Dick's eye. He's that
kind of
And, so, don't you agree with Hollywood that Joan and Dick are an ideal
match? They both like to work hard and
to enjoy the surroundings of a comfortable
home. Dick has disposed of his old
Toluca Lake bachelor estate and they're
moving into one that will give them a
new start in life. There'll be a swimming
pool and tennis courts, because they have
a common fondness for those sports. And
on top of these, Dick will have his polo
ponies, for he swings a mean mallet.
Love has given them each a new lease
on life, a new reason for attaining even
greater successes on the screen. So, the
next time you see the famous Blondell
and Powell smiles, you'll know they're
genuine, just as Director Dan Cupid ordained they should be.

DID

YOU

KNOW

THAT

Bob

Taylor used his gasoline scooter recently to make the 30 miles from
studio to his home, then skinned his
arms and legs in a spill almost at his
doorstep — and that his bosses have
forbidden him to ride his new motorbike ?
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The Crossroads

of Hollywood

by Harry Hammond
Managing

Editor MOVIE
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IN NEW YORK it's 42nd and Broadway.
In the cinema capital it's Hollywood and
Vine.
Vine Street leads a double life. A mile or so
south of Hollywood boulevard, its name changes
to Rossmore, as the exclusive apartment skyscraper dwellings of such celebrities as Mae
West and George Raft rear aloft their penthouses. And as Rossmore it invades Los

Not far west is Eddie Brandstatter's latest
venture; "Sardi's." He has named it after
the famous Manhattan refueling station for
writers, artists and theatrical folks.

Angeles' fashionable Wilshire district.
On the southwest corner is the Broadway
Hollywood, a more or less swanky offshoot of
the Broadway Department Store in downtown
Los Angeles.
A few doors west is the studio of Sergis
Alberts, world-renowned celebrity photogra-

no Hollywood. His maitre d'hotel, Alex Montoya, is known to every notable who ever
visited Agua Caliente. His chief bartender,
Jack Marsh, is the mixologist whose advice is
sought by celebrities when their own cocktails

It is Al Levy's Tavern and the original
Hollywood Brown Derby, however, that lure
the stars to the Vine and Hollywood locale.
Al started with a tamale wagon when the
Angel City was a pocito pueblo, and there was

taste like hair tonic, and their Planter's Punches
resemble essence of well-brewed boxing gloves.
It was in the Hollywood Brown Derby that
the late playwright Wilson Mizner used to let
down his hair, telling of Alaskan adventures
when the late Alexander Pantages and Sid

pher, who like the marrying M'Divanis migrated
to movieland from the steppes of Georgia.
Closeby is the Hollywood office of Western
Union, where the young manager Bruce McLeod surely must have his tickers and teletypes
equipped with extra ciphers to handle daily
messages concerning million, billion, and trillion
dollar productions.
On the northwest corner is a squatty building
owned by Carl Laemmle and his brother-inlaws, Abe and Julius Stern. Abe and Julius
were the lads years ago sponsoring Century
comedies. They antedated Sam Goldwyn with
Mrs. Malaproprieties.

Grauman mushed through the trail of '98.
The site of the Hollywood Plaza where many
Movie Classic contest winners have been royally
quartered, not so long ago was an orange grove,
before the Sterns, father and sons, decided
more hostelries were needed here. Tommy
Hull, lessee of the Roosevelt, now operates this,
too, as a part of his California chain.
Across Hollywood boulevard toward the hills
is the Hollywood Playhouse, built by a man at
this writing in San Quentin for looting the
Guaranty Building and Loan, costing many
stars, directors, writers and executives their
life savings. Seldom housing a successful engagement, the Playhouse has sheltered varied

"Century comedies are not to be laughed at"
was credited as one of their bonnier mots.
When Puddinhead Wilson was suggested for
filming, both are said to have patriotically exclaimed, "Why insult our president?"
Julius, tradition has it, on hiring a scenario

offerings from Clifford Odet's communistic
comedies to Minsky's strip teasers.
And there you have a more or less
hop, skip, and jump voyage on roller
skates, as it were, hitting highspots

editor demanded, "So you're a scenario editor,
are you?
Well, spell me a big word."
The Coco Tree, an attractive and
well patronized restaurant, occupies
the street floor. The roof has as its
unique decorative motif a battery
of billboards.
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1HE romantic charm of beautiful eyes can be yours instantly — with a few
simple brush strokes of Maybelline. Darken your lashes into long, luxuriant
fringe with harmless, tear-proof, non-smarting Maybelline. Not beady,
waxy or gummy. Applies smoothly, gives a soft, silky, natural appearance,
and tends to make the lashes curl.
Use the smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil and the creamy Eye Shadowin shades to harmonize with your Maybelline Mascara.
Maybelline Solid or Cream Mascara, 75c everywhere. Generous introductory sizes of all Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids, obtainable at all 10c stores.
10,000,000 discriminating women now use Maybelline. Discover for yourself— TODAY — this simple way to more enchanting beautyl
Solid

Mascara,

Black,

_vn
or Blue, in brilliant metal
vanity. 75c

CreamMascara.Blue, Eyebrow
Black
or Brown,
Pencil. Black,
with
brush in dainty Brown_
Blue
zipper
bag.
75c
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Shadow.
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Brown, Green,
Violet.
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med Norma Shearer to Oblivion
1ST GIVES ALL THE ANSWERS

Do as the South Seas
enchantress does .

tattoo^Sfyour lips
WOE*

The New

TATTOO

gives them

exciting South Sea red

that's transparent, pasteless, highly indelible . . yet keeps
lips moist, shimmering, smooth . . actually softens them!

•

*

*

Stolen from the bewitching little South Seas maiden was the idea of

instead of temporary, "pasty," fickle coating! Now this same enchantress
SHADES

CORAL

shimmering too. • We offer it to you as the New Tattoo ... an entirely
new kind of indelible lipstick

the only lipstick that can give your lips

the irresistible witchery of transparent, pasteless, South Sea color . . . the
only lipstick containing the magic ingredient that will make your lips

permanent, pasteless, transparent lip color; lasting, loyal stain for lips

FIVE

has revealed her way of keeping lips soft, smooth, luscious and moistly

EXOTIC

sparkle like the moon-path o'er an iridescent tropical sea ... at the same
time keeping your lips youthfully smooth, wrinkle-free . . . caressingly soft.
Tattoo your lips . . . with the New Tattoo! One dollar everywhere.
NATURAL

PASTEL

HAWAIIAN

Finger Wave/ Manicure and Facial
yet she overlooks tender, ailing gums

How

often such neglect leads

to real dental tragedies..*
help keep your gums healthy
with Ipana and Massage.

She'll sit by the hour for the latest
finger wave, spend dollar after dollar on beauty aids, and fret and worry
over the first sign of a skin blemish.
But her friends and even strangers seldom notice these things. They only see
her smile — a disappointing smile — a
smile that is dull, dingy and unsightly—
a smile that shocks instead of thrills!

a good tooth paste,
like a good dentist,
is never a luxury.

"Viet her smile still could be attractive
—with teeth sparkling, white and brilliant. But not until she does something
about her tender, ailing gums— not until she knows the meaning of that warning tinge of "pink" on her tooth brush.
Heed that Tinge of "Pink"
When you see that tinge of "pink" on
your tooth brush— go to your dentist.
'Vbu may not be in for serious trouble—
but let him decide. More than likely,
however, he will lay the blame to our
modern menus— to the soft foods that
rob our gums of necessary work. And

usually he will suggest more work for
those la2y, tender gums and the healthy
stimulation of Ipana and massage.
If he does, start with Ipana and massage today. Use it faithfully. Massage a
little Ipana onto your gums every time
you
Graduallyas you'll
noticebrush
a newyourlifeteeth.
and firmness
circulation quickens in the gums.
Then with whiter teeth, healthier
gums, how appealing your smile will
be ; how brilliant, sparkling. Start with
Ipana Tooth Paste and massage today,
and help make your smile the lovely,
attractive thing it ought to be.

IPANA
When answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic

The fragrance of
her camelias intoxicated his senses » ♦ .

"Crush me in your arms
until the breath is gone
She had
kinds of
body!"
m my many
froknown
love, but his kisses filled her with
longings she had never felt before . . . The glamorous Garbo —
handsome Robert Taylor — together in a love story that will
awaken your innermost emotions
with its soul-stabbing drama!

tvith LIONEL

BARRYMORE

ELIZABETH ALLAN
•
JESSIE RALPH
HENRY DANIELL
•
LENORE ULRIC
LAURA HOPE
CREWS
A Metro - Goldu/yn - Mayer Picture, based on play and novel
" La Dame aux Camelias" ( Lady of the Camelias ) by Alexandre
Dumas. Directed by George Cukor

Accept no substitutes !
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Always insist on the advertised brand !
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On the Cover
Posed exclusively for
Movie Classic, this beautiful natural color study of
Ann Sothern was photographed byEdwin Bower
Hesser.
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OF CIRCULATIONS

g£>
• Splitting headaches made me feel miserable. Ican't tell you how I was suffering!
I knew the trouble all too well — constipation, a clogged-up condition. I'd
heard FEEN-A-M INT well spoken of. So
I stopped at the drug store on the way
home, got a box of FEEN-A-MINT, and
chewed a tablet before going to bed.

So many inquiries have flooded Movie Classic's editorial desk that
we are opening a new department for the convenience of oar readers. If you
are curious about anything in Hollywood — from what is Margo's favorite
color for shoe laces to the latest picture to be produced by Pan Berman — we
will find out about it and enter the answer in this column. Any questions?
WHAT
ARE THE EXACT WEDDING PLANS OF JEANETTE MACDONALD AND GENE RAYMOND?
asks H. R.
Both stars have applied for 60 days leave
beginning June 1. The wedding on June 17
will be followed by a leisurely honeymoon
and final preparation of their own home,

• FEEN-A-MINT
is the modern laxative that comes in
delicious mint-flavored chewing gum.
Chew a tablet for 3
minutes, or longer, for its pleasant taste.
The chewing, according to scientific research, helps make FEEN-A-MINT more
thorough— more dependable and reliable.

probably about
hour's Valley,
drive home
from
Hollywood
in Sanone
Fernando
place of many stars.
IS THERE ANY CHANCE ERROL
FLYNN
WON'T
RETURN
TO
HOLLYWOOD? queries V.T.
He not only will definitely return, but
it's virtually a cinch his next picture will
be Robin Hood.
WHAT O.L.SIZE
MAE WEST'S
FEET?
wantsARE
to know.
They are size 4-B, perfectly proportionate to her height and weight. Among
Hollywood's most perfect feet, they are
without a blemish of any kind.
IS IT TRUE
THAT
GLADYS
GEORGE IS THE DAUGHTER
OF
SIR ARTHUR CLAIRE, WHO WAS
KNIGHTED FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE TO THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT IN INDIA? inquires C.B.
Yes, it is true.
HAS

• Next morning— headache gone— full of
life and pep again ! All accomplished so
easily too. No griping or nausea. Try
FEEN-A-MINT
the next time you
have a headache caused by constipation.
Learn why this laxative is a favorite with
16 million people
— young and old.

VERA STEADMAN, THE SILENT SCREEN STAR, ANY RECENT
FILM ROLES ? interrogates L.E.
Her most recent is a bit role with Charlie
Ruggles and Alice Brady in Mind Your
Ozvn Business.
IS MARY
BOLAND MARRIED?
questions E.R.
No, and she never has been.
IS

FRANCES FARMER
LEGE GIRL? H.L. asks.

A

COL-

She worked her way through the University of Washington as an usherette in
the very picture where her vehicle to stardom, Come and Get It, was premiered.
WHAT
Slightly

higher

in Canada.

ROBERT
WEALTH?

Accept no substitutes!

ARE THE FACTS ABOUT
CUMMINGS' RISE TO
queries B.C.

He found that supposedly worthless
stocks left by his father had a market
value of $1,600,000. Later he discovered that
other investments of his sire, a Joplin, Mo.,
physician may net him another million from
interests in a sisal syndicate.
HAS FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
HAD ANY LOVE AFFAIRS? asks A.D.
Well, not exactly, but he has received a
proposal of marriage. Eleven-year-old
Marian Althouse, of Chicago, wrote she
loved him very much and would like to
marry him "as soon as I am old enough."
BY MYRNA LOY FOR
WAS
JOAN PLACEMENTCRAWFORD'S
RETHE PARNELL FEMININE LEAD
AN INDICATION THE STAR IS
LOSING
HER
GRIP?
questions S.A.
On the contrary. She traded with Myrna,
gaining the fern lead in The Last of Mrs.
Cheney. Joan's motive was an escape from
the which
steady she
succession
"costume
in
has been ofcast
of late. pictures"
WHAT
IS THE MEANING OF
FREDR1C MARCH'S SEPARATION
FROM HIS WIFE? H.P. wants to know.
Simply that Florence Eldridge had to
keep a stage engagement in New York.
The Marches are very much in love, and
Freddie will fly to Gotham as soon as he
finishes work on A Star is Bom. They will
co-star in a Broadway stage play this
September.
WILL CECIL B. DEMILLE PRODUCE ANY MORE
OF HIS
PAGEANT-SCALE
EPICS? queries
V.M.
His next will film the conquest of Mexico by Cortez, which bids fair to be his
most magnificent and spectacular film.
WHAT DID JAMES STEWART DO
BEFORE ENTERING
PICTURES?
asks B.S.
He was a magician's stage assistant.
IS WALTER HUSTON MARRIED?
inquires C.L.
Yes, to Nan Sunderland. His first marriage to Bayonne Whipple ended in divorce.
[Continued on page 90]
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Gladys

and

Fred

go to town

in handsome

style

JLhe thrilling romance team of
"Champagne Waltz" take time off
from work to tour Hollywood in
a hansom cab. (By the way, the
critics all tell us "Champagne
Waltz" is the best picture either
one of these stars has ever made)

Gladys
Swarthout
and Fred MacMurray

Champagne (J/altz
A Paramount Picture with

Jack Oakie • Veloz & Yolanda
Herman
Forest

Veloz

& Yolanda step out in a little Tyrolean

number

Gladys and Fred take a few pointers on
baI1 room dancing from the greatest dance
team in the world . . Veloz and Yolanda

Bing • Vivienne Osborne; • Frank
■

Benny Baker

Directed

bv A. Edv

answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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by The Boulevardier

While the cold winter blasts nip around the corners of the East, America's favorite dancing
daughter, Ginger Rogers, basks in the sunshine
in front of her Malibu
Beach
cottage

FEMININE admirers of Robert Taylor
and Jimmy Stewart are hereby advised
that they can still go on admiring Bob
and Jimmy for it will be a long time before
wedding bells will toll for either.
Taylor is in circulation again and is seen
in the night spots with Ginger Rogers and
other de-lovelies and Jimmy does not confine himself to Virginia Bruce.
Incidentally Barbara Stanwyck is confining herself to her career and has said
so, repeatedly
and forcibly.
In the case of Stewart, Jimmy has told
all and sundry that, socially, he is promiscuous in his dates and will never marry,
if and when he does, a cinemactress.
In the Bob Taylor case underground
rumor is that his new contract with Metro
has a non-marriage clause covering quite
a period.
So go on girls, keep adoring, it's okay.
Saving His Pennies
JOHN BARRYMORE
has gone economical. Following his marriage to
Elaine Barrie, the famous John placed
for disposal with realty agents his famous
mansion in Beverly Hills and also his very
expensive yacht "Infanta." With the new
Mrs.
John Barrymore
in
a modest
rented homehe inistheliving*
film quietly
colony
and working harder than ever at his studio
assignments.
Sign Here!
AT A recent football game, a lot of people
<l\ got the impression that Jean Harlow and Bill Powell were accompanied by
a bodyguard of fifty or so. And all because Jean and Bill, munching on hot dogs
and looking very happy, suddenly decided
8

to leave before the end of the game, hoping
to avoid the crowd, no doubt. So what
happened ? So immediately all the autograph
hounds near them, who had probably been
plotting it for a quarter or two, leaped
to their feet and followed.

Frankly, Qualen doesn't enjoy it, because
he's happily married,
which
makes
the
many proposals quite impossible.
[Continued on page 10]

Singing Janet's Praises
THE argument about whether blondes or
brunettes have the edge, when it comes
to color photography, has been going on
for a long time out here. But from what
we hear, the new color rave will be a redhead who was always plenty beautiful in
black-and-white, too. None other than Janet
Gaynor. Practically all you hear these days
on the lot where she's making A Star Is
Bom for Selznick, is : "Have you seen
the way color makes those brown eyes
sparkle?" etc., etc., AND etc.
Wisequack
JOE PENNER has informed his wife
and the architect who's plotting their
new home out Beverly Hills way, that they
can go as far as they like and he'll pay
the bills. The only thing he asks of them
is that they find room for a baseball
diamond somewhere on the place. What,
Joe! No duck-house? Don't forget, on a
big place like that you'll need some place
to keep your watch-duck.
Not a Proud Papa
JOHN QUALEN is a quiet little fellow
and in real life about as shy as the
characterization of the papa that he gave
in The Country Doctor and more recently
in Reunion. That's why he is blushing over
the fan mail he has been receiving from
ladies who admire the father of quintuplets.

-Fawcctt Photo by Rhodes

Now

that he's agreed to swap bachelorhood for the marriage state, Buddy
looks as though he wants to swap
horses with his fiancee, Mary Pickford

The Screen Brings America's
INVISIBLE TERROR Right Out Into the Operil

//

w

BLACK LEGION
death toi
squealers:

i
ATH
BLACK LEGION O

That's the law of this devil cult — the body and soul
pledge made by every man who for thirty pieces
of silver buys the privilege of killing his neighbor!
Leave it to Warner Bros, to be the first to bring to
the screen the whole savage, terrible behind-thescenes story of these Midnight Marauders of the
Midwest ! All of it— every bullet-riddled paragraph —
hurled across the screen with the dramatic fury of
another "G-Men" or "I Am A Fugitive".
To producers, to director and to a great cast — brilliantly headed by Humphrey Bogart in a role even
more intensely dynamic than his "Killer" of
fied Forest" — alike are due the plaudits of a
fans for making this thrilling indictment
world below
the underworld this month's
cinema
excitement!

"Petrimillion
of the
tops in

TTC PICTURE OF THE MONTH
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HUMPHREY

BOGART

DICK FORAN • ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE
ANN SHERIDAN • Helen Flint • Joseph
Sawyer 'Addison Richards* Eddie Acuff
Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
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DON'TBEADROOP!

Do you know the difference between a
"Droop" and a glamour girl? Nine times
out of ten it's her eyes! And glamourous
eyes are easy to have . . . just slip your lashes
into Kurlash, and in 30 seconds they'll be
curled back in an entrancing sweep. Kurlash is that handy little beauty necessity
that curls your lashes without heat, cosmetics, or practice. $1 at all good stores.
American Airlines Photo

Hold on, here we go! Kay Francis and Delmar Davis look
just a wee bit startled as their plane leaves the ground

• The worst kind of
"Droop" is the one
who is a "Beetling
Droop," with heavy, sinister eyebrows, or
a fringe of unwanted hair ruining her hairline. But you don't have to be onel Use
Tweezette, that clever little automatic
gadget for painlessly removing unwanted
eyebrow and face hairs. $1 everywhere.

Jean Fools 'Em
STUDENTS at the University of Southern California got a thrill when they
discovered that the pretty little co-ed registered under the name of Jean Fullerton
was really Jean Muir. Jean wanted to comcourses school
she couldn't
when plete
she someattended
in the take
east, up
so
she quietly registered under her real name
and started attending classes unrecognized
as a movie star. It was a month before
anyone got wise to her real identity.
Still Dot-and Dashing

PARAMOUNT has, under contract, perhaps the most talented list of writers
of popular songs.
They also have on the lot a telegraph
operator named Lyle Tomerlin whose hobby
is writing words and music.
• But curling and grooming aren't enough.
Lyle turned out a little ditty which he
You must color those sweeping lashes. Lashpac is your purse-size mascara in a neat took to Bing Crosby for criticism. Bing
lipstick shape, with a tiny brush, all ready thought it a good song, so much so that
to use, popping out of the other end. Comes he plugged it on his radio program.
in brown, blue, green and black. S^g
The song is currently one of the outOnly $1.
standing hits of the country. You must have
heard it— -"South Sea Island Magic"?
Lyle Tomerlin is still a telegraph operator at Paramount. Nights he is playing
around with another ditty.
Har! Har! Har!
MAIL

THIS

TODAY

To: Jane Heath, Depi. FW-2

I

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3
Please send me, free, your booklet on eye
beauty, and a personal coloring plan for my
complexion.
Eyes
Hair
Complexion_

I Name

I
I

Address^
City__

10

State_
(please ■print plainly)

APPROXIMATELY 400 extras worked
- in Parnell and they all had to wear
beards. Only a few of them could raise
their own so the makeup man had to supply
the false whiskers.
Then came trouble. When the call for
lunch
cameoutthe
just couldn't keep
the
beards
of boys
the soup.
So a parking space was provided where
eating.
the boys could hang up the beavers while

Accept no substitutes!

A few mixups after lunch but no real
casualties.
Really

Serious

THIS
work studio
out the publicity
right way.does not always
Per example.
In the build-up of Sonja Henie at Twentieth Century-Fox the famous skater was
told to get into circulation while making
her picture.
To step out, that is, at the dine and dance
places, etc.
They selected Tyrone Power for an
escort and now see what happened.
Tyrone and Sonja are really carrying
on a heavy romance and have eyes nor
ears for any one else.
Very very serious — their intimates say.
Trailer Fan
BARBARA STANWYCK
has solved
the portable dressing room situation.
Barbara went out and bought herself a
trailer, fitted it up to her own satisfaction
and comfort, had it hauled to her studio
lot and uses it as a dressing room. She
has
late. slept there nights when she worked
A little Neon sign on the trailer indicates
that it is "Stanwyck's Shanty."
Ain't Love Grand!
THAT Dick Powell and Joan Blondell
were truly happy honeymooners was
illustrated a few days after their return
from New York where they spent the first
part of their honeymoon.
Dick and Joan, Joan very cute in blue
slacks, crossed Hollywood Boulevard and
Vine streets hand in hand, breathlessly
heading for luncheon.
[Continued on page 12]
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There she sat . . .
TENSE...SILENT...WATCHING !

cr
V^/he most vividly emotional
role in the entire career of this
great dramatic star you love!
. . . Not even in "The Dark
Angel" nor in "These Three"
did she approach the excitement and power of this neverto-be-forgotten role . . .

X
Y

SAMUEL GDLDWYN^^fc

MERLE OBERON
BRIAN AHERNE

'T>/ '* / £„„„„
with

HENRY STEPHENSON • JEROME COWAN
DAVID NIVEN • KAREN MORLEY
Directed
RELEASED

When

.,-- *,.-

by
THRU

H.

C.

UNITED

POTTER
ARTISTS
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DO THIS FOR
YOUTHTUL LIPS

Hollywood Highlights
[Continued from page 10]

Use Tangee every day— see it change
to the one shade most becoming to
you . . . from orange in the stick to natural blush-rose. Only Tangee has this
Color Change Principle. Tangee isn't
paint— can't give you a "painted look".
Paris says, "Look natural". Use Tangee.
On your cheeks, use Tangee Rouge,
with same Color Change Principle for
natural youthful color.

Just Before Bed, use Tangee— feel
it smooth and soften your lips. No
more faded "morning look"... Do not
confuse Tangee Natural— whose special
cream base soothes lips— with cosmetics you must remove at night. Try
Tangee. Two sizes: 39^, $1.10. Or send
coupon for 24-Hour MiracleMake-upSet.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only
one Tangee — don't let anyone switch you. Be sure
to ask for tangee natural. // you prefer more
color for evening wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.

— Fazvcctt

Photo

by

Rhodes

W. S. Van Dyke, Jean Harlow, Bill Powell, and Wesley Ruggles took time
out from their screen activities to dine and chat at a popular night spot
And they never stopped until they landed
right at the door of Sardi's, a favorite
eating
colony. place of theirs and others of the film
in. But, to Dick's dismay, they could not get

to do so, the pretty girl whose life was
so saddened used to stop by and wander
through the place.
Close friends of the family say that Fay
[Continued on page 14]

Reason — Sardi's had been gutted by fire
three days previously. They evidently had
not heard of it.
And if you don't call that living in a
world of their own — then what !
Bob

Tangee

"24-HOUR

MIRACLE

Check Shade of r- 1 Flesh
Powder Desired U *ies"
Name
AddressCity
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MAKE-UP

SET"

417 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
Make-Up Set" of miniRouge Compact, Creme
enclose 10£ (stamps or
l~l Rarhpl
U Kacnei

l~l Light
U Rachel

This

One

BOB
"BAZOOKA"
Van
Buren,
Arkansas, hasBURNS
decided toofreveal
a secret which he had nourished to his
breast for 18 years.
Bob admits he won the World War, thus
settling for all time controversy as to just
who did win it.
Let Bob tell it :
"The boys of my detachment were in a
dugout and feeling mighty low. I decided
to cheer them up a bit and got out my old
Bazooka which I always toted with me.
I played the whole night long and the very
next day came the Armistice. So me and
my old Bazooka fixed for the boys to go
home and won the war. And if we didn't,
who did?"

The George W. Luft Co.,
Bush "24-Hour Miracle
ature Tangee Lipstick,
Rouge, Face Powder. I
coin). (15(! in Canada.)

Burns Tells

House on a Hill

OUT on Beverly Boulevard, the swanky
highway which leads through Beverly
Hills to the Pacific Ocean, stands untenanted on a hill side, a beautiful home
which has never been occupied during the
several years it has been built.
It represents an investment of close to
$100,000, is owned by Rudy Vallee and
was bought to be the home of Mrs. Rudy
Vallee.
She never occupied it. Recently she died
after a long illness.
They say, when she was strong enough

Smiling sophisticates! Adolphe Menjou and his lovely wife (Veree Teasdale) are\ snapped by our lens expert
as they attended a recent preview

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brs
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DON CORRADO ROMANO

We Pry The World's Hi chest Prices

-founder or

"■

ROMANO'S
COIN
SHOP

TO

EACH
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Big Cash Premiums

Amazing Profits
For Those Who

OLD

fe^Hg^fl^K^v <^^^
/
.
\*^.v

For Hundreds of Coins
Now Circulating

Know

MONEY!

There are literally thousands of old coins
and bills that we want at once and for
which we will pay big cash premiums.
hand to hand in circulation. Today or tomorrow
j
Many of these coins are now passing ;from
Watch your change. Know what to look for.
p<
a valuable coin may come into > your possession.
Don't sell your coins, encased postage stamps, or paper money to any other dealer
until you have first seen the prices that we will pay for them.

WE

WILL PAY FOR 1909 CENTS UP TO $10.00 EACH

v^S^-kSl
!860 Cents $50.00 — Cents of 1861, 1864, 1865, 1869, 1870, 1881, 1890, $20.00 each— Half Cents $250.00
i™^>;^'S'tJ^X —Large Copper Cents $2000.00— Flying Eagle Cents $20.00— Half Dimes $1 50.00— 20c Pieces
^^J%&%i!w^*S&i <" J\
25c before
1873, $300.00—
50c before
1879, $750.00—
SilverPieces
Dollars
before1876,
1874,$600.00
$2500.00
—$1 00.00—
Trade Dollars
$250.00
— Gold Dollars
$1 000.00
— $2.50 Gold
before
—
"
000.00
—
$5
Gold
Pieces
before
1888,
$5000.00
—
$10
Gold
Pieces
before
1908,
Commemorative Half Dollars $60.00 —Commemorative Gold Coins $1 1 5.00.
PAPER

MONEY— Fractional Currency $26.00
Confederate Bills $1 5.00.
Encased Postage Stamps $1 2.00.

REIGN

C O I N S — Certain
Copper or Silver
Gold Coins $1 50.00, etc.

Coins

$15.00.

waits Send Dime Today for Our Large illustrated List Before Sending Coins
Address your envelope to:

OMANO'S

COIN

CUT FILL OUT
ROMANO'S

AND

SHOP

Springfield, Mass.
MAIL
TODAY!

COIN SHOP,

Dept. 161

Springfield, Mass.
Gentlemen: Please send me your large illustrated list
for which I enclose 10c in cash carefully wrapped.
(Please print plainly).

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE.
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A "Steele-ofPoint" Etching
Ronald Colman
This revealing story is the unexpected result of a friendly
chat one evening between the author and the subject, Colman,. because of his long friendship with Steele, divulged
many facts and facets of his life hitherto unpublished.
The author has contributed to many national publica-.
tions and has been an associate producer at RKO studios

By Joseph Henry Steele
eyes are penetrating, clear and
HIS brown.
In conversation his jaws close decisively, his lips firmly, and his sentences
sharply. He likes women and approves of
marriage which he considers the ideal state.
He brands as false his reputation as a
woman-hater.
His name is Ronald Charles Colman.
He taught himself the piano. He plays
it indifferently and only when alone. He
never
wore a moustache until' he went into
the movies.
He has a bass voice. He was born at
Richmond, Surrey, England, on
February 9, 1891. He wears no
makeup in pictures. He has a very
great affection for Erich Remarque's The Road Back and Richard Aldington's Death of a Hero.
He wants security ; beyond that
he has no interest in accumulating
a large sum of money. His employers do not understand this. He
prefers biographical novels. He
wears high-ankled shoes when playing tennis, which he plays rather
well.
His first professional appearance
was at the age of seventeen as a
banjo player at a Masonic smoker.
If he had to spend the rest of his
life on a desert island and had the
choice of only two authors he
would choose Dickens and Shakespeare.
«^™
SPASMODICALLY he becomes
very systematic
and then reverts to an innate dislike for rule
and order.
He is not considered a wit by
his close friends.
He has a keen appreciation of satire and broad burlesque.
He
is especially fond of French and Italian
dishes.
His attitude towards life was influenced
strongly in his youth by the essays and
letters of Robert Louis Stevenson. He
does not play golf. He has very rare periods of depression and is usually cheerful
and philosophical. He does not like fancy
shirts.
He would rather have been a writer or
singer, if he could have excelled in these
arts.
He does not like to go shopping.
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Colman's impersonation of Conway in The Lost Horizot
soon to be released by Columbia is regarded by critic
as the finest work he ever has done before the camera

Joseph Henry Steele
He • is very familiar with the poems of
Byron, Shelley and Keats. He does not
betray his British origin except under
stress of great excitement when all manner
of characteristic
Brit'ish idioms and epithets burst out.
He seldom goes to Hollywood parties
and when he does he is the last to 'leave.
He is very punctilious. He has never
owned a Rolls-Royce. He is not a good
swimmer. He subscribes to Vanity Fair,
Time, London Sketch, and National Geographic.
He is an exceedingly poor after-dinner
speaker.
He wears no jewelry.
He con-

siders Greta Garbo a great actress. In
formal attire he likes to go without a hat.
He loves leaving a port but hates arriving at one. He has a wire-haired terrier.
He never wears spats. He enjoys a prizefight and a football game about once a
year. His hair is brown. Every four or
five years he reads David Cgpperfield.
He thinks London the most interesting
city in the world. He has never had a
physical trainer. His clothes are made
wherever he happens to be. He considers
William Powell the most amusing person
he knows, about four o'clock in the mornHE

CONSIDERS Beau Geste the best
picture he has ever made. He never
wears a cap. He is a fatalist. He thinks
"good breaks" have had a greater influence
in his life than premeditated plans.
He thinks the experience of his first year
in the United States taught him the most.
He thinks good health and a decent philosophy the most important things in life.
He does not like personal appearances.
His favorite silent picture was Intoler[Continued on page 94]

NATURE IS STINGY WITH TOOTH ENAMEL
THIS BEAUTIFUL ENAMEL . . ONCE WORN AWAY. .
NEVER CROWS BACK-. NEVER /

Protect precious enamel.
Once

lost, it's gone
ever. Be safe and

forwin

flashing new luster with
absolute security!
-,.
Nature restores skin, hair, nails— but never
tooth enamel. Those precious surfaces,
once worn away, are gone forever. Beauty
goes with them . . . decay attacks teeth . . .
the days of enchanting young teeth are over.
Guard those precious surfaces! Now
science brings you the utterly safe tooth
paste. One that cleans by an entirely new
principle. That uses no chalk or grit or
harsh abrasive.

IWUM • •
BECAUSE OF

WW*-

SECAOSEOF

• _„p. anions

£*L^ # PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
MUM
ITALO

Pepsodent alone contains IRJUM
Pepsodent containing irium brings flashing
luster to teeth— cleans them immaculately—
freshens mouth— stimulates gums and free flowing saliva— yet does so with the safest action ever
known in tooth pastes.
Because irium— the thrilling new dental
ingredient— removes film without scouring or
scraping. It lifts the clinging plaque off teeth
and washes it gently away. It leaves the enamel
surfaces spotlessly clean— then polishes them to a
brilliant luster you never even saw before!
It's an amazing advance in tooth beauty and
safety. In just a few days your teeth sparkle with
alluring brilliance that everyone notices. Buy a
tube of Pepsodent containing irium. Begin now
to use this new method that brings flashing
luster to your teeth with absolute safety.

Meet Irene— A Hollywood Queen
HERE'S SPECIAL WORK
OFFERING YOU*"
/"\

ifi?anda all WeeK
of your own Dresses
FREE of a penny cost

No Experience or
Investment Needed
*
DRESS AND
SHARKSKIN

JACKET

This offer is open to all women —
single or married — who need money
and are ambitious enough to accept
this easy way to get it. You just
represent the world's leading dressmaking plant — Fashion Frock-;,
and show the gorgeous new 1937
spring dresses to friends and
neighbors. It is interesting, pleasant work because all women love
to look at the smart new dress
styles and will be glad to give you
their orders— especially when you
save them real money. You can
earn up to $23, and even more,
in a week for yourself, besides you
can get your own dresses without a
penny of cost, to wear and demonstrate. Send no money. Just mail
coupon for amazing free offer.

:m

emest
many as
Low. as
Fashion Frocks styles this new
Spring
Season
are more
exquisite than ever.
They are
last minute styles direct from
fashion headquarters in Paris
and Hollywood,
and are worn and approved by some of the best dressed
Movie Stars.
Fashion Frocks are nationally advertised in all the
big
women's
and are endorsed
by
leading magazines
Fashion
Editors.
They
are
never sold in stores, but by authorized
representatives only.

New Home Plan Starts You
No
House-to-House
Work
Get details of our Special Plan
that enables you to get started
easily and quickly, without canvassing house-to-house. We will
help you build up a successful, permanent dress business — working full or
spare time
— that pays you a good
regular
income.

Irene Colman — Right in the swim as a "gold digger" in Warner Brothers' Gold
Diggers of 1937, and now ready to plunge into bigger and better screen roles

Send Free Coupon

Mail
coupon
at once
for
this marvelous free opportunity. Get the whole story
how you can make up to $23
or more in a week and get
your own dresses free of
any
cost.
No obligation
and no money
necessary.
Rush coupon today.

DRESSES YOU
CAN WEAR
AMP1

FREE^r

end -no- money

FASHION
FROCKS, INC.
Oept. PP-225,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Fashion
Frocks,
Inc.
Dept.
PP-225,
Cincinnati,

0.

Tell me how I can represent
Fashion
Frocks — make up to
$23.00
in a week
and
get
sample dresses free to wear.

I wear Size

Name

Address
City
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IRENE COLMAN is a dark, coal-eyed
brunette of the Kay Francis type. A
wealth of experience has been crowded into
her twenty-three years of adventurous living. She has been college co-ed, trained
nurse, artists' and photographers' model,
and stage and screen player. She got her
start appearing in amateur theatricals at
Goodman's Theatre in Chicago, following
that with stage appearances on Broadway
and with Earl Carrol's show at Palm Island
Casino, in Miami.
As one of the "Gold Diggers" in the
Warner Brothers' musical. Gold Diggers of
1937, Irene recently finished touring the
country with twelve other beauties to give
people in every section of the nation a taste
of the glamour that is Hollywood. This
stage to stage transcontinental railroad
hegira of a stream-lined troupe of charmers
is noted in Hollywood as the biggest studio
advertising stunt ever pulled.
You
look at her jewel-like sparkling

Accept no substitutes!

eyes and understand right away why she
won
Los beautiful
Angeles eyes
Examiner's
contestin
for thethemost
of Hollywood
1935. But her eyes are not her. only attraction. This shapely actress has a personality
which is the epitome of appeal and charm.
Tragically hard breaks at important times
have not stopped the ebony-tressed actress
in her quest for stardom. Laryngitis struck
her while she was grooming for her biggest
part in Broadway's Say When. But she is
coming along fast in Hollywood, where
her beauty is opening all eyes.
A distinguished accomplishment of which
few people know is her flawless handwriting. She says it comes natural to her,
that she has never worried herself over
the study of penmanship.
Among the important pictures in which she
has appeared since answering the siren-call
of Hollywood are Gold Diggers of 1937,
Anthony Adverse, Susy, Three Men on a
Horse and God's Country and a Woman.

Always insist on the advertised brand!

"Reduced My Hips 9 Inches" Says Miss Healy
• "I am so enthusiastic about the wonderful
results from my Perfolastic Girdle. It seems
almost impossible that my hips have been
reduced 9 inches without the slightest diet".
— Miss Jean Healy, 299 Park Ave., New York

ure
If YOU

£jg,

AT LUEAA*S'T
M/V»?

S lAV OD*YS
/NCHE
»
3 / w/ cost yo\u

//
no
Thousands of attractive women owe
lovely, slender figures to Perf olastic 1
BECAUSE we receive enthusiastic letters from
women all over the country in every mail . . . because we find that most Perfolastic wearers reduce
their waist and hips more than 3 inches in ten days
. . .we know we are justified in making YOU this
amazing offer. We are upheld by the experience of
not one but thousands of women. The letters
below are but a few examples chosen at random.
Massage - like action reduces quickly !
You need not diet or deny yourself the good things
of life. You need take no dangerous drugs or tiring
exercises. You appear inches smaller the minute
you step into your Perfolastic, and then comfortably, quickly. . .without effort on your part . . . the
massage - like action actually reduces you at just
those spots where excess fat first accumulates.
Read these amazing unsolicited letters 1
"LOST 60 POUNDS"
"I have reduced my
waist 9 inches, my hips
8 inches and lost 60
pounds! I can't thank
Perfolastic enough."
Mrs. W. P. Derr,
Omaha, Neb.
"A GIRDLE I LIKE"
"I neverowned a girdle
I liked so much. And
I reduced 26 pounds."
Miss Esther Marihall,
Vallejo, Calif.

"HIPS

12 INCHES

Notary Public

'REDUCED FROM 43 TO 34H INCHES!"
'My hips measured 43 inches. I was advised to
wear Perfolastic after a serious operation and now
my hips are only $414 inches!
Miss Billie Brian, La Grange, Ky.
"LOST 47 POUNDS"
"When I first got your girdle my hips measured 5 1
inches and I weighed 215 pounds. Now I measure

"6 INCHES FROM HIPS"
"I lost 6 inches from
my hips, 4 inches from

42 inches and weigh 168 pounds."
Mrs. E. M. Riggins, Memphis. Tenn.

my Mrs.
waistJ. and
20 lbs."
J. Thomas,
New Castle, Pa.

PERFOLASTIC

SMALLER"

"I just can't praise your girdle enough. My hips
are 12 inches smaller."
Miss Zella Richardson, Scottdale, Pa.
"LOST
"Since
wearing
my
pounds. I wore a size
36."
Miss

The excerpts from
unsolicited letters
herewith are genuine and are
quoted with full
permission of the
writers.

49 POUNDS"
Perfolastic
I have lost 49
40 dress and now wear size
Mildred DuBois, Newark, N. J.
"REDUCED FROM SIZE
42 TOto
"I used
42 dress
wear
an

SIZE
wear 18"
a size
and now I
18!
1 eat

Mrs. Essie Faust,
everything."
Minneapolis, Minn.
"REDUCED6!/S INCHES"
'"Lost 20 pounds, reduced hips (>'A inches
and waist 5 inches. I
should be lost without
Perfolastic".
Mrs. I. C. Thompwn,
Denver, Colo.
"SMALLER AT ONCE"
"I immediatelybecame
3 inches smaller in the

Surely you would like to test the

GIRDLE and BRASSIERE

. . . for 10 days without cost !
You cannot afford to miss this chance to prove to
yourself the quick reducing qualities of Perfolastic !
Because we are so sure you will be thrilled with the
results, we want you to test it for 10 days at our
expense. Note how delightful
the soft, silky lining feels next
to the body . . . hear the admiring comments of friends.
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET!
Let us send you a sample of
material and FREE illustrated
booklet, giving description of
garments, details of our 10day trial offer and many amazing letters from Perfolastic
wearers. Mail coupon today !

PERFOLASTIC,

INC.

Dept. 72, 41 E. 42nd St.. New York City
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere, also sample of perforated material and particulars of your
10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !
Name

hipsMiss
when
fitted."
OuidafirstBrowne,
Briarcliff Manor, H, V.
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JUBILEE

— and a silver one at that,
in honor of Adolph Zukor,
motion picture
pioneer

three
agocourage
leading-FI
stageVE
artistsyears
had the
TWENTY
to sneer at the prejudices of Broadway and risk their reputations by temporarily deserting the stage for the screen.
This willingness to pioneer gave strength
and dignity to an enterprise which was in
its infancy and the subsequent growth of
which makes possible the celebration this
month of Paramount's Silver Jubilee for
Adolph Zukor, commemorating his 25 years
of activity as a maker of stars and screen
entertainment.
The three players and their billings on
Broadway at the time were: James O'Neill,
in The Count of Monte Cristo, James K.
Hackett in The Prisoner of Zenda and
Minnie Maddern Fiske in Tcss of the
D'urbervilles.
TO regain lost weight is a simple matter
when certain bodily functions are restored to normal.
Of foremost importance is the stimulation of digestive juices in the stomach to
make better use of the food you eat. . .and
restoration of lowered red-blood-cells to
turn the digested food into firm flesh. S.S.S.
Tonic does just this.
S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite. Foods
taste better. . .natural digestive juices are
stimulated and finally the very food you
eat is of more body value. A very important step back to health.
Forget about underweight worries if you
are deficient in stomach digestive juices and
red-blood-cells. . .just take S.S.S. Tonic
immediately before each meal. Shortly you
will be delighted with the way you will feel
i. . .your friends will compliment you on the
way you will look.
S.S.S. Tonic is especially designed to build
sturdy health. . .its remarkable value is time
tried and scientifically proven. . .that's why
it makes you feel like yourself again.
At all drugstores in two convenient sizes.
The large size at a saving in price. There is
no substitute for this time tested remedy.
No ethical druggist will suggest something
"just as good."

© s.s.s. Co.

Early in 1912 Adolph Zukor was ambitious with plans for his newly formed
production company in association with
Daniel Frohman.
The company motto, "Famous Players
in Famous Plays," was based upon his
conviction that the public was ready for
films of greater length and with more important stars than the current two-reelers.
He reasoned there was no better way to
give the screen dignity and to erase the
contempt in which the "movie" was then
held than to present established players in
plays of established merit.
If he could only win over the leading
lights of the stage, the public would follow. But the theater did not care to acknowledge even a nodding acquaintance
with its young and uncouth cousin, the
"movie."
JAMES O'NEILL, father of playwright
Eugene O'Neill had played the popular
Count of Monte Cristo for thirty years. On
tour much of the time, he had not become
imbued with Broadway's antipathy towards
the new medium — a circumstance which
perhaps played no small part in his being
the first to follow the lure of the cinema.
With O'Neill on his side, .Zukor was
ready to go ahead. If ever he lacked confidence in the idea all doubt had been dispelled by the success which he met upon
showing the four-reel Queen Elizabeth
starring Sarah Bernhardt, which he had
imported from France a few weeks previously.
He placed The Count of Monte Cristo in
production with the highest enthusiasm.
Immediately after this James K. Hackett
turned a receptive ear to Famous Players'
proposition and agreed to the filming of
The Prisoner of Zenda.
Elaborate arrangements were set for the
release of The Count of Monte Cristo as
the company's first picture when a serious
obstacle arose. A Chicago company was
ready with another Monte Cristo picture,
filmed from the unprotected novel from
which
reels. the play had been adapted, in three
Although it was felt the other picture
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was an inferior product,

Accept no substitutes!

Adolph Zukor has been identified with the making of pictures
for

the

past

twenty-five

years

ation that nothing should jeopardize the
success caused
of Famous
firsttemporarily
American
release
it toPlayers'
be placed
in storage.
Zenda was rushed to completion, and released as the first picture, which proved to
be a decided hit. And Monte Cristo duplicated its success at a later date.
By now the new producer had overcome
his biggest hurdle. The names of Bernhardt,
[Continued on page 89]

Zukor's determin-
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Pretty, popular— on
top of the world— the girls who
guard against Cosmetic Skin
I USE ROUGE AND
POWDER, BUT I NEVER
LET THEM CHOICE MY
PORES. I REMOVE THEM
THOROUGHLY WITH

DONT

have a way of
G THINGS
YOUN
knowing
what's what in beauty
care. Thousands of them everywhere are keeping skin exquisite —
guarding against Cosmetic Skin —
with Lux Toilet Soap.
The ACTIVE lather of this fine
soap sinks deep, carries away from
the pores every trace of dust, dirt,
stale cosmetics. No dangerous pore
choking — no risk of the tiny blemishes and enlarged pores that mean
Cosmetic Skin!
You can use all the cosmetics you
wish! But before you put on fresh
make-up — ALWAYS before you go
to bed, use Lux Toilet Soap. Keep
your skin clear — smooth — young.
You'll find it pays!

RISK

Cosmetic Skin dullness, tiny
blemishes,
ENLARGED

PORES !

Star of the 20th CenturyFox Production "Love Is News"

When

answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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Presenting herewith unbiased reviews of the
latest screen
offerings

by

E. J. Smith
son

&

\

\

WTNTERSET— A daring experiment is
undertaken with striking success in this
picture. Maxwell Anderson's blank verse
play, powerfully rewritten for the screen,
builds its story of miscarried justice to a
startling ironic climax.
It took courage by the studio to import
an unknown though highly talented stage
cast for a major picture along such unconventional lines of questionable mass appeal.
But the outstanding merit of the picture is
overwhelming and the sterling performance
of every member of the cast should win
for all of them an enviable niche in pictures. A heavy vehicle designed for thinking, cultivated audiences, Winterset will
gain momentum as more and more people
see it and talk about its tremendously convincing story. We nominate it as the best
picture of the past three years !
Burgess Meredith captures the heart with
an impelling portrayal of the young man
driven by hatred and bitterness to establish
the innocence of his idealistic, radical father, who was electrocuted in Meredith's
babyhood for a murder of which he was
innocent.
The son's search for the real murderers
leads the young man into the slums of New
York. There he eventually finds them and
there, too, he falls in love with the lovely
sister of one of them.
Margo plays the sister role and gives
the best performance of a career that is
dotted with successes.
Eduardo Ciannelli is the cold-blooded,
sinister Trock who committed the murder
and superlatives would be weak words to
describe his interpretation of this difficult
role.
•Every player in the cast deserves special
mention for meritorious performance. The
nicety of plot structure and beauty of language should gain for Winterset's author
an immortal spot in literature. Every possibility inthe written work is fully brought
out in the picture, which thinking audiences
will rank as exceptional.
The play's cynical irony and unconventional sociological and psychological implications mark it as an extreme innovation
22

Margo and Burgess Meredith repeat their Broadway
triumphs in RKO'S picturization of Maxwell Anderson's
sensational
play, Winterset
in pictures. It initiates a trend which will
be welcomed by movie fans. — RKO Radio.
LLOYDS OF LONDON— To Darryl Zanuck should go a world of credit for his
courage in tackling what appeared to everyone to be an impossible task — that of building out of the title Lloyds of London, a
story that would have box-office appeal.
But the Twentieth Century-Fox topman
has done it, and movie fans are due for
one of the finest film treats they can ever
hope to enjoy. Lloyds of London is really
a noteworthy picture and a distinct addition to the few great pictures of this or
any other year. Under the expert direction of Henry King the picture never loses
balance as it successfully encompasses a
whole era of British history when England
was fighting Napoleon for the supremacy
of the seas ; nor does it lose sight of the
bright thread of romance that weaves in
and out of the plot. No picture has ever
received such careful and adroit treatment
than this considering
the magnitude
of

events it has to portray. Tyrone Power, Freddie Bartholemew, Madeleine Carroll, Sir Guy Standing, C. Aubrey Smith,
Virginia Field, Montagu Love and others
contribute the best performances of their respective careers. Tyrone Power, after
playing little better than bit parts in two
previous pictures, will rate top billing in
any film in which he appears from now on.
His acting in Lloyds of London is as fine as
the most critical could wish. By all means

see this picture. — Twentieth

Century-Fox.

THE PLAINSMAN— It is unfair of the
critics to call this a "horse epic" or a
"super western." It is neither. The Plainsman is a motion picture saga. It is a
gripping, outstanding historical drama taking rank even above The Covered Wagon
as a top-notch story of the American West.
Cecil B. DeMille presents probably his
strongest picture. Woven around the plot
of smuggling repeating rifles to the hostile
Indians, the story has human drama which
in many DeMille spectacles is submerged
beneath a lavish and unconvincing pageantry. Gary Cooper has never been better
than as Wild Bill Hickok. Jean Arthur is
superb as Calamity Jane. Outstanding
support is contributed by James Ellison as
Buffalo Bill, Charles Bickford as the villain who imported the rifles, Helen Burgess as Mrs. Lew Cody, and Victor Va-rconi as Painted Horse.
Costuming is colorfully appropriate down
to the smallest item. The dramatic surge
of the picture has a terrific and unrelenting punch right through to the finish.
Added to its intrinsic appeal as a Cavalcade of the American West, the picture's
stirring action appeal makes it a splendid
film for every member of the family. It
will be one of the year's best box office
hits. — Paramount.

A GIRL CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL
...AND THE LOVELIER WAY TO
AVOID

OFFENDING

BATH WITH
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BORN
TO DANCE
— A sparkling
filmusical that leaves nothing to
be desired in the way of
songs, dances, and comedy situations.
Eleanor
Powell
proves her right to be
called
the world's
greatest woman
tap
dancer.
It's worth the price of ten admissions just to watch
that girl hoof,
and so far as this reviewer goes he wouldn't
trade her off for two Fred Astaires — and
that's what Aunt Lizzie would call a genuine Powell fan. The girl really z^as born
to dance if ever a girl was ! And while
we're raving over Eleanor we want to put
this
in theandrecord
she sings
acts. — she's tops too, when
But after all, Eleanor isn't the whole
show. James Stewart's acting is above
par and his singing of "Hi, Babe" above
that. Frances Langford's warbling of
"Swinging the Jinx Away" and "Easy to
Love" is a delight to the ear. Virginia
Bruce, prettier than ever, takes care of
her role in a way [Continued on page 24]
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Cashmere Bouquet's lather is so gentle
and caressing, yet it goes right down
into each pore and removes every bit
of dirt and cosmetics . . . makes your
skin radiantly clear, alluringly smooth.
No wonder fastidious women everywhere now use nothing but this pure,
creamy-white soap for both the face and
bath. Why don't you use it too?
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SOAPS

The Show Window
[Continued from page 23]
that leaves no room for criticism. Buddy
Ebsen hoofs and sings in the typical Ebsen
manner — and that's plenty good enough tor
anyone's money. Sid Silvers and Una
Merkel steal the show whenever they appear. Raymond Walburn as the testy skipper, provides his share of laughs. In passing o'ut bouquets, we've reserved an extra
large one for Director Roy Del Ruth who
is really responsible for making Bom to
Dance click, in big league fashion. Don't
miss it!— M-G-M.
GO WEST, YOUNG MAN— With the
alluring Mae West heading the cast and
ably supported by Warren Williams, Lyle
Talbot, Alice Brady and Randolph Scott,
this screen version of the sensational stage
success, Personal Appearance, loses none
of its entertainment value. In fact, with
Mae West taking full advantage of her
comedy lines and gags, the screen version is
even better.
Impersonating an actress who is handicapped in romance by a no-marriage clause
in her contract and likewise by the vigilant guardianship of her "public relations
advisor," Warren Williams, the glamorous
Mae is at her best — and Mae at her best
leaves nothing to be desired.
Henry Hathaway deserves a world of
credit for his sparkling direction. — Major
Studios.

Friends Comment on the Loveliness of My Appearance
says Miss Olga Lofgren, College Park, Maryland.
ATTRACTIVE Miss Lofgren, chosen MARCHAND BLONDE-OF-YOTX
£\. THE -MONTH for JANUARY, is typical of the many young
women who daily become more attractive and popular with soft, lustrous
^CW
sunny hair. Whether blonde or brunette, you, too, can win the admiring
compliments
yourlustrous
friends.hair!
How? Develop fully your one 'natural
charm. Have of
bright
BLONDES— To have your hair truly golden, soft and evenly brighter,
rinse with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Restores sunny lustre to
dull, faded or streaked hair. Keeps your hair soft and golden.
BRUNETTES — With Marchand's you can add delicate glowing highlights
that bring out the full lustrous beauty of your dark hair. Or — using
Marchand's full strength, you, too, can lighten and keep your hair a
lovely golden blonde shade that looks naturally yours.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES — Are you risking "superfluous" hair removal?
Now use Marchand's to make unnoticeable all "superfluous" hair on arms,
legs or. face. Keep your body soft and smooth with Marchand's. And
have all "superfluous" hair soft, invisible through even sheerest stockings !
Start this single effective home beauty treatment today. Get your bottle
of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore. Use Marchand's
yourself, tonight, at home.

Win FREE Visit to New

York!

See details inside your package of Marchand's Golden. Hair Wash at
your druggist's. Or use coupon Now !

i
ARCHAN
-M
GOLDEN.
HAIR D'WASH
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S

TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd
Please let. me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin
venient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
Address..
City
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St., NEW YORK CITY
EFFECT of Marchand's
or money order as con—
-
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GARDEN OF ALLAH— Beyond argument this screen version of Robert Hitchers' desert romance is one of the most
beautiful color pictures ever made. The
photograph effects, the exceptional musical
score, and the splendid direction afford an
unusual background for the romance itself.
Charles Boyer as the renegade monk gives
an unforgettable performance and one that
is certain to win him high and well-deserved praise. Marlene Dietrich, costarring with Boyer, has a role perfectly
suited to her talents and she, too, will find
a public eager to give her acclaim. Included in the supporting cast are such
screen notables as Basil Rathbone, C.
Aubrey Smith, Joseph Schilkraut, Lucile
Watson, Alan Marshal, John Caradine, and
Charles Waldron. Tilly Losch, famed
European dancer, contributes a memorable
dance number in her role of dancing girl.
The Garden of Allah is a MUST picture.
See it by all means. — Selsnick.
THEODORA GOES WILD— And so will
you when you have an opportunity of enjoying one of the best pictures in months.
Irene Dunne, as the prim, reserved New
England miss who writes a best-selling
sexy novel and who then, through circumstances over which she apparently has no
control, has to live the life of one of her
gaudy characters, has a role that fits her
like theferentproverbial
"T."
You'll Goes
see aWild,
difIrene Dunne in
Theodore
and you'll like her even better than you
did in Showboat. Co-starring as the "man
in the case" Melvyn Douglas takes over
the duties of his difficult role in faultless
style. If ever an actor deserves high ranking it's the same Douglas fellow who has
been climbing the success ladder faster than
any other actor in Hollywood. Adding
much to the fine quality of Theodora Goes
Wild, is the supporting cast consisting of
Mary MacLaren, Thomas Mitchell, Elizabeth Risdon, Margaret McWade, Robert
Greig, Spring Byington, Leona Marule and
Frederick Burton.— RKO Radio.

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

PENNIES FROM HEAVEN — Catchy
songs sung in typical Crosby style (which
goodlacks
enough
for anyone's
ais plenty
plot that
nothing
in the money),
way of
comedy situations, and with a cast that includes Madge Evans, Edith Fellows, Donald Meek, Louis Armstrong, John Gallaudet, Nydia Westman, Tommy Dugan
and William Stack definitely tag this picture as the best of the Crosby productions.
Crosby fans are due for quite a musical
treat when the famous crooner sings "One,
Two, Button Your Shoe," "Let's Call It a
Heart," "Pennies from Heaven" and "So
Do I." Sharing top honors along with
Bing are Madge Evans and Edith Fellows
both of whom deserve high praise for the
excellence of their work. Pennies From
Heaven is one of those pictures you mustn't
miss. — Columbia.
CAREER WOMAN — A well-balanced
picture as to story and cast and one that
will prove to be a better and bigger box
office draw than 20th Century-Fox expected. Dealing in satirical comedy with
courts and lawyers and the circus stunts
employed to impress moronic juries, Career Woman attempts — -and succeeds — to
show why justice is so often a mockery.
Acting honors go to Isabel Jewell whose
portrayal of the small town girl whose love
affair has aroused a narrow-minded community in which she lives. Claire Trevor
as the young girl lawyer, Michael Whalen
as the city lawyer adept in courtroom showmanship, also deserve honorable mention
for the effective manner in which they
handle their difficult roles. Included in the
cast are Eric Linden, Virginia Field, Gene
Lockhart, Edward S. Brophy, El Brendel,
and Charles Waldron Sr. You're missing
a film treat if you pass up Career Woman.
— Twentieth Century-Fox.
LOVE ON THE RUN— Joan Crawford,
Clark Gable and Franchot Tone keep Love
on the Run in this gay story of two rival
European correspondents for American
newspapers, vieing for the attentions of a
million-heiress. Joan gives her "no count"
fiancee a royal run-around and leaves him
waiting at the church while she departs for
parts unknown. As a fugitive from headlines, reporters become her pet hate. Clark
Gable's gesture in rescuing her from his
persistant rival, Franchot Tone, gives him
top billing in Miss Crawford's favor UNTIL she discovers that he, too, is a noted
news gatherer — then the fun begins! The
resulting adventures are exciting and excruciatingly funny.
In the supporting cast, Reginald Owen,
and Mona Barrie stand out as a scheming
pair of scoundrels. Ivan Lebedeff, William Demarest and Charles Judels portray
their parts convincingly. The perfect timing and reckless comedy pace engineered
through W. S. Van Dyke's direction, is a
potent contribution to the success of the
picture.— M-G-M.

Next Month
be sure to read
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When

Pores Become Clogged They Become Little

"Dirt Pockets" and ProduceBlackheads,Enlarged
Pores, Muddy

Skin and Other Blemishes!
the accumulated waxy dirt. It breaks up this grimy
dirt— dissolves it— and makes it easily removable. All the dirt comes out, not just part of it !
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses the skin,
When you do not cleanse your skin properly,
it also lubricates it. It resupplies the skin with
a fine oil that overcomes dryness and scaly
every pore becomes a tiny "dirt pocket." The
dirt keeps on accumulating and the pore bepatches and keeps the skin soft and smooth.
comes larger and larger and blackheads and
So smooth, in fact, does it make the skin, that
muddy skin and other blemishes follow.
the skin takes powder perfectly without any
"But," you say, "it is impossible for 'dirt
preliminary "greasing."
pockets' to form in my skin. I clean my skin
Definite Results!
every morning and every night." But, are
you sure you really cleanse your skin, or do
Lady Esther Face Cream will be found to be
definitely efficient in the care of your skin. It
you only go through the motions?
will solve many of the complexion problems
Surface Cleansing Not Enough
you now have.
Some methods, as much faith as you have in
But let a free trial prove this to you. Just
send me your namcand address and by return
them, only give your skin a "lick-and*-ajpromise." They don't "houseclean" your skin, which
mail I'll send you a 7-days' tube. Then, see for
is what is necessary.
yourself the difference it makes in your skin.
What you want is deep cleansing! Many
With the tube of cream, I'll also send you
all five shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.
methods only "clean off" the skin. They do
not clean it out! Any good housekeeper knows
Clip the coupon now.
the difference.
What you want is a cream that does
(You canpaste this on a penny postcard.)
(30)
FREE
more than "grease" the surface of your
Lady Esther, 2030 Ridge Ave., Evanston, III.
skin. You want a cream that />erae£rate.s the
Please send me by return mail your 7-days' supply of
pores! Such a cream, distinctly, is Lady
Lady Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades
Esther Face Cream. It is a cream that

"Bedtime Stories

gets below the surface — into the pores.

of the Stars"

Gently and soothingly, it penetrates the
tiny openings. There, it goes to work on

When

Dissolves the Waxy

of your Face Powder.

Dirt

City
—
Slate.
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(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Out.)
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THE GIRL IN A MILLION GLORIFYING
THE SHOW IN A MILLION!
\ A revelation
x

Scene
VV

in entertainment!
upon

scene

of

beauty

and splendor I
Glittering with luminaries from five
show-worlds!
Romance
drama!
AND

and

fun!

Melody

and

SOMETHING
EXHILA
RATINGLY
NEW
AND
EXCITING
TO THRILL YOU!...
100 glamorous girls dancing on skates
in dazzling ice-revels of breath-taking
beauty!

One in a
Million

o4

the lovely queen of the silvery skates!

SONJA HENIE
ADOLPHE MENJOU
JEAN HERSHOLT
NED SPARKS
DON AMECHE
RIT2 BROTHERS
with

v^

1937S

SPECTACU
MUSICAL

LAR

SMASH...

SONGS YOU'LL
REMEMBEF
AS THE HITS OF THE YEAR ! .
"One

in

o

Million"

"Whc

Afraid of Love?" "The Moon
lit Waltz"
"We're
Back
in

ARLINE JUDGE
BORRAH
MINEVITCH
and his gang

Circulation
Again"
"Lovely
Lady
in

White"

0>&»
*&■

DIXIE DUNBAR
LEAH
RAY
SHIRLEY DEANE
Directed by Sidney Lanfleld
Associate Producer Raymond

Griffith

You've never seen anything like it before! And if you live to
be a million . . . you'll never see anything like it again!
26
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As the Wild,
hoydenIrene
in Columbia's
Theodora
Goes
Dunne forgets
her
patrician poise and blossoms into one
of the screen's foremost comediennes27

It ta\es a lot of courage to admit that if he had had his way
the world would have been deprived of J^orma Shearer, one
of its most outstanding stars — but this noted Hollywood dr
rector does this in the following amazing confession

by Reginald Barker
nstion
ctEure thefamo
of
OW
I pi
the world a conI most defes ion. al
prived them of the
outstanding dramatic
star of the screen today, Norma Shearer.
In fact I almost
doom.ed her to oblivion

Reginald Barker

It was in spite of
myself that I had the
honor of starting on her motion picture career
the girl whose Juliet of the silversheet is
ranked far in advance of the stage portrayal of
Shakespeare's best known heroine by such
footlight favorites
of yesteryear as Julia

Irving Thalberg and Norma Shearer aboard
fhe S. S. California at the start of a sea
journey that took them to Europe in May, 1933
28

Marlowe, Mary Anderson, Katharine Cornell.
Fannie Kemple, Mrs. Sarah Siddons, Helena
Modjeska and others.
It was at the old Mayer-Thalberg studios.
Louis B. Mayer had been producing independently for First National release, in the
days when First National was really a combination of big-time theatre owners to finance
independent releases.
The late Irving Thalberg had resigned as
general manager at Universal to join Mr.
Mayer in production activities in studios adjoining the world famous Selig Zoo. It was
at Selig Zoo, by the way, that Col. W. N. Selig
made his memorable wild animal serials.
At the time I was at the crest of a career
which included direction of many outstanding
screen epics of the silent picture days.
My

Here Juliet's eyes seek Romeo, who worships
from afar during a dance sequence in the
Bard of Avon's immortal Romeo and Juliet

'
.
n
o
i
v
li

judgment of cinema ability and promise
was highly respected and I had the reputation of being an exacting task master.
A pretty young Canadian girl was
being considered for the ingenue part in
Pleasure Mad, a hit prospect of that day
story ing a newly-rich family which
emerges from a rural life of hardship
into a wealth-bestowed pleasure whirl
only to discover that real happiness is
back on the old home place and not in
the vortex of urban social currents.
Norma at that time was merely a Montreal beauty contest winner struggling
for a place in Hollywood. There have
been thousands like her both before and
since that time, and the great majority
of them are swallowed by the yawning
jaws of obscurity. Norma had done
her best with crumbs and bit parts, but
she had caught the Thalberg eye. Irving
Thalberg's eye had a record for the
number of unknowns it brought to the
top of motion picture fame.
Neither the shy young star-maker nor
the ambitious, pretty little girl whose
sparkle attracted his attention had
an\' idea at that time that a few years
later they would fall in love, marry,
and become [Continued on page 78]

In her rise to fame

Norma

Shearer

played many parts. Here she is in
Lady of the Night, produced in 1925
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^America's Greatest
'Money -Saving RUG

"VTO matter where you live, mail the coupon or
a penny postcard for this beautiful new catalog, showing Olson Rugs in model rooms in colors.

any room, stair or hall. Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Money Back.

Learn how you can bring your' home up-to-date
inexpensively with luxurious Olson Reversible
Broadloom Rugs.

It's All So Easy, just roil up

your materials, tie with rope {no wrapping
necessary)toand
Railway Express
call'PHONE
at your the
door,
or
catalog.
ship by freight — at our expense. See

Save More Than Ever by Sending
Your Old Rugs, Carpets, Clothing
No ordinary, thin, one-sided rug can give you the
durability, or feeling of soft, quiet luxury, that you get
from firmly woven, full-bodied, Olson Reversible Rugs.
No other low-priced rugs offer so many advantages.

BOOK

Any Special Sire Rug You Want to fit

66 Pages of Rugs
and Model Rooms
in Actual Colors

By the Olson Patented Process we merge

and reclaim the valuable wool in all kinds of old rugs,
carpets and wool clothing. We shred, sterilize, and treat
to give fresh lustre and resiliency, bleach, add a liberal
amount of virgin rugged wool — then re-spin, re-dye and
re-weave into beautiful new rugs in —

Glorious New

Colors, Patterns— lovely,

authentic Early American designs — Persian and Chinese
Masterpieces — smart Modern Texture Patterns — fashionable new Plain and Two-Tone colors.
Our
63rd
Year

OLSON

CHICAGO

•

NEW

2800 N. CRAWFORD

RUG CO.
YORK

•

SAN

AVE.. CHICAGO,

We No
Have
Agents

FRANCISCO

ILL., DEPT. A-8

Mail this Coupon
or Penny Postal to
OLSON RUG CO., Dept. A-8
2800 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.
YES, send me free and postpaid your new Rug
Book in colors and low thrift-time prices.
Name

:

AddressTown
State.
.______. Copyright, 1937, Olson Rug Co..
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Threi Weeks With
GARBO
\n intimate close-up of the incomparable Garbo written by
man who \nows her better than any writer in Hollywood

"Look!
I found a four-leaf clover!" Garbo exclaims
to Robert Taylor in this pastoral scene from Camille

twelve years of entertaining the public as the screen's
No. 1 glamour gal, my and your
weakness, the incomparable Garbo, remains the same elusive shadow, the same
lovely enigma to the world that worships
her at her feet. Sure, an enterprising
fan magger met her on her train as she
was returning to Hollywood after an
absence of several months and accomplished the hitherto impossible feat of
having her talk for publication — but
what did she say that helped clear the
great Garbo mystery? Nothing. Just
a few weary words, that's all.
Now I'm going to let you in on a secret
that's been bothering me since 1932. Tt
so happens, believe it or not, that I'm the
only scribbling mug in the enchanting
land of the cinema who has not only
breathed the same air with Garbo. seen
AFTER

her in flesh and blood, but has actually
cavorted before the cameras with her —
not for an hour, for a day, but for three
whole weeks ! It was during the filming
of the memorable Queen Christina,
when Katharine Hepburn tried to crash
Garbo's stage as an extra but failed,
while I succeeded. And now, I'll give
you an intimate close-up of the Swedish
sphinx out of my own personal observations, brought up to date by some reportorial digging I did recently.
Of the countless stories you have read
on Garbo only two or three have been
written by people who have as much as
caught a fleeting glimpse of her in real
life. The vast amount of verbiage
printed on Garbo has been, in a large
measure, nothing but silly patter, hashed
and rehashed for a public suffering from
Garbomania, hungry for any information

that might bring her closer to them.
Opinions might differ on this point,
but I still consider Queen Christina the
best picture Garbo has made up to now.
She has just finished Camille, with the
current romantic rage of the nation. Bob
Taylor, emoting opposite her. In Queen
Christina, you will remember, her leading man was John Gilbert, her one-time
lover, doing his last important stint for a
comeback on the screen which he once
ruled as the cock of the walk. In that
elaborate saga of her native Sweden
Garbo was intensely interested ; she had
spent
a whole
year doing research
workto
insure
its authenticity.
She helped
Adrian design the court gown she wore
in the palace scenes and on which
sixteen Spanish seamstresses had worked
six weeks. She inspected the costumes
we attaches of
[Continued on page 91]
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Here it is — what, you hoped but never
expected to read — an exclusive story on the
recent Elaine Barrie- Barrymore marriage, by
the one who really knows — Elaine Barrie!

"Wf

H.Y did you marry John Barrymore?"
asked Elaine Barrie the question the day after her
sudden marriage in Yuma, Arizona, which made her
Mrs. John Barrymore, the Fourth.
We were seated in the Barrymore honeymoon suite in the
Beverly-Wilshire, fashionable film colony hostelry. Slender,
dark-eyed Elaine, ravishingly beautiful in brown polka-dotted
lounging pajamas, took time out before answering the question
to bestow a soft connubial glance upon her famous bridegroom.
Mr. Barrymore, attired more formally in a brown tweed suit,
deflected his handsome profile from the evening newspaper and
favored Elaine with a sly bridegroomish wink.
Mrs. Edna Jacobs, the bride's mother, beamed on the lovers.
Golden-hued lounging pajamas emphasized her own youthful appearance. In an adjoining room Mr.
Aaron Sapiro, the Barrie family
attorney, rattled legal documents as
though grimly determined to preserve the domestic tranquility.
"Oh, yes, about why I married
John," Elaine began, as though
snapping out of pleasant reverie.
"The answer goes back to my
childhood. I've been in love with
him ever since I was old enough to
attend a theatre. I dreamed of
marrying him years before he knew

\

Left — John, Elaine, and Mrs. Edna Jacobs, Elaine's mother, willingly "pause
for a pose" at the request of MOVIE CLASSIC'S staff photographer
Right — Autograph seekers crowded past the ushers at the Grauman Chinese
theatre, demanded — and got — signatures from the famous couple

John Barrymore
by Elaine Barrymore
(as told exclusively to Lew Garvey)
I existed. Now my dream has come true. It's a real love marriage. I'm going to be the last of the Mrs. John Barrymores."
"You might say," interrupted Mr. Barrymore, "that I married
Elaine to save her from a life of shame."
A strained silence descended on the room. Mrs. Barrie
looked uncomfortable. Elaine stared bewilderedly at her husband. Mr. Sapiro stopped rustling his documents.
"You see," Mr. Barrymore explained, "if I hadn't married
her Elaine planned to become a newspaper woman. I saved her
from that disgrace."
EVERYBODY seemed relieved and laughed. Mr. Barrymore
laughed the most of all. He enjoys injecting a bit of drama
into conversation. It peps things up. That's why he's such
a good actor.
"I am a native New Yorker," said
Elaine, beginning at the beginning,
while Mr. Barrymore resumed
acquaintance with the evening
newspaper. "My parents have
always been successful. They gave
me every educational advantage a
girl could desire, but my earliest
ambitions leaned toward a stage
career. They disapproved, but I was
determined to follow my first love,
the stage.
"John
Barrymore
girl-a
hood idol.
Before Iwas
had my
taken
dramatic lesson I studied his acting.
Whenever he appeared in a New
York theatre I attended matinees. I
sat as near the stage as possible,
analyzed his talent, absorbed his

Left — Frankly, and in a manner
that will surprise MOVIE CLASSIC
readers, Elaine Barrie explains why
she
married
the
famous
star

personality. Afterwards I would stand before a mirror imitating
his gestures, speaking his lines. I played scenes visualizing
him beside me. I kept a scrap book of every article I could
find pertaining to him. I guess I was pretty much in love with
A message from the Beverly- Wilshire desk clerk temporarily
him, too." Elaine's girlhood memoirs. A gentleman was in the
suspended
lobby with a play written to co-star Elaine and Mr. Barrymore.
It was the third gentleman with a play who had called that day.
Mr. Barrymore didn't care to see him.
Neither did Elaine.
"I was heartbroken when John abandoned the stage for
Hollywood," Elaine resumed. "Watching him on the screen
wasn't half as satisfying as being in the same theatre with him.
More than ever it fired my ambition to become an actress and
enter his glamorous world. I took dramatic lessons. I studied
hard. I assumed the stage name Barrie. It was close to
Barrymore.
I was shifted
on my uneasily
way."
Mr. Barrymore
in his chair. As becomes a
modest bridegroom, he was embarrassed by so much flattery.
"Tell him about the time we met in the hospital," he suggested.
"It's more interesting."
"I was coming to that," Elaine smiled, with a reproving
glance at her impatient bridegroom. "I learned through the
newspapers that John was back in New York and seriously ill
in a hospital. I had never met him, never written him a fan
letter as so many girls have done. I was a total stranger, yet
something unexplainable urged me to visit him. I phoned him,
expressed
"That's
person in
newspaper
to call on

sympathy and hope for a speedy recovery."
right," Mr. Barrymore nodded. "Elaine was the only
New York thoughtful enough to phone, aside from
reporters. I was lonesome. She asked permission
me and bring some
[Continued on page 80]
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Here it is— what, you hoped but never
expected to read — an exclusive story on the
recent Elaine Barrie-Barrymore marriage, by
the one who really knows — Elaine Barrie!
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question the day after her
the Barrym
BarrieJohn
sudden marriage in Yuma, Arizona, which made her
Mrs. John Barrymore, the Fourth.
We were seated in the Barrymore honeymoon suite in the
Beverly-Wilshire, fashionahle film colony hostelry. Slender,
dark-eyed Elaine, ravishingly beautiful in brown polka-dotted
lounging pajamas, took time out before answering the question
to bestow a soft connubial glance upon her famous bridegroom.
Mr. Barrymore. attired more formally in a brown tweed suit.
deflected his handsome profile from the evening newspaper and
favored Elaine with a sly bridegroomish wink.
Mrs. Edna Jacobs, the bride's mother, beamed on the lovers.
Golden-hued lounging pajamas emphasized her own youthful appearance. In an adjoining room Mr.
Aaron Sapiro, the Barrie family
attorney, rattled legal documents as
though grimly determined to preserve the 3omestic tranquility.
"Oh. yes, about why I married
John," Elaine began, as though
snapping out of pleasant reverie.
"The answer goes back to my
childhood. I've been in love with
him ever since I was old enough to
attend a theatre. I dreamed of
marrying him years before he knew
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John Barrymore
by Elaine Barrymore
(as told exclus

ively to Lew Garvey)

I existed. Now my dream has come true. It's a real love marriage. I'm going to be the last of the Mrs. John Barrymores."
"You might say," interrupted Mr. Barrymore, "that I married
A strained silence descended on the room. Mrs. Barrie
Elaine to save her from a life of shame."
looked uncomfortable. Elaine stared bewilderedly at her husband. Mr. Sapiro stopped rustling his documents.
"You see," Mr. Barrymore explained, "if I hadn't married
her Elaine planned to become a newspaper woman. I saved her
EVERYBODY seemed relieved and laughed. Mr. Barrymore
the most of all. He enjoys injecting a bit of drama
that disgrace."
fromlaughed
into conversation.

It peps things up. That's why he's such
a good
"I am actor.
a native New Yorker," said
Elaine, beginning at the beginning,
while Mr. Barrymore resumed
acquaintance with the evening
newspaper.
"My parents
have
always been successful.
They gave
me every educational advantage a
girl could desire, but my earliest
ambitions leaned toward a stage
career. They disapproved, but I was
determined
the stage. to follow my first love,
"John Barrymore was my girlhood idol. Before I had taken a
dramatic lesson I studied his acting.
Whenever he appeared in a New
York theatre I attended matinees. I
sat as near the stage as possible,
analyzed his talent, absorbed his

personality. Afterwards I would stand before a mirror imitating
his gestures, speaking his lines. I played scenes visualizing
him beside me. I kept a scrap book of every article I could
find pertaining to him. I guess I was pretty much in love with
A message from the Beverly-Wilshire desk clerk temporarily
suspended Elaine's girlhood memoirs. A gentleman was in the
lobby with a play written to co-star Elaine and Mr. Barrymore.
It was the third gentleman with a play who had called that day.
him, too."
Mr. Barrymore didn't care to see him. Neither did Elaine.
"I was heartbroken when John abandoned the stage for
Hollywood," Elaine resumed. "Watching him on the screen
wasn't half as satisfying as being in the same theatre with him.
More than ever it fired my ambition to become an actress and
enter his glamorous world. I took dramatic lessons. I studied
hard. I assumed the stage name Barrie. It was close to
Barrymore.
I was shifted
on my uneasily
way." in his chair. As becomes a
Mr. Barrymore
modest bridegroom, he was embarrassed by so much flattery.
"It's
interesting."
"Tell more
him about
the time we met in the hospital," he suggested.
"I was coming to that," Elaine smiled, with a reproving
glance at her impatient bridegroom. "I learned through the
newspapers that John was back in New York and seriously ill
in a hospital. I had never met him, never written him a fan
letter as so many girls have done. I was a total stranger, yet
something unexplainable urged me to visit him. I phoned him,
expressed
"That's
person in
newspaper
to call on

sympathy
hope fornodded.
a speedy "Elaine
recovery."
right,"
Mr. and
Barrymore
was the only
New York thoughtful enough to phone, aside from
reporters. I was lonesome. She asked permission
me and bring some
[Continued on page 80]

The Bazooka Boy from Arkansas travels in high-toned
company these days. Here
he plays his instrument for
Leopold Stokowski, symphony orchestra conductor

A

o

with BOB BURNS
Within a year Bob Burns has tooted his Bazoo\a to
the tune of a $400,000 income — but it hasnt changed
the size of his hat — he's too swell a guy for that !
THE Burn family of Van Buren, Ark., had one of those
old-fashioned, unabridged copies of the Bible. It was
that kind of a family. One morning in 1896 the father,
after a sleepless night, opened up the page reserved for such inscriptions and in his finest penmanship wrote the fact that on
that day, at 4:30 a. m., Robert Burn, weighing ten pounds, had
been born. The only prior entry had been made two years before
when a first son, Farrar, had cried his way into the world.
About the only time that the proper name of the new individual was ever used was on that page in the family Bible. Robert
was a very formal cognomen. The little lad was not at all
formal, despite the fact that as he went into
those early stages, he was less a boy and
more a girl in the manner of dresses. Of
course, that was in a day when the juvenile
masculine mind ran to such things as long
dresses and those very pretty curls.
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So a fond mother called him Robin and soon everybody in Van
Buren knew him by that name, because every time his mother
would take him down town to buy the groceries, she would be
stopped every ten feet or so by some admiring friend of the
family who wanted to chuck little Robin under the chin and
remark about the beauty of those curls.
That sort of thing went on for four and a half years. One day
an energetic merchant, Cy Cordell, said it was about time he
grew up and he utilized that correspondence course in salesmanship to sell Mrs. Burn a new suit or, to be more exact, a
pair of pants. Thus did Robin Burn graduate from dresses to
trousers.

McH

enr

You will note that the family name is referred to as Burn and not as Burns. This
is correct. The name Burns came much
later — and so did the Bob. At this point
in life he is still
[Continued on page 64]
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Men, Stay Away
from My Door/
Beautiful Olivia de Havilland could be the most popular young
woman in Hollywood. In fact, she could be a sensation. But
Olivia does not chose to "date" — and here's the reason why

R

by Virginia T. Lane

OBERT TAYLOR
took her in his
arms.
His voice
was tender, impassioned.
Then he kissed her.
A million people sighed
simultaneously. Aunt
Agatha's sigh was wistful ;
she was remembering the
warm young romance those
words evoked. Carrie was
frankly crying; slowly she
tore up her ticket to Reno
and slipped her arms around her husband's neck.
Dana's sigh held longing; if Ted would only say
things like that ! A million little life dramas going
on at the receiving end of the radio. ...
And then the announcer's voice, clear and impersonal: "You have been listening to the Lux

Radio Theatre production of Saturday's Children
starring Olivia de Havilland and Robert Taylor."
As they came away from the microphone Bob
held out his hand. "You were great, Olivia."
They smiled at each other. A nice, matter-of-fact
smile. Then Olivia came over to where we were
standing. "I'm starving by inches," she declared.
"Come on, let's go get some fried chicken."
I gasped and said severely : "Child, have you
no romance in your soul?" You play a love
scene with Robert Taylor — and you want fried
chicken!" I was thinking of all the other girls
I knew who, in her shoes, would still be up there
fluttering at Bob Taylor. But Olivia is strictly
not a flutterer.
She giggled. She has, to be quite truthful, the
most engaging giggle on two continents. "Don't
you worry,", she, Sauk "There's plenty of romance
in my soul But I
[Continued on page 62]
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Mae West
ALMOST every day I receive letters
from readers of your magazine. Not
exactly fan letters because most of
them ask intimate questions which demand
replies. I enjoy these letters. I'd like to
answer each one personally. Unfortunately,
I haven't the time.
The editor has made the happy suggestion
that I write a blanket reply covering some of
your more pertinent queries. So sit back
and relax. It may contain the answer to your
letter. I hope so. Well, here goes.
What is your family history?
I'm glad somebody brought that up. Just
because I was born in Brooklyn some people
figure the West family tree a rubber
plant. A genealogist recently traced the
West branch of our clan back to Alfred,
the Great. That makes me a descendant of
an English king which proves that the Wests
were doing all right by themselves even in
those days. The genealogist describes it as
"'an ancient family of knightly rank," and I
notice he didn't spell it "nightly."
The genealogist goes on to say further
that ''the Wests were connected by ties of
marriage and descent with royal lineages and
other families of peerages and among the
landed gentry of the oldest type throughout
the kingdom."
Why do you prefer to live in an apartment ?
That's an easy one. I like to live high up,
and hear people moving about, and listen to
traffic noises. Makes me feel alive and part
of things. A quiet country estate would
bore me. I'm a city gal and I like rackets —
and I don't mean what you think.
Besides,

my apartment in the heart of Hollywood is
close to the studio, the shopping center and
amusement places I patronize.
Am I on a diet?
No.
I eat what I like and whenever I
feel like it. Broiled steaks are my weakness.
Occasionally I drive out Ventura way for
a spaghetti dinner at Jack LaRue's Italian
restaurant. Or slip down to Los Angeles
Chinatown for chicken chop suey at Tom
Gubbins' chink joint. Never worry much
about my figure and take very little
exercise. A noted sculptor is doing my
figure in marble and says I'd have made
a perfect stand-in for Venus.
Flattering, of course. But maybe not. , That
dame was cold and didn't have any
arms. Anyhow, I don't diet. Whenever Iget a bit overweight I work
it off making a picture.
Why do you attend prise fights?
Oddly enough, they are my chief
form of relaxation. Watching boys
in action takes my mind off studio
and business problems.
Furthermore, my father was a good
boxer.
Guess its in the blood.
Will you continue to play
sexy roles?
This question recalls what
the late Will Rogers once told
me.
He advised:
"Keep
giving the public what you
believe they want.
If they
get tired of it you'll find
out soon enough."
So I'll

Deluged with a thousand'and'one questions
by Mae West fans, the Editor of MOVIE
CLASSIC finally selected a score of the most
'pertinent ones and as\ed the famous stage and
screen star to answer them personally. This she
graciously consented to do — and here they are
— ansvjered as only she could answer them!
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swers
continue playing good bad
ladies until the public wants
something else. Thus far they
seem satisfied.
What is your ideal type of man?
There's no such thing.
No man
is perfect. And if he were perfect
he'd be uninteresting.
I always
advise girls to pick a good companion. Homely men make good
husbands.
Thev usually have more
S. A.
Is a clever woman more dangerous
than one tvho is beautiful and dumb?
They're both dangerous with a man
around.
Do women with pasts interest men?
Always.
These men hope history will
repeat itself.
Why do you build yourself up to appear
hefty?
Because anaemic women have to live alone
and like it.
What time do you get up in the morning?
About 11:30 a. m., when I'm not working.
Do you own a race horse?
I do. My brother Jack has my stable of
horses entered for the Santa Anita meeting.
They'll race there and will be in the money.
Do you drink or smoke?
Only on the screen.
And I'm no angel.
What is your favorite book?
Any one dealing with [Continued on page 60]

An off-stage shot of the glamorous Mae and Randolph Scott.37
Director Henry Hathaway coaching the two for an intimate
romantic moment in the new West picture Go West, Young Man
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Learn to Dance
the
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Here's your chance to take a step in the right direction in this unusual dancing lesson. Velozi and Yolanda, America's foremost dancing team, introduced
this beautiful new wait? in Paramount's Champagne
Waltz, starring Fred MacMurray and Gladys
Swarthout.
It's yours for the practice!

4

Feet together.
Man's left foot sideways, draws feet
together, then left foot extended.
Repeat, quickly,
and turn to left.

O Man's right foot sideways, draws left foot, right
foot. Right foot extended.
Repeat.
Feet together
at finish position.
O Man's left foot backwards, followed by right foot in
circular movement.
Right foot sideways, crosses left
foot front, right foot extended.
A

Man lifts girl slightly to bounce her on each beat.
Three times right, three times left, making a semicircular movement.

C

Repeat first step, with man bending knee on second, fourth and sixth beats. Girl bends knee on
alternate beats.
A

Man

revolves in circular pivot on right toe, followed around with left foot to make series of circles
around right toe as pivot.
"7 Man steps forward on left foot, forward on right,
and then back on left foot. Girl follows same

steps, with other foot.

5 6

.1

^

oNGiV^.
WALTZ
Q Man steps once on
right foot and once on
left, followed by three
very short steps done to
double time. Turning
motion to right.
Q Step forward on left
foot, on right foot and
then on left foot. Run
three steps forward. Can
also be done on a turn.

10 ^rom 'ast Posit'on'
girl makes half turn
to man. In this position,
repeat first step, in double time. Repeat, starting to right on right foot.

11

Both step forward on left foot, hop
three times on left. Forward on right,
raise left foot back.
Hop forward
on
right three times.
Pivot on left foot. Turn with three

12

whirling short, fast steps. Step forward on left, hold. Whirl, with three
short quick steps.

7

8
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tion in this unusual dancing lesson. Veloz; and Ycv
landa, America's foremost dancing team, introduced
this beautiful new waltz in Paramount's Champagne
Waltz, starring Fred MacMurray and Gladys
Swarthout.
It's yours for the practice!
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motion to right.

4

Feet together. Man's left Foot sideways, draws feet
together, then left foot extended.
Repeat, quickly,
and turn to left.

O Step forward on left
foot, on right foot and
then on left foot. Run
three steps forward. Can
also be done on a turn.

O Man's right foot sideways, draws left foot, right
foot. Right foot extended.
Repeat. Feet together
at finish position.

O Man's left foot backwards, followed by right foot in
circular movement.
Right foot sideways, crosses left
foot front, right foot extended.

•JQ girl
Frommakes
last half
position,
turn
to man. In this position,

4 Man lifts girl slightly to bounce her on each beat.
Three times right, three times left, making a semicircular movement.

repeat first step, in double time. Repeat, starting to right on right foot.

J

Repeat first step, with man bending knee on sec
ond, fourth and sixth beats. Girl bends knee on
alternate beats.

£ Man

revolves in circular pivot on right toe, followed around with left foot to make series of circles
around right toe as pivot.

7 Man steps forward on left foot, forward on right,
and then back on left foot. Girl follows same
steps, with other foot.

Both step forward on left foot, hop
three times on left. Forward on right,
ft foot back.
Hop forward
on
three times.
ivot on left foot. Turn with three
whirling short, fast steps. Step foron left, hold. Whirl, with three
quick steps.
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OAN LRAWFDRDClark Gable and Joan Crawford, one of the top romantic
screen teams, hold this pose for a scene from Love on the
Run, Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer's hilarious comedy melodrama
40

Mae
Lau^m
Once' they're down in Holly
wood, they usually stay down
-but this rule doesn't apply
to Mae Clarke who has been
traveling at a fast rate along
by that will
the comeback trail
again lead her to stardom

Jac

k

Ste

ven

s

Mae

Clarke and

James

Cagney

first co-starred together

in Public Enemy.
Now they're together again in Grand
National's Great Guy.
Happy returns!

get half way up
and topple off into
oblivion. Some
get
chance,another
but few
ever succeed on
the second climb.
You can count on
the fingers of one
hand the number
of stars who have
succeeded in a
comeback. And

the business
heardtheabout
YOU'
ladder of fame
climbing
of VE
in Hollywood. Everybody who
has ever amounted to anything in the
picture business has had to go the same
route. It consists of starting at the bottom and climbing upward. Some go
far, others hardly get started, still others

if you're doing that, you'll have to save
one of the fingers for Mae Clarke.
Not only has Mae climbed the ladder, slipped, and then climbed back up
again. She's done it several times and
if you ask her, she'll laugh and tell you
that if she happened to slip again she
would start right out and climb back.

For Mae Clarke is a very determined
individual. And on top of this she is
possessed of all the requirements for
success in pictures. She has beauty and
charm. She has a personality that makes
itself felt wherever she happens to be,
a personality that literally glows from
the screen. And on top of all this, she
has a mentality that is far above the
average,
making her
one women.
of Hollywood's
most intellectual
young
The day Mae started work for Grand
National in Great Guy, in which she
shares starring honors with James
Cagney, I happened to be on the set.
As Mae came through the stage door.
I saw Cagney's face brighten and then
saw him rush over and greet Mae in
the warmest fashion. Then I remembered. They had played together, years
ago, in a
{Continued on page 68]
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Small wonder that Lily Pons occupies a place in the heart of
the world -she is one of the few prima donnas who go out of
their way to meet the public and insists upon being one of them

by Whitney Williams
LILY PONS, looking for all the world like a
I vivacious gamin of the Paris streets — she
was clad in a short black skirt and white
glossy waist that set off her petite figure to perfection— cupped her pink chin firmly in the palm
of her right hand, rested the weight of her small
shoulders in the movement and spoke from the
depth of her chair.
"I am so vairee happee to be back in Hollywood
once again and to see all my vairee good friends."
A quick smile, born in her dark, expressive
eyes, flashed swiftly over her face. It needed no
seer to interpret the genuine pleasure Lily felt in
returning to the studio and those she held close
to her heart.
We sat, the two of us, on the set of her latest
picture, That Girl From Paris, it's called, and

the scene was a cheap little cafe. About us, heavy
lights were being shifted, with all the accompanying confusion of a new camera set-up, and out on
the floor Director Leigh Jason was rehearsing
Gene Raymond, Jack Oakie, Herman Bing and
Mischa Auer in a piece of comical nonsense.
Like a small girl Lily leaned back, but her
vivacity could not long lie dormant and she broke
into that charming accent that at once sets her
speech apart from all those stiffly-cultivated
accents one hears so frequently in the film colony.
"Hollywood is vairee dear to me. I see my
friends and all those others who would see me.
Yes,
am vairee happee
be backthehere."
All I unconsciously,
Lilytouttered
keynote to
her whole nature in those few words. For Lily,
unlike the majority of stars, looks forward to

meeting her public — the fans who constantly
clamor to lay eyes upon her, clasp her hand,
touch her as she passes through the crowd.
Just as most of the movie-great take undue
pains to avoid the admirers face-to-face responsible for their exalted spot-lighted positions, so
Lily's entire life is wound up in the public she
loves so well, and she thrills to personal contact
with her fans.
That warm friendliness which invariably
characterizes her — that has captivated presidents and kings and banana peddlers alike the
world over — first was caught by Hollywood
during her brief stay last season. She struck
then a chord untouched in the annals of the
film colony. Never had a celebrity — a worldfamous personage, especially — arrived in its
midst and immediately taken down her hair, so
to speak, to make her, overnight, the darling
of the town. It was unheard of, and the word
spread like wildfire.
There are plenty of stars who avow their

I

love for their fans, but when time comes to
display this affection they turn tail and hike
for the tall timber. Lily's warm personal
feeling for her fans is genuine, deep-rooted in
her very nature.
It is based upon a life very full of attention
and of living, descended from those days in
her childhood that soldiers in her native France
applauded madly her efforts at entertaining in
their behalf, and later, the enthusiastic acclaim
which greeted her appearance on the Parisian
stage. It had its rise in days when the world
knew not what next to expect and when a spirit
of gay camaraderie filled the air.
Again, all her life she's been accustomed
to living audiences, to the audiences of the
opera and concert stage. The screen and radio
are more recent mediums for her. Consequently, she does not know the feeling of fear
that instills so many on the screen who have
not enjoyed her training, and continually seeks
the close association
[Continued on page 76]
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OR years, from the time she was a child actress,
Glenda Farrell has cherished one ambition — to
have a home, "a place to call her own."
Today, Glenda has satisfied this ambition — she owns
a beautiful home in Laurel Canyon.
While the
exterior of the house conforms to the climate and
California background, the interior just suits the
Farrell personality.
It is constructed in typical
western ranch-house style, with a modest,
cream-colored exterior, a wide front porch,
colorful window boxes, and high brick wall.
The entire decorative scheme is Glenda's
own. Each room has it own, distinct and
charming flavor. The prevailing air is one
of complete comfort.
Exquisite porcelains and jades and La
Laique are so placed as to show themselves
off with the greatest distinction.
Yet, with all this she is doing her house
over all the time ! First one room and then
the other. She adds a room and tears
another out, so there is always a brand new

A

•J
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a PLAYROOM — The walls of Glenda's playroom are
'" done in ivory with the floor of an inlaid composition in brown, copper, and white. The sofa, chairs,
and the tops of the bar stools are also in white. The
rounded bar has a mirrored back. The chairs at the
small table are upholstered in brown and white leather

^■:) >>A

O GARDEN- — When Glenda comes home tired from
^' her work at the studio she invariably seeks a quiet
spot in her spacious garden for an hour of relaxation.
To make it easier to travel from place to place she
has put rubber-tired wheels on her garden furniture

THE

room to see when you visit her. As a matter
of fact, many a visitor has heen surprised
into helping rearrange the furniture of
a room.
"It's so much, much more than a
house," says Glenda.
"There
is
nothing inanimate
about
my
home. It's something that grows
and changes. Like a child. And
since I've wanted a home all
my life, what if I can't seem
who
toWell,
let it since
alone?"everyone
has
seen
Glenda's
home
unanimously agrees that each
change she makes is decidedly
rf Mf\
J
^^^

O LIVING ROOM — The walls are in white while the carpet is
*' of a Nile green color. The draperies are of Nile green and
pebbled satin. The coffee tables are made of rosewood while the
console tables, with white lamps, are of fruitwood. On the fireplace
mantel stand a pair of Dresden figures

a

DINING

ROOM — The walls are done in white and the draperies

^' in Nile green pebbled satin. Dining set is Duncan Phyfe in
antique ivory and mahogany.
The carpet is Nile green broadloom

C DEN — The walls and woodwork are in ivory. The carpet is beige
J' broadloom. The throw rug is zebra skin. The sofa and large
chair are of tan corded fabric that lends itself harmoniously to
the general color scheme. The two end cushions on the sofa are
made of leopard skin.
The large ottoman has a leopard skin top

and since
better, derives
Glenda
so
for the herself
much
pleasure in her redecorating experiments,
there's really no reason why
she should let her beautiful
home alone.
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by Harry Lang

You \now the Ritz Brothers — well, here they
are, and, believe it or not, crazier in this
story than you ever saw them on the screen!

( Written from the psychopathic ward
of a Hollywood hospital)

me a nice,
givenhere
they'veroom
WELL,
cozy, little
— all to
myself. To be sure, the walls
are padded, but that's very comfortable
whenever I feel that irresistible urge to
rush and wham my head against the wall
while I yell : "Ritz ! Rite! ! RITZ ! ! !"
But every now and then, one of the
doctors looks in through a hole in the
door, and tells me that I'll be all right
again in a week or two, if I just stay
quiet and try not to think about the Ritz
46

Brothers any more. You see, that's what
got me in this spot — the Ritz Brothers.
I went to interview them. That's the last
thing I lucidly remember — going to interview them. It was all because the
editor asked me to. With a wild gleam
in his eye the other day, he said to me:
"Look here : why don't you interview
the Ritz Brothers, out at 20th CenturyFox?" Well. I'd interviewed the
Marxes, and Joe Penner and even Eddie
Cantor, and survived. So I said : "Sure.
I'll interview the Ritz Brothers."
And that was my fatal mistake. I took

the fatal assignment and drove out to
20th Century-Fox, where the Ritzes
were making One in a Million. You
remember them in Sing, Baby, Sing,
don't you ? The crazy fools !
"Where," I asked, "will I find the Ritz
Brothers.
I'm gonna
Compassion
glowedinterview
in the 'em."
eye of
Harry Brand, head of the press department at the studio. Harry's a friend of
mine. "Look," he said, "take my advice
and don't interview 'em."
"But I promised to," I insisted. "Where
are they?" [Continued on page 86]
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Evening fashions, the first to appear

on the Hollywood

Horizon for Spring, will

follow almost any silhouette. They will be slim sheaths which mould the figure closely
or they will follow flowing lines with as much
skirt alone.
The gowns

as six or seven yards of material in the

of Directoire inspiration have obtained

great popularity. This type of

gown follows a general pattern of a low-cut neckline, a tightly fitted bodice with a
normal waistline and a swirling skirt with the fulness concentrated
hips frequently are defined by a peplum
sleeve.

Studio stylists predict a great future for gowns
inspiration.

in the back.

The

or basque and of course the short puffed

of first Empire

These are high-waisted with an off-the-

shoulder neckline and a rather straight
skirt falling in gathers from the
waist.
Classic evening dresses are
the preferred type chosen by
some designers. They are made
with high necklines in front
with a backless decollete that
clings closely to the body to
the floor. The skirts often extending into a train in back,
are usually so tight that walking isdifficult and dancing impossible but they are nevertheless stunning when worn on
the screen.

SI

CLOTHES

BY

HOWARD

GREER

1) Navy blue sheer makes this attractive tunic
dress with unusual back interest worn by June
Lang. Narrow velvet ribbon set across the
back ends in small cartridge pleats below each
shoulder. A
flame chiffon

navy felt hat is trimmed with
ending in bow and streamers.

2) Heavy black crepe makes this charming
cocktail costume. Velvet is used to cord the
front placquet on the bodice and skirt sections. Voluminous quilted sleeves of the velvet
are reminiscent of the styles of Mary Stuart.
A small velvet hat with veil and luxurious
silver foxes add the finishing touch. Furs from
Willard George. 3) Green light weight wool
makes this extremely smart street frock with
small pointed pockets on skirt and bodice.
Tortoise shell buttons are interesting. A smart
high crown leather hat is trimmed by crossing
two feathers center front. Brown kidskin
shoes from Wetherby-Kayser ride high over
the vamp and lace up the back. 4) This
attractive woolen street ensemble worn by
June

is a brown

and

white

striped

pattern.
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The dress offers an unusual jabot effect
bound in Kelly green. The full-length coat
has interesting pockets and sleeve treatment. A brown felt hat with jaunty feather
trim, brown bag, gloves and shoes complete the picture. 5) Heavy navy blue
woolen makes this stunning princess line
evening coat. Tremendous leg-of-mutton
sleeves in velvet are intricately quilted.
6) Black net over a satin slip makes an
attractive evening gown sprinkled with
tiny mirrors that reflect the light. Cut
on princess lines the gown flares below
the knees. A short bolero jacket features
tight sleeves puffed at the shoulders.
Current events always have an important effect on fashions. Last year the ItaloEthiopian war brought about the Renaissance influence and later a military trend.
It is then, a safe bet, for the Czars of
screenland fashions to predict forthcoming style trends will be strongly influenced
by two of the most important happenings
in the world today, the Spanish war and
the coronation of King Edward VIII.

P E R

by

Perfumes to complement
place, and the occasion!

Ali

son

four

Ald

the time, the

Barbara Pepper, fea-

tured inRKO's Coast Patrol, has a collection of thirtyvarieties, individually selected
for her personal
use

en

««

Pi

ERFUME has always been a love of mine," Barbara
Pepper told me as she proudly displayed the intriguing
collection of bottles on her perfume table.
"When I was a kid I used to try to make it myself by soaking
flowers or my mother's face powder in water." Barbara smiled
from the superiority of her twenty years at these distant
exploits. "One day someone told me I ought to let my perfume
set in the sun to age, so after that I would line my bottles up in
the windows and spend hours stirring and shaking one after
another, waiting for the sun to take effect."
Today Barbara is well on her way to film fame as an RKO
starlet and collecting perfumes is her favorite hobby. Each
fragrance in her collection of thirty-four has been selected to
complement a mood, a dress or a momentous event — and a better
investment in feminine charm could not be found in Hollywood.

"A perfume can put me in the right frame of mind for any
occasion," Barbara continued. "That is why I like so many
types of fragrance. If the same perfume is used month after
month without regard to costume or season, one becomes desensitized to the odor and it fails to give the mental lift which
perfume should.
" T FEEL that the pleasure of the wearer rather than the type
*■ of wearer should be the first consideration in selecting a
perfume. I do not believe, for instance, that a demure girl must
wear a demure perfume and a sophisticated woman must wear
a dashing fragrance. The demure girl may need the dashing
perfume to bolster her personality and give her confidence,
while the sophisticate may respond to the more delicate,
dreamy scent.
[Continued on page 75]
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They Got
ALAN

CURTIS

was noted as

one of the country's foremost
advertising models before
RKO-Radio scouts noticed his
engaging personality and
signed him to a long-term contract. He's a real comer and
headed
for important
roles

ANDREA

LEEDS, was claimed

by the movies after she appeared in a film produced at
the University of California.
She is a Samuel Goldwyn
"find" and appeared in the
Goldwyn production of Edna
Ferber's Come and Get It.
She's headed for fame and
a Hollywood fortune

DOROTHEA KENT, blue-eyed
blonde, decided to become an
actress while she was still in
high school. She haunted casting offices in vain and later

'£%
*

*>~£'

WISTER

CLARK

whose

amazing popularity as a
model for commercial advertising won sufficient
feminine attention and interest to have three studios bid for his services.
He is under contract at
present to Universal Studios where he is being
groomed
for
stardom
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found a part in a "little theatre" production in Beverly Hills
where Columbia sought her
for a leading role in More
Than a Secretary

HELEN BURGESS got her big
break when Cecil B. DeMille,
famous Paramount producerdirector, saw her in the studio
restaurant. She was immediately signed up and made her
screen debut in The Plainsman

The Breaks!
You never can tell! A
talent scout may have
you in mind this very
minute. Future film
stars are drawn from
many fields of endeavor
so keep your eyes open!

ROBERT

TAYLOR

was seen

by a studio executive in
a college production of
Journey's End at Pomona
and before the curtain went
down his performance as an
amateur had landed him a
contract with M-S-M.

You

know what's happened sincel

BETTY JANE RHODES, lovely, blonde Universal
featured player won fame on the radio because of
her beautiful contralto voice. Talent scouts brought
her to Hollywood where she proved herself to be
an accomplished actress in her very first picture

Jii^;^^t

A short, but amazing trip through
one of Americas busiest enterprises

by Norman Paige
ELLO.
Western Costumers."
"This is M-G-M calling. Mr. Van
Dyke wishes to speak with Mr.
Automatics, antique ball guns, western six-shooters waiting to
Abe Schnitzer.
Thank you."
"Hello, Abe. Woody Van Dyke. Say, Abe.
relive their exciting lives in cinema's version of their more vivid
pasts. (Inset) Part of the library on period costumes, and customs
we're doing San Francisco, you know — right.
Yeah, way ahead of schedule. Swell cast ; best
I've ever handled.
Wow of a picture.
Anyway, here's the dope, Abe.
I'll need fourteen
complete miners' outfits — no — not forty-niners
our high school operetta, and we wondered if you could help
-^-about nineteen six — I don't know what they wore — that's up
us out? You could? But it is a Swedish thing and is supposed
to you. Yeah, and we have a sequence where we'll need a dozen
1906 Russian immigrants.
O.K. ? Tomorrow morning, for
to happen in 1746, and our teacher wants to make it look real.
We thought maybe if we notified you now, with the show to be
sure.
I'll have the people in for fittings this afternoon about
five. Central already has the order.
Right, Abe.
Thanks —
given next month that maybe you could — you can outfit the
and, by the way, all the equipment we've received so far is entire cast immediately ? Good !"
A call for some costume arrangement every half minute.
100 per cent authentic.
Mighty good work, Abe.
Well — see
Calls for every conceivable style of wardrobe or fixture. And
you soon."
"Good afternoon. This is the Western Costume Company."
always nered
comes
the brothers
question,have
"Can toyou
it?" The
mild-manSchnitzer
datedo always
answered
that
"This is Mr. Ford's office at RKO.
Mr. Ford would like' to
they
could.
So
far
they
have
never
once
been
stumped
and in
speak with Mr. Joe Schnitzer.
Please."
the years that this mammoth concern has done business, they
"Hello, Joe. John Ford talking. Joe. we're going to need
forty Patagonian rigs. Late nineteenth century stuff. Next
have been put to the task of preparing every costume and fixture
conceivable.
week ? Heck ! no. Need them right away. Gotta do it. Joe.
Sure, props along with them. Central will send the people in
The company occupies an entire eight-story building. It
employs 250 people regularly and there are many rush times
tomorrow. Thanks, Joe, knew you could handle it. Goodbye."
when many more are added to the busy staff. There is no mu"Good afternoon. This is the Western Costume Company."
seum in the world that could match its several collections.
"My name is Maize Finkle.
I'm in charge of costumes for
54
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transcending then even to the grandsons of
Buck Rogers. And yet these fantastic dealers
of actualities keep over two hundred and fifty
people constantly busy building new \\ rdrobes, conniving more intricate apparel and
always going to the extremes for authenticity.
A Laplander, a Lithuanian, an Eskimo, or an
Israelite has and will change in mode of clothing. Movies more and more arrive at the
complete realness of the exact period to be duplicated. With the demand more strong than
ever for "period" pictures, it seems impossible
to believe they have not yet been baffled on
any request. And the requests have been as
varying in type as they have been large in
amounts.
How do they do it? What, under the sun,
would give so small a group such a great insight into history, such a thorough knowledge,
such an organization that in twenty-four hours
could produce from nowhere, say a complete
wardrobe for a Chilean village of 1813 ? There
are many machinations.
To begin with the Western Costumers have
an immense library occupying one floor. It
is dedicated to thousands upon thousands of
volumes on period costumes, possessions and
customs. From the centers of civilization to
the furthest outposts of the world, one may
quickly find just what people wore at a given
date. Further, he may know the construction
of their homes, what they ate from, what, they
ate, what facilities they had, what privations,
what luxuries or what fads. But it doesn't
end there : Audiences
[Continued on page 72]

Inset — A view of the tailor shop where every day from minutely
detailed plans a large staff of artists and craftsmen turn out costumes often far better than the originals from which they are copied

There is no curator who would not revel in a trip through its fantastic
treasure rooms.
Six thousand swords, most of them indeed authentic, each of them
carrying a definite romance, each one giving a thrill as you run your
finger down the smooth steel blade, each one bringing stories to your
mind as you gaze at its intricate or simple craftsmanship.
GUNS, guns, guns. Big guns, little guns, six-barrelled revolvers,
revolvers so tiny you wonder at their shooting possibilities, hand
guns so heavy you can't lift them. The senile or schoolboy, will, in this
labyrinth of weapons allow his mind to dwell on buccaneers, on crusaders, on Indian fighters, on pirates, on explorers, on elephant and
other big game hunters, on early revolutions, on all manners of strife,
conflict, conquest and brute glamour. He may, at random, pick a gun
from the racks, look at its antique structure and float back through the
ages to the day when it was a modern messenger of evil or protection.
It is said by the Schnitzer brothers, that their stock is so large half a
million people could be fully and completely costumed at one time, which
would include prehistoric cavemen. Neanderthals, even Cro-Magnins

A corner of "props," each piece representing a legend that would fill a book if told
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The two most camera-conscious nonprofessional dogs in Hollywood are
the cocker spaniels owned by Joan
Bennett, Walter Wanger star. Every
time they see a camera they strike
a pose and hold it until told to move
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GPENCER RACY
Spencer Tracy has steered a straight
course through many a troubled movie
sea to drop anchor in Success Harbor
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Pores. ..s^tm. Lines
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Miss Kathleen Williams: "A Pond's Cold Cream treatment makes my skin
feel wonderful— just so fresh and invigorated.
It smooths out little lines."

THE

YOU'RE TWENTY... you're twentyfive . . . you're thirty or more!
The years slip by quietly enough.
The things that tell it to the world are
— little lines and — a gradual coarsening of the skin's very texture.
Coarse pores and ugly, deepening
lines do more to add years to your face
than any other skin faults. What causes
them ? How can you ward them off?
A Faulty Underskin —

Both come from a faulty underskin.
Pores grow larger when tiny oil glands
underneath get clogged . . . Lines form
when fibres underneath sag, lose their tone.
To keep these little glands and fibres
functioning properly, you must invigorate
that underskin. You can — with regular
Pond's deep-skin treatments.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils. It goes deep into the pores,
clears them of make-up, dirt, clogging oils.
Then you pat more cold cream in briskly.
You feel the circulation waken. Your skin
tingles with new vigor.

When

modern young aristocrat, 9ays
it's easy to have a lovely skin
in spite of sports and a whirl*
ing London season. "I have
learned that Pood's is the
best way to avoid lines,
roughness, or coarse pores."

Day and night — this thorough cleansing and rousing
with Pond's Cold Cream.
Soon cloggings cease. Pores
actually reduce. Under tissues are toned, and lines
smooth out. You look years

younger!

Day and night — this simple care
Here's the simple treatment that hundreds of women follow, because it does
more than cleanse their skin: —
Every night, pat on Pond's Cold Cream to
soften and release deep-lodged dirt and makeup. Wipe it all off. At once your skin looks
clearer! Now rouse your underskin. Pat in
more cream — briskly. The circulation stirs.
Glands waken. Tissues are invigorated.
Every morning (and before make-up) repeat
. . . Your skin is smooth for powder — fresh, vital
looking. Your whole face is brighter, younger!

Start in at once to give your skin this invigorating daily care. Get a jar today. Or,
send the coupon below. It brings you a special
a-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream.

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept.
6-CB, Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9
treatments,
with generous
samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams
shades and
of Pond's
I enclose and
iojJ 5todifferent
cover postage
packing.Face Powder.

NameCity_
StreetCopyright, 1936,

_State_
Pond's Extract Company

answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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Mae West Gives the Answers
[Continued from page 37]
the weakness of mankind. I like to combine research with my literature.
Have you ever been really in love?
Once in Brooklyn, but he moved away.
Is your hair actually blonde,?
Actually, and it's all my own.
Hozv far did you get in school?
Not very, but I've never heard of Cleopatra acquiring an A.B.
Were you a child actress?
Yes, and I appeared in "Alice in Wonderland" at the age of 6 with the Hal
Clarendon
Stock Company
in Brooklyn.
Do you enjoy Hollywood film premieres?
I
wouldn't
know.
I've
never
attended
one.
What is your normal weight?
About 120 pounds. I built up to 135
for the Diamond Lil role in She Done
Him Wrong.
Have you a hobby?
Yes, beds. I own a famous one that
belonged to Diamond Jim Brady. And
several others. Some day I'm going to
round up a real collection.
What is the real secret of your success?
William J. Fielding, noted psychiatrist,
once explained it. He said I appealed to
the primitive instincts. He probably had
me confused with Tarzan. Personally, I
think it is because I behave naturally on
the screen. People do not feel that I'm
acting.
Where did you pick tip the come-up-andsee-me expression?
You'd be surprised.
What do you require of a leading man?

An informal shot of Cary Grant, actor, and

Robert Riskin, scenarist-director,

taken

Moore's

between

scenes

of Interlude,

Grace

new

Columbia

picture

Where do you write your screen plays?
Usually in bed. Like Mark Twain. He
wrote good stuff, too. Besides, it keeps
me in the mood.
Do you mind zvhat people say about you?
Not so long as they keep saying it. The
time toyou.worry is when they stop talking
about

ing.Experience. Then I try to make them
fall for me. It usually improves their actWhat do you think of college boys?
I think of them all ways.
Have you any marriage plans?
They should have asked this one first.
No, I can't be bothered with a husband
right now.
Maybe later if I ever get time.
Do you like dancing?
Yes, even when I dance with my feet.

Wliat do you think of television?
I'd like it— it would give me a chance
to come up and see you sometime.

rSTAN WWUNJT WANT ME
x*;:

-ya_

READ HOW
PIMPLES
ALMOST
RUINED
TINA'S DATE
FOR THE
PROM

HESMARVELOUSJ ISNT HE "TOO "THRILUNGy WHV-I -VES HE
LOOKING... r^AND HE'S ASKED ME pi DID ASK ME -BUT
I-I DON'T "THINK
DOWN FOR "THE PROM
'l CAN SO NOWNEXT MONTH-OH,TINA-y
YOU'RE
GOING, TOO,
IVE SOT TO BE
AREN'T VOU - WITH
STAM?

HOME

—

1
rxro=

TINA DEAR,
WHAT IS
WRONG ? I

TH-THESE AWFUL PlMPLESI JUST C-CANT HAVE STAN
SEE M-ME LIKE THIS - .
THEY'RE HORRIBLE - HE D
HATE
ME -I KNOW-,/

T
MY GOODNESS - WHAT'S
GOING ON - VJHO'S GOING
TO HATE VOU TINA? J

NOTHING.
yEAST IS FLEISCHMANN'S
WHAT YOU MEEO
I'M
CHILD. EAT 3 CAKES
EVERY DAY"- AND THOSE
PIMPLES
WILL CLEAC UP,

f
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Accept no substitutes!

WELL -I HAVEN T BEEN A
NURSE 20 YEARS
FOR

4

Always insist on the advertised brand!

The Best-Dressed Star of the Month
OUR choice for the best-dressed
girl this month is charming Astrid Allwyn who will be seen soon in
the 20th Century-Fox production
Stowaway. Astrid was week-ending
in Palm Springs when we saw her
waiting for her escort, attired in this
striking dinner gown. Black and
white leaf printed silk was used for
both jacket and dress, the latter indicating ahigh waistline by means of
a wide girdle of emerald silk and having a fan-shaped inset of three pleats
set in the front of the skirt. The short
sleeved jacket stopped at a line just
below the hips. It was cut away in
front and swung full and longer at the
back. Astrid wore with the suit a turban of heavy white crepe, draped in
folds about her head and had two
green and one white tassel swinging
to the shoulder on the right side. She
carried an emerald green suede bag
and matching gloves.

TO COME

saw me

NOlQ

DON'T LET ADOLESCENT PfMPLES
WRECK YOUR BIG "DATES"
PIMPLES cause countless girls and
boys to miss out on good times.
They are very common after the start
of adolescence, from about 13 to 25.
this time, important glands develop and final growth takes

place. Disturbances occur in the body.
The skin gets oversensitive. Waste
poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin — pimples appear.
Fleischmann's Yeast clears these
skin irritants out of the blood. Pimples go! Eat 3 cakes daily,
one about V2 hour before
meals — plain, or in a little
water — until skin is entire-

-ccea#4 m? s&tt
by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood

ly clear. Start now!

Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

When answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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GIVE ME YOUR MEASURE
AND
ILL PROVE
IN THE FIRST 7 DAYS

YOU (AN HAVE
A BODY
LIKE MINE!

Actual
showing
photo
how
CHARLES
ATLAS
looks
TODAY

And I'll also give you rugged health that banishes
constipation, pimples, skin blotches and similar conditions that rob you of the good things of life!
I haven't any need for contraptions that may
Etrain you
youror heart
otherDynamic-Tension
vital organs._ I is
don't
dose
doctorandyou.
all
I need. It's the natural, tested method for developing1 real men inside and out.

48-Page Book FREE

Big Silver Cup Being Given Away
This valuable solid
sterling: silver cup
stands about 1 4
inches high. I will
award it to my pupil
who makes the most
improvement
within
the
next 3 months.
Therefore, no matter
what your
ments may measurebe now,
you have an equal
chance to win this cup
— with YOUR name engraved on it!

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 94P,
115 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.
I want the proof that your system of Dynamic-Tension
will make a new man of me — give me a healthy, husky
body and big muscle development. Send me your free
book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."
Name

(Please print or write plainly)

Address
City

State
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haven't given it an airing yet!"
"That's the trouble ! Men die for you — "
'On
the
screen
only,"
she
amended
quickly.
"They haunt your front door, and you
hang out the 'No Parking' sign ! Haven't
you ever been in love?"
"Oh yes," mused Olivia. "But that was
back in Saratoga."

a population of eight hundred. And it's
noted for its peaches, and for being the
"home town" of Miss Olivia de Havilland.
It was there she resorted with her parents
at the age of five, after getting herself born
in Japan. And it was there, a few days
after the move, that she met him. He had
dark hair and green eyes and an excellent
aim. "He threw rocks at me," she recalled
dreamily, "and I decided he was a man
after
Theymy didownnotheart."
exactly rush into romance.
They saw each other on an average of
every two years — because he was away at
school. And when they did meet it was
on a very formal basis. They played "Old

I'LL
give inyou
PROOF
7 days
that I can
turn
you,
too, into a man of might and
muscle. Right in the first
week you will see and feel the
improvements! Then I continue to re-build, renew and
"overhaul" your body. Soon
you are the proud owner of a
powerful build like mine.
People will notice the ruddy
glow of health in your face,
the sparkle in your clear eyes,
the breadth of your shoulders.
You will be the fellow who
will walk off with the prettiest
girl and the best job. Mail
coupon below for a FREE
copy of my new book. It reveals the secrets that changed j
me from a 97-pound weakling
into a husky who won the !
title of "The World's Most '
Perfectly
Man." IT
Are you Developed
underweight?
add pounds where needed!
Are you fat in spots ? I'll
pare you down to fighting trim!

Don't keep being only
half of the man you CAN
be! Put your name and
address on the coupon, or
a post-card, and mail it today. CHARLES ATLAS,
Dept. 94P, 115 East 23rd
Street, New York, N. Y.

[Continued from page 35]

SARATOGA is in northern California.
It has, according to the latest census,

No other Physical
Instructor in the
World has ever
DARED make
such an offer!

Tells all about my method
and what it has done to
make big-muscled men out
of run-down specimens.
Shows, from actual photos,
how I develop my pupils to
my own perfectly balanced
proportions. My system can
do the same for you, too.

Men, Stay Away from My Door!

"He didn't really take me seriously until
I wassummer
sixteen,"
mused Olivia.
"I saw him
that
at Carmel.
We discovered
we
Maid."
had a great deal in common ; he was taking
typing lessons and so was I ! He was, you
see, going to Yale that fall and he thought
it would help with his studies if he knew
something about a typewriter. He wrote
me a very neatly typed note. I did the
answer over ten times before I thought it
was good enough to send. His reply to
that was so scathing it sent me into the
depths for days. I had misplaced a comma !
After that we didn't write. We talked.
Soon he made an avowal. Maybe I did

cerned way, are the young eligible males
who have no chance to meet her.
"Well— why? What is the reason?" I
demanded.

"pOR
Oliviacard.
drew Then
a circle
A back answer,
the
of a menu
she ondrew
another close to it but without overlapping.
"Don't tell me you're going to solve love

geometrically !" I said.
She giggled. "I'm just trying to give you
a brief illustration of what I think of life,"
she told me. "It goes in circles. Here's a
Career Circle, for example. And here's a
Romance Circle. I think you have to complete one before you can do a good job with
"And right now you're in the midst of
the other."
Career Circle. Is that it?"
the
She nodded. "I have a terribly one-track
mind. Naturally it's bent on pictures at
present. Men would be very complicating —
very"Butdisturbing!"
it seems to me I have read something about your condoning the presence
of "You
one or read
two." that article!" her cheeks
flamed hot and lovely. She is the only person I know who can still blush. "That
awful article ! Right there in the front
section of the newspaper ! I don't know
howUnder
they adared
to print
stuff!"
heading
in bigsuch
type,
the article
had said in no uncertain terms that Olivia
de Havilland and James Blakely (that good
looking boy you saw in The Desperado)
were this and that way about each other.
It mentioned
their devotion
at luncheon

Avowals are pretty easy to make on the
moon-washed shores of Carmel ! What with
the Pacific lapping at your feet and the
glamorous romances of gone generations
popping
too."
his
ring. out of every cranny. He gave her
"It was a silver ring with a blue stone,"
Olivia remembered. "I was so embarrassed
I made my mother wear it ! Somehow it
gave me a stifled feeling. As if my future
were all cut and dried and settled before
I'd ever had a chance to be free.
"So it ended. Right back in Saratoga
where it started. And at eighteen I was
an Old Maid in Hollywood !"
"And that is the Big Love of your life?"
I questioned.
the only love of my life — so far,"
said"It's
Olivia.
Abruptly I was thinking of that night
two years ago when she stepped onto the
stage for the first time in the Hollywood
Bowl. As dainty a "Hermia" as was ever
wooed
won hearing
in Midsummer
Dream. and
I was
again theNight's
eager
words of that lad who has since become
one of the screen's greatest heroes. "That
girl," he exclaimed, "typifies romance. It
would be the simplest job in the world to
fallShein could
love with
!" excitingly popular
be thehermost
young woman in Hollywood. She could be
a sensation. But Olivia does not choose
to WHY?
"date."
Her fans are asking that question. All
Movietown is asking it. So, in a very con-

Accept no substitutes!

Three girls on a horse. — It's a hobby
with them. Barbara Reid, Nan Grey
and Deanna Durbin are the Three
Smart Girls playing the title roles in
Universal's

Always insist on the advertised brand!

picture

by

that

name.

together. It went so far as to say that
Olivia had called him "Darling" and other
endearing
and for
it ended
with :almost
"It'll
be bells andterms
the —altar
this couple
any day now."
"I didn't call him 'darling,' " stormed
Olivia. "I didn't call him anything. I haven't
even spoken to him since, I was so mad at
the papers.
"You see, we were both in the Floradora
SextetteI met
for him.
the Actors'
Benefit.
That's
where
I went out
to luncheon
with him, and immediately we were romancing according to rumor !
"The whole thing makes you terribly
self-conscious. I'd rather not go out at all.
As a matter- of fact I've been out only five
times in the last one year."
Five times ! And ever since I've been
knee high to a cricket I've been hearing
that you had to live in order to be any
kind of great artist. That you had to experience a surging, Soul-stirring love life.
Olivia has de-bunked that once and for
all. She's a sweet kid who has lived a perfectly normal yo'ung life. And she's been
called "the finest actress in America today"
by both Max Reinhardt, producer of The
Dream, and director Mervyn LeRoy.
SQUARE-SHOOTER with glamour.
That's De Havilland. A youngster who
dares to be honest with herself. "I'm the
sort of emotional person who would probably go to pieces if I was involved deeply
in love," she said. "I never could do justice
to it and to my work at the same time.
The only way to avoid it is to remain
emotionally independent. And the only way
to do that is not to think of men !"
Miracle Woman ! Not to think of men
when the greatest experts in the world
have made love to her ! But, it seems, that's
just it.
"I've had so much thrilling romance on
the screen that I don't feel the need of it
in my private life," she chortled. "And
besides-, all those men have been married,
or engaged. Fredric March, Dick Powell,
Jimmy Cagney, Joe E. Brown, and Errol
Flynn. There doesn't seem to be any unmarried men on our lot. And I haven't had
the time to meet many off it. But I'm
not worrying. Four fortune tellers have told
me I'd 'be wedded before my twenty-second
birthday.' That gives me two years to go.
He's to be a man in uniform !"
But it doesn't matter which uniform so
long as he's not an actor merely renting
one ! Actors a-re out. Olivia has no desire
to be separated from her husband by long
location trips, or by Hollywood rumors.
She wants a home that is very much a
home. Children. A closely-knit family life.
As happy as the one she leads now with
her mother and sister.
They have a carefree, gloriously mad
household. Sister Joan quite frequently
wakes her up by squirting soda water on
her. They read aloud, lying on the floor and
hunched up on an elbow. They go for long
walks, the three of them, along the palisades
of Santa Monica and watch sea gulls dippingover the ocean. They work out crossword
puzzles together, fighting furiously over
every line.
"Most of the men who come to see us
are my friends and Joan's beaux !" Olivia
chuckled.
One of
the other "She's
studios awfully
has her pretty.
under contract

./
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now, you know," she added proudly.
Six hundred men rode to death for
Olivia de Havilland in The Charge of the
Light Brigade. In her next picture they'll
undoubtedly fight over her again. And
again. But off-screen, it's going to take an
extra strong— and strong-minded — man to
fight that closed door of her's. To remove
that "No Parking" sign !

When

THE COST: Lowest of all!
THE REWARD: A grand trip,
scenic enjoyment, glowing health!
FLORIDA

• Make this winter stand out from the cheerless, chilly ones
of other years. Acquire a radiant sun tan on the warm sands of
Florida, the Gulf Coast or California. Do it on the most
modest income, at little more cost than staying home!
The trip, in a smooth-rolling, cheerfully-warmed Greyhound
coach will cost about one-third as much as driving a small
private auto — far less than any other type of transportation. It
will take you over glamorous highways, south into the sunshine zone — allow up to six months at your destination —
bring you back over a different scenic route, at a saving of
20% on the return trip. Can you match this value anywhere
else? For fares, pictorial folder, all information, see the
Greyhound agent in your city — or mail the coupon today.
PRINCIPAL

CALIFORNIA

GREYHOUND
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Richmond, Va
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Lexington, Ky
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Rags

very
Robin Burn, his mother's becurledmuch
darling.
But the curls were soon to go the way
of the dresses. It happened on the first
day
of Robin
Burn'skidsschool
life inhim
Vana
Buren.
The other
all called
sissy and otherwise taunted him about
his tresses, nice as they were in the eyes
of his mother. In his best English he
came home from school that day and
said that either the curls went or he'd
have a fight the very next day. A fond
mother who shuddered at the thought of
having
herknuckles
baby's face
all blackened
or
his little
bruised,
rushed him
off to the town
gently sobbed
snipped away
from the shop
as one could
century.

CLEANS

©

SAVES

GUMS

Forhan's was developed by an
eminent dental surgeon especially
to give you double protection.
When you brush your teeth, massage your gums, too, with
Forhan's, rubbing it in gently
with the fingers. Note how it
stimulates your gums, how it
leaves in your mouth a clean,
fresh feeling! Forhan's costs no
more than most ordinary tooth
pastes. Try a tube today.

Ul

©

Also sold in Canada.

barber shop and while she
the hardened tonsorialist
and Robin Burn emerged
with as modern a haircut
expect at the turn of the

TEETH

Firm, handsome teeth depend
upon two things — cleaning them
thoroughly and keeping gums
healthy. Even if teeth look white
the tooth paste you are using may
provide only half the care you
need.Forhan's ends this half-way
care. It whitens teeth and —

to Riches

'[Continued from page 34]

THERE
is no record
of Robin
early scholastic
successes.
In Burn's
fact it
is doubtful if he was anything more than
a rather bad pupil. Those who remember the days of the early grammar school
career of this remarkable fellow insist
that he spent a portion of the time in the
corner and not a few hours after school
doing penance.
But nothing could stop an ambitious
mother who saw in her son the spark of
genius that was someday to elevate him
to a prominence never at that time even
dreamed about by the average citizen of
Van Buren, Arkansas. She knew he was
a born musician and so one day she led
him, by the hand, to the home of Frank
McLean, leader of the Queen City Silverstone Cornet
she to
said,
"I
expect
you toBand.
teach "Frank,"
Robin how
play

theTeach
mandolin."
Robin to play the mandolin ! A
few weeks later he was not only the best
mandolin player in Van Buren, but he was
a master of the piano, harmonica, guitar,
the GUMS
JI Pr
and TEE
TH J
trombone, violin and cornet. His proficiency inthe matter of music was the talk
of the town. His performances at those
kid shows they used to give out in the
vacant lot on Saturday afternoon not
unfrequently
drew
adult audiences.

Somehow, Robin Burn managed to get
through grammar school, even though he
was a pretty good-sized lad when he
walked up for the diploma. Probably
the performance he gave at the commencement exercises made up for his lack
in grades and there was compensation in
that smile of appreciation on the face of
his mother and the big slap on the back
he received from his dad, who kept right
busy at his civil engineering work so
that the two sons could have the full advantages of education. Education in
Arkansas,
in those
days, a wasn't
in such
heavy demand,
but with
civil engineer
for a father, it was different. He knew
the value of book larnin'.
But if he was a poor student in grammar school, one can imagine how Robin
Burn took to algebra, Latin, Ancient
History and other topics of study in high
school. And yet they HAD to tolerate
him, because he turned out to be the best
football player in the whole school. He
was also something of a right smart baseball lad, and then there was talk that
he'd make a great Texas Leaguer.
But come the summer and Robin's real
nature would crop out. He just couldn't
keep away from old man river and most
of his summers he spent hanging around
the ancient ferryboat that plied across the
Arkansas. He sometimes helped the old
colored fellow who ran the boat, but not
when the going was real heavy.
Back in school after one such vacation,
Mrs. Shaver, his teacher organized the
Madison Debating Club. Robin was
elected treasurer, which was a high but
empty honor because the Madison Debating Club was completely without funds.
And then happened one of those things
that makes history. Robin and some of
the boys were having a little bit of barharmonythere
in the inback
Hayman'sIt
Plumbingbershop
Shop
Vanof Buren.
was as informal as all that. They were
singing away and suddenly somebody
said they needed some accompaniment.
Robin agreed and he picked up a couple
of gas pipes and a whiskey funnel and
soldered them together.
Thus was the Bazooka born.

g£tfSATIONAt
ARZE

Opens Up Stopped-Up Nose

NASAL

O

The Great New Head-Cold Fighter

Fights
Head Colds
Makes

Breathing

Easy fl?,nDSPugg?stts

FREEENT,RELY
FREE
Send No Money— Nothing to Buy— No Obligations

Here is a special advertising offer made solely for
the purpose of acquainting you with the remarkable action of this great new head-cold-fighter, a
test bottle of which will be sent on receipt of the
coupon.
Don't delay.
sure toOffer
takeat advantage
of this sensational
FreeBeSpecial
once. No
letter needed. Send only your name and address
on the coupon, and mail today.

SEND NO MONEY-ONLY YOUR NAME
For Free Sample write name
and address plainly and send
to ARZEN, 544 S. Wells
Street, Chicago,
Dept. 52.
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It's meal time for "Muchacho" so Paul Kelly and "Mamita" stand
by while her beautiful 1 1-week's old colt refuels. Paul is an
avid polo enthusiast and is now starting to breed and raise his
own mounts. "Muchacho" is the first of his "home-grown" string.

Always insist on the advertised brand!

And from that day on, Robin Burn and
the Bazooka were inseparable. And the
Bazooka wasn't like anything that anybody else had. There was nothing like
it in all the world.
When Robin was through with high
school, his family moved to Fayetteville,
Arkansas, and Robin fooled 'em into letting him into the University of Arkansas,
where brother Farrar was already well
on the road to becoming a first rate civil
engineer, like their dad. In college a
peculiar thing happened. Nobody called
him Robin. They all called him Bob.
And in the same way nobody could figure
out why he didn't have an "s" on the end
of his name. So, to everyone in Fayetteville and at the University of Arkansas,
with the exception of his family, he became Bob Burns, which eases the telling
of his story.
Two years of college, even with the
company of his Bazooka, was all that Bob
Burns could stand. The book larnin' was
gettin' him down. Out in Oklahoma, raising peanuts, were some family friends
who used to live in Van Buren. So Bob
went to Hugo, Oklahoma, and became a
peanut farmer, which is exciting enough
for the first couple of days, but as uninteresting a thing as one can imagine
thereafter.
So once again he was back home — back
in Van Buren, where everybody called
him Robin. His Bazooka was as popular
as ever and folk remembered how he used
to play all those different musical instruments. He joined the Black Cat Minstrels, which would put on shows and he
earned three dollars a week, good money
in those days for any young fellow who
stayed in his own home town.
The plaudits of his townsmen convinced
Bob that he had something on the ball —
he and the Bazooka, he insists. And he
figured that in a big town he would
really be appreciated. With his brother,
Farrar, he headed for New Orleans. The
only thing about that trip which Bob will
confess to is that he came as close to starvation as he ever wants to be. Nothing
ever looked as good as Van Buren when
the two lads returned, hatless, coatless and
penniless, but with the precious Bazooka
intact and unharmed.
t^ARRAR was definitely through with
A wandering. He was going to settle
down and he advised Bob to do the same.
So Bob packed his Bazooka, hopped a
rattler, which wasn't faster than any
other slow train through Arkansas, and
after a month's uncomfortable session on
the rods, he rolled into New York Citv.
New York City is a great place if you
have money and friends, but a mighty
tough place on the guy who is down and
out. Bob^ Burns was down and out — and
no foolin'. He'd bunk in a thirty cent
flop house at night and walk the streets
all day looking for a job— any kind of a
job. _ One day he landed work in the
movies. Over on Eleventh avenue they
were making pictures and they needed a
flock of extras. Bob Burns joined the
cinematic Swiss Guards, carried a spear
and was paid off at the rate of three dollars a day.
With enough to eat on, he figured that
he had better get back to the sunny south
before the cold weather really set in. His
next stop was in Little Rock, where an
attempt to make a living selling advertising on commission was thoroughly unsuccessful. The same thing happened
when he tried it in Chicago. As an advertising salesman — on commission — he
nearly starved to death.
[Continued on page 66]

THE RIGHT AND
WRONG ABOUT

COLDS!
Facts It Will Pay You to Know!
'TpHE
"Common
Cold" is the scourge
-*- of our
civilization.
Every year it takes more in lives and
health and expense than any other ailment to which we're subject.
The sad part of it is that much of the
misery caused by colds is due to carelessness or ignorance in treating colds.
A cold, as your doctor will tell you, is
an internal infection caused by a virus or
germ. In other words, regardless of the
locality of the symptoms, a cold is something lodged within the system.

Everything but the Right Thing!
The failure of many people to recognize the true nature of a cold results in
much mistreatment of colds. More often
than not, people do everything but the
right thing in the treatment of a cold.
They employ externals of all kinds
when it's obvious that you've got to get
at a cold from the inside. They swallow
all kinds of preparations which, for seven
months of the year, are good for everything but colds and which suddenly become "also good
cold weather
sets in.for colds" when the
Many of these methods are good as far
as they go— but they don't go far enough!
They don't treat a cold internally and
thereby get at the infection in the system.
The result often is that a cold progresses
to and
the point
where a"complications"
in
it becomes
serious matter. set
What a Cold Calls for
It's obvious that a cold calls, first of all,
for a cold treatment! A preparation that's
good for all kinds of different ailments
can't be equally good for colds.
A cold, furthermore, calls for internal treatment. An infection within the

system must be got at from the inside.
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tablets supply reliable treatment.
First of all, Bromo Quinine tablets are
cold tablets! They are made for colds and
only colds. They are not a "cure-all" or a
preparation only incidentally good for
colds.
Secondly, Bromo Quinine tablets are
internal treatment. They work within
you and they do four important things.
Four Important Effects
They open the bowels, an acknowledgedly wise step in treating a cold.
They combat the infection in the
They relieve the headache and fever.
system.
They tone the system and help fortify
against further attack.
This is the fourfold effect you want
for the treatment of a cold and in Bromo
Quinine you get it in the form of a
single tablet.
Safe as Well as Effective
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine tablets impose no penalty for their use.They
contain nothing harmful and are safe to
take. Their dependability is proven by
over 40 years of use.
Bromo Quinine tablets now come
sugar- coated as well as plain. The sugarcoated tablets are exactly the same as the
regular except that they are coated with
sugar forpalatability.
Every drug store in America sells
Grove's Bromo Quinine tablets. Let them
be your first thought in case of a cold.
Ask for, and demand, Grove's Bromo
Quinine tablets ! The few pennies' cost
may save you a lot in worry, suspense
and expense.

RADIO NOTE: Listen to Qabriel Ueatter review the news. Mutual Broadcasting
System, every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST
on some stations. 9:00 to 9:15 EST on others. Consult your newspaper for time listing.

When answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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SENSATIONAL
LOLA A. SHARP, INDIANA NURSE NOW SAYS:

FEmininE
HyciniE

if your method is mode/m

Why add to the problems of life by worrying about
old-fashioned or embarrassing methods of feminine hygiene? If you doubt the effectiveness of your
method, or if you consider it messy, greasy, and
hateful, here is news that you will welcome.
Thousands of happy, enlightened women now
enjoy a method that is modern, safe, effective, and,
equally important — dainty!
Zonitors offer a new kind of suppository that is
small, snowy-white and GREASELESS! While easy
to apply and completely removable with water,
Zonitors maintain the long effective antiseptic contact physicians recommend. No mixing. No clumsy
apparatus. Odorless — and an ideal deodorant.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles because of its antiseptic power yet freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
Full instructions in package. All U. S. and Cana»
dian druggists. Mail coupon for informative free
booklet.
SNOWY

WHITE

Each in individual
glass vial

WM&tt
FOP.

FEMININE HYGIENE
GREASELESS
Zonitors, 3470 Chrysler Bldg., N.Y.C. Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine
Hygiene.
Name
Address

A

ZONITE

PRODUCT

Read Free Offer!
Visible Pimples and Blackheads, Freckles,
Ugly Large Pores and Surface
Wrinkles Disappear!
It is all explained in a new free treatise called
"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS" which is being
mailed absolutely free to readers of this magazine. So
worry no more over your humiliating skin and complexion
cr signs of aging if your outer sMn looks soiled and worn.
Write to MABVO BEAUTY LABOBATOBIES, Dept.
367-Z, No. 1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and you will
receive this new treatise by return mail in plain wrapper,
postpaid and absolutely free.
If pleased tell friends.
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And just when the pickings were the
leanest, when he was wondering what
would happen next, Bob Burns heard the
newsboys crying in the street. Without
spending two cents, he learned that the
United States had declared war and like
a real patriot — if a hungry one — he went
to the recruiting offices of the United
States Marines and signed up — Bazooka
and all.
In France he did right well by his country. When he wasn't sniping at Germans,
he was playing the Bazooka and helping
to make his buddies laugh. He wore out
all the old gags he knew, he worked his
songs overtime, so he had to make up
new, impromptu dialogue and write
original songs. And thus was born, on the
fields of France, one of the greatest acts
ever known to the stage, radio or screen.
Bob Burns discovered the talent that was
to take him from rags to riches in a transition so fast that it would leave his head
swimming.
wasn't
immediately. BobThis
Burns
had toto happen
finish out
that
stretch in France. He had to stand before General John J. Pershing and listen
to words of praise from his commanderin-chief as the latter pinned on his breast
a medal proclaiming him one of the greatest rifle shots in the American fighting
forces.
And then Bob was to come back to
America and again know poverty. But,
with a little money he had managed to
scrape together, he became a concessionaire at Atlantic City, on the Boardwalk.
He ran one of those games of chance, his
southern drawl and his native wit coming
to good use in luring customers to his
counter.
Down the Boardwalk a shake was another concession. And soon Bob found
he couldn't keep his mind on his business
because it was always on the girl who ran
the other stand. So they consolidated in
business and became man and wife. Elizabeth Fisher was a great and understanding woman. She, like Bob, had known
the harder side of life. And it was largely
through this fact that Bob was able to
pull through the tough, discouraging years
that were to follow before success was
to be his.
The first months after the wedding were
rosy ones. With their savings, Bob and
his wife opened a dance hall on the Boardwalk. But it failed and a week after the
sheriff had sold Bob down the river,
Robert, Jr., was born. Brave little Mrs.
Burns knew what was running through
Bob's mind. She comforted him, she encouraged him, she gave him the strength
to carry on. And so, packing his Bazooka under his arm, he went the hard
way. He worked in carnivals, running
games of chance. Then he turned to
vaudeville and all the prophecies of his
brave wife were fulfilled. Almost overnight, their luck changed, the money rolled
in. They were on top. Bob could smile.
They could be happy at home.
And it happened in a most peculiar way.
Bob, after turning to vaudeville, worked
out a blackface act. Talent scouts for
the Fox studios heard about him and
figured he was pretty good. The blackface team of Moran and Mack was going
great at that time and Fox decided to
create a team of its own and call it Black
and Blue. Remember? Well, Bob Burns
was one of the Boys. John Swar, brother
of Moran, was the other.
They headed

Drinking 1 Glass of

Orange Juice

BONKORA

Mixed with 1 Tablespoon of
2 times a day and eating
her fill of the delicious
foods as shown in the
Bonkora package made het
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. LOSE
UGLY

i She lost 6 in. off waist.
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DEAF?

fwwzinc neuusi
You may hear like normal again!
Amazing new instrument releases deaf
from misery and embarrassment
The Godsend, new Scientific, Electrical Hearing Aid, is
guaranteed to give you same strain-free power to hear as
instruments selling for $'50, $75, $100, and more. PRICED
AT ONLY $19.75, complete! Backed by $1000.00 MoneyBack Guarantee. Now you may enjoy sermons from back
of church, lectures, conversations, radios, movies. Complete
with Microphone. Batteries, and TWO Appliances for
BONE or AIR CONDUCTION, both for less than the usual
price of only ONE. Music and words heard distinctly from
all directions, at close range or from distances. No distortion— no head noises. Instrument is lightweight, easily concealed in clothing, no more noticeable than pair of glasses.
Write quick for FREE DETAILS, sent in plain enve'ope.
GODSEND COMPANY, Dept. R-423.
3785 Beechmont,
CBNCINNATfl, OHIO

Pimples Rill Romance
Many shattered romances may be
traced directly to ugly skin blemishes.
Why tolerate itchy pimples, eczema,
angry red blotches or other disfigurements resulting from external causes
when you can get quick relief from
soothing Peterson's Ointment? 35c at
your druggists. Money refunded if one
application does not delight you. Wonderful also to soothe irritated and inflamed feet and cracks between toes.
Free sample, Peterson Ointment Co.,
Dept. K102, Buffalo, N. Y.
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HAVE

HAIR

and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darher,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
mv free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES. Hair Color Expert, Dent. 3b, LOWELL, MASS.
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for Hollywood and prosperity.
Theyworked
had a inyear's
contract
Fox.
They
Up the
River with
as Black
and Blue. And then they were idle.

AND one day, when Bob Burns was
• down in the dumps of despair, his
last money nearly gone, Will Rogers happened along. Will had taken a great liking to the big fellow from Van Buren.
They had talked together of Oklahoma
and of the lazy rivers that wind through
the south. Will was convinced that Bob
Burns had something on the ball. But
he was afraid that Hollywood couldn't
see his spark of genius. So Will told Bob
to get out of town, to go East. Bob
headed for New York City.
This time he knew a few people, at
least. And so he talked Rudy Valle into
giving him a chance on the radio. He
made good. Paul Whiteman SENT for
him. He turned a nation of listeners into
hysterics with his good old Arkansas
philosophy. Bing Crosby asked him to
come to Hollywood and to share the honors of his program. Bob Burns had
CLIMBED the ladder of success. He
had surmounted seemingly impossible
obstacles.
Paramount figured he MIGHT be a
motion picture attraction. So it signed
him for two test pictures. You know what
he did in Rhythm On the Range. He almost stole the picture from his pal,
Crosby. Not intentionally, of course.
Then came The Big Broadcast of 1937 and
he was greater than ever.
Bob was making fine money — hundreds
a week. But he remembered that once
before he had been too optimistic about the
future. So he and Elizabeth and Bob,
Jr., decided to keep on living in the little
apartment — to keep on driving the old
Ford. And then came word that Paramount was so sold on Bob Burns it wanted him to sign a new contract. He would
make three pictures a year at $60,000 each
and he could make one picture each year
for some other studio and he lined this
up for $75,000.
He rushed home to bring the great news
to Elizabeth. She was ill. Bob went to
the cupboard to fix some medicine. He
forgot all about his good luck. He thought
only of Elizabeth, who shared his trying
days with him.
In the hour of his greatest triumph, he
drained the bitterest cup. His wife died.
Bob Burns could hardly stand it. His
pals in Hollywood wondered what would
happen to him. They wondered if he
COULD carry on. But Bob Burns isn't
a quitter. He's a man's man and a real
one through and through. He knew that
he had to carry on — Bob, Jr. So he bolstered up his smile, he patted Bob, Jr.,
on the back and he carried on.
He signed that contract with Paramount, just as Elizabeth was so anxious
he should do. And when his radio sponsors heard how the movies were going
for him they tore up his old contract and
gave him a new one boosting his air
salary from $550 to $1700 a week at the
start, and providing for an eventual payment of $4000 weekly. And on top of
this came a newspaper syndicate asking
him to write a daily feature like the one
Will Rogers had done. They guaranteed
him $500 a week to start. Other profits
come from the sale of little Bazookas and
from personal appearances, so that his
annual income is now about $400,000 —
which isn't bad for a lad who rode the
rails and then walked the sidewalks of
New York, his innards filled only with
the pangs of hunger.
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HOLLYWOOD

[Continued from page 41]

picture that was destined to make history.
It was called Public Enemy and it was in
that picture that Cagney, pursuant to the
manuscript requirements, violated all rules
for screen heroes by throwing a grapefruit
at Mae. And now they are reunited in a
picture that means much to both of them.
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BUT since that last picture together,
much has happened in the careers of
Mae Clarke and James Cagney. The newsof deal
Cagney's
studio
troubles papers
and haveoftold
his new
with Grand
National. Not much has been heard of
Mae. Newspapers like to print stories of
success. Columns for the person climbing
the ladder — only memories for those who
are slipping. And Mae definitely slipped.
She was out of pictures — out cold. She had
seen everything she possessed swept from
under her. The acting reputation she had
spent years building, the fans she had made
admire her, even the man she hoped to
marry had been taken from her. It was a
dismal wreckage that Mae Clarke surveyed
one morning when she left the hospital and
again faced the world. Most persons would
have sighed and given up. The task would
have seemed hopeless. That's what MOST
people would have done. But Mae Clarke
isn't like most people, which is why she is
again back on top, again starring in
pictures.
And now let's tear back the curtain of
life and look into Mae's rather hectic
career. We'll go to Philadelphia on August
16, 1910, because that was the place and
day on which Mae was born. Her family
wasn't rich and her dad had to work hard
as a theatre musician to make both ends
meet. A couple of years later the family
moved to Atlantic City, N.J., where Mae,
in herelementary
adolescent school
years, 'found
after
the
hours time
to attend
Dawson's Dancing School. She had definite ideas about dancing. She was serious
about it because she felt that someday she
would be an actress and she knew that all
versatile actresses had to know how to
dance. That, you will remember, was in
the days when anybody who thought that
vaudeville would pass from the picture
completely was considered a little bit off
his mental balance.
When Mae was only fourteen years old,
Earl Lindsay, musical comedy dance producer and a close friend of the dancing
master, witnessed a class performance. He
saw in Mae Clarke that spark of personality and talent that was later to take her
to the heights of success. He suggested that
maybe she would like to go to New York
and appear in a chorus. Would she? The
answer was the same that any girl would
have given. And after much persuasion,
she secured consent from her mother and
went to New York. But there wasn't a
job. It was a pretty tough situation and
when things looked blackest, Mae landed a
job through the same Lindsay. He was
opening another show and he gave her a
spot on the line. That was at the famous
Strand Roof. Next came the Everglades
Club and the Vanity Club.
A couple of years had slipped by so
rapidly that Mae hardly knew they were
gone. The glamour of Broadway, the roar
of the subways and the milling crowds, the
big, swanky restaurants and the little, out
of the way but picturesque eating places,
Fifth avenue and its shops, huge liners
tooting their way up the North and East
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rivers — all this had been like a fairy story
to the little girl who was facing the world
for the first time. In the excitement of those
fast moving days she had little time to
realize that she had outgrown her girlishness and was now a young woman in the
prime of life.
THERE in the Everglades Club of that
day was another dancing girl. She had
the spot next to Mae in the line and she
answered to the name of Ruby Stevens.
Today she is known as Barbara Stanwyck.
In fighting the battle of life together, they
became fast friends. They both had the same
problems — little salary, uncomfortable living quarters, backbreaking hours of performances and rehearsals. But they were
both determined and didn't mind the trials
of those early days.
So great was the attachment of these two
young girls that when Anatole Friedlander
offered Miss Stanwyck a job in a big revue,
she turned it down until the producer also
agreed to sign Miss Clarke to a contract.
He was agreeable and the show went on.
Then came one of those instances that
make fiction out of show business stories
so interesting. Carter de Haven, who was
then something of a big shot in show business, saw the girls and was convinced they
should ,go to Hollywood and break into
pictures. He painted for them a beautiful
picture of Hollywood opportunities, of the
riches awaiting them. Tired of struggling,
hoping against hope that de Haven was
right, they signed on the dotted line and
left
show came.
to awaitThe
Hollywood's
call.
But the
it never
little financial
reserves broke down. Times were plenty
tough. Once again Anatole Friedlander
came to the rescue. He straightened out
their contract difficulties and then arranged
an interview with Willard Mack, who was
about to produce The Noose.
[Continued on page 70]
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Barbara Stanwyck got the big part and
Mae Clarke drew little more than a bit.
Mae isn't made to stand still. With a long
run in store for The Noose, she felt she
was wasting her time staying there. So
she just left quietly.
By this time Mae Clarke was known
professionally. She could always get a job
as a dancer. She wanted more. And again
fate intervened and she was teamed with
Lew Brice, Fanny's brother, who was then
one of the country's ranking vaudeville
troupers. They headlined shows from one
end of the country to the other in those
days of vaudeville prosperity, just before
sound pictures wiped an industry out of
business. In the intimacy of their work
and the constant companionship demanded
by their travels, Mae and Lew fell in love
—or thought they did. They were married,
but it was
didn'tcalled
last and
two years
whena
Mae
to New
York later,
to make
motion picture test for Fox's Big Time,
she told Lew she was through. It was
okay
ranged.by him, too, so a divorce was ar-

CHILDREN'S

-

Mae Clarke Laughs Last

Age

GOING to New York for that test, Mae
was still plenty skeptical. She remembered the Carter de Haven incident and
several other times when the trip to Hollywood seemed just around the corner. But
this time it was her skepticism, rather than
her willingness to believe, that was jolted.
She got the part and headed west to make
her screen debut opposite the fast talking
Lee Tracy.
Picture followed picture until she got her
big break, that part of Molly Malloy in
The Front Page. Universal took her out
of the free lance column and gave her a
contract. Warners borrowed her, so did
other studios. She was making big money,
her name was in electric lights, she had
settled her mother and father and her
younger sister and brother in a beautiful
home.
Then she fell in love with a man high in
the picture business. With her family at
her side, with money rolling in from her
work and in love, Mae thought that at last
the dark days were forever gone. She was
wrong. One day she awakened to read in
the papers that the man she loved had
married another woman — one of those
spur-of-the-moment marriages. Mae tried
to
it off,
like itfor
didn't
But laugh
the blow
was just
too heavy
such matter.
casual
dismissal.
Everything looked black. And one day
when a producer wanted Mae Clarke for
a starring part, she just couldn't respond.
Something within her had snapped. She
tried to fight it out within herself, but
couldn't. She collapsed and doctors told
her worried family that she was suffering
from a complete nervous breakdown. She
would have to be utterly quiet for many
months.
There was no other out.
And that was how and why Mae Clarke
dropped completely from the picture. Fans
flooded the studios with letters wanting to
know what had happened. The girl who
had climbed the ladder and almost reached
the very top had slipped and fallen. She
was just another one of many in the heap
below the first rung.
And as she lay there in that heap, she
did what few others in the same spot have
been able to do. She took stock of herself.
Would she quit or try again? To quit
would be so easy, to try again would be so
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hard. Would it be worth all the physical
and mental effort? Mae decided it would
be worth it. She summoned her mother
and father, her doctors, her business manager. She wanted to know how soon she
would leave the hospital, how long it would
take her to get back into good physical
shape, what her chances would be of getting
back on the screen. The doctors shook
their heads, the business manager suppressed a sigh. So few who slip ever get
back up the ladder again.
BUT Mae was determined. She figured
she was too young to give up. And
so, when she felt physically able to do so,
she started out all over again. She got a
part here and a part there. And when the
producers saw her on the screen, they
marvelled. Here was the old Mae Clarke,
except for the fact that she was a greater
Mae Clarke. Her trials and tribulations,
both mental and physical, had given her a
new understanding. She seemed to put
more feeling into her work. Her performances had more of the human touch.
She smiled as she viewed the spectacle of
producers battling one another for her
services.
And about that time something else
happened that made the battle all the easier.
Mae met a young Hollywood physician and
surgeon, Dr. Frank G. Nolan. The attachment for one another was strong. Being
young and having had much experience as
a studio doctor, he was able to talk with
her in the terms of her profession. He
could discuss her work on an intelligent
and helpful plane. If she wanted to talk
books, the ytage, the studio or current
events, Dr. Nolan was intellectually
equipped to meet the situation. It seemed
like an ideal match and just when Hollywood was hoping that something more than
platonic friendship would come from it,
Mae Clarke started wearing a big diamond
ring and proudly told her friends that it
was a token of their betrothal.
Right now, as she is finishing the biggest
role of her whole career, that opposite
Jimmy Cagney in Grand National's Great
Guy, Hollywood is wondering how long it
will be before they are married. They already have the license and it is probable
that it will be used mighty soon, possibly
before this can even get into print.
And so, having climbed back up the
ladder down which she slipped so terrifically and again being a ranking star,
Mae Clarke looks back and laughs at her
troubles, ten years of them.
"It was bitter, to be sure," Mae admits,
"but it was like a great lesson. I've learned
much from it. And what I've learned will
enable me to enjoy the rest of my life as I
never would have enjoyed it if I hadn't
gone through the contrast of sorrow and
Well, a girl with a philosophy like that
grief."
deserves success and happiness !
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[Continued from page 55]
to motion pictures have become too skeptical, too insistent in demanding authenticity
and too good in their tracing down of anything tinged with fake. So the producer,
ironically enough, demands complete accuracy of duplication. The Schnitzers comply.
TRAVELING over the face of the globe
at this moment, are agents of this odd
industry. Prying into little known marts,
they look, study, and buy. They barter with
natives in remote outposts, they make sign
language, they resort to every gesture possible in every possible market, for they
must return, not only materials, with genuine samples, but they must have a conversant
knowledge of the present, past, and future
of the places they have contacted. Reference bureaus are in daily contact with the
extensive research department, artists copy
the styles ordered, compare them with reproductions inbooks, send them to experts
who further trace them. Not only the style
is copied but the very material from which
they were originally made. When the patterns and goods finally reach the tailoring
department,
with the
all the
necessary
pinned
to them,
master
tailors"O.K.'s"
are in
possession of drawings that would rival an
architect's preparatory sketches and blueprints, together with a collection of the
finest materials money can buy. They are
to be made, not as flimsy replicas, to be
used and discarded, but as models that
would make the ghosts of the initial users
livid with envy of modern materials and
workmanship. They are, upon completion,
as positive, as authentic, and as beautiful, as
a genuine Rembrandt or, if the subject
requires, as ugly as some of the subjects
that that great painter chose to immortalize.
Shall we wander back to that busy phone
desk, take a call ourselves and then follow
it through? Maybe it will give a clearer
insight and it will surely prove a fascinating

method of learning this procedure of one of
the most fascinating of all industries. The
call, fortunately for interest, comes from
the RKO Studios. The adaptation of Mary
Queen of Scotland has been completed.
The principals have been named. The Central Casting Company has just been
notified of the hundreds of extras, bit players and incidental actors to be used. The research department at the studio is well into
the deep delvings of styles, types, conditions,
opinions, mannerisms, idiocyncracies, actualities, etc. Now, it is up to Western
Costumers to supply the wardrobe. That
will take weeks, for a special department —
a Mary of Scotland department — must be
created.- One of the first to be used will be
the group of Scottish Court Guards. A
student of history, is immediately placed on
the detail. We can follow him to the big
library on the mezzanine floor. Here he
will spend a full day, in company with a
group of researchers and artists, sketching
the costumes, listing the materials, types of
cut, methods of sewing and proportionate
measurements. He and his men will read,
not only the actual story of this eccentric
queen, but other stories and intricate histories of those times in which she ruled.
They will know that the guards had to
stand well over six feet, that they had to be
of certain physical accoutrements, that they
must all be of exactly the same type. When
all this is done locally, it is checked with
outside authorities, then compared to the
data compiled at the extensive laboratories
of the studio. When there can be no argument as to completeness, artists put down,
in color, the exact costumes as they will
appear when finished. Then lesser drawings, diagraming the cut and pattern are
minutely made in complete detail. The
exact plaid is ordered, to be specially woven
in this case for it cannot be found already
made.
The materials must correspond in

Personal to Fat Girls! - Now you can sum

down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
you have lost enough fat — then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.
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What's wrong with this picture? Only one thing
there should be a queen. Perhaps, however, Robt.
dream castle is completed before Barbara Stanwyck
shown here discussing the blueprint plans with his

Accept no substitutes !

— Where there's a king,
Taylor is waiting until his
enters the scene. He is
architect, Burton Schutt.

Always insist on the advertised brand !

weight and texture exactly with Mary's
conception of what her pet soldiers should
wear. When all this is done, when the
tailors have been assigned to this job, when
the cloth, shoes, buttons, leather incidentals
and trappings, stockings, swords, guns ;
when the complete paraphernalia has been
assembled, the men who are to wear them
are called for first fittings.
Maybe you have been to a Bond Street
tailor. Maybe you have been fitted by
tailors better than those famous designers.
But until you have appeared in the fitting
rooms of the film costumers, you have no
conception of complete precision. As the
tailor measures and marks, anywhere from
three to ten representatives remain in the
room, criticizing, correcting, praising, deriding or suggesting. When the second
measurement comes up, then we see the
acme of accuracy. Time is no factor and
neither is money.
NEVER a day goes by but something
doesn't
happen of
to add
to the glamour
of this
storehouse
memories.
Armour
worn once by gallant knights stand in fantastic array in its section. Long rows of
flimsy court dresses, of stuffy, multi-petticoated colonial garb, helmets, hats, fezzes,
berets, tarns, plumes, ridiculous, ribald,
sedate, silly, conservative, fabulous. But
everything sorted, selected and stored with
all its glories, awaiting rebirth when some
producer decides to do a reenactment of its
moments.
The many departments are laid out according to dates and these dates are then
subdivided into nationalities or divisions
of peoples. Within a few comparative steps
your thoughts are carried from the American Revolution into Livingstone's search
for Stanley, or was it the other way around?
Oddly enough, and the reason is not explained, the futuristic department lies directly between the medieval and modern.
The martial music and the thrills of men
away to war lend romance to any period.
The preserved- uniforms, now idly hanging
on their racks, come to life as we gaze.
Our minds are carried to the bodies that in
reality once filled those worn remnants,
per.iaps even died while wearing them.
Civil war uniforms are there, with bullet
holes to make this thought a bit more
tense.
The heavy, pearl-handled six-shooter,
with the name "Jack Stoddert" engraved
very close to five filed notches, gives a
thrill as we hold the weapon in our hands.
A different thrill no doubt, than it gave
the associates of Jack Stoddert who is no
longer a desperado but a romantic memory
of the early west. It will bring and do
something to the actor who happens to carry
that gun in some motion picture.
This story is told both at Warner Brother's Studio and at the modern warfare
uniform department of Western. Allan
Taylor, an Englishman, upon receiving discharge papers from the British army at the
conclusion of the World War, came to
America, to Hollywood, and so to films.
His work took him into the wardrobe department at Warner's. When a picture was
selected that dealt with British regiments
in the war, Taylor was called upon as collaborator for authenticity. Just to be sure,
he went himself to the Schnitzer Brothers
and asked that he be allowed to select the
uniforms. He was escorted to a tremendous
bin, wherein were gathered "Tommy" uniforms galore, together with rifle belts, rifles,
side arms, mess kits, packs, tin hats, canteens, puttees, shovels, and shoes. With
memories of his war experiences still fresh,
the young man became interested in fingering over the now musty garments. His
[Continued on page 74]
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FOLKS HAVE MADE THIS
ANAZING DISCOVERY/
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How Amazing New
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from Pacific Ocean,
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Energy, Built Glorious
NEW STRENGTH for
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Here's new hope and encouragement for thousands of thin,
tired, weak, worn-out,
haggard-looking
men
and women
by overwork
sapped halt-sick
been always
energywhoandare strength
whose
an(] worry,
nervous, have
irritable,
and
ailing. Science has at last placed its finger on what is
often one of the principal causes of this dangerous, rundown condition—
IODINE-STARVED GLANDS. When these glands don't work properly,
all the
foodis inyouthestay
world
can'trundown,
help you.
It just isn't turned into flesh.
The
result
skinny,
ailing.
The most important gland — the one which actually controls body weight and
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Make This Test!

Posed by professional models.

# Manufacturer's
— Inferior
products, sold as kelp Note:
and malt
preparations
— in imitation of the genuine Seedol Kelpamalt are being offered as substitutes. The
Kelpamalt Company will reward for information covering any case where an
imitation product has been represented as
the
original
Seedol
Kelpamalt.
Don't be
fooled. Demand
genuine
Seedol Kelpamalt
Tablets. They are easily assimilated, do
not upset stomach nor injure teeth. Besults
guaranteed or money back.

SPECIAL

FREE

OFFER

Write today for fascinating instructive
50 -page hook on How to Add Weight
Quickly, Build Strength, Energy, Weight.
strong Nerves and Rich Red Blood. Mineral contents of Food and their effects
on the human body. New facts about
NATURAL IODINE. Standard weight
and measurement charts. Daily menus
for weight building. Absolutely free.
No obligation, Kelpamalt Co., Dept.
1089, 27-33 West 20th St., New York
City.

3Building
Steps in the
of
Good Solid
Flesh, Rich
Blood, New
Strength

aft*

1. Ordinary food enters stomach and is partially digested.
2. Digestion completed
intestines and fleshin and
strength-building material
absorbed in blood stream.
3. Metabolism, when regulated,
by
glandsshould
kept healthy
iodine,
assure with
conversion of material
into
firm, new flesh, rich, red
blood, rugged
day-long
energy.strength and

Make this test with Seedol Kelpamalt.
First weigh yourself and see how long
you can work or how far you can walk
without tiring. Then take 3 Seedol
Kelpamalt Tablets with each meal for
1 week and again weigh yourself and
notice how much longer you can work
without tiring, how much farther you
can walk. Notice how much better you
feel, sleep and eat. Watch flattering
extra pounds appear in place of scrawny
hollows.

Money-Back Guarantee
If you are not absolutely satisfied with
the results of even the first week, the
trial is free and your money will be
refunded. Seedol Kelpamalt costs but
little to use. Your own doctor will
approve this way. 100 Jumb.o size
Seedol Kelpamalt Tablets— four to five
timesbutthe
sizecents
of ordinary
tabletsGet
—
cost
a few
a day to use.
Seedolmalt isKelpamalt
Seedol
Kelpa-If
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good drug
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supply,tory size
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$1.00 offor65special
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Gadgets, Garb and Glamour
dreaming turned to a hair raising thrill suddenly. He shouted to the world at large !
"Come here ! Look !" There was no mistaking the name on that uniform he held
in his hands. It was that of Allan Taylor !
And included upon it were the company and
regiment numbers in which he had served !

LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER
Brownatone is dependable — guaranteed absolutely harmless for tinting gray hair. Active
coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Is economical and lasting —
will not wash out. Brownatone imparts a rich,
beautiful shade with amazing speed. Simply
"touch-up" as new gray hair appears. Easy to
apply- Just brush or comb it in. Shades "Blonde
to
Medium
cover
every Brown"
need. and "Dark Brown to Black"
Brownatone is only
50c at drug or toilet
counters everywhere —
always on a moneyback guarantee — or
send for test bottle.
-"

/Covington, Kentucky <0jv
,.•>
Please send test bottle of vf n
,ifcS^
BROWNATONE, and in- "ffl/QU flu f.W*
UK »u
d of"»«
Enclose
booklet.
teresting
is
a 3c stamp
to cover,
partly, cost
packing, mailing
State shade wanted
Name —

<S-

RELEASE of the costumes for rental
- provides many intricate measures. This
is especially true of modern uniforms. For
instance, to combat the usage of police uniforms to people who might use them for
crime, they are never given in completeness
except to the largest studios and then only
under a heavy bond. Costumes of other nations must remain so that they do not offend
that country, yet must be authentic. The
only uniform that is barred in entirety
to the Western Costumers is the Khaki rig
of the Boy Scouts of America. Any other,
from the Royal Mounted of Canada to the
jungle patrol of the native Zulus can be
fetched to your doorstep on a few hour's
notice. The weapons must always go out
under bond, and they must be recorded
daily. Medals, trophies, heirlooms, and
authentic mementos can be used, but the
borrower must be of irreproachable character and the purpose for which they are
rented must be recorded and remembered.
Insurance is carried on the entire stock.
This means minute and detailed information concerning every one of the millions
of articles. It requires a bookkeeping system intricate enough to stump a public accountant. The shipping rooms must check
both in and out with the keenest precision
and accuracy. Every employee must be certain of the proper place for everything.
And when you enter into the spacious lobby
of this house of a million memories you
find it a tranquil, unhurried organization,
with a complacent polite doorman who can
always find time to care for your individual
desires.
Romance, glamour, glory of tradition.
You have the feeling that you tread among
the ghosts of our predecessors as you stroll
through the long aisles. Behind that is the
ingenuity of two brothers, backed by demands of studios who, in turn, must serve
the demands of their clients. It is the romance of present day lives that enable
them to construct a mammoth rendezvous
of relices, that give them the fortitude to
dig through the archives and carry their
possessions from history for use on the
screen. The wondering mind of the little
boy is somewhere in every man and the
Schnitzer brothers have made from it a
very profitable and fascinating business.
They have given Hollywood one of the
finest museums in the world.

LIKE
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• Safely, quickly —
and at home — you
can overcome the
handicap of gray,
faded or streaked
hair. With a small
brush and Brownatone, you can impart
a rich, naturalappearing shade of
blonde, brown or
black. Used and approved for over
twenty-five years by
American women
everywhere. Millions
of bottles sold is your
assurance of satisfaction. Retain your
youthful charm —

Co.
Kenton Ph.
The
275 Brownatone
Bldg.
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Old MenFaces
Made Young!
as Well as Women Can
Now

rNew Perfume!-i
alluring, enticing. Sells reguSUBTLE,
larly for $12.00 an ounce. Made from
the essence of flowers. Exquisite!
A single drop lasts a week! I: is.—

. State..

Hair
OFF 851

City.-.

I once had ugly hair oil my face and
n ajS§jy m eged.
Tried depilatories, waxes, liquids
Uanriv' cn'Q • • • wa3 unloved ... discour. i , even razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method, It
worked 1 Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness
with the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write MUe. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 317, Chicago.

GIANT

"Temptation"

To pay for postage and handling, enclose
only IOC silver 01 12c stamps.
(Est. 1872)

Free Trial Bottle

— Paul Rigger,

Breeder may lay 10,000
EGGS YEARLY. Frogs sell
Up to $5 doz. Millions used
yearly.
ship. Start
backyard
expandEasy
withtoincrease.
Men
and women see what others are
doing.
SendFrog
for free
frog book.
American
Canning
Co.,
Dept. 154-B, New Orleans. La.
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LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE

Don't fail to read about

$ 1 ,000 in Cash Prizes

387 Davis St.. San Francisco— '

Accept no substitutes!

FROGS

Start Backyard! We Buy!

Next Month
MOVIE CLASSIC'S
Star Popularity Contest
in March issue.

Look Young.

A famous French beauty specialist recently astonished New York society by demonstrating that
■wrinkles,
feet", double chin
and
other scrawny
marks ofneck,
age "crow's
are
easily banished by spending
only 6 minutes a day in
your own home by an easy
method of facial rejuvenation that any one can do.
No cosmetics, no massage,
no beauty parlor aids.
The method is fully explained with photographs in
a thrilling book sent free upon request in plain wrapper.
Pauline Palmer,1421C Armour Blvd., Kansas City.Mo.
Write before supply is exhausted.
Name.

City_

E
TON
BROWNAHAIR
SAFELY.

each
60c Cod
and
2 McCoy's
Take meal.
$1 size-all Druggists

Liver Oil Tablets to
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Careful SAFELY
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shade you desire
In 5to 15 minutes

i

women
avoid the use of
._ peroxide makes
brittle.
■.editor's Instantaneous
Hair hair
Lightener
le. U«ed na a paste, it Cannot stre
inates ""straw" look. Beneficial to permanent waves a
bleached hair. Lightens blonde hair grown dark. This
the only preparation that also lightens the scalp,
more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous beauti
stage and screen stars and children. Harmless. Gu
anteed.
Mailed complete with
brush for application.
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36 page booklet "The Art of Liohtenint Hair
Without Peroxide" Free with your firei order.

LECHLER
560 Broadway

LABORATORIES, INC.
(Dept. E.) New York, N.Y.
Slim-

Always insist on the advertised brand!

Perfume Preferred
[Continued from page 51]
"To me, perfumes represent colors," Barbara explained. "In spring I like perfumes
with a woodsy fragrance, summer calls for
light floral odors suggestive of pastel
shades, fall represents warm brown tones
and spicy scents. Winter, of course, is the
season for mystic or exotic perfumes."
What perfume would she wear with a
yellow morning dress, a frothy pink dance
frock, a deep blue dinner gown? Without
hesitation Barbara supplied the answer to
each, talking with an enthusiasm which
showed her fascination in the subject. For
sports she suggested perfumes with the
scent of tweed or leather.
"Out of my first pay check as a Follies
dancer I bought an ounce bottle of perfume
and no purchase ever gave me a greater
thrill. The fragrance is still one of my
favorites." -Barbara indicated a popular
brand well within the scope of modest
pocketbooks.
• "To be effective, the odor of perfume
must be vague and elusive and therefore
delicately used. The best method of applying is with an atomizer, spraying the hair,
wrists, ears and throat. I don't believe it
should be applied to outer clothing with the
exception of furs which require an oriental
or "winter" perfume. Occasionally, too, I
spray a bit of perfume on the hem of a
dance frock so that in motion it leaves a
trail of faint fragrance.
"Perfume should be applied at least a
half hour before going out to avoid any
heaviness of scent, although I do like to
carry a small flacon in my bag to spot my

Wendy Barrie, Universal player, shows how it's done down on the farm
or ears after a long interval from
fruit. "The fragrance of fresh strawberries,
lime or persimmons — wouldn't that be luscious?" she demanded. A tip for some enA PERSONAL blend in perfumes has an
terprising manufacturer !
home."
[Continued on page 81]
exciting sound and Barbara assured
me that it was a simple matter to achieve
all sorts of delightful combinations that
would defy identification. "Very often I
Beauty Advice for You!
blend perfume with toilet water," she told
You are invited to bring your perme, "by adding the perfume a drop at a
time and stirring with a glass rod. Wood
sonal^ beauty problems to Alison
should not be used because it absorbs the
Alden, MOVIE CLASSICS beauty
scent.
expert. Let her advise you on the care
of skin and hair and the use of cos"That reminds me, I have a wooden
metics. Brand names to meet indicigarette box in which I place a drop or
vidual needs supplied upon request.
two of perfume on the lid and in the botWrite
Miss Alden in care of
tom. By keeping the box closed, the cigaMOVIE CLASSIC, 1501 Broadway,
rettes absorb just a faint scent. Girls adore
New York City. There is no charge
these perfumed cigarettes but you should
for this service. The only requirement
hear what father says when he gets hold
is that you enclose stamped (3 cent
of one of them !" she laughed.
U.S. stamp) envelope for reply.
Barbara says she is now looking for
perfumes with the delicate odor of fresh
hair

MOST
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BREATH
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Tests prove that 76% of all people over the age of 1 7 have bad
breath ! And the same tests prove
that most bad breath comes
from improperly cleaned teeth.
Colgate Dental Cream, because
of its special penetrating foam,
removes the cause — the decay-
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TEETH!

ing food deposits in hidden
crevices between teeth which
are the source of most bad
breath, dull, dingy teeth, and
much tooth decay. At the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans and brightens
enamel — makes teeth sparkle!
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That Girl From Paris
[Continued from page 43]

May PatoJlvupiali IfoWi HomcU
with her fans that those schooled only on
the stage and screen do their utmost to
shun.
She could not be happy otherwise.

~
TO
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fingers may hold hidden riches for you U ^ »
if you know what to look for in the Vi ^. j
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HOW
the allure
public —has
her never
public been
— responds
to her
more
admirably illustrated than upon the occasion of her concert in the Hollywood Bowl
last summer. Following her appearance as
guest artist — and for this the great amphitheatre was packed to over-capacity — half
of Hollywood milled around her backstage
to pay her touching homage. And she
expected it . . . not because she considered
it her rightful due or through any sense of
self-praise, but because she honestly loves
to have people crowd around her and she
knew that her friends knew she sincerely
wanted to see them.
"It is so wonderful to have so many
friends," Lily told me. "They are part of
me. Life would be tragic indeed if one
were not blessed with them. And it has
been my lot, because of my career, probably to know the meaning of friendship
more
fully this
than smiling
the majority
of people."
Watch
and eager
young
Frenchwoman emerge from a preview and
in all likelihood you will think tlie Spanish
rebellion has struck our shores. Her fans
swarm around her like a locust scourge.
No sneaking out of back theatre-doors here,
as in the case of so many popular stars
. . . Lily is too happy to meet her adoring
public whom she adores in turn to think
of treating them in so scurvy a fashion.
Let anyone in this mob, or anyone who
might accost her on the street or in her
hotel, ask for a photograph and she religiously takes his name and address. Her
secretary spends half her time in complying with these requests for pictures.
While on concert tour, she always carries tickets to the performance in her
purse. Should an elevator boy or anyone
she meets express a desire to hear her,
and straightway she smilingly presents him
with a ticket. Small wonder that hotels
look forward to her arrival. It is her innate friendliness and generosity that leads
her to do this, and likewise engage bell
hops, taxi drivers, policemen, men and
women
sation. in every strata of life in conver"Always I learn something from the people I talk to," the diva declares. "Perhaps
it is much, perhaps only a little, but always
I am glad I spoke with that person.
"Many times my taxi chauffeur, while
driving me to the station or boat, comments on one of my performances. If it
is a long drive to where we are going he
tells me, as a rule, about himself, his family." She twinkled. "I can tell you the
life stories of more taxi chauffeurs than
probably anybody else in the world."
There's a quality about Lily Pons that
invariably inspires all classes of people to
confide in her. Two years ago, while on
a South American tour, she received a
message from a convict, who poured out
all his troubles to her. So touched was
she with his story that she sought out the
president of the country himself on his
behalf. Men and women of all creeds and
ages are continually besieging her with
their woes, relating their life stories, seeking her aid and advice, and never one has
she turned down that she could reasonably
assist.
Lily's
cordiality
in allis who
work
with
her on is
thereflected
set. There
not
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the slightest feeling of restraint present
that almost always accompanies the presence of so great a star. I caught this the
instant I walked onto the set, for over
there by the piano Lily and Gene Raymond
and two electricians were harmonizing at
the top of their respective voices, with Lily
performing a jig step. No set in many
months, irrespective of the identity of the
star, has been so completely imbued with
the
spirit of lackadaisical fun and good
comradeship.

LET
me quote
a case
in point.
J command
of the
English
languageLily's
has
not advanced to the stage that she can be
absolutely sure of herself. Consequently,
she occasionally makes mistakes, both in
her pronunciation and in her phraseology.
Indeed, while we were chatting, Andre
Kostelanetz, the Russian orchestra conduc-.
tor to whom she is affianced, dropped by
andOn shetheasked,
quaintly,
"How she
you had
are?"a
occasion
in question,
difficult speech to utter, difficult because it
entailed a combination of words she found
almost impossible to string together correctly. Time after time the company rehearsed, until finally Lily had her lines
down pat in her mind.
Came the take — the actual scene— and
everything progressed perfectly. "Let's
take another," said Director Jason, and
once more the company went through its
paces. But this time Lily mixed her
phrases ... and WHOOPED!
Seldom has so boisterous a scene occurred on the spur of the moment. Jack
Oakie yelled at the top of his powerful
lungs . . . Gene Raymond seized Lily in
his arms and whirled her gleefully around
several times . . . and the entire company
burst out in roars of laughter. Show me
another great foreign star who could inspire so friendly a reception of a mistake.
To have caught that extemporaneous scene
no one could possibly have guessed that a
world-celebrated diva was its center.
Fun, though, to Lily Pons is the very
elixir of life. She owns a sense of humor
second to none. As witness that day in
Rio de Janeiro when she walked down the
principal street of that Brazilian city, at
the head of a column of more than five
hundred enthusiastic and rabid fans who
followed her wherever she went. She
might have hopped a taxi or darted into
some building for refuge. Instead, she
walked . . . and had the time of her life.
You'll see plenty of her love for fun
when you view her new picture, for hers
is a comedy role throughout the production.
The story relates of a famed French opera
star who rebels at a marriage of convenience, jilts a wealthy impressario at the
altar and becomes an ocean hitch-hiker in
pursuit of a handsome American musician
who has ignited a suppressed romantic
spark. Singing both popular and classical
numbers, Lily will offer a new and altogether intriguing glimpse of herself to her
millions of admirers.
THE

whole
followed notheother
career of Lilyworld
Pons has
as perhaps
operatic star on record. Born in Cannes,
France, of an Italian mother and French
father, at the age of five she evinced a
remarkable aptitude for music and at six
was playing the compositions of Chopin.
During the World War, she played and
sang for the wounded
soldiers until her

Always insist on the advertised brand!

childish fingers ached and her voice could
scarcely trill. Following the end of the
conflict and subsequent training in Paris,
she made her operatic debut in AlsaceLorraine in 1928, and became an overnight
sensation. American audiences first heard
her at the New York Metropolitan in 1931,
when she sang the opera that had inspired
her love for music when she was five . . .
''Lucia di Lammermoor."
South America, Europe and the United
States, then, heard and saw her regularly
on the operatic and concert stage. She
could not begin to satisfy all the demands
made upon her time from all over the
world. But one she did accede to, and in
complying performed a daring and gracious
deed that exemplifies the warmth of her
heart and the depth of her generosity.
She had arranged to give a benefit concert for the poor children of her native
Cannes. Because of her unprecedented
popularity, her South American engagement was extended until the regular means
of transportation could not get her back
to Europe in time for the charity event.
Instead of having this postponed, the
diva, thinking only of the disappointment
which her absence would cause her beloved children, crossed the Atlantic in the
Graf Zeppelin, sailing the airway from Rio
de Janeiro to Germany and braving a lashing tropical hurricane. She then rushed to
Cannes by special plane, arriving only a
short time before the scheduled concert.
Do you wonder all the world loves her?
Pons' entry
pictures
was hailed
as Lily
a sensational
eventin and
in / Dream
Too
Much she endeared herself forever to the
public. Hollywood,' with its customary reserve in receiving newcomers into the colony, waited before it passed judgment upon
her.
But Lily took matters into her own deli-

A Hull house full of kids! Warren Hull, featured player in Heroes
in the Air is preparing to put the lid on this backyard abode of his
three sons. "At home" announcements
cate and capable hands. Overnight, she
disproved the fact that all prima donnas
are temperamental and Hollywood awoke
to the realization that in Lily Pons at last
was found the star it often had dreamed of

"A COLD

should be in order very shortly.

but rarely known . . . the star who went
out of her way to meet the public and insisted upon being one of them. Small wonder that Lily Pons today occupies a place
in the heart of the world.
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Be doully careful about the laxative you take
ONE of the first questions the doctor
asks when you have a cold is —
"Are your bowels regular?" Doctors
know how important a laxative is in
the treatment of colds. They know also
the importance of choosing the right
laxative at this time.
Before they will give any laxative
their approval, doctors make doubly
sure that it measures up to their own
specifications. Read these specifications. They are important — not only
during the "cold season," but all the
year 'round.
The doctor says that a laxative
should be: Dependable . . . Mild . . .
Thorough . . . Time-tested.
The doctor says that a laxative
should not: Over-act . . . Form a
habit . . . Cause stomach pains . . .
Nauseate, or upset the digestion.
Ex-Lax meets every one of these
demands so fairly that many doctors
When

answering

advertisements, please mention

February

use it for their own families. And millions of other families, too, trust it so
completely that they have made Ex-Lax
the most widely used laxative in the
whole wide world.
One trial of Ex-Lax will tell you
why its use is so universal ...It is thorough. But it is gentle... It is effective.
But it is mild ... It brings welcome
relief — without stomach pains or
nausea. That's why it's such a favorite,
not only of the grown-ups but of the
youngsters, too. And, just to make it
even more pleasant, Ex-Lax tastes
exactly like delicious chocolate... At
all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.

When Nature forgets
— remember

EX-LAX

THE ORIGINAL
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LAXATIVE
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WHY DOES A WOMAN
CLOSE HER EYES

Doomed

to Oblivion

[Continued from page 29]
one of the happiest couples in Hollywood.
TESTS for Pleasure Mad had been
taken, silent, of course, since this was
the pre-talkie era. Mr. Mayer, Mr. Thalberg and I sat in the projection room as
the tests were run.
After seeing them I shook my head doubtfully. I could feel no enthusiasm. I saw
no hope for a screen career for the actress
destined to outdistance practically all the
stars of her day.
"She's pretty, yes," I said. "But her personality is devoid of sparkle. She lacks
personal magnetism. To me she is cold

and uninteresting. Let's forget about her.
Let's see some other tests."
In that nonchalant manner I tried to
wave aside the hidden talents of the young
^-*f0t'.:\
(USE COUPON Jj'
BELOW)
Dominion beauty who was to tread, step
9 Psychologists say that she is an idealist and closes her by step, up the long ladder to the pinnacle
of motion picture fame and win the prestige
eyes to "shut out the world of realities.". . . Many women
would also like to "shut out" the everyday reality of which is indisputably hers today.
rough, red, coarse skin that housework and weather
But Louiebee and Irving insisted she be
inflicts upon them. And they could, by using the famous
used in the picture, so with mental reservaskin softener— ITALIAN BALM.
tions I agreed. What else was there for
Here is a genuinely inexpensive preparation. Composed
of 16 scientifically selected, scientifically pure ingredients. me to do? A tyro with nd stage experience
For over 40 years, the preferred skin protector of the and very little film background was to
women of Canada — and the fastest-selling preparation of
its kind today in thousands of communities all over have a major role in the brilliant roster of
America. . . . Non-sticky. Quick-drying. Approved by screen talent assembled for my Pleasure
Good Housekeeping. . . . Give Italian Balm a week's Mad. I was worried. I slept little that night.
trial — at no expense. Send for FREE bottle.
It took me exactly twenty-four hours to
discover my error in judgment. I was sold

Italian Balm
CcvmpxvrtcCi

THE

ORIGINAL

SKIN

SOFTENER

CAMP ANA SALES CO.
2902 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, 111.
Gentlemen: I have never tried
Italian Balm. Please send me Vanity
bottle FREE and postpaid.
Name

.

Address.
City
In Canada.

".

Stale

Camnana. Ltd..

FP2902 Caledonia Road. Toronto

C 0 N F I D E N C E
FOUNDED

•

#*!

UPON THREE
GENERATIONS
OF USE
From grandmother ... to mother ... to daughter
■— Boro-Pheno-Form has been handed down as an
easier, safer method of marriage hygiene. Today,
this forty-six year old preparation is widely preferred by modern wives because it requires no
water, mixing or measuring — yet it has the same
special function as powerful liquid germicides. A
dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger
of "over-dose" or "under- *. i«v
dose." Soothing and odor- ||«, L)i CkV»r»f*'«
less . . . At all drug stores. |/r* I ICI,CB

BORO-PHENO-FORM

Dr.162Pierre
Chemical St.,
Co.,Chicago,
Dept. 10-B
N. Franklin
111.
Please send me a trial package of
Boro-Pheno-Form and enlightening booklet. I enclose loc
to be refunded when I purchase a regular-size package.
Name
Address
..State
City
-
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one hundred per cent after a day's work
with her. She demonstrated real perseverance, great ability and every quality needed
to crash the gates of success.
And of the superlative cast who majored
in that old picture, what others are tops
today? Yet supreme in that day were such
names as Huntley Gordon, Mary Alden,
William Collier, Jr. ; Winifred Bryson,
Ward
Crane, Frederick Truesdell, and Joan
Standing.
Huntley Gordon, lead in her first important picture, described conditions to which
Norma was subjected by his well-known
aphorism of that time, "When you work
for Barker sell your Ford and buy a lantern. Youour
neverfavorites
get to go
homegalmorously
anyway."
When
flash
before us on the screen we sit back in our
soft seats among the audience and lose ourselves in the artificial world being created.
In the picture the players appear graceful,
and move effortlessly through the scenes
in the story. But there is a story the screen
never tells.
It is a brutal story of hard work, you
might almost say galley-slaving under the
director. It was in this exacting, painful
labor which means long hours and the
toughest kind of work that Norma Shearer
excelled, and does to this day. And she
always took her arduous assignment with
a smile and came back for more, graciously, uncomplainingly, and with constantly
improving performance.
MY

NEXT and last picture with her
was the one which catapulted her to

stardom. After being loaned to Warners'
for Broadivay After Dark, a transaction
which itself attested her success in Pleasure
Mad, she returned to Metro to be leading
lady in Broken Barriers. It was her first
release after the merger which created
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Broken Barriers, a Meredith Nicholson
story about a proud, intelligent young
woman of strong character who defies convention to live her life as she sees fit, was
a story typical of the post war decade when

morals were registering a kick-back from
the cataclysm of the World War. Her
vehicle to stardom established her in the
type of glamour girl role which she made
famous through the first stage of her development.
In a series of pictures culminating in
Gay Divorcee she swept to fame in a series
of roles as an intelligent, but blase, tra-la-la
girl whose morals knew no walls. Strange
Interlude combined the climax of this
earlier screen Shearer with the new exponent of heavier, more tragic roles scaling
classic heights with Barretts of Wimpolc
Street and her masterpiece, Romeo and
Jidict!
Her Romeo and Juliet, incidentally, not
only culminated her career to date but
climaxed a series of motion picture productions of Shakespeare's greatest love story.
I CAN sionremember
the Juliet
primitive
first verof Romeo and
in 1908,
the
prehistoric era of motion pictures. It was
a 915 foot film, not quite one reel, which
Vitagraph produced in one afternoon in
Central Park. The finished film ran less
than fifteen minutes.
A step forward was the two-reeler produced in 1911, by Thanhauser, which later
came out with the Bard of Avon's Tempest
and Merchant of Venice. I know that
Pathe, in 1913, produced a Romeo and
Juliet announced as A Wonderfully Colored
Film
of the
Immortal
Playwright's
Great
Romantic
Play,
but according
to hearsay
was branded "too bad to be released." This
one betrothed Juliet to Tybalt, eliminating
the whole character of Paris as superfluous
overhead.
In 1916 emerged the first full-length
screen production of the play. What a long
step from those early film aspirations is the
modern, talkie version of Romeo and Juliet
— the posthumous masterpiece of Irving
Thalberg, producer ; the crowning glory of
Norma Shearer, actress !
With Broken Barriers she had in a very
brief spell driven her way from the obscurity of near rejection from major role
consideration to a fixed place in the cinema
heavens she has so scintillatingly illuminated ever since. And as the critics said,
she won this starring role because she had
both beauty and brains.
It is that quality of Norma Shearer
which in my opinion ranks her as the
screen's first lady. Her physical, exterior
beauty shrouds her whole being, filtering
down through the interior and into every
recess of her, glowing from her mind and
personality to flood every characterization
she gives.
I found Norma a machine for work.
Where others -chafed or tired or blew up
in a flare of Thespian temperament under
the pressure of long, intense rehearsals
Norma carried on steadily, ever seeking
perfection. Thus she marched to the top,
and into the hearts of all who worked
with her, all who saw her, all who have
known her. She demands dozens of rehearsals. She tries again, and then again —
not driven to it, but insisting on continuous effort for the consummation of her art.
I've always admired people who work
hard. And now the minute perfection of
her work in the later pictures shows her
mastery of that drudgery which is the lot
of all players — rehearsing, rehearsing, rehearsing. Developing in every picture, her
ability became rounded out with experience.

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

I HAVE always thought she gets over
intellectuality better on the screen than
does any other player. That is partially because in her private life she is an intellectual. She spends hours in home study, even
bringing in tutors to help her master languages, philosophy, and other subjects
which fascinate her fertile mind. While
waiting to have her children she studied
French and went farther into other subjects.
She deserves all the success she's had because she is a thinking actress who knows
what it is all about.
She plunged her whole life into her career
and into her marriage, doing with magnificent superiority everything that could
contribute to the success of both.
Now there has come into her life that
supreme test which necessitates a readjustment no one can predict. It was the real
Norma Shearer who kept vigil by the
bedside of her husband and who wept her
strength away in tears after the death of
Irving Thalberg. But I can stand for the
prediction that she will beat her way back
into the vital, important life which is hers
in the fateful trend of things.
Her heart was prostrated with grief
from the heavy blow, but she is too much
in the pulse of destiny to withdraw from
the tide of moving events.
People ask whether she will retire after
her husband's death, or carry on. It would
be a great pity for her to give up her
work while she is so young and at the high
point of her career. Her heart is so wrapped
in the highest art of the cinema, with its
power both to express and improve human
life, that I do not think she can relinquish
it.
She belongs to life, which led her to
marry, though she once had not intended
to. And life will bring her back to her
work, though now in the burden of her

Don't let this small-town scene fool you. It is only rural atmosphere on the back lot of the 20th Century-Fox Studio. Alice
Faye and Michael Whalen are seen taking the turn on high.
grief she hesitates to contemplate working
again.
As her first director in major roles, I
have followed Norma Shearer through
glamour girl and noble woman roles. I
have followed her through one of the most
beautiful of the screen's private lives.
The stage had its Sarah Bernhardt. The
screen has Norma Shearer. She, a truly
distinct and outstanding screen personality,
has the ability to portray gracious women
in a lovely way. Her performances spell
refinement and culture. Off the screen or
on it, at home or on the lot, she is regal.
And now, from the crucible of her suffering, she will emerge more beautiful,
deeper, more understanding.

REGINALD BARKER, whose reputation
is of such calibre that he is big enough
to admit a mistake, even as grave a one as
jailing to see the latent talent in such a
star as Norma Shearer, has for many years
been a leading director of Hollywood. Thomas H. Ince brought him from New York,
where he had been stage director for Henry
Miller, and under Barker tutelage such stars
as William S. Hart, Louise Glaum, Dorothy
Dalton, Charles Ray and others of silent
fame started their careers.
Since the advent of the talkies Mr, Barker
has directed a number of all star productions for various independent studios.
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Why I Married John Barrymore
[Continued from page 33]
reading matter. I told her to come along."

YOU'VE GOT
TO KEEP TO
YOURSELF!
ARE YOU a victim of Piles? Then you know what
• suffering is. Piles will do more to make you miserable and pull you down physically and mentally than
almost any other ailment.
Real relief for the pain of Piles is to be had today
in Pazo Ointment. Pazo does more than "kid" Piles.
It actually placates them. Itgivesalmoatinstantrelief
from the pain and itching.
Pazo is unusually effective because it is threefold in
effect. First, it is soothing, which relieves pain and soreness. Second, it is lubricating, which softens hard parts
and makes passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which
tends to reduce swollen parts and check bleeding.
PROVE IT!
Pazo comes in tubes fitted with special Pile Pipe,
which makes it possible to apply high up in the rectum.
It also now comes in suppository form. Those who
prefer suppositories will find Pazo Suppositories the
most satisfactory. All drug stores sell both Pazo-inTubes and Pazo Suppositories, but a free trial tube
will be sent on request. Just mail coupon and enclose
10c (coin or stamps) to help cover cost of packing
and postage.

MAIL!

Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Dept. 71-F, St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send trial tube Pazo. I enclose
10c to help cover packing and mailing.
NAME
ADDRESS
_.
CITY.
STATE
This offer is good only in U. S. and Canada. Canadian residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 6U
Wellington Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

Be Tfour Own
MUSIC
Teacher
Learn at Home

by wonderful improved I
method. Simple as A,
B, C. — a child can
learn it. Your lessons
consist of real selections instead of tiresome exercises. When
you finish one of these
delightfully easy lessons, you've added a new "piece" to your list. You
read real notes, too — no "numbers" or trick music.
Method is so thorough that many of our 700,000
students are band
and orchestra
LEADERS.
PLAY BY
NOTE
Piano Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Organ Mandolin
Cornet Ukulele
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Clarinet
Flute
'Cello
Hawaiian
Steel
Guitar
Trumpet
Piano Accordion
Italian and German Accordion
Voice and Speech
Culture
Harmony and
Composition
Drums and Traps
Bsnio (Plectrum,
5-String
or
Tenor)
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Be Popular
Everything is in print and pictures. First you are told what to
do. Then a picture shows you how
to do it. Then you do it yourself
and hear it. In a few short months
you become an excellent musician
— the life cf every party I
Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson
You may quickly become a fine
player through the II. S. School
home study method. Write at once
for our illustrated Free Book and
Free Demonstration Lesson. Please
mention your favorite instrument.
No obligation. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
U.

S.
SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC
362 Brunswick Building
New York City, N. Y.

ELAINE reached over and patted Mr.
Barrymore's hand. "It was sweet of
you, John." she resumed. "And why
shouldn't I have called? If Clark Gable
were ill in a New York hospital wouldn't
a lot of girls he didn't know try to visit
him?
I felt the same way about John.
"I'll never forget the day I sat beside
John
Barrymore's
wasn't timid.
Somehow
it seemed bed.
that I Ibelonged
there.
I read a poem which he liked. I described
my theatrical ambitions and what I had
learned from studying his roles. He encouraged me, urged me to persevere. He
coached me in reading certain dramatic
passages.
It was a thrilling visit."
"Didn't you know Mr. Barrymore was a
married man?" I interrupted.
"Oh, yes." Elaine replied. "I was quite
aware of it. I also knew that he had been
separated from Dolores Costello for more
than a year before I met him and had
started divorce proceedings, and that nobody seemed alarmed whether he lived or
died in that hospital, nobody but me. I
believe that my visits improved his mental
state of mind and aided recovery. I remember how delighted I felt one day when
the doctor informed me that John could
leave the hospital in a week or two.
Imagine my amazement when John rang
the bell to our Riverside Drive apartment
that same night. It was a bitter cold
night. John, becoming restless, had foolishly left his hospital bed convinced that
he was cured.
"John was mistaken. He was still a sick
man. Mother realized it the moment he
stepped inside the door. She took his
temperature. It was 104. We insisted on
keeping him overnight. It would have
been fatal for him to venture out again.
The apartment was small so we phoned
father to remain downtown and sleep in
a hotel room. Father was puzzled. What
was the idea? I couldn't help laughing
when I explained that John Barrymore
was occupying his bed." Mr. Barrymore
laughed. He does so every time Elaine
recalls the incident.
<«r>UT
seriously,"
Mr. Barrymore
-D vouched, "Elaine and Edna saved
my life that night. I was critically ill.
I remained in that bed for several days.
The girls were fine nurses. They pulled
me"When
through."
John felt stronger he insisted on
giving me dramatic instruction. I was in
a seventh heaven. The greatest American
actor, the man I adored, was living in my
home and teaching me the rudiments of
the profession we both loved. There was
but one thing more I desired. I wanted
to become Mrs. John Barrymore. We had
fallen in love. I knew that I could make
him happy whereas other women had
failed. I wanted his arms around me always. I'd be the last and best Mrs. John
As Elaine spoke so sincerely, I recalled
Barrymore."
the scandalous interpretation certain
newspapers had begun smearing on the
famous romance at that period.
"Those New York tabloids were dispicable," Elaine snapped, dark eyes flashing.
"They distorted the facts. Their contemptible lies hurt me deeply. John was a
good sport. He took it like a gentleman,
and avoided any controversy. I distinctly
recall one story which described us be-
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having ridiculously at a night club. We
actually spent that evening at home — ■
John,
on the mother
living and
room myself
floor. — playing "jacks"

"During his convalescence John's business affairs were in a tangled mess. He
discussed them
with mother. She's a good
business
woman.
She helped John
straighten out a number of financial problems that had been worrying him. It was
a relief. Previously he had been surrounded by persons in whom he had lost
confidence.
"Then came that delirious night when
John informed mother and father that
we
were betrothed. We would be married
when his divorce from Dolores Costello
became final. He made the announcement
more delightful by insisting that I must
not forsake my other love, the stage. He
had confidence in my dramatic talent and
intended to help me prove that marriage
and a career can be successfully blended.
"A few days afterwards we
John
for a cruise on his yacht. joined
It was a
heavenly trip, even if the newspapers capitalized on it to make us appear notorious.
Then we made a radio appearance together. face
the microphone with comI
pleteconfide
John
some of
_
nce. he
his lines.
Guess
was"blew"
too concern
ed
over me making good."
"\\7HAT about that Ariel and Caliban
W cross continent chase?" I asked.
"Wasn't that dreadful?" Elaine shuddered. "And
misrepresented. . Nobody
knew my trueso reason
for chasing John
acrossthe country. I'll tell you the truth
about it. John was the victim of a despicable plot. He was spirited from New
York and placed aboard a train for California to prevent exposure of irregularity
in the handling of his business affairs
which would have been extremely embarrassing to certain persons. Later the decourts.tails were partly aired in the Los Angeles
I pursued John to prevent these plotters from causing him financial loss. I
became discouraged on reaching Kansas
City and returned eastward. They kept
me away from John. And John felt capable of handling the situation alone.
"The rest of our romance is history of
more recent vintage. I came to Hollywood and the late Irving Thalberg gave
me a screen contract with M-G-M. I
made numerous tests, but there was no
opportunity to place me in a picture.
"John and I were together again. Nothing
else mattered. During the making of
Romeo and Juliet John rehearsed hislines with me. It was exciting — doing
Shakespeare together.
"And now we are married. And househunting. Maybe we'll find a place by the
sea. John loves it. Later we'll go east
and do a stage show together. It will be
wonderful. Imagine me — John Barrymore's leading lady. Perhaps we'll play
in the very theatre where I sat in the first
row worshipping him not so very long
Mr. Barrymore winked mischievously
at Elaine. Mr. Sapiro rustled a new bundle
of important looking documents. The
phone rang. Somebody else was at the
door. And there was another gentleman
with a play down in the lobby. Graciously, Mrs. Jacobs escorted me to the
door.
"They don't have much privacy,"
she sighed.
ago."
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PERFUME
ALISON

ALDEN'S

PREFERRED
DISCOVERIES

OF THE MONTH

[Continued from page 75]
COTY has a perfume to fit your every
mood, and if you, too, wish to glamorize your moods with scent, it will be worth
your while to examine this famous line.
For your impromptu dates which mean
going out directly from the office, you'll
find the "Purser" a real aid. The "Purser"
in this case is not a seafaring gentleman
who aims to give service, but Coty's
charming new purse container for your
perfume. A gold toned metal case with a
modernistic design protects it from breakage . . . and you from going perfumeless
to your dinner date. The price of the
"Purser" filled with L'Aimant, L'Origan,
Paris, Emeraude or Chypre is $1.00, or
with Styx $1.35.
Heroines of romance always have scented hair. And the Ogilvie Sisters have
come to the rescue of the romanceless
members of their sex with special hair
perfumes warranted to make the gentleman who dances with you think twice at
least about romance. The first came out
about two years ago. It is called Aura.
The second, in response to enthusiastic
demand of Aura users, was just recently
put out, and it rejoices in the name of
Halo. An Aura might be an aura of
sophistication, but the Halo definitely suggests saintliness. Try them both and
see whether it is an Aura or a Halo that
your personality needs to enhance it.
Both add gloss and luster to the hair and
will help to keep your wave intact. With
atomizer the price is $1.75, without atomizer $1.25.

If you're gadget minded — and who isn't
nowadays ?— you won't be able to resist
Mary Dunhill's latest idea to delight the
perfume-conscious. Mary Dunhill is the
creator of the delightful "Flowers of Devonshire" perfume, and her latest creation
is a perfume ring, no less. It looks like
the kind of ring anyone with lovely
thoughts of you might present to ornament your hand and delight your soul with
a combination of silver and pearl. But
there's a catch to it, and it isn't the kind
of catch some rings have. The pearl in
the ring can be unscrewed and the compartment beneath filled with perfume
(cotton absorbs the scent). And then
you can point your finger at anyone with
impunity. The ring comes at $5.00 . . .
or you can buy for $2 each a Mary Dun-

ser"
The 's "Pur
charmin
Coty
permetal-cased
fume container

Chamberlain's Lotion
for smooth hands and
blossom
fragrance
hill compact and lipstick with their own
ornamental perfume
containers.
SACHET ularity,
is andenjoying
a revival
popwhat daintier
way of
is there
of having scented lingerie and hankies
than to put them lovingly to bed with
old-fashioned sachet bags! Lentheric,
famous house of perfumes, offers two
styles of quaint pattern, one shaped like
a flower basket which is designed for
frock hangers, and the other a fringed
bag tied with a bowknot to tuck into
dresser drawers and handkerchief cases.
The bags come in different color satin to
represent a long list of Lentheric scents
and to match your individual color
scheme. The Sachet Bags (3 in a box)
are $2 and the Sachet Baskets are 75
cents each.
And while we're on the subject of oldfashioned fragrance brought up to date,
have you heard about Odorcide put out
[Continued on page 82]

WON'T TAKE MAKE-UP?

you come in often
N'Tthe crisp,
HAVE
from
cold air and felt
your skin all dry and flaky?
Impossible to put powder on.
Those little flaky bits catch your
powder in horrid little clumps.
You can change all that — in no time at
all. Change that flaky "feel" of your skin
to a slipping touch under your fingers — with
just one application! See your skin so smooth
you can put make-up on with joy!
How can this be?

That's how Pond's
Vanishing Cream
can smooth away
skin roughnesses so
quickly. Use it two
ways:

It's a special kind of cream that works this
quick transformation. A keratolytic cream
(Vanishing Cream). This is how a distinguished dermatologist explains it:

For powder baseRight after cleansing, put on a film of Pond's Vanishing
Cream.
It gives your skin a wonderful
smoothness. Powder and rouge go on softly.
Stay for hours.

"A keratolytic cream has the ability to
melt away dry, dead cells clinging to the surface of the skin. It does this the instant it
touches the skin. This brings the new, young
cells into view at once — smooth and soft.'2

For overnight — To give your skin lasting
softness, apply Pond's Vanishing Cream
after your nightly cleansing. Leave it on.
It won't smear. As you sleep, your skin
gets softer.

A dermatologist explains

When

How skin roughens. Dead, driedout particles on top scuff loose, catch
powder. You can melt them off!

8 -PieCe
_

Pond's, 8-piece
Dept.
Rush

6-VB.
Conn.
packageClinton,
containing

Cream, generous
2 other
PCIClCOCie special
tube of samples
Pond's of
Vanishing
Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face
Powder. I enclose 10^ for postage and packing.
Name
City_
Street_
.State _
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Companf
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Perfume Preferred

Costs

{Continued from page 81]
taxes

Budget Control

Policies

by Beecham's Laboratory? It's a violetscented deodorant that accomplishes a
double purpose with a minimum expenditure of effort. Just sprinkle a few drops
on a piece of cotton and apply. Faint
violet fragrance nullifies any unpleasant
odors and excess perspiration is checked.
Priced at 55 cents and $1 a bottle.
Perfume users who know warn those who

Plans for
Management

BECOME AN EXPERT
IN ACCOUNTING
The demand for skilled bookkeepers and accountants
—men and women who really know their business — ia unceasing. Business is in constant need of expert recording
and interpretation of matters relating to Auditing, Cost
Accounting, Business Law, Organization, Management,
Finance. Men and women who prove their qualifications
are rapidly promoted to responsible positions — earn real
salaries. The range is from §2,000 to §10,000 a year — even
to higher income-figures.

Send for Free Book—
"Accountancy,
the Profession that Pays"
Why let others walk away with the better jobs when

don't about the atomizer that doesn't accomits purpose.
line of atomizers
sure toplish please
yourA practical
as well as that's
your
aesthetic sense is the De Vilbiss, offering a
vast assortment of exquisite styles to fit
Dresser

— , MAIL COUPON NOW — — — — — —
BRADLEY, Dept. 392. NEWTON, MASS.
Here's 25c. BUSH My Ring Today.

Name

drawers

lastingly scented with Charm
House paint
sachet

'* once.
, Quick Reducing Garments (Gum

eDR. WALTER'S
.<$<&/ JL i Rubbet ^ *or Any partof the Body

**

»7 / .i*s>^.

^ / Jr /
*»? / Wt

I.be
Trim,had slender
ankles
immediately

order — no cash.
Write for literature.
DR. JEANNE ^F.G. ) WALTER, 389 Filth Ave., N.Y.

Accountancy

^l^ofA>?UK0!ne„^?ucntineer>
1582, Chicago, Illinois.

When

Present Position

FEMININE

HYGIENE

Simple
Easy
Quick
Dependable Pariogen requires no applicators or
other accessories. The easy-to-use tablet alone is
sufficient. Harmless, non-caustic, greaseless, odorless. Twelve tablets in glass container cost only
one
dollar.
hesitate
to ask
your
druggist
for Don't
Pariogen
Tablets.
If Ms
supply should be temporarily
hausted. write us for free sample.

PanogenTdblets
Pariogen 'Tablets

AMERICAN DRUG
AND CHEMICAL CO.
420 S. Sixth

82

St.,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

Dept. 262

You can wear orange blossoms tomorrow ! Or at least you can carry the aura
of their fragrance with you to remind you
of what has been, what might have been,
or what might be again. You take your
choice of reminders and keep your hands
soft
time.
Chamberlain's
Lotionat isthe
the same
inspired
preparation
which,
aside from the heavenly scent, I can
recommend highly to the woman who is
fastidious about a skin softener of multiple uses. The price is 50 cents.
CAN you think of anything that starts
the day out better than emerging like
a flower, dew-covered, from the morning
shower ? Somehow, it seems to give us courage to face the demands of the workaday.
La Vail has a cold-cream base soap whose
delightful perfume is sure to give you this
incomparable feeling of freshness. LaValliere is the name, and . . . you're right . . .
you wear it around your neck on a cord
while you're showering. It comes, cellophane wrapped, in five dainty colors and
the price, cord and all, is 60 cents.
Don't neglect your furniture in your resolve to glamorize your life with scents.
There's a new paint sachet put out by
Charm House, in ever so many fragrances
suitable for lingerie, furs or linens. The
paint is applied with a little wooden ladle
and will keep dresser drawers and closets
scented for weeks and weeks. The price
is $1.00 for a carton of three applications.

all else fails end your suffering with the flexible "no metal"

>>.

your tastes and your purse. What's more, an
evaporation and leak-proof closure assures
you that
your to
perfume
evaporates it's
going
to when
evaporate
your advantage.

• TABLETS*
MAKE

64 East Lake Street. Studio

me Your Feet
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develop and perfect the gift that accounts for the rich beauty
of a fine voice. One of the men who has done most to help
cn-ncst students is a master in this inspiration. His method
ol developing both speaking and singing voices (without the
use of scales or singing lessons) has been so successful that
he guarantees improvement-or there is no cost for his
simple instructions. Scores have found his Perfect Voice
System the stepping stone to fame and fortune in opera,
radio concert stage and public speaking. His 120-page
book, fully illustrated, will be sent free to anyone interested
m developing a beautiful and magnetic voice for singing or
speaking .lusl send a postcard with your name and address

Other LaSalle Opportunities:
If more interested in one of the
fields below, check and mail now.
□ Business Management
Q Business Correspondence
D Modern Salesmanship n Law_Degree o(
LL. B.
□ Expert Bookkeeping
□ Business English
□ C. P. A. Coaching O Effective Speaking

Now Say

/

NOT ALL BEAUTIFUL
VOICES
ARE
GOD-GIVEN
More often it is the divinely inspired DETERMINATION to

Chicago

Many Happy Women

1 ^BS<

Abdominal
for men andReducers
women....
$3.50
Send circular measures of part of body to be
fitted when ordering.
Pay by check or money

I would welcome details of your salary
increasing plan, together with copy of
"Accountancy, the Profession that
Pays," all without obligation.

Address

can
with

— relieves
swelling
and
i
reducers.
Fits
like a glove
veins, improves
shape
i fvaricose
Dr- Walter's
Famous Ankle

inch Special Ankle
Reducers
$3.00 pp.
14 inch Stockiners
S6.75 pr,
Send ankle or calf measures
Uplift Brassiere
$3.25
Girdle (laced up back)
$4.50

LaSalle Extension University
□ Higher

WE DEFY you to tell this
ring from one costing
$300.00! To prove it to you,
we'll send it on for 25c
down. If you do not think
it the most exquisite piece
of jewelry you ever owned:
if your friends do not marvel
at the glorious brilliance of
the magnificent facsimile
diamond, return it and we
will refund your money.
Wear 10 days at our risk.
Compare with $50 rings; if
delighted,
continue
ments of $1.50
monthly paytill
the total balance of $6.00 is paid.
Ring shipped Postage
fully paid to your door by return mail.
Bush 25c ia
stamps or coin to

Address

in your home and in spare time you can equip yourself
ior a splendid future in this profitable profession?
Preliminary knowledge of bookkeeping is unnecessary.
Our free book fully explains how we train you from the
ground up, according to your individual needs. Low cost;
easy terms.
The facts about LaSalle training in Accountancy and
the opportunities in this highly profitable field are clearly
outlined in a 64-page book which LaSalle will send you
free. If you have the urge and the will to increase your
income, clip and mail the coupon NOW.

Dept. 230-HR

ON APPROVAL!

^-^f881**-^"-

Heefnersw^T

H'MTF. FOR FREE BOOKLET

Heefner Arch Support Co., 45iCummercialBldg., Louisville, Ky.

•^The TONSILS
"TREATINE" Is a Doctor's prescription and
a nationally known throat preparation, intended tomonrelieve
irritations
the sore
throat,
so comin conditions
knownof as
throat
and
tonsillitis. "TBEATINE" is soothing to the
tonsils and assists nature in over-coming such conditions.
Send no money — Just name and address, we will send full size
treatment. Pay postman $1.00 plus a tew cents postage when
received. Guaranteed. Don't fail to try "TBEATINE."
TREATINE LABORATORIES, INC., Columbus, O., U.S.A.

I No
H
T
O
SO
GIVEN
WRIST
WATCH

or BIG CASH
COMMISSION

SEND NO MONEY-Send
ame and addreea. LADIES1 GIRLS! Latest shape high grade six
jewel lever movement with metal bracelet— Beaotiful design chrome
plated case- Adorable! GIVE away FREE big colored art picturea
with oar famous WHITE OLOVERINE SALVE (for bums, sor.s.
chaos etc.) at 25c a box (with picture free) and remit per new prominm plan book. Other choice watches— We are reliable— 37th year—
Cloverine. fast seller. Be first in your town— Send for order ^f salve or
a po.talcaVdtodayl WILSON CHEM.CO., Dept. 50-S.TYRONE.PA

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

I WANT

YOU

Work
Sam"
Start for
Si 260 "Uncle
to $2100 a year
MEN— WOMEN. Common Education usually sufficient. Short hours.
Write today sure for free 32-page
book, with list of positions and full
particulars telling how to get them.
FRANKLIN
Dept. T262

INSTITUTE
Rochester, N. Y.

Fawcett Fashion Editor Wins Recognition
THE fashion supremacy of the
world will be definitely and
openly challenged by Hollywood
for the first time in history when
the Associated Apparel Manufacturers in their spring style show
January 13, 1937, in the Biltmore
Bowl will offer creations from the
famed designers of the studios.
These designs will be selected by
Sally Martin, fashion editor of Fawcett Publications, Inc.
The entire show will be sponsored
by Fawcett Magazines, and invitations to attend will be issued to buyers and merchandise executives
throughout the world. Only these
style authorities will be admitted.
Miss Martin will be the directress
of the show. She has been active in
the fashion field both in the United
States and Europe for the past ten
years. Hollywood, she strongly insists, is, or should be, the logical
center for fashions.
She bases her

world through the medium of the
screen.
T TERETOFORE the Associated
*- -*- Apparel Manufacturers only
clothes on display at formal meetings were those designed by the
wholesale designers. This year the
manufacturers have agreed that the
background of the Fawcett fashion
editor qualified her to select from
the studio designers outstanding
fashions which she feels will, in the
very near future, have a decided influence on fashion trends of New
York and Paris.
Sally

Martin,

Fawcett

Magazines Fashion Editor

belief on the fact that studios have
imported to America the world's
most famous style expert to design
fashions for film stars who exert a
great influence upon the attire of the

Will Paris abdicate to Hollywood ?
Will Hollywood take over the
fashion throne now shared jointly
by New York and Paris?
The selection of Miss Martin is a
splendid tribute to the supremacy in
the feminine field of Fawcett's
Woman's Group.

6 WEEKS AGO HE SAID-SHE S TOO

KINNY!

//

NEW DISCOVERY GIVES THOUSANDS
10 to 25 LBS.— in a few weeks!
IF you seem "born to "be skinny'*
— if you've tried everything to
gain weight but with no success —
here's a new scientific discovery
that has given thousands of happy
people just the pounds and rounded
curves they wanted — and so quickly
they were amazed 1
Not only has this new easy treatment brought solid, naturally attractive flesh, but also normally
lovely color, new pep and charm,
loads of friends and popularity.

New bodybuilding discovery
Scientists recently discoverd that
thousands of people are thin and rundown for the single reason that they
do not get enough Vitamin B and
iron in their daily food. Without
these vital elements you may lack
appetite, and not get the most bodybuilding good out of what you eat.
Now, one of the richest known
sources of Vitamin B is cultured ale
yeast. By a new process the finest
imported cultured ale yeast is now
concentrated 7 times, making it 7
times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable
ingredients in pleasant little tablets
-known as Ironized Teast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements to aid in building you up, get
these new Ironized Yeast tablets
from your druggist today. Note how

quickly they increase your appetite
and help you get more benefit from
the body-building foods that are so
essential. Then, day after day, watch
flat chest develop and skinny limbs
round out to natural attractiveness.
See better color and natural beauty
come to your cheeks. Soon you feel
like an entirely different person,
With new charm, new personality.

Money-back
guarantee
matter how skinny and rundown

No
you may be from lack of sufficient
Vitamin B and iron, these new "7power" Ironized Yeast tablets should
aid in building you up in just a few
weeks, as they have helped thousands. If not delighted with the
benefits of the very first package,
money back instantly.

Special FREE offer

I

To start thousands building up their
health right away, we make this absolutely FKEE offer. Purchase a
package of Ironized Yeast tablets at
once, cut out the seal on the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of
this paragraph. We will send you a
fascinating new book on health,
"New Facts About Your Body." Remember, results with the very first
package — or money refunded. At all
druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.,
Dept. 282, Atlanta, Oa,

When answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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Hollywood's Newest It-Man
HOW

[Continued from page 57]

TO OFTEN

LOSE FAT
7 to 62 POUNDS "°QUICKLY
1

Without
Thyroid
Extract,
Dlnltro
phenol, Hot Baths, Starvatl
Dieting, or Enforced
Exercising

tA

SoVou Can Improve Your Figure
and Get to Feeling Better
DELICIOUS

AND

REFRESHING

GERMANIA
Orange
Pekoe
and
HERB TEA

GERMANIA
ORANGE
I PEKOE

{&&
TEA

g '-"''if

Excess fat is frequently caused
by faulty elimination of poisons
which interfere with the body's
natural weight and energy regulating processes called metabolism.
Consequently it often takes that
delicious and refreshing GERMANIA Orange Pekoe Tea you drink
15 minutes before each meal, and
that pleasant tasting, purely vegetable GERMANIA HERB TEA,
you drink with one or two meals
Figure
as Slim,
each day, together with eating
Lovely, Graceful
whatever you want, excepting
much starchy foods or fatty meats
as a Model's
to get your energy on the increase and those troublemaking intestinal toxins or poisons on the decrease, so
you can quickly lose those pounds of unnatural excess
fat and improve the appearance of your figure.
Don't delay! Get your package of GERMANIA
ORANGE PEKOE TEA and GERMANIA HERB
TEA at any Food, Drug or Department Store
today. Satisfaction is guaranteed or money back.

M.'.r.m.'ifd;»gimii

No Money— Just Your Name
For free packettes send name and
address to Germania Tea Co., 544
S. Wells St., Chicago, III., Dept. 42

WHY CORNS COME
BACK BIGGER, UGLIER
unless removed ROOT and ALL
Amazing New
Method Removes
Corn for Good!
VVTHEN you dangerW ously cut or pare a
corn at home, you merely trim the surface. The root
remains imbedded in the toe. Soon the corn comes
back bigger, more painful than ever. That's why
millions of people are discarding these old-fashioned methods and now use this new easy doubleaction Blue-Jay method. The pain stops instantly
by removing the pressure, then that entirecorn lifts
out root and all in three short days (exceptionally
stub born cases may require a second application).
Blue-Jay is a modern medicated tiny plaster. Easy
to use, invisible. Get Blue-Jay today.
FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one BlueJay absolutely free to anyone who has a corn, to
prove that it ends pain instantly, removes the corn
completely. Just send .your name and address to
Bauer & Black, Dept.B-67, 2500 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, 111. Act quickly before this trial
offer expires. Write today.
* A plug of dead cells root-like in form aud position. If
left may serve as focal point for renewed development.
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disapproval, his lack of any financial assistance, and without the first idea of how
ambitious young upstarts go about becoming great actors, Craig set out to do something about the latter drawbacks and
where the family were concerned — well, "to
grin and bear them."
HE got a job shingling roofs,, then a
steadier one in a parking station,
then a better paid one driving a lumber
truck, and six months later a soft-collared
position as assistant manager for the lumber yard. All the while he was seeking
little theatre contacts — and what was equally important and just as difficult — saving
over fifty percent of everything he made.
In a few months, the assistant manager's
job began to cramp his plans. It required
longer hours, which if continued, would
necessitate abandoning his little theatre
work evenings. So he resigned. So what
to do next?
Enter Frank — for it was Frank who
promptly answered that question. A tall,
lanky, wide-grinned fellow, Frank had
been a school buddy of Craig's. That real
kind of buddy, with the capacity for liking and a loyalty which has no decrease
with time
or neglect,
around
whether
you need the
him kind
or not,who's
but
always when you need him. Frank stepped
forth with a bright and timely suggestion.
"There's a fella with a peanut, popcorn
and hamburger stand who wants to sell
out. With a bucket of paint tossed over
it, it'd be a sweet little cart. At least, you
could be your own boss, keep your own

your NERVES ON EDGE?
or
IF backache,
your day headache
begins with
periodic pains with
nerves on edge, irritability and discomforts
associated
with functional disturbances,
you
need the tonic effect of
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription, which has
for nearly seventy years
been helping women in every state in the
Union. Your favorite druggist can supply
you with this old reliable vegetable tonic
which increases the appetite, thereby
strengthening the body. Women everywhere praise it.
Buy now ! New size, tablets SO cents.
Write to Dr. Pierce's Clinic, Buffalo,
N. Y. for free medical advice.
You Can Regain Perfect Speech, If you

STAMMER

Send today for beautifully illustrated book entitled
"DON'T STAMMER," which describes the Bogua
Unit Method for the scientific correction of staramerjng and stuttering. Method successfully used at
Bogue Institute for 36 years — since 1901. Endorsed
by physicians. Full information concerning correction of stammering sent free. No obligation.
Benjamin N. Bogus. Dept. 713 Circle Tower. Indianapolis, Indiana

arize contest. Read
$ 1000.00 cash
details in March issue

BIG OPPORTUNITIES AS
AN

hours, and act your head off if you liked."
Craig threw both arms up and clasped
them istic
highgesture
overwhen
his head.
It's pleases
a characteranything
him
beyond expression. "How do you like
your hamburgers?" he whooped.
Within an hour the "cart" was Craig's,
Frank his partner, and the Craig ReynoldsFrank Cline (Unlimited) had opened for
business.
The Reynolds
trait for bigger
"pushing"
forward
always boy's
to something
and
better than the present offered, was evidenced in his immediate ambition for that
hamburger stand. They would make it
a chain — something superior, an important
income. And in six months they were well
on their way to doing just that. With five
stands flourishing, they were prepared to
finance three more, when Craig met Josephine Marie Dowler, a local little theatre
organizer. She asked him to join her
company — Craig sold out to Frank—and
financially independent, at least for a time,
he turned all his interests to acting.

IN a few short months, he joined the
Pasadena Community Little Theatre,
the most highly regarded training school
for young people in this part of the country, and there he met the woman to whom
he today credits his bid for success — Vera
Gordon. The noted actress selected him
for her New York stage show, The
Sketch, which ran on Broadway for a
year — during which time Universal scouts
spotted him and handed him a ticket back
to Hollywood.
That's all I could find out about Craig
Reynolds — that is, from Craig Reynolds.
An eager, ambitious, life-and-work loving guy, this spectacular-looking young
man will tell you what a swell fellow that
person is, what a grand girl this one is,
how much he admires the acting of Wil-

Accept no substitutes!

MONTH

NEXT

EXPERT

PHOTOGRAPHER

You can have a fascinating, profitable
career in theBecome
World'sa newest,
big
profession.
Commercial,
News, Portrait or Advertising Photographer, or Movie Cameraman. Big
moncy-makiniror onpoitunities.
Personal
Attendance
Home Study training.
Individual, practical instructions. 27th
year. Write for FREE Booklet.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
10 West 33Streel,(DepU8) New York,N.Y.

BEFORE

AFTER

HAIR
Killed Permanently

From face, body or arms
Electrolysis
device. byWill
not
maximum speed
simple"
harm the skin. Guaranteed to
remove hair permanently or
money refunded. Endorsed by
physicians.
$1.95,
post,
paid or sent Price
C.O.D.
Complete
instructions enclosed.
CANFIELD ELECTROLYSIS CO., 1819 Broadway, M.Y.C.
THIS
HOBBY

YES. I'M GETTING MORE

*^MODERN
>-^_

OF

.MONEY MAKER,
TOO!

YOURS

IS A"

MECHANIX
HOBBIES AND
INVENTIONS/^]
FUN AND REAL PROFIT !-'

<*S?V SHOWED

ME HOW!

THHOUSANDS get more fun and money out
-1- of spare time than they ever dreamed possible, thanks to MODERN MECHANIX HOBBIES AND INVENTIONS ! Fascinating hobby
and homecraft departments in every issue ; latest
authoritative stories and pictures of new discoveries in science — radio — mechanics — aviation!
Gripping interest from cover to cover. Get new
issue of MODERN MECHANIX HOBBIES
AND INVENTIONS at any newsstand today.

Always insist on the advertised brand!
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Ham Powell — but ask him how it feels to
be one of the most talked about and promising of the screen's male comers, and
he'll laugh you into a change of subject —
or just refer you to Frank. Yep, Frank
of the Craig Reynolds-Frank Cline Unltd.
is still Craig's partner, though in a different capacity since the boys exchanged
hamburgers for Hollywood. He's Craig's
most trusted confidant and business manager— booster and fan.
It's Frank who will tell you something
of the man behind the gay blue eyes and
the boyish grin — of why his honesty in
friendship, earnestness in work and consideration of the other fellow have made him
popular in Hollywood with men and women alike.
"Craig's a good sport," Frank told me.
"He's always been. He can get as big a
laugh out of a rib on himself as the instigator. When he first came back to Hollywood from New York, his first assignment
for Universal was the lead in a western.
Anyone coming from New York is a tenderfoot with these western units, and Craig
wasn't regarded an exception. When he
waltzed out on the set the first day in his
elaborate cowboy garb, the members of the
company had already made up their minds
not to like him. The day's scenes took
the company to location several miles from
the studio for a rodeo sequence and some
trick shots of Craig. A few of the smart
guys ganged up and swapped his horse for
a highly spirited one, planning to give him
an initiation right ! Craig mounted the
horse, lightly, oblivious to anything wrong,
and ran through his takes. What the
smart boys didn't know was, he'd ridden
a horse since his sixth birthday and learned
to ride bareback. You can imagine the
boys were somewhat more impressed afterwards when he mounted one of the wild

AND, ANOTHER THING— BETTER
NOT DO ANY SWITCHING IF YOU
PRIZE YOUR COMPLEXION!

horses and really rode 'im cowboy !
Around the age of fourteen he used to
pick up some change after school breaking
in horses !
"Another of Craig's admirable qualities
is the quiet
manner
he 'well-I'll-just-have-to-show-you'
has adopted for his family.
His two brothers have been razzing him for
years for wanting- to act. But Craig's
got a grin that covers a multitude of other
folks' sins. Whenever they'd say anything, he'd just smile and change the subject. I think one of the most gratifying
things I've ever witnessed was the night
following the preview of 'Jail Break' when
the two boys came up to him where he
was surrounded by fans, and extended their
hands with words to the effect, 'You did
it, Craig. We hope you're satisfied. By
gad, we are!' I think Craig was happier
and prouder about that than his swell
performance.
"Where chivalry is concerned, he's a
modern Raleigh. Despite the gossips and
mongers, women have his admiration and
respect until they themselves give him
reason to feel otherwise."
BUTto prove
Frank that.
didn't Ihave
to tell me
a story
happened
to be
at a
hotel night spot one evening where Craig
was stagging it with a group of friends.
The hour was late when the party broke
up and on the way through the deserted
lounge to get his coat, Craig came across
a girl, buried in one of the divans desperately ill. A lady in real distress, deserted
by her escort, and left to face an awkward situation when the night policeman
made his last rounds. In a moment Craig
had called the hotel doctor, phoned for a
taxi, and sent the girl home. The little
"gallantry" cost him twenty dollars. The
girl lived over twenty miles from Holly-

Ferdinand

Gravet, idol of the

French stage co-stars with Joan
Blondell in Mervyn LeRoy's
The King and the Chorus Girl
wood,
and inthethedoctor's
that hour
morning.fee came high at
Meeting Craig Reynolds personally, one
is promptly aware of the magnetism which
currently has half a dozen and more of
Hollywood's most popular girls eager for
his attentions. The way he shakes your
hand, looks you direct in the eye, holds
your eyes fast for a moment and then releases them with a mischievous lift of the
brow. A flash of white glistening teeth
then, and a voice smooth and rich in
masculinity saying "hello." Phew ! But
don't say I didn't warn you — that here
indeed
romanticis! the screen's most exciting new

Enjoy regular protection!
Remember — warm rooms, heavy clothing
.. increase
danger
offending And
with"B.O."
. . „ Bathe
regularly
withof Lifebuoy.
useitfor
your
complexion,
"Patch"
tests on too.
the
skins of hundreds of
women
provethanit'smany
over
20% milder
"baby" soaps.
so-called "beauty" and

<

_ Approved
by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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Putting On the Ritz
[Continued from page 46]
"All right," and he shrugged his shoulders ;"then sign this." He made me sign
a statement freeing the studio from all
responsibility for the consequences, and
then told me I'd find the Ritz Brothers
having lunch at the studio's Cafe de Paris.
Now what happens from now on, I'm
going to try to tell fairly, sanely, without
embellishment of any kind, and honestly.
I've told it to the nice doctors here, and
they merely listen and then say that that

Ly Safe
Food Method

. NO

krouos

just proves I'm crazy.
However —
I FOUND the three of them sitting at a
table, looking like nice young men.
"This," said the person who introduced
me, "is a writer. He wants to interview

t
LJiukse
Eating
Candy!,
• MANY

FAT PEOPLE endure all sorts of heartbreaking experiences, when (if they only knew
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Up jumped the three Ritzes, the very
souls of courtesy. Each stuck out his hand.
I grabbed at one of them — (later I found
out it was Harry's) — to shake it. As we
touched, a horrid, ghastly, clammy feeling
smote me. I screamed and dropped his
hand,you."
and as I did so, a raw oyster plopped
unashamed on the floor. Harry had had
the oyster in his hand. Now only heaven
knows what the others had in their hands ;
I'm only telling about Harry. And you
can draw your own conclusions about people who have raw oysters in their hand.
"Let's," said Al Ritz, who's one of the
short ones ( Harry is the tall one ; the
other two wear monograms on their shirts
so you can tell which is Al and which is
Jim, except when they swap shirts) "go
onto the set." They had some rehearsing
to do, he added. So we went to the set.
(That's where I was sunk. If I'd just
sneaked out then, I could have escaped.
But I went to the set with them.)
No sooner had we popped inside the
door than a man began screaming. It was
Director
Sidney Lanfield.
"Get out," he yelled. "Get out and stay
out. I've got to shoot this picture, and
you're not in a scene now. Get off this
So the Ritz Brothers paid no attention
to him at all. They merely formed into
single file and did an Off To Buffalo right
across the stage, while Lanfield tore at his
hair. They waved him gentle kisses and
set." on the sidelines. "Poor Sid," lafinished
mented Harry to me, "he doesn't like us
on the set except when we're in a scene.
He says we interfere with his pictures."
"Just because," explained Jim, "we stayed
nice and quiet on the sidelines when Menjou was working in a serious scene. We
didn't do anything at all — except talk up
our sleeves. I said, up my sleeve, of
course: 'Gee, there's that Menjou again.
Well, Menjou is all right, but if he only
had some swell Ritz Brothers' lines he'd
be better. And maybe if the Ritz Brothers
were in there instead of Menjou it'd be
better, too. If it wasn't for the Ritz
Brothers, this picture would sink ! Oh,
Menjou's all right, you know, but . . .' Can
I help it if I said it so loud (into my
sleeve of course) that it came right out
of my sleeve again and Menjou heard it?
Could I? No I couldn't. But they say
it made Menjou kind of mad and held up
"And anyway," broke in Al, "was there
production."
any
reason for Director Sid Lanfield to
get mad the other day, just because Harry,
ha ha, climbed up on the catwalks and
imitated the head electrician's voice and
gave orders about replacing the lights and
whole scene was wrecked? And anyway,
why

didn't
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voice ; he was only fooling.
Could he help
it that they took him seriously?"
By now, the Ritz Brothers were putting
things on their feet. First they were strapping tennis rackets on.
"Snowshoes, see?" explained Harry.
And then they tied on barrel staves ; long
ones.
"Skis, see?" muttered Al.
And under the rackets and the staves,
they put on roller skates.
"We're gonna do an ice skating scene
don't we?" deand we gotta
manded Jim. have skates,
"Uh huh," I gasped, "but you don't wear
roller skates on ice."
"WE do!" said all three, and went into
their dance.
It was a nutsy dance.
They
growled
and
they
glowered
and
they
frowned and they scared each other.
. "What," I asked, "is that?"
explained
Harry, the
"we're
to "Why,"
do a number
burlesquing
threegoing
bad
men of the screen.
I'm Karloff."
"And," shot in Jim, "I'm Lugosi."
Al said: "I'm Lorre — you know Lorre?"
"What Loree?" I asked, like a sap.
"Lorre, LORRE, HALLELOOOOOOyah. ... ! !" screamed all three, and went
into another dance wherein Harry (he's
the tall one) stood in the center, while
Al and Jim danced to and fro on each side
of him. Harry touched his finger to the
top of his head and twirled and twirled
and twirled and twirled, and then Al stuck
his finger in Jim's eye, and Jim slapped Al,
and Al slapped Jim, and Jim slapped Al
and Al slapped Jim and then Jim challenged Al to a duel and gave him his card
and Al gave Jim his card, and then they
exchanged cards once more. That made
four cards. So Harry stopped twirling
and stared at the cards and yelled "Aha,
four aces ! ! ! !" and then they all slapped
me, and said "ha ha."
So I said "ha ha," but I didn't have any
cards to hand 'em so I was licked at the
start !
"Hey," I yelled, "I came here for an
interview.
I want an interview . . . ! ! !"
INTO a ring-around-the-rosie they went,
with been
me a inrosie
the before.
middle, although
I've
never
"Tell me," I begged, "something about
yourselves."
They all sat down. Harry pointed at
Jim and began to talk. Jim pointed at
Al, and began to talk. Al pointed at
Harry and began to talk. Each began talking about the other at the same time, so
this was what I took down :
"Our Hollywood yes family is pop name
swell was is but a clown Joachim but we
can't that's we liked take how the name
it too we of the Hotel Ritz serious got
instead we this way. . . ."
"Nuts !" I yelled. They all snapped to
attention. "One at a time, please," I protested. For a moment, they were sane —
"I said," said Harry, "that our pop was
a clown and that's how we got this way.
He was a famous stage clown but he
clowned at home too, in front of us, and
look at us now."
"And I," said Al, "was explaining that
our family name is Joachim (we were
born in Newark, do you mind?) but when
we went on the stage we liked the name
of the Hotel Ritz better so we took that."
Jim said : "I was just trying to tell
you,
if these
brothers ofis mine
butt in,
that Hollywood
swell wouldn't
but we
can't take it seriously or should we?"
"Are you really brothers?" I asked, being reduced to dithering naivete by now.
"Sure. Triplets. Born a couple of years
apart," said Al.
[Continued on page 88]
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Putting on the Ritz
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"We've been brothers ever since," added
"Except when I'm Leslie Howard," shot
in Harry, and off they went again.
Jim.
"Let's get back to the interview," I
"Yes." "are you married?"
begged;
"No."
"Maybe."
"Who," I yelled, "said yes?"
"Me. I've been married eight years,"
said Al.
"Who said no?" I prompted.
"Me. I've never been married," said
"And who said maybe, and why?" I
wanted to know.
Jim.
"Me," said Harry. "Walter Winchell
said in his column that I'm married, so I
wired him and said, 'dear Walter please
send me my wife's name and address because I've never met her,' but he never
answered me so I don't know whether I'm
married or not. Do you know Al has a
bump
on his
head?"
"What's
being
married got to do with a
bump on Al's head?" I asked. "Ha ha,"
said Harry and Jim, "maybe a lot but this
time Al didn't get it that way. He got it
from a scene we were shooting. It's where
we're supposed to go into a backwoods
lodge and we are assigned to an attic room
and it has a low ceiling and when we
straighten up, we bump our heads. Only
Sid Lanfield, when he got us in there,
made us shoot that 'take' seventeen times,
so Al has a bump on his head. Come over
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here and we'll show you. . . ."
So like a sap, I went over there. I followed them to a set with a low doorway.
"Look out," warned the Ritz Brothers,
"that doorway is low." So I ducked. I
ducked, thanking them for their warning
and being suddenly convinced they were
nice fellows after all to warn a guy like
that.
"Fine," they chorused as I stepped
through the low doorway without bumping
mySo head.
"Now, we're
I straightened
up. through."
WHAM ! ! !— my head hit the ceiling.
The about
ceilingfive
in feet
the room
I'd just entered
was
high, only!
"Ha ha," yelled Al. "Ha ha!" screamed
Jim. Al"HA
Ha ! !his
!" howled
Harry,
how
bumped
head, too.
Ha "that's
ha ha
ha ha haaaaaaaaaaa. . . ."
And it was right there that I started
screaming. They've told me, in my quiet
moments since, that I started clawing at
Harry and Al and Jim, and jumped up
and down and yelled things.
then to
theyhave
brought
me here.
I'm
notAnd
allowed
any knives
or ropes
or things like that. But I can have visitors. And I guess the Ritz Brothers are
really nice boys after all, and sorry for
what they did to me.
Nice boys, aren't they?
I'm told, too, that I'll be all right by
the time One In a Million is released. But
the doctors say I must never, never go
see the picture. They say it'll give me a
permanent relapse, and that I'll be crazy
for keeps then and will have to stay in
here forever.
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Hackett
O'Neill
magnetic.
Maddern and
Fiske
agreedwere
to make
Tess Minnie
of the
D'nrbervilles. It was at this time that John
Barrymore signed with Famous Players.
MARY
PICKFORD also at this time
came into the group. Miss Pickford
first had played a child part in the Belasco
stage production The Warrens of Virginia.
Then under the guidance of David Wark
Griffith, she became the "Biograph Girl"
or "Little Mary, the Girl with the Curls."
Her name was unknown to the picturegoing public. Belasco re-engaged her in 1911
for The Good Little Devil, which became
a major hit of the season and enabled her
to gain personal recognition.
When the play run ended, Famous Players purchased the screen rights. Thus
armed, Zukor approached Miss Pickford
and the outcome of the negotiations was a
contract under the terms of which she was
to receive $20,000 a year. Neither dreamed
that by 1916 Miss Pickford's guarantee
would climb to $10,000 a week.
As Famous Players progressed in the
East, history also was being made in Hollywood.
Jesse L. Lasky and Cecil B. DeMille,
with Samuel Goldwyn as third partner, had
organized the Lasky Feature Play Company. Dustin Farnum, starred in their first
picture, The Sqnazv Man was offered $5,000
in stock for his services. He elected, instead, to take a salary, a choice which,
not long after, proved to have been a sorry
one.
DeMille, with his star, had left New
York for Flagstaff, Arizona, in search of
locations, landed finally in Hollywood and
at the corner of Vine Street and Selma
Avenue in the midst of a lemon grove, acquired abarn as a studio.
The deal for the property was closed
on December 16, 1913 and their Squatv Man
went into production December 29, 1913.
Upon viewing the Farnum picture in
New York later, Famous Players' Zukor
was impressed and telephoned congratulations to Jesse Lasky. The incident led to
a friendship between the two and eventually
the merging of their interests as Famous
Players-Lasky.
Thus the building which has come to be
known as the Lasky barn, and which stands
today in a place of honor on the Paramount
studio lot, was the birthplace of Paramount
pictures in Hollywood.
James O'Neill, James K. Hackett and
Minnie Maddern Fiske, three grand old
troupers who placed their faith in Adolph
Zukor 25 years ago have passed on to their
rewards.
They will be missed when Mr. Zukor on
his birthday night January 7th, plays host
at his Silver Jubilee dinner to those who
have been associated with him during Paramount's development.
Yet there remains a vivid momento of
those clays — a carefully preserved and almost perfect negative of Sarah Bernhardt's
Queen Elizabeth.
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TEETHING
PAINS ;-

Rob Them of $95 a Week?
WHO IS MADELEINE CARROLL'S
HUSBAND? requests J.M.
Capt. Philip Astley, London real estate
broker.

'

WHAT
IS MARY
BRIAN'S
NAME?
quizzes L.T.
Mary Louise Dentzler.

w

VVHEN your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.

JUST RUB IT ON THE GUMS

DR.HANDS

Teething Lotion

JBuyDr.Hand's from, your druggist today

4.

REAL

IS FERNAND
GRAVET THE
WORLD'S WEALTHIEST
ACTOR?
writes B.P.
Not exactly, though he is quite wealthy.
But the bulk of the Gravet fortune belongs
to Mme Gravet, nee Jane Renouardt, the
toast of Paris.
WHY
DOESN'T MARY
PICKFORD'S COUSIN, ISABELLE SHERIDAN, GO IN PICTURES? querries J.S.
Though talented and beautiful she refuses
to ascend on her cousin's merits. She has
been stand-in for many famous feminine
stars, but her time has not been wasted.
She has collected material and absorbed
atmosphere for an inside novel and a series of articles about the real Hollywood.
She now has a 100,000 word piece of fiction
almost ready for the publisher.
WHAT IS MAE WEST'S FAVORITE PASTIME, J.E. inquires.
One of her most amusing is to listen to
"Mae West jokes."
IS MONTE
BLUE
STILL
AROUND? J.L. wants to know.
Yes, and he's beginning a comeback with
"Secret Agent X-9."
WHATFILM?
WAS queries
ADOLPH
FIRST
J.J.

ZUKOR'S

Now Comb

Away Gray This Easy Way

{""RAY
is risky.
screams:
"You are
^-*
gettinghair
old!"
To end Itgray
hair handicaps
all
you now have to do is comb it once a day for
several days with a few drops of Kolor-Bak
sprinkled on your comb, and afterwards regularly
once or twice a week to keep your hair looking
nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for artificially coloring gray hair that imparts color and charm and
abolishes gray hair worries. Grayness disappears
within a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their friends
forget they ever had a gray hair and no one
knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test

Will you test Kolor-Bak without risking a single
cent? Then, go to your drug or department store
today and get a bottle of Kolor-Bak. Test it under
our guarantee that it must make you look 10 years
younger and far more attractive or we will pay
back your money.
IJ 'FREEBuy
,ltk- top flap
of carton
to United Eemedies,
a bott,e
of KOLOR-BAK
today and Dent.
send 1■
I 32, 544' So. Wells Street, Chicago — and receive FREE |
■ AND POSTPAID a 50c box of KUBAK Shampoo. ■

NEW WAY!
Ends Drudgery
. . . Sells on Sight
NEW WALL CLEANER. Revolution*

AMAZING

ary
old-style
housed
rig
rnessinvention.
and muss Banishes
forever. No
dirty rags
— no earn"
sticky
**doogh" — no red, swollen hands. No more dangerous stepladders. Literally erases dirt like
magic from wallpaper and painted walls. Also
cleans window shades, upholstered furniture,
without work. SAVES REDECORATING! ApEow
roved
by Good
Housekeeping
Institute!
priced.
Lasts for
years. Housewives
wild
about it-buy on eight. AGENTS WANTED.
Hustlers cleaning- up big money.

OHmrLcurrcn.t0 first person in each

<«AMPI F flPFTP- Samples sent at onrrlsk
localityIoday.
who writes.
No obligation.
Get details.
Be first— send in your
nam,
KRISTEE
MFG. Co.,
2712 Bar
St., Akron, 0.

Queen Elizabeth, starring Sarah Bernhardt, who had all the action in a 15 minute
reel.
It willbut
be will
reproduced
Zukor's
Silver Jubilee,
probablyforlook
very

The Utterly Balmy
Home Life of
CAROLE LOMBARD •

weird to modern screen-goers.
("VITAE ORE")
A FAMILY MEDICINE

Tonic— Astringent— Styptic
For both Internal and
External use.
PRAISED BY THOUSANDS
Contains Iron, Sulphur and Magnesium
Essential Mineral Elements of Human Body
$1.00 per package— One month's treatment.
Your druggist may not carry V. O., but he can
easily get it from his wholesaler. Refuse substitutes, ioffered.
f
We will mail you a package,
postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

"Fieldsie," secretary, confidante, manager,
advisor, etc., etc., to Carole Lombard, gives
MOTION PICTURE readers a glimpse of the
utterly, utterly balmy home life of The
Lombard and her menage. Read this terribly
amusing story in the February issue, together
with a host of other stories about

TH E O. N O EL COM

SECRETARIES, STENOGRAPHERS
Slid TYPISTS — Become An Expert

Holly-

STENOTYPIST

wood's sophisticates written especially for the
sophisticated fans. And when we say
sophisticates — we mean such stars as Katharine Hepburn, Miriam Hopkins, Ginger
Rogers, Charles Boyer, Wallace Beery, Merle

Stenotypists win today's preferred
jobs
and speed,
better accuracyand
pay. Stenotype's
machine
ease
make your work faster, better,
easier — and you get the credit.
Executives welcome this machine way of taking dictation — faster
than
any —maneasycan totalk.
easy"~ We train
to learn
writeStenotypy
— easy tois read.
you
at home
your spare
time — at free
low
cost thoroughly
and on easy
terms.in Write
for interesting,

Oberon, Gladys Swarthout, Pat O'Brien.
These cinemalites and many others appear in
the February issue, now on sale at your favorite newsstand.

CTIJRE
MOTIATONWM
ALL NEWSSTANDS
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PA N Y

320 So. Franklin St., Chicago, U.S.A.

Kay Francis tends to her knitting between scenes in Another Dawn, a
Warner Bros.-First National picture

Accept no substitutes !

booklet,
"Stenotypy,
the New
Profession,"
ing the many
opportunities
in Stenotypy
and describtelling
how you may master it successfully.

THE

STENOTYPE

COMPANY

Dept. 230-ST 4101 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Always insist on the advertised brand !

Three Weeks With Garbo
[Continued from page 31]
the Spanish ambassador wore — all custommade, copied from paintings hanging in
the Prado museum of Madrid. John Gilbert was the Spanish ambassador.

THAT day, when I reported for work
rigged out in my authentic uniform as
a Spanish officer of the 17th century, Garbo came on the stage promptly at 9 o'clock
in the morning. Suddenly emerging from
her portable dressing-room at the farthest
corner of the huge sound stage, in quick,
long, panther-like steps she walked up to
her throne, her young colored maid trailing behind her with a make-up box. She
wore soft-soled slippers, and carried the
long robes of her royal robe bunched up
under her arms. On reaching the throne,
she turned around, and facing us directly,
said "Good morning," in a hardly audible
voice, her face indescribably sweet with a
shy smile. The cameras are always loaded, the lights set at the proper angles,
everything and everybody is ready as soon
as Garbo steps up on the stage.
We had to do the throne-room sequence.
The Spanish ambassador had just arrived
at the palace to present his credentials to
Queen Christina. To the thumping music
of the "March of the Toreadors" from
Carmen we beplumed magnificoes went
through our paces, marching ten abreast
behind Gilbert, our left fists gripping the
tasseled hilts of our swords. As we came
to within a few feet of the throne, occupied by Garbo as a majestic queen of
ethereal beauty, we nourished our gorgeous hats in unison, one-two-three, and
bowed before her in studied veneration.
She enjoyed the courtly homage we thus
paid her, like a young girl playing "queen."
Every morning she arrived at the studio
promptly at 7 o'clock, and was driven in
her old limousine directly to her dressingroom at the end of the old dressing-room
row. There, in strict privacy, she had
her breakfast, rehearsed her lines, and got
ready for the day's grind. She was on
the stage at 9 o'clock sharp. At the end
of every scene she retired immediately to
her portable dressing room, four "flats"
slapped together. Here, she remained in
seclusion until the director, Rouben Mamoulian, called her again.
At 12 o'clock she was driven back to
her dressing room, where, alone or with
Mamoulian, she had her lunch. She likes
chicken broth, herrings, European cheeses,
and plain vegetable salad with sour-cream
dressing. She makes the salad herself, in
her dressing room. It must be just so.
She was back on the stage at one o'clock,
and always left at 5. In all the years
she has spent in Hollywood she has worked
after 5 only twice — once 8 minutes past 5,
and another time 20 minutes past, I believe.
I'LL never forget the hushed atmosphere
on the stage during her presence. We
spoke in whispers, and moved about on
tiptoe. Not by order, but because, almost
subconsciously, every one of us was affected by a strange reverence for this unearthly woman, so close to us, and yet so
remote and untouchable. She never spoke
to anyone on the set except Mamoulian—
not even to Gilbert. Gilbert, it was said,
had wept from joy when the studio gave
him the part after an all-night huddle, thus
reuniting him with Garbo for the first
time in five years. He was very nervous
[Continued on page 92]
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MISS WRIGHT, GET A BITE \
OF SUPPER AND THEN
/
COME BACK FOR SOME
<
IMPORTANT LETTERS. )

MODERN women no longer give-in
to periodic
pain. because
It's old-fashioned
to
suffer
in silence,
there is now
a reliable remedy for such suffering.
Some women who have always had
the hardest time are relieved by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one
twinge of pain,
moment's
discomfort
during ortheeven
entirea period.
Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or
"save yourself" certain days of every

month! Keep going, and keep comfortable — with the aid of Midol. These
tablets provide a proven means for
the relief of such pain, so why endure
suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. And its
relief is prolonged ; two tablets see you
through your worst day.
You can get Midol in a trim little
aluminum case at any drug store. Then
you may enjoy a new freedom!

1
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/EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY
Dent. B-14.
Greenfield, Mass.

complete In illustrated
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COLDS STRIKE!
when you're QUT-OF-BALANCE
Because many medical authorities say that an
acid condition... a lowering of your alkaline
balance... is often the cause of colds, Luden's
now contain a natural Alkaline Factor which
helps balance your alkaline reserve. They also
soothe your throat ; help clear your head.
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Look and
Feel like
a New
Person ! t
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• Don't let controllable FAT rob you of happiness! Live sensibly, and try RE-DUCE-OIDS,
used by thousands. RE-DUCE-OIDS are not an
experiment, they have been sold by druggists for
22 years. Pleasant, easy to take. READ WHAT
THESE WOMEN WRITE:
• Miss D. Lawrence. 2103 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, writes: "I lost 36 lbs., after trying many
other methods, yet I did not have to deprive myself of normal, strengthening food." Mrs. W. B.
Smith of Lyons Station, Pa., writes: "I reduced
34 lbs., 5 lbs. the first week ! I never felt better
in my life!" Mrs. G. Ryer, Graduate Nurse, Dayton, O., writes: "Lost 47 lbs. Most satisfactory
results!" Mrs. P. Tyler, Crandon, Wis., writes:
"I lost 68 lbs. Feel like a new woman 1"
IMPORTANT: RE-DUCE-OIDS positively DO
NOT contain dinitrophenol.

FAT GOES.. .OR MONEY BACK
• Your money back in full if you are not delighted with results. You are the judge. Sold by
leading druggists and department stores everywhere— or if your dealer is out, send $2 for 1
package; or $5 for 3 packages, direct to us. Currency, Money Order or Stamps. (10c fee must
accompany C.O.D. orders only.) Plain wrapper,
no embarrassment.
American Medicinal Products, Inc. Dept. F372
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me
packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS.
for which I enclose payment, on your MoneyBack Offer.
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Guarantee
Positively the greatest bargain
ever offered. Think of it — n penuine, standard, full-sized rennishcd Underwood No. 5 at fai
below 1/2 mfg.'s original price. The outstanding value of
m.-luding st.-m.l.ud2improvements nhhon
all times. Has up-to-date
reverse,
automatic
backThespacer—
keyboard,
4-row ribbon,
color
etc.
perfect all purpose typewriter at
slashed price and easiest terms.
Fully guaranteed.
LIMITED OFFER — ACT AT ONCE!
Special
slashing
in colors price
sent on
request.literature
Simply
PORTABLES
send name and address at once —
get full description also 10 day
Brand new 1937
Free Trial — no money down offer
Featherweight model
without obligation. Limited supat special low price
ply. Act at once. Avoid disand easy terms — 10
appointment.
day trial.
FREE— Complete 9-lesson HomeStudy Course in Touch Typewriting System included with each
typewriter.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 W. Monroe St., Dept. 218,
Chicago, III.
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on the set during the first few days, so
much so, in fact, that he was unfit for
work. He missed his cues, forgot his
lines, and we had to do the same scene
over and over again, sometimes as often
as 20 times, before Mamoulian was satisfied. Garbo, on the other hand, always
knew her lines perfectly and never interrupted a scene and required a re-take. She
spoke her lines without any foreign accent,
in that wonderfully modulated and penetrating voice of hers, and so faultless was
her stage diction that it seemed impossible
she hadn't spoken English all her life.
That was four years ago. Recently I
entered a store on Wilshire Avenue where
an auction was being held. The auctioneer
held up a pair of dead man's trousers :
"What would you give for these pants,
if you please?" he asked his audience.
"Two dollars, two, two, two — two-fifty —
three — three-fifty — three-seventy-five — four
— four-fifty — all through, all done — five —
five— five. SOLD !"
The personal effects and home furnishings of John
Gilbert,
"One of and
the World's
Greatest
Screen
Personalities
Beloved
Idol of Millions," as the garish announcements on the store's windows said, were
being knocked off the auction block. Vests,
hats, socks, underwear, all intrigued the
crowd and brought good prices.
Today, as she lends her extraordinary
talents to a screen version of Dumas' immortal play, she is fundamentally the same
Garbo, but with some exceptions. A gentleman, holding a responsible position at
M.G.M., and who has been associated with
Garbo in all of her pictures for the past
several years, tells me :
"She strode briskly on to stage 21 for
the first day's shooting of Camille, wearing gray silk slacks, a jacket, and comfortable, low-heeled slippers. There were
about 150 people on the set, but few, if
any, noticed her. In one corner of the
stage Director Cukor was in conference
with his staff. Bill Daniels, who has photographed allonly
of Garbo's
except
one, was the
one she pictures
knew. So
she
walked over to them, and playfully poked
Daniels in the back. He turned around,
and was tickled to death, as he hadn't seen
her for a year. Cukor greeted her, introduced her to his staff, and called Bob
Taylor over to meet her. They had never
met before, and she had seen him on the
screen only in His Brother's Wife. She
had ventured out to the Alexandria Theatre in Glendale, in a sport suit, felt hat,
and dark glasses, to catch a glimpse of
Taylor in that picture. She took an obscure seat in a rear corner of the theatre,
and wasn't recognized. She shook Bob's
hand very graciously, and said, 'I am very
glad to meet you.'
"A few days later, in the Theatre des
Varieties sequence, the orchestra, bored
with doing nothing for two days, struck
up a rhumba tune, just for the fun of it.
Mickey Whalen, the orchestra leader, wondered if Garbo would complain. She had
never allowed any music on her set before,
unless required by the picture. She was
sitting in an upper box. As she heard the
sizzling rhumba, she turned around, smiled
at the musicians, and kept time with her
head, applauding when they finished. She
sent Laura, her new colored maid, down
with a request that the orchestra play
another rhumba. She is crazy about jazz
music.
And repeated the request.
A

LITTLE

later, on another set, representing the interior of a chateau
where Marguerite, the consumptive Parisian cocotte, played by Garbo, stages a
gay party for her friends, Rex Evans,
famous London night club entertainer, who
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is Made

You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe: To
half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small box
of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself
at very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks.
It will not color scalp,
is not sticky or greasy
and does not rub off.

Accept no substitutes ! Always insist on the advertised brand !

has one of the lesser roles in the picture,
played the piano and sang delightful little
songs between scenes. 'I wonder if you
could ask him to play my favorite song,'
Garbo said to Cukor apologetically. 'Certainly,' Cukor said, 'what is it ?' 'Harlem's
On My Mind,' the great tragedian of the
screen replied. And Rex, a huge Englishman, 6 feet 3 inches tall and weighing 275

fast my
HERE'S THE

TO RELIEVE

i^V^JTS^

ACID INDIGESTION

lbs., obliged her by playing Harlem's On
My Mind several times.
"She seems very cheerful, which no
doubt is due in part to Cukor's influence.
He likes fun. During the filming of an
intimate love scene with Taylor a fly kept
buzzing around and spoiling the takes.
Cukor made a crack about flies, and she
nearly died laughing. She doesn't retire
to her dressing room after each scene as
she used to do in previous pictures. Now
she stays around, and watches the work
of other players. She chats with the electricians and the prop men, and likes riding
on the camera around the stage during
'trucking' shots. The other day she took
part in a gay birthday party given by
Mme. Aldrich, formerly of the Metropolitan Opera, who is now in Garbo's company. In former days, she always made
the short trip to her dressing room in a
closed limousine. Now, you can see her
walking boldly to her dressing room. She
still has the old place, and wouldn't move
to new quarters. But I don't know where
she lives. Her home address remains a
dark secret. Although she seems to be
more cheerful than I've ever seen her, her
private life is still shrouded in a veil of
mystery."
I remember a conversation I had with
Marlene Dietrich some time ago. "I envy
Garbo," she said. "Mystery is a woman's
greatest charm. I wish I could be mysterious like her. I don't want people to
know everything about me ! Garbo never
gives any interviews. I wish I could do
the same."
BOB TAYLOR, Garbo's 17th leading
man, has joined her "Know-Nothing"
party. The other day, as we lunched together in the M.G.M. commissary, I questioned him about her, but he wouldn't talk.
He just looked at me with a vacuous expression in his eyes, and asked me how I
liked my salad. Much has been written
about the famous Garbo crew, who always
work in every one of her pictures. Bill
Daniels, her cameraman, and Adrian, who
designs the stage clothes she wears, are
considered among her close friends. Yet
none of these men will talk about her, for
fear she might throw them over if they
did. I cannot imagine a more cruel remark about Garbo than to say her silence
and seclusion is a publicity stunt. Anyone
who has seen Garbo off screen knows how
genuine is her fear of crowds — it's really
a phobia — and that she is the kind of person, gifted with a high poetic sensitivity,
who is destined to walk alone in this life.
To mistake her pose for a publicity gag
is the most unfair thing that could be done
to Garbo. Not that she doesn't read what
people write about her. She reads every
line. Recently she complained to her hairdresser that they are writing too much
about her again.
After 12 years, the greatest artist of the
screen moves through the bizarre whirligig
of movie town in her own sweet solitary
way, a fugitive wraith of a unique, lovable,
enigmatic woman.
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Ridgways Centenary Tea in its handsome colorful caddy tin (hinged cover)
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very excellent taste. And what could be more practical than a full pound
of delicious superior cjuality orange pekoe tea, blended by the world'slargest
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On the West Coast — beautiful resort
hotels at Bradenton, Sarasota, Punta
Gorda, Useppa Island and Boca
Grande — fine hotels in Tampa and far
down in Everglades — 9 in all along the
golden Gulf Coast. A hotel in Lakeland in the lovely lake and citrus region. On the east Coast, 2 charming
hostelries at West Palm Beach. 12 in
all covering the best of Florida.

ance. He has a smattering of French, German, and Italian, but speaks none of them
well. He does not like Mexican food. He
has been happiest in- California.
He does not like hunting. Killing things
for sport does not appeal to him. He
would like to live in a place that combines
the virtues of country life in England and
the climate of California. He is fond of
oysters and clams. If he had to live in a
city he would choose Paris.
Materially speaking, he feels he has gotten more out of life than he expected. He
once made a futile attempt to read James

For the sportsmen — golf, tennis, bathing,
quail-shooting, lake and salt water fishing,
every out-door sport that has made Florida
world-famous. For those who seek the smart
society of people of culture and congenial
ideas. For motorists, for leisure-seekers, for
season residents or two-week vacationists . . .
Collier Florida Hotels provide a warm and
friendly Florida welcome! . . . and moderate,
dependable rates.
HOTEL MANATEE RIVER, Bradenton
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE, Sarasota
USEPPA INN, Useppa Island
EVERGLADES INN, Everglades
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE, Tampa
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, West Palm Beach
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, West Palm Beach
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland
HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR,
Punta Gorda
ROD & GUN
GASPARILLA

CLUB, Everglades
INN, Boca Grande

Wire reservations eolleet to hotels or wrJte for
booklet or apply to Travel Agents. For information
on all, address Collier Florida Hotels, Tampa,
Florida, or New York Office, 220 Wsst 42 St.
Telephone Wisconsin 7-2000.

GARDEN BEAUTY BOOK FREE

I'm Hotel Hostess
HOW^and earning a
salary '
splendid
Betty Godwin. Un-

favorites.

R. M. KELLOGG

employed andWork.
Inexperienced inHotel
Wins Position as Hostess
of Beautiful Hotel.

coupon. rived. Irealized
Their book
arthat here
was
everything
I was
seeking — fascinating work.
a
good
position,
fine
salary,
splendid
opportunities— and I enrolled.
Now I am Hostess of this 300-room hotel, and enjoying my
work.
The dull gray skies have cleared.
Lewis Leisuretime, Borne Study Training happily answered my problem,"
Step Into a Well-Paid Hotel Position
Good positions from coast to coast for trained men and
women in hotel, club, steamship, restaurant and institutional field. Hundreds of our graduates making good as
Hotel Managers, Assistant Managers, Stewards, Housekeepers, Hostesses and 55 other different types of positions.
Living often included. Previous experience proved unnecessary. Lewis graduates, both young and mature,
winning success. Good grade school education, plus Lewis
Training, qualifies you at home, in leisure time. FREE
Book gives full details about this fascinating field, and
explains how you are registered, FREE of extra cost, in
the Lewis National Placement Service, which covers the
country through special arrangement with the more than
23.000 Western Union offices. Mail coupon NOW.
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS, Sta.PB-9857, Washington, D.C.

Name

-

Easy to Use Viscose Home Method. Heals
many old leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins, swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it fails to
show results in 10 days. Describe the
cause of your trouble and get a FBEE
BOOK.
Dr. F. G.
Clason Viscose Co.
140 N. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.

LEARN TO PLAY

PIANO
BY

-

| Address
I City

94

_
-

State..

i

Minutes

Old Leg Trouble

COUPON

I Send me Free Book, "Your Big Opportunity," without ,
obligation,
and details as to how to qualify for well- |
paid position.

Relieve
Pain In 9

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia or NURITO.
Lumbago inAbsolutely
9 minutes, safe.
get the
Prescription
No Doctor's
opiates,
no narcotics; Does the work quickly — must relieve
your pain in nine minutes or money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Use guaranteed NURITO today.

I Lewis Hotel Training Schools,
I Sta. PB-9857, Washington, D. C.

I

CO., Box 3255, THREE RIVERS, MICH.

NEURITIS

"I didn't know which
way to turn. I was out
of work,
discouraged,
unhappy.
Then I read
the Lewis tisement
Schools'
and mailedadverthe

OPPORTUNITY

Kellogg's big, new Garden
Beauty Book, packed with
amazing flower and rock
garden bargains, latest and
best
novelties,
all your
old
Write for your FREE COPY at once!

EAR

N0TC READING-NO SCALE PLAYING
If you can whistle, jing, or hum a tune— You have TALENT.
Let a popular Radio Pianist train your hands to play Piano
by Ear. TEN LESSON METHOD sent postpaid for $1.00.
or pay U. S. Postman $1.00 plus postage. Nothing more
to buy. Satisfaction assured — or your money refunded.
Piano Accordion bats charts, included f-><-<.-. Order now!

' MAJOR KORD, Depl. F2J, DEL R10, TEXAS

Accept no substitutes !

Joyce's Ulysses. He has never been in the
Metropolitan Museum in New York.
He does not believe the recent and current depression has taught the world anything. He is both an idealist and a cynic,
a sentimentalist and a realist. His birthplace was a small country town beside a
river.
He memorizes dialogue easily.
He took singing lessons for one year at
Guildhall School of Music, London, but
his vocal talents never jelled. He cannot
cope with neurotics. He prefers playing
in comedies. As a boy he dreamed of becoming an engineer. Bulldog Drummond
was his first talkie. He dislikes talking
about himself.
He is tanned and sleek in appearance.
He believes there is no glamour in the
glories of war. His own military experiences have left too vivid an impression.
His favorite comedian is Groucho Marx.
He does not like modernistic furniture.
He is smart in all the meanings of the
word. He is genial, cautious and prudent.
Ronald Colman always eats too much in
Paris. Someday he plans to have an Old
English, half-timber type of home. He is
not addicted to the British habit of afternoon tea except when entertaining English
During the last ten years he has not
varied
guests. more than five pounds in weight.
He wrote several very bad one-act plays
early in his career. He has never had a
nickname.
AT

SCHOOL he was very beefy. He
has many private charities about which
he is very secretive. He does not own a
horse. He likes starchy foods. Several
years ago he tried having a chauffeur and
a limousine, but the regal idea failed to
click with him.
He smokes cigarettes and never carries
a cane. He likes perfume but not on himself. He possesses a few good paintings,
including a Reynolds and a Raeburn. He
believes Edinburgh has the most beautiful
main street in the world.
He is Scotch-English. He considers
The Unholy Garden his worst picture.
Eventually he intends to return to the
stage. He does not contemplate becoming
an American citizen. He would rather
have lived in the Gay Nineties.
He is constitutionally strong. He likes
old book stores and antique shops. He
enjoyed the spectacle of the opening day
at the Olympic Games far more than any
of the games themselves. He does not
think the average person's life is any happier now than it was a hundred years ago.
His only superstition is touching wood.
He is a paragon of good taste and discretion. He believes that motion picture producers should achieve the same results at
half the cost. He is not a difficult subject

Always insist on the advertised brand !

for cameramen to light.
He never goes to fortune-tellers. He
believes talking pictures have lost much
by leaving less to the imagination. He
says pictures are meant to be seen rather
than heard. His father was a silk importer of modest circumstances.
He saw action in the first battle of
Ypres as a member of Lord Kitchener's
famous "Contemptibles." He appeared in
school theatricals when a boy. He is
reticent and retiring and makes an emphatic
demand for privacy. He appears Latin
rather than English. In 1920 he arrived
in New York with §37, three clean collars, and two letters of introduction.
He married Miss Thelma Raye just
after the war while they were appearing
together in a spy melodrama. Before the
war he had several magazine articles published. As a youth he was shy of girls
and was given to silent and distant adoration. He does not dance the tango.
He likes to play poker and is lucky at
gambling. He does not like air travel.
He is fond of German musical pictures.
He is an internationalist at heart and believes that naturalization is a needless gesture unless there is an important reason.
HE

ENJOYS his business of acting. He
is five feet, eleven inches tall. His
first important role on the stage was in
Brieux's Damaged Goods. His first job
was as office boy for the British Steamship
company at a salary of $2.50 a week. He
demands the right to live as he chooses ;
quietly, with dignity, enjoying the peace
and
that is a man's privilege
in hiscontentment
leisure.
He has never owned a boat but some
day plans to get one. He does not play
bridge. He likes to dance and dislikes the
radio. He ranks principle above policy and
fights stubbornly to keep faith with himself. He considers a man fortunate indeed
who can afford to put up such a fight.
Someday he plans to retire and make life
itself an occupation.
He does not believe in continuing to
work for big money, per se, after security
is attained, unless there is gratification in
the work itself. He is descended from the
George Colman of Eighteenth Century
theatrical fame. No other relatives since
have been identified with the theater. He
likes costumes and uniforms but refuses to
do any more war pictures, although The
Dark Angel was one of his best pictures.
He was one of the first three to build
a beach house at Malibu. He has no hobbies. English divorce laws and residence
in different countries made it difficult for
him to obtain a divorce. He is now divorced. His first picture was a two-reel
comedy. It was never released, much to
his relief.
HE

WAS disabled at Messines, near
Ypres. In 1922 he appeared in La
Tcndresse supporting Ruth Chatterton and
Henry Miller. He was discovered in this
by Henry King with the result that he
played the male lead opposite Lillian Gish
in The White Sister. He played in Los
Angeles in the road company of East Is
West back in 1921 but the movies did not
think him a good type.
He is very English at heart. He has a
scar parallel with his right eyebrow which
he got in a fall at the age of four. He
would like to find a quotation from George
Bernard Shaw in which the Irish dramatist admonishes play producers to leave the
interpretation of a role to the discretion of
the actor. He has a use for that quotation.
He permanently lost sixteen pounds because of the World War, marriage, and
influenza.

KILL KIDNEY ACIDS
Win Back Pep,
Your Skin,

Clear

Look Younger*

Women

Need Help More

When acids and poisons accumulate in your blood you
lose your vitality and your skin becomes coarse and cloudy
— you actually feel and look years older than you are.
And what is. worse, functional Kidney disorders may cause
more serious ailments, such as Getting Up Nights,
Nervousness, Leg Pains, Lumbago, Swollen Joints, Kheumatic Pains, Dizziness, Dark Circles Under Eyes, HeadAcidity. aches, Frequent Colds, Burning, Smarting, Itching, and
The only way your body can clean out the Acids, poisons,
and toxins from your blood is through the function of 9
million tiny, delicate tubes or filters in your Kidneys.
When your Kidneys get tired or slow down beacuse of functional disorders, the acids and poisons accumulate and
thus cause much trouble. Fortunately, it is now easy to
help stimulate the diuretic action of the Kidneys with a
Doctor's
prescription,
Cystex
is available
at all drug
stores.(pronounced Siss-Tex), which

Doctors Praise Cystex
Dr. Geo. B. Knight, of Camden, New Jersey, recently
wrote: "When Kidneys don't function properly and fail to properly
throw off the waste matter strained
from the blood, aches develop in the
muscles and joints, the appetite
suffers, sleep is disturbed, and the
patient is generally run-down and
suffers with lowered vitality. Cystex
is an excellent prescription to help
overcome this condition. It starts
its beneficial action almost immediately, yet contains no harmful or
injurious ingredients. I consider
Cystex a prescription which men and
women in all walks of life should
Knight

Often Than

Men

find beneficial in the treatment of functional Kidney disorders." And Dr. T. J. Rastelii, famous Doctor, Surgeon,
and Scientist, of London, says: "Cystex is one of the finest
remedies I have ever known in my medical practice. Any
doctor will recommend it for its definite benefits in the
treatment of many functional Kidney and Bladder disorders. It is safe and harmless."

World-Wide Success
Cystex is not an experiment, but is a proven success in
31 different countries throughout the world. It is prepared
with scientific accuracy and in accordance with the strict
requirements of the United States Dispensatory and the
"United States Pharmacopoeia, and because it is intended
especially for functional Kidney and Bladder disorders, it
is swift, safe and sure in action.

Guaranteed To Work
Cystex is offered to all sufferers from functional Kidney
and Bladder disorders under an unlimited guarantee. Put
it to the test. See what it can do in your own particular
case. It must bring you a new feeling of energy and
vitality in
hoursto— your
it must
mak'esatisfaction
you look and
years
younger
and48 work
entire
in 8feeldays
or
you merely return the empty package and your money is
refunded in full. You are the sole and final judge of
your own satisfaction. Cystex costs only 3c a dose at all
druggists, and as the guarantee protects you fully, you
should not take chances with cheap, inferior, or irritating
drugs or with neglect. Ask your druggist for guaranteed
Cystex (pronounced Siss-Tex) today.

^* BE A CARTOONIST
AT HOME IN TOUR SPABE TIME
under personal supervision of the famous
cartoonist NORMAN MABSH creator of
'DAN DUNN" appearing every day in
big papers. Success — Fame — Real Money
may be Yours when you learn Marsh's easy
simple methods and secrets. Send name and six cents —
stampsTODAY!
or coin — forMARSH
details of
MARSH'S SCHOOL
Personal course.
ACT
CARTOON
Chicago Daily News Btdg., Dept. B-2,

Chicago, III.

qJokeTo
Be deaf
—Every dea£ person knows that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
.being deaf for twenty-five years, withhis Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
yThey stopped his head
'noises. They are invisible
and comfortable, no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
Artificial Ear Drum
booklet on Deafness.
I
THE WAY COMPANY
774 Hofmann Bids.
Detroit, Michigan

lEEanaacsai
NEW WAY TO EARN

SUITS and

Big clothing- manufacturer wants ambitions man in every
Tlg$IBlAWllHii'i,iiiM'hcity to wear all wool, made-to-measure suits as demon-

strators, and earn money showing to friends and taking
orders. Sample suits FREE of extra cost! Your
choice of over 150 woolens. No experience needed.
Can start spare time. FREE! Write today for actual
generous-size samples and details of amazing FREE
SUIT and Money Making plan. Send no money.
Pioneer Tailoring Co., Dept.Pl239,Chicago, ■■■•

this Home for O^ra

Shipped
Direct
from Our
Mill

o .
Home
IflewA00l
on your
2>0°loto
Ua)ave

Don't pay several hundred dollars more than necessary
when you build a home! Buy it direct from our mill at
We ship you the materialsfactory price.
lowcut-to-flt.
our
ready to erect. Paint, glass, hardware,
lumber
nails, etc., all included in the price— no extra charges.
furnished— also complete buildthe freight.No Plans
We pay instructions.
wonder our customers write us that
ing
to 40%, compared
Handsome
Big withfPbuilders
17 prices.
17
them 3 30%
we
years to pay.
terms—
Easysaved

CATALOGUE

TIXI-iEj

Pictures wonderful homes in colors at moneyto suit everyone.
Designs
saving prices.
Write jor your catalog today.
LEWIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Bay City, Michigan
Dept. 1672

When answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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Hollywood Highlights
[Continued

PROJECTS
COIFFURE
w-Lth

DDN-fl-CflP
Form -Fitting
Wave Protector
• SMARTER TO WEAR
• BETTER PROTECTION
FOR YOUR WAVE

I
I.
\

Bobby and the choir "dubbed in" later.
Action and sound were given official okay
as individual efforts, but when the completed film was run for the benefit of the
exploitation force, an eagle-eyed publicist,
who is well-versed in Catholicism, discovered Bobby's gestures for the sacred
number somewhat paralleled those of Al
Jolson doing a mammy song. Brought to the
attention of Sol Lesser, the producer, he
ordered the cathedral scene reshot with
Master Breen repressing his gestures. Cost?

JANET

GAYNOR
has gone a little sophisticated meaning that, in her forthcoming picture A Star Is Born, La Gaynor,
so they say, will do a priceless imitation of
Simone Simon and also Mae West — imagine. Likewise Miss Gaynor will do herself, meaning that in. a scene satirizing the
Motion Picture Academy Awards, Gaynor
will be seen awarded the gold statuette,
which she really won some years ago for
her work in Seventh Heaven. Incidentally

Special
model
at
Ten Cent Stores only.

DIEGO,

DON-A-BAN

50c

the statuette used will be Janet's very own.

Co j

CALIFORNIA

If you suffer with those horrible attacks of Asthma when it is cold and
if raw, Wintry winds make
as if each gasp for breath

you
was

that Leslie Howard has ceased his
NOW
stage production of Hamlet in New
York there is no harm in telling a little
wisecrack, made by a Hollywood wit, not
Gene Fowler nor Dorothy Parker, we
hasten to make clear.
It was made by a feminine star, who had
returned to Hollywood from a trip to NewYork.
At a party she was asked, among other
things, "Did you see Leslie Howard play

the very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe;

"I didn't bother," cracked the gal, "I already had seen him play Hamlet in Romeo
Hamlet?"

if you feel the disease is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail to send
at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.
for a free trial of a remarkable method.
No matter where you live or whether

and Juliet."

you have any faith in any remedy under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
you have suffered for a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of
without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope
but send today for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing. Address:
Frontier Asthma Co., 1-B Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

THIS MONTH
YOU WOULD

HAVE TO APPLY ORDINARY MASCARA
60

TIMES...

BUT—

"DARK-EYES"
(EYELASH

ONLY

DARKENER)

ONCE!

One application lasts
4 to 5 weeks.
$1 at all good Drug and Department Stores.
"Dark-Eyes",
30-B 111.
412
Orleans St.,Dept.
Chicago,
I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous
trial package of "Dark-Eyes"' and directions.
Name
Town
Address
:
Slate
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HOPKINS
t EGYPTIAN
HENNA

.

RAJ

A H

B R A N'D

Resinol

Ease the agonizing pain quickly<4
and
BURNS
►
reduce soreness by immediate use of

Sample Free. Resinol, Dept. 5-N, Balto. Md.

YOURFACe&Zllb
<^S*i

Classic

FREE FOR ASTHMA
DURING WINTER
damp;
choke

The fascinating allure of hennatreated hair has long been recognized by stars of screen and stage.
To be absolutely safe and to obtain
just the desired shade, always insist upon genuine Hopkins Rajah
Brand Egyptian Henna.
J. L. Hopkins & Co., Dept. H,
220 Broadway, New York

Imitations

becomingly. They're sold
'round the world. Millions
of users prove they have no
equal. Insist on the Original!

SAN

14]

$15,000.

you protect your wave!
Don-a-Caps fit snugly and

Dona Manufacturing

page

$15,000 error. The cathedral scene with the
choir was filmed silently and the voices of

Look neat and trim while

At Stores and Beauty Shops everywhere. Ifnot obtainable, write . . .

from

%

Wise

%

V

STOP Your Rupture

Why Buffer with that rapture? team Off
»
|
about my Appliance for reducible rup- UUfftl'l'I^Ql
ture. Automatic air cushion assists Na- § h vl I Ivvi
ture to close the opening — has relieved
thousands of men t women and children. No obnoxious springs
or hard pads. No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove
it. Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores. Write today
for confidential information sent free in plain envelope.
Brooks Company, 139-B State Street, Marshal Michigan

~¥

Crack!

CREDIT this one to Patsy Kelly, before
it starts in circulation.
Patsy and Lyda Roberti were having
lunch at the Brown Derby. Lyda also had
a date there to meet a friend who was going to motor her to San Diego in his highpowered car.
Standing on the walk in frontof the eating place the chap drove up in his car,
greeted the gals, and Lyda stepped into the
car.
"Bye bye, darling," cracked Patsy, "and
remember what I told you. Vote 'NO' on
Proposition Number 1."

VISIT MOVIELAND
1937 Vacation Tours Now Being Planned
Hundreds of letters from enthusiastic
readers who saw Movieland in the 1935
and 1936 Movieland Tours have urged
that Fawcett Publications repeat the
Movieland vacation tours in 1937. Because these tours have been so successful, we are planning two more tours for
the summer of 1937.
And what grand tours they are ! Visit
Hollywood i See the stars and their
homes. Meet them and talk with them.
Every effort will be made to make the
1937 tours even more successful than the
two preceding ones. Watch for full details in next month's issue of this magazine.

Accept no substitutes !

Straight
regular They
features!
ing new beauty!
can beCharmyoure.
Dr. Stotter (grad. of University of
Vienna) reconstructs
faces by fanshapely
Nose?,
Protruding
Ears,
Sous
Vienna
Polyclinic
methodB.
Large Lips, Wrinkles, Signs of A»e,
etc., are all quickly corrected. Low
cost.
Write
or call for Free Booklet
*' Facial
Reconstruction,"
(mailed
Id plain wrapper).
Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd
St.*
Dept. 48-L. New York

";>« FREE CIGARETTE
EARN

UP TO $95 WEEKLY

Introducing NEW WAY TO SMOKE. We furnish
you Free Cigarettes. Ask any man to have a Free
Smoke. Hand him LIGHTED Cigarette from
beautiful pocket-size "Magic Case." Just touch button.
Presto! Out comes LIGHTED Cigarette automatically.
No
or electricity.
Get brand
Magic cigarettes.
Case for 15 days'
trial batteries
at our risk.
State favorite
MAGICAve.,
CASE MFRS., Dept. B-981,
4234 Cozens
St. Louis, Mo.

IF YOU AGREE TO SHOW THEM TO FRIENDS
*~
ILL SEND YOU 2 ACTUAL SAMPLES

tiHHMiHi

And Show You How To Earn Up To $22 In A Week
Thrilling: news! Amazing New patented process makes wolen's Snag - Proofed Chiffon Hosiery resist snags and
runs, wear twice as long, and cut hosiery bills in
half. Individual lengths to fit all customers.
Lowest
irices. Write for 2 actual samples to show your friends.
Send no money. AMERICAN SILK HOSIERY MILLS,
Dept. L-6i, Indianapolis, Ind.

BACKACHES

NEED
WARMTH

Thousands who suffered from backaches, muscle
pains and chest congestion, now find genuine relief in an ALLCOCK'S POROUS PLASTER.
It's simply wonderful for muscle pains of rheumatism, neuritis, arthritis, sciatica, lumbago. It
draws the blood to the painful spot and gives a
glow of warmth that makes you feel good right
away. Make
sure porous
you getplaster
ALLCOCK'S,
the
original.
No other
goes on and
comes off as easily — or does as much good.
25£ at druggists.

Always insist on the advertised brand !

y for a Half Dollar
I Will Pay CASH
for OLD COINS,
Bills and Stamps
There are single pennies that sell for
$100.00. There are nickels worth many
dollars — dimes, quarters, half dollars
and dollars on which big cash premiums are paid. Each year a fortune
is offered by collectors for rare coins
and stamps for their collections.
The prices paid are amazing.

It Pays to PostYourself
on the Big Values of Old
Coins and Stamps
Mrs. Dowty of
Texas,soldB Max
Mehl one-half
dollar for $400.00.
'
S* "*

I PAID $200

to J. D. Martin of Virginia for Just One Copper Cent
"Please accept my thanks for your check for $200.00 in payment for the copper cent I sent you. I appreciate the interest you have given this transaction. It's a pleasure to do business with a firm that handles matters as you do. I wish to
assure you it will be a pleasure to me to tell all my friends
of your wonderful offer for old coins." Julian D. Martin, Va.

Post yourself ! It pays ! I paid Mr Manning, New
York, $2,500.00 for a single silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
Adams, Ohio, received $740.00 for some old coins. I
paid W. F. Wilharm, of Pennsylvania, $13,500.00 for
his rare coins. I paid J. T. Neville, of North Dakota,
$200.00 for a $10 bill he picked up in circulation. Mr.
Mehl paid $1,000.00 to Mr. Brownlee, of Georgia, for
one old coin. Mr. Brownlee, in his letter to Mr. Mehl,
says : ' 'Your letter received with the check for $1, 000
enclosed. I like to deal with such men as you and hope
you continue buying coins for a long time." In the
last thirty-six years I have paid hundreds of others
handsome premiums for old bills and coins.

All Kinds of Old Coins, Medals,
Bills and Stamps Wanted

Knowing about coins pays. Andrew
Henry, of Idaho, was paid $900 for
a half dollar, received in change. A valuable old coin may come into your possession or you may have one now and
not know it. Post yourself.

HUGE PREMIUMS
OLD STAMPS

Some old stamps bring big premiums.
An old 10c stamp, found in an old basket, was recently sold for $10,000.
There may be valuable stamps on some
of your old letters. It will pay you to
know how to recognize them.

Let Me Send You My Big
Illustrated Coin Folder —
It will open your eyes!

Use the Coupon Below

Send the coupon below and 4 cents for
my Large Illustrated Coin and Stamp
Folder and further particulars'.
WRITE TODAY for this eye-opening,
valuable wealth of information on the
profits that have been made from old
money. No obligation on your part.
You have nothing to lose — everything
to gain. It may mean much profit to you.
Largest Rare Coin Company
Copyright

$1.00 to $1,000 paid for certain old cents, nickels, dimes,
quarters, etc. Right now I will pay $50.00- for 1913
Liberty Head nickels (not buffalo), $100.00 for 1894 dimes
("S"1866Mint),
$8.00 (no
for motto),
1853 quarters
arrows),
for
quarters
$200.00(noeach
for 1884$10.00
and
1885 Silver Trade Dollars, etc., etc.
I Have Been Buying OLD MONEY for 36 Years
Any bank in Fort Worth or Dun & Bradstreets will
testify as to my responsibility. My volume of business, built on fair and prompt dealings for 36 years,
is such that I own and occupy my own building devoted to my coin business. You will find every representationmake
I
to be true and not exaggerated. It
will pay you to do business with me.
■>•

405

ItIAX

Mehl

Wi fcr I L

Building

•

for

$200 FOR

A PENNY

I paid Julian D.Martin $200.00 for
one old Copper Cent of the year
1793. There are numerous other
Cents worth large sums in everyday circulation.

$50 FOR A NICKEL
As proof that coins do not have
to beold to be valuable, James
House, Mobile, Ala., received
$50.00ertyfrom
me for(not
a 1913
Lib- .
Head Nickel
buffalo)
This coin is just one of many
thousands of premiumpiecesfor
which I am looking.

$100 FOR

A DIME

Another comparatively recent
coin for which I will pay a big
Dime.
I offer
$100 1894
for any'S"
of these
premium
is the
Mint
coins sent me in good condition.

$150 for a QUARTER
There are many Quarters
worth large sums. For instance, Ioffer $150 for 1827
Quarters. There are Quarters of other years for which
I will pay up to $100.

$400 FOR A HALF
DOLLAR
There are a great number of
Half Dollars of many different years I am seeking and
for which I will pay large
sums. I paid Mrs. Dowty of
Texas, $400.06 for just one
Half Dollar.

$1,000
FOR ONE
DOLLAR

There are many Silver Dollars for which I am looking.
are Silveryears
dollars ofThere
different
that command big prices.
Forexample.Mr.Manning
of N. Y. was paid $2500.00
for just one single dollar.
Established 36 Years.
in the U. S. A.

FILL OUT and MAIL NOW
-and
B. MAX

FORT

GET

Large

Coin

Folder!

MEHL, 405 Mehl Bldg.,

WORTH,

TEXAS

Dear Mr. Mehl :— Please send me your Large Illustrated Coin and Stamp Folder and further particulars, for which I enclose 4 cents.
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When answering advertisements, please mention February Movie Classic
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It's going to be a Happy New Year in Hollywood.
Not that 1936 was so hard to take, but production plans studios are
making for 1937 are so staggering that they might even make the fabled
Atlas trip and fall, or at least groan and grunt under the

load.

With the presidential election a matter of history
and the belief that Franklin Delano Roosevelt is making
it first order of business to see that plenty of currency is
in circulation, and bugaboo of unemployment due for
many more vigorous kicks in the pants, movie magnates
of the magic-lantern metropolis feel they will have little
difficulty in loosening the purse strings of Wall Street money barons with
the same enthusiasm as the old-fashioned wife, fair-fat-and-forty, grabbed
at her corset strings the minute she hit home after an evening at whist or
authors.
With money in circulation picture palaces are going to get their share.
New theatres will be built. Competition will be keen.
This means crying need for bigger and better pictures will reach its
crescendo, and let it not be said that any Hollywood producer could
ignore a crescendo, even if he had to send his secretary out to buy a
dictionary to find out whether it was a new kind of French pastry or the
Latin name for a black widow spider.
CERIOUSLY entertainment entrepeneurs of filmland are going to town
in a big way this coming year. Talk with your local theatre managers.
They'll tell you what to expect in the way of thrills, throbs and laughs made
possible by producer enterprise in contracting supreme artists of screen,
stage, radio, opera and even the circus world.
Outstanding novels of today and yesterday and newest modern plays,
along with the classic dramas of yesteryear, are to be made into magnificent spectacles.
It would take reams and reams of paper to tell you in detail what your
favorite producers, stars, directors and writers are plotting.
I have only one page here, but if you want to keep up with what's
happening in the greatest entertainment industry the world has ever
known, buy yourself each month a few of the more popular film magazines
such as Screen Book, Hollywood, Motion Picture, Screen Play and
Romantic Movie Stories — of course, not forgetting Movie Classic.
Then curl up in an armchair before the fire and Hollywood's most intriguing writers will picture for you in intimate detail just what happy evenings are in store for you at the theatres in your town.
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FREE TRIP TO
HOLLYWOOD
OR $500.00 IN CASH
TRY
THESE COOKING—
new recipes. They're
of SPEED
the art oftypical
using
soup to make good things to eat in a hurry.
Hormel Soup, of course. For only Hormel
Soups, with their true beef stock, have the
richness, the flavor, the substance you need
in speed cooking.
Try Hormel Vegetable-Beef Soup in this
good beef pie ; try Hormel Cream of Mushroom
Soup in an Asparagus Mushroom Rabbit.
Use soup to stretch the leftovers, to make
thrift dishes go further.
And don't miss this big chance to win one
of the 1,011 prizes in this brand new contest!
READ HOW

EASILY YOU CAN WIN

Enter this big new contest. The winner gets:
Afree trip and vacation in glorious Hollywood
(or $500)! Visit a big moving picture studio,
dine with Miriam Hopkins herself!
5 Second Prizes — beautiful Benros Wrist
Watches for men or women worth $45 each.
5 Third Prizes — new de luxe Toastmaster
Hospitality Tray Sets with toaster, worth
$23.50. 1,011 other prizes: lovely handmade
luncheon setsin gay peasant colors, one apiece
to a thousand women.
Here's what you do: Write one sentence —
25 words or less — on "Why I like Hormel
Soup best." Send this sentence and a label
from one can of any Hormel Soup (or a facsimile) to Contest Department C, George A.
Hormel & Co., Austin, Minn. All entries must
be postmarked before midnight February 15,
1937.
That's all you have to do. The 1,011 best
reasons, in the opinion of the judges appointed
by Hormel,
win In
thecase
prizes.
Judges'
decisions will bewillfinal.
of tie,
duplicate
prizes will be awarded. Winners will be notified as soon as possible after contest closes.
All entries become the property of Hormel
and will not be returned. Contest not open
to Hormel employees or members of their
families. Don't delay — mail your entry now!
VEGETABLE- BEEF PIE
Quickly made with
Hormel Vegetable-Beef Soup

\

Blend 2 tbsp. butter with 2 tbsp.
flour. Add 1 can Hormel VegetableBeef Soup. If you have a cupful of
leftovers (diced meat, carrots, peas
or potatoes), pop them in, too. Cook
and stir until slightly thick. Pour in
a pie plate and cover with a crust of
Bisquick dough, cut in rounds or
triangles. Bake in hot oven (450° F.)
15 minutes until brown.

ASPARAGUS MUSHROOM RABBIT
Quickly made with
Hormel Cream of Mushroom Soup

Make a sauce with 3 tbsp. melted
butter, 5 tbsp. flour, l%cups Hormel
Cream of Mushroom Soup. When
thick and smooth, add 1 package
Creamed Old English Cheese,
shredded, and stir until blended.
Season and serve on hot, buttered
asparagus tips. Garnish each portion
with strips of pimiento — a feast for
the eye, a festival-food for your

There you are — a richly flavored meat pie! It's a
triumph for that new art— SPEED COOKING!

tongue! Try this new taste sensation today! (It's extra
good for after-bridge or theater spreads!)

HORMEL
CREAM

Of MUSHROOM

?BlNTeo
US. A-

• NOODLE . CREAM

OF TOMATO

• VEGETABLE-BEEF

Go to the grocer who
displays Hormel Soups.
There you' 11 get. . .free
. . . the menu and recipes for the Miriam
Hopkins Speed-Cooked
Dinner, and
assistanceother
which may

Mfc1.
HORSOU?

help you win a prize.
Tell him if you win he
wins the same prize
you do. He will keep
Hormel Soup on display and aid you in
preparing your entry.
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• ONION • VEGETABLE
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Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel 3rd, of Philadelphia, New
York, and Nassau, photographed in the grand dining

?

salon of the S. S. Normandie. "A meal isn't complete
without Camels," Mrs. Drexel says. "They make food
more enjoyable, and help digestion too."
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When dining, think of digestion too.
A welcome mealtime touch is
the serving of Camels. Your
guests will prefer Camels for
their mildness, and because they
accent subtle flavors in fine
foods. But it is also true that
Camels have a pleasant effect
upon digestion. Smoking
Camels, scientists affirm, encourages agenerous flow of di-

iff

y

COSTLIER
EXPENSIVE

A few of the distinguished
women who prefer

gestive fluids — alkaline digestive fluids — so imperative for

Camel's costlier tobaccos:
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia

good digestion. Camels are en-

Mrs. Alexander Black, Los Angeles
Miss Mary Byrd, Richmond
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston

joyed the world over. "On shipboard," says 0. Naffrechoux,
Maitre d'Hotel Principal of the
Normandie, "Camels are a distinct favorite. People get more
pleasure out of dining when

Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2nd, Boston
Mrs. William I. Hollingsworth, Jr.
Los Angeles
Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langhorne
Virginia
Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
Mxs. Nicholas G. Penniman III
Baltimore

they add Camels to the menu."

TOBACCOS.
Camels are made from finer, MORE
TOBACCOS... Turkish and Domestic... than any other popular hrand

Miss Anne C. Rockefeller, New York
Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer
New York

Copyright, 1936, R, J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolii

FOR
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